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CHEESECAKE
'Having a Wonderful Time in Reverse,

Lecture Biz to $8,000,000 in '43-44

With Mostly 4Fs Blooming in Catskills
GEORGE ROSEN

By
It -

u

I

'

from Arthur Kobcr'.Wonderful Time' saga <>f

go to U. S. to
bring
to

to

make

Garbo and

at

filming
of Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan.'

Warner

Bros._

Bing Crosby jwas interested in do :
the Rogers role but the • deal
went cold.

—

Max Heinhardt to England.
He would use them in the

1

Stuart Er\yin_is Bet to piiyy'Will
Rogers in the film biog to be niade

Jinx, Hedy and Donna
Drake Rate Tops, in That
of
Sequence
- Vagaries

arrange-

final

Greta

ments

StuEnvin as Will Rogers

Grable, Lamour, Lana, Blair,

London. July 6.
Gabriel Pascal is reported ready

(hi her two weeks' vacation in
hopes of meeting Ihe right guy.

1

i

ing

Preferences

a result,, the 'chin. sessions' of the season just ended represented a $6,000,000 biz, with the^
upswing- boys who 'saw it happ;-it'
on the global fighting and diplomat:

— lor

t

DIME TO

lie

Pix Increase Use

PER STILL

50c.

l

i:nw

I

:

1

i !

1

>

1 1

ahvad.v

i-

in'

^

1-

1 1

in.

in

Hollywood.

A wa\

some army camp

ci'scas.

this will keep the slonos.
tiookki-eper- and the salesgirls
hu.iv. Ihe
-oi l ops aren't prepared
'i
iv.
They're hoping il won't.
With Ihe regular summer season
ciiln i.illv bowing in after the 4th. it's
dill mill right now to feel the pul.-c
(.'mi

i

nued on

paste

around

built

19)

LEON HENDERSON GOES

Ihe

Have

Biow

Inc..

o .:i'iiicnts

i

the

whereby American per-

""''<' slated for offshore tours w.ll
channelled regularly into the army
i-:-p- and navv
bases of an Allied
i' on
•

one

Pa.,
!

:

:

'"•

•

execs
v.

and Major Raymond
u Canadian Army, hit
'el 'onioning
in N. Y. on bcliail ol
Hi'.:. James
Mess, deputy Adjutant
'I'-n ial of the Canadian
Dept. of
Jiat i„ al Defense and Col. Edgar A
iJear.m. director
of the Canadian
i

''"->

'

'

il

-

,,|

t|

,

1.211(1

on-l

i'-'^.it.i-iis

Services.
Yank
service all Canadian inbefore moving on to en-

.'nam the American troops.
"i':
the expanded Camp Show."Il overseas units moving
New roundland "will spend tin
-''"'icing the Canadian ttrmy,
(Continued on page 19)
'

;

;

..

the top lecture agents, currently
mapping their 1943-44 cfossicoiint::.

C

Now Pay

Big

the

of

and

largest

;

;

COMEDIAN'S 6-M0. REST

her Cape Cod
vacation she will read a number, of
scripts, with a likelihood thaU- she

rapacity on
.^tiong

a*
C-

1

»:'.'.

i

i

i

'

c

Berlin's

i':'

property alncr a* the
page 02

the yarn.

Theme With

FROM AGENT TO PRO
GRID PREZ IN 1 JUMP

In-lciU

'

cope with tli'- lonci .-horlagc-.
hec-n given Ihe
una', h
nod Hon. Washington agriculture exci - who w ill adv i-c on
:ypc- of soil. Ici'tiliz'i treatment to

\

Fiom vaudeville agent
[

a

league

lir.:

l--a:!l

l.y

I-

.lark

prole

to

talent

rep.

S ilurrlay 3
the rem- Iron- Cap:
to tak.- ovei
Dan Topinng ol l'".' Marine-. Topping hu-banil ol Soma Heme, and
a\ ic- have been lon.g-1 iir.c pals

who

lelt

Idea.

i

made

l>c,::g

ln'.ik

!o

head of
tootball

i.mal

lump
Davie-. X. Y

tl'.e

(or the Coa-I

<

:

'

'.he

gets

Ihe

ti'.le

general
football Dodger^.

and

n(

!

phmi.fii!

nop...

etc..

origi-

and Lincoln
hotel, in New York and the RouseTotal of
vcit hotel in Washington.
>n

acre- on the three hotel roofs
are being converted lor growth of
six

acting

manager

I

|

of
I

I

vcyelable.cgelable.- and fruits.

Ilal

B.

Wallis

parly

'Continued on page

;

TEXAS BANS

:

.

;

j

.

5:))

'MISSION'

AS FDR 'PROPAGANDA'
Dallas. July 6;.
'Mission to Moscow' can't find
Texafs,
as'
-the:
time
in
playing
Hoblit/.elle-O'Donncll 'theatre people tell Warner Bros, that this is
due to local antipathy to the PresiFormer vice-president John
dent.
Nance Garner, a Texas political
power, is among the known opponents to FDR.

Film is deemed to be White House
propaganda in the Lone Star Slate.

-

.

Ttiesday- night- (13): the N. V.
1

east,, will

.

j

'

aviepresident

,

j

..-

naled with the Kdi-

nines, all already written by Berliri,
and each with an Allied flavor.
Philip and Julius Epstein, who aCr
compauicd the Berlin-Michael Cufti/

.

insure

VVhon //Stars and Gripe's,; an original 'aii-spldicr- musical revue., has
its 'world premiere' at the War Dept.
Theatre ^t Ft. Hamilton, N.' Y next

.

ollicial

•

'Stars and Gripes' Touted
As Super All-Soldier Show

lions

liltn lines

of

Inn' with a United Nav
As with the Crosbytouch.
Astaire filmusical, it will have a

.

rest

of 'Holiday

,

S.
coopci al ion w^h the
In
Dept. of AgMCuiiuie. a number of
hoivl- arc planning io convert their
roof- into \ :(:. r\- gardens :n a move

!

Ann Sheridan

Bogart-

j

Vegetables

•

For another Allen has been ad-

Format

i

FODDER

(irnw

to

'Inn'

Humphrey

film for Warner Bros!;
which he will do directly preceding
his Bing Crosby-Fred Astrfire assignment for Paramount, will be a sort

|

Koiifs

.

vised by medicos to take a complete
from radio, picture or other .assignments until Jan. 1 because of
overwork, blood pressure, etc.

Irving Berlin's

in a John Golden
roadway in November.

LIFE WITH
Hotel

:

1

,

Musical

To Have United Nations

j

ca:

WB

serni-nilcry locale. lhi<; time an International cafe iii New York where
meets. Thus, will
produc-l the refugee talent
10
or
be introduced some eight

o.-

an.
t i

Fred Allen film for Jack Skirand Leo. Spitz, which Alfred
Hitchcock was to have directed, is
o(T.
Allen, for one thing, didn't li
the switch which Sally Benson,
scripted 'Shadow of a Doubt;'

ball

Legit star is figuring on a late
tour of European military
posts tor the Entertainment National
Services As.-ocial ion. a British organization of which she is vice-

will slai
lion on

:

FRED ALLEN'S FILM

(Continued on page 53)

autumn

most

;

.'.

Camp Tour

During

.

:

Sunday iin for a two-month vacation on Cape Cod

pre.-idenl.

,

.

.

>

Lawrence Weary

Play After

Yr

This

.

Los Angeles. July 6.
Gertrude Lawrence is all through
with 'Lady in Ihe Dark' after 102
weeks ami will not fetch it back to
Broadway next .-ea.-on. even though
After a
is still
a money-maker.
it
three-week .sellout in Los Angeles
and customers clamoring for further performances, siar declined to
play the fourth week and leaves

[

-

Auxiliary
\m!|

1

lucrative pre-war dates ;n the cast,
fir.-l to f.-el Ihe war's effect,
ha- lonnii tile huge denial' pool

the icsiilt of a series of huddles
the past few months bo' ween

:

M m

to $50,000, personal gross:

'

and the

'

f'SI

'Gone Arc

stuff:

1

I'

On

-

from

,

Of lady/ Mulls Golden

Harrisbnrg. Pa.. July 6.
At least two of the eastern onepight ballrooms shuttered by the
pleasure-driving ban have been doing alright for their owners with attractions that were only sidelines before bands were forced off singledate trails. In bolh cases the moneymakers are swimming pools.
Ray Harlenstein. owner of the
Ballroom.
Potlstown.
Suiinybrook

time since the incep-

first

Gertie

Profits to Ballrooms

Canada's Troops Too
USO-Camp Shows.

.$20:000

for

'

-

treated

Pools, Not

Dances,

USO-Camp Shows For
For the

(Continued on page 55

'

Swimming

be 'economic consultant

Special Services Division of the U.S.
w '-r Dept. has just completed ar-

be

Continued on page

l.

tion ol

good

routes "with a potential audience of..
10.000 subscription clubs and a total
With nitcries throughout, the coun- of SO.pOp organizations, to 'dra'w' froiii.
try bulging ufcdhc sides from over/ are confident that, the;' season lecing;
flow business, indications point to a pfr immediately after Labor D'a'y
summer season devoid of ihe acciis-. wilj see' a record, take of nearly $8.tomcd 30"i slump that usually ac- OdO.OOO chalked up via the warcompanies the' hot months. Many tempoed gabfests and the .'.escapist',
which,- as in other phasf;!
class spot.s ore staying open £or the bodkin
summer, such as New York's Copa- of^'show; biz, have ;been on-: the
'.
cabana and the Hotel Plaza's Per- bound in'recent months.
The $8,000,000 gross might even
sian
Room, and with remaining
rooms and roof gardens providing a have been achieved during the sear'
cool retreat, to people who can't son just, ended, it's pointed out, '-exget away from it all because of. the ccpt for the fact that a number of
gas ban, talent agencies .generally
(Continued on page 12)
sec a summer season that will put
many nitcry ledgers in the black for
the first time.
OFF;
It's a case of top talent figuratively
naming its own price in most cases,
with many places that ordinarily

Lindy's.' he notes, enumerating that
the letters and orders he receives

Dav>.' now refilled to 'Times
(.'hanged. built around the old
i

n-nvc- closer to that field when he
.win- ihe Biow Co.. ad agency, in
N V tomorrow (Wed.
Milidii If. Biow slated that Hen-

the

'Where Do

Summer

musical com-

a

Here'.'.'

edy with nostalgic

Washington. July fi.
I.i ini Henderson, who resigned last
Dec 17 as administrator of Ihe Office
"i
Pi iic Administration, and
w ho
h i- lieen mentioned of late as going
"'I
the radio as a commentator,

to

•Greenwich

musical:

a

We Go From

WITH BIOW AD AGENCY

on post-war problems
('•>. and
its clients.'

in-

the song:
'Slate Fair." to

tune as

this

will

6.

is

At 'JUlh-Fox. 'Sweet Music O'Grady.'
Village'

di t-iiii

July

nostalgic music

of

Tendency is to hark back to songs
notably on the national longue from
ihe eailv
IDOO's
to
and through
World War I.
Look at Ihe list:

1

I

e

SF.CON

TAl'I.

lieutenant-colonels to buck
and back again, servicemen^ preference for screen st-rs
are mostly in the 'pin-up' girl cla-s.
according to unofficial dala accumulated by Irving Klaw. who conducts
the largest mail order film still biz
in the country. 'li s for cheesecake,
more cheesecake, and not from

From

privates,

creasing lor forthcoming pictures,
not only in those labeled mu.-icals
but also in dramas, comedies, biographical pieces and even in those
dealing immediately with war.

Whether

|

anywhere

fronts
;

'hi-

1

.

,

.

By

Of Oldtime Music

I

is

..

.

duration.
h recent weekends arc any inii;.n:
rl
and ihe resort operators
i:ly use it as a barometer, it'll
hi'
.'ii*t
pickings for the gals this
Mi':;:i:ri'.
The best they can hope
n
..iy
the resort ops. are .sonic
4!-'-.
Min-e soldiers on leave or a
h iii liul oi v.iiys on a last Hum prior
i"
li'i.il
induction inlo the army.
Hu In the most part, the 'nuhl guy'
nfi-.e

i-

•

feusiness:. ; As,

1

tin-

V

1

Pascal's Mission to U. S.

nn l-mi-cts-boy in the Catskills. circa
in conditions confronting the
11)37.
iiiiiiiiMMi
resort belt this summer.
Th.u wistful gleam in the eye of
H,e .-.icnng as she packed her suiti-.i-e
ami tennis racket and. with
ventured
springing
eternal,
l>M"'
I

roduct. of trie post-Pearl Harbor
era^ coupled .with, the desire, of a
troubled people to learn 'what's the.
rerriedyi'. an 'entire new' school of
lupiinariips has sprung up in the lei-,
lure business, which emerged during. :the past season as one of the
most lucrative offshoots ot show

tar cry

j

drama

-

be s'ittirig ih-judgmeni at
the performance,
It's the first time that reviewers'
have bcqn;; invited tii a camp-isppn-'.
sored show, the invitations going out
la.-t week from the desk, of Lt. Col.
William C. Nicklas, Special Sevyice
Ollicei; at the camp.
Krorn advance .'rejjoris.- 'Stars', is
.probably- the most ambitious all-solcritics will

•

.

dier

cam

tempted
be.-

1

-sponsored, show yet atthis country, and the

in

army show, to'come along

'This Is the.
;

;

:

^

Army.'

Words aricPmusIc

-since'-.'.'

'-.-. /-.;:;'.

w.ere written

by

Harold Rome, the- .composerlyricist, - with other IJroadw'ay
.finalities-, havihg a hand:.'

;Pfi:'.

•

ping

th.e;

show

together. -Director is

Pfc. Glenn Jordan, forrrierly .with;
Laurence Schwab anc! assistant to

Otto Premiiiger at time' of induction.
;

(Continued on page 53)
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MISCELLANY
Those

Two

;

Wednesday, July

VfouXtfr

Pine and Thomas,

Bills,

Turn Short-Coin fix

-By

Ulcers

ALAN LirSCOTT.

Two

Ulcers were' laTking In a gagman's interior,
(Caii you think of a conversation that's eericv?)
Since ulcers are nameless as you. and I know,
Let's christen one' Bill and the other one Joe.

WHITNEY WILLIAMS

>

Two

Conversation Between

Bonanzas

Into

1913

7,

.-'

Hollywood, July 8.
Metro Pacts Hepburn
Producing team of William Pine
Hollywood, July 6.
William Thomas, couple of
{, nd
Katharine Hepburn is returning to
former pi-ess agents who are running a shoestring into a tani)Ci'y,,..is pictures, as a Metro conlra'ctee on a
branching out, after two years :and term deal: .;
with her stage hit,
She lakes o
a. halt
of turning out low-budget
"
.

'

Said Biirto Joe:

Because of a comic

.

A

The

'

iicUon pictures- grossing, high re- 'Without Love.'
.For their
for
Paramount.
1043-44 season, pair will produce
three musicals, as well as two big
ITS
specials, in addition to.' three action
films co-starringi Chester' Morris; and
Russell Haydou, latter taking: place
Metro's 'book-of-the-year' contest,
of Richard Arleh,- who is bowing
as tentatively -outlined in discussions
out of P-T menage.
by Waldemar Vctlugin (Frederic
Moye; is predicated upon theory
Van Huyn) with book publishers in
that it's easy to get into a producing
New .York, would call for the crearut, in Hollywood, and. once known
tion, or a board of judges including
for certain type of picture, a. propublisher, an agent, a Metro
ducer has a hard time lifting him- one.is
Team wants rep and a 'name writer, Vctlugin
self by his bootstraps:
an aide to L. B. Mayer.
to get o»t of this rut while therels
For the "hook-of-the-year' selected
still time early in their career; and
would
studio
Metro .filming, the
believe time now is ripe for such for
pay SiOO.OOQ directly to the author in
» climb. Particularly,, step is being
addition to .$25,000 to the publisher,
taken- '.'so that when they declare
amount largely for: exploitathey're making a special, cxhibs latter
Metro als,o proposes
tion purposes.
won't give them the uh-uh-what-,
wilh -.magazine publishers
lic.-'in
iirc-you-trying-to-give-us argument. a
whereby the mag serial rights would
That's the .reason for sidetracking
Of. this amount
for
bought
$40,000:
Trom- the; action pictures which be

,f

As

turns,

METRO DETAILS

...

Metro Would pay around $25,000,
started them on their way, and,'
serialization to
while still continuing thrillers^ com- making the cost rit'
$1.5,000.
ing through with an entirely new mags
Proposal is- for book publishers
type of- film.
.select material from advance lists,
lo
*
Pine-Thomas are In unique posir —currently their scheduled fall pubtion 10 give exposition to their be-,
lications .for submission to Metro.
three pictures, they
liefs
First
Plan is partly intended (o intensify
made— 'Power Dive.' 'Forced Land- scaich for hew writers, but estab'Flying Blind'— all were
ing' and
lished-authors are alsd included.
produced for under $90,000 per pic-

.

.

—

'

•.

:

.

ture, each; grossing more than six
times negative cost, and. same dividend and percentage has accrued to
»U their 'pictures since. Average,
gross for past year has been in- ex-

Dubbed Russe Version^

Goldmine

'In

Old Chicago' a

Wow

-DOWNS
Moscow,

A

Sky

In 'the'

iilm.

When pair first started, with three
for half a season, premise they de-

Russian' version of an American
"In Old Chicago,! opened this

the Soviet
Union's first major al.tenipt at- adopting Russian soundtrack lo.a foreign
cinema.

week

cided upon and which, they felt was
ntt lined to the times was to make
westcrns-of-the-air.
Westerns had
popular lo these many long
years, so why not put out an entirely
new type of action, picture but use
the same formula,, hence 'Power
Dive.'
Flying
IForccd
Landing,'

in.

.Moscow.

.

It

is

After sig mohths .working

been

in

the

studios, this film came out
with one of the: best technical jobs
yet achieved in; Russia and is fully
comparable to anything of this type

Alma Ala

Formula was so successful yet done in America.
Paramount
mcrican snundThe only
called, in youthful producers and track remaining are Alice' Faye's
said they'd supply capital if pair songs and general overall sound cf
would continue making such films. feels of street and crowd noises.
Initiators "were
financed by proThe remarkable thing about the
ducers themselves,' but with, promise
film is the selection of actors- whose
rit
a
Paramount
release
imvoices were dubbed in. Miss Faye's
mediately after they were finished.
throaty waverings were copied by a
Contracting
for
six
annually. Russian actress and a Russian comic
Pine-Thomas continued with their even emulates Andy Devi.nc's pebble
Blind.'

1hat,,with.out their asking,

-

•

formula,
always Utilizing
some background of danger. Long
before year was up, Paramount
again came' through asking for another year's output
1942-43
and.
this time. producers, with a war raging, decided lo bring in the war. but
not in such a way that their pictures
would be straight war melodramas,
which they felt were on the- wane:

.action

—

—

soprano 'so. effectively that his gags
and mannerisms are fully preserved.
Another remarkable achievement
is
that the Russian script writer
seems to have chosen Russian words
which more or less match American
lip movements.
Despite the difference in language, there is no time
.

when

the players are not talking.
:

hit

upon

a.

happy medium

.

using some part of the' service to
background their plots but with the
action always taking place on the
training end, before the war was
.

.

:

'

Groomed
•

In

Know-How

Reason producers can hold down
:

costs of their: pictures to such an
extraordinary degree and still turn
out first niu product is because both
ad advantage of big-studio producing experience before they teamed
up.- Pine was production aide to
Cecil B. dp Mille,. Thomas being' an
Associate producer of Paramount
B'.<
They, had an opportunity to
see where .money could Be saved.
Both had same conviction about such
saving in production-, so decided to
put theory into practice,'.: a. step,
which, has borne fullblown results.
Their operating procedure now is
.

!

'.

embarrassed silence, for. example, at
the corny dancing of , the Can-Can
which many Russians are seeing for
the

first

time.

buxom curves
ideal
like.

.

of

However;

Alice. Faye's
Russian male's

fits trie

what women should look

A lid

there's

many

things is the ..audience reaction to
the Chicago, fire. Russians' who have

endured Jjombings "'anil' Red-

Army

men who fought at Stalingrad and
Leningrad, evacuees whose homes
have/been a battlefield, all leave the
theatre remarking with feeling about
implc.
They retain no permanent the horrible burning ol'Chicngo.
•tafr.Apart from themselves and
one secretary, every employee on
CUGAT'S
THROAT
•very., picture
is
on piece-work
*o to speak, but each is a key man
Hollywood, July 6.
in his line:
Xavier Cugal in the hospital with
Again, they cut as they write, a strep throat.
every angle in every scene being
He's here with his band for Metro's
planned before
'camera turns. Mr. Cb-ed'- und Tale of Two Sisters.'
•

':

one morning was

born,',

aid Joe to Bill: Take poor Utile me,
I'm in this world without boiteflt of fee.
-

..

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buu them on a regular basts.

You came
While

J was.

And

to life

through paid aggravation,

urn a baby of pure speculation.
raised oil. .thf Con of an agent and actor.

I

was the primary factor.
was suckled on care and humiliation,
'Hunger and worry and self-degradation.
you earned your, soda, bicarb and your turn,
'work on

the. cuff'

'

I

..

.

Yes,

While

I

am

a shiftless arid ne'er do well bum.'.

Record 15,000 Patrons

To

.

•

Judy Garland Draws

/

Philly Dell Concert

It

-'-..

-'Envoi

you must get an ulcer; be sure lo" get paid
how in Ihe; wprld arc you gonna get aid

Or,

Philadelphia, July
gave internationJudy Garian
known. instrumentalists and
ally
operatic stars something to. think
about Thursday night U). when she
set an- all-lime .'attendance record at
The little
the Robin Hood Dell.
rod-head drew— more - than •15,000'j
cash customers to her ill' fresco con-

;

tor.it

for il?

..

.

.

'

Park's- amphiwith at least 15.0d0 more
turned away: ; Most of the latter
had already purchased their ducats

cert in
theatre,

Fairmount
.

and the money had lo be •refunded.
It was the first'.-concert dale for
Miss Garland,: but by Hie resulte
shouldn't be the last. The gal is a
She has a
natural for the pops.
but a singing
personality which had the huge Dell
crowd in her. mitts almost imEven th| longhairs in
mediately.
the 'audience, were in her corner.
They came to sneer, but stayed to
cheer along- with the hep kids.
Andre Kostelanetz, whose, wife,
Lily Pops, once set a Dell record
herself, led the orchestra accom.

1

panying Miss Garland.
Slice teed, off with a Gershwin
medley, 'Someone lo Watch Over
'Embraceable
'Do,
Me,'
Do,. Do,'
You," The Man I Love' and ;Strike
For her second
Up. the Band.'
group she sang 'A Garland Medley,'
faves from her pix 'You Made' Me
.

Love You,'

--'Our

Love

Affair,'

'No-

New York Runaround
By Radie Harris

f

.

IJbw that Ingrid Bergman is the niost in demand femme slar in' Hollywood, it is interesting to.rccall an amusing anecdote aJient her arrival .In-:
U. S. four years ago.
It seems th.it when, she checked in- at the ScTznick Studios to make her
American screen debut in 'Intermezzo,' it was at the same time that Vivien
Leigh and Clark Gable were working on the. lot in 'Gone With the Wind.'
Naturally,. Ihey were occupying the two star dressing rooms, which meant
that Miss B. had to go 'slumming' in the third best a bungalow with.-'"
sitting room, dining room., dressing room, kitchenette and bath.
There
Of, course, David Selznick was upset and" embarrassed no end.
was nothing he could do but avoid his newest' import, even \vheii she called
him two and three times. Finally, when the calls were too persistent to
ignore any longer, he decided it. was best to see her. and apologize as best
as he could.
Very sheepishly, he started, but- before he could make any explanation,

—

:

.

Ingrid greeted, him with: "Why didn't you. tell me that I could live in this
beautiful house? I just- rented one in Hollywood yesterday!'

Scoopine Around
Bill»
'Dick Hauiiies -"will be lite crooning s/t/t to 20tli Ceiuury.-Fo.r
Rose has snored Miles Wliite bnck from the f/old iii llicm lluir Bcrerlj;
Hills to costume 'Cfirincn Jones,' niwrjohii ltammow; Benny Goorlinnii's:
.

.

.

.

bTOt/ier-inriau), will be Ici-hnicnl ndciscr on the- operetta .
.
Buddy de.
Irene Lee, with another Mcur to oo.
Sylva is rit (lie Waldorf 'Powers. .
.

.

.

on her contract as eastern slory ed
resignation''!'
(if/di)!. his ipi/e.

.

'fqr

Sam

Goldiuyu, has handed

while' Lf. D'ouyUis Fairbanks, Jr.,

is

on

in

her

cfrerseas duly

Mary Lee. is the house guest of Ttic/cy. Astor on Bellerieu)
ZhcIkitu Scolt. the '.Alan Ladd' of "These Endearavenue in Newport
ing Youna Charms' is' l/ie dar/c. horse /or the title role of WB's 'George'
•..

.

.

body's Baby.' 'For Me and My Gal.'
Her finale; had a title which was 'Gershwin'
f/ie Cristiani family, all 26 of them, now doubling belicecii
really appropriate:
The Joint Is 'Span flics' fit Madison Square Garden «ntf the Latin. Quarter, will be ntoriReally Juriipin' Down at Carnegie
it won't be Dietrich, or Carlisle! or
/iedjiMrt a Life picture spread
Hall,' from her forthcoming picture.
Zorinn, or any establulied name who will play the (ciiiiiip lead opposite
'As Thousands Cheer.'
John Boles in ''One Man's Venus,' but a. uewcomcr lidincd Marlht Errolle,
Previous record "was Hung up li st
.

.

.

.

year,

when an Oscar Levant

Gershwin

concert

allf

lured

.14,250

through the wickets.

MEBBE AFTER THEY SEE
IT THEY'LL PAY HIM
Hollywood. July
Doctors on the

home

Are

.

Bill

.

Ask Me Another
Gaxton and Victor Moore bowing out'
demands plus the 10% interest

.->'-

.

of 'MexicaO Hayridc*
in the show are-more

bcc.tusc their salary

6.

front, over-

than M. Todd wants to give up'.'
Will M-G-M, which paid $200,000 for the scveeiv rights of The World
We Make' and wrapped it in moth balls, take it off the shelf now to
capitalize on Sidney Kingsley's current Pulitzer Prize reputalioh?
What were Vinton Freedley. Mary -Martin, Howard Dietz and Vernon
Duke seeing in Columbia's projection room the. other p.m.?

What well-known

star

always refers

producer as

to licr

n

Mower

of

trivia?*

worked and underpaid on their daily
and nightly rounds, will get an

Gotham

Gllmminfs
in 'Silent Victory,', to be
Vivienne Segal has just been signatured for the revival of 'Connecticut
produced by Bryan Foy at 20th-Fox..
Yankee.' Incldently, the Galileos, Paul and Pauline, are rewriting the
Story of the country medico and
book of 'Miss l^nderground,' In which Ml«s Segal appeared, discarding the
his
wartime problems is being
N'axl. kidding angle and switching locale from Paris to a mythical kingdom.
screenplay cd by Gerald Schnitzer
Oscar Serlin, who Is 'heirlng* in November, has promised his p.a., Harry
for autumn production.
Forward,' that it will be 'Life With Father' on the 8th, to coincide with
the fourth anniversary of his Empire attraction.
And bis wife. Bobble,
has also promised that because redheads' run In her family, the Serlin
-

accolade

.

Schnoz Takes Camel West

Aug. 12; First M-G Pic Set
Wrinkles. in Jimmy Durantc's two
picture per yenr deal with Metro
have been, ironed out and lie will report on' the lot the middle of next
month. Schnozzle's radio program
tor Camel cigarets, which has -priority over the film commitment, will
originate in Hollywood, during the
shooting of Two Big Sisters.' which
Joe PastCrnaCk will direct.
uranto,
Gary Moore and others, who. will go
•to.: the Coast for (he air shows, arc
due back in New York (luring the
'.

fall-

.

RUMBA

.'

a Soviet sigh

being heaved over the masCuiino
beauty of Tyrone Power.
However;: one of the' strangest

:

I, .'little. I,

to help noid.

,

The job shows extreme care and
extensive rehearsal.
The audience
doesn't know who the Russian actors are taking the American parts
until the end of the film when the
brought in.
Such films as 'Subv .cast is- given. They rate a big salvo:
'Iii
marine Alert.' 'Aerial Gunner' and
Old Chicago' is packing them
'Mincswccper' came in this category. in foi- another reason. Rowdy love
Producers never plan too far ahead scenes and Miss Faye's portrayal of
on this- type of feature, frequently ,a woman of .questionable .reputation
selecting their next;, picture from is a little shocking to the Russian
some story which appears- in".news'-, public— the kind of shock that is
papers.
good for the boxofficc. There is ah

They

del eat

'

small, musical voice,

Of

cess o( $500,000. which makes that
•tncPthcin figures to be reckoned with
oii the Hollywood producing, front.
•

money to

It will cost

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

'B00K-0F-YEAR' PAYOFF

would drop; ho \<oiild rant and he'd rave
he'd -Simon- Legrce the poor brain: of his; slave.
so out of. wi'alh, and worry and Corn,
....

his. Crossley.

And
And

1

'

Tm

in this tummy.
who .wasn't- too. funny.
surefire, blackout With him was a clinker,
writer, not he, :w!is-al\vays the stinker.
huh. the joke, it was smelly ..
If a joke ever layed,
Though a month ago; Hope, with this joke got. a belly.

•

Schedule calls for ilie final Camel
program from this end on Aug: 5,
Xvith'the next show on Aug, 12 coming from the Coast, while Durante
goes to the studio four days latere
Durante is to pay the additional expense for those in the radio show,
but not inclusive; of the wire chr.rges.
Eddie Jackson, 'who went back to
Akron with the idea of opening a
cigar store; etc, has rejoined Durante and goes west with' him.
,

'Clarence' will also be- a carrot-top!
Nick Schenck's 15-year-old daughter, Martha, will be the envy of all
her classmates at Ethel Walker's seminary When she enrolls there this
(all.
She Is taking along her own horse, gifted her by Clark- Gable!
Van Ileflln's pretty, young sister. Frances, who is the only one of the
original. .company now playing in 'Skin Of Our Teeth' (Florence Reed Is
on her vacation) has the inside track on all the other ingenue's in (own
(or the role of Belt* Davis' daughter in 'Mrs. Skefflngton.'
'M* Is For

.

.

Two

ex-yaudcvitlians met iii front of the Palace Ihc other.
.'Diya, Pat.
Whatcha'dQihg these days'." greeted the first.
'I'm doing a Victory Cardcn turn,' answered Pat

'Whatcha featuring?'
'Only (he essentials— mint aiid marijuana!'

Santa Fe's 'Harvey Girls'
To Be Glorified by Metro
Gals

who

.Hoily wood,, July C.
deal bff-tlie-arirt in eatSanta Fe Trait will be

eries along the
llimusicalV.cd

and Technicolorcd at
Metro under the title 'The Harvey
Girls.*

-:[-

',:

Harry Wau-en and. Johnny Mercer
arc writing songs and scori^based on
a story of railroad restaurants by

..

TALLU COMES BACK TO

H'WOOD AFTER

11 YRS,

Hollywood, July <5.
Tallulah Bankhcad returns to Holyears
lywood ior the first time in
role in -'Lifeto assume the
boat': at 201h-Fox.
.the
on
War picture, predicated
drama of survivors of submarine attacks on the open sea, is slated lo

Eleanor Griflln and William nankin. slm t

'

.

.

U

•

.July

26..

•
.

.

-

'

.

Wednesday, July

'

194S

.7,

Cleveland, July

6.

Show

Booze

Lucky Millinder's orchestra, was

dancers;
hoofing.

:

week when

police raided

where

1,600

mostly zoot-sulters, were
Cops pinched eight zooters.

Three rug-cutters, averaging 16 in

were thrown into the brig for
smoking marijuana in the men's
washroom, i Another 18-year-old boy
was found carrying a switch knife
Three
throe-inch blade.
with
adults were picked up for- having a;
age,

After

•'•patrolman,'
twe "'ate

similar

old. friend,

Gershwin

'

.

While some of the
continue

who

romantic

'

successfully to link the name of at
least one. Hollywood star with that
of her estranged husband.

'

affairs that would draw
together
young roughnecks, and
racketeers in barbaric dances that
obviously encourage vice and hood:'
lumism."
Willi- is now .trying to rent the

Arena,

a spoi ls

the

ter

tresses.

.

Two

INS

name*

.

Art

Cohn,

cle,

.

News

now never be

a film critic, says that

downtown

a

nitery,

last

oiit with her.
Cameron replied.
a good friend of
don't go. -out'- with, my
friends' wives.'
It was al
this juncture: as Mr.
Rector indicated intention to ask
about
olher
names, that Judge
Dodge said. 'I don't think it is proper for you to' go on,. a fishing expedition among all the names in Hol-

mine and

I

week

who

stewed col-

.

them thin so they'll
I stir up the water iii
This, explanation satisfied the Humane Society's agent, and
Irwin was permitted to continue.
cutting

rots,

Od From

Lyman Asks

.

Payment

er

insisting

he would hold Miss
her contract for two

.

Lyman

tor in his,

MCA

figures she's a

kicks

.big. b.o.

in

'State Fair.'

;

.

'

THE DOUBLE

'Boss,' continued Cohn, 'the next
KAZAN ON
time some political windbag shoots
off his big mouth in Washington', win
Stilt* 'Venus' and Also Has
about the movie industry, ask bim,
'20lh-Fox Bankrolling
what the h.oll he-s doing for the boys
who are fiithtiiig and dying out here .' Elia Kazan will' run between (wo
just to" keep his keaster out of a
assignments.- now
thai
lie's
legit
sling. We know what Hollywood :is
signed- to stage 'One Man's Venus.'
"-.
doing.
This has John Boles how in the role
.'And those sanctimonious patriots oringinally
intended for Marlene

Team

returns July 15 as they wlil

writing- assignment
in.the east, -.rather than on the Coast.

complete

their

UP

SURPLUS OF $1,351,581

Gate, vaudfilmer.

Hollywood. July 6..,
Surplus of the Motion Picture Re-

Fund amounts

to $1,351,581, piled

up chiefly through the radio shows,
which have brought in total receipts
of $754,801 ..since their inauguration.

George Bagnall, treasurer/explained
lhal the; reserve and the interest
therefrom will

be.

Si. I

til

crease

th.c

A

surplus to $3,000,000,

.to
,

.obviate that necessity.
Sinatra is currently oh a vacation
before heading west.

Hollywood, to adlUncheons, teas and dinners In

loulc^ back

it.

dress-

Warner Broke
'

I

and Clar-

to

.

.

r

ence Brown.

;

further .'repatriation '..of. rol-uscc youth from H'itlei'lan'd. Europe.
Eddie Cantor would stay over for
next Wednesday's U4')-' opening session of the ''National Entertainment
industry -Council in New York. lie
wou,ld fell. NEIC 'plenty, about the
home-front, the need of a 'hospital
circuit.' and the like.
He has done- lots ot that. He plays
Kaiser .shipyards; or others; as
al!
when he^ahd his daughter. Marjorie.
Baltimore July .4— approvisited
enough— to launch- the
priately
George M. Cohan aY the Bethlehem
Fairfield. Shipyards.
He .sees, in closeup. how absenteeism is in some respects an overrated.
etc..

il.

$5,872 to Lionel Barryhiofc

to

towns such as Omaha. Minneapolis,

ngeles. July (J.
'Los
arncr. oiycc a wcalrhy lilm
Alar, tiled. a , bankruptcy petition, citing his inability lo pay a: debt of J
B.

:

Petition .is the result of a real- estate deal with Barry more and Brown
Warner's
in 1933 involving $44,188.
obligation in the transaction was
biil

He

declared he .has'. paid all
$5,872 and could pay, no more.

$14,722.
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Kazan's oilier --'.chore is for 20 thFox which is .'bankrolling; his new
play; but first he and Arthur Arcnt

H. B.

l'l'f:.lill,;lll

Now

4'eih' .St..

SCJ'.Sl-r.II'TIO.N'

Shows Needed

Hospital

:

II.

Went

II,

used eventually

upkeep of the Motion Picture Country House. Aim is: to iiir

Bills

Smart

SINATRA BY WIRE

Iteffistei o,l

Hl'llta

for- the

44

...

Inside— Orcheslias
Inside— Pictures

be helped.

i

Lucky Strike will pipe Frank Sinatra in from' the. Coast for its SaU
urday Hii Parade program, after the
singer goes west lo begin work Aug.
9 on a film; for" RKO.
It's said by
his.ageney that Sinatra '.has the right
to cut loose from
the program dur-.
jng the film-making
period, but that
Ihe piping "arrangement
was set up

Mark

Trail*

FOVSn.ED Br SIMK SILVl-ltMAN.
riiiiiNlinr H><>kir iiy v.vhik'I V. inc.

Cantor Urges Morale Workers to Get

smear any man who hapr' Dietrich and since rcwlilten. -CherylScripts;
pens to be an actor, let them take Crawford and John Wildberg .-proour-' word for. il that an actor like
ducing. Paula .Laurence and Kenny
y ABEL GREEN
Roohey or Bogarl can do a million Baker are aiso set; arfd Kitty CarlIf it weren't for his. .schedule of
times as much ^odd mugging in -.front' isle or Mario
who's being
sh
bookings -in several key cities, en
or a camera 'than he can behind a
screen-tested at 20tli-Fox, this week;

must write

DICKERING

STR.-VAUDER

Vol. 151

so swift 16

'There's something tragically real.'
concludes Cohn, -about a real soldier boy shedding real tears over the
make-believe' soldier who is bleeding
real tomato catsup.'

MARX

CH1C0

fac-

feels

M

lief

PREFER WRITING EAST

Oscar Hammerstein, 2d' and Richard Rodgers leave New York for the
Coast, July 9, to huddle wilh Dai ry!
Zanuck on the. musical ..version of

Academy Award.

show and

:

the- bowl.'

.

.may' also, be in

joint -re-

'

when

quiver

he goes to 'the movies at least once
every day. 1 would go to three shows
lywood until you have orTered-'eviif I didn't have to eat.
dence ..to link certain persons wilh
'It makes no difference what the
Mr. Cameron.'
picture is. or who is in it... I am
was Cameron himself who
It
now convinced every picture de(Continued on page 30;
serves six. stars, eight bells and the

gUll:..

businesses

IN S. F.
her removal
San Francisco, July. 6.
would cut dbwit his.grosses and sublegian, would stagger up to the bowl,
Chico Marx has been talking to Irvsequently his chances to cash in on
grab a couple of 'gold flsh' and eat
percentages over split figures.
In ing Ackerman, pa'i lner of Sid Grauthem.;,
here at $H.500. he's likely to fake man in Alcazar theatre operation
Harold Present, investigator for
out around $11,000 or better as his here, about bringing a variety show,the Society, trailed Irwin to his
share at present rale of biz at Stan-, featuring Marx's band, into the. thedressing room to issue the estop
atre. Idea would be to' build a twoley.
edict and learned that the fish .were
a-day vaudcr around the band, simphonies.
Irwin said: 'They aren't,
ilar
Grauman's 'Highlights of
to
goldfish at all, they just look like
1943,' which played the Alcazar;
goldfish.
I make them out of carP. RELIEF PILES
Marx is-current here at the Golden
Irwin,

part of his act.

fish as

-

Service war correspondent, somewhere on the -battle-front,- in a piece
last week explaining why he can

'

played the role of a

.

'Never alone.'.
'Her husband is

H' WOOD

International

film

show

of

MCA

names of '.several film acThe attorneys, on cross-

had ever gone

CORRESPONDENT
SURE LOVES

.

angle on
roadway at 43d street, the
event to -highlight 'the:. opening day's
session of the Conference Board.'ot
the National .Entertainment Industry
Council. Two-day powwow of NEIC,
.symbolizing 'unity and full mobiliza-

•••'•

did creep into
by the city, for a July 15 jamboree, the evidence- nevertheless, but each
but so far has been unable to wangle escaped serious consequences. Anita
an okay out of Lou Hergei, house Louise was brought into, the record
manager.
when Henry Rector, attorney for
Miss Knight, asked Cameron If he
.

.

Humane

picture inadmissible.

emporium hot owned

years, the entertainment, industry
will lurn out ch masse at midnight
Wednesday, July- 14, lo pay tribute
to the men from show: biz who .ar
serving" in the. armed forces.
The
occasion will be the dedication, of a
show business service (lag at the tri-

tion

examination of Cameron, sought to appealed to the Humane Society to Granville Iq
more weeks unless
introduce in evidence a photo of
slop Billy ''Broadway Playboy' Irwin,
with Ihe 10 grand.
one- starlet, biit the judge- ruled the
an entertainer, from devouring gold '
'*'..

'

.In --what shapes up as one of
most unique and colorful' ceremonies'
in. Times Square in many

staged

-

.

Chancellor Frank Dodge may have
saved the Hollywood, colony another
juicy scandal when he refused Miss
Knight's counsel permission to en-

ful public

-,''

as long; as they weren't too sentimcntal.
Evident that both jive and love
suffer when- Brooklyn gets too
far away. '/

MCA

All in Divorce Suit

Coming on lop' of recent zoot-suit
elsewhere, police were alarmed
Over the possibility that such jamborees might foinent trouble here.
One high-ranking official favored a
complete ban on 'all such disgrace-

'•'

Rites;

sources to help speed the victory,
will get under way the morning of
1
July 14, and" conclude the evening of
July 15.
ordinate roles; As a result there is
From
roadway's legit houses,
in
For
less hesitancy among producers to
nitcrics, picture and vaude houses
place burden of carrying top budget
product upon younger, comparaBonita Granville's Loss there will, be a general outpouring of
the top names and the small perOne intively unknown players.
ittsburgh.
formers, in greasepaint and costuYne,
stance is case of 'Song of Bernadette,' high-budgeter at 20lh.-Fox in
Abe Lyman is demanding $10,000 who win join with all the other repwhich Jennifer. Jones carries' ..top from Music Corp. of America to let resentatives Of show biz in the mass
midnight demonstration.
As.' the
assignment.
screen actress now beaming arc lights- are' focused oh
War pictures, among others, have Bonila Granville,
developed, many new pashes for the on a theatre tour with his band, out the triangle and as newsrcels grind
fans.
Just as Uncle Sam's uniform of her contract two weeks early. but, the event, to remind the rest of
draws attention in real life the same Maestro holds a six : weck deal .with the nation of the role the entertainment industry is playing in flic war
uniform glamorized on -the screen is
young star at' $2,000 per, which efTort, the flag of blue and gold
(Continued on page 20)
doesn't expire until July 22. and stripes will be hoisted in a solemn
RKO has been paging her, to return program of rcdedication that, will be
to Coast at end of 'current Pitts- carried over, the four major netNightclub 'Gold Fish'
burgh engagement for a loan-out to works.
Metro.
The Times Square. ceremony, pro'Eater' Tells
Matters were at a standstill over jected into NEIC's ambitious prothe weekend, with long-distance calls gram by James A. Sauter. head or
the United Theatrical War ActiviOfficer 'It Ain't So' between RKO and MCA. and
and Lyman flying at. the rate of ties Committee, and unanimously
St. Louis, July 6.
three and four a day. with bandlead(Continued on page 30)
Customers who. patronize the Cir-

(June Knight) Telling

riots

.

.

Memphis. July 6.
told police- it
The Little Rock- hearing 'on June
rowdies broke up the dance. He said Knight's torrid divorce
-suit- against
and proved that 40 young hoodlums Arthur Cameron, wealthy .Texas- oil
were 'turned away at the door by man. was continued until July 13
guards, but apparently some of them
after three days of testimony in
got into the .ballroom via a back which the blonde
actress sought undoor.

-

leads..

A hew set of flim heroes and
heroines now appears to be '.in the
making, according to views of major
production department heads, some
of them catching on after but one
or two-brief though effective sub-

The Arthur Camerons

has booked several
before this season,
wasn't his fault that

names

Older,

potent b.o,, there's a notendency, -reported, among

of the established screen toppers as

(player not yet selected) asking
Jolson, 'And will the song be„a
hit,
Mr. Jolson?'
The Winter
Garden star replies, 'Come to
the. theatre. tomorrow night, and
if the song's .still in, I think you
will know we both have a hit.'

was quelled by one
two policewomen and

.

ticeable

Mammy

Is Tops
While
Art
Hayes,
WABC,
found thai American soldiers in,
camps here liked jive arid.sentimental ballads best. Joan Brooks,
CBS singer recently back from
England, found that, service-men
across, the ocean preferred songs
with the word 'home' in thci

younger --theatregoers, to. favor talented newcomers.
Accent is on
youth,' and callous kids regard some

i.t

dances

B way

.

mature men and women, rather than

Sequence

liquor inspectors, they
found the floor littered with lohgknives
and open likker
bladed

bottles.
Willis,

screen personalities whom
film Industry toppers predicted last
year would be developed as a result of the terrlflc shakeup in talent,
rosters, due to the draft and sharply Increased taxes, are already beginning to emerge as the favorites
of a new generation of theatregoer's.

Jesse Lasky.'

large number o£ reefers in their
pockets, and a bootlegger was nabbed,
for '.selling- rotrgut booze to adolescents at 35c" per shot,
When word of the raid was whispered, around "the ballroom, the
jitterbugs
almost staged a
1.600
riot.

my

shows

George and for

.

.

Biz to Dedicate Service Flag

At Unique Midnight
New

Jolson's Gesture
They're still talking about Al
Jolson refusing to accept coin
for
'Swan'ee,'George
doing
Gershwin's first big hit, in the
forthcoming Gershwin fllmbiog
for
Warner Bros. (Jesse L.
Lasky). Even his agents thought
he was herts, and Jolson said,
'All right I'll pay you the commission on the $50,000 you think
I
should have gotten,, but I
wanted to do it in memory of

Elioy Willis,, local promoter, may
be slopped, the result of vice conditions exposed by cops.

Public Hall*s ballroom,

.

-f

Jitterbug dances at civic auditorium, particularly those featuring
Harlem'' jive orchestras booked by

stilled last

4

.

MISCELLANY

Cause Raid on Mfllinders Cleve. Date
•

-

P&RIETY

Zoot-Suiters' Reefers, Knives,

.

-'

Take llir- clhlchem plain in Baltimore with its 40.000 workers, of

4:!

...-.':'•

'.-

;.Iiiside— Radiii

'.

...'...:.;,.'.:..'.

25.

.

SO

.

51

-

'

which pcrhap--

are Woinen. It':-,
naliiiiil for live femmes' lo diop out
.<t>n;c
lin:
considering that many
Work ever, seven days a week because that overtime in. worlh. timc].V;

'when a visit
.'.emphasize the evil

'Bui.' urye.7'. 'anloi-.
.-tin-

waul

<
'.'to

of -.absenteeism

lie

must not preach.

for me lo'.sa'jv 'Of
coin so. if. you stay away it' doesn't
lielp.Mi-. .Whiskers, but il docs help
the Mail with ihe Mou.-tachc.' -Thai'.-'
all
ri'4lit.. I
think, because I then
go. into my .soiig-and-dance. then
back again when I might observe,
'Wet!, if
coming- here saves you
the bother of going out for your entertainment and theatrical diversion,
Its

one

Iiilcriialioual

IiOtiitimuK'

tiling

my

(Continued on page 30)
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Club Review:
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Activities

-Wednesday,.- July 7, 1013

Wing's Service Ribbons

Insiders Figure Col.

American .'Theatre Wing

'

Yanks

giv-

is.

ing service ribbons to volunteer
•workers who- have 'contributed,

See Vaudevillt

in No. Africa

.

their

sci-a

The
.Washington. July

A new
lor-iai

Col.

Pic-

'

ihe

redicu-d .here:

•

result

.

1

of

the nomination, of .Brig-

was

first

—

...

N','

.

e a

are

'decorated'

be.

who have

.been' active

in

.

N. Y. Stage Door
Tlie bars are. in Ihe
form of siriped ribbons, siiniiar.
to; those given soldiers and saiibr.;
who have bccii. in wnV. action.
p.eniiuul for Iheiscryicc bars-is
heavy, there/being around 2,000
eniitled to receive the ribbons,
but iiot eiioii;'!) have, been se-

Wine's

the

y

C.-inteen.

:

,

.

Summer

•

0.

Th.o:.'Opry ifou>c'' here, birthplace
This Is The Arhiy.' Imiig Ber-

.

adier General William H. Harrison, lin". all-soldier, srnash. has jnovod
present chief of the service, to.' niajpr outdoors to. a. tremendously improved
'•;;
general. Second was the quiet re- summer theatre,
Scene of .nightly shows for
turn 01 Army -Pictorial 10 the Signal.
Corps, a step which was hot made -cruijs entering the reception center,
the al fresco' theatre boasts hew sidc.;.'.' '/'-.'"'
.public.In addition, i.avvion. "who warmly \valks. a terraced and soddeT rtudidefended the motion picture' indus- en.ee stfetion-and ii new oreh. pit; :'
.'W inter, quarters are a l;u«c renotry at the Truman Committee. is
expected to he. nomina ted by Presi- vated garage; originally built by the
dent Roosevelt, to become Brigad ier Civilian Conservation Corps.'
••

cured as

to -all

'

"

July
>Reconiniendii! ions have been
Amarillo,

;

to

w: ard<'d
:

War

the,

Service

.'Special'-,

to;

Miose

have

-

icemen

ha\e

,

program

regular

iio

schedule.'

1

'•'

'

;

came when. Harrison

First Hp
'/lipped
by

Circuit;

ous

,

USO-Camp Shows

WJZ, N.

-being

job...

Then' came

Troupers

T.,

-would:

for the

liie.

aisii

We

arrived iii Africa .with
milchineiii one hand and a -Valiely' in the other
Our otitlit eap-

plan.

USO, Variety Club Join

vamped schedule: maiii
more musical .shows (or

iurcil .sonic
ihe'm'. in

Wounded

Holtz accent).

With Civic Leaders On
Pitt's

Germans.

inuvlioned

:I

my German

available
a I. fresco

(with a Lou
did find out I'icre

I

no kosher delicatessen's i.n; erlin.
When I .send you my copy (i rmi
Ihe Y.M.H.A. in Berlin you'll ku.iw
are.

.

'

Shows

to

I

Unit
'Ballyhoo."
appearances
iced off Saturday ;i3.) jtl Cani|) Eiidicotl. Willi June. Prcisser lopping
(he jras't.'- Latter stays'- out v\ ith the

Have Long Been Giving

.'.

was

bigger

Burns-and41)en Tour
.

Camp

groomed,

leave.'

be included, according

the
Newest unit to swing on
Shows, circuit under the re-

'

jva's;'

It,-.- w«s
the President.
pointed out: in' (he War 'Ijopl. that a
njajdr general was not necessary to
head the PicloViai Service iind that'
Harrison. .p: i.'f lhe A;
& T. on

Canteen Project

'
llii* kid is really happy;.
Pittsburgh, .iuiy 6.
w'
last '•live enlcrlainmoiir
until July 13.
Thealie people in' Pittsburgh have,
Gloria joined in -'with induslriaUfcLs; union, s;i\y ..ovei-. here was Martha, 'Rave: .;(
include
Others in., east
Parker, and all-girl band. Kini Loo represcntat ives and the cjly at large giiind trpupei-.. Martha liniiw'.s -.\-hat
the. -hoy.- like; and ,she was as welSisters, Ai; GoVdon; Canlicld Smitli, to open 'one; of the -most outstanding
Joe Phillips- *• Marion Colby, and a clubs in the country -for service iiien ei)iiie-;;s a letter Trom home. V.-uide-Con tinned on-page :!7)
—the USO-Variety Club Canteen-line of six gii'Js.
George Burns and Gracie Allen ii few steps 'froin tlie Pennsylvania
join the Blackstone unil' as voliiiileer railroad sjal ion.
Of striking modern architectuie, Hecht
performers for a series' or dates exserve, at this time, and hence forlending from July 16 io July. 29.. similar hi. the .buildings' seen at t|ie\yard, primary considtratton.
Coiriedy leain bows in r.t Camp Cal- World's 'Fair;' -'decorated by wellGhetto Strife to 'Die'
When 'Variety'- honored station lan, Sah :iJicgp,{ anil will play six- "knowii professionals, serving free
WJZ vyith its 15)42 SbojymanageiDfuf ciriiip^; an.(f iiavy' bases oh the COasf. cookies, cake, doughnuts, coffee and
For H'wood Showing
Award' for ^Entertainment. Services It's.' their lirst lime out ,;Tor Camp soft drinks, providing beds where
to; War Workei-.i. the WJZ Victory
When the pageant
Jewish
Shows as part of a:unit. although men can catch a hap between trains,
TrOop w-as not at all content to rest last" season .:lhey did a number of the .Canteen, whieli. opened May IT. persecution by the Nazis.' "We Will
on. Its new laurels... Not oiily did the 'perspnalily' dales in the east.
attracts thousands of service men
Never Die," opens in llollywooil
large group of patriotic'; WJZ and
Also slated for tours during! July and. women daily. Train an.iounce- July. 21, il will include a new
Blue Network' artists continue ils un- are Judy Oarlaiid. Paul' Luka);. Rob- inents are made by loiidspeaker from scene/ by Ben Hecht- dramati/'.ing
selfish
efforts— at
industrial
war ert Young. Kaliiryn Grayson, Donna .the station and broadcast, (o nil the recent bloody .Warsaw Clhetlo
plants., both for the. swing-shifters Drake. -Liiise Rainer. Betty Hullon floors of the Canteen..
battle and slarring Ingiiil Berginan
and day-laborers, at Army. Navy. and Red: Skelton.
In (he Caiile.eh an iloruim. com- and Edward Arnold."
plete with stage, movie projector
Marine, Coait Guard and Merchant
Cast of 1,000 volunteer pi'i.fiirmeis'
Marine Bases, at War Blind rallies,
and 'soon to have a cabaret -.-.t.vlc in- Will -be recruited in Los Angeles.
and at Canteen entertainment— bul
terior. the Variety Club; of PittsThe Coast preem of 'Never 'Die''
Philly Dedicates
we immediately began to bl-iiig "conir
biirgh puts on nightly enlertainnvent; has been tentatively set for. July 18
pletc halt-hour shows into huspitai
aiid service then and women 'who
the Hollywood Bowl. Oilier film
Al Fresco Canteens care lo. .dance can .jitterbug uiilil at
wards;
and
rull-hoiir-and-a-half
stars skedried to appear include Kdshows
onto/ hospital -auditorium'
they dro;>.
Philadelphia, July 6.
ward G-. Robinson, John Garfield
stages.
According
to arrangemenl., all enand'
Paul Miini if hilie'r's revival of
Two outdopr. canteens were dediIn February; 1943. our. <an'g enlerlainmcnt
at
lie
USO-.Variefy -(.ounseloi--a1-La\v,'
eurrefiily
"ii
cated for servicemen in Philly.
tertained at the. Sick
Club Canteen '.-.in chiiree of. the. Broadway,/ closes before inid-.liily
..
Tor the
American, Theatre Wing opened
Army Air Forces Technical Training new al fresco canteen' in courtyard, Variety Club of Pillsbui-gh. with as expected.
..Continued on page, 20)
Brian
.McDonald
as
'ch.ief barker."
.siudios
.several
It
is
reporied
thai
of Academy, of Music to run as adr
junct to canteen in Academyls base- The Variety Club also joins with the -are "interested in lie Hecht scri
USO: in providing senior' and junior
ment.

for a
the return
ol the- service to the Signal 'Corps Editor. .-Variety':
Waited to compllineut- you on
from which it was removed at the
time the Truman Committee kicked yotir editorial ,i/f Wednesday,' June
up its 'Hollywood colonels' issue. .SO, eii ti lied Won rided- Need-- Laugh's:
From that lime until last wf*. We agree ipO'i that. of all; the morale
Army Pictorial Service was an- in work 'to.- -which the cnlerUiinment
dependent unit: in-, the Army Service world can contribute its services, the
is
now ho.-pital and Sick Bay shut-ins cleForces. Pictorial s Service

•

a iratV-nf-lrt-t tl'UCk-.mibes.- Our laviTFT
ite song ; that we iiow dedicate fo
Africa, 'Where Do I Go From .Yoii?'

.

Camp Show

i i

'

,

.

.;•....;''.''/;;,

Central.

Cities making up, the Panhandle
cireu ft- -"would
liiTliitli"
lAinuri Ho.
Dalharl: Cliildress and Pampa'. Vari-

OpensjOn

..

'

theatrical tro(i|>es visit panips in. (he
Panhandle' area. As yet serv-

'I'exas

;

'

Whin's
1

for-;

Depai'tment's

'

ivisio'n

;>

"

'

li )i.\i

.Cookin' on the North African 'Range'
Kroiii ; backstage, iii the ,N. Ari n-aii
Theatre of. Operations.
First p£ ill], may wo ptiblicly .say,
we are so happy the African b.iv.i,pics are pver— Ri mihiel w nh a II
„.
foot-races.
VVc Wanted lb. gel I{..|„.
niel'.s
helmet for a souveuii-: bin
guess' we'll have lo be -salisfn-d' w:;|)

(i.

'

eligible.

:

'

'"'.'."

;

'Ballyhoo'

PFC. I; M, 'BILL' STKIX
Somewhere, in Noi lh Afi a

Texas Canips Request
Kdilor. 'Variety':
'Dro ps
More Entcrtainmenr —H^i'eVHlte-^kitcst—
Stein,;
to. let/ you
know

.

-.'"

July

Y,.

first, to

those

—

;

:

.

.Camp Uptom

of/lwo. developments

week.

last

, .-.

Al Fresco for

insiders

;b.v-

' ''.;

...

.

-

-

.

~
House'
Camp Upton Opry ¥T

•

return
ai
s«rvice'.; which
Kirkc B. Lawlon to ils com-

mand.
..as

—

4-

0.

Army

the

in

>-li;'keup

ices for the past-year.

.

.-.'how

.

-

:

!

'

•

!

i

.'

.

:

.

.

tio.der the wing of the "Army's new
Chief. Signal Officer; Major General
•Harry C. Ingles, who. recently succeeded Major General »Dawson Olni-

.

.

.

.

.

ctead.
Iii Co). .Lawtori, Hollywood found
a real friend who was not afraid to
jo. before the- Truman Committee
when that body \vas oh a rampage,
in order to tell the true story of all'
that- the' industry was/giving and
doing; for the war effort:

Adds Warsaw

1

.
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:

,

j

:

-

.

:
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.

•
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:
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Larry Adler Passes

-

lip

;

Two

:

9G

Tour

Sfint for Cuffo

-

,

Of Camp Show Dates
Chicago. July 6.
Larry Adler closed at the Empire

-

.

-

'

.

"

t

.

.

^

:

61 the Palmer House last night,
i.i)) a
10- week contract at $900
to play offshore for .USOCamp Show's. He finished a little
over two weeks of his engagement

Roimi

•'.

giving

:

j

-

!

:

'.
.

.

Follpwing an appeal to lie various;
theatrical
guilds in an effort to
meet the great demand Tor ciilerlai'ners overseas, the local USO-Camp

Another open-air spot opened

I

Show office signed up several other
pel formers; for offshore stints including Bob-Evans, Morris and Ryan,
Johnny' Perkins. Tommy Martin.
Rita Roper, flay Marsh, Stan ErickTrudy Simmons. Joe
McKeiina and the. Albins.
scti.

and.

Jane

MAJOR LORENTZ BACK,
THEN OVERSEAS AGAIN

Ted Hammerslein, field supervisor
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., has been

.

for

brought into
Y.,

.where

in

(lie.

homeofficc

in

Tl^p USO. in turn.: supervises the ,Canteen. itself
aiid
keeps. things running siiioollily.
Name bands, such -as Harry' James.
hostesses.

last

.(Mon) on Rcyburn Pla^a; opposite City llail. built by. a combined
committee of. CIO-AFL trade -.unionists with .-ill labor .-'donated: .Funds
were provided by Hie USO and the
niglit

Job With USO-Camp Shows
N.

Harry Delmar
up domestic and over-,

Benny Goodman and Shep Fields,
actors, such as Dennis Morgan. Katharine Cornell-, celebrities like Sergeant '"Barney' fitiss. fighting hero of
.

city.

lie"U'iLSsi.-:t

The bulk of

selling
seas unit productions.
On vlie offshore .-e: up, cyrrenily
most hectic because of the: incrcas-.
iug demand for the morale stints on
the global, lighting fronts. Hammerstein' will al<
work with'.Lou Wolfson. who. recently took over operation of the Overseas Division.

w

'SIB.OOO)

iir

USO

appropi iation
go fpr-liirilig orches-

the

Guadalcanal, come to. .the;. Canteen
through the Variety Club: Fighters
visiting PilLsburgh sometimes train
in Ihe Canteen auditorium so the
service .men. can wiitch the workout.
.'Continued On page 271

'-.'.'.."

tras.

.

In connection wilhtanteen-s first
anniversary an exhibition of photographs showing show biz and politico celebs, doing their stints as bus
help has been ipened at the Art

.

L. A. to N. Y.

Alliance.

'>»«

Major Pare Loreniz, rormer documentary
picture
writcr-dire^m-

Harry

«^

» »

.

.

piodncer. returned last w-eck fi-nhi
North Africa and Hie. Near East with
hi* U. S, Army Air Forces iilni unit,
which, is attached to the air transport command.
He goes to t-lie
Coast this week to cut (he flying
service
footage'
his
linii
photographed during the TunisVn campaign;- The films are -hot public
showing, but will be used exclu-

t

sively for .pilot instruction."'
Lorenti-/ will probably return .cast
In a week or two' arid'-- is then slated
to be sent overseas 'again with his
,

unit, which includes' most., of. technical crew- that was with .'him wji'en
hCfcWrs a producer ni
and. be:

Uncte Sam's Callboard
.

fore IhaL when
rected pictures

.

wrnio and difor
(lie
Govern,
nieiii. Meanwhile, his breach of. eon-'
tract sint against RKO. based on Hie
partly

completed
patiou'
'

lea:ure.,

'

Jusl

U
wa.-

the
.

h

lei:

from
hvurierl

daii'fh'ler

«u'

is

;in;ival

i);;ck

Xor

Africa.

fn

'-.abrlh

fiiiancier

in

ihe'

to

.

WCAK

mand,

Glllis In
Scott Fii'.d, III. July

ties..

persiiiia); .ai)iie;ii-Oiiec.s-

slai's-

have

i

liiriiiijilo.cl

ric(:I.Hiir '.\y-ilh'.ll.)e''.(>xl.)il)it(ir
:

Pfc:

.

ames

P. GiJIis,

ex-Broadway

-

actor and singer, has enrolled as a
Student here; sit' the radio school of
the Ariny Air. Teehnie;i|. Training

;.

Conimand.
Upon graduation he ll
be a radioman-gunner oil a Flying

con-

iii,

Fortress.

William sV'Mcilzie.s.
N'orinaivMillen./

l-.ee

,

Stewart.

radio legit and
picture aclor.:;.c(iminissioned- a .lieiilenanl U. S.. Kfeichaut- Marines and
already; in- active service.
He en.

-

r

WSAI.

.engineer,
h is physi-

.

iiasseri

and dons uniform

cals

,

Mitchell.

WL W

wit h

'ciitley,

.Frank, (fliiistie

Max

bers ^('imiiig;

N.Y.

''V'--

.. :
Seat lie. July fi.
-rank Chrislie, recently pi-oinol'ed':
chief booker ror Evergreen and
HainrickTKvergrceiv liiealrcs. "to 'linn
Ci-nft,
band.-ieader buyer, left lasl Saturd.-iy fur Ihe'
jnores-.-ionallv as Uanin KlArmy:, lit? reported at. Fort Lewis
Jioll. has beeii assigned to organiKc' for Induction. -No
successor iiaiiied.
caiiip lirchesira al Fi.rl Meade, Md..
where he's hceir .stationed since inCiaiK hec-flvei'K from Wonnils
liiction.v For nucleus, Klli.ili will use
lieporl
iriiin
(he South
PaVilic
two Pittsburgh; musicians' who Aveiil slates that 1*1 ward j.' Craig. Lieuleninto the service with hii.n. Frank
anl, in-;
Marines, vh'as recovered'
!

.froii)

w

li

•

;

•

from wounds recehed
ciiual.

actor

I

le

who,

on' (Jiiadalidoniified ..as a' young
alter leaving Culumbia

is

.

Julius
l'liilip

R.-vdie

Kp.stei'n.

G, Rpsleiii.
Harris.

'

Uiiiversily.

in;|(lehis
debut '"in
Belinda.' prixipceil ': al' the
'.tCoiitinued'oi) page 21)
:

I

.

.

•lackie Ki Ik.
Parke L''\:y.
iVf.'ij. Pare Loreiilz,
:

-.'

•

Enlist

Show

Biz

that/already

oiil

>

.nienibers 1'roni actors'' ;anl:s are
the Corps:
n\::dlle.pointcd.oiil lliiit not only
w.iy bill all- uf; N. Y. Cily './"faring
a serious police pi-()blein largely *V<''
eause. or tlie diniout.
He cili-d tha'.
.the N. Y, police-: force has losi .in;in.V
nU'ii 'lo the 'armed: services, v. il'r no."
replacements available because ihe

George /aehniy.'

;

type ol ihcii required arc demanded,
by the inilifary services.

Jones also related that tin' :-iluais further coVnplicaled because
nien- are needed .lo guard
waler-gatos. reseiS-oirs,. bridges ii'ul
other likely targets of saboleurs. The
City Patrol Corps -siipjilenieuls the
iiiiii

;

Hotibeo Maiiioiili.-iii.
Fred Otluhan.
Bei-narrl L. Schubeil'.
'

'Johnny

•

Jc-l ry Hoi \yin.
Franklin Hughes.

Huui Si rombei-g.
Ifiil B. 'Waliis.
.-Carlton Young.-

'

'

#

,

"'Abe Burrows.

/.Michiti-I Cinti/.

fi.

Charles

.

'

L.A.

to

enoiy:
ving Berlin.
.

.:

amp Oreh

W.ilk.

this; week..

Dons Khaki

only aboiil Uvo weeks ago.

one (iuJIaV's wo' tli Nalale, furlncrely head or Ihe. si rollof war .stamps to every iic'i-viirin the ing trio al Union Grill
aiid a gnitarUnited Slali-s.
isl. and
KmiJ Brcnkus, bass plaver
i>e>v.-reei clips of slars w|l|: Ii- w,\
w ho was with Frank Andnni'and'his
as-sliuplciiH-Wal liailers iiir ih t drive Argentinians;
'
Inilcadi
l». Prior to; bis dale with Uncle .am,
.

for
li»n-

tion by members of ihe i.ieUiig pro-.fession.
Jones is hopC'td: of 'eu'.o.'ling a l.-irgivnurnbcr of Equity mem-

John, Twist.

John
Spencer

Jiejjj..soli

'

els

.

Sam Marx.
Murphy. Mclfenry.

Spy ios SkoKras,

•

eainpaiiu)

Mark' Sunday <4) at the'Scala liieaThere was no boxoffice. tickbeing free to servicemen.
Play was admirably produced by
Riiity Lane, with Ehsa helping with
sel.s.
Show was warmly received by
Noservicemen..' and their friends.
ciiticisms appeared in daijy nev.sjjaperx; although .there was iio rulin

•tre.

Would

Murray. SiK-eV.

.

in July to

t>.

.'nny.

.

Move lo -get additional aclors into
the City Patrol Corps.' as a wartiiue
the
in. protecting
necessity
V?*' 1
ri-iiclies of' New York City, has been
taken by Charles Reed Jones.' head
fir
RepublicV Oad-piibliciiy,, dc
nieni ii'id. a captain, in the Cl'tV.
has written Bert Lytell. .presideitl/of
Ae.lo.r-S- Eftuily. suggesling eollabora-

'

iilm

Cross,

S.-

liie/ic.n
"with tlie
presented -Eye of Su

iisijociation

N. Y. City Patrol Corps

Urieh W. Koingold.
.Mary Livin'gcstoiie.

.

<nl-

of

London. July

.

Special seelion 'of the U.
iii

Rid

F.-ey.

Dr; Herbrti
red Krtlilman.

II:

:;lobe.

Pvt.
kninvii

cile .\ieyer.

U S. SOLDIERS 'ST. MARK'
STRONG CLICK IN LONDON

Al.Jolson.

Jim

.

Sam

Nick Grinde.
Betty Ilutlon.

band at Hearst
and also doubled into
a- dance job.

).he staff

Show will he released on the
Ccasl over the Blue network and
be-:'. recorded..' and'
shipped to
Yank trans
'around (lie

Pittsburg!,/ July

Meyer,

Iriiiispijrlalinii.

lic;wi

had

Green's Casino on

Bill

'

raft Oi-jtanlziiip (

Liireiiti

'

Switch Bond Drive Push
,Ov.:ing

Elliotl
.station

.

listed

:

'

-ill

"

DreO-

"peiidini;

courts.''

:

against comment.
-Production plays (he Seals
lour weeks, after which it may
:iie big military camps.

Har. y Col in.
Tom Connors:

'

cancellation,
/.his
Nimie. Age. and

..studio's

Cpl. Harvey's Air Shown
Hollywood. July 6..
Cp\. Jack Harvey, with, the 348l)i
Air Base Squadron. Long Beach, ts
writing and. producing a radio show
called ''Wines
Over the World,'
honoring Die
../Transport Com-

'

..he

!

'

Will.

RKO

Ak.sl.-

Russell Ben ne IL
Steve Broiciy.

George Proup.

:

.

I

;

Ted Hammerstein's Dual

''.'

here.

.

I

•* week

iiiany

-

-

police

in

all

of

-ils;-;

nien

duties,

and women' being lieeded for two
until eighl i' "i
from
'.'-'until midiiiglit
H orn U

shifts,

iind

-.

'

•

:

/

)
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WAR

IN
Way

Internal-Revenue Chief Paves

Whereby Pay

May Be

Tilts

Washington. July

Granted

•

II

I

io

ins.

and

—branches^trt— entertainment

-

to

pay

the

.,

Fair Labor

Standards Act,

with 'Rhythm Ranch' as their first
venture into tunefilming.
Jack Haley, late of tlie vaude
revue. 'Showtime;' has. been sighed

covered by the Fair Labor Standards
Act now gel time-and : one-half for
overtime.' .Others have been unable

as star of the

the increases because of the
stabilization pro-

dude ranch'

being considered for the shelf.

lilm.

Major studios
primarily af
war story buys because of

length of time usually allotted
turning out high-budget product.

Show Biz Watches

Story going, into production

compensa-

any additional

'vVilhoi.it

may

salaried personnel, in'
many cases results in the wage
more total comearners receivin
pensation for a given period Jhaiv
their immediate superiors' and. in
some cases, more than the second
and third, levels of supervision.'
Previously, there had- been no
chance, for overtime increases 16
salaried personnel making over $5;-.
000 a year.' or to executive, administrative and professional employees
making. less than $5,000. and not reprecognized labor
resented
by
union.
What' this will mean to high sal-,
aried actors and officials of the film
studios and radio networks was not
made clear, but it was likely that
they would all.be allowed something
for working more than 40-hours a
week. ' Chief beneficiaries will be in
the lower and intermediate brackets.
Bureau of Internal Revenue will
operate the plan on a sliding scale.
In which virtually all salaried people
tion

.

Coming conveniently

after the big
Fourth of July 'weekend, the start of
the 20%. withholding lax the end of

.

l

'

week

this

oil

ness. /
felt

shorts,

Difference of $3,300.required for purchase of

000

Chase stock
will come
treasury.

Nationai*W.icalres
.from the 20th-Fox

following the Armistice, after World
War I when U- S. film companies
quickly lost most of the profits they

had made on war films previously,
production, execs are inclined to
scrap story properties' rather than
risk further investments in costly
negatives.
v-

.

Problem among the smaller studios
is

particularly

not quite as acute since films can
produced and released faster.

be.

the

in-

dustry has suatecded in eliminating
much .duplication -of effort. Film programs lined up at the same covered
the war arid home front .factual film
heeds comprehensively;

'

Spyros Skouras, 20W prexy, presided at both meetings. ;

,

*

•

"

To

WAC

.

heavy for single workers without
Persons in this class
dependerits.
will be lapped for a fax of $8.60 for
those earning between $50 and $60.
Married persons in the same classification will have $6.20 diverted from

Through Lowell Mellelt

in

BuyQutNTStock

with underground
in Europe are most likebe held up.
Recalling experiences immediately

tioning..
is

it may be called upon.
OWI was scheduled to deliver 26
accompanied by 677. prints
each, which would 'represent a cost
of over $400,000, Tins in itself... however, is on|y a minor proportion of
the costs likely to be involved if no
central -channel between government
agencies and the, film industry - is
available.

reaus which

'••

Blythe 8c Co.
Stock will be offered at $100 per
share, with net to company of:

20th-Fox Votes

ly to

Of taxation .will not seriously injure

withholding: tax

of -.underwriters headed by Lehriian Bros.. Hayden, Stone & Co.,

'Potential .headaches
confronting
the industry in dealing with innu-.
merable government agencies are of
greater concern- to .industry execs
than any increased cost of fi^m contributions to the war effort.
Office, of War Information's film
bureau shuts down completely afler
Twentieth
Century-Fox
Film July 15, as a result of failure by
Congress to appropriate necessaryshareholders, by majority vote yes
ter.day (Tucs), at a. special meeting funds for the domestic portion of
held in New York, approved pro- the OWI. The $50;000 remaining in
posals for 20th to exercise its op- the fund will carry part of remaining force in N. Y. along for two
tion to purchase 1;044 shares
of
National Theatres stock, held by the weeks after deadline of July 1. After
Chase National Bank, for $13,000,000. that, only a liaison of fleer lict ween
OWI and industry'sIs
20tji, stockholders, during the same the

movements

the.;boxoiiice. Vacations also, figure
over the summer,' .plus the loss of
certain revenue to beaches and other
outdoor activity in spile .of gas ra-

The

,

$9,700,000.

now

in.

Stories.. dealing

-

.

Sept.'l before people readjust themselves to its Impact on their pockethowever,
Believed,
that
books.
while a permanent drop must be anticipated, greater- over the summer
than later on. that this new form

are expected to benefit, if they work
overtime. For example, salaried employees whose, regular pay for a
40-hour week is equal to, or less
than, that of the highest, hourly paid
employees, will be allowed overtime
pay at the same overtime rates paid
(Continued on page 8)

be'

shelved.

income lax bite is expected to
the most over the coming
to probably
'

'not

War-themed yarns with Pacific
locale i'nay~not. be ail'ecled, .however.,
since it is generally expected that
the Japanese war will be the last to
be cleaned up.
War themes with
U. S. locales are also unlikely to be

.

New
be

weekend and through

Following meeting of share-,
holder
20lh-Fox board of dimet yesterday afternoon
and authorized the sale of the
new prior preferred to a group

'''

whatever day "people

gel their- checks, is causing some apprehension ja.. theatre and distribution .quarters as well as among leaders of other". fields of amusement
which are now enjoying lush busi-

-

to

release until 12
months hence, figuring elaborate
script preparation, careful casting,
etc. .Mn. this event, a change in the
European situation might catch studios with big budgelers in '.'early
stages of release.

the

to

Offices

F.limination of the film division of
the. Office of War/ Information will
cost the lilm industry from $500.00i)
lo $1,000,000 annually, depending uii
services for various government bu-

OK

rectors

'

fecled by

•'

Directors Give

liveries more carefully. Stories cost
ing' from $50,000 to $300,0.00 are now

wane and salary

gram.
'Payment for 'overtime to wage
pointed
out.
.Helvering
earners.'

Film Unit Shutdown;

.

arid

pictures for Paramount release, are
detouring into musical production,

Increases for overtime .work. Guy T.
Hotveririg. Commissioner lot Internal
Revemfe. pointed out that only those

to get

ine

OWI

Govt Plans Confabs, Key

,

Hollywood, July 6.-Bill Thomas, who
have been making economical action
Bill

their salaried employees, not covered

by

More than $1,000,000 worth of war
yarns bought by major studios are
now unlikely to be pi-ocuced. bis-,
cusslons among production toppers
currently take into account possibility of a cessation of hostilities in
Europe by next year and curtailed
production and distribution 'which
makes it necessary to scan future de-

Haley's Dude Ranch Pic

other

Result of

if

6.

.Way was opened here Thursday
(1)

New Headaches As

Film Execs Face

f

1

session,

okayed

a proposed

likely.

amend-

Spewack Abroad

authorizing the increase of
capital stock in the corporation by
100.000 shares of
rior preferred
stock.

rnerit

Shuttering of the big N.
of
of

OWI

film

Hollywood

Y..

offices

unit will hit a group
technicians hardest,

Net aggregate amount to .be re- being estimated that: thrce-fourtlu
ceived by 20th-Fox from the sale of people in this -unit are from the
Coast. Sam Spewack, who formerly,
of the prior preferred stock is to be
not less than $93.50 nor more- than headed N. Y. unit, is now with, the
OWI overseas bureau and currently
$101. per share, plus' accrued diviabroad.
dends. Price- to 20th will depend, in
W. .P. Montague, former assignpart, on the dividend' rate
•'

.

H wood

Subsidy Of

OWI

where

Film Bureau

of the
prior preferred which will be not ment editor of Paramount newsrecl,
left about six months, ago to. handle
than $5 per share and. not less
similar spot with the domestic OWI.
than $4.25 per annum.
He likely will join one of the news- /
Hollywood, July 6.
Provision is made for a prior, pre(Continued on page 1.2)
Motion Picture Bureau of the OWI ferred stock retirement fund at the
rate of $1.50.000, or 2% of the consysferii, the theatres will not at least shutters its Hollywood offices July
solidated net earnings (but no more
feel the periodic drop that has been 15, with orders to Kelson Poynter
experienced when people had to get and his 15 staff workers to wash up. than $250,000) of 20th for the fiscal
together large amounts each quar- details of their business by that time. year ending in 1943. In subsequent
ter during the year. Instead, under Understood Poynter offered- to serve
years $300,000 or 4% of consolidated
the weekly deductions, it is believed as. film liaison chief on a dollar-.anet earnings per annum (but not
employees will readjust their expen- year basis, but the government more than $500,000) is to be set aside
ditures and budgeting accordingly turned it down. Idea of maintaining for Retirement purposes.
but due to having nothing else to do the bureau through finances fur20th' may now' sell prior preferred
will not reduce so much on picture- nished by the- film industry was fastock
without further action by
With entry of Leo Spitz into the
.'
goin
.
vored by a few individuals, but Stockholders and upon such terms as Bill Goetz production setup, as board
nixed by the Hays office on the the- may be fixed by the directors of the chairman of the newly incorporated
ory that it would be contrary to the company!
International Pictures, 'reports were
wishes of Congress, which, refused
'FIBBER
Voting in favor of the purchase of current anew last week of a likely
funds for the bureau's continuance. the Chase National interest' in N. T: dicker with United Artists for the
Opinion in Hollywood is that Low- were 129.178 7/12 .shares of preferred release of one or more films front
arid'
1.238.283 9/24 common. Opposed the Goetz urvit.
Ed Battery; UA
ell
Mellelt,
chief
of
the
OWI's
MoHollywood, July 6.
to
the purchase were 2,570 4/12 proxy, was on the Coast last week
tion Picture Division, will maintain
RKO signed Fibber McGee and some
preferred and 13,957 16'24 common. to. discuss several new releasing
sort of contact with the film
Molly to a new contract calling for
deals.
Chase
preferred
didn't
vole.
Voting
industry,
presumably
in
advisory
an
two more starters oh the 1943-44
Goetz is planning on an elaborate
the favor of issuing the new prior
capacity such as he exercised when
program.
he was an executive assistant to the preferred were 792,484 1/12 pre- unit likely to include several other
First- -under the new agreement
President before- the establishment ferred 'and 1,230,117 3. 24 common. top producers, such as Nunnally
will be 'Heavenly Days.' -slated folJohnson,
who is already under hir
Against.
4,979
10
12
preferred
and
of
During
OWI.
that
time
he
kept
iate autumn filming with Robert Felwing.
:
22,020 22 '24 common.
in close touch with home office execs
lows producing.
Whether all of the Goetz output
in New York and rendered valuable
would be channeled through any one
service in solving production probdistributor
is
uncertain,
however.
ranging
lems,
from
propaganda
Gould
'ST.
Possibility that he may make
stories to raw film requirements.
Outlook for the picture' business
ar'atc distribution deals for each picProducers believe the closing order
in Mexico is bright, with improved
ture.
will end the practice, of many studios
road's and better cbrnmunicatjw exin submitting 'advance, copies of film
Hollywood. July 6.,
pected to broaden the manfccl. ac- scripts,
Goetz Moves
John Slahl signed a new two-year
for governmental approval.
cording to Walter Gould.. United
contract as director aC20th-Fox, with
'Hollywood. July 9.
Artists foreign manager., who re'The ' Eve of St. Mark' as his first
William Goetz moved out of his
turned to N. Y. over the weekend
assignment under the renewed .pact. top production office at 20th-Fo.<
after a ',5- week Stay' in Mexico.
Director is now in N\*w York to with the return from Army service
Four or five new fiist:iun Ihcalres
glimpse the stage production of- 'St, of Darry 1 Zanuck.
?
in Mexico, he staled,
are buildin
Mark," written by Maxwell AnderUnderstood new company will
with nearly all expected to be finson.'
move into space on the Samuel Gold?
ished between now. and the end of*Hollywood. July 6.
wyn lot. Leo Spitz has a prior ar1943.
Jake Milstein has joined Sam'Wood
rangement with Jack Skirball to pro'-,
Axis
Pix
in
Chi
as pm'thcr -and will business manage
duce a Fred' Allen- .film (now cold
Wood's production unit at '.Columbia .'
antl one with Jack "Moss to make a
Fuller's Tinted Cruise
Chicago, July fi.
They will make two pix yearly. Wood
Government agents have been busy picture of 'Duffy's Tavern;.' With reHollywood. July 6..
Paramount assigned Lester. Fuller, directing one or both, foi a period of alorig 'film row' in the past week leasing deals through United .Artyears.
gulling' on
independent film, ex- ists. Chances are that International
of (ho Broadway sta'ge. to direct five
after
marketing
Milslein will look
changes Jo take all German arid Pit-lines will release through the
'Caribbean Cruise,' a high budget
of the unit's output. First picture Japanese films put ot service for; the. 5iiir,e outlet; a.lthbugh no deal hat
musical show in Technicolor.
bceri arranged.;
will be directed and produced by duration.;
-Picture is slated for autumn .shootSpitz' has been legal advisor lor
Agents are, also checking on all
Wood, followed by 'Address Uning, with Lou Hairris as.. producer
under general' guklan.ee of 'Waller known.' Wood producing with a. top theatres that have exhibited German-' various lilm companies for 25 years,
and at one time president of RKO.
mnrio films in the past.
director to be named.
MacEwen/

their

paychecks.

In

cases

wives work and take their own exemptions on separate income tax returns, the withholding figure is $8.60.
Though the withholding tax is
stcep.er than under the old quarterly
1

KurtzVSho-Club,

Nixed by Haysites more

'

B O. Hypo
A

Plan

sales promotion plan designed to

Increase patronage in theatres or
other permanently operated places of
amusement,, copyrighted by "William
Kurtz,; manager of the Riallo. N. Y.,
and known as the Sho-Club. proposes
the purchase or a monthly ticket that
would entitle the holder- to an un;

limited number of single admissions.
The patron, under the plan; receives a folder containing a membership card- which identities him by
photograph arid signature, inuch the
same as a railroad commutation ticket, so that it. woudn't be transferable.
He would receive this monthly- ticket
for a specified sum. based by the the-,
atre upon, its average admission
prices and the number of changes
monthly, plus taking into account an
appropriate discount.
Patron would visit the theatre
whenever
Holding
desiring.
a
monthly card, in 'Kurtz's opinion,
would satisfy the inherent desire for
special privilege a* well as the holding of what amounts to a pass, while
'

-

.

.

Goetz-Spitz

Go

promotional
various
projects
of
kinds, etci. Pointed qui by Kurtz that
a theatre would receive its money in

advance for an entire month, and
would stand to benefit through
changes in "weather or other factor*/
which would, ordinarily alTcct daily
business.. Also. 'the. average person
buying a monthly ticket might riiiss
1

some shows.'

Where -pictures. are played on percentage, the. receipts per month from
memberships

iii

the Sho-Club would

be pro-rated by the day, so that each
distributor receives his proper share.
Distribs

check a theatre
"sing the plan by haying access to
the Sho-Club records.
also

can.

After All

.

,

AND MOLLY' SET
FOR TWO MORE AT RKO

.

Mex Looks Big—

MARK' FOR

.

MAHL

ON NEW 20TH DEAL

,

the. same time' saving, money on
theatre attendance.
Advantages to a theatre, under the
Sho-Club plan, would include local
tieups with merchants and others,

at

UA

May

.

MILSTEIN-SAM

WOOD

.

'.

JOIN PARTNERSHIP

'

Tabu

.

.

1

•

.

.

.

;

.

:

.
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P&RtEff

Shermans Loyalty

Fun

to Oldti

Hollywood, July
Bill Pine
ihg in for

Hollywood,

July' 6v

'

Weekend

errf for prairie melodramas, says it's
a fact.
Emphasizing his observation as a
veteran showman, Sherman continues, as he. has .for years;, to cast many
old favorites of the chase-and-gimfight sagas in his 'Hoppies' a; well
as his more elaborate recent western
These old time celcbs^-a
specials.few women, as well as men-now
•

play only' modest roles,, sometimes
only bits, where they sed. to dominate as stars. But Sherman spots as
many as he can -in every' picture he
makes, and call's their presence a
good bargain, for himself aj^ well as
themselves.
It isn't to be credited to a pro.

ducer's generosity, or loyalty to fellow oldtimers in the business,, this
casting one-time top favorites who
can still dp a competent job in
the saddle, in a brawl, as henchmen
of hero or heavy,' Sherman tells you.
They still contribute more than they
get, in the exchange which spells
boxofficc for an entertaining picture

—give more by

their very

cliller

without one: picture in work
lot,
within the gates from Friday to
Only troupe on the job
Tuesday.
was on location north of Sah Francisco,' filming 'Frenchman's Creek:'.
.

features; 'Hail the

.

For

•

depicting the fighting spirit of modern Greece against the German-Italian invasion.
Col.
Zanuck. recently released
from active duty in the Army, has
called conferences of; producers, directors and writers on pictures slated
to get .under
ay iiv the next month.
Oh foreign policy, he .has assigned
Robert Kane to return to England
within the next six weeks to produce
one picture, arid probably two, to
take care of the British quota for
!.'
20th-Fox.

:

Brooklyn

the afternoon:'

in

Helm

Hollywood, July 6.
Darryl F. Zanuck. resumes his old
post in charge of production at ;2bthFox today (Tucs.) with his .personal
attention devoted to films of national
and international character. One of
his' early objectives is 'The Story of
Woodrow Wilson.' Another is a
story with a Grecian background,

N.Y. Sales Meet

..Ned E. Depinet, N. Petov ftathvon

RKO

'sales

(

;

.

.

:

From

Chi'

Scores Browne-Bioff

:

.

For Their 'Singing'
George e: Browne, ex-hoad of the
IATSE. and William Bioff; his personal aide, were accused of 'attempt-

.

man and to some
who more or less

other producers

consistently use
the oldtimers.
Cavalcade' lit- 'Buffalo Bill'
Among the one-time top names,
generally but hot always associated
with westerns and violent, melo;

drama

!

of their heyday, now frequently cast in the Harry Sherman
productions, including.' the forthcoming $2,000,00 special, 'Buffalo Bill,'
he is making for- 20th'-Fox, are William Farnum, Herbert Rawlinson
Francis X. Bushman, -Elmo Lincoln
Clara Kimball Young, Snub Pollard
Chester Conklin, James Farley, •Gertrude Astor, and a score of character
men who never rated stardom but
warmed their share of saddle leather
and gun. barrels in the elder westerns and through many, of the 51
'Hopalongs' Sherman has produced
since he translated the first Clarence
E. Mulford Bar-20 tale in 1935.
So, while wartime shifts of population and. economy are 'shuffling
motion picture audiences into new
patterns^putting new type of patronage into old houses and vice
versa— and compelling exhibitors to
alter some of their fixed ideas about
what 'folks like and don't like," the
fans who were responsible for the
stardom of many of the elder names,
still are strong partisans .for them
and continue to pay to see them.
Nothing fickle about these patrons,
who are reported going as far as gas
rations will permit to catch a glimpse
of the vets who have never lost their
heroic character or name value for
the western steadies, as Sherman has
discovered.

ing to talk their way out of Federal
•prison sentences,' by involving .'the

talk oh Monday (12) before leaving
for the Coast to take his product"

m

boys from Chicago.' it was charged
by James D. C, Murray, defense
counsel for the six alleged Chicago
gangsters in N. Y. federal court oh
Wednesday (30), before Judge Mur-

time,
field" ex
will attend a national

tacking the Federal anti-racketeering indictment, stated that 'Browne
and Bioff are' attempting to obtain
surcease from their sorrows by effecting a general jail delivery of my
clients."
He intimated that Bioff and
Browne had furnished information to
government authorities concerning
his six clients! in an effort to obtain
leniency- for themselves.
Judge Hulbert. reserved decision
on the three motions, which attacked
the sufficiency of the indictment, and
oh another special plea through
which the defense attorney hopes to
prove that the statute of limitations
bars prosecution and for a bill of
particulars.
Murray also sought a
delay of the trial which is scheduled
for. Sept. 7.
The court, indicated -that
a postponement would.be granted for
at least another month, told the attorney to confer with Boris Kostelanetz, special assistant U. S. attorney-general, who will prosecute the
'Boys from Chicago,' at their forthcoming trial in reference to the delay sought.
Murray charged that the indictment filed against the six members
of the old Al Capbne gang was defective and fails to assert any overt
acts by any Of the defendants in the
furtherance of the alleged conspiracy to extort money from film companies. He asked that the court
grant
his motions to quash the indictment,
The indictments were filed
under the federal anti-racketeering

assignment on the RKO lot.
Charles W. Koerner, v,p. in charge
of studio
production,' .and
Perry
Lieber, «tudio 'publicity
director,
are among those coming in.from tha
Coast.

ray Hulbert.

Murray,

-

first

RKO

ploitation men
sales sesssion. Exploiters from nil.
parts of the country are scheduled
to attend for prizes to be.awarded in

connection

with

the

'

Ned Depinet

drive.

.

Browne-Bioff-Dean

Tax Consultant Must
Serve His

upheld on Thursday (1) by the U.
S. Circuit' Court of Appeals. Hirsch
had been released in $5,000 bail
pending his appeal. He was sentenced to serve two years and fined
$2,000 by Federal Judge Alfred C,

In

Okayed

DeL on U Merger
-

Wilmington, July

6.

Merger

of Universal Corp. anci
Universal Pictures! Co; into Universal Pictures Company was upheld in

court of chancery here and a writ
of error granted by the Supreme
Court. Merger had been contested
by Dorette A. Wise and Bailey,
Dwyer & Co., both minority stockholders in Universal Corp., on the
grounds it was unfair and illegal:'
Adolph Schimel, assistant secretary
of the surviving corporation, testi.

:

:

fied

to

here

last

all

details

v-

last year.

Hirsch's trouble started when he
to the grand jury, about the
source of the $25,000 cash bail he
had posted for Nick Circella, alias
•

lied

Nick Dean, Chicago night club ownmobster, and former, bodyguard
George E. Browne, ex-head of

er,

for

the

Final Details

Two Years

The conviction of Martin A. Hirsch.
tax consultant of Brooklyn, who
was charged with committing perjury before a special Federal grand
jury investigating racketeering in
the motion picture industry, was

Coxe

IATSE.

Dean

was

indicted,

with
Browne and Willie Bioff,
Browne's personal aide, for extorting more than $1,000,000 from film
companies in the: motion picture in-

motions at-

'

'

act.

Murray

dustry.
guilty and is now
serving an. eight year bit. Browne
and Bioff were later' convicted; re
ceivirig eight and 10-year sentences

respectively.

Hirsch had contended, that while, man, business, agent for local.
244,
his testimony was false it did not re- Motion Picture Operators
Union of
late to
a material subject, and, Newark, who are also charged:
with
therefore, could not form the basis extortion and will be
tried at the
for a prosecution. The circuit court same, time with the
Chicago gang.
ruled, 'If the false testimony related They are 'all free, having
put up
to a material, matter,'! as we have $100,000 bail, with the
exception of
held, guilt is clear.
Therefore only Kaufman, who is out on $25,00.0 bail.
a seriously prejudicial, error in the

Hays West, Coe

Wednesday

that the.

'

!

details.
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Coolacres, Cal., July 6
'

.

Dear Joe:
Aggie and

•

,

me saw

man's Concert .Hall, The Imperial Music Hall, The College Inn
ScottJ
Morgan's, Stubenbord's- Restaurant and Dreamland.
Henderson's was the first music hall oh the island to give a class
varielv
cater to women and children. It's last performance
was given
in October; 1924, nearly 20 years ago.
The first building of Henderson's
was a wooden structure op the type, of a bungalow built by the father
of
Fred Henderson way back in 1879. Several fires which cleaned up
Coney
Island from time to time destroyed, a few Henderson sites in the
80's and
90's.
A brick theatre was built on the original site, about 1897. '
After the fires, lots of the. amusement places played under tents.
Inniah's Casino, on (he Bowery and Henderson's Walk, was the
grand
pappy of the burlesque show. It was owned and controlled' by the Inman
Sisters and was built in the early 80's. It was in Inman's that Alex
Can
played stock burly in 1906. just before his big hit in 'Wine. Woman
and
Song.' It was in Inman's that Can- was. established as a comic.
Inman's
had no admission charge, .the barker yelped 'It's all free folks, all free
come right in.* When you got in you sat at tables, and if you were a'
slow buyer the waiter would wipe up the table with his towel. If top
"slow, he'd spill slops all over your clothes. That was the way the
waiters
'

-

.

4

in those clays 'hinted.'

Inman's had a chorus of 24. besides "the principals and they all lived
above the hall in the hotel. The performances started at noon and were
continuous until midnight.
There were so .many shows, comics would
keep makeup on even when they went -out to eat. It was a common sight
to. see Irish, "Jew, Dutch and blackface acts strolling on the streets
in full
makeup. There was no production; just a cycle of gals and bi
Noises
would drift in .from other" amusement places,- .but. the show was pretty
good under the conditions.
College" Inn's Names
The •College Inn had some of the greatest entertainers in America.
Jimmy Durante, Lewis, and Dody, George Whiting, Eddie Cantor and
dozens of others. The gang would drift in .from Broadway after showtime and the tops of Broadway would be sitting around getting laughs:
I'll never forget- when we- played Henderson's.
Right outside of the theatre, Big Reilly, who weighed 300 pounds and owned a lot of the real
estate in Coney Island, had: a. 'hit 'cm hard and heavy boys' racket— you'
know, you hit the hunk of iron with a big wooden hammer and a thing.
a-ma-bob goes up and hits the bell away up in the 5,000's— that js.if you
hit it right. Well, Fred Fenlon. Harry. C. Green arid myself, would be up
in our dressing room, which was just opposite the bell, and we got an air.

1

'

'

rifle and when anyone would hit the ihing-ein-a-bbb, we'd hit the bell with,
the- airrifle.
The marker would only: go up. may be to 400, but the bell
would ring. Of course, it. got a laugh outta the mob,' but old man Reilly
was raving mad. He'd climb up (about two stories)! and: see. what was
the matter, climb down again,, then say. "Okay, boys, hit 'em hard and
heavy; try it now boys'—and we'd hit the bell again with the rifle. I
guess if he ever caught us he'd-a murdered Us. He never caught us.
..-'
Beer and Fix
Then there was Lang ?, a beer parlor -where they ran pictures. It was
very dark in there. If you were a rube and' ordered beer and gave the
waiter a dollar bill you'd sit all day waiting for your- change.. You
couldn't see the waiter's face and so didn't know who to squawk to about
not getting your change. Plenty of sidewalk Maddonas in those days, too.
Tops in eating. places were the Riccadbnna, Shelbourne, Tappan's, Feltman's. Feltmans was the first' place to have crispettes. Many is the time
Eddie Cantor and I went on the Coney excursions that were given by
the N. Y. Journal.
Ride you out from the East Side, give, you a swell
feed arid a ride on every gimmick in Dreamland from Chute-the-Chutes
to' Tunnel of Love.
Hearst would give these outings twice a week during
the summer. It was a lot of fun for us kids on the East: Side.
> Do you remember the Loop the Loop? Women would faint even watching it. Papers: ran editorials to stop it; strong men would back out Just
before going on, but it made plenty of dough. I don't believe there has
been a new ride in Coney .Island in the past 10 years with the exception
-

'

'

,

.

.

of the parachute jump.

Me and Aggie can still smell those hot dogs, crispettes, hot corn, and salt
taffy. And how about that silk candy? That was a doctor's special.
Oh a weekend there were more lost kids in Coney island than all of
Hollywood could adopt, It was a' great place, and I guess It still is— in
fact, I believe it always will be.
The air kinda sprinkles a guy with the
spirit of youth, romance and adventure. 'I'll bet if you asked any sailor
what boat he'd like to serve od, he'd say 'The Tunnel of Love.' I'd enlist
myself if I was. sure to get that assignment, that is, if Aggie, would etay
home.
water

Best to the gang, sez

Your

.

Will Hays, head of the Motion Pictures Producers
Distributors Assn.,
off to the Coast, over the
weekend
after several delays.
He plans re-

&

Lefty.

Tom

was paid

6.

to ex-

.

Republic.

McCoy

Horace

drew

ticket at Columbia.

contract

tras by film studios in the first half

.....

Johnson
by Metro.

handed

writing of 1943, with May yielding $354,000,
(he- heaviest crop of the year thus far
.

actor

for

atmosphere players.

Statistics,'

issued by Central Casting, show gains
Herbert Marshall signed threeevery month over' the- first six' months
picture pact with Metro.
Sylvia Reagan inked writer pacl al of 1942.
20th-Fox.
Earnings in January amounted: to
.

Joy
Metro.

Guy

singer,
ned by $256,728;
$286,803;February,
in
March, $274,000, and April, $345,860.
Pearce renewed as makeup Wages paid in June have not been
itemized, but are figured at about

chief at 20th-Fox.

Alice Eyland

drew player

ticket

$300,000.

-

.

at Metro.

Renee White handed player, conby Jack Schwarz at PRC;
Kermit Maynard drew player,
-

tract

Bill

Keighley in Eng.

tract at Republic.

Washington, July
option lifted by

6.*
,

Lieut. Col. William Keigh|fey, chief

.

Byron Poindexter, dancer, signed
by Paramount.

Doug Morrow, handed

actor ticket

at. Metro.

,

.

Hollywood, July
Total of $1,800,000

'

hi

vice-president, will stay in
N. Y., being, due in as' soon as he
concludes his series of public relations talks on the Coast.

Draw $1,800,000

In First Half of '43
Hollywood, July 6.
Steele, inked player pact at

Hollywood the remainder
Ramsay Ames' minor contract with
of the summer.
Universal approved by Superior
While West, Charles 'Socker' Coe, Court.

-MPPDA

pal.

Extras

Vi Athens' player
in N. V.
Columbia.

.

maining

.

William
stated

that he withdrew
innocent pleas, only for the purpose
of arguing his- motions. The attorney, also stated that he did not represent John Rosselli,- West Coast
agent for the mob, nor Louis Kauf-

Dean pleaded

of the merger conduct
of the trial would justify
(30).
a reversal. The reqord disclosed' no
agreement of merger
was filed with the Delaware secre- error of that, character.'
irsch was called before the grand
tary of state, Schimel explained that
jury on June 12, 1942, ..questioned
notice of this merger appeared on
regarding the bail transaction, with
financial tickers and in numerous
the possibility of further indictment
publications, it' was pointed 'out that
and to ascertain what! Hirsch had
the Nr Y. Stock and Curb Exchanges
done with the $15,000, which was
had been notified of the changes and
returned to him. He! testified, that,
that- the only future trading is in the
he
'placed the money in a box
common of the new Universal Pic- andhad
some of it I have got loaned out"
tures^., listed on the Curb.
when ..pressed for

Now

n

,

arguing
'

•

.

in

.

For the

|

lefty's Notebook
By Joe Laurie, Jr.

,

Atry. for 'Boys

''

—

1943
||

the 'Coney Island* picture and it's so different
than
the old Coney Island we knew. Of course, me and Aggie think
of the
Coney Islahd^-Way back— Stauch's Dancing Pavilion, Henderson's old
In

comedy..

20th Prod.

Conquering

RKO contingent from the'..; CL.ast'
scheduled to arrive in N. Y.< next
Sunday (11) for the RKO sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
July 12-14', to join other delegates,
is booked for a double-header baw
ball game (Dodgers .vis: Pirates) in

names and and other

7,

f 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I | 1 1 1 1 )

.

face the cameras in the nertt 10 days.

All Set

tt

show and

toppers, will ''outline
exploitation and production
To the- legions of aging: fans who. plans during sessions starting i/xl
sat .oh tbe edge of the seat when they Monday. Three films to be screened
and these former-day heroes were are 'Behind! the Rising Sun,' The
young and full of -vinegar and Sky's the 'Limit'' (Fred Astaire) r.nd
watched the hell-'for-leath.er rides, 'Lady Takes a Chance'' (Jean Arthe battles, the decorous, romancing thur). Parts of oihcis arc to be
to these elder audiences the stars shown .also.
.
of yesterday are imperishable on the
Approximately 40 pictures arc
screen, still cheered; and constantly likely to be announced for release
introduced lb younger members of during 1943-44. Also to be discussed
the family. A volume of such .testi- during confabs will be Walt bUricy
mony keeps flowing in from exhi- and Samuel Goldwyn- product.
bitors all oyer, the country to SherEddie Cantor, is schedill'ed 'for-

:..

•presence.

.-.

Zanuck Back At

Hero' and 'The Story, of Dr. Wassel'l,'
started today (T«es.), and four more

RKO

f 1 1 1

6.

.

Two

tttttft'ttf

Bill

,

By JACK JUNGMEYER
Least fickle^ of film, audiences are
Par's Quiet
Harry
the western pic' ure fans.'
.Hollywood, July 6.
Shermap, producer of the Hopalong
Fourth of July weekend was the
Cassidy tales which have set a stand-, quietest of 1943 on the Paramount

f

Thomas are go
murder in 'One

and

comic'
Body Too Many/ co-authored by
themselves- as a starrer for Jack
'
Haley.
Originally signed to a one-picture
deal: for Rhythm Ranch.' Halcy's pact
was extended to cover the chiller

In His Prairie Pic Sagas

Rewarded

Wednesday, July
;ttttt tttt

a

in

Dennis O'Koefe Inked contract
Paramount.
Elliott Reed's player option

up by Paramount

at

picked

of the

Army

Air 'Force Motion Pic-

ture Unit, arrived In England Monday (5), it was' learned here today
Tuesday).
It had been originally planned to
send Keighley to North Africa to
handle Air Fprce film- activities
there. Whether he will remain in
!

:

'

Britain or, continue qji to the African
war zone was not disclosed by Arniy
circles.

"'

.

:

Wednesday, July

PICTURES

%

From New Brunswick

Hollywood: July 8;
type casting

Revolt

against

Debentures, PfA, Etc.

against the increasing: repetition
of Nazi. Jap- and other heelish
roles. With the talent, supply at
its lowest ebb. in years, the players are in: a better 'position to
pick- their spots: and are taking
advantage ot it.
Meanwhile the femmes are
kicking, about repeated roles in
service' uniforms arid overalls.

.

Vandalism Continues to Flourish

;

In Rep's /Atlantic City'
Hollywood; July
Albert

.

'

'

Fox Would Film

..<

Insurance Co.

his contract.'

muscle.

amount

Charlotte. N. C July. 6.
Dr. Archibald Rutiedge'S Saturday
Evening. .'Post story, 'The .Worlds
Largest" Negro Business.' 'will be
made into a picture at an early date
by 20th -Fox. the author said at his
home near nere.
Dr. Rutledge received a telephone
call from Darryl Zanuck offering to
buy the "film rights' to the story.
Zanuck told: the author that he
thought film distribution of the story

through June 1, 1953. Proceeds
iiancmg together with other
funds of company will be used to
pay the domestic bank loans as well
s "retire the 6% debentures and alt

Powwow

Metro's Cincy

1949.

To Continue

.

Plan

Its

;

Of Zone Sales Analysis

After. Sept. 1. this year,
referred.
outstanding capital stock of. the com-.
pany will consist of 3,701,090 shares

order to
each branch zone
.In

'
of common.
The old 6% debentures have been
called for payment on Aug. 2 next;
with payment at $100:50 plus accrued interest from March 1 to Aug.
'

'

2 this year, but holders may obtain
in full at any time.
Preferred shares.. will Joe redeemed on
SepJ. I next at the redemption price
of S89.65 per share. Paying of both
the' bond- issue and preferred, plus
"
the $5,500,000; in domestic-bank loans,
represents an outlay of approximeaning that
mately $24,600,000,
Warner Bros, is using less than $2.000.000 (probably about $1,800,000)
of company funds for the entire refuridihg operation.
In addition, the
refunding: and corporate simplificawill mean considerable saving'
in annual interest rate because of
the low-interest bank loatis obtained
and the sale privately of the 4%

payment

serial debentures.

Company pointed out that at one
time it had $42,900,500 in 6% debentures and 785.604. preferred shares
outstanding.
Besides bringing considerable saving to the corporation
each year under the refunding, the
simplification means, that ^common
stockholders .will be more directly
hi line to share, tn company earnings.
.

preparatory

in

to

season,

group

a

the:

off

new

company's

this

.of

.distribution executives 'Wilt

Cincinnati Friday

meet

in.

study the

(9). to

situation •• there.
.Subsequently, a
similar check will be conducted in
e very other exchange! of the com/'
pany.'- '-''".

Minneapolis. July

'

6.

'

:

.

-

.

offer .-for information

Detroit,: July 6.
154'eax-61d boy here,

:

'-.

sale of our next

group of pictures.

'While, of course, attention will be
given, to accounts requiring consideration- because of changing conditions, the purpose of these sales

.

.

EFFECT ON KIDS

,

analyses .is to properly appraise each
individual situation so that when a

approach

is

approach

it

Is

based on

lje

the

TREASURY CITES PAR

.

W.ilh 'our policy of placing
responsibility of sales decision

point.

FOR

WAR LOAN

AID

with our branch and district managers,
they have found
such a
scientific, study of each individual
Dorothy Thompson, responded to
situation advantageous to both our- the N.B.O.R. query with the reflec- Stan*, in behalf of hoineoffice emselves and our customers.'
tion:.'! do not think children should ployees, in recognition of the purThe session in Cincinnati will be b"e protected from the knowledge of chase of extra war bonds to an
attended, by Metro's three division evil.
Splendid films explaining and
amount sufficient to provide for two
managers: E. K. O'Shea. j.-.E. Flynn illuminating the war'haye been made
and J. J; Maloney. together with by John. Griersbn's Canadian Film heavy bombers, a balloon and. a
j

Edwin W. Aaron,
.ager:

circuit sales

man* Board; our iown army has made

local,

branch and

ish,

attraction

..

it.
But in the nclioiialized antiV
Nazi ; films shrewd and hackVieyecl
old thriller techniques are lirercly
applied to the war. Also, there are
too. many of them
Art sublimates.
evil and 'good into distinguished intellectual and spiritual experience.'

over >and above the current payroll

.

.

deductions.
The extra bond purchases were exclusive of amounts ^obtained :il the
Par 'studio and. .among Par theatre
affiliates.

.

.

r.

Frederic

.

M.

New

Thrasher.

1

had

a

agers.

,

<

getting anybody
'After much per-

.

.

:

sion.

Meet

.
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,

.

.

"L'^r.
.
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the
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However,

court;

from their pay.
Mulling More Curfews
Columbus. July

6.

City Council is mulling legislation
curb juvenile delinquency; banning kids under 15 from street and
public places after 10:30 p.m. Also
another ordinance prohibiting those
under 21 f rohi beei- gardens Unless
accompanied by eiders. Penalties
would hit both parents arid children
via fine of $25. and 10-day jail sento:

.

tence.

'

Akron and

have invoked
juves .under

,

Paris Village,

St;

curfews

p.m.

11

011

18.

Harrlsburg's

Woes

Harrisburg, Pa., July

6.

Theatre managers are. haying their
troubles with vandal's.
Destruction
of theatre property here has increased by leaps and bounds in recent, months, with- managers placing
much of the blame on adults' rather

than children.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
FILING CERTAIN FILMS
The U. S. Library of- Congress has
requested- American, film'' producers
to deposit 104 fllms and parts of films
released from May 1, 1942, lo April

Bond buys were subscribed by Par 30. 1943.
its
employees during a threeThe Library will select pictures
week Second War Loan drive spon- having documentary significance or
sored by the Par Pep Club in April, as records' of the limes., Selection

has a clean, somber glory about

York University,-.'.opines: 'Normal
'Skeffie' Next for Bette
children will: .stiller no harm- from
itoliywbod. July .6.
seeing realistic war lilms. 'In fact
stai rci' for: Bette Davis atN'e.xt.
there- is a certain .advantage in ''per.;
er.,
mining them to learn 'something of- Wa'r.ner.s is f.Mr. Skeffingl-'oiT.' slated
'So Proudly' Bally
'20.
July
with; Will llehreid
the meaning of
011
..
."I'-hei 0
may 16 start
,
,,
, ._.
Plan: tW
vis^ii-vis.'
9
some:da;,«e,: from too much: re*!- as her
P,n„ a 60-40 spijt..
He 'endeavored- to Proudly We Hail.' which
f,
Piira- -J*re shared. "by
Pioduclion chores
obtain the Lyceum on' a percentage
ism iu war fllnis f«ii the neurotic 61'
hioiint sold to the .'-Music Hall. N. Y„
Pljilip and Juf|us Epstein:.
arrangement, but the management
a special
but lie
..
with c/etails of an exhausiive cahi,,
,.
wasn't .interested and insisted on a
Iproblcin.
:obl,i n
,hal
d
0
v
, .
?!
,
paigii 'OUllined.: were /discussed at a
.j. ,
:f"
.J' l, a
c
fla
rental.
1
that
J
wr ^''J.s lype Geo., Sidney
It's
c
estimated
special meeting in N. Y. a tended by L!!'
j°"i .. ^ ?
Bei:ger will clean up around $1-5,000
Jof child in niin'
h.d: sales-.' 'Ihealve' .and publicity-ad
Hollywood. July 6.
for the: local engagement alone.
Dr.. Ruth
Hulh Andi'iis:
Andnis; chief.
cluer. Bin'CMii
Burejiii of
or
district.,
in addition ta <listrict
verlisin
cu-orze
'idney.
starlefl-- al
who
'Tins thing just seems to run itv
admen Child Dcvclopmcm. and Parent -Kd'i- l;M WI 0 ill year.-- B 6 as an olTice. boy.
theatre
and
cxploitoeis
cycles." opinr.sJBerger. .'There's', nofrom all poi n.ts iti the eastern half cation. Ui'iiversity of the ,::St,a(e" of I lias,
liaji lic'ci'r
'iv
been "na
a .nq\
new director con
explanation for it.
Whatever the, of the cminti'y. Alec Moss-.
"
N'ow Y'ork. slates, in part; 'In s ite •tract.
reason' the public is stampeding' .to
of. his' stage of (ieve'lopnient and pre- '''.
of- the exploitatibn depai tnieiit.
Ic draws the Red Skelton. techsee the'.piclure and. 1 find, oilier.-?;
yioii.t expcl'icnco. his present condiv Oicojor biggie 'Mr. Co-ed.'
sided.
or. .the .same
type.
Maybe there's
He .also held a"Wwing in Lo' An- ion might lie such that >ea(isi ic pre-;
increased interest' in -sex:'
.-(iliat ion of ijic results- of. the war
In the case of the! current Lyceum gelcs, previously, allendr.d by cxrepresema-:ves and' IhJia'- %v. the /children.' of Europe/would; -tike'- until they are 10 or 12 years old.'
Picture,
whie.li
grossed Vapproxi- ploitatiiiu
si *ock him and cause regressive beCity.
Others di.stussing the problem in^
nia ely $1 3.000
;Us first' week, they tre ineii west of. KanSas'
haviotir witlj resulting inability to elude Dr. A. A. Brill, Dr.
H. Claude
Par
Jook the .old
On ^.Friday-Saturday;
stale-right
picture,
v
effectively in the. life
lardy, Justice. Stcphep. S: Jackson.
Wish School Girls.' to build around. held a Canadian sales meeting at particip.ale.
Dr, Harold E. Jones, Dr. F. Dean McA'nns with if is medical reels ob- Toronto presided over by Gordon about him.'
Dr. Frederick Bair. superintendent Cliisky, Mclcii Rand Miller. ;Dr. Kathtained, from
the federal govern- Lighsloiie. Par's general manager of
ment.
They call it 'Dusflo Dust' distribution above the border. Neil of Bronxvi'lle. N. .V:. ScIumMs. says arine F. Lcnroqt. Dudley '.''Nichols,
»nd. of course,
'wo^ild; protect all children Dr.,J; W. Sltiflebaket.a'i.id'Dr.
'illiam
advertise" it seiisa- F. Agnew.- Oscar .'Morgan, and Robci't liiai lie
linnally.
from pictures ot brutalities and the H. Kilpali ick.
GHIhani went up !: om JN'. Y;
time

Bennie Berger. circuit own"-. persuaded: to take itnalty.
and sponsor an engagement, hdre

conviction

this right was waived and the
kid
was given the- 10 seeds. Next day,
the sailors' were found guilty, and
ordered to pay the damage, amounting lb about $50, this to be deducted

to be released to the public;.
:Desert Victory,' made by the Brit- and

|

man-

district

gilder.

films

about

.

assistant

by

'partjciila'j-

A

:

'

v

interested.

room

furhisliings at the Regent. "St. John, is reported.
boydisclosed that three sailors wer
fearing the bowls and pipe apart in

'

made

made: and our
experience, of having done this for
several years
has
proved
that
sales

"•
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sales

company in mass violence

.

_

icull

conviction
rest-

equipment pr

.

1

This

-oil

anybody "damaging.'

a $10.

.

.

.'

of

as

their

in

'

1

.

fortune.

males

as

rooiris.
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'There is nothing hew in this
year's procedure,' according to William F. Rodgers, v.p. over sales for
.'Our last meeting of this
Metro:
type was held in Buffalo, and we try,
to vary the meeting place for .our
first gathering to different parts of.
After the first meetthe country.
ing, this time-in Cincinnati, the sales
executives' will 'fan put over the
country and each and every account
will be'giyen a careful and sympathetic analysis preparatory to: the

Harold Po.<tman. executive
to Rodgers.
and E.. M.
Booth, local Cincinnati branch manager.
The group will set up the
schedule for the rest of the counmen and women at 55c admissibh— try- so that each branch will be
two for. the women, at .3 and 7 p.m., given the sanie careful analysis as
and one for the men at' 9. p.m. The Cincinnati. Il is likely that
the
theatre, scaled
at
has been meetings will last three days in each
55c.
packed to the rafters, and the sale exchange territory, with each diviot books is netting the promoters a sion
chief 'supervising: the analysis
.'.

Kills 15-Year-Old;

of a
of

The women are almost

•

An amusing kickback from

factor is in favor.. of
the usher's account that he was to
be the victim of a juvenile;' mob..
Seibert is the' son of a police lieu'Coast Story Buys
tenant and he told authorities that
Hollywood. July 6.
Metro purchased 'Jenny Makes he was tipped Off that a mob of
Her Mind Up.'' by Mary Virginia, zoot-suiters were laying for him .for
putting them out of the theatre. He
Loo's.
Monogram bought 'Death Knows carried his father's revolver for proiNo Time,' niystery. yarn- by George tection on the way. home and when
'.'*
the mob grabbed him on the '.street,
Seymour Cappy.
20th-Fpx has bought the screen Klinger was' shot during the. strugShooting came in advance of
rights to 'A Tree Grows" in 'Brook- gle.
lyn.' first novel, by Betty Smith; for the race' riots and the death is not
included in- the toll of. the second
Harper's is publishing.
$50,000.
worst race riot In the nation's history,
but the ensuing outbreaks
served to give considerable credence
to. the usher's account of hoodlum It.
was. indiism in the theatres.
cated that no. serious charge will be
FILMS'
brought since he acted in selfWhether children should be prodefense and theatres here had long
tected from world realities projected
suffered from the tough kid element
in pictures dealing with the war, or
in the front, of the riots that, broke
prepared for adult acceptance of the out a. few
days after Klinger was
result's of warfare, forms the basis
shot.
for a-- symposium of opinions from
authors and educationalists compiled
by the National Board of Review.
Cross-section is. designed to gauge
the probable effects/of war films on
children with the aim of establishing
proper policy for exhibition of war
Paramount has received /citation
pictures to juveniles.
from the U. S. Treasury War Savings

_
:

.

birth
containing
warn'ings
and:
against promiscuity.
These sex offerings, with ;lheir
lectures' as prelude to sale of $1 sex
books to patrons, had been as dead
s a dodq prior to Ihepresenljyai'.
Now. they're cleaning up in the
large cities as well as the small
'lowiv; One of them is in its third
week to tremendous business at the
Lyceum, local
house.
legitimate
"There' are separate showings for

Both new and used bowls and pipe
are very scarce,
'.weir as. hi

powdci:

Feared Zoot-Suiters
Death

;some instances torn

in

.

loose from their moorings and valuable piping, twisted and broken, and
valves ruined. Ditto tor flush boxes:.

,

largest Negro insurance'
the world.-.

-.'

'We are. convinced that only' by
individual analysis of every one
qjir .accounts can an intelligent

NW

ESPECIALLY BIG IN

And

being., deliberately.:, de-

oyed; and

sti

least the bowls,
an improvement. The

is

are

would do much to promote -better
racial relation's in the country.

1943-44

of.

Judging by boxoffice results here
and around this territory, the cycle
has swung back to so-called sex pictures .— the allegedly educational
type showing various: sorts of child-

bowls

.

14. teeing

accurate information:

CYCLE OF SEXERS BACK,

until there

waylaying a -theatre
accused
usher who had evicted him from the the men's xoom. The naval ratingswere located in an: adjacent lunchhouse, probably will result in- no se
room, where they, were creating a
rious charge against 17-year-old Wil
'The World's Largest Negro Busi- iiam Seibert, Jr., employed at the disturbance and damaging property.
Before they were arrested, the inness' is the story of the achievement Northwest: theatre. The youth; Wil
formant demanded the $10 pronto,
of Charles C. Spa Hiding, Durham, liam Klinger, was shot by Seibert
although a printed card bore the
N. C., negro who helped; to organ- just prior to the outbreak of the riot
34 " lives'; The clear stipulation there had to be a
ize and. is today president of the ing here which took

laying plans for sole of Metro's. next

block of pictures, with 12 and possibly

':

:

analyze conditions,

t'hik

aiid furnishings,

.

both sexes;'

vandalistic

Detroit Usher Shoots

.

.

information leading to
of. persons damagin'

Exhibitors believe they will
forced to shut- off the rest rooms for

price.

.

l:

of this

,

.

Saga of Negro

,

I

semi-annually, from- Dec.

J:

conviction

room equipment

6.

Cohen

picked/tip the producer reins oh 'Atlantic- City' at .Republic, a musical saga, of the New,
jersey, summer resort.
its'; more
glamorous, days before the Army
took over most of the hotels.
Atlantic City is where -Miss America' was bom once a year in a '.battling;' suit.
Studio researchers are digging up the 'Miss Americas' of yesteryears. with "a climax .oil Labor
Day, 1943,; meaning the election of
the
latest -'modei: in
streamlined

;

year, "of: $8,000,000' principal
of 4%. serial debentures ma-

some theatres
inces, for

.

'

St. john. N. B.. July 6.
Cash rewards are being offered at
in the eastern prov-

:

Parade of Miss Americas

.

'

to

'

.

tilling

Co^

Out*

grows stronger in Hollywood,
where actors are protesting

Warner Bros., announced last Sat-*
urdav (3J that it had arranged $23.OOOOOO in. new. financing, proceeds to O'Shea Gets Jack London
debenb* .Used in retiring all 6%
tures, all outstanding, preferred and
Role in Bronston film
domestic bank
to pay the'- $5,500,000
Company obtained $1 5,000.loans.
.Hollywood, July 6.
from group, of banks
OtfO on July 2
Top role in 'The Life of Jack Lonheaded by First National of Boston, don' .goes to Michael O'Shea, im
and including N. V. Trust Co. ported' from the Broadway
stage, beGuaranty Trust Co. of N; Y.. Con- cause he bears a certain
physical re
tinental Illinois National of Chicago, semblance
to
the novelist:
-his
Pennsylvania Company for Insurance
youth.
of Philadelphia,- and Union Trust Co
Picture goes into wdrk'lrjis week
of Pittsburgh.' This loan ..matures'after
months of scripting, with
..through June 1, 1949, with 2Yi°'o
Alfred San lei directing and Samuel
•terest per year.
producing/-, for
United
cpmmil- Bronston
amount,
this
Besides
Artists release! O'Shea goes on loannicnls have been entered into for the
oul.fi'om Hunt- Stromberg, who holds
private" sale on or before ;Scpt.' 15
\

Me

'Let
.

this

.
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Warners' $230,000,000 Loan Will Help
Retire All

-

.

,

!^

-

I

.

;

Makes Good

:.

.

1

t

,'
.

.

;

,-)

1

I

'

.

.

1

'

-

I

will be restricted because the Li-,
brary lacks adequate facilities for
screening, cataloging and .shelving,
great quantities of film.
Ah attempt will be made, to secure ia
all newsrecls or parts -of
lllnis
which/.recoi'd o.vents. oecurj'encos or people of. probable interest
to students »f the Ijmcs. (bi all documentary films/of probable interest
-

.

1

to' sttidents.

social

arid

political /hisrV

toiians,' ici any films produced in
the course of the year which 'mark
imppilani artistic or technological
adva-iiccs in the art of the' motion
picture, regardless' of popularity <at
the;t,ime.'. (d) certain animated carloons. fc-J .outslaiidiiig films of scicii- 7

.

,

geographic interest.
m'ong films selected for the Li.: are
'Mrs.
Mihivci ,' 'Pied
Piper.' '.'Midway,- '.Wake Island." 'In
Which; We Serve.' 'Prelude to Victory'.'
'Shado^- of a Doubt:' 'Casa-.
blaiica.'
'Saludos Amigos." "Yankee
Doodle Dandy.' 'Pride of. the Yankees' and 'The Moon Is
t'i

'

bi;ary

.

.

.

1

.

NEW

FILM OUTFIT.
'acramenio. July

'

1

'

•

{

'

'

'

/

.1

'

.

New

film

ductions.

6.

company, Colmcs Pro.(lied

.,

papers

here

Bc'iny

Byrens

with

and

listed as directors.
Ai:licles
call
for

incorporation

Walter
rtalph

'

.

500'

slock without par value.

Colmes,

Spence

shares

of

•

.. .

(COLOR)'

:

Kiiri't

.

"Win,, t'tiiuvli;' .llm

Joso-. Rodriguez:

Paul

lUidroro.

music.

-

.Tallica

Plumb,

Holterl' Onlway.
Si nce Fleldlnif .-.

•

Hay Hennehnn:

.Three 'Klnifers:.'
Dr. Ciirey.
Joe.

edi-

keofo: corps of artists'.' hnckanimator*. „Trndoshn\vn'ln

Jack

Ki'aunder*. and

X. Y., July

2,

'ft.

.Nick. .....

:

.i

.is

.

-

.

......

:D.m

.

.

.

:

.

; .
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'Crime Doctor'

Ames
Worth

.

'I'l-oe

.

Good

(Col).

meller entertainment.
'Laws, of the Northwest' (Col).
verage Chas. Starrett western.
'False Faces
(Rep). Trivial,
whodunit, strictly, in the filler

Ciisd-llo.

Unwnhv

..':,:.:

dominate

to

Huber

,'l.eon

.'..C'onslance

Hetty.:...
.'.
Pearl.
Myrtle............

gram

dualer,

T.H«'l
llaj-.t'iilllns

Hn'rhlil

(U). Profllmusical with 12 numbers
footage.
Okay

'Gals,. Inc.' .(Songs)

.

HuMcr

..Vtlient*

•

as

timely as the Allied's invasion plans.
'Crime Doctor,'- starring Warner
In. fact it's almost out of /tomorrow's Baxter, long with 20th-Fox and the
Major old Fox company, but now under
excepting
that
headlines,
Alexander P,. de Seversky has been contract to Columbia, is a.much-betpounding the issue long since. Un- tef-than-average melodrama' .which,
der Walt Disney's aegis, in 65 snappy in spite of a. denouement that is
minutes, a combination of super-ani- slightly fantastic, holds interest all
mation; all in color, plus Technicol- the way.- The market' potentialities
ored photography with the Major are good.
himself participating, this is a highly
This is the first of what is likely
skilled narration of the aerial scheme to become a series with Col,- which
of things.
obtained the rights to the 'Crime
Doctor' air. programs written, by
It's graphic, enough for a 10-yearold to savvy,, and- it's interesting all Max Marcin and on the CBS netIt's at skillful blend of work'for the Philip Morris cig peothe' way.
cartoomcs, documentation and proph- ple. The screenplay, by Graham Baesy, which should' combine well for ker and -Louis Lantz, and the adapthe I ixoffice. Apart. from its enter- tation by Jerome- Odluni, expertly
tainment values it should be. made a done, make. 'Crime Doctor' entermust for anybody and, everybody tainment of the better grade in the
who is interested in the welfare of meller classi largely through the
careful plotting of the yarn and the
the Allied's war cause.
Historically, albeit' kaleidoscbplc- suspense maintained.
Baxter plays the former- brains of
ally, Disney and Major de Seversky
burglary gang who loses, his,
trace the progress of aviation.
It a
being: batted
flashes back from the prophetic Gen. memory as result of
oh the head by his suspicious com' Billy Mitchell— to whom the film is
dedicated— to 1903 when the Wright rades 'in crime and then, starting Out,
Bros, first succeeded in lifting a from scratch; becomes a famous spyhe is
heavier-than-air craft off the ground. chiatrist. All along the line
As it is unfolded, it indeed staggers trying to find out who. he formerly
become
the imagination, even in these fast- was but not until he has
moving times;: how much progress head of a state parole board and getin getagain,
the
head
ori
ting
hit
has been made in aviation.

.

.
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.
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'Victory 'Through Air Power!

'Victory. Through Air Power*
(UA-Disney ). Excellent transmutation of the Major de Sever?
sky best-seller.'

.

uemm.

\ii

.MarKHit'l T.inilsay

.

.

.

Wheeler.

Captain

time; dSMIXS.

nunnlng

.'

.

t

.

of .photography:

'i.uli.i

.

tico. .Smlllni:-.

l-;il\r;u-<l

on

J*)i«(*l

Dnrlor.' Uy Mux -MiuviiT. t-iury. t.i;ihjun Raker, nnrt I^ouls I,nniz: :i«lu iit:iti«iii;
Jo nine Oil 1 urn: eitltnr, DwIkIu i'i.II.vo).;
eiimpin;' '.ItmiOH S. Jirown. Al (..<...<-. x., Y..
w<-t>U July
"43., JttinnliiK Him'. «* ,M1N*.

Oliver "Wallace: sequence
Geronlnil. Jack- Kinney,
AlKnr: nnrr.nlon. Art Maker; ilVirf-

Smith,

J:

(i'ml'ui.

.of

K.i'inii*

directors,, Clyde-

'

category.
•Ghosts on the Loose' (Mono).
'.

.

Another East Side Kids comedy
thriller; lower half of duals.

,

:

.

:

.

-.

,

.

.

;

'

''

the Straw'

'Flrjs .in.,

tErench-

Jean Benoit-Levy production; a topflight French film.
'Under Secret Orders' (Guar).
A dull remake about a German
made).

Mata Hari.
'MaravllU Del Toreo' (Mexi-.
can-made). Weak on script, but
strong on bullfight shots. Eng-

'

•

.

fame

motion pictures, only

to find
that the public has become tired of
him. after his initial successes-!— arid
in

that the acting profession is a tough
one, just as his father had discovered.- The director- pictures the disappointment of the little boy's father,
not only over the lad's sudden rise
but- high-salaried fame while he is
struggling to get bits in radio or
pictures. -'
While inclined to be. a bit wprdy,
the skillful portrayal of the lad's
father and mother-in- their happiness
:

'

arid 'disappointment over the precocious youngster's rise arid fall
makes a forthright vehicle. Produced well ahead of Nazi, occupation
of Paris, the whole picture represents considerable outlay in production' values.. Scenes in the picture
studio are excellently done.
Jeari .Fuller,- 12-year-old French
actor, contributes much to the realism of the story. Shift from the
typical schoolboy to the important
screen star is never overdone. 1mclen Baroux makes a typical actorfather, who is babied by his pretty

wing. Their ultimate
triumphs; in the. arenas of Mexico
and Spain are overshadowed bv
their love for each other despite
Ortiz's marriage, and his.grbwing
blindness. His wife conveniently runs
off
with his, manager arid they're killed
making the getaway. Ortiz and Miss
Cintron have a clear field, but he
nixes the idea after he has gone

blind-.-

The tpp players are too wooden in
and only come to life
when they are shown in .the bull
But the other members of the
their roles,

ring.
cast

perform With adequate

profes-

sional poise. The camera: work, in
general, is poor. The scenes have
either too much or too little lighting,
and the bull-ring episodes are
muffed. The camera rbves around
promiscuously, passing by some excellent action opportunities.
On the other hand, the film is
musically standout; especially a flam*
.

'

enco sb.ng and dance number. Mexican guitar and chorus routines also
help give the picture a much-needed

'

.

the girl (Veda Ann .wife, and spurred to have faith .in
Possibly because: -himself despite his cruel disappointis singing.
ments on the stage. Orane Demazls,
is empty;
Later there's a brawl with a mys- -French actress who has been in nuunidentified stranger. The merous' French pictures lately; is
girl is. eventually killed.
The dis- highly effective as his faithful wife.:
Jeanne Helbling, cast as the Imtrict attorney's son, Williams, again,
is
implicated.
So's his pal Bill petuous blonde dancer who's always
Henry. It finally turns out to be the on the make for Baroux, is outstanding in the, supporting cast. Even in
fat little hotel manager whodunit
the
disrobing scene (which the cenWilliams registers photogenically
ting mixed up with old-cronies, does- as long as he keeps his hat on. Other- sors, have cut to less than a flash),
In cartoon and narration is traced
he learn of his criminal past. The
she is convincing in ari. unsympathe Luftwaffe's exploits, plus the suspended sentence he receives, is a wise his hair is combed high up,
thetic role. Jean BenoitiLevy's diBill
Henry,
as
like
Zulu
warrior.
a
concluding arguments by de Seversky
bit contrary to expectations, also the the band leader, fills a colorless role rection is intelligent, aside from the
of how to beat Hitler in his Fortress
that fingerprints fail to identify nicely while Stanley Ridges as the bid tendency to draw but sequences.
Europe and finally, how to overcome fact
him, but palpably there\was ho other conventional, hard-boiled district at- English-titling Is topflight. Wear.
the Japs' present air-based advanway out for the" happy ending torney, handles .his "assignment catages. The strategy of the use of air
achieved.
Afori.
pably.
,
power, both across the Atlantic lifeSecret Orders
Margaret Lindsay, as a parole
line versus Hitler, and in the Pacific
worker, plays opposite Baxter, givr
(BRITISH-MADE)
against. Tojo v brings the war close to
A
ing an impressive performance.
Guaranteed Pictures release. Directed' by
the auditor in a highly informative
Ghosts'
the Loose
trio of gangsters are well portrayed
Fdmond
Urevllle.
Fen lures Krlcli Slroand graphic manner.
Mo'npKram release of ^npi Katzmah-Jnck helm. DKh Parlo. John Ixnler. Claire Luce.
by John Litel, Harold Huber and
Disney and his battalion of artists, Don Costello. Lessers include Hay Diets production. Stars Leo Gorcey. Huntz Story by tieor>;e Neveux and I. Cube: see-animators and backgrounders have Collins, a doctor who helps to push- Hall.' Bohhy Jordan. Hela LukosI; features narlo, Krnesl Belts: adaptation. R. nerAva Gardner. Directed by William Denu- haurv camera. ..otto Heller; editor. Hay
not permitted the seriousness of the Baxter after treating, him for am- dlne. Screenplay
hy Kenneth Hlgglns;
Pitt.
At Strand. Hrooklyn, July 1,
theme to completely dwarf their hu- nesia; Leon Ames, a convict Baxter camera. Mack Sienirler'. editor, Cnrl l'ler- Running;
Mine. .M >I1N°S..
mor. There are the. usual imagina- reforms; Constance Worth, a nurse, son. At New York, X. YV. dual, week June Col. MHtlieHlus)
-II. '43.
Running' time, 64 MIN8.
tive complement of Disneyisms in and Dorothy Tree and Vi Athens,
(-.'..;.....'.-.. 'rich fltrnbelm
9lmonls
Mugs
... ..:
... .Leo Gorccy
,
his cartoon ics, and
Lieut. Peter Carr. :.,;.....
an excellent gals who got in dutch With the law. Glimpy.
.John' Loder
Huntz: Hall 'Annc-Marle
I.esser
.-.Dim Pnrlo
musical score to point it up.
l.lnliby Jordan
Miss Tree is riot "on long in a parole Danny.........
.Claire Luce
13ml
Abel.
Be Ift LubosI Gaby
board hearing sequence but makes De«V
.....Ava Gardner Lieut. Hans. Ho hiun...........Gyles Ishnm
to
be
appears
and
count
minutes
Coudoynn.
the
Clifford Kvnns
Jn," k; ••••'
.Rlc Vallln
.
..:.John Abbott
Hilda.
in line for better things;
.Minerva Vecal Armand..
Anthony Holies
Wheeler Oalcinan Mario.*: ....
Ralph Cohn's production is ade- Tony..:
Carr's Orderly..........
tidwnrd Lexy
Stanley Clements
quate and the direction of Michael Stash
.French Geper.-il.
Robert Nalnby
Benny.
.-.Billy Deneillct
Char.
(SONG)
Burgoyne.-'.
Gordon- skilled.
.-Uriah Powley
Scruno.
.Sammy Morrison. Col.
Dave. .......„;............
Bobby Stone Prop, tit B|ue Peacoi k
Hollywood-, July 2.
•. Molly Homley CllfTord
Universal release of Will Cownn producCol. von Stelnher
Raymond J.ov«ll
the
Northwest
of
Loosely constructed comedy thriller Col. M:irih;fnil.
tion.
Features Leon Errol. Harriet HII
Frederick Lloyd
Hard, Pled Pipers. C'asa Lomn orch. TJI
-Columbia, release of Ja'^k Pier' production.
contains plenty of laughs despite. the Cnpi. FilKinaurice
Clnu'd Horlon
reeled by Leslie Goodwins. Screenplay, by Stors Charles Stnrrelt; features Shirley PatEdward Deln. suggested by story by Dave terson, Arthur 'Arkansas' Hunnlcult. Di- long procession of venerable gags.
This^ British pic is a silly piece
Guold ami Charles Marion camera. Jerome rected by \Vllllnm Berke:' story, and screen- 'Ghosts on the Loose' differs little
Ash; editor. Arthur Hilton: dances. Jo- play by Luci Word; camei-n.- Jtrajnmln from other East Side Kids epics,
about espionage during Wbrld War.
sephine Earl; musicul director: Charles K Un<r; editor, Jerome .Thorns.
-At' New
which means the muggs hog most of I> It's a trite, insipid talc and if a
Frcvln;- songs. Milton Rosen. Kverelt CarTor*. N'."'V., dual, week June 20. 'A3:
footage.
Okay for supporting fea- remake or a reissue it's certainly
ter. Previewed jit studio July 1. 'i'J. Run.
RunnlnB time, S7 MINS.
ill-timed. There's no tie-in with the
nlnjr. time, 60 MINK,
Steve Klnfe*.
.Charles Stnrrett
ture on twinners.
Ctirnellus.
....... .Shirley Patterson.Leon Errol Michel Daicy
,
While main theme of yarn centers currerit war, not that it would helpOwen.'.'.
Arthur Hunnlcult
Arkansas
Harriet Milliard
about a mystery house, found later any if the yarn were more topical:
Molls...Stanley Hrown
Near Clayton.
tSruce McDonald
to
Hill... ...
be headquarters for. Nazi under- Moreover, there's an almost pro.DnuKlns Lcnvltt
David Macon George llradley..
.Donnlii Curtis
Hetty Kean Frank Mason..,
cover agents in N. Y many initial German slant in the treatment' ac"ttfaM»»»»>
Hubbies.
Douglass Drake
.. Maureen
.,
Cannon Paul Dnrcy.
sequences concern a wedding and corded Dito Parlo, as the German
Vlrkl
Tom Clayton.'.....:
-...Davison Clark
...Lllllnn Cornell
the clowning of' the East Siders in Mata Hari.
Jennifer
.Reginald Barlow
.'.Minim Phillips Jean. Dnrcy.
Trying to act the glamor girl, Miss
Virginia;
Murlon Donlels
aiding Huntz Hall's (a gang member)
Pled Pipers
Charles Starrett is playing: the brother to get married.. This is de- Parlo flops miserably. She's too malen Oray nnd Cosa Loma Orchestra
smart mountie again in this western, tailed too much, with the young- ture aside from being photogenically
inadequate.
which Is in the usual outdoor opus sters'
choir
practice
stretched
There's
a 'It Happened One Night'
Musical numbers— to total of 12— groove arid up to standard of this threadbare. Newly weds are supposed
to spend
their honeymoon in a bedroom, scene wherein John Loder
predominate in this program num- series!
This one is about, the race lo get Haunted house, but don't. Instead, and Miss Parlo photograpH so Unber that will suffice as supporter Tn
a road constructed in time to trans- the East Side Kids visit the dwelling, attractively and are so stagily' .hanthe subsequent duals. It's another in port valuable war minerals for
dled that it's not even suggestive.
Al- expecting to get it into shipshape
Erich Von Stroheim is the German
the moderate budgeter group of mu- lied forces. Angle is so vaguely de- after they learn that the married
veloped that it looks as though added couple is going on a trip out of town. secret service mastermind. In Sasicals on the Universal program. —
at the last minute.
Main theme is' Usual sliding panels, disappearing lonika' he does a Sherlock Holmes
.'Idea of group of girls operating a
the struggle, between law-and^ordet pictures, hidden passageways arid in wig and mustache which fools nonightspot,' backed by a senile playbody
except the cast. Miss Parlo
boys (represented by the Northwest, trick gadgets provide the. bulk of the
purloins the plans about British
boy, provides necessary, but decid- Mounted Police) and a crooked con- hoke. Of course, the
kids'iiltimately troop
movement's from the unedly fragile, framework for plenti- tractor. There's plenty of gunplay uncover the hiding place of Nazi
believably stupid British captain.
as
mountie
Starrett
underground
personally
sees
operatives.
ful display of songs, dance •specialBritish secret, service .finally catches
that the road is rushed to completion
Leo Gorcey, the "'little toughie' up with the German
ties and musical numbers by Glen
agents and Miss
in time.
leader of the kids, is tops, in the
are shot— 66
Gray and the Casa Loma ork. PlayPer usual with, recent ..westerns, troupe, though mugging far too Parlo and Stroheim
minutes too late.: ".
Mori.
boy, Leon Errol, masquerades Grace dramatic moments are tipped by the much. Huntz Hall, his No. 1 stooge,
McDonald as his wife when his sister exciting music. Picture has mote is okay. Bobby Jordan and Billy
than usual quota of night scenes, ail Benedict. also do well as other young
Martivilla Del Toreo
arrives from the west to cut off his
well: photographed
by Benjamin mobsters., lela Lugosi, as the prinincome unless he's settled .down. Kline.
('Marvels of the Bull Ring')
cipal; menace,, is the Nazi chief,
but
Usual farcical episodes ensue, in(MEXICAN-MADE)
Starrett is riot overly burdened has little to do.
cluding arrival of^Errol's son to grab
(Songs)
with bright lines, but chips in with ..;Picture is almost a screen test
the girl from the pater.
for
Clasa: Studios
production and release.
his familiar suave hero role.
Shir- Ava Gardner as the newlywed, and Stars Concliita t'lntron: fenlurcs Pepe OrGray and his band provide musical ley Patterson shapes i-p .well
eood. Rjc,Vallih is the groom. tiz: Directed by Raphael J. Sevllla. Screen-,
as the
y
accompaniment throughout, and also femme of the production,
while- Ar-: William Beaudine's direction is far play. Pepe: Ori!Z: coincra. Tloss Fischer. R.
step in for three spotlighted, band thur
Mnrllncz-Solarcs: music. Carlos'M. Baenti.
Hunnicutt provides a neat com- better than the plot.
Weor.
At BCImont. N. v:. week July
'43.
Run**
numbers. Grace McDonald, Harriet edy
portrayal.
Stanley
nlnB. tlme, lOs'.MINH.Brown,'
Hilliard and Lillian Cornell split up Douglas
Rosltn
.:..,.:.-...; Conch iln Cintroh
Leavitt and Doug^ss Drake
the solos,, while Pied Pipers (.quar- head
Jose. Miirern.
.......Pepe OrlU
the support.
Wear.
tet of three men
Fernanda.
..
.I'iluka- de. Foronda

•

lift.

Maybe because
Borg)

JUVENILIA

the glass

(ARGENTINE-MADE)

:

terious,

.

'

.

1

'

<

I913

7,

not up to his 'Ballerina' and 'La Ma- 'ring does., riot carry, over. .to th.
ternelle,' it is easily the best French sound stage, so they emerge^* !'
picture seen in the. U.S. in months. couple of top athletes 'gone
Hc-ily.
'Fire In the Straw', should prove wood' to cash in- on their
reps.
worthwhile bbxbJIice at foreign lan-.
The. story itself revolves -around
guagc and arty theatres.
Ortiz's Idiscovery' of Miss
Cintron
Benoit-Levy has taken a Goncourt on a Peruvian rarieh.
As
the
claunh.
prize novel,' 'Grandeur Nature,' by ter of a ranch
owner she haV
Henri TroyHt, and made something acquircd considerable
riding skill
of a -yarn that obviously was not and amateur, bull
fighter status
or
too weighty as a screen- vehicle; It tiz, a great
Mexican matador, takei
traces the rise of a school child to her under, his

.

lish titles.

'False Faces' falls into filler category for the subsequent^. •..:.'
It opens with a shot of a man (Rex
Williams) in a nitery bar looking
into a glass. He registers sadness.

.

.

;
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Itnlph Oi-hn ploOu'Slnrjt Wjirnor I,:ix'l.or. T^:iMhT(< M:irJ.HHlsuy, John" 1-ltcl.
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CRIME DOCTOR
Columbia ."rt'lvusii

isivey
Vnllcil. 'Afl Win 1 lismi' »f .Wall
.production.. Hy.iinil wltli. MnJuV. Alexiinilor
1\ de Si*vej>ky. .Sf-v^'iJ-hy m imh-.s illre,-tc..I
by H: C. VoVirr:.. animation supervision,
D.ivld ll'nml: sU'ry direction. .Pore l'enri-'e:
Fiitry'adriplntlon.' T. "Jlfo. Krdman. Penner..'

tor

..

,

FILM REVIEWS

8

Victory Thru Air Power

.

.

.

.

.

Under

Buenos

Aires,

June

18.

Sah MlKUeV production released by Pan*
Stars Fllsa Onlve; featuring'
ntnerlchnau
Jose Olarra, Ernesto Vllchesv Rlcnrdb P«ssano; Jr., Rloy Alvarez,' HufiTn Plmentel,
Mario Medrano, Riifacl Frontaura, Gre*
Korlo Verdi, Doralnird Marque*, FranciscoLopez SHVa.. Jorge Vllloldo. Salvador Lo*
tlto; Nelly. Daren, Goffo Andreu, Iris Poty
tlllo, -.Marcoo
Zucker, -Alfredo Almanzn,
Mary Do'rmal,; .'.Knrlqus
Chela.. Cordero,
Cbalco,
Peplto- Petniy,
Moi-cna Chlolo.
Fausto Fornonl. and .A. -Bemia.'. Directed
Story -hy
by Augus'to Cesor. Valteone:
Mliruel Cnne: screenplay, by Dr. .Pedro E.
Pico. A. de la Gu'anlla and Manuel 'Arto*
mayor: camera,' .Francis. Itoenl.nKer and
Hugo Clilesa. Reviewed nt 'Ambassador,'
Running
time/ -105 MIXS.
Uuenos Aires.
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bea standard text in Argentina;
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and other Latin American
'Juvenilia,'

'

-

:

step 'iorward for the national industry. Ti is an interesting possibility
for elsewhere in the Americas and
U. S: Rodriguez, former film critic
for 'La Nacion,' daily here, becomes

Argentine
the
flrsV,;
independent
Previously
producer. '-'^iyith
this.
there were -no producers, directors
being responsible to studio- heads.
It's likely thattthe Hollywood pattern
will be~fbllowe=d rhore in the future.
Job of transferring the Miguel.
Cane story to screen was difficult because- of its epist*iUc character. A
sort of Latin 'Gooc3 t bye Mr. Chips,'
.

it

needed cinema

is

lacking.

which

piil^ch,

^

often

'
'

Parade of sketches resulting has
led to gaps in development and to a
slow start due to over emphasis on
detail. ';However, it picks. \\t> considerably arid the scenes of student life
go over well. Story is laid in Uyienos
Aire's of 1860 when the city was
starting to grow up. As directed by
Augusto Cesar Vattebne, story m|manizes the characters, their furtive
,

loves, their midnight feasts, their
books and songs, and their, rivalries.
While given feature billing, Elisa
Galye is not outstanding, but vivacious.
Veteran Jose Olarra, as the
professor
wise
and
audacious
Jacques, cops lead acting honors, and
Ernesto Vilches, as. the understand*
ing Padre Aguero, is also sure-fire.
Interest centers, however, on. Ricardo Passano, Jr., young juve, who car.

ries the principal student role.
Film's emphasis on national theme
arid its pro-democratic overtones are
also rare for here,, most, nationals to

'

'

schools,

important produc-

first

by Manuel Pena' Rodriguez for
Estudios San Miguel, is a definite
tion

having been purely escapist
Photography by Francis Boeriand Hugo Chiesa is somewhat,
Music by. Alejandro Gutiertjel Barrio and H. Garcia Morillp

date,..,

fareJ

i'nger

'

uneven.
riez
is

adequate.

Ray.

.
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two

and a

;

songs,.

FIRE IN

girl) deliver

Betty Keah catches atcomedy dance rouDay e does an

tines,

while Margery

RSpuWmi

release of CcoY-iie Shci-niaii prodirected by Sherman.
I-'eauires
Stanley llld^cs, UIH Hinry,- Rex Williams.
\-eda Ann Jlonr.
ycioenplny, Ciiit Slodmak: ctnhern, Wllllnm l'rmlfivnl: editor,

acrobatic dance. at floorshow. Three
new songs by Milton Rosen and
Everett Carter are handled by Misses

duction,

McDonald and Hilliard.
Former Arthur Itoberis. At strand. Hrooklyn; July
sings 'All the Time It's You' and" .«.-'.<•, nunnlni:;tline.
.SUS».
..sdniiey
'Here's Your Kiss.' with latter hav- Slunley HnrdlnK.
nidces
"
WCslcotl
.Hill lli-m-v
ing fair chance for plug attention* .Dun
Oals lliirdinK.....
.-...Rex Williams
Miss Hilliard steps in front of the Joyce Ford. ......
....\'eda, Ann Roi-k
Diana
band to solo: 'Hep, Hepi Hooray.'
...
.'...'.Janet Shaw
Copt. O'Urlen, ......
../.Toseph
Crt'h.in
Errol broadly sketches the elderly Maniiper. ..........
...Chester: Chile
playhoy, with okay assistance from Stewart ...........
-.John 'Maxwell
the girl contingent headed by the Mallury
nick Vessel
....Rilly Nelson.
Misses McDonald, Hilliard and Keani Jimmy
Magnolia. ,..
.....
..Ulln Mi-Diinlel
Leslie Goodwins keeps things mov- Mao
.Nlcoileinus.Ing at fairly: consistent pace, but the
gags in dialog and situations on the
An ill-contrived whodunit, lackstory side are all familiar. .Watt.
ing suspense, and Weakly motivated,
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THE STRAW

(Xe Feu de

FALSE FACES

tention with two

'

Paiile')

release

of

novel,
GiTindeur Xnlure'; camera.
I.uclen; editor, Diirlou-e. At World

Marcel
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(In French;' English titles)
Story of a French musical comedy actor who can't resist the smell
of grease-paint Ihough the parade
has passed him by has, been made
into a potentially strong French production by Jeari Benoit-Levy, While

.

Curro

Don

Jean

week July. J. N3. Runnlnn time.- H» MINSi
Vtntolno A'nutler. . ... ....... Luclcn llnrmix
Jeanne, \nuller.
; ..Ornne
Dcmaals
( hrlstlon Vautler
•„..
.Joali Fuller
Monica . . . .
. , Jeanne
Helbllnir
Ouerttiuin .......... ... . . .... . . . . , AlnicS
.

,

Rene.

/

(FRENCH-MADE)

Lacmmie

Carl

BenoitLevy product Ion, -directed byhlin. Features
Orane Demazls. Jean Kuller. I.uclen Baroux. Screenplay hy Jean' nenolt-I.ovy
and
Heiirl Troynt: adapted from Henri Troyafs

.

,

Pay

,-.

Pedro.

.

Rlcniilo.
'Chiclanero'

.

...

.

Flnrenclo Cnatello
.nafael Icntrtfo
Miinuel Arvldo

........
....... . ;

.
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ufael

Uaniiuells

.

activities of two bona fide practitioners 6f the art, Conchita Cintrori and
Ortiz;, are intensely, interesting

because

they

avoid

phoney

dra-

matics.

Miss Cintron is known as
world's top femme bull fighter
Mfc is Mexico's No. 1 matador.
ortunatcly. therr- skill in the

J

the

and
Uribull

5

highest hourly
paid employees.
In -the succeeding higher levels,
the rate of the increases will be
scaled downward, according to rules
to be set up by Bureau of Internal
its

Spanish; No English Titles)
Despite a
Hackneyed overlong
story weighted down further by the
lack of English titles, 'Maravilla Del
1
Toreo .should draw bullfight fans
and readers of Hemingway. The
bull-ring sequences built around the
..(In

pepe

by the firm

to

-

the.

Revenue and the regional

.Tony Dlnz
.

Tilts

Continued from pace

.

offices of

Salary Stabilization Unit:

Approval of the increases by in-'
ternal Revenue will be required in
all cases 'except where the employer
had a regularly established overtime
payment plan' in. effect on Oct. 3,
1942, and neither the plan, the rates,
rior the hours have been changed.
'This plan may be followed,' said
Internal Revenue, 'with respect to
all- salaried positions between the
highest hourly rated employee receiving hourly compensation at overtime rates and the highest salaried
ppsition'for which overtime compen1

"

1

sation is required.'

•

2

.

Wednesday, July

Socko

Chicago, July
Fourth of July crowds, a batch of
new openings and good show
weather is- a combination making for

$24,000, Chi;

'China,' at the Roosevelt, looks
Of. the holdovers,
like nice $16,000.
'Human Comedy,' in its third week
at the State-Lake, is headed for solid
'Crash Dive.' at the
$20,000, and
United Artists, is good for smooth
$17,000 -on its second week.

000

•

Week

(B&K)

Apollo

(1.200

40-75)

;

and 'Came Blow Up

Tlicka' (20th)

America' (20th). Good $8,500.
(20th),
week. 'Crash Dive'
$10,000.

"

..

Chicago (B&K)
Parade 1943'

Last
fine

40-75)—

(4,000;

(Rep) and Les
Big $50,000.
Last week, 'Five Graves Cairo' (Par )
(1st wk) and Jimmy Dorsey orch on
stage (2d wk), about same.
'Hit

Brown orch on

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June

stage.

'Crash Dive,' Stout At

,

'

$11,500, Port. Leader

GlobW'Crime
(2d week).

Manhattan'

Polack's Circus on stage.

Orpheura

(Hamrick

week

'

Last week 'Corregidbr* (PRC)
'Crime Doctor' (Col), good

$9,000.

and

.

,

(RKO)

Palace

.

40-75)—

(2,500;

days, bright $17,000.

(B&K)

'.

40-75)—

(1,500;

Last

Fine $16,000.

(Par).

-week, 'Mission Moscow' (WB) (2d
wk), nice $14,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 40-75)—
•Human Comedy' (M-G) (3d wk);
Swell $20,000. Last week, healthy
.

$22,000.

United Artists

(1.700; 40-

(B&K)

75)— 'Crash Dive' (20th) (2d wk).
Smooth $17,000. Last week, great
$20,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 40-75)—
•Captive Wild Woman' (U) and "Get
Going' (U). Okay $7,500. Last week,
'At Dawn We Die' (Rep) and 'Spy
Train' (Mono) (2d wk),, four days,
and 'Captive Wild Woman' (U) and
'Get Going' (U), three days, fairly

Hollywood— 'Mission

Gradually coming out from under
the martial law here following race
riots, Detroit's loop, is on the upbeat
toward normal under stimulus of
holiday weekend. The first-runs here
will go to great totals in most instances. Further evidence of the return to normal is reflected in the
fact that despite the holiday, several
loop houses are. coasting through the
holiday week with extended runs.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 55-75)—

'Ox-Bow "Incident'

(20th )

and

'Jitter-

bugs' (20th). Oke $9,200. Last Week
'Desperadoes' (Col ) .(2d wk) and
'Great Life' (20th), great $8,000;
Broadway Capitol (United Detroit)
55-75)
(2,800;
'Lady Burlesque"

—

SOCKO

'

,

—

:

:

Estimates for This Week
Avienue-Loew's)
('Jfpurth

—

30-50)

summer

'China'
here,

(Par).

No

moveover
from the Rialto' -doing okay $3,000.
slump

.

Boxy—'Coney

Island'

may

(20 th)

Palms-State (United Detroit)

(3,-

55-75)— 'Mission Moscow' (WB)
and 'Truck Busters' (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $8,000 expected after good $12,000 in first, week.

:

$80,000 with

Door

'Stage
'

(4th week).

Strand— 'Background
ger*

(WB)

Dan-

to

(3d week).

ago.

'Coney Island' and the Ehric
Madrigucra band, plus Jack Duraht
and Carmen Amaya, took the Roxy
to a smash $95,000 on the third week
ended last night (Tuesday ), this com-

(20th) X5.886; 40-$i,10)—'CoIsland' (20th )and Enric .Madri-

guera, Jack Durant,

Carmen Amaya

i

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-$1.10)—
'Background to Danger' (WB) and
Hal Mclntyre orch, Three Stooges
and George Tobias in person. New.
show opened solidly here Friday
(2) and aided by big weekend should

.

get to $58,000, socko, or thereabouts.
Holds. Last week, sixth for 'Action
North Atlantic' (WB) and Cab Calloway orch plus Dooley Wilson, finished well at $34,500.

Solid 29G,

Qeve.

Cleveland, July

6.

-Heavy rain knocked out all Fourth/
of July parades and outdoor activities but made hay for downtown

.

Palace benefited most,
with Glen Gray's orchestra and 'Two
theatres.

Tickets to -London' getting longest
lines of dampened standees,

'Bombardier' also planting some
golden eggs in Hipp although h.o. of
'Stage Door Canteen' is matching it
in b.o. speed for State.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 35-55)— 'Land
paring with $84,000 for the second.
Likewise, the Par on the second Is Mine' (RKO). Running up husky
Week concluded last night (Tues- $10,000. Last week. 'White Savage'
day) pushed to $74,000, big, with (U) (2d wk), hot $7,500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-55)—
'Dixie, Andrews Sisters and Mitch'Bombardier'
ell Ayres, as against $70,000 for the
(RKO).
Round-theclock opening almost was socko affirst seven days. Hall, Roxy, Cap and
fair, pushing it ud near huge $20,000.
Par all hold over.
Crime Doctor/ brought into the Last week, 'Mission to Moscow'
Globe Saturday (3), is disappointing (WB). surprised by getting satisfacat only $7,500, but the little Rialto tory $16;200.
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-55)—
is good with 'Two Tickets to Lon-

'China' Seattle's Ace,

$15,000; 'Coney' Huge
14G, lady' Smooth 12G

:

-

Seattle. July 6.
The long holiday weekend will
boost totals all over town.
'Coney Island,' 'China' and 'Lady
of Burlesque' shape as best moneymakers.
Estimates tor. This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Kvergreen)
(800; 40-65)— 'Bataan'
(M-G) and
'Salute for 3' (Par). (2d wk). From
Fifth Avenue. Fair $3,000 in five
days.
Last week, 'Ox-Bow' (20th)
and 'Get Going' (U) (2d. wk), six

don' at indicated $9,000, and holds.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1.140; 55-$1.10)—
-

.

'Best Foot Forward'. (M-G) (2d'wk)..

.

Finished

days,' fairish $3,200.

(5)

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 40-55)
—'Coney Island' (20th). Great $14,000. Last week, 'Bataan' (M-G) and
'Salute 3' (Par). Grand $12,800.
Liberty (J & vH) (1,650: 40-05)—

on

.

week Monday night

first

at good $23,000. Final six days
17th week of 'Human Comedy"

(M-G).. in ahead, was $10,000, oke.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 35-$1.10>
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) and
'Lady Burlesque' (UA). Swell $12.- Phil Spitalny orch (2d wk). May
000. Last week, fifth week of 'Mer- •hit S80.000 to establish new high under stagebill policy instituted nearrier' (Col), nine days, okay $7,700..
ly
four months ago. On first week
Music Box (H-E) (850; 40-65)—
'Human Comedy' (M-G; (5th wk). jot to $73,000, immense. Holds.
Oke $2,800 in five days. Last week, "P*«riter|on (Loew's) (1,700: 35-$1.10)
'Bombardier* (RKO). Not menac
oke $4,600.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 40-65 )— ing records here; but strong at $25,'Coney Island' (20th). Great $8,000. 00.0 or thereabouts, and remains over
Last week, 'Aerial Gunner! (Par) Last week, fifth for 'Cabin in Sky'
and George White Scandals unit on (M-G) $13,000, satisfactory.
stage, big. $14,600.
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 35-85)—
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 40-65)— 'Crime Doctor' (Col). Opened here
'Action North Atlantic" (WB) and Saturday (3). but disappointing at
Sarong Girl' (Mono) (2d wk). Big only around $7,500. Last week third
S8.000,. Last week, hangup for $15,for 'Mr. Big' (U), $6,100, mild.

—

—

:

•

$24,000.
000;

hit'

Canteen' and Phil Spitalny this
week, second for show, to establish
highest figure for house since going
into stageshows nearly, four months

'

(UA) (2d wk) and 'American Em?
pire' (UA).
Former moved frbrii
good week at Michigan. " Choice $15,000.
Last week 'Air Force' (WB):
'and 'Ladies Day'. (RKO) (2d wk),
DIXIE'
$13,000,
okay $10,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000: 55-75)
Dive' (20th) and 'Follow
L'VILLE; 'DOOR' BIG 12G —'Crash
the Band' (U) (2d wk). Great $31,Louisville, July. 6.
000 after $36,000 in -first week. HoliTypical Fourth of July weather day biz strong here.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
here but folks stayed home, providing a swell setup for the first- 55-75)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and
runs. Rialto, with 'Dixie,* is packing
Mrs. Holliday' (U). This pair dips
'em in while Loew's State with into the holiday pool for fine $5,500.
getting
Canteen'
is
'Stage
Door
Last week, 'Keeper, of Flame' (M-G)
plenty of b.o. attention.
and 'Crystal Ball' (UA). fair $4,000.
'Show Boat,' opener in the sixMichigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
we,eks summer season at the Nar 55-75)
'Background to Danger'
tion'al, is giving the film houses. some
(WB) and Horace Heidt orch on
stiff Vompetish.
'Showboat' will run stage.
Great $49,000. Last week
ten davs to be followed by 'Bitter 'Lady of Burlesque' (UA) and 'SomeSweet: '
where in France'. (UA), strong

Brown

Tolls' (Par) (14).

6.

press

'

Roxy
ney

Music Hall, which on Sunday en

•

Detroit, July

following

(14),

preview night before.

band.

joyed its heaviest. July 4 In over 10
years of operation^ currently on second week of 'Youngest Profession,'
will be in very high ground at $114,-.
000, bettering initial week's take
Backed by a stout weekend, the Cap

,

Leads DeU49G

Wednesday

Mildred Bailey and Van Alexander

Mos-

to

'

good $7,000.

(1,400;

,

.

week, 'Seven Days Leave' (RKO)
and 'Good Morning Judge' (U) (2d
wk), four days, and 'Mister Big' (U)
plus 'Tickets London* (U), three

•China"

at $23,000.
The second-run State got a big lift
out of the Fourth of July weekender
and should hit $35,000 or over,
strong; with 'Human Comedy' and
a stagebill including Tito Guizar,

.

•Mister Big' (ID and 'Two Tickets
London' (U). Sock $24,000. Last

Roosevelt

Initial week looks sock $58,000 or
thereabouts, and holds.
'Bombarthe Criterion, will be
about $25,000 on the week ending to
night (Wednesday), very good, -and
also remains.' over; Also doing well
but 'not cracking' records, is 'Best
Foot Forward.' It wound up its first
week at the Astor Monday night (5)
dier,' fresh to

cow* (WB) (12th week).
Music Hall— 'Mr. Lucky'. (M-G ).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' May 5).
Paramount—'Dixie' (Par) (4th
week).
Rlvoli— 'For Whom the Bell

Danger-Stager

fell

.

'..'.

—

.

emporiums

.

week). '-.'.'..
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 2, '42)
Boxy— 'Coney Island' (20th)
(4th week).
(Reviewed in '.Variety': May 19)
Strand— 'Background to Danger' (WB) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 9)
Week of July IS
'.:- Astor— 'Best
Foot Forward*
(M-G) (3d week).
Capitol— 'Stage Door Canteen'
(UA) (4th week).
Criterion— 'Hit the Ice* (U).
(Reviewed in. current issue)
Globe
'Victory Thru Air
Power* (UA) (13).
>
(Reviewed in current issue)

Evergreen)

40-65)
'Ox-Bow Incident'
(20th) and 'Jitterbugs' (20th). Good
(1.800;

film

record-breaking proportions,

(4th wk). Playing to capacity crowds
not as big as had been expected, but over the three-day weekend, gross
Sunday- (4) was terrific. On Mon- zoomed to $95,000 for the third lap
day (5), crowds were late in coming ended last night (Tuesday); second
to the. theatres -but the day finished week
was $84,000, exceptionally'
out very strongly for most- houses strong.
in spite of rain in the evening which
State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-$1.10)
hurt a little. Neighborhood houses 'Hitman Comedy* (M-G) (2d run)
suffered generally, probably, due to and, on stage, Tito Guizar. Mildred
the large crowds of natives who Bailey arid Van Alexander band.
scrammed out of town..
Take is up considerably over recent
Only a few new shows moved in weeks and should, hit excellent $35;during the past week. Among these 000 or over. Last week. 'Pilot No. 5'
was 'Background to Danger,' which (M-G) and Duncan Sisters, Pinky
started at the Strand Friday (2) with Lee, Louis ..Jordan, only
$19,000,
Hal Mclntyre band: on the .stage. slender.

(3d

—

.

-

—

Fear*

Last

(Par)

of.

albeit
a
landoffice business was
scored. This was notably true of the
stageshow houses, as usual on holidays. The take on.Saturday (3) was

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 30)
Rialto 'Two Tickets to London" (U) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 16)
Rlvoli—/Spitfire' (RKO) (4th

Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1;40-65)— 'Walked with Zombie'
Into

.

downtown

at

short

Mos-

to

week).

(U),

500;

and 'Journey
High $8,500.

(Col)

current issue).

irt

Paramount— 'Dixie'

terrific $13,000.

(RKO)

Doctor'

Although transportation lines re- appearing short of $17,000, mild. Last
ported-volume of travel in and out week (3d) Was $14,000. Closes Sunof N. Y. over three-day July 4 week- day (11), with 'For Whom Bell Tolls'
end hit an alltime high, attendance (Par)
opening
roadshow
run

.

week
•

Torward' Fine 23G

r*

cow' (WB). (11th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' May
Music Hall— 'Youngest Profession' (M-G) (3d week).
(Reviewed, in .'Variety.' March 3)

—'White Savage' (U) (2d wk) and
'Follow the Band' (U) (1st wk). Nice
topping
in

e

12)

.

(Reviewed

"Five

stage,. ditto.

een

12)
i

May

Hollywood— 'Mission

1

$8,000 after
with. 'Cowboy

May

mb a rd

(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety'

'

last

'Bo

(RKO)

4th. of

town

—

Criterion

.

Portland, Orel; July 6.
July holiday making a three-day weekend, holiday
business boomed in all spots, gas ra-.
tioning keeping people near home.
^'Grash Dive.' at the Paramount, is
Broadway held 'White
the leader.
Sayage' a winning second week.
Estimates fof This Week
."Broadway (Parker) (1,900; .40-65)

With the

(Reviewed in 'Variety'
.

enough $9,500.
(B&K) (900; 40-75)—
Paramount (H-E) (3,000; 40-65)—
Graves Cairo* (Par) (second 'Crash'Dive' (20th) and 'Night Plane
week in Loop). Nice $8,000. Last Chungking* (Par).. Strong $11,500.
Dangerous'
(M-G)
'Slightly
weekv
Last week 'Desperadoes' (Col) and
(fourth week in Loon), neat $7,000.
big
(Col),
'Redhead Manhattan*
Grand (RKO) (1;150; 40^75)— 'Got $11,000.
Me Covered' (RKO) and 'Falcon
United Artists (Parker) (900; -40Strikes' (RKO) (2d wk). Big $12,- '65)— 'Slightly Dangerous' (M-G) and
Last week, trim $14,000:
000.
•Harrigan's Kid" (M.-G). Great $9,500.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-55) Last week 'Assignment. Brittany' (M—'Crime Doctor' (Col) and Radio G) and Air Raid Wardens' (M-G)
-City Music- Hall Glee Club heading (2d wk), fair $6,200.
Excellent $22,000. Last
stage bill.
week, 'Varsity Show' (WB-) (reissue) and Blue. Barron orch on
Garrlck

Socko at

30)

Capitol— 'Stage Door Canteen'
(3d week).

(RKO).

.-.

Forward'

(UA)

-fortefMgures this week.

'Mr Big' and 'Two Tickets to
London' gave the Palace three of the
biggest opening days the house ever
had Socko $24,000 is in sight on the
week The Chicago, with 'Hit Parade of 1943' plus Les Brown orches
tra on the stage, should do nice $50,-

B'way 4th Hotsy; 'Danger -Mclntyre

(Subject to Chonoe)
Week of July 8

Astor— 'Best. Foot
(M-G) (2d week).

6

.'.-

—

.

PICTURE GROSSES
Runs on Broadway

First

Tarade'-Brown Hot 50G, 'Dive 17G. 2d

Estimates for This

;

1943

7,

Tickets'

'Big'-'Z

>

'Mission

Moscow' (WB).

Moveover

reaping nice dough from tremendous

.

publicity, possible $4,000. Last week,
(3d wk), swell

'Crash Dive' (20th)
$3 000

Palace (RKO) (3.700: 35-85)— Two
Tickets London' (U) plus Glen Gray
orch. Light fare getting fine weather
breaks for solid $29,000. Last week,

'Came Blow Ud America' (20th) with

Carmen Cavallaro

orch, smart $27,-.

000.

State
(Loew's). (3;450; 35-55)—
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) (2d wk).
Soaring to best, gross of season for
house, bangup $23,000 on'- h.o. after,

•

week's great $24,000.
StlUman (Loew's) (2.700; 35-55)—
'Silver Queen' (UA). Run of mine
$6,000. Last week. 'Lily Mars' (M-G)
(3d wk), sweet $7,000.
last

.

'MerrieTLouTjEOOO,
Newark; 'Bataan' Big 22G

Newark.. July 6.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 44-$1.25)
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 40-65)—
'Mission Moscow' (WB) (10th wk).
Break in the heat plus heavy holiSpy Train' (Mono) and 'Black Given a lift over the holiday week- day trade has biz this week tuned up
Raven'. (PRC) with vaude. Fine $9.- end, looking approximately $16,000, to high pitch. Outstanding are 'BaKentucky (Switow) (1.200: 15-25)
800.
Last week, 'Ghost on Loose' okay.
Last week (9th), dipped to taan.' terrific at the State, and 'This
Groat $15,000 being tucked behind (Mono)
'Pride Yankees' (RKOFynd 'Reveplus stage show. $9,400.
Sll.OOO:
slender.'
Remains until Land Is Mine' doing landslide biz
first week's sock $19,000.
ille Beverly' (Col).
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 40-65)—. July 28 when 'This Is the Army'. at Proctor's. 'The More the Merrier,"
Subsequent run
Picking up some trade. Good $1,700
'China!. (Par) and 'Young .Willing'
(WB) opens.
at the Branfofd. also is sock.
in sight. Last week. 'Hello Frisco'
(UA), Wonderful $15,000. Last week.
Palace
(RKO) (1,700; 28-75)—
Estimates for This Week
'20th) and 'Chetniks* (20th), strong Xucky' Bangtip $17,000,
'Crash Dive' (20th) (2d wk), five 'Land Is Mine' (RKO) (2d run)
and
Branford (WB) (2.800: 30-90)
Last week, 'Coney -Island' (20th) did
much better than fcjflpected on nvb.,
",

swell $5,500.

—

500,

.

.

United

Artists

(United

Detroit)

—

(2,000; 55-75)— 'Lily
Mars' (M-G)
aiid 'Pilot No. 5' (M-G) (2d wk).

.

—

.

$1,900.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; 30Buff.; 'Canteen Hot
Canteen' (UA).
Host of star names in the cast .is
Buffalo, July 6.
drawing the femme patrons. Prob-.
'Stage Door Canteen' is the real
ably
smash $12,000.
Last week. socko winner this week at the Great
Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'American Lakes.
'Mr. Lucky' also is smash
Empire' (UA) (2d wk), good $9,000. at the Century.
Estimates for this Week
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000:
Buffalo. (Shea) .(3.500; .35r55)
'Action
North Atlantic'
Tnm?
IWB); Only pic in town with war Action North Atlantic' (WB). Irn 7
Last week 'Lily
background, so getting a strong prcssive $17,000.
Play. Sturdy. $6,000. Last week, 'Mis- Mars' (M-G) and 'Raid Calais' (20th)
° 0W
(WB) 2d Wk> n Ce (2d wk), grand $13,000.
$4°000
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 35-55).
a
Socko
- n ?' 'i° (Fourth Avenue) (3,400: 30- —'Stage Door Canteen' (UA).
«7,r Dlxie <Pai')- Bing is certainly $23,000. Last week' 'Mission Moscow'
e m. in with this one. Sock (WB.) and 'Aerial Gunner" (Par), distioiSif
*? 3 000
Last week, 'China' (Par) appointing $13,000.
okay $io.oo.O and moveover.
Hipp (Shea ) (2.100:. 35-55)— 'Lily
nd ''Fourth Avenue) (1,400: Mars' (M-G) and 'Raid Calais' (20th).
nn \n?
'°x-Bow Incident' (20th) Moveover, after (wo weeks at BufAB/i "V>~7
Get
?„f w c Going; (U). Mild $3,000. falo. Solid $10,000. Last week -Ox'Captive Wild Woman" Bow Incident' (20th) and 'Jitterbugs'
,lS'
(in a nd
i -Sarong
Girl* (Mono), solid (M-.G), robust $11,000.
n
ch w as way over, expecLafavettc (Basil) (3.300:. 35-55)^
•ail"
Wild .Woman' (U). and
'Caplivfi

23G

60)— 'Stage Door

.

.;

—

~

'

'

'

-

-

.

•

-

-

:

«

1

days, sagged to $5,200.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-50)
'Flight for Freedom' (RKO) and
'Stranger Town' (M-G) (2d run).

'Chatterbox' (Rep) (1st run), dualed. 'More the Merrier' (Col) and 'Mur-.
This combination should get $11,000, der Times Square' (Col). Doing SRO.
good enough.. Lastjaroek 'White Sav- biz for merry $21,000. Last Week.
age'
Frontier'
Good $4,500. Last week (40-85); (20th),,(U) and 'Ox-^Bow Incident' 'Mr. Big' (U) and 'Buckskin
both 2d. run, $9,800.
(UA). so-so S16.500.
'White Savage' (U) and 'All By MyParamount (Pari (3,064; 35-$1.10)
Canltol (WB) (1.200: 20-55)— 'Desself (U.) (3d wk), fair $3,300.
Dixie' (Par), Andrews Sisters and peradoes' (Col) and 'Rhythm Islands'
'Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
Last
Mitchell
sight,
big.
Ayres
$4,200
in
band
wk). (U). About
(3d
20-30)— 'Hardy's Double Life' (Mrgund but. a big $74,000' on the sec- week. 'Tennessee Johnson' (M-G)
G) and -'Serve' (UA) (3d ran).week ended last night- (Tues> and '3 Hearts Julia' (M-G). okay
Great $4,100. Last week, 'Spangled
Rhythm' (Par) and 'Taxi. Mister day), this comparing with $70,000 for $3,200.
Paramount (Adams-Par) —'Five
(UA) (3d run), split week of eight initial seven days.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- Graves Cairo'- (Par) and, 'Gentle
days with 'Meanest Man' '20th), and
'Youngest Gangster' (Rep) (3d wk). Stalwart
Children' (RKO), fairish lers) (5.945; <44-$1.65)
•Hitler's
Profession'-. (M-G). arid
stageshow $14,000. Last week, about same..
$3,300.
Proctor's (RKO) "'(3.400: 35-99)--Fine holiday trade push(2cJ wk).
ing. gtpss this week to terrific $114,- 'Land Is Mine' (RKO) and .-'Jitter-,
Bangup 000; topping first stanza's take of buns' f20th). Rumblin? to landslide
Moonlight Havana' (U).'
Last week. .'Flicka'. (20th)
Last week' 'How's About $1.12,000. Holds a third frame.
$23,000.
$10,000.
(20th),
routine
Rialto (Mayer ) (594: .28-65)— 'Two and' 'Raid Calais'
It' (U) and 'Soldiers Without Guns'
Tickets to London' (U). Dqing well $17,500.
(U). brisk $9,000
at $9,000 and will remain over. Last
State (Loew's) (2.C00: 30-85)— 'Ba20th Century find.)' (3.000: 35-55
week. 'Aerial Gunner' (Par), over taan' (M-G) and 'Taxi, Mister' (UA).
'Mr.' Lucky* (RKO) and -'ScatterTerrific $22,000. and will hold for n
good Survives Murder' (RKO>. Sock-, S7.5Q0; fair.
Rlvoli (UA-Par) '2.002: 35-99.)— second week.
week 'Pride YanLast week. 'Assigneroo $1 7,000. ' Last
1
kees' (RKO) and 'Falcon Strikes •Snilfirc* (RKO) (4th wk). Holiday ment BrittanyV (M-G) and 'Stranger
helped liltlt< horo. this week (4th) Town" (M-G). potent $17,000.
Back' (RKO), mild $(5,500.:
.
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PICTURE GROSSES

1

Wednesday, July

PfaREETY
believe that- they may operate
luce or four branches in key centers, such as New York and Hollyw ood. This would mean a merger
of all OWI activities in these centers

1913

7,

ficials
l

Door Bangup

'Stage

Best In

$42,009,

compact

into, single',

Hub (2 Spots); 'Bombardier Trim 25G

there

:

would

be a unified office

•

Boston.' July G. >
Despite -the- holiday- weekend, favorable --weajher: and quality product, 'Coney' Torrid $13,000,
.developing .as. exbusiness just
Depected in downtown theatres,
Orcaha; 'Big' Giant
partment, stores closed- So urday (3).
and main- people managed to sneak
Omaha. "July 6/.
riwav, notwithstanding OPA patrols..
Paramount ii= smash this week with.
Satdied
houses
Result was that lilm
The
Island', to pace city.-

tures in WasliinBton,

Wt

reduced

but on a greatly

scale.

.Other possible developments, are:
Some of the work which the OWI
Domestic Branch did for the Overseas Branch' will shift to the over'Coney
seas budget which' is in good shape,
Brandeis is also .on hi.uh pressure Some pr they Washington OWI em-,
wjth .'Mr. Lucky'.' 'Mr. Big' is out-' ployecs may irarisfcr to the payrolls
standing, for strongest;. session in of other war^ agencies, especially
months at the Orpheum.'
lliose which do liaison work with
.-. Estimates for This AVetk".
war agencies. Inter-agency OWI
(Tristates) i.liOOO: ll- the

12G

I

'

;

urday and Sunday and couldn't, make

•up the loss,;
Ei«gest take falls to 'Stage Door
Canteen.' singled day-date, at Loew
houses to a line $42,000. 'Mission to
Moscow.' at Par-Fch. never got go.

;

Paramount
though Paramount' was
SO)— 'Coney Island'
Socialists, and theatre

even
picketed by
copped plenty
ing,

,

'of news- space. .'Bombardier' started- briskly at Memorial
on holiday.
Estimates for This Week
44-99)
(3.200:
(RKO)
Boston
(RKO) <2d
'Flight for Freedom'
wk). plus Ada Leonard orch. others,
'-

—

.

:

advisory committee on such maUors
as posters may be cstablished< following the pattern of the OWI Music

(20th) and -High

Smash $13,000.
(Par).-:
'Human Comedy' (M-G)
Rep 1, roaring Advisory Committee.

Explosive'
Last: week,

-

and

'Tahiti Tloncy'.
$13,200.

(

Last Week. 'Hit Parade 1943' i Rep)
and ,'Corregidor' (PRC), fine $5,600/
.(Tristates) (2.000: 11-50).—
.

In Balto; 'Stage Door'

on stage. Film h.o.and femme band
adding up to $22,000. no dice. Last
Omaha
week with' 6zzie Nelson orch. others, 'Human Comedy' (M-G) and Tahiti
$26,500.
Honey' (Rep) moved rover from Pari
Fenwav (M-PV (1.373: 40-00)— 'Mis- amdunt. So-so $6,80,0. Last week.
sion to -Moscow'' (WB)/' plus 'Swing 'Assignment Brittany'
(M-G) and
-

Grand 23G, Paces
Baltimore, July 6.
Slay-at-home holiday reacted in
favor br the downtown-, houses this
week with solid grosses predominating.
Exceptionally; big are 'Stage
Door Canteen,' at Loew's Century,

-

.

Slow despite r#"*-y

Partner' (Rep).

near-banning and promotion;

Of
see $5,500. Last week.. 'Five Graves
Cairo' (Par),. plus Chatterbox' (Rep),
talk,

$17,000

-'Truck Busters: (WB). $7,000...
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 11-50)
—'Mister Big' (U) and- 'Air Raid
.

-

-

:

:

'

:

-

-

.

.

.

'

month

-

—

1

continues

:

is

whp at $500. a lecture, is a
$50,000 draw on a full season's basis;
Merrill 'Red' MuePe'r, who, ^vhen he
checks back from the fighting front
for Newsweek, is booked' for dates
totaling $25,000. and Baron Joseph
van der Elsl. whose. lecture on Flemish, art is in great- demand, among
the 'escapist' audiences and is bracketed for $20,000.
Tour of the circuit 'with Sinclair

Fulton

up surprisingly good. Look's like $3.Last week, 'Action North
(WB), also on moveovcr'
from Stanley, n:s.h., $2,000.
Senator (Harris) (1.750: 30-55)—
.'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th). Moved
here from Harris. Oke $3,200. Lost
week, 'More the Merrier' (Col)
000, fine.

28G

Atlantic'

(

.

;

"

.

(

week

at all right $2,•

Stanley
(WB) (3.800: 30-75)—
'Background to Danger' (WB) plus

,

.

Abe Lyman

orch, Bonita Granville
deluxer
on. stage. First flesh for
in four weeks and they're hungry
for it. Sensational $33,000, with Lyman and' Miss Granville taking the
bows.
Best at this house since

;

.

:

WB

Tommy

Dorsey. was here a year ago.
Last week, 'Bombardier' (RKO), fine

—

$16:000.

Warner (WB)

.

(2,000

30-55)— 'Lily
Second ses-

;

Mars' (M-G) (3d wk).

Judy Garland musical here,
after, big week at StanGetting. a. big $6,000 on lop of
excellent' $6,700 last. week.

sion for

moved over
ley.

•

.

.

'Hit Ice'

Grand $1W)00

For Indpk; 'Canteen'

Tops With Smash 151G

-

.

.

Indianapolis, July

i

(

—

.

at the Indiana.

week

'

$15,000.

1

'

,

.

.

-.'

.'-.-

'

'

'

-

;

(

1

—

>

.

:

,

.

.

.

..':

.

(3.300: 3p,50.)

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

'

;

(20th) and. Laworch at 55c iop, fair

'Jitterbugs'

rence Welk

.

:

.

—'Background

(

'

.

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2.800: 30-501
to Danger! (WB) and
'Chatterbox' (Rep). Oke $9,000. Last
Circle

:

-

6.

Trade was hotter than a firecracker at most downtown houses over the
weekend with. two attractions turning 'em away, at peak hours. They
are 'Stage Door Canteen.' setting
the pace at Loew's, and 'Hit the Ice'

Big Lecture

-

.

flnaled seventh
400.

,

'..

,

with at least bangup $18,000 after
a spectacular $27,000 'last week.
BIU (WB) (800; 30-55)— 'Bombardier' (RKO). (2d wk). Moved here
from, the' Stanley, where it wound,
in

Wham

'

.

—

'

.

'

-

---

'

•

.

30-55)—

(1.700:

:

,

OWI Headaches

'

three-week shutdown for' repaint.
Should do at. least $16,000* sensa-

—

,

(Shea)

'Coney: Island* (20th ). Pepfcct warmweather entertainment. Opened like
house afire, following house's

a

tional here.
Harris (Harris) (2,200: 30-55)—
'Hit the Ice"(U). Getting heavy matinee trade from the kids; with start
of school vacations, but not so good
in the evenings, which means AbLewis v.«: Lewis Browne in a /debate, bott-Costello starrer' will do well at
around $14,000. Last week,. 'Ox-Bow
is figured, to gross $40,000.. Others
Incident' (20th), surprised at $10,000,
in demand include Andre Maurois,
'•'
.-$11.000.
Stanley Johnston. Lowell Thomas,
Penn (Lbew's-UA) (3,300: 30-55)
F.mil Lengyel and Mitchell Hepburn
Stage Door Canteen' (U\) i2d
on foreign affairs, and the war, wfiile wk*. First time .in months
a picboth
Angn.i Enters and Dorothy ture's held over here. Should check

1

lHG,

"to ring the bell in its sees-"Hit the Ice'
getting by, all right at. Harris.'
Estimates for This Week

ond week at the Penn;

—

-

its

Dorsey last played here. 'Coney Island,' reopenin? Fulton,' ts burning
up the boxoffice and looks set for
long- run,, while 'Stage Door Canteen

.

:

'

of straight pix,- will give the
best figure since Tommy-

•house

<

i

•

.

.

'

Wardens' (M-G). Sock. $12,000. Last
week, 'Came' Blow Up. America: and 'Action 'in North Atlantic,' at the
Memorial (RKO) (2.900: 44-75)— (20th) and 'Holmes in Washington' Stanley / Also on its way to a top
•Bombardier' (RKO) and 'All by My
figure is 'Hit the Ice,' at Keith's. Ab(U). just fair $8,000.
Started Monday (5) at
self fXJ).
Town (Goldberg) (1,400: 11-30)— bott-Costello r—^edy may 'reach
good clip', and should so to neat $25,- •Lost Canyon'' (UA). 'Dead Men Keith's .'top figure.
000 for nine days ending next: Tues- Walk'. (PRC)-., and -Night Crime'
Estimates' for This Week ..."
day. "Last week, 'Crash Dive' 20th) (PRC) triple split with 'Home WyCenturv (Loew-UA); (3.000; 17-55) Crawford, via the. .'escape' routines;
and 'Gildersleeve's Bad Day' (RKO) oming' (Rep), .'Arabian Nights' ;(U).
Stage Door Canteen' (UA). Big- are in the $20,000-$25,000 class.
(2d wk), 6 days, oke $14.00.0.
'Road Singapore' (Par) and 'Serve' gest thing in- 'town, ^mash: $23,000.
Metropolitan (MrP) (4.367; 44-06) (UA). 'Power Dive' (Par), Trail Sil'- Last week, 'Lady Burlesque' (UA).
—'Action North, Atlantic' (WB) and ver Spurs' (Mono). Plus midnight better than estimated at big. $17,900.
er'
$29,500,
•Ifs Great Life' Col) (2d wk); Dip- shows,
Hippodrome. (Rappaport) (2,240;
Last, week,
good- $1,600.
ping to good $19,500. Last week, nice Riders N. W. Mounted' (Col), 'Man- 17-66)
JBombardier' (RKO) plus
$27,000.
Philly; lucky' Sock
trap' (Rep), and 'Ice'-cripades Revue' vaudc. Hitting strong $19,000. Last
Orphetim (Loew) (2.900; 44-55)— (Rep), .triple split with 'Ghost Rider' week. 'Crime Doctor' (Col), leaning
;
Philadelphia.
July 6.
'Stage Door ^Canteen' (UA); Big $23.- (Mono)
'Johnny Doughboy*. Rep).. heayily on p.a. of Three Stooges and
Traditional July 4 exodus to seaLast' week,
000, with h^o. certain.
'Clancy St. Boys' (Mono) and 'Escape Connie. Haines, hot $18,300.
'Ladv Burlesque' (UA)'.. plus 'Ameri- Forever' (WB). 'Redhead' (Mono)
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 17- shore and- mountains failed to materialize this gaslcss: .vear.
Consecan Empire' (UA). strong $25,000.
and 'Ghostbreaker' (Par), plus mid- 55)— 'Hit the Ice* (U)/ Reaching out
Paramount (M-P) (1.300; 33-60)— night show, 'You're the One' (Par), for house topper at terrif $17,000. quently the fllmers boomed over, the
'Mission Moscow'
WB) and 'Swing good $1,400.
Last week, 'Mr, Big' (U), given long three-day weekend at holiday
Showings brought
Partner' (Rep).
ambitious ballyhoo .but crix- stepped prices.
Estimates for, This Week
loud discussion, near-banning and
on it; nevertheless -fairish $10,900.
Aldine (WB) (1.303: 35-75)— 'SomeSocialist Party picketing, but only
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-50)—
Last week. 'Five
average $12,000.
'Came Blow Up America* (20th), where in France' (UA). Sad $7,000.
Graves Cairo' (.Par) and 'Chatterbox':
Di-awing some trade at $4,500. Last Last week. 'Next of Kin' (U). -'$7,800.Arcadia (Sablosky) (600: 35-75)—
(20th
'Jitterbugs'
)..
$4,300.
week,
(Rep). $13,000.
Continued from page 5
State (Loew) (3.200; 44-65)— 'Stage
New (Mechanic) (1,680; 17-55)— 'Action'- Atlantic' (WB) (2d run).
Door Canteen' (UA). Bright week- reels unless made' liaison between 'Coney Island' (20lh) (3d wk). Hold- Okay $4,000 in six. days. Last-week
end lifts this winner to $14,000. Last the OWI and industry.
ing up very well for nice $6,000 after 'Qx-Bow Incident' (20lh) (2d run),
week, 'Lady Burlesque' <U A) and
Shuttering of the N. Y. unit also a very good $5,200 last week and mediocre $1,600.Boyd (WB) (2,560: 35-75)— 'Mr.
•American Empire' (UA); $12,300:
meant cessation of work by three bullish opener at $7.30,0.Translux (Translux) (900: 28-65)— camera crews out in the field. OWI
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 20-60) 'Ac- Lucky' (RKO V: Sock $28,000. Last
•Captive Wild Woman- (U), plus domestic unit made some 68
tion North Atlantic' (WB)/ Chalk- week. 'Lily Mars' (M-G) (3d wk),
pictures
'Keep 'Em Slugging' (U). Big stuff
ing up a resounding $21,000 and set fine $14,200.
in the past year,
maintaining a
Earle (WB) (2.768: 35r75)— 'Mister
Last week,
here at $5.200..- Last Week.'Westland
for extended: playing.
Murder*'- (U) and 'Murder on Air' schedule: of two per month. It just second of 'China* (Par) failed to hold Big' (U) with.Ozzie Nelson orch and
Stout $28,800.
finished four shorts. which were up at $8,100 after nice opening-round vaude.
Lasf week.
(U) (reissue), oke $3,000.'Follow Band' (U) with Abe Lymah.'
shown to Lowell Mcllett. bureau at $16,700;
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,480; 17- orch. Bonita Granville,, others on
chief, wfien he was in N. Y. last
week from Washingtdn.'Three others 55)— 'Lady Burlesque' (UA) (move- stage., nice $23,500.
35-75)—
Fox
(WB)
(2.245:
'Canteen' Sock $17,000,
'Copey
grossafter
are in -work, but may never be fin- over). Excellent $6,000
equally strong response in down- Island' (20lh) (2d wk). Bangup $27,ished.
Up-torthe-minute equipment ing
Century immediately precedr 800 after terrif $29,700 last week.
K.C. Leader; 'Mr, Lucky' of OWI unit in N: Y. will likely go stairs
Karilbn (Goldman) (1.000; 35-*»-V—
ing. Last week, similar handling of
to other Government bureaus.
'Crash Dive' (20th) (2d run). Fine
•Lily Mars' (M-G), $5,700.
$7,000.
Last \vcek. 'Merrier' (Col)
Confabs Planned
Hot
'Stormy' 11G
(2d run I. big $8.2(51).
Washington, July "6.
Kansas City. July 6.
Keith's (Goldman) (2.220; 35-75)—
The Office of War Information is
Biz
Current week is one of the best of
'Land Is Mine' (RKO) (2d i-.un) (2d.
planning a series of confabs with
the. year, with cooler weather and
wk).
Mild
$3,500. Last week, about
Continued from page. 1
classy product combining to draw film, radio and advertising people to
same.
crowds. Midland, with 'Stage Door develop an operating procedure in the top war spielers found coridir
Maslbaum (WB) (4.692; .35-75)—
Canteen." is pacing the town. Or- keeping with the greatly reduced lions changing at such a rapid pace 'Lady Burlesque' UA V 3d wk ). Fine
pheum, with 'Mr. Lucky' and 'Aerial $2,750,000 domestic budget appor- on the (ar'oflung battle fronts, thus $18,800. last week, mild $17,700.
Gunner- dualed. and Newman, with tioned it by Congress.
Stanley
(WB) .'(2.916: 35-75)
rendering their material- obsolete,
h.o. of 'China.' are neck-ancUneck.
;We.mo>y have & cooperative job that, they checked Off the lecture cir- 'Background Danger' (WB). Smash
Esquire, Uptown arid Fairway, day
$25,500 plus $<,000 for Sunday Earle
to db,' an OWI official explained; cuit in quest of fresher slants. Such
and date, are strong with '.Stormy
showing. Last-week, 'White Savage'
'in which (he film, radio and adverlopflighiers as H. R. Knickerbocker,
Weather.'
(U). thin $14'.900.'
tising industries must play a bigger Margaret Bourke-White, Pierre van
.Estimates for This Week
Stanlon WB) (M75: 35-75)— 'Bom^
Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway part than before: We hope to be. Pass'en. Loiiis Fisher, etc., can<;eled bardier' (RKO). Solid $14,200. Last
(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2.043 and .700; in a position to announce our new themselves out before expiration of week. 'Pilot No. 5" (M-G) (2d wk).
lf-50)— 'StornSy
Weather'
(20th). program after we have gotten "to- their dates to get first-hand glimpses
fairish $7,000 for 6 days.
Lusty $11,000. Last week. 'Coney gether with the representatives
Such
of of battle-front developments.
Island*
wk ), hefty the media to determine
(2d
(20th)
what help lop agents as W. Colston Leig'.i, Har$10,000.
\
Black Market Rustlers
Midland (Loew's)- (3.500:- U-50)— they will be able to give us and old R.,.Peat, William B. Feakin.; and
•'Stage Door Canteen' (UA). Socko what wc will be able- to do with the Lee Keedick also found themselves
Get Going-Over in Film
lhe victims fo .'war casualties.' .With
$17,000. Last week.
ataan' (M-G) amount of money available.'
and 'Let's Have Fun' (Col), rugged
Tentatively, the picture is this:
such / b.o. personalities as Vincent
Hollywood. July 6.
$14,000.
i— Substantial radio activities will Sheean! pood for a $5Q,000 season's
Metro .lakes cognizance of the
Newman (Paramount) (1.900: llr
50)— 'Ghinai" (Par) ii& wk ). Lively be continued, but on a reduced scale. draw:'. William Ziff, author of 'Ger- black markel in 'Rationing^' a. tale of
2— Domestic film activities will be many and Air Power'; Hugh Wilson, wartime rustling; to be directied'-by.
$11,500 after torrid $15,000 inilialses'' whiffled down, but the: OWI wjll ex-ambassador to Germany; Douglas
','
sion.
Willis Goldbeck, starling 'in 10 days/
Orpheum ifcRKO) '(1.600; i5-.W— work out something to maintain Miller, Who. w*ote' 'You Can't; Do
Wallace Beery draws the star spot,
•Mr. Lucky'
(RKO)' /.-and; "Aerial liaison offices both in Washington Business With Hitler,' and others with: Marjorie Main in; the. top fea'.''''.''
Gunner' (Par).
Hot- $11.500/. 'Last, aiid' HoJ.lyw.6od.
either accepting army commissions tured role..
week. 'Hard Way'. WB) and 'Night
That the. OWI will continue some or taking on a civilian war. post for,
Plane Chungking' (Par) (2d wk). of its' dim work was made clear the government. Likewise,
when
okay $7,500 after good $8,700 opening Saturday (3)
when. Elmor Davis Claire Booth Luce decided to' beBeyans On- the Loose
round.
Tower. iFox-.Toffcc) (2.100:; 10r50) wired Ulric Bell. On the Coast, to come a congress woman, it meant, so
Hollywood. July 6.
'Jitterbugs'
;20tli
and. 'Cowboy continue his overseas film woyk and far as Leigh Was concerned, a $50,06.0
Clem .Bevans and Paramount
Manhattan' iU-i plus v.iudc. Bright to notify the industry that coopers-; altvactibn canceled but.
called
oft liicir contract by -mutual
Last woek. \Swing Partner' tion and contact would be main'-'
$9,000.
Top New Gabbers
consent
14
months
ahead' of time.
cpi.
•Shanlylown'
(Rep),
and tained. In addition, Davis explained
Of the post-Pbarl Harbor school of
vaiidc.--fu.ir $7:500.
that the OWI would Remain the fun- gabbcis, Carlos Romiiloi who au- Actor has several commitments with'
major lots On a freelance basis.
nel for -clearance, .review. 'and. ap-, thored
'Last
Man OfjE Batiian'.'
Recently'
Beyhns
appeared
in 'The
proval .of all films made by other chalked up one' of the top -grosses
Ripper at Large Again
Guiiniaslor.' "ffhe Human Cbnnedy'
Government agencies'.
last season— more' than $50,000, a' figHollywood. July 6.
/
The chief problem is. how to got ure he'll probably exceed next, sea- and'.'Happy -.Go Lucky.'
assler is assigncd to pro- the most out of the $2,750,000 domes-T
Robert
son.
Ramon LaValle, Argentine
duce The Lodgfcr.' (he story of Jack tic appropriation: Of this/amount, envoy to
for
'who brbught back
the Ripper; a British: baddie who about' $500,000 will be necessary for the only pictures
of the Doolittle raid
Hollywood, July 6.
raised goose-pimples on youivgraiid- the liquidation
activities
(hat on tokio; will be good for. nearly
Irving Cummings/draws the direcfathcr's spine back in 1888 or there- v.must be discqniinued; The- remainder
$35,000 next season, y/hile- of the tor
chore on Benny Goodman's
about.
will have to' be spread thin except other .upswing bbys, 'Sirigapore'
Joe screen
biography, ; 'Moment
for
Bryan Foy will, exercise general for the news bureau, which will Fisher -will
gross $25,000 on 120 Music;* lo be produced af20th.-Fox
supervision oyer the out-and-out cfitfry on much as at. present.
dales; Leland Stbwe, who grossed by William LeBarpn.
chiller, which will carry a higher
Three or Four Key Branches
$30,000 in 03 dates, is figured to du-Screen; -play, is being wrillen by
budget than Ihe ordinary hprror
While Congress has ordered the plicate ..next season. Likewise such Richard English,
in
collaboration
film.
-'V
field offices wiped out, the OWI of- iricn as
Edmund. Stevens, who on with Goodman,
-

$5,000.

6.

;

Passen.

(1:500: 11-;

50)— 'Mr.' Lucky' (RKO) and Falcon 'Hit Ice' Great
Strikes Back' (RKO). Bangup $7,000;

.

.

:

:

,

Pittsburgh, July.

„
t
Holiday biz
here is sensational
looming as the biggest week the
Golden Triangle has ^hricl in years
Pirate hallteam is but-of.to.w:n,.-ple!is:ure driving ban is keeping evcrv^.
body around and with cool weather'
coming along at just the right time
Abe Lyman and Bonita Granville
\vith 'Background to Danger
re^
turning Stanley to flesh again after
,.v

short notice the/past season garnered
$15,000, has, been sold but for next
season with a guarahly of $30,000/
Also, in the top 1943t44 bracktts
Maurice Hindus, author of
are
ussia," who on the basis of;
'Mother
a fuli- season's bookings is good for
Eve: .Curie, probably -in
$50,000:
greater demand .titan any other- personality bli the 'chinfest' circuit and
likely to exceed $50,000 if she inakes
a, season of il: Gerald Wendt,-. whose
science lecture is good for. $20,000
for 75 dates; ,mily Ki'mbrough, who
co-authored .'.When' Hearts. Were
Vb'Ung and Gay,' with Cornelia Otis'
Skinner, good for $3b,°ti00: ierre van
.

Brandels (Mort Singer)

Huge 33G

'Danger'-Lyman-Granville

in

Hollywood handling films, radio adLowell Melleit is exvertising-,- etc.
pected .16 remain jn -chiirge of pic-

Upbeat; 'Coney Terrif $16,000;

Pitt.

Thus

offices.

Ice* (U) and 'Get Going'
Terrific double holiday, draw.
(U).
Last week
indicates sniash $15,000.
profitable $12,500 for 'Bombardier*
(RKO) and '2 Weeks to Live' (RKO).
Keith's. (Indie) * (1,200; .30-55)—
Major
plus
(Rep),
'Shanlytown*
Bowes 9th Anniversary Revue. Satseveral
best
in
isfactory
$4i40p,

—'Hit the
:

'

week

Last
'Beast of Berlin' (PRC) and vaude,
slim $3,700.
Loew's: (Lofew's) (2,450: 30.-501—
(UA) and:
'Stage Door Canteen'
S.).
(U.
'North African Album'
Smash- $15,500, with hold-over indicated. Last week satisfactory $8,400
on second stanza of /'Lily Mars' (MG) and 'After -Midnight With Blackie

weeks on four-day

run.-

.

(Col).

Lyric (Kalz-DolleV (1,600: 30r50).—
'Bombardier' (RKOJ and '2 Weeks
Sturdy .$4,500 on
to Live' (RKO).
moveover. Last week gratifying $5.300 with 'Coney Island' i20tli) and
'

'Raid -Calais'
over.

1
.

(20th), also-On

'

-

move-

-

.

;

.

;

'

Moment

'

.

Cummings
.

.

.

-

O'Brien's First Via Col.
Hollywood'. Jn'y

V'

.

'First film to

Corp.,

-

be produced by Tercen

.

new picture-making company

formed by Pat O'Brien
.

and

Phil

Ryan, will be released through Columbia.

'

2.

;

'

,

Feature Is based on the Salevepost
story, 'Saboteur,' by John and Ward
Hawkins, with O'Brien starring and

Ryan producing.

.

yt.
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Dawn

PICTURE GROSSES

PfotlETY

Die -Tanities'

Huge

sion to Moscow' (WB).
Plenty, ot
discussion and controversy in press
and elsewhere. This, plus fine exploitation, is helping, but Only Jair
$5,000 seems
likely.Last week,
Tlicka' (20th) (2d wk). fine $0,500.

$30,000,

Marx Same

lico

A. Upbeat; 'Graves Terrif $44,500,

L.

:

-Gopher. (P-S) (1,000; 35)— 'Pilot
No. 5' (M-Gl.
Good $4,000. Last
Also Die' (UA):

'Mr. Big' Giant

week, 'Hangmen

Sah Francisco, July 6.
Fourth of July holiday hypoed biz
here with the b.o. generally at a high

good

13

34^ Both in 2 Spots,

$4,200.

,

Two new

level
straigh t film

lor

entries

Esquire.

Estimates for This

Fox (FWC )
in-'

Week

55^75)— 'Action

(5,000;

(WB) and 'Johnny

North Atlantic'

Doutfiboy* '(Rep) (2d wk):. Holdover
Last week;
will bring fine $22,000.
sock $33,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 44-75)
LetfpTrrd^-M au' (RKO). an d—stage.

.'

—

Grow
.

.

...

.$2,249,4M

,

Orpheum

much

...

.

.

.

Stage layout is.
$30,000. 'Bombardier* (RKO) (its 2d
wk). plus new stage show with
Frarikic. Masters' orch, Ann Corio
and Glchh Miller Singers, lifted to
great $30,000 by infusion of triple?
threat stage show.

Orpheum

(P-S)
Burlesque'

'Lady

N. Y.)
Total (Gross Same Week
Last Year ...
.-.
$1,925,308
(Based on 25 cities, 159 theatres)
.

Los Aageles, July
Holiday

$28,000 initial fortnight.

cities, 186 ttiea~
ttes, chiefly firtt runs, tncliidino

.

(UA).

May

Estimated Total Gross

Last week 'Ba-

Name

ine-up

This Week.

helpin g
$13,000 in prospect. Last, week
'Slightly
Dangerous'
(M-G), big
(Par).^.

-l

i

s-

,

Trim

m

(flnsed

(2.440: 60-

and 'Two

)

Tick-'

.

on

.

tiienlr.cs)'

:'

.

.

.

.

(2.470; 55-75)

—

I'ptown (Par) (1.000:. 25-44)— 'Got
Covered' (RKO). First neighbor
hood showing.. and big S4.000. Last
week, 'Serve' (p A), ihodcst.

Wash.

Washington. July.

;

solid $17,000.

(FWC)

Francis
(Par)

St.

55-75)

(.J.475:

—

and 'Wrecking Crew'

•Cairo*
.

(Par) (moreover). Stout $12,000, on
round-the-clock policy. Last week
'Coney Island' (20th) and 'Gorilla
Man' (WB) (moreover), hefty $11 -

.800.

World

(Par-Slefi'cs)

Palace. Gracie Barrie
ing 'Ox-Bow Incident'
at the Capitol.

Denver

Pix,

Denver. July

holds:

lucky' Smash $18,000,

.6.

.

-over.

Estimates for This

Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1.400 30-651— 'Action North Atlantic' (WB) and 'Redhead Manhattan' (Col), after week at
each Denver, -/Esquire'/ Good $7,000.
Last week .'Coney Island' (20th ) and
'Mysterious
Doctor'
(WB). after
week each :at Denver, Esquire, big

Artists

(Blunienfeld-UA)

50-0,5)—'Lady of Burlesouc"
'Prairie Chickens* (UA)
(5th wit): Holding up to strong $10.01)0. with
holiday biz ind will go
still
another stanza.
Last week,
grand $10,200.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,650: 55-75)— 'At
Dawn We Die' (Rep) and Earl Carroll s 'Vanities' unit on stage.
'Vani-

(UA) and

y

Pushing

iK

i!"'

up

this

to

terrific

$.10,000.
Last week. 'Two Scnoritas
Chicago' (Col) and 'Furlough Frolics'

stage

good $22,000.
Esquire (Blumenfeld)
bill,

— Young

.

.

(950: 60-75)

(UA) and 'Buck-

'jWillini.''

shin Frontier' (UA).

Routine

bill

is

doing d surprisingly large $12,000.
Last week. 'More Merrier' (Col)
(second week of .moreover) and 'Underground Agent' (2d_wk), trim $8.100 for seventh downtown, first-run

week

of 'Merrier.'

Cincy Biz Hot; 'Lncky,'

Smash $21,000, Topper

m

Prov.

rpvidenco. July 6.
With the fourth of July holiday
and severe clampdowh on pleasure
driving, theatre's are cashing in.
-State's 'Stage Door Ganlcen is riding
high.
Smaller Albco, with 'Mr.
Lucky.' also- is pulling strongly.
Earle (WB) (2.210; 30-9.0)— 'BackEstimates for This Week
ground to, Danger" (WB) with vaude.
Albee (RKO) (2.300; 30-50)— 'Mr..
Nice $20,000.
Last week,
'Five
Graves Cairo' (Par) with vaude, .big Lucky' (RKO) and 'Yanks Ahoy'
$22:000.
(UA). Hypoed by-heavy exploitation
Keith's
(RKO) (1.800; 30-55)— climaxed by ringing hv of about 400
'Forever and Day' (RKO). Neat $11.- junior policemen as guesLs. Smash
$18,000.
Last week. 'Frankenstein
000. Last week, 'White Savage' (U
Wolf
Man' (U) and 'Devil With Hit$9,000..'
(2d wk). oke
Metropolitan (WB) (1.800; 30-55) ler' (UA). (2d wk ), fairly good $7,500
—'Action North Atlantic'
(WB). in five-day run.
Looks like good $7,500. Last week.
Carlton (Fay-Locw (1.400: 30-50)
'Tarzan Triumphs' (RKO), wallop'Lady Burlesque' (UA). and 'Boy
ing $8,600.
Stalingrad' (Col) (2*. run). Contin
Palace
(Loew) (2.242: .40-60)— uing healthy pace set in first week atr
'Stage Door Canteen" (UA) (2d wk). Loew's State, fine $3.800.- -Last-week:
Grand $20,000 after first week's siz- •White Siivage'- (U) and 'Rai'ri Calais'
zling $23,800.
(20th) (2d run), good $3,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2.000; 30-50)— 'Song
of Texas' (Rep) and vaude. Plenty
strong $8,000. Last week. 'Payoff'
'CHINA'
$13,000,
(PRC) and vaude, good $7,000.
Majestic
(Fay) (2",200; •30-50)—
'Crash Dive' (20(h).. The ladies go
.

.

..

.

figure.

.

.

TRIM

Incident' (20th) and
'Senoritas Chicago' y (Col i, satisfactory $11,700;

Downtown (WB)

40-85)

(1,800;

—

$8,000.
'

-

—

.

Minneapolis, July 6. s
Usual damper on boxoffice expected for July 4 \yeekend not in evidence, because fishing and other vacation trips are drastically curtailed.
Grosses here actually helped by this
situation.

Capitol

humming

is

on

'

.

equalling the house

modern

record;

Among newcomers.

'China'

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
'Gilderslcevc's Bad Day' (RKO) and
'Corregidor' (PRC). In for four days,
okeh $1,800. Last week, 'Follow Band'
(U) and 'Clancy St.- Boys' (Mono)
split with 'Let's Have Fun' (Col and
.

)

Coney Island' continues mcrriiv at 'Queen Broadway' (PRC), good $2,the Grand after catching the brass 800 iii nine days.
ring for its fourth, main-stem whirl,
Century (P-S) (-1.600; 40-55)— 'Misr
and 'Gone With Wind' is still whipping

a

stir at the Lyric.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3.300; 35-551— Mr.
Lucky (RKO). Smash $21,000. easily

warranting holdover. 'Last- week.
(UA
inild
*° Dic
$10000"°"

M

—

-

'

.

i

.

•

1

—

.

..Cap'iol

Whafs

(RKO)
Bii/zin'

.

,

i

'

'

War

)

-

'

-

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

.

(2.000;

Mp!\l keys this 'week found that July 4 crowds-stayed'
"35-55 )—
(Col l. iarouiicl town, due to. gas bans, with the threc>day. week.

:

.

*

—

-

1

-

Kol wham $35,000
night at Albce.
.-

'•„,"'.

in

lirsl

fort-

end' pushing

up grosses

in

.

nearly

all cities, especially

eastern area.

islributors trotted out a (lock of

new

pictures, and this helped! Ncyv fare includes 'Mr.
ixie' (Pan, 'BomLucky' (RKO), 'Hit the Ice" (U).
baiclicr' (RKO) 'Background to, Danger' (WB). 'Stormy
wo
Weather-- (20th), 'Youngest Profession' (M.-G).
Tickets to London'
).
and 'Best Foot Forward'
Prior releases: 'Stage Door '.Canteen' (UA),
(M-G
"Five Graves to Cairo' (Pari.' 'Mr: Big; '(U). 'Coney
tirlcsquo' (UA conlriljute
Island'. 20th and 'Lady of
'~
to current high-(lyi!)g biz.
Wiis.ic Hall, is proving
'Lucky.' duo in soon at N.
"

•

l.

)

i

(

'

.

.

.

:

.

just that in five spots lislcd.

Ilot $) 1.500,-, in K.C.. i( .'is
at $21.00(1 in Cinciiinali'

anio
sinash in Providence,
.'where pacemaker, hangup in- Omaha' and soclto SI 7.000"
In Bulfalo.
'Oixie.' which bc-tocl il.-; oponiiig wei-k at
Paiainouiil. is -loading Lnuisbig $71.00(1 in large N'.
(\VB)
'Stur'niy i> lusty in.
•rillc and big at SKi.OOO in. Dctiver.
»
t» -*»00; 40-55 i-'Goncr.n.rK.
W,,Kl
'M-G> (reissue) (2d. K.C.. only spot shown.
uti.«K).
Sl»l
plenty breezy at $6,000
comedy, may cq\i:A
Abboll-Co.-.u-llo
:Hil the Ice/ new
tolhnving last week's
sock S7.500.
great
$17.1)00. look,in
Ball/mqic
recoid
with
hoii.si'
Palace
35-55 >— grand. $15,000 in 'Indianapolis' and line :$13.ll(i() in Pitts2.000;
£i;igc_ Dooi- Canteen'
(UAl (2d \vk). burg. Tnifcs.-ioiv' shapes very hi;; $1 ll.OIIO for s«'.m:.i
,C
1:,-0(,,)
011
heels of last,
'
week s »i
foot.'
precmihg 'a!
est
S20.000, which equalled mod- sesh al !u;ue N. V. Music- Ilall.
gnod S23.01K) on the lirsl wivk.
c l tu'" d
° r ' I,c "« Frisco' N. Y, A.-lor.' hit a
iii,
'-Ullii,
sl t
N'.
Y. s:.'.::/.-:
•'Daiigei','.. with siU'l':o .?'.i't:.d(H). for l',i,-I
April.
-

(RKO

-I'ellli.'s,

J llcrbugs'

,

ne

(1.500:

)

35-55

>—

••
(20th).
Good $5,000,'
for ''Action North

week

last

JAtlantic

-

I

;

i

RKO

.

i

(

:

wS'

-

'

l

,

.

m

'

..

.

(2.100;

-

800.

strong $0,300,

Vogue

(Vogue
40-50)—(899:
"Alibi' (Rep) and 'Spy Train" iMonii).
Slow $1,300. last week; .'Prison Mutiny'
(Mono) and 'Redhead Man-

ig.'

an

:

,

)

'

hattan' (Col ). $900.
showing in 12' keys covered by
ai iet.v.'
Wilshlre (F-WC
(2.296: 40-1.5 1—seom.s headed for new record of $80,000 in second N, Y. 'Coney
Island.' (20th) and 'Air
-.i
.-•'
stanza, .best for Capitol since starting new stage policy Wardens' (M-G)
(2d wk
S'ill
-

..'Canlccn.

'

,

)

).

about four month's ago. Bangup to toi'rid in all spols
now- playing, outstanding- bcjng sock ,'$]7;0()0 in K.C.,
$42.000. in two Boston -spuls. $20,000 16. lead Providi-iu-c!
smash S23.(l()(l lo pace Ballo. terrif $15:500 to top Indianapolis' and likewise Budalo wilh torrid SM.pOO.

bust al $6,000 after clicking with
000 last week.
•

Wiltern

(WB).

('2.750:

4l)-R-.">>—

'Barkground to Dangei '
>.
N«\it
$11,000 coining lip. Lasl v.Oi'1:. -Aclion North Atlanlic' (\VB> (4iii /.!;>,
'

i

WB

merely, repeating its big bi/. of recent- weeks.')
0^ iiv $5,400.
Saine applies tc( Gr.aycs.'slaiidoiii being S'1^,500 in wo
'Laciy'. is

I

L.

A.

'.

house.--.

!

way

.oinbaidicr.'

-

'

.

wilh band an<l good enough lb hold iii N: Y. With
it's a sock $24,000 an' Chicago and Icrrir $1 7.000 in'Big' with band is big $28.800 Philly:

.

.

KG

fqi- .tcrrific $33,000 in' Pitt,, helped by band and
vaifde.'is nice in Washington, oke in Indianapolis, lusty
three L. A: houses and hitting great '$-19:000 with
band, assist in Detroit/ 'Two Tickets," paired with 'Mr.
Big' in a' couple ol spots: is solid .$211,000. in Cleveland

in'

Frisco.

(UA-WC)

Artists

40-85)— 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th) and
'Senoritas Chicago' fCol ). Thin S4 Last week. 'Coney Isiarid (20th
and 'Air Raid Wardens' (M-G).

heads

•

in the.

;

>

$10,000.
(Jnited

Cousin?'

Last week. 'Mister
; $7.000..
(U) (2d wk i, solid $5,000.
Jamlly
(RKO ) (1.000; 20-30 1—
Lhatrcrbox'
iRep)
and .'Cowbov
Mjmmando.s'
(Mono),
split
With'
Black Raven' (PRCl arid 'Escaped
All right
P0' (Mono).
moJS Cc!itn
L^l. week. 'Squadron Lcadi rx"';
X (RKO). and .'Dixie Dugan'
.?L..
vothi. divided with '-Tsvl.se Faces'
Kep) and "Swing Your Partner'
\Rcp). normal $2100
Grand' (RKO)
35-55)
(1.430:
t-oney -Island
^20th>.
Holding for
wock of moreover. Strong
t/'S after,
Sh.000
last week's big $0,000.
Big.

.

.

•

'

'

•Hotcha

—

'

'

'

—

'

MPLS; 'LADY' BIG 14G

.

What's Buzzin' Cousin*/' and 'Jitterbugs' has. Keith's on the beam.
Of the holdovers, 'Stage Door
Canteen'- is racking up a wham second-week mark at the Palace after

P

week 'Ox-Bow

Background
to
Danger'
(WB).
Broadway (Fox) (1.040: 30-65)— Grabbing excellent $18,000. 'Last
'Assignment Brittany'- (M-G) and '3 week 'Action North. Atlantic' (WB),
Hearts Julia' (M-G), after Orpheum (4th wk), neat $12,000.
Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 40-05)
week,, nice $4,000. Last week 'Land
Is Mine' (RKO) and 'Harrigan's Kid' 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th 1 and 'Senor(M-G)', after Orpheum week, fair itas Chicago' (Col).
So-so $3,000
Last week 'Bataan'
$3,500.
(M-G ) and
i
Denham (Cockrill)- (1,750; 30-60)— Stranger in Town" (M-G) (2d 'wlo.
'Dixie' (Par). Big $16.000:'.- and stays good $3; 400.
for second. Last week 'Five- Graves
Hawaii (G&S) .(1.100; 40-75)
Cairo'
(Par) and 'Salute Three" 'Crime Doctor' (Col) and 'Great Life*
(Par) (3d wk), good $7,000.
(Col). Nifty $5,000. Last week Dr.
(Fox) (2,525; 30-G5 )-^-'Lady -Renault's '.Secret' (20th) and 'Undy, Denver
Burlesque' (UA) and 'Yanks /Ahoy' ing Monster' (20th) (5th wk-9
daVs).
(UA). day-date with Esquire. Good. nice $4,300.
..
$13.000.
Last week "Action North
liollywood (WB) (2,750; 40-85)
Atlantic' (WB) and 'Redhead Man'Background to Danger' (WB). Pleashattan' (Col), also at Esquire, nice
ing $14,000.. Last week 'Action North
$12,000.
Atlantic'
(WB) (4th wk). Okay
Esquire (Fox) (742; 30-65)— 'Ladv
$6,000.
Burlesque' (UA) and/'Yanks Ahov'
Orpheum (D'town) (2,200; 40-05
(UA), also at Denver. Nice $3,500. 'False.
Faces'. (Rep) and Woody HerLast week "Action North Atlantic'
man orch on stage. Clicking at great
(WB) and 'Redhead Manhattan' $25,000.
Last week 'Swing Partner'
(Col), also at. Denver, good $3,000.
(Rep) and Freddie Slack orch oh
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30r(i5)— stage, last
date before, breakup of
'Bombardier' (RKO) and 'Morning. band,
handsome $18,500.
Judge' (U). Smash $17,500, and holds.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 40-85)
Last week 'Assignment Brittany" (MMrstcr Big' (U) and '2 Tickets to
for this -one.. sending it off to nifty G) and '3 Hearts for Julia" (M-G). London'
(U):
Nifty $16,000.
Last
$15,000, Last week. 'Mission Moscow' fine $13,300.
week
Paramount (Fox) (2.200:! 30-50)— and 'Land Is Mine' (RKO) (2d wk)
(WB) and 'All Myself (U), $11,000.
'Gildersleevc's Bad Day' (RKO^
Metropolitan (Indie) (3.200; 30-50) 'Walked- with. Zombie' (RKO) and windup cauglrt oke $8,500.
'Sarong Girl' (Mono) and 'Ghosts 'False Faces' (Rep). Trim $.7,500.
Paramount
(F&M)
44-88
i—
(3,389;
House shifted Last week 'Young Willing' (UA) and Five Graves Cairo' (Par > and 'Chalon Loose' (Mono).
pic-stage show policy for this week- 'Song of Texas' (Rep), nice $8,500.
terbox (Rep). Socko $27,000. Last
Rlallo- (Fox) (1,750; 30^5)— 'Coney
end to straight pictures: Ann Corio
week 'Hit Parade 1043' (Rep) and
Island'
(20th)
and.
'Mysterious
Dochandle helping to fairly good $2,-.
Aerial Gunned (Par) (2d wki.ex500 in four-day weekend holiday tor" (WB), after a week at each- cellent $16,000.
run. Last week. 'False Faces' (Rep) Deliver, Esquire, Aladdin. Good $3,:
Paramount Hollywood (F&M (1 .
plus Virginia Weidler and Ada Leon- 500. Last wceR 'While Savage' (U) 451;
44-1J8)— 'Five
Graves Cairo'
ard girl orch on stage; good $7,000 and 'Came Blow Up America' (20lh),
and
'Chatterbox'
(Repi.
Smash
here via Denver, TCsquire, Ah-ldin L,,cL
in three-day weekender.
Last wcek
Hil ff iide
route; good $3,000.
ToI^Vo-'
3
State (Loew ) (3.200; 30-50)— 'Stage
JRfp) and 'Aerial Gunner'
d
(Par)
Door Canteen' (UA). Really hot
(2d wk). Solid $9,300
with house expecting cloud-busting
RKO Illllstreet (RKO) (2;890Wald's
05)— 'Mister Big' (U) and "2 Tick$20,000. Last week..'Ladv Burlesque'
Pair
(.UA)°and 'Boy Stalingrad' (Colt,
London' (U-). Great $18,500. Last
Hollywood. July 6.
strong $18,000.
Warners handed Jerry. Wald the wcek. 'Land Is Mine" .(RKO (2 wk>
Strand
(Indie')
(2.000T 30-50)— producer jobs on 'Al Schmidt.- War and 'Gilderslee.ve's Bad Day (RKO)
nice $9,500.
Cairo'
(Par)
and"'Shan'Five Graves
Hero.' and "Die Young and
the
Ritr. (F-WC) (1,372;
tylown' (Rep) (2d wk ). Second week
40-85)-'Lily
Brave.' slated to start hext -month.
Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot. No. 5' (Mstarted Monday (5). Opening session
Currently Wald 'is busy wilh 'Des- G). Near-record $9,500. Last weol:,
one ot biggest here in some time,
Ox-Brtw. Incident' (20th) and 'Sen-'
tination Tokyo' and 'In Our Time."
zowio $14,000.
oritas Chicago' (Col), okay $7,200 •
State (Loew's- WC.) (2,204: 40-85 i"Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot No. 5*
(MtG>; Solid $21,500. Last week,
'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th and "S -n oritas Chicago' (CoO, paid otr at

—

and. 'Lady of 'Burlesque' are showing
Cincinnati, JuIY 0.
Wartime ban on firecrackers did their heels to 'Mission to Moscow,'
not keep local theatre biz from boom- the last-named 'suffering from critics'
ing.
Most are mid-winter stride, de- pannings and public apath>'. 'The
spite, prolonged heat spell.
Loud- first stage show in more than a
est
noise currently is the Albce. month brings Woody Herman band
where 'Mr. Lucky' Ys selling a smash to the Orpheum. Saturday- (10).

1

.

;

'Canteen' Torrid 20G,

Pacemakers

doluxers.

........

Orpheum.

ham, and holds

-

Holdover last week of 'Lilv Mars'
(M-G) and vaude. solid $22;000.
Columbia (Loew) (1.220; 40-60)—
'Crash Dive' (20th). good $8,000.
Last week. 'Cabin in Sky' (M-G) (3d
wk). great $7,500 for bang-up $32,000 in three-week engagement.

.

weekend

all

over -houses.
Estimates for This Week
Qarthy Circle (F-WC) (1,51C: ; 4085 1— 'Lily- Mars' (M-G) and -Pilot
No. 5' (M-G). Soaring to husky $«;500. Last week -Coney Island' i-20lhi
and 'Air Raid Wardens' (M-G> (2d
wk), okay $4,200.
Chinese (Grauman-WC). (2.034: 4085)— 'Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot
No. 5' '(M-G):. Solid $14,500.
Last

17y2G

.'Bombardier.' topping dual bill- at
is pacing
the city, and
.'Dixie' is great at the Den-

Jicflv
at

week

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434: 30-75 )— 'OxBow Incident' (20lh) with Gracie
Barrie orch on stage.
Very nitty
$23,000, with band the big draw.

6.

long

:

>—

6.

band is keepup fairlv well

at

total with 'Cairo.' giant $44,500: .'Mr.
Big' also is terrinc at $34,500 in two
theatres while 'Background,' triple
day-dating, accounted, for a lustv
$43,000.
All except 'Mars' will hold
for at least another week, with this
one taking an extended run in-move'-

'Bombardier' Ace

$3,200.

(350; 40-65

grosses

.

Inileil
(1. 100:

.

on: holdover, Stays a third

S60^0»-

-

.

Paramount (FWC)

'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Shantytown' (Rep).
'Reap' is. returning
here ut. regular prices, although these
tariffs are now higher than the advanced scale at which pix originally
played because of house price tilts;
$17,000 gross will; be big, '-consider-'ing fact 'Reap' played 30 house's inFrisco area at the 'advanced prices.'
Last week. 'Five Graves Cairo* (Par)
and' 'Wrecking Crew' (Par) (2d wk),

,'$

13 ineatresV'

.

for eight days.

:

Wee*

.

Me

'More the Merrier' (Col) (4tli wk)
Third stop downtown for this one.
having put in two highly profitable
.e'ls'London" -(U>. :Coining along niceBusiness hopped when, the heat
weeks at the Slate and one at Lyric
Last week. 'Des- wave
ly at big $17,000.
broke
and
the
big
weekend
Big $3,000. Last week. 'Edge Darkperadoes' (Coll and 'Has What It
holiday is helping trade, return to
ness'
TaTces' (Col ) <2<r wk), okay $12,100
(WB) (3d wk), mild $1,800,
normal. 'Stage Door Canteen,'

(U

Bin"

,

$14,000.

Danger-Vaude

.

(Blumenfeld).

75i— -Mister

,$5C4,50»

(Based, on 13.
Total .Gross Same
—r-tast-Yea ri

over

biz

While the. beaches got a strong play
because of the torrid weather, there
was plenty of trade in town to split
.up- mainly among 'Lily Mars." 'Five
Graves to Cairo.' 'Mr. Big' and 'Background to Danger'
Topper is 'Mars.', with stou t S54.00Q
in four houses. Paramount's two the-.atres chalked up an even stronger

Getting

attention as escapist fare.

reach sock $14,000.

fattened

Broadway Grosses

40-55)—

(2,800;

taan' (M-G), big $12,000.
State (P-S) (2.800; 40-55)— 'China'

.

Chico .Marx orcli.
the big draw, hefty

by

headed

43G For 3

in 4, 'Danger'

.

Estimated Total
This Week .'.
(Based mi 28

'

bill

!

Key City Crosses

the

houses are 'Mr. Big,' big

Orpheum, and 'Young
and Willing/worth a good $12,000 at.

$17 000 at the

lars 54G

(P-S) (1,091; 40-55)— 'Slight.. Lyric
ly Dangerous' (M-G) (2d wk). Moved
over from. State. Good $6,000. Last
Week, 'More the Merrier- (Col) (3d
wk), great $7,500 on top of terrific

strong

N.
leader in

S2.-i.00t)

iii

same

i:i

I)os!:mi.

'

'

.-•

s''.— Inn.

Disney-RKO Renew'
W

is

uge $20.000

'in
Uisti'ibulion cohlract beiwei-i:
.'.i
CleyrlaiKl.
Uciiver and slronn '$10,000- in Iji.-iiey and
v.:a- i-xl-.-iifc.-l
nBal;«i. •Cbno.v' look.-, sen. aliijiiar $1 1,000 in Pill, 'tbjjper another .--season- la>l Fr'iday
2' c->\ t
r
in Oniai.a. banuiip in Seaillc. and hit big $i).")!000 fur ciing 18 shorts anil a Liili'n-A.-v-.-r.Ihiid'X. Y. so.-'.;.'
.Aniodg recent b.<i. winners making can feature, length j)i oduclion lei '.a sll-ong showing c-urrei)(l\ a a- "Ai-i inn N'orlh Atlantic' j'/ilively titled 'Let's Go Latji:.'
(WB). -At 7)awn We Die Itc'pi.- 'China' H'ari. "Crash
Thi'ic is also an oplioiial c.!'::
nive' .I2l)ihi. 'I-ily Mai-:,'- (M-C > and 'Hit Parade. lUl.'l' whereby Disney 'may distributo r.i-'xt
(Repi. 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par ', now on pup scale,
year's
output
(11114-4."))
tluorigh
,;r.i ,•! '$'IT licit in I-'i-i.-i-u iiv d line .in Dc^rnil.
I'KQ.
..

RKO

.

>

'

]

;

-

(

;

j

'

.

:

u

PftRlETY

Wednesday, July

:

7,

191

Si

CONEY
ISLAND

rr

HEAVEN
CAN
WAIT

In Technicolor
4th GREAT

WEEK AT

NEW YORK'S ROXY!
HELD OVER IN

"TRULY AN
EVENT FOR

EVERY ONE OF ITS

ENGAGEMENTS!

THE BOX-

OFFICE AND
THE NATION'S
Belty Grable

•

PICTURE-

George Montgomery

Ceior Romero in "CONEY ISLAND" wilh
Charles Winninger • Phil Silvers
Matt
Briggs • Paul Hurst • Frank Orlh • Diretied
by Woller long Produced by Williom Perlberg
Original Screen Ploy by George Seoton

GOERS!"

•

Em.t Ubil.ch', Prodwiion
ol

*V

Jo.lyn

"•mold,

.

„;

"HEAVEN Can Wait-

.
£ UB
Poll.Me
Aubr.y Mother . M

'

I«|

s 9
"'
a'

;

•

u r-

LairdC '«9"

?°

"

^

'

Spring B yino 0n

C °' hern

,

*

JOIN "SHANGRI-U" WAR„STAMP DRIVE IN JULY!

Wednesday, July

7,

15

1913

>!

/"

'*

c

111

,

^

in.

7

A FOURTHEATRE
SMASH IN

ONCE
BLUE

ATTRACTION
»

SUCH AS THIS!

WATCH
IT

GO!

rr

WHAT

y

CALL

pioyBSS!

1/

IN A
MOON,

AN ACTION

KANSAS
CITY...

Mr

-

«

*

jaw

'

EXPLOITATION
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Wednesday, July

SOPEG'S CLOSED-SHOP

Sturdivant Heads GaL Theatre Ass n;

Because various film exchanges
contracts with the IATSE covCities have
S.
Briefies
ering 'white-Collar employees on a
closed-shop' basis, the Screen Office
Coast Guard under a 60-day-notice
San Francisco. July B.
Employees Guild
Professional
&
B. V. Pturdivant, northern Califor- clause. Dope is that the theatre will
War
nia division supervisor for Fox-West be reopened by roadshown 'Bell Local 109 (CIO), has asked the
Labor Board for the right to' negoCoast Theatre's, -elected -president of Tolls.'
1
shop
in three N. Y,
for
100%
tiatc
a
the hoard, of 'California Theatres As
elections
where
it
'w'ori:
sociation. Inc.
branches
He succeeds A. M.
iiolhcr Ferame Manager
.?''"'
owlc.v former. 'northern California
oyer the IA. these being 20th-Fox,
San Antonio, July 6,
division supervisor for FWC. who. is
Beulah Green named manager of United Artists, and Metro.
now FWC general ••manager, with the 'Empire. Interstate has two other
During the past week the WLB
headquarters 'in. Los Angeles. Bowles women house managers, Thctma recognized that the SOPEG has a
had been association' prexy since its- Miller of the Stale,. and Mary Grimes proper dispute, with result decision

From

Other

Key

U.

:

.

:

•

.

inception,

in.

of the Prince.

1927.

Only other change on the board

v as

election of H. P. Franklin, 'of- (heSmith's Mission to D. C.
Aaron Goldberg- -Theatres, to. take
Andy Smith. Jr., 20th : Fox cas.terii
1 lie place of the late Aaron Goldberg.
sales manager, left for Washington
Mrs. Hulda McGinn reelected seere- yesterday (Tuesday) to install C. E.
tarv-mnnagcr. and Herman Wobbpr. Pcppiatt in. his hpw post as Washingor 20th Century-Fox, renamed vice ton branch manager.
'

.

Plapg Fs

Trojection Circuit'

BID FOR 20TH. UA, METRO

1943

7,

Tlic scarcity of product and the unwillingness of distributors to
permit screening of new pictures until they have. been seen at regular
tradeshowihgs for exhibitors, is making it difficult to keep the so-called
'projection circuit' going. This refers to the screenings held at homeoffices and elsewhere for the theatre chains.
As a result, in order to keep this 'circuit' going, lesser product is
being screened and, in many instances, the film of smaller independent
companies is being bought where before it was. virtually shut. out.
What complicates the situation so far as screening and buying. are
concerned is the fact that most distribs are piling up backlogs but
won't permit -the pictures to be seen until releasing, plans are definitely laid.
In, former years, theatre, executives often, saw new film
as soon as .completed and long before sqlcs or releasing policies had
been set.
.-.

.,

on the closed-shop feature of ti coiii
tract will be awaited by the union
before going ahead on this phase of
negotiations.
Meantime,- it will dis-

cuss .salaries' and other provisions
with the three N. Y. exchanges.
Also SOPEG will shortly seek ne
proxy.
gotiatiohs with RKO, Loew's, 20thOthers returned to board of govFox and Columbia; with respect to
Han 16 Lease State, Toledo
ernors were R. A. McNeil, Golden
the
second year of contracts in force
Toledo,
O.,
July
6.
Stale Theatres; M. Naify, T. &. D. Enthe
in
FIcischinan-KrCjCi'z
Go.,,
which covering white-collarites
terprises;
GeOrge Nasser, Nasser
Bi os. Theatre's; Cliff Giesseman, RKO owns the. 1.900-s'eat State,, one of homeoffices of these companies. The
largest
neighborhood first year of the agreements expire
Theatres: and Joseph Blumenfold. Toledo's
houses, planning .to lease the house the end of July, negotiations for the
Blumcn It-Id Theatres.
Kepui>lic exchange has appointed this fall for 20 years to the newly- second being on wage scale alone, as
Hurry Irvine as salesman to cover organized. Toledo-State Theatre Co.; provided for by the agreements.
Cleveland, incorporated by Jerome
Sacramento Valley territ<n>y;
G-oorge Ingraham, former mgr! of M. Fricdiander. Ann Novotny and
Ihc Blumenfeld' circuit's Esquire and F. J.'Hvman. aU of Cleveland. PrinWorkers
Times theatres, Sacramento, shifted cipals in the Toledo-State Theatre B'klyn
Id the Golden State circuit as mgr. Co. are also interested in Ihe'Colony.
downtown grind deluxe Toledo suburban house oper«r the Strand,
for Defense
Lined
bouse. Dan Anderson moved from ated by Associated Theatres, Inc.,
mgr. of Strand to Amazon, a Golden Cleveland, and it" is reported the
State will be under Colony superat Fox
Amateur
State habc.
the
when
management
and'
Lew Mai en, western exploited' for vision
Amateur shows, known ,is Victory
foiled Artists, is here engineering new operators .take over. Jack Lykcs
Shows and made
buildup tor Sol Lesser's 'Stage Door' is local manager of the Colony. Defense Amateur
the up of pco|>lc lined up at various
Canteen,', which, opens at the UA George Kioetz. has managed
State since it was "opened. 15 years war plants' In Brooklyn by Joe Lee.
theatre early in July.
Francis S. Harmon, executive vice ago,
are being put' on once a month at
chairman of the War Activities Com;thc Fox. Brooklyn, which has had
mittee of the Motion Picture IndusAnother Femme Aide.
non-pro shows for eight years now.
Seattle. July G.
try, was here conferring with exhibs.
Tryou.ls. for -latent' talent among
For another 'first.' it's a gal as
workers are held at the plant
Farewelllng Samson
assistant to publicity and advertis- war
•

;

On 'Rising Sun' a la

.

'Hitler s Chfldren

.

Regional,
saturation
bookings,,:
.backed by extensive radio, exploita-

•

.

.

."

.

-

Paul Kay, Dallas Manager,
Killed in Auto Crash

.

War

Up

Shows

;

tion,

as in the case of
itlcr's
Children,' will be contihuwl for
hind the-Rising. Suii' by RKO^

which

.

.theatre here.

.

•

:

PHILLY 'BOMBED' FOR

Angeles.

6.

Young is to appear day-and-date
with the picture in key situations
and deliver talks on Japan.
During His talk' yesterday, Youn

was

revealed that 'Hell

'BOMBARDIER' PREEM

;

.

:

Philadelphia.'. July

The

.

.

appointment of
Sidney Samson, 20th-Fox Buffalo
branch manager, as Canadian manager. for that company, was received
hi re -Friday (2). Samson, who is the
oldest Buff exchange manager in
jjoint of service, leaves here July 20
to take up headquarters in Toronto.
Confirmation

of

ibllins'

Indianapolis^

6.

district
circuit,

its
financial problems...' Outfit will
pretense to artincss and
all
stick-Jo established hits next season.
A. projection machine was damaged at the Esquire Sunday, night (4)
when a reel caught on fire during

'

at Shea's.

Donald Becker, formerly at 20th
Century and Bailey, succeeds Gerald
Wosicrgicn as mgr. of Basil's Gene-

.

change-over.

sec.

Plude Goes (o Rock Island,' 111.
Cedar Rapids, la.; July 6;
Henry Plude, manager of the State,
theatre fhr past two years, has gone
to Rock Island, III., to manage the
Fort. Succeeded at the State by Joe
.Garrhan," former manager of the

James Kelly now asst. mgr. at the
BKO-Par. Rochester.
Niagara Drivein and Cheektowaga

.

Drivein did foldo after fortnight's
operation, due to gas rationing.
Tcniple, Geneva, closed by Schine
•

Circuit.

Iowa, ah

20th-century theatre has rfew
house mgr., Clifford McMahon.
Charles Leonard goes from Buffalo

RKO

house.

'

to

New

Haven

as

U

Old Time Music
Continued from pace

musical

the

of

'70s,

'Heaven

Crook';.

:

Can

Lubitsch production

1.

Black
Ernst

'The
Wait,"

with

score of

25 Old favorites; 'New Orleans,' tale
of the c^arly' 1900's; 'Stars and'Stripcs
FOrcvcr,' autobiographical musical of
John Philip Sousa; 'Moment for
Music,' woven around the life story
of Benny Goodman, from the early

.

booker.

1900's

boyhood

of.

the

Warne.r

lilm.'

,

'

recent .'Hello.

'Coney

Frisco,

Hello!,'

and

Island.'

Universal- is continuing its early
pace of .wide concern with musicals
and musical matters, both old fashioned and new... The John Grant
production. 'Hip. Hip. Hooray!,' filled
With old songs and numbers, will be
budgeted above $1,000,000. 'Gals, Incorporated' will have reminiscent
strains, as-, will 'Let Yourself Go,'
with Donald Wood. Billic' Burke and
Elyse Knox, aud 'On Mobile Bay,'
star vehicle for the Andrews Sjsters.'

-

.

-

'

.

.

,

.

WB

'

.

.

'

—

-A

JaD

subtitles/

•

Young said that the Japs produced
more Mini footage than any country

Kyser's 'World' Shown In

in

the

world,

including the

U.

S.,

from 1936 to 1941.
He gave guests a' hilarious closeu
of intimate Jap native customs
:

,.

20 Camps Before Theatres

bandsman up

This studio, set an early
pace for return of old songs and
background music with its 'Alexander's Ragtime Band" aiid the more

Reelect Lowenstein
Long Branch, N. J., July 6.
Harry H. Lowenstein Of Newark atres in Celina, O., the'. Ohio and
president o"f the Allied the Fayette. The houses will conTnoalre Owners of New Jersey. Also tinue to operate under the present These in addition to the Deanna
reelected were Ralph Wilkins of Pit- -management..
Durbin starrers, which all have remiwan, vice-president; David Male.
niscent songs.
Little Falls, secretary; David Snaper,
Pappas' House
Warners is coming up with 'Shine
New Brunswick,' treasurer, and EdChicago, July 6.
ward Lachman, Boontpn,: assistant
^Saunders theatre. Harvard III., On Harvest Moon,' 'Rhapsody In
treasurer.
taken over on a long-term lease by Blue,' drama of.. George Gershwin's
Louis Gold of Newark was named the Harvard, Theatre Corp., headed career, from the 1920's;
'Melancholy
v.p. of North Jersey district to sucby Connie Pappas. Deal was closed Baby,' 'The Gay Nineties,' a melange
ceed Maurice Miller of Passaic.
last Friday (2). New lessee also owns of bid timers;
'The Life of Marilyn
the Miller. Woodstock, 111.
Miller; 'Mississippi Belle,.' with Cole
Waldman Now Buyer
Porter
music'
to tit the mid-AmeriGcoruv Waldman, salesman for
Scliaefer to Prudential
'''.'
can period, and 'The Desert Song.'
Warner Bros, at its N. Y. exchange.
New .Haven, July 6.
)>
going to tlje other side of the
Louis A. Scliaefer. who resigned as Number of the Warners stories to be
Knee as a buyer, He becomes a film Par. house mgr.. after a 10-year embellished with music are peried
purchasing executive for
in the
stretch, has connected with Pru- dramas, hot mere framework libretPhiladelphia territory, largest on the dential Playhouses, Inc., of New tos for iriusicals.
Warner circuit. Ed Hinchy, now York. He will supervise houses in
Columbia is coming up with the
hear! of lire playdate department, for
White Plains. New Canaan. Ridgclife story of Al Jolson, in song as
WB in N.Y.. formerly held the I'hillv ficld.
Larchmoril and Mamaroneck.
buying post;
Schaefer has been succeeded here well as drama;, with Ted Lewis' life
by James Darby, transferred from, saga under the title, 'is Everybody
I.new's Ohio, Cleve.,' Facelift
'
Norwalk.
ifoppy'; 'Cover Girls.' with sOme.old
Cleveland, July 5.
iiumbersiVa story with music about
Dark, for. nearly six years, the old
Blank CirruKs in Bond Pledge
the old Chautauqua circuit, 'Gone.
Ohio, once a legit house, is being
Des Moines, July 6.
Are the Days', twinning right to title
renovated by Loew's to play road Central Stales Theatre Corp. homefrom 20th-Fox), a. starrer for
h'inw li 1ms this fall.
Cary
*
Otfice employees have pledged 17%
Cost 'of repairing it is estimated
Grant aud Rita Hayworth.
of (heir paychecks to war bonds and
1«> come to approximately
$100,000.
Eddie Cantor will make for RKO
A 2.200-eapacity theatre that was Tri-States Theatre Corp. employees,
<"" of Cleveland's leading legit 15*;. Both are A- H. Blank circuits. 'Show: Business,' historical-musical
'review. of the days focused upon the
>li:'idy ten years ago, when' .-the late
YountstoWn Theatre Involved
old Palace theatre era.
R"bci-t McLaughlin operated it, the
Cantor is
Youngslown, O., July 6.
now getting clearance to song lilies'
bou^e was badly, damaged during the
N. Y. Life Insurance Co., a party
1mie ii ,was known as the Mayfair
ar,d Jijaterial to use in this lavish
in the recent suit over lease rights to
C: -ino.
production. ;
the
Palace
theatre,may have to furBackers of that spectacular but
Metro ha.s a.> spearhead for its 'pro-'
nish a $125,00.0 bond if it appeals to
fh'irt-livc'd nitery had to put up $50,the
higher courts, it was made ductions with old time song material,
CfiO bond iti escrow but it will hardly
cover the vandalism committed by known after an informal' hearing be- 'Ziegfcld Follies' and 'Along Broadleasers before they went into bank- fore Judge Erskine Maiden, Jr.,- who way,', and numerous others coming
ruptcy.
Most recently the Ohio's recently ruled that the lease to the up under production reins of Arthur
lobby has been occupied by the U. S.
(Continued on page 50)
Freed.
reelected

Di'v.ers,'

was one of the means used by
the Japanese Government lo stir up
imblic interest in aviation arid to put
over the budget for a- larger- Jap
with
connection
ploitation, stunt in
Navy Air Force. Japs perverted the.
the opening of 'Bombardier' at Stan- nicaning of the scene, showing the
aircraft carrier Lexington at Peart'
ley-Warner's Stanton.
The 'bombs' were cascaded down Harbor by interpreting it to theatregoers
as preparation for aii immedisection
by
business
on the crowded
ate attack, on Japan.
(heAbout
six heavy Army bombers.
Jap war lords introduced ,'Hell
same time 7*5 air cadets, were sworn Divers' into their budget debates,
front
ceremonies
in
into service at
after they had been stymied in dc^
of the theatre, with the entire pro- niands for^a larger appropriation,
ceedings broadcast over WIP, han- and managed lo get the extra cojivby
dled by Bob Horn, staff announcer. claiming that war was inevitable.
leaders used the film for similar,
Jap
fledgethe
Army officials addressed
purposes after changing "the title
ling fliersi following which they atand writing, new meanings Into the.
tended a special showing of (he film.

Hollywood, July 6.
Arniy camps will get a glimpse of
Kyser's RKO starrer, 'Around

to now.

:

Mien. Becker Buy in ou 2
Fort Wayne, Ind„ July 6.
John Micu and Clarence W. Beckei, owners of the Indiana and State
theatres in Fort Wayne, Ind.,- have
purchased a half-interest in two the•

Exchange

central section of Philly

.'bombed'' from the air by t.hpitsands!
of bomb-shaped leaflets last week
in an excellent attentioiirgctting ex-

.

drop

.

'

one a $25 war bond: based on the
theatre audience response and the
other ii watch from the' radio end.

.

'

i

shifts,

in

.

including the Indiana, Circle and
Collins has operated IndiLyric.
a'nn'poli's" theatres since 1930.
Keith's, featuring vaude four days
a week, has trimmed to three days,
Friday. Saturday and Sunday. Goes
on a split-week vaude policy in September.
Civic' theatre lias rehired Jack Hatficl.d as director for next season after
a membership campaign that solved

the Hilton by -Frances Tate, who has
taken over from E. C. Weeks.
Alfred DiBcllo relinquishes the
E st. E. Syracuse, to M. P. Slotnik.
Park and Liberty at Syracuse
closed for the summer.
Harold Mcith has been appointed

manager

July

show and

for a

so that: all employees have a chance
to participate. Two prizes are awarded each, night the shows are put on,

New' Berth

Kenneth T. Collihs named
manager, of. the Katz-Dolle

olfiee representatives will be present.
Phil Fox, Buff Col. manager, is in'
charge of arrangements.
Hiltonia. Hilton, has been renamed

pi rsnnviel

hooked up

ing director Jack Sampson, at the
Sterling Chain. Jean Parker, U. of
Wash, grari, lands the spot, vacated
by resignation of Jim Douglass.

Variety Club' .'of Buffalo will fete
SanSson on his-departure with a dinner at the Hotel Statler on July 19,
at which Canadian- and 20th home

'

.

.

.

6.

is

:

.

.

'

film

R.'

the book upon
based, at the

of

!

.

Buffalo, July.

the

James

for.

Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York,
yesterday (Tucs.).." Ned E. Depinet.
RKO Radio Pictures prexy, stated
that 'Sun,' is to be prccmed simultaneously in from. 50 to' fiO theatres
in- New England oh Aug! t BetweenAug. 10 and Aug. 2(1 the film will be
released on the Coast in 75 to 100
theatres in such territories as Portland, Seattle,. San Francisco and Los

.

Mclba

author

You.ig,

near Brownsville.
Kay had been with Interstate for
a number of yc-rs, beginning as
page boy at a Houston theatre. He
was once manager and publ icily
.

the luncheon

At

ager: at Harlingen,. Texas, died of
injuries received, in an auto accident

director, for the

'

'

Dallas. July 9.
Paul Kay, Uhlersl'ate theatre man-

:

Kay

Yets Condemn hot Det.

the World,' before the picture is re-.leased for general showing.
Critics Like
Kyscr and his' chief supporting
Detroit, July fi.
players Will make- personal appearThe Michigan Department of the
ances with the' film in 20 training,
centres prior to public distribution. Veter.ans. of Foreign Wars registered
opposition to the showing of 'Mission
to Moscow.', which is making its first
appearance here at the Palms-Stale.
$50 Preeril Teeoff for
The veterans passed a resolution
'Army' condemning the film at their annual
Selling
Warner Bros, wilt sell "This Is the convention after Commander Joseph
Army' singly, not grouping or other- W. Mann charged that it ridiculed
wise identifying it with any other American democracy and the operapicture, Ben Kalmenson, general tion of Congress..
Most of. .the. press here gave the
sales manager, announced yesterday
• Tuesday),
adding also that in. view picture a good break, some sending
their political experts to review the
of the fact all proceeds go to the
Army Emergency Relief, the com- film. .One columnist. Malcolm W.
pany's sales force Is being instructed Bingay, on the Detroit Free /Press,
look the stance that it was propato obtain extending playing tiriie in
ganda but 'So what? What isn't these
all engagements.
With a view to bringing in the" days?'
highest possible take for 'Army.'
will premiere it at advance scales in
as
all loWns wherever practicable; including those of 5,000 population and
in
Aids
under. Working in cooperation, with
Cincinnati. July 6.
a War Dept. public relations start
press re,;.
Bucky Harris,
headed by Col. Charles Johnson,
Warners 'will world preem picture at tossed a ringer for opening of -Mr.
Lined up
the Hollywood, fa. Y., at $50 top Lucky' at the '.'Albee,
spread
July 28 and later at $25 top in Wash- several biz houses for a page
of tie-in ads in' the Cincy Post, and'
ington, Baltimore, Worcester.' New
Haven, Hartford and a score of other on first day from- 10 a^m. to 6 p.m.
arranged free admish for persons
keys, while; more than 100 other
who brought along: a pair of libi'sccities are set for preem prices, rangshocs for the war scrap heap.
ing from $2 up to $25..
More than 100 came with the
General release date for 'Army'

'Moscow'

WB

j

:

Drive on

WB

.

'

•

WB

Ducats
Horseshoes
Cincy
Scrap Drive
'

:

RKO

'

.

.

is

Aug.

by which time

good-luck omens.

expected more than 400. prints will be
ready and working. Total print order
is .450;
The Army's' public relations
division,: in cooperation with publicity forces .under Charlie Einfeld
and Mort Blumenstock, .will set tip
local committees in connection wilh
*
special, proems.
14,

it

is.

Preem

Joliet Prison

•Next Monday (12), in Joliet, III.,
scene of Roger Touhy's jailbrcaks,
20thrFox will host 500 law enforce-

ment

officers, '(sheriffs,' constables,

In connection with -the N. Y. World
premiere of 'Army.'
has obtained
the. block-long Wrigley sign' on:

from ail over Illinois, along
With the press, at a special preview.
Film was made in Joliet. Release
title is 'Roger Touhy, Last of Hie

Broadway,

Gangsters.'

WB

in

the

heart of

Times

Square. Cards, advertising the N. y.
opening will be used by various eastern railroads without cost to WB.

etc.)

.

Jack Goldstein, chief of

20th-Fox publicity,
Chicago tomorrow
set the details.
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CHARLES COBURN

PETER l0RRE ' flRENDA MARSHAtl
DAME MAY W.HITTY • Directed by
hht
tf'AR STAMP

M

hey by Kcifhryn Scola from the Novel
by Margare^ Ke*>»( ciy -and Basil Deon
Music by Erich Wo!:q: no Kornoold

Screen
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S St. Martin'*, riiif, Trafalgar S<iunra

So Big

City, July

6.

on the
upbeat currently, a distinct change
fioin the recent doldrums.' Claimed
progress
has been
here that so much
production

is

now

that .the native, pictures

made

constitute a threat to U. S.

roduc-

Only four years ago Amer-

lions.

Will

Now

Rated Threat to U.

s

ft

Mexico
film-

S.

Pix

-f

English Strip-Teaser

As Lead

a picture at Ealing for Balcon.
.

the-

Mexicans

Latin-American

market.

war

piclures;

don't
to

fail

llie.v

waving and'

some

like

Mexico Extends Welcome Mat To

—

U.S. Vaude, Nitery Acts

Phyllis Dixey, top stripper here,
pulling her C-slring In mothballs,
to take, up a legit career. Stripper
has just been signatured by Norman
Lee and Leslie Ar|iss. 'indie film
producers, to play- lead' in George
:

Would End Aussie

flag-

Sydney, July

6,

claimed.
With the Australian, election due
Tipoff on the type of fare Mexico, next August and
still
unknown
by
audiences , go for was given
whether ihe Labor Party will b.e re, 'Springtime
in the Hdckles' (20th)
turned to power. American disIt did an
willi Carmen Miranda.
exceptional $80,000 (Mex.) in two tributors intend pressing. for the
weeks at the Cine Alameda. Critics overthrow of price pegging on
there are other
point out
that
films, and similar regulations that
Laliii-American players who would
help boost the populavity of certain have cropped up recently.
American, productions if given' like . Statement of a noted Melbourne
judge in court is being cited in film
break, in' pictures.
Figures compiled show that the G8 circles as typical of the confusion'
cinemas
here
grossed
10.91U.434 caused by regulations. He' is quoted
pesos from January to May this year, as saying about a case covering. gro
and that of this total 4.325.G53 was cers: 'I have spent a terrible night
taken
in
by Mexican piclures. trying to understand the National
Security regulations; they, are the
Status in May was even more pronounced with these theatres gross- worst set of regulatious I have ever
:

'

'

uct.

ARGENTINE FILM

gel
an
increase allowance
of paper,
fflj
printing their publications. When rationing plan went into effect, they
were, allowed 30',' of what they used,
Buenos Aires. June 23.
in 1933.
Book publishers, however,
Claiming distribution of film stock
receiyed an allotment of 37'.-<;;
made by Ministry of A-gfcuw tim Cjf-h^ nee the protest.
Basis of the music publishers'
under
the
Castillo
administration
hot only was irregular but protest was discrimination against
•Ihem in. fnvqr of Ihe book publishlikely to 'cause dcalh of local film

people having more coin lo spend,
thanks to war trade, and the general biz upswing.
But this public
still is discriminating.
Coin for .per'-:
formers who can deliver how compares, favorably here with salaries

STOCK UP AGAIN

.

'

.

ers.
Their main argument was that
industry.', members of the Asocia- while a book might be read by a
de Productoras de Pcliculas maximum of a dozen people: one
Argentinas (APPA) 'has appealed to sheet of music provided entertainthe new military provisional gov- ment for thousands, not only. -via
ernment for a reshuffling;
orchestras, etc., but al home, LikeGeneral Diego I. Mason, who as- ly .that music men will get the same
sumed cabinet post previously- held allocation as the book publishers.
by Daniel Amadeo y Vidcla, has already ordered suspension of this

year ago.

Mexico

seen.'

Still

dailies came out with strong editorials against previous distribution

plan which gave some majors as. little as 52.000 feet for- the entire year
while handing out plenty of slock to

sonable wartime demand, that they
have a passport before: they leave
Ihe U. S.
Performers are allowed(o enter Mexico for a maximum of
six months.
When that term is
about to expire, the performers caii
get an extension of one to five year*

Snider Buys Out

Partner Geo. Dean
Sam
Dean,

There's been no kick over -distribution of the 6,000.000 feet assigned
to Hollywood producers operating

own

in this

area.

Distributors feel the same as gro- Ramirez looks into conduct of their
cers and other commercial firms offices.
lis reported that the raw
aboul the price-fixing setup. ,If the stock distribution is -one thing in
Labor Party fails in the election, which the new regime is most inthe United Australian Party goes terested.
in.
Some relief might result from,
that: it is reported.
U. S. dislribs also hope to arrange
1
tor the unfreezing of currently held
rental revenue coin held here.
Continued from page 1

—

'

Sydney, July 6.
Snider has bought out George
his former partner, at an

undisclosed figure.

Videla, incidentally, is one of the two
ex-ministers under arrest while new
government of President Pedro

to Arg.

Washington. July

No

increase in

ments

to

raw

Argentina

6.

film stock shipis

of things, bul hotel ops openly

Mex Iron Mask' Resumes
Mexico City

foreseen hete

July

;

6.

Production here of 'Man' with' the
as the political situation there is re- Iron Mask."
said to be the first
garded as such that alleviation of the Spanish version, of the classic, has
squeeze docs not appear warranted. resumed wilh Carlos Villarias, SpanArgentina asked for 42.000,000 feet' ish actor playing one of leads.
Villarias recently was ordered out
of raw slock and was. allotted 7,200.000 feet for the native industry. This of Mexico because his six months'
represents about enough footage' for" -pwtmt-had expired. His exit halted
24 .films, while some 50 films were the film because no double was
available.
He dallied in El Paso,
produced there last year.
Tex., until he arranged for his regovernchange
'

Since the recent

ment
some

in

in

Argentina there- has been

increasing raw slock
shipments from the U. S., but fell
now that the picture has not been
sufficiently clarified lo warrant easing in shipment of lm.

enhy

to Mexico.

of

talk

$1,400,000

Hyams-Rank

Deal Set by Handshake
London. July
Hyams shook hands with
Arthur Rank on the agreed price
take over his (Hyams'; Metropole cinemas at Victoria.
The price' is understood to be
around $1,400,000.

ROBERT PAUL LEFT

$861,000

London. June 1.7.
movie
Paul.
British
Robert
pioneer and scientist, left $861,000.
Bequests include $2,000 each to
Film Trade Benevolent Fund. Research Fund of Royal Institute. In.stiliue of Electrical Engineers and
Benevolent
Institute
of
Physics
Funds.

Phil

He

longer.

Each entry performer must be
bonded for $105 to guarantee repatriation in the event that such accommodation is necessary. These bonds
are not hard to obtain. Some U. S.
acts and bands have been down here
for quite some time, and working

will operate

Snider-Dean circuit under his
control, with Douglas? Watt as
general manager.
the

The

circuit

plans

postwar

expansion

theatres.

It

also

considerable
covering- city
-

would add houses

Among such is the
Everett Hoagland band which has
played steadily at Giro's since that
class spot opened last January. The
war's effect is seen in the predomiconstantly.

to

present country' setup.

its

Zoot Suits Are Kidded

nance of femmes coming down here.
Stellar
performers are always
smash. An example was the socko
appearances at the Fine Arts Palace
of Marian Anderson. Hall was sold

By Mex Revue Comics

to

Current London Shows
London, July

6.

'Arsenic and Old Lace," Strand.
'Best Bib & Tucker,' Palladium.

'Winter Comes' for Donat
6.

Robert Donat draws the star spot
Metro's revision of 'It Winter
Comes," to be filmed in London as
the Culver City studio's contribution
to the British quota.
•Screenplay,
based
on the old
A. S. M. Hutchinson novel, has been

:

'Claudia,' St, Martin's.
'Dancing Years,' Adelphi.
'Flare Path," Apollo.

in

'Gliosis,'

re-.wrillen

'Hi-De-Hi,' Palace.
Foolish But Fun,' Coliseum.
'Junior Miss," Saville.
'La-DI-Da,' Victoria Palace.
'Lisbon Slory/ Hippodrome.
'Live for Love,' Phoenix.
'Living Room," Garrick.
'Magic Carpet,' Prince's.

under

here"

Pandro

S.

Ber.man's supervision.

Canada's Italian Reels
National Film Board of Canada has
obtained 40,000 feet of Italian foolage arid is whipping it into shape
release

as, a World in Action
Likely will be. titled 'Gates

short.
of Italy."

Bulk of

never has been
seen in the U. S. being particularly significant
now. with American
it

;

eyes focused on Mussolini's
domain
as likely to be invaded..

Film Board, which is headed ,bv
John Grienoh. rented the
foolrige
i>'om an- importer'
in 'the O. S.. cleal"7 .covering usage for two vcars.

Mexico

City, July 0.
Zoot suits are featured for laughs
by two revue comics here.
Roberto Solo, veteran comedian
who has worked in U. S., at the
Teatro Lirico, and Donalo, a newcomer, who heads the shpw al Follies
Bergeres. are the pair poking fun at
.

they're worried. Not only over the
girl-boy situation (one of the fac- the odd garb.
tors that has made the Catskill
Mountain Circuit a 'big business", Il
with a seasonal take' running into
the millions), but those olher faContinued from page 1
miliar wartime plainls— transportation,
manpower shortages, navy and air forces within the marifood,
talent dearlhs, etc.
time provinces while the offshore
Battle for Survival
bound
units
for Yank Alaskan bases
For many of Ihe smaller places, will spend a similar period at Canaparticularly those inacces.ible to bus dian posts in British Columbia.
and train routes, it's a battle for
Canadians ray for It
survival this summer, and the OPA,
Pointed out by Camp Shows execs
WMC, ODT-lempoed funereal chant that the new .arrangement will not
can be heard reechoing through a up the costs of the US6 operation,
good part of the wooded area ex- with all expenses involved to come
tending from the Poconos to the from funds of the Canadian armed
Catskills within a 100-mile radius of forces. The move to make the Yank
Nesv York. Some of the smaller talent available to the neighboring
spots aren't even bothering to open country is designed not only to asthis season.
sist the Allied Nations via the moThe larger resorts, such as Gross- rale role, but at the same time solves
nger's. the Nevele Country Club, a critical situation wilh which Cathe Flagler. Nemerson's, Tamarack nadian army officials have been conLodge. Stevensville Country Club and fronted since that country entered
Concord. <are accepting things more the war three years ago, because of
philosophically although admitting the lack of available Canadian perAside from the shortage
that the ODT's stringent curb on formers.
transportation,.- is causingsome con- of personalities, there has been no
cern. The pleasure driving ban, for coordinated national effort in Canone thing, will seriously affect week- ada similar to our Camp Shows setend biz. which in the past has been up, -with the entertainment chanlucrative. Crowds experienced over nelled lo the men in uniform worked
the 4th weekend, they say. can't be up on a purely local basis in cooperation with agencies corresponding
used as any criterion.
As was anticipated, the shortage to the organizations identified with
of acts and 'musicians, wilh those USO in this country.
One unit is currently servicing the
available now commanding higher
pay for the weekend stints, arid Canadian troops under the- new arIt
comprises Sammy
completely eliminating from the pic- rangement.
who. m.c.\s and manages the
Walsh,
lure the cuffo performer invited up
for a weekend of fresh air and good unit: Paul Draper. Artie. -Fen-ante.
Conchila
and
Lari
Wiith and Jo and
food, is also a problem. .However,
according to Al Beckman & John Ann Clayton. As a result, CSI execs
Pransky. ..bookers for several Cat- have been flooded with letters from
Canadian
soldiers
expressing their
skill resorts, the situation', will be
eased somewhat by an agreement gratitude for the l.vpc of talent bereached among some hotel ops per- ing sent to them. One letter point.-:
out
that
'Draper's
dancing
was of a
mitting the performers to double
never seen in New Brunswick
into two different spols a nighl. As type
h * a pc. anc:< w
e -olher*
forr. the .bands: many of them arc of "P

out long in advance and there were
long waiting lists.
Money exchange offers U. S. performers no difficulty.
Practically
all of them are paid in Mexican
money, currently worth 4.85 pesos
per dollar.
Living costs, while
soaring, arc still below those in
U. S.
•Good U. S. performers are well
liked down here. That is a practical
practice of the good neighbor policy.

USO-Camp Shows

Duke York.
'Heartbreak House,' Cambridge.

'It's

'Man Who Came

'to

.Dinner','

Savoy.

'Merry Widow,' Majesty's.

'Month in the Country,' SI. James'.
'Moon Is. Down," Whitehall.
'Quiet Week-End,' Wyndham's.
'Showboat,' Sloll.
'Strike a'

New

Note,'

.

Wales.

'Sweet and Low,' Ambassador..
'The Russians,' Playhouse.
'The Fur Coat," Comedy.
icca'The Knight 'Was Bold,'
dilly.

•They Came to a. City." Globe.
'Vagabond King,' Winter Garden.
'Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych.

'

a makeshift variety, studded- with
kid
ids not yet of draH age...
Grossinger's. in addition lo it-big
weekend variety bills, is al-o ar-

^

"/ f

musical, slow entry
'

.London, July 6.
'The Fur Coal," which opened at

comedy

room

30,

is

that's

drawingcompetently
a

acted and staged, but lacks sufficient
plot.
It was warmly received by the
opening night audience, but chance;
of slaying are dubious.
'The Knight Was Bold' pfeemed at
the Piccadilly July 1. It turned out
to be a musical version of the successful farce of a generation ago.
It's generally well acted, elaborately
staged and costumed with some
clever lyrics. There's a lack of musical hits, however, not even boasting a single outstanding number..
Though, well received,' it's unlikely
that 'Knight' will click.

UYDaff Back
A

I

Dalf, Universal foreign, depart-

ment homeofflcc supervisor, in. New
York from Europe after 'a swing
through Spain, Portugal and Great
Britain.
•

His

next

swing- through foreign'
will be the Latin-

market probably
Americas.

Del Rio's 2d

Mex

Pic

Mexico City. July 6.
Dolores del Rio has completed arfor her second pic i'l
Mexico, to be made at Xochimilco,
rangements

]

e

local resort,

.

Dcl nio wiji be Ihe
..

.

;

1

|

pic.

ifl

'

All

01llv

pn

the others will ba

xochiii.Hco Indians

r

life.'

ranging for a regular summer stockEX-DISNEY
season of comedies to play week
Reginald Armour, who ai riwd last
days with Michael Rosenberg, who
toured last season in the Joseph month from London, has resigned, as
managing director" for
Buloff role in 'Spring Again.' en- European
gaged lo star in and help put on Walt Disney.
Future plans not revealed.
the shows.

ARMOUR

>

'

Comedy June

the

C1

,
hfc f.n- the C. mad
an men in V"'
° ,m a,ul now b, '* hl s P'.>ls in army

new London

knight:

—

J.

Hollywood, July

admit

easy for forSole hitch th;it

it

Americans encounter is the regulaoMhcir own government, a reation

shoe-stringers, newscomers and even
'
unknown individuals.

'Wonderful Time

Holding Back

On Raw Fdm Stock

for

all

making

is

eign talent to enter.

'

Both producers and practically

'

co.

cion

division of the 6,000,000 feet Of raw
stock and 1.200.0Q0 feet of negative
assigned as the 1943 quota of U,. S.
film available for local producers.

in the U. S.
Thero are currently a
of
individual
American
players and teams working in MexiThere also is a fair sprinkling of
Cubans:
Most U. S. and Cuban
talent now playing here is handled
by the Pan American Theatrical
Agency (Agenda Teatral Pan." Americana) which Ramon Reachi. (lately.
Ramon & Renita) established a

number

'

,

.

U. S.

.;

.

.

ing 2.509,741 pesos' of which Mexican films received 1,074,276 pesos.
In the same month, it's figured that
local cinemas gave 10,270 exhibitions
of which 3.687 were for home prod-

Solid

If

Mexico City, July C.
Mexico has the welcome mat out
Brit. Music Publishers.
for U. S, performers, from vaude
and nitery to longhair.
But they
To Get More Paper Stock musl be good because acts
hava
London, June 17;.
learned they can flop as hard down
As a -result of a protest delega- here as at home.
tion to Board of Trade of Music
Show
business
in
Mexico has
Publishers 'Assri-. of England, ihe song
picked up remarkably recently with
publishers probably
will
.

17.

is

appreciate
musicals, it is

American

of;

much

go .for too
'they, fail to

19

'

London, June

'

to

London. June 17.
Top-of-lhe-poll screen and vaude
comic Will Hay, hospilulizcd for
major operations, was on danger lisl
during the week but is now reporled
improved.
Will not be back at work for
Ihree months, though due to make
"

in Trilby' Film

1

producers
the .American
.blame
theinsclvesvfor permitXirrit Mex .films
They say
to gain so in popularity.
producers
fail
to cater
U.
S.
that

Danger

of

•

-

.

Hay Out

.

ican films dominated .this market,
but (his has changed, The improvement- has come In all divisions of De Maurier's 'Trilby.' with Raymond
the local industry since 1939; but' Love 1 or Wilfred. Lawson to be her
':
greatest strides were made during Svengali.
General Theatres and Moss Emthe past year.
Up until June 10 this year, Mexi- pires circuits plan to bo^k this, film
'24
had
released
piccompanies
for their full chain starling early in
can
tures, or about twice as many as in August.
the same period a year ago. Industry observers here arS inclined to
-.

INTERNATIONAL

P&RIETY

Mexico's 1943 Film Biz Upbeat

Mexican

i

'

KEYSER SOUTH THIS FALL
Kcyser, -Winter Bros, forad-publicity chief, has delayed

Ji-iiy
einir-

his irip. to
ran.

Latin-America until

this

Originally had planned to go this

month.

.

-

.

Wednesday, July
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Advance Production Chart

New

Kids Go for

Continued from page

Hollywood, July

o/ the Jixijor coin-

With only Columbia and RKO,
pniiies,

having pictures

still

production schedules, most

into July u'ifh three features listed hs'
CQ7ii|)lete<l for 1943-44- season, -.six -shooting, and 25 noio

way on

f/o

cutting.

on the 1942-43
producers currently, are
start

to

Besides

RKO

next season,:

Columbia

Westerns

Now

Serials

inr Cutting
2

pleted

•42-43
.... 46
17

32

.

4

To go
*

_

;.

From
potent.
everyday conversations' and reactions
of young* fiero-wpi'shippcrs several
even

proving,

more

Totals

«

.

Serials

44

,.

l«

I

1

0

.

HOOP

~
57

?

Abby

dir..

•>'•:
bor.
'Air Force' projected several,

3

.

.

western;

.

Sr, Frank LaRue.
.

Bud
.

western;, prod., Leon Barsha:
William Berke; story and screenplay.. Ed Earl Repp;
camera. Benjamin Kline. Cast: Russell Hayden. Bob Wills,
Dub Taylor, Alma Carroll, Paul Sutton. Luther Wills, Jack
Mix..
Art
Cobb.
Ingram,- Edmund
HAIL TO THE RANGERS, western; prod.,, Jack Fler;
Gerarjhty;
dir., William Berke; story and screenplay, Gerald
camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Charles Starrett, Arthur
Hunnicutt,- Robert Owen Atchcr, Lcota Archer, Norman
Willis. Lloyd Bridges, Tod' Adams, Ernie Adams; Tom London, David Clark. Jack Kirk.
WYOMING HURRICANE.,, western; prod., Leon Barsha;
Benjamin
dir., Willlam'Burke; no writing credits; camera,
Kline. Cast: Russell Hayden. Bob Wills and his Boys,
Shirley Patterson. Dub Taylor. Leon McAultffe, Cotton
Thompson. J. R, Bernard, Gene Ashlock,- Paul Sutton.
THE VIGILANTES RIDE, formerly DEADLINE GUNS,
western; prod., Leon Barsha; dir., William Berke; story
end screenplay. Ed Earl Repp; camera. Benjamin .Kline.
Cast: Russell Hayden, Dub Taylor, Bob. Wills, Shirley Patterson, Tristram Coffin, Jack Rockwell, Robert Kortman,
Dick Botiller. Jack Kirk. Stanley Brown.
RIDING WEST, .western; prod;. Jack Fler; dir.,- William
Berke; story, Luci Ward; camera. Benjamin Kline. Cast:
Charles Starrett, Arthur Hunnicutt. Shirley. Patterson,
Ernest Tupb, Steve Clark, Wheeler, .Oakman.
THE LAST HORSEMAN, -western; prod.,. Leon Barsha;
camera, Jerome
dir., William Berke; story, Ed Earl Repp;:
Thorns. Cast: Russell Hayden, Dub Taylor. Bob Wills and
His Texas Playboys, Ann Savage'. John Maxwell, Frank
Larue. Nick Thompson.
FRONTIER FURY, western; prod., no credit; dir., William Berke; asst. dir., Bill O'Conner: no st6ry credit; cam-

'

.

.

.

,

era, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Charles. Starrett, Arthur Hm>nicut, Jimmy Davis, Johnny Bond, Cal Shrum, Art Wenzel

Wesley tutUe.

SHE HAS WHAT IT. TAKES, formerly BROADWAY
prod., Colbert Clark;. dir., Charles Barton; screenplay. Paul Yawltz; camera, Phil Tannura. Cast:
Jinx Falkenburg. The Vagabonds, Constance Worth, Harry
Hayden, Barbara Brown, John Dilson, Jack Rice.
DESTROYER, drama; prod., Lou Edelman; dir., William
A. Setter; no writing Credits; camera, Franz Planer. Cast:
Edward G. Robinson, Glerin Ford, Marguerite Chapman,
Regis Toomey, Edgar Buchanan, Craig Woods, Frank Sully.
GOOD LUCK, MR. YATES, formerly RIGHT GUY,
drama; prod., David J. Chalk In; dir., Ray Enrlght; asst
dir., Theodore: Joos; story by Hal Smith and Sam Rudd;
screenplay, Lou Breslow and Adele Comaadlni; camera,
Philip Tannura. Cast: Claire Trevor, Jess Barker, Edgar
Buchanan, -Tom Neal, Albert Basserman, Tommy Cook,
Frank Sully, Douglas Leavitt, Henry Armetta, Roslna
Gall], Billy Roy, Conrad Binyon, Bobby Larson, Rudy
DADDIES, drama;

:

,

.

formerly

(1943-44),

drama; prod., not named;

SOMEWHERE

IN SAHARA,

Zoltan Korda; asst.

dir.,

dir.,

Abby Berlin; story, Philip MacDonald;' screenplay, John
Howard Lawson; adaptation, James O'Hanlon; based upon
an incident in the Soviet photoplay. THE THIRTEEN;
camera, Rudolph Mate. Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Bruce
Bennett, J. Carrol Nalsh, Lloyd Bridges, Rex "Ingram,
Richard Nugent, Dan Duryea, Carl Harbord, Patrick
O'Moore, Louis T. Mercler, Guy Klnsford, Kurt Kruege'r,
John Wengraf, Hans Schumm.
APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN, drama'; prod., Sam
Blschoff; dir., Alfred. E. Green; asst. dir., Milt Carter;
camera, Franz Planer; original story, B. F. Manien; screenplay. Michael Hogan. Cast: George Sanders,. Marguerite
.

Chapman, Gale Sondergaard, Alec Craig, Allan' Napier,
Henry P. Sanders. Reginald Sheffield, Keith Hitchcock,
Wilson Benge, Montague Shaw, Leland Hodgson, Ivan
Thomas, Lester, Matthews, Leonard Mudie, Evan Thomas,
Nelson Leigh, Tom Stevenson, Gwen. Gaze, Wyndham
Standing, Billy Bevan, Steve Geray, Onslow Stevens, Gerald Brock, Jean de Brlac, Georges Renavent, George
Cathrey.. Charles Wagenhelm. Frederic Brunn. .

A NIGHT OF ADVENTURE (1943-44), formerly THE
CLOCK STRUCK TWELVE, mystery; prod., Wallace. Macdir., Andre de Toth: asst. dir.. William O'Connor;
Alden Nash;, screenplay. John Stone; camera, L. W.
O'Connell. Cast: Warren William, Ann Savage, Eric Blore,
Sheldon Leonard, Lloyd Bridges, Gavin Muir, Lou Merrill,

Donald;
story,-

Frederic Worlock. Jay' Novollo; Slg Arrio.
,

Leslie Brooks, Jeff Donnell, Carol Hughes, Theresa Harris,.

Roy Gordon, Bradley

Page,

Betsy. Gay. Louis Mason.

Warren Ashe, Dub Taylor,
'

;

,

.

-

;

:

FIRST COMES COURAGE, formerly ATTACKED BY
NIGHT, drama; prod., Harry Joe Brown; dir., Dorothy
Armer; asst. dir., William Mull; story, Melvln Levy and
Lewis Meltzer; camera, Joe Walker. Cast Merle' Oberon,
Brian Aherne, Lewis Wilson, Carl Esmond, Fritz Lelber,
William Martin, Gretta Grahdstodt, William Phillips, Isobel
.Elson', :. Pietro
Sosso. Conrad Binyon, Arno Frey. Eric
Feldary, Henry Roland, Ethel Griff les, Frederick Brunn,
Ervllle Alderson,' Hans Von Morehardt, John Royce,
Walter Theil, John Ell'lqtt, Reinhold Schunzel.
COWBOY OF- LONESOME RIVER (1943-44), -formerly
MANHATTAN BUCKAROO, western; prod;, Jack Fier;
dir., Benjamin Kbne; asst. dir., Ray NazarrO;' script, Luci
Ward; camera, David' Bagin. Cast: Charles Starrer, Vi
Athens, Pinky Tomlln,' Jimmy Wal.ely Trio, Ozzle Waters,
Ian Keith, John Tyrrell, Kenneth McDonald, Dub Taylor,
Steve Clark, Craig Woods.
RESTLESS LADY, mystery;
dir.,.
.

'

:

.

;

:

.

•

'

.-

:

'

-

.

..

.

.

.

_

.

:

•

'

•

WJZ

.

'

.

Troupers

-

'

.

.

.

.

;

:

'

.

•

:

'

.

-'

WHAT'S BUZZIN/ COUSIN?, musical; prod., Jack Fler;
Charles Barton; asst. dir., Louis Germanprez; based
upon a story by Aben Kandel; screenplay, Harry Sauber;camera, Joseph Walker. Cast: Ann Miller, Edward Anderson, John Hubbard, Freddy Martin and his orchestra,
dir.,

.

.

.

'

Wlsslerv

'

•

SILVER CITY RAIDERS,

.

•

.

prod..

dir..

SAHARA

.

.

52
.

Jack- Fler; dir., William Berke; story and screenplay, Betty
Biirbridge; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Kay Harris,
Arthur Hunnicutt, Charles Starrett. Kenneth MacDonald,
Pell.

'

Metro.

1

possibilities,

-.

release:.

RANGE,

THE

OF

'

40

1

3

1

room or awaiting

Douglas Drake, Hal Price. Ed
Osborne. Stanley Brown.

)

,

To to

2

'•

0

_

.

Totals
Pictures in cutting

ROBIN

...

T

Ing Cutting

pleted

'43-44
.

Westerns

1

drawing lead opposite Red Skelton
in 'Mr. Co^Ed.' Van Johnson js also
headed for important billing at

'.

Now

Promised Com- ShootFeature*

Gene Kelly

new
Warners' Roster
notably James Brown,,
Among Warner players who have
who plays the part of the 'flippant, built up rapidly with
theatregoers,
cynicaf pursuit pilot. John Ridtjely,
is Irene Manning ('Yankee Doodle
picked.- out of the Pasadena PlayDatidy'), who has drawn co-star bilihouse, and (Jig Ybuiig, who got atCavanaugh, Mary Forbes. Bess. Flowers, Shirley Patterson, tention in 'Gay Sisters."' are two iiig in 'The Desert Song.
Dwight Frye. Horace MacMahon, Grace Lcnaid, William: others
Alexis Smith (Gentleman Jim')
from "Force' who have
Baad^e. Max Willenz, Craig, Woods, Brodcrick OTairell,
is co-starred with Fredric March In
rapidly built up interest.
Harry Strang, Ray Tcai; Raoul Freeman'.
Production' execs' note that the 'Adventures of Mark Twain' for WB.
-WITHOUT NOTICE, comedy; prod.,- P. 3.; Wolfson;' ir..
building film personali- Joan Leslie ("Sergeant York" and
Richard Wallace; asst dir.. '.William Mull: story. Harold formula for
"Dandy") will get star billing in her
Goldman and Andrew SOU: camera, Frarjk Planer. Cast: ties has not changed. A well-writOthers
Charles Coburn, Marguerite Chapman. Bill' Carter, Isabelle ten, appropriate bit in a picture, an next for the same studio..
Elson, Betty Brewer, Melville Cooper, Norma Varden, Wil- unusual situation, bright dialog, pcr- being moved up on this lot include
liam Austin, Reginald' Sheffield, Sterling Campbell, Man- h?r £ ,0. camera angles', pi' any one Jack Carsdn Eleanor Parker, Faye
Earl
Frlcdkln
Eddie
Kane,
Joel
Hal
Price,
ton Moreland,
or mine similar: factors may give Emerson, Dolores Moran, Geraldine
%
Dwey, John Tyrrell, Dick Elliott. Fern Em'mctt. Tommy- impetus to a cat ier.
Fitzgerald, Joyce Reynolds, Dane
Mack,' Charles Halton. Gladys Blake. Mdry Wickes. WilWord-of-mquth quickly becomes Clark, Helmut Dantine, Nancy Coleliam- Austin. Kathleen Howard, Constance' Worth.
apparent and sti.dios then estimate man and Julie. Bishop.
Col. Plx In Production
whether newcomers rate tea lure or.
Prcviejw reports indicate that Sol
COVER GIRL 1 1.943-44), musical in Technicolor; prod., stellar billing.
Lesser is bringing in three strong
Arthur. Schwartz; dir.. Charles Vidor; asst. to prod., Norwho have entries with 'Stage Door Canteen'^iiewcuirie'rs
'Aniong
man Doming; assts., Oscar Boctticher: and Jack Voglin;
caiignt on so la r this season arc Cheryl Walker, Marjoric Rjordanscript, Harry Segall: camera, Rudy Mate: -Cast: Rita Hayworth, Jinx Falkenburg, Leslie Brooks, Eve Arden, Robert Robert Vvalker (iiusbaiid of- Jennifer and Lon McCallister, although latJones i, with his nrst assignment in; ter is scheduled to cnl'er the Army
Stanford, and 15 cover\fiirls.
He's also in and- will not be available for the
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER, formerly 'Bataaii'; tor Meii'5.
OFFICERS CANDIDATE SCHOOL; prod., Sani Bischbff: 'Madame wmc' uild on strength of duration. Joseph Cotton, ('Shadbw
dir.,' Alfred E. Green, ^ast: Douglass. Drake, Larry Parks,
his estimatea draw gets co-star bill- of a Doubt'), Marjoric Lord yvho.has
Michael Duane, Lloyd Bridges, Robert Stanford, Lewis ing with Donna Reed in- 'See Here..
appeared in various studios, and
Wilson, Bruce Bennett/ Torn Neal, Craig Woods, Frank
first
Latter
Hargrove.'
Private
Michael O'Shea -are listed 'from
Sully.
FOOTL1GIIT GLAMOR, comedy; prod.-dir., Frank caught on in 'Eyes of the'-i ight' United Artists, producers as stron
Strayer; asst. dir.. Earl Bellamy; script, .Connie Lee and when she photographed like a win- possibilities.
"
-;!':'
Karen De Wolf: camera, David Ragin. -Cast: Penny Sin- her.
Universal has Donald O'Connor,:
gleton, Arthur Lake, Irving Bacon, Ann Savage, Jonathan
20th nas 3b candidates
who reached stardomi quickly, jvhile
Hale, Grace Hayle, Rafael Storm.
Twentieth-fox lias,. some. 15 lead- amorig younger players which
RKO
ing men aim ai young fern trie play- is grooming for
more important
ers who hiive apparently become as spots are Nancy
Gates ('This Land
Metro
familiar to-, the 'teen age crowd,
of Mine') who has an. important spot
am 0 "? otlicr, as some of thfe' older in 'Land of the Rising. Sun' and will
Promised Com- Shoot- Now
stars;
Among these are Dana An- get featured billing in 'Government
'42-43 pleted ing Cutting To go
drews, whose .contract 20th shares Girl';
56~
Features
12
38
10
0
Ruth; Warwick (.'Forever and
with Samuel Gold wyn; John Archer,
Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
a Day'), .'who will get featured billSALUTE TO THE MARINES) drama; Technicolor; prod., Robert Bailey,- Lee J. Cobb i'Moon ing opposite Pat O'Brien in- 'The
John Considlne, Jr..;. dir., S. Sylvan Simon; no writing crcd-. Is Down'), Ralph Baird, William Iron Major'; Tom Conway, brother
Eythe, Aliyn Joslyn ('I Wake Up
its; .camera, Duke Green and Charles Schoenbaum, Cast:
of. George Sanders; William Terry,
Wallace Beery, Fay Bainter. William Lundigan, Marilyn Screaming'), William. Post t'Moon is
opposite Cheryl Walker in 'Stage
Maxwell, Keye Luke, Jim Davis, Don Curtis, Ray Collins. Down'), John .Sutton. Mary AnderMark Daniels', Fritz Lelber, Noah Beery, Jr.; Russell Glea- son, Lynn Bari, Aniie Baxter I'Pied Door Canteen,' who is figured as a
likely lead; Marcy McGuire, Rus"son.
Piper'); Linda Darnell; Virginia Gilsell
Wade, Richard Martin, Jean
LASSIE COME HOME, drama, In Technicolor; prod.,
Sam Marx; dir.. Fred Wilcox; no writing credits; camera, more, Ann Rutherford .(who moved Brooks and Bonita Granville. UnMetro)
and
Gobiha
Len Smith. Cast: Roddy MacDowall, Edmund Gwen, Reg- over from
derstood that Miss Granville may be
inald-Owen, Dame. May' Whltty,, Ben Webster, Donald Wright, Jr. Great hopes, of course, loaned
to Metro, to play opposite
are held for Jennifer Jones.- who. is
Crisp, Nigel Bruce, Elsa Lancaster, Lassie.
HARRIGAN'S KID, formerly HALF-PINT KID, drama: being boosted into stardom via 'Song Mickey Rooney and may shorten
her current Eastern tour to lake
prod., Irving/ Starr; dir.. Charles. Riesner; no writing of Bernadette.'
the assignment.
credits; camera, Walter Lundin.
Cast: Bobby Readlck.
.Among
young
players
being
William Gargan, Horace McNally, Frank Craven, Jay.
In addition to O'Connor, Univergroomed for top'^assignments at
Ward.
Paramount is Barbara Britton who sal also rtfis Susanna. Foster, Peggy
I DOOD IT, comedy-musical;
prod.., Jack Cummlngs;
got a featured role in "So Proudly Ryan and Louise AUbritton among
dir., Vincent' Mirinelli; no \vriting credits; camera, Charles
who have become familiar
..Rosher. .Cast: Red Skelton, Eleanor Powell, Jimmy Dorsey We Hail,' after registering in a b!t those
and' band, Buck and Bubble's, Patricia. Dane, Richard Aln- in 'Wake Island.'
Marjorie Reyn- faces to the new generation of thealey.
olds is featured in 'Dixie,' as Jesuit tregoers.
AS THOUSANDS. CHEER, formerly PRIVATE MISS of her work in 'Holiday Inn.' Betty
JONES, drama In ^Technicolor; prod., Joseph Pasternak;
Hutton is. heading' for stellar billing
dir.,* George Sidney; no writing credits; camera, George
Folsey. Cast: Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbl. in 'Miracle of Morgan's Creek' and
is
spotted opposite Bobe Hope in
Mary Astor, John- Boles, Dick Simmons.
RIGHT ABOUT FACE, musical; prod., Irving Starr; dir.; 'Let's Face It." William Bendix. on
SS Continued from! page 4 ±=
Tim Whelan; no writing credits; camera. Charles Rosher. Par's permanent players' list, draws
Cast: Kay Kayser. Marilyn 'Maxwell, Ava Gardner.
the male lead assignment in 'Hos- Command at Pawling, New York.
,
FACULTY ROW, comedy; prod., Robert Slsk; dir., Jules tages.', Diana Lynn, being moved That same month,, the WJZ Victory
Dassin; story "by William Noble; camera, Charles Lawton.'
along fast, has been given' a fea- Troop entertained for the Army Air
Cast: Mary Astor, Herbert Marshall. Susan Peters, Elliott
tured role in 'And' the Angels Sing.' Corps in Atlantic City on the stage
Reld, Richard Carlson. Allyn Joslyn. George Doblenz.
LOST ANGEL, comedy; prod., Robert Slsk; dir., Roy Susan Hay ward ("Reap the Wild of Convention .Hall, and appeared at
Rowland; asst. dir., George Rheln; screenplay, none; cam- Wind') has a featured role in 'Man the hospital the same afternoon.
Since that time, we have made arera, Robert L. Surtes. Cast: Margaret O'Brien, James on
Half -Moon
Street.'
Teresa
Ellis'
Craig, Marsha Hunt.
Wright,
Walker, Betty Rhodes, rangements to appear at the
MAN FROM DOWN UNDER, war drama; co-prods., Donna Helen
Island Coast Guard Hospital and the
Drake.' Sonny Tufts, Gail
Robert Z. Leonard. Orville O. Dull; dir., Robert Z. Leon-,
ih
Russell, are among other youngsters Walter Reid General Hospital
ard; asst. dlr, Earl McEvoy; no story credit; camera, Sid
Washington. On June 11, the WJ2>
Wagner. Cast; Charles Laughton, Blnnie Barnes/ Donald who have caught on during the past
year and are being rushed into more Victory Troop presented an hourReed, Richard Carlson, Horace McNally, Clyde Cook.
and-a-half show at the Halloran GenGIRL CRAZY, musical; prod., Arthur Freed; dir. Norman important spots.
Taurog: original, Guy Bolton and Jack McGowan; screenLena Home, Metro player, who' eral Hospital, Staten Island in coplay, Fred Finklehoffe; camera, Bill Daniels. Cast: Mickey
has stellar billing in 'Cabin in the operation with the American Red
Rooney, Judy Garland, Rags Ragland.- Guji Kibbee, Gil
Wednesday
following
the
Sky,' is being built up as a Metro Cross:
Strattbn, Frances Ward! Tommy Dorsey and band.
artists
ace, being importantly spotted in afternoon, several individual
Metro Plx In Production
from the Troop went back to the
'Panama Hattie;'
Thousands
A GUY NAMED JOE, comedy-drama; prod., Everett Cheer,' 'I Dood It,* 'As
Halloran Hospital to appear in the
and
'Meet
the
Rlsk'in; dir., Victor Flernlng; asst. dir., Horace Hough; no
were
People.' She's currently in 'Stormy restricted wards for men who.
story credit; camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Spencer Tracy,
Weather?. (20th), loaned for the as- burned in tanks and could not: see
Irene- Dunne',. James Gleason, Van Johnson, Ward Bond.
the previous performance because of
SONG OF RUSSIA, formerly RUSSIA, war-drama with signment.
musical background; prod., Joe Pasternak; dir., Gregory
Margaret O'Brien, moppet who their bed-ridden conditions. We return to Staten Island for. a third
Ratoff:.' asst. dir... Roland Asrier; camera, Harry Stradllng. .first attracted attention in
'Journey
show on the 16th of this month.
Cast: Robert Taylor. Susan Peters, Robert: Benchly, for Margaret,"
is getting stellar billPatricia. Prest, Felix Bressart, Michael Chekhov, Feodor
Mrs. G. U. Stewart, wife of the
ing in .'Lost Angel" (tentative title)
Chaliapin, Darryl Hickman, Jacqueline White," Michael
Commanding
Officer at the Manhatand
Metro
schedule
has her listed
Dalmatov. John Hodiak, .Vladi ir Sokolof, Leo MoStovy.
tan
Beach Coast Guard Training
for'
'Russia"
and
'Madame Curie"
MADAME CURIE, biographical; prod., Sidney Franklin;
Station,
has invited us to do two
also.
-Jackie
Jenkins '('Human
dir.. Mervyn LeRoy; asst. dir.; Al Shenberg; camera, Joe
Ruttenberg; from book by Eve Curie. Cast: Greer Gar- Comedy'), is anblhef Mclro hopeful shows, one at Sick Bay and one in
son,. Walter Pidgeoh, Robert „ Walker, Margaret O'Brien,
Chaplain Spaulding
while Keye Luke,. Chinese player, the Hospital.
Albert
Basserman, Reginald Owen,
Henry Travers, vis being groomed for more. impor- just phoned today to make .arrangeC. Aubrey Smith.
ments with us for a series of shows
tant spots on the Culver City lot.
AMERICA, drama; prod., King Vidor; dir., King Vidor;
at
the
Brooklyn
Navy HosrJital.
Gene
Kelly, dancer from
'Pal
asst. dir., George Ragian; screenplay, none; camera. Hal
Some of the regular WJZ Victory
Rosson. Cast: Brian Donlevy, Ann Richards, John Qualen, Joey,' Broadway legitor, on strength
of showing, opposite Judy Garland Troopers participating in these shows
J. M. Kerrigan, Fred Brady, Jackie Jenkens.
in
'For Me and My Gal.' has star are: Vicky Vickee, 'Whispering Jack'
THE HEAVENLY BODY, melodrama; prod.,. Arthur
Hornblow, Jr.; dir., Al Hall; asst. dir.. Bill Lewis; an •billing in 'DuBarr.y Was. a Lady,' Smith,' Texas Jim Robertson,. Joseoriginal by Jacques Thicry; screenplay, Michael Arlen scheduled
to
follow "Stage Poor phine Houston, _Wilbur Evans, Elissa
and Walter Reisch; camera,. Bill Daniels. Cast: William Canteen' into
the .Capitol, N._ Y. Minet, Donald Bain, The Kibitzers,
Powell, Hedy Lamarr,' Fay- Bainter,- Spring By lng ton.
Susan Peters; first getting important Jeanne Roy,; Blanche Norman, Diane
Connie Gilchrist.
WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN, comedy; prod.. George attention in 'Random Harvest," got Courtney, The. Jesters, :and a host
Halght; dir., S. Sylvan Simon; asst. dir., Earl- McMcvoy; stellar billing in 'Assignment in of others.
no writing credits;- camera; Lester White.
Cast: Red Brittai.y'. and co-stars-, with Robert
All of the WJZ Victory Troop
Skelton, Ann Rutherford. Rags Ragland. Jean Rogers, Taylor in 'Russia.''
Kathryn Gray- Shows have been under the direct
Ray Collins. HcnryJO'Nelll, Arthur Space. William Frawley, Son ('Andy Hardy's Private Secresupervision of John McNeil, WJZ
Howard Freeman,: Sam Leveiie, Steve Geray.
tary'), gets co-star 'billing- with Gene
Station Manager, and under the dN
CRY HAVOC, drama; prod., Edward Knopf; dir., Kelly in 'As Thousands
Cheer.' rectioh of
Richard TOorpeiJasst. dir., Rpllie Asher; play by Allan
Pierre Aumont, co-starred in 'BritJoseph M. Seiferth,
(Continued bri page 22)
tany,' gets similarly important bill- Audience Promotion Manager, WJZ.,
asst.

Cast:' Evelyn- Key'cs.

'

j»

16.

-'i.

Stars

3

with

in 'A Thousand Shall Fall.". Esther- Williams
(•Andy Hardy's Double' Life
is
being groomed for important billing,

execs hayc been compelled to
acknowledge that kids are carrying
the torch for scores of. new players
virtually, unknown before Pearl Harfilm

~

67

ing,

'-

•

•
e

14 fea-

lists

Berlin;' camera, Phil TaliAnita Louise, Emory Parncll,
Minerva Urccal. Frank O'Connor, Allyn Joslyh. Edmund
Lowe. John Hubbard, Frank Cravcruj^illiam Demarest,
Ann
SfMle, Robert Savage.
Douglass Drake; John Abbott.
Robert Stanford. Lynn Merrick; Stanley Brown, Hobart

mirk

Promised Com- Shoot-

Republic

Cotiimbifl,

United Artists five. Monogram nine and
PRC, 25. Admittedly some of these u'ill ujind tip, on
next season's program.
Leigh Jason;

Features.

and

tures to go,

present seusonS lineup or
iciiitfiiiB.up final pictures of
actually under

Studios

•
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Twin

Renege on Fighting

City Indies

(C&nlinucd from page 20)

.

Percentage Fix; Distribs Hit Back
Minneapolis, July

+

6.

Some. of the Twin City independent exhibitors are deserting the ranks
of- the -strikers' against percentage
for RKO's 'Pride of the Yankees' and
are buying the deal. One of those
who just has capitulated is an independent exhibilor'leader who always
has been in. the front of the fight

1

.

against percentage.

Sam Shirley, M-G : M, district man:
ager, .here to investigate complaints
against his. company's percentage
and rental demands ant. the sliding
scale, plan, announced 'My friendly company' doesn't intend' to' become 'the sucker company.' Shirley
personally has been interviewing a
number of the Twin City independents who have been the loudest in
He
their squawks against M-G,-M.
'

'

,

6ays.he will take up every grievance
individually.-'.
.

Republic's 'Hit, Parade of 1943' has
been coming through at the boxofflce

Liberalize Apprentice

Theodor Sparkulil. Cast; MacDonald Carey, Betty Rhode's
Dona Drake, Lorraine and Rpgnan, Marty May, Cliff Edward's, Minna. Gombell. Catherine Craig, Linda Brent
.

.

Kciiward; camera, Harold .kosher; Cast: Atin Suthern,
Margaret Sullivan, Joan Bloudcll, Fay Bainlcr, Marsha
Hunt, Ella Rains, Heather Angel, Corinie Gilchrist, Dorothy Moore, Diana Lewis, Gloria Grafton, Frances Gilford..
Fely Franquclll.
THE CROSS OF LORRAINE,, formerly A THOUSAND
SHALL FALL, drama;' prod., Edwin Knopf; dir., Tay'
Garnett; asst. dir., Juliab Sllbe'rsteln; story, Hans Hobe;
camera, Karl- Freuhd. Cast: Pierre Aumont, Gene Kelly,
Richard Whorf. Joseph Callela.' Jack Lambert, Sir Ccdrlc
Hardwicke. Peter Lorre, Wallace Ford; Hume Cronyn.Don
Curtis, Jack Edwards, Jr.. Richard Hyen.
MEET THE PEOPLE; musical; prod., E. Y. Harburg:
dir.. Charles Relsner; asst. dir., George Rhein; screenplay,
Sig Herzlg and Fred Sady; camera, Robert Surtees. Cast:
Lucille Ball, Dick Powell, Bert Lahr. Vaughn Monroe,
Spike Jones. Virginia O'Brien, June Allyson, Steve Geray,
Matl and Hart.
.'

'

Pnttl Brllhnhtc,
'

to

'

;

.

.

in the Twin Cities in great style, but
nevertheless the company complains
that Minneapolis and St. Paul independents, for the most/part, refuse
tS give it a break and insist on buy1943-44,
This is the
ing it for 'peanuts.'
usual procedure with respect to independent-product, but the boys who
hope to 'steal? the; picture this' time
With a view to, getting away from
are going to be fooled, it's indicated. •pictures with war backgrounds, at
It's one of the. times that an exchange least 50% of the Producers Releasis complaining agaihst the Twin City ing Corp. program for the 1943-44
independents who most of the- time season will consist of stories in the
are in the complainers' seats.
musicals,
including
lighter
vein,
semi-musicals and comedies, while
the balance will -be made up of dra-.:
matic and meller subjects that do
not. deal with the global conflict.
Spending more, on the coming season's program than ever before, ArThe major N. Y. circuits,, plus in- thur Greenblatt, general sales mandividual operations such as the Muager, stating 'we have the go-sign
.

,

.-

Rojcy-

Hall,

sic

and

Rivoli,

have

closod a three-year- deal with the
Protective
Theatrical
stagehands,
Union No. 1, calling for a; $5 increase in addition to retroactive pay
arid a second week's vacation at

from our financial backers,' PRC's
lowest-budget picture will equal the
highest-bracket picture made this
Greenblatt adds
season (1942-43).
that actually there are no limitations
.

.

Under the retroactive provisions

of

DISNEY'S DWARFS AGAIN

PRC

.

.
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Westerns
Totals
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Now

40

34

HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A HOUSE,
Walter MacEwen;
Bennett;

Max TerhUne.
SIX-GUN GOSPEL,

.

western;

prod.,

Duhlap;

Scott R.

Lambert Hillyer; screenplay, Jess Bowers and Harry
Neumann; camera, Ed Hipp. Cast; Johnny Mack Brown,

Raymond

Hatton.

HERE COMES KELLY (1943-44). formerly HE COULDN'T
TAKE IT, comedy; prod., William Beaudlne: dir.. Lindsley:
Parson;

asst.

Martlnelli.

William Strbhbach; camera. Arthur
Eddie QUUIan, Joan Woodbury. Maxie

dir.,

Cast:

.

Rosenbloom.

REVENGE OF THE ZOMBIES,
no writing

Steve.' Sekely;

dir.,

Stengler.

Robert

Cast:

prod., Lindsley Parsons;
credits;
camera, Mack
.

Lowery,

Gale

.

Storm,

Mantaii

.

pacts,

.

,

'

asso.

comedy; prod.,
Mlchele Kraike; dir., Hugh
Oscar Rudolph; screenplay, Muriel

asso. prod.,

dir.,

Bolton and Vail Burton. Cast: Jimmy Ly don. Charlie
Smith, Joan Mortimer,. John Lltel, Olive Blakency:
THE UNINVITED, drama; prod., Charles Brackett;
dir.,; Lewis Allen; -asst. dir.,- C. C. Coleman, Jr.; screenplay. Dodle Smith and Jack Farlose; camera. Charles Lang.
Cast: Ray Milland, Bruce Hussey, Gall Russell, DonalbF
Crisp, Cornelia Otis Skinner, Barbara Everest, Alan Napier.
MINESWEEPER, drama; prod., William Pine and William Thomas; dir., William Berke; asst. dir., Eddie Mull;
original screenplay, Commander Louis H. Gwinri and Edward T. Lowe; adaptation, Edward T. Lowe and Maxwell
Shane: camera. Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast; Richard Arlen,
Jean Parker, Russell Hayden, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams,

LAW

»

'

Charles D. Brown, Grant Withers,
Chandler, Ray Sanford.

Doug Fowley,.

Chicle-

•

THE HOUR BEFORE THE DAWN,

'

war-drama;

prod.,

William Dozler; dir., Frank TutUe:. asst. dir., Havre Forest; from a novel, by W. Somerset Maugham; camera, John
Seitz.
Cast: Franchot' Tone, Veronica Lake, Blnnie
Barnes, John Sutton, 'Nils Asther.
AND THE: ANGELS SING, musical-comedy; prod.,
E. D. Leshln: dir.. George Marshall; asst. dir.. Art-Black;
screenplay, Melvin Frank and Norman' Panama; camera,
Karl Struss,
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Fred MacMunay..
Betty Hutton, Diana Lynn, Mlml Chandler, Raymond
Walburn, Eddie Foy,- frr., Edmund Glover, Slg Rumann.
HENRY ALDRICH'S LITTLE. SECRET, formerly 1IKNRY
•

-

.

ALDRICH ROCKS THE. CRADLE, comedy;
MacEwen:

assoc. prod,, Michael Kraike;

asst.

dir.,

P.-ir

Plx In Production

FRENCHMAN'S CREEK, romance-adventure in Technicolor; prod., David. Lewis: dir., Mitchell Leisen; asst. dir,
Dick McWhorter; from a novel by Daphne du Maurier;
camera, George Barnes.
Cast: Joan Fontaine.' Arturo
de Cordova, Basil Rathbone, Sir Cedrlc Hardwlcke, Ralph
Forbes. Nigel Bruce,- Patricia Bafker,'- David James. Mary
Field," David Clyde, Doris Lloyd, Charles Coleman, Billy.
Daniels.

-

,

Producers Releasing Corp.
Promised Com- Shoot'42-43

bonusr~"Rubin, $2,000 weekly, plus. nard. Betty Miles.
1.4% bonus; and Weingarten, $3,250
NEARLY EIGHTEEN, drama! prod., Lindsley Parson;
weekly plus bonus of 35/100 of 1%. dir., Arthur Drelfus; Cast: Gall Storm, Rick Vaillii, Bill
Usual arrangement, in effect- in the Henry.
past, would apply to any sharing in
profits, principal deduction being the.
Paramonnt
allowance for common stock earn-

Features

•

ernment, producer is experimentings..
Under this arrangement, , no
ing with new technical developments which would speed up pro- profit-sharing is allowed until deduc-

pleted

.....42

9
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-

tion of $2,745,744 (representing $2
duct ion of f eaturelength . entertainment cartoons. Disney is trying to per share Of outstanding common
stock' on Jan. 1, 1943) has been made.
set up formula to cut time for makWhile Mayer's salary was $157,500
ing-such features as 'Snow White,'
about two years in production, in the fiscal year ending last Aug. 31,
•Bambi.y about 18 months in produc- his total remuneration was brought
to $949,765: via a bonus of $792,265,
tion and others.
Costs would thus
representing his. 6.770' cut of com-,
be. automatically reduced/

Disney has been mulling produc- bihed profits. Rubin received $106,of 'Alice in Wonderland' but 000 in fixed salary and $168,836 as
may be shelved until his speed- bonus in same period. Bernstein's

tion

:

this

salary was $106,000. and His
bonus $175,719 in same year, Wein'Peter. Pan,'
on wviich script', is completed, for garteri's is listed as $170,625 fixed
early release instead. Disney is also salary and $41,001 bonus.

methods
Disney .may produce

ier production,

are- solved.

fixed

'

possibility "'of
producing
'Gremlins,' originally planned as a
feature, as a short.

tiiullin^
'

:

.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, July 6.
'Misunderstood'
release
tag on
Tower of Strength' at Warners..
'Gay Nineties' at Warners became
.

The Gay

.

Blades.'

6.

ten his fourth consecutive five-year
contract,
continuing
his
current
chore as executive on Louis B.
Mayer's production, staff.
Weingarten made 42 pictures during, his 15' years as producer oij the
Culver City lot.

To go
4

.

NO TIME FOR LOVE,

comedy-drama; asso. prod.', Fred
Kohlmar; dir., Mitchell Leisen; no writing credits; camera, Charles Lang.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray., Richard Haydon, Ilka Chase, Paul McGrath. June
Havoc Marjorie Gateson, Robert Harrlck,. Morton Lowry.
TRIUMPH OVER PAIN, formerly GREAT WITHOUT
GLORY,' drama; written arid directed by Preston StUrges;
asst. dir.. Ed Bernoudy; -screenplay' based on' a book-by
:

Rene:Fulop-Mlller; camera, Victor Mll'ner. Cast: Joel McCrca, Betty Field, Harry Carey, William Demarest, Julius
Tanncn, Louis Jean Hcydt. Donivee' Lee, Franklin Pangborn-.

MIRACLE OF MORGAN'S CREEK, drama; prod:, G.M.O.;
screenplay,, Preston Sturges and Ernst Laemmle; camera,
Seitz;. Cast: Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton. Diana

John

''

'•'
<

-

.

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS,

Metro handed Lawrence Weingar-

Pictures In cutting

Now

!42-43 pleted ing Cutting
59
39
1
20
.Pictures in cutting. room or awaiting release:

Lynn.

:

Welngarten's 15th Year
Hollywood, July

Promised Com- Shoot-

drama, }n Technicolor;

prod.-dlr., Sam Wood; novel by Ernest Hemingway; camera, Ray Rennahan.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Akim Tamlrbff,
.

Katina Paxlmou. Joseph Callela, Vladimir Skoloff, Mikhail Pasuinny, Edward Clannelli, Fortunlo Bonanova, Duncan. Renaldo, Alexander Granach, Leonid Snegoff. Lllo
Yarson, Martin Garralaga. Victor- Varconl, Eric Fckiary,
•

Leo

Bulgakoff.'

Feodor Challapin, Jean De Val, Armand

Roland. Dick Botiller.

SALUTE FOR THREE,
dir.,

drama: prod., Walter MacEwen;

:Ralph .Mui-phy; original story, Lesl^r. Cole; camera,

•

prod.. -Walter

dir., Hugh BenJohn Coonan: screenplay, Aleen Leslie;
camera, Dan Fapp. Cast: J-iirimy Lydon, Charlie Smith,
Joan Mortimer, John Litel, Olive 'Blakency, Ann Doraii,
John David Robb. Thayer Fare.

nett:

.

-

V

'

Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
MELODY PARADE. (1943-44), musical; prod., Lindsley
Parsons; dir., Arthur Drelfuss: asst. dir., William. Strohbach; screenplay, Tim Ryan and Charles R. Marlon;, camera. Mack Stengler. Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Eddie Qulllan, Tim and Irene, Mantan Moreland, Jerry Cooper, Anson
Weeks and Orchestra, Armida, Ted Flo Rita and Orchestra,
Kenneth Harlan.
THE
RIDES AGAIN, western; prod., Robert Tansey; dir., Alan James;, asst. dir., Robert Emmett; screenplay. Tim Ryan and, Charles R. Marion; camera, Mack
Stengler. Cast: Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard.
SPOTLIGHT REVUE (1943-44), musical; prod Sam

'

sodes stop being funny. Some comedy is still maintained, however;
where appropriate.
Meantime, with around 90% of the
Disney studios currently geared for
the production of films for the gov-

"

\

TORNADO, (melodrama'); prod.,William Pine and William Thomas; dir., William Berke; asst. dir., Eddie Mull;
camera, Fred Jackman, Jr.; screenplay by Maxwell Shane;
story by John Guedel. Cast: Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly,
William Henry, Gwen Kenyon.
'MARDI GRAS,' musical short: subject In Technicolor;
prod., Lou Harris; dir., Hugh Bennett; asst. dir., Dan
McCauley; screenplay, Ben Terry; camera, George Barnes.
Cast: Betty Rhodes, Johnny Johnston, Cecil Kellaway.

9

.

tag Cutting To go
4
20
9
14
2
9

pleted
0
9

'43-44

:

';

.".

running to Moreland, Lyle Talbot. Veda Ann Borg, John Carradine.
* forces.
I WAS A CRIMINAL (1943-44). drama; prod.. Maurice
Aug. 31, .1946, would
Many of the Disney cartoon char- B. Mayer, J. Robertbe given Louis King; assoc. prod., Franklin King; dir., Kurt Neumann;
Rubin, David asst. dir., Clarence Bricker; original
story. Maurice Frankacters, are now working for Uncle
Bernstein and Lawrence Weingarten. lin: screenplay, John Faxon; camera, Jackson
Rose. Cast:
Sam, but military agencies, from ac
They are set for stockholder ap- Victor Jory, Pamela Blake. Harry Hayden, Emory Parnell,
counts, though at first pleased with
proval with the proviso that a fur- Nora Cecil. Lee White, Paul Fix, Ray Walker, Edwin Mills.
introduction of considerable, comedy
ther extension of three years on no- •Veda Ann Borg.
films, have
in- military
since retice by the company and acceptance
Monogram
Plx
In
Production
„
quested that, humorous sequences be
by the parties .involved.
BULLETS AND SADDLES (1943-44). western; prod..
curtailed.
W. Weeks; dir., Anthony Marshall: asst. dir.. WilSome of the Disney films for use theStockholders were informed that George
new contracts call for the same liam Nolte. Cast: Ray Corrlgan, Dennis Moore; Max
of the armed forces run from 20,000
contracts as now being paid per year Terhune.
to 27,000 feet in length and must be
OUTLAWS OF STAMPEDE PASS, western: prod., Scott
to the four executives.
These
are:
reviewed repeatedly,, with result
'Mayer, $3,000. weekly, plus 6.77% R. Dunlap: dir., -Wallace Fox; asst. dir.. Doc Jobs. Cast:
that comedy becomes a handicap,
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
of combined annual net profits; BernAfter seeing a three or four-hour
BLAZING .GUNS (1943-44), western; prod., Robert Tanstein,
$2,000
weekly plus Vk% sey; dir., Robert Emmett. Cast: Hoot
production several times funny epiGibson. Ken Maylast

RIDING HIGH, musical In Technicolor; prod., Fred
Kohlmar: dir, George Marshall; asst. dir.. Art Black;
screenplay, Walter De Leon, Arthur Phillips, Art Arthur;
cameras, Harry Hallenberge and Karl Struss, Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Dick Powell, Victor Moore, Gil Lamb, Cass
Daley, Milt Brltfon and band.
.HOSTAGES, drama: prod., Sol C: Siegel; dir.. Frank
Tuttler asst. dir., Alvln. Ganzer; screenplay by Frank
Butler and Carolyn Butler, based on hovel by Stefan
Heym; camera. Victor Miller. Cast: Arturo de Cordova,
Lulse Ralner, WllUam Bendlx, Paul Lukas, Katina Paxlnou,
Oscar Homolka, Roland Varno, Fred Glermann, Mikhail
Rasumny, Eric Feldary. Johnny Mylong, Michael Visaroff.
Felix Basch, Phillip Van Zandt Rex WUllams. Hans Con-

LET'S FACE IT, musical comedy; asso: prod., Fred
Kohlmar; dir., Sidney Lanfield; asst. dir, Lonnie D'osra;
no story credit; camera; Lionel Llndon.. Cast: Bob Hope;
Betty. Hutton, Dona Drake. ZaSu Pitts, Phyllis Povah,
Marjorie Weaver.- Cully Richards, Eve Arden, Phyllis Ruth,
Raymond Walburn, William Demarest, Andrew "Tombes,
Joseph Sawyer, Arthur Loft. Grace Hayle, Florence Shir-

Now

Ing Cutting
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Monogram
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Features
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—

Alvln

dir.,

'

Moore,

for Army Plx Solely Cartoon
4
Execs' Contracts
Producer's When and Its"
Mopey, Dopey and the others/of
for Stockholders'
the Seven Dwarfs'; minus Snow
Loew's, Inc., stockholders will be
White, are back in pictures: but not asked
to approve the. renewal of confor public showing. Walt Disney tracts
for four executives at a spedrafted the dwarfs for a cleanup job
.cial meeting on July 29, according to
in a lengthy picture strictly limited
proxy statement, sent shareholders
to exhibition for the U. S. armed

,But

asst.:

.

about 50% Of its
1942-43 season's output ready by Oct.
,

Graham;

1

,

-

Jo'

dir,

Howard Snyder and Hugh Wedlock, Jr.; caml
Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: 'Helen Walker, James Brown
'
Mabel Paige, Rod Cameron.
IN THE DABS, drama In Technicolor; asso. prod,
Dick Blumenthal; dir.. Mitchell Leisen; no writing creditscamera. Dan Fapp. Cast: Ginger Rogers, Ray Milland;
Warner Baxter, Mlscha Auer, Phyllis Brooks.

.

Offerman.

on budget
Company, which held a two-day
regional sales meeting in N.Y.,
the contract, the stagehands, receive Thursday-Friday (1-2), plans a proKatzman and Jack Dietz; dir., WllUahrBeaudlhe; asst. dir.,
$2 per week for the year ended. Feb. gram of 24 features and 16 westerns. Eddie. Davis: screenplay, none;
camera, Mack Stengler.
1 last and $3 since that date, when
This is the same as for the current Cast: Frank Fay, Billy Gilbert, Butch and Buddy, Bonnie
the old agreement expired.
season .except that there will be 16 Baker, Herb Miller and Orchestra.
The three-year deal is the longest instead of 18 westerns/ Starting reBLACK MARKET RUSTLERS, western; prod., George
the. N. Y. stagehands ever negoleases early the end of this month', Weeks; dir.. S. Roy Luby; an original story by Patrick
Harper;, camera. Edward Kull. Cast: RayVLorrigan, Dennis
tiated;
will have
salary.

•

LADY

Nancy Walker, Rochester,' Lena Home, Hazel Scott. Tommy
Dorsey and Orchestra, The Edwards Sisters, The Ross
Sisters, Bunny Waters. Kenny Bowers.
SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE, comedy; prod.,

N.Y. STAGEHANDS'

.

.

Cast:

era,

BROADWAY

;

3-YEAR DEAL;

Harry Caplan;
Jimmy Lyl

dir.^

Cecil Kellaway,

;

'

asst

screenplay,

.

16 OF 'EM WESTERNS

•

Bennett;

G laser, Barbara Jo Allen,. Paul Harvey.
THE GOOD FELLOWS,, comedy-drama; prod.; Waiter

MacEwen;

PRC'S 40 FOR

NEW
$5 TUT

Hugh

Charles Smith,. John Lltel, Olive Blakency, 'Diana

don,

'

George Haight; dir.,' Wesley Ruggles; asst. dir., Barney
Glazer; novel, Marlon Hargrove; camera, Charles Lawton.
Cast: Robert Walker, Donna Reed, Chill. Wills. Donald
(Curtis', Keenan Wynn, Ray Collins, Bill Phillpps', George

dir.,

Aleen Leslie; camera, Dan Fapp.

Lynn, Vaughn"

WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER, drama; prod. ..Sidney FrankCast:
dir., Clarence. Brown; asst. dir:, A' Jennings.
Irene Dunne, Allan Marshall.' Frank Morgan, Roddy McDowell. Dame May Whltty. C. Aubrey Smith, Gladys
Cooper, Elizabeth Taylor, Norma Varden.
RHYTHM, musical in Technicolor; prod..
Jack Cummings; dir., Roy. Del Ruth; asst. dir., Joe Boyle;
Cast: George Murphy, Ginny
camera, Glenn Smith.
Simms, Charles Wlnninger, Ben Blue, Gloria De Haven,

'

'

'•

MacEwen;

storyi

.

lin;

'

LIFE, drama; prod., Paul Jones; dir., George
-Marshall; original screen story by Ben and Sol 'Barzmari'
and Bess Rafel; camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Mary Martin
Francbot Tone; Dick Ppwell. Victor Moore,: Mabel Paige"
Beverly Hudson, Raymond Roc, BUI Dcmercst.
HENRY ALDRIC1I PLAYS CUPID, comedy; prod., Walter

'

Ease tabor

Philadelphia. July 6.
The State Department of Labor
and Industry last week authorized
the liberalization of the regulations
for apprentice projectionists in order to alleviate: the shortage of motion picture operators in smaller
towns and upstate.
The "change: was, the result of a
plea by leaders Of Allied in Philly
leaders,
and Pittsburgh. _ Union
however, opposed' the move.
The new regulations do not apply
to the first class cities of Pennsylvania, namely,' Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Scrantbn.'
Attending the hearing were Joseph-' Conway, representing »JUlied
of eastern Pennsylvania, and Fred
Herrington "and George. Ickes, representing Allied of Western PennLarry Katz represented
sylvania.
the IATSE,
/

be De Bai rlngton.

TRUE TO

.

'

Boothmen

1913

7,

Advance Production Chart

room

or awaiting release:
DEATH RIDES THE PLAINS (western): prod.. Sig Ncufeld; dir., Sam Newfleld; asst. dir., Melville De Lay; camera, Robt. Cline: screenplay, ..Joe O'Donnell. Cast: Bob
Livingston,-. Al St, John, Nica Dorct„ Ray Bennett,, StanJolley, George Chcsebro. John Elliott, Slim Whltakcr.
WEST OF TEXAS, (Western); prods., Alfred Stern,
Arthur Alexander; dir., Oliver Drake; camera, Ira .Morgan;
screenplay; Oliver Drake.
Cast: " Dave (Tex) O'Brien,
Jim Newlll, Guy Wllkerson, Frances Gladwin, Marilyn
Hare, Robert Barron, Tom London, Jack Rockwell, Jack
In graham, Henry Hall.
BILLY THE KID, western; prod., Sig Ncufcld: dir.. Sam
Newfield; asst. dir., Mel DeLay;. screenplay. Patricia Harper: camera, Robert Cline:
Cast: Buster Crabbe, Al St.
John, Milton Klbbee, Kermlt Maynard, Audrey Manners.
BORDER BUCKAROOS, western; prod., Alfred Stern
and Arthur Alexander; dir.. Oliver Drake; screenplay.
Oliver' Drake; camera, Ira Morgan.
Cast: DaVc O'Brien,
Jim 'Newlll, Guy Wilkersoh, Christine Mclnty re, Eleanor
Counts,, Bud Osborne, Reed Howes.
WOLVES OF- THE RANGE, western; prod.. Slg Ncuficld:
dir., Sam Newfield; asst: dir., Mel De Lay; original by Joe
O'Donnell; camera, Rohort Cline. Cast: Bob Livingston.
Al St. John, Frances' GaldwIn, Stan Jolley,; Karl Hackelt,
'

•

.

'

Jack Ingraham, Ken Duncan.

FIGHTING VALLEY,

western;

prod.,

Alexander-Stern;

Oliver Drake; Asst. dir., Arthur Alexander: fcrccnOliver Drake; camera, Ira Morgan.
Cast: Dave
O'Brien, Tim Newlll, Guy Wilkcrson, Pattl McCarly.
dir.,

!play,

STREET. OF DARKNESS
.MUSIC, drama;

(1943-44), formerly STRAN'C!
prod., Ripiey-Monter; dir., Artliur' Ripley;

.

.

.

'
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PICTURES

dlr Bart Carre; screenplay, Frederick Torbcrg: camCast: Francis Lederer, J. Carroll Nalsh,
era 'Dick Fryer.

George Lewis, Bill Halligan. Hooper Atchlcv, Charles
Jack Rockwell, Bud Geary, Jack. Ingram, Al Taylor.

osst

Miller,

Sigrid Gurie, Alexander Granach.
j Edward Bromberg,
Cota, Martin Garallago, Luis Alborni,
Olga Fabian, David
Howard Johnston.

DANGER— WOMEN AT WORK

comedy;

(1943 T 44),

SILVER SPURS,

western; asso. prod., Harry Grey; dir..
'Joe -Kane; asst. dir., Art Slteman; no screen credits; camera. Reggie Lannlng.
Cast: Roy Rogers, Phvllis Brooks,
Smiley Burnette, Sons of the Pioneers.

prod.,

Sam Newfield; asst. dir., Mel De Lay;
Martin Mboney;.' camera, Ira Morgan.
screen
Casf Patsy Kelly, Corbina Wright, Sr., Isbella Jewell;
Frank Jenks, Warren Hymer.
FRONTIER LAW, western; prod., Alexander-Stern: dir.,
Cast: Dave O'Brien,
Oliver Drake: camera, Ira Morgan.
Jim Newill, .Guy Wllkerson, Patricia Knox, Jack Ingrain,
-•
Stan Jolley. Ken- Duncan.THUNDERING CATTLE,, western; prod:, Slg Neufeld;
camera,
Robert
Cllne.
Newfield:
Cast: Buster
air',' Sam.
Crabbe. Al St. John. Frances Gladwin, Ed Cassidy, Charles
dir.,

Jack Schwartz:

SECRET SERVICE IN DARKEST AFRICA,

-

credits,

John

King. Steve Clark,

PRC
TIGER FANGS

Frank

Elliott,

William

George

Newfield;

Duncan Rcnaldo, June Dtiprez, .J.
Alex.Havier, Howard Banks, Dan Seymour,

NOBODY'S DARLING

Hale, Billy

Studio

,

...... ...
...... •••

-William Morgan;

asst. dir.. Phil Ford; screenplay, ElizaMcehan and Huston Branch'; camera, Bud Thackery.
Cast: William Lundigan, Virginia Dale, Harry Davenport,
Harry Shannon, j. Frank Hamilton, Eddie Acuff,. Wade

beth

MacDonald,

Crosby, Skelton Knaggs. John Bleifer, Charles Xuhg, '-Ernie'
Adams, Eddie Lee, Anne Q. Nillson, Eddie Waller.

WAGON TRACKS WEST

.

21

8

7

1

0

2

2

'

Gray; dir.; Hdward Rretherton; asst. dir., Ken
Holmes; no writing credits: camera! Reggie Lannihg. Cast:
Bill Elliott, George 'Gabby' Hayes, Rick Vallih, Tom Tyler,
Anne Jeffreys, Robert Frazer. Roy Barcroft. Tom London.
WlUiain Nestell, Ken Duncan, J. W. Cody. Jack Rockwell,

To

BO.

0

1

0
0
0

Totals_...

.

••.•.46.:.

35

3

musical; assoc. prod., Albert j.
Joseph. San t ley; asst. dir., Phil' .Ford: cameia,
Cast: Judy Canova, Dennis Day.' Ruth
Donnelly, Joseph Sawyer, Ernest Truex, Douglas Fowk-y.
Will Wright. Herbert Corthell, Forrest Taylor. Ellen Lowe.
Kitty McHugh, Margaret Reed, Eddy Chandler, Jack Ray-

Jack
Gribbon.

Bert

:

dir.,

Dewey

dir.,

HEAVEN CAN WAIT,

comedy, in Technicolor: prod.dlr., Ernest Lubitsch; asst: dir., Henry Weinberg: story.'
Samson Raphaelsbn; camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast:
Gene Tierney. Don Ameche, Charles Cobiirn, Louis Calhern. Marjorie Main, Eugene Pallette, Reginald Gardiner,
Spring Byington, Dickie Moore, Dickie' Jones.
SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY, musical in Technicolor: prod..
William Perlberg; dir., Irving Cuminings; asst: dir., Ed
Schaumcr; screenplay. Ken Englund. Cast: Betty. Grable.
Robert Young, Adolphe Menjou, Reginald Gardner. Virginia Grey.
-

.

prod.. Bert Gilroy; dir.,

Cast:

dir..

prod.,.

Brown.
Dudley Nichols:

Dp

Olivia

Promised Com- Shoot'
'42-43

39

.

.

;

33

.

.....4

......

1

3

0

2

45

-

.

Promised Com- Shoot'43-44

;

8

6
0

Wpolley, Gracie Fields, Una O'Connor, Laird Creagar, Melville Cooper. Eric Blore.

To go

.

Features

:

Westerns....

32
32
4

0

1

Togo

1

9

0

4

66

..........

...

•

_

SOMEONE

MOTHER, drama;

REMEMBER,, formerly

PRODIGAL'S

assoc: prod. ."Robert North; dir., Robert
original story, Ben
Cast: Mabel Paige.
.

'•'

-

.

;

'

i

'

•"orothy Burgess.

HILLS
E\pmo?LACK
W<!Ster "

llsh- abft

Mlller
r-

:

rfi

"

rcast:

Joe

EXPRESS,

formerly

FARGO

PW>d., .Eddie White; dir., Jack Ehgno writing credits; camera. Ernie
Ariel Heath. Wally Vernon,

D111;

Don Barry,

and

an

we
met

open

Bernhard

added

that

wartime

population shifts have affected only
a small percentage of the theatregoing public, probably not more
than 3% when the country is taken
as a whole.
He predicted, that attendance would continue at a higher rate after the war because of the
habit developed' in going to picture
shows, increased number of potential patrons,
greater frequency of.
attendance and the progressive im;

.

provement in film quality.
Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, who presided at the two-day
regional in N. Y. and will also supervise others at Chicago and San
Francisco, in outlining product, announced that
now has 14 features in the can,- five others' in. production and another dozen ready to
start shooting.
In discussing completed pictures that will be for
early release on the 1943-44 season,

WB

Kalmenson

indicated, as had been
expected, that the number, to be released the coming year will depend
upon market conditions but that the
studio would continue capacity production in order, to be prepared for
any possible change in conditions.

Early new season releases will include 'Watch on the Rhine,' Thank
Your Lucky Stars,' 'Old Acquaintance,'

.

Desert

•

'Princess "'O'Rourke,'
The
Song,' 'Devotion,' 'Saratoga
and. Old Lace' and
...

Trunk/ 'Arsenic

Rep/s 3 Regional, Sales
Meets/First

m N.Y.

function.

been decided.

,

Ah affiliation with
13-14 known
officially by

Continuing its .policy of regional
sales meetings rather than a national
convention, Republic will hold three
such sessions in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles this month, James
R. Grainger, president,, announces.
District managers, franchise holders
and branch managers will attend in
the respective zones in "which they
'

'Adventures of Mark Twain,' though
the order t>£ availability has not yet

that, of

Warners made
Kalmenson is

Bert M. Steam, former west-

ern division sales
manager for
United Artists, who comes into
in a general utility capacity for the

WB

-

.

•time being.

Results of this year's Warner sales
"drive, labeled
the 1943 Drive of

Champions, were announced by Kalmenson. Henry Herbel, handling "the
West Coast,: came in first among dis-

meeting will be held in N.Y. trict
managers,
winning
$1,500.
(13-14). Among branch managers,
next Tuesday-Wednesday.
on top was
The Chicago powwow is scheduled Russell G. Borg, of Kansas City. w'ho
for July 1G-17, while the third, at the got $3,500.
First prize for salesmen
Rep studio on the Coast, will be July went to Ed Williamson, former sell22-23.
Grainger will preside at all- 'er in Atlanta' who since has been
sessions.
upped to post of exchange manager
at Memphis.
He drew $350. Coming out ahead among booking groups
British 'Silent Village'
was the force at the San Francisco
exchange
which
will split up $000,
.(Lidice)
Yet Set
while among ad salesmen .first prize
Among films from the Film Di- of $200 went to C. M. Norene
at
Initial
.

'

Not

SONG OF'BERNADETTE
Perlberg;

dir.,

(1943-44),

Henry: King;

drama; prod.. Wil-

asst.

dir.,

Joe Benin;
Cast:

Roman ning around

•

'

'

'

I

-

'

Cataract and Strand and
Shea's (Par)' Bellevue, first-run' Niagara Falls.
Basils also want 10day clearance of Dipson's Amherst
and Schine's Granada over their
Varsity sliced.

man's

open-door

..'

.

,

'

••

:

an

with
mind.'

.

John Craven, Dorothy Morris.
Harry Shannon, Charles
"ingle. Richard Crane. Tom
Seidel, Michael Towne, David
Bacon, Chester Clute.
.THE MAN TRAP, mystery-drama: prod.rdir., George
onerman: asst. dir., Art Sltemah; no story, credit; camera.
£"ilam Bradford. Cast: Henry Stephenson, Joseph Allen.
u °'' otn y Lovett. Lloyd Corrigan, Edmund MacDonald.
TnL Stevenson,
Alice Fleming. Fred Worlock.. Jane Weeks,
Br " ce E*1 Chandler. Ralph' Peters',
Joe Cunningham,'
ChZ,
" v »«>'. Bill Marshall.
:
nltl SulbE
K,D formerly fSiVST SIDE KID, drama;
nrnJ I,
Georgo Sherman; asst. dir., Ken Holmes;
serw.n
A,bcrt Bt'ch and Anthony Coldewey; camera,
JanVM
Cast: D ona'd Barry, Dale Evans, Henry Hull,
Matt mu"'
^""Sh. Chick Chandler, Nana Bryant. Peter Lawforri
™. «ow»rd Banks, Richard Graham, Vivian Mason,

.

'

.

their individual difficulties arid
assure them that they will be

ah understanding with eight U. S. bonuses and. extra compensation
majors for distribution of shorts run- must now be okayed by the Treas15 or .16 minutes, length ury Dept., it was necessary to obtain
Bohnen, Charles Dingle, Sig Ruman, Ann Revere. Edith of 'Village' has so far prevented it this approval before, the $33,500
from being accepted in the usual awards on the Warner sales drive.
Barrett.
could be distributed.
CLAUDIA (1944-43), comedy In Technicolor; prod;, category.
William Perlberg; dir., Edmund Goulding; asst. dir., Percy
'Village' is a memorial to the pepAfter much anxious, waiting and
Tkerd; no screen credits; camera, Leon Shamroy. Cast: pie of Lidice, it was produced in a some
apprehension, permission from
Dorothy McGulre, Robert Young, Ina Claire, Reginald
mining village in South Wales, where Washington finally came through
Frank
Baclanova,
Elsa
Janssen,
Twedell.
Gardiner, Olga
DANCING MASTERS, comedy; prod., Lee Marcus; dir., life is much like what it was in only the night before the opening
Mai St. Clair; asst. dir., Sam Schneider.. Cast: Stan Lidice, and yarn was constructed of the N. Y.' regional meeting at
developments following a which the winners were announced.
Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Judy Marshall; Matt Briggs, Robert around
'-•
Bailey.
Nazi attack, similar to that on Lidice.
20tb-Fox Plx In Production
People bf the South Wales village of
THE GIRLS HE LEFT BEHIND, comedy-drama in Cwmgiedd act in the film.
Technicolor; prod., William LcBaron dir., Busby BerkeAnother BMI film not included in Last time He
Paris
ley; assl. dir. Thomas Dudley; camera .Edward Cronthe distribution agreement because
jagger. Cast: Alice" Faye, Carrneh Miranda, James Ellison,
It Wasn't Ready to Go
Benny Goodman, and orchestra, Phil Baker, Edward offls" 45-minute running time, is
Everett Horton, Charlotte Greenwood, Eugene Pallette; 'World of Plenty,' which deals with
Hollywood, July 6.
world-wide food problems..
Tony De Marco:
Casting
and story
GUADALCANAL DIARY, drama: prod., Islln Auster:
Meantime five British Ministry of
difficulties
dir.. Lewis Seller; asst.; dir.. Henry Weinberg; screenplay, "information shorts were allocated to
pushed back 'Paris, Tenn.' on Otto
Lamarr Trotti; adaptation. Jerry Cady; written by Richard V. S. 'distribs at a. meetinc at the Preminger s production schedule and
Tregaiakls; camera. Charles Clark. Cast Preston Foster.
brought
tip
'Ambassador Dodd's
Hays
office last week.
Lloyd Nolan, Richard' Jaeckel,.' William Bendix, Richard
Films will be distributed, in the Diary,' a stpry of European diploConte.
HAPPY LAND, drama; prod., Kenneth Macgowfan; dir.. U. S. as follows: 'Kill or Be Killed' macy, as his next picture.
•Added to the Preminger slate for
Irving Pichel; asst. dir., Arthur .lacobson: camera. Joseph United Artists: 'Last Hazard' RKO;
La Shelle. Cast: Don Ameche, Frances; Doc. Harry Carey, 'Common Cause' 20th-Fox; 'These future production is '.'Laura.' on
Ann Rutherford, William Weber, James West.
Are the Men' JVIclrq; 'Into- the Drink' which George,- Brickcr and Philip
W;irneV-'.
Lewis
ale scripting.
page
25)
/(Continued on
.

liam

,

5iodmak; asst. dir., Kenneth Holmes;
Ames Williams; camera. Jack Marta.

-

:

IS

screenplay, George Sea ton; camera, Arthur Miller.
Jennifer. Jones, Charles Bickford, Vincent Price,

DAREDEVILS OF THE WEST,, serial; prod., William
o Sullivan; dir., jack English; no story credit: camera,
Bud Thackery. Cast: Allan Lane. Kay Aldridge. William
Haade.

.

ti'e

..

which

:

31

.

Buffalo, July 6.
filing of six complaints
.'American Motion Picture.
Arbitration ;Tr.ibuncl during the past
month. Buffalo moves up from a
Clajs B to Class A yrbitratipn center
in the Association setup and becomes
national runner-up in the number of
proceedings filed under the decree,
second "only- to the N. Y. City TriAll six new complaints rebunel.
late to clearance of subsequent runs
in Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
Menno Dykstra, operating the Glen
Williamsville,
at
Buffalo
suburb,
seeks reduction in. the 10-day' clearance Over. his theatre held by Dipson's Amherst. Shea's Kensington
and Schine's Granada, Kallett Circuit at Fdlton; N. Y., is asking for. reduction of 14-day clearance enjoyed
Other four
by Schine's Oswego.
complaints are brought by Basil
Basil's Apollo' wants 14-day
Bros.
clearance of. Shea!s Elmwood reBasil s * Genesee claims
duced
Bailey's (Dipson) clearance of 14
Likewise,
days is unreasonable.
Basil's LaSalle, -Niagara Falls, seeks
to reduce 35-day clearance of Hay-

h the

\yi

'This policy of cooperation

has always been a part of the Warner way of doing business, has 'been.,
found workable and equitable, sowant to reaffirm in the most emphatic terms that the policy will
continue.
Wc welcome any of our
customers lo call to our attention

.

.31...

.

0

Totals ....„.'......, 68
0.
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Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:

Serials

Pop/Shifted

.

14

It-

1%

vision of the British Ministry Of InOmaha. A total of $33,500, all in
ENDING, drama: prod., Andre Daven; dir.. formation so far not set for U; S. War Bonds, was awarded on this
Leonide Moguy: asst.- dir., Bob Herndon; story, Georges distribution -is a 35-minute produc- year's drive.
Kassel; screenplay, Harold Buckner; camera, Lucian An- tion' titled The Silent Village,' which
$33,500 Prizes Okayed
driol.
Cast: George Sanders,. Brenda Marshall, Philip has been enacted in the manner of
Dorh, Madeleine Le Beau, Robert Lewis.
Sinfce. the payment of all forms of
the Passion Play. While the BMI has

Now

Ins Cutting

pieted
60

Jasper

dir.,

WINTER TIME, comedy; prod., Wlllicm Le Baron; dir.,"
John Brahm, asst. dir., Sol Wurtzel; screenplay, Arthur
Kober and Lynn Starling; camera, Chas. Clarke. Cast:
Sonja Henie, Jack Oakie, Cesar Romero, Cornel Wilde,
Woody Herman and his band, S. Z. Sakall.
HOLY MATRIMONY, comedy; prod.. Nunnally Johnson:
dir... John Stahl; asst. dir., William Eckhardt;- screenplay.
Nunnally: Johnson: camera, Lucien Ballard. Cast: Monty
NIGHT

....76

asst.

Crame Wilbur and Jerry Cady: cam-

Glen MacWilliam. Cast: Preston Foster. Kent Taylor.
Lois Andrews, Victor McLaglen, Anthony Qulnn, William
Matt Brlggs.
Post. Jr..

Now

lug Cutting
0
6

pie ted
20
23
2

Robert Florey;

dir..

drama:

era,

Republic

Serials

Lee Marcus;

Blystone; screenplay.

Havilland,

Sonny Tufts, Anne Shirley, James Dunn, Gladys 'George,
Nancy .Gates,'. Una O'Connor.o

Features
Westerns

.-

ROGER TUOHY, LAST OF THE GANGSTERS,

(1943-441;

Slarkey.

6 BUFFALO SQUAWKS,

dir.,

-

in Production
(1943-44). comedy: prod. -dir..
Scott.
Cast; Kay Kyscr,

Cast: Allan Carney, Wally

GOVERNMENT GIRL

.

.

.

(1943-44) drama; prod., Kenneth MacRobert Stevenson; asst. dir.; Arthur Jacobson;
screenplay, Aldous Huxley; camera, George
Barnes. Cast: Orson Welles, Joan Fontaine, John Sutton, Peggy Ann Garner, Margaret O'Brien, Sara Allgood, Barbara Everest, Edith Barrett, Aubrey Mather,,
Agnes Moorehead.

Harry

ADVENTURES OK A ROOKIE;,
asst.

of his livelihood.
Actor was suspended for complaining to the War Manpower Commissioiv that the Guild was 'producer-c.ontroiled.' He claims the action is a violation of his constitutional right of free speech.

JANE EYRE,

gowah;

Mischa Auer. Joan Davis.
Les Goodwin.

Eddy

.

Hunter.

asst.

western;

:

MAJOR

Dwan;

prod..

•

-

asst. dir., Ruby Rosenberg; camera. Russell
Cast: Margb, Torn Neal. J.- Carrol Naish, Nancy
Gates, Robert Ryan, Gloria Holden, Don Douglas. George.
Givot.
THE IRON
(1943-44), drama; prod., Robert Fellows; dir., Ray Enright; asst. dir., Ed Killy.
Cast: Pat
O'Brien, Ruth Warrick, Robert By an.
THE SEVENTH VICTIM, mystery; prod.. Val Lcwtbn;
dlrl, Marc Robso'n: asst.. dir., William Dorfman; camera,
Nick Musuruca. Cast: Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, Tim

RKO Plx
AROUND THE WORLD

,

20th Century-Fox

Dmytryk;

Allan

Ed

Novel',

Promised Com- Shoot- Now
'42-43 pitted log Cutting Togo
Features ...,.........'46
37
3
11
•
Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
BOMBER'S MOON, drama; prod., Sol. Wurtzel; dir., Ed
Ludwig; asst.'. dir., Jasper Blystone; story, Leonard Lee;
camera, f.ucien Ballard. Cast: George Montgomery, AnnabeUa. Kent Taylor, Walter Klngsford. ,.

Metty.

.

Jay

Sales Policy;

'

'

Edward

dir.,

.

-i

.

drama:

Stein,

DEATH VALLEY MANHUNT,

Gilroy; dir., Les Goodwins; no writing credits; cameraman,
Jack MacKenzle. Cast: Lupe Velez, Leon Errol, Lydla Bilbrook, Wally Brown,. Margaret Landry, Joan Barkiey.
Margie Stewart, Patty Brill.
ESCAPE TO DANGER, formerly FALLEN SPARROW,
drama; prod., Robert Fellows; asst. dir., Sam Human; no
story credits; camera. Nick Musuraca.
Cast: 'Maureen
O'Hara, John Garfield, Martha O'Drlscoll, Patricia Morison.
THE AVENGING RIDER, western; prod, Bert Gilroy:
dir., Sam Nelson; asst. dir., James Casey;
camera, Roy
Hunt;: screenplay, Grant L. Hoyt: orig. story, Harry O.
Hbyt. Cast: Tim Holt and Anne Summers.
FALCON IN DANGER, mystery; prod.. Tom Geraghty;
dir., William Clemens; asst. dir., Freddy Fleck; screenplay,
Maurice Geraghty; camera, none. Cast: Tom Conway.
Jean Brooks. Elaine Shepard, Rosemary LaPlanche, Amalita Ward, Erford Gage. Felix Basch.
TARZAN AND THE SHEIK, melodrama; prod., Sol
Lesser; dir., William Thiele; asst. dir.,' Derwln Abrahams;
screenplay, Roy Chanslor; camera, Harry Wild.
Cast:,
Johnny Weissmullcr, Nancy Kelly, Johnny Sheffield. Otto
Kruger, Lloyd Corrigan, Joseph Sawyer,' Gerald Molir.
ChiU.

SUN,

'.

Sammy

White; dir., Jack English; asst. dlr;, Joe Dill; camera, Ernie
Miller.
Cast:. Wild Bill Elliott, George 'Gabby' Hayes.
Weldon, Hey burn. Anne. Jeffreys, Herbert Heycs, Davidson
Clarke. Pierce Lydeh. Charles Murray, Jr.. Jack Kirk.
Eddie Phillips, Bud Geary, Al; Taylor.
Republic Plx In Production
MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN, western; prod., Harry
Grey: dir., Joseph. Kane: asst. dir., Art Slteman: camera,
Bill Bradford. Cast: Roy. Rogers, Ruth Terry. Paul Kelly,
Ann Gillls, Rente Riano, Arthur. Aylsworth, George Cleveland. Paul Harvey, Sons of. the Pioneers, Hal Taliaferro,
Jay Novello.

.

prod.,

Kenny,

•

Frank Ross; dir., Bill Seiter; r.o writing credits:
camera, .Frank Redman.. Cast: Jean Arthur, John Wayne,
Charles Winninger, Jacqueline Daly a. Joan Blair, 'Dorothy
Grainger, Grady Sutton. Rail Harolde.

MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BLESSED EVENT,

;dlr.,

mond,

.

THE RISING

Armand

SLEEPY LAGOON,

Cohen;

,

BEHIND

prod..-

Bud Thackery.

'

prod.,

assoc.

.

Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
PETTICOAT LARCENY, drama: prod., Bert Gilroy; asst.
dir., Bill Dorfman; no story credits; camera, Frank Redman. Cast: Joan Carroll,. Ruth Warwick. Walter Reed.'
SKY'S THE LIMIT, dramatic comedy; prod., David
Hempstead: dir., E. H. Griffith; asst. dir., Ruby Rosenberg;
no story credits; camera, Russell Metty. Cast: Fried Aspire, Joan Leslie, Robert Benchley, Freddie Slack, Ella
Mae Morse.
A LADY TAKES A CHANCE, formerly FREE FOR ALL;
.

musical;

23

(i.

ALL ON CLEARANCE

HOOSIER HOLIDAY,

-

Warner. Bros, will maintain,
open-door policy in dealing with its
Suspended Bit Player
customer accounts, particularly in
Hurls Defi at Guild situations affected by population
Hollywood. July
shifts due to war conditions, Joseph
Hal Craig, bit player, suspended
Bernhard, y.p, of the company, anfor one year by the Screen Actors
Guild, h ired. legal counsel to chal- nounced at last-week's regional. sales
lenge the right of SAG to deprive meeting held in N. Y. He declared:

:

Schaefer; dir., Frank McDonald; asst. dir., Kenny Holmes;
camera, Reggie Lannlng. Cast: George Byron, Frank Kettering. Paul Trletsch, Charles Ward. Kenneth Trietsch,
Dale Evans, Alice Ludes, Patt Hyatt, Jeanne barrel,- Denny
Wilson, Emma Dunn/ Lillian. Randolph,. George Hiiy,
Thurston Hall, Isabel. Randolph, Shug Fisher.

0

1

'

/

.

Charles MiUci:.

2.-.

.

Bernhard Says Only

'

8

,3

0943-44). western; nsso. prod..

Lou

Now

0
2

Wilcox.........
Votlon

H.
i.

S. Lesser
Jerrold Brandt

"'

...

........

:

Benedict.

WB Stresses 'Open Door

HEADIN' FOR GOD'S COUNTRY, formerly ROAD TO
GOD'S COUNTRY, drama; prod.. Armand Schaefer; dir., him

asst.

Frank Buck;

•42-43'.'pitted, ins Cutting

Westerns

DANCING-

;

.

Arno Frye.

Promised Com- Shoot-

W. Disney...
S. Goldwyn,

formerly'

(1943-44).

Harry Grey;-dlr., -Anthony
Mann; asst. dir., George Blair; no writing credits; camera,
Jack Marta. Cast: Mary Lee. Jackie Moran, Louis Ca|hcrn,- Gladys George, Lee Patrick, Bennie Bartlett. Roberta
Smith, Marcia Mae Jones, Betty Jean Halney, Jonathan'

RKO-Radio

.

Rinaldo, Frederic

.JU3BS,. musical;— asso.- prod..

Ellis.

Cast:
Farrell

Rod Cameron, Joan Marsh, Duncan

Cast:

Plx In Production
drama; prod., Jack Schwaiz;

Sam

serial; prod..
J. O'Sullivari; dir., Spencer Bennet; asst.
dir.,
Webster; no screen credits; camera. Bill Bradford.

Brunn.

(1943-44),

assoc. prod., Harry D. Edwards: dir.,
camera,- Ira Morgan.
dir., Lou Perloff;

............. ... 28

1

.

'

Saw

;

:

.

\.

.

.-•

,

r
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24

19-13

7,
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of the box-office

ARRY JAMES
feffijOXOFFICE NAME
IN

SHOW BUSINESS

FEATURE THESE FAMOUS

BAND LEADERS ON
YOUR MARQUEE!
JOHNNY LONG

•

JAN GARBER

HENRY BUSSE

•

JAN SAVITT

TED FIO-RITO

•

BOB CHESTER

GEORGE OLSEN
AL

DONAHUE

GLEN GRAY

•
•

TED LEWIS

They're presented with
their orchestras
in the

Universal

"NAME BAND"

JOIN THE "SHANGRI-LA"

WAR

Musicals!

STAMP DRIVE DURING

'

JULY!

.
.

Wnlncriduy. July 7, 1913

—

.

PICTURES

PfatlETY

Advance Production Chart

Inside Stuff-Pictures

'Continued from paijc

Variety Club's hut on Penosylvaniij avenue In WnsliiuKinn is becoming
Here the War Activities Committee' gives away free
problem
.1
Something like 2.500 heal re passes are distributed
ticket.-. Tor 'soldiers.
weekly, with 2.000 tickets for each American League gitinc. prizefight
ducats, amusement park passes and concert Annie Oakleys.
Since here art about 10,000 soldiers stationed permanently hi Wiishhas limited ducats to. those who are passion through the city
liminn.
','„•
on furlough. This has aroused considerable dissension. Yet
explains lhat those stationed here apply at noon or in the early afternoon
Soldiers stationed. 'here
and extiausl all ducats before' twilight arrives.
To this the
replied that all theatres give a
clia me discrimination.
reduced rate, to- uniformed men -mid: approximately 25.000 such f5dlice<r
iidinissiiuis are accommodated weekly.
•Aeiidii in North Atlantic', recently at the Eai le theatre, handled 14,000
2-2c and 2!)c admissions, or the Cull, rapacity of the house seven times.
No matter how many passes are handed out sonic will be disappointed.
At 1'ninii Station canteen there are 80 berl'i; given gratis to -.those who
arrive lir'st. Those who gel. the III) arc satisfied, bui approximately. 500
are turned away each night over the week-end and grouse. Same situa•
tion applied to theatre tickets.

Andy

Kiikmi, fticuai
Devlnv. Tliom;is Goini.-i'. l-'u//.\
Klla rtaino.
SlIKItl.Ot'K 'HOI. MRS PACKS l>l:.\ l II. iiiysUM \
a->u.
liny William.- Nelll: 'ii.--.-t, dir!, Melville Shyer:
Cast: Basil Kallilione aril
Nhtcl Riucc. Hillary 'Brooke. Milhiirn Stone. Dennis llory,

2:*,'.

Lain-.

(iiiiic

:

United Artists

l

.

1'romiscd C'om- Slinol

Roach

I

WAC

WAC

Stronibcrj:

each exchange territory 'who will periodically meet
with local.. members 'in an effort to .effect belter control of. rental prices.
This decision was reached at a regional eastern directors* meeting of
Allied held at. West End. N. J., in connection with this ,Year's annual convention of Allied- Theatre Owners or New Jcrse'v which discussed rental
demands, among other present problems.
A suaucrlion. made at the. convention was that Boy Scouts be enrolled
War activities ot llic li m. industry
in a campaign to cheek vandalism.
were also reported pn.
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KlltKll .WIKI-: ( 1!I4.'M4 i. I'nrce corned..
prod.;' Alc\ Go.lliel): dir.i CJiailv- Lainonl
as-I. dir., Seward Webb: cuniera. Paul Ivano.
Cusi
inn:i B:iirymoie, Ruberl Paii -,
Loui-.-. AllbilllolV.
Walter Abel'.-.
"alter
ailett.
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;
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plclcd

Iiik

Carney

li,'

I

"

o

Now

1

Culling

T

Ko

II

Producer, on a major lot, recently tipped from a ilnil producti6n manager, is learning that an exec's name doesn't mean a thing to the film
fan., who lays it on. the line for stars and outstanding directors but is
In his recent
allergic, to masterminds who sit behind dc.-ks in studios.
.pictures, producer has drawn important directors- and players whose
names have been highly, publicized, but no publicity for .himself, lie has
even threatened to Hire his own personal flack, meanwhile complaining
Thus
to 'the ''front office about the shortage or Hackery about himself.
.far his' complaints have resulted in nothing bul a brusliolY. but he is still
-

,

Chaplin
Lesser

....

.

.......

I

.

:

Small
Sklrball

Irving.

Pending invasion plans ot Allied forces coupled with actual capture of
three islands on the way to the lower half of Italy is creating interest in
'Invasion of Europe!' the World in
shorts concerned with this invasion.
Action short released by- United Artists a couple of months ago, is getting
additional bookings on the strength of this headline news, spotting into
Clobe, N. Y.. currently, being typical. It is competing with 'Invasion.' new
March of Time subject which 20th-Fox has ordered pre-released.

H

.

ii

Levy

.SHERLOCK HOLMES AND

34
oi

1

30

4

I)

:

DIDDLE. DIDDLE
Stone: dlr„ Andrew
asst. dir..

Stone;

comedy; prod.. Andrew

1043-44 1.
L. Stone;
1

Edward

prod.,

asso.

-F.

Hank Kcsslcr; an original story by Anscreenplay, Fredrick Jackson; camera,

Schoenbaum.
Cast: Adolphc Mcnjou. Martha
Scott. Pola Negri! June .Havoc. Dennis O'Kecfe, Billle
•
Burke, Walter Klngsforcl, George Metaxas.
Charles

COSW-: I.ATKI.V

4

1043-44

),-

McLEOD'S

formerly

FOLLY, comcdj -drama: prod.. William Cagncy; dir.,
William K. Howard: asst. dir., Lowell Farrcll: screenplay,
John van Drutcn: camera. Tlicodor Spnrkuhl. Cast: James
Cagncy. Grace George. Marjorie Main. Hattic McDaniel.
Marjorie Lord, William Henry. George Cleveland. Ed McNamara. Robert Barrat. Norman Willis.

RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE'
Harry Sherman;

dir..

11943-44). western; prod.,
Selander; asst. dir., Glenn
Andy Clyde. Jimmy Rogers.

Leslie

Cook.
Cast: Bill Boyd,
Frances Woodward.
Gli£ MASTER, western: prod.. Harry Sherman; asso.
prod., Lcswls Rachtnil;. dir.. George Archainbaud; asst.
dir., Glenn Cook; original, Norman Huston; screenplay,
Aeuas MucKenzie; camera. Russell Harlan. Cast: Albert
Dekkcr, Claire Trevor, Barry Sullivan, Porter-Hall.
VICTORY THROUGH AIR .POWER, prophetic drafma in
Technicolor; prod:. Walt Disney. Cast: Major Alexander
.

F. DcSevei-sky.

i

short.

Paramount got W. Somerset Maugham., playwright-author;. Who spurns
the spotlight, to appear in an introductory to 'The Hour Before the Dawn,'
based on his story. Special shots showing Maugham in a pose writing
the story were filmed at the.Fox-Moviclonc. studio. N. Y... under the supervision of Boris Kaplan, head of the eastern talent department at Par.

A recent address on' Hans Christian Anderson, made at a meeting at the
Library of Congress by Jean Hersholt. lias been inserted in the appendix
of the Congressional Record
by Rcp>Martiii J. Kennedy. New Yerk Democrat. Kennedy referred to Hersholt as the 'celebrated Danish-American
slagc and screen and radio actor.'
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Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
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THE STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLF HITLER

(1043-441,

drama: ossoc. prod.. Ben Pivar: dir.. Joe May; asst. dir.,
Joseph McDonouRh. Cast: Ludwig Donath.'Galc Sindergaard. George Dolenz. Merrill Rodin. Charles Bat::s.
CRAZY HOUSE (1043-441. comedy: assoc. prod.. Eric C.
Kciiton: dir.. EdwAr'd F. Clinc: asst. dir.. Howard Christie.
Cast:
Olscn and Johnson. Martha
O'Driseoll.
Patric
Knowles. Cass Daley, Billy Gilbert. Percy Kilbride. Andrew
Tombes'. Franklin Paugborn. Richard Lane,' Moroni Olson.
Hans. Coin-ied, Laison Brothers, Lclghton Noble arid Hii
Orcho.str.

WK'VK NKVi:R BKF.N LICKED, drama; prod.. Walter
dir., John Ratlins; no writing- credits; camera,
Krasner. Cast: Richard Qiiinc. Anne Gwyiuie,
ODriscoll. Harry Davenport.
Jr., Martha
William Frawlcy, Edgar Barrier, Bill Stern, William Bleese.
SON OF DRACULA (1943-44). formerly DESTINY (tent,
title i. horror: assoc. prod., Ford Becbe; dir., Robert Stodmak; no writing credits; camci'a, George Robinson. Cast:
Louis Allbritlon, Robert .'Paige, Evelyn Ankers, Frank
Craven, J. Edward Bromuerg, Samuel S, Hinds, Lon

•

Noah Berry.

.

Chancy.

FOLLOW TIIK BAND (1043-44 1, formerly LARCENY
WITH MUSIC, musical: assoc. prod., Howard Benedict;
Edward LI) ley; no. writing credits: camera. Hal Mohr.
Cast: Allan Jones. Kitty Carlisle, Leo Carrillo, William
Frnwley, Lee Patrick. Gus Schilling, Samuel S. Hinds,
Alvjno Rcy and Orchestra, and The King Sisters.
ALWAYS A HRIDP.SMAll* (1043-44), musical-comedy;
assoc. prod., Ken Goldsmith; dir., Erie C. Kenton; no
writing credits; camera. John Boyle. Cast: The Andrews
Sisters. Patrlc Knowlcs, Grace McDonald, "Charles Butterworth, Billy Gilbei'tT^dilli Barrett and The Jtvln' Jacks

dir.,

Jills.

FOR ALL WF KNOW, formerly Fl.F.SII AND FANTASY,
co-prod;, Charles Boyer and Julien Duvivlcr; dir., Julicn
Duvivier; no writing credits: camera,' Stanley Cortz and
Paul Ivano. Cast: Charles Boyer. Edward G. Robinson, Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Cuinmmgs. Betty Field, Gloria
Jean. Alan Curtis, Thomas Mitchell, Anna Lec, C. Aubrey
Sinlth, Daine May Whitty, Edward Fielding, June Lang,
Frank Mitchell, Charles Winninger, Grace McDonald, Lane
Chandler, Clarence Muse, Mary Ann Tlydc. Frank Crii van,
Erville Alderson and Kate MeKeinia..
HEART, musical; asso. prod., Bernard
YOU GO TO
Burton; dir., Felix Feist; no writing credits; camera, Paul
Ivano. Cast: Palric Knowles, Evelyn Ankers, Rosemary
Lane. Neil Hamilton.
NEVER A Dl!I.L MOMENT (i943-44). comedy; prod.,
Howard Benedict: dir., Seward Webb; no writing credits;
Cast: The Ritz Brothers,
camera. Charles Van Enger.
Frances Langfnrd, Mary Beth Hughes, Stuart Boyd Crawford, George Zucco, Franklin Pangborn, Elisabeth Rlsdon.
PHANTOM. OF THE OPERA, operatic drama in techni'

MY

color; prod., George Waggner; dir:, Arthur Ltibin; original
story based on composition, 'Phantom of the Opera,' by
Gaston Lareaux; camera, Hal- Mohr. Cast: Nelson Eddy,
Susanna Foster, Claude Rain* and Edgar Barrier, Jilne
Farrar, Hume Cronyn, J. Edward Bromberg, Fritz Feld.
.

ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS
assoc.

and Lewis D.

(1943-441,
prod.. Henry MacRae; co-dlrs., Ray Taylor
Cast; Robert Armstrong. Jennifer
Collins.
Blair, Ward

Johnny Down-. Regis Too|ney. Joan
Wood. Bobby Jordou.
Holt.

CORVETTES K ?.Vi, for-n»r'.y CORVETTES IN ACTION,
-melodrama; prod., Hdward Hawk-; dir., Richard Rosson;
no wi'iiins credits: camera. Tony Caiulio. Ca-l: Randolph
.

Metro, has. laid old 'Quo
Vadis' back on the ahelf, a victim ot wartime
expense.

Warren

prod..

Richard Love.

r

i«

serial;

Desert Victory," British government feature being released bv 20th-Fox.
"as grossed over
Indications arc that film rentals
$250,000 in the U. S.
will lop $400,000
when all bookings are in.

assoc.

:

Milton

'43-43

Seclals

.

Signed, originally' to a stock player contract, in 1925, Joan Crawford
climbed lo stardom and became one ot Metro's money winners. Her last
Metro pact, signed two years ago, called tot- six starrer* at. $100,000 each.
Under her new Warner Bros, contract, her 'first job will be top role in
'Night Shift.' to be produced by Henry Blankc.

coincd>

Wauger;

Promised Com- Shoot.'

Features

and

Newsrcel slipls of King George's visit lo Algeria. Tripoli. Malta and
Tunis, released in today's editions, were shot by Jack Bariiett of. Movietone, and Irving Smith, of Universal for the newsrcel pool.
Over 3.000
feet of the stuff were flown here last week and immediately censored by
the army so that the material could be released without loss of time.

SECOND HONEYMOON,

Wilson; dir.. Edward Lilley; asst. dir.. William Tuinmel.
Cast: David Bruce. Harriet Hilliard. June Vincent. Rod
.'Cameron, Veloz and Yolanda, Bobby Brooks. Hattlc Noel.
Tip. Tap. and Toe. Ozzic Nelson and His Orclic.-lra. Franklin Paugborn. Andrew Tombes. Sclmer Jackson. Emmelt
VOgan. Joseph Crchan. Jack Rice. John Fra/.cr. Jock Gardner. Robert Dudley, Alphonse Martell.
Universal Plx Now In Prodnetlon
FRONTIER BAD MEN. western: assoc. prod:. Ford
Becbe; dir.. Wm. McG.mn; asst. dir., Seward Webb: Cast:
Diana Barry more. Robert Paige. Anne GWynne: Lon
Chancy, I.eo Carrillo. Thomas Gomez. Noah Beery, Jr.,
Andy Dcvine.

LET YOURSELF GO. formerly SO'S YOUR UNCLE,
assoc. prod: and dir.. Jean Yarbrough; asst. dir:.
Willard Sheldon. Cast: Billle Burke. Donald Woods. Ely-e
Knox. Frank Jenks. Chester .Chute, Robert Lowry. Mary
O'Brien; also The Tailor Maids. Delta Rhythm Boys, jail
Garber and Orchestra.
AL1 BAB A AND THE FORTY THIEVES, drama; prod..
Paul Malvern: dir.. Arthur Lubin: asst. dir., Charles Gould:
Cast: Maria Monte/. Jon Hall. Turhan Bey. Fortunlo
Bonanova, Frank Puclla. Moroni Olscn. Kurt Kntch, Scotty
Beckett. Yvettc Duguay. Andy Devine.
HIS BUTLER'S SISTER: prod, Felix Jackson; assoc.
prod.. Frank Shaw; dir.. Frank Bo'rzagc.
Cast: Deanna
Durbln. Pat O'Brien. Franchol Tone. Wis Adrian! Robin
Raymond. Elsa Jansscn. Andrew TombJts, George Kirby,
Paul Scai don. Alice Diaper. George/ Reed. Joe King.
Blouey Lewis.
MAN OF THE FAMILY; assoc. prod.. Bernard Burton:
dir., Charles I.amont: asst. dir.. Mnck Wright. Cast: Donald
O'Connor, Richard Dlx. LiUJan Gish. Cqun't Basle and
Band. Susanna Foster, Peggy Ryan. Anue Gwynne, Noah
Beery. Jr., Samuel S. Hinds. David Holt. Marcia Mae Jones,

The Paramount Pep Club, of which Herman Lorber. sales executive,
president, is laying plans, in cooperation with the U.S. Employment
Service of the War Manpower Commission, under which Par employees
al (lie homeoffice or in subsidiary companies: may spend their vacations
working on farms or in canneries if they so desire. Those who will do
this will be known as. Victory Vacationists.

;

'

'

-

'

comedy;

Universal

is

'War For Men's- Minds.' originally made as a four-reel feature by the
National Film Board of Canada, will be released as a two-reel short by
United Artists. While UA executives enthused about the original jn feature-length; it was felt that wider distribution of this picture (covering all
phases or the Nazi attempt to dominate the world would be. possible with

THE M.M) <:lloi:i. 11043-44). mystery: n.-soo. prod.. Ben
Pivjr: dir.. James 1-toyim; a.>l. dir.. Bill Holland; camera.!
Milton Krasner. Cast Evelyn Ankers. David Bruce. Tuihan Bey. Rose Hobart. Robert Armstrong.
GIRI.S. INC.. musical; assoc. prod..; Win Cowan: dir..
Les Goodwins; qssi. dir.. Howard Christy.; Ca-t: Leon
Errol. Harriet Hilllard. Grace McDonald. David Bucon.
Maureen' Cannon. Lillian Cornell. Betty Keanc. Margei v
Daye.- The Pied Pipers, Glen Gray and the Casa Loiiij
Orchestra.
:

Claudia Drake.
Ill

WOMAN

SIMOEK

Wm.

o

I

room

TIIK

(1043-441. mystery: prod, and dir.. Roy
Nivll: as-t.
Mvlvilji Shyer: cuiiiera. Charles Vaii Enger.
Ca.-I:
Ra-il Ralhboni-. Ni^el Bruce.
ale rondei'Riiard.' Dennn
Ar.llun H0I1I.

dir..

'Hoe-v.

au ailing release:
FALSE COLORS (1943-44), Western, prod.. Hairy Sherman; dir., George Arcliainbiuid; asst. dir.. Glenn Cook:
screenplay, Bennett Cohen: camera. Russell Harlan. Crisl:
•William Boyd, Andy Clyde. Jimmy Rogers, Tom Scidcl.

Los Angeles morning papers, Times and Examiner, have reduced
lineage for theatre directory- ads by one-third to conserve newsprint on
advice of the War Production Board. Daily News and Herald-Express have
mil whittled down their theatre directory ads to date, although it is expected soon. Fox West Coast, which buys much newspaper space, has cut
its ads for individual theatres from three lines' to two.
First line contains (he name and location of the house and the second lists the film title.

Everybody plays himself, or herself, in Ihe Kay Kyscr pit-lure. 'Around
the World.' at RKO. It is nothing, new for. Kyscr and- his musicians to
use their own names, but this time all the non-musical principals are doinn it. Joan Davis plays Joan Davis. Mischa Auer portrays M. A., and so
on down tlie line, including Marcy McGuirc. "Rosemary LaPlanche, Georgia
*
Carroll. Margie Stewart, el al.

'

.

.

Two

With a salute to Warners for the timely releases of 'Casablanca' and
'Mission to Moscow,' Paramount is aiming 'Marseilles' for screening in
August, by which time it is hoped there "may be military action on the
southern shore of France. Picture, lo be produced by Walter MacEwen,
deals with the guerrilla warfare by citizens of the Marseilles waterfront
when ordered (o evacuate by the Navis.

:

ANGELA

I

0
o

.

JOHNNY
High and mighty producing exec on a major lot. once the fair-haired
boy of the studio flackery,' drawing 'mentions and credits on the slightest
provocation, is beginning to realize that publicity* departments arc
Lately the producer has hired
equipped with brakes as well as gas.
himself a personal flack to plant stories in the newspapers and mags, but
the private purveyor of items is having a lough lime around the studio.
Whenever the p.p. plants nn item, the -studio' publicists put on the soft
pedal, diplomatically but firmly.

ii

Hale. Frank Jenks, Waller Sande.

.

.
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Strpnibcrg

FJnney;

i

t.on Ciimiey. Edciii; Harrier, Lois Collier. 'Samuel S, ll'hicls,"
Mary Na-li. Moroni Otsen.(1043t44i. comcdj: assoc. prod.. Bernaid Builon; dli'..- Felix Foist: asst. dir.. Charles Gould: camer.i.
lial Miiln; Cast: Donald O'Connor. Su-anu;'i Fosli-r, Loui-c
Allliritton: Palric Knowles.' Dorothy' tVler-on. Jonalluiii
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II
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'
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Alan Dineharl. Rex Ingram.
J1£KS TU-IUU.n^conMHlji tvilfv soim.— - pmcirv -PeliM-Jaek
smi: a-sne. prod.. Frank Sh.iW: dir.. Franit Ryan: asst. dii\.'
.Toe McDonoiigh; eainei-a.' Elw'ood t!rc-<lell.
Ca»l Deiii-.n i..
Dim bin. .lo-eph. Cotlcu'.'.ClMrl«>'\Vimiiit|:ei'.-F.\vly'li Anker-,
O.ik Scli.lliim. Nclla Walker; Ludwig Stcssel. Irvin.S Baeoii.
Nfdia We.-lnian.
((>;tll.\ tV «) M A N. 1 043-44
(I a
prod.. Goorce Wiigg,
.rier:
RulVorl Kiodmak: a.-sl.. <i:r,..^tiie'K Wright: c-in "a,
Geiirae Ritbltvum.
Cast: Maria Monte/.: Jon Ildll. Sabu,
Triii

li

8
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«

.
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.

:
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Rogers.

'
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Slirrniiijj
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.1

iiiK

camera. Onirics van Knjier

1

.
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-May fair

Recently holding various meetings lu discu.-s high terms and other eondemanded' by distributors. Allied Stales Assn. plans to select a

buyer

»
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Loew-I.cwln
Prcssburgrr

riiiiuiis

film

plclcri

H

Lesser
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.
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•-r>-t:
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Hclures in cutting room or awaiting release:
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE, drama; prod.-dlr.; Frank

••

Studio.

..

.Nft set

'

Capra: screenplay. Julius J and Philip C. Epstein: from
stage play by Joseph Kcsselring; camera, Sol Polito. Cast:
Cary Grant. Priscilla Lane. Raymond Massey. Peter Lorre,
Jack Carson, Joseph Hull. Jpan Adair, John Alexander,
Charles Lane. Edward McNamara, Edward McWadc

WATCH ON THE

RHINE, drama;

prod..

Hal B. Wallis;

Herman Shumlin; screen play, Dasliifcll Hammett:
stage play by Lillian Hcllman: camera. Merritt
Gerstad. Cast: Bottc Davis. Paul tukas. Geraldine Fitzgerald. Lucile Watson.. Bculah Bondi, George Coulouris.
Donald Woods, Hendy Danicll, Donald Buka, Eric Robert".
Jariis Wilson. Mary Youtigr Kurt. Katch. Edwin Kaker.
Robert O. Davis, Clyde Fillmore. Frank- Wilson, Clarence

dir.,

from

.

Muse.

~

DESERT SONG,, drama: prod.. Robert Buckner; dir..
Robert Florey; do writing credits; camera. Berl Glennon;
Dennis

technicolor director, Natalie Kalinus. Casi:
gan, Irene. Manning, Bruce Cabot, Victor Franccn,

MorLynue
Overman, Gene Lockhart, Faye Emerson. Marcel Dalio,
Felix Basch, Gerald Mohr, Joole Johnson, Curt Bois. Albei f Morln, Jack LaRue. William Edmunds, Wallis Clark.
PRINCESS O'KOURKE, drama; prod., Hal B. Wallis;
written and directed by Norman Krasna: camera. Eiine
Haller.
Olivia dc Havillano, Robert Cummiiigs.
Cast:
Charles Cohurn, Jack Carson,' Jane Wyman. Harry DavenGladys Copper, Minor Watson. Nan Wynn. Curl Bois.
Ray Walker.
ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN, drama; prod" Jesse.
L. Lasky; dir., Irvfrig Rapper; no writing credit!-: cameia,
Sol Polito.
Cast: Frcdric March, Alexis Smith. Donald
Crisp, Alan Hole, John Carradinr, Bill Henry, Robert Barrat. Walter Hampden, Joyce. Reynolds. Whltford Kane,'
Percy Kilbride. Naua Bryant.

port.

.

;

•

THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS;

prod..

Mark

Helllngcr;

dir.,. David Butler;
no writing credit-: cainera r Arthur
Edeson. Cast: Joan Leslie, Dennis Morgan, Eddie. Cantor,
Dlnali Shore, Betlc Davis, Errol Flynn, Huniphrey Bog a it.
Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupiiio, George Raft, Alexis Siulln,
John Garfield, Ann. Sheridan, Julie Bishop, Jack Carson.
Alan Hale, Sydney Greenslreet, Gig Young, Irene Maiming,
Gene Lockhart. George Tobias, Jane Wyman.
OLD ACQUAINTANCE, drama; prod., Henry Blanke;
dir., Vincent Sherman; screenplay," John Vaii Druten ana
Lc'iiorc Codec: from staae play by John Van Druten;

(Continued on

itaiff
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to Aid Draft loanta
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and

Western Html-

our people!

ment

Join with*

alike.

land.

have expressed great c<
'o fine examptej
the manner and method of the en- Mia point de gax£
actment of the' Conn*] y - Em In bill, Mum. It
I

1;

which,, because of their intemper-

may

ance and impatience,

made

soi

be to

dures which stone must be de- genie.
R.
pended upon to adjuit our difficult
economic relationships In the days ed to the mi
his wife,
to come.
'

.

Study Suggested

be giv

an emigrants who hsve
en resettled In Central and South
and 1100.000 for the
maintenance of 400 Dutch refugees
Sarinem. Help will be given
refugeea released from internment
camps In North Africa, as well as

je^ university America.

ftool could develop more
effective training programs to cope
son, an unusual' l
r_
enly European c*n^bsWa^VHa«sWtlii^9V¥rTOe<) the efforts with war casualties and expansion
"The Central Conference of porcelain horse of the Ring Hellof Gen. Dwlght F.iienhowtr and of research. The Infirmary is at
American Rabbis suggests that the period and two exam plea of Eng- other Allied chieftains to reconcile Thirteenth Street and Second Ave*"
' "*"
belwtrn
'racial nue.
law be carefully restudled In the llsh Bristol glass.
the
differences
light of the progressive social legislation of recent yesra and. that a
more sober and helpful measure be
enacted, which will not sacrifice
any of the gains which American
labor has achieved through the
year* and which will be fair to all
concerned."
The resolution noted "with' satisfaction that American labor has
to a remarkable degree adhered to
Its 'no strike pledge' and because
ef It and the cooperation' of man*
agement and the public, our country has achieved an astounding record of production for the war effort to defeat the Axis powers." It
continued:
"Even those who arc not opposed to many of the provisions of
the bill have admitted that ll has
been hastily drawn up, some of Its
provisions altogether unrelated to
the war emergency, unenforceable
and, therefore, llkvly to weaken the
respect for law and authority."

New

clothiog.

prlated to aid refugees
'Asiatic Rusala. $300,000 for

Jeopard' 1873

it* the orderly democratic proce-

food,

tedlcal aid will

children who are exbrought out of France
Already M03.0O0 has

1

I

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^______

.

In

to destitute native populations in
Algeria, Casablanca and Tangier.

EVERYBODY'S HAPPY

AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
el

*fot4

Achievement

ef

Harmony

Of

The new president of the con
ference, the Rev. Dr. Solomon B.
.Freeh ot or Rodef Shalom Congregation. Pittsburgh, said harmony
on major Issues had been achieved
at the six-day meeting.
"Perhaps the .reason for the
spirit of cooperation which bridged
he

differences,"

all

commented,

"was the fact that In our consciousness was the vivid awareness
of the tragic slate of European
Jewry: In the light of that unspeakable tragedy, the conference
was more concerned with help to
martyred world Israel than with
debate on theoretical differences."
•

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER'S HILARIOUS COMEDY!
She got

Other officers elected were Dr.
Hillel Silver of Cleveland,
president: Rabbi Harry 3
Itargolls. St. Paul. Minn.; tressurer; Rsbbl L. Regner. Resiling.
Pa.; financial aecrelsry: Dr, Iraac
E. Marcuson, Macon. Gs., administrative secretary.

Abba

their autographs in jj^&lj

vice

'

ASTOR

Joan Bennett *Hn Daughter
SM<'»I io tut

Nf*

HOLLYWOOD,
Wahcr

named

le*r, SS«« 1*4 SMA^,
bhw* e**» wmmw. n«
T*?«a >e. Web | A4*r. •

Er.S.*ST

reeuler Print C*Mlnv«v» fr«m 10 A.M.

tf«»K Tiura-

June 27—
artreu and wife
Hollywood motion-picture producer, gave birth to
a daughter lait'nlght at the Ccod
Samaritan Hospital. The child wsa

Jmti Bennett,
ef

i-nri*!*!*.

Calif.,

aur w*t aeaiai

film

Wa'r.ger.

Stephanie.

MIm

Bennett's

other children are Dlant, 15, born
of .MI m Ben nett' s marnag e to Joh n[
Fox, and Mellnrta Markey, daugh-'
ter by Eugene Markey, writer snd
producer. .Mr. Wanger and Miss
Bennett were married In Phoenix
In January, HHO.
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PICTURES
Bad

Nearly 3,000 Longhairs Fiddled Or

Ballyhoo
Army new.

Yank, the

Staff of

paper, has standing orders that
mention of the various canteens
for servicemen in New York is
strictly tabu.

Camp Shows

at

G.I.

Show

Army has learned by cxperience that soldiers abroad and in
isolated parts of the country

for Soldiers in Aussie Hospitals

.

Viewed "by

USO-Camp

Show?,

War

Dept. execs, as eviincreasing popularity of

Inc. and
dence of

the new ones; The boys, as far as
shorts ave concerned, like the ones
longhaired enlcrtnihment being cir- that have: us join in the: singing.
cuited into: the nation's army camps Irving Berlin's 'God Bless America'
and navy bases is the report submit- stirs us as much as the 'Star
ted last -\veeV to Washington by Giho Spangled Banner.' America's Berlin
Baldihi. who heuds the CSI concerts has done more to -help-defeat Gerdivision.
many's .Berlin
than a
thousand
Report points up demand for con- B-25's.
'. '.
'.
/
:,
during the past, six
artists
cert
One of our favorite games oyer
months by boys in uniform. Since here is toying with the. names of
1.457 orchestra
last June- 2,8!>8 artists, ga yc
-leaders,
such .as:.' .Row
concerts before a total atlelldilnoe Of Morgan's brother, 'Goot' Morgan;
1.027.326 servicemen, with the statis- Dick Stabile's brother, .'Horse' Statics for the six-month period be- bile; Ozzie Nelson's step-brother, a
tween Nov.. '1942,'sto June 1 of this wrestler named.-; 'Half Nelson; Moryear accounting fo r the major part tO n
D owney 's brother. 'Upside'
'of n^nonKhalrW " inwalie cbiTtribu-" Downey, etc.
(Sure it's crazy— but
During that latter half. 2,031 it makes the time.'!go faster.)
tioh.
artists appeared before 797,230 solf. M. 'Bill'' Stein,. Pfc.

•

Sydney, June

.don't react- favorably to slorics
of the great times the boys, in

'

are having—.with
femmes and all they

of.

dials:

.

:

.

S

by Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo and Metropolitan' Opera
Co., with the latter's complete or-

There's no second prize
war,'

how

.'

Paramount
:•

(Pat)

C. J.

Scollard.

Major
.

'

'

.

Northcross Now.

Memphis! July 6.
Wilson-. Northcross;
staff anliouhcer-baritonc and one-time ;vocal'ist wilh Roy Shields NBC revue
out of Chicago, now. an ensign in- the

WMC

substituted.

raised

lias

OWi and

millions of men happy instead of
just.:one 1st Sergeant unhappy? Men
like Kyser arc doing as much to'
win/the. war as we sojars overseas.

On Re-Occupation
bureau

Checks

ing,

hear Kay's programs and other
programs by short-wave overseas,
and entertainers arc the. men behind
the man behind the gun: and I do

US0

get
rid of the Germans. Hun at a time;
then we start subtracting Zeros.'
|

Jack Benny, Jack Carson. Bob Hope,
and the Stroud Twins; Favorite Actress-Betty Grable with Hedy and
Lana running a close second (but
Grable is really out in front!!);
Favorite Swing Orchestra: Harry
•Jesse' James.
(The boys call "him
'Jesse because he steals every band
poll.)
Favorite. Orchestras for En:

.

':

4

Weekly broadcasts for tea-dancing
arc "another feature sponsored by the
Variety Club.
Oh Tuesday nights
Station
broadcasts the name
bdnd at t he Canteen, Eyeiy Sunday
afternoon, from 3 to 4, a commercial amateur hour is broadcast by
Station WJAS, local CBS station.

KDKA

€kw-owii Gatiop^^d-W-hoa-PoMi

Mr. McDonald m.c.'s the program,
and on the same broadcast, interviews 'each week a soldier, sailor,
WAC, WAVE pi- other uniformed
visitor.

•

,

rental

full

:

teen,

;

•Hays

whore!

office;

session

reau

was

such'

.

"will

time

.

last

Thursday's

held. "reads that his bu-

administer

.and .exhibition

:

.

sorts .of

up

men,

.as-

'channels-arc''

the booking
thesp aims unli)
normal., commercial

of

open.'...'.'

'.

.

Yes. 'Lucky
over here. ... '".
tell:

One

ot

over. here

th,e

Green'

Strike

home), you will understand what

mean— it was

most beautiful sights
,

sec a group of P-IIB's
glide,
through the .air with the
beauty, grace, 'and precision Of a
Dorothy Doi'bcn
anccr.
Wc see
American- moyies at the American
rlc.' Cross.
A 'typical bill we saw
recently
a triple-feature; 'Vir.

:

.

.

.

.

•

w;

.

—

:Topt%sie Woot-sie' it's an audience number with the girls singing right down there by the boys.
This song will never make the dime
store music counters, but in the
Wards it's the Ho. 1 song on the
Hit Parade.
The girls do ;t wel l— so me have
ieen" with me for several years. All
are a well-trained bunch and have
lots of what it takes to make' a good
trouper. My dancing lassies can mix
it wilh the best of them.
All the gals love doing the show
for the 'Yanks:' as they call every
American out here. Even the guys
from south of the Mason-Dixon line

and- friend for the biggest 'Lair in
years in their book 'Our H-ai-ls
Were ..Young and Gay.'. It's been
doipg the rounds of my hospitals
and has* had the boys rolling in the

:

——

—

;

-aisles.

-

'Cornciia— How about a few cop-

my

ies for

boys?'

Tanks and Ta Ta

-Cobbers.''

.

Annette KeUeniiim.

.

:

Kellerman "recently sent

a request for copies of 'Variety' to

be

her Red

sent

Cross

Theatrical

nosv.
Everything is in Unit in -.'Australia;, e.rplainiiif/ t/i«t it
and .during the show the .was favorite reading by the von tided in; hospituls.
The American
Guild of Variety. Artiste undertook

don't flinch

good

f/l7iiicltc

.

'fun

•

boys -forgot their aches and pains.
In
between' the song and dance
numbers, party games arc ..played
Willi plenty of .enthusiasm;' which
proves that- our '-wonderful; doctor's

-

,

.

that service as part of its wcl]ure:
for
mcnibers
the

AGVA

u-orl:

.

'.

armed forces.
Ax for Miss Kellerman's Aussie
:

•

:

tlirou's

it

'.Variety'

the

ei'e'u

xfaii'i/i'esf

muiig.~Ed:l.

Home

Stromberg Back

.

R-iiisl;

.

I

.

DEVOTION, drama;

(.niifdv. A'ici''«i.
Paul Henreid. Montagu -Love. .Arthur
Krouccn. Ethel CrilTlcs,- Dame May Whrti.v. Oik-Uc M.mIo.
TorjcslfV Harvey, Mario Dc Beckyr. E(lm<ind. iircjil.
fi'AK.VTOCA TIIL'NK. drama: prod.. '.Hal '(J. Willi- rt'tr..'
C.icj
Sain VVoocl: a.-.sl. di'r.i Phil Quinn: sci'c(-n pl.iy by
canu-ia. Kmh -i
-n'obin«on fronv Ihc lioVel. by Jidii;; F<-.rhoi
Halliir: Ca^l
Caiiv' Cooper, Iitgild Bononi'ii. flora Hi)bniu
.

;

:

.

.

'•'

.

:,

;

.

.

;

..

.

•

|

1

1

1

'

.

Rr-ruiiai-dl;

as.^t.

Kiviiai

'<ilr:...'Elmfi'-

!no rl|
'Dc*kvr.'
'Ca-l.:' •'.il.uinphrcy-j.!
,
llubart. Alexis. Smilh.
•

,:

•

ON

.

MOOS,

"

•

prod.. Jerry Wald:.

dn

.;,

.

'

Irving OVccher 'will. Iiot 'ooii.ireported, to eollab V.-itli ri'.i-.'
and Howard Di-i/' 0:1
f n! ^mlon ¥rw il
"i,.V,
V
'".-.lead he will sci iwl ,:M«*»- Me
'

!

;(s.

tor.

n1ll . ic;il :

.

Ca>l: Cary Grant. Johii

•.Garfield. Dane. Clark.. Alan Hale: John Ridgel.v, William
Tully, Ralph McColm; BUI
i'lliue.! Pc'ler Whitney.
William Cliallee
llls:,-ell,
Kennedy. George l.lnyd;
Wiiri en
.Iiihn
Whitney, Warner Aiidei-'yir. Hoh' Knit.)

'"'':'
......

'

1

PKSTINATION TOKYQ. Jrama;

..

rcohcr's 'St. I.oiii-.'
'
Hollyw<io;l.

1

j

Maimini:.

"

'
.

':

.musical: prod.. William
SIIINK
)IAItVi:S.T.
<lu"'..
Je— il'ibbs'./. CaM:
Jaf>i>.; dir.: David Biillcr;
Ai,n
SiH'ndaii, .Dennis
Morgan, Jack Caiv

Pcl.iifr Daves; as,t.. dir.. Luckcr.

v.''

..

'

Sidhe. .CirenMifel. Hose
d AVarlni;. Toiii. Tully,

.'IJuiMit.'

!

.'

.

-

.

-

1

•

.

.

li

'

uekne-r; <ln ;., Cnrti=.
Bernhardt:' icrcOlfpfay. Keitli'W)nl<-r; Vami-.m. Ki nK- lliii;i r.
Cast: Olivia c|c llay.il land; "Ida Lupiiio, '-NancvT^lciiwii.:
prod.,: RrtbCi-l

",''.,

•

,

:

•

.

,

.

SI. JLouis'' .for Metro i.« <.i(ir1-r
Judy Garland, culled don.

Tom

Wmt

D'.li^la-V

John

•

'

hit of the: show was a song
the' classic title of 'Please Be
Stick in the
and I'll Be

The.

Sh.<-v:. ail; asst. dir.. Bill Kissel; .screenplay., Frcdcrick
Hunt Stromberg -has returned (i>
canu-ia, Rnhcrt;;Burke.
Cast: Ida I-ii
Paiil the
Coast, ..cutting' short a: planned,
nrVd. Maty Bqland. Marck Windhciiii. '.:".'
slay of Uvo additional weeks in
S'Olt'JilKllX PUHSl'IT, formeily TO Tllf: I;,
MAN. cast
diaii:a: pin.
Jack Cheitok; dir., Baoul Wal-.)i:
dir
In New York for more "Ihan l-.vo
,lii.,Mc.viahoii: screenplay; A. I. Be^zeridc,-: 'camera, Sid
launching of 'I/k'v nt
II.cI.m^.
Ca>l: Krrol Flynn; .Hahmir Daniihc. Oenv Lock-- m « nllu
Burlesctuc and nnancing. Str<;
h.iri: Julie Bi-liop.. John Ridgcly. Alec CraiK.
;'' eturn
,f>. lhc
e;ia:
(ONi'ljCT, drama; prod., William Jatfoh-; dir.. .Cwils--' ' 5 " 1* *?
ff-iii

Ca'sl:

.

.;.

that persona) touch.

Mr. 'Variety,' will you pass out a
Waratch (orchids to you) to some
grand showfolk lor their coopcration in helping the game' along out
here.
Walt Disney,- Kate Smith,
Greer Garson, Bette Davis. Belly
Grable. Fred Astaire. Bing Crosby.
Eddie' Cantor and Edwin C. Hill, who
are responding so .unselfishly.
Air
extra one for Cornelia OUs Slcinia-r

.

Polilo..

'Tarznn-s New York' Adv.ntiire' (When the Statue of Liberty flashed oh the
screen' iriCttw'Ta'-TOn pic— the boys went wild; Ji'i rv Austin. C'ui t Bois."
IKVIN'G niatl.lN'.S. THIS IS Till' AIt>IV, niiiMeiil:'. .rod
shes thc-.-nrja'-sal we want to see
Ciir'.i/.."
when we. got back');- 'and 'IuHan- Jack L. Winner and Hal B. Wali^j clir:vl Miciiiirl
Gk iHi'in. .('.1-:.
screen play; Cnscy :Rol>ln>o)'v:' eaniel ii. rit
pened .One Night.' At the start of
Joan Leslie. C'hai.le-; BuMerwo'rilv and Anny ca-i. '.CaVl
spine of the picture.;
there is a -trailer G.o6r'gu Tiilnii-.- Al;iil Hale. I'na Mi'iki-1. C;i-')i R( .Miu:p:.y
Vnat reads In the
effect that. the. old Stanley Kidnr.-.
Picture.-: ate .being
released again some twjp 0V01 ;is will be able lo see
di'
Viuginia, Cily.'

,

I

;

Belle Davis. Mil iam Il(ij)i:ii>s..
John Lpilor, Gig.' Young, Dolores Moran. Ttp.-.cftc Kains.
iisihcr. Dale. Phillip Ticecl v Anile Kevcro. Ann Dmxi.
Ciinirra,. Sol

is to

lot

cheer" stuff;
When I tell you the
lads went wild at a whacky monologuc called 'Lonesome' (a comic
verse about what they miss, from

-slana.

pay

(Continued fro

is

The hospital lads are.
and need more 'home

tertainment.

a lonely

Advance Production Chart

•Potrest;
Wc knew this is. worrying everyone back hemic: so wc Will

swapping

all

.

fellowship and. fun that prevails
during the entire performance.

Mud

gals;

From now on we stick to thc. hospi.tals
Camps are getting: plenty en-

You. can imagine the natural good

Your

and

star

.

feeling inside.

:

My

swell-set-,

sometimes

trimmings,

.

makeup and towels, dressing on"a
postage stamp.
Wotta life, not a
to show, but a .million dollar

dime

Show Guadalcanal Vets
Our first show was given to a

'with

standalone 'day. a

with

nuthin' but walls, roof and floor.
rain drops on galvanized sheds,
sounding like a blitz (wilh a difference, thank God); a troupe of Gtr-odd

The

/

.

-Temperament

for

Believe you me. these last few years
taken all the. temperamental
stuff out of little Annie; Playing all

have

big
crowd of boys nearly all of them
just arrived from the battle, lines up
north and .over on 'Canal1 (Guadalcanal).
They hadn't seen girls' for
months.
Well,' iny gals are very
c'omely-T^some especially so, and best
of all they are real home-town gais,
What I mean is they are family, girls
who have received their parents'
permission to. join my little troupe.
'

account-

monies

Iii
lending fullest cooperation to
the OWI. the industry has placed
these prints in the hands of the overseas bureau.
Statement froni the

.

.

all

the distributors themselves as- soon
as possible.
According to the industry plans
these films" will, have superimposed
lilies in appropriate languages, and
then will be turned over to the OWI
uvuisl'js buiL'liu tor shipment to stralegic points. While these plans "were,
being worked out. the job of superimposing titles has progressed. so far
that numerous .productions are ready
for '.immediate shipment. "

;.'

The new USO -Variety Club. Canwas the result' of a". community
project initialed by the Pittsburgh
tertainment:
Horace Heidi's and Chamber of Commerce. Before that
Russ
Morgan's;
Actor: time both the USO and the Variety
Favorite
Spencer . Tracy and George Rati; Club had had separate lounges for
Favorite Cartoon:. Bugs- Bunny;-'-.Fa- service-men.
vorite Male Vocalists: Bing Crosby,
Lester. Harding, and Frank Sinatra:'
FavoVitc
Female! Canary:
Dinah
Shore, Frances Langforcl. and Helen
!

of

collected.
Further the pact reads that the distribution of U. S. films iii; such foreign lands shall be turned over to

Variety Club

Continued from page

mean that old word 'morale.-'
Our outfit's slogan is: 'First we

Frolic: Favorite Comedians;.

.

reasonable rentals. and

.

•

We

Fun and

Plans

Foreign managers of the film busiOWI overseas
last. Thursday (1) completed
plans to make American- feature pic'.

ness and reps of the

.

OWJ.

No Room

moth

1st

.

'

or the Fighting-Forces Favorites for

Film Biz Co-op

.

the Government and has entertained
millions of men in the armed forces.
Isn't it more important that he keep

'

.

gals did their routines down the center of the ward' and every boy had
a front seat. Boy What a thrill for
us gals (me, too).

tures available for; showing in forHollywood, July 6.
Two years late, John Housman eign counties, immediately upon
checked into Paramount to start their occupation by U. S. military
work on his contract as associate forces. Agreement -entered is purported, to. be a compromise between
producer.
Housman signed iii 1941, but asked original ideas of OWI. and initial
for a leave of absence to organize stand taken by the picture', comthe Overseas Radio Branch of the. panies. It calls for. the OWI. to get
'"'

realize how- much mpre
is as a civilian?
Kay
millions., of dollars for

Kay

valuable

in

'

,

•

Government

Aussie show

..the;

.

-

Housman

.

put

I

balls for. a while
kee 'Chevoo.' I

-

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

and -wrote, a Yanhave some swell
Navy.
:
f:
costumes, hundreds of them, and
Sudden arrival of his orders Jimmie put up our stage curtains we'
caught the Memphis Open Air thea- used over in Europe during the last
tre short' for its first show, 'Spring tow.
Wc split the hospital ward,
Maid,' Which opened a week's run in half and worked on the floorlast night.
Northcross was to have no stage except a clearing at one
sung, second lead. Charles Yearsley end for entrances and exits:
The

.

.

.

'

A veteran- of World War No. 1,
he has been acting Irial-judge advocate in N. Y;

s

smasher, booker, stagehan
etc.
I supply all
After all- this time i thought tumes, musical score, etc., and couabout right to do. somut for our pons— after all the old man loses out.
own American lads, so' visited one. on an extra; suit- or pajamas.
The reward comes when wc see
of the hospitals on my newspaper
'carrier rpute' and found that though, thpse happy, beaming 'faces as
these kids' were getting, an Occa- boys- blap long and hard. It niakes
sional show/ there' war'nf the per- the D. V. feel like taking each on
sonal or homey touch and up to to her motherly brcasjt^-but she
date we only '.get a 'biggie' like Joe don't look overly motherly.' When
E.' BrOwn
onc't in a while.
So I .they are asked if they want the
asked Colonel G. D. France per- show' again; you can hear their yells'
mission to try somut new. He's a a mile away. We even have some
swell guy and game me 'carte .Stage .Door Johnnies. On con vclcscblanche.' ;sO Annette Kellerman and ing, the lads turn up at another hosthe Kellerman Gals put on a Satur- pital for the show, or pop in at the
day afternoon 'Bosker' party show. rehearsal hall. The' kids are lonely
.and are always welcome,
Boy, was. it a Wow Wow!
bilipostcr,

'

U.S. Army.

trict,

In Africa

business,
Jihimie, same, old Jimmie, Js bag-

;

gage

.

Vince Hart, -formerly eastern production code head for the Hays office, promoted from captain (o major
and assigned to- the first military dis-

taining normal service to exhibitors
across the entire country' regardless
of manpower- problems.
Continued from page 4
Par is operating its exchanges at
normal, although the problem of
ville. has really made a comeback
d uring World War II. Thousands of getting help is one that has made
sojars .have seen -vaudeville for the it difficult going.: Company is using
first time, thanks to the USO shows, women; wherever possible, at the
and .to say they are. now 'vaudeville same time training others, for. more
conscious is to put it mildly (vaude- important duties than they had preville may have been down for the. viously been assigned to.. Some comof nine:— but it never was panies-have, even sent help from
, count
really out).
We think now would •N. Y. to various branch points which
be a good time to sign up for 'for- needed assistance.
Film exchanges, the same as other
eign' service.' Or maybe we- can get
out of the army on this new 38-year lines of activity, have hot only lost
deal^-Lord' knows we've aged 20 people to "the armed services but
also to defense plants. The good pay
years since getting in the army.
We went to ah Arab- weddiiig. it to be made entices many of thorn,
was really something. Music was while, there ..are cithers who feel
furnished by three Arabs, two play- duty-bound to do something for the
ing through, bamboo, sticks a' la war effort and join defense plantsGoodman and one beating on a or go in other-work related to the
home-made drum. This was the war.
'Anyway, we've got to w'iri the war
groom's fifth .wife; she cost hini 300
first,'
Scollard reminded, 'because'
fish.
that second prize isn't there.'.
Opposed to Kyser Draft
Another thing that' burns we' boys
overseas up, is to read that the Government wants to draft men. like
Finally
In
Kay Kyser. Doesn't and can't the

—

Now

V'ince llarl

-

'

show

it

this

'

T

'toons.'

Equity's headquarters.

distribution, executive in
charge of various phases- of exchange operation, including labor
matters, sums up the need for main-

chestra.

Yanks

is

'

War'-ScoMard
in

real

.floorshow in a hospital' or buT,
or huts is righter.
Ye know for three years I've been
troupin' with my Red Cross show.
I have over sixty 'sheilas* (dames lo
you ) on my books— all volunteers.
I
wroie the reviews; lyrics and

a member of Equity, but
was not. listed as being, in uniform
.'until, word 'of his -recovery was received. Craig's name will go. oh the
Roll of Honor being installed at

He

base.

.Performances. included those given

There's No 2d Prize

A

newest and whackiest show.

•

diers at 1.140 concerts.

by the N. Y. Philharmonic, NBC;
Cincinnati, St'.' Louis. Rochester, Los
Angeles, Sun Francisco and Boston
symphony orchestras, as well as vol-

1

,

all -gal

—

.

—

As far as I can remember, which
plenty, 'Variety' always, sent a
is
mugg reporter to all the 'premeers,
good, bad ahd
Well here's
your Aussie mugg reporlin' on the

Craig married Valentine
Vernon, also of..the;'Belincla' cast;
.Lt. Craig.
been -made recreation -officer on the staff of Brig. Gen.
William 11. Rupertiis at a Pacific

125.

•

•

drome

.

opened.

wei'sihs.

still

the Old Hippo-;
days— plenty
of
pep
mistress of ceremdnies— sings a- soni;
or two plays the accordion
for
singTSong'! sessions— does
whacky
monologs about the fleet and army
—winding up with a" high -kicking
dance. Tli« boys give her a great
hand—after 'all she wasn't a headliner on-the^greatest vaudeville -•circuit the world has ever known for
years without learning plenty about

•

:

-

stints

unblushingly-j-shc,
pbunds-^-fceis like

'corJcids.'

;

.

^

Continued from page 4

Belasco. N. Y.. in the fall, of 1940.
His sister. Helen Craig, 'was made
the.-, featured, player after the show

.

untary

north- (o thc

arid

.

,

In This

.

Now you: know what ;Var'iet>"
reads like to the Au.^sies when a
doughboy, lets a: Digger read one;

U. S. Callboard

:

'

,

(Snake

•

.

'

.

—

pitals

.

'

pronounced cs
orcr their
all
flrittned
Seirt-some-to—'ouH bnck-'— liosV

Hospituls
in Byl-e)

:

.

for. the 'Vaour' boys.
Stone 'the
The tads nt SiuiUe Gully

for

crowd!

can eat for free.

ta Cobber

Whocko.'

fietys'

New York
plenty

and nurses are bringing the boya
around. No loved ones at Rome need
worry about their boy— the' tender
care he gets is heartwarming..
Now you are probably woiiderj'115
what the' ers'twhUe 'Diving Venus'
(wotta cognomen) is doing in all
this ; eheer-up- stuff.
Well, to put it

1.

Editor. 'Variety':

Alvin,

jnhn

Foi-yilie.

'

'

'

Sally Benson' stories
in the New Yorker.

i':;,l

f

\

appe.iied
;
'

.

.
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so that no wounded soldier or convalescing soldier, sailor or marine
need ever want for diversion and
laughter, to ease their idle hours
while incapacitated.'
That's the thing Cantor will want
to stress before NEIC at tomorrow's endorsed by

Show

Cantor Urges Morale Scripts
Continued Irom pace'

means

that

saved

know

I

seen

labor

another
works because I've

building

the

for

ship.'

much time and

sir

it

of

woVk.

it

who

be

Shall

however) who

is

a-

er,

(citing

nameless here,
perform-

'

'terrific

mo-

the

e kills the people, but

vRickehba^ker holment he ad
ler.- about you people laying down,

if

;

preached

thai'.--

wants to be
What's more, and

Nobody

at.

kind

thai

justifiably,

wrong

ot

.

li-

bretto invariably fetches' a crack.
•Yeh. then why aren't you at the
front; at least we're_here_on the

scripts

.

is lost."

all

your bene-

for writing

This need
fit

more important

cveir-

is

treating with labor and

when you're

political sensitivities.
'Another thing.

How about not
having them pay your hotel bill and
the like, when you visit a' defense
plant. What<locs it amount to? But
come

to pick
up the lab. and they're told that Mr.
Doake.s lias already paid for his
meals, hotel, etc.,. it does give us
We're
actors a little move stature.

when

executives

the

madcap

not

solid' citizens

we're

mountebanks:,

mind '.bragown humble way,

and'I don't

ging' that, in bur

we people of the theatre, whether
they're from Hollywood or Broad-'
way or Radio City, we all do our
profession proud under these circumstances.
'And if anybody's stuck on the
type of script to use at a defense
plant rally, let 'cm ask me. I'll be
glad to cue 'em.'
These home-front and 'hospital
circuit' jobs are among the move
vital tasks which the National En•

New

Working

Wounded

or the

I-

i.

el

.-.

..

:.

iaku'.'iiK'"«.'

u.-

ior

|/vr

Hitler 10
his

;

1

pened

go

to

to Fall in Love.'
struck a responsive
chord, through the mental haze' and
the fog. and the doctor said, gratefully, 'You've done just the thing
we lacked here. Mr. Cantor; just the
spark to bring hinnback. Once wc
achieve that link we come out winning, and the case is cured.'

Somehow

that

Former

'But apart from anything as unusual as that," says Cantor, 'The
hospitalized, back from
the wars, should have our first consideration. I am urging that wc of
the theatre set up as scientifically as
possible a 'hospital circuit.' just as
was.
well-knitted as the old

UBO

George Raft
In
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Also

S3.000.000

3

:

an effort to support his charge
jealousy, etc.

He

testified

that

6.

lTe

eveii

spoke to Betty. Finally, he said, he
persuaded Miss Grablc to seize his
wife's hand under the table in the
hope 'that it would, cure her of
,

jealousy."

The Knight version
pinching

table

wood was

of this underincident in Holly-

slightly different.

'My husband was giving a New
Year's Eve party for the Coogatis

men

show

ican

because Jackie was having trouble
with his family and his' money,' she
'Arthur fCameronV was siltiiui between Miss Grablc and me.
She was wearing a very, low cut

said.

dress.'
-

'And. did it fit her well? Mrs. Cameron was asked by another of her
Jimmy Allrcd. former
attorneys,
governor of Texas.

>

to one of the most
in the history of Amerbusiness, the Victory ship

Paying tribute
beloved

M. Cohan was launched
yesterday (Tuesday) at the Bethlehem-Fairficld shipyards hero by
Marjorie Cantor^ daughter of Eddie
Cantor, with the comedian and his
wife, Ida, standing by.
Cantor made a brief talk paying
homage to the late song-and-dancc
•man and sang a medley of Cohan
Later Cantor appeared at
tunes.
the opening of Baltimore's drive to
sell $3,000,000 in War Bonds, and
himself purchased five Sl.000 bonds
one each for his daughters. ZaSu
Pitts, currently appearing heie in
'Her First Murder.' was also in the
ship launching and bond drive inaugural party.
Cohan Victory ship was the 161sl
launched at the local Bethlehem

.

mittee, headed by ..Leonard Callahan; the public relations commit-

headed by Abel Green and
read by Anita Graniiis; and the credenlials committee, headed by James
A. Reilly.
More Pledges
Additional pledges and designation of delegates to the Conference
Board were received at the session,
bringing the total thus far to 34.
The
remainder
are
expected
within the next few days. List of
delegate's thus far to the Conference Board, follows: National Assn.
yard.
of
Broadcasters.
Neville
Miller;
SESAC. Leonard Callahan: Dramatists
Guild.
Elmer Rice; Songwriters' Protective
Assn..
E.
C.
HIS BIZ
Mills; United Scenic Artists. Howard
Bay:
Shows. Abe LaslHIT fogel:.USO-Camp
Theatrical
Wardrobe -AtBusiness has been affected by gas tendants
Union.
Augusta - Ockcr:
rationing and other wartime condi- Variety Clubs of America, John H.
tions in only a couple resort spots Harris;
Hollywood
Writers'
Moin which he operates, but not to any
bilization, Robert Rossen. with Milappreciable extent, while as an off- ton
Merlin as eastern
delegate:
set it remains stroim generally over Amusement
Trade
Press.
Abel
the
circuit,
according to Walter Green of 'Variety.'
Reade, who has a chain of nearly 30
Assn. Theatrical Agents and Mantheatres in New Jersey and upstate agers. Milton Wintravjb: Treasurers
New York.
& Ticket Sellers. Morrie- Seamen:
Ill for some time, and coming into
Associated Actors & Artistes. Paul
his N. Y. office only two days a Dullzell; Broadcast Music. Inc.. N.
week, Reade. in association with E. Thojnpkins: Amer. Guild of VaRKO, has acquired the Highland riety ArtLsLs, Malt Shelvcy; Screen
Park at New Brunswisk. N. J., which Publicists Guild, Jonas Rosenficld.
brings the total in which he and Jr.: Theatrical Protective Union No.
RKO are partners to five in that I. Solly Pcrnick: Amer, Fed. of Ratown.
He and RKO have seven dio Artists; Emily. Holt; National
houses in the Trenton area. Price Theatre Conference. Barclay Learep6rted to have been paid for the thern; Actors Equity. Bert Lytell:
New Brunswick addition is $170,000. Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
It was formerly owned by Joe Stern,
America. Ed Kuykendall: American
originally a part of the old Stanley Theatre Wing, Kc'nnit Bloomgardcn;.
Co. of America.
Reade stated that Ind. Theatre Owners of America,
about SfiO.000 will[-be: spent putting Harry Brandt; Academy ot Motion
the theatre inlo condition, with re- Picture Arts and Sciences. Walter
opening slated for' this coming Wanger; Radio Writers Guild, not
named yet; Society of Independent
Christmas.
Reade spent the entire winter in Motion Picture Producers. Lloyd
Florida for his health, and since then Wright: United Th. War Activities
has spent the major portion of his Committee. James Sauler: Allied
time at his estate hi Deal.. N. J. His S1:llp s Assn. of M. P. Exhibitors, not
weight is down to 185 pounds.
tee,

'

.
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Humphrey BOfiART « Roymond
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47th

St.
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"Action in North Atlantic"
-

Jimmy ROGERS

S. F.

asked.
'I think she knew I pinched him.*
replied the former star ot Holly-

wood and Broadway.
however.
Miss
In
Hollywood,
Grable (now Mrs. Harry Jamesi
denied any knowledge of the incident.
She said she didn't know
Cameron and had never attended
any such party.
In any case, the testimony went
on as the Camerons offered verbal
support for their respective cases
until Miss Knight broke down under
cross-examination
and the court
granted a continuance to next week
so that she might regain her com.

posure!
In the course of her testimony Miss

Knight asserted that her marriage
to Cameron cost her the Broadway
show role that made Mary Martin

She told how they met in
Galveston night club and' how
conducted a whirlwind

fairious.

a

Cameron

courtship from New Orleans to California and back. After the Beverly
Hills ceremony, she said, they took
a wedding trip that ended in New
York, where she had already promised to do the stage job, but that

Cameron

objected, when he learned,
that she had to kiss nn actor in Unmusical.
He started packing to
leave, she said.
'I was his wife and I didn't want
to slay there alone, so I went with
him,' she said: 'The part I had was
played by Mary Martin and she was
made famous by a song in the show.

'My Heart Belongs

to Daddy.'

Details of their marital life were

bared through the long days ot testimony, with each practically tossing
the.

book

at trie other.

The

hca.r'in!!.

is
on Cameron's suit for divorce,
with Miss Knighl's cross-complaint
scheduled to be heard after his suit
is completed.
She is asking permanent alimony and a slice of the Cameron estate which includes extensive
oil holdings and a cash bank balance of $114,721.46, according to his

own

listing of assets in court

Noah

BEERY

"PRAIRIE CHICKENS"

WRITER AVAILABLE

IR.

IRVING ELMAN, author
duced—very

—

ing film on the premises, resulting
in the opening by
he 'two houses' nt
separate studios.
Fire depiirlniont
order was an oulgr.m ih ot .a result
blaze at the TiVnews.

Elliott,

i

U.S.

Studios will also handle the cut-,
editing and screening' of tilm

for

Tclcncws and New.-m-l theatres

in

transbay

Oakland,

same management.

operated

of

"THE FIRST MILLION,"

pro-

briefly
on Broadway this season by Jitnmv
has just completed a slightly longer run with the
is now open to other offers.
Apart from

Army and

a slightly elevated blood pressure— too high for the Army,
but just right for Hollywood— he is 'practically as good as
new and guaranteed to give satisfaction. Free, white, 28—
and 4F. Also writes well. Good dialogue a specialty. Address
all offers care ot Dramatists' Guild: 6 E. 39th St.. New
York, N. Y.

ling,

j.i.i

•

Cuts Film-Cutting

San Francisco. July 0.
Fire' department ordered Frisco's
two newsreel theatres. Tclencws and
Newsrecly to cease. cCilling and edit-

ol

"BEST FOOT

the Merrier"

ot

he

between Miss Grablc and 'Miss
Knight at a dinner party one evening and that June pinched him un— _
der the table every tlme
sat

July »

-"The More

t

Continued from pace

in the second actress' name.
of Betty Grablc. but' only in.

brought'
tha.t

'Yes, it was a nice filling dress.'
American Theatre Wing and other June, admitted. 'Mr. Cameron had
war activities committees. It's re- turned his back to me arid was talkemphasized
that
the
Conference ing to Miss Grable abOut their (the
Board will hold no dictatorial reins, Coogan's private business. It was
that any of the allied organization* rude, so I pulled his arm and told
will be at liberty to withdraw if it him to stop it.
He turned around
so desires.
again arid was very close to Miss
Reports were received' al -Thurs- Grablc and I pulled him arm again.
day's session from the organiza- He still didn't turn around, so I
tions committee headed by Philip pinched him.'
Loeb and read in his absence by
Did Miss Grable know that you
Oeorge Heller: the speakers' com- pinched
Governor 'Allrcd
him?'

Bonds

in

Baltimore. July
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look by HERBERT b
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READE SAYS
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— Mantle.

will
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HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Continuous •

Sydney Greenstreet
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in

Warnrr Droi

bjr

WEEK

"BACKGROUND TO
DANGER"

"MISSION
Preuntal

i/.alions thai

George

DA VIES

E.

.

the Conference Board.
Thus show
biz, wilh an over-all knowledge of
the morale problems that confront
the nation, will set to work, each orthem to Palestine.'
ganization working as an autonoCantor will also address the
with NEIC's Conference
Radio Pictures convention at mous setup,
Board and its coordinating commitWaldort-As'lr.ria
on Monday
the
how Busi- tee ucting only in an advisory canext (12). He is' making
pacity.
ness.' saga of the theatre, for
SU-mming. from
the
projected
package deal will) himself
as a
ideas, the entertainment industry
starred
and as author-producer.
will be ready to branch out anew
While east Cantor is 'auditioning
inlo various phases of activity on
new talent which his daughter. Mar- the industrial and civilian homejorie, now acting as his business
front, contribute toward enlarging
aide, helped round up.
the scope
of
USO-Camp Shows,

wounded and

2nd
of

named

Plans. All Set

As outlined al Thursday's meeting,
top governmental execs will be oh
hand' to address the NK1C delegates
the opening-day luncheon and
at
afternoon session; to set forth the
manner in whitjh show business can
make its best contribution. Based
oi these statements of needs, an allimporhint coordinating committee'
which will be set up to act as a
clearing house and. in an advisory capacity, will sift. the recommendations
and channel them inlo the Gl organ-

•

U. S. Ambassador

JOSEPH

.

Now's the Time

WEEK

Th«

'Tomatoes Arc
Arc Cheaper.

into

Potatoes

Cheaper;

NEIC

U'kis htV

.'I'.vi.-ii

galore, which hands than lo'shoofoin.' says Cantor,
officer's polite •because' they're too young for forced
caution that 'our boys aren't accus- labor or" concentration camps.. I've
tomed to applauding so you won't pledged myself to a Ko funds for
mind if they don't,' to instances 5.000 such kids, and between the
where a right song will help strike auspices of the Joint Distribution
a responsive chord.
Committee. Youth Aliyah. Hadassiih,
He. saw one such instance with a the Inlcr.nali.on.nl Hod Cross and the.
shell-shocked case at the Lcdcrman ever kindly Quakers we arc thus
hospital, San Francisco, where one nble to «ct them out of these counof our boys, back from Attu, had tries. There will never corne a Jew-,
been standing in the corner, his face ish lad from Germany. Austria. Kim ->•
to the wall, pitifully unaware of fiary; Poland or Iliily .until the Axis
whyfore. is destroyed, -but those lands I've,
its
Cantor's visit
and
some mentioned somehow can yield up
his
stuff for
Cantor did
time, and didn't get a spark from these helpless, hapless waifs. And
soldier
until
he hap- it takes $480 per child to transport'
that one

York Theatres

11th
Thrilling Story

tory Committee, Kenneth Thomson;
Screen Writers Guild, Lillian HellManagers Guild, Adrian
McCalman; Chorus Equity, Ruth
Richmond; Authors League, not

mat.; Artists

I

.

home-front," and

3

named yet; Screen Acuu> 'Guild".
Kehnotl) .Thomson; Hollywood Vic-

..

much absenteeThere are instances
when he undoes range from a medical

there's loo

ism, etc'
everything.

com-

.

a

lib*.

and that

c continuations

tomorrow
will
address
(Thurs.V final preliminary
ot NEIC al the Hotel Astor,
previous Polo Grounds rally
Other Committments
wows. The sessions, at which will
permits, and give firsl-hand his findThese commitments call for. S I80 be represented all branches of stage,
the home-front but
ings, not only o
per rhild which H.idass.ih lepatrialcs screen, radio and music with -its al-ilal
need of entertaining the'
the
:is
lied. craft unions, will take place in
wounded.
from
some
umania, Jugoslavia and
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel.
Cantor

night's

when

19 if;

Biz Service Flag
Continued Irom page

tl

tThurs.) meeting, and would like to mittee which met again last Thursnight (1) to further the Contell the two-day conference at the day
Waldorf- Astoriii but tor his other ference Board setup, will replace the
original ceremony scheduled as a
commitments.
morning event to Open the pow-

tackle.

meeting

Needs an Author
know it doesn't work
some thoughtless comedian
'1

oiu\

3

tertainment Industry Council would

7,

by
j

|
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Fly Charges

Tool of Radio

Is

Cox Probe of FCC Shows Symptoms

(July 7-18)
.Inly 7

Tlasli

'Monopoly; Hearings Get Underway

Wednesday;

p.m..

tions: .11:30-12

WABC-CBS;

Of a Good, Old-Fashioned Smear

Casry,' dramatiza-

Gim

sustaluin

.

.

.

R.p.
the Ci'ijt

FCC
bv

w-:i.-:

'

KCC chairman James

L..

Confessions of

Fly with

ait

commercial radio, interests to
m.cnxo|ji»li>li<f control Upon the

{i*i,U'i»s

impose

the Air,' .from training centers: 8:30-9. p.ivu TlHiradav: WEAF-NBC; sustaining.
•Blind Date" variety, with
lone Francis: 8-8:30 p.iiv., Thursin

investigating
charged Sunday night [* V

C'omniiltec

Optimist

ihe nation's most significant

mechanism '.'of

mentary;

NOKJIAN CORW1N

:

l.-mce of

Especially Written

•Music
1 1

-

'

\eliviiy which has made il literimpossible for "a single enemy.
laVmitlcr in this country to communicaie with, our enemies abroad.;

RKV EW AND
I

l'REVlEVr,

of the 1943-44 Season to

organization which collects,
analyzes and! reports to
.offices the radio

Washington, July 6.
Reports here arc that certain

Army and Navy documents and
information disclosed at
Friday's (2) hearing of the

oilier
last

Cox Committee were classified
as 'secret' -by the armed forces
at the time they were being read
in

public hearing.

It is also re-

ported that one of the members
of the U. S. Chiefs of Staff went
lo the Office of Censorship Friday morning in an effort to prevent printing of some .of the secret material by newspapers.

Buyer \l /r

prospective sponsor for the
Philadelphia; orchestra, signed to a
throe-year contract by CBS .last
i.\
week, miist'be prepared to shell out
from $17.500- lo $20,000 a week, acr
cording to web sales' department estimates. To' begin with, the Saturday 1-2 p.m. slot on a 52-w<eek basis
fetches $8,400 netWeekly. And the
orchestra itself would cost. $9,000 to
$11,000. depending upon the use of
guest talent and other extras. These
estimates" are rough, as the sales
staff' is still working out marketing
symphonic hour,
details
for
this
.

In

Y; Philharmonic, which has -been:
sponsored since May 23. by the U.Rubber Co. The lime bill for the

Sunday

3-4:30

.'

stretch

is

.

:

.

RALSTON'S NET RETURN

TO BE DAYTIME SHOW

.

his. committee by playing up Fly's
•Hack upon the Army and NaVy.
'The. fathers and mothers of the
'

war,'.-

Cox

West

to

Oversee 'H'wood

re-

Theatre of Air' for B-S-D

iContinued on page 40)

P&G DECISION THIS
WK. ON FEM. GABBER

Janies. West,
assistant to Bill
Ramsey, -radio director of Procter

Gamble, has resigned to
Blackelf-Sample-Hummert

join

a c

with
ill,.

I

lit

'

..

-

Compton

'

Story,' educational:'
Latfim'ore; 11:30-12

Owen

Sunday; WEAF-NBC;-: sus-

Hard Way

July
'It's

Maritime,'

liitisic

names, with, Madeleine
Carroll, oh premiere program, in
association with U. S, Maritime
Service; 5-5:30 p. m.. Saturdays;
WABC-CBS; sustainingJuly is
Bob Crosby, variety; 10:30.-1
giiesl

p.m„ Sunday;

WEAF-NBC;

Lorillard.Co.;

Thompson

P.

.1.

agency.'

.

.

for Allaying Public Fear
In Munitions Train Blast
Washington, July

KFXJ, of Grand Jiuiclion,
the headlines;
Colorado, played an imporla.nl part
Only one thing tailed lo go accord
in reassuring residents of that coniing to plait Charles Denny, general
iiuinily following the explosion of
counsel Tor FCC. made several ef
two 'carloads of munitions there on
forts to gel a word in edgewise.
June 28, National Association ot
Chairniaii. Cox flared up and deBroadcasters reports:
clared:
Ilex Howell, station- manager, con'Counsel for the FCC ought to
tacted military authorities and obknow enough of procedure not. to tained permission to broadcast the
impudently inject himself: into the
true slory of what had happened to
proceedings. Take your sent. If you
the panicky residents, roused by the
do hoi take your scat, we shall send
the early morning
explosions'", in
for the police to. have you ejected,'
hours and fearing that their lown
Following the conclusion of tlfe
was being bombed.
hearing. Denny explained to- reportRepeated explanations and bullcr
ers. that he was merely trying to exwere broadcast, urging the
tins
plain that Robert Leigh, director of
pehple to remain under shelter and:
the Foreign Broadcast Service of
unnecessarily. Wilhin
Station

'

:

'

.

,

.

Carolina Station Fosters
'Go-to-Church' Drive

Offset Racialism FCC. was

To

..Charlotte,.

WBT

has

gathered

July

.6.

strong, local

going to London this week
on urgejit government business and
would not be available to testify on
Friday tfl ). when the committee
holds ils second hearing.

not telephone

few moments

a

the

.of

'broad-

first

telephone calls dropped 75' ;..
according to the telephone company

cast.*,

Grand Junction. How-

-

from
ell and his station have been pubRadio Observers
cited for outstanding public
licly
Radio industry was well repre- service.
Hie sented, at the. first session, with obsolve: the racial problem on
servers from the National' Assn. of.
home front. Th rou 8h this series, Broadcasters
and several of the netSTICK
which is conducted by Dr. J. S: works. General impression here is
Nathaniel Tross, Negro teacherrmin- that the industry is not too happy
AIR
over the Cox Committee or its
is(cr. the station is sponsoring a .'go
llildegarde, regardless of Red'Skclto church' campaign.
The program methods, but considers the investigation a necessary preliminary to ton's army status, has been renewed
is offering an. award of $100 in cashaction in the fall to by Brown It Williamson Tobacco
to the Negro church in the com- legislative
munity snowing the highest percent- amend the Federal Communication's (Raleigh cigarets) with her 'Beat the
Now occupying the
age of increase in membership durr Act and curb the commission's pow- Band' show.
summer-replacement spot on NBC
ing Jul^ Other prizes include 100 ers.
The Garey assertion that the Army for Skelton. she was given another
Bibles,: phis dishes and silverware
for'
church recreation and social and. Navy were being gagged in the 13 weeks after her second broadcase was made because of failure of cast. It Skelton isn't inducted, the
rooms.:
A. D. Willard. Jr., and Charles witnesses' from both services to ap- chanteuse will be assigned: qhother
H. Crutchfield, general manager and pear. Whether or riot he expected spot on the air.
Hildegardc, who just closed al It
program manager, respectively, of them to show, Garey had called for
WBT, declared that they had been 27 high Army and NaVy officials, Hotel Plaza's Persian: Room. N.. V..
prompted to launch the movement headed by the; Secretaries of War opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at" the
She returns
by the thought that it could serve and Navy to come andi testify.; Tlie Copley-Pla^a, Boston.
to channel the emotions of what they officials were generally those who to the Pla7a on a new $2.000-a-wcck
describe as a highly emotional peo- had to do with, radio and intelligence deal starting Sept. 17.

newspaper and

administrative

civic

support for its use of its 'Community Crusaders' program to help

reports

:

:

1

HILDEGARDE TO

.

FOR RALEIGH

ON

.

.

:

.

1

;

and to counteract race-prejudice activities.
Rep. Warren Magnussen. Washrumors and falsely-inspired notions
ington Democrat, a menrmer of the
of Negro ill-treatment.
Tied up with WBT's move is a committee; questioned Carey's 'siNegro 'go to-.Sunday school cam- lenced and gagged' statement, and
ple,

.:

paign' -with a .view to ''minimizing Juvehrle delinquency among Nbgrp
children.
.

No CBS

Decision

As

asserted -he -would rather determine
the facts for himself than have the
attorney do it for him. Chairman
Cox said he- had been informed by
'high official' sources', that the of'

Irna Phillips tontinuing

Three Daytime Serials
Irna Phillips, 'who joins the Coast
Of the J.' Walter Thompson
agency Oct. J. will " continue to supervise her three daytime serials
from there. She will take her two
Writers, Janet Huckins and Virginia
office

.

.

ficers had not been given official
consent to appear.'
-Magnussen pointed out that Gare'y's Thacker, to the Coast with her, and
letters
to
Secretaries Knox and the- three of them will continue to
Stimson had been sent on June 25 author the programs, all of .which
a lid that 'answering the questions originate in Chicago.
and even locating' the.officers; would
The three aerials which. the au-.
take^lim'e.' Cox closed the discussion thoress-produtei.supervise
-will
by announcing: 'One fact is evident. from the Coast are 'Road of Life,
They are not here.'
for Procter Si Gamble, through the
Most important splash made by the Compton agency,, and 'Lonely WomCox committee was the disclosure of en' and 'Guiding Light,' both for
letters froin the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mills, through the Knox
and from "the Secretaries. of War and Reeves agency. All are on NBC,
Navy, calling for a switch of FCC
foreign intelligence service to the

*•

Yet on
William

Paley,

S.

Bill

Lewis

CBS

prexy;

stated yesterday (Tuesday) that no
decision, bad; as yet been ^made on
the returp of William H. Lewis to
his post of director of broadcasts.
.

,Lewis recently resigned from thfe
Office of War. information, where he
held the' title of assistant director.

.

.

Cite Colorado Station

I

.

.

nesses.

open session to indicate anybiit un old-fashioned' congressional smear party.
It was pointed
out that, following the. usuaL tactics
in such investigations, Garey hogged
he whole first day iii order to grab

the

agency

Chicago, effective Aug. 1.
He will be sent to the Coast to
Procter Si Gamble will probably
decide late this week or *early next supervise 'Hollywood Theatre of the
on lite Ulent and network spot for Air.' which the agency handles for
Its. contemplated femnie news com- P. & G.
mentary series. John McMillin. and
Sfo'ri's
Ha'ynes,
of: the
Compton"
Also Supplies
agency-, go to Cincinnati this week
Vitamins-—the
to huddle with the client executives
tin (he matter.
Both NBC and CBS
The Compton: agency. like some
ro angling for the business, which of the other advertising firms in
may or may- not involve .tbe pur- New York, is now supply irig its cm
chase of addition time by the soap ployees.ivilh free daily vitamins. But
Ann.
whereas the other agencies give the
Among those being considered for vitamins, in capsule form, Compton
the commentator assignment is Ber- pays a physician to visit the office
iiurdirie Flynn, who plays Sacte in and supply, the vitamins by injection
the 'Vic and Sade' serial for P. & G. to both male and femme employees,
Some of the others under consideraThe injections are given in the
tion are Jane Cowl, Elsa Maxwell, gluteus niaximus. In everyday lan
Irene Bcnslcy and Elizabeth Beinis. guage. that's the posterior.

confirmed by

thing

Jul}; il

approxi-

orchestra* Aug.' 1. is re•circularizing radio stations for com
ported to have obtained that packplaints to stir up destructive criti
age: 'for about $15,000 a week, pr
cism'ot the Commission,* and with
'flat
sum
of $785,000. for the year
'widespread efforts by stirring up
This includes, both the time (Sun
vicious rumors and gossip .to destroy
days, '5-6 p.m.) and the orchestra.
the reputation arid standing of tho
Although,- CBS-- will be limited lo
Commission, its individual coram is
day rates, the company feels that
sioners and staff members!''
Reminding that C6x- was formerly the salcability of the program is in
creased by virtue of its early after
a vlroiig defender of FCC against the
noon position. The Philadelphia or
radio industry. Fly continued: 'Some
chestra wil| lead oft the Saturday
time thereafter it became the unforafternoon longhair procession, which
tunate duly of the Commission to
is dominated in season by the 2 p.m.
report to the Attorney General that
lo
three
tour-hour
Metropolitan
Rep. Cox had procured a $2,500 fee
Opera session on the Blue.
for representing a successful applicant for a broadcast station license.'
The investigation of FCC by Cox was
an outgrowth of that, Fly alleged.
'Cox.' said Fly, 'immediately joined
forces with the radio monopoly and
Wall Street interests on the one hand,
If Ralston, returns to a nelworl
and the military on the other, all niche this summer or fall, that niche
moving in for the kill. The aim has will be of daytime alignment
obviously been- to wreck the ComThe Gardner agency, which ban
mission, the only agency represent- dies the cereal account* has a couple
ing the public in this important field.' shows available for recommendation
but it's deferring any move in 'that
Cox Answers Fly
Congressman Cox answered Fly's direction, until it finds what.it con
blast Monday afternoon (5) against siders a good network- time.

this

m.,

p,

sustain-

asked to appear.
said he had '25 -'siibstaiitiaily
facts which he wished
Army and Navy -wit-

'established'

tial

mately $20,000. while the talent total
is
nearly $10,000. General Motors,
which' will start sponsoring the NBC

.to

Symphony

fighting-

2:05-2:30

ing..
.'•1*

;

:

Garey

'

,

Despite the frequent protestations
of Garey and Congressman Eugene'
E.
Cox. Georgia Democrat, w'ho
heads the committee, that the investigation is to be fair and factuai observers here saw nothing in the ini-

Tony Martin and

WABC-CBS:

oft'iciais

ing by hollering, that' the- Army and
and
been , silenced
'liave
Nav.

gagged.'

starts Oct. 2.
contrast arc the costs for the

N-.

;

boys

Saturdays:

.

'

'

Corp. Brdderick Crawford on initiar broadcast:

Communications Com-

the

FCC

:;

which

If jthis is true, all members of
the Cox- Committee, are technically in -violation of the -Espion-

age Act and would be liable
prison sentence.

i

ing command,.. with Capt. Glenn
Miller,. Corp.

M

l

p,m„

s u.\ta

.

lie

irrission— and

WEAF-NBC; sustaining.
Sustain Willi Wines"
'I
sonlcd. in association, with
Army Air Forces technical train-

CBS Would Nick

,

Not So Hush-Hush

when

against

...'

July 19
Terpetual Emotion,' conve'dy;
with Binnie Barnes and Olio
Kruger: 7:30 r 8 p.m.. Saturday;.

PhOlyOrchOn

Government

;',

:

reclio'n .finding.

propaganda of the world at\war.\'
Committee
Fly charged the Cpx
'badgering Commission emWilli
ployees and other witnesses;' with

Ryan

'Hello,' variety: 10:30- 1 0:45

ing.

'

turned over to the Army.
Although the Joint Chiefs wanted
the FCC personnel.. son\c to go into
'
uniforni and Soine to— eentinue as
also asserted as 'facts,
civilian cniployees. Garey staled as a.
substantially cslablished' that FCC
fact ill his letter to the Secretaries
policies', were partly responsible for
i
of War, and Niivy.. 'the radio inlelliliie disaster at Pearl Harbor.' and that'
gence division ot FCC is not qualihas 'pmbair;issc(T' 'various
the..
fied either from the standpoint ot
Army and avy .operiitiohs.-iii con-, equipment
or personnel to. do other
nci'tion with the 'conduct'..of the \var.
thaii local nulniloring' and explained,
G.'iri'.v oll'ered iio inooC for any of
lie would like to obtain proof
and, indeed.- pre- that
i hose jstiff-' -.charges
the .'fact'. 'from Arjny and Navy
pared a '-rttrcal against any backfir- of
and., star chamber; .hearings
listed 24 .official charges

gation

agency.

Th u rsday WEAF-N BC

•Invaluable aid ..in -closing Out'the
e.-piiiiiaKC stations, of 'Central, and

South America.
FCC-opcratcd schools to instruct
men in the armed- forces and of our
neishbor countries in, the art of di:

&

raii(T

Be
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-

.

of his

Fred Brady,
7.:'30--8— pHii!.- "ThUTst
variety
WEAF-NBC: Lover Bros.;, aulh•That's Life, with;
:

1

-•An

.

WEAF-

Thursday.

:30-12 p.m..

NBC:' sustaining.
'

nlly

200

,

educational;

War,'

a!

.

p.m.,
1
sustain--

.

WEAF-NBC;

Thursday:

VARIETY

Garey. general counsel for the coin
is trying to destroy 'the highly valuable war .'work or the Com-.
Iii
this war work. Fly- inpiisMou.'

-translates,

1

i"K-

niiueei

Thins-

p.m.,

sustaining

dav:
'Variety Show'; 10:30-1

for

free speech.'

Wall Street
rnouthpiccc' (presumably Eugene L,

.

'

10:4;i-li

WABC-CBS:

lie assorted that 'Cox's

cloded:

'

& Bowles agency.
•Kvcs of the Air ..Force.-' docu-

.

:

;

)

Maxwell

WEAF-NBC;

day:

the art progresses.-' Because of the
mittee got- undcrwuy here Friday essential differences between milir2
wi t h a h ur (i ng of charges, against tary and FCC. standards and methods,
the FCC.: which "make -Benedict Arn- it has not been .-possible'; to integrate'old seem pure by ciinlrast: disclosure^ their iiiforniat ion. with the result
that the War ahd Navy .'Departments thai the Httemptecl. duplication by
want to take over the radio .intelli- tlie^FCC of work that is being -moregence aclivities.of FCC;. and a threat efiVctivoly doite by the military has
in fact- 'endangered the effectiveness
to' call the cops when an FCC spokes?
aiid '. security of military radio inman opened his mouth.
The Cltiefs of Stall' rect.elligeliee,'
EUgon?" I.: Carey, Cox Committee
ommended that the radio intelligence
general counsel, .disclosed' the work
monlhs of undercover investir personnel '--a'tHl oquipm<Snt' of FCC. be

Mouse; Benton

In a fircradio waves.
Fly charged
lircafhiny 'slatomenl.
o
that the Cox committee/is geared I
croaie -actual and coercive: suryc.il-nations',

the FCC,' wrote the. Chiefs or Stall,
'lend to bo' less and lossUseful, as

Washington, July 6.
.The long-delayed first public hear->
h)R.'oC liie Cos.. Investigating Com-

July R

Washington. July G.
.unene E! Cox. cluurmnn of

Tillton Joins Agcy.

.

-

:

;

'

.

Portland, Ore., July 6
Tillson, 'continuity chief of
has joined. MacWilkiiis.

uniformed forces. The letters were
Flippen Vice 0'Keefe
written iii" February, an indication
that President Roosevelt did not
Jay C. Flippen is replacing Waller
Cole Sc Weber agency.
agree with them, since he has never O'Keefe on Molle's 'Battle of the
He will be director of the agency's done anything about the recommen- Sexes' quiz (NBC) July 27.
radio activities,
handling several dation.
O'Keefe will have beeii on the
^

Ken

KGW-KEX;

.

large local accounts.

'Radio

intelligence

activities

of

series a year.

Wednesday, July

7,

1943

RADIO
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CURBS CUP
Up

Ford,

to Its Ears in Musical Ideas,

PIX

Drops 'Em All; Sticking to News Form
The Ford Motor Co. has decided
not to go in for music on the Blue
Nciwbrlc'and. instead, retain its presr
Effective Sunday
piil hews formal.
(11), Roy Porter will replace Earl

'

•

Godwin

chief

as

;

commentator

Porter has been

Ihe series.

Sundown

filling

Dearborn Saturday nights. The Ford
found themselves so involved in these and other musical
idea? that it was suddenly decided
lb drop all thoughts. of a change for
the summer and slick to news.'
Because of the switch in Ford
plans, Adam Hats will' have to spot
Dale Carnegie in the Tuesday 8:158:30

Adam

slot.

previously

con-

tracted for the Tuesday 8-8:15 p.m.
niche.
Trimount Clothes was to
have- the Thursday 8-8:15.- loop for
Dorbthy Thompson in the fall, but
;

the account has now agreed to accept Sunday 7:15-7:30 p.m.
The Blue is now sold out com-

Sunday

*ple.lc)y

nights.

in the

Radio Talent

Hollywood between pictures.
Even when- film names come east

'REVIEW AND PREVIEW

appearances, which leaves Ihem lit
Hie time- or energy for' guest radio

it

of the 1943-44 Season to
-

Be

Published July 14

Buys

Elgin

'Victory Parade' 15-minute transcriptions have been cancelled due to the
budget limitations authorized by

In

New CBS

Elgin

Watch

Saturday

7-7:30-

Spot

has

accepted
p.m. period on
•

the

CBS

Man Behind

the Gun' .when
its sponsorship
September. Elgin

work an order for what had been
Sunday 10:30-11 p.m.
was turned down.
The Sunday segment will be oc-

the
show's
stand, but it

io

Talent

.

'REVIEW AND PREVIEW
Be

Special Edition to

name problem con

N.

to

Fagan Parallels Erikson

On CBS Exec Chart

to

problems,

Y„ Hollywood Unaffected

The New York and Hollywood
fices

the

of the Office of

best.

Show on Mutual

..

The supply of legit names that
command a listener audience and
also can give a good air performance
However, one of
strictly limited.
the best ways to capitalize on available talent, from both films and
legit, is to use the most suitable
script material for them. That not
only makes the talent itself appear
best advantage, hut also tends
to
to increase their wiV'igriess to ac.

Metro
the

is

talking to Mutual through

Donahue

is

cept guest dales.At present, the principal programs
using guest talent in the east are
'Cavalcade of America,' 'Stage Door
Canteen,' 'Manhattan at Midnight,'
Arm'Playhouse,'
Morris
Philip
strong 'Theatre of Today,' Andre
Kostelanetz. Bell Telephone, 'Broadway Band Box,' "Information, Please'
and 'Radio Reader's Digest.'

&

Coe agency about

the placement of a 15-minule program.

The film company sponsored Victor
Borge in a daily five-minute stint on
the Blue Network up. to last Friday 12).

Dramatics on CBS
Chicago, July

WBBM

'studios- starl-

stories appearing in
zine.

Schutter Candy Co.

is

sponsoring

for Bit O'Honey and Old Nick candy
bars, and account is being handled
Scolt
through the Schwimmer
office here.
.

&

^UETY

.

Radio Talon*

REVIEW and PREVIEW

SUNKIST DROPS SHOWHollywood, July
detaching

its

were

endorsed to

-

Lawrence Lowmari. another
(Continued on page 36)

Camel Moving Hawk

To

Fri.

Night on

CBS

Pending A&C's Return
Camel has shelved the 'Caravan'
label and is turning over its Friday,
night spot on CBS to the Bob Hawk
'Thanks to the Yanks' series. The
account, however! will letain the
CBS Saturday evening period which

Hawk

is

leaving.

Hawk, would go back

to

Saturday

nights should the services of Abbott
and Cpstello again become .available,
lo Came) in the fall.
Ji C would
broadcast Friday nights and Jimmy

A

Durante and Gary Moore would go
on occupying Iheir present Thursday night half-hour on NBC, according', to present plans.

wood offices, respectively; rate as
deputy chiefs, to Don StaufTeV. head
of the OWI's domestic' radio setup,
and that takes their setups out of

is

to

Coronet Maga-

LAST CALL!!

action.
Pete Banuim and
Nat Wolfe, of the N. Y. and' Holly-

AGENCIES PITCHING

100

Cincinnati. -Scripts
dramatizations taken, from

of-

politico

ist

checks

6.

Sunday, July 11, at 12:45 p.m.
to go over the Columbia Netbe

•

.

Dividend

work and-WLW.

War' Informa-

(he' classification of, branch offices.
These two officers also operate independently of other OWI branches..

the station's stock.
Smith and
Curtis received 51 % and Ihe Albany Press- Co. the remaining"2.W.
that day to this, Pickard was
never listed as a stockholder. Instead the stock was listed in the
name of R. K. Phelps, U/ S. assistant district attorney in Kansas
City, and a brother of Mi s. Pickard.

From

CWT,
will

sign

He

in

dramatic show will origi-

nate -from the
ing

of

in

to

her account.
As Smith told his story on the
stand Thursday (1) and again Monday (5), Pickard arranged to have.
140 shares of stock issued to him and

Schutter Buys Coronet

A new

.

1931, Pickard went on a
up new. affiliates for
visited WOKO, ihen loPoughkeepsie, and owned
by Harold E. Smith and Raymond M.
Curtis.
Pickard landed the station,
induced it to move lo Albany and
arranged for CBS engineers to help
out.
There- were some other aspects of the deal, in which. Smith
testified,, Pickard emerged with 24%'

four

M-G Plans 15-Min.

•

domestic

radio , division will
not be affected by Ihe Congressional
slash of the OWI's operating funds.
It is only the OWI's field offices that
are due to fold as' the result of. the
tion's

charge of station rela-

in
-

cated

etc.,

stations as

v. ".

Also involved as an innocent bystander is CBS itself, but the FCC
emphasizes that it considers the network clean as a whistle in the matter.
The story which .developed
from the hearings, which will be
continued on July 22, is as. follows:

Back

Published July 14

in the future will be those covering

regional

Deeply involved in the case as the
alleged authentic stockholder is
am
Pickard, former member of the old
Federal' Radio Commission-' and e.x-

CBS.

.

and will be sent
nied arises.

days of hearing,

in which it was established that for
more than a decade the station management falsely listed with the Federal
Communications Commission
the holder of 24%
of its slock,

CBS

Principal methods being used to
solve the shortage of guest talent
are the use of more names from
and radio itself! arid more
legit
thorough coverage of the available
picture talent in ihe east. Both these
moves are only partly effective, at

There will be a slight change, in
have taken 'protocol' in CBS' sales department
the place of the 'Uncle Sam' scries when Leonard F. Erikson moves
and was to have featured stars, tal- into the home office tomorrow
ent and format of top media .pro-, (Thursday) as sales manager. While
grams. OWI, the statement pointed Erikson will be No. 2 man to Wilout, had already secured the en- liam C.
ittingcr. v-.p. .in charge of Yascha Frank Tops Radio
thusiastic approval of the' major sales. William F. Fagan, as adminisadvertising agencies and sponsors, trative manager of the department, Production at Weintraub's
will, on the executive chart, occupy
Yascha Frank has been named
concerned.
Staiiffer announced that the tran- a parallel position.
executive radio producer of the WilThe department will continue to liam "H, Wcintraub Rgency.
scribed spot announcements sent to'
local stations covering war informa- have two assistant sales managers,
The post had been previously held
tion
needs would be continued'. John J. Karol and Allen Marsh.
by Frank Chase.
However, he pointed out, the only
program transcriptions to be made
particular

6.

i

..tions.

VARIETY

-

Congress.

v •Victory Parade' was

in

siderably.

Washington, July. 6.
Whittling down of domestic OWI cupied in the fall by General Foods'
Man.'
Appropriations brought forth an an- 'The Thi
nouncement today (.Tuesday) by

Donald D. Slauffer, chief of the Domestic Radio Bureau. OWI. that the

use -of

make Camp Show

frequently, to

eased the guest

'Gun'

several weeks ago offered the- net-

'Victory Parade' Series

is

the

in

uniformed men by programs
1943-44

illy

'

of that series in

Slash Cancels 15-Min.

CARROLL CARROLL
marked recession

.

WOKO,

of.
Albany,
getting a re newal o f us liF.ppeiired. slim today
Tues-

Y..

day.) following four

Analyzes the probabilities of a

dales. Others now limit their outside activity more .-titan formerly and
are. thus not interested in radio.
These various difficulties have more
than offset the lifting of the Gov
ernmenl's ceiling on incomes. For.
time the cancellation of that curb

the account resumes

Domestic Bureau

on the Downbeat

who formerly vacationed in New
York, and were available for guest
dates while east, now remain in'

for 'The

OWI

N.

cense

•

officials

-

.

The chances

complication' at present is
the .increasing -difficulty Of travel.
Wit'., the supply of names concentrated -mostly on
the
ihe
C.oast,
transportation curb is growing extremely serious. Many of -the 'stars

GEORGE JESSEL

Washington.

-

S.er vj cemeiuActor s-

:

Chief

:

.

Hidden Ownership of 24% Stock

tory.

for

License Renewal Looks

Dubious as Result of Pickard's

H*

talent situation in
New York, long a difficult one, is
growing, steadily worse. Various expedients are being used to meet the
situation, but none Is really satisfac-

Guest-Shot at

for

periods a-.week (8-8:15 p.m.) and an
extension of the series' hookup to
the complete Blue' Network.
The Ford higher-ups had, dining
the past three weeks, been talking
about adopting a musical policy,
with Paul Whiteman doing three
quarter-hours' a week, and two halfhours a week being devoted to a
concert program (Sunday night) and
orchestra emanating from
a: plant

'

CLOSE TO
The radio euest

Godwin .over, ihe weekends/
The new contract calls for seven
in

NAMES STICK WOKO's

III

1

1

1 1 ail i 4i

Season

FITCH'S 2D

BANDWAGON

ON BLUE SUNDAY NIGHT
Chicago. July 6.
The F. /W. Fitch Co. will have asecond 'Bandwagon' on the air -'this,
fall.
The account has given the
Blue Network an order for the

Wednesday.

9-9:30

p.m..

stretch, for

such a show-, starting Sept.. 8. The
full network will be required.
Fitch for the past seven years has
Underwritten a dance band formula
on NBC Sunday nights. The midweek, inning will also be on a package basis.

6.

sponsor-,

ship of Fred Hunyon's family series;
'Today at the Duncans,' early in
August. and the pitch is on by other
agencies to ease the account away
from Fqole, Cone
Bclding. It has
been almost an annual affair, that'
of slanting a show Sunkislrwise, but

&

F.C.&B. has always come up with
something to hold the businessUnderstood J, Walter Thompson is
°n the rail and driving hard for the
o'ange and lemon account, but so
far ho word from
the judges stand:

Special Edition

OUT NEXT WEEK
July

I

I

F.C.&B., Morris Agency
In Employee Switch

.,-

Mitchell Benson has resigned from
the Foote, Cone & fielding agency
to join the radio department of the

William Morris office. He was formerly with the Maxdn agency and
station WOR,. New York.
\
Meanwhile, Jane Scott has re-

"

signed

from

the

Morris, office

to

join the radio department of F. C.
B.
She will work on Ameiican
t'obacco. .shows.

&

,

Wednesday, July
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ADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE'.

JAMES MELTON

With Joan Roberts; A! Goodman,
Chorus (12); James Wellington
•Writer: Don Johnson
Director,: Jack Wyatt

Santos

Cast:

Mary Janc

Ortega','.'

Joe

Ed

Hlgpy,

:

Julian,

Latimer,

Berry Kroeger, Carl Frank, Lew
White

»
j

<»» M >*»

'
'

>

M' t

«

« >

M

M

::

<

« »

'

Felix Mills
Director: Hank

1913

7,

..'WOOD THEATRE OF AIR'

'SILVER THEATRE'
With Kay Francis, Preston Foster,

Comment

Fbllow-np

::

.

Booraem

With Jane Wyman and Waller Reed
Writer and Director: Paul Pierce
Dramatic

PROCTER * GAMBLE (DREFT)

INTERNATIONAL- SILVER

15 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 3 p.m.
Sunday, 6 p.m.; 30 Mins.
KFI-NBC, Hollywood
Chase &• Sanborn's summer series WABC-CBS, New York
(Blackett-^flmple-HtiJmiiert)
(Younp & Rubicam)
XEYACO
(NBC) still has eight weeks to go.
This serial is the work of many
Sundayr 9:30 p.m.; 30 Mins.
After International Silver had debut it seems to be a good bet that it
and
Murrow
York
New
enterEdward
hands. It was started by- Harry MaizWABC-CBS,
cided to drop
reached the acme of musical
WJZ-Bluc, New York
for
slot
conhalf-hour
is
old
its
series
lish
of
KFWB, passed, along to Music
this
recapture
(Buchanan)
tainment; as far as
(T/iompsoii)
Sunday's (4) broad-, the revival of 'The Silver TheatreV Corp! of America, which in turn subEven if Fred Allen should elect
Rex Stout's lusty gumshoe. Nero cerned, on last meshed so perfect- series, the account- was. faced, with -^'tted it to the agency,, and a sale
to
rot to return in the fall and, in- Wolfe, and his. tough assistant sleuth. cast. Everything
produced the alternative of picking up a cheap ,,.e soapmaker was made, on the
performance
the
whodunit
the
and
ly
into
latest
vacation
stead extend his
Archio arc the
in the genre of show for the summer or offering a theory that a successful nighttime
winter months, Texaco could go on heroes' oh the networks. They join such rare enjoyment
cut-rate version of 'Silver Theatre formula, should do as well in broad
it's hard to conexercising its Sunday evening CBS such vet kilocyefe dicks as. Sherlock popular music, that
show's pilots coming itself, The "cut-rate" 'flavor, was quite daylight. P.; & G. decided to give
franchise with no lessening of its Holmes. Bulldog Drummond,, the ceive' of the
this apparent in the opening installment Hollywood one more chance, having
The musical package Thin Man. Mr. and Mrs. North Mi. even within reaching distance of
radio pride!
irevidusly flubbed out with Shirley
(4) of the summer, program group.
the Allen spot last D A Ellery Queen and the I Love eventtrundled into
)
of Temple
(Ivory
Snow-Dreft) and
The program was divided into two Perhaps it was due to the choicethe
weekend (4 won't gather ."the mas- a Mystery' trio. Producer-director.
Arch Obole.r (Oxydol). Then, again,
was a darb of script and the awkward-stance of
mystery
each
sections, and
ter wit's rating, but, over the ensu- Himan Brown, who's quite a
The
m.c, Preston Foster, but "
execution.
temporary
sponsor was tiring of 'Lone Journewest
and
this
in
showmanship
impresario already, has
ing weeks it will-escpnce itself
revival of the last Sunday's (4) event certainly
y,'. and figured that for the coin it
Thompson
a
offered,
percentage
.the
section
first
goodly
through
stanza,.,
the minds of a
cream original Rhythm Boys: namely. Bing lacked the finish, the bounce and. the. was paying scripteuse Sandra Michshave
brightest
William's
the
of
one
for
as
listeners
acenCy.
of
replacing Crosby, Al Rinkef and Harry Barns, know-how that have been associated -fl it could throw something more
and most delightful .examples of its and after-shave lotion,
l the glamor side into the' niche.
ith 'Silver Theatre' the. past several
minutes of raillery, vocalgenre on the networks,.. The pro- True or False.'
„.„,,„. and the 10
en- years.
It all adds up to: a chapter-play
'The Adventures of Nero Wolfe izing and special business that
gram is- expertly compounded and
guess-who sued was a treat of uncommon diThe scripts used during these nll- takeoff of Lux, Screen Guild, Silver
exudes an air of up-to-the-minute is pretty much -standard
13 weeks will, in each instance be Theatre, etc., on the poor relative
mensions. The trio's interpretation
hokum and therefore likely to draw
Iri any event, it ranks many
radio.
the
disout
of
taken
undoubtsomething
side.
chief
As Hollywood .shows go, this is
Its
would
repeat
of 'Mississippi Mud'
notches above what has come to be a sizable audience
- modest little package. and
dusted
merely
colfile,
record
Theatre"
Silver
for
'lHOSt'
tinctrorrts--the^olorfUl^eKonalities
wraps up
a
quality.
become'
edly
accepted as ..time-holder
»r little more coin than any of the
characters. Not only lectors if- it were recorded. It was off and equipped with a film name
James Melton, who not so long ago of its two lead
a couple of in the second section that the pro- and otherwise cast from the mem-, top agonizers. Talent used is drawn
Archie
and
Nero
are
the
made the passage from radio to
with a zest for enjoy- gram took to the heights of brilliant bership rolls of the: American Fed- from the studio featured bracket and
guys
vigorous
regto
a
returns
Metropolitan Opera,
sling a
living and the ability to
musical entertainment. The script eration of Radio Artists. This, it is the material adapted from old films.
ular network niche with augmented able
but they can pene- material was a medley from George figured: will keep the weekly cost Idea is to spread one picture into five
aplomb at giving with song, and vivid vocabulary,
complicated murder case with Gershwin's 'Porgy and Bess," and down around the. $3,000 mark, where- installments, giving the program a
deftness in projecting in speaking trate a
heard on- the opening what Dinah Shore and Crosby, sup- as the regular fall and winter budget weekly change policy.
Sharing the spotlight the best. As
personality.
ityarn
the
For the: premiere performance, an
(5),
night
Monday
ported by Paul Whiteman's sterling (prior to Murrow's adoption) ran in
with him is Joan Roberts, who sky- show
RKO oldie. 'Bachelor Mother' was
merely acceptable, but the orchestral background, did with the the neighborhood of $6,000.
rocketed into legit stardom via her self was
provided the punch. As vocals can best be described by bor^
The piece- chosen for 'Silver's'1 re- chosen probably- because; of its easy,
performance in the. current Broad- characters
by adaptability to serialized formula and
pacing was swift and rowing a phrase from the swing adival was 'Murder. Unlimited.
Brown's
usual,
Miss
way musical,. 'Oklahoma.'
atAlthough in not too abrupt in its' breakaway from
tew White supplied the.Carl
dict's lexicon, namely, "out of this Robert Riley Crutcher.
Roberts' superior talents for inter clear,
organ cue musit.
and its agency oh keeping with the series' predilection the tear duct wringer that had gone
ditty, come mospheric
romantic
preting
a
copy world.' C. &--S: Waiter Thompson, for. light and farce comedy, the script, before.
Evidences of rough spade
Eastman read the commercialxream
the program, J.
through the- loudspeaker as effecKay work to get the new series grooved
Williams' 'glider', shave
might do well to repeat this very didn't nick the: risibilities.
tively as. they do on the stage; She's for
Hobe.
away didn't kick up enough static to be
plugged
Velva.
s'am combination and repertoire be- Francis, as guestee,
Her. head tone's and Aqua
a mike natural.
fore the summer series is ended. The diligently at the role of a crime- noticeable, and Producer Paul Pierce
leave nothing wanting in the' way of
leaving
newspaperwoman,
through
got
imsmitten
the initialer. creditably
would
be
appreciation
listener
clearness; and her flair for selling a SNEAK PREVIEW'
Jane Wyman. and her vis"behind, her lots of clamor but little enough.
Edward Baqnello. measurable.
lyric is likewise no wit unimpeded Cast: Dean Jagger.
Foster,
vis, Walter Reed, trouped through
AIpoint of. characterization.
Lily Valente, Stefan Schnabel,
by this' medium. It would be. to
in facile stride and made the yarnMoroccupies the niche formerly
Don
who
Bubln,
Jack
Kyle,
llstair
after
Miss
over
NBC
advantage
if,
broadcast
the series'
Bob Hope
Lafilled by Conrad Nagel, gave- the inv about the department store counter
rison, Perry Schneider, Paul
Roberts has -become somewhat at
Saturday (3) by way of BBC short- pression of being all dressed up for queen left with a doorstep
Valle Orch
home at the mike, .more lines were
wave for the first time since his ar- the journey;, but dubious about his believable enough.. After foundling
the brief
assigned her. The youngster packs Writer: Mort Lewis
rival in England to entertain Amerijlace in the vehicle and the route. dramatic flurry, Miss Wyman trailerGeorge Wlest
a million-dolfar personality on the Director:
troops.- With Morgan Beatty,
can
p.m.
?elix Mills is there, as he has been izes the next day's doings.
5:30
Next
stage and there's no reason why a 30 Mins.; Sun.,
NBC's, chief London newsman,- func- from the inception of the 'Theatre' week: Ellen Drew in
York
'Fifth Avenue
substantial portion shouldn't be able WJZ-Blne, New
misleading tioning as m.c, Hope mixed his usual
Girl:'
somewhat
1937), for the musical bridges.
the
Under
to make itself felt oyer the air.
the Blue brand of localized gags with, some
To the sponsor's credit it may be
The sales story is, as usual, split
title of 'Sneak Preview."
The opening program's repertoire network
of serious sidelights on his current touv between the manufacturer's sterling said that he's bending over iri hi?
is offering a showcase,
under the auspices of '.USO'.-CauVp
For tier
was. suavely integrated.
new programs, -each the sample of Shows, Inc. Iri the Hope troupe, silver- and silver plate brands, but gratitude to the studios for making
radio debut, Miss Roberts did 'Peo
lines
with the added war angle. The pur- their scripts and players available. *
a possible series. It's along the
its
pie Will Say We're in Love' (from
chaser may not be able to get all that Actually, studio and player credits
Columbia's 'Forecast' series of which, Beatty disclosed, had in
•QklahonW) and 'It Can't Be Wrong,' of
first week played 30. camp shows plus
he wants of a brand, right away, but consumed more time than the comseveral seasons ago, though apparand they were darbs. Melton, who ently with a limited budget. As_in numerous' appearances in hospitals
mercial.
Excelsior! For the opener,
f he exercises the war bond buying
is an ingratiating, m.c., struck
Frances
Langford, Jack Pepper habit he will have what it will take P. & G. took only a short
are
continuity
the
'Forecast,'
of
case,
the
plug at the
vocally rich with 'Song of Songs'
Beatty -also re to get these additional pieces when finish.. RKO even got a mention
stresses the idea that the listeners and Tony Romano.
for
and his leadership of the. chorus In are to be the judges of the samples vealed that they have' been working the company converts from war one of its current releases, which
had
I've Got Plenty of Nothing.'
A and a mail response- is invited.
18 to 20 hours a day and averaging work to its regular, business. Odec,
nothing to do with the play or play,medley of war songs served as the
ers on the warmup.
The opener for the series was less than four hours, of sleep daily.
finale, and the choice was not only
^Although series got underway
'America, the Beautiful,' a serious
JOAN BROOKS
fitting but sock entertainment.
Monday at 7:45 a.m.. it was not heard
Ethel Barry more guested Monday With Walter Gross Orch
drama by comedy writer Mort Lewis
Al Goodman's orchestral direction about the patriotism of immigrant- night (5) on. 'Cavalcade of America' 15 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 11:15 p.m.
here until 3 pjn., two days later, due
proved, as usual, a prime ingred
Americans. It was a moderately im- on WEAF-NBC for du Pont. She WABC-CBS, New York
to James Petrillo's ruling against deent in the' broth.
The program' pressive show, though indicating lit- read the narrator-lead in a revival
layed
transcriptions with music airJoan Brooks, who's been around in
fine timing and sweep reflected both tle prospect for series development. of Stephen Vincent' Benet's The New York radio and niteries for ing within 24 hours of the live and
good production and a baton with In general, the program itself was People Speak,', which the Council for several years, first as one of a trio not later than three days. The organ
plenty of savvy.
Oder
better proselytizing for the Ameri- Democracy aired two years ago. Be
Helm.
and
then
as a soloist,. is. now. getting takes the rap here.
can democratic, ideal than it was cause,' of Miss Barrymore's exag
late-evening sustainer buildup
drama,- The story was .fair, though gera.tedly mannered performance and across the' board on CBS. She has
FITCH BANDWAGON
lacking emotional impact, but the the: over-emphatic direction and pro
CHICK CARTER'
a warm, soft voice and an effortless,
With Freddy Martin Orch, Tom production and performances were duction, it was impossible for a first languid brand of singing.
With:
Bill Llpton, Jean McCoy and
Her
The time listener to judge the quality
Reddy, Alex Dreier. Jimmy Mc- unimaginative and uneven.
Slephan Schnabel
enunciation is; good, her phrasing
format presented a N. Y. evening of the script.
Hugh
fair and her handling of mood bal- Writers: Walter Gibson and Ed Grus30 Mins.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
public school attended by immiklnlads beginning to have a distinctly
F. W. FITCH CO.
grants, with a flashback story of one
Bob
Hanhon
guested Thursday individual style.
She's weaker on Director: Fritz Blockl
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
of the adult students, a -freedom-lov- night (1) on the R. & H. beer pro- high notes and rhythm tunes. Gen
Mon. through Friday; 15 Mins.;
ing Pole.
p.m.
(L. W. Ramsey)
Perry gram on WJZ, New York, to intro erally, she seems a definite prospect Sustaining
Dean Jagger- narrated.
The summer replacement show for Schneider, introduced as. heading his appearances' on the series for the for the future.
next few weeks, substituting for the
When caught Friday night (2) she WOR-Mntual, New York
Fitch is a decided improvement over
such an actual school in N. Y., guest- Jesters.
Same scriplers and same network
He fitted into, the stanza offered 'Don't Let It Bother You,"
the formula of presenting a different
ed on the stanza to read a closing picely, particularly in a duet of 'They 'It's Always You.' 'You Must Have that offer 'Nick Carter' to the adult
band each week under Toby. Reed's
Hobe
spiel.
Can't- Take That Away From Me' Known' and 'Red Sails in, the Sunset.' audience Tuesdays 9-9:30 p.m. are
m.c.'ing, which prevails the rest of
with Diane Courtney.
The latter Walter Gross' orchestral accompani- now serving up his 'son. Chick.' to
the yeav.. Steered by Tom Reddy.
also clicked with a solo- of 'All Or ments, particularly the piano flavor, the late afternoon juve dial twisters.
formerly of WHO, Des Moines, and JOHN NESBITT
It' might be an
were excellent. Opening theme for A 'surprise' appearance of Nick on
provided with a more listenable With Carmen Dragon, Harlow Wil- Nothing At AH:'
improvement to give Miss Courtney the program is 'If You Were the the initialer Monday (5) helped' concox
script, the initial show Sunday (4)
a few lines of continuity about her Only Girl in the. World,' in which firm the family ties and set the stage
proved to be a very acceptable and Talk: Music
songs to underscore her. personality Miss Brooks substitutes 'boy' in the for a ragged, episode.
JOHNSON'S FLOORWAX
Interesting program.
Success or
Mins.
30
and
add character to the show.
lyric, and the closer is 'I'll See Ydu failure of the series hinges on the
Freddy Martin's orchestra,, and a Tues., 9:30 p.m.;
Again.' The intro continuity refers audience's acceptance of the premise
changing series of songwriters re- WEAF-NBC, New York
tNeedliam, Louis -fi Brorby)
John B. Kennedy ribbed left to. the singer as 'the girl with the that Chick, a teen-age adopted son
sponsible for hit tunes, will occupy
inherited Nick Carter's keen deducHobe
John Nesbitt, who has carved out handed golfers and lefties in general voice you won't forget'
the period for 13 weeks. Jimmy Mctive powers.
Thursday (1). on- his news commenHugh. one of the most successful of quite a remunerative career as
Except for the link with the reg'THE ARTIST REVIEWS ART'
teller of stories, is back at this stand tator series on CBS for Chevrolet
the melody-millers, was the open
With Fernando Puma, Helen Waren ular Carter show and the injection
for his second summer while Fibber The humor was a. bit sledgehammer
ing guest and between his adept han
of Nick into the script, there is little
but was nevertheless worth a laugh 15 Mins ; Frl., 10:30 p.m.
dling of lines and Martin's perform- McGee and Molly take their 13
to
distinguish it from the usual comic
ance of tunes he has authored, the week vacation. The Johnson Floor He got into the subject by reporting' WEVD. New York
strip
offering. The opening episode
tilts
Nesbilt's
pro
Artist. Fernando Puma and his ac
that among the requests for athletic
start was auspicious. There were a wax assignment
few weaknesses in the' script, but gram alliance on NBC to two a equipment from the U. S. armed tress- wife Helen Waren are the new was confronted with one obstacle
they were minor' in comparison to week, the other being his stint with forces overseas., there have been est to. try to bring the discussion of which it failed to clear. Time usuthe usual Fitch writing. Reddy 's John Charles Thomas for Westing- relatively few bids for left-handed art to the air. It's a worthwhile at- ally, devoted to building up. the daily
climax was partially consumed ihtempt, but. like previous, ones, doesn
golf clubs.
probing into McHugh's history and house each Sabbath matinee.
troducine characters and setting the
completely overcome the basic diffi
With Johnson.- Nesbitt ..is under no
the source of his- inspirations for
scene.
With the consequence that
writ to extol the marvels wrtiught.
tunes was well handled.
Several stations used melodies of culty of expressing a purely visual the
hero met -his nemesis, Stephen
employer-organization. The
the late George M. Cohan over the subject in oral terms. Fine arts is a
Perhaps the one fault of this pro by his
Schnabel (Rattler) before the proper
gram was the way- the tunes au-r program hues to the formula of his Fourth, but-only one in the east de fafrly esoteric matter in any case. In suspense
(even for a; 15-minute. epi'The- Passing Parade.'
Anecdotes,
addition, even those who appreciate
thored over the years by.. McHugh
voted a program in memory of the
strange
'and
trite, toss, oh. the
art are frequently unable to express sode) was created.
both,
were done. There was a tendency
star who would have celebrated hi!
The acting wasn't great guns
swells of .bombastic, rhetoric.
in words just what any /particular
The 65th birthday. This
to cram, too many of them into
show, originat
either. Bill Lipton and Jean McCoy
medley, thereby destroying the value words weave enough of a hypnotic ing at WCAU, Philadelphia, for thi paintings mean -to theni. Or,- if. chey went
through the^r lines without
to
hold the listener, even,
are articulate on the subject, their
of the bit as a whole. People, par- sense
though the welter of adjectives and OBS network, went on Monday (5) reaction may be quite meaningless or adding, to or detracting anything
ticularly those in hinterland areas
at -midnight, hardly an advantageous
adverbs rhave an: obvious tinge .of
The heavy was
incomprehensible to others. All of from the script.
like old. tunes (and McHugh is reembroidery. Aiding: the tale- .-time;
which tends to make art tough mate grossly overdone In a beer barrel
sponsible for many of the best) and padded
It was the final in a series of 12
voice
that
'spinner in his dramatic spirals is an
at times became unintelrial for radio.
to skip: through only eight bars or
batoned
by
Carmen programs called '95 Minutes frorh
The present weekly series suffers ligible: As for direction, it must asso of a song is a mistake. It would orchestra
sume, responsibility for failure to
scoring, as prepared' Broadway,' written and narrated by from
Dragon.
The
the
additional
handicap
of
have been much better to orally
Dragon, fits neatly and is kept Powers Gouraud. 'Give -My Regards sounding too obviously read, although build a suspenseful climax.
recount most of his achievements by
to Broadway' themed the broad
the spiel is supposed to take the form
and play two or three of "the best down to essentials,
Gouraud sketched Cohan
For his opening (29) event, Nes- cast.
of informal confab.
-.'
Puma seems
all the way. through.
bitt shuttled between. :tha .anecdote stage career.: dating, it from the turn, somewhat 111 at ease and stiff.
Miss 'MEN AT SEA"
Martin's -performance of the songs about -an old Army colonel, who of the century and Cohan's • first Waren, is more relaxed
when she Cast: Norman Lloyd, Rod Hcndrlckwas fine. His band is an ideal selec- 'proved that he was more than- a legit click, 'Little Johnnie Jones.' has a long speech she but
son, Allan Stevenson, Roger De
tends to give
tion for this show, since it's, style is martinet in a moment of danger on followed the next year with '45 it an actress'
Kov.en, George. Putnam, Ian Macreading.
Hobe.
flexible enough to handle all types a training camp's- obstacle course, Minutes
From Broadway' which'
Allaster, Richard Sanders, Maurice
of melodies/ It used choral arranger and a second edition- of- his- 'Memo cued in -{Mary. This was followed
Mlnnick, Merle Kendrlck <Mxh
ments frequently on McHugh's ma- to A. Hitler.' In the latter piece, by '50 Miles From Boston^ which age. Cantor said:- -'If thefe ever was Writer: Milton Geiger
terial and the effect was' good. Par- Nesbitt,. adopting the phraseology of had Cohan's- 'Harrigan' a top num
one man who was, a symbol of our Director: BUI Sweets
ticularly impressive- was the inter- a- business letter, recalled to Hitler ber. Johnny Warrington's orchestra great nation, that man was George 30 Mins.; Snn.t 6:30 p.m.
pretation of a new McHugh number, the accounting he must eventually played the program.
M. Cohan. ,,;He waved the flag be Sustaining
•Say a Prayer for the Boys Over make for the holocaust that he had
Mutual had been requested by the cause he loved it. He gave it
WEAF-NBC. New York
rTjhere.'
wave'.'
set off.
The second edition was not Treasury Department to broadcast ^permanent
Through the Office of Waj InforComedian'
the launching of the liberty ship daughter christened the vessel,
mation, 'Men at Sea' is being, preAlex Dreier, news commentator, on a par with the (test, Harlow Wilco'x, himself no slouch George M. Cohan, which slipped crowd of 20,000 roaring approval
sented on NBC. in cooperation with
cuts in from Chicago (show emanates from California) for the final as a word-roller,, doubles- from intro- from the ways at the Fairfield Beth- the boat entered the waters of the National Maritime Service and'
five minutes. His delivery of latest ducer of the Nesbitt. recitals to re- lehem yards, Baltimore, on Sunday Chesapeake Bay, while the hand the U. S. Shipping Administration,
news events is clear and well-spoken taling the household delights of the (4) with Eddie Cantor the m.c, but played 'Yankle Doodle Da.idy.' Can in tribute to the -Merchant Marine
Wood.
Odec.
the station could not make the cover
(Continued on page 3B)
Johnson article..
tor sang several of Cohan's songs,

Writer: -Louis Viltez
Director: Illman Brown
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30. p.m.
J. B. WILLIAMS CO.

Songs. Orchestra
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Wednesday, July

1943

7,

Femme

Ex-Philly

Scribe,

Now

Nazi

35

Arabs Like Action, Icelanders Gassy

Tool, Does a Lorelei on Shortwave
Washington, July

RADIO

PfcRIETY

Shows, OWI's Foreign Study Discloses

BUT IMPROVING

6..

Arabs, are: fall guys for actionpacked, air shows, while Icelanders
go in for sedate high brow programs.
These and a thousand other details
have been complied by the Overseas
Radio Branch of the Office of- War

-

•

By RAT JOSEPHS

Nazi shortwave broadcasts dealing
with Paris in the spring are still on
the make to this country, with the

Don't Underquote

.

America's

now

beauties of Vienna in the spring

being thrown in for good measure...
Stuff, on Vienna, which emanates
from Radio Berlin, is shrewdly
is-

the:

work

WILLIAM

Con-

of

Q.

I.

communication

:

handled and

WEINTRAUB

H.

stance Drexel, one-time Philadelphia

President

Wm.

Harbor.

A

Interesting angle on the stuff is
that while all is hearts, flowers, sunshine and laughter, as Constance
Drexel (incidentally, not related to

&

H. Weintraub

Co.

Feature of

Special

Radio; Talent

Philadelphia banking family)
it. for U. S. consumption, she is
being constantly contradicted by
stuf.' put out for internal consumption
in Germany and other parts of
Europe.

'REVIEW AND PRE VIEW'

tells

.

.

of the 1943-44 Season to

.

Be

Published July 14

Here are examples oi the smooth
Drexel hokum supposed to make
Americans wish we weren't fighting
Austrians:

'Many of you who have visited
Vienna during your European trips
For-

out to Baden.

'Your Butcher

Your Best

in

Case

Involving Union's Refusal

merly it was quite fashionable. It is
To Differentiate on Size
a small place— almost a toy place as
commercial status.
'thore are only a few springs there.
Washington, July 6.
The Free Hand
-But it has all the prerequisites of a
National Association of BroadcastEuropean, cure resort..-..'; for one ers intervened Thursday (1) in the
One of Chile's two largest outlets,
finds there an outdoor orchestra, a arbitration of the KPAS vs„ Studio CB57, operated by the Sociedad Napavilion with gambling fables, 'and a Electricians, Sound arid Broadcast
(Continued on page 40)
pavilion. over springs bubbling with Technicians case in Hollywood. NAB
sulphur water.
asked the Frisco regional War Labor
rince Board to throw out an arbiter's
'The summer palace of
Meternich has been turned into a award which said, in effect, that the
hotel arid one find's tables here and job of a radio technician is the same
there marking the places where and is. entitled to the same pay scale,
many of Vienna's famous composers' whether he works in a small, mehad spent some time. Among them dium or large station. Brief was
Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert. '. filed in Los Angeles.
'Those of you who have been in
Arbiter upped the wage scale for

—

to:

Forthcoming Radio

'REVIEW AND PREVIEW
Special Edition

of the 1943-44 Season to Be

Published July 14

Musicals Again

Decrease in

\

raid shelter of Germany.' Article
adds, that in Vienna, 'schools and

technicians of KPAS, a small station, to the prevailing scale for large.
Coast stations, on the grounds that
the different scales constituted a
'gross inequity* under the President's executive order on wage and
salary stabilization.
NAB argued that differentials between small and large stations are
customary in the industry. 'A great
many smaller stations,; warned NAB,
'are now operating at a deficit, while
many others are on. the verge of
writing their balance in red ink.
Establishing the principle that all
technicians should be paid the same

no matter where they work,

salary,

would hasten the
of

financial collapse

many smaller
Station

KPAS

is

not a

member

.

establishments

turned

have been
and conva-

hospitals
for th_- wounded.'
Magazine describes Vienna, not as
Constance Drexel broadcasts, *but as
'the
smouldering, volcano of the
Third Reich' arid'predicts that Vienna
into

lescent

,

homes

.

'

erupt and demand 'the
termination of the war, just as was

is

liable to

done

in 1918.

Renomination to FCC By

FiKR. Comes as Surprise

Milw.'s

WEMP

on 24-Hr.

Sked for War Workers
WEMP'

Milwaukee, July 6.
has gone on a 24-hour op-

erating basis as a service to war
Programs heard
plant workers.
during the day arid evening will be
repeated after midnight. These will
include transcribed Blue Network
shows and. play-by-play resume of
the day's baseball game, from 2 to
2:30 a.m.
Jack Raymond is in charge of the
station's 'swing shi't' broadcasting.
.

Washington, July 6.
bombshell, which set the

Flier in 1-Min. Plugs
.

Ironized Yeast will take a flier in
minule announcements this summer.
It will debut
the campaign in the
New England area with a schedule
of tour announcements
a day, five
days a week. The number of weeks
is.

not specified in the contracts.
Rulhrauff
Ryan is the agency.

&

Gabber's Burnup
Portland, Ore., July 0.
ball fan -flicked a lighted
cigaret at Rollie Truitt while he
was broadcasting a coast league
at Vaughn
baseball game for
Street Park here. The stub landed
in the folds of his pants just above
his lap: 'He didn't see it land, and

Some

'

KXL

kept on broadcasting.
Some time' later Truitt looked
down and found- he had been the
scene' of a fire! There, was a large
hole through both, pants and shorts.
More important, however, there
was a shallow hole as big as half a
dollar burned into his abdomen. On
the first of a series of visits to the
doctor, Truitt found out how he

could burn and not know it. The
snipe landed up against his appendectomy scar arid there's" no
sense of feeling in scar tissue.

A

little

rumor

mills operating overtime,

dropped here Thursday

The President, who
George Henry
renominated
Payne as Republican member of
the Federal Communications Commission the day before, withdrew
the nomination from the Senate
dent Roosevelt.

had

'

•

;

without explanation.
Withdrawal of Payne's

Buenos Aires, June 29.
for Murido LR 1, Yehudi
Mcnuhin concert, sponsored by Parshow
cigarettes.
Air
ticulars
sought by practically all outlets
here and even falsely preannoiinced
by some; was carried on entire Mundo Blue.
French- Argentine actor Jose Squ-

company signed by Bel-

grano LR 3 for first mike appearance in series starting July 1, which
will do 'Nostradamus,' with company
including ELsa O'Connor, Juanita
Sujo, Ernesto Raquen .and Maurice

Dawson Olmstead,

General

Corps

Cleve. Store

last

week, and

for 8th

Year

Cleveland, July
Bert's

'

Department Store has

overseas,

with 7,000 transcriptions supplementing the daily shortwave shows,

and cabled scripts. Except for one American-built and
operated
transmitter
in
North
airrriailed

.

Africa, all of the material is aired
via
established
foreign
stations,'
which include those in the heart of
Belgian Congo as well as Great
Britain's BBC network.

Aims

Station's Series

To Curb Delinquency
San Antonio, July 6.
the present natio nwide r hil^

In

delinquency drive,

KTSA

will start

dailies.

First group of airings will present
Brogan, child expert, who will

Bill

6.

re-

.

a special detention home for- the
delinquents found in this area and
special training may be given

where
them.

newed for the eighth consecutive
year its two-hour Sunday amateur
program- over WCLE maintaining its

Juan Manuel Puente, formerly eight hours per week
program director of Splendid LR '4, ing through, the studio.
leaves to join Discos Odeon.

blades
in

Todos

:

,

Pipe

of broadcast-

News

Into Theatre

Youngstowni'O July 6.
Patrons of Youngstown's first-run
,

The program,

Palitos

countries

exchange.
been one

leaders aid them! Financial aid will,
be asked from civic leaders to open

Renews

Ams

Jouvet.

(AH
lps Gitanos en Un'o'
Gypsies in One) on Radio ArgenShow, which goes on
tina LR 2.
Tuesdays and Fridays at 8:30 and
Sundays at midday, features Dringue Farias.

and a number of foreign
are. building up shows for
To date, the traffic has
way, from the U. S. to

'

-

.

how sponsoring Pablo

mation authorities desiring similar
information about the U. S, get it
through the OWI outpost men on
the scene. In this manner the U. S.

retired as Chief Signal Officer

of the Signal

razor

name came

as a surprise to the comrnissioner,
although reports had circulated here
recently that he would not be named
again.
James L. Fly, FCC chairman, was said to be. opposed to
Payne- because of the stand the Republican had taken in connection
with the Cox Committee investiga-

who

-Legion- Extrahjera

was

by Presi-

(1)

of information, which represents a
cross
between: a Baedeker and
Crossley. Foreign radio and infor-

became military representative of speak on the problems now conthe Telecommunication Board, which fronting parents with always the
functions under the Secretary of final word:
'What Are You Going
Appointment of Olmstead, it To Do About It?'
State.
was pointed but, would go a long
The second series will be a roundway toward solving the disagree- table forum composed of religious,
ment between the armed forces and civic, fraternal leaders, who will try
the FCC over the latler's foreign and give their viewpoints on the
intelligence service. This disagree- problems pointed put by Brogan in
ment was brought out at the Cox the preceding series.
Committee hearing Friday (2).
A special office will be opened
downtown where parents may come
and tell their stories and have local

Click

inquel and

•

Major

;:

By Ray Josephs

.

.

Ironized Yeast Taking

»

NAB.

•

airing Saturday (10) a series of proAll sorts of people, from Repub- grams titled 'San Antonio's Children^
lican ex-Congressmen down the line, each Sunday afternoon for
a quarterhave been suggested to fill the va- hour. The program will be noncancy.
political, non-religious, but purely
One name, pretty generally over- a civic contribution by KTSA in colooked in the speculation, is that of operation with one of the local

,

Argentine Activities

.

tion.

of

air,

public

.

::

stations.'

Can

Montreal, July 8.
Musical programs comprised 46.5%
of sustaining items broadcast by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in the
year ended last March 31, Dr. J. S.
Thomson, CBC g.m., informed the
Commons radio committee in a report tabled yesterday (2)..
-There has been a gradual swing
from musicals to the spoken word,
the report said. In 1941-42 proportions were 53% musical and 46%
spoken.
In year ended March 31,
1940, proportion was 68% musical
and 32% spoken.
•

ownership,
shows, rates,

stations,

OWI employees, writers and travfamiliar with 'foreign lands
contribute toward this general fund

-..'

.

of

commercial

schedules, equipment, audience preferences, governmental policies and
prohibitions, sets in use, national
idiosyncrasies, attitude toward the
U. S.. etc.
The material gathered
has filled a bookcase of volumes. It
-is .'used to aid overseas
programming
and helps take much of the hit and
miss element out of it.
The Russiari picture has yet to be sketched,
but the British situation is fairly
well documented.
elers

Withdrawal of Payne's

.

.

•

Number
power,

.

ienna also know the Prater, a
public park probably unique in the
world, for this is said to be the
largest public park in the center of a
city. The part that draws the crowds
is in the nature, of an amusement
park, with a huge ferri.s wheel,
merry-go-round and scenic; railways.
Well, this paradise is still kept as a
wooded park with many outdoor
restaurants and cafe terraces.
•There is open in Cologne ah exbeautiful
hibit
portraits
of
of
Viennese women, and the cast of the
Burg Theatre of Vienna is giving
special gues't performances there as a
token of esteem and appreciation
from the city on the Danube to the
city on the Rhine.'
Other Side of the Picture
Just by way of contrast, the
Zeitung has this to say
< Frankfurter
of the overcrowded, uncomfortable
city that Vienna has become: Accommodations are so tight that
restaurants in the vicinity of the railroad station provide overnight sitting
space. Schools are providing mass
accommodations, and one theatre has
been divided into two sections—rone
fo. men and one for women to sleep
in. Nobody is permitted to stay more
than one night.'
But that, of course, is published
just inside Germany and is not supposed to get out.
Reason for the over-crowdings
points, put
Swedish picture
the
magazine, Veckojournalen^ is that
Austria has become the 'unwilling

Information. During the past year,.
30 countries (Latin American excluded) have been' dissected '.arid
analyzed by. the OWI in reference

Is

Critic'

.

NAB Intervenes

-

may have gone

and remote-

.

the

the.

facilities

ness of important audiences from
the capital, Chile presents one of
I
-American radio's most difficult headaches. Radio's Importance
in the national scheme of things is
evidenced, however, by the fact that
Chile's score of per capita receivers
to population is as high r~ anywhere
south of the V. S. border—one to
every eight—and that, despite Chile's
35 stations, 92% of the homes in the
capita l city of Santiago are radio
equipped..
in line with much else in the
Chilean picture -in general, radio' suffers from flat purses. There's simply
not enough coin available, or buying power to be reached, to allow
broadcasters to achieve the same
standards as their' trans-Andean
Good Neighbors in Argentina. But,
in contrast, Chilean radio is probably most free from Government interference of any in the hemisphere,
thus promoting radio's progress, and
is slowly but surely, improving its
'

newspaperwoman, who turned traitor
not long after Pearl
in Europe

.

GROUCHO MARX

Santiago, Chile, July 6.
Twenty-four times longer than it
Is wide, with scattered population,
vast distances to be covered, lack of

'Big Broadcast,' is
on the air from 3 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Other Bert programs are a two-hour
nationality show. Sunday, noon to:
2 p.m.; 'Record Album' Sunday from
5. to 5;30,.'Wake Up and Swing,' daily
recordings from 7: 15 to ,7:45 a.m.,
and' 'Music for Ohio' daily from 5:30
to 6 p.m.

Palace,
Paramount, and
Warners, now hear news broadcasts
at every evening performance from

tra leader, inked by Radio Splendid
(Kolynos toothfor Kolynolandia

have the
days on

.

theatres,

WKBM.Special wires have been installed
the three houses to: -furnish this
,

In

-

service.

Scott's

,

CBS

Solo V

Raymond
Nlni Marshall,
Splendid, .Mondays'
at

9

p.m.,

,

arid

on Radio
Thursday-;

sponsored by '-Vcrntputh

Martini..

Armando
Radio

'

Bo,' film fave. inked by
Bolgraha for series, 'Vklas

Pedro
poet
by
Miguel, 'Obligado. Series covers famous lovers of history.

E-xlraordinarios,'

;

Carlos Macbado, Brazilian orches-

M.c.
paste j show.
tos Disccpolo.

is

Enrique San-

New

dramatic- program on. Radio
Belgnino, 'El Drama Oculto' 'Hid-

den Drama), Mondays to Fridays -at
p.m., is sponsored by Nestle, with
Myrian'Urqi'iijo and Amadco Novoa
in leading roles.
Scripted by Pedro
Jose Cohucelo.

.4

Scott's orchestra
will
11:30 to midnight spot Friall to itself beginning

CBS

10. Now co-starred with Frank
Sinatra in that period, the Scott studio band will move to- a Monday 99:30 p.m. slot with the singer. July 19.f'
Sinatra's
last
Friday broadcast
will be this week (9) until the Monday shows begin. Ho may continue
the latter with another band from
the Coast when he goes west early
in August to do a
picture.

July

RKO

.

RADIO

86

RCA

Wednesday, July

to Supplement Blue Net

Show

Continued from pag* 33

With Extensive Spot Campaign
program*
which is slated for the Blue Network the middle of Augusl,:_RCA.
In addilion to the hour's

underwrite an extensive spot
Like the network show,
the spot splurge will be strictly inThe spot plan calls for
stitutional.

will

campaign.

one minute

e.t.'s

to

be run

off

at

True Story's Plugs
True Story magazine will have a
batch of five-minute transcriptions
to plug its'August issue starting July
14.
The schedule will vary from
Ihree'lo 13 per station.
Raymond Spector is the agency.

the rate of four a day, five days a

M.&0/S TO

DISCOUNT STRUCTURE

Bill

Thompson, character comic; Vic-

Moore and William Gaxton. and
Robert Emmetl Dolan, conductor.

tor

Elevator Strike Ties

Up

~

Tall Radio City Bldgs.
Elevator operators in the RCA and
buildings in Radio City walked

RKO

on_ strike yesterday afternoon
(Tuesda'y). tieing up traffic not only
to the offices but to the
and
Blue network studios. Officials of
the networks indicated late in the

out

NBC

afternoon

that, pending settlement
of the strike, the studios Would be
closed to audiences. Mike perform
.

s

Lowman

reassigned, his
By 1932,
slock to Mrs. Pickard.
Smith, who was secretary-treasurer
and manager of WOKO, began to get
jittery .and told Pickard to either get
rid

official.

of

his

stock,

or'

have

it

listed

Smith added that
with the FCC.
Pickard refused to list it in his own
name, explaining that it would be
'most embarrassing' 'to CBS. It was
in 1934 that the stock, including Mrs.
Pickard's holdings, was transferred
to Phelps,' who was thereafter listed
reports.
owner in the

WOKO

as' the

week. willy the schedule divided into
REVISE
two eight-week periods. The first CBS'
After the camlap starts July 19.
paign has gone eight weeks, there
will be a layoff interval, with, the
Columbia's managed and operated
second lap getting, .underway perstations will have a readjusted dishaps in November.
The spot campaign is being placed count structure in. the revised rate
by the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency, cards that the group will put into
which handles the radlj, phonograph effect Sept. 1.
The revisions are
and television phases' of the RCA
yet to be. completed, but the indicaaccount. The network show will.be
piloted by the J. Walter Thompson tions are that there will not be any
agency. Among those mentioned for rate increases. All terms and conthis series are Don Ameche, m.c; ditions will be simplified and stand-

Building

WOKO's License
CBJ

Recompense,' Pickard Claims
Both Pickard and Mrs. Pickard
week. Pickard claimed
recompense

'Fair

testified last

WOKO.

under

but later-

cross-examination

were the same he
would perform for any station in the
Mrs.
line of his duties with CBS.
Pickard added lit te to the testithat those services

1913

Up a Headache

Ah aclor had auditioned the lead part in a whodunit series, wilh
the understanding that if it were sold he would be guaranteed 13
weeks' work. The show was accepted through an agency by a" New
England manufacturer, but .the client expressed the opinion that the
lead part could stand better casting.
The freelance producer on the whodunit, when informed of the
client's comment, disclosed that the auditioned actor had a lien on
the'part, but that he (the producer) might be able to get out of the
obligation.
The producer recalled that the actor had a regular spot,
oh a network commercial which' was broadcast the same night that
had been selected for the whodunit.
The producer phoned the actor and sai
'I'd like to have you do
the part you auditioned, but I don't want to take you away from your
other show.'
read just this' morning that
'That's alright.' rejoined the actor,
you. had sold your show and so I resigned from Ihe other program.'
,

'

'

that the stock was fair
for his services to

admitted

7,

WAAT Gets OK to Move
From

J. C. to
Washington.

MBS,

in June,

Newark
July

6.

65% Over

Bremer Broadcasting,

'42

licensee of
WAAT. Jersey City, has been grantI
ed permission by FCC to substitute ..'Mutual'.s
mony..
gross
sales
for
last
City'
for
'Jersey
'Newark'
the
word
CBS president,
Palc'y.
William
month were 65% greater than they
as the location of its main studio and
learned of the situation in 1934. and
were for June, 1942. The tally this
studio to Newark.
immediately ordered Pickard lo gel lo move the
application
of time was $1,100,481, while for
nixed
Commission
the
Paley. who asrid of the stock.
ardized.
sumed that this action had been Newark Broadcasting Corp. lo con- same month the year before it. was
The main change in the stations' taken, does not figure- in Hie case In struct a new 5 kw station on 020 kc $665,372.
band, on account of the shortage of
any other way.
discount' structure will be the elim
The network is 10.6% ahead on the
was.
applimaterials.
Also
rejecled
ination of- the' 13-week discount. It
Under cross-examination Monday
first six months of the year:
Tlia
reasoned that practically, every (51, Smith said that he transferred cation of Eastern Broadcasting Co.
is
accumulative figure for the January-.
account is on for 13 weeks anyway the slock because Pickard had been lb construct a station on Long Island;
June stretch in 1943 is $5,902,918.
discoun.t
inducements of great help lo the station, which same reason was given.
and
that
For the parallel period of 1942 th
should start after that period. The wasn't doing too well, in getting, a
total was $5,335,103.dollar volume discount will remain CBS tieup.
Asked why he didn't the issue of whether the
lias is. and the table of frequency notify CBS and the FCC, Smith re- cense shall be renewed.
Among
discounts will be adjusted to begin plied thai it would have been em- Pickard's interests are the Southof
after the 13-week period.
barrassing to Pickard if the FCC had ern Broadcasting Co.; which forSeattle, July 6.
known. So far as CBS was con- merly managed WGST, Atlanta, for
Al Schuss (known in the east as
ers and musicians had as many as cerned. Smith hinted, that he feared Georgia Tech. When its license came Alan- Hale)
has become general
others might seek a share of the up for renewal earlier this year, it manager of KEVR. here.
eight floors to negotiate.
Among these in radio hit hardest station's stock if It .were known was okayed by the FCC with the
He was. formerly wilh
proviso that the college operate the K.7R. Seattle, as research-promotion
by the walkout were the RCA em- that he had given 24% to Pickard.
ployees housed on the 57th floor of
Pickard is in no sense a defendant station itself. Southern Broadcast- director. WHN, N. Y.. and CBS, Chiin the case, which involves solely ing then withdrew from the picture. cago.
the RCA building.
'

.

WOKO

Schuss G.M.

KEVR

KOMO-

.

Wednesday, July

1913

7,

The

From

j

RADIO

t^RIETY

WJZ
York,

the Production Centres

wilr be moved about Jan. 1
N. J., several miles away.
The same equipment will be used at

CITY ...

l!S
Anne Hilpcrt Grose, who scripted (he Woodbury soap and cosmetic
.Hal Mclntyre
account for Lcnnen & Mitchell, has resigned to freelance.
and orch will fill the guest spot on the 'Million Dollar Band' show SaturSam Fuller, producer of Duffy's Tavern,' is awaiting his
day night (10)
the Navy as a lieutenant, j.g.
.Compton's Joan Geddcs and
call' by
John Gordon are in Chicago auditioning,
:

.

the

.

.

new

DU MONT ASKS
Allen

B.

D. C.

DuMont

OUTLET

Laboratories,

(NBC) narrator, joined 'Radio Reader's ubsid of Paramount, has asked the
(4)
John McKay, NBC press chief, in Snow Federal Communications Commission
(Wednesday) on a promotion assignment for the for the reinstatement of a commerweb's 'Snow Village'. .. .Alex Leflwich, Jr., and Arnold Michaeles have
ial television station application for
been promoted to senior directors on the Blue Network's production staff Washington:
Jean Meeghan, feature writer for the Associated Press, played the
DuMont already operates a telerole of a reporter on Monday and Tuesday's (6) installment of 'Portia. vision station in. N. Y.
.Ray
(NBC).
Knight,
the
Life'
of
Blue,
tossed
a
soiree
Friday
Faces
(2) for his production staff ... .George Rosen, formerly head of-WBBM,
(CBS) Sunday
N.

H.,

today

.

(Gillette)

To CBS When Don Lee Nixes Clearance

site.

Shift is being made at ihe request
the Government, which wants Ihe
escnt site for its own transmitter

Berry Kroeger, 'Salute to Youth'

Digest'
Village

Game

Loses All-Star

transmitter' of WJZ.
New
located at Bound Brook,

now

J.,

Lodi,

NEW YORK
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Transmitter Moves

Mutual's sales department suffered, sponsor of the game, namely, 9 to

somewhat of a psychological wallop
when the Don Lee Network last
week refused to shelve some- local
accounts
all-star

the
baseball
for

11

Philadelphia
Tuesday
(13).
The
brush involved MBS' lop account,
Gillette Razor, which, after wailing
for two weeks to. get full clearance
from Mutual, turned the event over

CBS.

to

It

Robert F. Degan for the past 10
years, v.p. and merchandising director of Kenyon
Eckhardt, joined
the Ted Bales agency as account ex-

CBS was

happened that

p.m.

Mutual two weeks previously anticipated clearance from Don Lee,
as well as the other affiliates, and
released an announcement that the
network would carry the all-star
Same for Gillette.

broadcast of the
game played at

&

without a single commercial during
the period required
Gillette.
by

ecutive yesterday

.

(Tuesday).

.

.Fulton
CBS's Chicago outlet, has joined WABC as a writer-producer.
Lewis, Jr., will vacation July 19-30. Ray Henlle, Washington correspondent
for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, will sub for him on Mutual ... .Frank
department,
shortwave
has
been
named
network
service
CBS
the
Kizis, of
manager of (he web's Network of the Americas.
Bill Ramsey, Procter it Gamble radio director, due in New York about
New
Luella
Hoskins
resigned
from
this
week
in
Chicago
July 21. He's
York University radio workshop to become an assistant program supervisor in the overseas radio division of the Office of War Information....
'Light
of
the
World,'
succeeded
narrator
'voice'
on
David Gothard, the
Arnold Moss in the leading part of Reed Bannister on the 'Big Sister'
Moss is the narrator-announcer of 'The Open Door.'
serial.
Charlotte Manson playing lead in 'Murder Clinic' on Mutual Sunday (11)
... Ira Ashley, director of 'Stage Door Canteen,' classified l-A....Orch
Republic allotted its biggest radio
conductor Harry Sosnick given a 4-F
budget to dale for exploitation on the forthcoming Roy Rogers picture
General Foods is looking for another new program, in addition to.'G. I.
Blind Date'. ...John W." Loveton has resigned from the Foote, Cone &
Radio
Bclding radio department and intends opening his own agency
actor Cliff Carpenter in the cast of 'Eve of St. Mark' on its subway circuit
..Walt Disney Productions has bought a live-minute spot across
lour
Through
'Victory
the board on WOR for a week to plug its forthcoming
Air Power,' and will spend $5,000 additional on other local stations for
the same picture. Foote, Cone & Belding is the agency.
Expectant mothers: Mrs. George Zachary (.Marian Shockley). Mrs. Hal
James (Florence Sperl). Mrs. Bill Smith (Doris Sharp), Mrs. Harry
Ommcrlc. .Scriplcr Joel Hammil slated for Army induction Saturday
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(10). .. .Helen Walpole, writer of 'Lora Lawlon' and 'Stella Dallas,' got
enough ahead on her scripts to take a two-week vacation at Miami
Alec Templeton, currently touring, last week
Beach, minus typewriter
opened "the new auditorium at Camp Bainbi idge, Md., played at Hunter
College, guested on the Old Gold program and remoted his own show
Erin O'Brien-Moore written out of 'David Harum' for a
from Detroit
week to play 'Ladies in Retirement' in slock in Montreal.
Spencer Bentley joined the Merchant Marine and was replaced by
Sidney Smith in the 'Lora Lawton' serial. .. .Actress Mildred Robin gave
discharged
birth to a daughter last week ... .Ralph Welliver, honorably
from the Navy after being wounded in action, returned to radio acting in
'David Harum'.... George Zachary to the Coast to set several shows for
Carlton
.Ditto
the OWI. .. Jackie Kelk to the Coast for a picture. ..
Alan Brock given medical discharge lrom Army and returned
Young
vacation from her
to radio acting. .. .Irene Beasley taking month's Texas
Plain
.'. .Casting:
('Just
Gose
Carl
Procter & Gamble singing commercials.
Ellen Mahar, FlorBill'); George Sturgeon, Lon Clark. Parker Fennelly,
Widdcr
ence Freeman ('Mr. Keen'); Betty Worth, Philip Foster ('Young

far

Brown').

IIS

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

Paucity of acceptable m.c.s was never better illustrated than by the
Young &
frenzied hunt of Clare Olmstead and other officeholders at
Rubicam for a conferencier to preside over the Silver Theatre series.
,dithsr,
WHhT the-program"trrking -off- last-Sunday the-agency, .was..sUllJn.,a
Preston
on
fell
finally
Choice
it.
would
be
"who
uo to three days previous
now in 'Skin of Our
In previous years it was Conrad Nagel,
Foster
first Coast call of
the
for
NBC
at
goings-on
.Such
Teeth' on Broadway ...
They were met at the station by most of
•Info Plizz' skull crackers.
hosted at a cocktail
the publicity staff and all its photogs and next day
bending the elbow with
party by Sid Strotz. with all the town's big shots
en famille and will loaf in this latitude
here
the know-it-alls. They're
the air ...Frank
on
years
five
their
in
first
for the eight-week layoff,
Nothing,' will be piped in from
Forest, chirper on Mutual's 'Double or
(Continued on page 40)

—

All this Southern family

>

:

SENATE VOTES TO DROP
DODD, WATSON OFF FCC
Washington, July 6
Senate, which held out through
four ballots against the House of
the
for
position
Representatives

sextet

mw

make a

to

the six voices blend so perfectly

hard

heedsr

To WBT
000— Ma Johnson's Family

sponsor

very happy

ern morning. The show is as typically

is

Southern as

A SPONSOR!

hominy

ing Johnsons are available for spon-

Two years ago a trailer pulled up
to WBT, and the Johnson family
stepped out—Pa Johnson

.

.

.

Ma John-

sorship, with

an insurance company — pulled

Top-flight Southern radio like

Ma

Johnsons Family explains why

for

Compromise provision

men

shall not be

slates that

on the payroll

nomi

illegal

they were

and phony

trial,

and that

being deprived of their

constitutional rights.

Godfrey Loses Appendix
Godfrey; who does an
early-morning record-jockey series
on WABC. New York, underwent
an appendectomy Monday (5) in
New York.
Hugh Conover is handling the program during his absence.

Arthur

.

.

.

Georflt

E.

Holley

Parmelee W. Cusack's appointment

TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTtl PICKWICK

t

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

al-

11 Southern states, at conventions,

an

also selling many
other products on many
other stations.

as

Ask us or Radio Sales for information.

nated by the President and con
firmed by the Senate..
Opposition Senators claimed that
men
the House had given the three

ROCK ISLAND

famed Grady Cole

emcee. Their most recent sponsor —

and Jimmy, 11-year-old twins.
They'd harmonized their way across

after Nov. 15, unless they are

WHBF

"y'all" in the plural, oi

grits for breakfast. The sing-

son

•

ON

today

ert Morse Lovett, of the Interior
Dept., on charges of subversive connection, finally gave in Friday (2)
in order not to hold up any longer

the

{Wheel Alignment, Etc.)

is

an indispensable part of the South-

.

.

Red, 15

,

.

.

.

Betty,

.13'.

.

.

Bobby

most 100 insurance

attached.

Auto

it's

who's singing what._ _
listeners- almost 3,000-

dnjpping of William Dodd, Jr., and
Goodwin Watson, of FCC, and Rob

the $147,000,000 deficiency appropriations bill to which the rider was

Service

to tell

as art director of

NBC's advertising

and- promotion department completes
to
according
reorganization,
its

Charles B. Brown, director.

fairs, schools,

churches, on the

Like most Southern radio

air.

talent,

so

many

years,

inquiries a dayl

WBT has

been the

South's Best Salesman.

Mecca was WBT;

their

The Johnsons were another WBT
radio "find."

From

11 -year -old

Bobby (who sometimes

sings. bass)

to Pop, they're natural musicians.

When

they're singing the old songs

and hymns Southerners

love.so well,

CHARLOTTE
Iti /ii

i

si >ii

SPOT

<'il

by Radio SaU.i, Ihe

Di oadi osLiug Division of

CBS

50,000 watts

JL

RADIO
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Wednesday, July

7,

1913

Commander Young Back

Once Lowly Phillies, Now High in B.B.

In U. S.
.

Radio Reviews

From Russia

Springfield. Mass., July

6.

Continued from page

34

.

;

Up Local Radio

Race. Burn

Stations

stimulate enlist-, signments.. Basically il's just a lest
Sun- of the contestants'-, retentive powers
term as naval attache in Moscow on 'merits.. The initial .broadcast
day (4) was a reasonably effective and their ability lo recall what the
Orr had nothing to do with the
Philadelphia. Jilly 6.
of Admiral William H, melodrama aboul the old S. S. Coast 'city cd' had read.
the sla
Although the '.Phillies baseball buy; which was' .placed by Sober-- Sia'nclley ni 'the 'American, embassy. Faruier. the last ship to reach be'Reporters':, are being
rocruiiert
elly hagen. Inc.. handling the ball club's
ton in
The. sliow was weekly from the armed forces. -'with
U ..supplanting .both
Bataan.
leaguered
Commander John S: Young told in- written; by Miltoiv Cejger, and sub- the stories on the opening -'program
Grsblc and Margie Marl in Ihe af- account until now.
t30) sequent ones will be scripted by Saturday
here Wednesday
terviewers
(3) 'covered' by aimed:-'
a d o p 1 a n s; 1 he hisfections of P
However, Orr pointed but that :the
the XI. S. and Kenneth While. Peter Martin. Stan- guards from merchant ships.
lory-making Phils are just a bunch Phillies did not go out to buy -radio.- that relations between
Success of program hinges almost
are belter how than they ley Richards. Charles Cussmnn.- Morof nitrates as fai 'as local radio is A
salesman came to them, sold Russia
entirely on the ability of the, m.c. towe rec- ton Wishengrad and Harry Bailey.
concerned. Fact that the ball club them' a ..'bill of goods. Besides, says have been at any lime since
The device used for. the stanza extract luughs from the conteslanls'
ognized Russian-in 1033.
bought some radio lime' on only Orr. the
series is: only a fourcaught;- was a flashback from a re- answers. It was tough going on the
announcer, who porter writing the story of. the shin, tceolT program, due
KYW, without sharing the budget" week experiment with a. reported
The former
principalis- to
with the vest of the eight local .sta- $84 a week, as the radio budget. later shot to lopiiotc.h positions with. wilh an .'editor's note' at the close the lack of inspiration ..afforded in
tions, has Hit station execs running Nonetheless, Orr said thai the ball
NBC before-' taking:, /on. supervision to point the message! -The yarn the 'cubs' replies! lattcr reslriciints
a temperature that goes the weather club is hot for radio, and was plan- of radio and television at. the.N. Y. might have been more graphically their answers, to noiicommilal facts
a degree or two. better.
ning to add at least two more sta- World's fair,, was visiting his former dramatized,, but the -production was When -and. if they remembered. 'Tlie
Hurt to the ."quick, local slat ions tions. But if this is the atiludc the Weslinghouse colleague. .-Milton. H. hcl'pful and the performances, were session deteripraled info a givqawav.
at- with the. boys on the receiving eii
have lagged the Phillies as fair- *lhcr stations arc going to lake, he Slougliton. now vice-president of acceptable. Morris Maniorsky's
their
mospheric musical store was expres- getting
dollar - an - answer,
weather friends... And acting inde- added, local radio can forget about WSPR.
sively 'conducted bv Merle Kcndrlck.. though -seldom merited and pracpendently and in an unofficial man- baseball coin, now and forever.
Hooe.
tically wished oh them.
Miss Scull
ner, the NationaJ League ball club' is
is at all times at ease, however.
AsThe whole trouble, said On\ was
being boycotted oy most of.the la'rger
Dayton, Special
set, loo. is her strong, clear voice.
not in the Phillies buying, but in Hie
'WOMEN IN THE WAR"
However, her inability to ad lib and
local stations. Other than .giving- thelack of ingenuity on .part of the comPfc.
MorDirected
by:
Written
and
Ferns.
to Recruit
thus cover
up the participants'
baseball scores, handled solely as
plaining stations iii being able to sell,
ris Slrln
shortcomings left the program vir-.
sober hews items., order has gone the
Dayton, July (i,
club. 'Let them first find out
.10 Mins.: Wed.: 11 :30 a.m.
lually bereft of much needed coindown the line that the Phillies re lrom, their, own sales departments
WHIO is cooperating with the War Sustaining
cdy.
Rose.
to get no more free lime or pubwhy one of their own salesmen Manpower Commission and a local KADC, San Antonio
licity on' the air. WIBG. which carDirect from War Department theadidn't go out and try lo sell radio Emergency Committee: to get houselies the play-by-play's for Atlantic
wives and. other women, who have tre at Kelly Field, the radio branch 'HOLLYWOOD OPEN HOUSE'
lo the .Phillies;." he added..
Refinih
is not included.
before, to go into war of. .the Public Relations* Office sends With Rochelle Hudson, Toliy Reed,
William H. Cox. president of Hie never worked
Charles Dant orch
week. It is the
Burn's started: when the Phillies
'production factories by broadcasting out this opus each
bought .10 minutes at 7 a.m. on KYW. Philiies, last' week scotched rumors a daily series of. interviews with slory. in nursic and drama, of women, .10 Mins.; Sat.: 8 p.ni.
Siislaining
would rescind free
in the war at the San Antonio Air
using' -a news shot, to bally t lie that the club
women on the job.
WEAF-NBC, New York
Depot.
It concerns outstanding .-perpasses
to
the
gaines
issued
to
ball
team's high •showing in the National
There's a program timed with two formances' by
•NBC has switched to tlic variety
unsung .--American
League. It was the first time that a four major Phiily stations now en- d iff ereht shifts of the'day.. with each wive*, mothers; sisters, and sweet- format in its summer -replacement'
major baseball club had bought air gaged' in. an unofficial 'boycott' broadcast originating from the plant.. hearts of America's ftgh|ihg men, for 'Abie's Irish Rose.' with Roagainst the club.
Cox aiid other
time on ils.own. the
shot startThe flve-minule interviews' are .iiin- who are helping their men by forg- chelle Hudson, Toby Reed and Ihe
club
officials
declared
'despite
that.
ing: June 14.
ing Ih.c. tools and weapons of d emoc- Charles Danl orchestra as regulars
women wiio have never racy.
to
ile.ct
.-"
and weekly guesters lo round ou the
Other stations yelped that since the 'silent treatment' given the
worked in 'factories- before, and the
everybody had been nice' to the 'Phils- y' the four outlets, passholdEach week's broadcast is a tribute halt-hour stanza. The bow-in Salurinterviewees are asked how they like
day (3), however, was devoid of the
to the womeii of the-' world -and the
Phils, even, in the ican years when ers are still welcome.
makes 'em women 'at the air depot. Music Is zing! necessary to create any susi
the. Work, whether it
the club lingered friendless iii the
Officials of the. four stations mel
laiiicd interest, with the exception
tiicd or .'not. and what they' .think- by the'357lh Army Air Forces symcellar, the ball club should have ex- secretly' last week and decided to
they are doing to help win the war. plionclte cohduclcd by Chief Waiv Of Reed's and the band's jive musicpressed' its appreciation by buying give the Phillies the brush after the
rant Officer Carmen Luce. Arrange- recital of the. Pocahanlas-John Smith
'time on all the stations as long, as club contracted for. ah air show on
ments are well made and music is saga- a la 'Peter and the Wolf, '•.Latthey were buying any radio. Amount KYW, Without buying time on the
Boston.— Philip L. MacDonald has car-arresting.
bit gave the sehdoff program a
ter
Tunes include sevthey Would spend would not matter. other, stations.
eral light classical tunes, medley of much-needed lift: otherwise there
One of the opera- returned to WEEI.as announcer..
It was the principle of the thing: tors argued that there .was 'no. reaPeter Bodge, local conductor, "ar- show tunes, and several marches. was little enough inducement, to
Even a token spot or two. would have son why their outlets should con- ranger, and', composer, has been ap- Outstanding on; this, catching was the keep the. customers tuned in. The
prevented the wound from festering, tinue to give free plugs lo, the Na- pointed to. head the Yankee Net- playing of -tunes from the musical best that can be said for the alterHudson
That local radio intends lo boycott tional Leaguers 'when the club was' work's music clearance department 'No. No. Nanette' and. 'On the Mall' nating m.c. chore by Miss
and Reed is that they were adequate,
inarch.
the Phillies is ridiculous lb Wally spending cash with only one station. and will also, be music librarian.
.Dramatic interlude told of the: while the former's skif. fluent 'the
Orr, N, W. Ayei- account exec. It's
Sports gabbers on the four staLouise Morgan, producer of 'Quiz heroic story of China's women in housewife who dons overalls while
like a news program bbycbtting- the tions have been ordered to limit of Two Cities' on Yankee net, has
his
hand
in JUe
tries
the
hubby
the baltlc .for. freedom.
Included
•war. says Orr. who just took, over their news of the Phillies
to. the
been upped to director of special was story of Maina Mosquito, and kitvhen, was. too corny and .repetithe account last week for the agency.. srftiTT tfJhn giimfi.
how she fought the' invader. Bit tious.
events.
Guesting on the .initial session
was well dramatized and included
his harmonsome clever Impersonations.
Bits were Leo'Diamond and
handled well were lhat of Mama ica group and' Antonio and Mario,
Mosquila. by Ruth Mock, and the latter team handling the bclow-lhcJaps by William Hussung and Pfc. border songs. Dant's orch. aside from
turn. was
Reed's;
for
the
accomp
Dennis A. Yates.
the quasi-clasLille Wiese read the role of mod- spotted twice, with
proern Mme. Sun Yat Sen. in nice style. sical emphasis on the strings
qualNarration brought out the contribu- viding a somewhat refreshing
Sertions of Hua-Mu Lau. Mother Choa ity. Originally titled 'Sundown
was
and Mine. H. H. King in China's war enade.' the 'Abie' replacement
the
effort.
Narration was done well by given a last-minute switch to
unPfc. Morriji Stein and Pfc, Guy 'HoPvwood Open House' tag, but
der. *,iy name it'll require more tang
Thomajohn.
-provided, on Saturday lo
than
was
Bernice Cascoine' was mistress of
Roue.
audience.
an
draw
ceremonies and kept the show moving in fine s tyle.
ffs a well-l'bllnded program and
Testing
deserves an evening .slot.
Andy.
native,

his

city

after

and

a

obviously

to

KYW

.
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1 i 1

1

1
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MERRILY

Janet Waldo, Bill CTirlslle
Irene Tedro, Fred Shields, Louise
Erlckson, Lud Gluskln Orch
Writer: F. Hugh Herbert
Cast:

Director: Thomas McAvltv
30 Minx.: Frl„ 8 p.m.

'

Sustaining

WABC-CBS, New York
As a summer substitute

WE HASTEN TO REPORT THAT
MORE PEOPLE ARE SPENDING
MORE MONEY TODAY
16

IN

GREAT WAR-ACTIVE

WOR's

CITIES

Frozen Beans
England Market

New

In

'MEET CORLISS ARCHER'

Birds Eye Frosted Foods, a General Foods subsid, will stage a test
campaign in New England in behalf of its baked beans, Aside fiom
the high point value put on the article, canned beans has become a
rarity on the market because of
,

for

the

Kate Smith show, F. Hjigh Herbert's

comedy - dramatic

sustaiher,
'Meet
Corliss Archer' returned to the
air
Friday night (2) with a different
cast, but otherwise about as lightweight as before.- It's still family
comedy aimed for the Aldrich Fam-'
ijy
style,
but falling into the

their allocation for the armed forces.Birds Eye wants lo find out whether
a market for the,, frosted
baked bean as a substitute for the
there's

canned

The

classification.

minute antwo weeks.
the agency.

test will consist of

nouncements and run

Young

Rubicam

it

is

for

Date With Judy' or 'Maudic's Di-

ary classification, or possibly
beow.
Despite the success of Herbert s legit version of the- same
basic
material, George Abbott's deftlyproduced 'Kiss and' Tell,' Corliss
Archer, and her family and friends
remain, tepid radio 'entertainment
.

of

OF

Opener of this series had
democracy at home, with

a therrie
a 'char-

acter cook turning out to be
just
as good as anyone. Though obvious
thats a commendable idea, but
was
abored. loose and only .intermittent-'
ly funny.
As -before, the heroine is

MORE THAN 100,000 PEOPLE

on the smarty side, while her perennial boy friend. Dexter,
is a dope
exaggeration of Homer in 'Aldrich
Family or the title part, in 'That
Brewster Boy.'
Except, for Janet, Waldo's brisk
Playing of Corliss, the performances
were, merely adequate on the show
caught, while the production and

New CAMKI. PROGRAM,
10 p.m., Kill

Tliurt.,

.

'

EACH THAN EVER BEFORE..

music were below standard. There's
a studio audience for the program
with

the

ently_

stemming from

by the

WOR

occasional

laughs, apparvisual

cast.

'lakes*

Kobe.

Met.:

IOV

D'ARTEGA
AND

WHO. WHAT. WHEN AND
WHERE'

-THAT POW

M

•10

VU. STATION

Mins,; Sat,; 10:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WEAF-NBC. New York
Heard, earlier in the year as 'Let's
Play Reporter.' this quiz program
with a news room atmosphere is folowlhg virtually, the same format as
before, wilh Frances Scolt as Ihe
m.c.-'city editor" tossing out the as-

•

HIS

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA

With Frances Scott

h

CI./VYTON

II

Now On
SO Camp Shpivs

Personal Management

ERNEST LIEBMAN
1440

Broadway,

New

.York

-

Wulucsriay, July 7, 1913
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Inside Stuff-Radii
Peculiar twist to original plan of (he Garry Moore-Jimmy Din-antefor Camel is' being buzzed around radio circles. When Moore clicked
Lever Brothers hns renewed its
heavily on a CBS Camel Caravan guest shot, sponsor went for the
NBC bad been expensively de- live CBS. programs, 'Burns and Alcomic's screwball style, in a big way.
len. 'The Mayor ol'-jhe Town.' 'Big
veloping Mobre on Hie early morning stretch, 'Everything Coos,' laying
Sister.' 'Bright Horizon' and
unt
lop
for
band,
vet
coin
a
announcer
Howard Pot rie and the best
out heavy
Jenny.'
The renewals were uu(oof production. Hence. 'Everything -.Goes' was offered to Camel as a Moore
malic and fur V.\ weeks. Young &
aekage, but sponsor felt a big name was needed to start the ball rolling.'
Rubicam
is
the
agency
for
Burn.and
Xavicr
Cugat
Durante
were
the answer, but reportedly only
Jimmy
Moore was slipped a Sl.OOO-per-week and Allpn" and 'Bright Horizon!'
jn the nature of a starter-offer.
Ilulhrau
Ryan handles 'Mayor
stipend, a record sum for the comic, and plan was to slip back to the origof the Town,' Big Sister' and 'Aunt
inal early morning setup as soon as the stanza clioked.
so
wellbeen
received
by -listeners, sponsor reportedly now Jenny.'
Show has
Emerson
Hence
Drug
Co, has renewed
cliansc:
new
contracts
have been passed out all around,
hesitates to
Vox Pop' for 13 weeks elective Aug.
with the show soon entraining for Hollywood, where -Cueat has picture
Ryan- is the agency.
Stanza will, oceiriv same NBC -10:30 Tuesday night spot when 2. Rulhrauff
chores.
Corn
Products
Refining
Co! has retransplanted.
newed 'Stage Door Canteen' for 13
Expansion of their CBS commitments to full networks by General weeks effective July 29. C, L. Miller
handle
ros...
-other
the
account.
accounts has entailed a mass of spot and
and
Foods. Lever
local business moving among local stations during the past two weeks,
In quite a number of. cases these network accounts have found that batches
of the- newly added stations cannot be made available to them at the
stipulated network time, because the stations had previously guaranteed
the periods to spot and local accounts. The network accounts in such
Instances have either had to agree to a delayed broadcast for their prorams, or forego the station.

show

campaigns devoting the soil to niore remunerabeing con-, tive products. The plan that re'rjick has under consideration is to run
lomplalcd by L. B. Penick. bottler ol
a spot campaign on stations in (his
essential oils.
The manufacturer is southern territory urging Timers to
thinking of going on the air not to plant'mOre of the required herbs and

.

.

..

'

advertising

in

one that

-be the

sell his

is

product, but to try to stimu-

production among those who
provide him with his raw materials.
The raw '.materials av> herbs .and
late

&

.

Promote Material

Public, but to
Ui>i<iue

would

reminding thein that there's
good market for these herbs.
Murray Brceso Associate.
Penick agency.

—

:

.

WGAR

WBOE

WGAR

Marine biasshats at the San Diego base arc nursing a peeve against
two lop air scaivs who recently pitched- their programs there and won't
be invited back. One is accused of refusing to allow a comic on his show,
Comto take an encore despite continued clamor by Die leathernecks.
plaint against the''other is that after the broadcast star of the show declined to put on an afterpiece for the devil dogs, as has been the custom
with all. shows. Officers point out that eamn auditoriums are made available to commercial shows for the entertainment of ..the. servicemen, and
"
not merely as an advertisers pilch.

When Uncle Sam
your

time,'

look up Rudy Valloe on his lyrical offer of 'my time,
ended, if only temporarily, one of. Hie- most, prolific careers

it

In' his Jo years on the. air he was without a sponsor only for the
in radio:
brief period spanning the gap between Fleischmann and Sealtest. Crooner,
signed off laSl week! to take extended duly outside this country with the
Coast Guard, in which he was recently commissioned lieutenant, senior,
Jack Jlaley niovcs into his spot to share top billing with .loan
grade.

.Davis.
I

Nearin^ completion is a U.OOO-inik'
rmy Signal Corps telephone line
from -Edmonton. Alberta, to Fairbanks; Alaska; the War Department has
announced.
Line, longest ever built,'' will carry simultaneously vocal,
telegraphic and radio messages. - It will link the War Department to the
Alaskan fighting fronts by direct wire:
.

.-While -the- project is designed primarily to. military, messages, there is
n possibility that it might lie used to relay radio programs to the troops.
Line will have seven talking and 14 teletype channels.

American Federation Of Radio Artists branch in Chicago is setting up
a Servicemen's Fund as a trust 'to supply assistance in the rehabilitation
First contribution to the fund was a
of .members in the armed forces.
1
<-heck for $250 senl by 1 lie 'We Will Never Die' committee through Ernest
Bylield.. which was allocated from the pmlils of the recent pageant held
nl Chicago Stadium.
.

!

The Blue has built an average .of 11 shows a month for the first live
months of 194.3, which is three limes the '42 lota) for the similar period.
according to Ray Knight, web production director. Forty percent, are

I

!

.

j

midience participation programs, and the; remaining HO'.i is almost equally
few fivedivided between comedy and dramatic materia). Except for
minute >pots, the shows are IS and 30-minule propositions.
:

.

,i

j

Mutual has put out the suggestion that the four national networks do
cooperative in the printing of a '.monthly program rating .chai'1, with
he '"; t in » uii't.'u t 'roclr-ych's-femtngfecosi app6i iV»rifd smrntititrro
Mutual started publishing its own chart aHer NBC and CBS declined to
NBC has recently reversed
include Mutual in their individual charts.
itself on that score!
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WOH. New
house organs

EASILY

sent it letter to all editors of war plant
wur
its listening area calling attention to the station's'
programs. The communication noted that WOR. ope!

York,
in

VOUR RECORDinG

^TROUBIES nuinv
REACH BIG TEX AS I

KQW. CBS station in Frisco, devised a way to keep the. attention of]
advertisers and civic leaders. constantly loeused on the station. Idea takes
the form of an attention-compelling 'date card' that ist sent out to remind
addressees or 'a- broadcast, of -importance' in yoii.' Card arrives on day of
broadcast in question— usually a talk by a siatdsinan or business loader.
Other CBS' affiliates are picking up thi.-. idea lor. their, own use.
has

EFFECTIVELY I

and

.

and Government

<.

ating on a 24-hoxir
on various shifts.

basis,

able to provide service for

is

war

plant workers
j

For
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Appointment of John Fulion and
Frank Gailher as- eb-managei's ol
WGST was announced here Friday
(21 bv Frank. Spratlin. vicon-hair-man of the State Board of Regents
which with Georgia Tech .officials,

u

ill

-control the station ni the. future.

For

the

Station
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..^ew York

.direct' control.
-

.Veterans' of. southern 'radio. Fulton
Gailher (ur years I'Miiduoiod a
program, called -The Sidewalk Snoop-

tiijil-nr

hlimt*.

nWwork
'
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hir.
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Variety,
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The
leased n from Georgia lech.
I'orporalion s lease was .terminatedrecently when the FCC directed thai
Georgia Tech. as. 'my tor, should have

Mr.: Wlllluin MurrlV AgrMi-y

WRITER -DIRECTOR

past

was imoraled

Broadcasting

SISCIMi IHO'

I

W.

46th Street

(19),

N.

Belly

(irovr.

who

.i.o'iileil

WCOPv

Washingion station ol CBS; -a.- 'a
writer about a inonlh am>. has won.
one or the live annual awards of
the Josephine Shapp competition for
'distinguished contribution to a'dverNationwide conte-t is spmili-ing.'
sorrd by lhe women's ad\ c'rli'-iiig
:

clubs..

\\iiii

I

hiiftp-

a

Ihesc are grown mainly in Tennessee
and adjacent 'southern states! The.
.(.Cleveland.
Bernicc A. Oltney
small farmers.' who have for 'many, been added tb the
engineeryears specialized in. such herbs! are. ing, staff. She was at
be'fur
now cither working in. war plants or joining-
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Frank McDonnell,

Fly

Charges Cox

;

19

7,

Jr.,

Suicides in Frisco

Monop Too!

Is

,

'

Problem Child

S. A. Radio's

San Francisco. July 6.
Continued, from puge 35
Frank McDonnell, Jr., salesman for.
KGO.in.San Francisco, and formerly
For Ross Pills.
Agribultuira, is: rated by but gets .across.
of unlawfully dpminalr in radio sales work in New. York ciohal de
marked, 'the wives^ and sweethearts the JpTTriwsc
of seml-goveiriment Steele puts on an audience-particikind
as
a
some
rendering
arid
the radio industry
and Chicago, took .his own life in agency, but even so it keeps from pator' that's, a combination of the
of the '.soldiers and sailors, and. the ihg!
will.
Frjs'co'by swallowing a huge overdose,
men of the aimed forces themselves it subservient to its
U. S. 'Battle of the Sexes' and 'Dr. J
.over-Strbn'tS. officiating, and the
any
20. That 'the Gestapo.', under the- of sleeping tablets.
are looking to xnir military .authbriQ.' ideas.
Ross Pills also had an.
Administration' makes little attempt
war guise of lawful and- proper in vestiHe left notes— one to his wife, to have' other outlets follow either amateur contest m.c.'d by Jose Bohr,
lies to direct the winning o£. the
with the leasf possible loss of. lives. gation; is violating constitutional Vcra.:itr'tas Vegas.-.Nev., seeking a i(s practices'or performances. Gen- Argentine-Mexican actor and. film
is'couragctelling of h';
divorce
Even Fly owes a service to the na- rights of individuals.:
tone, ori this" transmitter, and, director; which: for first time locally,
eral
of
tion, rather than the disservice
21. That it has been guilty of re- ment with, life:
in fact, all others./ranges. from mild used a warm approach to the giveir
of
McDonnell went to KGO two to strongly ^pro-democratic. Before 'em-the-hookers. Applause to -judge
trying to destroy the. confidence,
prisals against individuals who have
the soldier in his commanders by attempted to challenge its asserted months ago from KSF.O, Frisco, Axis break the blacklisted stations. winners was: a novel idea for. Chile.
"
where he was .national sales man- Radio Maipu and Radio Cervantes, Important note w'hich has done much
'.-.
charging ..them with conspiracy to- .powers.';.
ager. Before that he had been sales
destroy the FCC.
were .'going 'strong spraying Goeb- to change 'local: sentiment has been j-.,
22. ^That. -in. its pursu'il.:ot power
"Advertisers', "Recording
This commission is made up of and dominance over; broadcasting, it manager, of
beis-directed Transocean venom up the
minute-and-a-half
pro-demoService. New York, and with W.HN,
Maipu, which cratic 'drarnatizafipri's which "' have
seven members and several hundred has neglected its functions. duties
ai-.l. down the Cpast.
/Broadcasting System radio
employees that many .of our citizens and responsibilities in other fields, Columbia
even had a shortwave transmitter been voluntarily inserted- at the end
sales, New York, and WBBM, Chicountry,
"enough- to. be of every 15-minute Sterling show.
powerful
feel could better serve their
reportedly
of communications.
.'..'
carrycago..
during, this great conflict, by
caught; in - Berlin,- has been com;
Aside from these, prpbabiy best
:23. That it is. so much interested
ing giins. ..<'pletcly shuttered. Cervantes is al- shows on Chilean air are a series of
in .obtaining publicity that the possi- 1»»
lowed to operate but without news station-sponsored half-hours •done
'Has not Fly. in issuing the state- bilities of publicity affect and govprograms. Transocean, which in ad- with the gentle but invisible nudgment in question, confessed to all the ern its judgments and determinaPayroll Traffic
dition to. serving many newspapers, ing of resident Yankees'. Cy Nathan,
people just what the Army and tions.'
also acted as messenger and scout for recently sent down by the RpckeNavv think about his Interference?
That, hot withstanding- the exthe
the Axis, has been locked tight, al- teller office as radio field rep,
the .first public hearing of
If
Toledor-Bill O'Day Is newcomer,
Fly press .statutory -.prohibition to the
still operating in Argentina, done- much
though
special committee has -thrown
to spark and improve
wrath, contrary, it has sought to exercise to spieling staff of WTOL. coming at. this" writing. (Since the Argenin such a state of hysterical
this 'kind, of show throughout Chile.
the" power of censorship oyer radio from WBLK. Clarksburg. W, Va.
what will be his condition after this broadcasts, and- has interfered with Newscaster Charlie Baxter: has left tine revolution of last week, it's be- He' was formerly with 'Lord &
in New York that Transocean Thomas.
lieved
inquiry has really gotten under:the rjght of free speech over the WTOL to join the U. S. Navy.
'•".'
was one of the first to be hit by the
way'/'
-.'.''
Having a Wonderful Time
radio."
nevx' Pro-Allied goyernmeht.— EdVl
24 Counts Against FCC
'Subsidizing the Press'
Akron—Mickey McClowry has iclt
Best of Hie pro-democratics is 'De
While most Chilean stations still
A threat to one of the most im- the. staff of WJW. Also leaving
Twenty-four 'widespread accusaMujpr' ('From Woman to
jockeys 'from Mujcr a
into portant news sources for radio. sto>
Longs: work their, -platter
tions' against the, FCC were read
is announcer. 'Russell
Woinhn') ori GB76. It:s a. daily 15..'.in'off-thc-air.':
to
morning
at tipns. press and commentators was
the record Friday (2) by Garey
who will .'fatten-: 'iip" «n- a farm in' early
minutc shot which goes on during
Al- an effort to qualify-' for service; in creasing-' number of live show, arcthe Cox committee's opening session. contained in the first" hearing.
the', strong after-liinch period of 2
job
because
of
mainlythough it was generally overlooked the 'Army/; Bob Hiniiers. is taking being heard,
The charges:
and. describes thc driings of a
Stei-ling' Products, the p.m.
and, is so com- by newsmen, .the threat was con-- Lengs' place on
night being done by
late
1. "That It has been
fictitious Chilcair faiTiily travelling in
U. S. drug outflt, which.:gpt Uncle
pletely dominated by its chairman taindd in ri icule of the FCC foreign trick.
Papa, mama and the
Sam's blessing to: ballyhoo aspirin tlie Stales.
be- broadcast intelli '..
service by
that. for. mPst purposes, It- has
are a great bunch of letter-,
ninos
Americk
Latin
and tooothpaste in
come and is a one-man Commission. Garey.
Edwin A. Browne Vis provided it waged verba! war on tlie. writers/ and their haying-wonderfulPortland
unlawfully
-.Garey. called the information, mon2. 'That its- powers are
back at his. old- post of continuity swastika spielers' at the -same time. times- -form -start of prpgram: which
exercised for the purpose of further- itored' by FCC and turned "over to chief
KGW-KEX. following Sterling a year ago sent down Bill then fades Off into di-nmatization of
of
ing its. own political ideologies and OWI for dissemination as 'nothing Atmy. discharge- in Florida.
do; up -north.
•'
-Texan with an accent as; what they see and
Steele,more than a sort of glorified, worldphilosophies:
A. C. (Bert) Griscom.. formerly of broad as- the Pacific and formerly Show, written and megged by Raul
wide newsgathcring and dissemina
its. powers are. .employed,
3. 'That
Philadelphia, has joined the
WFIL,
riot only caught on bescripler for such -Mutual shows as Vahisoo: has
to reward its political friends and tion agency which serves the. na- staff of KG.W-KEX as a producer af-:
value, but
entertainment
of
cause
The Shadow,' 'Bulldog bruminorid'
tional and international press asso
punish its political enemies.
'painless' waytex his discharge.-frpm .the. Army at
and. 'Sky Over Britain;' He has, in has-been an especially
.by ciations, Ahe daily press and the
4: That it is entirely motivated
a camp near here.
what U. S. cilizcnry,
/
addition to putting on four- weekly of -getting across
political partiality and favoritism, in broadcasting companies,; Whole idea
is doing to
side,
distaff
parficuiarly
acrosslive.half-hour.shows, plus an
here .seemed to be that FCC was*
the performance of its duties.
New York— Louise Lenlz has. been the-board soap opera, more or less aid the war effort. Another. -socle':,
That. the_radio industry has wasting the Government's money to
5.
made head of the script routing shifted the entire pattern of Chilean sustaiher on CB76 is "Hugo Silva
been. so purposefully terrified by the subsidise the '-'piress and broadcast
division of the Blue continuity "ac- radioV." with such 'jioyelties' as. re- Escribe' clliigo Silva Writes'), a
'Commission that it is ensiave"d..and stations.
10-minute'
effective
July
department,
ceptance
The information referred to -is
hearsals. Continuity of scripts, audi- Monday through Friday
lives in an unremitting state of fear,
She replaces Marcella Garvin ence-participation shows and U. S.- cditorial and column. Silva, editor
6.
as 'a result of which it acquiesces to monitored from. Axis broadcasts. No
is one
private hews gathering' agency, has (Mrs. E, V.' 'Bcrgstroin », who re- slylc use of musical: bridges.: etc", as or El Mcrcurid. of Antofagas.la,,
every whim and caprice of the Com
invited
newsmen
baby.;'
Chilean
signed
to
havc.-,a
top
the
of
f
•either the equipment. , personnel or
an integral part of program ..'deyeW
mission,
lo the Slates as- guest of National
'means' in wartime to do the job.
opmcnt.
If
6.. Thai the fear engendered in .the
Club.
Press
San Antonio Richard Smith has
industry is so great that licensees the service were to be eliminated,
JCveir zippier in ils smacks Axispress and radio would, be cut off joined the staff: of WOAl as newsrefrain from challenging unlawful
Steele's experienpe is perhaps .typward is "Frcntc al CbrifliCto; on CB57,
Smith replaces Trav Caexcessive acts of the Commission or for days from some of the warls big-, caster..
ical of progress being made in- radio
Chilean
another
features
which
gest news stories, and some would banhiss and conies, here from Portfrom asserting their legal- rights.
here as well as other smaller Latin fourth eslater, Juan Arttisa. 'Dia en
be missing completely.'
land; Maine.
it acts arbitrarily, capri7/. That
countries wjicre standards and prac- Siiitesis.' ' " 15-minule daily, espeThe kind of stories first picked up
ciously .and withoutWarrant, of law.
tices, unlike those iii Buenos Aires;
United
of
reworking
cially-sCripled
and disseminated in this manner, in?
Philadelphia.
Patricia Bickford' Rio and
8. That in its. quest for power it
fytexico: City, are.: closer to
Press news on CB7C. has also ateluded: -the end of the Russian lias taken over the- corilihuilv desk
has incurred the antagonism and disthe old-style European -model than tracted
worldwide Comintern; the '.death of. at WFIL. .:. .'
la. large -following.
trust of other Government .depart-,
to Manhattan. At. time of Steelc's.arby
produced
efforts
the
Jap' Admi ral Yamamoto; the landing
Most of
Emma May Roberts, radio 'promo-, rival.. Sterling, which operates here
ments and agencies..
Of American troops -on Attn: the tion chief for the Philly Record! be-.
(he Coordinator of Inter-American.
'Seeks Domination'
outfit, had
a
Sidney
Ross
as
the
'TriTime.',
of
final,
'March
windiib of the battle for At\ \\.
Affairs, like'
(CnniihiipH nn papp 5S
o "Thai" it 'hn« Wight' tn dominate
o re—or le s s n dtffer-entlio up le- uf
"Cdntraespionajt"
buto a los Heroes,'
and control the entire cpmmuhica
soapcrs. all done without even a sin
and 'Hit Parade." are carried here via
lions field., private .and governmental.'
gle prior run-through. There being
transcriptions,
without .lawful, authority' and-' coivno ad: agencies to. handle the', job,
Spot phrases are' still bane of localtrsry to the express intent of the
Steele set up a complete department;
radio: with U. S. and ''.local advertisCongress.
with the first objective lo plug U. S.
ers equally favoring the 20-.timcs.-a-Continued from-- page 37
10. "That, in its Just for power, it
aspirin Mcjoral as against the Nazi
day, hammering of some trade
has usurped the functions of the Con- here for the next two months:
.Norman Blackburn, talent buyer for Bayer-made Cafiaspi ririay irst show! phrases. 'Ipana and Alka-Scllzer go
gress by arrogating to itself the de- J. Walter Thompson, doubling
over to his old job as head, of the firm's and currently- the most popular of particularly heavy on this kind of
termination of matters of legislative picture -department to write, and produce
a commercial short f6r Cali- all Chilean serials, was 'Shadow of
stuff, as: do such local wines as La
policy resting solely within the com- foriiia-Hawaii Institute (wine).
..Columbia's Davidson Taylor here from Fu Marichu,' fivertimc weekly. 15-:
U. S. Zenith
petency of: the Congress.
New York to set up the audition for a Norman Corwin piece and to work minute stand on CB76. Radio La Granja and Casablanca.spots
only.,- and
radio's concentrate on11. 'That, in pursuing this course, oyer some of the house
.'
shows, for time buyers.
.For weeks. Nale Tufts Cooperative Vital icia. Steele found
use
It has .adopted and followed the reand his aides at RuthraulT &, Ryan were wondering what to call the"Frcd legiters, generally used for such British perfume line, Atkinson's,
same method..
puted communistic technique of 'ces- Brady ,show. summer sub for Bob BurnsS. So
it was finally decided to' shows, not only indifferent performRadio La Coopera.tiva Vilalic rankssation and gradualism.'
call it the 'Fred Brady Show".
ILarry Robertson joined Blue network ers but unwilling suggestion-acceptat the head of the broadcasting pichas deliberately ab- announcing stair on a move from Frisco.
12. 'That
it
ers because they considered radio
stained from seeking froni the ConWord reached KNX that Jack Bersingor, former guide, was a. casualty like playing- benefits. Resultingly he lure, and is owned by Chile's largo*
insurance company of same, handle.
gress power.-- exercised but not pos- in air action over Germany ... .Edgar Bergen's
overseas assignment must dug arou.nd, finally got the Tcalro
Has its own telephone-tjed st'aliOn
sessed by it because of the fear that wail until he recovers from a cold.
.Walter Johnson, whp used to peddle Experimental of the University of
Valparaiso. Chilean seaport, arid
the grant 'of such powers would be radio talent for MCA, now a caplalri in the Marines.
Chile excited about the idea of 'a in!
.It isn't going to
with
denied..
be easy, but Phil Harris- has a 7:45 a.m. call at NBC July 12 for his new medium,' and inked it on the a DX web which hooks it in
1.1. That
it has made misrepre
Temuco, Valdivia and Puerto Monti.
guesting on 'Hollywood Theatre of. the Air'.
..Gvicsters on Chase & San- dotted line: Present chief actor oh
Raul Santamaria.
sentutions ..to the Congress for the born for successive Sundays arc Bo'b
Burns, Lou Ilollz and Ed Gardner the 'Fu Ma'nchu' series is!, in -fact, Viialieia's .head is
and gen-purpo.of securing appropriations, ....Owop Lallimoie, who used to be adviser Id
Chians Kai-shek, will be head of the 'university's Latin de- young, smart progressive
have one eye on
and
expended appropriated narrator .on .a neiv NBC program. 'Pacific Story'.
Columnist Eleanor partment, who makes quite a shud- crally reported to
funds controry to the purpose for King .is Pond's. 'Charm Counselor'. on CBS.
der-inducing Sherlock. Manchu. in- a political career.
which they wire granted.
Agricull.ura, CB57, j.s akin iO,B. A.'s
cidentally, has been reworked to be14. 'That
it. has
unlawfully augMundo. as contrasled with Vilalieia.
come
a renegade Chinese plugging
....
Bclgrano,
mented V
-appropriated funds by IIS
for the Japs and., in addition, to Sell- which is like the-'Argenline
procuring the"'.transfer, to it of funds
New York office of BBC' has asked Walter Preston;
program ing aspirin, manages now and again Agriciillura has a higlier. standard of
appropriated to other departments director, for a recording of This Is The Underground' program to send to gel -across",,
spot plugging
a little Subtle pro- music and' reserved
to ils .London office as a sample of efTectivc' Icchiiiciue *\6n# this. line.
nd agencies-using fewer of the Chilpan 'cyiccas'
dcmocralic propaganda.
Program is produced hpre and goes pill over the CBS Noi lliwcsiern chain.
15. That it has violated the laSvs
and other disc programs.
Mejoral alsb preemed Teatro del
It is 'written-- by- Alan
Of. the. United Stales and ;dcficd the
Surgal and; Sullivan J. Powl. .. .Frances Clark
Radio La Americana.' CB130.
has .succeeded James J. 'McGiiirin as picture edilor ot -the' NBC -Central Aire, half-hour weekly. With same generally given third place, and Rawill of. the; Congress,
Program has dio Carrei-a. CB12li. owned by the
lfi. 'That, it
has wilfully evaded Division press department .. .Edith "Davis, recently tommeivlator on- actors as 'Manchu.'
now
;.bcpri
taken over for, For'han's'
and procured lie evasion and viola? 'WOKs .'Wpirich; Make'- News'.' .will be commentator qh the free open air
Banco de Chile, is oiie; of the stronger.
toothposle,.
another Sterling product.
lion of laws alYccliitg the civil serv- concerts in Grant Park -,.
wo
hews programs announced by John
Aetpr -his
of the smaller siatioii's.
"'
Script writers, for this and other
."•'
llol brook hav'e been renewed by their sponsors:, McKesson & Rbbbins and
ice
"
Bohr lias beetVat'craptihg to improve'
17. Thai it has "sought to cloak Sliidcbakcj-.
.-nai ry C: Kopf. NBC vice-presidchl and general manager shows had to be trained from scratch: standard of Radio Buincs.
Another
Itself as .an essential war '.agency, here,, has reiujrncd to his: desk aftpr scyeraV days' illness.. ...More Ihan and .indication of just-' what Steele
irilercsling bulle.t,is Radio .ChOc;|iyii
making a vital contribution to the .$0,509.00.0'. nT*\viir<. bonds were sold 16 .4,500. persons -.who '.crammed' the arid 'other U. S." radio experts' have owned by the big U. S. shipping firm
war effort, whereas in truth its al- Civic Qperii Hbiis'e last Monday (28) to heiir the 'Information Please' been tip against in some .locations" is of W. R'; Grace- & Co:. Whose; vcs.-cls.;
leged war activities constitute - a experts'.
.Biiiclv Davis has replaced jim Poole as WGN's market re- fact that they had lo even teach particuterly before the war., had the
danger and menace to national se- porter find livesloek iiews^ualysl. C, ..Holland Engle, WGN. farm editor,' typewriter chaufreurs to put dialog stranglehold.
Soulh American
curity.
spending his two-wpek vacation farming.
.Mildred Carlson," Home on, one side of the sheet and jiamos 'Wcsl. Coas.t ecorioniy;, Statio|i. only
Forum director ori.' WBZ. Boston, is visiting local studios and coriterrlng of characters, cues. etc.. oh the other, one operated. !?y a woman in Lali
18. 'That., jn furtherance' of its al' ';''
Previously' it used
be all mixed America, uses practically .iiothim!
leged war. activities, if has' drawn with clicnts and agencies iii this. area. "
Charlie Garland. WBBM local sales- manager, was an impprtonl '.factor, up.
to its tisr. manpower and critical
else, but its iiiriitabics v and picks the'
materials from, the limited sources: in the success of the' American Legion Benefit 'Carnival last week at Des -•.Another weekly show. for. Phil
•best of symphonic and -'jive recordavailable find needed by the armed Plajncs.' Illinois: where he "is. the mayor.
.Philip Lord is'a 'newcomer to lips. Milk ot Magnesia,
racias: Doc
ings wilh: comparalively little blurbforces of the United Strftos. and has. that ca><<rol NBC's' .Lonely Women
Jack Baker, tenor on the. Blue Net- lor' ('Thanks,; Doctbr 1. is dedicated .ing.'
procured the exemption -frOm mili' work's Breakfast '-Club.. -is in the Colunj'bus Memorial hospital recovering to local medicos and also manages. to
Radio Mercurio. owned .by
tary service of a large number of 'from, 'a- suiistrok
acquired, .while golfing. .. Bill Stern. NBC sports di- smack in .a 15-miiuite dramati/.atloii amazingly rich" Edwards family, bppersons ho entitled thereto,
rector. has. been appointed chief of the radio division 'of. 'the National about some self-sacrificing saw-bones crators of Chile's No. 1 daily: Mer.11). That
it -has
Stern was named „ to the post by Arch Ward, who gives all so that the tiny tot
set up a group. jPhysical Filriess ProgVniii.
curio, has surprisingly little 'standing
commonly called 'the Gestapo,' for Chicago Tribune "sports cdijor, who. heads the Program!
can pull through. Occasionally corny
in the air field.
Continued from
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UAkiett

Krupa Got a 'Bum Rap/

Say; Appealing 1-6 Year Sentence
San Francisco, July

At a meeting Friday ('2) at the
Hays office in N. Y., it was unani-

Par Signs Kenton

San Queiitin under a trick narcotics'
law, was- slapped down solely because he was Gene Krupa, thejive
Conviction and sentence Will
artist.
place Krupa behind San ^uentin
Bandleader, however, rewalls.
mains in the county jail on 10-day
slay- of sentence pending outcome

Stan Kenton's orchestra has been
signed by Paramount Pictures for
one film, to be made before January, 1944. Kenton will.be on the
Coast from mid-September until that
month. Thereafter he may be circulating around the' country with
the. Bob Hope-Pcpsodent show, for
which he was signed recently to replace Skinnay Ennis, who's in the

of appeal.

service.

•

:

Kenton is cxirrenlly at the PalUnder similar circumstances, legal
say; anyone else would ladium Ballroom. Hollywood, until
July 27, when Jimmy Dorscy suc-

..authorities

have been charged with, the posses-

sion of na'rcotics^-riri thi> case marijuana— and sentenced to a maximum

months in the county jail. In
Krupa's case, an old law, prohibiting
use of a minor in transporting narcotics, was dusted off,. with, its extreme penalty, of a mandatory penitentiary sentence, although no commercial traffic was involved.
..Krupa's.' offense, as charged, was
his 20-ycar-old prop boy,
si nding
John Pateafcjos, now* a draft evader,

ceeds.

of six.

Band Bookers

.

package of marijuana

to "ditch' a

room

'Krupa's hotel

Also Muddled

On Tax Matter

in

so that federal

wouldn't find it. This brought
the additional charge of contributing
the delinquency of a minor:
•lo
Krupa had pleaded guilty to the, contributing charge, a. misdemeanor,. in
agent's

the- belief that further action

That

against
'

1

,

n.n

replies.

A. Broadens Charge

1).

.

Assistant district attorney Leslie
Gilien charged repeatedly, during the
trial that most .'hot' musicians use.
marijuana as an excitent,' and that
Mi is serves as a bad example to the
nation's youth.
He rose to great
emotional heights in denouncing
Krupa as 'the idol of foolish, swihg-

mad American youth— an idol who
now shows feet of clay.' Gilien told

Wnsliinofoii, Jnljy

week, Ihe

first

-

;

WLB

This. ends, for the time being, the
'independent coplractor" status of
vaudeville performers and brings
home to roost with a vengeance the
.worst.'- feature of the Form B contract, designating bandleaders and
their, musicians as. 'employees;' which
the American Federation of Musicians foisted on theatres last year.
The Hays Office was-.not involved
the meeting, although Sidney
in
Schreiber, of the; legal staff, sat in
as an observer. Meeting was called
only after- the circuits' tax men
.failed to get an official ruling from
the Internal Revenue Department iii
Washington on a trip there early
The tax authorities told
this week.
the circuit reps.that they were studying the question of itinerant per-

formers and would soon hand
a

ruling:

-

Labor Board

Petrillo's

Crackdown Only

Government body wbujd
to solve the
issue of the controversy.

Until then, the Internal

EXs

Pertains

sicians,

Holding Bands

forthcoming. -.from the Treasury Department.

Petrillo's

<5).

James C.

;

band

the

agencies

are

statements ' in breaking
with the transcrip-

off "negotiations

the

DUNHAM

BAND AND WAR WORK

PETRILLO OK'S CROSBY'S
DISCS FOR DECCA

a

brief

session

penses.'

The agency committee has also received a letter from the Treasury staling that henceforth, for the purposes
of wag stabilization, all bands are to
iCoiilinucd on page 42)

'•

war

plant.

Sax

was with,

Piccolo

player
Pete

iiilery

when he went with Barron.

-

eforc
'.'with

and

Chuck

eto
ai

outfit

in

the
the

small
local

he played successively
Lawrence. Wclk, Baron Elliot
that

last

Met, Providence, Pulls

Last-Minute

.

Foster.

He

rcjointed

Monday), leaving
midwest a week: ago.

night

ron in the

1

Straus Signs Operatic

Fadeout

Bing Crosby, carrying a paid-up
in Los Angeles Mu-

AFM

standby

Local 47, was permitted to
record two songs without orchestral
accompaniment for Decca.
Permission was granted .'by James
C. Petrillo on condition that Crosby
use only his voice and refrain from
thumping a drum.- Numbers are 'If
You Please' and 'Sunday, Monday
and. Always,' from Crosby's .current
sicians

men

during Dunham's stay

Dunat The .Capitol theatre, N. Y.
ham explained, through his manager.
Warren Pearl, that the salaries had
been paid directly to 18 musicians,
who were brought into the theatre
for that purpose and paid individualFive of them were fiddle players
ly.
used lo augment Dunham's combi-.
nation lo background Maria Eggcrlh,
film singer on the same bill. Local
then withdrew its request.
Dunham's procedure in hiring in-

men to remain at the theatre during his stay, and. using a portion of them onstage, was unorthoAs a .rule. when a traveling
band plays a N. Y. theatre, requir-

dividual

for some time.
Few employ live
musicians. His argument with popdisc makers., who supply these sta

drummer's card

dox.

(Continued on page 43)

.

ing. payment tor standbys, the

money

paid directly to 802 ahdvplaced in
its unemployment, relief fund.
Musicians-are never brought into the
theatre to earn the money by performance or simply being present,,
is.

Harry James' Draft Bd.

A Wedding

Promises

Gift

Harry James .will be placed in a although that, apparently is permiseau- sible.
I-A classification by his local
mdnt. Texas, draft board, since his
recent divorce and subsequent marLas Vegas.
riage Monday
s'
in
Takes Leave
Nevada, to Betty Grable. James was
divorced by his wife, the former
for
A. Date
Louise Tobin. former vocalist with
Benny Goodman's band. They had
Alvino Rey. is bringing his orchestwo sons, mid the divorce and the tra out of. >emi-reliremcnt in a' deleader's -marriage removed him from fense-plant lo open a sixweek locaa dependency status,, which up to tion dale at ihe Aragoh Ballroom,now has kept the '27 -year-old leader Los Ahgelc-Si Calif., next Week 14 ).
.-"
in 3-A.
Rey has been working with his band
James and Miss Grable returned at the Lock heed -Vega airplane plant
(o California immpdialely after the near L. A. for about six -months,
Las Vegas ceremony, which was .wjt* during which time he was fulfilling
nc-sed by Manie Sachs, Columbia regular dance work booked for him
Recording Co. executive nn. his way by MCA's Coast office.
to '.-California on
a business trip.
Several weeks ago Bey's band,
Sachs left N. Y. with James early which went into Lockheed with him,
Thcre'il Always Be a Rainbow' for Friday (2), after James' band, com- was bothered by draft board offiDailey's
Ter- cials, despitel.he defense jobs. About
First -of the.se sides pleted a stay, at Frank
Victor label:
N. J.
.six. '.of his men were classified IrA.
will be on the market about J u|y 1.6. race Room. Newar
A member of the Beaumont draft Happy Coday,' formerly with Leeds
Xavitr C'utrat and his band checked b<iard stated." Monday that .steps' Music CO. in N. Y, is Bey's road
immediately
to
put!
manngtr, also .working at the facinto Metro for two pictures, 'Mr. Co- would be taken
James in 1i tory. ..
Ed' :T.d 'Tale of T-.-o Si.s'er?.'

film,

1

'Dixie.'

.:

which were waxed
.

rc--

Metropolitan theatre. Providence. cciilly by Frank .Sinatra in New
suddenly decided to' curtail York for Columbia under, similar
I.,
R.
conditions.
its stage policy last week and canarhefs orchesColumbia will not immediately recelled out Charlie
week (9-11); and lease Sinatra's recordings of the
tra, due in this
Tommy Tucker, scheduled for the tunes from Crosby's- film. 'Dixie.' It
16-18).
As a rule, has scheduled first the singer's cou'following week
Know' and
the. Mel. (olds its stage policy for Ihe pling of -You'll Never
This disc will be
to You.'
'n'l'mmcr early rii the season, but this 'Clos
year intended to extend, it as far as on -.the. market -ihe end of this week,
possible. 'only to, rhann'c its. stance. having been shjpped July .1,
Victor also has vocal recordings
Met is a three-day band dale, the
only theatre' in Providence using made, without musicians to combat
Columbia --and Dick
Sinatra
II .« ill 'resume in- the fall.
band*,
IlaymeS on Decca. .These feature.
Perry- Conio. the hew Voloist rising
PADDING OUT
in Opposition to the other Uio. Como
is currently at (he Copaeobana, NT.,
Memphis, July f>.
The Claritlge hotel has hooked and. two weeks ago he recordedand
'Secretly.'
Sue."
two bauds to carry 'through-; the. re- 'Goodbye.
'

was<recently called
before the. executive' board of N. Y,
to explain why.
local 802 of the
it
had hot received payment for

between recordings and the AFM.
lias been meeting secretly with
officials the past few weeks,
though both sides deny it, and in
spite of the black outlook several
top recording executives have lately
spoken very optimistically about the
chances of a settlement of their particular end of the controversy.
Petrillo's discontinuance of talks
with transcription firms, which he
said will not be allowed to record
with AFM musicians, 'at any price,is a frontal attack on radio outlets
subsisting entirely or in part on
recordings.
These stations arc the
thorns that have bothered Petrillo

.

BY

Sonny.Dunhnm

He

PEE WEE LOUIS DOUBLING

'CALLED'

—UNION 01UTANDBYS

side of the general dispute

e.t.

pop disc

;.

after

.

'

.

V

.

.

'

From

Rey

L

War Work

j

:

Singers for Fall Tour

Slrnus. has signed
three
opera singers to accompany his contcmplaled.conccrt orchestra on tour,,
bcgjnninglsn October. Gordon Dillworth., of N. Y. .New Opera Co.,
Elizabeth .Hill, who has sung with
Ihe Philadelphia Orchestra and now
"as a program on WCAU, Philadelphia. Where she is studying at the
Curtis School of Music, and
a Mary
Slrug, are the singers.
mainder of its Magnolia Roof Gar•Straus '"intends to begin organiza- dens scasoii. Clyde Lucas is set to
tion of his
-.orchestra sometime next open for a month on July 1C, with
nionth. lt will be composed of about the Bill Bardo orchestra due Aug. 13
40 pieces and probably will begin its for- the. final four weeks of the sumlour Oct. 12
at the State theatre, mer stanza.
Hartford, Conn...
Tonmiv Reynolds is euircnt.
1

.

;

[

tContinued. on page 43)

.<

.-

again,

and
terms of

prcz,

.

'

ing or releasing bands

i

with lhc> Blue Barron band, to
double between a berth with the
Piccolo Pete orch at the TrclOn Cafe
.and- a defense job.
Sturchio's board
said it merely placed him in 1-A to
hurry along his taking of a berth in a

AFM

not today but tomorrow. They arc
not interested in obtaining added
fruits for the men who actually do
the recording, but rather to set up
an economic cushion against the iin-

i

burgh

Petrillo..

his advisers, are. talking in

.

-Major band agencies are not- sell- tion makers apparently were misparticularly
by daily,
from contracts' construed,
proceeding) on their own course. It
under any circumstances during the newspapermen present Thursday 1)
is claimed by a committee' of agency
shortage of outfits of all. at the meeting between the two faccurrent,
men, who have been, working on the
the past cou- tions. iWany thought, that the AFM's
classes.
In
types
and
tax' problem,
that the American
been several ultimatum included popular recordFederation of --Musicians is in re- ple weeks there have
names and minor groups ings. It does not; Petrillo's refusal
ceipt of a letter fro m the Tr easury attempts by
to—negotiate -further l-is -confined -4o-

How evcr.

.

.

was. tantamount to destroying a
going business in which important
money is invested. Transcription
men got the dispute certified by the

War Labor Board Monday

Mu-

AFM

men

e.t.

Of

•

,

of settlement talks with the

'

was- pointed out, was not

1

.

On

it

asking, in its strike against transcription and phonograph manufacturers, for an increase in individual
wages or improvement of working
conditions. The
has advanced
as the crux for settlement of the
shutdown not a demand for new
scales, but rather a new philosophy,
or theory, of unionism.

.

Agcys. Insist

time
underlying

[

The American Federation

With'2Q% withholding taxes to be Revenue Department refused to vcn-.
to
deducted from salaries of all wage lure an opinion on what the theRecord and transcription men are
earners beginning this week (first atres' procedure should be.
after
June
payday
30) the band
Realizing the possibility of the at a loss, to understand the complete
busincss-rleaders,
booking ageii.Cy Government ruling that theatres crackdown on transcriptions by AFM
executives, accountants, and all con- should deduct the 20//» from gross
head Petrillo last. week. It's genercerned, with its financial problems
(.Continued on page 42).
ally believed that Petrillo's breach
—are in confusion. No one seems to
-

at this

undertake

down

-

'

will develop little of
material value in settling, the dispute.
The. legalities were, dubious,
not only as .to whether, the matter
would reach the hearing stage before the WLB, hut whether any

Disk

,

-

,

'

'

theatres starting this
payrbll In July,

playing-' their

•'

a definite idea on how the tax
will be deducted except theatre circuit operators, wh6 met in
N. V. Friday 2 > an<l agreed to take
the. 20';. off the. top of all salaries
separate
(see
of bands and acts
story) until a
definite
ruling is

6.

War Labor Board, at a mceliti
fbdnu. (Tuesdni/), voted- by iinaiiiinOHs vonscnt to conduct a public
Gracie Barrie and Bill Burton, hearing at 10 a.m. Friday wonting
manager of her band before '.and (9) to dt'termiiie .whether or not the
since the singer's husband, Dick Petrillo case is n labor dispute
over
Stabile, went into serviced with the which" the
should Mice jurisCoast Guard, have split. Attorneys' diction. -Board sent copies
of wire
for both recently completed financial' to Petrillo dhd
the sepen trnnsrripand other details. of the parting and fipii companies irteolred
inritiiiB
Miss .Barrie will henceforth be han- them to 'attend Friday's
session..
dled by General Amusement Corp.!
Amusement industry lawyers who
which agents her band.
specialize
in' labor matters seemed
Miss Ba'rrie's orchestra opens Friday tJD aYFrolics, Miami, Fla:, ball- to be of thi opinion yesterday (Tuesday) that the action of Secretary of
room, for. four weeks.
Labor Frances Perkins in certifying
the recording shutdown to the War

Burton Splits With Barrie

over .and over agaiii that
Wrupn wwokefl-'th is-dvendf tri-thus1- okaying' IhlTnTemTzing of expanses to-^cm e~cu i l r uO t^lcascs,'-^-~Tio-so he could "beat his torn toms faster
few organized
fulfilling
individual avail. There are too
incurred
in
and faster, and thus. rise in his proavailable to. let even Ihe most
dates and that buyers of bands will groups
fession to highly lucrative eminence.'
slip to an opposition
firstdeduct- these expense totals modest crew
agency..
Continued on page 42)
from a hand's salaiV then withThe situation is brought about, of
hold 20 r of the net.' These expense
course, by the substantial reduction
lists, w.riiten separately and handed
in the number of bands, caused by
the -operator jrisi before a date beinduction
and. enlistment of leaders
gins, will include musicians' salaexpenses,
commis- and musicians, plus the great intraveling
ries,
work opportunities, also
sions,
pro-rata costs of arrange- crease in
war-born.
ments, publicity, etc.
Pittsburgh, July 6.
To. align the AFM's standard Form
Pec Wee Louis (Louis Sturchio),
the saxm;in who recently hit the B contract with this ruling from the
front pages when a Chicago draft Treasury., the wording of the AFM's
hoard placed him in 1-A despite the r.grcemcnts was changed oyer Ihe
fact that he has six children and a past weekend to read: This price 'DIXIE'
seventh on way, is back in -Pitts- (called for in contract) includes exHollywood, July 6.
the jury

-

Even Try to Solve

Will

Complicated AFM-Disk Co. Issue

mously decided by legal representatives of all the major theatre circuits
that, pending an official clarification
from Washington, the: 20% withholding tax Is to be deducted from the
gross salaries of all bands and acts

him would lie double jeopardy. He
was .serving three months in the
county jail on this charge when conhave
victed and. sentenced on the felony
charge of using a minor to transport- sums
,

WLB

6.

Consensus of trade opinion in. San
Francisco is that Gene Krupa,
terccd to from one to six years in

.

Hope

Industry Lawyers Hold Little

S. F. Insiders
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,

N. Y.; Gray

Lyman Hot 33G, Pitt.

Eslimalcs for This Week
Mitchell Ayres,/.Ncw York (Paramount; 3.C64; 35-$t.iO>^Wil!i An-

drews

Sisters, others,,

Bing

.

.

.

<

.

.

.

-

.

'

,

;

.

shows, helping.:

margin, frequently using the net of
pile date to underwrite Iransportatio'n costs tb the next.
At the end
of the year: they show little profit,'
(WB).
Lyman's blazing through, but at least they keep Working. With
with, help of flicker star, whose
marquee value is big, to' best week the. government withholding' 20%. of
"WB. dcluxer has had since Tommy the gross,. their operating reserve toDorscy- played about a year ago. take' care of sundry expenses will be.
Looks like sensational "$33,000 and wiped out. It's feared by agency exmay top that. This is more than ecutives that many of these bands
double' what Lyman did last time wilrbe forced to disband if expenses
here in spring of 1941.
are hot'' allowed before tax- deduc-

Abe Lyman, Pittsburgh

•

(Stanley;

3.800: 30-75)-^ With Bohita Granville
on stage, and 'Background to Danger'

:

:

Ada Leonard, Boston (RKO Bos-

3.200;
44-99>^With-. Virginia
Weidler, Mitel.' Mayfair, Cliff Edyards, others, on stage, and 'Flight
for Freedom' (RKO) (2d: wk). Film
h.o, here plus dull holiday weekend
and unfamiliar name band for this
section, keeping - it down to modest
$22,000.
Film holdover is the big
handicap, and not too strong. on in
itiat week.
Enric
Madrigiiera,
New York
(Roxy; 5,886; 55-$l,10)— With Jack

.

.

:

.

.

'

Durant and Carmen Amaya. in' per
son, and 'Coney Island' (20th >. Draw
ing big over Fourth of July weekend, show pushed to sock $985,000 on
third week ended last night (TuCs T
day) and holds further.
Chico Marx, San Francisco (Gold
en Gate; 2,850; 44-7p)— With Frank
1

also impressed on the jury that
.'made $8,000 a week."

Krupa

took

witness
staiid Gil.len persistently tried to get
the orcri leader to agree that 'most
hot musicians are addicted to 'marijuana.' but Krupa took emphatic issue with this'view. He said it-might
he true of hot bands 'playing in
dives,' but that, it' would be. impossible for members of a prominent
the

,

.

"f
"~™ J
Chico Marx, and his view of the split-second liming- on

Man' (RKO),
.

.41

Krupa

Whori

band, lifting this/to fine $30,000,
Hal Mclntyre, New York- (Strand;
2.75G: '35.-$1.10V-Wilh Three Stooges
and George Tobias, in person.- and
'Background to Danger' (WB). Stages
bill credited importantly, along with
Pictur e, for in dicated - $Sft.nnn or
thereabouts; very big.,

—

Plill Spltalny,

New York

(Capitol;

radio, and' the need
session- oh the stage.

for

self-pos-

Judge's About-Face

-

Juvenile

Court

Thomas

Judge

Foley
evidenced /sympathy :with
Krupa's plight until the day for sentencing came, wihen he made an
about-face.' under the barrage of
.

'

;

35-?l,10)— With 'Stage Door
Canteen' (UA).
Now iiii second 'convict Krupa' stories iri; Hearst's San
stanza and looking ta.possible $80.- Francisco Examiner. Foley refused
0C0, or in that, vicinity, to establish to grant a new trial on defense athighest figure for house since combo torney's J. W. Ehrlich's plea of doushows were installed nearly four ble jeopardy^ failure ot the jury to
months ago, this bettering initial return a special verdict on the douseven days for bill.
ble jeopardy question,. and a technic
Van Alexander, New York (State; cality.: '.'"
3.450; 35-$1.10)— With Tito Guizar,
Foley then made a statement that
Mildred Baily, in person, and 'Human Comedy' (M-G).(2d run). Conir deviated from his attitude Since inbination of in-person show and pic- ception of ihe case and which folture caught heavy holiday trade lowed the 'line', taken by the
prosewith take on week looking big $35;- cution and The Examiner.'
000 Or over.
'I
hope this case,' intoned 'the
judge, 'will bring shar,.;, to the attention of users ot marijuana its viEldridge Reduces
cious effects.
It is ruinous of the
morals and career and welfare of a
Plans to 5-Piece
Roy Eldridge has discarded the person addicted to .it; and above all
Idea of forming a large band for the minors must be protected from con"duration. Instead, he put together a tact with its vicious influence. I cerfive-piece combination and opened tainly trust that ihi.s case will, bring
Saturday (3) at the Onyx Club. N. to everybody's attention, even those
Y., three, days after being booked who, might use it for. the purpose' of
exhilaration, .the consequences of its
for the job. './''
-'..:_
Eldridge, Negro trumpeter; was' uses.'
featured with Gene Krupa's orchesDistrict Attorney Matthew Brady
tra for the past two years or so. had vowed that Krupa would
be
Krupa's. Orchestra was disbanded: prosecuted 'to the fullest extent of
over a week ago after playing sev- the law/ and/throughout, there was
eral dates without the leader, who: iio relaxiiij! of that intention.
is ill jail in San Francisco, serving.
Judge .Foley ordered the Sari
a 1-tp-C-year sentence after!: being Quenlin
sentence to. run concurrchtinvolved in a narcotic, rap.
ly .with the remainder of. the
county
jail terni, with a 10-day
stay of execution. This will: place Krupa- behmd.the 'big house' walls next week.
Ehrlich, liOvycver, 'gave notice that
Georgie
Spier,
formerly
Sam he win appeal the case to -the state
Shapiro; radio studio trumpeter, -has' appellate com
i,
^
organized, an 11-piece band which he
Kriipa will be cligiole for parole
debuted at Pelham Heath Inn, N.-'Y.',
4.820:

.

. ;

.

.

,

;

f

Chicago

Gririt Williams (Empire Room,. Palmer 'House; 750: \$3-$3:S0. rniii.t. Williams and floor show headed by John Hoysradt accounted for 7,200.
Art Kassel (New .Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465; $i:50-$2.50 -min.).
Art Kassel playing to great business here; 4,000 again last week.

3S% Cut Meantime
It's

'

recognized by vaudeville book-

ers arid agents: tha t 'the circui

":rul-

ing, evcii. though temporary, is going tp work a hardship on every:
^body concerned. With: Ihe acts. the.
withholding qf 20'.; of the gross,
without permitting -deductions for
expenses: agents and booking office;
commissions (usually I0>"o arid 5Cc,
respectively ),' will mean that, a total
of 35% will coriie out of an act's
Iriasniuch as a 20%
gross salary.
differential ottc.ri means the difference between a: profit and loss with
hiodcrale-price'd acts, the. only ..posv
sible but for the ac'ts will, be a gen.eral raise in their up-to-now standard salaries. /Either; that, or the final
elimination of the Sri. booking office
;fcc. long considered discriminatory.cut in
and, as some; agents fear,
talent reps' commissions.

;

.

Ramon Ramos (Mayfair Room.

Blackstofie hotel; 250; $2.50 rnin.). Ramos
llsworth and Fairchild did 2,650, a iilcip increase!

has caught' on and -with

/Jan

Savllt (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950: $1.50-$2.5b.min.). After
slow start Savitt has hit his stride- arid is averaging neat 5,500.
Russ Morgan (Beach Walk and Marine .Room, Edgewater Beach hotel;
$l'-'$1.5'0 admission to Beach Walk for dancing arid show;
50c and 75c cover /charge, plus .$i;25: min. in Marine Room). (Couple of
cool days cut patronage down to 8.5pp.

a

4.600 combined;.

-

.

;

-.;

Los Angeles

'

Freddy Martin (Ambassadpr; 900; $i-$l:50); "Mariin, the fair-haired lad.
with the swells for a lushy cover count, of 4,500.
Henry King (Biltmore; 900; $l-$i.50). Followed Ted. Lewis and
with the jolly weekend won't gel. past 3,500 labs.." Floor show /
potent a draw as the band.
.

:.

Minneapolis

.

Carl I.prch .(Flaihe Roohi; Hotel
isson: 190; no cover or miri: . This
small band and Peter Higgins. singer, making fine impression arid flllii!
-nightly. Attendaiice averages fine 175..

room

expenses
(trave'., / arrangements),
plus agent and booking pftice comThe
rnissibns.. r.'tb
contend With.
bands, however, due to the Form
B contract, have no out from; being

•-

.

Krupa's 'Bum Rap'
He

. .

,

.

•

Continued from page

-Covvn'-'

On D«„

.

The 20?i' Wilhholdin'g fi'om the
gross salary will' :aiso create havoc
with bands, which usually havelarjje

tions.

ton;

Tolul

.

1,375
5,075
1,975
125,300
1,950
23,450
2,150.
3,950
tl,525
1,525

held responsible (p.)lie ^Government/ Jerry- Wald*-. .... Wew/ Yorker (400; $1-$1.50). .
1
However, in dcciditig fo deduct the Will Osborne '. . .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$L50).
0
from theiavls, 'the majoiveircuits Leo Reisman .....Waldorf. (550; $l-$2). ........
Bobby Sherwood Liric(?ln (275r $.I-$i.50)
;
/ 3
875
3,300
inconsistent .with theii- estabLombardo. .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50).':!.;
16
1,975
27.725
lished, recognition of vaudeville acts GuyBenny Goodman. .A'stor (750; $1-$1.25). ... .V,
0
5,525
5,525
as 'independent contractors' so, far as
Social. Security and Victory -taxes
'^/^sterisks. indicate a supporting floor show. New 'Yorker and Biliinore
are arid were concerned. They will
continue to so recognize the acts in, haiie ice sliotvs; Waldorf headlines Morion Downey,
Three days.'
regard to! S,S, taxes, but -not- on the
withholding tax matter unless the
Government finally rules differently.

are

;

•

I'ast
IVortc.

3
• •
..73,
12

20'<

:

'

.

Weeki
Wnyed

-.'

.

'

alUaround
which will be seriously. injured,
Woodv .Herman, Los Angeles (Or- should 20
be withheld on all
'X
pheurn; 2,200; 40-65) —/With; 'False
Herman goes big in monies .over .and' above musicians
Faces'' (Rep).
this town and will catch solid $25,- salaries and. personal, exemptions.
000 for the week, extra " holiday
These combos work on a very close

Coven

'

withholding arid the Government
Hotel
Itnncl
decided that ihey should, it
might be tough, lo collect from the Ray Heat oerlon.,Biltmore Roof (400; $1-$1.50).
acts and' bands, with the theatre still Lani McIntire'. .Lexihgton (300; 75c-$1.50). .;
;

be considered independent contracThis moans that bandleaders,
tors.
week concluded last night.
oncl
can now raise (heir, prices without
(Tuesday >. Remains on.
fear Of kickbacks from, the- wage"
racie Barrle, Washington (CapiPreviously 'the:
stabilization
board.
tol: 3.434: 30-75)— Plus 'Ox-Bow InWar: Labor Board had' reclassified
cident' (20th). Nifty $23,000, almost
leaders netting less than $5,000 anall via band.
contractors
nually;
as
independent
(Chicago:
Brown,:' Cnlcago
lie's;'
tor the same purpose.
4.000; 40-75)— With 'Hit -Parade of
1943' (Rep>., Big $50,000. with picQuestions of the 20«i -.withholding
help.
ture a
lax as .it applies t6 bands is not a
Glen Gray, Cleveland (Palace: ;- worrisome one insofar as the bet700: 35-85— With '2 .Tickets" to Lon- ter/earning macstros arc Concerned.
don' (U). Solid $29,000.
They can. afford to let the. govern(Michigan:
Horace Heidi, Detroit
ment hold- 550:000 or so. of their
4.000; 55-75>— Combined with 'Back- money until they 'file final tax reground to Danger' (WB). Getting turns.: .Chances are, they will^ owe
good holiday play and hea.dod for more on the final surhup anyway. It
great $49,000. Crix enthusiastic for
is the small' and in-between bands,
pull of show.
.

at Hotel B. O.'s

later

Continued from page 41

Boxoftice

•

July. 7, 194.1

(Presented; herewith,.-, a* a .-weekly tabulation, is the estimated 'cover
charae business -being done by tidme. bands in tiarioiw New York hotels.
Dinner/business (7-10 p.m.) not rated.- Figures after, name oj hotel give
room capacity and cover charge.- Larger- '-amount. designates weekend and
holiday, price. Compilation ie-based on period /rom Monday' to-Saturday.)

41

salaries of all acts and bands, the
circuit reps decided at the meeting
Friday to withhold Ihe tax in' order
to. play safe.'
It was theorized that,
should Ihe/thealres fail to make the
'

Claim Tax Easeup

on stage, and

pull -ot
Crosby., film
-.spelled' v'cKy sivang- 574.000 for. sec-,
1

'Dixicr (Par).
.stauoshow and

Bands

20 Percent Tax
—
page

^Continued from

Solid 29G,Geve.;

Wednesday,

.

.

'

-

'

;

Roy

•

Grew

Sarll (Savoy Lounge. $2-$2.50 min.).
Biz is slill. clicking at this
'bring your own' liquor' spot in the: west end despite, much opposish; from
outdoor attractions; 1,725' customers pntroni/.cd the room last wecic.

ruled as 'employees.' unless James
prexy should finally
C, Petrillo,
decide to discard Form B. He instituted .the latter/ 'incidentally; loprotect the rank and file members
of the union on Social Security tax

AFM

Louis

St.

•

;

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

:

payments.
It's
the
theatres
stressed
by
that the withholding tax is not to be
construed by performers as a confiscatory measure; that it- applies
merely to income tax and that any
overpay merits; after a return is filed
at the end of the year.; will be re-

funded, by the Government.:
The
Ihcatrcs point put that; even if held
as 'independent contractors,' the acts

(Los Angeles)

Stan Kenton -(.Palladium- B; HOllyw'pod. first week). Elack on Ihe stand
where he- got his first big break. Holiday a big help .here: aiid lie'll cut
hiiniojf a 'rousing 27,000 admishes.

.

.

,

.

!

Vaughn Moiiroe (Gasn Manana

In on a. four-day book-,
the.'
.'6i\' 'the '.t.wd' nights bcTore
a: whopping 12,000. I.ucky Mil-

B. Culver City).

ing aiid played from>8:30.-'p'.n). •to;'- 5 ,.a.'m'.
'fourth (o calch the swing shifters.* Bagged

•

'

lander followed.

.

,

Jlmmle Lunceford -(Trianon B. Spulhgate. foinlh week). With Ihe holiday coming on top of. pay day in defense plants, folding' money- plentiful
and count topped .7,500.

would "stilt", have to setid. the GovNoble Sissle (Casi no N. Hollywood; 15th week). Trailing
ernment 20% of theii; gross incomes.- 5.500 ciistoTncTs. "Spot lanes new title of Cotton Club. July,
Until final clarification by the Gov- Carter's orchestra aiid colored floor :show.

off'

with solid

7 wiTTr BeTTiiy

-

:

ernment,

acts

all

playing

theatres

will sign a dependency slip on opening day to cue the house on the
amount of exemption, i.e., $12 for a
single person; $24 for a married.person (if his wife, or vice versa, isn't
working). and heads of families; $6
for each dependent under 18 or
otherwise incapable of earning a living. In cases of mixed teams, where
they are husband and wife.- a total of
$24 is exempted .from their gross
salary before the 20% deduction is

.Count Basic (Arag'on B, Ocean Park, fifth week). Long holiday week-:
end and beach weather combined to boost take lo 11,000.
Jan Garber '(Casino Gardens B. Ocean Park, fifth week). Shore trade
split up with Basie block away and count. here 10,500.
,

.

(.Chicago)

Lou Breese (Chez.-Paree; .650; $3-$4.50 min.). Doing terrific biz here.
BrecSe and floor show, headed by Mi.tzi Gre,en played to usual 5,000.
Chuck Foster. (Blackhawk: 500; $l-$2.50 mln j. Foster still holding up as
a draw bringing in around 3,700 again.
.

(Minneapolis)

made.

Jay McShann (Happy Hour; 650; no cover or min,). Negro band. has
considerable following. Heavy' nightly attendance approximating 750.

Mortimer
Rosenthal, associate
national counsel of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, was also in
Washington last week in an attempt,
to get a ruling from the Internal
Revenue Bureau on just how the
20% withholding tax applies to va-

won

.

.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

'

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week- in jtikeboxes
riety acts.
Like, 'the major circuit
attorneys. Rosenthal was told; the tax
throughout the country r as reported by operators to 'Variety.': Names of
authorities- are working- out an of- .more than one band or vocalist
after, the title indicates, in order, of pojiifficial ruling 16 be handed down in
iarity, whose recordings are being played.
Figures and names in. parenthe near future.
thesis indicate the number .6] weeks each song has been in the listingj:

.

.

and respective

.

:

;

•

i Band

;

-

.

.

last night

from

(Tuesday). Outfit

is

an un-

orthodox combination featuring three
trombones,
one
trumpet',
three
rhythm, two tenor sax and. I wo fid-

San

Quentin

served, a year..

.

.

.

after

:

"

he -has

-:'..

dles.

Band, replaces" Henry Jerome's,
which: has been': at the spot almost a
year. Pelham Inn is lone remaining
roadside spot in upper N. 'Y. and
Westchester playing full-size bands.
It is served by a bus line.

after trying, to continue

Goodman

-

Goodmun's Offer
Bcniiy

Goodman has

Krupa, a job with

his

(o

Krupa
Gene

offered

.

;

.

-

:

3.

Around Much

^

\

:(15)

Comih' Wing; and Prayer
It

Can't

Be Wrong

(.3)

(Rabbins).

(Harms).

(3)

j^^ m

XRObbiriS^

.

;

.. ..

.

.

.

{

.4..

..

You'll -Never

know-

As Time Goes By

(3-)

(12)

(BVq.)

.

.

...

(Harms)

.

;

.

,6.

•

Item; was .the rcspohsibiiity
Frank Vernier, Krupa's miKiage'r,

paid.,

of

since

in-.

N. Y.-"ev.ci-

the; leader returned to

S.

Paper Doll

All or Nothing

8.

Johnny Zero

9-

Let's

Get

(Mar

(4)

7.
,

-

At All

(2)

F

Velvet

(Santly)

Lost, (8)

Moon

(6)

(Paramount

(Wilmarkl.;.

(these records. a

Officer

at

'Curlis Bay, Md., Coast
station, 'where he's

Guard training

n

.

It's

Bros,

/.

.

Sinatra-James

Kay Kyscr ...
Teddy Powell
.Harry James

^

...
.

,,

/.
';

.

.

Decca

.Decca
.

Decca.

.CpKimbra
.

.Bluebird

.Columbia

._

ioln popularity)

.Sihalia-Dorsev
Sinatra-Dorscy
You Rhyme With^Everything (Chappell/;/ ..Willie Kelly: ......
Murder, He -Says (10); (Paramount):
...... .Dinah Shore ..... ..Victor:
Pistol Packing, Mamma ;...'........;.......
.i.Okay
A1 Dexter ;
/

.

;

.

..

.

.

with the post band.-;

.

..Columbia

.

.

.Song Spinners

(

.".Decca
....Hit

.-.
.'

...

jimmy Dorsey

/.

....Hit

.

(

directly beloxiTfitst

Always You (Famous)
In Blue; of Evening (Shapiro );.......

Kelly

Rudy Vallee

j

.

:Decca

Jacques Renard

.

,

.Dccca

'

.

W??™ es

(

)

.

)

./.Mills'

(4) (Leeds).

:

(

OTHER FA VORIJ ES

to stand trial.

Ken Hopkln-p. former. Paul Whiteman arranger/ is now 1st Class Petty

s)

.

10.

^

.jDccca

..Victor

oi;;

(:Dick Haymes
Kelly
( Willie
.

:

.

;

,

•[

Song Spinners
Willie

)

(Goodman's),

band any time he wants it or needs
it.
Krupa. was a featured instrumentalist with: Goodman's outfit,
leaving in 1939 to form his own
combination, which broke up ttvo

:Doh't Get

;

recently visited Krupa
"it the. San Francisco county jail in
which the drummer. Was being he|d
prior to trial on the- felony charge,
on which he was convicted. At the
time he .was serving 90 days on a
charge of contributing to the dc
linquency of a minor.
,:
/
Krupa last week .was forced to
discontinue his office iiv a N. Y.. of
fiee buildirig.
His bfTice furnijure
was moved on to the sidewalk because rerit/fo.r the space hadn't been
.

who has remained

,

publishers.)
;

weeks ago
sans Krupa.

.

;

Wednesday, July

7,

ORCHESTRAS

1943

Inside Stuff-Orchestras
Will Osborne wound up with a full hour on the Blue network from
the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., through a freak occurrence which prevented Russ Morgan from broadcasting from the Edgewater Beach hotel,
Chicago. Morgan was to have followed Osborne, but when the former's
men got on the stand for the broadcast it was found that it' was too cold
and windy on the Edgewater's open, summer bandstand to broadcast.
..•Blue's engineers got word in N. V. that. Morgan wouldn't be available
just before Osborne went into his closing theme, and; since the latter
didn't have a program of tunes made up for more than a. half hour,, he
was forced to improvise one as he went along.. As one number was being
played, Osborne would hold a copy of the next to indicate what was to
Between announcements, the men scrambled to p'ull them out of
followtheir books.

<

Bob

Allen, July

Cincinnati;

Dayton:

Lexington,

19;

Ky.;

Roosevelt Hotel.

Castle

17-,

Joyland
four

21,

New

>

Park,

WLB-Disc Issue

-weeks,

Continued from

Orleans.

Expulsion;

Sue for Reinstatement

to

Lakeside

18;

racle Barrie, July

Asks Right

Sqndy Beach

16,

Park, Russell .Point, Ohio;

Farms,
Park,

AFM

Oberstein Appeals

«««««««

43

Eli Oberstein.- head of Classic Records, has requested that the American Federation of Musicians review
recent expulsion from
AFM
his

•

iiaee 41

four weeks,

membership by N. Y. local 802. At
technological Ihe same time, he asked permission

employment blight of
progress and for the benefit of Ihe to take his case into court to force
802 to reinstate him, in the event the
AFM|s entire membership. It is this AFM's decision doesn't reverse 802's
Louis; 14, Sports Arena,. Indianap- pholosophy thai any Government action. He intends to fight 802's move
olis; 15,. Paramount theatre, Anderbody would have to cntcrla'in' in lo Ihe limit.
Oberstein was expelled from 802
son, Ind.; 16, four weeks, Sherman adjudicating the controversy.
This
membership two weeks ago. after beHotel. Chicago..
theory being something outside the
ing brought up before the (rial
9,

Miami.

F'olics,;

Dunham, July

Sciiny

13,

Aud., St.

'

Woody Herman's opening at the Orpheum theatre," Minneapolis, has
been deferred from the usuar Friday, to Saturday <10) because he was
unable to. arrange transportation for his band by. train or plane from
California. Herman played the Orpheum theatre, Los Angeles, past week,
Freddie Fisher,
closing yesterday, (Tuesday ), and in order to make trie-Minneapolis opening he was obliged to ship out on a certain train, which couldn't ac- Radio Room. Hollywood.
commodate him. Unable to charter a plane, leader was forced to arrange
Chjick Foster, July 28, Terp B.,
.with the theatre to open one day later.
Austin. Minn.;
29.
Roof Garden,
•'Cliff Leemans, drummer, and Tommy 'Peters, trombone, formerly with
Arnold's Park.
i»0.
week, OrGene Krupa, join Herman in Minneapolis. Leemans replaces Frankie
Carlson, former part-owner of the Herman band, who remains in Cali- phoiim theatre. Omaha.
Glen Gray, July 16. week, Eastfornia.
wood Gardens. .Detroit: 23. Arena..
as been 'trying- to get a break in London. Ont... Can.; 24. Spoi ls Arenai
Local band leader in a key.
Y.: 26, indef., PennNew York for several years now and lately he's .had not just'-' one', offer Rochester,
but a Mock of them. Couple of Ihe jobs placed before him have been sylvania Hotel. Nv. Y.
choice ones, too.' However, he's turning them ail down, admitting conWoody Herman, July 16. week,
fidentially that he realizes he wouldn't be able. to keep his band together Riverside
theatre,
Milwaukee; 23,
in the metropolis for even a week now with the raids the big-time week, Chicago theatre, Chicago; 30.
maestri are making on musicians. So he's content to slay where he is, week,. Circle theatre. Indianapolis.
hang on to those men (he draft doesn't, snatch and work as often as he
Jack Jenny, July
13-22,
Blue
the
but
he
There^s
,

'•

-

.

.

much

not so

likes.

recognition

work's steady.

in.

at

says,

il,

least

Moon,
Okla.;

Chicago. Tribune editorialized last

week

i2)

on (he ease of Louis

mouth

partment of

Jordan,

July

Tulsa:

City.

Ply-

19-21,

theatre. .Worcester. Mass.; 22,

Arena, Jamaica. L. I., N.' Y.; 23,
week, Apollo, theatre, New York; 30Aug.
Stale
theatre,
Hartford,
1:
Conn.
Spike Jcnes,
Orpheum

professional musician, with ho skill as a mechanic,
in a war plant 'to 'support 'six youngsters.
Sturchio has since returned to his honie town. Pittsburgh, where he is
now doubling between band and war work, as detailed in the Dance de-

was doubtful that
could earn enough

Aud..

23.

Kansas

24;

Louis

Stlir-

chio. 30-yeaV-pld sax-clarinet player with Blue Barron's band,' ordered
by his draft board to get a defense job or' be inducted despite a wife and
six children. Leading the essay with a discourse on why sports and music
are essential to morale, the Tribune writer went on to point out that it
-

Wichita;
Aud.,

-.

a

Omaha:

theatre.

this issued

wer

ken, of its experience, or the experience of any official arbitration -group.
Ihe WLB, .-tale these lawyers; would
be loalh to get itself, involved in
the process or examining \he right
or wrong
the philosophy.

The

stand. Ihe
an entirely

union's,

Icgalitcs
new. vista

board on vague charges of impairing
the interests of the union by releasing new popular recordings on his
;

^

u'tion
its

the members"
permanently from their chosen profession.
When the issue Is eventually joined it will be up to ihe
courts themselves, aver fliese lawyers, to determine whether a union,
in refusing to permit its members
to work for an industry unless Ihe
members': future economic being is
protected, is not only destroying,
properly but violating the fundamental rights of its fellow citizens.
«i

portion

'.

-

1

of

eliminates

label in

ban

opens up
cniployer-labor relations.-The'
assumes lor itself the role of
members' keepers, not only When
they are working but also when the
developments of science or invention

stale,

the face of ihe uni
against recording:
Oberstein's
defense against 802's action is dial
it has never been, proven by the local,
that his releases are made in defiance of the ban against recording,
and that there is ho union law
against his buying masters made outside the country.
He has steadfastly maintained all
Ilit

of-

.

along through two previous appearances before -802's executive board)
thai the''masters of: ihe discs he markets, were made in. Mexico.
AFM head Pelrillo Only two
weeks ago sought to stop Oberstein's
suspected recording in this "country
in defiance of his no-recording order, by asking music.publishers to
refuse him the use of material! tliey
publish.
This the music publishers
i

:

refused, on the grounds that

it

would

leave Ihem open to counter' suits
Welcomes WLB Action
from Oberstein for conspiracy and
Following the announcement Mjii- restraint of 'trade:

NAB

theatre,

day (5) by Secretary of Labor
Kansas City.
Frances. Perkins" .of. the certification
Stan Kenton. July 28. five days, to the National War Labor Board
Rendezvous B., Balboa. CaK
of the American. Federation of MuRowland With
Johnny Long, July 12. McCarron sicians fight with the transcription
Will Rowland,' former manager of
Park, New York: 15. uintil October) companies and. radio^ station's. Neville
Benny Goodman's orchestra, sucNew' .-Yorker Hotel. N. Y,
of
Miller.
National. Association
ceeds John Hammond as chairman
Jerry Wald, July 15. Central Park, Broadcasters prexy, slated that Ihe of the Band Committee at USONew York: 16. Prospect Park, broadcasting .industry welcomes the Camp Shows. Inc., N. Y. Hammond
Brooklyn. N. Y.; 17. Rainbow Room, action as a step toward 'settlement.is departing the USO connection lo
Allen town. Pa.': 18. week, .Million
'The Petrillo dispute.' said Miller, join Billy Rose, leaving N. Y. next
Dollar Pier. Atlantic City; 28-29, 'can now be disposed of in orderly Tuesday
1 3 )
on a trip to unearth
Poli .theatre. Waterbury, Conn.; 30- fashion oh its merits in line .with- talent for Rose's forthcoming proAug. 1, Stale theatre, Hartford.
the country's wartime labor policy. duction of 'Carmen Jones,' based on
Joe Veiiutt, July. 21-22. Poli the'The board is now obligated to ihe opera' 'Carmen,' with a Negro
atre, Waterbury. Conn.; 24. week.
direct the sir ing musicians to re- cast.
Rowland will begin work immePalisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
turn to work immediately so that
further damage to our .wartime com- diately on the problem of supplying'
The USO
munications system may be averted.' bands to Army camps.
refusal lo contract for five musiReference to the 'striking musi- has had okays from jimmy Dorsey,
cians caused James C. Petrillo to cians' ties in with the fact Ufal (he Benny Goodman and Sammy Kaye
ban all -remote --sustaining broadcasts WLB would have lo decide whether that they, would contribute lime.
on the Mutual net. sees his stand as the musicians, are on strike auainsl
.

.

USO

Van Alexander made an unusual explanation to his audience .during
explaining briefly the'
a performance at Loew's State, N. Y.. last week,
holding mudltticiilly bandleaders encounter currently in securing and
He used the spiel to introduce a solo effort by
sicians due to the war.
only 16 years old.
was
asserted,
he
who,
Bobby Rigney, his drummer,
in part by
or
wholly
staffed
thai
are
now.
There are numerous bands
below-drafl age musicians. ..Sixteen and 17-year-olds are becoming commonplace. They are, of course, confined mainly to those bands which
stiU.
out of
musicians
known
better
by
cannot pay the salaries demanded
service for various reasons.
be available to the armed forces for
free; that is. if they were placed in
coin machines, or reproduced by
other means that; didn't cost mem-

Petrillo-E.T.'s
;

lions

as

'

'

Continued from page. 41

with program

-s

,

>sser

since

bers of the

material,

they

percentage of

is

not

contribute
discs.

a

Dispute

.with coin machines is now and always has been of a secondary nature..
J3etuLUo is sure the—machihc.japeralors will settle with the AFM as
soon as he signifies a willingness to
do business with them. His main
object has been the staljons. which,
obviate the need for live musicians
by the use of recordings.
Al the. meeting with e.l. men.
Pelrillo claimed that he. would allow
popular orchestras to' make recordings free of charge it it could be
made certain that these discs would
.

1

armed

forces

money

i

.

.

to

hear them.

On The same day C1.1, Petrillo
a strike of remote orchestra
broadcasts on the Mutual network
because of a dispute between the
Rochester, N. Y.. AFM local and
WiTfT
station WSXYr -in That cily.
this action he cut nine bands in vari
ous parts of the country off the air
;

called

'

It
dispute, was settled.
hadn't been ironed out at press time
yesterday iTues. ).

until, the

Brown expects the case the seven transcription companies.
referred lo the War Labor If such a decision is made, the labor
by' Jam^s_Caiirj3Jl._£cdfiaJ- -board; irrrdCT
w-flt
trs
regit laTinjrs;

a test. case.
to

be

Board

'

In the contract

which expired

rown

September,

used

a

WHAM

have
to

last

single

while
contracted
and WHEC 10. Demand of
the union that WSAY increase the
number lo five brought on the. controversy
that
culminated in the
musician,
for' 14

:

WLB

WSAY

Also Looks to
Rochester, N. Y.; July

6.

Gordon P. Brown, owner and
general manager of WSAY. whose
'

Petrillo ban.

From the M-G-M

—

— —

New

Balto Ballroom

i\ew-^al]r06m 0p"e1-alT0TrTS-T5e1Tig
issue a back-to-work order opened in Baltimore July 16 called
musicians so that they will Ihe Stage Door Casino. Spot, run by
make transcriptions at least while Jerry. Green, has booked Dick
the case is under consideration,
Rogers' orchestra and singer Bea
If Jamcs'C Petrillo then refuses Wain
for 10 -days, following wilh
to order his. men. to make transcrip- Will Osborne for one week.
tions, the WLB will refuse to hold
Casino was formerly a skating rink
hearings oh the mailer. Govern- and its switch to a ballroom policy is
ment circles here arc not loo con- similar to the move made by Uline's
fident that the AFM will agree to Arena.
Washington,
about
two
such back-to- work order.
months ago'.

conciliator, for a ruling on whether
a union 'can force a radio station -to
employ musicians it doesn't need.'

to

the

.

"HEAVENLY MUSIC"

Picture

HEAVENLY MUSIC
Words and music by

SAM COSLOW

The Greatest Novelty

BEATING

I'M IN
By

EDGAR

cmjC,

LESLIE

In.

Years

ME ON THE HEAD

Words and music by

A Rhythmic

Lyric

SAM

H.-STEPT

Novelty That Can't Miss

A LAZY MOOD
MAURICE KRUMBEIN

JOE RINES

NEW YORK

•

HARRY

LINK, Gen.

Prof. Mgr.,

LON MOONEY,

Prof.

Mgr.

.
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MPPA, AFM, Talk Deal
On Arrangers, Copyists

Music War Committees Prize Songs

Now Seem

to

Officials of the New York local of
the American Federation of Musicians ailtt 'a committee from the

Steam Up Pubfishers

Inside

that

do want war

boiv

15 Best Song Sellers

played during the past three weeks,
if the record of the Music War Coun-

(

American. Theatre Wing
At the conclusion
of the meeting of the second group
of judges on Thursday (31 ), Martin
Block; \yho had attended as a radio
and music 'personality.- suddenly.
called that he had a music publishing lionse, dormant for months, and
wanted to publish' one of. .the '-.songs'-,
cil

of the
.

any

is

criterion.

'

Weclo

July

Eiidiliji.

.

:

.

.

>.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

,-:'

.

Heard You Cry
-

:

.

MWCA TO

MPPA

.

.

Miller
.

roadway

Since the controversy between the
Ability of American .servicemen to carry a tune overseas and make it
American Federati
Musicians popular,'.'.-.hoi.' only among' soldiers but also with the popiilnce', is seen, in
and 'record manufacturers has been "WheiV You Wore a'. Tulip." now; among the top .sellers in sheet music in
England. Tune, which was written in 1914 by. Percy Wicnrich aiid Jack
certified by the War Labor Board
Muhoncy; was picked lip by soldiers here and has caught the English
this week, (he Music Publishers Propublic's fancy without behefil of plugging.
Popularity of Tulip". -over
tective Association will call a: special there will probably, bring on a revival plug here from Robbins (Feist i,
meeting of the board and interested owner Of the copyright.
.

WAR

PRESENT

N.

.

Y

member's

have

.

.

hearings.

Pvt.-

C

AFM

Petriljo.

'

aged bystanders!
It

was

recalled that Petrillo him.

self several

weeks ago had femarked

that he realized; thiit. the .publishing

was

business

'

being

economically

and

hamstrung by the sustained ban on
recording, biit. he added, it happens

testants.

Pe'lrillo

said

nlso

time that he.regrotfed that a friendly
industry found itself within the strictures of the recording ban. but that
Way this could be

the cate- trance fte of $2.50.
Purpose-, of the tournament is to
gory of a music publisher. Original
selection of judges did not include provide radios, phonographs, etc.. to
publishers, but there is no reason former' members of the music biz
to believe that other publishers, if now in the armed forces.
they, so desire caii iuii J> e inc lud e don the judging committee of future
that of showing tunes selected to
selections.
the publishers at- the end of each
Songs selected at the second choos- month, .will
be submitted to the
ing were 'Prayer for a 'Soldier,'
Council at the next meeting,- but if
(tune which Block intends to revise
previous happenings are any indicaas 'This is my Prayer." if and when
tions, the proposed idea will be gobhe publishes), written' by Alice Rembled up: as a means of bringing musen; 'There's' Victory in the. Air.' by
sic publishers into their plan, that of
Sonny Burke and Bert Rcisfeld. and spreading war tunes
thai are politghat's How I Spell America.' by ically, lyrically
and morally uplift,

i

There has been no new

-

cut

MPHC.

week.

be photostated^ was inel with

their, songs- to

Idea, -which

'

was

'

first

ones approached on matter.

'
.

Can't Be Wrong,' Max Stciner'Ti theme from his 'Now Voyager' score
(Warner' Bros, film) parallels the surprise hit which befell Alfred Newman's 'Moon of Manakooru.' which was a theme of his score for 'Hurricane.'
When
got over 200,000 letters asking if the theme had been
published or recorded, the company's music publishing ally rushed, out a
ballad; It's been a best seller for 'months."

WB

the

at

last

'It

that in almost every strike ..the innocent are hurt as well as the con-

Delay Gin Tourney

in

-

'

to lighten, the burden of arrangers
in the 'Army camps who heretofore had to pen the 50 arrangements for
the bands '.located -throughout the country, and which calls for 50 photostatic copies of Ihe arrangements, was given free hand by BVC. Robbiiu

approval

;

NO FURTHER SHELLAC
CUTS FOR DISC COS.

made

Anna Soscnko.

-

main an innocent, and badly dam- 'Millcrcsquc arrangchiciils of

.

not

sister,

'

Because of summer vacations. Gin
was no
Rummy tourney being run by secre- there
avoided.
Appearance of Block Oh the sec- taries in music industry will probond board.of judges along with ftlark ably be held after Labor- Day. List
Schubarl of PM; Al Goodman, radio of entrants so far number oyer. 100.
orchestra conductor: Bob Landry. Oyer $500 has* been added coin' colCBS; Alfred J. McCosker; Mutual lected, coming via recent decision by
Ray Sinatra, bandleader; and Will professional men in the biz to each
Rowland., former manager of Benny give $10 donation beside the en-

Goodman was

Jay Soscnko. back, fronr North Africa, told his

The announce- do

of heated discussion in the. pub- important out there."
lishing business, with publishers asking one another whether the musicProposed plan by Capl. Glenn Miller, musical
irector of bands for
industry had no choice but to re- the Army Air. Corps, T;T.C, whereby, niajor music' publishers allowed

.

'

th.e songs for themselves.
If any
are interested, according' to Hammerstein; the Council undoubtedly
would enjoy seeing any publisher
get behind a song deemed worthy' of
sponsorship by the MWC.

if

to. take' at

that he. 'got the biggest bang of my. life when wo heard Josephine Baker
a' North African road company of Hildcgarde.
She did "Darling. Je
Vous Aimc Beaucoufc' .'Ask Your t Hoari.' /Last Time I Saw Parish, and.
other tunes which Jlildy is. identified- with, and when 1 told n>y buddies'
pre/.. Thursday <1\ that he was not
interested in having his members that the. first two songs. -''especially; were, written .by my' sister. Anna
make transcriptions caused a wave Soscnko, who' is personal manager for Hildcgarde, it kinda made hie very

WLB

ment by .James

1

.

decide what position.,

to

the' industry Wants

aiiy.

the

;.

:

In the opinion of chaii man Oscar
Hammcrsfeiti 2d, who leaves for the
Coast this weekend, the interest of
publishers is of prime import to the
Council, and augurs well- for the possible exploitation o F any song selected. To -this end., he notes that a;
possible conjuncting factor would
be to bunch the songs selected by
the Council at the end of the month,
no matter what the number may be,
and then let the publishers hear

:

.Crawford

.

resehfatiOn. of merit citations to
individuals and organizations that
made outstanding .contributions to the war effort through Use
of music during the past year willhighlight :the~ annua] meeting" o£ the
Music War Council of .America.- to
be held Aug. 11 at the New Yorker,
N, Y.
Council's achievements in its Music for Victory movement will "also
be reviewed at the confab, to which
will be invited music traders who
will be in N. Y. Aug. 10 'and "11 for
the iNvo-day powwows of the.Na-.tibhal- Assn. of Music Merchants and:
other music trade organizations.
Council's .board of directors formulated plans for the annual session
in Chicago.' last week, with 'prexy
Max Targ announcing, it'll! be the
'most significant
wartime confab'
ever held in the field of music;

Prior to Block's..'appearance on the
of judges^, no. publisher had.
to sit on any. of f lie songr
choosing committees, but with the
revelation that music publishers- are
itching to get their hands on songs,
another, setup may be added to the
Council's already organized formula
of picking and exploiting sohgs.
roster

been named

the lag, and he plans executing it by not only giving generous royalty
terms, he says, bill a l6'.« slice of the profits on any big. song hit.
This reminds of .the time Benjamin David, composer and now radio
agent, formed B. D. Nice .Music..Co;, as an antithesis to T. B. Harms, putting the play on 'Nice! and 'Harms.'
David wanted to pattern his standard .music' house.. after the distinguished Harms firm, but event's' caiis
him to sell out his: catalog in subsequent years.

WLB

Stance at

Harms
... .CLP

MUSIC CITATIONS IN

;

,

.\

'

public.

to Mull

.

.

Buck Ram.' .soiigVmith-aiM'anuor,
heads Noble-Music Co., his o\vn
publishing' house, .'coiued the billing with a deliberate purpose. or 'altruisitv
He figures 'somebody should treat the poor songwriters more nobly,' hence
•

.

;

:

People Will Say
Star-Spangled
Put Your Arms.

l'HO.

'

.

.

1,

.'..'

:

Can't Be. Wroii

.It

This event, in conjunction with the
interest .shown by major music pub'Rainbow Round
the
lishers
in

Jan.

;

.

.

.

.

selected.

•

.

.

.-

.-.

.

.

'

.

.'.
BVC
You'll Never Know.
Wing Robbing
Comin' In On
.Pacific
In My Anns.
.;.>.
Johnny <Zer ...
. .
.SahUy
As Time Goes By;. ...... Harms
.Shapiro
Blue of the Evenin
Robbins
Don't Gel Areund ,
It's
Always You. ... IFamous
Paramount
Let's Gel Lost.';.
Wait For Me, Mary..
...Remick
:

World,' which was the initial ^'inner selected by the first board of
judges a- 'fortnight -.ago. bodes well
for the fact that publishers are as
vitally interested in getting their
hands on good .war songs as the
Council is in getting the songs.to the

.

.

,

Staff-Mask

Decision in the Frank Pallma case' against Sam- Fox Publishing Co. was
so confusing in nature that it would appear that the complaint against Fox
had been dismissed, as' reportedi Court disallowed plaintiff's claim that
Fox failed to exploit catalog, and allowed Pallma. nominal damages' because of Fox's, fail urc to make an accounting in time, and failure to pay
creditors in time.Court direeted.ari accounting in favor' of Pallma in which, the defendant
was to pay him a portion of. the moneys earned from the. catalog sine;
1928,. including income earned frbm. ASCAP and from motion picture synAlso, a percentage of profits of folios in .which
chronization rights.
Pallma's songs were 'included.

Music Publishers Protective Association are discussing the terms of a
•new contract for arrangers, copyists
and proofreaders.
The present contract, .wljjch- expires Sept. 30, 1943. was signatured

music publishers^
has been dis-

1943

,

.'

.

Indications

7,

-''

Harry- 'Link's five-year deal with the Mctro-Robbins setup, expires this
fall.
While the Keisi, Inc.. professional manager soys he. is assured of a
renewal from the. Lpew-Metro bunch. Jack Robbins says he hasn't as yet
okayed it. Link, through Feist, handles the bulk of. the Metro filmusicals,
and is thus close to the studio bunch, coiriinuting' back and forth constantly.

'Jimmy Campbell, now g.m. of -Variety Music.
Freed's firmi.

in

is'

Co.,

Hollywood "(Arthur-

having - trouble, getting reinstatement into Contact Men's

Previous payola charges now haunt the former London music
com- union..
publisher who has since taken out his first U. S. citizenship papers Jit an
panies by the. BEW, despite rumors effort to
Case, may go to
get. iocalcd in the American music business;
around. N. Y. last week that the arbitration.
G overnment had sliced shellac allot
'ThaT's-^VI iat the Rose Said-to Me.' -is beinif
nicnts again by .two-thirdsT Com- ••^•oTlW^'c^teTy-etiV old
panies are operating, and have been hypoed for revival by' Jack "Mills Music Co. 'Rose.' with lyrics by Bf.it
since January last; on 20% of the Barncll and music by LeO -Edwards, ;was introduced 25 years ago by
amounts each used in 1941 and, ac- Bessie "Wynn. one 'of -the ton canaries of that era. Song has been spotted
cording.lo' one executive, they have in Qloria Jean starrer for Universal, "It Comes Up Love,.'
hopes of getting an increase later
Stores around New York thai carry slills of .film and dance f a ves are
in the summer.
..
Jameses and Sinatras.
Prior to last January, when the cashing ii. on the current wave of popularity of the
the now
20% allotments came through, all One place reported more than 100 kids in one day asked forclipped as
are being
manufacturers were producing on No. 1 fave of the day, namely Sinatra, and the kids
allowed

materials

rccor ing

l

L'.

.

-

.

much shorter rations. In October much as 25c a still (ordinarily a nickel) and getting it.
However,: any. ing -to the public.
songs are open to all
Working hand .in hand with the they were allowed 15% of the 1941
ASCAP has turned over check for $4,900.40 to the Armed Forces Master
total^ 5% in November, and none at
pubs. will undoubtedly bring to light
Records, Inc., the. outfit supplying servicemen with recorded music liall
in December.
Trend in the above maheuvers, 'the' -tune of this war, far before the
braries. The sum was raised al the Rachmaninoff Memorial .Concert, sponthai of bringing together the effort Council's expected plans:
As the
sored by the Society 'June Vat Carnegie Hall.
ol war tune writing songsmiths and one driving force of their Work is
Ir.vln Talbot handling musical dimusic publishers, were seen in re- strictly, that of getting good 'war
rection for Harry Sherman on two
New executive, committee or Songwriters' Protective Assodalion ha*
cent meetings of the Council, when tunes to the country, the unofficial
Hopalong Cassidy pictures. 'False been formed to confer, and advise with E. C. Mills, exec, director. Comthe original intention of exploiting go ahead sign on the part of
the Colors* and 'Riders of the Deadline.' mittee consists of George Meyer, chairman, Stanley Adams and Charles
only
manuscript
material
publishers is the first step in bringTobias, .with Milton Drake "and Abel Bner. alternates;
changed to that of pushing all suit- ing home to the workers on the proMori Gllckman«and Martin Skillis
able war songs-, on which the Council duction line that this country is at
writing songs and background music
Capt. Meredith Willson's.
ankee Doodle Girl' has been adopted by
had set its stamp' of approval,, pub-, war. and that music can help win the
for 'Headin' For God's Country at the War. Department as' the official
song. Word & Music. Inc, wlished or not.
Hammerstein's. plan. war.
Republic.
the publisher.
Andrew
and

Donnelly..

.

all of these-

publishers.

'

:

was

WAAC

1

:

Donates Song to
Today
little

75%

of our entire military personnel

of the important part our

INFANTRY

is

in

the Army Ground Forces

plays at the

many

.

.

.

.

yet

we

hear very

USO

Detroit. July

the USO,'.- not only has been dedito the local USO but, the pi-,

battle fronts throughout the

ganj/afion also will receive

world » » These unromantic mud-sloggers, who,

oii

their

own two

feet, will eventually

0.

Seymour Simon's new

alties

beat the

silL

roy-

from the number.

Composer, who's on board of t,he
Detroit USO, made liis donation- ft
Tunc
the organization last week.
was* featured oii WW.Is 'Furloiiul.
-Fhtlk', Saturday, and Lee j.phnsob.
puhliclly director -here, will go. ea.-i
.'

enemy

to his knees

own » »

Here-it

is

»

and "unconditional surrender/' now
»>

for the first time have a song of their

a strong down-to-earth song for the marching soldier

.

.

who does

his fighting

this

week

to

arrange

for. olhei'

US')

throughoul the country
ihe local kilty
use of Simons* .-inimlH'r.

centers

'help. -boosl-

"MAN TO MAN"

.

:':h

.limmy Stevenson ha- shaped i:.
band in- Detroit currently pla>

new

ing .al

(INFANTRY SONG)

Nebidlo's.

The

-

ciiiniiin;i-tin';

Boweh on the .-a v
Medrik Rue. bass; Frankie Baiie- •
drum, and Van Vlbpl. 'trumpet.
includes Mtrlon

.

'

,

WORDS & MUSIC,

INC.,

1697 Broadway, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Waller Scharf prcpul

iiig

lite "SCO re-

for •Nobody's^Darling" 'ati.-ItcttuoVc*

.
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.
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PSAs Cue

MUSIC
Vogel Relinquishes Two
Songs to Buddy Morris

SPA and ASCAP

to

Romberg Asks 200% Raise

Suit by Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris
against Jerry Vogel, claiming copyright
infringement of 'Kentucky
Babe' and 'Little Cotton Dolly' was

The Poetry. Society of America, prexy Alfred Kreymborg reports
abhors the sentimental lyrics being. turned out by Tin Pan Alleyiles
What the PSA wants the SPA and
during these times, of stress.
ASCAP to do is lay off the tear-jerkers and begin turning out solid
*
American folk music.
The real poets, Kreymborg points out, can best write national souks
that will live with a Capital L, and the stuff now being junked out
throw
is
so
much
nickel
a
bilgewater,
Poets Society has apa
at
proached ASCAP to work but some way to transform the 'boys in
khaki and girls in lace' theme into .a more folklorish type of writing.
the
around
Brill
Building
boys
may
hot
be
aware \pf this, so they
The
better brush lip on their Walt Whitman.

dropped last week, when Vogel- relinquished renewal rights to songs
in favor of Morris.
Case, which was
entered about two. years ago in N. Y.
Federal District Court, involved renewal rights which Vogel purchased
from Richard Buck, co- writer with
Adam Geibel on the tunes.

.

:

;

To Pay

E. C. Mills, G.M.,

The Songwriters Protective Assofaced witli an internal
unprecendcnlcd proportions
as the result of an ultimatum laid
down last .\veek by its. president. Sig :
is

crisis of

Vogcl's purchase, however, came
Members of the
had renewed with White mund Romberg.
Smith, catalog which was bought by association were informed in a cirMorris. Recent decision of the' Su- cular letter that, unless (hey agreed
preme Court in the 'Smiling- Eyes' to a 200';.- boost in their dues. Romberg would resign.
case, to the effect that writers:. can
Following list of the most played popular tunes on the networks (or assign renewal rights before renewal
Initial reaction among many New
the week beginning Monday and through Sunday, June 28-July 4, -from 5 time, motivated Vogel's relinquishYork members, according to reports,
p.m. lo I -a.m. is divided into- two. sections. The first section represents the ment.
was hardly, encouraging to, Romfirst approximately 26 lenders in alphabetical order, mid the second Secberg's campaign; with the majority
tion contains the 'also rans,' but notated ire arithmetical order.
The com-,
of these inclined to construe it as an
pilations embrace the NBC,- CBS, Blue and Mutual JVetuiorks, as repreeffort to obtain funds with which to
sented by WEAF, WABC, WJZ and WOR,N. Y., mid are based on data
pay E C: Mills, SPA general manprovided by Accurate Reporting Service* regular checking: source of the
•
ager, a salary.
Mills recently remusic publishing industry.
ceived his last salary check from
As detailed, the. first 26 ill alphabetical order is a trade move to. curb
ASCAP as part of its retirement
artificial stimulation of plugs, via the 'payola,' i.e., bribery or other gratuiarrangement of a year ago.
It's thus figured the competition will be healthier and cleaner.
ties.
after Geibel

.

NBC, CBS.

Blue, Mutual Plugs

.

With

.

.

TITLE

'

.Leeds
.

.'

.

...

Cabin In the Sky^-t'Cabin In Sky'.'..':'.'.
Coinin' In On a Wing and a Prayer. ...".......'...-...
Don't Get-Around Much Anymore

.

...

'Worry— ttSalute For

Heavenly Music
Don"- Want Anybody

•I

You

If
I
1

*

lease

Three'.

,

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.Robbins
....Robbins
.

.

.

.

.

...

...

.

.CLP

.Pacific

.......... .Shapiro
..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:.

.

.Harms
.Famous

...

1
It's Always You— 'Road to Zanzi
.... ... ...
Johnny Zero
.Let's Get Lost— t'Happy Go Lucky'..;..
More Than Anything In the World ,.
Nevada t'Whal's Buzzin, Cousin?'
Put Your Arms Around Me— 1 'Coney Island'........
People Will Say We're In Love— ''Oklahoma'.
Right Kind of Love

.

Paramount
.Remick

;

.Dorsey

Broadway
.

.Mayfair

-.

MOST PLAYED AFTER THE FIRST
'..

Be

a

.ChappelL

.

26

'.

Rainbow

Me Mary

Take

We

It

From There— t'Coney Island'.
Goodbye— t'Slage Door
.

..:.'..

.

Mustn't Say

May

Canteen'...

Mexico
Never a- Day Goes By
Oklahoma "Oklahoma" \
....
'..-....
-On the Sands of Time:
That Old Black Magic— *;Star Spangled Rhythm'.

—

.

.

;

.

o u'r p Tmlv^nd^oUH^Bew-rt-tfulrT-.-T-.-.
Doll ................
Tonight 1 Shall Sleep. ..
.....
Brazil— t'Saludos Amigos'
Close to You ...
............
Do I Know What I'm Doin'
I'm In a Lazy Mood
She's From Missouri— f
'.....

.

,

.

:.

—Harms'^
.

......Southern
.Barton
.Melodjlane
.

1

t

Filmusical.

*

.

.

;

;

Feist

Mayfair

'

Time on My Hands
What's the Good Word, Mr.

.Marks
Allied

.

'

....Miller
...Berlin

luebird.

Legit Musical.

Almost coincident with'

New

..:Paull
.'...Famous

weeks

after

his N-..Y. whirl.

Crawford

.

:

several,

•

Miller
E. H. Morris

'.Miller'

,

—YPaper

he and his N. Y. general manager.
Sid Lorraine, parted. It is estimated
that Goldman, who was without an
established catalog throughout the
months of N: Y. activity, dropped
over $50,000 in the nine months of

.

..W. Goldman

In

New

the

Santly

Melody lane.
Mutual

Now We Know

into

The foldup came

..Peer

—

clear in his let-

To keep
Romberg's letter
would have to press

be an active one.

SPA'in

action,

contended! it
for the execution of. what the letter
described as the 'Mills Plan.' and to
put this plan through the SPA reQuestioning memquired money.
bers recalled that the- organization
had just completed an intensive
drive to collect back dues under the
prodding of a rule that no member
may write songs with a non-SPAite,
or any member, who wasn't in good
standing.
These questioning members also recalled that proposals ad-

vanced by Mills overlooked ah important point; that is, the SPA's contract with publishers has until Jan.

Southern

.Remick

.....

I'm Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes....;
I'm Sending X's to a Girl in Texas. ...... ..

the

"to

tion

for

be-

York music publishing field last October, setting up elaborate offices
and paying top salaries to professional men and other employees.

.BVC

,

have

Francisco
insurance
broker,
whom the son worked before
coming a publisher.

Goldman entered

....... .Lincoln

it

long as he remained head
the organization would

SPA

;

Witmark

'

ter that as
of the

was presumed by Goldman's trade
associates that he had hurried off
to see his father, prominent Sah
It

.Crawford

'.

•'
Sunday, Monday or Always— V
Violins Were Playing
You'll Never Know— t'Hello Ftisco'.-..
You Rhyme With. Everything Beautiful.

Inc., wired his New York attorney,
Bernie Miller, yesterday. (Tuesday)
that he (Goldman) would take care
of all debts and checks outstanding.

•

..Santly

—

Wait For

Goldman,

.Berlin

.

My Arms

Secretly. I..:
There'll Soon

.

parture for California, leaving behind him, no small list of creditors.
whose catalogs include
National Music Corp., Walton Goldman-Mexico and Carmichael Music,

.Famous
'"

.

In the Blue of Evening
t
It Can't Be Wrong— 'Now Voyager".

.

last

ABC

.

..7:.
.

NX Office

Walton Goldman's splurge as a
music publisher in New York ended
week with his sudden shutting
down of the local office and de-

.Paramount

.....

Feist
'.

— t'Dixie'.

Heard You Cried Last Night
Never Mention Your Name ..

In

Shuts

.Feist

.

.

.

Harms

.

.

.'.

Don't

.

Romberg made

PUBLISHER

Or Nothing at All............
As Time Goes By— t'Casablanca'.
All

his leavdirecto mem-

1,

1947,

—

another

obstacle
the
contracts which
don't expire until the end' of 1950.
Romberg's Table of Increases

a Salary

fects of the 'Irish Eyes Are Smiling'
decision. The BMI-Marks litigation

based' on

is

the

theory

the

that

publisher owns all the rights of a
copyright !to the exclusion of the
writer,' while in the 'Irish Eyes' matter the U. S. .supreme court held
that a writer has the right to dispose of his renewal rights, at any
time he wills.
Romberg's letter
•

made the point
the BMI-Marks

that the defense of
case should not be
entirely to ASCAP. .since it
serious
implications
for.
writers.
Mills Can't Be Idle
Romberg declared that he had no
intention to have Mills 'sit idly by
and do nothing.' The 'Mills Plan,'
as Romberg saw it. was 'constructive, far-reaching, and, if carried to.
a successful conclusion, will estab-

left

holds

;

lish

revolutionary improvements, in

the songwriter',
bargain position.'
Putting the proposal oh a personal
basis, Roniberg. stated that he was
'entirely unwilling to have the organization revert to inactivity'- and
that he 'proposed to go for war, or to
.

retire from this office and let someone else become responsible: for the
conduct of SPA's affairs.'
..

Enclosed with the letter was ah
assignment form allowing, for the
deduction of the increased dues
from the meniber's ASCAP quar.

terly royalties.

DECCA AGAIN DICKERING

WORLD

and that their adop-

to go,

had

SPA

in

Some Suspect Move

Dues, 'Or Else';

ciation

45

CO.

PURCHASE

Decca Records recently, renewed
for the purchase of
World Broadcasting Co., one of the
major transcription firms, according

ASCAP membership

negotiations

In his letter, Roniberg declared
that he proposed that 'in order to
meet the necessities and do a real
the SPA dues be increased for
the next two years,, commencing
with the next quarter, on the basis
of the following annual table:

sources familiar, with both outfits.
officials couldn't be reached
comment (Jack Kapp, Decca
is due back from the Coast
today (Wednesday) after haying left
only a week ago Friday). A World
official, when questioned; didn't deny
the report, but refused to talk about

job,'

Now

Member.

B
c

;

..........
...........

D

win

Paying

Class'

A

$50
30
20
..... 10

Pay
$150
90
60
30.
10

to

Decca
for

head,

it.

Decca once before had. negotiaunder way to purchase .World.
Nothing came of it. Decca is the
only, major recording outfit not affiliated with a transcription firm.
tions

York, the ASCAP
ing
Associate ... ...... 5
torate voted to admit him
Arguing that the. SPA cannot ful 1
bership as a publisher. It was indicated
yesterday
(Tuesday)
by fill the 'destiny' of the organization Victor Also Repxessjn^
-Ascwpih-aT-rms- iTremTJe?sirrp~wT5ara^n^
probably be voided unless Goldman in the budget made possible by the
'All or Nothing at All'
gave evidence of being able to SPA's present dues,' the letter stated
Victor Records is repressing copies
straighten out his publishing affairs. that the SPA must decide whether
Goldman's main office is in Holly- to return to 'relative inactivity' or of 'All or Nothing At All,' made
wood. A branch is also maintained embark on a campaign which in- sometime ago by Freddy. Martin, to
volves not only protecting rights combat the Columbia version by
in. Chicago.
that are now menaced, but improv- Frank Sinatra-Harry James and the
Eugene Weintraub in Hollywood ing writers' working conditions. Decca disc by Jimmy Dorsey. Disc
Among the 'menaces' cited were will be marketed July 23.
as representative of Am-Rus to sell
It will be backed by Artie Shaw's
Russell musical compositions to film the BMI-Marks vs. ASCAP suit now
pending in the courts, and the af- arrangement of 'Now We Know.'
studios.
-

.

-

.

THE TOP TORCH TUNE OF THE NATION !

m

,

l

in

I

in

RADIO PERFORMANCES
RECORD SALES (Over 1 ,000,000 sold)

JIMMY DORSEY-BOB EBERLY (DECCA)
FREDDY MARTIN (Victor)
1537 No. Vine St.

Hollywood, Cal.

HARRY JAMES-FRANK SINATRA
COUNT BASIE (Okch)

MUSIC NewCORP
LEEDS
RKO
Building, Radio City,

York

(Col.)

Woods Theatre
54

W. Randolph

St.,

Bldg.

Chicago,

111.

"

-
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Carroll's S. F. Plans

New USO

Contingents Arrive In

San Francisco, July C.
Earl Carroll is reported lo be. interested in opening it. nitery in Frisco
lo match the one he maintains in
Carroll, whose 'VaniHollywood.
lies' unit is playing here currently

:.

1913

7,

Sunbrocks N.Y. Circus Fails to Reopen;

•

England; Split Into Three Units

I

!

Warfield theatre, has mulled
a Frisco site for some time,
'.';'
'iirroll believes he could shuttle
lloor shows between Frisco and Hollywood,

For 6-Month Tour of Yank Bases

'

London, June
Fii-.-l

in

this

bunch

of

real

war

theatre of

Include Hank
;
J
played several weeks, here .in 1!>: <1>
with Bert Wheeler, and his wife,
Fran'choU.ii Malloy; Hal. Le Roy nook
a war to fc'el him Over hero >; Elsie
Hartley (born in Portsmouth. En«'r

here.

He hopes to re
least UiVoO months.
P'cnish bis wardrobe,
Other fhou s out arc 'Show Time".
iall American >. -headed by Sm'b'by
j
Kaye. Paul Lo Paul, Pcgfty Alex-.J
aiVdcv and Olna Clcorn. besides .three
such
all.
units with
.ngli.-'h
HiHliins liiles as 'Jive .Time.'

IT.

vaudevillicins
just landed
who
Lad.d.

-

'

!

]

:

'

in

Missouri Solons Knife

Y.
terday

still

Roxy

the

of

WNEW.

'Top' also owes Aldik As-:
sbciatcs $04,300.
Sunbrock petition recites 'we're:
unable to pay debts' atid asks court'spermission to pay. .off. employes in

theatre,

remained shuttered yes-

(Tuesday),

although,

it

was

skedded for. reopening Friday t2).
Top' closed on Monday, June 2H, af-

weekly installments with
sought
merchandise
Also

of operating in the red.
the
Acts! were yanked oft' the lot by
American' Guild of Variety Arlisls
Sunbrock failed to produce, a

davs

50 '•'{• with
stallmcnts.

.

...

liquors-Drink' BUI

'

rear

the

N

ter 10

;

Petition Lists 136G in Debts

Reorg

Larry Sunbfock's 'Big Top circus

at the

,

is

down.

25"!-

permission to
claims

cut.

by

creditors'

payment- in monthly

iiw

when

$10:00(1

cash bond -'demanded

ii\

ad-

St.- Louis, July
vance to Ruariintee a wcek^s salary
DctIIo.! and -Jain- -Session."
Slate so'lon.-v blasted hope's of local for performers.
Miisicians. stagewere propping to
^ilory owners
landi:' Don Rice; -Brucella": Patricia
_.. , .
.....
hands and allied, crafts joined with
.
„
expand into adjacent. St. Louis
Melville: Ecidic Cochran and wife. Pitt. Nll't HOIISC Folds J
in the walkout.
.'.County when they killed a liquor,.
.
Dnrotliv and Helen Blossom: Dorowas Still
status,
future
T6|is'
--.
IvailOU
VICHlll OI l«aS
A combo of
by-the-driiik measure.
thy Dcariiig: AVilly West and 'Limdoubt vestcrday (Tuesday ) with
bre-wowy interests, drys and ii facr in
iil.sburgh. July fi.
Le Roy. was uii•foeY'lcRs'.- Edwards.
down their
a number of acts-pulling
lil
House, an institution in local lion.il tight among Republican repable to work for George Black and
out
last week and checking
rigging
resenlatives put the quietus on the
ai\s.
Charles -'Cochran here prior to war 'nitery belt for '-.Inst several
had adpermanently 'after
folded recently., victim of gas ration- proposal.
bcOausc -of '.film work.,
to take other engageThe drys rewarded the bill .as ai> vised them
Howpecial Service Division of- the '»fi ."'and' '.reported'-' managerial ills,
if ihev were available.
ments
to extend the sale of intoxiUnited Stales Armv held a reception moved in town to the north Side effort
Dick Squires,, who put up a
cants into territory now legally <lry ever.
wilh USO-Camp Shows and arrivals i from suburban Millvale follow ing
portion or the coin lo launch
establish good
were introduced by Coloricl'- Picket*, l,hc''ban;,6n •pleasure' '.driving, and '.rcj
•Top ', claimed Monday 14 l a rc-.
William cenlly was disposed of by Mcrcur a precedent in other counties. The Unnncing scheme was still being
Relations OfTicc
I'ublic
Dover executive administrator to Brothers, who started .the 'nuttcry' breweries feared the provision rc- worked out. with the possibility that,
of the law to a
USO-CS. European Theatre of Op- <' Ci here, to a syndicate of 'several quiring submission
$50,000 and $100 000 addivole by the people would be the between
era! ions- outlined future activities local men.
might be forthcoming to reUnderstood Ihat spot, which had entering wedge for local option legis- tional
of vaudc arlists without infringing
Under the plan*
"!
The local, nitery owners sume operation.
on security act. Most of gang had been making good, dough under the lation.
reportedly, would' be reSunbrock
would open
been -entertaining Camp Shows tor Mercurs, prospered for a while, un- hoped the propbsed law
of a minor stock
areas, for duced to ''status
ut soon a(- lip 'lucrative- residential
ncarlv. two years and have covered dc-r the new owners.
skedded for
huddles
of
out.
holder
Bermuda. Panama, Caribbean area: tf!1 biz began to , windle. -, if- night entertaining spots and* Were
today (Wednesday) may come a dc.liall set to give the plan a tryoul..
Ieeland. .Alaska; Hawaii, Africa and fcrenc.es between Mast management
will renile. decision on which "Top'
and several entertainers led to an
United Kingdom.
open.
open break with Ted Blake, a Nut
Aggregation will be splil iiilb
House '..fixture.- Mercurs. who also
Meanwhile. Sunbrock. listing hinv:
three units,'-.with local acts added:
corporaTop'
of
president
operated a Nut House -in Miami unself as'
and. will stay here; for at. least, six
By Happy Reiiway
application for rer
it il two seasons ago. now "'run
the
Piled -an
tion.
months.
Although they, phiy' two
Ihc Chandler
.Musicai" downtown!
organization, under
Benny. Rcsslcr. cx-vaudcr w'ho
weeks and lay off one. (he pay is
in N. Y. federal
does odd announcing "jobs over, radio Bankruptcy Act
not deducted. Also no commission
liabilities at
station WNBZ,. back. from, visit home court last week, placing
or traveling expenses, to pay and
asset*, at
Shutters
listing
and
and handed a go-to-btd order.
$13(U00.93
cal.s and rooming are. on the cuff.
r
Mrs. J. C. Flip'pen 'weekending here
latter comprised chiefly of
in0.

on Nitery

Philly Ruling

.

'.

who

.

v

-

.

Pay Local Bd. Decision

AGVA

«

sserting he stepped into the case
because of the important principles
involved and because of ils 'far reaching effects.' Mori 'Rosenthal', associate
nat ional counsel of the American
Guild of Variety -.Arli'-its,. slates that
the ruling handed down in the Rence
Lora-Noel Sherman case involving
the stopping of .'a salary check was
V.
made si rict ly by the Philly
board and that he acted only' in an
advisory capacilS'. Board ruled that
the performers, darners nt the ptirlly'

.

;

\

,

,

.

'

'

;

'

.

.,

|

,
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•

AGVA

)

.

.

'

J

i

!

&

,

.

.

i.

.

'

!

i

1

I

i

.

;

Shangri-La nitery. were entitled. \i>
the withheld- money because there
was nothing iii writing, authorizing
the deduction, which was 'made on
tlie allegation that -Sherman had advanced Ihc team money foncosliinies.
Because the artists took the job
Philly without a contract and
in
failed to inform the. AGVA office, in
violation of AGVA rules, the team
was fined $00. with $20. payable
forthwith and the remainder payable
if the dancers were found guilty of,

;

.

''

.

i

:

!

I

'

•

'

.

;

|

.

i

.

:

Saranac Lake

;

•

.

'

i

AG

.

violating

AGVA

rules-

'.in

the future.

Monti House

'

Montreal, July C.
is
already
working.
The Gaiety, province of Quebec's
headed by Hal Le Roy. Patricia Melonly vaudeville houser, in operation
ville, Blossom sisters, Eddie Cochran
and wife, .Willi three local acts, li'fj' since March. 1942. closed Sunday (4).
First

unit,

.

$43..

RKO's Vaude-1 Day

and cheering up gang at tho Rpgors: "slock in trade" valued at $30,000. and
dill<i Ronald Alexander:
on deposit with
placed
$10,000
Thanks to Charles Wright, former
and other unions. Recital of
tenor with. Al G. rFicld's minsirels. AGVA
any cash on
and Freddy SpafTord. orch leader of assels failed to list
yesteryear for reading matter sent hand or any goodwill and .-evalua-

RKO is returning vaudeville on a
one-night basis. to the Jefferson,
N. Y., July 14. and each Wednesday
thereafter will, play a. bill of live
Manager Tom Conway states that to the colony!
tion' thereof.
House is in Ihe
acts at the house.
'Cabaret Time' is the second unit.
Jerry Rosenberg recently admitted
the house has played to good biz
Sunbrock asked that' t lie coiilin-. division .operhted by C. B. McDonald.
It .has .been, held up by .transport
to the Rogers as a new member of
Dave Mordecai will probably go
nance of the circus be allowed,, slatdifficulties..
Topper is Hank Ladd, since opening and is closing for (he ozoning gang.
closing of the schools back into ..the house as orchcslr
with Elsie Hartley,. Francetta Mal- •needed repairs and 'renovations.
Victor Gambi (Local No. 1, IATSE) ing that the
in leader.
loy, Bucctta and three English acts.
checked in at the Rogers. for .obser- presaged a substantial increase
attendance.- 'Petition- blamed, lack of
Third unit has Don Rice- as topper
vation and .checkup.
'Icecapades' in Seattle
Arthur Martens, prcz; and Richard attendance (circus had been averwith Mildred Anderson, Dorothy
Mddernaires' Film
Seattle, July 6.
Hayes, bus. mgr. of local No. 050.
a day in. face of
'Dcering, Wally West, 'Limberlcgs'
Encouraged by the near $250,000 MPMO. made surprise visit to Louis. aging less than $750
The Modernaires. vocal group
operating null on lack
Edwards and one English act.
gross by 'Ice Follies' at the Civic Goldschlag last week. Boy has added $2,500 daily
formerly with Glenn Miller before
of -sufficient: promotion and adverAdolph Menjou, who arrived sev- Arena recently,' A.I -Wilson and Frank poundage via Rogers routine.
his entrance into service; .report, at
eral days ahead of. this bunch. is Hixpn "are opening 'Icecapades of
John LOuden ('White Cargo.' V took tising!
Universal on the. Coast July 20 for
already in harness, He is heading 1943" for 13 days and twp mats end time out lo milt this writer on his
Sunbrock's JSC Loan
an as yet unspecified film.
unit, titled
first lime out of bed in six months.
'Hollywood Tftne.
in 'of this month.
It will be first: time
Sunbrock listed himself as among
II will be 'first lens work for.
Jack Altree deserves a. 'pat'. on the
which' he is supported by Freddy in 'Seattle for this 150-pcopie ice
-creditors, claiming he h'olds un- oil its own.
the
back for his timely cover drawing
Morgan: (ex-Morgan and" Stone). show.
of
$35,000
for
sum
claims
secured
on the Will Rogers 'We the Patients
Grace Drysdale. and Travaglioni- and
House will scale slightly lower magazine.
P
etiorati
on.
corp
Jlnir
i
Noel orchestra renewed at
Top',
ma „,
an a bridged^ 'Spirit of loaned to
~~ "
- f'Ui r, B ritLshers r~MenjotiT—according' 'than-Hfoi^-^Wcs^'b^in^$2:88"^rr^f^t';
tion poiru's""out gi'0unay\vcre leasecTj tii'c LaturiSrfraHeTr'rTrTOvttei'y'.'*'
to his statement, will be here at at weekends and $2.30 other nights
(Write to those who are III.)
for year front Consolidated Biologi(Mrs. William
cal
Products,- Inc:
called 'Gals,

Guys and

Giggles:

'Cabaret Time' Held

,

for the.
late

bp

summer and

will

reopen

in

August.

.

;

.

.

,

-

.

.

:

.

1

|

:

Fox) at $100,000, and that $20,000 is
due in back rent, with negotiations
pending whereby- the owners will
accept $10,000 for rent up to July
Sunbrock told court that although expense of operating the
circus had been $2,500 a day, he had
managed to cut it down to $1,050
through cancellation of acts' contracts
and other retrenchments.
Listed
among the liabilities are $3,238 still
due in wages, with the remainder of
the amount, $132,870, in unsecured

DORA

10.-

May

I

publicly

acknowledge

my

gratitude to

radio

Harry Eager, Mark

and the

Fisher, his

entire staff of the

for the three-year

my memory

great orchestra

5100 Club, Chicago,

engagement that

forever

will live in

Among

claims.

stations

MAUGHAM
NOW WRITING
SPECIAL MATERIAL
Stage

WHOM,

WEVD. WBYN. WINS,

Radio

•

Cabaret

Hixim 100

WMCA,

WBNY

-

1775 Broadway, New York

creditors listed are

CO. 5-8340

and

CT LANDRY
NOW

.

"RimiN
IN

Danny Thomas

<ii

HK*II

PARAMOUNT'S forthcoming picture

DOROTHY LAMOUR
BIG CHIEF B. C. DeSYLVA Says:
"Hah! Ijindry my fuvorlt* Ounrrr."
M.TTI.K .t'UIKr I.AMlHV Hh>i:

week of

Oriental Theatre,

July 9th

"H. <i7 liaa cuod «Hslr."
t, l , ,'^ <;K lT, ''. H
Hay*':
. ,!.
,
? ; of .«'•• MoilH'Mer Iti-iiini.rul-Cliranlrle
< .v lundo, r lniii fai fd comfdlan, ( onvul»«l tlix
hhiIIobv* with hi*
itKtrA. rrratli- danrlnr la a Hull of out iiirr 4lnthfn."
''

•

v-^

Personal

—ABE LASTFOGEL

management

.
1
rttl>l^r.

NOW PLAYING

RIVERSIDE THEATRE, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE IMAGINATORS
BILLY,

BOB and MONTE
(PANTOMI

ISTS)

CURRENTLY STRAND, NEW YORK

Wednesday* July

7,
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Cops Crackdown on Balto

Baltimore. July
flare

local police, '.with a dash of political
maneuvering, is said to have prompted the Liquor Licensing Board to
Entire vice problem in this
act:

boom town appears due. for probing.
A- special vice squad has been apItzel,
pointed, with Capt. Joseph
former vet detective, in charge of a
Itzcl.
large squad of picked men.
long familiar with conditions in
'tenderloin section; is facing the
.problem in realistic fashion and is
promising no sensational iaids or
wholesale arrest.';. Instead, he plans

on

vigil

all

sources of

trouble.

here has boomed
from the population influx resulting
from manifold wartime activities.
Newcomers plus soldiers, sailors and
coast guardsmen from nearby encampments, and many well-heeled
merchant seamen, have been spreadNilery

activity

Any spot from a
freely.
backroom with a. juke box to the
more elaborate bistros are naturals
Because of labor
for constant s.r.o.
shortage, femmes have replaced bartenders and waiters, with general
ing coin

.

supervision
growing^ headache.
a
Beefs are quick and often result in
brawls.
Among the employees in
cheaper spots are questionable characters, and charges of rolling are becoming more numerous. Especially
alarming to the Army and Navy
authorities are the increase in social
diseases and cases of fleecing service

VAUDEVILLE
Tax

AGVA
Initial

pending ah official
from Washington,
lhe.20't withholding lax is to be
deducted from the gross salaries'
of all bands and acts playing

Confab on Agenda This Week
First, official action of the cool tli.

clarification

AGVA

Expects Opposish

From Coast

Nitery

Ops

Although the War Labor Board
and Salary Stabilization Board, have
approved increases for.' 3.000 nitery
entertainers. on the Coast, a move' to
be put into effect by. the ."American
Guild on Variety. .Artists on Aug. 1.

AGVA

Matt Shelvey, ''national'
administrator, has received word from
Florioiico Bale, exec secretary .of the
Los Angeles, local warning of anticipated trouble expected from a
number of nitery operators refusing

Folds; Report Yesner

Philadelphia'. July

Lou

AGVA SIGNS PACT
WITH LATIN QUARTER

.

AGVA

AGVA

Army Camps

USO-

Beachcomber on Broadway.

the commit-

fcewcy

-

>

.nation's

'

AGVA

.

|

.

|

|

tion

even :inoney thai the! Shangri-La is
closing i'ls doors foi; good.
Although 'Dewey' and his Man Friday, Noel Sherman;' vehemently 'deny

|

Into Roxy, N. Y.

.

inal

also

elect

a

4

|

AGVA

|

-

.

AGVA

slumped

immeasurably,

'Jim CrOw' Section In

Hub

because of priorities.

Connee Bo-swejl^returns

will

A's sanction on
says Mall Shalvey. nait,
it
is
administrator.' will despot was $30,000 in the red at closin -i tional
.pend on the general character and
time.
During the closing weeks, in the conduct of the general rank-and-file
membership meeting.
midst of a torrid heat wave, biz was
Petitions have been placed in cirat low ebb while the spot had one of
culation by the 'membership par-"
the heaviest, show nuts in Phiily
ticipation' group asking that the parnitery 'history.. At one time Ihe cost
ent' 4 A's reinstate Duke Granada
of the floor show, headlined by Harry
as an organizer for the N. Y. local.
Richman and the Rilz Brothers, to- Granada -was
removed
several
taled more than $14,000 a week.
weeks ago by Dave Fox. N. Y- local'
During that week, however, business
director.
Claimed by the commitwas fairly good, the management tee: that Granada had always been
claiming about $25,000 gross for the
a loyal worker' on behalf of
week.
arid that his removal was the result
When the Ritzes left, however, of activities, to restore autonomy.
business (except for Fridays and

abetted by the terrific heat and the
failure to obtain cooling facilities

Connee Boswell Going

-

N.Y. AGVA.

of.

committee

nating'

i

chairman.
variously reported that the: autonomy,

Saturdays)

Back

committee'

This week's session of the coordi-

j

.

'

,

men.

week when

;

A

tour.

(

the

.-niteries.

.

American Guild of Variety Artists
week signed a minimum basic
agreement' with Lou Wallers' Latin
last

AGVA

Revue, which John. Murray Anderson will 'stage, is expected to be
ready by the latter part of July
and will stay out all summer and
probably into next fall.

this

tee huddles to map an agenda. Committee, composed of 21 and headed
by George jesscl. Danny Kaye and

.".

.Yesner.'" 0»e cx-gpb Milton Boric, although former two
on the Coast and
a milk shake into one are.- currently
most
publicized! won't attend, will also decide when
hold
a
general
membership
folded J»is "Shangri- La last to
meeting
of -rank-and-file
Wed. >30 '. ":".''
Although 'the Admiral' 'blamed ihe members.
A! latter session a slate, of officers
shuttering on his failure, to obtain
air-conditioning equipment in. tin: and directors will be chosen.. a moyecurrent heat spell '-and took space in saiiclioiicd by the Associated Actors
the newspapers promising a gala re- & Artistes of America following a
'4
opening Sept. IB. the wise, money'! petition presented to the parent
around town is betting better than] A!s by the mcmberMvip participa-

of

'

Camp. Shows

6.

who parlayed

Quarter, N. Y. nitery!. Contract is
the first pacted between AGVA and
Wolper. Previously, the. nitery and
AGVA had an arrangement via a
Such places, says AGVA. will be letter of recognition selling forth
placed on the national unfair list, salaries for principals and chorus.
Under the new M.B.A. terms, prinacts to be yanked
with all
from the spots. Those, refusing to cipals are inked at $75 minimums,
go along, however, were described with $50 for the chorus.
Pending resumption 'Of negotiaby Shelvey as the smaller spots on
tions this week with Moiite Prbser,
the Coast.
Tilted scales raise the minimums AGVA js holding off its unfair
spots from lion against the Copocabana nitery
for principals in Class
(Thursday), -with
$05 to $75. teams from $110 to $150 until tomorrow
In contracts of the acts in the current
and chorines from $35 to $40.
Class B spots principals, will be shoV terminating at midnight toand P-roser have been
hiked from $50 to $60, teams to $120 night.
huddling for the. past few months
and chorines to $35.
unsuccessfully in an attempt to adjust contract differences, but a new
Billy Rose's Unit Signs
pact is slated for signaturing tomorrow.
Also involved, say
of
execs, is Settlement, of a salary ciaim
Billy Rose is whipping up a 'Diadating back
to
Proser's defunct

rhond Horseshoe Revue' for a

place

Spot $30,000 in Red

to fall in line.-

For Tour

naling committee of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, looking,
toward
restoration
of
autonomy
within the N. Y. local, will take

s Shangri-La

Philly

theatres.
Full details are in the Orchestras section of this issue.

To Proposed Pay Hikes
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Coordinating Committee Holds

circuits thai,

minors. Long-brewing difference. 'of
opinion between local Army, Navy
and Coast, Guard authorities and the

constant

M

At a meeting Friday <2) at the
Hays office in N. Y. it was unanimously decided by legal representatives of all major theatre

up of police

Harrys, Stork Club and Brick Wall
Charges ran from indelast week.
liquor to
selling
to
cent shows

a

Niteries,

6.

activity
nitery sector here
jn the downtown
the Oasis,
raids on
resulted in

Sudden

The

to

the

Starts 'Act of War' Fifht
The right of Yesner to cancel a
contract because of 'an act of war' is
being fought by the American Guild
of Variety Artists.
The case in point is that of the

Nitery Is Charged

Complaints

that

Boston. July 6.
colored persons'

patronizing the Tic Toe Restaurant,.,
Nudity
Roxy, N! Y., either July 14 or 21 for
Nitery Sec. Jailed
local nitery, are seated together in
St
Pinch at .the Oasis, first ever reher second dale there within .six
a 'Jim Crow' section were made .to
St. Louis, July 6.
the
nationally-known
corded by
the. Boston Licensing Board at a remonths.
Singer played the house
slum spot in 17 years' operation
Claude Kelly,- 23, secretary of
Cheena DiSimone Dancers, who were cent public hearing.
under 'Judge' Max A. Cohen, was Regal Sports Club. Inc.. Negro latter part of February and early booked for a month and were paid
A number of colored persons tesmade on the charges of a. policeman nitery, was jailed last week on March.
for only three weeks when the spot tified that on entering the cafe they
in plain clothes and his wife sent charges of forging two checks totalMiss Boswell last week withdrew folded,
were immediately escored to a corin by a special squad headed by ing $135 and subsequently, admitted from
Miss DiSimone, director of the ner of the nitery. The board took
a date at the Riobamba, N. Y.
Lieut. Alexander Emerson, long-time embezzling $1,795 of the club's dough. nitery,
(Continued on page 50)
because late shows taxed her
the matter under advisement.
crusading police official
with a Kelly and four associates founded strength.
She was replaced Thursgrudge
against
bookies,
number the club seven years ago and often day (30) by Billy Usher, a newcomer.
writers, stag shows and other off- cleared between $1,200 and $1,400
color rackets. Copper charged two weekly via Negro name bands.
strippers in the Oasis with shedding
Cops were told that. last December,
Guizar Out and In
down to the actual bone. Magis- when the club's secretary was called
trate's court dismissed one fernme to the colors, Kelly assumed the
Ailing throat forced Tito Guizar
when the. prosecuting officers ad- job which entailed handling the out of Loew's State, N. Y., stage
mitted she. .was clad in bras and G money:
show
Friday (2).
last
Associates beefed to the
.Sjjjag^JfiT- thp nn;iL_4ash
Cohiien (gendarmes, .when a $25 cherk reCeuox.Jiowe.ver, was-back-in-shapc-f
(Continued oA page;50)
cently bounced back.
Saturday.

L

;

•

mm

.

_

.

Comic

Satirist

America's Original

Song

Stylist

Headlining

HELD FOR ENTIRE

SHIM

AT

EMPIRE ROOM- PALMER HOISE

On Broadway

Beginning Thurs, 9 Julg U

CHICAGO
WILL

DAVISON— Chicago

radt reached a

new peak

Sunday Tribune: fJohn.HoysPalmer House.'

in the

SAM LESNER— Chicago
•#>

the Empire

Room

Daily News: 'What happened in
will spread his name far and wide.'

CAROL FRINK— Chicago Sun

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

GALE

INC.

:

'They clapped in unison for

his return.'

CHARLIE

48 W. 48 ST.

DAWN— Chicago

sparkling entertainment

Is

Personal Manager:'/ JACK

Herald -American:

definitely

'Hoysradt's

Empire Room

quality.'

BERTELL, MCA, New York

Wednesday, July
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Night Club Reviews
HURRICANE,

ASTOR ROOF
(ASTOR HOTEL,

N. Y.)

.Benny Goodman Orch (14) with
Roy Dorey; no minimum, cover $1
weekdays, $1.50 wefcends.
the Benny Goodman band
both in ability, and style.
has had musician trouble
time, the same as every
other top-flight combo in the country, but during his recent stay in
.California for. film-making, he succeeded in rounding up a group that's
just about as exciting to listen to as
any the brilliant clarinetist put to-

This

of

some

gether.
fault, if it can be
the stuff is still
.powerful enough, is that, the majoritv of the arrangements he uses fol-

Goodman's only

called

that

since

low the style of the band when it
He's even
became popular.
first
playing Dixieland and the men in
the outfit, which includes Miff Mole,
trombone, Lee Castaldo, trumpet,
Hyrhie Schertzer, sax, obviously get
a kick but of it. Since they do the

plays— and rocks

like
of old. It plays cleanly with -the usual solid beat.
As for Goodman himself, the

band
the

N. Y.

-

Duke

Ellington OrcJi; Rfldio Aces
'

'Coleman
Al Hioler, June
Taylor' Dancers (6); xJiou'fiirls i3),
Da it- Dennis Orch; $2 -minimum, $3
weekends.
Callahan
(3).
Lelicift,
Clark-,

(2).

Sis.

-

is

old,

Goodman
lor

really

Goodman

ride hobby horses that won't be
ridden. The participants shriek, the
spectators howl, and that makes the
games good from both angles. They
have square dances and old-fashprovement over previous show. ioned, movies. It's remindful of a
Rounding out the shows are Cal- gala night on one of the deluxe
lahan Sisters, a couple of lookers cruises in the pre-Schickelgruber
who tap gracefully, and Al Hilber,. days.
Aside from the c'mon-gals-andblind colored. singer (New Acts).
Dave Dennis and^ his orchestra do liave-fun. angle, there's a. whale of a
Holding feature
a trim job in playing for early part good floor show.
Rose.
spot when caught was Willie. Solar.
of the show.
He'.- always .been standard and always will: be, retaining the same
wistful personality and the same
low-comedy makeup and delivery.
Montreal, June 24.
La Dolores & Virginia Carroll, has plenty of
-Mitchel-' Brother,
She's a blonde looker with
Jose Fernandez, Rita Montoya. Mara stuff.
sure
Lopez, Bill Skinner Orch tG). Bill a good voice and would be a
if she used sock
Moody Band (3); no cover; mini- bet for top spots show
she did four
material. At this
$1.50 weekdays, $2 weekends.
numbers, all interesting, but' she.
voice
her
more
on
rely
seemed to
This class downtown spot., which than on her material. That's okay,
has just celebrated its 19th anniver- but with a little more variety arid
sary, goes Latin currently and is
some smart coaching she'd really go
reaping a nifty biz harvest.
their engagement, rate a nod for
their smart job on three production
numbers, particularly in the can-can
finale.
The gals can really dance
and the costuming is a vasj. im-

Boniface Dave Wolper continues to
demonstrate a (lair for showmanship
that's keyed strictly to the Broadway bio. arid particularly his Hurricane patronage. When, more .than
four months ago, he: first introduced
to

his

nitery

fans

Duke

Ellington,

he brought, him on with .a fanfare
that found the Duke descending to

show

.level

draped

elevator

with

attired
finished
has the

Duke spotted
spinet.
Now,

in a satinthe nattilyat the oakas then, it
same sock value.
There's a casual, pleasing manner
about the Duke, too, as he nvc.'s the
show. But the feeling is inescapable
as he contributes his. trio of solos and
as he and the band background a
couple of the acts, that the real Elr
lingtonia, the music the Duke fans
want to hear, is missing from the
show routine. It's not, in fact, until

the

floor

the production's over and the Duke
sitsdown and goes to work with the
reputation he has gathered over the boys for the customers dancing that
years as an instrumentalist still ap- one gets the sensation that here, at
mellowed
plies.
He seems to have
But that,
last, is the real Ellington.
as
quite
not
too;
he's
recently,
a bit
too,
might be tied in with the
coldly indifferent of his patrons as Wolper showmanship stance, since
he once was (or mayte he was the Hurricane, essentially, caters
caught on an off night) Perhaps the strongly to the hoofing trade.
work of the band has something to
Otherwise, 'Rockin' in Rhythm,'
do with it, too. At any rate the the spot's new. summer revue, adds
leader is warmer.
up to satisfying entertainment, alGoodman has been having: trouble though overlong. running 80 minutes
securing vocalists lately, as well as when caught. The Radio Aces, trio
musicians. When caught (1) he had of singing comics doing a repeat
their
with
are
standouts
a different girl than on opening date,
night a couple: days before and a familiar routine of topical songs and
new boy, Ray Dorey. Latter, who muggery. Boys, in fact r had to. beg
hasn't yet been- provided with many off at Friday (2) dinner show.
arrangements, seems like a find. He
Effective bit that clicks with the
has a strong, legit voice, phrases ringsiders is the table-tennis exhibiwell atifd looks okay.
tion put on by Coleman Clark, forSince Goodman opened business mer national champ, who feuds
has' been strong.. On night caught nightly with Allen Thomas, ex-Junior
Roof was comfortably occupied with champ; demonstrates his humming^
the crowd about evenly divided be- bird serve, uses his head te butt the
tween youngsters and elders. Many balls back across the net, etc:, and
of the former, male and female, finally brings on a customer for a
Wood.
brief match with a bottle of chamwere in uniform.
pagne as bait. It's a refresher from
usual nitery fare and keeps the
Luke Riley, Pittsburgh pianist, the
payees properly excited.
with
on
road
passed up offer to go
Leticia, holdover, act, is still selltake
spot
in
order
to
Sid Sudy band'
ing her package of belly-roll oomph
with Maurice Spitalhy crew at Wil- that seems grooved to this spot,
liam Penn hotel's Terrace Room, working with the line of six June
Pitt.
Taylor Dancers who, also encoring
.

.

-

.

:

'Lamplight,' she displays the
side of her vocal talents. Her
voice is none too strong, but femm'e.
is a class spot attraction if she develops.
Iris
Raye, dancer, was
hampered by lack of space, and

Wrong

was obviously unhappy about the
whole

'

thing.

Page's almost unre-

,

background

hearsed

didn't

help,

either.

In the looked for swing spotlight,

.

SAMOVAR, MONTREAL

1913

7,

and

Page

and

sidemen, Ike
Quebec, Rudy Williams, Allen Tunney, Nick Fentpn and Jack Parker,
pull the show along, scoring with
'Hotter than That,' 'Jumpin' Wild,'
and "Take Your Shoes Off, Baby,'

Bangup

five

his'

•

.

spotting.

finale,

:

drummer

Jack Parker, could be

show

set earlier in
to brighten the proceedings.

:

mum

NIXON CAFE, PITT
Pittsburgh, June 24.

.

Spanish-Amer-

exception
ican atmosphere is Mitchel Brother,
holdover from last week, who wows
fc'mme .fans with sultry love songs
in a warm robust baritone. Personable and getting most out of his material, he gives, with such ditties as

Only

to

'Midnight, Street of Dreams' and 'It
Must Be Right; It Can't Be Wrong.'
encoring with 'Beguine' for a flock
Of recalls and a beg-off finish.
Highlight of the Latins is the
.

.

Dolores-Fernandez team who. wham
with pantomiming in 18th century
costume of a Goya picture to Granados music, the castanets taking .voice
parts, paced at top speed and splitsecond timing. Raimondo Sachse features neat pianologing in this numContinuing .in the modern
ber.
idiom, team gives sock entertainment.
Rita Montoya, brunet looker, sings
and smiles her way to big applause
via Portuguese sambas. Argentine
:

.

places.

Al Mafsico Orch

DeMar &

Scott and Suzanne give, out with
some smooth ballropmology. Rou-

are suave and pleasant, and
a nice appearance.

tines

make

they

(8), Bob Carter,
Denise, Lorraine' Vernon,
$1 per couple cover.

Sue Austin;

Summer's here and Tony Conforti

wham

the customers.

strictly

It's

but socko.
They play every imaginable screwball musical instrument. arid, do a

from the moonshine

belt,

;

of specialties which never
leave the. groove. Outfit also plays
for the square dances.
Jess Jordan's orch handles the
first-rate
straight dansapation.
Octa.
combo.
series'

,

A

FAMOUS DOOR,
minimum

regularly; $2

Iris
(6);

week-

ends.

economical

of his floor entertain-

warm

months.

Show's

three acts, not including
Bob. Carter, -m.c, and featured warbler at the downstairs spot for the
last four years, but the quality remains okay if there isn't much
to

quantity.:

Headlining

.

DeMar and

ballroom

is

Denise.

team

Couple,

of
he's

dark and sleek and she's slight and
fair, make an attractive appearance
on the floor; have the slick polish

the higher
N. Y. of
know how to

Chet Bostoell, Blue Drake,
Raye; 'Hot. Lips' Page Orch
$1.50

down

annual

the

starting

is

streamliriirig

Zeb Carver & His Country Cousins ment for the

class ballrbomers arid
serve y'p their smart
stuff, stylish-

stepping, and acrobatic

Their numbers have variety, too,
and go over big.
Remainder of bill's all-femme,
which fs smart when the budget's
restricted. Sue Austin is an oomphy
dancer who's on twice, the first a
toe strut with high hat and cane and

ly.

New show: which opened recently
at the Door, once known as the
mecca for swing along New York's
52d St., is obviously aimed at mixed the second a can-can in the traditrade instead of the jive hounds who tional sex-appealing costume. She's
gathered to hear the Red Norvo put- an okay flash turn. Other gal's LorManagement has raine Vernon, juggler a la Miss
fit that just left.
brought in another hot combo, 'Hot Trixie, of 'Icecapades,' and Serge
in
Her tricks are the conven-.
Bill Skinner orch showed class
Lips' Page, and Chet Boswell, a Flash.
dancing
Spanish'
the
the timing Of
scat-singing emcee, but also pro- tional ones but she sells them well
and pleased patrons in -after-show vided a stripper and a fern me singer arid besides has a pair of -gams and
stepping.
The Moody band was who doesn't warble (He'Blucs, to try a face that reduces considerably the
adequate to all demands. Biz good and garner some of the sophisticates importance of what she does.
Laiie.
when caught.
who used to throng to the spot in
Carter's still a reigning favorite at
past years.
Nixon Cafe, with his romantic voice
Show, as. it stands now, is neither and first-class balladry, with MarN. Y.
fish nor fowl,
put it most likely sico's ork. here as long as Carter,
Carroll,
Virginia
Solar,
Willie
stems from fact that Page's music dishing up crack dansapation and
Scott & Susanna, Zeb Carver & His completely overweighs other per- playing a show that's getting top acCountry Cousins (5), Tiny Clark, formers, who suffered from opening companiment.
Cohen.
minimum, night jitters and lack of floor space.
Jess Jordan Orch (7)
$1.50 Monday-Thursday; Friday $2; Chet Boswell, introed as an emcee
Exclusive Management
Saturday, $2.50.
from the Coast, is a Louis Prima in
action and mannerisms, sans horn.
The Village Barn is a show busi- Lad has original ideas about how to
THK DAHI.IMi OV TIIK |>ANCE
HI.U.TO TIIK.VTKK,
ness phenomenon. For a reasonable' deliver a tune, embellishing 'Body
C'llU'.UiO
minimum rap one gets everything and Soul.' 'Sleepy Time Down
WRITE
from streamlined floor entertain- South,' and 'Cherokee,' with unusual
WIH'K
ment down to the stuff that comes musical and lyrical ad. libs, but stuff
P1IONK
You can start having seems to be learned, rather than imoff the cob.
Knrle Theatre HI<1«\.
Walnut
4677
11th anil Market St..
in
groove
the
fun at 7:45 and stay
promptu.
However, as an emcee,
Walnut Mil
OTilla.
until four in the morning. From be- he'd do better to limit hirhself to
'.:
_ginnineto end. it's. good.
str aight introe s, rather than build
""Nobody knows for sure whether the show up as 'in the groove and
in the mood,' which he did incestangos, U. S. A. jive

and

Cuban

a

conga. Mara Lopez, another

looker.,

'

employs a sweet if rather small
voice to good effect and does a deft
Manager Carl
turn of stepping.
Grauer emcees unobtrusiS'ely and
takes a bow lor a Spanish song before the final curtain.

.

VILLAGE BARN,
-

;

DARLENE

NOW—

JOLLY
JOYCE

.

Octal who's covering the less
pretentious N. Y. niteries. for

Octavus Roy Cohen,

'Variety,' is

the author.
Octa's reviews appear peri-'
odically and because he champions the cause of the smalltime actor, he's treating the performers with an eye toward'
future development.
.

.

santly.

Blue Drake, singer, garnered most
her past experience warbling,
with bands, and although an A-plus
on
the
look-see side, she
can
utilize plenty of nitery techriique:
Gal has long blonde hair, and wears
clothes knowingly, but in singing
'Foolish Things,' 'Lonesome Road,'

of

FREDDIE

GORDON
TIMMY

and

.

ROGERS

the bucolic stuff clicks because of
the visiting firemen or by reason of
nostalgia. They crowd in from out-

of-town and lbve

But the lads

it.

lassies who have never tackled
anything more agricultural than a
radish in a windowbox also go for

and

^

vst&s^

m

whoavbossy atmosphere in a big
way. Answer is that fine showmanship is apparent throughout.
the'

The organized entertainment is
geared to the/theory if audience
With Tiny Clark
(you guessed it: he weighs about
300) handling the speciallevents, the
boys and gals come tumbling out on
the floor, .and brother, we mean
tumbling. They play musical' chairs
and potato games, arid they try to

participation.

.
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WEST 57TH STREET

.

.

.

CIRCLE 7-3505

STATE, N. Y.

IMfa MOST AMAZfNO
MIMIC HMSONAUTT

LOUIS JORDAN
and

{

his

TVMPANV f IVt A

Show's outstander Is Louis Jordan's extra-hot quintet, which closes the layout
with a. loud applause bang. Bass, piano,
drums, trumpet and Jordan's own sax
comprises the instrumental plot and they
certainly go to town with a jive repertoire
which Includes a nifty novelty, 'Hya Chum,
Whereya From,' Jordan's own 'Brownskin
Yankee Blues' and, for the finale, the
leader's terrific comedy rendition of 'Old
Man Mose Is Dead.'

General Amusement Corporation

New York-Chicago-Hollywood-Cincianati-London

RINELLA-GRAMS
NOW PLAYING CHICAGO'S

FINEST ENTERTAINMENT

TED SMITH, Wnrld'i Greatest Comedian
Raft, Wlnton and Dlnne, Swaniiona with Mndolnh, Sol Feotn,
Thr Brown Derby Debutante*, Frank rkhl's orchestra, Kalpli nlnnk'». orc.he»lrii, Tay Voye-Trlo.
Tommy "Moe"

THE TOP NAMES OF FILM DOM

RINELLA'S
*

BROWN DERBY CAFE

CORNER MONROK AND WAliASH, CHICAGO
*
*
'

AGENTS WRITE OR PHONE CENTRAL

1314

*
OR CENTRAL

*
4908

.

Wednesday, July

1943

7,

Get Up* in which the pair come on
wearing nighties.
Band numbers include 'I've Heard
That Song Before,' 'You'd Be So

(CURRAN, SAN FRANCISCO)
V San Francisco, July 5.
'Laugh'

:

Nice to
produced by Paul: Melviri Come. Home To' (featuring
Linsley at the keyboard),:
Finklehoffe;- musical
Forman; co-stars and a neat finale arrangement of
Over There.'

--Trine','

F red.
Lou

director,

Frank Fay, Ethel Waters and Bert
Wheeler; features Paul. Haakon;
Eunice Henley and the Bricklayers;
Ashour,
others include Lucienne
fairfax Bergher and Morello Trio.
Opened at Curran, San Francisco,
July 5, 1943; $2.75 top.

'Sons of the South' are- also heavy
faves in the music department. They
harmonize sweetly through 'Don't
Get Around Much. Any- More,' 'Old
Man Mose,' .'I Had a Dream Dear/
encoring with 'It Must Be Love.' The
crowd; ate it up and begged for

.

The latest offering is pure
vaude in its appeal and staging, with
none of' the revue characteristics of
Customers went for
'Big Time.'
'Laugh Time' all the way, even in
few off moments, because itsits
Time:'

excellent- entertainment.

Frank Fay -is given the courtesy
but his only dealings
•with the other acts is to usher them
on the stage. He brings the house
down with his patter and buffoonery. The combo of. Fay and
title

of. m.c:,

-

just as potent, and Ethel
third co-star, got a
tremendous reception coming, on
stage. This, was just the: beginning,
for she was recalled for three epcores and finally had to sign off "by
singing the 'St. Louis Blues.' The
Bricklayers,, dog; act,-, also netted
strong applause for the house-building and trapeze routines.'
ballet
Paul Haakon's
classical
dancing* alt-hough in a vastly different vein, was also a hit.- Lucienne
and Ashour, giving, a reverse twist
haying
the
to .the Apache .dance by
male partner tossed around, following the usual beating experienced
by the female, also .score, as do
Eunice. Healey, tap dancer; Morello
Trio, roller skaters,; and Fairfax

Wheeler

is

Waters,

the

.

.,

"

Burgher, magician.

.-Mill.-

(WB).
Jo Lombard! opens show with
symphonic arrangement of Sousa's
'Stars and Stripes,' a good salute, to
July 4 even though it doesn't lend
itself to string instrumentation. The
brasses -were subdued but Sousa is
essentially a march king and you
can't improvise other tempos.
"
Roxyettes part the trailers for a

fancy stepping number in revealing
costumes. They introduce Leonard
r-S ues; wliu can ieuHy do tricks- Wil
a trumpet. Sues is lame on comedy
and his jokes fell in the aisle but his
pickaninny -on the hand drew some
Repertoire shows he is a
-laughs.
real rubber lip and be follows with
Nevin's 'The Rosary' to demonstrate
that he can really play sweet
The Juveleys work first with their
head to head balancing on rubber
-

l

and some
Girl

startling.

i

of their tricks are
has pleasing per-

and is a swell acrobatic
Not a lost moment and
they got a rousing hand
Nash and Evans are given quite a

sonality
trouper.
.

stage build-up with the Roxyettes
completing a 24 four sheet annpune
ing the act. Nash is a little on the
amateurish side with his jokes and
seems to lack assurance but his
partner, Janet Evans, helps out with
some lively dancing,, and applause, is
.

EMBASSY,
.

'

-

.

.

ORPHEUM,

L.A.

.

'

.

;

Nelson's footers, are a long-tlmenq-see item in Philiy, and their return gets nice greetings from the
cognoscenti.
The" tunes the band
picks are all front-runners on the
•

-

nit

parade

derby

adroitly- :by

the

and

performed

Nelsonrrien

.

-

.-.'

own band and writing- for others.
Band he now has will undoubtedly
improve with more time together.
Betty Garr is its vocalist A blonde
looker, she gets one inning, on 'All
the Things You Are," and handles
it

can't

tniss clicking.

Harriet Hilliard, Ozzie's wife, has
a pair of pipes to' match her. good
looks .and nets the bulk of. the
kudos from the heavily-male audience with her warbling of 'I Never
Knew,' and join's' Her spouse for. a
trio of duets, 'Why Don't You Fall
in Love With Me,' 'I Met Hrr on
Monday* and
.novelty bit 'C>mie

"

capably. Y
Allen and Revel

(B.illy Revel, half
Revel)
of former team of Moore
is a burlesque ballroom team that

&

-

-

Pair
achieves barely fair; results.
to be able enough dancers, particularly the, femme who uses a
loose-limbed style that's effectivej
but' they do. nothing to awaken interest. That applies to all three rou-.tines they offer, though the finale, an
imitation of 25 to 30 years ago stepping, was best of the three.
Mildred Bailey's in the deuce, to
avoid confliction. with Guizar. The
heavy, small-voiced singer, widely
known for her swing-singing, earned
big returns for interpretations of
Talcing chance on Love,' 'You'll
Never Know," exceptionally well
fashioned, and 'Scrap Your Fat'
She was forced to encore, doing her
'Rockin',
Chair,'
and
standard,

seem

-

:

.

'

:

clicking solidly.

standard
comicJoe
Phillips,
by Marion Colby, dead-pan
Virginia
who. replaced
O'Brien " in' "'Meet, the Peopled, on
.Broadway, needs material. His act
foiled

singer

suffers from a lack of foundation.
Miss Colby's singing of 'Chi Chi
Castenango' helps a lot and the dance
finale gets' "em off easily.
Tito Guizar. gets over with room
His interpretations of
spare.
Spanish standards such as 'Perfldia'
and pop American tunes are ex-,
pertly sung and sold, and' the audience went for him unreservedly.
Wood.
Biz big.
.
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:
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Pittsburgh, July
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Chicago, -July 2
Les Brown & Orch (17) uiith
Roberta Lee, Butch Sfpne, Hal Der•uiin,

Toum

Criers

with Bob
1943'

Coff.eey;
(Rep)-.

Lamb

(4),

Gil

'Hit.

Parade of

Les Brown, who recently ended
successful run at Panther Room of
the Sherman Hotel, is packin' 'em in
here, and if the opening day crowds
can be taken as criterion the house
is set for. big week.
;

.

several bows.
Band! gives out
featuring several

and

band

with

singer, solos 'All
satisfactory
for

a

medley,

members

Roberta

Lee,

.

of

the

femme

Or Nothing At AH'

'One for the Book* and Hal Derwin
displays a good baritone in '.Without
a Song' and 'You'll Never Know' to
hit returns.

Randy
some hot

Bob. Skarda and

Brooks team .'up
trumpeting on 'Get

for
It'

come one of the most talked of
leaders in the business.
While his
path as a bandleader is not as fresh
Baltimore; July 3.
as most people think,, it is only withSibyl Bdwdn, Masters & Rollins,
in the past year that his outfit has
attained real prominence.: It is. now Jean .Savage, Charles Cdrrer, Harry
conceded to rank among the fore- Krlwit's Rockets (16), Felice Iula &
(12);
'Bombardier'
most Negro bands in', popularity, House 'Orch
which is still growing, especially (RKO).
among ofay band followers,, and his
This standard layout .plays well.
earning power surpasses the. majorSpecialties
are
wrapped around
ity, of colored contemporaries.
Hampton has reached his position three routines by the permanent line
on good cause. One of the most and build to good effect. Opening
versatile leaders extant, .an extraordi- cowboy routine by Rockets, brings
nary showman, he is' fronting a on Charles Carrer for punchy round
crack band here/ one that doesn't pf swift juggling of sundry items
works
suffer by comparison with any in embellishing a cocktail, bar.
the business,- white or colored. It's well and has good patter to point his
Makes way for Sybil
an exciting group that kept the. mixed tricks..
audience in a constant uproar when Bowari and her clever impersonacaught..
And: it's finale version of tions,
A steady repeater here, Miss
'Flying Home,' standard with Hamp
ton, virtually shook the house. That Bowan is doing the- usual impresphrase applied to performances is a sions, working fast and pointing, her
Sells Beabit hackneyed, but in this instance special lyrics smartly.
trice Lillie singing 'It was a Wonit's literal.
Opening with 'Lady Be Good,' derful Party' for all it's worth.
Hampton's machine, composed of Broad ;versioh, of a Swedish diva is
•four trumpets, three trombones, five good for laughs and funny takeoff Of
sax, four rhythm neatly alternate Eleanor Roosevelt is smoothed, out
between instrumental^ and pops, via well -worded intro. Over with a'
getting the latter in via vocalists bang; ;.
Full-, stage is emplpyed next fer
Dinah- Washington and Joe Williams.
Miss
Washington
does
'Things line,: to develop flashy undersea
Ain't What They Used to Be" and ballet behind a scrim bearing Sni'Don't Get Around.'
She has a mated pictures of submarine activfair voice, but phrases well.
She ity. Offstage' narrator points a story
could have encored here. Williams of a mermaid, unable' to rise from
exhibits average pipes on. 'Let's Get the ocean floor and Jean Savage,' as
Lost' and one other. His delivery is the mermaid, contributes a smart bit
"
of . aero stuff to. enact the- business.
n.s.g.
Musically Hampton's group is sur- Makes for- a good flash and a nice'
prising in these, days of lowered novelty;
Masters
and
Rollins
follow.
standards due to the war's inroads
Mixed comedy duo clowns,, around
it
section
musicians.
Section
by
on
good
effect
with
grotesque
Brass is brilliant, to
is clean, and solid.
arc femme a strong foil, for considerable
saxes
in
its
.attack;
biting
rhythm conr gagging and mugging. Interpolated
blended well and
In- hbofery is okay, and takeoff of
tributes a steady, strong beat.

Barlowe;

which rocks

way.

--

,

Lamb was sock hit with his
His appearances
splendid foolery.
in pictures has enhanced value with
audiences, enough to prompt a good
reception on entrance. Lamb has a

.

:

'.-.

.

'Gypsy Airs' and mops Up.
Adding marquee potency

.

-

Rogers

and Astaire,' a humprpiis
highlight.
Act has certainly gone
those heard
ments
places since their last appearance
pantomimic gem in his satire on jit- well done."
Hampton -himself, pf. course; is an here some years ago with Benny
terbug's deportment .while listening
'Stardusters.'
his
Davis'
Provide .c'onv
outstanding musician; He saves
to a hot band. The caricature socks
sidnrable
sock
with Only the lino
over
taking
finale,
Bob Coffeey energy for" the
for laughs aplenty.
first for a flasny routine that left for a closing bit of precision
assists in comedy bit and in; the drums
which
serves to curtain
stint, hoofery
vibe
for
his
crowd
the
warms
harmonica routine.
gem version of show.
Band finales with. 'Mexican Hat which beiian withada libbing
Biz very good.
Burm.
through
•Body and Soul,'
Morg.
i

.

.

'

.

.

.

Dance.'

lyric

sorority.

pleasing youngster, had a less satisfactory voice, he couldn't miss: picking such sure-fires as 'You'll Never
Know," 'Begin the Beguine' and 'As
Tirhe Goes By.' Only other individual Lyman, spotlights is a crack
violinist,
Jack Marlowe, one-time
concertrriaster with StbkOwski'S'. 'AllAmerican Youth Orchestra, who
gets a solo spot on the fiddle .with

-

.Arrangehere) are all

.

the

in:

Gives out 'with 'Sunny Side of the'
Street," 'Comin' In On Wing arid
Prayer' and 'Amen; making each of
them a clicko. Even if Connors, a

:

fine: soloists.

tops

rates

•

cluded are-

.

Between Lyman's swinging strings
and his eloquent brass, reed and
rhythm". sections, he has. an outfit torn eet every taste and he mixes 'eni
up smartly with the kind of versatile repertoire that always earmarks
the knowing, showman. Features a
couple of crack vocalists in Rose
Gal
Blane and Frankie Connors.

.

,

is

.

Bonita

young flicker star;- who
her limitations and stays

Granville,'

knows

.

'em.
Gil

Danger"

to

deluxer back to stage shows
again after four weeks of straight
pix and house picked .a winner for
reopening Show. Lot of boys in the
baton business would probably like
to know how Abe Lyman does it.
For despite the war, 1-A and occupational employment, the gangling,personable maestro from the West
Coast has a bigger and better band
than he's ever had. There are 19
men, five saxes, three trombones,
three trumpets,- four violins,' guitar,
bass, drums and. piahp; and the
quality matches the quantity all the

-

'

'Background

WB

.

:

'

(WB).

HIPP, B ALTO

CHICAGO, CHI

2.

Granville, Lane & Ward, Bob Evans,
Rose Blane, Frankie Connors, Jack

,

.

featured at the Earle

,

.

•

and is
results
Criers, for IComing
flanked
bundle of entertainment In On a Wing and', a Prayer.' Dick
up nicely by the smooth Shanahan, drummer, is' featured in

:,

.

.

,

by Town

musicology of the Ozzie Nelson ag-

a recently or-

.

.

EARLE, PHILLY

.

.

.

outfit, which played at the
Capitol theatre, N; Y., under the
baton of band-less Bob Crosby.
Probably-staffed with a lot of hew
men its work is. fair on its own,
particularly
on faster selections.
Turning to- more quiet tempo the
group gives a much: better account
of itself, good and tasty arrangements.
Alexander:
better- known in the
trade for his arrangements than as
a leader. He wrote for Larry Clinton when that band was on top,. and
for
the past- couple years has
divided his time between leading his

•

•

Philadelphia, July 3.
Ozzie Nelson -Orch- with Harriet
.Hilliard, Melu'in Linsley, Harris &
Shore. Paul LaVarre & Bro„ Jedn'ne
Blanche. Sons of the South (4) 'Mr;
Big* (U).

load

the

Combination of five
two trombones

ganized

-;

:

carry

they

Alexander's

sax, four trumpets,
and. four ..rhythm is

•

:

and

easily.

•

:

•

names

-

,

is

-.

Tito Guizar
is alternately, effective..
arid Mildred Bailey are the top

.

..

gregation

This is an in and o.ut show. Backed
by
Van Alexander's orchestra,
which is onstage throughout,' the bill

.

.

.

'Human Comedy' (M G).

Guizar;

.

.

49

N. Y.

Van Alexander. Orch (14), with
Betty Ga'rr,; Allen & Revel, Mil'
dred Bailey, Phillips & Colby, Tito

'

As customary with most bands
Brown's brass section is Used to
Band can play
volume.
fullest
The ROXyettes on again in an In- sweet, but the customers seem to
feathers,
dian number with long tail
prefer tunes- loud and hot, so that's
some war whoops and lively, step- the way Brown serves them.
ping.. Fast and cleverly staged 38the Town
opening
number,
After
minute show, beautifully lighted arid Criers, mixed quartet, do okay
Arke.
costumed in good taste.
harmonizing of 'Get Up -Mule' and
Taking a Chance on Love' followed
by Butch Stone's comedy warbling
of 'What's the- Use of Getting Sober'
and 'My Feets Too Big,' garnering

this sesh.

;

.

.

,

1

solid.

Neat
wrapped

.

.

.

Washington, July 2.
Nash b Evans, Leonard Sues, the
Juveleys, Roxyettes, Jo Lombardi's
House Band; 'Background to Danger.'

balls

Danger' (WB), reviewed
June 9, '43.

minimum to give the band the
' Big
Time Crip,
one-legged dancer, begins his hit
with a fair song, easing into a dance
routine during which he discards his
crutch and executes steps extremely
difficult for him.
Carl & Harriet,
dance team, open up with a duo rou-

most opportunity.

,

EARLE, WASH.

:

to.

in 'Variety,'

kept,

to a.

-

'

Such was the spirit of the sellout
audience in greeting the. third in the,
Srhall-Finklehoffe trilogy that has
'Show Time" and 'Big
included

'

basically

Al

with.

STATE,

hard.

all

'

-
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Orpheum.'

Orch

Mcliityre's

ground

Hampton are

•

'

the people in , this
must be from, the old

audience

Hal

Acts, with

Noble, aiid Helen Ward; George
Tobias, Three Stooges, The Imaginators
(3),
Three Kings; 'Back-

He works

Home!'

to 'Flying

N. Y.

Two strictly vaudeville acts,, the
acrobatic Three Kings and the Imag- tine', the.ri' split -up; the boy ottering
ina tors, also a- threesome and both a neat, rhythm tap and the girl a
in New Acts; virtually steal' the. faster, bit; joining again for :the
thunder- in this pit band show. Also finale. Team's.. okay.
Joyner and Foster, comedians,
scoring are- the Three Stooges, but
more.
Paul LaVarre and Brother the same cannot be said for the co- contribute the longest non-band bit.
It's made up of. worn gags, that this
get a heavy dose of duke-pounding- headlining Hal Mclntyre's band and
audience found highly palatable,
at the close of their standard yet George Tobias,, the Comedic screenhowever.
player
who
not
so'
is
comedic
on
the
highly amusing drunk-acro turn.
Wood;
S.r.o. when caught.likewise a New Acts
Ozzie Nelson walks into the act and rostriim. He's
-'-'•'
gets a pushing around a la Milton subject:
With all the new acts, the house
Berle.
The audience howled.
review narrows down, to the M.cN. Y.
Harris and Shore, old faves, are Intyre crew and the
Three Stooges.
(NEWSREELS)
likewise in the funnybone groove Mclntyre
was originally booked, for
Apparently due to lack of hot
with their, slapstick version of the the Paramount, but went
into the
Their bur- Strand instead when the Par couldn't news, notably from the fighting fronts,
ballroom technique.
lesque of the rhumba is especially give him a July date. He brings a- current show here is mostly rehash,'
supplemented by editorial handling
ribtickling..
strictly- jump outfit, with more noise
Of current events. Despite this, proThe S.RiO.. sign was out when than- rhythm* into the name band gram
is fairly interesting.
Shal.
caught; (Saturday night).
scene. As' a front for the orch, the
Taking lead is brief contribution
sax-clarinet
playing
leader
has from Par labeled "Two Years of War.'
much to learn about clear /enuncia- It deals, with the -invasion of Russia
tion in presenting his specialists
by (he Nazis- and the early surrender
and the acts— and he also might of Stalingrad. Also a varied .comLos Angeles, July 2.
learn to introduce his band numbers. pilation by Fox-Movietone which enWoody Herman's Orch (16), fea With the. audience not being fur- visages world awaiting the big inturirig the Wood Choppers, Billie nished the. titles, all of the musical vasion.
The clips tied together inRogers, Anita O'Day; .2 Zephyrs; routines sound virtually alike. One clude how sailors are taught to fight
Paul Winchell; 'False Fac.es' (Rep) tune he does introduce is 'One fire, amphibious operations and landO'clock Jump,'- but this isn't so dis- ing barges, 'ducks' in action, simutinctively played as. to receive such lated attack on a village, readiness
Jive is solid at the Orpheum this distinction.
The band is sectioned
warfare,
airpower
week, with Woody Herman's orch five reed, seven brass arid four for' chemical
strength over New Zealand and
keeping house jumping; with a well- rhythm.
knockout blows being, delivered
balanced musical program. Show
Only ballad " interludes in Mc- against Italy.
will pay off big lor seven-day en- lntyre's repertoire are provided by
Then Par comes up with the Naval
Band quickly gets its his vocalists, Al Noble .and. Helen mopup
gagement.
on Pantelleria, which was
theme, 'Blue Flame;' ;out of the way Ward: Neither are notable, for their covered
adequately last week here.
to swing into 'Down Under,' and. a voices, 'but they at least furnished
Bombing operations against
Japs
medley of 'Frenesi,' ,'Blues in the some, respite, from the .slam-bang in New Guinea, amusing the
training
Night* and "Blues 'on Parade' as its type of music. Noble, whose stance tactics
of -Maoris in New Zealand,
Billie Rogers, femme at the mike is on the bias, delivers
'first offering.
difficulties in
getting supplies to
gives
vocalist,
trumpet blower and
'It Started All Over Again" and 'In
armed forces in Burma/training of
hot brass' to 'You'll- Never Know' the Blue Jot Evening."
Miss -Ward naval cadets in Georgia and a furand vocals 'Squeeze Me.'
does 'Why Don't You :Do Right," with lough for the Australian ninth army,
Special blues number is 'All or a. blues interpolation, and .'You'll are among other' related war clips.
Nothing,' with Herman cutting in Never Know.'
On home front,- cameras catch
The Stooges, probably the dirtiest glimpses of the Staten' Island Nazi
for vocals and showing off smooth
Anita act in the stage-show business now spy.. nabbed by the FBI last. week.
instrumental, arrangements/
O'Day clicks with 'Let Me Off Up- that most of the burlesque the- Tacked is a brief request by J. Edgar
town,' 'Murder, He Says' and: 'Blue atres are closed, are the. show's Hoover that citizens, report any InSkies,' doing a hot jive type of closer,
With
virtually
of formation they might have on suspiall,
Windup of band portion their material familiar and still cious activities.
vocalihg.
and including the spitting,, burping,
The anti-strike bill voted by Confor presentation
strong
is
rhythm: Herman does both singing sloppy costuming to keep them in gress comes up for discussion in a
Five
'Four
or
their
and clarineting of
hoodlum
characterizations. Par clip that includes a shot of Johndrums played by They get loud laughs and a smash L. Lewis who gets hissed-. Whether
Times': with
as reception,
in
Frankie Carlson cutting
and
that
supposedly women should be drafted for war
alto counts the most. If there were any plants is handled in inquiring reRobinson's
as
well
Les
sax. Number is particularly good in shattered sensitivities in the full porter fashion, by F.-M, which interarrangement of brass section. Maes- theatre opening night (Thursday), views a number of women on the
the it wasn't apparent from the general subject.
in
introduced 'Dancing
troLew Lehr, speaking, offscreen, gets'
Dawn,* Negro spiritual from the audience reaction to. their act.
Stage show is running 70 minutes laughs from a specially prepared
Sonja Heriie film, 'Winter Time,!
with Billie Rogers aiding on the and could, be tightened considerably. F-M clip picturing Hitler, Mussolini
and -others. It is tricked up for
foot-shaking
Finale is a
singing.
Scho.
comedy.
Choppers
Wood.
The
of
jam-session
Paul Schubert,, commentator, apBall.'
pears on News Forum, discussing the
N. Y.
Two Zephyrs are zoot-suit- wearPacific War at some, length; H. V.
ing colored dancers f rom the east.
Lionel Hampton Orch (17) with Kaltenborn, a. regular weekly feature
Boys are a- smooth- team. and. solid. Dinah Washington, Joe Williams; here, is out this week.
Particularly good was their slow Big Time Crip, Carl St Harriet, 'Boy
Two shorts, a release in Par's 'Popmotion terping- and pantomime en
from Stalingrad' (fndie).
ular— Scieace^-aeri e3 a h d'a Ja i nes A'
rireHeTl, veHlriluuuist,
Paul
coTe.
FitzPatrick Traveltalk (M-G). round
pleased with his dummy work to
Lionel Hampton, -once
starred out,
Char..
round out a first-rate stage bill.
with Behny Goodman, has lately be-

:

'All

STRAND,

.

Midway in -Laugh Time,* the Paul
Small-Fred Finklehoffe two-a : day
vauder that debuted tonight (Monday) at the Curran theatre, Bert
Wheeler said, in answer to terrific
applause,

HOUSE REVIEWS

PftRIETY

LAUGH TIME
Small &

'

within them. When she sings 'These
Foolish Things Remind Me Of You,"
Miss Granville announces it as a
word- picture with' music instead of
a straight singing chore,. and a little
poem of love she dresses up like a
letter to her soldier boy. Latter's.a
bit corny, but mob ate it up. ;Mis9
Granville could have a little more
poise for one who's, such a young
vet in celluloid, although this is a
small matter- since she's over big in
Band's one big
the closing spot.
(Continued on page 55)
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with bill* below Indicate opening day of
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King balances one of the 125-ppund
on a pole, which he balances

girls

Midnlte Shows for

on his lower tfeelh; He is one person
who nowadays probably doesn't com-
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P. G. Cameron, owner and operaStrand, N. Y,
Two nice-looking girls and. a man tor of the Grove, made application
comprise this sock balancing act., to local War Production Board to
wast deTheir tricks are far out of the ordi- rebuild the house 'which
stroyed by fire two .weeks ago. Grove
nary and smash applause-getters.
by
Working, fast and- in finished style, was only recently purchased
Loss was' estimated at
they run the gamut of their acro- Cameron.
insured for
Equipment
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$49,000.
then
reminutes,
four
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This' new Duke Ellington find, a
blind -colored singer. -witli youth and
an unusually fine register in the
deeper notes tp his advantage, shows
definite promise. But in the trio of
selections he's chosen for his -Broadway nitery debut, Hibler* has gotten
off on the wrong scale.
'Summertime,' 'It Can't Be. Wrong'
and 'Don't Get Around. Much' ar«
delivered 'in straightforward style,',
the choice of: songs properly: suited
tb'the Hurricane's clientele, but only
at rare intervals do they betray tlie
rich, deep noics'pf the singer's voice.'.

.
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imitation set to phoThe vogue
nograph records, played offstage. is
growing to such-, an extent that .it
may hoi be iipusual soon to see 'Joe Il's Hibler.'s one real claim to someZilch's band' getting a high salary thing distinctive, otherwise he re-,
for silting bo n stage while parry mains, as. here, just another singer.
James' recordings are sent over the
Rose.
loudspeaker. It looks like the easiest,
grift to come along in show business
in years!
Newest in this idiom are- Tne.
Imagiiiators. three young men. who
with practice, have been able to set
Continued, from page IS
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Of cute personality, the blonde
comedienne makes much of her. lyric
opportunities. She punches -over lines
plenty;'
Such as 'coming in on a string and a
Tobias has about seven minutes of prayer' (chorine routine); and in
unfunny talk and a three-minute •Eunice, from Tunis' she has a wow
recitation of George M. Cohan's 'It's properly authored for her by Jeff
a Grand Old 'Flag.' with, a corny, Bailey 'and- Jim. Carhart. Bob Forover-di'arn'atically written inlerpola-. rest .and Chet Wright did the 'CataThe flag-wavihg- finale, ;how- liha' ditty-.
tion.
ever, couldn't save so bad. an act.
New show comprises a sprightly
Through his talk and through' the trio for the dansapation: Jack Lane
talk-song; Tobias kept shoving his and His Love Birds, heal novelty for
hands into his- coat pbckets.lfumbling an inlime room like the .Parisienne;
and
inside,
moment
around for a
Edo' Lubich.. Jugoslav bailadier; and
then pulling them out again. His faT Rcva- Reyes, Mexican guitarist.
"'
cial expression didn't show it. but he
Abel.
must have 'been:. satisfied.' each time
noticeable than the comedian's lack
lacking
that's
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of
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La Vie Parlslenne, N. Y.

A new

nitery star has been born
La Vie Parisienne this past week.
Marking her cafe./ debut.' in a field
where new faces, and new values are:
few and far between/the comedienne
from 'Oklahoma' proves a resounding

State Attorney

General's

click with the saloon set.
As a cafe chanleuse she's plenty in
the 'groove on more than- one count.

;

Basically

it's

a fetching personality
fortified with

which/she has/wisely

some zingy song material.
of.
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Outside
Richard RodgernII songs from

Hammersleln

from
sailor.
Liquor Board reputedly has been
after the Ideal iiileries since Robert
Sindail became, clia.irman," Following police action, this- pody cah.siis-.
•

pend or revoke ncehses.

Meanwhile

nitery operators are chalking
up. .resounding grosses/, but looking
back with nostalgic longing: lb the
pre-war days when liquor was plentiful
and- bartenders, waiters and
musicians were not busy straightening out beefs or catching ..a wildpunch on the kisser,

"local

-
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LEGITIMATE
B'WAY'S SUMMER STOCK

Inside Stuff-Legit
ichard. (Dick) Watts, Jr., N. Y. Herald Tribune's crilic-pn-leave back
from Ireland, reviewed Noel Coward's new prays, 'Present Laughter' and
He liked 'Laughter,' which
•The. Happy Breed,' in Sunday's (4). edition.
he describes as 'a slightly rueful study of himself (Coward).! Coward
has been appearing in both plays in London. Watts says: 'He has few
well aware of his virtues and equally candid
illusions about himself
about his failings.' Both plays' were written before the war.
Coward is expected to appear in U. S. in 'Laughter' after the war.
'n'tts regards it as one of the authqr 7 actor's 'gayest and most delightful
''creations, less striking and original than.' 'Blithe Spirit,' but very close to
As for 'Breed,*..Watts said, the 'action ends in
it in its comjc brilliance.'
episodic, unashamedly /sentithe dismal period right.: after Munich
mental account ot the joys and sorrows of a drab London family in the
darkness before the dawn that was the England between 1918 and 1939.'
Watts leaves soon for Chungking, where Brooks Atkinson, critic on
leave' for the N. Y. Times, has headquartered since last fall.
Both Watts
and Atkinson are now covering the war for their respective sheets..
.

.

.

.

.

:.

.

.

.

Another ticket broker was

before the legit .code enforcement
board last week to explain allegations that he over-charged in selling
Agency man said he could explain,
tickets for certain Broadway .Kits.
Previbut if not satisfactory," the board will take disciplinary action.
ously half a ^iozen brokers were interrogated by the board, but only one
was nicked. He was denied, ticket allotments of all legit shows for two
weeks. Others guilty of minor infractions Of the rules were warned to
comply with the regulations.
liilcresting sidelight to the ticket interrogations was the presence of
Morris Epstein as counsel for the agency people. Epstein is a U. S. Commissioner and was in the hews recently when he held two German spies,
nabbed on Staten Island, under bail of $50,000 each after they pleaded
called'

FOLDS; $15,000 IN RED
Broadway's

discouraging weeks, the loss being
estimated
around. $15,000.
The
Milky.Way' and 'Boy Meets Girl'
were played, each for two: weeks.
It was a rental deal, cost of operation being over $4,000, while the estimated weekly takings were around
•

try,

N. Y. Legit Slump
ite

guilty.

urns Mantle, critic for the N. Y. News, named, In his. opinion, the 10
Four of his
best plays, for the 1942-43 season in Sunday's (4) edition.
selections have closed: 'The Patriots,' The Eve-of St Mark,' "The Damask
Cheek,' "Winter Sp.ldi.ers,' with the remainder on the current list,- They
DoUghgirls'
(Lyceum),
(Plymouth),
'The
of,,Our
Teeth":
The
Skin
are:
•Harriet" (Miller, laying off), "Kiss and Tell' (Biltmpre), Tomorrow the
-

Although the weather was much
cooler, last week, N. Y:'s. legit busicontinued to slump and most
to new lows, not unusual
for a 'week 'culminating.' with the
Fourth of July (Sunday): Holiday

.

ness,

shows went

.

.

.

:

was celebrated ori Monday, which
was probably the quietest Fourth on.
record. Threat of rain up to curtain
time was a break for shows, 16 out
.

constrictions.
Still 'another show,
'Angel Street* (Golden) has dropped
performances.
It is
the
fourth show to recently rgo back to
a regulation performance schedule
lately.
Eight shows are still playing Sundays, or. approximately onethird the total, as compared to 50%
during most of the season.
Summer, .stocks are at the lowest
ebb since the strawhat vogue started, while hew- production is close to
dead center. There are a few shows
rehearsing,- but no Broadway entrants are in sight through July:
Several musicals now being cast are

Sunday

.

as 'Big
,

"

.

irst-night audiences in Pittsburgh are particularly cold arid unresponsive, but the one that greeted Katharine Cornell there at the Nixon
theatre in -Three Sisters' recently was more cold and unresponsive than
usual. At end' of first act, several customers told Sam Nixon, manager
of the house, who was standing in the back at the tjme, that they could
not hear several of the players and Nixon relayed this information to
Eddie Dimond, the stage manager. Latter went to Miss Cornell's dressing
room and said: 'Miss Cornell, they can't hear you out front.' Came back
the actress-manager jokingly: 'That makes us even then. We can't hear

not. likely to., premiere until late
August or September.
Broadway still is running ahead
of last early July when there were
17' legiters and two yaude revues
-playingr—Therer isr-however, nothing current to compare with 'This Is
the Army,' which opened a sensational engagement July 4, 1942.
:

.

EXTRA REHEARSALS
After playing two. and one half
weeks, General Motors .'Victory Re-

which

vue,'

is

sub-titled

'It's

Only

the Beginning,' is laying off. for revisions and further rehearsal, being
held at the Beck, N. Y. Show was
devised by Owen Murphy for Soundmasters, outfit that has been staging
'

either.'

Althougbrattendance has been' slipping, it is planned to continue 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' at the Fulton, N. Y., through the summer. Lindsay and
Crpuse, who produced the comedy,, had the house under a four-walls
rental deal which expired, but another lease was made with the property's
new owner, the City Investing Co., headed by. Robert E. Dowling.
New arrangement expires Sept.- 11 and calls for weekly rental of $850.
Arsenic' performance is expected to be pepped up by Bretaigne Windust,
Who staged: it. Latter returned: from the Coast, where he sought talent,
for 'Murder Without Crime,' due in August.

Norwegian playwrights won't fall for the Quisling line even for a $2;000
The. State Theatrd Directorate, according to reports, held a competition for plays 'showing the opposition between the
Era and the
but was forced to admit that the Nazi, helm, failed to produce any
valuable works during the past few years.
For the same reason, new legit shpw, The Golden Chair,' play about
the Nazi strength, was withdrawn during rehearsal as 'artistically indefensible.'
prize.

1

New

old,'

.

:

The Tomorrow the World' company, having been awarded the U. S.
Treasury. T' and a special letter of commendation for having subscribed
the highest percentage of payroll deduction for bonds, among the legit
theatres— 17 1/10%— Ralph Bellamy, co-featured in the play, is" now after
his backers.
The investment Of- the 28 participants having/been, fully
repaid, he now .wants' them to pledge at least 10% of their future profits
lo go into U. S. bond subscriptions:
Looks like all the backers will be
in his plan 100%.
,

•

:

.

shows

and

shorts for

making commerical
some time. Peter-

GM

for

Barry has added new dialog and is
in charge of rehearsals.
Carl Rand
all

originally staged the dances, then
McKenna stepped in, but a

Boots

woman

reported now handling
that department. It is the first time
has toured a stage show, others
being given in Detroit only.
'Beginning' is booked in regular
theatres; but there is no admission
charge. It is played strictly for- the
employees. .Spots on
benefit of
the itinerary are towns -where the
plant has branches. Booking is for
20 weeks in one, two and three-day
stands, but it was reported that the
revue may later play, service bases,
in which case the tour would be of
.

is

GM

$500 has been donated by

members

to

defray the cost of thetabletsi

-.stock

company; which- opened

at the HannaTu'esday (6) with 'Design for Living.' is Frank Serines,
Fact was
indie .theatrical "booker.
brought out when backer's name
was, to .use. producer's own apololeft
'unintentional iy
getic phrase,
out' of the list of -credit's for initial
show featuring Kitty Carlisle; Jack
Whiting and Philip Huston.
Sennes. who books- talent into local Alpine Village, Beverly Hills
Country Club, in Kentucky, and majority of Ohio's ace niteries, was a
•

-

.

-

show went to stock.
While actors would
.

,

billing

Bowout

May

of Stars

Under the stock, rules, at least six
of the original cast must be engaged
for the succeeding show, which means
that the leads in 'Prince' must be
retained in 'Blossom Time,'
announced as next. All of the 'Prince'
chorus must be used, too.

Run

Effect
9 t

The

Latter singer

'

did not mention the.
change, in Trince,' which

dailies

interior,

stPry

lation over the prolonging of current

engagements.

'The

Skin

of

on

headed

'Prince'

-and

Our Shenanigans'

'Shubert

The

stated:-

winner at the Messrs. Shubert are up to their old
and Garter,' penny-pinching tricks again.' Pointed
saving made on the
Music Box clicker, are principally out that the
was $220 weekly, ah
being discussed. With Florence' Reed male chorus
amount compared to the
now, on vacation from the controver- insignificant
show's grosses. The savings on the
sial Teeth,' none of the four original
Teeth,' Pulitzer prize
Plymouth, and 'Star

,

chorine payroll

top players are in the cast.
Stated that Tallulah Bankhead,

is

more than

that.

who was

replaced by Miriam Hopkins, will' not return to the show.

Miss Hopkins was engaged for eight
weeks, it being thought at; the time
that Miss Bankhead would reappear
after a vacation. Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge, who co-starred
with Miss Bankhead, will also not .be
back, 'so that only Miss Reed of the
original name leads -will be in Teeth.'
Her part is being played again by
Edith Faversham, who subbed for'
Miss Reed when the latter was ill last
winter.
Miss Hopkins may. extend
the 'Teeth' showing, otherwise being
replaced.
She is expected, back in
Hollywood during autumn. Teeth'
may not span the summer, .but is
slated for the road in the fall.
Bobby Clark and Gypsy Rose Lee's
withdrawal from 'Star' may not materially affect the revue's draw, regarded as a freak success from the
start Clark was due to step out last
week, but is now slated to leave Saturday (10), with Professor Lambcrli
taking over his chores. Miss Lee has
been in and out of the show for some
time because of illness. Georgia Sothern, who was also ill, is back and will
take over Miss Lee's parts along with
Bea Matthews, a chorine who filled
.

.

in before.
One standout that has bejen little
affected when the original leads are
absent' is 'Life With Father' (Em.

WARBURTON SET FOR
LONDON PLAY ON B'WAY
"

John Warburtori, from Hollywood,

will have one of the six principal
roles ih.'Murder Without Crime,' the
London chiller by J. Lee Thompson,

which Dwight Wiman had recom-

mended for U.

S:

production-to

.T,

H

.

_

del Bondio, his former general manager. Latter, with Bretaigne Windust

and

Tom

Weatherly,. are sponsoring

Windust will stage.
have prominent

the production.

Henry

Dariiell will

role.

Wiman, currently
American Red

the.

in

England for
saw the

Cross,

play there.

AT AM Pay

Hike Piles

Up Pending WLB's Okay
While the N. Yl legit- theatre operators and the. Association of Theatrical Agents A. Managers are trying
'

reach an agreement on changes in
the .basic agreement not settled in
to

which awarded
arbitration;
the
ATAMers a $15 per week salary increase, the amounts due on the lat-

ter are piling: up pending the expectpire). Howard Lindsay and Dorothy ed okay from the War Labor Board.
Stickney are on vacation, as last As the award was made retoractiye,
summer, with Harry Bannister and there is now approximately $700 duei
Muriel Kirklahd currently appearing each agent and company and house'
in their place.
manager who were not paid pver

the scale.

There are

6.

.

called

While's

,

turning pver the retrpactive coin to
escrow accounts, but; there are exceptions, notably the Shuberts, who
objected to the award. ATAM has
around $6,500 in its escrow account,
while the League of New Yprk The-'
aires has an undisclosed amount being held until word is received frpm
Figured spme. tlme agp
the WLB.
that the total due from the Shuberts
to
was. $15,000 but this is estimated
."
'

:

years ago.
Hipp, first

pf more showmen
the increase

from the time the award
was made Most pf the pthers are
virtually

Once a Landmark, Razed
Pittsburgh, July

15

who have been paying

Hipp, McKeesport, Pa.,

New

A

have now risen to $25,000:.
the
session
between
Another
League and A-TAM will be held in an
effort to clear up the revisions, in
the basic agreement sought by the
:

the.:

-.

If the matter is not settled, it
will go back, to Paul N. Brissenden,
Columbia:, professor of economics,
who. is the arbitrator in the dispute.

union:

.

Cissic Loftus is again under care bfadoctor and -the latter has made
an appeal. for aid. M. D. was referred to the-.Actors Fund, which provided
for the actress under similar circumstances- previously..

'

chorus pay from $45 on
Disaffection of names in some reduced the
Broadway shows has aroused specu- the road to $35, but PM carried a

pro acrobatic Opera House, opened in March, 1908,
show, but with Julia Marlowe in the James P.
Fagan comedy, 'Gloria,' and conwas let put.
There is no skimping- on expendi- tinued as a flesh site until 1920. playtures. That .was indicated when the ing everything from concerts >to burcompany was called for a^Sunday re- lesque.- ..In that year, late John P,
hearsal and the pros received an Harris bought the house, changed the
extra week's pay for that stint, They name to the J. P. Harris and in'nugureadily admitted, that that had never rated fbur-arday vaude and aiJcnt
movies.
happened to them, before.
in 'By Jupiter.'
also with

team was

-

'

.

was

see

'

:

(juggler), Al.Lytell (mimic)

to

'

.

Werner

.

in.

-landHippodrome,- McKeesport,
originally
There was a degree of confusion mark in .this district and
'Beginning' principally the biggest legit playhouse between
in, showing
and Chicago, was razed
because a flock of amateurs- are in New York
week by Warner Brps., the ownthe company. Professionals include last
John Adair, Eddie Nelson, Fred ers, which closed, it down several
indefinite length.

like

When he Wasn't given

miffed

the stock rbles changed sp that when
Hanna's advance pub- a show lours' it cannot be brought
licity. -He and three- other investors
to Broadway as a stock attraction
he recruited put up $7,600. for the and thereby rcdu.ee the operating
.first two shows, but booker' is .under-, nut. Equity; officials take a different
stood to have the biggest chunk arid slant so far as .'Prince' is concerned.
They -state they are primarily inter-,
voting voice.
Hann.i eslcd in prolonging engagements of
Second summer play
will be Gloria Swansort in 'Let Us actors .and
explain that 'Prince'
would probably not have been
Be Gay,' due- July 13.
brought into N. Y. this summer On a
production basis. Musical stock tried
in Detroit and Chicago several times
by Shubert had flopped.

any

GM

and Virginia Boy.lan.

Both Equity and the union's chorus branch are to have honor rolls in
their respective New. York offices, listing names of members in the armed
services. Cost of the Equity tablet will be $900, while that of the chorus
about half that amount. A- drive to raise the money -will be made among
the memberships There are over 1,200 Equiiyites in the services. So far

new

'

SHOW OFF FOR

GM'S

;

them

Cleveland. July G.
Chief angel, behind Saul Heller"s

cellent.

Lure of the. outdoor appears to
have shot business on Sundays, despite the ban on so-called pleasure
driving and other transportation

one
George Leonard
Top;' the circus on the 50th street (N. Y.) parking lot which promoter
Larry Sunbrook threw into bankruptcy last week. Leonard, an actor, was
engaged to play the part of 'equestrian director* or ringmaster. He got
himself a' red riding jacket buckskin pants and boots topping off the. costume with a gray waxed mustache..
Leonard walked around the place giving, an imitation of Fred Bradna,
He claims he was
Ringling show pacemaker, and blowing a whistle.
brought up in circus atmosphere in England. Any way, the riding clothes
would be a credit even to Bradna.

Lew Cooper and Meyer Davis are respectively. 21 and 19%. general
partners in 'Run Little Chillun,' and the other 60% has been divided
among a series of backers including Meyer Davis Theatrical Enterprises,
George Jessel, Al Paul Lefton, Gladys T. Ohrbach, Elliot A. Daitz, Joseph
L. Mailman, Abner Goldstone, John W. Wood, Leonora Morris, Grace P. Green, Martin J. DesmonL (attorney for the venture),- and Sam Acker.
'Chillun' goes into rehearsal next week and opens around Aug. 10 at the
Hudson, N. Y. Clarence Muse, who did it originally In Hollywood, will
stage. The late Ruth Elzy is being replaced and a dicker for Rex Ingram
for a role is chilling because of salary differences.

.

CLEVE. BOOKER-ANGEL

of a total of 23 playing- the matinee.
Most locals seemed to have' gone out
of town, but 'afternoon trade was ex-

The five soldier-authors of the playlets fashioned into. "The Army, Play
by Play,' by John Golden, which was given at the 46th Street, N./.Y.,
recently, and then performed for the. President at Hyde Park, are assured of compensation additional to that received from the. manager in
.prize nioney.. Cosmopolitan will ..print one of the scripts; paying $500 for
it.
Bennet Cerf, of. Random House, will publish the plays in book form,
paying advance royalty of the same amount, and Samuel French will also
groups.
•put. them in book form so that the plays may be acted by amateur
Golden is considering a suggestion which came from the White House
that 'Army' be played in a Broadway theatre for a week or more. There
the
Navy.
in
lor
men
Is also a plan to have a similar playlet contest

known

-

trifle

ers

--Difference.- of opinion has arisen
in actor circles oyer Equity's rule
stock companies, which permitted the switch of The Student
Prince' from a production basis to
that pf stock for the current showing
of the 20-year-old operetta .at the
Broadway, N. Y.
Change in the
status of ihe show, which is called
'a
J. :J. Shubert special,', permits
m o r e than eight performances
weekly without: extra pay.
Stock
rules allow 10 shows per week, and
Prince', is going on nine times. Salary- ol" principals was not 'affected,
except that they play an -extra .performance without an additional
eighth oh their pay, but 14 but of.22 in, the male chorus walked because' their, pay dropped when the

anient

'

Lucia Victor offered the Windsor,
with the backing of friends.
She; is said to have been production
assistant for Eddie Dowling and previously was interested in rural stock
outfits.. There's some talk of a fresh
bankroll being obtained for another
stock,

.'•

Equityite in the dizzy outfit

Equity's Stock Rules

LACK OF BILLING MIFFS

$1,000.

'

was

To Question

;

.

World' (Ba'rrymore), 'Oklahoma'. (St. James).
In' the 23 years that he has been making annual selections; for the second time he names a musical— 'Oklahoma'^among the best .'plays.' Previously he had selected 'Of Thee I Sing,' produced in 1931, sole musical
'Soldiers' was presented in Greenwich Vilthat won the Pulitzer prize.
lage, Broadway not -considering, it feasible, for regular production.

Case Rouses Actor Circles

,

Broadway

51

first

•

:

'Prince'

and probably last
summer stock stopped suddenly at
the Windsor Saturday (3) after four

.

.

'

:

'

.

.

;

.

.

.

—

.

Wednesday, July
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Take

'Can't

6'way Slips and New Lows Recorded;

Of

Advance
Wash. WW.

It'

$2,500 for

..

1913

7,

"Vagabond King's' N. Y. Preem Another

Washington, July t).
Fred Stone in 'You Can't Take It
With You' is aiming for a nice. waek
if the weather man is kind. Advance
is approximately $2,500. Show, opens
tonight (C) and will run' through
Sunday- at $1.65 top. Followed by
Sylvia Sidney and Lulher Adler in

.

Healthy Spin Operetta Renaissance

.

Only 'Oklahoma' in Form, Big SO^G,

feat

Ice'

,

$21500, 'Bed' Around 25G

'Jaiic.Eyre.'

much in past throe weeks: wont bit over
Although the weailier w.
Broadway, slumped fur- $14,000;' still very good.
'Ziegfeld Follies,' Whiter Garden
week and again the. only,
(14th week) (R-1.519; $4.40). Large
of which tivo gross -whs hot
clipped was 'Oklahoma,' wiili the re- capacity a break at. weekends but
the es;sult Ilia', a number of hew low attendance has" been off rind
marks went into the records. Thurs- timalcd take, last week figured
V
day night, which had 'improved lale- around $38,000.
Revivals
Ty. wa? about the weakest evening,
(D.Rovale
Tounsellbr-al-Lawv'
many,
saw.
while Saturday afternoon.
Final and 32d week:
$3.30).
'.empty- ro\ys tor shows that had becn 1,047;
has made excellent showing for regoing at a capacity gait.
vival; Paul Muni but one perform'Stars on Ice.' however, got: off to
week through illness:
ance, last
a very good start, Mist full week be-'
over
Re- around $8,000 but average was
ing .estimated around S2B;300.

'

.

$12,000.

Student

The

Prince.'

roadway

:

at

(4th week) (0-1.942: $2.75). Started
strongly but has been slipping and
last week's takings estimated around
$18.0.00; ..should- be alright for- oldie

In bringing the Friml -Brian Hooker musical back to the Nv Y.. stage
after a lapse of 17; years;' Janney has
given it an overall, production that
bespeaks- a .heavy investiture. The
producer has wisely revised the book
and lyrics-Jo give it qiiickened pace
and has: succeeded in investing the
operetta with a freshness that revitalizes it for present-day consump-

Los Angeles. July 6.
Third week of 'Lady, in the Dark'
Philharmonic auditorium concapacity

to .repeat

tinues

.

,

13£G

Third; 'Doughgirls'

•

'

(29),
last
turned. .well-voiced, boasting a lusty,
rousing .chorus to do Justice- to the
Rudolf Fri.ml melodies and with
scenery and ballet of equal calibre.

Wow $42,000 in L A.

lady'

:

vival of 'Th* Vagabond King' got
the worst of dcbulting on a date
close to July .4. drawing mixed notices and light business aiici- the pre''.;,.
miere.

has

Society

Theatre

American

been swamped with applications for
1943-44 season tickets. Present Indications for the A.T.S. and .Thealre
Guild attractions will come in next
season with 8,000 or 'more guaranteed subscribers..

•

Jmijroved,
ther lust

show

¥

Bv OEORdE ROSEN

Broadway's Operetta renaissance peared in Janney's.
original producshaping up fbr the summer -and fall tion,
he plays and sings the scoundrel
lias been .'given considerable impetus
to. the hilt.
Frances McCann is beauwilh the revival of 'The Vagabond
tiful as a statuesque Lady K'aihcriiie
handsomely
lavish,
It .it a
King.'
and sings the Friml songs ablv. The
staged '-production that Russell Janmelodramatic posturings of llie two
hey- brought, to the Sliubert theatre principals, however,
.definitely kceiis
superbly, cost
Tuesday

a period piece: Otherwise
the cast is uniformly excellent, Villv'
Jose Ruben giving, a fine dramatic
performance as the despotic toiiis
'Vagabond'

.

The comedy team

XI.

of Will II.
Philbrick, in his original role as Guv
Tabar ie.; and Curtis C.ooksey is particularly. 'effective.
Tlie 'ciioreo!-raphy arranged for the ballet br
Igor' Schwezotf Is jntercsling;
!

.

take, of

'Soldier

$3,600,

reached
on initial two
'pl:iv'
Gertrude Lawrence sho\i\ .4;n.^Pll Jrtnn*)' pri»<li-i-llnn of
stanzas.
Estimates tor I,asl ' Week
however.
imrtu:* '.WiiniM ..-nn ••Jii»Mj>« Hum
coniing weekend and. lu
this
closes
'The Vagabond King,' Shubcrt. (1st
M, <-;ii tliy'ir 'If I W,m* KiiiK': iniisU-. IliiKeys; C 'Goixedj/'*. D (Drama),Philharmonic winds up a ninewcek ilnir.
Ui-lini. !«..<••*I-Vi'iil: .-li.'.uli mill l> ii'i
mixed
Drew-,
$3.30).
(0-1,325:
CD (Coi»pd|/-Draui(il. R (Reriie), week)
ltnfwnli>.i>;
season, biggest to dale, and showing r-r nnil .J:iini^y
r.'nnii (M -'-.liilm
notices and business after premiere
(Musical >. O (Operetta >.
.".!-'. ^l;i,u. liy Ui'iiiK'* I'-.viinil.iff •n-.'ii.'j-y.' Uy l::i v-profit for first time.
St. Louis. Jiily
'AHgel Street,' Golden (B2d week) not so good: $13,500 estimated in first
sm o> ..,litiir^s. -iti.-i^vl Ity Ik'M"
iin'iiiil
Biltmore continued third week of Si-lirt,V/.i'
T
"
(l»**iiKHf-l.
i-il-M'lllu.'H
Slipped to around seven limes....
(D-730; $3.30).
not her old favorite, 'The Choro'Doughgirls' without an extra holi- Mr\ ludils; (,i-,.lii'^li-Hli«ii» li'nil itmsio illi. .-$5,000; cast takes a cut when .the
-illi:'"-'i"".
IPrllllli-nl
MllJiM-;
lat.e Soldier,' .has been
loll
-.l-'ytoilli
revised for
day matinee 'and looks estimated
gross slips trial far. Switching off
iIhmSliuli-i
>-.-l in
K-iviii.niii li»w:
catching
after
stanza
for
$13,500
the current attraction at the'Munici- !
••!»;.»» *i.ii) («i>: ivBuSundays.
.v. '...'iiiiin.
same figure last week. Show has n>'.liii- loii *::.:iu:
'Arsenic and Old Lace.' Fulton
pal 'theatre. Assn. alfresco theairt in
another week -to go before making Uoiiv ilc ..>l>»if iKi>y
ArM-n DI,-ltM"n
(128th week (CD-898: $3.30). Rated
Forest Park.. With several new facer
engagement of -;i.-in :ii,iUm ..
repeat
for
Sl;l Hli'y
way'
ft.M
around $6,500. which is figured abpul
'
... .Hi'..i-s^: K:i|
.ii'huii le- l.nHii'.
'Claudia.' '.'
in lop roles, it teed off .a one-week,
an even break: management has re.r
Mimr©
..Jiiitn
.M^i i-n.-i
Bill Robinson's •'Born Happy' at
Kwiyn Wvk stand, the sixth since its bow here
newed lease until Nearly September.
liitliiMII.:... ....... j
Minji.inn
ii.tiillinl
the Mayan is holding.'up and with .|-|'lriiiii.-liin
•Earjv to Bed,' \ Broadhurs't
(3d
in 1921, Monday (5).
.Ailing 'I'liitlli^i'll
extra holiday shows will take esti- Hp^iiV.11^ ill) ll:illl^l
week) (M-1.142:;$4.4bi. Night .busiI'lilll.il.-I;
II.Will
Tat'i'i-iO.-,.'
Approximate gross of $3,600 was
mated $12,500 this week. Last 'week t:iiy
ness cdntinues strong; claimed little
DiillKlliH lll|ilHir>
Detroit. July 6.
.11".
racked up from capacity mob. of I0.V
Belasco the- 'I'rUUiii' l.'U
pleased. with $11,500.
J.MO K'lll'l-I!
(.mis
off; approximated $25,000.- and new
'Abie's Irish Rose'.' w-liose light but
To'Horror
Mary Hopple, singer, and RobMi-ovynli'i;
100.
bill,
..Ii'lut'
atre's bogey-man
\'iHMI)
'•'niiHOi.i
musical expected to make.a run of .it pat message cf tolerance has an night' goes to $8,500 estimate this
Mo[ i-M|iii!Uuil i)ji"i-:i. A>sn.l
ert Shafer, tenor; nre lakr'ng' the
(U> I'.uiri
|.*y:iiii— s yii-'-;um
'Dark Eyes," Belasco (24lh week) added significance in Detroit -these
;iiiit'l)'
bows
for the current season. Marllie
after hitting $5,500 on initial !IC:niiMin^ <1" \
week
.Mimi r.itlii'UH
n.-i-iii'liy
'riilluuil
l>:.\iM*i
(CD-1.000: $3.30). Down around $5
days, clicked along merrily in. "its!
Errqllc, in other- singing stint, als»
six days.
..'....
Iitk..
Ait«-oH-lr
l.':i|Miiiil
nf.
000, yet management, aims, to keep fifth week at the Lafayette with
Ouirl.** ni*M,l,>i'«rto
is
featured.
An/.dia Kuzak; who
'Blackouts of 1943.'. Ken Murray
show going through summer.
$8,700 lucked in at $.1.65 lop.
... ('r-lll/. 'J*n-liillx*M|i-.il.ii^i--. .......
scored' solidly last- week in 'Sons O'
reviie at.. 'the, El Capitan in Holly- An AHl
being
Kejiii'i
gradually
..'I'i'rl
.Mawis
.....
'Harriet,'. Miller
Martial
......
$3:85)
(C-940;
l.:..|y-M:.i-y.
Guns.' also "chips. in willi-.a warbliiiijup ,this week from Noel
i.;iiII:ik1i>'>i:i'n
of A h Inn
Laying- off after, playing 17 weeks
eased; but the healthy figure- was wood, bounces
chorc that the mob liked. A new.1'ui-hm rii'»".M*y
$14,000 on strength of Oli\vi-. lo lt:iin .'.-....'.....,
expected to relight aiid play well achieved despite the continuing adr- its steady
AMIi.-nifl
Kiirl
comer, Romolo de Spii ito won- the
Fourth- of July matinees, to hit H.M-al.i of Kui'Ki"i'1y ........
into now season.
ve:*se factors of the recent riot .-and.'
,-itV iii-ii-y
customers- with his interpretation ot
starting off its sec- "I'll- Uii.-n
Niriyinn
.('i-;ii«
....
'.lanle,' Playhouse (43d week) (C
despite the torrid spell. Going into around .$16,000,
'I'll?'' 1-i:illKHI.*ill.
'Fall: in Love/
Another nevv face i*
ond year..
:. Viii,--|»iil lli-nl-y
.'I'lie. I'ui-illniil
805; $3.301.. Went oft with the. field its sixth week, the advance sale conll|iliillll-0
lllll.
Charles Laskey. hopfer;
I'l-.MillOI-- n>IIU:-|-S -.luILl" IVi
Patricia
tinues to. pile up, indicating even
last Week with takings around $6,l.iuliMl"*M". I'.'l,-!- I'.IIi-ll.
Bowman,
ballerina, favorite here for000;. may break even at that level.
better grosses in coming weeks! Anne.
Tin. Two ni.-e Pliiy(*ij*-K-iii\flli S'UUHMlseveral seasons, clicked with her
Prov.
4«/
G,
'Dishonorable'
IlnlMiM'snn.
Hhii.'r
Iv.'ilt.
'Junior Miss/ Majestic (87th. week). Nichols' Comedy likely Will jjermit'
2
specially,
(CD-1.715:.S2.20>.- About SG.OOO; had the Lafayette to bridge the- summer
rovidence; July 6.
Standouts in support are' Joseph
been staled --'to stop this week, but for. the second consecutive year. The
'The Outsider.' starring Lionel At- tion. The fact that Janney has in- Macaulay, Gordon Dilwdrth. William
date extended through month With Cass is dark, but relights July 19
will, opened here yesterday (Mon- terspersed Comedy and sundry busiJ. McCarthy (fave of previous sea'The Merry Widow' due! in during with Sylvia Sydney and Luther. Adday) at the Playhouse with $1.10 top. ness that's entirely irrelevant to the sons) and' Ronnie' Cunningham.-August,
ler in "Jane Eyre.'Wat'Strictly Dishonorable.' with Jeanne Burgundian saga and times doesii'l
son' Barritt, art director, cooked up
'Kiss and Tell.'. Biltmore
(loth
and-George Andre, playing the house necessarily mean that he lias treated eye-filling sets for the second and
week) -(.Q-920? $3.30); One of the
last week, caught .a fairly good $4,500.
•Vagabond' -with disrespect. Rather, third acts. Marc Connelly. Kurt Weil
standouts- that had been, somewhat 'Firefly' Stout
$27,000
Hooker's
that.
the
fact
up
it
points
and
Elia
affected lately, but sold out Monday':
Kazan, of New York, passmatinee after slow morning start; bit
book is of little, 'importance, that ing through town, took in the first
Frisco 2d-Final
under $16,000 and low (or engage
what really matters is the lovely performance.
men I.
Friml score.
Although the temperature dipped'
-San Francisco. July'. 6.'Regardless of the costly trappings down to 60 or
•Life With Father,' Empire (188th
'
'The Firefly' climbed on its second
thereabouts, niakini
Continued from page
week)
and able production, without a 'Song top coats almost a necessity. 'Sons
(CDrl.062;
$3.30 ).
Champ and final week at Curran. to reach:
illy a: Rose' or
slayer oft- the' list ' slipped down stout $27,000.
dances he once ran. He asserts that of: the Vagabonds."
O' Guiis' enjoyed good biz, winding
around $8,500, but is expected to pick
a 'Some t)ay,' the operetta would
Estimates for Last Week
up week last Sunday (4) with an at*
slightly Over $10,000 last
it grossed
up and again hold over.
Its revival,
find the- going tough.
The Firefly.' Curran (1.774": $3.30)
tendance of about 65,800; includinij
'Oklahoma,' St. James (14th week) (2d wk). Final presentation in Civic month..
above all, is .indicative of-what. es- thousands of
service men ihd under(MO.520: $4,403. Champ musical
Other spot with a pool doing okay sentially, is the underlying moliv.e
of Light Opera series hit stout $27,000
.......
privileged cuflb guests.
Gross figthe. p ast season
ie
George F. Pav Uoiv.-J<>lwxon-|-f<»r- the < -u'-reta .trend^-namVly. tVi.il mud at
lis
destined t o^-oft-sceo»d-and-)as4-seshv—
$35 t»0fr.
outlast everything in its classification
'Claudia,' Geary (1,500; $2.20). (3d City, N.
owned by the. .Idhnspn there will probably always be a
current: again more, than $30,500.
wk). Plugging along on its return Shoe Co., and operated by Ralph place in the Broadway Armament for
'Rosalinda.' Imperial (36lh week) visit, drawing okc $10|5.00 for third
Ilackett.
This' spot's gross suffers, the better melodies of the. Frimls,
(M-1,450'; $3:30).
Socked more than stanza.
the Strausses,' the
the.' Rombergs,
Current
slightly because of a Tilling at the. insome Athers; -dropped -16 around $21. Kerns' and the Gershwins. Therein
stance of Johnson that young chil000. which was lowest lake since
(July 7-18)
lies the key to the possible success
dren be. admitted to the pool free. of the!, approaching festival which
early in run.
Balto 2d
'Abie's- Irish Rose'— Lafayetia. Deln
It's, said to stem from the daysWhen
f
Our
Teeth.'
Plymouth
may find Broadway within this next troit (7-17).
?
,i*-..week;
Baltimore, July 6.
(33d
the shoe manufacturer himself was few months in the midst of its most,
(CD-1,075: $3.85). EstiSecond week or local stock at
mated do\yn around $11,000; another
'Biography (stock) Adams, Newunable to dig up the cash for: such popular operetta season within the
new low for Pulitzer prize winner, Maryland, with Gloria Swanson star- pleasures.
ark. (7-11).
past two decades.
^Something- for the Boys.' Alvin ring in 'Let Us Be Gay,' ran into
When, two seasons ago, Cheryl.
'Blackouts of 19iV (vaude)— El.
Harlenslein has been working in a
(25th week) (M-1,375; $4.40). Slipped some cooler weather but not much
added interest. Inched, out a mild defense plant in eastern Pennsyl- Crawford decided the time was ripe Capitan, Hollywood (7-17).
to slightly more than $26,500an- $2,300 after trying hard for $2,900 on
revival
'Porgy
Bess,'
she
for
a
of
and
other high grosser that registered
vania
for some time, but quit recent'Claudia'
a first time round.
Geary, San Francisco
set in motion the cycle that is likely
Dew low.
ly to devote all his time to his busi(7-17).
In currently is ZaSu Pitts, feato assume vast proportions; The proS0
,J . 3!?i „ 0 Fun '' 46th SI. (74th week) tured in 'Her First Murder,' by Major ness. He will not operate dances ducer knew the value of the already
'Corn is Green* (stock)— Flalbusil,
4 40
Has di|>t>ed u n'«-er
*5nnn
nlbutf can ';turn
Robt. Presnell. Giveri a rewrite by. again until conditions are mora fa- familiar top Gershwin tunes.
It's Brooklyn
520
000
a profit at lower
(7-11); Audubon. N. Y: C.
vorable.
Hackett
has been operat- the reason behind the! New Opera"
Phil Dunning, who also staged. Slated
levels and is expected to slick.
(13-18).
ing sporadically.
for two- week run.
Company's 'riding the -crest' with its
'Star's on Ice,' Center (resumed en'Doughgirls' (2d Co.)—Sel wyn, Chi'Rosalinda' ('Per Fledermaus') progagement) (49th Week) (R-2 966
duction; for its forthcoming revival cago (7-17).
$1.65). Started with fine Sunday attendance last, week and count went
of 'The- Merry Widow' next month
'Doughgirls' (3d Co.)— Biitmore. I.oi
to approximately $28,500: excellent.
with Jan Kiepura and. Marta Eggerth
Angeles (7-17).
Still
•Star and
singing
and.
Music
'
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$42,000.
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Box

Chi Biz Dented but Kiss'

(54th

OK,

(R-990; $4.40). Another run
musical, that slowed down: takings
:

approximated' $18,000; low for the
engagement.
The 5 0ush ff lrls '-Lyceum' (27th
week) (C-997: $3.30). Another sock
luugh show, that started this week
with a capacity Monday (5 matinee
but last week's matinees affected*
quoted at $16,300.
'Those Endearing Youii£ Charms,'
'

.

000; 'Doughgirls' Fine

-'

>

HUB LEGIT

LULL,

ONLY

ON TOP

Booth (3d week ) \C-712: $3.30
'MISS' $7,500,
Claimed to have improved a bit with
Boston.
takings around $4,500: extra space'
'Junior Miss' is the only legit entry
ads being used to pep 'up four-percon play that, starlcd weakly.
on the Hob's books and nothing is
1.

'

;

.

'Three's a Family.' Lbiigacre (8th
(F-l.OlG; $3:30).. Estimated
call for en-

week)

around $5,000 but plans
ness;

,--.-

;-

in
it.

prospect soon for the city, making
about. as'bfirren at this point as it's
iii. yea is.
Usually the town is

been

host, to at least a dozen .!pro' slrawhats; which makes it look good- on
.

'Tomorrow the World.' Barry-more. paper even if the Broadway shows
are out for the summer. This season
<12th.\veek) (D-1.014; $3.30).
Has there are. only two and only a hand-

piled up considerable profits and
climbed' to, virtual capacity slipped
:

:-

l^G

Chicago, July 6.
All attractions took a bump last
week when receipts skidded a bit
all around.
Dent at the boxoffices
is attributed to the combination of
bad weather; beginning of the withiholding, tax and approach of July 4

outlying sections.
After the 54 legit, attractions the

ful in

around $12,500, still. solid.
•Good Night Ladles,' Blackstpne
(64th week) (1.200; $2!75'.
Down:
but

still

.

a

money maker

at

nice

$11,500.

•Junior

Sflss,'

Erlanger.

(1st-

week)

has had in the past season (.1.300; $2.20).
Return engagement
which '.included 24 pre-BroadWay Xo Chicago with -different' company
debuts, seven of them $100,000 musi^ took. light $6,000 on initial week.
cals), the contrast is dismal. 'Junior.
'Kiss and Tell,' Harris (8th week)

SjmrroWK
"K**i<ilnl Inn
h>
run!'' b*?(ler Ihna any |»1ity uii Itroiul-

Siiiniipl

WB.IV

.

.

Interested? Call

Hempstead

4770.

Miss' did an estimated $7,500. at; Ilia
Colonial for. -seventh week in town,
okay
definitely
considering '. the
current,

(.1.000;

$2.75).

Dropped

thousand dollars but
grosser at big $16,000,

off

still

several
the top

Eighth week is
'Maid In Ozarks,' Great Northern
and no end is mentioned. Incident-, (44th week) (1.400; $2.75-. Rolling
ally, it's-. "the show's third session merrily along to big profits for ophere, and second at pop prices.
era lors. Down to around $9,000.
weather.

-

,

1

r

-.

backing flops his
friends advised him about:
of

'

'

.

(

tired

—

holidays.
'Kiss and Tell,' at the Harrjs, still
is' tops, even though it
dropped, to
$16,000 last week.
Estimates for Last' Week
The Doughgirls,' 'SeUvyn (17th
week) (1,000; $2.75J. Not as badly
hit
as
some, other shows. Did

Hub

RX FOR BROADWAY ANGEL

.

.

:

gagement to extend through August:
should improve with vacationer, busi-

the Lehar songs,
other
'Eve of St. Mark* (stock)— Windsor.
sundry, production plans which may
And Robert. Stolz's 'Two Hearts in Bronx (7-11); Flatbush; Brooklyn
Three-Quarter Tune' debuting on (13-18).
Broadway.
Audubon,
Gilbert and Sullivan
Operetta Cycle Loom*
N. Y; C. (7-11); Adams, Newark (13r
By the same token, the fine. music 18). ""'
Richard Rodgers composed for 'Ok-'Good Night Ladles'— Blackstone.
lahoma' accounts in no small measure for. the Theatre Guild's sock Chicago (7-17).
operetta and, while not- strictly in
'Iter First Murder'— Maryland. Balthe same, idiom, has inspired Rodgers timore (7-17).
to bring back to Broadway this fall
'Jane Eyre*' (stock)— Forrest.- Philthose swell tunes of! the '20's. 'My
WashingHeart Stood Still,' 'Thou Swell,' etc., adelphia (7-10); National,
;

.

via a revival of 'Connecticut' Yankee.'
It offers, to.o, testimony that a
revival of 'Show Boat?- or Noel Coward's 'Bitter Sweet' would' lh all
probability strike an immediate and.
responsive chord, even as Romberg's
'Student Prince' musio, despite the
dubious quality of the production
currently at the Broadway theatre;
has a steady b.o. appeal;

ton (12-17).
- 'Junior Miss*

(2d

Co.)—^riaiu/er,

(3d

Co.)^-rCol6nial,

Chicago (7-17).
'Junior

Miss",

Boston (7-17).
'Kiss

and

Tell'

(2d .Co.)-VHai'fi-i.

Chicago (7-17).
•Lady In the Dark'— Aud... Los Angeles (7-10).

Curran.

Saui^

•Laugh Time' (vaude)—
-With the current demand for es-.
entertai'nment^placiiig musi- Francisco (7-17).
'Maid In the Ozarks' Great Noi h •
first on the fist—the operetta
trend is manifesting itself on a' uni- em, Chicago (7-17).
versal scale, with both 'Rosalinda'
'The Two Mrs, Carrolls' (tryouD
and 'Oklahoma' slated also for Lon- Shubert, New- Haven (7-10); Locust,.
don presentation.
Philadelphia (12-17).
Janney has borrowed John Brown•Without Love'— Windsor. Bronx
lee from the Metropolitan Opera Co.
for the Francois Villon rola and, (13-18).
'Vou Can't take It With You'—Nawhile, ha faihj to cut th> romantic
figure of a Dennis King,
ap- tional, Washington (7-10).
.
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1913

7,

on display,
Music
created
bv

Display

of

was'

•

.

.

last

"

at Doctors

ill.

Si G.reivor. how buying aiid boiiking lilms for the Ohio and Fox the-:
;
aires, Chicago:

pfl
the
•leasing Corp.. sales chief,
>
r
Coast this ^weekend.
David Palfreynian. Hays office Ihcr
'

Harry

.

:

:

:

'' ".
here.
Phyllis biicy lias acquired a. new
Dotty
sotig-aiiclplay by Peter Cringle, new. play r
dancer,
;'USO .Show lour of
Wright, titled. 'One Room,' in' which
It) weeks.
i
she intends, lo star herself.
Col. HoWai-d- Wauglv of Warner.--.
Pair Kii-kwopd will be loading.'lady
."
hn<-iiig. a fling at radio
'yiiest
for third, edition Of: /Hapjiidroiin'.'
pn, U.cal' StumpUs Court-.'
which goes back tp Blackpool,- openJoy.
Shelby 'deserting-: Uemphi^
:'
ing- this month for summer-scnspiW
Open
Air Theatre chorus tc joinwill)
Peggy .Cummi.hgs, currently
."Rockettes at Radio' City
in
New
Firth Shephard's 'Junior Miss," play".
York.
ing .the "Flufry .role, has been s'mT(tmmy Reynolds'- orch hung up
naturcd.by F.S. for two more! shows. nifty
first- week record on .the .Aiag"
of
Blpssoiri
Bi«e>wh,
daughter
nolia Roof Garden, at the Claridge
Tedcly Brown,' who just returned « it!:
2,432 paid admissions. .

;

-

.

.

especially wilii exciusive spots in ihe
oast such as the Copley Plaza. .Boston, jacking' their food and liquor
prices, and on. top of Ihat. charging
a cover of. say. SI j>lus a S3..ri0 mini-

Winchell-

Walter

daughter. Walda, oh the Coast. She
has the measles; Winchell will slaywest about two weeksBilly Rose points out that his over

'',

.

trade.

t-hores.

tpwn bealin» Ihe
toni tonis for 'Heaven Can
'ail.''
sk(!ddc(l--for Fox and Ambassador.
Midnight jamboree to raise dough

a script clerk at Universal.

.

.
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;

i
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Musical

i

!

.

9.

Frances Welsh, torch singer Williplenty of wiiat.lt takes, has caught
on nicely at Mayfair Club.
L'urt and Lonnie King goin
big at Kitty Davis' nitery.
puppctcering and dancing.

Bob Wayne- doing

-

,

'

.

.

'
dales for local organizations.
Barney Rosenthal. Mono' branch
mgr. here, has added Bert Day and

-

.1

'

in:

•

I

Dave Bader to Ihe. sales staff and
*<:i-k at Curley's nitery.•:
mum.
Dorothy Kallgi'en ,and Rutb'Kagin named Eunice Moi-tehsen as "chief
_
••—
Went y of Coin
$34,000-a-weck gross at the Diamond
booker.
ad.ditions\lo 20th-Fox office st;-ff.
he
One million dollar's" .worth of war
I [nrseshow is $3,500 more I hah
It's the old story of supply and
Carl Lorch brch and Peter Higgins
town's lop show, 'Oklahoma-.', is do-. demand, and in niaiiy cases, where ] held over at Hotel Radiss-on Flame biihds have been sold in. ihe lobby
of. the. Ambassador.
Henry G. Bit?-'
ins.
spots won't, be able lo «et name at- n<?£ ln
a
elected
George F. Dembow.
Toby Brin WCCO staff- orgahisl.».'gal. Jr., mgr., received a C'of <f scroll
tractions to meet the demand. tlicy'H
for,
his part:
director of National Screen Service.
;
and pianist, doubling at. Rogers' stage
Long with the company., lie still do U>y> businc.-.s. The patrons loiuige.
Fanchoii & Marco aiid the. Star-N.' Y.
in charge of Jiave the wherewithal ''and want enholds the post of y.'
Ai Schrieber and his "Country Times, reached goal of S233..i:i3.33 to
tertainment, especially, on weekends:
Bali's.
Gontribs were
into
.Red purchase a bomber.
ensemble
Gentlemen'
Jimmy Roosevelt, now a lieutenant With means of transporlalipii in Feather nitery.
made by natives.' The campaign
colonel in (he Marines, in town vis- eastern cities jammed to he. In 1 beWife, of -Fred Ab elson. L'liiversal. ended live days ahead of. sked.
- ilii i'nr-&»tttw lannoff an d- ft-U^il Kn wh.
Out-ur-luwii' exhibs. shupiJiiig hi"
^ijstf of Ihe OPA"- gasnSan. New.. salesman,
reeuplcrating at. home
even thinner, than during his-Gpld- Yorkers may have trained or bussed after, operation:.
Tilni
row include George Burner,
owner
of houses in Tuscola. Villa
wvn days.
Local Universal branch now fourth
out' (lie first ur second weekehd. it!
Grove and Chrisman, -IM. Mlvin
The Times' obit on the dynamite?
' nationally in Nale Blunibcri' tcsti
Weeks. Staunton. III., and Toidcji
handler Who (lied at 111 is making got hot. but'-'bookers sec them slay- livmial sales contest
Dickson, wlto has' houses in Crusiai
the Broadway hunch wonder if per- iug at home and inaking the rounds
manager.W. H.. Workman, branch
City and St: Clair. Mo.
haps that's the -.-surest occupation for tor ihe duration of the- summer.
.umpired inter-office baseball game
longevity.
On tiip of Ihat. ihe induslrial
ciub's annual. picnic.
A phone'v' waiters' 'strike' was towns and big cities all'fcel the jn- ai. Metro.
ly-Bell Films of St Paur«ue ofstaged at the Saints ft Sinners
siirge of war workers with jjJoiily .in
the
live producers of motion picture
last
Pegler
Weslbiook
-luhelieon to"
Berlin's
federal trade:
week, as a gag. because Of the col- Iheir ieans for Ihe first time aiid] advertising ordered by allegedly ino-."
wanting some place- lo .spend it. commission to cease
Continued from pace 1
niiiiiiit's labor union wr.ithigs.
mipolisiic practices.
Shnberls. who are in on the now Thus, agency .men look for many
Metro .Unveiled plaque in honor of -.-cripl if All returned to Holly wood
Folies Bergercs nitery. hypoing the spots which niiglit possibly.. lose some
members How in armed Sunday- (4) night. ''having: 'come ea-t.
cafe's Sunday nights, fust with 'Zicg- of: their regulars because of vaca- } five stallLe.Mcre.
Cpl..
serv ices— Lt. Oliver
on pre'iininary details ali'-ndanl to
f eld -Follies'. (Milton Boric) and now
lions, (j'a in ing another- type -of. cusMclviii
Turner and Pvls. IVobert Be-.-lin's This s the. Arniy.'
hicii
with 'Sons o' Fun' stars as gucslcrs: tomer.
llazleton; Ray Habci-iaiid and WilJerry Kcysei, Warners' foreign adWallLs produced, aiid C'urliz dir.eeled
The :only possible li iu-hes to the liam Donaldson.
verlising-publicily manager, claims
mr Warner Bros.
banner
biz
are
in
.,ecn
he
probfowl
gardens'
in.
one of the largest victory
Besides Bbgarl and Miss Sherir
li-ni...'-and the draft's depletion, of talthe. east. No wonder: he ha.s.scvoral
dan... Ihgrid
Bergman and pracPittsburgh
On the foriiie-i: cuuiil, many
acres at his .-uninier ranch near Dan- ent.
tically all^ the WB roster of phi.' crs
places -will iiiid()iibt'edly feel the feed"
bury. Conii.
Ky Hal t'ohrn
erliii's musical'
\. i]r.parl.ic|pale
in
Presiding at the Banshees' lunch- piiich, but agency men point out that
,-:llecb Magid.soris left for Hollywood
eon last week when 'Victory. Through what, llicy\\\ill probably (lo is charge a ftei- spending several days here with for that studio.
:'
Incidentally. This Is the Army'
j.
Aii- Power'
Disney -UA ) was pre- a hjiiiiiinjiii for beverages.- with To-hI' family.
';ishbw ik going overseas iii wo.se«viewed. 'Jimmy-.Walker observed, that
(')itt Edwiirds booked iii'o Slahlcy
cxira. ai'Kj iii ^iinio cases- close -at
-'Lindbergh'- .didn't need any. introducwith. Three Stooges for w-'cek (if ineijts. one lo 'Britain and the ullier
-midnight with, only one ..-liowtion,
in '1927/
here, to
10 Noiih Africa, and f r.oVn
July 23
Dept. of. Justice seeking disclaimer njKlil. llowevei- thoy would still
V:u i( ty Chib shuttering its bar an coiiverge in a thcalri(;al iiiucerr
signature of actor Jack Gilchrist h:,ve plenty of. (uiie. to do biz.
[ bt)Xir carlii'r eveiv a.m.. t(, conserve
i-oiite on all glpblil fronts, as part
'.-'-':''
believed currently in N. 7.,- lo cleat
On the- other cQiint. with l.'ncle ijonzc supplv.
:-'0f the morale effort Ala'jiir' (Jenei al
title to land, iii
Coaclicl la Valley. Sani.heckpiiiiif;— and .maybe' I Jolly--'
brolheiJess
Boyle:
e'rl'm. -aw'
t ving Philipsoii. whom
Calif:.- owned by his father and rewood.- lii.i^-iiitei'ics would, simply, put
Boyle, sports: editor
okayed (he idea.
Wa.'liiiiglori:
cently sold for axes. '.."';
;.
oh sIVov s wil.lioOt nanie talciit -if (Med last. week.
he
.will break
two com pa 11:
-USO-Ciunp Shows- prexy
Abe they have lo. And still (Iii; '-..
Mrs. -Darpn- Kl'liotl hoine from \ -is.il
nibark.-ition
e^i.-'ei n
Laslfogel. on
10-day. vacation ;it
to Kort Meade. Md.. wlieve hci^Jliis- jump; back to
Sar'anac Lake. -expected back July
-lio.ihiR by playing a. couple of -.vei-l;s
hahd. is jilationc-d.
10.
Prior tri departure last ThursBob oiiVey. has iiiliel ited Norniari 'of. amps eh inuie east frotn; H-)llyr
day (1) Laslfogel had been b: ''tied
wiyger's lalt' .rvei'iiug nev s coni- •Vopd. '«here th<-y hav.p. .'e(rm|ik-ied
;

widow of Jack
died iis a: war correthe South' Pacific,- is. now'

Sierks.

.

who

Graeie Barrie and band- follows
Dick Rogers brch into Frolics Club

'.

August.
Harfy Crawford, mgr. of Missouri
|and Chief Barker of the local" Variety
Ciub; busy keeping up speaking

at

.

-

Bobbie
Singer

spondent

in

for. the: local Variety Club's charity
ehdeavoi-s
postponed
until
inid-

•

.

.

:

Sonny Dunham .into'.
room for one riighler.
Charlie- Rankin held over for

;

Jeanctte '.MacDonald "returned to
for the summer after,
four months, of concert touring,
Richard Wliorf is painting a .mural,
on; the brick wall of hew. Hollywood'USO quarters between picture

,

Minneapolis
.

'

.

Mrs. Bob Heinig. wife .of the lii^r.
of ;the .'Granada, how' treasurer of
Missouri. Midtown deluxer.
Jules Fields

blood

By. I.es Bees
R'KO held annual, office picnic
Bass Lake.

-

Commerce.

of

:

'

New- York vacation:

Hollywood

Negro

cle to be relighted, for

liin geiis.
lias a. respi-

ratory, ailment; BurgcSs high
pressure.

.Hil(legardos,_ A'dlers,- liartirians, and
their, ilk. are".srcen. likely tp get unusually high salaries in. some places,

his

;

':'

.

'

.

Mutch

.-

.

Riaryrave! and Han-y
publicity.':

Pf;'

Claudette Colbert and Lieut ComJoel Pressman, vcturned.

mander

.

'

lon

RKO

I

.

'

-

"

visiting

Chamber
:

'By Sam X. Hursl
Reports current that shiitlei ed Cir-

vaude

iii.'

-

of.

.

St Louis

.

with his own combo that Jic h;is
.been given the entire Stbll tour.
Hospitalized arc. Waiter Mutch.
Daily Mail film critic writing as Sa-

Summer

..

(ii.-':

1

,

''

'

a

fi-o'uV

;

'

Charles Francis Coc was honor
Httosl at dinner tossed by: Holly wood-

f rtnrf

.

proven such an attraction

:

clepartiiienl

'

:

.

.

.

'

returned,

cling at aOth.-Fox.

comiiVilU-e
Producers Association.

.

'"

featured.

..

MayP

'

Ed Schellhorn named chairman

;

•

from' America with brother Stewart,
is- takingcourse of acting at the
Dramatic School of Arts.
Carl Barriteau. former, clarinetist
with: latq. Ken- Johnson band, has

'

is

-

Archie

.

i (

'

,

The Luhts arc reading Mary BorJ
A Wanton Heart' w-Rh an e>'e
toward a possible Broadway produc...
tion ju'the fall.

;

itz.

foreign-

•'

-''.

Walker.'

it-

gandering.
-

inoiith .of vacationing. to icsiime

.

'

den's

of

chaii-ihan

:

.

;

'

'

;

Airways,

Aveiiriiig sppes;

.

;

;

.

L>hg, whb once looked at his
director chores through a moil j.clc. ;'.
Fi

-

:

.

WMC

'

'

:

.

'

- Knowles,

Imperial.

Uhn ^studios.

'

:

.

I

Loi:i1
ish--

.

:

"

.

.

'

.

.-''

:

m'o'nlh.

studios:

:

•

:

.

^ scpai-aTe
,$7(i5 per-

-

'

Ernest Turnbull, head (if lloy't's'
Theatres in Australia, ogling live n ni

.

'

with the Bartclstein Br.()s.': at their
4944-45 Ridge Ihe'atre.
.v
Herbert Fields plans
Arniy lias given up COngress hotoi
musicomedy. libretti writi.;. around
and property is back to its: owners.
'Hilciefear.de. 'the chantoosey.
Robert Schless, Wariier Bios., for- 'Michigan-Congress Corporation. Lateign manager, back from 10-day visit ter, plan to".reopen-- hotc) to. public as
soon as possible.
to Mexico over the weekend.
Gilbert, professional inanager
.: Ben
Julia Kelly! secretary to' Will Hays.
Jack Mills Music company of !New
back at her desk after two months York,-.. hopted
several singers and. orrecuperating in Florida from tin.- \
ebestra
leaders at a cocklaij party
leg.'
be
hurl,
with,
a
:
Lou' Clayton
after preview of Stormy Wcallier".
cause of sciatica keeping him fi;«|n.
at 20lh :.Fox :projectio n room last
playing golf, .his favorite diversion.
-.----•
;
Herman .Bernstein to Scroon Lake. week'.'Eddie' Seguiii, Balabuh St' Kalz
Warren O'Hara batting for. him as
manager of 'Arsenic and Old Lace." flack, was- givbii "farewell '.party, by.
Beulah E. Baker, actress, and sing- friends and co-workerji: before departing;
for
Camp ..Custer;. Michigan.
being, sought by .Metropolitan
er,
Dave, Arlcn. will handle ApoJlo and.
Life, which- has' money due her on' a
"
Garriek theatres, formerly nudef
;
policy.
;.
Radic Harris sojourning in Bev- Segiiin's- wing.
hills for the summer, guesting with,
her- brother.: Howard Harris, radio
V:
ticripter.
Voder" graduated last
I, Robert
Niteries'
week as 2d lieutenant.- Adjutant fienContinued froth pace .
cral's Office, from Officers Candidate School at Ft. Washington:
play only iwb-wcek shows now
town
.in
i&
Mann
B'arto
Dewev
slretchiiig. lo foui. nhd sometimes, six
for N. V. p'reem of /Best Foot For-,
where (iraws.- ale 'concerned. The
ward,' in which liis daughter. Nancy
.

;

t

'

.••

.

-

;

maintenance,

:

-

.

.

;

sued tor
asking

'

\

~

-

...Warners' lot.
Cop;;;th- iiivotVc

Parry

.

l«iurcf

-Sliln

.

'

.

Flower

Javkiu Codgan, now .ih..tlie Army;
ink'
Aiiiie Franks, Finnish aclro-s,
her llnal American citizenship oat-Vi.'

.

meihbPr.of publicity (lepaitinont.
Bruce Ciocbihnw. -formerly publicity
director ;-of. the Grajid theatre; now

.

;

t pllapsp oii' 'the

:

'

Marie Nash, who recently closed
a'luur with Sighlund Romberg, being
screen-tested by 20lh-Fox.

•

dancer,
.'Mai-y
Qitiilan.
Joseph ,Q,iiiilan.. gag writer.
Ida X'upino rcciiperatiii^.

.

,

:

.

year with; Warners.-:

.

.Brigg.s.

to

..

Henry Blake- celebrating;

-

Mike FriWel's- assistant at the- Chez Paree. has been
called. to Army.
Waldo E. Bail. nigr. of LaGrangc'
theatre-, LaGrange, III., is how also

Every' employee of the N. Y. Paramount donates 10c. each week for
the Stage Door Canteen.

•

Government mission

:

and North Africa.

:,

•'::

;

due back

aire dcparlment',executivc,
from Coast, this week.

!

laid.

-

.

.

a

;

.

jnonlli

.

visit..

Arthur Grecnblalt. Producers Rc :
'

-

..

,;

-

oan Abbott, here.

in publicity for ;This Is
;":
Mini.

Bakaleiiiikofr

-

Rcnce Haal changed her .hame'
Reuec Godfrey.

'

'

.

.

in Reno;'

JCohstan'lin

with bronchitis.

WCAE

'

'^Pvt'^Max Gende) assigned to Warihr Army'.

Kahn

.;

•

'

.

General Fihii .Distributors after ard Evans. and Manila 0'Dj'isr;ill.
screen actress, have ahnouiiced their
four ,'vecks' illness.
-'
-.
j;.cugageine|H.
Myc-r Ru(lisleiii.,son.of Jack llolh:slein", indie Ihealre circuit owner, is
prisoner of war in Italy,
S)im Allan, Vic OHvcr/s Anierieaii
IS
•siooge, hojds record fpr enlvrliiin?'
'.
Carole
Land is
Army
iiiK- Iroops with JoO. sliows.
'"
caoi|)s. in' tliis area.:.
Jhiyet -Glaveringi -xlany liter irf Ai>'
JetT Davis of -Uiiiled ". Artists in
-lluir
^lavering,- >ack afteV 'llirce
years in America to join Ihe WRENS. frohi New.'Orleans:
Uuiversafs.- J, imniie Pritcliard has
Walter Moody, recording manager
of His Master's Voice,- back at' his. bought, a hew shack.
Le Bbnheur's fourth Liinual Morse
job after, having been drafted into
Show .dated for Sept: 21-25.
gpverniiient. factory;
Muriel LyniK' in from Jacksonyilie
Toiiv Arnold .icckinj; Ihealic in
West End. for.CTuistlniis panvpuliiiie. i((r new 'floor show.'a't Olilcers. Club.
Mctrd's-Charlic 'Keskiieh Of Atlaniiv- 'which
lie will co-star d'eorge
ta- c.pnfabbini; with. J.-F. Wi'llinViijini
Formby and Helen Breen.
:

53

Veronica Lake hosplializcd'
on the set.
-Rita. JPhiison divorced L. Slanle.

'

week.

:

'

ivcrs to aid

ican citizen.

Polly
vacationing
for.
Maloue
couple:' \veeks. and Siephaiiie
iafnomi itikiilg over her:
morn:'
':
ing, show.
;L(ical navy, niaii. Lt.-Gomm,,;Hici)-

.

.

.-it

''

fail

:

.

at.

:

Bruce Manning back In town alter
Oscar Hornplka became an Amer-

;

•

:

-

..

beeome overseas

to

recreatioiv director Tor Red Cross. .
2blh-i;()x'.gang.fare\yelled Ira Cohn.
maiiagcr tff local- exchange tor 15
years, with party and wrist \vatch.Conforti/ Nixon Cafe- boss;
.. Tony
aiid his mdeslro,'. Al Marsico, both
,'eclebratcd birthdays on same day

.

r

secretary

leaving

yards,

London

-the.'

'

.

CHATTER

is

Grand 'Lounge

in-.lhe
Hall.

Lours Lolilb's wjfc dangerously lit Jerome H. HofThelmer. who spent
ChavHc .Kuivz told by his inedico
the Coast live years .fashioning it
jfi'i'y Horwin. back to
as a hobby-.. to rest for six nionlhs.:
tomorrow tThurs".).-..
Marrianhc, former vocalisi with
As a gag, (he Andrews Sisters,
Jimmy Durante hasn't smoked for currently .playing the Paramount. Joe Loss;, has joined the. Ivy Benson
months and getting used to it.
,N; Y,, took- aver the maiingemciil. of .aggregation.
George 'Gilbert.
Rduben MamOulian to the Coast the Par. .last Thursday <1). in the
ro.nch;).'. has
4
United Artists.
doing well
for his chore with
absence, of Bob Weilman, maiiaking quil show biz and!'
A 'P Wax'man plans a musical- ver- director; \Vho was. vacationing. The in IHt book trade.
Singcr'.fpr this sea-:
Jimmy' Janies, star-, of^ Tour Arsion' of 'The Jazz
Andrews gals handled, front-or-lhe^
S
hdnse operation in conjunction with nold's "It's in the. Bag:' 'ill' and rcHairy
w'oiking.
with.
roNviv;'jv/ed
Bob Shapiro, .senior! nuinagcr of Ihe .jjl.aced by. ted. Ray.":
Maurice Woolf back -to:
(le.-k
Grayson in the NBA -sports .depart-, theatre.

^'fTo^c Moss Click,
-'Treasurers Club, very

'
,

PfoRIETY
N; Y,. penthouse studio,

Broadway

'

"

'

.

i

.

warblihg

nifty

job at 5 O'clock Club;, ditto Herby
Brown at the Park Avenue Ciub.'
Despite transfer of many service
men to new quarters there'are still
plenty around adding to the coffers

-.

'

of (he- niteries.

Army

has 1'eturned 1 10 buildings
with latter making plans.
for reconditioning to angle for tourist trade when and if it coines.
^-©lymp'ia theatre has. .bceii InuU.''
h.'l for weeks duo lo transportation
snarl. Unable to bring new acts in,
theatre has had to draft acts from
.

'

lo owners,,

-

'

:

:

'

'

local niteries. Doubling angle: works
the' acts since: if means more
coin.

-.

okay for

Talent appearlng-in local nite spots
are doubling in entertaining stints at
service camps and bi'ses.
Latest group includes Shep Fields,
Bobbie Baker/Laura Kellogg. I'cuOy
Kasper, Sharon DcVrics and.f'eg^y
Jaynes.
nearby,

'

-

.

Buenos Aires
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By Ray Josephs
Maipo nevue. dnipg' s.l\o bi/.
Leon Britton, RKO chief, to:
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Salazar join"
Dancer- Carihcn
.Spanish star Miguel dc' Molina / for;
Avenidii sho .:.
Jryiiig.Maas, 20th'^FOx foreign \ikre,.
ill.
and iiiiablo to altchd eock;a-l
parly iii his honor;'
Francisco Alvarez iiikcd. foi:: I'm
i-oic-in Nini. Marshall's iieiio uiiiitliil
csar. A-ii'.-.rvoiiiiKiy for Soik* Film,
.

i

tlori .will nieg:

'

(

'

.

Willi
:

.".'

,

.
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'Stars

several days.

a- coijT

i

Charles

BHradualed

Ft.

;il

in (lie.. Sis'nii.l -Corps.- 1 l is .dad. C!iarl-' ? -.
Sr.. Vecciilly relurfied from :n .-'in-rial'
Reil. Crlisii .mission in' Kngliiiul.

Vet members of 201h-Fnx ad-plil>'city and PMploitiiliOn sltiil' in Nv Y-,
hosted Joe Slira at
arbetla'-; Friday (2V prior (o.- his leaving to; hcenme publicity and slorv rc|) for
Cagiiey Produetidns in N. Y;
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back; to Uve' Coast soon for.
.Hunt Strombei-^ lilni asShe's vavatiohing ea>t
•-
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:

George GrUskm. her. liusbaiid,
head of:ihd William Morris ^oiicy'*
jvilh-

toast radio dept.;
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Chief i-oiiii-'iy ro.'c it..- |);iiii.i!ed by.
Kay (Stiiltcn Dpiin biiek. hi !.>'.'>''
ii.Klica'.ed ihat' oi)c iini'
v.'o.ii.M,
wfl'/>
Sgt. Ace- C;>iiitlrii-li. v. iio appcal/cd j'.n Court Oi' Kiiii: cast, .iller lr>ii« rlrti 'ai
Africa, and the oilier. in
',ij' Ju .-North
Ei'(iadway in ;P:in:(inii, Haltrr' aiid' Gold' Dollar', in-:' in Octroi;.
b«'liriialiiv wtih. Berlin; .-liuUliim
the -Dia in.ond.:'- Horseshoe' '::Rvy(ie.'.'A'ltna '/.hie. niece (if Ki h/ii-y,i.vi(\'
the il -tlitcr. olV lo'r Hn.-t -n l/i joat lhe 'tv.i'en the jWo Ihealns .of v.-.-i r.
uiiiiilur-.i hirJ/illcr ;>\. <y wnilV llu'i
The .rcinailldci:
..the
-iiia'n
.-how.- Cpl. ;Daye,.Su;',.-.i:iii;iii. -of ;N HC"s: K,:i.ii?yii Diilfy (liinii)i'; girl.'.
Hilly' C'lilizdiio. ba.'-k on job at Con- ; original .(-asl will ; I'l-lurn .to .;.(•: I.cc
Ui'eiiklwt Gluli. i< ainoiii other. •
I'lvcjilai Bar'-iigiiln- after bein;' ii'ui -l.or
jiniy. ih\ llie Slai'cs.
.-'.foHiiVVitfj
;cast:
M-Vi-raf-days with :sl rep lhrri:it
tour. .-iDioiid. the iwo tioii)ic'i
iiitson.';s have been orclic.
Show's
Avi ra-.'c daily atleiifianci' at USOhe bi-ol;(-n iip iuid as.'.li;ii(-d \to
talcd by Pvt Charles .Mackeiilierg. Variety. Chib ('antue.ii sriice ii opened v.'ili
.aci.vf-'
iir
sf .iAice
Ali i(;a ami Hi ilbeen I.Ktltl U|eii»
for liuss .Miii'iiiin apd
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Filming started al E.F.A. 'oil .'Kl
'SiiJoh y ..la '.Gran.. Duquesii': (The
('hair aiid the- Grand Duchess), wi'h
Olinria Boazn in lop feniinc role.
Ali-iged by Carlos Scliiiepor.
o;i
Shooting
w;iy
well " undei'.
:'Cii:.ndo |;i Prim.-ivrra s:e Equivoc.a.'
Iii-fiduced by Manuel -Pciia Rodngii'.lory liy r'!iiri((ue Amnrih and .no'ma'i
(!()hiez
Maria.: directed- bv Mai io'
-Soiiici. -iviih lOlisa -Galve starring..
'B.-mit-i Perojo off -oil locatidii v i'h
if 'Siclla' for Parripa Filni., BailV1.-1
w' iilhcr holding, iip --'riKiiins.
Pi-eIKii'in.ii-.scnpi at-'Liiinilon fio: '-.•..\J:«-|-i.

.

.
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,1'e (11

Wlir;iV hi! l>\(:f.
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of;

AUroaii:
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:

Jiilin iT(il;ihan; p.a. f('r Keiiit.v.tt-yod
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Hurry .Singer.; Piltslnirgh
phony v.iuiiiiist ITaci; li-iVm
Porgy aiid Bess.'

55;

)

Pvt. Mai-tin ( Jrifiel.
cx-parhier in Wluirtnii 5;

of

•

.'(label
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iDhikV Freeman.-

OCS

Saturday <2H)
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Mexican

Mexico.

Exteriors, of -Safo' being >l>o.l in
M'cnooza, with Mecha Ortiz in femme

-«

.

(|iiita
.•itiiVo

Maria

f ln>
A

;

Thompson.' which includi * crcof Argentine national, iinlliein.
Dti.vaK-lo star, (lirecied by .C;.H.

iV:iiseiV.

tistas Argeiilinos^ A.-«)ciados c':::ip.liut tii .film 'Romance, de Da
in ski region', Nahuel. lltia'pi,
d.ue to ra
stock shortage. Instead,
ru. hilij- script of '.Su Mejor Alunino.i

celled

y

Elsii'

based oil life of Sarinlcnto. to star
Angel -Miigana and Enrique. Mulno,
iiv used by Lucas Dcmare..

Wednesday, July

7,

1943

54
film theatre operation for many
years and built Killbuck house several years ago. Widow survives;
in

OBITUARIES

city.

JACK EDWARDS
Edwards,

Jack

•Varielv'

59,

.

formerly

and

Hollywood

in

staff

Rex Btach, wife

nieces,: Mrs..

two
of

author, and Mis,
wife of the actor.'
the

San Francisco died July 3 in Hollywood following a long illness from a.

of

HENRY ROQUEMORE

Francis Beard,. 33, blind, pianist
and organist, died in Peeksklll;
N.- Yi, July 4. He had appeared in
concert .halls and on the radio.- Survived .by sister.
.

;

.

.

Poe, .61, formerimotion
picture theatre operator in.Findlay,
Cleveland.
died June 30 in
O.,

:

m

,

1

.

:

.

'

-

1

he lived, it is. 'believed.; he would
have been blind as result; of in-

1

:

military rec

,

ord in World War. I arid was twice
under Are" in the present war. He
was on board the S. S. Challenger
enroute to- Iran for war. work, when
ship was. torpedoed and .sunk. .He
was later abroad transport also- torpedoed and sunk, Both incidents
greatly, impaired his health.
Survived by mother; Mrs. Sylvia
Summers Pierce, son, daughter and
step-father, Al Pierce, former, road
show manager.

juries sustained.

.

Theatre

is

:

:

operated by St Fabian

ROBERT RHYNE GRAY

FRANK STAFFORD

•

,

—

success in England.
Sixteen years, ago Stafford retired
from vaudeville and upa to the time
of his death was owner and man
ager of. a San Diego apartment
house.
Survived by widow, father arid
brother.
.

daughters.

',.

AUGUST SELIG
August Selig. 73. brother of William Selig. died in Rnckford. 111.,
July 3. He was associated with his
brother iri the old. Selig' Polyscope
company, pioneer music picture pro,

which was established in
Chicago in 1896.
Survived by his widow, two sons,
a brother and a- sister..

ducers,

TANNER

J.

Dr. Richard J. Tanner, 73, circus
performer, who as 'Diamond Dick
was noted for markmanship; feats,
died in Norfolk, Neb,, July 2.
'Tanner. had kept his 'Diamond
Dick' identity secret since he left
the circuses; and had become a prac
ticing physician;
He^- was a -crOny
of 'Calamity Jane' and 'Buffalo Bill
and Had been noted for his 'fanning'
technique in shooting. He had also
made the longest horseback ride on
record— 5,500 wiles from Lincoln
Neb., to New York and back. He
left the eircusin 1906 after. 25 years,
as a performer to take up the study
of medicine, which he practiced tin
til ibrec years ago,
.

.

1

'

•

LEE SLOAN

violin

and

:

MAY WHITNEY HELMS
Mrs. May Whitney Helms; 70,
of; -The' March
of Freedom.' .and "The Yankee March,' died
irv New .York, July 5'As daughter
iif
Charles .Morse Whitney, noted:
corporation lawyer and musician, she
toured U. S. and Canada with the
Mozart Sextet, musical 'group- made
up of. her- parcnts. and Mrs, Helrris'
three brothers, and sisters. She sang
and played 'cello.
Surviving
are
husband
and
brother.
;

.

.

.

'

;

;

'

:

Clare L. Hation,
veteran actor,
died at- his home in Denver, Colo.,
"'
last, week.
Halton was; a member' of the O.
-74 y

'

'.

:

'

Wbod\yard Players; had appeared
t
Elilch. Gardens theatre arid, headlined the old Dcnham (Denver)
Players.
His only' child, Bradford
Hation.' Is appearing on Broadway.

D..

.

.

Army.

•

•

Mansfield to
June; 17.

Grace Carol

Neff, in Pittsburgh;

Ernie
Bride

model and former singer' with
Hinds orch; groom is organist
and announcer at WCAE.; Pitt.
Geraldine Lang to Sgt. Dave Wald,
in Pittsburgh, June 26. Groom was.
manager of Plaza, theatre (or WB in

is

Billy

Pitt,

before, going, into service.;'

is

survived also .by;' widow and

:

'

.

•

•

'

NANA
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Crawford Quits PM After' Row
Kenneth G. Crawford, formerly.

Washington editor for PM, has resigned' arid joined the staff of Newsweek, which has assigned him to
Chungking. Chinai. Charged that
has been falling for anti-administralion propagandists, and iri one yarn
picked on Robert. Murphy, State Department envoy in;' North Africa.
, Crawford was assigned to that area
and sent back two stories which were
the reverse of those previously' carried by :.the N. Y. afternoon tabloid.
refused to print the Crawfor
stories, and lie wulkc.d out.
-

PM

,

'

•

•

PM

'

:

Prbv. Journal Strike' Looms
Providence Typographical Union
No. 33, consisting of cornppsrtors at
the Providence Journal Co.. voted
fb go out on strike .Wednesday (7)
at .7; a.m., upon" the company's re«
;.

;

.

Book Club Launched

'People's

Simon &
long - planned
The
Schuster - Sears. Roebuck - Consolidated Book Publishing Co. -book-amonth' club is Anally under way. this week.
hion maintains that no contract,
Aside from its magnitude, the fact
that the man in the street, rather exists because, the coi'npany violatedthan; literary notables, will 'be -polled it when it granted pay raises to some
for selections makes it different. members of the union, and not to
People's Book Club, as it will be all.; Cornpany maintains tlie move
called, has; engaged Dr. George •Gal- did not violate the contract, hence
opinion-flnding. organization it is still in force;
lup**
The' Journal Co. slated that politito determine selections.' Gallup will
check on wlTat's wanted iri book cal ihtcres.tr in the state are fomenting the strike.
reading matter.
TEerwise the Feoples HOoK"~clUb~
The Intimate Touch.
will operate like other organizations
Random House's copy in the N. Y.
of its kind. Members must agree
to take at' least' lour books a year, Times last week advertising George
at $1.66 each, with i Afth book Jcssefe 'So Help Me', was, a. literati
thrdwiv in as. a dividend. Under the departure/ especially that line in the
three-way "partnership, Simon it ad which- read, 'Wherein the author
Schuster will handle .the editorial lets down his hair as well as his
and publishing end; Sears, Roebuck, suspenders.'
RH's prcxy. Bennett Cerf,
the membership stiles and distribution, and Consolidated the printing- the ad himself.
Last-named is an affiliate of. Cuneb
'Tokyo's' Blr Call
Press, mag printers. Because, both
The Capt. Ted Lawson book. '30
Sears, Roebuck ' and Consolidated
are located in Chicago, headquar- Seconds Over Tokib' (ghosted by
Book-a-morith Bob Considirie. who gets credit, as
ters will be there.
project is featured in. the new Scars 'editor'), has 100.000. advance sales,
catalogue, which goes to 7,000,000 although not slated for publication
until July 12. This is in addition to
customers.
340,000
Book-of-the-Monlh's
the
;

-

.

-

.

.

Ida Poison to Earl Horton. in Kansas City; July 3. Grooro is producer
and writer at radio station, KCKN,

and also 'Variety' "correspondent
Kansas City.

in

;

''

-•

,-

.

.

'Mary Sale tu Julin. Guud, in
crly Hills, July.l. Bride is a daugh
room is
ter of the late Chic Sale;
a screen actor,
Shirley Page to Victor Moore in
Chicago,' since Jan. 16. 1942. Bride is
is the stage arid screen

dancer; groom
star-comedian.

\

"Lou Dinning to Pvt. Eugene Betz
Camp Van Dorn. Miss., July 5.
is member of the Dinning Sisters, radio singing trio..
Betty Grable to Harry- James,
July 5,. in Las Vegas, Nevada. Second marriage for both.
at

.

Bride
•

;

.

.

1

BIRTHS
and

Mr.

Mrs.

.

James

Howard,

in Hollywood. June' 26.
Father Is cartoon gagman at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Ross., son. in

daughter,

»

.

June 28.
band leader and has

WJAS.

staff

Pitt.

...

.

Baer Plugs- Wlnsor

Banshees luncheon in
New York last week, to- plug the late
Winsor McKay. That Hearst cartoonist was credited by Baer, who
used to be a quick-sketch artist himself, with having created, the animated cartoq'n via his 'Gertie, the
Dinosaur,' one-time Hearst newspaing,

.

McKay

Bugs Baer took the occasion of
a the Walt Disriey-Majoir de Seversky
orch at 'Victory Through Air Power' screen-

Father's

*

home in Waterloo, la.. June 22. For
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burke..' daugh20 years he operated a factory in ter, in Pittsburgh, June 25. Mother's
lurnin
Waterloo.'
out
specially the former Mabel Harold, nitery
guitars for cowboy bands. He .dancer.
..
s
;
also, won several old fiddler's conMr.- and Mrs.
Richard Christ,
tests at the Iowa state fair.
daughter, in New Hope. Pa., May
Mother's former Eda Toldi,
30;
Morris Sherman. 83. father; of Pittsburgh -liftie theatre actress;
Shavo. -Sherman, vaude mimic, died
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Shaw, son. in.
June 17 in New York/City..' 'Another Hollywood, June 30. Mother, is the
son. Irving Sherman, operates Cen- daughter of Jerome Kern: composer.
tral theatre. Pearl River. N.. Y.
A Father is; -the orch leader, now a
daiightet- and two, other sons also c.p.o.; in the Navy.
survive. ''
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Wcstrate, son,
in Holly wood,. July 2.
Father; now
Mrs. Frank A.
rockliiser, 67. who in 'the Army, was head of Republic's
had .'been associated iW.th her fius-' still camera' department. •:
band for .17. years, in the operation
Mr. arid Mrs. Ernest Anderson,
of
ballroom.
DSiic'eland
Cedar twin daughters, in New York. June
Riipids. Ia,. died, June 21 in Cedar 21,
.with the D'Arcy- AdFather
Rapids.
Survived by
husband vertising Agency, r
and two sisters.
'.'Mr/ and Mrs. Herbert Wiere. son.
June 3d iri -Hollywood. Father of
nssie 'Hart, 45.. who for a number Wiere' Bros., comics.
of years wak. a siriger. in St. Louis
Mr. and .Mrs. Larry Payne/ a son.
riileries. died last week in St! touis.
June 29; in .Detroit. Father
an
Survived; by husbarid and a brother, announcer at Station WJR.
Lou Sher. nitery pianist.
MiC and Mi's. Joseph .Lawler.. son,
June 30, in Philadelphia. Father is
Carl Duncan, owner and operator
;building manager.
of the Kilibuch thentre. al Killbuck^
Mr, and 'Mrs. Richard fleber. spn,
O., died June 28 in Coshocton. O., July 1, in New York.
Father is diafter a. brief Illness.
He had been rector of Radio Reports.
.'

.

.

:

.

-

-

'

.'

.

at

the

1

'

;

The. Banshees; which

Macy's order for 2,500 copies and
.

a Washington book store's order for
1,000 copies are. among the unusual,
items surprising, Random- House, the
publisher.

Rose Ada Kid Congress
Billy Rose adde.d. a new wrinkle
nitery .'advertising.'', with' h-is open
letter in. the name of his Diamond
Horseshoe to'-Congress^ which -ran.'into

key noted

is

(Tuesday) New.
three-column ad he kidded

In.

a

Con-

gress about the 'three-ringed circus
ersky screcriing as fitting because it was. running on fnpilol- HiU,
Hearst had long plugged -the author •which offered unfair-'. competition to
nitery ..operators like himself, beof 'Victory Through Air, Power' and
cause it was, free. The. windup was
syndicated his colunmh.
a plea to' 'get off the stage" and
give.shovv biz back to showmen.
-Lockhart Vice Howard

saw the de Sev-

:

Jack Lockhart-, d.h leave of absence from, managing editorship of
Memphis Commercial Appeal, upped
to assistant director of press division
fqr Office of; Ccnsorshi
Washing'.

'

ton..

'•.'
•

Takes spot held by N. R. Howard,

who returned
land News.

to editorship of

Clove-

*
;

.

-

WCAU

copies.

yesterday's

per! strip.
by- Hear'stmen, also

:

:

Reunion In Algiers _.
John Giinther. has arrived in Alfour-ply
gicrs
on
war correspondent's assignment for CBS,
Reader's Digest,
and Harper's.
There he is doing a reunion
with Quentin Reynolds, Collier's
roving correspondent, who has deserted Moscow for North Africa, en
route to India.
Frank Gervasi. also Collier's, is
currently in Algiers, as is Lt. Col.
Vincent Sheean, of the NAAF, himself a former correspondent.

.

•'

.'..'•

made

,

-

fuSal to negotiate new contract. .If
strike comes off it will be the first
time in 114 years that the paper has
been forced to cease publication.
U. S. Dept.-of Labor certified to the
War Labor Board the strike issue

the Strategic Services of the U. S. glance.

:

He

Since the demise of Covlci, Friede,
had been administered by

R. Smith for the book
printing firm which had the largest
claims against the publishing house.

.

•

CLARE L..IIATTON

.

titles.

.

'

L. Cos9, 77, widely known
guitar maker, died at his

.

.

-

.

composer

all

•

Pittsburgh,-

Edward

employing

.

.

'

Richard

.

:

Chicago.

been

has

:

:

Lee Sloan. 42, president of Show
Folks. Inc.. died July i in Chicago.
He was in various branches of show
business in Chicago since 1919- and
at time of his death operated the

Gayway Arcade.

Knopf
list,

-.

.

Covlcl, Frltde Assets to Crown
After some delay, assets of the deCovlci,
Friede
publishing

assets

.

.

years in vaude, died June 28
AflTONE TRACK
San Diego. Cal.
Born in Urbana, :0., Stafford
Antone Track) 95, violinist, who
showed pronounced ability as a had. appeared in orchestras of Victor
whistler and imitator of bird notes Herbert and Walter Damrosch. died
He found a vehicle for his whistling in New Milford, .Conn'.; June 30. His
in an act, 'A Hunter's Game,' iri friends called him the 'Music Maswhich he appeared with his wife ter,' after the character made faMar-ie-Stone
It was lnng a stand
act in the two-a-day, and had marked
Survived by two sons arid three

in

.

rate plans for its resumption. Never
really got started, however, and
more or less dormant until nbw.

means to build up bis author
including grants of fellowships
and various contests. Acquisition of
Ponri gives it a running start for the
Lillian Greenberg to Pfc Joseph
book season. \
Fraum, in New York June -29/ new
Groom, formerly fllrn salesman for
Columbia pix at N. Y.,. has been in
'Slush Piles' Dwindling
Rapidly-dwindling 'slush pilesarmed services three years and- recently returned from overseas.
publishing term for heaps of unmanuscripts— has mag pubsolicited
KastchClementine Hall to Miles
Bride is on lishers worried; Many established
drcck in New York.
writBlue network continuity staff: groorn rhag contributors have stopped
the war began,; either besince
Eagle.
ing
is music, critic of Brooklyn
the armed forces
Wanda Boal to Pvt. Harry Poppe. cause serving in effort work., Mag
war
especial
on
or
Groom
Jr.. in Los Angeles, July 1..
had to resort to: the
was a writer at Metro before join- editors have
But. the
'slush, piles' for material.
ing the Army.
piles .today are mere, thin
James slush
.Lt.
to
King
Donna
trickles of. unsolicited story-material,
Brewster King, USN.iri. Los ADgclcs, because numerous would-be writers
June 28. Bride -is member of. the aren't scribbling --cither, today.
King Sisters, singers.
Formerly, the 'slush piles' were reElizabeth Meyer to Maj. Pare garded by top mags as .a nuisance..
Lorehtz, June 27, at Mtl.Kisco, N. Y. They got all they needed, and more,
Groom is the former film- writer- from- agents. Unsolicited stuff was
now -with the read, after; a fashion, and occasiondirectpr-producer,
Now
U. S: army air forces;' she's the ally a story was uncovered.
daughter of financier Eugene Meyer. the 'slush fund' is of real concern,
Stevenson
to Sgt. Robert with every piece read as avidly as
Margot
Even
agent.
an
by
Washington.
brought
in
iri
if
July 6,
Russell,
Bride is a legit actress: he's a an unsolicited story written in longformer. Screen writer serving with hand^ will get more than a passing

,

ents.

for

many

DR. R.

'

funct

house have finally been disposed of.
Acquired; by
Crown Publishers,.,
which plant to, reissue many of the

-

remainder Arm, which, reorganized
the publishing company with elabo-

'

Robert Rhyne, Gray, 27, mernber
of the staff at radio station WSJS,
Winston-Salem, known to the public as 'Dick' Gray, .died -in -Winston-Sa'lem. N. C. June 27-.
Gray was born in Gaston County,
He had been with station
N; C.
WSJS for about four months.
Survived by widow, son and par-

.

.'

MARRIAGES

'

-

Thomas

'

of the Penn Publishing Co., of Philly, which went
bankrupt a year or more ago. Assets
were acquired by a New York book

sorts of

RKO theatre in Cincinnati.
FOREST A. KELLY
Several years later he returned to
Forest A. Kelly. 53, manager of
Variety.' But. after a three year the Lincoln theatre. Massillon. O:,
Chagrin Falls,
period he left to go with the No- for 20 years, died
Screen Service .and Fox O., June 26.
tional
WestrCoast Circuit in Los Angeles.
A native of Akron, Kelly entered
Jtis
business
.;• following
brothers
theatre
two
and
Widow, daughter
graduation from Butchel College
survive,
He went to Massillon 30
there.
ago,' when he' opened the Linyears
RUSSELL MURDOCK
cbin. He retired several years, ago.
Russell Murdock, 46, actor and
Widow arid two daughters 'survive.
playwright, succumbed .to -.'heart' attack June 6 in New York. He was
RONALD COOPER
author of many plays arid owner of
Ronald Cooper, booth operator at
the Murdock Play. Bureau- of Kansas
N. V J.,City arid .New York.. Many of his, the Hyway theatre, /Falrlawn;
occurred in the
plays' had been leased to stock com- where an' explosion
died last
panies throughout the country. He cooling plant .last week,'
Mehad also written fiction, radio scripts Wednesday <39) at the Barnert
morial hospital, Paterson, N. J. Had
-and commercial films.

-

in

was the new narhe

Leaves widow. and two children.

managed

61,.

•

-

'

Stafford,

Knopf Acquires Wm. Penn
William Penn Publishing ...Corp.,.

.

.

Frank (Deaver)

in that

Israel

.'

MUrdock had a long

week

last

a state of suspended animation since
Lelberman, 42. who con- its reorganization in New York, has
ducted the Jewish arid Polish hours been acquired by Alfred A. Knopf.
over WSAY, died June 30 in Roch- Gives that, publisher a number of
ester. N. Y. He created the Jewish valuable
copyrights and authors'
hour five .years. ago and added, the contracts held by the old PhiladelPolish hour two. years ago..
phia house.
William Penn Publishing Corp.

Fred Slone,

Henry Roquemore. 57, stage and
show, business screen actor and at one tirne proJune
from newspaper work in Milwaukee, ducer of musical- corhedies/died
Kansas City and New York; He 30' at his home in Beverly: Hills.
Beginning his stage career in New'
joined the Shubcrts to handle road
Washington, York,' Roquemore played in The
-tour's and later went to
'Stop^Thicf.'. '45
D. G. as a house manager. After Man on the Box,'.
was New .'York exploiteer Minutes from Broadway' and other
that'
Later he owned and
for Pathe and for Universal in Chi- productions.
companies in 'Florida
cago. He then joined 'Variety' staff operated stockarid went to the Coast as a reporter. and the Midwest,
Moving to Hollywood 21 years, ago,
Shortly afterwards he opened the
reelance dim
Frisco 'Variety' office and then re- Roquemore became a f
player. At the time of his death he
turned to the Hollywood office.
was working at Metro.
In 1929 he left 'Variety' to go with
RKO as exploitation man, and later
,
heart .ailment.
Edwards entered

Lite rati

;

'.Pittsburgh

former

-Dwy'er,

Aim salesman, died

PM

and Sinatra

Editor, 'Variety':
Literati last week refers lb our
recent ."illustrated story on Frank
Sinatra as 'a. frank showmanship
stunt, cooked up by 'George. Evans."
felt'
p.a.' for the- swopri-singcr. who
that PM. especially if -given a radio.,
trailer by 'Sinatra, coiWd jump ' ls
.

WB

...'
sales.'
Jake Wilk's; Aide at.
Our story, on Sinatra, was/ not
Ellingwood Kay, formerly associate
do
editor of Cosmopolitan magazine, cooked lip by George Evans. Wc
has been appointed eastern story our Own cooking here; sornctinies
blow,
editor at Warners tinder Jake Wiik. with, gas, sometimes with 0.
a
as
Kay succeeds Helen Herman, who torch... The Sinatra epic began
left last week to be married,'
(Continued on. page 55)
'

.

;

.

.

Wednesday, July

7,

.

"

.

.
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VARIETY
who

55

plays 'When Day Is Done' and
of St. Mary's* on a musical

'Bells

saw.

House Reviews
Continued (rom pace 49

its own is a Gei'Shwin
job.
Two additional acts and they're
Bob Evans, goodfamiliar.
looking, clever 'ventriloquist; with
.

'

both
his

novel twist.

it's

Following opening

*

patter, Parker and the dummy en.gage in a. mind-reading act. Parker
works in audience while dummy reBoston, July 1.
mains seated on- stage.
Assistant
. Ada Leonard OrcU (IB) tuii/i Vir.amia- Weidler,: Joe & Jane McKenna, backstage, gives answers over house
Cliff Edwards. A/itri Mayfair; 'Flight p.a; system its the d'uhiri]y is con-trolled by wire.- Juves ate it up.
for Freedom'- <RKO) (2d uicelo).

moment on

Closing

impudent dummy, Jerry O'Leary,

A

nicc

crew of

;

Mead Lux

is

who

pianist;

specialties topped

'.

.

in the' best -.boogie

WB

Lewis, boogie

gives. -out With'.eigh.l-.tooil the 'zobl piano'

the-bar rhythm

doesn't have more than two new by. personal appearance of Virginia
jokes since the', flrst. of his .several Weidler is helping, the all-femme
deluxer. but again the Leonard band at this strictly baria^
dates at
rash, customers didn't seem to mind; ;hep spot this week.
Show lacks
aiid':mixed team of Lane and. Ward, punch, but scents to satisfy;-:
"
Ada Leonard who.'s new here,
a couple, of hooligan hoofers, arc
Stockirigrfeet dauce loads- biincl .with gentle undulation,
their
doing
still
When. the. gal ostensibly discovers pausing .occasionally, to pirouette in
somebody asleep' in the front row) What "is billed as a 'Dance Exbtique."
arid, the acrobatics novelty while K is a little too- 'exoliqUe' for the
.sharpies -here, but there's no denyreading the funny paper.
apparently. hungry
for ing the visual appeal. Miss Leonard
Locals
flesh again 'cause the ropes were up in.c.'s in -.cultured diction.
Band plays 'I've Got You Under
and standees at the ilrst show.
..Cohen..
My S|;iii.\ 'Can't Get started,' 'My
Buddy'
(wilh
choir)
.'Ida'
arid
'WoodchOppers,' whizzing it up a
bit here, and there, and Offering hot
solos by trumpeter Frances Shirley
Chicago, July 3.

.'style...

He

closes

with .'Lady Be Good' as Jack Parks
and the house orch go all-out behind him.

•

-

'

Good

.

;

""''

''--.:.'

.

opening day and night.
"'

biz

.

'

NY.

UP AT

'

.

'

.

.

'

'

Leon Navara, The Coltons of tunes that would have gotten
Dave h Dotty Workman,- Dotig- oyer belter with" more familiar
-

'*
1

2),

las Bros.. <2);

'Crime Doctor' (Col.).

.

;

•

Current lineup is headed by the
Radio City. Music Hall Glee. Club
making first Chicago appearance.

They open the show

.Day' 'and return after

two

.

,

Cliff

-

acts

for, a;

;

•Living. Tintype*
number, during
which they sing a group o{ Cruy .90's
songs and then go in for a bit of
comedy- with 'Please Don't Go in
the Lion's Cage Tonight;' Close the
show with a patriotic number,
joined by Dorothy Keller; for .some

,

.

.

-

.

'

nifty ballet-tapstering.
The grbup, under'-; the- musical
direction- of Kny Hollcy, were well
liked and.-their -singing drew pro'

'.

with their slap-happy standard act
Cristiani- Family, equestrian troupe
fbl :
that has been around New York for
lows with her click
routine
Edwards' rings (he bell loudly, six months waiting for the musical,
?Miss Underground/' .which failed to
with his songs." chatter and' person
alily and Virgihia Weidler sews up start, wciit info 'Spangles', Monday
nicely wllh a Virginia. O'Brien! dead- (5 ).
Appearance of the hor.se act
pan' take-off called 'Rockabye Lul- was delayed several iriay.^ .'because
laby,' .She begins wit|i the usual 'I'm arrangements had lo .be made, for a
Grown Up and Ready' for Love' smaller ring, conforming to that in
routine' maturing Hollywood j lives
which the act had- rehearsed.
would not drearii of p.a'.ing without;
The Ki ris, aerial turn, is out'lof
but '.definitely."catches, on with: ii'cr
Otherwise: swell chore.
She easily the show-. . Vera Kimri had been
stands; on her own and would' go just working tiilder a handicap, having
as big without the lllwood- top. Busi .sustained- torn .shoulder, 'muscles
nesS: slow al opening, the h.b.'of the When the Ringling. Bnriium &, Bailey,
film being in good measure respon
show, whs in; Boston. She was op
siblc.
Elic!
orated on and; the act cannot work
for another month or so.; They were
replaced b.v Terrancc arid. Victoria^
S. F.
out of the R.-B. & B- show:
Sun Francisco. July 1.
Recalled that the title 'Spangles'
CMco Marx Orch MS). "Frank
originated
with Nellie Revel's circus
Gaby; Mel Toriiie. Jitdiii Wong & Li
snn. Phyllis Lynn, Peggy O'Neill novel of. that name, which was written in 1920.- Story was bought and a
line; T/ic Leopard Man' {.RKO).

and go over welt: Mitzi Mayfair
dance

with' 'Night and

.

longed applause,
Douglas Brothers, oplpreU. team "hi.
deuce' ..spot, dish -out fast hooting:
.with song snatches thrown in. One
of the boys dobs a knee dance and
closing routine .is sprinkled; with,
acrobatics. ..Good hand.
Dave arid Dotty Workman have'
refreshing and entertaining novelty
act.
Open with man playing trumpet as woman manipulates a set of
mijsical glasses,' then both play a
It may be Chico Maj-.-' orchestra,
medley on glasses. .Switching to
bell ringing "Moonlight and Roses' bill he paid little attention to it as
and. close with a tune on- a gadget he clowned on the Golden Gate
.

'.

:

'

.

.

.

.

GOLDEN GATE,

•

-

.•

•

'composed'
.

piece, of tubing, flute
Team has. neat
and go '.over big.

of.. a-

auto

arid

horn.

equipment
Leon Navara has- material somewhat ragged and should blue pencil
the profanity. When he sits, down
at. the piano he is tops.
Among his
.

numbers
from

are

'

igolctte/. 'Sextette

done with'

Lucia'

left,

hand

only and a group of pops. Outstanding is the imitation of nickelodeon
piano player. Works up to plenty
phlrh-U'J-i.li'k 'ri C
The Colstons amuse with- three
comedy dances.
Mora..

'.

ah

order

send
Turner.

me \

.'Please
Liiiia

'Stanwyck
a

big

a big

is

'

plenty

Klaw

;

of
adds.

seller, today.'

he ineaiis that

-

Literati
5S

By

Cunliiiued from page

:

.

.

the

the

goes.: find out.
w hat makes the fellow tick,
'A guy or a gal might be in' film's for or throb, of
whatever he does. So
five years', and get very, little re T we,
decided to go all-out On Fraiikic.
quests for pics, and then suddenly.
I am
sure that Mr. Evans was
;.you»can't/gct enough stills.' A typi- helpful to
our writers and our phocal case .is. that- of Richard Denning, tographc'i- in
the preparation', of the
who played in about 20 pictures for Sinatra piece;' Mr. Evan's may even
^Paramount arid y/as considered a be interistcd .iii'j urhping thc
sale of
'deadhead' by Klaw; Suddenly, Den- PM, I don't know." I have
never nict
ning was seen in a leopard ski
in him.
:Bcyond -the Blue Horizon' and
The radio trailer given to this;
Wham, Klaw. was deluged.. The de- story by Sinatra was arranged
bi'z

'.

;

•

:

mand was made

by

mostly,

by
our publicity department after the

woificn:

'

he added hastily. However, in
cases, it makes- no difference
pix some stars make.

some

was in type.
The implication that we .would
trade space in PM. for: a radio trailer
is so
completely outlandish that I
Collector's Items.
Then there are the 'collector's' can't work up any real indignation
over it. but just the same I think yqu
items.', such as Douglas- Fairbanks,.
ought
to set your readers right.
Sr., or Wallace Reid, among other,
Otherwise, my best regards to you;.
silent stars'.
Pics of these former
story

at-

William T. McCleery.
EditbiyPM's Picture New. .-

matinee idols bring around a buck

..

•

CHATTER
.

John Erskine

to

Rudolph

former book pubSignal Corps in

Field,

Phil R, Currah moved in as business manager of the United Press
.

office in Hollywood.
Esther Forbes discovered Arizoiia
is no cooler than Boston and has. returned to the bean city.
Jdhn Dos Passfis back in N.Y. from
Texas and going to Pro.vin'cotbwn
to.
"

•

polish off. a new iioyeL
Virgil Thompson, N.

,

and. his
fcmine foil, revive many old gags
that draw laughs.
Virtually only
new thing in the Incl- is the zbot suit.
Gaby ends up with a ventriloquist
routine that Was standard -years ago,
and this also goes over.
Mc) Torino, warbler of. tender
years 'introduced by Marx as 'a
fugitive from high school') has a:
:

suiter)

'

.

-

Incident'

Sain Jack Kaufman starts things
off lively with a Victor Herbert
medley,
Lynn Allison vocalizes
with selections from The Firefly."
Art Brown does a bit of moderniz.

:

.

to

Miami/ '-or "Lana Turner's Feather
that the Garden management will Bob in -'Somewhere -Til Find You."
handle the concessions during the far outnumber the gal's request for
big top's indoor showing instead of male slirs.
;

.

-

-

.

-

.

i

.

But it's not so on the part of the
country gals now. working in defense
plants, or milking papa's cow- because Herman,- the hired hand, is

-

now

in the

Army.

The

gals

Herald

critic, in Hollywood
John Houseman.
Adela Rpgers St. John has given
up- her place oh Long Island for an
apartment near the East River.
George T. Delacorte, Jr., giving
war bonds to every employee on his.
Dell mags as a mid-year bonus.
Robert Tallman working on a
novel and a booji of poems for publication by Doubleclay Dorari next

as guest of

.

the circus itself.
Victor Balasi is doing Ihe cat and
rooster bits in 'Sangles,' incorrectly
credited. to Don Douglas of the
clown contingent.

Y;

;

Tribune; music

be

want

romantic types in the form of
Alan Ladd, Humphrey Bogart and winter.
George Raft, but such heart-throbs
Samuel Hopkins Adariis gathering
Payroll Traffic
as Gable, Power and Ronald Reagan, data for a biog of Alexander WoollContinued from page .40 =ss^
hav6 almost ceased to exist for the cott. They were college /classmates
comes the new head of- the promo- kids in the stix since they joined the at Hamilton.
service.
For the yokel lads, who
William '.G." Bogart, former assotion department of WCAU. succeedciate cd of Shadow Magazine, has
ing Ted Obertelder, who leaves soon may still be around,. Klaw has a
specific
section of his catalogue chucked fiction scribbling for -ad
fo" Red Cross, duties overseas.
.'
whjch deals with their orders. It's copy writing;
Life mag Wil) do 'A Day: With
labeled 'Offer No.' 18, Bathing BeauCharloUr.
Adelc McCarty was ties, Legart and Show Girl Poses,' H. Allen Smith,' showing him infer-,
a couple of
upped to' the cniVtinuity '.director's and break down into the following: viewing celebs and wacks, ,;ikiri

good enough voice, and he,
well liked by the audience.

their

Was

too,

As

his

too-obvious adolescence wears off,,
he may develop into a highly pop
entertainer
Oriental
allroom terps. team of'
Jadin Wong and Li-sun gets support
principally from the fact that; the
femme member of (he duo is; really
sonicthing to cast Ihe gliriimcrs on
As they rtrin'l -shy..', in "Chinese, 'She's

ing- George M. Conan's lyrics, for
patriotic hoorah. Winding up. with
rousing audience .singing of 'Over
There' brought up to date.
Gracie Barrie feels 'coming to
\ Washington is like Old Home Week.
iShc was mistress of ceremonies at

terms appears

the-

.

Army

Mississippi.

.

•

:

stool

Hollywood

whirl at picture ..writing.
Usher, in the

.

<f

—

54-

lis.

•

'

of

lie

.

as

boy.

portrait

-.

.

gets'
set of Sidew alk li.tcrvicws With'gii'ls
much, as 25c, (or a '.flimsy glimpse at llie
Pai iuno' itit wlib had just' been
of La. Stanwyck, which might go
sent b.v
inafra.
When I saw their
for a. nickel or a
ime in ordinary ecstatic -quotes
I felt that we ought to
time's.. '.That's
Way
seller',

•

stage

from- a

overseas, w hich- read:

'

.

Bow

with

ceix'cd

•

.

tVn.sliinpton, July 1.
Gfriric B«rrlfs naixt, Pinky Lee.
.Wilfred Du Bois, Sam Jack Kaufman's House Band, Lynn Allison.

-'Ox'

Burlcsqiic." /exhibited
'Cbnscqiienlly,'

same..

a piecc K with plenty of fakers. Stills
picture of same label was. produced of Rudolph Valcntiiio bring-anywhere
Universal, but Miss .Revel retains from 25 to 50c and Pearl White and
the literary and stajje rights. -Author Lon Chancy,- Sr., arc strictly in the
also has 'Spangles' ready for musical half-dollar; class. Thcda Bara. Clara
stage, to the Kalis tact ion of the audi- show, production.
Bow and Louise Glaum, along with
ence.
Marx's effortless piano playRobert Ringling, in New York the Mack Serinett bathing;. beauties,
ing,
while the orch, as usual, is
leaderlcss or being led. by sotiieorie last week to look oyer 'Spangics,' go for two-bits.
entered into a seven-year -agreement
else, also gets .over big.
Klaw's bi/t, \vhicH has jumped 50?'
Frank Gaby. who. got second bill
for the. Ringling. Barnum &. Bailey since the war- started; also includes
iiig,
.is.
a
throwback to cornier circus to open its season at Madison many a call; from Navy Nurses, who
aspects of old. time vaudc— and Was Square Garden as in the past; pact
given as -big a hand as anyone on being signed by. Ned Trish, Garden's still find a peaceful moment 'gazing
the- bill.
The customers liked his jiew manager. Term contract be- at fave film stars. But -most requests
from that quarter are for: the: perstuff,
definitely,
although he and
tween the circus and the Garden sonal feminine touch they left ber
others have been peddlin
for
it
had expired arid there, were reports hirid.. Requests such .as 'Please send
";'.-.
-years,-.
Running fire of patter between of other circus, interests trying to me the pics of Betty. Grable in the
Gaby, his male 'stooge, 'heckling get the annual' spring date. Only dress styles. she 'wore in. 'Moon Over

CAPITOL, WASH.

Broioii;
<20fh).

moved

by

from a box and .'..-appearing later oii-l-ehangc in

Art

-

.

500:000 pics of screen tav.'s ' , lV'..i-"
sands, in the hinterlands or in' I'v
armed service.
rid 'they all like
Betty Grable, Do.ro'thy'Lampur. Liina:
Turner,. Janet Biair. Jinx Falk.cnburg. Hedy LamaiT and Dona Drake,
•.;•
in: that order.'

.

and other; instrumentalists, .-Michel pacity, it being 'estimated that 5i000
aine, band vocalist, sings, a couple tickets were sold, the limit set for
the outfit' Which is using about onethird the Garden space. Strong matisongs,
nee was credited to the start, of
Joe and Jane McKenna tee off school vacation;

City
Music Hall Glee
with. Dorothy Keller, Kay

Ruduf

:

:

•

-

-

.

Cltib «19)

.

:

•

'

Holley,

1

pics of men without benefit of much
clothing.
But today, it's' mostly
glamor gals inirig suits,
15% with the boys pinning up a war bi
their "pin».
for
light
pics,
serious up' gals in their messhalls or
daydramas, arid horror illriis, and. lpTo rooms, not being allowed to have
for gals in evening gowns.
pies in their living quarters.
AcIn
thinking oyer' his last. 12 j cording to letters he receiyesi Jtlaw
riiohths biz, Klaiv, who has. .'more l*Heve.s -thaii jr 'any; of the.stars cari't
than 2.(100,000 si ills stocked ..up in jget ; overseas, tlioir stills arc; doing a
his Eiisi 14Ui St:.- store in New helluva morale job. for them." An inYork.', finds that ho
aboi,it\ dication of this comes in a note ie-

000 customers in Ihe servbreak; down into 75% for

ice,

lv

At ti'mcS when the
CIRCUS,
least diuibi comes to my. mind as to.
'SPANGLES/
wheilitr .ari.vtl-.ing or anyone is wort
lighting or. .perhaps dying: for. I hnvc
B.O.
PICKING
but to think of Lana and all. doubts
lie gets plenty <.•' i;eqii«:s;s for gals
Bvisiriess for Ringling Bros. 'Spanarid
uncertainty vanish frorh -my
in the ri'.idc, but they'll settle for
gles,' orie»ring and. platform circus at
mind, arid always the 'answer is yes.
''
:lhe form; of Barbara
Madison Square Garden, N; Y.. start- leg art,
'•'
last two
ed on the. upgrade last week. Thurs- StamvycK, vvho, via
day 1 ) the matinee was virtual ca- pictures. 'Ball of Fli'cV and 'Lady of

-

.

Continued from pace
from, his

i

Edit

...

.-

'

(

ORIENTAL, CHI

Cheesecake fix Big Biz

On his own, Ray Parker has a
yentriloquisUc act that clicks with

,

RKO, BOSTON

STANLEY, PITT
medley and a crack

-.

.

the Earlc theatre for three years some babe:
Phyl|is Lynn
and they like Mrs. Dick Stabile in
this town.
Opens with a- catchy luncs for fair
lyric. Tm Taking Over for My Man'
to
a
walloping
hand.
Jimmy
Palmer then gives out With 'Let's
K. C.
Get Lost' and retired though the
K(iii.s«.s'Ci||/: Jill)/ 2.
audience could have taken more. A
medley built around 'Pack Up Your
Mead Lii.v Lewis. Ruy » Parker,
Troubles' and interspersing; some Rossi Sisters. i2);
nymoiid Pike,Tit Willow' gave Gracie Barrie a Mary Mhlyclte. iTowcr Orch ioif/i
chance to do some comedy swipes at Jriclf Parks It Marilyn Ballihger;
Adolph; Benito and Hirohlto.
Then 'jifterbiif/s' ('2(»lD (ind 'Couiboy in
:

—

1

'

'

'•

,

'

.

—

:

.;

'

'

TOWER,

.

.

WBT, replacing- Kay Glass,
resigned. Miss McCarly's former

berth at

who

spot, was' filled,

by A.idrey Summers,

who had been

secretary

to

stiles

.

'

pvoriiol ioii

liiaiiager.

,

.

Parker:
Parker's
Betty Canicroi).
;

AffinliritKin'.

new

.

.

'U>..

.New
promotion

.—Thomas Means, former
and traffic manager of

...

WCSC,

has joined the promotion de-

-

with which' songstress has been associated, 'We Just
Couldn't Say
Goodbye' and 'Somebody Loves Me/'
.

Band

is at- its

best in

.

jam

session- 6f

'One O'clock Jump.'
Wilfred Du Bois is introduced and
in- front of the band in some
juggling tricks;
Pinky Lee.

deft

out of 'Lady of Burlesque,
to hard Work with rapid
delivery, but his real socko was
eccentric dancing. Show runs about
an hour, and the band program is
designed to keep the jitterbugs
.

fire

'

.

:

nappy.

-

Arkc

partment
"

-

Coluiribia-ow-ncd

of

.

-

.

-.

.

a--

tions.

'

Schenectady^

Hilbert

lias

staff of

.W85A

—

Dorothea Cullum

joined the 'production
in Sclieiiec.tady;. N. Y.
HarringtoirCrissey has joined the
staff of WH5A as annoUticcr.

'

fresh

down

.

.

works
got

Entertainment swings out at Ihe
Tower this Week, to a boogje beat,,
with jittcrhuggiiig as the theme of
the Laurel & .-Hardy half of the dual
screen bill, and .Mead Lux, Lewis
giving, out hot; licks to top the;
40-minule stage show.
Show -opens with ToWcr ' orch
thonie into" -.'you'll
s'cgileiUg from
Marilyn Ballinger,,Ne.ver Know.'
nifty
brimct vocalist, takps the
chorus and second ending in nice
voice to win a good round of palmwhacking,' ." First luriv brought on
by Ray Parker, who doubles as m.c:;

.

-

•is" the. .Rossi

Sisters

in

-acrobatic

Mont.

— George

man.

Shoe-

anBill Strolhas

ail

of the: Station's' spielers,
on special duty, with ihe Army.
'piie

is

™gagoment

the main, doting mostly on Paul
"Rochester/: and
Hazel

,

at Kennywood Park, smooth'
and punchy. Three bows
Pittsburgh. Saturday (3), replacing
and had to beg off.- Weekly Tower sales promotion manager of Liquors,
the BcVnic" Cummins
outfit
..Discovery" winner is' Mary Mirtyell'c, Inc., iTidianapolis.
:

.

payroll

last

.

week.' Stewart's

'News Is Where You Find
•

It,"

just

>

ter a

former newsman

Service.

.

,

:for

Universal

'

.

;

.

Ln\vrencc Dame, vet star,
alure
the. Boston Herald, moved
into Lauriston Bullard's chair as edi-

Americans -want writer
of

Scott, while Latin
blondes.

For the ybkels who want more
than just, photos of their -film faves,
Klaw has a complete file of pics that
are in pretty much, of demand. They
consist of "physique -poses, circus
freaks, girls with long hair; .costume
jewelry, actors playing dead, men in
bathing suits, girls being tortured,
girls on ice skates, men or .women
in bathtubs, etc., wilh many a 'character' sending orders for 'girls bound
with chains/ of 'being riin.'down^ by
ti'vin-,' wilh
not, a few rrqucHing.

Deuce has Raymond Pike, juggler
Fort Wayne.— Larry Frommcr has
Who Works with Indian clubs, balls been appointed publicity director of
and other customary props! Act is' WOWO-WGL. lie was previously

'

OWI

published, was written while Stewart was ori a Niemart Fellowship.
.'Kenneth R. Porter named foreign
correspondent for the ..Ziff-Davis.
Publishing Co.
Will -represent the
flrm's : mags and .its bobk-publish-'
ing affiliate, Alliance Books. Ppsr;

Gene Aulrys and Roy Rogers. Negro
customers, want Negro entertainers,
in

latter-

Kenneth Stewart, has returned to
PM's editorial staff, checking off the

'

Robesbii,.

Day With;

Sidney Skolsky,' showing the
on his Hollywood rounds'.
..

Klaw. who; gets his. pics from sonic
of the,; major companies direct.' while
getting other stocks through im revealed channels, reveals that most
requests for western stars come from
western states, with almost as maiiy
pics wanted of the horses as the

'

Missoula,

maker has been signed
nouncer for KG VO, And

dance routine.

George Hamilton, heading bid
Freddy Nagel band, opened limited

:

:

the stunt recently. 'A

to

'

;M'cG rcgor
secretary Is;

•

a bit of tabasco for F. street in a
character; song
about a Minsky
favorite, followed by two old 'timers

ilk
'Moyie Star."!.'
Stocking arid
High Heel Poses,"' "Lingerie Models.'
'Teaser Girls," 'Chorus Girls,', and
'Bathing Beauties."

\V.

.

.'.'

.

when Billiard,
week to devote all

torial

writer

retired

last

time to Liricolniana^
hfs

series,
features'.

of "

Dame

Sunday

77,
his:

continues

off -thei-riows

.

Fred- C.
.

writer

iij.

Othman, UP feature
Hollywood, and special
;

writer for Satevepost;- east on a
mostly vacation, but also
huddling with the .SEP editors In
N. Y. and Philly. Monty Woolley is
a forthcoming Othman 'profile' in
quickie,

the Post.

"
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Likely to Get the Brushoff Henceforth
Controversy over fact
for the screen

is

Film Assurance

'Kill'

Jack Benny, playing gin-rum-

my

velopments. Congressional criticism
against Office of" War Information
activities in recent months is
many quarters as like-

in the Stork Club, N. Y., was
$2.67 behind, and observed to his

ly to cool off film producers with
leanings towards political and sociological themes for the screen.
Industry execs who hold the view
that the screen should be used as an
entertainment medium exclusively
contend that recent attacks from political quarters may keep the industry out of potentially embarrassing feuds arising from the production of political yarns for the screen
which have been under consideration by several studios.

loss

film

Wendell Willkie's 'One
has temporarily subsided,
phenomenal counter
despite
the
sales reported for the book.
Other
topical material with political significance has also failed to arouse
much interest among film production
execs during the past few
weeks.
.

partner, 'You know, one picture
just one— will wipe ..all this

—

'

Government

wartime

Information officials have all along
eyed Hollywood excursions into politico! and war themes with anxiety.
(Continued on page 28)

'Shockers'-

a retake

that

etc.,

you've got

really

is

about

—Classical

W

tertainment

on the gag, Benny
added, 'After you pay off taxes,

i 1 1

En-

Also

Show Upbeat

all

left!'

CAN'T TOP

WAR NEWS

Cohan's Last Musical,
By BEN

Story About an Actor,

May See

Production

An

untitled play with music written by. the late George M. Cohan
several years ago, is a possibility for
next season. It is in addition to a
straight play which he may have
completed, havjng expressed the desire to write 'a last play' during his
illness.

BODEC

If the program popularity graphs
the second quarter of 1943
(April-June) are to be accepted as

for

signposts, the coming fail and winter season will continue to see name
variety shows as the top audiencegetters,
and classical and semiclassical musical programs on the

both in rating
(Continued on page 22)

progressive buildup
•

The musical was on the verge
two years ago,

of production about

when Cohan learned
showman who planned its
but

that the
presenta-

had sought financing from outwithdrew the rights with
the comment that he didn't want any
such persons to lose money on a

Legit Revival

Cycle on

13.

-

B way

for

show

of

'.

To

liij.

will

be the pose of increasing the effect ivenesi
(Continued on page 28)

ot Al Jolson's film biog for Columbia, will establish a cinematic
precedent where the subject of the
theme plays himself in part. The
formula has yet to be worked out
between- the star and Harry Cohn,
Col. prexy. both of whom are now

Theatres' Invasion

Bonds' Sales Go Well;

War

Down

DEMANDS MAY

DUBBED

FOR

.

.

Show

..

•

.

-

Commandments'

'Ten

May Go

Lack ot scripts deemed suitable for
There was one script and in some
Understood that production has resulted in a situait was lost.
Broadway, perhaps for
the story has been gotten together tion where
In New York.
the
first time, mjy find, itself next
from the original writings which had
It's
agreed that, because of the
Strawhats been scattered among the Cohan pa- season with nearly as many revivals
Held
Producers are cur- time transition, some other player
shows.
hew
as
Paucity of young players is be- pers. About one-half of the play is
will personate Jolson, but as the
many
scripts
dusting
off
the
rently
of
lieved to have been the paramount comedy-drama and the balance mustory hits its peak, showing Jolson's
even
and
the
the
successes
of
'20s
of
reason for the radical reduction ot sical: It tells the story of an actor
(Continued on page 90)
rural stocks this summer, more so and there are seven song numbers, plays prc-dating that period with an
eye toward possible production.
than auto restrictions and other
(Continued on page 90)
Not only operettas, of which there
travel curbs. .Stated by those -who
CHORUS'
is an abundance coming up, but muhave, observed the situation that consical comedies and straight plays of
siderably
more stock-in-lhe-sticks
an early vintage that were Broad- CLOSE TODD'S HIT, 'BOYS'
FILMS
showmen would have taken a chance ITALIAN
way clicks arc being mulled anew,
Virtually, the entire mixed chorils
in operating this year were they reaa number of them already beof Michael Todd's 'Something for the
sonably assured that the casts could
SICILY with
ALL SET
ing readied for fall production.
have been obtained. So many actors
Boys.' Alvin. N. V.. turned in their
S. dims. with. Italian dubbing,
U.
Other factors, aside from the notice to lake effect 'in two weeks
and actresses have gone into uniform
hand
for the invasion of dearth of good scripts, enter into the
on
were
from Monday f>2),. .after, their dethat Broadway casting is a problem,
Sicily and will likely be shown as
(Continued on page 95)
mands for a $» increase per week
much less the summer stocks.
island is' sufficiently pawas turned down. Unless Todd can.
Equity lists the names of members soon as the
in the services monthly and is in- cified.
get together another chorus, the
24-Hr.
Sponsors
ritish and U. S: military
Both
stalling an honor roll, but it is known
Ethel Merman .starrer and -one of
working with
To Fete Hitler's Def eat the current lop boxofTkc clicks will
•that many who are in the war have officials have been
have to close.
.not notified Equity of that fact. Al- film divisional heads of their respecJuly 13.
Hammond. In
Todd claims he's already paying
most daily new names are added to tive Governments on plans to use
With the invasion of Europe unthe list, which, if: complete, would films to aid in the liberation of ter- derway.
'JOB. here, has sold a full the chorus S5 above the Equity scale,
which is 510, plus' some 'innovations
ritories as soon as possible after they day's time. effective the moment Hitrobably total more than 1.200.
his
own. such as vacations,
There is no dues obligation for are occupied by Allied troops.
Regardless of the of
ler surrenders.
those in the war, but those who have
Consultations were hold in Lon- hour of capitulation, the station will lunches, etc: It's slated the choristers
not. informed Equity have dues piling don during the past three weeks immediately begin its 'Salute lb Vic- made their demands (or an increase
up against them. However, when all looking to maximum application of tory' program.
to make up for the 20% .withholding
such members are discharged, dues the theory pr simultaneously using
Thirteen ronional sponsors have al- tax. one of them frankly staling that
will be wiped'out as of the date film to ease the burden of military ready ..contracted .for the 24-hour Todd should bear the brunt of that
*ney went into uniform.
Gpverrinienl nick.
event.
occupation.

Buy

Biz

,

manner

More Than Auto Curbs,

Show

CENTS

the top men in show biz meet in
New York for the two-day powwow
the National Entertainment" Industry Council.
Talks by Elmer Davis, chief of the
OWI; Brig-Gen, Frederick H. Osborn,
chief of Special Services of the U.
S.
War Dept.: Winthrop Aldrich,
chairman of the! forthcoming National War Fund drive for $125,000.000; and .Donald Nelson, chief of the
War Production Board, will highlight 'the session at which will be
Jolson
With
represented
delegates
to
NEIC's
Conference Board, comprising stage,
Invasion Troops; Set
screen, radio, variety, music, out-'
doors and every other organization
Play Self in Film in the field of entertainment. From
these top speakers will come mesAl Jolson, who was the first star sages as to how show biz can best
to go off-shore to the Aleutians, the play
its role in mobilizing its joint
Caribbean theatre of war and; (o resources. Based on these needs,
Britain and Ireland, may now be the the vast national pool of industry
(irst American
star to follow our talents and facilities will be placed
troops into Italy and the Continent. a.i the disposal of the Government
He is waiting assignment.
and the War Dept. it's for the .purtitle

siders, he

of

Hollywood, July

Warners has shot part of a new
finale for 'This Is the Army,' because
the lyrics of the 'We're Dressed to
Kill' number' are not symbolic of the
humane manner in which the United
States has waged war.
Complaints were received regarding the lyrics and grim facial expressions of the boys singing them
and pointing bayonets at the same
time. 'We're Out to Win' was substituted, for it is believed that it will
get a belter audience response.

for

25

business to guide the nation's entertainers as they swing out on the
morale circuits to entertain the men
iii
uniform and on the civilian and
and production home fronts will
be adopted today (Wednesday) as

Song Too Grim

'Minstrel Boy,' which

tion,

work

Lack of Young Players,

Coming '43-44 Season to See
Trend Toward MysteryComedy and Away From

out!'

As

Interest in

Specialized

A

blazing

construed In

World'

MAINTAIN LEAD

vs. Actional

anew as industry observers attempt
to draw conclusions from recent de-

PRICE

1943

14,

Ten Commandments'

Factual-Fictional Screen Treatments

fodder

.

":

A I.I. KICIITS .KKSKKVKI>.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY

-

.

Successes an Aid
Detroit, July 13.

The invasion of Europe did not
find the theatres here unprepared
to launch a new bond drive which,
from' present indications, will catch

on wilh similar drives throughout
thr country.
The plan had been cooking quietly
the United Detroit Theatres ot(ii i;.s and with the first headlines anin

nouncing the Italian campaign, it
was launched with the sanction of
Frank N. Lsbey, Treasury representative for Michigan, who pre-,
dieted that, the plan would sweep the
country.
What Detroit houses are doin
selling 'Invasion Bonds," with the
goal one bond tor every resident in
With the theatres ot
the state.
Michigan among the topflight boiui
nation— $20,000,000
.sellers
the
in
worth in the past eight months—
th.ny have become familiar with the
fact that the public reacts swifily
to good news.
With invasion talk
on everyone's lips since the African
campaign, the plan was shaped up
s'j well that it came into being with
•

r

(Continued on page 20 i

RADIO REVIEW AND PREVIEW
STARTS

OIV PAGIS

2!>

.

The

—

.

.

Happy Hunting

Church Around the Corner

Little

—

.

.

Hollywood

in

Hollywood,- July
...
...
u
Major studio scouls, who
once aimed only at the stars, are 'loweringtheir tights and shooting at supporting players who were as
common
•s. sparrows before the war and now. are as rare- as
canvnsbaek
ducks. Big plants have signed so many character and type
tbesns
that the contract lists are the longest In Hollywood history.
..

i

That Billing in 1870 and
Has Stuck Ever Since

Joseph Jefferson Gave

Name

the

It

Now -"York's
•the

pne result is that the bigger ..studios are doing a brisk lonnout ohmncss at inflated rates for players of. ordinary caliber. Another result
is that the minor indies are having a tough time hiring actors
whom
they used to pick up for peanuts.

DOROTHT WALWORTH

•

Little- Church -.-Around,
Coiner holds the world's' record.

BARRYMORE'S

18th

YEAR

'

AT METRO, 62d PICTURE

marriages. Over 1 00,000 couples
color aiid creed, from every
Hollywood, July 13'.
the world have been. mar--,
Lionel •Barvymoie sighed a new
Since Pearl JIarbor, Dr.
h(>re..
nundoiith nay has performed ap- -seven-year" contract to celebrate the
lath
year as a Metro
start
his
of
the
proximately 2.500 ceremonies

Ji.i
<il
l

-"every-

uiititry in

rird

Episcopal Vnarmafie service

—for

men

.

.

.

niiinoiy of 34,000 couples the dij!-'
iiity. sanctity
and meaiiitig of the
roaiviajjo service.
The unusual beauty of the marriage ceremony at The Little Church.
Around the Corner is due largely to
ihe 'spiritual energy and special
Believing that
genius, .of its rector.
marriage is a sacrament as. well as
b civil institution, Dr. Ray :has cresimple
grandeur
ated an aura of
As a
around, the wedding ritual.
young curate in New York city,, he
observed that the wedding service
was often mumbled, sing-songy, or
badly read. So -he took diction lessons rronv the veteran actoiy BenGreet, to fit himself the better for
(Continued on page 14)
.

'

-

.

New York Runaround

—

branch of the armed services.-. During the 20 years of. his
rectorutc he has engraved upon the
'-.every

'_'_

actor.

-Dining his stay on the Culver City
''

has appeared

lot lie

in

to defeat
Germany,, japan and: Italy.
Our government calls on you
to help now.

Lyman Releases Bonita

Buy. war savings bonds or
stamps today. B u y them
every day if you can. But
bun them on a regular basis.

For Her Metro Picture
'./'..'
July 13.
'

,

In relurn for certain concessions,.
Abe Lyman has agreed lo let Bonita
Granville out of the last fortnight
of: her- si.vweek deal with him so
slie could return to the Coast immediately for the new Andy Hardy
picture at Metro. Young screen star
trained but for Hollywood immediately after her last show here at
Stanley last Thursday (8) and was
due. to report yesterday (.Monday)
at ihe studio for Tit lings.
for
Remaining deals worked
Lyman by MCA, which manages
both him and. Miss Granville, were
satisfactory to the: maestro, who had
stated originally he would ask for
$10,000 to release the actress. Shc!s
been getting $2:000 .weekly. from

Lisbon

Takes Oyer Detroit
Resort for 107G
Detroit, July 13:

A

syndicate;

.

headed by .some of

the country's top
chased Jefferson
park just outside
Incorporation
v.eek in Lansing

gamblers, has purBeach, amusement
county limits here.
papers filed
last;
revealed that the
new ownership of the park, includes
Mert Wertheimer, Danny Sullivan
and Lincoln Fitzgerald, all widely
known in the take-a-chance biglime. Biggest surprise for Detrbiters
was (he fact. that among the seven
stockholders were listed Charles W.
Gorman and Frank Chism,. who were
tried here in the recent graft grand
jury trials.
Sale price of the big park which
lias operated as an amusement center for the. past 12 years was $107,-:
000. Purchase was made from a company headed by R. C. Mahon, head

•

1

.

of the

Mahon

Steel

Company, which

acquired the park four years ago for
the cost of building materials put
Into it.
.The deal

was handled by Ivan A.

Johnston,

a. State Senator and forprosecutor, in Macomb County,
where the park is located, and which

mer

long has been under fire as a wideopen' area in Michigan;. He. was
swift.to disclaim any gambling idea's
by the new owners.
Several of the hew owners are
rushy and can plank down plenty
for the development of the park
which has had: a good play and lays
just

across

the

from Wayne

line

County.

Eastwood Park, the other
big amusement park which, this season continues strong with top bands,
Is sole- competition.
However,, nobody here is missing
Die fact that the gamblers bought in
the one county in Michigan where
gambling has flourished and if the
circumstances shape up right can
'ive Detroiters a sporting park.

Carmen Miranda Under
Emergency Op

in

St Louis

St. Louis, July 13,
Carmen Miranda, Brazilian songbird and dancer of stage and -screen,
convalescing' from an emergency
operation performed here last .week;
While making a tour for USO, Miss

'-..

;

Miranda became

ill

on a

train.

Miss'

.

Lisbon, June 26:.

The Revuers, quartet of satirists
who close .'this-, week at the' Blue
Angel, N.'; Y. nitery,' have been
aigned for the Ed Gardner -Duffy's
Tavern' film and leave soon for the
Coast:
Picture is being produced'
by Jack Sklrball and Leo Spitz for

own

her

on

-

-

.

7
7

know.'

lie

ouh

Army

it's

•

repeated Col: Hildy.
ansiuercd shyly, 'but. i] yo\i dun'i inind
uhvays thin in."

said, 'vhm'.ve.!',

Dlssa and

my

(clliiif;

you,

iii

Data

Fcl|x Ferry checks In at the Beverly-Wiltshire next, week, lb find an
and it isn't romantic. This is j list
that (trin on Alfred
an ordinary city ihat is extraordi- adaptor for Ludwlf Bemelman's 'Hotel Splendide'
nary only in that Germans, Japs and J: McCoskcr's face these days Is because his- daughter, Angela, Is making
him.
a grundpop .
when Paul Douglas. -lands in London for the OWI,
Italians cat at the some restaurants
will
he
the
bunkm'ate
Jock
be
McLain
hit
In
flat
of
In Burton Mews
and drink at the same bars as 'civil-.add Louis Vtrneulll's 'Sarah Bernhardt' to the prodigious list of plavH
ized peoplo.
Gertrude Lawrence Is now wading through
when 'Spanfles' winds up
The Casino fit Estbril. Pasadena
at Madison Square Garden It w ill be the first circus to tour all the tkatng
sort Of suburb with a beach and
arenas
Kgo
and
the Mouse' is the Intriguing tHIe of Justin Sturm's
.

not at RKO, on a termer but
a three-picture deal.

.

.

-.

,

.

she's

.

.

Gen. Giraud Film Biog

summer

.

.

.

.

.

hotels, is. the. best place to
new play.
go for relaxation. Gambling tables
open about 10 p.m. and tb« Wonder-Bull Session
bar, smartest spot in town. (also, in
the Casino), opens at midnight.
It
Jack Colin, of Columbia' Pictures, and Nat Abra'mson, of Mutual Broadhas a chromium bar, dim lights and casting, met the other day to discuss Gabriel Heattcr's new contract.
is' a
cocktail lounge sort of joint,
But Abramson; who has a farm, '10 r4 Acres,', in the Catskills, and Colin,
with an instrumental trip (piano, who is a country squire* at Croton-on-thc-Hudson, wound up exchanging
bass, drums) and a featured pianist. one bull and cow for a horse!
Latter is an English girl, Mary Cook,
ing the authorized biography.
It is
formerly a music teacher hi Lisbon,
Scooping Around
hoped that the script, coming over
and rather good, in the Carmen CaThe success of 'Tomorrow Hie World' has 'rccived iiitercft in 7foio
by cable, will be approved in U. S.
vallero; style.
Like Hie Aiitfds Groio' by the. same co^aiitliors, Jrimes Goto find Armniil
by Giraud before hp. returns.Recently,, an American swing fan
Irvin
Marks, representative of
d'Usseaii, peddled around sei'emt seasons' npo. .. .Jessie Royce Liindis'
arrived and joined the trio, playing
Price, agented the -whole deal.
Paramount test, in which she ployed the Judith Anderson rote in. 'Dirided
boogie-woogie music. It was Lisbon's
By Three,' is said to be a honey... .Meyer Davis, who is becoming Broadintroduction to that form "of jazz and
tuai/'s JUdiiber one angel, may soon branch- out -into grand opera i} his
it
went over with a wallop. The
Standoff
iiow seriously studying for an operatic career tiiirier
same guy is now teaching it to the daughter, .Virginia,,
Hollywood, July 13.
tlie-tutelaye of Mine. Letcando in Pittsburf/h, emulates (he talent of song'
Mexican laws are' causing Holly- trip's pianist.
Alexander King and Paul Abramson are colThe best .night club in ..town is birds Moore and Stevens
wood technicians and creative perUlborating on an operetta for l.udwiq Vroom. .. .there's a part in Gypsy
sonnel, to turn down offers of film Nina's, a smallish place in ordinary Rose Lee's ''Ghost in the Woodpile! for Marion Martin if she u'niils it-—
nitery style. The same trio doubles
jobs south of the border.
but it isn't Gypsy Rose tec.
there' until midnight, when it moves

Before General Giraud returns to
North Africa it is expected that Ben
Marden will close' with him for a
motion picture biography Of his life
to lie called 'The General Fights
Again.' G. Ward Price, noted British
war correspondent now in North Africa, close friend of Giraud, is writ-
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.

The Mex

-

.

\

.

.

'

'

.

Under

the

statutes

down;

there,
rank of

over to

any non-native below the
executive is restricted, to one year's
instruction'
.employment, ..during

of

MISS

group

Members

about

get

Movle-ing Along

$25-

week
•

"

Woriderbar.

the

Ihe

$35 a

which he must train a native. At
the end of 12 months the Mexican
takes over the job.

for twelve hours' work.
Continued on page 95)

While Alan Campbell Is. waltlnjr for overseas orders In Vt his wife,'
Dorothy Parker, \» typing her literary gems in a small suite at the
Hampton Courts.
John Byram Is down on the farm In Worlhlnfton', O.,
visiting his wife, Marian
that serious gab. session between Dorothy
Fields and Alfred Bloomlngdale at '21' the other day had no theatrical
significance. .. Mlsa F. was Just Informing Mr. B. that aiter October 1
she will no longer be his landlady 'on account of she Is moving back lo
her West 51th street apartment, which she had sub-leased to him while
she Is a Cftin. commuter. .. .Katharine Alexander will be 'Corliss'-/
the search for a remother In the Coast company of 'Kiss and Tell'
plaoement for Shirley Booth as. 'Miss Duffy* still continues, with Gleml»
Farrell the latest candidate. .. .Milada Mladova and Lubow Rudenko of
the Ballet Busse, who have been tagged for the 'Merry Widow' revival,
are being o.o.'d by the Hollywood scouts. ... that serious-minded student
of cryptography at Hunter College these early a.mj is Thelma ('Com I»
in.
Lt. Richard Aldrlch, of the U. S. Naval Reserve,
Green'f Scbnee.
prediction: when Ruth Chatterstanding by waiting for overseas duty
ton visits her mother, Tlllie, in Beverly Hills next month, she'll be nabbed
for a screen comeback she looks THAT blooming!
.

.

3 NEWSREELERS WITH

HARDEN WEST

INVASION FORCES

U.S.

Adrienne Marden left the cast of
Washington, July 13.
'Junior Miss' in Boston last week to
Three cameramen, representing
go to the Coast to join her husband,
Whilner Bissell, who is slated for the U. S. ne'wsreel pool, are beArmy induction when he finishes his lieved to be with the invasion
current acting assignment in 'Des- forces attacking Sicily, although noword has been received from them
tination Tokyo' at Warners.
After that she wiil be tested by since the invasion started.
They are Jack Barnett, Fox MoMetro.
.

Irving

vietone;

and Norman

MILDRED HARRIS' COMEBACK

Smith,

Universal,
of the

News

Alley,

Day.
Alley is accredited to the
Navy, the other 'two 'have, .been with

Hollywood, July 13.
Mildred Harris gets the role of A
nurse in 'Dr. Wassell.'
"The ex-Mrs. Charles Chaplin -was
.first
starred in C; B, DeMille's
'Fools Paradise' in. 1922.

the

.

.

.

The

-

Inglnj the: Bell
With the national release of 'For -Whom the Bell TolK' it. is Phil and
Jules Epstein's quaint suggestion that an appropriate slogan would be,
;
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Joe Laurie,.

Thomas

Albert Slillman v,

Groucho Marx
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Sill

Phil -Spitalny

D.. Luckenbill
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Jerome

Jr.
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Nellie Revcll

Gilbert Seldes

George Jessel
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Dotlic Yates .;
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Revival, Film to Follow
.

Revival of the Rodgers-Fields-Hart
'A Connecticut Yankee;
followed by a screen ver-

ing.

which Warner Bros. is. considerRichard Rodgers is pioducing

the

revival,

financed,

partially

understood, with

WB

It's

coin.

Stage version of the 1927 musical,
for which Rodgers and Larry Unit
are writing several new tunes, .will
have Vivienne Segal in the lead role,
with possibly Marcy Westcolt" also
in the cast.
Leading' man has nut

been set as

WB

.*.

\

musical,

sion

,~.

-..,..'32

......

52

Bob Hawk

..... 40-

.

37'

Carroll Carroll ...

.....

inhea Nelson.

Arch Oboler

40

.

WB Coin in 'Conn. Yankee'

may be
Helen Mcnkeiv

Sydney Moselcy

Donald

Jimmy Durante

40

Eddie Cantor

37

.

Norman Corwin

»

-

:

:

,

Page

Bob Colwell
..... 36
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Don

Bags

'Let Sleeping

follow-in
non-staffers, each foremost in her bv his sphere of radio endeavor and show busihave contributed, special stories .for 'Variety's' Fta'dio Review and Preview section .in this etlilioh:

red Allen

.

Army.

It will probably be several days
before the first shots: of the invasion
reach this country aiid are released
for the newsreeis.

—
Special Radio Byline rs This Week
hess,

.

—

-

.

XJnited Artists distribution.
It's their first film and first lime
Y.-est.'.
Revuers slated also to reopen
the Ti-ocadero, Hollywood,

',

.

•

Film

.

1

All the stories about Lisbon' , being a glamor spot and a city of ror
mailt ic intrigue and .so on are just
so much' bunk.
There may be intrigue, but it isn't visible to the eye
of. a new arrival from 52nd street,

for
since

-

First

The other evening in the Plaza's Persian Room, Uildegarde. /u/loiihip
her. nstiril custom of si>i<;lin<j out a man in Uniform for licr -.'Tliijr / s xiie
'Army Mr. Jones' 'routine, ("filled on n handsome voting prirnte and begun
patting him through his paces..
'Chin up.
she gave the '.command..,
the private iitsf inctii'e' </ put his clirti'is
'

immediate operation Was performed.

ReyueiV

me

.

:

When

it reached St. Louis, Ben Reingold,
resident manager for the 20th Century TFox Film Corp., arranged fox
treatment at, the Barnes hospital.
A consultation pf physicians revealed a stomach ailment, and the.

—

-

'

Granville

Now

RALPH CLCASON

)

an onfside deal

is

}>ic

certain radio actress, who. shall be nameless except for; the description
that her daily serialization of a. soap opera, has made her so '-emotional
that she' even boils an egg with passiori. recently did a guest, snot
in
which she was to read a letter to n blind soldier.
At the rehearsal she came over to the director, and with her eyes' filled
with tears and her chin quivering, she gulped:
'It's so beautiful
don't know whether r can go through with it
I
It gives me such a lump in- my throat . . , but tell me, does .ihe
blind
soldier Jiave to interrupt
so much?'

Rather

Is

Static City

.

Lyman.
Metro

A

Chinning at the Plata

;

Gambling Syndicate

By Radie Harris

money

It toill cost

films'.

<>2

yet,

ilinancin^

''."

and

Mm version will

be discussed, by Rodgers. while on the
Coast to set his 'State Fair' filmtisical'
with. Dafry I Zanuck.
Rodgers left
for the CoaSt Friday (10) accomanied by Oscar llammcrstcin, 2d.
:

.
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14, 1943
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Area With Sketches on War

JACK JUNGMEYER

Upwards of 300 Broadway performers, ^virtually all of 'featured'
c<ilibrc. barnstorming at odd hours
into equally odd places throughout
'

:

Hollywood, July 13.

V..

theatre audiences,

of

Reshuffling

By MORI KRUSHEV

:

.

Holly wood-to-lvfew York junkets
Legs Dietrich's Payoff
by film stars are not costing stars,
Hollywood. July 13.
Marlene Pictrion ana her. husshifts,
and in some cases' the companies
The Screen Actors Guild is 'in- (depending on standing of the play- band, Rudolph Sieber,. on Friday
and wider popularity the old Amerthe complaint of extras
(23) satisfied two income tax judgican folk song pattern in pictures-^ vestigating
ers and their contracts) anything
western tunes, plantation chants and that a director and assistant direc- because of coin received from radio ments for $142,193.
tor appeared in a recent, film. The
The executions were filed in N. Y.
hillbilly ditties.
appearances.
This usually covers
Western songs, especially-r-in type players also claim that a group pic-; expenses running from $1,000 for a federal court on behalf of the couple
by Collector of Internal Revenue
ture of mothers was shot by the asot tiine^appcar to be up for heavy
starlet to $2,500 for a full-fledged,
William Pcdrick.
sistant, which deprived the extras of
The judgments
play during the season ahead:
star.
To top it off, ah "eastern whirl
covered taxes and penalties for 1936Wartime always enormously ex- many jobs.
for an extensive radlo-newspaper37.
Penalty checks wilt be demanded
pands the national mood to sing and
magazlne star buildup is worth $100,to demand song, at home, in camps, if the charges are substantiated.
000, or more, in actual space to the
and
march,
.

due

'

Can't Double as Extras

war work and manpower
promises to bring to renewed

to

the metropolitan New York area ...
carrying the theatre's vital message

-

and 'comment on the war-cdnditioned
.

:

ing endless, loaves of bread, serves,
the backdrop for the glamorous
leading lady
; allowing themselves

:

:

as

.

public
in theatres
places. Current- acceleration ot tunesmithing as well as revival ot old
melodies, amply testified. to this urge

studio

a real job

if

is

.

.

-

on the

;'

times ...
playing in settlement
houses, on railroad tracks, in bakery
shops where the conveyor belt, carry-

.

one

hour

'get

which they

lost'

invariably
That's the.sfory of a show: business .within, show business; trie story'
of
the American Theatre Wing's
'Victory Players.' outgrowth of. the

done.

Top names usually retain, radio N. 0. Reformers
coin; for themselves, but- if under a
Lt. Irv Lazar, Ex-Agent,
40-week 'contract and still on the
Court to
Sex
Wing's Speakers' and Sketch Bureau- .";
to say it in; clefs. At the same time,
payroll the studio suggestions. anent
Finds Plenty of Talent
"deluxe "Mm theatres all over the land
which today. has a war-inspired pro- .V
either appearances usually prevail.
being infiltrated, often ava'are
Films, Strippers, Et Al. dnclion schedule/ that'll go down as
With most younger players r^dio
limchcd. with shifted populations
one
of the top, Broadway contribuHart's
For
money is uSually turned over to the
New Orleans. July 13.
flush with new money but with fixed
tions toward the war effort.
"A 10.000-mile trek around the studio. But with air engagements - Flood of sex films, strip lease
taste in song and screen music.v conWhether it.'s their blood donor
'brin ing from $500 to $3,500 for a shows in niteries and increase in
ditioned largely, by the prairie and country by Lt. Irving P. Lazar, forsketch
(an act that to date has,
(Continued on page 94)
gambling is under fire of local min
mountain comedy and melodrama merly with the William Morris
chalked up a 'recruiting', record of
isferial union and Legion of Deceny
fare ot their original neighborhoods.
62",
of tiie audiences' pledging toAgency.
ilh several eastern bases
"Patrons are being strongly urged
Here is. a new kind of carriage
ward
the Wing's plasma); be it the
from- pulpits to slay away..
uncovered a Sinatra's Longhair Date
trade right out ot the jaloppy and yet to be visited, has
During past few weeks. Casino, de salvage skit,, the one oil security of
the ox-cai't territory. This' trade is host of professional talent more than
war information, or the hew OWI
Paree lias been running allegedly
With Cleve.
addicted to simple musical prefer- capable of filling the 200-cast resketch. 'I Didn't. Know;' the Broadeducational films containing warn
ences which can be easily recollectway barnstormers take to the 'road'
iiigs against vcneral disease, prosli
hummed, used for quirements of. Moss Hart's projected
whistled,
ed,
In
(Continued on page 92)
at
$1.40
tution and promiscuity as part of
dances with fiddles and guitars, Army Air- Force show. Latter, unCleveland. July 13.
double- bills.. French Quarter nil
rather than hot orchestras— a musi- like Irving ..Berlin's. 'This Is the
Biggest run on civic auditorium's erics are getting' big play from ser
Army.' will be a drama with music:
(Continued on page 22)
Karl is presently doing the writing boxoffice in its history was regis- vice men coming here on weekends Rise Stevens Set For
tered last week when it was an- from
numerous
nearby s camps.
at his Bucks County. Pa.; farm, and
figures it will be ready for a New nounced that Frank Sinatra would Spots feature strippers as jure.
Cowan's Play and Pic,
make his concert bow with Rudolph
U. S.
"A group of 13 residents of JefferYork debut in November.
Ringwall's
surri'mer. symphonic son Parish, adjoining New Orleans,
Lt.-Col. Dudley S. Dean, represenLaurence
Prod.
orchestra tomorrow
(Wednesday)
filed
an application in the state
BIG
tative for Air Force General Henry
Film producer Lester Cowan has
Practically. air the seats in the 12.000 supreme court here Friday (9) ..for
A. Arnold, is. in charge of the show,
Sydney, June 3
capacity auditorium were sold two writs of mandamus to compel Judge signed Rise Stevens; the Met Opera
with
special
offices
set
in
Air
up
the
U. S. melodies hold" high place
date. L.
crooner's
days, before
the
Robert Rivarde of the 24th contralto, to star in a muiicomedy.
Force's
building
street,
at
07
Broad
with Aussie fans. Airing of U: S.
Tickets are scaled at SI. 40 top.
judicial court to isue a- temporary version of The Command to Love.'
N. Y. Lt. Lazar and Lt. Benjamin
radio shows to this zone has given
Ringwall's series of summer pop restraining order prohibiting the the Broadway legiter' ot several seaLandis.
formerly associated with
sons back. Under terms of the conlocal fans a strong yen for material
concerts officially closed Saturday operation of Club Forest.
Cantor, are assisting L.t.-Col.
bearing the U. S.- Tin Pan; A'lley tag. Kddie
(10), but an extra one was schedThe application asks that, soldiers tract, the singer will also star
Dean.
Most popular numbers :here cur
uled for Sinatra's appearance, as at nearby Camp Harahan be pro- the subsequent -film version to be
As yet the play, is untitled, but is .result of negotiations "engineered by tected from the 'contagions and
made by Cowan.
reiitly arc: 'White Christmas,' Three
inMusical will bring back, into the
Little Sisters.' Mingle-Jangle-Jingle.' described as aimed to 'depict the true Norman
of fections propagated' at Club Forest,
critic
radio
Siegel.
"Hymn of the Marines,' 'Jersey spirit of the Air Force.' Moss Hart Scrlpps-Howard Press. Chirper .will described as a 'drinking and gam producing fold. Laurence Schwab,
Lord'
and is donating both his services as di- croon 'Song Is .You.' 'i ight and Day' bling resort.'
"Praise- the
who has been commissioned by
Bounce.'
rector and the royalties from his
'Threw a Kiss .Into the Ocean.'
Cowan to put oii the musicomody
and 'Summertime' with the 65-piece
j
I
version of 'Command.' Show, says
Disc sellers arc finding biz pac- script.
orchestra, which is rehearsing. Tin
'
Cowan, will be done, without the
ing highly, many being unable to
Lt. Lazar accompanied Hart west Pan Alley tunes for the first lime in
backing of any film company. While
'fulfill orders for U. S, tunes now on the latter's indoctrination tour of
its life.
originally reported that MisS Stevheard in this zone via air shows and .Air' 'Force bases.
When Hart reConservative music, critics here
ens Would appear in a new version
the screen.
turned cast. Lazar continued his. tal- raised, supercilious eyebrows over
ent hunt, holding auditions at every the unorthodox stunt. One made a
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey will be of 'The Gypsy Baron' which Cowan
stop. Plus performers, he also found crack about the irony of the situaopposing one another in N. V. the- also owns, the film producer says,
composers, scenic artists, stagehands tion—a singer who admittedly can't atres in December^ if the former 'Command' has definitely' been set
Lolly Parsons, Oursler
and stage managers, and press read a note ot music appearing with isn't again forced by film commit- for -the opera star.
'Command' will be produced at the
agents. -although admitting that. more one of the oldest symphonic organi- ments to change his opening dale at
Winchell Subs technicians are needed.
Set
the Paramount:
He is down for- end of the Metropolitan's season.
(Continucd on page 90)
either Dec. 22 or 29, while his
Fulton Oursler and Louislla ParFollowing a swing-around eastern
brother is definitely booked for the
sons will be two of the three substi- bases. Lazar will open up negotiaRoxy, opening-either Doc. 15 or 22.
tute. spielers for Jergens lotion dur- tions for a N. Y. Jjieatrc to house the
Tommy Dorsey was originally
ing Waller Winchcll's four-week va- show.
Cross profit from the latter" 4-F
booked for the Paramount,- after sevcation next month. The third stand- will go to the Army Emergency Reeral setbacks, for the week of Aug. 4
in is still to be selected by the Len- lief Fund, as do the profits from
.Mark KciiMtcrcil
(now to be filled by Benny Goodnen & Mitchell agency.
Berlin's 'Army.'
l-'OI'XDKO'- BV SI.MK .SIl.VKFlMvVN
Pittsburgh. July 13.
man i. His Metro film work forced
Formula for (lie show
uring
riilillslii-il IVi-rkly l>y VAltlK
V. Inc.
Robert Sully, handsome young 19- a change,
Snl 'Sih fi-niiin.; I'i'i-.slilciit
Winchcll's absence will be similar
without
any
ycar-old PiUsburghcr
Dorsey brothers haven't ever been
151 W.-sl Ililh Sl.. Ni-w Voi h.
NT T
to last year, with each of- the three Lilian Harvey Will
previous acting experience, lias' just opposition i'n-.N. Y. theatres before,
subs gelling a third of the quarteracting
been signed: to a. lone-term
but several years ago they hooked
hour stanza. Oursler and the third
Star in Coast Legiter deal by Metro: Armed only with up in adjacent hotels. Tommy at the
H - in will be heard from New York,
..J.li
wife
letters from Mrs. M. A. Silver.,
Pennsylvania and Jimmy at the New
Hollywood, July 13.
while Miss Parsons will talk Jrom
iij;].; (".i|iii
I'lllH
Lilian Harvey, once a screen star, of the -WB zone manager here, and Yorker. '.
the Coast.
the
returns to the Southern California a close friend or Sully V parents:
No. 5
Vol. 1-51
terrain to star in 'Nancy's Private local lad invaded the Coast on spec
make
Affair.' a stage piece produced by i-scvcrwl weeks ago prepared lo
Invite Top Russe
JACK
(he studio rounds with his introduc-;
Myron .Fagan:
90
Bills' ,; ....
Uon-.
M-C was the fust place he
Play opens ai the Mayan
tig. I.
Composers to America
L'nii'l Uncle' Sam Is; Ready
.... 9.V
ChaMe:yisited-a'nd he was lagged on the
first prol'esional appearance of the
Send Him Abroad
-.-?'..'
':•
Kousseyilsky
has' accepted
...-.'
Serge
''
.18
Kijtn
star iii. tivo 'years, during which she spot.
committee,
of]
Another big. thing in his favor wa> the chairmanship of -a.
House Review.--;
...
Jack Benny 'is- vAmpih' 'lil Uncle has been doing war work.
the fact that he's 4-F with Um-lc .'ouistandiDg. industry names whichj
3
Inside Legit ,.V;
..
San'V is ready, although he's taken
Sam oil account Of hay fever,- rose will a tempi to bring .'outstanding
'25
practically
inripculalfons
all
the
Inl;er|ialional News.
Russian composers and entertainers
fever and. a touch of asthma.
Stars,
Pix
prior to his overseas trek for USO; .... 91
concert
to.
take,
to this country for a
Legitimate :,
Camp" Shows; The radio and film
Hollywood. July 13.
place next Nov. 8- at Madison Square
..'.....:... .....93
Literati
star was to have left this past weektuOios are shelving an 'increasing
Garden, n: Y. This affair., spon-:
ui
Mil.-icend, but is still, being delayed: Larry number of scripts due to the lack Sinus Complications
.-orcd by. the National Council for
Adlor, Wini Shaw and Anna Lee of suitable leads of marquee voltage.
..... 90
New Acts/:
Aniei.icaii-Sinict Friendship, will be.
c
Will h c parlof his troupe.
'Execs picTec to. write loss off. to
John
Lay Off
a di.->cus.-ion and dcmonslialioii of!
... 87
Night cinbs
:. :;'....
.'.Meantime the entire Benny en- overhead at her- rluui- risk product ion
contemporary..' music- by outstanding
Hollywood. July
..... 88,
Night Club "cview..-.
tourage
is
remaining cast until costs- of $fi')0-00i) and up Without the
here on names in the field/
Joiin'.Emery. who an iv
94
...
Obituary
, ,
Benny* departure. They .comprise asMii-aurv of drawing power in .the
An plteinpt js being rhatlc to get
a pidiire. corNmiimeiil, has sullered
Mary': Livingstone
-'
Kl
Orehe.
(Mis. '"Benny ». male spot.
iinmi'i'-i!
coinplicalioiis 'from a recent sinus Sho^iakovieh, prokolicff and
J^'ho is not accomnanying her bus,The bulk of the scripts- scrapped
.......
Pici'iie-'
npciafion an'd lV;is hod to' ahaiidoh tiu» ot hc-j- rtiis.-iaii luininai ics hei'C
uand. and the Myit
lums (Mary s are ii.6n-w.ai..'
in
;
Riid:..
-'.-:..
probably lor ll.c all'air.
He'll
wiiik .lempordl ily.
sister'.
.... .46
Rad lo >i-\ :e .i s.
undergo another no.-e operation, but
So far as (hp loss of his radio
87
VaiifJeville ........ ....
Deal
Daven's
hasn't, decided whether to, have it
scri-xeis, Ed Morrow, and Bill Be..)'.'' 4
y.
Return
Slapsie's
Wai Aclivil ies.,
hero or to- return to New York,
Hollywood. July. 1.3.
loin. arc concerned,
the star says.
Maxie
P,oSf:nl)loorn
been'
has
At least .my ftoing overseas lo en20lh-Kox '.ha> giv-cn Andre Davc.n where, the first v. as per formed;- 'The
sinus condition hacl been- C'hrunic for booked into 'Loew'sj State,, N. Y., for
DMI.V VAItlK'IV
tertain the' boys will keep me from a seven-year producer's pact.
the .week beginning July 22.
(I'ui.l.^h-.l In IImII.v iviif.il. h]
..worrying about who vyill I gel to
Paveiv who has lH!On with the stu- .-sonic ycajs.
V.in.-lv, J^til.)
Ji,iil>It's
Slapsie's first vaude dale on
Until a few weeks ago. Emery
write for our radio" show in Ihe fall. dio for three -years, made wo films,
Ilii a yfxi— H'i r«|i:ii;n
Somehow that'll take care of itself— the more recent of which was "The played, the menace in 'Angel Street' Broarjway since he played the
Strand about a year ago.
.» nope:'
on Broadway.
Ending."
Night
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Wednesday,' July

ACTIVITIES
100%

RUSHING SPORTS FILMS

Cantor's Pitch for Hospital Circuit*

Special Service officer at one.,
of the army' camps In tile east,
with a peculiar idea of what
type of entertainment the. soldiers .want, is mulling for the
full all-soldier camp-sponsored
productions, one of "Journey's
End', and the other .'Our Town.'
The boys -In- the camp who
have already got .wind of the
plans are scratching their heads

FOR SOLDIER DEMANDS

Camp Shows

pointed up for

the need
h ospit ;il

ith

:

n-gu lar

of-

t r'eu it
i

'wounded, fighting
home from the \v. -fronts.
ii\pix
USO-Camp Shows is planning as
part o( its winter program to chan•))(! more ami. more, pf its performrecreation
ers into the' wards /

Recognition

aincrs to service

•

.

balls of th« "hospitals.W|iile lacking a regular \ hospital
ircuit, the Gamp Shows troupvrs
on the Red and While units, have",
into
such)
beeii routed regularly
places as ihe Tilton General Hospital
the National Naval
at. Fort Dix,

San Francisco. July

Medical Center

in

Washington; and

several of ihe other larger hospitals.'
In addition. all the USO units, when
.

camp more than.ohe night;
have been playing special matinees
at nearby, hospital bases and it is.

playing a
•

13.

San Francisco Chronicle as*
signed a Staff reporter to jour-'
ncy with a USO 'tabloid troupe'
to army, camps and' write a series
on his experiences. Stories '.described hardships of .USO enterlainers. «nd highly .praised; them
for their morale-building activ.i-j

•

.

well as those in training at domestic
for Sports films combining instructive, and well as- entertainment
value, arrangements, have been completed with the Special Services Division whereby a number, of majo:'

camps

a*

tor

i.'.n

.

tics..

on: series de'tabloid
troupe'
as 'a little.knowh activ-

weeks.

Camp Shows hopes to expand
meet the increasing needs lor; enand more
tertainment, as more
wounded are shipped home.
During the past winter season.
,

'

the sports reels
comes as no surprise to either the
War Dept.. officials or the pix execs
in view of the fact that there's
hardly a boy in the armed forces lor

paying big dividends'
in soldier morale on America's
western defense lines.'
ity that is

units played at a total
'683
235,742
hospitals,, before
the N. Y. Stage Door Canteen. Fundmen..:
recently
was
Eddie Cantor pointed up crying raising 'campaign
need for such ".'entertainment in an launched at the Theatre Roy ale,
'Variety' Sydney, Australia, when Kitty Bluett
inlerviftw' 'published..' 'in

wounded
i

.

'

week— EA.)

last

Army

.
.

Post's 1,036

Aeds Seat 720,653,
Have 6,856 Shows Wkly.
Washington. July
Department announces

War

Its 1,036 theatres at 546

Army

13
that

posts

combined seating capacity of
720,653. and handle a total, of 6.856

have

a

program.") a week. Army claims that
theatre chain is now the largest
in the world;
'The theatres, it explains, 'hot only
afford the soldier the chance to see
a .show in the conventional sense,
1

.its

.

A

.

movement.

lumbia by Max" Cohn and Harry Forster at the N. V. Fox-Movietone stu-

1

Film, as
dio.
mapped., will be

'

•

but also are in steady use during
orientation
-for
working
hours
courses, maneuver critiques, special
training lectures, as well
*ho\ving of training films.

as

the

'They also provide space for spe
rial religious ceremonies, for Officer
Candidate School graduations, and
for the traveling, theatrical performances~oT"lbe USO that regularly visit
.camps.'

DOOR CANTEEN'

'STAGE

JUNE FAYE IN CAMPS

Kyser Playing Benefit
For a Swimming Pool

in
of.

all

.

MCA

.

"

»

»

,

,

*<>> MM

.

.

Paramount, which was a consistent
winner in allocations. It surpassed
'Five Graves to Cairo." from the
tame studio, which finished No. 6.
Army Motion Picture Service says
that troops will still buy War pictures if they're good, but they must
stress: action.
"Action in the North

On Gamp
Camp

Contact Tour

Phillips,

exec

v.p.

for
for

Shows, i«r(. Thursday (81
..a three-week swing of the. Fourth,
jghth and Ninth Service Commands and the naval districts' on the
In addition he'll spend a
;Co»sl:
week in the Camp Shows headquar.-.'...
ters. in Beverly Hills.
of
the
Purpose
cross-country
Junket is to renew contacts with the
service, commandants and for a discussion of details and problems in
connection with the' routing of units
.

..

.

.

.

personalities into the camps and
liavy bases during .the fall and winter, .when CSI will 'expand its actiyi-.
ies to record proportions.
Phillips checks in first at the
Fourth Service Command quarters
in Atlanta; then goes on to the
Eighth in the' southwest/. After huddles with the Ninth Command offi-.
eials in San Francisco he'll tour, the
aoval districts in California and'.'
y/ind up at Hie CSI office.
..'lid.

.

I

to directorship

a

.

general.
of Hi

Procurement,

Corps

nal

.

M

»

«

M

.M

Drama Crlx

it

* * «
*

if

m

t t

tl

an

,

Di.s T

Gus Schirmer, Jr.. wluwe producof
Look Boys; .'Girts!' has
played 14 .Sunday
performances
during the past few. months. at army
camps, navy bases and hospitals iii
the New York area, is readying two
.

tion

.

units

USO-Camp

for.

Show's.

will be given similar

r

crew' arid passengers, taken
prisoner and eventually permitted to
return to the U. S. in. a"diplomatic
exchange.
the

:

U

'

'

.

R.

formerly head of drama department
uffalo Theatre Men Go Jit
at Indiana University and president
of the National Theatre Conference:
Buffalo, July 13.
Robert Moi'dbck, lor.merly. with'
lias been assigned to the administrative staff of naval training unit Shea's publicity department, now at
at College of Pacific. Stbcktori. Calif. Morris Field. N. C.
Jack- Magner, of Hi
staff, to
Frederick- Traunor, son of Saul Miami Peach; army.
Donald Campanela, assist, mgr..
Trauner. N. Y.- rooklyiK. sales manager for Coluin ia. ormy. .Formerly Shea's Hipp, left for Sanipsori Naval
Training School, Geneva.
at Col. homeofTice.
.

"

..

Miriam Doyle With Red Cross
Miriam Doyle, member of tlie
firm ot Laurence Rivers.

Patriots'

on- an

Favei>ham was

•

member, of the

theatrical

and. associated with the Playwrights , Co.
production of 'The
lia.s arrived in North Africa
Inc.,

mcnt.

American Red Cross

committee of Red Cross women w ho"do nothing else but look after enicrtainment for the hospitals and ice-'
:

reatioh clii.bs and. whenevei- liie
.shows -go out they play both .li
hospitals and the recreation clubs.

The way

it

done down

is

.here-

-to m e to_be'the best", way: in
handle it,. ~~TKe^ newspapers have
been- very cooperative in this territory and have always helped

seems

aasign-

getting volunteers. The artists are
auditioned, the shows put together
and given a;, rehearsal before they
go to any hospital to play a performance. The cast consists mostly
of girls between 16 and 20 years all
amateurs, and receive no pay. The
cast consists of singers, dancers and
instrumentalists and'tliey always
finish, with, a community sing in
which the boys' participate, and the
girls' mingle- amongst the men ai-d
give it a very friendly atmosphere.
The boys in the camps, seem to enjoy them just as well as though they
were big Hollywood stars.
There was a little trouble at first
getting volunteers; but now we find
that we can get as many as we want
all they have to dp is play one
show and when they, see the effect
on the boys they are tickled -io
death to go back.
The greatest trouble Ls trans
of
lion:
It's hard to take
this kind on a drive of more than
three hours for a day. It seems io
mc that there could be other centers
near other camps with the sanie irie
being worked put. The main- thing
is
to get; young, good lookinjf sirls
.

.

.

.

']

'

and have sdme one to. handle them
properly.- The expense is practically

I

Through a system of replace19 girls have thus far appeared in 'Look.' inciuding Melissa
Mason, Anne F.ranci ne, Hildegarde
Halliday. Phyllis Myles, Pat Deering,-. Helen- Wenzel, Gigi. Gilpin and
"

;

ments.

.

Dorothy Bird,, all of the original
Imogene Coca, Virginia Bolcn.
Mavis Sobol, .Harriet Kenning. CeHolm and Margil Dekova, both
of 'Oklahoma,' and May Block of
'Something for the Boys.' For last
Sunday's performance (ID. Nanette Fabray,- of 'By Jupiter' and
Paula Trueman of "Kiss and Tell:
leste

joined the cast,-

if aiiy story coniei nut
a
it is strictly;
'Red. Cross
idea and all the credit stiould. kh
there. This -work is .very important

of this, as

.

-

and very much needed iij^sli' the
camps that I have visited and ynri
know there are quite a' few camps'
this territory.

iii

several weeks being on
I am again up and aiouhd
very good. In fact, better
did .when I Went away.
CHarlie. Frctvinn.

After

.

niy back;

Welburne,

cameraman,
Col.

and

feel

than

I

.

Canada's 16-17-18 Order

Scotty

William

joined

Keighley

England.

Keighley..

lead

Force film

unit,

in

the
arrived
of

McCauloy.
aiid
flier,

ex-

Lieut. Col;
are ejcpeeted

a'foui'spinc in the near

future.

Show

Hits

crack at Canadian show biz. Labcir
his
Mitchell announced
Minister
labor-transfer order whirl?

'fourth'

takes lads of 16, .17 and 18 yoa'S
from the biz into so-called .'essential'
work.
Previous order switched Ih older
•

.

New

gioiips!

L A.

N Y.

to

Murray Burnett.
Pave Cantor.

16.

17.

and

Mitchell order affecis
18-year-olds in "enlerrenot
but

l.iinment,
including
stricted to theatres,

motion

picture

bowling:

alleys,.

.

•

film

agenties,
.

companies,. cluliS,
pool Tooms' and in

another sjcctiori 'relail side' of sporiing goods' or musical instriiinents'

Charles Coburn.

Hairy Cohen.

Manpower

Biz

Ottawa. July 10.
deregulations
labor
Further
signed to shift manpower fropi *)<'cupations designated 'nph-essciiti;\r
to war work have taken" another
'

l|{.

former

has

Army

Air.

io

be mentioned

:

.

:

Neither one of us are

ing her.

cast:

Ed. Alperson:

Beecrofl Commissioned

Barkeley, Tex.

.

have been

"Look."

Capt.

Nyack, N. Y.,
Che.sler Bcecroft. former picture
erts, Cal.. following graduation irpiri producer, got his commission from
S. Maritime 'Officers.. School at
officers training school at Fort BchFort Trumbull,. New London.
tiing. Ga.
Be«croft was aitfong survivors
Dick Lewis, drama editor
.'.'In-,
-.«' picked tip iii mid-Atlantic last- Febdianapolis Times, enters army
ruary after his ship, homeward
volunteer officer candidate.
Lieut. Lee
Norvell<v U.S.N.. bouiid from Tunisia, was torpedoed.

Kaver*ham's Lieulenacy

9.

Need

'

Warner

.

>

'Wounded

.

'

.

editorial,

'

I

Philip N. FaS'ersham, 35. actor son
of (he. late William Faversham, commissioned a secohd lieutenant' at the
Medical Admini'strafiVe.dor'pslifficer
candidate 'school'.- graduation
at

-

Laughs,' last week, is very true aiid
very important. The Red Cross In
the Dallas area-has been taking care
of entertainment for. these boy .c rur
the past six months.
Thci'e is a

nothing, and, the results are. just as
Judith Evelyn, currently iii 'Angel good,
if not better, in many cases
Street,' will probably head one of.
than having a big professional show.
the new. units in a light, comedy,
While I Was in England Mrs. Freeprobably
'Private
Lives,"
while man handled this as chairman of hp
Schirmer. also lias in preparation a
Red Cross Committee and since I
second
musical
unit similar
to
back I have been as.«istr.

Welburne With Keighley

«»++++4-+'+ 4"

Dallas, July

Your

—

Schirmer Readying New
Units for Camp Toilfs

Lieut.

lMMM

Show'

For Wounded Soldiers
Editor, 'Variety':.

•

Sig-

ution Service.

tri

ambulance unit bound for he M id
there recently.
Indianapolis. 'July 13.
die East on the. Egyptian stcamei
Capt.
Richard
Pyt. Bill Kiley, formerly mgr. of Ziunzam when it was shelled and
Warner scripter:
sunk in the South Atlantic in 1941
Station WFBM. and olie-iime 'Va
Paul Mantz. stimt
riety' mug, is attached "to, the public by a German raider. He was among
10 make it
Join

and

•

\yashiiiglon. July

•

Lawrence

<»»»»

Uncle Sam's Callboard

relations office: at Stout Field here
Ted Nicholas, forjnerly program
Atlantic' is said to be such an accu
director at WIRE, graduated as sec
rate film of the cdnyoy service, the ond lieutenant
at officers training
Aj my has taken it over as a training .camp. Fort" Silh-.Okla. He -.will •»;'
film nnd.it .is bein shown to soldiers
port to Fort Bragg.
n doty hours.
Second Lieut. Carl- Lewis, formerly'".asst. drama editor, of IiidianPhillips Off
apolis Star, is now at Camp Rob-

Lawrence

to.

.

.

>+"-»»

'

major

upped
shifted

new

'

.

.

War Dept. had replaced him with Brig. Geri. William
H. Harrison,, who has recently been

routing,

:

Washington, July 13.
'Stage Door Canteen' romped away
p.s the; No.'i choice '-iil ihe L0.44 camp
theatres during the month of June
The United Artists feature with its
constellation of Slavs actually had a
runaway at the bo. Other features
favored by uniformed soldiers were;
'Bataan
2. 'Coney Island" (20th);
(MGM); 4, 'Aerial Gunner' (Par); 5
•Action ,in North Atlantic' (WB).
Surprise picture was 'Aerial Gunner;' a Pine-Thomas 'B' product from

.'.''•''.

Colonels.'
The. jittery

The new ones

the " others

an educational

nature, combining instruction, trick
shots as well as entertainment fare
Oakland, Cal., July 13.
via comedy.
Coleman Clark, and Allen Thomas,
What may be the start of a series
of si ilar patriotic stunts will get the table tennis experts currently
appearing at the Hurricane. N.' Y..
underway for Kay Kyser at the
nitery. will do a one-rceler for Co-,
Municipal Auditorium on July 24 lumbia starting tomorrow, while
when he gives a benefit dance and Alice." Marble and Mary Hardwicke,
show for the purpose of raising two of- the' top femme's in the tennis
world, will be featured in a Max
$20,000 to equip the Oak. Knoll NavaJ^
Cohn-Harry Forstey oue-reeler to
Hospital With a swimming pool..
be shot at the Forest Hills stadium
Stipulation of the local enterprise next week.
Swimming and wresis that the
entire gross go to the tling'pix will follow, with Max Richcause.
is- financing the. junket
ard, as in; the others, lining up the
of the band: the city is donating talent for the sports rcelers.
the auditorium, the Chamber of
The community sing pictures are
Commerce, is handling the. promo- also strong in the army camps. With
tion and the Musicians Union has a number planned for early distriwaived the. standby band, Kyser's bution. Ben Blake is currently proshow follows' in the wake of a Rudy ducing one for Col., featuring the
Vallee band and show performance Song Spinners and Dick Leibert, the
for Coast Guard relief fund at the N. Y. .Radio City Music Hali organist.
'

13.

:

sports films spotting the ex-champs
would be strictly n. g., as far as the
boys are concerned, it's felt, since
their interest lies in the new idols
contributed $500 as a .starter in honor and in all probability "the boys have
of! her father, the' late-Fred Bluett already seen the oldies.
Coliimbio. Paramount, Pathe and
Aiistralia'i comedian. Total of' $3,000
Fox ar.e planning series of such
was. subscribed;
sports films, with Col. putting one
Theatrical and radio' producers into production in the east last week,
haye pledged their cooperation tinr shooting a second tomorrow (Thursder the supervision of tlie local Ac- day) and 'Friday .and doing a third
tors Equity. Association.
.billiard picture, feanext week.
Sydney Albright; United Artists turing, the crack Pete'i'son-Ponzi
general -manager in Australia., has combo. -with Tony Blair, of the 'Early
offered organization use of 'Stage to Bed' tmisicomedy, currently at the
Door Canteen.' So) Lesser produc- Broadhurst. N. V., in for comedy
tion, for a tieupin stimulating the bits; was filmed last.- week for Co-,

.

Washington, July

..'.;

'

t>t

Handles the Shows

.

-Col. Kirk B. .Law toil has been restored to his former, position as
chief of the. Anny Pictorial service,
returning to the job he held up. to
the time of the Truman committee
probe of the so-called "Hollywood

natural, they argue, tliat the soldiers
should want to be abreast of their
favorite sport via a new series of
pix featuring the top men in the
Shipping- the old
respective field's.

Australia has started a campaign
to organize a down-under, version of

194.1

'

,

ORDER OF B'WAY 0R1G

14*.

Texas

in

.

from his favorite pastime or hobby,
be it baseball, tennis, billiards, hock"Therefore, it's only
ey golf, et

CANTEEN ON

.''-

'

COL LAWTON RESTORED
TO HIS FORMER POST

;

'

;

-for

day who has not been yanked away

AUSSIE'S

to.

Camp Shows

Town?'

The demand

As put by one

.

the enlisted boys wlio,. uiilike
kpecial soi'vice Officers at,, many
of the camps, has a show biz
background, but can't get to first
base on the morale stance: 'We
"don't get it at all. The boys'
here "want -'to laugh. We have no
But
objection " to- legit siiow;s.
"
'
why 'Journey's End'

'•

note

in bewilderment',
.'of

;

this phase of activity, in particular,

that

.

:

tributed commercially, but it's, the
primary, concern of both the'siudios
turn out a
and the War Dept.sufficient.' number of prints lo nigcl
the requests that have been coining
in in increasing number in recent

•

USO

program

,

production h

into

and two-reelers for
shipment into the camps and navy
The Alms will also be disbases.
of one

number

.-.';'

•

Editor's

scribed

put

will

studios

Red Cross

.

.

With demands reaching War Dept.
officials from soldiers overseas as
.

Cues Expansive Action by

Miscast

.

an<l 'taverns, liquor,
stores.'

S, Charles Einfeld.
Ray S. Harris.
Nat Holt.

wine and beer

Oscir Homolka.
Bill

That's Plenty Shows

Howard.

Felix Jackson.

.Hollywood; July 13
The Holly wood Victory Committee
has rung Up a record for patriotic
-

Ben Kamslcr.
Charles Knerner.
Ei'ich W. Korngold.
Dorothy Laihour.

Perry Lieber.'

v

activities for the first six
1943.
During tht.t period
.

Anil McCill.
Herb' Mclntyi'e.
William Morris. Jr..
Charlie Mojil isoi):
Rodney.. Paiitages.
WHliai.n if. Pine.
hwlph Raveiiscroft.

months of
it was re-

sponsible for 5,867 entertainment

bond

selling

appearances of

1942.

.

Frank Ryan.

N.Y. to L

'

Walter Scharf.
.Sol Schwartz..'

Alfred Bloomingdale.
Eddie Cantor.
.

Frederick Stephanl
Kenneth Tliomson.
Mike Todd.

Lewis A. Weiss.
Wendell Williams.
Oedi'ife Z;ichiiry.

»>.td

stars..

In contrast it laiinch'ed 7,620 guot
stints for- the entire 12 monllis ff

Ann

Corip.-

Felix Ferry.

Jack Kapp.
Lou Levy.
Ranald MacDoiiRall.
Acll'ichne Mardtn.

-A.

•

f

a

14, 1943
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PICTURES

VARIETY

Reform

system 'ot\' inter< i.i'O >c j' stabilization, other
proposed respectively by.
economist j. M-. Keynes and
the U. S- Treasury,' is eventually
adopted. 'financial'', .groups with piclittle
ture business -interests see
chance of any large scale moveriient
of funds from Europe fpr the purChase o( American films immediately
''following the end of the war. Many
U. S. and British films would, at the
beginning, he handled on .a special

Have

(Like Kilgore's)

Bills

s

.Unless.

al

11

i

i)

hhI

ii

i

Major prod.iif.er-dis.ti'ibutors;'. with"
exception of RKO and Universal'
have: virtually eliminated .independ-

.j

iho'se

lh>i\

New

Deal for Edelman

i-'iiisji'

Hollywood, July-

'

13.

ent

'

Office of

the

y

basis

War

handed supervision

of the forthcoming. Paul. Muni starrer, 'At Night Wc
bream.'
ilming starts as spoil as Edelman (pmplcles: his eurreul producer
chore on 'My Client Curly-.'
;

outside producers.
handling
Universal
has .been
Charles K.. Feldmaii package deals
but is not reaching for outside production deals. Walter Wanger. on
the Universal let.»is financed by the
studio and. works on the home lot
on a basis similar to some of. '(he

;

.

Infor-

the

Nabes See Boon

and the U, S. would be. the
:larRestcreditpr nations and even the
.initial deposits in an international

Los
nicies. July 13.
Neighborhood' and indie' exhibs
bank would have to be loaned to are among the few who are happy
about the new/20% withholding insome of the .European countries.
As tentatively outlined so far, comefax. which covers multitudes
plans for currency, stabilization are of warplant workers in this .vicinity.
'Operators of smaller theatres, who
limited to token deposits. European
nations would have no great surplus haVe been 'taking a beating, from
for purchase of. films, after food,
clothing, medicinal and other ma-

.

provided for.
addihowever,
tional loans will be made, in this
vent U. S. film producers would
\)» able to increase product distributerials are

Possibility,

.

.

.

While the start of the withholding
Meantime, regardless of the prdsthat rentals will remain frozen tax during the past .week had np
upon
effect
Europe for a considerable period apparent' immediate
the war ci., s. U. S. and B.rit- business at the picture theatres, it
jnh film interests are mulling plans would be living in a fool's paradise
the guii on European dis- not to expect that it will ultimately
\j> jump
cause some damage, in the opinion
tribution when firing ceases.-.
Prospects of a forei n post-war of one of the larger circuit opera.boom -.eventually for American screen tors. It is believed that the deducproduct are bright. Many signs point tions under the pay-as-you go taxing
plan will have: a cumulative effect
(Continued on page 28)
and that as the bite -continues it will
be felt more.
Theory is that since bills and
In

.

.

Cement

to

U. S. Film Ties
Washington, July 13.
Mikhail KalalazOV. one of the top
Soviet film directors, will reach
Hollywood shortly. as official rep to
'•strengthen artistic and commercial
ties' between the industry in Russia
and this country, Russian Embassy
here has announced.
Kalalazov's most recent pic was
'Wings of Victory/ biography of a
famous Soviet flyer. He has been in
pictures for the past 20/ years, start
ing at the Tbilisi Studio. As. an independent producer,, he made, num
and documentaries,
erous shorts
later switching to features.-

MURRAY SILVERSTONE
ABROAD END OF JULY
Murray Silverslone.

charge
of foreign distribution for 20th-Fox
Is scheduled
to leave for England
around the end of, July. •" Spyros
Skouras lias tentative, plans to go
abroad at about the same time, but
may be detai ned in the U. S: by com
'.
pany business.
While in England understood that
v.p. in

:

ilverstone will discuss distribution
roblen.is with- J. Arthur. Rank, dpm.i
naiil

producer-distributor-exhibitor

Epglan

Possibility that, some
will be set up. for
the. -F.ox-Movic.lone newsreei in- relation to , Gaumont-Br.ili.-ih and Uni
versa 1 which Rank distributes.

new arrangement'

Fineman with Selznick
'

Hollywood. July 12.
Bernie Finoman has quit Metro to
Produce for D, O. Selznick's Van
guard
Product ions for U'h I c d
: Artists.
D. T. O'Shoa, prcz Vanguard, announced' the deal.
Fiiteniaii has been
years in the busi.

i

peak, this summer and autumn 'with
would call for stiff terms 15 pictures slated
to start, including
and conditions for independent re- three musicals and
four Technicolors.

now

factors

Monogram
Produce

Hollywood. July
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MARKET

company shares

refunding worked out by Par
leaves only the common in
by earnings after covering bond interest. Interest in Paramount also was whetted by the; likelihood that the common dividend
niight be increased since Barney
Balaban. had told stockholders at
the annual meeting he would recomr
mend such action if earnings con.--.,'
tinued aV the; present rate.
Increased -activity and new peaV-r
by 20lh-Fox cpmihon and prefiiired
.shares;werc based on- earnings plus
the' fact that Ihc' corporatian has decided jo buy out National Theatres'
complete holdings, previously held
aiid

.which

;!--.:ph:-.-ni

at

l!M.'{

v.

frti*

il^

-

.

1

by Chase. National.
Universal common, the new. share*
supplanted both Ihe old corny
and 'ccrlificatrs for Universal

ni'in

common certificates under the
nioi::or plan, have held fairly. ''hig-li
ll.illywood. July 13.
belweeii $18.0(1 and $19.50 in trading
ijonyhi llie.iilm rigid.-.. on lit? N. Y. Curb.
Lai lot " figure il.
.'Hoiig-i;!y. Sp'-akiny.' a novel by yirlulilly Ihe |ii:;h for (lie old coin-
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.50111 'film-in

set:
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This new. L' i-i'hii|l:e
sole oiitstan<liiig slock
corporation, now known as
I'iclurcs Corp. since UniAim. 1 to coliabprjle with C.it.lu'l-mc versal Corp. and Universal'; Pictures
tin- rrirresponding pewore combined.
uere around S2.3(Jll.0(KJ, "T'lrney on '.he screenplay.
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participated in the uptrend of the
stock market in recent days, Paramount and 20th-Fox stepped out ai
new- leaders of. amusement slocks by.
registering new highs for this year
and longer. Traders liked particularly the simplified cprporate setup,

.

Goetz and- Leo Spitz look

ihe .official .okay cinie from Wash-'
inqlon. Ik- '«-;is fonncrlv N: Y. met-

:

by outside producers.:

GOETZ-SPITZ LOOK SET

|

'

we

An

.

Monogram Productions. Meanwhile
the company will continue to re-

'JR.

from

IN BULLISH

Yukon;' 'Hot Rhythm'
and
'Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,' a remake.
Dunlap and Parsons continue, as
producers but not" as .independents',
operating
sponsorship
of
under

FOR

arrived
Hollywood-, last

Robert,

son,

PAR, 20TH TAKE LEAD

the

suc-

around $3,000,000 -'for the

York

RKO

'College:
Sweetheart/ 'Black
Beauty.-' "Ground Crew," 'Trail of

.

j

Harry Cohn.

of

Monday (12) to. huddle pn plans for
the, production. Producers have several story 'properties under
consideration, among them The Mister Race.' based on Louis P. Lochner's book on Gtirmany.
Golden has a releasing deal with
for his next film;

First under the new arrangement
will be 'Lady Let's Dance,' slated
for early filming. Others on the list

lease pictures

his in-

'Hitler's Children' for

Golden's

New

are

William Shai tin
While the promotion had been set

previously. Ben kalrhonson.. general
Talent shortage is chasing more
sales ri.aiiHRor. could not. announce
and- more -top Coast executives east. it until tl.o end' of. last week w lien

gross
is

Monogram Pro-

Int,

in

film.
j

Lindsley Parsons productions under
general supervision of Trein Carr
as executive producer.

,

Warner

for

ceeding

present

its

terest

13.

make

to

ductions, Inc., has taken over the
making of the Scott R. Dunlap and

was the promotion ot Hairy Seed,
who has become district manager

Harry Conn East On

going

is

$850,000

Golden has sold

A..

apDeal wa»
proximately' $850,00.0.
based oh an estimated world wide

pictures ajfain after a lapse of
three years, during which it has
functioned as a rclea.ising organization. Inactive since WO, when the
parent' company, Monogram Pictures
Corp., moved from Talisman studios

Cannot Promote

figure

Edward

Pix

own

A Guy Nowadays

is

Out lor

Now
Own

Its

After Lapse of 3 Yrs.

and against the boxoffice. The
facl that kids are Put of schppls may
be serving as an offset right now to
business lost among taxable patrons.
Also, pointed out that going back
a month on business or making comparisons with a year' ago are more
di iciilt now, because pictures- not
only .vary in quality, but holdovers,
Due to the necessity of getting
often for many weeks on some films,
create a difference. The past week- approval pf the War Manpower Comend, first under the pay-as-you-go mission- and the Treasury Dept. in
promotions,
official
antaxation, offers no line when com- making
pared with the prior weekend that nouncements of higher posts worked
out. by film companies/ are being
was the Fourth of July.
held' iip.
One such case in point

latest,

Will

tribution

for

the

Sells

.

leases. Quality pf .production offered
would, of course, be most important
in setting deals.

estimate what harm the
to
withholding tax is causing, since so
different

Ed Golden

as a result,

cult

many

.

.

Bookkeeping, exploitation .and dispolicies, often questioned
by independent producers,, have in
other obligations continue, but will recent times resulted in friction with
have, to be met in some way, the ensuing aloofness, of', major studios
entertainment budget might suffer, to outside- .deals. Problem of playing
though to what extent is regarded, time, however, now overshadows all
With money other considerations, with almost. all
as anybody's guess.
disappearing from paychecks each the majors prefering to push their
week, many persons may find it dif- own studio stock for full profits inficult to meet., regular bills as well stead of handling independent output
as periodic payment's on insurance, on a percentage basis.
stale income tax, club memberships,
United Artists, solely as a distribetc.
utor, remains the only major releasTheatre sources figure that It will ing organization operating with inbe at least a -month or two before dependent product exclusively.
any reliaole comparisons can be
made, and then that it may be diffi-

Hp

takes, a vacation before
Selznick.
Stephen Longstrool. novelist, has
bPi'ii siftnod by
Vanguard Films, releasing .through UA.
He joins the new. Fineman unit.

'

.

-

">

"

emenl between production an

exhibition of pix.

Las; Aprii Rep;
rancis' D: Culkin,.New Yo'vlc; Republican, introducedstaff producers in many respects.-.
nicasure to eliminate blockbooking
Aside from the 'normal- peacetime
and blind selling.
It' marked
the
problems, involved in handling of acsecond Congress into which Culkiu
counts of independent producers, dishad introduced his bill. Nothing hn
Hollywood. Jul/ 1.1.
tributors now have two more imporElimination of all B and minor A been' .heard of it since, and- nobody,
tant factors to contend with. First pictures
from/future- filming sched- inch! ing Culkin, expects anythin
is the question of -piaydates' and anules at 20lh-Fox was- announced by to come of it.
other is raw stock.
Joseph M-. Schenck following a conSimilar; fate is predicted for" the
Queried last week about possibil-. ference with Dairyl F. Zanuck.. who Kilgore bill. While it first
appeared,
ity of accepting some outside prod-,
recently checked put of the Army to. that Kilgore was acting fn conjuiicucl. for. release, the distribution chief
resume charge of production on the libn with the Department of Justice,;
for one major company said that in
Wcslwpod jot. William Goetz. pinch- anti-trust division officials. said they
the currently difficult playdate bothitting while /Zanuck Was in uni- had no advance notion that the bill
tleneck situation he would hot be .iiiT
form, checked off the studio to run was to go into the hopper.
cliived to sell putside pictures on
his own independent production orThe trouble with the Kilgore
what amounts to a commission basis. ganization.
bill.'
said one Government official,
'We'd be giving away part of our
Zanuck'.s first personally conducted '.is that it is a reform measure.- Moplaying time.' stated the exec, 'and
production, since his return, will be tion, picture theatres today are pros-besides there's the raw stock situaa higlj-budgeter based oh the career
porous, including , the independents.
While
tipn.
are culling down on
of Woodrow Wilson, which Lamar Reform moves always -have, a. better
the number pf pictures to. be made,
Trotli
scripted.
Meanwhile Lew chance when' times are hard than
we heed all the raw slock we get Sehreiber takes over the choreof when everybody is making money.'
to maintain the usual number of
executive assistant to Zanuck. a post
in
circulation and ensure
prints
held by Goetz befpre the war.
wider and faster. liquidation.'
Production at 20th-Fox reaches a
Any pacts w-hich would be made,

.

J*ess:'

voi-i

wc

Maybe Later

jifler

.in

Kilgore. West Virginia Democrat. \1
the old Necly bill for complete di-

Only Biggies At

.

-pec.t.

USSR

from

;

long holdovers in the downtown deluxe houses, .figure, that the new tax
will keep the customers in their pwn
neighborhoods, rather than pay admissions, up to 85 cents to see first
runs downtown.

;.'•..'.

abroad.

the legislators return
vacation..

summer

Most recent of the measures, in?
troduced July. 5 by Senator Harley

'The.

.

iifain

tion

of

when

fajl

their

Para-

at

,

the pre-war exports
or
the
nations involved
medium for international

either

-

13.

67th perpicture, in 30

Mille's

directed

Kayo

Washington. July 13
circles do not believ
bills introduced in lh»
present Congress, to restrict film exhibition; will go anywhere in .ttm

.

..

.

De

B.

years went into work
inount with the start
Story of Dr. -Wassell.'

to Its

Washington
that the two

•

'

The Key n'o'# and Henry Morgentha'u plans are based on a 'percentof
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for All

Mille's 67th
'Hollywood. July
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Services.'
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De

Warners and 20lh-Fox now have no

.

Good

Its

outside

.with

deals

Metro, of
to deals of this kind.
course, has for many years released,
only its own product. Paramount,

mation 'and the British Inforrriattipn

age-' 'ot'.

releasing

Lou Edelman drew a -now-' pro- producers. Company toppers for the
ducer .contract./at. Columbia and was most pari now are strongly opposed

Tl-e

.

,-i''i-.;.oi-

will -he at' the

stu<lio

[,'niveisal

.
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.

PICTURES
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Wednesday, July

PfttaETf

Washington, July IS.
impressive fareweli Iri nle lo the film' Industry was paid y'e«,.
terday by Xowtjl Mellett, outgoing chief of the Office of War In.
formation Domestic Film Bureau.

An

Gertrude Folger renewed as dic-

Successor to Mellett; Industry

tion coach' at Metro..
:

Roy Roberts' player option
by

Likely Will Advise

OWJ Man

lifted

'I am firmly convinced,' said Mellett, 'of: how highly important
it
the job being done by motion pictures in connection with- the wa>.
really doing a fine job, and I leave with the highest respeci
for the industry.

2pt.h-Fox.'

Natalie Draper inked player pact
'
at Metro.
Jack Kirk inked actor pact at
Republic.
Baggefs
player
.option
Lynn
picked up by Warners.
Miriam Franklin's playeV ticket. re•

They are

-

•

Film industry leaders, following
sessions' in New York and on. the
Coail, last Thursday (8) sent an
urgent bui apparently futile appeal
to the While House in a last-minute
effort seeking the retention! of .Low;

-f

A

•

Mellett, who has. since resigned,,
as head of the film bureau of the Ofell

of War Information:
Y. 'Frank Freeman; representing

fice
'

Hollywood Producers Association, wired the appeal following
the

',

company toppers'

consultations with
in

New

York.

Walter Wangor and others opposed
Intervention by the picture business in what they considered a political and inter-departmental Gov'

ernment problem.
Mellett's resignation is generally
regarded as culmination of friction
with Elmer Davis, head of the OWI,
as well as with other, government

Super-'Pigeon'? _
Morrison,
quondam
Charlie
agent and now bistro boniface

!

Mocambb. Hollywood
of
the
nitery, is east on. an indie fllmproducing deal.
'People are asking .me who's
financing my deal,', says Morris

with Dave

my

answer

that'll

New

.

.Tom London drew

:.

actor contract

Nathaniel Curtis, writer, sighed by
Metro.
Grace McDonald's player option
Selznick and
hoisted
by Universal.
problem.'
Byron Burr; aircraft worker, die
player ticket at Paramount.
Mary Perine handed minor con.tract by Metro.
Peter Loire renewed by Warners.
LeRoy Mason inked actor pact at
Republic.
Eleanor Bailey inked player pact
at Metro.
Yvonne De Carlo's player option
seven-year con- picked up by Paramount.

Depinet, Rathvon

Reported that new
tracts are being mailed for Ned E.
Depinet, president of RKO Radio
Pictures, and N. Peter. Rathvon,
the Coast discounted the possi- president of RKO; inc.
Depi net's
bility on grounds that no trade rep
.

old contract,

from accounts, expired

Dorothy Gilmoic drew acting

tick-

et at Metro.

DeWitt Bodccn renewed
at

as writer

RKO.

Judi Blacque handed player con-

.

tract at Metro.

Od-

ium), has not held a contract.

Seven-year
was recently
pact
handed Charles. W, Koerner, v.p. in
chark of RKO studio production.
Strongly improved showing made
Acted As Buffer
by RKO, Inc., during past year
Industry reps strongly favored
brought salary increases for a large
he had .ably served
,

number
atres,

company

of

execs, in the-

production and administrative
few months;

offices during- the past

Now

'Boys From Chi'

Reported Unhappy

With Mouthpiece
Chicago, July.

13.'

There are strong reports here that
Phil D' Andrea, Louis
Gioe,
Ralph
Charles

Paul-. Ricca,

Campagna,

Pierce and Frank Maritote, the six

.

'

crisis.

Meantime,

program

of

Govern

be released via the

merit films to

War

Activities Committee appears
likely to continue as scheduled for
a period of six months. Eight completed Government shorts are on

hand with some eight more near
completion.
The Aim .industry, is
producing 13. shorts while some others arc expected from the Office of

defendants in the Aim racket case,

are

among themselves

quarreling

Dissension'

is

said

have arisen

to

over their disagreements as to legal

Some

counsel;

of

and want

satisfied

the
to

boys aren't
change law-

yers.

Aii official of

one

of the

breweries

named

here, not yet publicly

armed

bodyguard, following the report that

he had

talked.

A

superseding indictment naming

additional'

Chicago

labo.rites

and

WAC

:

'

All-Industry

WAC

will stick
Mellett's

'DISHONORED LADY'

out.

it

resignation

—
— which

for several days, with the industry

hoping
official

would remain— was made
on Friday (9) when Davis

he-

announced

it.

Mellett's "resignation .becomes' effective this Thursday, and is attribin the statement to 'budget reductions which virtually eliminated
all of the acivities of the bureau as
now constituted.' Another reason,
not given by Davis, was tjiat Mellett
and his fellow OWI brasshats had
been at odds for a considerable
length of time on various subjects,

uted

.

(Continiipd on Dace 20)

..

Representatives, of the War Activities Committee, divisions from all
parts of the country-have been called
into session in New York next Friday. (16) to discuss problems arising
from the curtailment of operations
of the film' division of the Office
of War Information and Lowell Mel-,
lett's resignation.
At the same time ways and
means will be discussed, for cooperation of show business with the
U. S. Treasury, in the $30,000,000,000 third War Loan drive scheduled
Sept. 9-20.
.

boy. and- stay

K.E.N.6; That's 'KEN OV
calls '.-itself the 7-11.'
Big Dick

for all

is

know;

I

^

We left Los Angeles in the cool of a July morning and as we drove
along the great highway into San Bernardino we could smell the orange',
blossoms a mile and my thoughts went back to a split: week— Sioiix Cjty
and Sioux Falls. When we got to Baker, the little whistle stop at the
entrance, to Death Valley, I' thought I saw Borax Scotty, but it turned out
The heat was on and I got an Idea
to be a burro headed the other way.
of what our lads' are going through in North Africa. Sand and sun— some
fun,' ch kid?
:

A hundred miles cast and we pulled up' in front of a resort that calls
itself 'the Hotel Last Frontier.'
The car was panting like a fat rnan trying to overtake Gunder Haegg so we decided to call it a day. There was.
a swimming pool in front of the hotel and two desert rats that looked
like Harry 'Carey and his graiidpappy were boiling some eggs in It. We
went inside quickly. The air conditioned room hit my body beautiful like
It was just duckyWe got a couple
a soft caress from Kale El inore.
of rooms overlooking the mountains and a bellboy brulig us up a pailful
of suds to cool our fevered brows.
.

Well, it lakes a showman'.: to run a hotel.
should say an hotel, but
T I
the light in the night school at San Quenlin was. .bad and I ducked gramI'm telling you. 1 We -went down for dinner and we were kriocked
room
biggest
nicest
in
and
the state plus a floor, show,
for a loop.
The
Who do y oil think was on the podium? This guy
that will floor yb.ii.
has been around, no one but the Old Maestro hisself, the tops in dance
music for as long, as Felix Adler can remember, no one. but Emile Coleman, in the flesh. And there is plenty of it.
irjer.

.

-

While we were munching on a desert prairie chicken Miss Ethel Slnitta
took the floor and she hasn't lost a thing. So the reporter in me broke
out and I asked- the bus girl who was responsible for all this grandeur
out in the middle of nowhere. He' told me the boss -was a chap named
R. E. Griffith. Mr. Griffith owns a lot of theatres in Texas; and I mean
a lot brother, and. from the looks of the-place.he has another hit on his
Ted Gamble, Treasury rep, has hands. Then we sauntered into the casino— that's- Park ave. for the
formally requested Si Fabian to ask gambling joint. It was a baby Motile Carlo, nice and cold, just like the
the industry to participate in the dice. A 60-fobt bar after a design from some guy who had seen Eldorado
loan on an extensive basis.
and a lounge that would make the sitters in. the Waldorf lobby habitues
Among those attending the ses- here for life.
sions wiil be
Kenneth Thomson,
Well, so we went broke. How can you make a 10 or a 4 when a 7 keeps
chairman of the Hollywood Victory bobbin' up? We went to bed. It was just 3:55. ayem Pacific Wartime by my
Committee, and John C. Flinn, fep- Ingersoll. In two minutes I was sound asleep. A bell woke me up. a
resentinj SIMPPP and the academy. musical bell. I thought I was back in Notre Dame. Then I knew what
Relationship of the
I was as wrong
to "the Na- it was: the U. P. locomotives were going lyrical on me.
tional Entertainment Industry Coun- as the Paramount clock.
I looked out the. window and got the shock of
cil will be among the subjects to. my life.
What do I see right next to the hotel but a. church— a beautiful
be discussed at confabs to be held country church— jiist like Tommy. Gray's Elegy. Stained glass reflected
at the Hotel. Astor, N. Y.
the light from Within and a canopy had been stretched out to the autoAmong those invited to attend mobile. path. A geezer in a cutaway looking like a Cartier's salesman
meetings are Waller C. Ament, Ed- was opening the door of the chapel. The bell had stopped ringing and
ward Arnold, Barney- Balaban, Nate the intoxicating strains of Mendelssohn's Wedding March floated out into
Blumberg, Joe Hazen, Si Fabian, the srlence of the desert night. I thought I was having a bad dreamGeorge J. Schaefer, Ed Kuykendall, four o'clock in the morning was no lime for a wedding but there it was
Abe Lastfogel, Abram F. Mayers, and no mistake.
Robert H. Poole, Philip Reisman,
and hurI got Into my tweeds without the. help of my man Sebastian
Herman Robbins, William F. Rodg- ried down to have a look at the lamb being led into slaughter. A couple
ers, Nicholas M. Schenck, Spy'ros
I
front.
of tired reporters and a blase cameraman were loafing out in
P. Skpuras, Waiter Vincent, R. B.
Betty
put the $64 question to them. They calmly informed me that
Wilby, Adolph Zukor, Ntothan YaGrable was being cemented to Harry James and the sooner it was over
mins, Oscar Doob, Francis Harmon,
the
It didn't take the minister long to adjust the yoke and
the better.
Mary C. McCall, Jr.; Joseph Bern- wedding party came out looking happy and weepy. This was not at, the
hard,
E.
V,
Richards,
Arthur corner of 55th and 5th Manhattan. Good old St. Thomas. But right out
Mayer, E. L. Alperson, A. H. Blank,
smack dab in the desert. If the groom took a wrong step he rn>8bt ^iave
Harry Brandt, John J. Harris, Sam
waiting
incurred the enimity of a curious, rattlesnake, or .a horned toad
E. Morris, Charles- C. Moskowitz,
for the sunrise.
R. J. O'Donnell, M. A. Rosenberg,
Not only is the 'Little Church or the West' out where the pavement
Leonard Goldenson, Dan Michaelove,
he
ends, but the parson don't have lb take 50 steps to And out whether
Lou Golding, Sam Pinanski, Charles
can make an 8 the hard way.
,
Hayman, H. F. Kincey, John Balaana
They told me that Betty had just got In On. a bus from Hollywood
ban, Jack Hirsohi Jules Rubens,. Ike
takes
had just got off a train from New York. Well that's all it
Harry
Libson,
William Skirball, Frank
Don't let anyone ever tell
to make a wedding.. Both ready and willin'.
H. 'Rick' Ricketsort, B. D. Cb'irill,
meet.
you that east is east and west is west, and never the, twain shall
E.
C.
Beatty. Harry Katz, Carl
CaJiThey came out arid got in a great big car and headed straight for
Buermele,
as
Marco
Wolf,
Elmer
The daw.n was creeping up over the Silver Canyon mountains
Rhoden, Charles Skouras, MY A. fornia..
savj.
wedding car faded into, the haze of the vanishing night. No one
.

.

.

WAC

,

—

;

.

Lightman, Harold Fitzgerald, John
Friedl, I. J.. Hoffman, Sam Rlhzler,
J. Schwartz. Harry Lowenstein,

Fred

Fred Wehrenberg. Harry Arthur,
John Rugar, Tracy Barham, D. J.
McHeiiry; Jos. Blumenfeld, Rotus
Harvey, B. V. Sturdivant, Frank
'.

had

off-agaih, on-agaiii stage

all.
and THAT'S
and Little Joe may be the drivers

my

Greeley's, advice

Las Vegas

[

Powwows in N.Y.

L. C. Griffith. Jos. Kinsley, M. A.
Silver, Albeit Finke, Robert. White,

tration'.

been in the
.

trial.

Boris Kostelanetz,. special assistant
attorney general in charge of the
probe that has been under way two
years; declined to comment except to
say that the grand jury is continuing
its
investigation into racketeering
during the Browne-Bioff adm.inis:

Overseas Branch office there, clear
proof that
irrespective of what
Congress did to his budget
Davis

—

station in

The. cab company

Jiot

'

Superseding Indictment?

racketeers in connection with shake
downs in the film industry under
reaus.
IATSE rule during the regime of
George E. Browne and Willie Bioff,
Confer With
is expected. Believed that the special
grand jury in N. Y. investigating the
Washington, July 13.
Successor, to Lowell Mellett as shakedowns will file a new true bill
chief of what is left of the OWI before Sept. 7 when six of the 'boys
domestic film; bureau will probably from Chicago' and two. others, inbe made in New York tomorrow cluding Louis Kaufman, biz agent of
.'-"'
( Wed.) or Thursday.
the Newark Operators local, face

.

where you are.
The name of the fadid

,

a heavily

'

:

Take Horace-

the saloons -never close..

,

as be-

ing involved in the case, goes no-

where now without

the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs and other Government bu-

Elmer Davis and Palmer Hoyt,
now head of the OWI domestic
branch, will be in N: Y. for a conference with industry leader's on
that subject and also regarding how
much more of a load the industry
will have to shoulder from now on.
By the weekend Davis will have
pone to England to inspect the OWI

13.

a holiday hits Hollywood some people go to the mountains and
to pieces.
I got a Mexican standoff and went to Las Vegas.
is in Nevada, and Nevada is in a state of turmoil. •It's the only
commonwealth in the union that has no taxes. Gambling is legal and.

Las Vegas

:

.

-

Hollywood, July

When

some go

.

resenting Atlas Corp. (F.loyd B.

..

Mellett because
as a buffer between the film indus
try and various Government bu
reaus, often turning down requests
from even cabinet members and
other tbprankhig officials for production and. distribution of films
which, in his opinion, were not suitable, for public -showing.
However, the same reasons which
recommended him to the film industry Mellett drew fire of critics with
in the OWI. and Congress. Criticism
was voiced oyer production of a film
Four Freedoms
predicated on a
speech by Vice-President Henry
This film, was later re
Wallace.
leased for. 16 mm. non-theatrical
showing.
Among charges flung at Mellett
was that he was indulging in Fourth
Term propaganda via various film
releases which showed New Deal
activities in a favorable light. Mel
Jett's disagreement with Army-Navy
officials, regarding showing of Col
Frank Capra's pictures in commer
another
cial theatres
precipitated

Woman?

This

WILLIAM KERRY HALL1GAN.

-By

..

December,' while Rathvon, rep-

last

.

pacity.

Do You Take

at Republic.

Deals For

Unconfirmed reports last week were
that Mellett might be replaced by an
exec from the film industry, but
trade toppers in New York and on

could exercise sufficient- authority
various
in- fencing with heads
bureaus.
Believed more likely that' Davis
will select an OWI official for the
post with possibly an industry rep
to serve solely in an advisory ca-

.

Jean; Ashton signed acting contract
at Metro.

.

officials.

.

'I enjoyed my. contact with Hollywood.
I went into the job with
Yqualnis, for I was inexperienced, and had heard that' it. was an. Industry of strong, clashing personalities.
'However, at no time. did I receive anything but utter cooperation.''

newed by Paramount.

son, .'but I'm going to play gin-

rummy

'

1943

Mellett's Tribute to Film Biz

Elmer Davis to N. Y. to Appoint

Rep

14,

NEXT FOR STROMBERG
Hollywood, July .13.
Hunt Slromberg's next production
for United Artists release will be
'Dishonored Lady,' following the recent completion of 'Lady of Bur-

-.'

:

Newman,

John

:J.

Payette,

W.

J.

Crockett and Frank A. Horni

Law

Tonhy Again

Hits

Hollywood, July

Start of 'Dishonored' is slated for
early .'-'autumn,.'., with Ketti Frings
adapting the Katharine Cornell stage
play to the screen.
While; in. the
east, Stromberg lined up story properties and. talent for future production.

with Robert Florey, directing.-

.

:

.

No one saw them go!
many more

them come.

May

they spend

A
of

way

nice,

them

to

spend the Fourtn

oi

— together.

L

FETCHIT STEPS INTO
'ROBE' JOINS CATALOG;
COMPLICATIONS AGAIN
SEARS GOES LITERARY
'

Hollywood, July

Chicago, July

13.

13.

actor
Stepin Fetchit is the' featured
Literature, films and the mail orRein a real court scene in Domestic
der, business, go Into a three-way
court to answer charges of
combo in the forthcoming produc- lations,
contributing to the .delinquency of a
tion of .'The Robe,' a novel based Oh
minor. "
,
Biblical history.
16-yenr-old.
'

'

•

.

Juanita

13-

At the request of National Law
Enforcement officials, 'Roger Touhy
—Gangster' goes back to the 20thFox studio to. eliminate a few scenes
and add a few others. John Law
objected to some of the rough, spots.
Revamping will be supervised by
Bryan Foy,
executive
producer,

lesque.'

the

July.'

Frank Ross, producing the picture
RKO, announced a hookup between Simon & Schuster, publishers','
and Sears Roebuck Co. of. Chicago,
for promotion of the sale of the
book through the company's catalog
and displays in more than 3,000
stores,
the picture will be highfor

.

Negro

girl,

Randolph,

occasions last
in his

when

went to
room on two different
week. She was found

claims that she

Fetch-iCs hotel

.

bathroom wearing his pajamas
police broke in after a.comfrom the girl's mother. Felr
whose s-real name is Lincoln A;

plaint
chit,-.,

Pery, admitted ownership of the pabudgeted in Technicolor, starting in jamas, but is denying all the girl's

October.

charges.

,

Wednesday, July

14,

1943
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PftRIETY

HOWARD HAWKS'
CORVETTE K-225"

™*

"FRONTIER BAD
Balance these Universal
entertaining

Featurettes

Harry Jamel

In

'Name Band'
JOIN THE "SHANGRI-LA"

WAR STAMP

ORIVf

OWMNO

JULY

I

hit

shows with Universal's
Have you played

"Trumpet Serenade"— a Universal
Musical ?

PftRIETY

a

BUD

LOU

ABBOTT COSTEllO

with

GINNY SIMMS
PATRIC

KNOWLES

ELYSE

KNOX

and

JOHNNY LONG and
HELEN YOUNG

•

His Orchestra

GENE WILLIAMS

•

THE FOUR TEENS

50 -SKATING BEAUTIES -50
Screen Play, Robert leei

•

Frederic Rinoldo

•

John Gronl

Original Story, Troc Boordmori

Diretled by

.SELL

WAR

CHARLES LAMONT

STAMPS EVERY DAY

IN

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB

THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE

Wednesday, July

14,

1943

Wednesday, July

14, 1943

P^RIETY

"THEIR ALL TIME BEST!"

-BOXOFFICE

SOLID LAUGH ENTERTAINMENT!"

FUNNIEST AND BEST TO DATE!

-VARIETY

— FILM

DAIL V

THE COMEDIANS' BEST TO DATE!"
-DAILY VARIETY

A&C

IN

RIOTOUS TOP FORM!"
— HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"EXCELLENT! ESCAPIST ENTERTAINE'S!"
MENT WITH TWO CAPITAL -MOTION
PICTURE HERALD

The Record-Breaking Business
in first

engagements proves

that the public says: "DITTOl"

Wednesday, July

PICTURES'

10

Joe Working Again

Depinet Announces '40 or More Fix

"
"' Hollywood, July 13.
Filming of 'A Guy 'Named Joe,'
suspended two months ago because
.

auto injury to Van Johnson,,
was resumed at Metro, with Johnson' recovered sufficiently to take his
place before the lenses with; Spencer
of an

Now Argue That Pix-Making Be Left
To

Professionals,

0W1

Not to the

:>

.V

Tracy;-

RKO's

Victor Fleming' returned to his job
under Everett Riskin.-

I

stated. .'We

concluded,

it

is

pic-

tures made in Hollywood' by moving
picture professionals, under a Government precept, if you will, rather
than have the Government itself
try to -make moving pictures.'
Senator Lodge said that there was
no intention to eliminate motion /pictures as"a vehicle of public ihfor'rnation among those who had voted in
favor of reducing OWI appropriations for iilm production,'
Lodge pointed out that the Office
'doing', a ire-or Education is now
mentions job and that the Army and
Navy are constantly, rriaking films
;

0'Mahoney

'Radio

i

quite impossible, for the people

is

Always Open'

Morsue

Republic and

at

..wranglers

wake

screaming.

lip

On 'Moscow'

No

iii

Texas;

Animus

Political

n

what is being; done in this
tremendous World War. without a

stand

:

:

.threw'-;

a

picket

line

in

output. an<l -171
Tech)iicolur-

the.

'

the delegates.

who

made' a studio survey
year, is'.. new taking aii active

last

hand in direction' of. company'
fairs. It is his first contact -with the
distribution forces.
•Odium, in his talk, predicted that
the molioh
picture industry will
have a greater opportunity after the;
war than in- the past and will 'carry.

.

America to the world because the
world will be more conscious «(
America- than ever before: He said
there would also be greater opporOPA's Okay on Vacation
tunities for the filni here at home
in the educational Aeld.
Help
Driving Viewed
'I think that the film indu.-jlry has
established itself as never bVfor
To[Shore Resort Exhibs because of .the war;' said. Odium.
'There
is a good reason w|iy people
Exhibitors in eastern resort towns,
many of whom have feared they go lo the theatre; while picture
companies are getting, supplies of
Would not be able to continue Op'raw
film to. carry on and why Engerations, are expected to get a good
land, with her problems,' i* sending
lift as result of the niew ruling of
over good, hard .'cash' for .picture*.
the, Office of Priee -.-'AdministrationIt's
because pictures; are filling a
permitting pleasure cars lo be used
real need, helping morale on the
for vacation purposes after July 18.
home and war fronts and building
Owners will not receive extra al.

,

As

:

.

demanded. He will: discuss a con?, front of the house, and the projectionists, IATSE, Local No. 143, retract on "Mission'.' with Ben Kalrneh-'
son. general sales manager for.WB, fused to 'cross. it.The; house was shuttered on Sept.
When latter stops oft at Dallas, a
week or -ten days hence on the way 10, 1941, and a few weeks' later fire
of undetermined origin damaged it
back from the Coast. '•.'.-..'
Among other things. O'Donnell approximately $40,000. While a 100?i
adds that there .has been no hurry facelifting job was being done to the
house, the marquee carried an anSenator McFarland,. opposing the. on a deal since Interstate-Texas
nouncement that the house had been
it dates
appropriations cut,: asked if it were Consolidated cannot
built by union labor, and closed by
lotments of petrol for that purpose,,
not a fact lhat this Bureau iOWD anyway until August..
Interstate
has a
slidin
scale stagehands because of unreasonable however.
had rendered, valuable service to the
with
Warners which demands.
While some resort centers, notmotion picture industry, especially agreement
The Powhatan, according to film ably larger places like Saratoga
in
making newsreels arid
iving dates back to before .decree selling
went into effect. Under' the fran- row' observers, is considered one of Springs, Atlantic City, Asbury Park-,
Ihem .information.
chise, WB was limited to four pic- the- best-- coin makers in adjacent
etc., with, sizeable local populations,
'Air Force,' for Instance
lures in the top 40% bracket, ' So St; Louis' County, was shuttered for have not been" hurt to dale, in the
Senator Tydings. in favor 01 cut- far this season, three at the 40% the same* reason in 1942. James Ar- backwoods vacation spots the' exting the appropriations end leaving allocation have been played. When thur, prez of F&M Service Corp., hibs have been.
up against a struggle
production in hands of private com'- Warners w.anted to make 'Mission' said a contract has been signed with and, in numerous ..instances, distribupanies, asked, 'Ifweare to develop the -fourth at this figure, Interstate the Stage Hands' Local that provides
tors have had to make heavy adpatriotism and the will and confi- balked, reaching
a deadlock on terms for the, employment of a gripper at justments.
dence to win,, what better picture but is willing to play it at a lower the Maffitt at- $78 per week- and one
What has made the situation sericould anyone produce, than 'Air figure. While WB suggested Inter- at th'e-Pow'hatan on a part-time basis, ous' since- pleasure
driving
was
Force'?
There were other motion state and Texas Consolidated, headed at $40.50 per week.
He asserted banned is the fact that many, smaller
pictures produced by private com* by Karl Hoblitzelle,
date the picture neither will have anything to'do.
towns in the east are without ample
panics already in existence. There- and leave the matter of terms
transportation, service. Some do not
.'to be
fore we did not assume that the OWI worked out
later, O'Donnell prefers
have any bus lines at all. while
could, make a better picture for pa- to set prices in
advance.
others make only one or two trips a
He "be-, LOEW'S PITT
triotic purposes than the private .inlieves he and Kalmenson will be able
day lo certain towns. In order to
dustries themselves were making.'
to get together on it.
AGAINST TILT
O'Donnell; is
60c get to some spots., as discovered by
Senator McKellar contended/how- •presently in
N, Y., having come up
film salesmen who have, trouble gelittsburgh, July 13.
ever, that "If we are to use motion
partly to gander For Whom the Bell
Only Loew's, which controls the ting sufficient gas, it is necessary to.
ictures- in war information— and it
Tolls.'
Penn here. Is holding out against a go miles out of the w-ay and backs the best means of aiding the war
a lot of delay.
raise to 60c -for .first-run pix- in track, causin
effort of which I know— to my mind
downtown Pittsburgh, and M. A:
the reduction of the appropriation Censor Bd. Delays
Silver, zone /manager here for WB,
from $1,222,904 to $50,000 is a de'Mission' in I^ondon which operates Penilin a pool with
reliction of that method of handling
Loew's, will make an effort to bring
London, July 13.
the problem.'
'Mission to Moscow,; which was latter outfit into line this week oii a
scheduled for showing at- Warner business trip to New York.' At the
Holly wood. July 13.
theatre here,' thus far has hot re- moment, the 60c scale prevails at all
Columbia goes nostalgic in a
CITY INDIES
on week-

"
brought
visual demonstration.,
to them.'
O'Mahoney reiterated that the
government should, not make any
motion pictures at all; lhat such pictures should be made by the established motion picture companies at
Hollywood and.elsewhere.'

Goldwyri
including

Odium,

V

sented. -

'

come

:

-

stagehands

shorts

Disncy shorts.
Floyd B. Odium, chairman of ihe
RKO hoar of directors, arrived
froi
Washington yesterday (o wel-

.

The Maffitt. 955-seater in North St.
.Denying that any intimation had
been made that the Interstate Louis, had been closed for nearly;
and Texas Consolidated circuits were two years and the Powhatan, in
not playing 'Amission to Moscow' be- Maplewood. St. Louis County, for
The row' started at the
cause, of antipathy toward President one
RoOs%velt. or due to any propagaridic Maffitt- when the management reto hire Magehands on the
angles. R. J. O'Donneil, V:P. and fused
were unnecessary, as
general manager, of the chains; states grounds they
no stage shows were-' presented. The
that he expects to make a deal/witf)
Warners', but not at original terms

:

Samuel

,

.

:

under-

country -to

throughout the

Anion
them will be .Eddie
Ginger Ro^er.. Fred
Bob Hope. Cary Grant,
Rosalind Russell, Frank Sinatra,
Arthur,
Danny
Kaye.
Jean
HaviMand, Fibber
Olivia
de
McGee ft Molly. Joan Davis,
Kay Kyser. John Garfield, Bin
Crosby and' Pat O'Brien.
Independent productions, to be
released, by RKO include one
feature length from Walt -Disney, three- from Samuel GoldWyn, one -from Sol Lesser, two
Abners from Ben Hersh,
Lum
one from Edward A. Golden, one
"'
from Herbert Wilcox and
fronv Frank Ross;
Cantor,
Asiatic.

St. Louis, July 13.
wo St. Louis Aiiius. Co. nabes.
operated by Fanchoti & Marco, that
were shuttered for many months-because .of a row with the AFL. Stage
Hands' Union!- Local No. 6 reopened
Saturday <10) with stagehands oh
deck and no stage shows being pre-

Terms

Just a Matter of

tures.'

And Still Idle, 2 St.

'

and the motion picture have become,
the most, effective means of disseminating news and factual information.

K

started out as •'•The

'.It

s

series
of
developed
shrieks;
uccessivcly the title has bornScream In the Night.' 'A
Screanylo the Dark,' 'A Scream
at Might' and back to 'A- Scream
In the Dark.'- showing why title

.ever.-

for educational purposes.

Senator

Stagehands Back,

:

.

havelhe motion

nuicli .better: to

j>,

|

Washington
appropriations
which preceded the .move. Senator

(in.

Lodae

Stays

Hollywood. July.

Radio Pic-

announced yesterday
sa.les. meeting ;u .»he
'

.,

The Scream

.

RKO.

Depinet,

E.

Waidorf-Astori
hotel, New York,',
(hat 40 or more pictures, five '''•
Technicolor, are scheduled., for
tribulion by RKO during the comin
season.
Five of; the new
asoii's
productions are already vconipleied
while eight are in production.'. Releasing schedule includes two English
films,
the Walt Disney and

'

I

Ned

tures prexy,
(Tues.) at the

Stars

N. Peter Rathvon. president of
commenting on the
RKO,
company's production plans for
1943-44 staled:
'I
am pr'ou of the fact that
some of the most notable names
are coining to star in our pic-

as director
Sc vei iil ;s< nulois. including those'
vim voted, for curtailment of lie
Information, film
WiiV
Office- of
division, budget. came to the delen^e of the screen during the debate

1943

14,

-

•

.

,

;

,

.

'

.

.

up.'productioii.'

Phil Rcismnn, v;p. in charge of
foreign
distribution,
staled
that
plans have already been well formulated for pictures through Europe

moment peace is won.
.Three-day conference winds up
today with detailed selling ihslrucfor individual and regional
.situations' to be ironed out.
RKO
the

'liOns

district

were

managers

continue

session

in

slated

to

tomorrow

wind up

but may
(Wed.) instead.
i.Thurs.)

today

.

.

.

HOLDS OUT

TO

;

.

.

CHANCE FOR GRANDP0P

.

TO WHISTLE AGAIN
•

TWIN

BACK

NEW DIVORCEMENT BILL
Minneapolis, July 13.
independent leaders
will back the
introduced into Congress
requiring, producer - distributors to
divest themselves of their theatres.
They have been leading a fight for
several years to. bring about theatre
divorcement.
Under -Twin City independents

Twin

City

ceived the censor's certificate, with
no reason given here. It is necessary to gel the green light from the
censor before it can be shown in

just

:

iponsorship,. a

law was

theatre divorcement
passed by the North Dakota

state legislature.

-While its validity
was being contested in the courts,
the statute, however, was. revoked.
Efforts to enact a similar measure, in

Allied

association, has declined to
the. Congressional move

comment on

divorcement or to reveal
was one of the subjects dis-

if

.

it

cussed .during his recent 'mission' to
Washington in quest of Federal in
ie.rven.U6n to bring 'relief to the
territory's independent exhibitors. It
had been reported without confirma
.

lion that this

is

one of the 'orgauiza

tion's. goals.

•

•

1

No Comment
Warners' N. Y.

in N. Y.
office had no

comStanley has also. hiked iU scale,
no getting 75c for vaudfllms on Saturcensor certificate had been given tb days and holidays, dropping to 65c
Mission.-' However, it is- understood daily.
Hike for the holidays was
that some company officials antici- responsible for sensational
$33,000
pated difficulties on the film in Eng- turned in last week by Abe Lymah
land from censors because of alleged since he had two days at the adanti-British angles to which they vanced scale.
might take exceptions.
Harris outfit which controls Harris a>\d. Senator,.- has long wanted to

ment

to

make on

report,

that

.

to- 60c daily, but has refused
unless Warners go along, since
is
responsible not only for Penn; but
also Warner and Ritz: Stanley's fig-

WB

THEATRE LAND FEE
Hollywood, July

Warner Bros; paid

and

offices.

of..

consideration'' 'since,

plays stage shows, the lone
town spot with flesh.'

for

include/ the playhouse and five

floor* -'df stores

ured out

13.

$1,050,0.00

the land fee oh the 99-year ground
lease of 1he Warner theatre on Hollywood Blvri:,- in keeping \vilh the
company's new policy to own all its
film house. properties outright.
Under the- original land lease,
Warners Was paying Claire .Brunson
$55,000 a year, plus taxes.
Theatre
was bujlt in 1928 on A 186x248 plot
arid

.

go

WBBUYSH'WOOD

Bound.' 'Cuddle Up a Little Closer,'
'Chinatown.' 'Tell Me, Pretty Baby,'
'This Old High Hat of Mine,' 'I'm
•Just Wild About You,' 'Memories,'
'St. Louis Blues,! 'Sailing Along on
Moonlight Bay,' -On the Sunny Side
of the Street,' 'Be Yourself,' 'Every
Little Movement.': 'Put On Your Old
Gray' Bonnet,' 'Am I -Blue,' 'There's
a. Long,
Long Trail,' 'More Than
Anybody Else In the World' and
'

.

Minnesota have failed.
Donald Guttman, president of the
recently organized North Central

for. theatre

musical way in the forthcoming Ted
Lewis
picture,
.'Is
Everybody
Happy?' with- 19 oldies your grandland.'
Unless others come around,
pop used to wistle.
however, Fulton will probably drop
Well remembered ditties are 'Oh,
to 55c again with a less potent atYou
Beautiful
Doll,
'Alabamy
traction.
.

Great Britain.

have indicated they
bill

straight film houses only
ends,
although Fulton has. been
charging that daily for 'Coney Is-

it

the 'Sextette from Lucia.'

Gross Looking for Kelly
First

Brahm Back

RKO

RKO

forces.
Seven have been reported
in
action,
eight .wounded,
while one is a Japanese prisoner.
Eddie Cantor looked in on the
meeting for a" few minutes before
leaving '.for the Coast Monday. He
gagged about 'who's looking alter
the business with everybody here'
and spoke about plans for 'Show
Business,' film he is producing for
RKO. Charles W. KOerner, v. p. in
charge of studio, outlined production
plans for the coming year.
Among; other speakers during ses$lons;were Robert Mbchrie, general
sales manager; E. L. Alperson, RKO
Theatres
general
manager,-, and
Harry Michalson, short subject sales
manager. Among those uttehding
meeting were Malcolm Kingsberg,
Phil Reisman, Gordon E. Younginan,
Nat. Levy,' James Mulvey, Leo
Goldberg, Walter E. Branson, Leo
M. Devaney, S. Barrel McCormick,
.Perry Lieber, Terry Turner, Roy
Disney and Frederic Ullman,' Jr.;,

killed

-

Do

'Heart'

With

Blair,

Hayworth

Hollywood, July 13.
Columbia handed Victor Saville
the producer assignment on 'Heart
.

Hollywood. July

13.
,

Daily pay checks of film extras
will be nicked 20% for. the income
tax. the same as the;, weekly checks
of salaried player?.
Thousands of
,

of a City,' a tale of a theatre troupe

under bombardment

in

London dur-

ing the. 1940 air scourge.
Rita Haywprih and Janet Blair
carry lop fern me roles with a high
production 'budget.

Grant's 'Lonely Heart'
Hollywood, July 13.
has purchased Richard Dewellyn's 'None But the Lonely. 'Heart.'
script to be rushed for Cary Grant'*
next, starting about Dec. 1.
David,
Hempstead produces!
:

RKO

Extras Protest

20%

:-.

at 20th

Hollywood, July 13.
Hollywood, July: 13.
assignment for Frank. Gross,
John Brahm returns to 20th-Fpx.
tipped to. associate pro r with a- new contract to direct 'The
ducership at Universal, is 'Has Any-, Lodger," based on the Jack the Ripbody Here Seen Kelly?'
per legend.
Musical comedy is slated to start
Brahm Jeff '20th when Archie Mayo
July 19, with the director and lead took over 'Whiter Timei' which the
-,
Dlayers sli/1' unannounced.
f/Ojrrper started.
•

under way.. Monday

.

Saville Will

workers had. protested against
the daily deductions but were advised by Malt. Shelvey, national director of the American Guild of

Nick of Daily Coin

casiual

recently

fiot

.

down-

EXTRAS PROTEST 20%
NICK OF DAILY COIN
.

Powwows

(12) with more than 300 delegates
in attendance:
At opening session
N. Peter Rathvon, president of RKO,
.Inc.. referred to the profitable showing being made by the pictuie company and noted that while
theatre, operations, had previously carried the company the film >ubsld
had now become an equally important link, in Ihe organization.
Richard C. Patterson. Jr., vicechairman of the board, spoke of the
8G7
employees in the armed

.

Hoppy

in

His 50's

Variety Artists, that there was no
hope of relief tinder the current law.
Shelvey informed Florihe Bale,
western regional director for AGVA;
that 'any change In the .withholding
sysiem would require an aot of

Hollywood. July 13.
Hollyoow, July
'the Girl From Leningrad,'
Hopalong Cassidy hops into his of romance and adventure in
half hundred hoss (Iramas goes into- work at General .'Service
(his week, with 'Texas Masquerade' Studios with Gre'gor. Rubinowitch
51st of .series.aiid Eugene Frenke as co-producers
Harry.
Shernian
produces
and and Fedor Ozep directing.
William Boyd stars, as usual, with
Anna. Sten and Kent Smith thaw
the. story written by Norman Hous- lop roles.
Picture, will be re-least'l

CoiH-resS;

ton.

:

.

siecon'd

!

;

through United Artists.

•

Wednesday; July

1943

14,

PICTURE GROSSES
(Subject

;

May

Chicago,

Roosevelt. Picture broke the
in- its first week.-drawanything
......
an— —J — receipts far beyond
IGl.b'H^
—
manacrptripnt 'and
n nl r*A by
Kv the
tho' management.

(Kei'ietuea in -Variety

Globe— 'Vielorv

-.

Power' tU A)

:

Roxy— 'Coney Island' (20th)
(5th week):
(Reuieu'ed in 'Variety' May 19|
Strand— 'Background

—Week

$24,000.

(B&K)

Roosevelt
'China'

Last week,
Stale-Lake (B&K)

Smashing. sational

terrific
(2.700:

'Human Comedy' (M-G)
Solid

wk ),

(4th

swell

(B&K)

Unites Artist*

Smooth

40-

(1.700:

wk

(3d

(20th)

Op.ie

i.

Okay

(21).

(RKO)

wk

(2d

>.

:..

June

1

last night (Tuesday).
Advance
sale on 'Bell.' including $7,000 sellout
i^n'tfrl!

Lady' Huge at {10,000,

town

Zm
Fa ">ily

$8.000.. Last

week,

Cousin?'. .(Col

S7 500

-Estimates for This Week
Aslor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-$1.10i-^

down-

Dandy

sesh.

over

is

l

—

Capitol
(RKO) (2,000: 35-55
Stage Door Canteen' (UA)
Move,
over from Palace for third

held

tW « .ricsclay).

wK

"

IK.

)

1

Lining

;

:

War Fund and tomorrow
(Thursday begins its regular roadshow run al $2.20 top. A press preview, completely on invitation, was
National

30)

'

-

a

.

'Variety'

•

'

Keith's: is on the beam
.^
1i
with
Came to Blow Up America.'
Estimates for This Week
A
b e ' RK 0) (3,300 35w55)4-'Mr
r
! ^
Luck?
(RKO). (2d wk). Very good
,0,,0Win8 i"'t^'cr>

person, the State is doing stoutly at
looked-for $28,000 or better
-For- Whom the Bell Tolls' has ils
world preem tonight (Wednesday)
at the Rivoli for the benefit of. the

Weather' (20lh)

.

in

.

:

Seattle Solid 'Burlesque

.

.

CINCY

21G,

week

person, the fourth

starting today-

fifth,

.

Strand— The Constant Nymph'
(WB>:
CNeriemed.

RECORD

DIXIE'

gelling a big play

is

i

Bell

(Rei ieired-iii 'Vavicly! June 2i

Harriet

-

'.Bombardier.'

the

.

.

2d week).

1

Roxy— 'Stormy

l< Mine
(RKO) (2d wk).' Smart
exploitation caught on. pulling it
across -Tor strong $8,000. after bag
*"''." excellent $11,500
last week.
Hipp (Wariiersi (3.700: 35-55)—

$7,400.

(Par)

Tolls'

Whom

'

—

.

Cincinnati. July 13:
„
for the
(Wednesday )." every major second straight week
stand is in winning
'Somewhere in France:' which stride. -. Current
topper is -Dixie'
opened at the Globe. Saturday (10), which is
hummiri.%' another tonsv
is. doin»
poorly at indicated $6,000.
1
Ce
Twin thri Hers;
Gels only-one week.
iSl &"..?
,?
Captive
Wild. \Woman:
and All Bv
Playing 'More the Merrier' sec- Myself
are creating loud b.o. noise
ond-rim and Virginia Weidlcr in 3 t ,e
Grand
a

.

Rlvoli— 'For

immense.
Strand (WB) (2,756;.. 35-$1.10i
Background to Danger' (WBi and
Hal "Mclhtyr.e-.prch. Three. Stooges
George Tobias (2d wl;i. Holding up
in _big way, with $50,000
or close
sighted this week (2d): -first over
holiday was $60,000. Remains
on.
000,

Island'

in

35-$l. 10)-—

.

-

having wound up last night "(Tuesday) at a very sturdy -$73,000. Goes

Paramount-^'Dixic'. (Par) Colli,
week):
Rialto— 'Appointment in Ber(Col). (2d week);

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 35-55)— 'Land

40-75)—
"Captive Wild Woman' <U) and 'Gel
(J.200:

Going' (U) (2d wk).
Last week, about sariie.

with

Amaya
•

5i

Ciiriey

:

A

.

apd JEnric Madri-.
guera. plus Jack Durant and Carmen

lili'

'Jitterbugs' plus

is

orch

May

Roxy likewise

on

.

week).

(2d

(Ret'itired in ;Variely'

winning a nice pot for the

Palace.

$20,000.

Wood* (Essaness)

Nelson's

Hilliard.

Last week, "great

$17,000.

G)

doing

is

'

';

Hollywood—Mission to Mos*
cow '(WB.) (13th week).
JWusic liall-r'.Mr. Lucky' (M-

for

Only new entry

$20,000.

75)— 'Crash Dive'

'Bombardier'

biz.

-

$90,000.
(3.450:

(Loew's)

nice $28i000 or better
s
d Last week 'Human Comedy'
/iFJP*?
(M
G) (-2d run).% and, on stage, Tito
:
Guizar, ^Mildred Bailey arid Van
Alexander, band, built to over $37 -

:

'

—

-

sUge,

the

'Dixie'.'

$20,000, fair.
55-S1.10)

.(5:886;

.

of July.
Still another holdover exhibiting fine strength is 'Background
to Danger.' current at the Strand
with Hal JVIcIntyre's orch on the
stage.
The second week looks like
sock $50,000 or near.

(Rei)ieiri!(l in current issue)
Globe-^'V'rciory:
Thru

Hipp on second stanza
Both This Land Is Mine', at Allen
and Lake's- 'Mission to Moscow' also
building up h,o. trade.
tcriif

$29 000.
40-75 1—

week,

Last

$18,000.

.40-75)—

(1.500:

wk ).

(2d

(Par")

$21,000. •

of July 22

Power' (UA) (2d week).

Canteen': set a
word for State by being its new
(list
film to hit a three- week run of
sen-

State

.

•"

Door

steady, is

tremendous

Sisters and Mitchell Ay res
Paramount.
For the third
frame ended last night (Tuesday ),
house took down a big $67,000.
which is mighly close to the S72.000
registered last week over the Fourth

Aslor 'Be~st Foot
Forward'
(4th week).
Capitol— 'Stage Door Canteen'
(UA) (5th week).
Criterion— 'Hers to Hold' (U)

•

but all
'Stage

>'.

very

was

More the Merrier' (M-G) (2d run)
and Virginia Weidler, others. on

the

at

'(M-G)

''

.

Andrews

(Reuicired in 'Variety" June 9)

Cleveland, July 13.
..."
U s almost 100% holdovers this
week, unprecedented for this town
keeping turnstiles' spinning'

'

Also

Dan-,

to

gcr' (\VB) (3d week).

(2D.

Palaoe
(RKO) (2,500; 40-75)
'Bombardier' (RKO) and 'Cowboy
Bangup $25,000.
Manhattan' -. (U ).
Last week. 'Mister Big' (UJ and 'Two
London'.
(U) (2d wk
sock
Tickets

the

(14).

oh fourth week tor

(20th)
Island'

(20th)
and Ehric
Madrigucra, Jack Durant and Carmen -Amaya in person (5tH-flnal wk).
Continues very socko,. the -fourth
week through last night (Tuesday):
hitting $73,000; prior (3d) round,
with aid of Fourth of July, was a

.

'

Whom

Hoxy

IConey^.

.

:

(Rerieirecl in 'Variety' Jtnie 30)
ialto— 'Appointment in Berlin'. (Col) (16).

(Par).

Final nine, days
'Spit Are' '(RKO)

effect a,t the boxoftice.
On. the remarkable side is the
Capitol -show of 'Stage Door Canteen' and the Phil Spilalny allgivi band, a combination of great
draught. Cross for current (3d) week
will hit a smash $75,000, actually
topping by $2,000 the take- for initial seven days.
No less sensational
is
the immense. $106,000 'Youngest
1
Profession. also on third stanza, will
get for the Music Hall, and as result holds over.

'

Rlvoli— For

July arid Broad-

.is.

of holdovers, several of

withholding lax had any apparent

Music Hall— 'Yourigest PrbfesV
(M-G) (4th week).

foils'

this

which -have gone beyond two weeks,
business,
remains
exceptionally
Neither the oppressive heat
on Sutiday-Monday (11-12) nor the
beginning of deductions on the

(Reviewed, in 'Variety' March 31.
Paramount—Dixie' (Par) (4th

week).

full

is

strong.

sion'

18G, Gleve, 3d

-

,

Although

way

(12th- w-eek').
' '.('Rcriewed ill 'Variety'
Mo)/ 5\

—

i

06G, Both 3d

r'

(WB)

•

Thumbs Up' (Rep) and Boyd Racburn orch on stage. Sweet $22,000;
Last week, 'Crime Doctor' (Col) and
Radio City Music Ha.ll Glee Club oil
stage. mild $17,000.

e

i

-

•

(17).-

.

cow'

$75,000,

12)

(-Reviewed in 'Variety- July 7)
Hollywood— IMission to Mos-,

—

Oriental (Iroquois) (3.200; 2(t-R9

a Smash

30)

—

-

i

Biandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1150>-^Mr. Lucky' (RKO) (2d wk)
State-Lake, leads the holdovers with and 'Prelude to War' (WAC) (1st
wk.i.
Nice. $4,500.
i'^ast week with
$18,000; 'Crash Dive' in. its thjrd
week at the United Artists, will take falcon -Strikes Back' (RKO), big
$17,000; They Got Me Covered" and $7,300.Town (Coldberg) (1„400; 11-30)—
'Falcon Strikes Back,* also third
week at the Grand, .should do Desperadoes' tCol). 'Fighting Frontier' (RKO.) and 'City Silent
$11,000.
Men'
iVRO. triple split with 'Cowboy
Estimate* for This Week
Commandoes' (Mono), 'Silver Skates'
40-75)
(1,200:
Apollo (B&K)
(Monoi. 'High Sierra' (WB) and
'Flicka' (20th) and 'Came' Blow Up
He
s My: Guy' (U). 'Phantom
China$9,(2d
wk).
Fine
(20th)
America'
town. (Mono), 'West Point Widow'
500, Last week, excellent $11,000.
(Pan; 'Wide Open Town' (Par).
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; .40-75)
'Voungest Profession' (M-G > 'and Good $1,500. Last week 'Lost Canyon' (UA), 'Dead Men Walk' (PRC)
Glen Gray orch" on stage.' Strong
Last week; 'Hit Parade of and 'Night Crime' (PRC) triple split
$50,000.
with
'Home Wyoming' (Rep), "Ara1943' (Rep) and Les Brown orch on
bian Nights' (U>. -Road Singapore'
stage, big $52,000.
Garrick (B&K). (900; 40-75)— 'Five (Par) and 'Serve' (UA), 'Power Dive'
Graves Cairo' (Par) (2d wk). (3d (Pari. 'Trail Silver Spurs' (Mono)
wk in Loop). Good: $7,500: Last plus midnight, shows, njfty $1 700
week, very good $8,900..
Grand (RKG) (l,150;:40-75)— 'Cot
Me Covered' .(RKO) and 'Falcon
Strikes' (RKO): Strong $11,000. Last
week, big $12,000.

—

!

June

(UA). (4th week).
{Reviewed in 'Variety' Ma'i>
Criterion
:B o m b a r d
(RKO) (3d week).

$7,000.

ticipaled
will hit near sock $21,000 on second
'Human -Comedy,' at the
stanza.

'.'

.Forward':

).

(ficuietred in. 'Variety'

"
•

preview of 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th)
Good $8,000. Last week 'Human'
Comedy': (M-G) ..and 'Tahiti Honey'
(Rep moved, from Paramount, fair

at- the-'

ing
Jll£

of July 15

week

(3d

Cap.ltol— 'Stage Door Canteen'

house -record
i:..;

(M-G |

13.

Surprise this week is the sensational business being done by 'China'

:

Change.)

fo

Week

.Aslor— Best 'Foot

Bom'dier Hot 25G, 'China 21G, 2d

11

Runs on Broadway

First

Youngest'-Gray Dandy $50,000, Chi;

(RKO)

bi

>.

20-30)

(1,000;

—

1T,
Redhead
Manhattan'
(U)
and
(M-G) (3d wk)
" Urne s ^l'^ sp''t with
Seattle. July 13.
Finished second week Monday night •r^i
;
Girls in Chains' (PRC) and
$24,000 last. week.
'Raiders
With 'Coney Island' at Fifth. 'Lady '12 -.at --stout: $2*000. while initial San Joaquin' (U). Okay $2,200. Ditto
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-55)—
Wk.
in
3d
Sockeroo 17G
seven days hit fine $26,000.
last, week for 'Chatterbox'
of Burlesque'" at Liberty, and 'China
/Mission to Moscow' (WB) (2d wk
(Rcpi and
Capilol (Loew's) (4.820: 35-$l
Cowboy Commandos' (Mono), diWashington. July 13.
Surprising pickup on moveover. fine at Paramount, all holding over, and
U>)
North Atlantic' moving from Ha'm- —"Stage Door Canteen' (UA; arid vided with 'Black Raven' (PRO and
escapist screen fare in' $3,500 after stout $4,000 last week.
It's
still
rick-Evergreeu's Orpheum to Ster- Phil Spilalny (3d wk). Picture and -E.scapc.d- Gestapo' (Mono).
Washington that is hitting the jack- - Palace
(RKO) (3.700; 35-85)
for. extended run. Spilalny 's all-girl band is a
ling's. Rooseycll
pot. "Youngest Profession' will lead, Jitterbugs' ,(U) with
boxoffice , Grand (RKO) (1,430; 35-55)— 'CapOz^ie Nelson llica.tres witli new fare are limited. team in harness lhat
tive Wild Woman' (U) and
is. pulling in an
the downtown parade. 'Stage. Door orch and Harriet
'All ByHilliard.
Swell Weekend upbeat is helping 'Coney.' outstanding way: this week
Canteen' won a third week, and is laugh bill, grand $30,000:
Bangup $7,500. Last
(3d) will Myself. (U).
Last
'China' and 'Burlesque' to sock totals hit sock $75,000 lo lop the initial week, .'Coney Island'
still an F street sizzler.
(20th ). second
Two Tickets Londnn' (U) plus week
Glen for their second sessions. Last-named week's lake by $2,000. Not only
week of moveover arid.- fourth on
that
c"' d1
Estimates for This Week
hi Shly
satisfactory is hot $10,000 after smash $14,000 but- (he $75.000 looked
for will be mam stem, hefty $6,500
1—
30-75
(Loew) (2.434:
Capitol
within inches of the. $78,000 scored
opener.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500: 35-55
^Youngest Profession' (M-G) with, _»*»•« 'Loew's) (3.450: 35-55)—
lasl week when the show
Estimates for This Week
had the Came To Blow Up America" i20th)
vaude headed by Henny Youngman. Stage Dour Canteen' (UA) (3d wk).
Blue Mouse Hamriek -Evergreen 1 benefit of the Fourth of July. Holds Pleasing $4,500. Last week, 'Jiticr--''
Red hot $28,000. and will hold. Last Cracking house records on three- (800: 40-65'— Leopard Man; (RKO) over.
bugs (20th), lively $5,000
week 'Ox-Bow. Incident'.- (20th with week stay, extraordinary $18,000 in arid 'Dead Men Walk' (PRC). Grand. _CrUerlon (Loew's") (1.700: 35-$l,10)
L-vric 'RKO) (1.400; 35-55 )—
'Coney
0 b;,ck up last Wcck '^ whamr $5,000 in
Gi-acie Barrie orch on stage, nifty
eight days! Last week'
BaniTjaTdTer iRKOi (2d'wk). About
'20th).
Second transfer for
3'
's^'ooo'

bombsigh'is with, deadly aim for
$14,000 on
top of great
b

its

bangup

Wash., (28,000; 'Canteen'

HG,

'Coney' Fat 1

for

2d

.

.

-

'Best Foot Forward'

-

^

'

'.'

.

1

:

!

i

—

'

:

'

.

»

<

i

.

$18,000. good, seen this week (2d),
M-G and 'Salute for
(Pan. Five day.-- of second week, while first seven days wound up at
strong $25,000. Hold,s.
niflv $3,600.
Globe (Brandt) (1.416: 35-85)—
Fifth Avenue cH-E-i (2.349; 40-65)
—Coney Island' (20thi (2d wk). "Somewhere in France' (UA ). Very
Smash $11,500 for holdover. Last' disappointing at no more' -than around
'week ''grand $14,700.
$0,000; not holding. Last week 'Crime
,

$23,000.

'Bataan';

—

Columbia (Loew) (1.220: 40-60).—
Stlllman (Loews) (2.700: 35-55)
'Liiy Mars' (M-G).
Headed for nice ..'Hitler's Madman' iM.-G). Just ordi$8,000. Lastweek 'Crash Dive' c'Oiii). nary $7,500
in
spile of ballvhoo.
okay $6,500.
Last week.
Silver Queen'
(UA
Earle (WB) (2.210: 30-90)— 'Back- so-so at $0,800.
ground to Danger' (WB) (2d wk).
With vaude. Looks like forte $16.i

i

500

week smash

openin

after

of

TEXAS -BOWES AMS,

Keith's
(RKO) (1.800: 30-55 1—
'Forever and Day' (RKO). Very
good on second week at $10,000. Last
week picked up. after dull opening
for trim $16,000.
Metropolitan WB) 1 .800: 30-55 )
•Hit Parade 1943* (Rep). Headed for
•olid $7,500. Last week 'Action North

3D

I

Newman,

'Bataan' Stout $10,500

—

Top Filmcr

in

Omaha

(
I

Fox-Midwest (820. 2.043 and
i-5o •— -Slormy Weailior' (20th

.a II

.and

•Air
smash $1
«'one

at

Raid
1.800.

Wardens'
unusual for

(

M-G

click.

;

(liiy-and-datc

—

'

'Rep),

S>H-nian

li-

,
i

>

RKO

I:i>l

1.90O:
),

iiiie s:i;(»oo.

syi.lh

(

L'

'

>

Ti ain'
'<P.RC\»:

.

i

u
Vm^™
"d ^
5r2''
'

1

1^

I-ucw's
000.

;

Du'j.m

plus vaiide,

)

I

.

I

j

i

i

:

I

Winlrr

(;ai<lr,ii

30i —'l/'po::
I

anfi

run

,

'Ilarfiy.-

'We

i.

i.S.(.io

lii.-i

Sl,t)iit'

S3.K00.
Doiiljle
Life'

f.f.p'?

Sei".

'.'"

i800t 20-

iL'A) "(3d

.

if'oh.

Lus!

v

'

ami

presv preview
world pi'Pe:n
toi.i^lit-' (U'erine-dyv
at
S4 40
tun. wilh all prneecck g"oin» to Naioi al
War Fund. Begins regular
tu iiv-ii,-,iiy
roafl.--lio"w
eiigagcmcni
.

.-:)vt>i;j

I

last- ii'ighl

i3<i

weel;

iM-O
run

!

iRKOj

Honfyinfion'

'.So:).el:Jii'.'

I

I

a

-.inviral.iou.

iTiie-flavi. has

i

I

|

,>u;e!l.i

:

I loir.orifiw

(Tkiiriflriv

i20th

>

at

S'-!

:!n

i.

j

i

i.

30-52

L"ist
-Jjidi

i

V.'e

'("ol

I
I

i.

,n-

1

and

$;;.(ion.

Orphcum I.nri
<UA
'

(

St

).'.

oke

i.

40)— Le
Cyr

i7,")0*

-'To'*

ad'

illii-'i

i

.

1

1.

30-60

100:

'O.o ! !!j!

;
-

1

—

sockoFi-on-

foi-

Last- 'week. -Uiiek.kin

Denis

S(

uv

•

.

"Omtcci..

Saint

i

I.H-f- (f'ltCi.. C;o,. ( | atU'cflt. 'Law ot N'orth-

('fill

tier". l'C'ol

i

ami .Divie
Si:00l).

-big S5:50().

c

iiioCr/r..-

i.$ii.0f)ll.
'

12.300:

ipari
'Nice

.

WB

-

.Strahd -United Ainu "enietii \
35-45 )-'- tl:e P(,.yf,fV PRC and
$3,200.

:..we,-f

:

-

iCTi"

Cniiner'

Hand

-d.cn

:

i--For-

-.Bang.,,, S9;
Eoret-* <WB*

1

'

1

'
•

;-

week. -Gorilla Man' (WBi, and

]

:|

i

$1 1.000.

Priricie.ss

'Aeriiil

I

I

•

>

:

:

Good-

Tli«hl- Freedom'
Stiikos Back'

"

(2:an0: .35-67

week. "A

L-..-1

smash
|

.

I

weekend 'boosted take

i

-

'

Falcr.n
$7,500

(CT)

^''.nnd Day' (RKO..

Prolesji'on" iAI.-Gi and stageshow (3d
wk)'.
Very sieafiy al tlie h.o.. this
eek 'Cld.i apocar'ii;" a smash $106
Last week (2rl> a big July
000,

'

p k

,

a

(RKO). strong

'.-a
:

.-

wk

'Soine-

i

Major

ic $10,000.
l2()lh ) and

•Ji.ite'rbims'

"Spy

.

^K T Br

,

.!

11-

Lively

i

'Ciiv-'iov Al I'lliiilan'

Hefiy

slio.w!

Rii-veir'

V

^

"

:

1

"'B'::..<-k"

vaiice. oki.y SH.20ti.
Parairioiint Ml-K) (3.039:^40-65

Orphcum.

sni.-il)

l nln «.Shout
About' (Col) and •Murder Times' Square* (Col ). Trim
S6.-

—

to a sei^a'Uvina iPi,i-i .2d.uk>;- 1 ernf: $12.-'" iVonal
$116,000.
Holds a fourth
500 for. eijjh! .flays. Last week mar- fi an:".
.'.''
Velous SI5.400: "•''
",..Kial'tn ..\Tavei
; 28-65 i—
irknoosevflt iSioi.i.^i ip.OO: 40-65i -- h. |„ I.onfton" < t:
i2d-fin;il wk)
r .:^ v k
•North Allai.t.e'
W,ll -iM
( jrrat
;.
-S.V500 on: six da^!
hck i.i(i-;.(n -Highl white lir.-(..mouI-'
;S.")-iOp.
Li.vweek wa.V nii-c S9 000"
"F:'eed«m.-;»RKOr ;u fl /".Sirai.^er in
Kivoli il.'A-Pari (2 OS '- 85-S2 "'0 —
Town' M-G j. ild niin. Good $.4,100. ('or .Whom Bell TfiU-" iPan (;: V en

'

1

week

.x>\

iMoniin and

i

1

-•.S.in-4 c>t .IVxa.v
Rep
Pfuv. i'* ";mi< on staijc.

;

510.01)0.:

"Stage Door ..'Can'-"
VJ.at i«.'rpri$c-with.;iock $6,000

Su) Lasl wc^ek: solid
Sf.OOO.
$9 000
Caiiitol I'CT'l '2.700: 30-62 )—

and.

Mitcriell

'

Tliiiiniir.'

ii>ul

•

i

i:,

Loew's.

at

estimates for This; Week
Palace iCT) (2,700: 30-62i-'Edge

,-

).

.

Willi

i.

Phi

S"

at

(

I

i

-

with Saturday miclnigh'

Rf pi
iln' slate

,S|Hii'>'

.

Up' i-Rep

i

I

.

Paramoiini
(Rppi '3d wk

(

-'C'lim:!'

i

,

<

-

i

(M-.Gi and 'Swum
Stout $10.500.. I-ast

i

JV,

511 >

:

wk

'Monoi. i2d

(Par

Sisl'er>.

6G

Monlrcil. July 1.'!.
is leader thU

Forever and a Day'

on stage, AnAyres orch
ExceplionaJly consistent
oil draw, wilh a big 567.000 scored on
third
seniesler' ended
last
nisht
'Tuesday i. near to the $72,000 hit
prioi- week over July 4.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers/
(5.!I4.V
44-S1:65j-•Youngesl

i

'Silve:'

i

.-

'

alio
total of $26:500 for two
illuming' weeks.
Orplirum (RKO) (I. COO; 15-50 )-v
:.Mi'. I.ncky'
and 'Aeri;tl Gunner'
2d wit i.
Lusty $9,000'
•d'l-r wlmm»j5l2.(iOi) lir.-t period.
Tiiwer Fii.\--.|oMci' i' (2.100: 10-50

(2()th) and 'Hi^li
terrific $13.20()'aii t r

plosive

as

fraiiie'.'

Mont'l; 'Canteen'
,„

week

(4th- wk-i..

l

!'

:

ll-50i—

si,.i.'t.500:

—•Dixie'

drews

iRK'Oi.

.

.-

I

colored scc-

in

-

Day'

:

C'anti>en' i'UA'i. llealtliv
a se.qiie,!. to sock ,S17,5()0

S8.l)()(l

week Coney IMand'

*.Mi osives' CPar i.
« oil ahead of eslimat
Omaha (Tristates (2,000: 11-30
Jri

initial

,

>.

lilms

'3.000:

.$12,501)

•

,

:

:

house

ir,pfW

Bad

S12.H0I)' for
ine clays.
Last
'Action North- Allai.tfc' ,(V/B

:

.Miilblld
Siast' I)

(

trim S7.400 ,'iii .-i'.\ ci,i>
I'alomar '(.S!er!::,g 11:35(1: :)0-(i5i^-

1.

,(, r-

;

;

•Forever' Stout $9,000,

1

i>(-Ki
t2.600; 40-65 r—
i'i
Daligtr' 'WBi and

."Sarong.- 'Gii

a.iui
I

iiuisical

I

I

(11-50).

**
<T' i*Valc s-)
««^* ra ^l0 '* i
SU)
Bataan'

week
|

was rated; big
Actually there was a fourth

-colored

ii

rpheum

(Trislales) (3.000: 20-65)
Kl Plan « Chuhgking' (Pan and
-17 V*
e
r, ,™«- Kay orch. v Looks like .Iinc
VI 4.000.
Last week 'Mister
i«'-'iUi
.-_

Giant

(2d

rdiind.

'

•

)

Steady $9,000 affer hot $11,500
slightly, over expectaTlireeTfhealre preem here for

i.

first

j-t.ions.

;

'Biickg-riiiiud

•Cildf-rslcf.e's

TOO'

>

!..wk
i

$9.-

.

)

—

week

Last

i

Orphcum

Ksllmates for This Week
i'plown
and Fairway

Omaha. July 13.
Grosses are .continuing -big .'this
-'Coney Island and 'Mr. Luckv.' 'Night Plane
from Chungking' with Horbie Kav
band and revue- on stage will top
(own. 'Bataan' is lop. firmer.' "Tivufay. opposition of circus hurts.
Estimates for This Week

around

to

profit.

i

at

EsqUire.

week with two holdovers,

'

1

'

)

.

'

week

third
m,, u
continues nicely
in
,,,

sharply

olT

some

but

up $12,500 for the

i

.<

'

'China.*
^ „,,,„,

•)00.

44-$l 25>
(11th wk).

.

.

steady.

lei rif $20,000.

Dropping

,

mark
(

1:499;

.(

(WBi

ahead of expectancy".
with the aid of .Fourth, hit $15 20fl'
Music Box i'H-K'. (850: 40-65)— .8»Od.- Close.-. July 27. .with 'This Is
'Pride Yankees'
RKO and 'Came Army' (WBi opening' following- night
to Blow Up America' (,20th).
Big with all /proceeds of- preem going to
$51300.
Last ucek 'Human' Comedy' Anny Kincr^encv Relief.
i.M-G J
'.5th wk >; line $3,300. 'Bataan'
Palace (RKO) 1.700: 28-75)— Aci.M-(Ji. in uvo itajV. moved from
tion North Atlantic" (WB) '2d run)
Bhie Mniise. S1.400. claiidv,
and •Prairie Chickens
(OA>--i istMusic Hall iH.-K) (2.200; 40-65)
rrilu.
Approximately $9,000 secii.
'Pilol
No. 5- iM-C
and 'Aldrich l.iisl Aeeek- "t .^nrl 1^ SJuu>'. RKO.J 2d
Swings It" Pari. Fairly good S6.D00. ruii' and 'Chajtcrljox' (Rep) .(1st
Last week
Coney, 'island' (20lln run i. SI 1.000. good.
bangup' $8-000;
Paramount iP;ir (3.664: 35-$1.10)
i

:

week

1

(

'

Palace
RKO) (2.600; 35-55
Dixie' 'Par ).
Courting a riiodern
house record at S21.000." Last week
"Stage Door -Canteen" (UAi (2rl wk r
terrific $15,500 after Ion v
$20,000
first week:

Doctor" (Col) was. $7,900. mild.

Hollywood iWB)
— 'Mission
Moscow"

2d wk).
town' and this

-$14:000. far

CMty. July 13:.
Town is almost solid ho. this
week; 'Stage Door Canteen.' or. sec-

ond round at Midland, is the pacer.
Tower, with 'Song of Texas' and
Atlantic' (WB). good $(i.800.
Major Bowes airis on the stage is
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 40-60)--' next.
:Miv, Lucky' dualed
with
.'Stage .Door Canteen' (UA).
Con- 'Aerial Gunner' at Orphcum. and
tinues >ock in third week with $17.- 'Stormy Wo at her at dav-an-rialP F<i000 indicated." May go fourth stanza. quire
Uplown arid. Fairway arc
Last-

'UA)

of

case..
Bangup $10,000.
week kept building to great

Last

,

40-65)—

(1.050;

i

talk

il's

about the

is

—

(

(

U-vll

urlesque"

Ads say

Kansas

.

r

-

« J^

$5,000 .to
rortnighl.

-

Liberty

'Lady.

BIG

10G, K.C.; 'CHINA' 8G,
.

llfth front-line stanza. 'Strong
$4 000
Lasl week, 'Gone With Wind (M-C'V
C
UC
,2(l
wk > 40-55 1, lircczv

i

-

i

'

$22,500.

i

.$3,500.'

Kraiii-e-Filni V (2'.500;.30ouis.-eau' and 'Trois u>
'

Smooth

:

53.500.

List

week. 'Ullim.aLum v and 'L't'cole des
'-''
-

J/>|lrnaJii.'l.n<

'

1

-

'

PftRIETY

12

"Stianiri-La"

frfct

in July.

tt'«r

Slump

JohVpl

Wednesday, July

14,

1943

I

•

—

:

)

.

'

PICTURE GROSSES

14

Hub OK Despite Tax

Holdovers;

Bite,

$30,000, ^CanteenV 34G,

Hot

'Dixie

Boston,

•

Little

——

.iiiiy'.

—

2d

"'.
-

high

2

„^

China Hefty 37G, Mars Big 10G, 3d

fresh-

.

i

;

In Port., Torrid $14,000

.

.

ing the disastrous: race ri
.Reaction to the violence seems to
be.
sending biz higher than ever, helped
,

.

Portland, Ore., July 13.'
is
best new entry
at
while 'Crash Dive' is

1

.

Bow

action

-

No.,. )' (M-G>, big $5,000.

|

tP-S)
1.001: 40-55)— "Lady
arrange Jor
of Burlesque'' (UA) (2d wk.i.Ilctc

Warm

hoi
but not excessively
weather prevailed over the weekend
which helped. :Siase Door' in- itfl
ieconrl week looks like a .comfort'able $.14,000 day-date at Slate and
Orpheum. Oilier bills are staunch:

1

Church

1

I.

(

(

.

|

|

goftd $8,000.

:

Mavfair

Evergreen)
'Background to
and .'Morning Judge'

—

Danger'

.

.$8.50(1.

!

1

.

!

(

1

,

*rih^S^Mmn^25

M^Sn

^

u

M

.

:

:

i

'

'

~

'

.

.

Unitrd. Arists

Y«U5

33-60)—

(1.300:

InProv.; 'Canteen' 19G,

street

small

>'..•

.

lucky' 14iG, Sock H;0.'s
Providence. July

1

.

Balto Holdovers Spell

I

New

-'

Newark. July 13.
winner this
'Coney Island.' Looks to be

.

Proctor's has a sock

week

maining

first-runs,

potent biz..
Estimates for Thi<i
.

<

-

IRKO)

Proctor's

end

Stale

(Loew's)

(2.600:

.

30-85 )—

Bataan'

:(M-G). and :"Taxi, Mister"
(2d wk). Continues blistering

(UA)
pace

of

$16,000.
524,000.-

sesh

initial
.

Last

'

week,

with

roaring

smasheroo

j

.

'

.

;

I

'Rhapsody

In

in Blue'

!

-.

from BroadGershwin role

'.

Of 'Hard Way'
Warner

Bros,

:

;

eralds

Title Suit former

seeks

ismissal of
the $25,000 damage action of Allen
Eoretz, author of lhe\ play. 'The
Hard Way.' in answers .filed on Friday (9) in- N. Y. federal court.
BbiclK charges that
had pirated
his title, via a motion picture bf Hie

'.

.

In their inofion papers
that prior, to 1940 the'

Hard Way,: had been

WB

film

:

:

states

title,.

.'The

tisod for titles

of stories/ plays, acts and rholion
split
wilh 'Good
JudgoV (U) and 'Wings pictures, all , written by. other persons.
Over Pacific' (Mono;, gbud $2,200.
Furiher claimed that the title
^CeiHuiy ip-S) (1.600; 40-55)— has' not been -.connected in the -pub-",
•China' (Par) 2d \vk.). Moved' here lie iiiind with the plaintiff's
alleged.
irom.. State.
Fair- $5,000 indicaleir "Ploy, i
.••
'
iic
v:
•;
lcuuloi:'

(PRC)

Morning,

:

1

.

:

i

-

1;

•'«'*'

:
•

•

i

.

.

Since
eternal light glows in the... VictbryShrine. and many a bride returns lo
pray there for the young husband
wilh whom, she stood at the altar
ju.^t -a shbrt; lime ago:.
.Though marriages play such ah
important part in the church life/ its
other- ^services flourish. The sick are
visjted; the needy are not neglected.
In. 1030. at the. height. of the deprcs-.
siqn, Dr, Ray and his associates
ted
75.000 jobless men. .in a few weeks,
the line forming, at C in the- morning and stretching for blocks.
Joe Jefferson was right. God nas
bles.scd The Little Church Around
the Corner!. u. '< '.''•'
'-

.

.

'-

~

week "Action North Atlantic'
(WB), solid $17,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) :f 3,000: 35-55)
—"Stage Door Canteen'- (UA) (2d
wk). Iinprcssive $17,500. Last week

9 Cinemas, Reject 4

:

;

OK

WPB's New

Last'

and. sapphires, taken; from
brides' engagement
rings':
the outbreak of the war an
,

WB

same name was; denied by the
company.
v

—

j

.

is in

Ira

—

:

Warners Asks Dismissal

;

.

i

(

.

.

Merman,

#

)

'

|

-

Came to Blow Up America' (20lhi
nnd "Great Life' (Col). In for five
days, big $2,000. Last week. 'Gilder.Mecvo's Bad Day:-.(RKO) and 'Cor-

—

\

Minneapolis,' July 13.
The' Orpheum's first stage show in

.

.

•

.

the Conliny...
Estimates for. This Week:
Aster (Par'rSinger) (900: 17-28)—

•

•

•

(

'.

per directing.
Herbert lludley

clicking merrily. In Ihe: big money,
ton. is 'Lady pf Burlesque.' still
a
strong bet oiv. moveover lo Lvric
after eight sock days at the Orphc-'
'China .also is -stout on m.o. lo

'

..

:

.'Hollywood,. July 13.
Role 'of. George. Gershwin
in
'Rhapsody in Blue'.- at Warners goes
to Robert Alda, nilery emcee and
vaude player, making his debut on
the- screen.
Playing themselves in
the picture will be Paul Whiteman.
Al Jolson, Oscar -Levant, George
White and Al Galladoro.
Filming starts. July 19. wilh Jesse
-L. Lasky. pcoducing .ajid. Irving Rap-

to play the
Swinging $18,000 way'Rhapsody,'

Tini.

'

I

Hippodrome

1

in.

.

1

;

opener.

'Salute'-Herman Tops

rtccnt weeks, headed by Woody
is grabbing the lion's shave
of. business aided" by 'Salute For
Three' on screen., "Presenling. Lily
Mars' also hiW the Slate 'turnstiles'

$9,500,

...

.."

Mpk,

OK

L'ville; 'Canteen' 9G, 2d
(Lbew's^UA) i.3;000: .17Louisville. July 13.
55i-^"Stage Door Canteen: i'UA) i2d
Trade has returned to normal -inwk). Holding lip- well al- indicaled tins sector but that's still plenty
$14,000 after mopping dp on last holihigh. Weekends are ihe biggest in
bay week aided by holidays at; history. Weather is currently ideal,
grand $21,800.
and folks stay in town .'more than
Century

|

Alda Plays Gershwin

'Jitterbugs' (20lhl. stout $23,000

'Bombardier'

'

35^99)'—

(3.400;

North Atlantic'

in

topping ihe field
others holding their' ow'n
Cooler- weather is helping.
Estimates for This Week

all Ihe

nicely.

(

i

•Coney Island' (20th) and 'He Hired
Boss'
(20th).
Stupendous $38,000
indicated, smashing lb new house
record, by. a wide margin:' Holds.
Last week. Land" Is' Miiie' .iRKO)

wee k-

-

i.

$13,800.

wk),

J
Strong.
$10,000 after big $15,000- last

'

at.

.

'

Mars'
(M-G)
and
"Northwest
Strand (Indie) (2.000: 30-50) —
Rangers'
(M-G).
Staunch $4,200' 'Dixie' (Par) and 'Lady Bodyguard',
Last week, "Desperadoes' Col) and (Par). Opened
Monday (12). Last
'Rhythm Islands' (U
nearly same. week. 'Five Graye's Cairo' (Par.) and
Paramount (Adams-Par) (2.000; "Shantytown' (Rep) (2d wk). 'swell
35-75)— Chalterbox' (Rep) and 'At
Dawn We Die' (Rep). Mediocre $10,000..
$12,500.
Last week.
Five Graves
Cairo'.. (Par) and '.Gentle Gangster'

(Rep) (3d Wk), strong

(M-G)

i.3d

.

State (Locw) (3.200; 30-50)— 'Stage
Door Canteen'. (UA) (2d wk). No
slopping .this one: banner S19.000
after zooming to lerrif $24,000 .in

$26,000 first lime around.
Capitol (.WB) (1.200; 20-55)— "Lily

(M-G)

5'

-

Attracting
<U>.
strong biz for nice $15,000.
Last week, 'Crash Dive' (20th ). neat
'

|

Detroit.)

Mais'.

'Pilot "No.

ncl

at

(WB)

Busters"

Ar " s,s (United
,
oV^ tett55-75)
— 'Lily

'2.000:

'

fairly

•

^

(2d wk). fair $8,000.

j

'G.als..Incorporated''

$15,000.

'

(Rappaporl)
(2.240:
usual.
17-66)— Bombardier' (RKO)- (2d wk)-)
Topper on the week, although not
plus new vaude.
Reaching out. for- ...
quite in the big coin will, be 'Bomaiid become man and wife.
About steady »$13,000 after
-•
"
^.
..„,„... B up a
chalking
V
bardier
at the
Rialtn.
H.o. of t.Stage
one-quarler of ihe couples who ap- fine j
$18.40() oii initial scsh.
Door Canteen' al Loew's Slate willply ;are. turned away.
No divorced,
Keith's (Scluinberger) (2.460:- 17-; help the other houses lo cop a good
persons are accepted.
All couples 55)— "Hit the
Ice'.
shale of the coin.
(U)
(2d wk)
must be baptized, their families in- Strong: $11,000 after Hearing house
Estimates fot^ Thls Week.
formed of the marriage. Dr.- Ray js record on first sesh al smash $15,000.
Brown fFourlh A venue- Loew's)
Mayfair
(Hicks)
(980:
25^50)—,
opposed to hasty ^marriages, believes
(.1.400: 30-50)-r"Dixie"
Par ). CatchRKO ). Lone ing
that a young couple should have Redhead Manhattan'
solid biz on moveover from
known each other at least a year. new enlry 'in downtown sector, some Rialto. swell $4,500. Last week,
action' at $4,500:
Last week.. 'Ciune
Any bride under 21 must have her. Blow
Up America' (20th), all right] 'China' (Par) moveover! okay $3,000.
mother present, or a letter of con- al
Kentucky
(Switow)
15-25)
(1.200:
$4,100.
sent from her mother.
Soriiething Shout About'
(Col)
New (Mechanic) (L680: 17-55)—
Dangerous'. (M-GV
'Coney Island'. (20th) (4th wk). Go- and. "Slightly
Mis s Hanlo n's Background
_j
ing slrong at possible $4,000 after' Getling heavy weekend play al satDr. Ray's assistant. Miss Mary C. reaching out for a fine $5,000 on! isfactory $1,600: Last week. 'Pride
Yankees'
(RKO) and
Reveille
Hanloh. vvho has been with the Ihird round'.
''
Stanley (WB.) (3.280: 20-601— 'At- Beverly' (Col), oke $1,700.
church 27 years, has developed a
Loew's Stale -M Loew's) 13.300: 30sixth sense regarding the sincerity lion North Atlantic" (WB) (2d wkO.
Maintaining s««ell pace at- $12,000 af- SO)— "Stage Door Canteen' lUA (2d
of the couples who apply, especially
w
k).
.Kicking
ter rosy $21,300 opening session.
along at: zippy pace
iii cases where a woman
is trying lo
t0 sturdy $9,000. Last week, wham
Valencia (Loews-UA)
1,480: 17«
marry a service man for the sake 55)— "Lady Burlesque' (UA) (move- 814,000, way over forecast,
of his allotment.
over) (2d- wk). Still going well al
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000;
"
'You can usually spot a couple like indicated $4,500 after Wi
hitting
an t 30-50)
'Action
North
Atlantic':
thati' Miss Hanlon says, 'because the above average $5,900 on
first
fry (WB) (2d wk). Another h.o. doing
woman is apt lo be older than the which followed hefty Week in down- nice $4,000, following first' week's
solid $6,000.
man and has hard eyes. Besides, she stairs Century.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400: 30is. always very
eager to sign the
50 ^'Bombardier' (RKO). arid Salupapers, that entitle her to his allotdos Amigos' (RKO). Striking oul at.
ment. while. the«iiincere liltie brides 'Coney' Snappy $17,000,
a -medium pace but likely will lop
never think of- it, and have to be rethe town at satisfactory $9,500. Last'
minded.'
Buff.; 'Lucky' Hot 10G, 2d week, 'Dixie' (Par), big moneyCouples maVried by -Dr. Ray bemaker at swell $13,000.
Buffalo,: July 13.
.
come members; of the 'Family" of The
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400:
'Stage Door Canteen' is impressive
Little .Chiiitth Around— the— Corherii
30-50 ^-'Jitterbugs' (20th) and' 'Ail
-on holdover at the Great Lakes after
and receive 'cards on their wedding
smash opening week. "Coney Island* By Myself (U)., Current outlook is
for fair $3,200. Last week. 'Ox -Bow,
anniversaries.
is doing resounding biz at the BufIncident'
(20th) and
Get Going".
The shining marble altar of ihe falo. *Mr; Lucky' -still, is great
oriBrides' Chapel was biuilt by conlrl- h.o. at the Century after giant -first (U), $3,000.
butions .J'rom brides who have been week.
married there., rts tabernacle. is
.Buffalo
(Shea): (3 500:
35-55)To'
Bldff.
**?M8vV»
brilliant with diamonds, rubies; em'Coney -Island! (,20th ). Grand $17,000

.

Week

.

i

i

at the Stanley, arc

wjlh

-

(Rep) and vaude, wham $8,000.
Majestic (Fay) .(2.200; 30 T 50)
"Background to Danger' (WB) and

.

.Canteen'

'Bombardier'

.

.

.

Branforil
<WB> (2.800: 30-90)—
•More
the
Merrier"
cCol)
and
•Murder Times Square'
Col)
(2d
wk).. Nifty $16,000 aNer bonanza

Door

"Stage

Loew's Century/
Hipp, and "Action

I

and Child., is considered a
lucky place to wed; 85% of. its. mai>
riages have been lasting: ones. This
record is due lo the rigid conditions
imposed by Dr. Ray.
The Little
Church" Around. the\ Corner is. no.
Gretna 'Green; there are, in fact,
few churches where it is more. difficult to gel married.
No. would-be
bride and groom can siirinly. walk jn

-50)—"JitFay's. (Indie). (2.000;
terbugs' < 20th) and Vaucle.
Trim
$7,000.
Last week. "Song of Texas'

catching

all

;

donna

$3.'800.

in
holiest attraction to play here since
'Gone With- the Wind' and! smashing
its way to a new house record: wilh
a.monumental $38,000 in sight. Holdovers predominate among the' re-

Gretna- Green

The Brides' Chapel, richly ' paneled and "hung with paintings of Ma-

.Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 30-50)
—'Crash Dive' (20th) <2d run).
Holding to good $3,500. Last week.
"Lady Burlesque'- (UA) and ."Boy
-Stalingrad'
(Col)
(2d
run), nice

Record, $38,000, Newark

I

Baltiriiore. July 1.3.
Action here conlinucs fairlv good
in spite of almost solid list of hold-

overs..

No

.

to Danger'
and
orch. on stage, smashed
expectations at $52,000.
Palms-SUt« tUniled Detroit-) <3000; 55-75)— "Land Is Mine' (Rr?0)
ld Wreckin P Crew' (Par).
Good
i!',
$10,000.
Last week 'Mission Mos-

^

12G, 'Action Hot 12G;
•

'Background
Horace Heidt

cow (WB)and Truck

is-

.

Danger' also is strong.
Estimates for This Week
Albce (RKO) (2,300: 30-50)— 'MrLucky' (RKO) and 'Yanks Ahoy'.
(UA) (2d wk). Unusually big secstanza
ond
helping to grand $14,500.
Smash $18,000 in first, week.

'

I

Real Coin; 'Canteen', Big

sometimes called The
of the Holy Cucumber Vine.
Standing among lowering skyscrapers, its' cim tree- and liny garden
make it an oasis of peace in the
midst -of inetiopolilan clatter.

RKO

State (Locw) (3,200: 44-65 ^'Canteen' (UA) (2d wk). Slrong $11,000.
First week, nice: $15,000.
..
Translux (Tianslux) (900: 28-65)
^-'Captive Wild Woman' (U) plus
'Keep 'Em Slugging". (U) (2d wk).
Trjm $4,800.. Last week., big $5,000.

into holiday pool for.

•-

has grown until it is how a
cathedral.
Long, low, ramit

Last week 'Reap Wild wiml f
<Par),and. 'Mrs':HoUiday' (U), got
500.

,

,

Church

•

Lbew's Slate's 'Stage Door Canloen' and
Albcc's "Mr. Lucky'
are
still
plenty
hot
holdovers.
Strand's 'Dixie' opened big oh Monday, and MajesticV "Background "lo

fine. $13,200.

'Coney' Soars to

13.

.

bling,

:

40-

.

.

"

Paramount <M-P>

•Action North Atlantic' (WB) and
'Great Life' (Col
Brought in from
two frames at the Mel. and oke $12.000.
Last week. 'Mission Moscow'
(WB) and' "Swing Partner' <Rcp),

(Parker): (500;

-

choice $5,500.
65)— "Slightly Dangerous' (M-G) and
^Michigan (United Detroit) 4,000'"^
'" J
'flarrigan's
Kid' (M-G)
wk).
(2d
55-75)— 'China' (Par) and 'Salute
,:for
,
Smash $8:300
Last
week, strong" 3' (Par), Wham $37,000 Last
week
$9,500.
(WB)

aaa
X S
fiJ,UUU

:

'-

$15,000.

:

:

'

~

.

'

..

-

,

'

•

Jillei buus''
'•^

"

.

.

^V-

Latly

Burlesque'(3d wk)' .and. "American Empire' (UA). Continues solid at $9
000
on m.o. after last week's big -$14 0(H)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5 000; 55-75).
—'Hit the Ice' (U) and 'Crime Doctor
<Col). f Terrific $35,000.
La<!t
week :Crash Dive' (20th) aiid Follow, the Band' (U) (2d wki.
K ea t
$31,000 after flrst we'ek's $36,000
Madison (United Detroit) il 8'0fl5 75 )
HelI °' Frisco" (.20th-) imd
o;
Shadow
of Doubt' (Col). Okay $4
',i5?

(UA)

Broadway' (PRC). Okay $y.200.
Last week. 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20lh)
and 'Jitterbugs' (20lh), $9,000.
Paramount (U-E) (3.000; -40-05)
"— Crasli Dive' (20th) and 'Dixie
Dugan' (20th) (2d "-'wjt). Still holding up to great $12,300 after top
— -• -ping town in ""-•'"
(irst week: al gi antic

!

:

:

return showing) and .'Queen

i

and

-

Broadway-Capitol (United DctroiiV

(Hami ick - Evergreen)
40-65)— 'Reap Wild Wind"

Par)

Last week: "Ox-Bow

(20th;

-

(20th), $9,200.

or

^

'

Incident'

.

.

(1.800;

.

^

)

Orpheum

.

i

'

WB

Looks like high "$9,300. Last
week. 'Walked wilh Zombie'- (RKO
and "Journey Into Fear' (RKO), nice

I

-

(

(U).

:

.

^?r?

40-65)

(1,500;

'

$9,000.

.

(Parker

j

:

|

'

'

I

,

.

;

'

:

'

.

..

'

.

after" eight', profitable days- at
phcum. Grand $6,000
bet lev. Last ivahlly refused to hold. 'all- actor's fu-l
"Well, sir,' said J'effers'on, .'is
.week, 'Slightly Dangerous' -.iM-'G) neral.
iheie no othei' church from which
'.(2d wk.). $7,300 -in eight days after
first week at 'Stale."
my friend might be buried?'
Orpbeum (P-S) (2.800: -5.0-65)^
Estimates foe This Week
There's' a little church around the
(RKO) ("3.200: 44-90)"-^ 'Salute for three' (Par) and Woody corner where you might get it done,'
Boston
'Raid Calais' (20(h) plus Cab Cal.lo- Merman, band and acts on. stage, the rector said .-contemptuously:
way orch. others on slag'e. Distinct Stage offering responsible for." big
'Then God bless the Little Church
jump in trade here, following fort- outpouring of customers, Herman
night's lull to stoul $28,000 or near. being considerable of a name here. Around the Corner!' thundered JefThe name' stuck. Every
Last week, 'Flight' Freedom'- i RKO) Stretching toward very big $18,000 fers
plus Ada Leonard orch; in six days. Last. week. "Lady of newspaper in the country carried
(.2d wk)
others, on stage, oke $21,000:
Burlesque' (UA), dandy $14,700 in the siory after the funeral.
In. a
Fenway .tM-P) (1.373: 40-60)— "eight days.
few years the Church, of the Atone'Action North Atlantic' (WB) and
State (P-S) "(2.300: 40-551— Lily ment was torn down
to make room
(Col).
Here from Mars' (M-G). Speeding towards big
•It's Creat Life'
for a chemis'l's shop, but The Little'
fortnight at Met. st.il! comfortable at $13,000.
Last week, "China' (Pari,:
Church Around the Covner flour$5,000. Last week,. 'Mission Moscow' solid -$14,000.
(.WB) plus". "Swing Partner' (Rep),
Uptown (Par)
1-000:
25-441— ished. The acting profession, flocked
nicf $5,700.
t 'Flight"
Freedom'
First lo ils services, and today the church
RKO).
Memorial, (RKO)- (2,n00; 44-75^- ^.neighborhood: showing; liice $3,000. contains memorial window.s lo such,
r
.2'
Last
week.
'Got
Me
Covelecl'
(RKO).
slai's as Joe JelTerson. Edwin Booth,
??
Myself 1i1V(U).- ££SV'
Down lo 't'liflnn
$18,000 lor
big $3 800
John Drexy: Richard -Mansfield.. The
Se
VCCk
a,it
Worid iPai-SlefTes) (350: 40-65 )- tolerance of this church stems di>
nine days, stioiig_$25.000.
000
,
e
...
M6i ^. the
lbe Merrier' ..Col).
(Col) (Slh w
wk,). rectly frOni
Bsvi 'More,
«M Pi
-Vktof Joe Jefils-- rector
1.B00
week. ferson's diiy. Dr. George Hendrick
(Par), Soaring lo^wham $30,000,' '
Hoiiglitpii.
who earlier had said: "We
nd neal ly S37 000 ln r"* 1 ,hv,:e
biggest in weeks here.
Holdover i
will miiiisler. fo the people as they
jnl;„
°^ ,
certain.
Lr.st week.
Act ion Norlh <"
~
need
it. nbt as'-.we
thinlt they need
(WB) and 'Great Life'
Atlantic'
il.
The church shall be a House' of
(Col) (2d wk). solid S20.000..
» »¥•
n>i'r
Orpheurh (Loew) «2.!)00: 44-C5,)-rGod where class distinctions are forllanger
NlfP
flflfl
cl
•Stage Doi3rCa.il teen' (UA > (2d wki:
gotten."
Hot $23,000. Last week great $20,500.
The original liny edifice on 29th
.

by favorable pix \veather., Michigan

at

the -Paramount.
"Reap the Will is sparing with 'China' and;
Wind.' returned to Orpheurti,. is tor Three,' but the Fox. with "Hit
the Ice' arid 'Crime Doctor," is riot
reaping rewards fine returns.
far'off the pace
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Weelc
Broadwav Parker ) 1 ,9b0: 40-65)
^•'Bataan' (M-O) and 'Ybung' Will-,
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 55-75)—
ing,'
Rolling
up terrific 'Crash Dive' (20th) (3d wk) and
(UA).
$14,000.' Last week, 'While Savage
'Gals, Inc.') (U).- Former '-moved'
in
(U) and 'Follow Band' (U) (2d wk), from two great weeks at Fox
sighls
choice

I

.

:

:

week

second

provii.ig socko. in 8'

of Ihe Atonement to
the funeral rites of: a.
fellow-player. "• .The. rector indigr
Oi>ihe-

;

l.yric

.

'Baiaah'

:

Broadway

1

obvious than s-ome

is- far" less

eNpectcd.

K

Loop this week is hitting up
ward higher levels than evfer:fbllow-

Winner

'Bataan' Neat

.

;

July 13,

Detroit.

;

;

"Many

1943

14,

jjj

'

'.;

'

OK Detroit;

Giant $35,000 in

'Hit Ice'

Church
Thousands of repe-

role.

titions have not staled the
ness of his voice or heart.

—

'

..'

his

Legend of Joe Jefferson
is springing up to a til
....
„.
„ f( J $14
tl .
a^or lw efty
000 -at -Sin e; LAst
-$30.000 -for Die first lime
-Originally called the Church 'of
hold- week. Mission Moscow" iWB), .disin months wilh 'Dixie.'
and out after the. Tran.Mlguralion, Dr. Ray's chureh
covers eurrciulv, -.ind lliev shiipo up .appointing $6,000
.•
received, its niore popular and neigh-:
,•
House'.'" figure il.1l lake .the i'seven days.
well.
Legend runs
(P-S)
.IS)— 'Ox- borly name in 1870.
(1.000:
public several weeks 10 re-organize! ..Gopher
.Incident' (20th). Well-liked and that Joe jeircrsbn, the immortal 'Rip
its financial affitiis lo meet the liev^
pay-go-lax system. Even so. Hie re- 1 looks, strong $5,200. Last week, 'Pilot Van Winkle' of the stage, went to
..Metropolitan'

'

-

'

Wednesday, July

ssi Continued from page

mammoth

i
j

;

Washington. July 13.
From
WPB"
last.
to
*" 15
*;•'••."*'•
v"
«>kay.e<l- nine .amusement construc tion
projects, according to latest figures,
and- rejected four.
did not
WPB
_ _
disclose the location or nature of
the prpjects/ but it was learned ihiif
one- of .them is' a picture' theatre for
•

toweriiig $.24,000.

:

.

-

Hipp

(Shea) (2.100: 35-55)— 'Ac1 ion
North -Atlantic* (WBi. From
BufTalo; good: $8:000.. Last week 'Lily
Mai's'
(M-G> and "Raid Calais'
(20lh) (3d: wk). profitable $8,500.
" T ». a „,
~
Lafayette
Basil )
3.300: .35-55 )—
'Mister- Big' (U) and 'Madame Spy'
..

']

.

.

'

l

r

(

$

Q0

Sr"*?i
.r
W
•MoonhL.ht
nv^nv

rnn-i-iJ?

*

$12 000
20th Century
.

L:,!! t
'

. ,

.

,,'if'
<U

week
!,n d
, or ,

newly built-up section of Mobile,
where Shipyard workers live..
Of the approved projects, seven
under $10,000; one was' between
^iP-$25.000; and one was between
,

'

I

.

rest,

$25-$lp0,000.

'

'

ii

Ala.,

|

WPB

approves aniusc-

ment construction work only :. U>x
dnd) (3.000;
»--•---•
*- 35-55)— ..-..-...I..
new -y e'-bwn-up
war cen i el M!.. *>r
Lucky' (RKO)
- and 'Sciittergood
U v-»«. s «
s
c,,i.,.(„^..
Survives m..wi.„i
Murder' ro,,^^
(RKO) (2d wk):, where fire has destroyed an an'iu.seSnappy $.10,000; Last week, slightly ment center and there is
olher
over $19;00O," soclco;- "
one ndai.. by
'

'

'.Mr.

w

•'••'•

'

i
!

:

i

.

.

14, 1943

Wednesday, July

PICTURE GROSSES
Neat

'Mission*

lucky'-Vaude Sock

$32,000, Frisco;

B'klyn; 'Merrier' 16G, 3d

'Bataan'IHtto, 'Savage Giant $14,000
Sah Francisco, July

13.

unusually torrid currently,
with entry of several strong pix
''Bataan/ at the Fox, is
-helping.
houses, setleading parade at film
Biz

'''

Li

pace.
stage

terrific $32,000

tn^a

Mr

Lucky,*

plus

bill,

Key

JV.

Steady
13..

is« bullish at Warner following
strong fortnight at the -Penn..
Estimates for This Week
Fulton
(Shea) (1,700; 30-50)
'Coney Island' (20th) (2d wk). Betty
Grable starrer letting up only slightly.
Biz is remarkable since Fulton
is downtown's only first-run house
without a cooling plant. Should better $10,000' on current session as
against $16,000 last week.
Harrls.(Harris) (2.200; 30-55)— 'Hit
the Ice' (U). <2d.wk).
Too much
competition for this one, which didn't
do too well over the holiday. May
get $7,000. okay but not strong: Last
week, Abbott and Costello comedy

—

55-75)—
(Par)
and

(1.475;

Last week, strong $14,000.
United Artist* (Blumenfeld) (1,100:

50-65)— 'Lady Burlesque' (UA) and
Prairie Chickens' (UA) (6th wk).
There's no stopping 'Lady,' as pix
hangs up powerful $8,500 for sixth

round.

Warflrld (FWC) (2,650; 55-75)—
'Pilot 5'
(M-G) plus stage show.
Moving along satisfactorily at $22,-

Estimated Total Grosa
Thla Week.
$49MM
(Based on 13 theatres)

65)— 'Human Comedy'

Total Gross
Last Tear

(M-G)

.

and

Last week solid $24,000.
Majestlo (Siritsky) (1,850; 25-50)—
'Frankenstein'
(U) and 'Dracula'
(U). Oke $1,500.
Last week 'Souls
at Sea' (Par) and 'Union Pacific'
(Par) (reissues), about the same.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,020; 35-65)
—'More the Merrier' (Col) and
'Night Plane Chungking' (Par) (3d
wk). Fine $16,000. Last week sock.
.

seater.

Last

week.

'Bombardier!

Wham $35,000,

•AH By Myself

okay, too. at $3,500.

.500.

—

Last week, 'Background' to
Danger" (WB) and Abe Lyman orch,
Bonita Granville, spectacular $33,000.

riear.

Philadelphia, July 13.
A noticeable, drop in grosses are
reported this week

—

(RKO). on moveover from Stanley,

.

in Mild Philly;

terbox' (Rep).
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300: 30-50)
'Action North Atlantic' tWB) and

Warner

(WB)

(2.000:

30-55)

—

at downtown
Came
Aimers following the whammo biz 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA).
Penn.
over last holiday weekend. Hold- here after two- big weeks at
Great $11,000, heavy sugar for this
overs, particularly, arc being hard
house. Last-week, .'Lily Mars' (M-G)
hit:
in third week, trim $7,000.
Bucking the downward trend Is
Stage
Door Canteen' which is
CASTLE UPPED BY COL.
preemirig to huge crowds at the
Hollywood, July 13.
Mastbaum. Other .new film bowing
this 'sesh is 'YoungestflProie-ssion' at
Columbia upped William" Castle
the Aldine. also getting an okay play from a dialog director post to a full
>from the customers.
directorship.
Estimates for This Week
First assignment for Castle under
Aldine
(WB) (1,303; 35-75)
his new contract will be 'Brothers
Youngest Profession" (M-G). Good Under the Skin.' slated for an
$12,200. Last week,' 'Somewhere in
August start.
France' (UA), sour $7,000.
#
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600;*35-75)—
JHangmen Also Die' (UA) (2d run)
Pallid $2,700 for five days.
Last
week, ..-Action Atlantic' (WB) (2d
run), okay $4,000 for six days.
•

.

•

—

Last

<U>.'

week

Very good

"Hit

the

Ice'

and "Get Going' (U), socko
Keith's

-

(Indie.)

$12,-

(U)

$13,700.

30-55)—

(1,200;

'Swing Partner' (Rep) and vaude.
Strong comedy bill good for oke $4,700 in 4-day "weekend run.
Last
week profitable $4,400 with 'Shantytown' (Rep) and Major Bowes Anniversary unii in four days.
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450: 30-50)—
'Stage
Door Canteen' (UA) and
'North
African
Album'
(U.S.).
Sturdy $10,000 in second stanza after
smash $17,000 opening week. Pros.

third stanza after getting
$27,000 on second sesh.

Smash

torrid $15,600.

Downtown (WB)

(2,560;

'

•

(Cockrill) (1.750:

$13,800.

'Dixie (Par)- (2d wk). Great $14,000.
Last week, big $16,000
1

Orpheam (D'town)

.

$24,900.

good $13,000.
30-65)—
Esqaire
(Fox)
(742;
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA), also at
Denver. Socko $5,000. Last week
'Lady Burlesque' (UA) and 'Yanks
Ahoy' (UA), also at Denver, good
(2.600;

.(F&M) (3,389; 41-88)
— Paramount
'Five Graves Cairo'- (Par) and

30-65)—

'Chatterbox'
$16,500

—

:

.

$16,200.

$3,508.

Orpheum (RKO)

.

Pantagea (Pan) (2.812; 40-85)—
'Bombardier' (RKO) and 'Has What
It Takes' (Col).
Solid $18,500. Last
week, 'Mister Big' (U) and 'Tickets
to
London' (U) (9 days), good

'Bombardier' (RKO) and "Morning.
Judge' (U) (2d wk). Nice $11,500.
Last week' big $17,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200 30-50)
'Crime Doctor' (Col) and 'Jitterbugs'
Nice $10,000.
(20th).
Last week

after

(Rep) (2d wk). Nifty
very big $26,500. last

week.

Paramount
(1.451;

(Par)

Hollywood
(F&M)'
44-88)— 'Five Graves Cairo"
and 'Chatterbox' (Rep) (2d

(

i

TITLE CHANGES

.

;

Cal.

'Strange Music' at

PRC.

terrific $23,500.

United

WB)

,

«.
£.
t $17,800.

(3d wk).' Still potent
Last week, solid $27,900,

Karlton

(Goldman) (1,000; 35-75)
(Par> (2d. run). Opened
'Crash Dive' (20th) took okay
*fl.wu for nine
days of second run
«st. semester.
hl

*1r
d *y- "i

£

K ''

•p

r'l",

Mine

,

i'

'Goldman)

Jj'
G
av «s
.:
,

00
?H
(RKO)
'

(2,220; 35-75)

Cairo' (Par)
L;,s '

—

(2d run).

week, 'Land

Is

(2d run), poor $3,200.

(WB)

,J^'!|i>»ni

(4*092;

35-75)—

pr Canteen' (UA), Torrid
M=?S?n^
0,
inf? Lasl week, -Lady Burlesque*

.""4«woT
n,ey
•B?i?

d up third wcek

WB)

(2.916;

witn

35-75)—

Kswiii'tl Danger' (WB)
S1 3 -50n.

JS

,

(WertT'

(2d wk).
lutskv $25,200.

Opener

(M ' G>

Ice'
(U). 'Dixie' (Par). 'Youngest Profession'
(M-G). 'Coney Island' (20th), 'Mr. Lucky' (RKO), 'Lady
of Burlesque' (UA), 'Bataan' (M-G), 'Five Graves to
Cairo'
(Par) .and 'Background to Danger' (WB)
figuring most- importantly.
'Canteen,! with around 21 Spots showing in 'Variety*
listings, stiii is going like a house afire. Outstanding
neW city for it this stanza is Los Angeles, where it's
pacemaker with terrific $57,000 in foui- houses. Also
wham $35,000 to. lead dullish. Philly. Elsewhere the
United Artist opus is mainly a -holdover, .extended run
or moveover. and smasheroo all around. Included is
Baltimore, big $141000; Cleveland', wow $18,000 for
third; Boston, strong $34,000 in two spots On: h:0,:
K. C, hefty. $12,500; Providence, topper with banner
$19,000 on seeohd;- Indianapolis, sturdy $10,000 secon
sesh; Washington, sock $17,000 third; Buffalo, impressive $17,500 for holdover. Picture is smash $75,000
for third N. Y. sesh and huge $26,000 in two Denver

°P«»w; tomorrow
(2d wk).

1

looks

for third N. Y. week, modern record e;
35-75)- great $07,000
second Denver session..
Drop- $21,000 in Cincinnati, great on
is
grand $10,000 and. mammoth $30,000 in .Buslon.-' 'Action' stillmaking » eieat sljg^ine. now j'.io.iiW hnldov^r ami

"(WB).(1.475;
'Bomu'^
Bombaidier- (RICO)
* *° .*10,200 after
foV
iPJlopcning
sesh,

.

.

—

.

1

:

spots, a likely record for the day-dateis.
'Dixie,' showing in only few spots last .week,

'Ghost and Guest' (PRC) and 'Black
Raven' (PRC). Fair $1,350. Last
week, 'Alibi' (Rep) and' "Spy Train'
(Mono), so-so $1,250.
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 40-85)
•Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot No. 5'
Portland.
(M-G). Bullish $5,800. Last week,
'Lady' continues racking up great takings, still being* 'Coney Island' (20th) and 'Air Raid
powerful on sixth San Francisco week, -a giant $10,000 Wardens' (M-G) (2d wk). husky
on Seattle second sesh, and solid on moveovers in $5,750.
Wllterh
(WB) (2.756; 40-85
Baltimore, Detroit and Minneapolis. 'Bataan' is merely
repeating its previous record, topping Frisco at terrif 'Background to Danger' (WB) (2d
after stout
$32,000, pacing Portland at $14,000,. also— l-eader in wk). Still good at $9,000
Omaha, smash $18,000 on Newark h.o. and okay in Pitt. $12,900 last week.
'Hit Ice' is strong $11,000 for second Balto week after
near record first sesh, giant $35,000 in Detroit, and
great on Indianapolis moveover.
Glorifying
'Mr. Lucky.' meae-.'ving up to its title, looks socko
Akron, O.. July i.i.
$32,000 in Frisco,-, fine $22,500' in mild Philly on hold.over, and snappy to .hangup on Second slaiizas in r Akron's lighter-than-air industry
Providence. K.
Cincy, Otnaha and Bi'iffaio. 'Bom- will be. part of the background. -'for
Metro's nevy air picture. Sax- Marx,
bardicr.' anblher
film, also is catching' on nicely.
being grand $25,000 in Chi, and fine to husky on second producer, i-nd John Twist, script
writer, here this week to confer with
'sessions in Boston. Balto. Cleveland aiid Denver. In
X. A., it: looks' a husky $38,000 in,.tvvo hoiises. 'five Hugh Allen of Goodyear Aircrart
Graves,' still doing nicely, is standout in Providence, Crirp., public relations officer and
author of several books on airsliip-s.
L, A. unci Frisco (moveover ).
'Youngest Profession,' doing immense $106,000 at [Group later left for Lakeliurst In.
N. Y, Music Hall on third week. .'is hot $28,000 in confer with Rear Admiral C. E.
Wash., good $12,200 in Philly and dandy $50,000 in Chi Roscndahl,' commander of U. S.
with a band. 'Con^y' remains in the money with heavy lighter-than-air service,
takings in Pill.. Cincy, Seattle, Buffalo. Omaha. N.- Y.
Camera men will come to Wingand Philly. It is terrif $38,000 in Newark- to easily lop foot lake here in September. Allen,
Wallace Beery," ond probably
the old house record. Fourth N. Y. week hit- a sturdy said.
also is si ill tidveiing at a Spencer. Tracy, will star in the: pic
$73,000. 'Crash Dive' (20lh
c-V7
nnn
:..
T\~i\
nit
mi-/,
i\fQi-v g^iM
if^s-i /-lin
-China' iPnr l« (.-rt^Vn
is strong
holdover in three L. A spots, sock $50,000
week, nice in Providence, forte ou
Wash. holdover, giant $12,800 in Seattle and big in

the

35-75)-'Coney

(2,245;

(2.100;
/Pilot

for second -N. Y.

.

f20th)

(UA-WC)

Last
week. 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20lh) and
•Senoritas Chicago' (Col ). sad $4,600.
40-50)—
(Vogue)
(899;
Vogae

'$36,000 for

'

(

Artists

40-85)— 'Lily Mars' (M-G) and
Fine $9,000.
No. 5' (M-G).

moveover. Another Warner winner. 'Danger.'

Nation's boxoffice docs not appear to have been
materially dented by the 20% federal tax bite this
week, even with tioldovers in many spots doing, small

(WB) (2,798; 35-75)— 'No if any damage. The weekly cut," for taxes, in wages
(Mono) with Erskine Haw- may be felt in coming weeks but thus far few theatres
and Maxine 'Sullivan'.' Not note any adverse effect. Present week's setup is much
>n same class with
Hawkins' take ol the same as last session, with 'Stage Door Canteen'
last year, only fairish
$24,700. Last (UA), the leader in coin and spots played, and 'Action
week, combo of 'Mr. Big' (U) and
in North Atlantic' (WB). 'Bombardier' (RKO). 'Hit
l

40-65)

(2.200:

30-65)— —'No Escape' (Mono) with Ann
Denver
(Fox)
(2,525:
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA). day-date Corio-Modernaires-J o h n n y 'Scats'
with Esquire. Smash $21,000. Last Davis on stage. Handsome $20,000.
week 'Lady Burlesque' (UA) and Last week, 'False Faces' (Rep) with
'Yanks Ahoy' (UA ), also at Esquire, Woody Herman orch oh stage, sock

1-

Escape

uzzie Nelson orch, big
$29,800.

•

'Walked with Zombie- (RKO) and wk).- First-rate $10,500 after herty
'False Faces' Rep ). good $7,500!
week.
('Chatterbox'
$15,000
last
Rialto (Fox
(878: 30-65)— 'Action playing mats only.)
North Atlantic' (WB) and 'Redhead
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890; 40week 'Bombardier' (RKO' and '2 Manhattan' (Col),- after week each 65 )— 'Bombardier' (RKO) and ''Has'
at
Denver,
Esquire,
Aladdin.
Big
Weeks to' Live' (RKO), fine. $5,500
What It Takes' (Col). Wham S19.500.
$4,000.
Last week 'Coney Island' l,ast week, 'Mister Big' (U) and
on moveover.
(20th) and 'Mysterious Doc tor' (WB). 'Tickets to London
(U) W—days-)—
via Denver, JSsqu'ire.TUaddin route,
stout $21,500.
F-WC BENEWS LEASES
good $3,500.
Blti (F-WC) (1,372; 40-85)— 'Stage
Los Angeles. July 13.
Door Canteen' (UA). Great $9,500.
Fox West Coast renewed a 10Last week,. 'Lily Mars' (M-G). and
year lease on the Starland theatre.
'Pilot No. 5_!_(M-G). socko $9,350.
Hollywood, July 13.
State (Loew's-WC) (2,204 40-85)
Owned by C. A. Becker, in down'My Kingdom for a Cook' release —'Stage Door Canteen' (UA ). Great
town Los Angeles, and a five-year
tag on 'Without Notice' at 20th-Fox. $23,000.
Last week. 'Lily Mais'
rental on the Banning, in Banning.
'Street of Darkness' new handle on (M-G)
and 'Pilot No. 5' (M-G),

kins orch

-

(2d

''

pect for another' holdover.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600: 30-50)—
'Hit the Ice' (U) and 'Get Going'
(U). Nifty $6,000 on moveover. Last

35-75)— 'Mr.

-Karle

40-85)—.

(WB)

wcek, exAhoy' (UA), after week each at
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 40-fiS)
Denver, Esquire. Big $8,000. Last
week 'Action. North Atlantic' (WB) —'Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot No.
(Col), 5' (M-G).' Fine $4,000. Last w'cek,
and 'Redhead Manhattan'
after Denver: and Esquire weeks, 'Ox-Bow. Incident" (20th) and Two
SenorltaS'
Chicago'
good $7,000.
(Col),
slow
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 30-65)— $3,000.
'Coney Island' (20th ) and 'My ster ious
Hawaii (G&S)
(1,100; .40-75)—
Doctor' (WB). after week each at 'Crime Doctor' (Col) and 'Great Lire'
Denver, Esquire, Aladdin, Rialto. (Col) (2d wk). Okay $3,500. Last
Fine $4,500. Last week 'Assignment week, nice $5,150.
Brittany' (M-G) and -3 Hearts Julia"
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 40-85 )—
(M-G), after Orpheum week, good Background to Danger' (WB) <2d
week, solid
?»-««••
30-60)-

.

(WB)

(1,800:

'Background, to Danger'
wk). Nice $16,000. Last
cellent $19,000.

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Boyd

40-

Chinese
(Graifrnan-WO
(2.034;
40-85)— 'SUge Door Canteen* (UA).
Great $16,500.
Last week. -Lily
Mars' (M-G) and 'Pilot No. 5' (M-G).

.

Lucky- (RKO ) (2d wk). Fine $19,300
Plus good $3,200 for extra showing
Sunday at Earle. Last week, sock

.(1.516:

$8,000.

$26,-

.

Orpheum

holdover.
'Dixie' is the top holdover at the
Denham, and stays a third.
Estimates for This Week
30-65)—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1.400;
'Lady Burlesque' (UA) -and -Yanks
its

Carthay Circle (F-WC)

85)— 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA>.
Husky $8,000. Last week. 'Lilv Mars'
(M-G) and .'Pilot- No. 5' (M-C ). bi

Denver, July 13.
Canteen' is really
date-dating
.

strong on

aica

a

Week

Estimates for Thii

and possible record for twohouse combo is likely. 'Bombardier'
is

ground to Danger' (WB) and 'Chat-

Bomba^dier• is a husky $38,000
day-dating Pantages and the Hillstreet.
The three Warner house t
still
are- strong with the second
week of 'Background to Danger' at
$36,000.
The two Paramounts wilt
carry 'Five Graves to Cairo' for a

in curently,

Denver and Esquire.

at

.

Senator (Harris) (1,750: 30-55)—
'Raid Calais' (20th) and 'Has What
It Takes' .(Col):
First twinner this
house has had in a month or so. Soso $2,500.' Last week. 'Ox-Bow. Incident' (20th ), pleasant surprise on
m.o. frdm Harris. $4,000.
Stanley
(WB) (3.800: 30-75)
'Journev Into Fear' (RKO) and Hoi ace Heidt orch, -Smart $30,000, or

surprising $12,500 in eight days.

Door

'Stage

000

13.

-

,

>

nice $7,000.

Indianapolis. July

»•

.

Denver, Hot 26G
packing 'em

ACE INDPLS. HLMER

11 theatres)

'Canteen Tops

$6,000.

—

big fortnight at Warner and a week
before that at Stanley. Still satisfactory at $3,400, fine for this small

$322

rines

'ACTION,' BIG $12,500,

,

.

~

Strand (WB) (2,952: 35-65)— 'MaCome Through' (Astor) and
'Wings Over Pacific' (Mono). Mild
Last week 'False Faces' (Rep)
and .'Under Secret Orders' (Indie),

.

.

Sam* Week

(Based on

.$25,000.

—

Last week. 'At Dawn We Die'
(Rep) and Earl Carroll 'Vanities' on
stage. $30,000, record for house under present vaudefllm policy.
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (950; 60-75)
—'White Savage' (U) and 'Hi, Buddy'
<U). Small house doing sock $14,000:
because of round-the-clock policy.Last week, .'Young and
Willing'
lUA) and 'Buckskin Frontier' (UA),
500.

lucky' Fme 22iG, 2d

Attractive $22,000, lead-

Biz continues definitely good, only
complaint at downtown theatres being that the' customers all want to
come at once. 'Sherlock Holmes in
Washington' is riding high with Ted
Fio Rito band «show to lead, town at
Circle.
'Action in North Atlantic'
at Indiana, is the top straight filmer,
with 'Stage Door Canteen' making
drew just under $13,000, neat.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-55)^. strong bid for third week at Loew's.
Estimates for This Week
'Bataan' (M-G). Sharply divided noCircle (Katz-Dolle > (2,800; 30-55)
tices for this one. Near spot's averHolmes, in Washington' (U) and
age of $18,000.- That's exactly what
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) did last Ted Fio Rito orch. Stage -show
sparked
by Beatrice Kay p a., sets
week, its second here.
pace for swell $17,000. Last week,
Kite ..(WB)
30-55)
'Lily
(800:
Mars' (M-G) (4th wk). Here after nifty .$9,500 at 50c top on, 'Back-

Graves Cairo'
"'Wrecking- Crew' (Par) (2d wk of
Clocking nice $11,000.
moveover).

Topper

18G,

Los £ngcles. July 13.
Firstr una. here were' not dented by
the 20% withholding tax, remaining,
strong and comparing favorably with
last 'week's holiday business: 'Stage
Door. Canteen,' in four -Fox-West
Coast theatres, will top the total
chalked up by 'Presenting Lily Mais'
last session despite the latter'* advantage of holiday prices. ,'Canteen*
'
looks terrific $57,000.

Broadway Grosses

Atlantic'
(Col) (4th

its

stout $17,500.

'Canteen'

4 Spots, 'Bombardier Big 38G in 2

'Jit-

000.

still

1

.

'Canteen Terrif $57,000,

$15,000.

Last week 'Action North
(WB) and 'Great Life'
wk), oke $10,000.
Metropolitan (Loew's) (3,618; 35-

Biz all over town still rolling from
impetus of great Fourth of July session.
Stanley, with 'Journey Into
Fear' and Horace .Heidt band, again
is strong, while 'Coney Island' continues, to crock 'em in its holdover at
the Fulton.
'Stage Door Canteen'

Paramount (FWC) (2,470; 55-75)
(M-G) and 'False
—'Lily Mars'
Faces (Rep). Doing fine at $23,000.
Last week, 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par)
and 'Shanty Town* (Rep), return,
engagement at regular prices for

Holds a seventh
Last week, $9,400, in groove.

quiet

Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 35-65)— 'MisMoscow' (WB) and 'Thumbs

$1,921,580

.

Pittsburgh. July

plus Chico Marx orch and
grand $28,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440: 6073)— 'Mister. Big" (U) and 'Two
Tickets London' (U) .(2d wk). Fine
Last week, hefty $18,700,
$11,500,
considerably over expectancy.

session.

.

(RKO) and

Mine'

sion

Up" (Rep).
er in town.

162 theatres)

Pitt Biz

(RKO)

"Five

.

OK

'Bataan

viiude,

(FWC)

.

cities,

Is

(20th),

'Get Going' (U) (2d wk). Fine $18,-

N* rth

plus stage bill
headed by Alan Carney, of 'Mr.
Lucky' cast. Pix is a powerful draw,
bringing' customers to-tune of $32,000
Man'
'Leopard
week,
or "'over. Last

1

terbugs'

Sam* Week
...

(Based on 27

_'Mr Lucky' (RKO),

.St. Francla

And H.O. s;

(20th) and '2 Tickets LonSatisfactory' $18,000. Last

week 'Land

.

y.)

Total Gross
Last Year

Atlantic'. (WB)
week
and -Johnny .'Doughboy'-' (Rep) (2d
wk>.- solid $19,500.
Golden Gate (RKO ) (2.850: 44-75

'Reap,

L A. Biz Still Strong Despite Tax

Brooklyn, July 13,
Best moneymaker is Fabian Fox
with
'Mission
to
Moscow' and
Thumbs Up.' Loew's Metropolitan
is holding over 'Human Comedy' and
'Get Goin' for good returns.
Estimates for This Week
Albeo
(RKO)
35-65)—
(3,274;
'Flicka'

13

don; (U).
.

.

betadding up to smash $32,000, or
at the smaller Golden Gate.
'White Savage' looks ane $1 4,000 at
the small Esquire.
Estimates lor This Week
Kox (FWC) (5,000; 55-75)— 'Bataan'
(M-G) and 'High Explosive' (Par).
ODciicd at terrific pace and Is
hold ng up to giant $32,000.. Last

.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosa
This Week'
.$2,977,2«i
(Based on 36 cities, 187 theatres, chiefly /irit runs, Including

is

ter

'Action

$22,000,

Metro

.

CRKO
:

'.

]

I

'

|

|

,

,

.

'

:

;

)

i

r

i

Akron
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FILM REVIEWS
runs as solo or billtopper. ScreenHERS TO HOLD
play, spun by Emmett Lavery who
Holly wood, July

13.
'

I

.

Oli-ecied" by Frank llynn.
Sw*s«l.
story, .tulin 1>. Klnrer: adaptHlloh, .I^-ivIh
1-v-ut: M'Iik*. < 'ble Purler, Amy Wuml-

nlu

JhiKli.

-1 1

V\

.-i-l

l.aiirence: Hope. Jlntmy MrMnKM'o'n. (ieorgen lllsier Mini
"i-:inloi-:i.
editor. Ted; Kent
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.
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In .'Hers to Hold' Deanna Durbin
successfully and permanently completes transition from cinematic subdeb to young ladyhood. Picture is
Straight romantic drama constructed
with eye on lightness and tongue-inlove
check
affair.
One of the
ttroniiost boxofflce entries for Miss
Durbin in several pictures.
^
Flu fly and escapist theme, in tune
•with present audience requirements,
will carry it through as potential
holdover in all bookings. Felix Jackr
son; formerly associated as'! Writer- on
numerous early Durbin 'starrers,..
makes his bow as the star's producer
here, and clicks solidly. He gets, able
assistance from freshness and pace in
both script by Lewis Foster and- di-.
rectipn by Frank Ryan;- together
•with strong, performances by supporting cast, and an excellently
.

.

Deanna Durbin's' strongest

Rising
Sun'
the
'Behind
•CRKO). An exploitation special
-

citihg,

to
,lhe
general
altitude
American
agitiiist the Nips, forecasting a major
offensive against the latter is likely
to break out in number of spots,
makes' this as timely as the morning

Jap

Cassidy. ''.scries.

war

with induction
Neal into the Nip army for duty
engineer in northern China!
finally makes the son a killer and
advocate of the Jap military plan '
world -conquest. Some 'months later,
when Neal returns from China, his
mounted production overall.
father is minister of propaganda and
Story, although lightly contrived, concerned' with possible eventual
downfall
of Japan, but the boy is'
generates audience attention through'
indoctrinated
with the new Jap credo,
Ihe deft business generously inserted
in the script and carried through via of 'all for the emperor.' This new
direction. Tlich/deb Durbin is object doctrine also results in his turning
of amorous flirtation by Joseph Cot-, on American friends shortly after
ten. trifling love-arid-leave-'em -ad- the Pearl Harbor incident— and also
venturer, and what starts but as boy against Margo. his betrothed. Transchases girl winds up as girl chases ferred to the air force. Neal is shot
boy.
When- she coyly falls for his down when the American bombers
pitches after a fast campaign, he raid Tokio. and Naish with defeatchancestries to get from tinder when he sees ism attitude for Japan's
..-"'
that look in her eye, but his brufh- commits hari-kari.
Despite its intimate dramatics of a
in China,.

of

as an

.

.

—

.

and dumb assistant.
Production mounting is adequate for
intent .of moderate budgeter. Wo.lt.

..

'

.

.

with cow-country saboteurs.
•World of Plenty' (BMI). British -made documcntaiy on food,
with special emphasis on \vartime distribution, splendid.
'Marines Come Through' (Astoi ).
Grant Withers, Wallace
Ford, Toby .Wing in dud patriotic film gone haywire.
'Silent Village' (BMI). Britishmade documentary on Lidice is
slow; and. suffers from over.

.

government connections, is all for
Jap empirical expansion arid, eventual domination of the World, while
the son' holds opposite views with
pro-American attitude. But ..outbreak,
of the

.

.

PRAIRIE CHICKENS
I'lillril AMu.1.1 relriiMl.' nf Tlal Itii.-irh |ir<iiliu-tlun.I'Vuliif.i'H
r'linniv*
fluK'-i-a.
Nniill
tli-eiy,
.1|-.
DIlWl.'.l l,y
ll,il
l|„:,(.|i.
Jr.
Sli.iry.
Dunaltl IImiikIi: Hiliillluliuii. 'ArnoliL
.

..

lli-lKai-fl

.kill

,

and "Say a Prayer, for the Boys Over
There.' Latter is a new tune by Herb
Magidson and Jimmy McHugh, of
topical nature that might catch on
moderately.

Star also delivers

!

Se-

from 'Carmen' and the
Kashmiri Song.' There's lightness
and charm in Miss Durbin's por-

guidilla'

—

children in occupied areas in addition to. the tortures inflicted on
Americans caught in Tokio at the
time of the sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor. These sequences are melodramatic in: themselves, but given
added weight, due " to current and
past newspaper headlines.
Naish 'is most prominent as the
Jap publisher, although efforts are
made to focus attention on Neal.
Former does an excellent job. with
.

role,

stick

sequences dealing with bomber com-

make their- way to the
of a friend of Annabella's, only

hazardously

home

that Taylor actually

learn

to

is

a"

German spy who has trapped them.
Annabella, -who does not quite
look a Russian medico, and Mont-'
fiomery then make their way to Hol-

and Where arrangements have been
negotiated to get them back to England on a Ashing boat Annabella
goes but Montgomeix who learns

Behind the Rising Sun
,„.„

Hollywood, July
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The

possibility that Nazis may be
everywhere, even in the cow country; forms the premise for a' fairly

exciting western, which has as one
of its virtues a short running time of
53 minutes. Thus it will create ho
problem on double-bill turnover.
.

George W. Weeks produced from a
story by Ciark Paylow, which was
adapted by Elizabeth Beecher. While
the dialog fails to have- .much brilliance, the plot carries considerable
suspense and the various roles are
played capably. Weeks' trio working
together
in
westerns.
Ray
(Crash) Corrigan, Max (Alibi) Terhune arid Dennis Moore, are featured, while the girl, Evelyn Finley,
is a comely type.
The yarn concerns the efforts o(v
Corrigan,, appointed sheriff, and his
two pals in tracking down a group
of Nazi agents who are sabotaging
mine shipments of magnesite and
are planning to ultimately blow up
the mine itself. Several excellently
staged fist fights figure, together with
'

a

sufficient

amount

.

of

gunplay.
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Rain Colfux.
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suffice as a dual filler for the- family

the mine.

,

Picture has very effective opening
which at the same time delivers a
message to buy bonds. Miss Finley
is rehearsing a stunt riding routine
and, on finishing, faces the camera
to make a plea for the purchase of
bonds. It's not directed at the audience, being a rehearsal for a bondtrio of. Tom Kennedy. Jimmy Conlin. selling tour, but appears that way
and Vince Barnett, who unconscious- and thus has trailer value.. Clmr.
ly hide her out when the papers
headline her kidnapping. Kid re-

and juvenile trade.
Little Joan Carroll .displays

abil-

the child star of a radio program who decides lo get first-hand
knowledge of how underworld characters talk and act after balking at
the vacuous scripts provided for her
air shows. She runs into thieving
ity as

forms the trio, but not before her
fabricated father arrives to abduct
her to a gambling ship for rousing
-•
fight at the finish.

WORLD OF PLENTY
(British-Made Documentary)
Bl'ltlah

ot

Paul

Ministry

Rotha

Previewed

at

N. T., July

1. '43.

her as the kid's press agent. Director

umentary

Ben Holmes unfolds

the yarn at a
catches laughs

good tempo, and
through antics of the comedy
-

•

trio.

Walt.

The Leather Burnert
Tolled Ai-lliiti release of Harry Sherman
production.. Feature. William Boyd. Andy
Clyde, Jay KlrUy.. Vlnlor Jnry, Qeorcc
Givot. Shelley Spane.or. Bobby I-areon.
reeled by Joseph B. Henabery. Story. Bllaa
I.nm».T; adaplatlon. Jo Fair.-inii: editor. Cari
roll lrfjwla; camera. Ruerell norland
New Tork. N. Y.. dual, week Jtily «, At
.

HunniiiK Ume.. 6«

M1NS,

Wnpalonc Ca'anldy
''allfomia Cflrlnon.
.

Johnny

,

Dan

Sum

,\

-

Black.. ......
Bucktoe.......
.

Sharon LoDfntrnt.

Bobby Lonsatreet.
-Harrison' Brooke.

I*fe....
Bart.. •..'...

, .-,

i

.

'illlani

.

Boyd

..'...-.Andy Clyde
Jay. Klrby
...... vicior .lory
..

.

.

.

.

.

<;<fi>r|re

Olvot

..Shelley Bpancer
.
Uobby I^arion
...neoi'K* Beevee
...Hal Taliaferro
. .

..Forbei Murray

To steal from the title, this Is another leatherTburner in the popular
Hopalong Cassidy series which appear to. maintuin a. steady high

of Infiirrnatlnn rrlraae
production,
dlreeled by
«dd1-

P^>lha.
Written by Brio • Knight:
llnnal dialog by i«le« Molleaon;

Kennedy, Conlin and Barnett team
broad and easily delivered comedy as the three lugs; but Wally
Brown's attempt to portray a keyhole columnist gets nowhere through
lack of footage.
Ruth Warrick Is
okay as the youngster's" aunt, while
Walter Reed is romantic interest- for
.

for

.

'

his mine.

There is one song in the picture. Til
Get the Fuehrer Sure as Shootin.'
written In the western manner and
.Tlttern
sung by Johnny Bond, a cowpuncher
sioKle...... ......
Vlnce Tlnrneit
who's in mostly for laughs.
Joe Konlei.. I'niirGiillfiij'lfl
Delectlve HuRan.
Corrigan, Moore and Terhune all
....(•rant WHhera
Mr. Crandall..'...
.:..'... Karl T>i>wey
turn in good performances, while
lliKs'ina.'.
.iTmrks Cnieinan well, cast as Nazi saboteurs are Bud
LI, ll:ukcu
..flirt. Clark
Buster, John Merton, Edna Bennett
and
Bud Osborne. Steve Clark,
This is a lightweight. number; built
on very, moderate budget, that will character actor, plays the owner of
.

,a«i. rt (recJuly la •-•S

Tnulenhowo

Running lime.

.

,

.

......Dudley

nk'O release ot lirit Ulliuy pi-odn.iinn.
hy Ken Molmea. Mc)-,'enpli t y by

.

- •

.

......... Kraiik

46 minutes, this slap-

dtorgt ITone;

tor,

ert

Waui-lce (Jeragiuy ul0 ,0 »' ''onway.
Directed.

'""

c:rat K

-Ii:.

HcdinRn:

'

13;

\Irime»>.
.;
.Eddie Dunn
The- lille may riot be Hie best that
.lain. » Mi hM-.
could have been tacked to this picFor the addicts of the Filcoh's
|,coi.ni<l y lnin „
Mnumn SpnolK.-y. ...
........ .Tvls Wnntture but here's thoroughly' exciting cinematic adventures as a master,
*" IT
..tVolfKuiiB- YMwv
and suspenseful entertainment based sleuth, .and to general run of cusoh the circuitous route taken by, two tomers who. can sit back and relax
.*
D.iincr Uli^l ;.
.'.
T mL, f r Nazi-caught prisoners in making while the jtuave deductloner unJii|>
WH-Mlcr/.^...,... ...... Mike Jhuiirk'i their, escape to England.
It possesses ravels clues and situations to a crime
warm romantic strength, has' been or baffling situation, this tntry
-will
This is on exploitation special of very ably produced
and directed to amply All requirements. It's one of
timely interest that will roll up hefty f-slablish authenticity,includes some the most compact and interesting of
grosses and. holdovers in the regular excellent nir scenes
and is extremely the series, and ratcs'as a .stiong sup.:. .

-•'
•

l.V-lictiUin
Kd. Oiij'i;:in
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Ailbr-fty WI^JiPl'lc: .4-dllnr.
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PETTICOAT LARCENY

Pat .Mitchell.
•Innn Mltuliell.

-

},nd

comedy

fliuwn July

.

there's a flying field nearby, disguises himself as a Nazi soldier, and

'

ininul

...:..... :Jark N.n'hin
ayiiiuml
Ifafion
.

Tuwnley. Smart rainier:
l-rank Ui'dman: odliur. Julm C.

•

K'tliprt

l.tivln-rljiu.

li^m-lir.

l.a

Jai-k

.

Slory. :l>otmrd .T.ee:. ftilaplflllnn,

Uii.ienliir'y

ranch who is- expected. Last-mentioned arrives, at the western, town
that is decked out for him but is
pushed to brie side for purposes of
comedy and, together with a bevy of
gals on a sightseeing tour of the
cow-country, are shunted .to the
ranch-house, which is supposed to be
haunted. The results rate' low.
Jimmy. Rogers' and Noah Beery.
Jr., play the roaming pals who. get
themselves involved with- the owner
of the ranch, a drunk-nulsv type
done by Jack Norton.
Cliar.

bat.'

:

•

of-

,

.

Wait:

.

well acted. Hie boxofflce. potential- handy oh double bills, especially
ities are good but advisable that the
where turnover is desired.. Otheraccount sell the picture as a romance wise it's a .very poor <omedy. ;
rather than as a war item, especially
Deals with a couple of zanies who
since the title would suggest this is are trying. :to get somewhere with a
strictly a so-called 'shooting' picture.. broken-down Ford', one of whom is
It isn't that except for a couple brief
mistaken for the rich owner of a

,

'

.

'

.

.:

.

.

who have bear

using an, bid mine shaft as a hiding
place for themselves and the purloined cattle. Included in the cast
of of characters is an old man, now
Insane, who was deprived of his
mine and Is .imprisoned in it. He
finally goes on a killing tear toward
the end, with this and a stampede
of miiie-trappcd cattle adding to the
excitement of the climax. A good
kid actor, Bobby Larson, who figures-'
rather importantly In the .story, is
clutched from the path of the stampeding bovines by. Boyd just in lime.
He's the brother of the heroine
Shelley Spencer, who looks nice but'
offers nothing particularly histrionic.
Jay Kirby. playing the romaritic
lead: Victor Jory, fcader of the rustlers, arid George Givot. as the lunatic, are the more, important of the
others.
Givot, Greek dialectician,
for years in vaudeville, does a swell
job as the old man' who was robbed

l"-<.n..

:
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.
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.
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HIlt.tivK. .
.
Una Ui-lve'r. ,'. : ; . . .
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Running only
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MliW

'Lulslto' (Argentine:). Paulina
Singerrhah starrer;, okay for
Latin trade.

-
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knows his Hopy.
With Andy Clyde still at his side
for laughs, Boyd this, time: cleans out

a gang of rustlers

'•'.-

.'.
.

Henry

:

.

,

standard in westerns entertainment.
William Boyd, who came from regular features some years ago to become a Hollywood cowbdy, gives his
usual good performance, Including
with the mitts. His two pearl-handled revolvers and- the white horse
must .be the envy of every kid whq

Jnr™

Hfyt

-<>,|[t.,r.

I'iua. k.

MINS.

lefr.

.

while Neal— handicapped
wiggles
by obvious makeup— is passable as again, himself out of captor's hands
trayal, while her vocal renditions
are
.taking off for England in an
from
the Jap recently returned
of usual high caliber.
%
enemy bomber.
Cotten is .excellent opposite Dur- America. Margo grooves neatly as
On. the way he intercep'ts the Gerthe girl: while strong support is proprovide sterling performance
man
flier who cold-bloodedly killed
«°
.
Ryan.
vided
by
Douglas,
Robert
fl "' tatlou s
wanderer.
Charles Gloria Holden, George Givot- and his brother, when latter bailed out
lk,w
fWinninger clicks as the absent-mind- Adeline De Walt Reynolds.
of the plane Montgomery was forced
ly ed father of girl, with Nella Walker
During its unfolding, picture gives to crash. What heightens the sus'£ 8 2'.?,-' in l0le °i her mother.
Gus insight into the intimate and funda- pense is difficulty of Montgomery in
bchilling and Ludwig Stossel
milk mental altitude of the Japs towards getting. British army officials to bemaximum reactions from two charthe army and emperor, which pro- lieve Tie's coming back in a Nazi
acter comedy parts, while
Murray vides background for necessity of plane but Annabella finally conAlper catches brief attention as air- all-out battles
vinces the commanding, officer in
in the Pacific-area beci aft foreman.
time;
fore the Japs are routed. Fight beThe picture ends rather abruptly.
Audience is taken inside Vega: air- tween Jap wrestler Mike Muzurki
ciaft plant for several
sequences that and American boxer Ryan is a When Annabella and Montgomeryprovides pictorial idea of
rpuseiv and gives detailed compari- parted, they had made a date to
magnitude
and workings of Coast plane
son of the overall battle between m eet in a pub back in England,
facwhere
it is expected the big emtories.
Clips from previous Duibiri this country and the sneaky Japs.
starrer, especially her four
Laver.y's script is deftly contrived brace on home soil would take place
earliest
pictures, are expertly dovetailed
from material furnished by Young, That never occurs.
into
screening as a 16. mm. family
while Drhytryk's direction hits a
Annabella screens- effectively In
reel
compiled by proud father
general suspenseful. pace. Photog- her army uniform but it's a little
Winninger.
Brief unreeling is deftly
raohy and special effects by Rus- unreasonable that Montgomery does
set up into
mte s *'ne episode through sell Metty and Vernon 'Walker, re- not.recognize her at the outset when
/i
spectively, are excellent tnrouehout. they made their, escape from prison.
^dialog
Taylor gives a steady, even perform.
Wo It.
6 le s e".
Te hi, s advantage
wfn'J^!
?
f" good, include
Walter
of top proKingsford,
Martin Kosleck
.i,$$l"
Dennis Hocy and Robert Barrat.
t^se wjth Durbin
starrers.
Sound
Char.
qiinlity of musical
?inli (Vnlnry. :<>x rplraso nf Sol Nf. WijrInumbers is exec Jem, with Woody
m\
prmiurilon.
HtAi-H (iiMjix* M<>ntgohi*ry.
Breedel
Annab^tlH; (palur«ft K*n>. Tayhn*. -Wulteitnbuting top/light photography con
ICini^lfinl. Mni'lln -.TCn.slerk, 'l5i<nnla HOAy,'
IN
his

Uolinrl

i-aiiii>rM.

-tS

-Viiia':...'>

-

'.

,l-::n-|e -^iii-ll:

fl,lK-...,. ......
AlbiTlS'in ,-. ....
i.m-y

.

George Montgomery, who made a
Jap father-arid son. picture carries good type as a westerns star a^d in
this instance works exceedingly well
sufficient display of Nip atrocities,
opposite Aunabella, plays an Ameriagainst the. Chinese and Americans
can flying captain who is. forced into
to focus hate attention from domesa crash dive on enemy territory. He
tic, audiences; There are few battle
scenes— and these, are brief clips of is thrown into a German prison,
to being hooked permanently for the
Jap forays against the- Chinese ar- which includes as one. of its inmatesfinal clinch.
a woman lieutenant in the Soviet
mies.
But where the dramatic medical
corps. Together they effect
Miss Durbin again demonstrates strength lies is in the atrocities coman escape with Kent Taylor and
capabilities in carrying
mitted against Chinese women and
song numbers
spotted along
the way.
Two are on display at
>i<:on-time lunch .entertainments for
aircraft workers, 'Begin the Beguine'

.mill

:ilinmj

,

'

abundance of predecessors,

.

:

ilnle.

.

.

off is unsuccessful and she. follows
him to an aircraft plant to get job
to seek him out.
It's a merry-goround of entertainment until Cotten
is called for active service in air
corps and he finally resolves himself

acting responsibilities of lead, with her four
neatly,

cross his path- and

as the. Inspector

'Cowboy Commandos' iMono).
worthy western. dealin

Fairly

-

who

pretty girls

(he 'particular problem at hand. He's
provided with three fommcs in' this
instance— Qancec Texan and baby-,
talker Amelita Ward, Jean Brooks,
and Elaine Shephard— with trio
turning in good performances. Cliff
Clark arid Ed Garg'an are back again

adven^

provide filler support- in the family houses.
'Leather Burners' (UA). Very
good .western in the Hopalbng
1

Margo, marriiiKe
Naish,

in juvenile,

tiire slated to

Don Douglas, there arc family obof when Neal

possible.

.

i

(RKO );

larceny'

'Petticoat

•.','

Joan Carroll

(J.

with lowcr-casto
is
imwith close inner

Craig Rice combines with pacef ill
direction by William Clemens to
uiainlain suspense throughout for
neat conception of cinematic sleuthng. Conway ably handles the lead
assignment, keeps his eye- on' all

Chickens' (UA). Hal
Roach streamlined comedy;
entertainment.

publisher
Carroll Naish). while' son is Cornell-

falls in love,

;

'Prairie

cducaled Tom Nca). When latter, arrives from America after completing
college education and flfi u i ca to em bark on career as an engineer with

.girl,

b.o.

Fair on In Danger' fRKO).
Another iii the scries; well-knit
talc, will groove as supporter in
regular runs.

newspaper.
,Stor'y is an intimate affair Of a Jap
upper class; and the
Nip conquests in -Asi.-i
and war against the United Stales
on both father and son. Falhipr is

regular

the

in

-

The

.

family *of the
'impress. 'of the

further

ehtertain-

suspenseful

•

good

rticnt;

Added

Ex-

•Bomber'i Moon' (20th).

on the Jap indoctrination and thinking that will give American audi-

jections for a lime,

,

that Will hit hefty grosses and
holdovers in regular runs.

characters, are imaginary, facts
woven into the dramatics are real./
Result is a good drama of inside, info

newspaper

-

<

Although foreword points out that

type

lis

Tom Conway, as the Falcon, continues his winning ways as both' a
lady-killer and solver of mysterious
crimes. This time,, he's brought in
to unravel the strange disappearance
of two industrialists from a commercial plane in midair. Daughter of
one and niece of the other both seek
out Conway to assist: them in' finding
the. missing men.
The trail: lends
through strange maze of circumstances
until
everything's
finally
cleared up.
Script by Fred Nlbio, Jr., and

of.
b.o.

Alms.

the.,

influential

porter of
bookings.

tUK One

Hold'

'Heri to

.

information contained
in
book by James R. Young, International News Service correspondent
in Tokio for several years prior to
the war's outbreak at Pearl Harbor.

ences. plenty to hiss about.

.

.
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Miniature Reviews

handled similar assignment on same
company's 'Hitlier's Children,' is from

.(SONGS)
i:uU-«i>:.| relcnno of Kellx JuoUson |irri».
Siai m H-Hnnn l'urhhi, Joseph 'oidm-liMii.
'
ten;. riMini-i*!-' rhiirlen Wlnnlnger, Kvelyn
AnUi-rv. »:us Schilling." 'Nella' 'Walker, l.inl-

hill

'

.

.

emmnm-

Ury npoken by Knight, rtohert St. .lohn,E. V. H. Bmmett; muafc, William Alnyn.
.

Britain's

Muaeum

of Mntlnrir: Art.
Itunnln g time, 48 WINS;.

wartime

filrninakcrs.

who

haye

already earned
themselves
ranking as the world's foremost doc-

affirm snd.
strengthen
that
with
reputation
'World of Plenty.'
While 'Desert
Victory' established the British as
tops among makers of battle pictures, 'Plenty' will similarly rate
them in- the much more difficult field
of documentaries on complicated
economic subjects.' Despite the come
plexity of the material dealt with
and its dry, statistical character,
producer Paul Rotha end author Eric
Knight (recently killed) have succeeded .in making it not only absorbing to the layman, but downright entertaining. Any theatre audience will be grateful for seeing it.
It is the epitome of educational pictechnicians,

turemaking.

'

.

No small part of its- Interest, ot
course, lies in its subject matterfood, its production,
distribution,
and

consumption.

That's

a

vital

topic to everyone at the moment and
extremely interesting to see how
Britain, with much greater experience 'than we in rationing and other

it is

wartime measures, has handled
(.Continued oh page 22)
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4-theatre premiere in Kansas City!

Records blown to the four winds!
week bigger than the holiday gross of "Springtime In The

First

Rockies"! Bigger, even than
"Hello, Frisco, Hello"! That's BIG!

'STORMY
WEATHER"
wm, LENA HORNE
BILL ROBINSON
CAB CALLOWAYand
bond • Kalherine Dunham
and her Troupe • Fats Waller
Ada
Nicholas Brothers
Dooley Wilson
Brown

his

•

•
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Dietz to Seadler

Woods

C. Clare

Omaha

Spot;

Salt

Lake

Clare Woods,

C.

New

in

inlo.N. Y, last week to begin.
tour for USO-Cpmp Shows, SI
Seadler, Metro's adv. mgr. found
on his desk the following intra-

Par's Click; Other Briefs

former

industry, to

Now

be wounded

in

-1,.

Chet Woerner, of the S-W Mastbaum, has received his 1-A.
Harold Seidenberg, former
Lt.
manager of the Earle, was In town
last week with his beauteous bride.
Stan Slevin is the new asst. mgr.

Cllcktroo
Omaha, July
Tristates' Paramount; long a white
elephant and .closed' practically all
of the time, now the No. 1 theatre
not only of Tristates but of the town.
House did so well when it openeU a

to

v.p.

;

Chicago. July

ducted.

on

all eventualities.
P. S.: Dietz is still wailing for
the report. P. P. S.: Judy's on
a camp tour.

PIX CAN INSTRUCT IF

,-'

The Stanley-Warner Theatres have

energetically

entered the Shangri-

La war. stamp and bond

The

official

of Earle- replacing Bill Kancfsky. in'•-'.

Again Gets a Sensational Press

Howard

as

act

ration of the orchestra; 3, when
the music stops you are to put
her back into circulation; 4,. I
shall require a complete report

Reed"

Hospital.

Now >

from

dancing partner; 2, you are to,
limit your attentions to the du-

combat,

convalescing at Walter

memo

Anyway. Roger Touhy (Film Version)

Dietz:.

PRC

Center

You are

office

the Lenox, has been added to tbe
sales staff here.
Pvt. Cecil Felt has been made life
member of the Variety Club, Tent
13.
He's first member of the film

City, July 13.

theatre manager here, today lakes
up duties as booker and -buyer- for.
Intermountain Theatres, Inc.. ReBorack.
William
placing booker
Woods formerly held managerial
posts In Kansas City for Elnier
Rhoden. later serving as district
Colorado.
in
Paramount
manager for
Since Joining Intermountain Theatres in 1933, he has managed most
key houses in Salt Lake.

Omaha's. Par

When Judy Garland checked

Intermountain

ENTERTAINMENT—COE

drive.

Hollywood, July

Mpl*. Ada Plug 'Shangri-la' Drive
Minneapolis. July 13.
few months ago that management
Last Week Paramount theatre -cirstarted pumping the big pictures
cuit devoted all newspaper advertis
even
was
reaction
it
and
the
into
ing to an appeal to the public to buy
greater than expected.
this month
Paramount, even with its 3;000 $1 worth of war stamps
for the conteats and deluxe atmosphere, rarely to help supply funds
'Shangri-la,'. U>e mystery.jvent Into five figures; but showed struction of
recently it can do the Job with' proper ship.
were
exhibitors
Seventy-five
booking. Theatre has lighted and rethe North
juvenated the entire corner just on awarded 'C plaques by
100% coopera
edge of Loop district. Even mat- west Variety Club forActivities,
pom
inee business is big although it's a tion with the War
drives and
four-block trek up a hill from heart mittee in the various
campaigns. Many have qualified for
of the/business district..,
the .-awards
Tristates has put Ted Emerson, one the 'C and will receive,
of-its ace managers, into the house later.
W. O. McFall has been promoted
since Stan Blackburn left for the
superArmy.' Policy will continue biggest by Warners from checking
Dakota salesman.
pictures, district manager Joe Kinsky visor to Nflrth
from
All stage shows to rental* in Charles McCarthy resigned
said.
Orpheum, Omaha being used for a Film Transit to become- Warners
moyeover from either Orpheum. or checking supervisor.
At 20th-Fox Harold Lundquist has
Paramount when- necessary and
policy has made, money- for the past been promoted from booker tp-sales
man. Same exchange has moved up
two weeks.
Eddie Burke from North Dakota to
southern Minnesota* salesman.
Llppert Sella 1. Build* 1
San Francisco, July 13.
Cuffo Show for Flood Slemmers
Lippert theatres received War
St. Louis, July 13.
Production Boqrd okay for house in
Paul Woodii, manager of Sam Pir
transbay Alameda, sold a Vallejo
theatre to Fox West Coast circuit, lie's Gem and Princess, Beardstown,
111., gave a cuffo show for army offi
and opened a house in San Pablo..
New Alameda 300-400 seater will cers and soldiers who battled to save
be first runner, ready for operations the town recently when the Mississippi went on a rampage.
by August 12.
Glenn Sharp succeeded Robert
Studio, Lippert's only house in
war-booming Vallejo. was sold to Anderson as mgr. of the Darb. MenAnderson now supervisor
111.
FWC at a reputed price of $30,000, tenp,
for
the Anderson circuit, with head
that
in
giving FWC all six houses
quarters at Morris, 111.
'•'-.
town„
„
Millard McKirgan is new mgi": of
Pablo, a 500-seater in San Pablo,
McKirgan sucGrand, Piano, 111!
converted from a garage, made its
George Mivkels, resigned,
bow Saturday (3) night, as a neigh- ceeded
Joyce Jacobson. asst. mgr. of the
borhood house.
Rochelle, HI., has been sucWPB authorization for Lipporls Hub,
Scott' mot the film
Martha
ceeded,
by
sc-cond house In' Alameda was atstar).
tributed to town's increased popu-.
Frisina Amusement Co:. SpringlHtion as result of shipyard and
field, 111.,' made a booth service pact
N.ival activity.
with the Altec Service for its 18
mgr.
asst.
from
upped
Nvlan
J. H.
houses.
to mgr. of Newsreel, Oakland.
The Varsity, Champaign. III., has
Milton Wiseman here from New been face lifted and. opened by TheoYork h.o.- to sub for managers of dore Anthony.
Frisco and Oakland Tcjenews theaFrank Triplett, who formerly optres while on vacations.
erated the Strand, Perry, Mo., purchased the Licking. Licking. Mo.
Triplett disposed of the- Strand.
Baltlaon Goes to Par
Joe Desberger, owner of the NorPittsburgh, July 13.
side. Alton, 111., at. the Jewish hosWallace Battison, son of Andrew pice here for a checkup. In his abBnttisoh, veteran local exhib and, an
sence.. A. H. Boemler. mgr. of Ritz.
«-xhib himself, has joined the bookEast
Alton, 111.;, sitting' in.
ing department at the Par exchange

13.

of the motion, picture
industry will be greater after the
war than they are today, Charles
Francis Coe told an assemblage of

Problems

1,000 at Disney Shindy
'

attended by approximately 1,000 at
New
hotel,
WaldorfrAstoria
the
York, Monday U2).
Among those present -were Elsa
Maxwell, who, with Albert Laske.r
and Roy Disney, hosted the party,
Barney Balaban. Ned E. Depinet, N.
Peter Rathvon, Spyros Skouras, Herbert Bayard Swope, Stanton Griffls,
J. Robert Rubin. Lady Ashley, Lawrence Tibbell, Rabbi Stephen S.
Wise, et a I.

.

merchants and other
at a' meeting of the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
to discuss present and post-bellum
film biggies,,
civic leaders

responsibilities.

As v.p. and general counsel of the
Motion Picture Producers &' Distributors .of- America, Coe declared
the film industry the greatest, instrumentality of education open to
ordinary humanity, and the most
potent to conquer ignorance.
'The first defense against ignorance,' Coe told the businessmen;
"must be knowledge. Whatever imparls knowledge easily and pleasantly, rouses- ambition, and. routs
Perhaps that Is the
ignorance.
highest calling of motion pictures;
because it presumes knowledge and
demands that most vital of all picture elements— entertainment.'.
.

,

.

,-

.C.-T:

Monday

Coe Back In N. Y.
Coe returned from the Coast
(12).

,

Town Preems Debut

here.

After honorable discharge from
kj:Aimy, John S. Stahl has returned

>

the Stahl and Elite theatres in
as assistant to his father.
John E. Stahl, who owns and operates them.
to

W Homestead

Dewey Bloom Blows

Pic

.

tonight.

have just witnessed the pi-esen-.
tation of your company's pipduc- .I

No. of Par Theatre

Pards

in N.Y. f or 'BeU'

Several Paramount theatre partners are in New York currently,

in

in theatre 'operation to
for the special showing of

Tuesday >.
Among those' here are Marty Mullin.
Sam Pinanski. Hunter Perry.
John O'Leary, Nate Goldstein, Bob
O'Donnell and John Mbroney. Lastnight

i

[

Versaille, Ky.. July 13.
250-seat Lyric here' was the
scene last night (42) of the 'world
premiere' of Henry Aldrieh Swings
It' in which Mimi Chandler; 16-yearold daughter of Kentucky's junior
senator and ex-Governor A.
B.

.

•

weeks notice.
Immediately following the pre.Five dismissed members have view. Gov. Green wired the follo wbeen invited before the Guild exec ing" telegram to Spyros Skouras,
committee .'to" "air. its case, meeting 20(h-Fox prexy:.

instead of two

'Bell' last

The

'Happy' Chandler, debuts as a film
actress.

Paramount precmed the

here
so that the moppet's father might
have an opportunity to see it before
he left with a senate group on, the
round-the-world inspection tour of

.

film

mentioned, general counsel fov the
Interstate- c'irrujf. arrived in
last

advance

week.

the whole affair as the sheriffs,
constables, and 1,800 other guests
sweltered' for 90 minutes, in the
prison assembly hall Waiting for the
It was discoveiecl
film to begin.
that someone had tampered with the
sound, equipment between Hie afternoon testing and evening performance... It was further discovered
that, someone had also opened the
pipes, sending steam into the radiaoff

,

huge

hall.

filed
restrainer ..suit', was
earlier in the day in Federal court
here by attorney Irving S. Roth,
counsel for Touhy. Latter sought to
prevent showing of- Ihe film on ihe
grounds that it is a conspiracy to
portray Touhy as a gangster in violalion of his constitutional rights
and tends to hold him. his wife and
two children in 'disgrace, infamy
and humiliation.'

The

ESPEY'S SHIFT
rtollywood. July .13.
Reeves Espey has quit as assist
aiit story editor at Meivo to sue
cecd Charles Gle.it. none to army,
ns general manager of the Sclznick
agency.

Elmer Davis

EXTRAS' JUNE TALLY
Hollywood. July

lion
of 'Roger Touhy— Gangster.'
This motion picture, in my opinion,
will be of invaluable aid to agencies
entrusted with: law enforcement and
prevention of child delinquency, in
that it shows lawbreakers nieetin
swift and proper penalties.'
For a while last night. 20lh's
N. Y. press contingent, headed by
Jack Goldstein and including: Jules
F.erri.
Bob Mont-'
Fields,
Rioger
gdmery and Jack Schlatter, of the
sales dept., had visions of calling-

tors of the

Aririy Jsases.'

In

Dewey D! Bloom, in charge of exploitation. .for Metro in'Canada. was
in town last week to discuss campaigns with Bill Ferguson.

-

filing.

-

:

-

newest gangster

its

-

come

Mimi Chandler's Home

preemed

:

associates

•

history.
In the presence of l.UOO
'patrons' of the Statevillc Prison in
Jollet
last night
(12),
20th-Fox

WHOLESALE

'

.

13.

pages of the. Chicago
(Tuesday) reechoed ihe:

and dramatic series of repercussions that attended one of the
most unique previews staged in film
swift;

SPG CHALLENGES REP

David Palfreyman. head of the- or- having come in partly to gander
department, For Whom the Bcli Tolls' and at
ganization's
theatre
who went out to help in series of same time to look in on Leonard
industry talks Coe gave, returned Goldenson.. Par v.p. in charge of
the middle of last week. Coe likely the theatre department "and others.
will remain in N. Y„ while Will Neil F. AgneW, v.p. over distribuHays is In Hollywood on his usual tion, sent\ an- invitation to all Par
summer visit.
.-

.

front

dailies today

'Roger Touhy— Gangster.' but not
before an attempt to sabotage the
sound equipment and a last-minule
court suit by .Touhy's lawyer to obtain, a restrainer threatened cancellation of the showing.
It
was a preview, too. that
brought in its wake ..tribute from
high Governmental officials to the
film industry for its role coping with
gangsterism, child delin uency and
other community problems: tendi n
'S to Impede the war effort.
/Despite the efforts to ..-'monkeyFIRINGS wrench the preview,, it came off—
although an hour-and-a-half late—
Hollywood, July 13.
with' several hundred law enforcechalGuild
has
Publicists
Screen
ment officers from throughout Ilwholesale dismissal of linois, federal and state Judiciary,
lenged
including
staff,
Republics publicity
members of the clergy, represent;!Guild
Walter Compton. its head.
tive state and local officials, inclaims action violates 'ratio of dis- cluding Governor Dwlght H, Gr>e.iv
missal' clause contract. Guild won and newspaper and magazine syndicases against Par and RKO on sim- cate representatives from New York.
challenge fails; St. Louis, Detroit, Milwaukee and
If
ilar -grounds;
Guild will demand- severance pay Chicago in attendance.

"

-

'.

Dinner honoring Major Alexander

Pi de Seve'rsky, prelude to screening
of 'Victory Through Air Power.' was

,

:

14, 1943

,

.

Preview was, attended by 'Bryan
Foy. producer of film, and Lois Andrews, appearing- in. the cast..

(ontiniird from pace <
13.

The June earnings of extras including fcalure-len'glh films which
amounts to $337,441. and the tolal the Army wanted publicly shown.
lcfl Inst week
tawrence Wiltrout named mau- holder for Monogram, to Pittsburgh.
for the first six months of 1943 is Mellett consistently opposed .the long 'Stormy' FoUows-Cabin'
lengthy trip
nder of the Soisson theatre in Con- on a
vari- more than $1,800,000.
pictures;
Charles Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and
nellsville. Pa., succeeding
ous points west.
The average daily pay netted by
Regarding future OWI film activiLynch, resigned.
Film's Selling in Pitt
the extras during June was SI 2.93.' ties.- David added:
Pittsburgh, July )-l
an increase of. 20% over the May
"Our funds will not permit any
More Femrae Managers
20lh-Fox. aping the Metro policy
Tom Gorman's Neat Chi
Newark, July 13.
check.
production of '-motion' pictures by
Harry Thomas, eastern franchise

-

'

'

r

Rash of new femme asst. mgrs.
lui.s broken out iimong the downtown

Emme O 'Council

first-runs.

Bally for 'Bombardier'

has

taken over as 2d asst. at the Bran
"Chicago,
ford, Warner Bros, deluxer, moving
One of Hie neatest exploitation
up Leo Goldman to 1st asst Latter
replaces Murray Meinberg, going "stunts' of (he year was put over toover as mgr. of the Royal, Blooin- day- uudcr (he direction of ..Tom

Invasion Bonds'
Continued from page

1

—

.

flckl,

operated by Rapt

Ann Bon tempo

is

&

Ruden.

Hookey Buys Center. Phllly

The

Philadelphia. July 13;
Center; operated by tin; Stan-

ley-Warner

circuit, sold lust

week

to

Eugene Hookey by the Philadelphia
Saving Fund Society for $200,000.
House was assessed at $142,300.
The. Crescent in southwest Philiy
has been taken .over by- Leonard
:

Hcttleson, West Phi.lly indie.

Capitol Theatre Corporation wai
Incorporated
in
Harrisbuig
last
week.
Capitalized at $50,000. the
'

company

is

to

own. acquire,

erect,

operate theatres and opera houses,
etc. Incorporators are J. L. Riley,
J. A. Case and J. F; Devlin.
Charles R. Thompson has been
named booker for the 'three Columbus Stamper houses— Great .North.

ern. Rivoli and Locust. He replaces
I/. Sognll.
Sid BJoohifleld, erstwhile mgr. of
.

the

first

announcement

howei'Y new landings.

of

Ei.-en-

Gorman. RKO district manager,
The theatres here, within 24 hours
connection with the opening of after the first landing, had 40-by•Bombardier' at the Palace, which 60's up in the lobbies with the local
was lied up with the new army air newspaper 'Invasion'. headlines. The
force procurement drive for cadets. order .was rushed through on trailDuring the 'afternoon (liree Civil- ers -from Chicago and were due in.
Air Patrol planes, flying al a low on Tuesday.- Word of the -trailers
altitude, streaked over, the Loop, re- got out
sw iftly .in- Chicago- with the
leasing a smoke screen., the first result lltal houses Ihere are chiming
lime over: done in the downtown in on the campaign to get every
district. This was followed by other citizen to buy. n
bond to. support the
planes. Which released thousands of troops in Europe.
in

man-

1st asst.

ager at Loew's State, taking over for
Al Lippe. Started with -house 10
years ago and was, successively,
n.-her and cashier.
Dorothy Fox upped from cashier
to 2d asst. manager of the Capitol.

domestic \ise.
We will,
however, continue to discharge our
responsibility for the co-ordination
of'-'Government films and ;f or liaison
between the Government and the
motion picture industry. We are indebted to Mr. Mellett for the establishment of cordial and satisfactory
relations with the industry, which
we* hope may continue.'
It is that hope which is responsible

OWI-

.

:

leaflets in the

form

of

bombs. These

out .the need for increased applications in this area for
cadets to train .as pilots, bombardiers
and navigators and made up appeal
in behalf of the new treasury 'Buy

leaflets pointed

Bomber' campaign.

a

South

Pacific

and European

fields
participated,
an enlistment
was set up. in the Palace
theatre lobby under the direction of
Major Latiris M. Eek, air liaison
officer "of the .Sixth Service /Com-

branch

1

mand.

'

•

for' the selection of Mellett's successor being, made in. New, York Ibis
we?k. The industry will have plenty
to say about the successor who-iriay,
be an in uslry figure himselfr.lcnt
to OWI on a dollar-a-year basis.
.

on 'Cabin in the Sky* wilh 'Stormy
Weather' here, opening all-colored
simultaneously
Harris
in

musical
i

Wednesday)

tomorrow

downtown

and Roosevelt theatre, the ace house
Same
in Pittsburgh's Negro district.
scale Will prevail at both'spots. the
lop representing a raise of
55c.
:

15c. for the Roosevell.,
Satisfactory, experience with 'Gob-

around

was no, doubt 'responsible
action of 20lh in regar
tor
'Weather.'
'Cabin' did okay downtown, getting three weeks among
in' -locally

Penn, Warner and RiU, and stayed
two -at Roosevelt. jcisT about douhling that site's average biz.
Meantime. Arch Mercey, who has
been Mellett's chief .'assistant here,
Fall Plan*
EaiTJ.
vidsoti. president: of United; will remain -in hariiess for awhile
Detroit, reported that, bond sal^s to gel the new man launched. Then
Luncheon's on. a basis to be deimmediately' tripled in; the major Mei'cey w.-expected to seek an Army cided but probable not weekly as
houses and the special -trailers and commission. The film unit's produc: in.past years, are under consideralobby displays are expected to boost, tion staff is already broken tip, with tion by the rejuvenated Associated
Ibem still higher. . Allhoush loaded most of the- personnel hired by the Motion Picture A'dvertiserSi N. Y..
dotyn with the invasion news, all the industry.
which recently installed Vincent
press here gave, stories to the theaMellett's fulure 'work Is. still a Trotta,
director of Natiomil
art
tres new johnny-onVthe-spot bond guess.
He remains on the White Screen Service,- as president.
campaigning.
House payroll as a Presidential aide
,
Organization will hold a fall meetat $10,000 a year.
What task the ing Sept. 15, at which , a service, flag

AMPAV

•'-

:

In' connection wilh .the flying, display -and a colorful- parade in the
evening, in which combat veterans

of the

for

.

ver 1560,800 In H'wood
President will find for him is not
Hollywood, July 13.
known at this time, but some guess
Filmsters have passed the $500,000 ers are figuring that. Mellett will go
hi the first-week sale of bonds to
work soon on the publicity
lo build the .cruiser IjOs. Angeles, nc- 'groundwork, for. the 1944 Presidential
('firdii)'g to Henry Ginsberg.
campai ii.

mark

for publicity, advertising and: exploitation; men "m "the armed forces
'

will

A

be

tin veiled.

total of 20

membership. in

new

applications for

AMPA

have been Y*r

ceived. according to Trotta.

.
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SELL

WAR STAMPS

14,

1943

EVERY DAY IN

P&RIETY

THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVEl,

21

PICTURES

22

Wednesday, July
woman,

seeking' a traveling blanket
her nephew, who finds among
her ancient moth-ball possessions un
old glass, Gazing. into it she relives
:cpiso(les. of
her. life.
There, are
scenes of bid affairs, babies/ intrigue
and melancholia.
Mirtha Legrand works the senti-

1943

14,

-

for

Film Reviews
Continued from pace

WORLD OF PLENTY

18

The

Silent Village

ment

(British-Made Documentary)
.Ministry

Blitlsti

of

lliforiiiiiifon.

,

it-|c,isc

with which the United. of i'ri,\vn -Kiliri Tnit (ItrliKM iJnvcumm-ni)
The pic- |ii(i>iut tl<Mi. I'roduct'd ;iml " fiiiH-icii; l»>
States is 'now struggling.
ture goes much beyond that, how- lliimi»l)rry JonniriBj;. Vunifui, H. K. Knwle:
i-iliior.- Stewiirl
AJoAlhslt r.'
If wM- ;it
ever, for it speaks of proper feeding Mii^nim 'of .Mivlrrn Art.. ". Y.", 'July I.
in both- war and peace and not only
Uuimlng- iiim\ 3.1 .MISS.
in England, biit as an international

problems

.

.-

problem.

A sense of humor, with'
many of the better British
taries are blessed, is the

which so
documencrowning

grace of 'Plenty.' Without it. it would
be as nothing. With it, even the
graphs and statistics, become things
of life, something to be amused, as.
weli as instructed, by. T-Here's action
In everything and the.speedy editing'
An imeilows nothing to linger.
pressive group of- experts on all aspects of food are called to the screen
to give evidence and advice on various problems raised,, but there are
no lectures, no lengthy speeches. A
sentence or two and gone -are such
-

men

..

Lord Wo'olton, British -Minof. food; Claude R. Wickard,

as

ister

Another effort at celluloid immortalization of the slaughter of Lidice,
The" Silent Village' suffers from the
numerous' other films which have
prcoeded it on the same subject! In
addition, the idea of using a town
in Wales similar to Lidice to dramatize the Nazi scourge of Czechoslo-

vakia is one of those things \yhich
looks great on paper, less' great on
'The Silent Village' will find
film.
little: place on American screens.
For his picture, producer-directorthe

selected

Cwmgiedd. As
was. Lidice., this is a mining village.
It is' in about, the same economic
town and people

of

—

alahe or was, before Hitler's barSaric stooges razed Lidice to the
ground, murdered its men and sent

-

.

•

.

LUISITO

(ARGENTINE-MADE)

.

.

fort at a solution.

Buenos Aires, June 17.Sunn l\ilm.'piotliicllon nndMPN'aKe.-. ;,Siars.
Paulina Xlngermon: fen'i itveK SHllliago Ar'Adrian -Cuneo. Julio Ilcmito. Saclla.
Olinfps. Knrlnue Ohalco. I.lana. Mnnbrn and
Arluro llamio. ' Sloi y, -'ijubi iel renu.ua ted
on Idea .of Flolencln I'arravk-lnf adopted
rind directed by Luis Cesar Aniadorl: phomusic.
Eti-helithcrc:
Albevin
tography.
Mitrlo Mauruno. Jieviewrd al Mtiunniemal.
Ducnos Aires, nunning time, 88 .M1XS.
rlela.-

.

:

Aator Picture h .release of George' A. Hlrll
production.
Features Grnnt Withers'.
.WJn*.. Wallace Fend.
Directed by
Gasnter.Original .by
Lawrence
D. S. Leslie: camera.
At Strand, Brooklyn,
dual, week July 8. '43.. Running time,

man

Touy

Louis.

-Meade-., screenplay.
.T.
Tlurgl Cohlner.

60 MINS.

.

:

Singapore.
Miula, Dale..:...Tur-IT.,. ..

,

.

.

.Wallace -'Poril
....Toby Wing
.Grnnt Withers

Slaltle
.;.
.Sheila Lynch
I.t- Lapilei-A. .....-..'..:..'.. .'.Michael Doyle
Dlc-k Weber.
.'.Don Lannlnn
.

<.'1i,ii-]ck

:.

Top Sergeant.

.

.

-.

.

..Thomas McKcon

Packed with
Is

weak

so

.Roy' Elklns
'James N'eary

':

.

Dale

Col.

.

Fro nk Rasmussen

Bc<-kRtrom

artificiality, this

it

difficult .to

Is

one

single

out the one thing that makes the
picture so bad.
Principal blame,
should be shouldered by the writers
and director because Grant Withers,
Wallace Ford and Toby Wing are
-

.

'

Fast-moving,- entertaining
well-megged by Luis Cesar Amaclori,
'Luisito' will be a strong grosser not
only on first runs in Argentina but
throughout Latin America. Should
be especially solid in Cuba and the
Canal Zone, where the blonde Senorita Singerman. Argentine-born' of
Russian parentage: is especially popular.
As usual with Amadori comedies, plot isn't overly original,. but
Senorita Singerman playing a dual
role helps to fill out the weak spots.
Yarn deals With a pert cafe wait,

ress-entertainer
who meets by
chance a one-time, playboy how oh
his uppers. Cupid steps in, but since
he is out of .cash, plans go ahead for
him to marry the daughter of a big
•

Senorita Singerman happens
along at the bachelor dinner his pals
are tossing and decides to dress up
as a boy and get a job. as a secretary

shot.

to

break up the pending

march.
the end but
aisle

-Not only succeeds in
discovers the boyfriend's prospective
father-in-law is a no-good and was
about to pull a fast deal himself and
get away with valuable property
the herb didn't know was his.
Santiago Arrieta in leading male
role is far better than in anything
he has done, and La Singerman
doesn't hog the lens as much as in
Dialog ;at
some previous efforts.
times is somewhat wordy and theatrical but, generally speaking, it
-

good enough screen troupers when
sparks.
Adrian Cuneo and-Sarita
given direction and story breaks. Qlmbs also good in supporting roles.
They have neither here. 'Marines Story by Gabriel is based' on an idea
Come Through,1 so thin it look's ama of the late famed Argentine actor,
Florencio
Parravicini. Photography
teurish, will have a tough time making .the grade -in the lower slot of neat, especially effects in early
scenes, and music adequate, with
any dual combo.
one sock waltz, 'Luisito'.' by Rodolfo
Marines themselves really take the Schiammarella,
sung with good efrap because of the way they're 'pic"•
.Ray
fect.
tured here, and not. likely to make
them happy' about future films made
in Florida where screen credits this
'EL
one to have been produced. Yarn is
(The Mirror')
a far-fetched something about Nazi
(ARGENTINE-MADE)'
efforts to grab plans for a newlyinvented bomb sight. But hundreds
Buenos Aires. July 1.
Lmnilon -production, and 'relr-ase.
Stars
of feet of shallow events are paraded
Mirthu LcKrnnd:' features .VHV-ia' Bm-rle,
On screen before anything happens. Hnhcito
Airuldl, Ana Ai-ncodn, Tito' Gomez,
Silly action, obvious padding in a Unfurl, l-'ronlnurai Maria SnhlOJi. Tilda
phoney nightclub sequenrt'and other Th;ilP:n'...Torse Salredo. QuIroMoynntt. MarInane events, clutter up -the- aimless tin .'/iilulua and I^tiiilla No-la." ^ Dlrct-tcd. by.
-

ESPEJO'

•

'

.

story.

'

'

l-'raiiclsitt.
'..

'

.

Reviewed

MuKica.

-

way.

While Louis Gasnier's direction,
which undoubtedly... kits^a. hew low

U\icno9 Aires.

-

al

Dr-''ad-

for him. is, sad chough, it gets close
competition from the trite, badly
conceived dialog and stupid story.
outdoor sequences, supposed
to be night shots, merely are foggy.
Sound. is equally poor.
Thespian efforts bf Withers, Miss
.Wing, and Ford certainly add; nothing to their screen- reps. Ford and
Withers are teamed as a couple of
quarreling marine' aviation mechanics. Even that is overdone. Remainder of cast is much worse. They
laughed at the wrong time or hooted
.

'

...

one
wonder.

this

in

Brooklyn— and

Report from the Aleutians
(Documentary)
S.

riirpa

SlKlia.1

.

-'''.

(COLOR)
1'.

-.

riioln-

|ir<i(hic-lion.

under Nitpci-v]$iiui uf t'apl. .Inlin
con\ni'cntai-y. wi-illen nml put-ralcd
by'Capl. >hl."tun. will), n'dillt lunal iiarra.-.
lioh^by Waller Itusloi). l't-evlpwrd- nl' lbe
cl-aulietl'

fluxion

'
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.

.

Muneuin
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Modem

RunhliiK lime:

'43.

The, 0.

S.

-I."!

Y„. June

N.

Ai-I.

-IS,

MINS1

Army, which has con-

sistently trailed its British allies in

the making of

war documentaries,

moves, .up. a peg with 'Report from
the Aleutians.' The 45-minule film,
beautifully photographed in color,
has scope, depth and-^above allIt leaves a real impression
feeling.
'

.

'

.

.

:

swing toward simple chant .and
metronomic rhythm since 'I Got
Spurs That Jingle-Jangle,
'Deep
in the Heart, of Texas' and 'Praise
the Lord and Pass'Hhe Ammunition'
reminded the lads of Tin Pan Alley
of something deep and abiding in a
great mass of American entertain-

This looks like* one of the best
all-round efforts of the local industry
this season. Excellently constructed,
well balanced, -artistically conceived,
it's by
Carlos Olivari and Sixton
Pbndal Rios, the same team who did
'Los Martes Orquideas.' Both Mirtha
Legrahd, the star, and Francisco Mugica; the director, surpass previous
work. Although in the final scenes
some- quality is lost, the film gains

'The Cowman's Prayer,'
The Cowboy at Church.'.'Hell-bound
Train,' 'Cowboy's Meditation/ 'Sam
Bass,
the Bad Boy,' 'Red River
Valley
dozens like these, and the
plaintive sagas of the bad men, the
James Boys, the Sam Basses, the
Daltons with the names of the once
ment seekers:
rip-roaring ghost towns of the plains
They'll Be Coming at You
country from Texas to Montana.
Tin Pan Alley songsmiths are
Demand for 'Increased supply of
studying
these queer old ballads for
new western- musical compositions,
in style and tempo of the classic keynotes, for hunches, because the
deluxe
film houses' of this day are
prairie saga, for numbers of big
forthcoming melodramas and semi- just as apt to have to cater to the
biographical specials,' like Harry whims and desires of the' so-called
Sherman's 20th-Fox production, 'Buf- yokel ry from the stix as to the city
falo Bill.' and Universal's' 'The 'Dil- slickcry whose orchestras just can't
lons -Ride. Again,' in addition: to seem to play the westerns properly:
large number of j un of the range for
1943-44, will likely see considerable
recruiting to present clan of steady,
western songwriters:
.

'Horror'

.

-

.

-

-

.

'

-

Majority of the film was shot on
the. isle of Adak, locale of a U. S.
base. It shows the landing,
the conquest in double time of the
bleak Arctic ^weather to build the
airfield; the way the boys, live, what
they do, how they. act. The footage
in the film was offered by the Army
to the newsreels and bits of it have
already been seen, notably shots of
planes sending up torrential geysers
as they land on a field covered with
several feet of water.
Distribution of the film has been
temporarily, withheld, pending settlement of a dispute between the
Army and the film industry over the
length in .which it shall be .released.
The Army wanted it to go into theatres in its present i'A reels, while
the War. Activities Committee of the
industry objects to that as an aykWarcL length' and wanted it in two
reels or less to better fit theatre
been
finally
programs.
.It
has
Truth is' that
set for VA reels:
:

.

.

in dramatic effect what it loses in
purity.
Story, told in retrospect, employs
dramatic theme of a mirror which
evokes the past of an old mansion
'.

people.

cowtown saloon-dance hall where
warbling actresses' like Beryl. Wallace chant the favorite songs of the
gay '90s, although these, are not in
most instances true western tunes..
Study in a Folk Pattern
.

On Skids

Continued from page

own

in

level

l

to hold their
quantity as well as listening
sponsored news pro-

arc. the

grams.

According to ad. agency forecasters, the trend is toward .the mystery type show .with comedy, agairikt
and .awiiy from the straight mellcr
-horror overtones.
This preis
borne out. by the latest
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting: figures. During the second quarter of 1943, dramatic, programs as
a whole showed, no change in compo.-ijle .ratings as compared with the
like. period
of 1942.
The 'shock'
dramas, slid off 10%: to \%?r whereas
the comedy whodunits, such as 'The
Thin Man' and 'Mr and Mrs. North'
not only maintained a steady rise,
but garnered substantial audiences.
/ Agency men hold that.it is easy to
account for the downtrend in the
'shock' species of dramatic program
if
the analyst brings to mind the
fact that nothing can. top, in dramaXvi.th

rticlion

.

,

;

news

impact, the

lie

of the

war

it-

Drama, even if it deals with the
war, can hardly, point out the
agency men, expect to compete with
a running account of an invasion, a
sea battle or an air conflict just as

self.

.

'

it

has

come

off the

news

ticker.

Participation Shows Steady
Sponsored audience' participation
programs figured to remain' pretty
.

where they, are now in both
rating" and number when the fall
and winter season are in full swing.
Audience participation and popular
music, programs have neither been
on the upbeat or downswing so fat

'much'

year. Their composite rating
for the second quarter of '43 was
just about what it was for the like
period of 1942!
Sponsored news
periods on the- networks have not
only increased, with regard to these
comparative periods, but taken an
appreciable hike in composite grating.
The C.A.B. rating for such
-this

.

programs went from 14% to 20%.
In May of this year there were 28
sponsored variety shows on the net-

Number of music writers who have
never cleffed a western are studying
the old folk song pattern upon which

works,, as compared to 24 for the
like month of 1942.
The. average
rating for this class of air entertain-

the plaintive or the rollicking ballads and roundelays of the cowboy
and his. cronies in camp and town
and the wagon-trekking pioneers are
based: Aged-around-the-campfires or
freshly turned out in Hollywood,
these true westerns have the same

ment, according, to the C.A.B., was
approximately 10% greater in May,
1943, than it was in May, 1942.

.

simple design, tempo, flavor.
Tracing their origins, Roy Rogers,
Republic's singing saddle star,, say's:
'When I first began studying wes.tern
songs, it became plain that they were,
variants of ancient folk songs, from
many lands. Folks traveling, west
fine: as it now js, .trimming prob- carriecl them along,
adapted them,
Definitely, keeping
ably will improve it.
the ancient melodies and
however, it will suffer from the rhythms.
severe shaving being demanded by
'Many an old religious hymn of
the WAC.
can be exIt hardly
pected in that length to retain the joyous praise or sad lament was
again in scarcely changed
fine, friendly, human quality which, heard
contrasted against the bleak back- melody, however new and strange
ground, is its strength.
the words may have been, in the
.

,

.

•

and number: Also slated

.

.

bomber

.

-

'

Tendency among large industrial
corporations to assume the network
obligations of established symphonic
organizations, viz, U. S. Rubbers
tieup with the N. Y. Philharmonic
(CBS), and General Motor's underwriting of the NBC symphony, finds
a. strong basis in listener preference.
Iii the second quarter
of -43 the audience' for classical and. symphoiiy

programs on the networks was
around 10% bigger in size than
that which prevailed for the parallel
quarter of

1942..

Opens with an elderly

Cincy's Quick Reopening
Cincinnati, July 13.

.

.

its

—

.

.

home.

Jail,'

-

At Republic studio, leader in westto- make, every American
puff with pride, trite as that sounds ern production", With five, series to
at the splendid quality of thev roll 40 of the prairie niellcrs from
young men .who make up: our Army tiie chutes in 13.43-44, a correspondand Air Force and (ha great \vay ing volume of appropriate songs and
they are conquering not only the scores will mean a hectic season for
Japs, but the elements, oh this
the lot's musicrafters. Siiiiley Bur-',
toughest of all battlefronts.
nette will clef his Own songs for his
Outstanding is the mature, proco-Star spot in the new John Paul
fessional
standard, of 'Aleutians.'
Which is not surprising, since it was Revere series. Roy Rogers continues
supervised, 'edited, written' and par- to collaborate on a considerable portially narrated by .Capt. John Hiis-: tion of the music for his ''stirrers,
Warner
Bros,
scripted
such
ton, who
putting into practice very definite;
b.o. toppers as 'Sergeant -York" and' ideas and historical knowledge on'
'Maltese Falcon,' "and directed Tal-. the nature and source's.', of western-dbh,' 'In This Our Life' and 'Across
range songs. .Bob .-Nolan and Ken
the Pacific' Walter Huston, the capSpencer, members of the. Sons of the
tain's father, contributed part of the
Pioneers group, organized by Rogers,
narration.
all the general run of western
write
All war documentaries must perr
for Republic product.. Morsongs
forevermore, be compared
force,
with the greatest of. them all, 'Desert. ton Scott does all the music scores,
Republic westerns.
for
the
of
Victory.' From this standpoint
exciting battle action, 'Aleutians'
Lew Pollack has- just completed
falls far short lor the simple reason
composed western
specially
five
that no; such ground-fighting took
songs for Harry Shcrriia'n's 'Happy
place here. Huston, who spent five
months on the islands; left before Holiday.' Pollack is regarded as an
the recent battle of A.ttu. This is a expert .in musical '"tear- jerking for
different kind of picture, however, the western trade.
and in its way— aside from terrific
All the Bill Boyd 'Hoppy' starrcrs
sequences of a bomber raid on Kiska
are required to have mood music and
—is almost as exciting as 'Desert
sentimental ballad,
Victory.' It is a successful attempt occasionally a"
to bring to the American people a and the scores are all original to
picture of the tough conditions un- avoid any possible attack on claims
der which their boys are fighting of plagiarism. Irvin Talbot, musical
and the minor human angles which director for Sherman, arranges this
don't make newspaper headlines, but background and theme music:
It
are the background to every battle- •was for a Hoppy' that Joe Lilley,
front. \
That bomber raid on Kiska. inci- western' musicrafter, originally wrote
aldentally, -with Which the picture his- -epidemic 'Jingle, Jangle,'
ends, is one. of the- best-photographed; though Paramount also used the spur
It's "a
ditty for its 'Forest Rangers,' as well
of such actions yet seen.
breath-taker, -which is at the same- as the Hopalong pic,: 'Lost Canyon.'
time remarkable for its unity, clar-'
At Columbia the four unrelea'sed
Huston obviity- and completeness.
ously made many flights with the Charles Starret starrers and the four
bomber crews' and carefully edited Russell Hayden westerns , carry an
his material to provide a .well- unusual number of musical items, of.
rounded and in every way exciting the approved pattern. * "
picturizatiop of the takeoff, the long
Favorite
background in many
trip to the target, the quick and dan- westerns,
current and coming up,
gerous bombing run and the' voyage
for the dominant song number is the

•

it's no
Wear,
and

Durant

—bound'

—

.1

.

'.

.

Many

'

Continued- from pate

sprees and' lamenting regrets. Tearjerkers.
How eloquent of. his life
practice songs as well as heat- Ihem. and times are the' titles of his lays
Hollywood tuhesmiths have be- and laments, 'A Cowboy's Confescome acutely aware of this migrated sion,' 'Bury Mc Not on the Lone
audience again. Matter of fact, the Pair-ee.i- 'The Lone Trail,'
'The
musicrafters. haven't been entirely, Kansas Line,' 'The Dyin' eotfrboy,'
unaware of the folk tendency to 'Let Me. Die in the Desert,' 'The

.

farce,

.

Come Through

Marines

.

.

'

;

'.'

-

.

•

Jennings

.

the British, government. Itspointinc out of' errors of the. past and
call for more control in the future
most certainly would have had the
makers' heads as 'Communists' and
Proworld-planners-.'
•visionary
duced by our British allies, however,
it no doubt will be accepted for what
it is— a common-sense view of the
world's" greatest problem and an ef-

.

mez is amusing and entertaining in
supporting role while
a- comedy
Maria Santos fills the bill in another
eharacter
study.
Starlet
Tilda
Thamar is neat in supporting role.
Story has been carried out with a
firm hand with fine shades of; expression.
Piibtpgraphy is unusually
gOOd.'
RQy.

,

Humphrey

U;' S. Secretary of Agriculture; Wellington KoO, Chinese Ambassador to into concentration camps its women
Great: Britain, and Sir John Orr, nu- and children,
'Village' first describes the peacetrition expert. In addition, there ate
significant passages from, speeches time life of Cwmgiedd, its enjoyment
by Presfdcnt Roosevelt, while part of of freedom, its old tradition arid nafamed tive culture. Then- it shows the ef-.
Vice-Pre'ideht - Wallace's
words on 'The Century of the. Com- feet of .the'- '"conquest of Czechoslomon Man' provides a, stirring epilog. vakia by the Nazis. The notorious
The film is in three parts, open- slaughter' scene is followed by a deing with the pre-war anomaly of scription of the resurrection of Lioverproduction and glutted markets dice in' the minds, of men to whom
while three-fourths of the world freedom is dear arid the dedication
starved. The <-»cond part shows Ihe of the. people of Cwmgiedd to the
control being exercised over produc- liberation of the people of the .world.
Welsh talk is interesting, the tration, distribution and price during
the. present war— with particular in- ditional choral singing entertaining
terest aroused by the success with and the photography is frequently
which the much more stringent con- unusual. The .film is slow, however,
trols of Britain are meeting, while and it presents insufficient compen•we flounder.: The film ends 'With a sations: for the fact the story has
picture of what might.be done, when been heard and seen so frequently
peace comes again, by world-wide before.
control of food production, accordr
Ing to world needs, and the planning

of distribution on a large enough
scale to do away with surplus and
scarcity. It makes a plea for establishment of, such, control..
Amusing to contemplate, is the reaction this film- would receive both
in and out of Congress had it been
made by the OWI or some other U.S.
Government agency, instead of by

to excellent advantage and
Alicia Barrie gives out an excellent
performance.
Roberto Airaldi appears a little washed but, Tito Go-

Flood of Folk Songs
cally articulate patronage not yet too
theatrically' sophisticated to want to

'Tarzari'

Up a Tree

\

Hollywood, .July 13.
Johnny Weismuller and Nancy
Kelly were -recalled for 10 days of
'

-

.

.

.

lonely cowcamps ,of the old. west.
Loneliness; homesickness,- trouble—
these shaped the- new' words to the
Old tunes' .with a' kind of comfort in
the religious melodies, remembered

from

the.

homes

of the, far- venturing

men.'

added scenes oh Tarzan the Sheik,'
Keynote of the genuine old westrecently completed by Sol Lesser ern -and its modern counterpart
is
but not complete enough..
the melancholy strain which the
New sequences were written by cowboy and pioneer particularly
Edmund T. Lowe and Kurt Neuman liked and which he. repeatedly put
.

.

'

wilf take over the direction.- Original into the sing-song
legends of his
was William Thiele.
mishaps, misdeeds, occasional wild

pilot

•

Perking of downtown biz promoted RKO theatres management
schedule the Shubert's reopening
for Aug. 6 with a pix policy and
'Stormy Weather", (20th) as the
starter, for an indef stay.House
shuttered June 20, as per annual,
custom, but this season's is its shortto

.

.

est idle spell.

;

Shubort, seating 2,100, has beenburg's lone vaudfilm stand in
late
years.
Last season, due to
shortage of stage' shows, it' went
straight through without flesh.
the

I

.
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for extra time for the super-sensation

headed your way this season

....

that's

Ask your

RKO Exchange NOW about availability

. .

sample of the
advertising on the next page •

and take a look

at this

.

Wednesday, July

24
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THE HARSH TRUTH ABOUT
THE
less

JAPS!...Exposing those

ruth-

enemies even more frankly than

"Hitler's Children" bared the

the Nazis!

. . .

shame of

Dynamite drama that ex-

plodes a thundering blast of passionate

we

hate against everything

Mr

hold dear!

CALL THEMSELVES

THE 'SONS OF HEAVENf'
-yet here are some of \
the things they do:
SELL

their

own daughters

into

gHded Geisha palaces!

TREAT

captive

women

with un-

speakable barbarity!

COMMIT cruel acts of war against
even babes

arms!

in

TORTURE helpless prisoners until
they're ready to say or

do

ANYTHING!
DRIVE children to slave labor
under the lash of hunger!

-and

more, and more,

and MORE!

From

the Pages of Life

ofJames JR. Young's Amazing Book

•

Directed by

IT'S

ALL

IN

•

J.

CARROL NAISH

EDWARD DMYTRYK

•

R K

O

RADIO

WITH

MARGO TOM NEAL

•

ROBERT RYAN

Original Screen Play by

•

GLORIA HOLDEN

EMMET LAVERY

¥

THE PICTURE THAT MAKES YOU MAD ENOUGH TO FIGHT!

"

.

•

TABnCTTfl" LONDON OFFICE
M. Martin'* PUeo, Trafalgar Bqaare

Show

Biz

London, July 13.
'Arsenic and Old Lace/ Strand!
•Best Bib & Tucker.' Palladium!

By MIKE WEAR.

Gets

Joseph

under

.

'Flare Path,' Apollo.
'Ghosts,' Duke York.

24.
;

:

.

•

-

awaiting release, Daff sajd.

Gets Vaude

Reason

is

'

.

:

.

'

-

-

.

.

London.

Due

Tommy

to

the film business in the
country but lack of many modern
''cinem'as 'hurts!" Lisbon, of course, is
the center of .the picture industry.
Peculiar situation finds some 25 distributors in Portugal although there
are less than 250 theatres available
for picture shows. Of these houses,many show on only one or two
nights weekly and many shutter for
the summer season. About three or
four can' be -rated as modern:
Lack of modernized cinemas results from the fact that Portugal's
film houses in most instances arc
former legit theatres converted into cinemas.'- License to distribute
are given U. S companies by the
government for a fee.
Future
licenses must.be aproved by the film
board before the government "will
agree to grant one.
all

director.'.

''•:"''."

tute a vaudeville season.
.

To Import Foreign

and

radio

the

feature.

'Shipmates. Ashore..' which has been
functioning 'Since early part of war.
Latter will comprise Doris; Hare.
Jack Train, etc:, and-a.iiarte band.
-Contracts-call for four weeks with

But

hjnnagement

,

intends

'

running vaude policy till the end of
year or. early, January: after which
\vill again- be starred there

:

Trihdei-

'

.

new

revue. Temporary change
theatre's policy has /caused a
Miller's
English
in
plan':
comic Had practically decided to
try himself out in' the musical. farce,
the American oldie. 'Salior. Beware,'

.

Of

-.

.

Pix

;

.

.

arc-

in

'if

ducing Spanish pictures the right to
foreign
films!
Previously
Troops in South Pacific import
permits were disposed of by. proSomewhere in Australia, June 3.
ducers to distributors and others
'Major
Jerry Cargill.' formerly New rules require producers to have
N. Y. agent; but how attached to the. script of a picture approved by
Special Service this sector, has found a production board which has the
that old stage fare is still tops with right t6; make changes,- in the script
the troops-. Cargill recently- trjed the or even in the picture itself while
experiment; of, bringing out that old- ih production.
timer, Three Men on a- Horse," for
This board in Spain must approve
dating in camp theatres, using ex- of budgets and' minimum expendiBroadway talent: from men attached ture requirements. It is expected to
to 'MeArthur's forces!
have a serious effeet omSpanish pro'Horse' has been a tremendous duction because the producers there
click and 'will- be. given an extended have rib guarantee that they will
run at U. S. bases.
get a license to import foreign films
Cargill also produced a Minstrel as Spanish producers did in the past.
Show, and this.' tod, .proved sock-,
Spanish producers in the first
eroo with the boys.class have the right to handle two
Interesting to note. that 'Horse' and to. five, foreign productions in disthe minstrel bill played, iii bases tribution- while in second class, one
where the zoom of Jap planes "is to three first class is rated as good
almost as common, as flies: Shows and second as. not. so good. Bui
arc played mainly in the open air, failure to qualify for either classianywhere there are soldiers.
fication'
would prevent a Spanish
producer from handling any forBUCHANAN'S SWITCH
eign films. The minimum expenditure
fo.r
a Spanish production Is
London, July 13.
.
Leicester Square theatre, leased to raised from 750,000 pesetas to 1,Associated British Film Distributors, 000,000, or about $95,000. This makes
little
difference
because nearly all
was to -Have been- taken back by
Jack Buchanan, but deal now ap- films produced in Spain cost I to 3,Vpears to be cold because of financial 500,000 pesetas,
-'.hitch.'- Contract appeared
to have
Board Will Class Pix
been set when this hitch developed.
Fact that the board will be the
Buchanan show, now touring, was solo judge on classification is likely
scheduled for Leicester -Square this to cramp the style of fulure Spanish
;
month. Now has been switched to production, it was staled ih N.' Y.
open at the Winter Garden July 22. Reason is that Spanish producers
had been able to make a real profit
WB'S CAIRO HOUSE
from importation of American films
Warner Bros, has 'taken over, the under license. This license would be
Opera theatre in Cairo. Egypt, sec- granted a Spanish .picture .producer.
ond largest house in .the Egyptian "Thus, after, making > local produc
capital, according to announcement lion the Spanish producer would gel
this week by Robert Schlcss, foreign a permit to distribute five U. S. films
in the country. From money derived
sales chief.
The l,G50-soat- theatre will be from this distribution, he was able
closed for renovation following the to show a profit and enough addirun of 'Casablanca.' It will reopen tional coin .to launch another production
this fall under Warner management.

Understood those already signatured for the opening, about Aug. 23.
Max Miliar, Will Fyffc. Maurice'
Collcand -Family and Elsie Bower,
who. ih private life is Mrs; Maurice

.

switch

joint m.d.,

New regulations on film producin -Spain have been issued
which permit only companies pro-

tion

.

options.

now

is

.

Trinder's picture

commitments with Michael Balcon
and four'. weeks .with ENSA; Palla- '3 on Horse/ Minstrel
dium show 'Best Bib and Tucker',
will fold middle August and instiShow, Socko With Yank

Colleaiio.

he becomes managing

'if

He

May

;

by Kenyon Nicholson and Charles
Robinson. It is being modernized
and set lb music by. Eddie Horan
(American composer, who' has-been
here for years, \Vith successes io his
.

:

and Ian, Grant, local, who
has done good wbrk for Charles
credit V

Cochran, etc. Miller liked it so
much he practically agreed to go
with production when the
Black offer came along and stymied

American companies control ahead

Spain.
nearly

tributors (Universal) goes to his son,

John Woolf.
'

"
Who Came to Dinner/ Savoy. service duties permit- ;: -.'" "'
'Merry Widow/ Majesty's.
Offier half of s'.ock goes to' his
'Month in the Country/ St. James.
brother.' Maurice, and
his sister,
'Moon is Down/ Whitehall.
Rosemary. Personal estate, after a
'Quiet Week-End/ Wyndham's.
few small bequests, is in trust' for
'Showboat,' Stoll.
widow and -throe children..
•Strike a New Note/ Wales.
'Sweet and Low/ Ambassador.
'The Russians,' Playhouse.
Producers in Spain
'the Fur Coat/ Comedy:
'They Came to a City,* Globe.
'Watch on the Rhine/ Aldwych,
Alone
Be Enabled

'Man

Now

Miller Likes 'Beware

the proposition. The English comic,
however,, still claims he will do it
as soon as his Palladium' commitments are fini.-jhed.

\

.

RYDGE DICKERS FOR G. U.
BUYOUT OF B' WAY CHAIN
Sydney, July

.

are

Negoliations

reported

.

13.

^

tinder

way. between' Norman B. Rydge,
chairman of Greater Union Theatres
circuit, and Broadway theatres .for
taking over the- latter chain. Ridge
is.s;iid to. have in mind po>l-\vnr expansion plans.
Deal for Broadway, cinema group,
if consummated, would give Rydge
eight additional theatres -in down-

;

Sydney and suburban spots.
Broadway chain has been under the
direction of W. A. Mclivlyre. many
town.'

chief.

British

N

MP. Asks

Union group to. break
suburban centers of Ibis highly

Daft will headquarter in N.
- Y.
He .only recently returned from
an extended inspection .of offices, in
-

prints and, competitish from Argentine and Mexican product, are likely
to make fulure distribution tough.
Events since Pearl Harbor have
helped draw the -Amecicas closer

•

together and aided in- developing
further' market- for U. S.- films. Cutting down competition from French,
German,' .Italian and other continental sources, long powerful -com.

.

down, here, also has

petitors for-coin

helped.

Although some Hollywood producers have reported rises of 20 to
30%. native producers in Argentina
are. turning out about 70 features a.
year, and Mexico producers also report nice biz.- Chile has produced a
few successful' features, but Brazil
has done little to date except for
half dozen features rated here as not
to), strong in. quality.
Outside of country, of origin, only
the Argentine and Mexican films get
any strong play. Buenos.' Aires isstill ahead of Mexico City on hemisphere coverage but losing ground.
Decrease in the 'number of Holly-wood-made' films, available -has
caused practically all majors operating in Latin territory to extend firstrun and subsequent-run; playing
time to the limit. Argentina^ top
exhibs recently; tried .to-.- halt the
local three, and four-features program headache, but could only agree"
dn doubles for first-runs and triples
for- nabe houses.
Chile follows a
similar system, but. in. Brazil, firstruns have two-hour shows well established. Most first-run houses get
in as many as six complete shows a
day while. comparable B: A, theatres
can run the feature only twjee.
.Efforts to trim down the multiplepicture programs are continuing.
Distribs. arc also trying to establish
.

.

-

:

.

'

•

.

more

exclusivity and to teach ex-,
hibitors to, derive a greater return.
Brazil, although it has a greater
population, has fewer theatres than

Argentina, but does comparatively
well, particularly in the metropolitan centers of Rio and Soa Paolo.
Transportation Snarls
.

i

Transportation is another headache and continues t'p bother distributors.
Oiily newsreels can be
shipped by plane, and because these

-

:

now

.get official priorities, there
have- been fewer long delays.- Features are another matter, however,
and even the best generally have to
go by slow and uncertain boats.

British Exhibs Claim

War

Films on Downbeat.
London, June

Audience

reaction

spec

against

24.

war

a
y manufactured
dramas,, are causing much concern
Exhibitor's'' Association has
here.
cabled all- inembers of the Hays,
c

films,

I

i

1

office

the

•

,

Coward Forms Picture

:

^

.'

ollitr.s
j

.concern

u

ai

ds

-.tyhich

has been.:

monopoly

the

'

.

i

Move is designed to kill flat rentexhibitors claim. Exhibs' -squawk
against th L, move, has produced the
claim- thai many, war drama's are
graded !A.' They have to take what
the public stays away from iii large
numbers in order to get the other
films, ;xhibs charge.
als,

by the Film' Council and
regarding the tendency ttifilm

ih-

d,Ks ".v

.

'

•'

pres.-erf:

.

.

''

',

Monopoly

to

;

profitable
area
in
opposition
to
Hoyts circuit/ Observers here, give
Rydge. credit for., steering Greater
Union; into its present highly, favorable financial position: His post-war
plans are said ,to be in line with his
constructive steps of the, past.

Great Britain, North Africa, Turkey;
Unit to Protect Plays
Spain and Portugal, arriving" in the
London,
V- S. in time to attend U's annual
Korda Signs 2 for Films
Noel Coward, with nlhony Havesales meeting in Chicago.
A- veteran of 25 years with the
lock Allan, David Lean and Ronald
London. June 24.
company, he was in charge of. U's
Sir Alexander .Korda has given Ncamc,
have incorporated Cineoffice- in Japan -prior to Pearl Har7-year picluie contracts to ,Judy gui!d. Ltd.. which how-will ria.iidlc
bor. Later, after escaping ffomSih- Campbell and Jennifer- Gray. Miss
aporc after the war .stalled.' Daff 'Campbell originally was. 'found' by all film making and arrange diMriplays,
was assigned to the Middle. East to Major- Eric MastrhIwii*' about three bulion
Noel Coward
.include India and other countries in yeais ago in the local, repertory; wliether made here' or in U;
All
that locale. His recent trips included
Jennifer Gray is t. Co ward dis- four had been working here with
1

Buenos Aires. June 30.
have done better In,

films

At
calling attention to ibis.
same time-American majors here
have revived film' grading,, and it's
linked \vith cxhib apathy to, war
With the exception of. Gcnr
films.
in
eral Film Distributors Co. (Universal), all If. S. majors and a few
July 13..
British distribs. have joined in-'gradlabor, member of Parliament ing'thcir product 'A' and 'B' and re-,
asked the p'residenV-of the Board of fusing to book 'B' pix unless the
'A' product on percentTrade -in the House of Commbns. to : house lakes
'.''
age.
.
v
day for a statement 'in view of the

Explanation Of

the Greater
into

;

'

years as an independent unit.
Contemplated pact would' enable

supervisor, last week was named foreign sales supervisor by Joseph H.
Scidelmah, company foreign sales

S.

.

.

AL DAFF UPPED
Foreign Sales Supervisor at
Universal
Alfred Daff, Univcrsal's Far East

U.

Latin.-America

during
first
months of. 1943 than any similarLondon. June 24.
period previously,' but mounting
C. M. Wpolf left $376,000. Half of headaches, including transportation
his holdings iij General Film Dis- .difficulties^upped taxes, curtailed

.

After 'Best Bib' Folds;

getting distribution, he
that .the poor, quality

-in

apparently .stymied sales deals.
While no new theatres are being
constructed^ plans for several deluxe
houses have been made. They -will
be locally financed. .Nbda, Vis the
'
newsreel /monopoly operating in
Spain, and it keeps out nearly all;
items sent from the U. S. and Eng
land. Obyiously. strong German, in
flucn.ee back of this monopoly brings
this about:. .There has been .'a raw
film slock shortage in Spain biit film
is coming' through, now from the
s
England.
.13:. S and
Besides the bullfights in Barcelona
and Madrid, soccer football "ifhd dog
racing form serious, ..competition- to
the -picture business; .Jai-Lai,- popular game over there, also takes
plenty of coin because played at
nights with belling permitted.
Nightclubs close at 1 a.m., in both
-Madrid and Barcelona, but do marvelous business' before that time.
While ihey appreciate tcrps, much
is
to
stepping' currently
of Hie
American tunes that are two and
three years, old, according to Daff.
Evert the Nazis and Italians dance tp
'cm. The Pasa.Poga, most luxurious
night spot,, costing .about 500.000
pesetas, is the equal of any nitcry
in N. Y. Three bands. (South American, swing and waltz combos) arc
used in this place besides a stage
show with about six performers.
There is no boom in Portugal,
Daff "pointed put/ comparable to

Woolf Leaves Half Of
GFD Holdings to Son

.

.

for delay
indicated,

.

duration.

'

'Hi-De-HI.' Palace.
Foolish Bui Fun,' Coliseum.
•Junior Miss,' Saville.: :'
'La-DI-Da,' Victoria Palace.
'Lisbon Story/ Hippodrome. '
'Live for Love/- Phoenix.
'Living Room/ Garrick.
'Magic Carpet/ Prince's.
.

;

do indifferently.
Expected her Hollywood chapter,
Not one -German picture has been will net $3,000 to
$4,000 a year for
imported into Spain for 18 months the

The Nazis wanted preferential treatment andjost out because the Spanish government would- hot give it.
About 30 Italian films are there

More Headaches. Competish loom

.

•It's

'.

•

In Latin-Am. for First Half 1943;

•

•Heartbreak House,' Cambridge.

to $30~0, has been received. Chapter
was.founded during, the last visit to
Hollywood by Anna Neaglc.' who' is
being- luncheoncd
at
Cl'aridges,
July 13,. by .the trade in appreciation
of her work for British trade charity;

St. Martin's.

'Dancing Tears,' Adelphl.

U. S Coin

Initial

London,' June

Seidelman

pervisor
He arrived in the U. S. a short time
back from' several months- survey of
conditions in Spain,. Portugal and
other non-occupied European .countries^ As in the U;VS., good pictures
do big business in Spain, lesser films

,'

First contribiilioii .fi'om .the Hollywood .chapter;; of the British, film
trade benevolent, 'fund, amounting

.

:.

Fund

British Benefit

25

Than Ever

U.S. Films Bigger Click

Current London Shows

Now in Big Boom; Portugal Also Up
Bullfights are going: full blast,nightclubs do a big business and
there are many sports events but
despite all this competition picture
theatres in Spain are enjoying boom
Irade.'according to Al Daff, recently.
named Universal foreign sales su-

INTERNATIONAL

PSSiEfr

U's Al Daff Reports Spain

The president is said to have discussed this question with Jf Arthur
Rank, wlio is chairman of;two lead-

ing. picture-owning companies and
was assured that- Rank fully under-'
Two Cities Co:, rcleas- >.lood lhal' the govei.riroen.t. could not
through Arthur' Rank'.y General acquiesce in live creation of anyproduc-.
First
bisiribul
in'g
COi
Film
thing like a monopoly in 'the film
'Blithe
concern
will
be
tioii of new
industry and gave an assurance hot
Spirit..' current Coward stage hit;
to
acquire additional theatres, or
anno.unccnienl >Uid'ifis wiihoul -prior consent- of the
company^
The
.''
has/ been, president.
...
that -Cincgmld
stales
..
The president alsip staled that he
formed 'lo ensure thai Noel Coward's work shall be filmed without had received assurances from chief
imriergoing the' processes of altera- stockholders in Associated British
tion that all too commonly have Picture Corp. that they will not disspoiled books and plays by well pose of their shares without consult-

;

,

!

'

.

,'

visits,

toi Palestine,

Iraq

and

the

Caribbean.

.

cove'ry. playjng 'lhe lead role in -This

Happy Breed, with

little

picture ex-

poriencc.

London, June

24.

Scophony Television Corp., has
obtained
Treasury permission
to
deal on the London Stock Exchange.
It has 140,000
shares of dollar slock;
It was issued in
September, 1937,
as private holdings
at $1.50 with an
option for .three years on 200,000
shares at the same price.

CJuid'ice'i)

:

ii.g

:

March

Time City Back

of

London. June

;

.

''-..

Del

:

Scophony (British) on Exchange

:

I

24.

March of Time's Maurice -Lanand cameraman Bob Navarbrick in London ilficr two

caster
ro are

years

Army

.

.

wii'h

in the

Were

General
Far Kast,

serving
correspondents.

.

as

MaeArthur's
:

accredited

war

.

'.

.

.

.

.

-

known

authors.'

ing the board.

..

-

:

.

M.O.T.'s Big

Brit.

Pates

20th-Fox
foreign
department,
headed by Murray Silyerstone, has
booked -March of Time ..subject,
'Show BUiihrsIs at War' into spme

was
COO Briti.-.h theatres already;
revealed this. week.
Odcoiv and Gaumoht-British,- two
of largest circuits in Great Britain
with around C00 houses'. a)i' v »dy
have booked 'Show Business/ M, of
.

T. subject likely will play irf more
theatres of Britain than any other
.

previous issue.

;

.

:
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14,
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THE -MI-YEARS

OF UNITED ARTISTS
HISTORY

NO PICTU RE HAS
EQUALLED THE
BUSINESS DONE BY

/resented and Produced by

SOL LESSER

-

Directed by

FRANK BORZAGE

•

screenplay

t>,

delmer daves

.

a frank borzage production

a

Wednesday, July

Detroit Exhibs

14,

1943

PICTURES

U&RIETT
Typed

and Gendarmes

Made 6 Important Gams

Pix Biz Has

Hollywood, July 16.
Type casting hits a new high
RKO, where Norman Mayes,
once a hoofer and' currently studio janitor, draws a role in 'Gov-

27

at

Set Plans to Control Hoodlums

ernment

He

Girl.'

plays

Which Bernhard Would Like Retained

a

janitor.
companied by parents or guardians,
Chicago, July 13.
council agreed to permit children to
Second of the three Warner Bros,
be out until 10 p.m.
regional sales meetings was held at
Children under 14 must be home
program worked out at :a conference
the Blaekstone hotel last week atof the leading Detroit exhibitors by 10 p.m. in Salineville, tinder a
With the new ordinance. At Kent, 1,500 resitended by 110 delegates from the
with police 'Officials..
young element haying spearheaded dents petitioned- for__a.„cj)Jfe\y. and
company's Midwest exchanges, in"It is believed that Metro may pick
the recent race riots in Detroit; dras- Council' is considering legislation, to
cluding, branch managers, district
keep kids under 15 off the street's up another $500,000- or thereaboutstic controls have been put on the
personnel and the
:on\ 'Gone With the Wind,' which is managers, sales
after 10 p.m.
young fry in the city's theatres.
now going into so-called 'shotguns' home office contingent. Ben KalCanton Council 'is -reconsidering'.
With purse stealing added recently
fnen'soiv, general sales manager, preslashing curfew-'law!'- rejected several months and premium houses that didn't play
-to' such depredations as the
the picture when it was released in sided.
ago,
ushers
to
keep
fighting
with
youngsters
under
16
off
upholstery,
of
••One of the highlights of the, meet1939.
and crashing the gate, four de.tec-. the streets' afte- 11 p.m. unless an
ings was the speech by Joseph BernMetro planned taking 'Wind' out of
fives have been assigned to the Po- older person is with them.
hard, v. -p.. who said-. that'"one of the
Reversing the trend, the Delaware circulation earlier this year, not
lice Juvenile Division with added
major tasks of the film industry in
account,
making
it
available
any
to
the
Coordinating
thrown
by
Council,
made
up
reinforcements
of
the post-war period will be the safepolicewomen who will work on a representatives of all local organi- initially having determined to pull guarding of six- important gains
thorough .'enforcement of the pres- zations, turned 'thumbs down' on a it out April 1. That decision was achieyed- in the present era. He. listed
They will clear 10- curfew, saying that part of the dan- held up and the company then de- these as follows: (1) extended runs;
ent curfews.
picture
cided
it., would
vault
the
deadwith
the
ger
p.m.
rested
7
in
by
that
such
a measure
year-olds
(2) higher quality product; (.3) subline for 16-year-old 10 p.m. unless, inight be rfgaVdod as an adequate June 1.
stantial
inventories of
completed
solution to the- juvenile delinquency
The demand for bookings oh if films before the. start of the selling
accompanied, by adults.
They called for closer prompted Metro to determine on a season; .14 increase in percentage
John
H. problem.
Commissioner
Police
parental
supervision
policy
make
'Wind'
available
to
to
and the asWithevspoon pointed out that: adultsdeals: (5> expansion of film audisumption
Indicative
of responsibility by all of theatres indefinitely.
of ence to all-time peak; (6; more
who pretended to be guardians or
the citizens.
what's happened is a record at the equitable boxotflce prices.
friends of the youthful hoodlums
Metro exchange in N. Y.. where
Bernhard said fhat approximately
•had been' fostering them in the acts
Ralph Pieldw is manager, that 'Wind' 70',;. of the exhibitors have been
of vandalism and that they would
78'
has
played
recently
small houses won over to extended playing time,
be:brought into, line* by an ordinance
and even after that went back for a not only from a profit standpoint,
which makes such adults liable lo a
return engcigement at the Strand, but as a measure of wartime econ$500 fine or 90 days in jail. Appeals
Brooklyn, downtown first-run.
omy. Best example of the wisdom
to the public not to take youngsters
of this, from the company's standHollywood, July 13.
-into the theatre Unless there is a
point, is the fact that their film sales
•bona .tide relationship' also are bePlans for the joint operation of
quota is. already $7,000,000.'ahead "and
ing made.
the' Downtown Los Angeles and the
Reported
increase is all attributed to longer
The hew detectives, top men. in Egyptian thcatrrs with the Foxruns and more percentage deals.
ttje department, will work both in
West Coast chain will be submitted
Selznick
Rejoining
'The picturegotng audience, today
the loop area and the neighborhoods, to lire RKO home office by Edward
Kay Brown is reported leaving is not only the largest' in history'
aimed particularly at breaking up L. Alpe.rson.- -general manager of the
where it appears that RKO circuit, after confabs here- with Hunt Stromberg shortly to rejoin and- the most consistent in regular
activities
young mobs are working in unison. Charles Skoiiras. The deal is re- David O. Selznick, Where she held attendance." Bernard said, 'but its sostory
editor
for called intelligence level has been
post of eastern
One important, factor blamed for ported nearly inked:
years.
Her new spot would be in raised several pegs as shown by the
the risein juvenile delinquency was
Rodney Panlages, F-WC. operator,
organized Vanguard prothe lack of family patronase these whose okay is needed for opening his nfewly
ductions.
It. was pointed out that pardays.
new
first-runs by the RKO-FoxMiss Brown, with Ruth /.Wills
ents no longer are attending the pixs West Coast -deal, would have houses
en masse. Fathers and- mothers of- play Columbia, Universal, RKO and (Jake's daughter), Ls producing a
play version of 'Suds in Your Eyes'
ten are working different shifts in
other products for- the initial week
on the Coast.
the war industries or are on such first-running.
Producers
without
schedules as do not permit theatre- local outlets regard the deal favorthat the- kids

Detroit, July

13.

.

.

been clamped on
young hoodlums here following a

The

lid

has

CHALK UP ANOTHER
$500,000 FOR

WW'

.

'

:

,

.

'

1

;

RKO-FWC POOL ON LA.
AND H'WOOD HOUSES

.

widespread- boxoffice successes of
scores of pictures' once regarded too

highbrow for the masses.'
It was announced mat Harry Seed,
.

N. Y. metropolitan district manager,
has._b.een. .assigned-, -to—the- -midwest
troit,

an acting capacity, for an indefinite
period, .to replace William Shartin,

who recently resigned. It is. expected that Seeds will be permanently
appointed as soon as necessary permission is obtained from the War
Manpower Commission and the
•Treasury Department.
.

Delegates were told that Warners
jus.t purchased the play 'On the
Hiring Line,' by Harvey O'Higgins
and Harriet Ford, for an early picture: that Edward G.. Robinson, oft

had

the Warner lot. for som
return to make 'Three

.

-

New

The

going:

result is

ably;

are on their own in their theatregoing and .fall under the influence
of other foollpose youngsters going
berserk under the lack of family

Theatre Cashier and Mgr.
Figure in Heart Balm Suit

Rogers Ranch May

Will

,

the cast.

Most of the home office, delegation
left for San Francisco, where the
third regional meeting wilt be. held
starting Thursday (15). ;

Warren

controls.

Become Memorial Park

Since the theatres cannot hope for
a restablishment of family picture(joing under present wartime conditions, the hew drive is aimed at

the youngsters themselves or
adults as lend themselves to
ing incrn iiv.-

Hollywood; July 13.
Mrs. Will Rogers has offered the
city
of Los Angeles her 87-acre
Santa Monica canyon ranch as a
city park and a Rogers memorial.
'

.

such
tak-

Land valuation
Rogers'

is

put at $700,000.

residence

is

proposed as

Ohio's Curlew's
a memorial, open to the public at a
Columbus. O.. July, 13.
small fee. funds to go to Red Cross
Survey revealed that numerous and other charities.
Ohio communities have followed the
load of the larger cities in passing
curfew legislation to curb vandalism and juvenile, delinquency.
At Alliance, O.. an ordinance settlng a 10 p.m. curfew for boys and
girls under 16 was passed. "In .War-

CANTOR BACK WEST
Comedian's Intensive; Schedule
Charity. Bonds, Refugees,

where n city ordinance
O.,
prescribes
9 p. pi.- deadline for
youths of IB and under, unless ac-

Eddie Cantor

ren,

left

N.- Y.

for

RKO

superior
plaintiff

is

this

.

II

Schladenhauffen
claims
Brown
kept her absent from home daily for
over the past two years from early
afternoon until late at night and that
Brown recently induced her to
leave him and their .two children.
Jury, trial is usked, though no date
has been set.

N: Y: at the home of Mrs. Bernard
Climbcl netted an additional S50.000.
At a house party in Great Neck
SJ 4.000 more was contributed, and
$50,600' was raised at a dinner in ihc
Palmer IlOtiso. '.'Chicago, en route
With SKiO.OOO toward the fund.
cast.
CBS. on Friday 9 donated 15 -min-

PERFECT FOR MOTION
PICTURE EXECUTIVE
..

Jjy.

wishing' to aid War Effort
Growing Produce, Stock, foY

.

Ready

1

time on a 7<)-*;al:on network
hookup for an appeal by- Cantor, for

New York Market

.funds tdiiiiake

which

NESS AFFAIRS!
;
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A New March

.

MIAMI*
k IKHNKOlOt

« MtH CIHfMT.tOI riCIIMI

* PLUS A BIG STAGE SHOW *

ROXY

,uy

I0NDS

Time Thins.

of

^

inrr grasli
GIOROI MONTGOMIftY* CISAR tOMIR^

Co«y

MUSIC HALL
THE YOUNGEST
PROFESSION
ItAIUO
( ITV

50ih ST.

Extra Attraction

Spectacular Stage Productions

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
!

Cap'dov

I

MlTfl-ll

(Ill

Fire, starting in the ventiiatin^
system; destroyed the Slcrlinj;. 9Hseat house, last week, Audience filed
out in orderly fashion but seven liremen were- injured or burned in ficjhling the fire which threatened the
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the $80,000.

deficit,

Da:v,ase wa-- e.-tinialcd at $90,000,
••Ho'us'c' ii-a> -.o'pci'iiied by the F. Kord
Anuis. Co.
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Metro ,ha> fl.-ketl deferiuent pro
inn 01 vJlarry James.- 1-A, for 'Mr:
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FARM

I0IITEI
BOBBY CLRRK

villi

ALLEN JINIINS

WB

Joan Crawford's 2d at

comedian was confident

live

would' more. Uian 'probased on the 2:)ri
Psalni. Can tin told. in dramatic terms
of the plijj'lit of the Jcw.i.-h kids and
their persecution a't'.-lhe hands of the
Ih'v

duce.

WILL TRADE FOR SIMILAR

Hit!"
Newl.

1

utvs

YET WHO WANTS TO TEND
TO REGULAR M.P. BUSI-

Klitc*

Air t'ontlllJon^d

i
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• 12 Rm. Main House; 4 Baths!
• Guest Houses Keeper'6 House!
• Garages and Screening Room!
• Complete. RCA Equipment!
• Barns With 23 Box Stalls!
• Dob Kennels!
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Hollywood, July 13.
round him running around town sellSlated as Joan Crawford's second
ing War Bonds, spotlighting the SoPolo starrer under her new contract at
the
at
Rally
Relief
viet
C.-ounds. addressing the RKO sales Warner, after 18 years at Metro;
convention in N. Y„ helping draft bears the cryptic title, 'Misunderstood.'
the morale mobilizatio.i program for
Picture is based on a tale by Lily
the National Kntertainment IndusHalvany and will be produced by
try Cpuncll attaining hi: goal of raising $240,000 for the Hadassalv Zionist 'Robert Buckncr. following complex
organization to transplant 500 Jew- tion of -Night Shift.: first, of the
Crawford starrer* on the Burbaifk
ish refugee children in Palestine.
Latter project, in particular, has lot.
beeen close to Cantor in recent
weeks. Before he came east he
raised $2.>.000 at a private luncheon
$90,000 Theatre Fire
in Los Angeles and a similar affair
Sterling, III.. July IX

HR. From New York
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HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

fen of West Springfield, who alleges
that Brown induced his wife, Mrs.
Alice Gertrude Schladenhauffen. towork for him as cashier in the the-

.

a

DA VIES

E.

hj Warner Brn*,

I'reterileil

Sydney Greanstreet

•

W'nriKM'-s llll

hi

"BACKGROUND TO
DANGER"

MOSCOW"

.

WEEK

3rd

George Raft

"MISSION TO

The
week.
Robert W. Schladenhauf-

court

this

.

JOSEPH

of the

Hampden County

in

Monday

(12) for the Coast after winding up
whirlwind two-week series of war-

?.

Brown, manager

C.

'

She will head for New York
woek for an extended vacation.

Story of Former
U. S. Ambassador

Majestic theatre in West Springfield,
named defendant in a $25,000 heart
suit filed

Hechtlinger,
20th - Fox
story coordinator wilh the exec producer's office, has left the studi
after a 10-year association.

York Theatres

Thrilling

is

balm

Miss Hechtllnger Leaves
Hollywood! July 13.
Dorothy

WEEK

12th

The

Springfield, Mass., 'July 13.

time, will
Strangers,'

and that Gary Cooper, Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer arid Irene Dunne
had been added to the all-star cast
of 'The Battle, Cry.' which will have
all the Warner contrac' players in

Kay Brown

'

TAYLOR

-

j
1

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, CAL.

-OR WILL SELL OUTRIGHT• Property located in North
Westchester County— 58 Min.
from -Time Square!
.

Box

265,

St.,

Write—

Variety, 154

New

York,

19,

W. 46th
N. Y.

Nazis.
Iustar.cc of the -.support-.' encountered by t'lmlor on all sides in his
canipaiun lor' Ihc funds was the ges-

Murr by Marry Donnenfcld. head
'

check.
Whi!. in N. Y. Cantor auditioned
about 40 girls in the. "hopes of com :
.

1

..

been
CmI.mhi
dcrcd on inactive duty by thr-Navy.
-t-'iai'd

1,1..
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Superman;' Inc. 'If you have' a (Irinl;
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1943

14,

Dedication Postponed

4

ArmyV Special

Preems,

Certain

Etc.,

The outdoor dedication ofShow biz service flag, originally,
skedded to take place in Times
Square
i

session,

POWWOW

-

sought by Warners in an effort to
.

hit the $10,000,000 total, and it is expected' that the average chain or in-:
dividual operator will yield as much
as possible in order to' no over the
At the same time, of course,
lop.
the theatres, stand to reap a. rich"
harvest', although' top terms/ arc,
distribution
upon!
The
iiKrccd
charges by Warriors in hierchandising the picture will be lower than
'

•

.

trend

Besides Maxwell

change managers.

it sets oh any of its
there is anything
under the low allocation, for
handling charges, that will be turned
over to the Army Emergency Relief.
What is expected to hike- the return to the AER are 'special openings
planned by Warners with- all proceeds at advanced prices pit such
preems going 100 r *^ to' the relief
fund. In New York, where' This Is
the Army' has its world prclnierc

(10.30 a.m.).

:

9."

[

\

:

THURSDAY

(Thursday);, to discuss selling and releasing plans, pii 'For
Whom: the Bell Tolls,' as wfXL jis
other Par product, alwng with plans,
for the beginning of the coming
season. The initial, block of .pictures
for ihe 194.1-44 dim year yvill be set
up. during the meeting, which will
be presided over by NciV.F. Agncw,
Adv. p. over distribution. lor Par.

.

(10:30 a.m.);

15)

.

New

.'

•'•

business.

'D«(iirftiio«;0'f;;ser.riife. fl«o"oVi«i';M!Hu. seiiediiled 'f»r ini

ppsfpoired

becii

t

j
|

'

i

(JULY.

resentalioii of! budget.
'2.iscussion- with- respect 'to talent, services and facilities.
Luncheon at 12:30 with addresses by. Elmer Davis, OWI- chief,
3.
'and '.Donald Nelson, .of the .'-War Productioii\Board.
Continued discussioii On cnlerlainmeiit 'projects.
.
4!
I.

morrow

..

War Fund:

Address by W.inthrop. Aldrich oil National
Discussion on .pr.Opbsed .projects.

1 1.

:

.

\-

committee.

Election, introduction of permanent .chairman and/officcM;-;-.'.-.'
Report: on proposed:, coordinating cpmmjtlce,.
Recommendations for. proposed projects. ." '.'

8.
'

Gillis.

ager,

.

10.'

Sam

lei I

.

'"''

eastern district manager, and vertising plans on company- product
Scplowin. central district man- will also .be on the agenda.
exchanges represented were
In add tion to B. G DeSyl va, Par's
Arthur N'ewman. from Albany; Jack -executive producer who's cast, BarDavis: Irom Boston: Morris Epstein. ney Balaban; Aclolph Zukor. Charles
Sidney Picker, N. Y.:' Sam .Seletsky. M.. Reagan. Bob Gillham, Alec Moss.
Phillips,
Louis
Morgan,
Xew Haven: Joe Engel, Philadelphia; Oscar
wen and
Jack Bellman. Bulla 16: S, P. Garreli- George. .Smith. Hugh
Cleveland; G, H! Kirby. Cincinnati: oilier hom.cofr.icc execs!, nil of Par's
district
sales managers and field'
I. H: Pollard. Detroit:, L. W.. Marriott:
Indianapolis: and Jake Flax. Wash- 'exploitation', representatives will be
ington; ,1. H.! Alexander and' Sam oii hand. District managers are. WiiFineberg. -Pittsburgh, franchise hold- Ifctm Erbb. Bosi.pn; M. S Kus'ell. N
July "28. the entire.: proceeds of the
ers.
A. W. Perry, Paul Nalh'arison Y:; !Havry Goldstein. Cleveland; E.
Hollywood! a Warner operation, will
Sweigart.
Philadelphia; John
J- Laurie .attended.- as reps of W.
and
ro to the AER. House will be scaled
Allen ..Usher, Chi-

minimum figures
own pictures, if

.

6.

three-day
holds
sales.. meeting in N. Y. starling to-

j

exp^

1

•

"~Trmtlpwl speaker;
7.
'Report of' nominating

Paramount

)

.

plans, for concenBesides lay in
on
trated publicity- and
Roy Rogers, the future, promotion
SeaBCcs' and
'Fighting
setups for
exr
given
'Convoy lo Malta', will be

4.
'

U

-

Opening Statement by. temporary chairman...
Proposed resolution.
Report of credentials committee.
Report and discussion on -interim or
Election Of -nominating committee/'
Luncheon at 12:30 with Brjg. Gen. Frederick .HV Osborh. as

3.

POWWOW

3-DAY SALES

lining, of -piomolioivfor forthcoming
productions are on agenda of this

N. Y.

a

—

—

WEDNESDAY,

!

•

the'
in

TOLLS PAR INTO

'BELL'

iscussion of the current
screen attractions and out-

iii

held

'-.';

f }[!•"

'

heads and district

attendm

be

will

with
theatre,
pledging, of talent from, legit
and vaudcli.lm houses and nit-"

WB

rentals and extended dates will- be

...

lias

Times- Square

N.Y. ENDS TODAY

:

hi

.

tonight
feature p£ NEIC's

.

REP. SALES

be obtained

Agenda for the two-day powwow !. of the' National Entertainment
Industry Council opening today. iWedhcsday) at the Waldorf-Astoria
hotel, N. Y., follows:

midnight

Under the revised plan,
dedication

tions that exhibitors may be counted
on lo get behind the picture with a
view to an industry, shewing' in the
IN
war effort which will have no. equal.
Warner Bros., hopes to turn ovor-a- L ~TTT>aded by Jimmy Gi'aingcr. Recheck of SifJ.OOO.OdO in net profits on' public Pictures proxy, first of RepubIrving Berlin:? This Is the Army' to lic's current series of 'quarterly, sales
the .Army Emergency Relic! Fund.- confabs, opened yesterday .'(Tuesday )
One large- 'circuit.' -is. reported '.to' have at the! !n.
.Athletic Giub. N. Y.
could write, its
indicated that
Eastern and central district exchange
own ticket on terms, ;'"
salcsmahagers are
that, can

-

as. a.

been put' .'off.
until Monday night, Aug. 2.

Assured of -complete cooperation +
by the- Army and w^th early indica-

The most

at

Wed.),

first

liiiiil-

2.

Aiiflusl

v

Commandments For Show

Biz

-

Continued

|

.ifje.

l

.

.

i/iie

-

'

that the show biz leaders have
been working on at top' speed the
past few weeks to eflect- a crystalliV,atipii of its contribution in time for
the Walilpvf-Asloria meetings today
and tomorrow".
The -ton CommAndments.' upon

gram

.

-

,

!

boys

Jolsoii is rburiircc.il
Die morale eiaertdiiicrs (ire doing a.
(erri/ic job; xlxit, once- crystallised,

of- the various; industry organizations in thc-.wi.r enlevtaiiimcnt pro-

NEIC

:

)i«pp(/.

um bilious v

-

icoric

licio

under

oiiiis.

-prpffrn

/or

leonders

'"

iVi

f:.

boys

(lie
.

.Cantor emphasized

.

edit

.

..

.his talk .be-

''

.

:

fore the continuations conimiltee the
great- need for enlertaiitmenl on the
production front, as welt as in the*
camp's and navy bases, contending
lhat experience has proven that it
ir.its of the. workes iii
you lift the
the plants, you'll get more ships',
more tanks and- more planes. HenryJ, Kaiser for one, said Cantor, is.,
vitally- interested in 'more and m.bve
cntertainni.ent for the men jn the
shipyards and apprised the come;-

.

adoption, will henceforth serve';as a
show-businc&s-at-war.
for
Bibie'islribulors. [. Kirby, -'Atlanta-:'
\s Canadian,
comprising a scries, of;' 'donl's' for
with logon at' $5.50; Repii
City;
Two-session .will be concluded to- cago; R, C LlBeVi, Kansas
the vasi! pool of talent resources
firn ihrcc rows of the balcony $7:70
Hugh Braly. Denver; Del Goodman, dedicated to hypoing morale in the
-v
day,
Wed.).
land other seats at lower amounts.
Los. Angeles: J: J. Donohue, Dallas,
armed' forces 'and in induSTry! It
Special Benefits . .:.-,
and Gordon Lightstone. Toronto..
was recommended lo NEIG by EdSimilar benefit preems are: being
District managers and exploitation
die Cantor and is based on his own
discussed for other cities', leading off
men. v.-ill- -'attend' tonight's Wednes- findings in his loin's of cairips, hoswith around 50 of, major importance
day) premiere' of 'Bell Tolls,' to- pitals, caiileens.. etc.
Continued
from
5
pace
that will get Army' within a week
gether with several of Par's theatre
dian that -Ihe best resulls! ;iic obCantor's- Ideas Endorsed
or 10 days after the N. Y. opening.pai'tners who are .iii N. Y. to see
in that .direction, according to rewithin- 48 hours after the men
Plan in each city is to set up a com- ports brought back lo the U, S. by the picture, including William. K.
which puts em- tained
dra.ft.
.Cantor'.
have seen a show.
mittee Headed .by a local; industrial
phasis on the proper type of maforeign executives. ;Thcse prospects; Jenkins. Mariih J. Mul.lin. Sanv inThe voiiljinialioiis rominilloc enr
or social light which will make an
entertainers
tlie
however, are tempered by the money' ahski. Hunter Perry-. Bob O'Donnell. terial needed- by
dprseri
Cantor's suggestion that' lie
the
sell
groups
of
seals
for
bp
.effort to
that, must
the
pitfalls
and
situation and the need for care in J. J. O'Lcary and Nate Goldstein.
bcnelil openings to local business
averted for a 'maximum contribution, obtain .from- kaiser a letter' for NKIC
selection of product..by U. S. distribconcerns, banks, clubs, etc.. at adwas" unanimously endorsed by iS'ElC's 'setting forth tlie vital contribution
they point out.. But if these
show
biz
can; render on. the produevanced prices. For the N. Y. piccni utors,
continuations committee which held
some- Metro s 3-Day Ghi Meet
Thomas J. Watson, president of the Iwp factors are' overcome,
the last of its' preliminary confer- tion front, in order to break down'
like the. prosperous era after
International- '.Business"- Machines thing
Thursday night (8). at flic resistance amoiVg some itldu.-try
World War No. 1 looms;
Zone Sales Formula ences
Corp.. has accepted: chairmanship, of
leaders
who
arc still skeptical of a
Hotel Astor. N. Y.. to;, whip, into
American, picture .officials who
the benefit comim'tlee. ;
Metro homeoffice executives will final .shape. '.the agenda for today's Liinelitinie Follies' or other cnterWith exhibitors conscious of the. have talked with pebple escaped meet with company !s 10 district sales- and tomorrow's penvwows Thc '.Ten tainmei.it on the civilian front. Canpatriotic angle involved iii ..putting from France .have. '-'heard the same managers in Chicago on Sunday, .'Commandments' follow:
lor commiiiiicated with. Kaiser Kri•Army' over, the special benefit story— Ihe population thereis hun- Monday and Tuesday
18-19-20 ) to
]?la.v tlOV with expectations that the
1. Don't do anything for the fightopenings on the 100'i basis to the' gry for U. S,- pictures, and the re- discuss, a nationwide analysis of each
ing bovs that voii wouldn't do. if leUer will be available for inlroducAER olVer incalculable possibilities entry of America:! product into that exchange '/.one with respect to sell- thelr
parents were present. You can lul " at -»oda.v s session.
tmd believed at Warners that this market is one Of the most pleasurr ing and local condition's, based upon;
N1CIC will open its poWwiw by
funny by .keepin'g it
policy might even extend to towns, ably anlici alcd events. Those. who a, formula that was worked out at a J^*",^sctliiig. focih its Doelaration of Princlean.
of under 20.000 population. Pointed have
escaped from other Nazi: two-day session- last, week iii Gin2. Don't
eet tod. palriollc— the. ciples as drawn by Ih.e organizations
out in this connection that even. .dominated countries
virtually cinnafi.
Declaration' sets, forth
boys will think It's an 'art. They're comiiiillee.
Miiallrr towns have an Army rcpre- the same thing..
William F. Rodgers. v. p. of Metro
the ours who must do the fighting. that NEIC is a consultative, and adtentative. possibly only for "'recruitBased on talks with such recent in charge of distribution, heads the
ing purposes, and that their coopera- residents ,of France: one American h.o: delegation going to Chicago. They know the irore and what's visory body which shall function as
going on, so you ju'si do the enter- a clearing, house for increasing the
tion should' be an important factor film
executive pointed mil- that, Others include' the three division taining.
effectiveness of the (12 organizations,
in association with local .business? while the populace wants
chiefs.
E.' K.
O'Shea. Jack
U.
S. sales
3. Lay off songs about home and
virtually air of whom have pledged
men's comm.ittees.' "Wherever .pas-, films,, they want sheer entertain- Fly n;n and J.- J. Maiomy: plus Eddie.
niollier. They only have a tendency
participation and designated delesible. also. WB. will seek to' spot
ment.- This official said it is dbvi- Aaron, in charge of circuit- selling:
gales, in their war eiilerlaii.iinent.
Army' for runs in more than one ous lhat France, and oilier occupied II. M. Richey. head of exhibitor Ve- to depress.
.4. Steer clear' of conti ovrrsia) isprograms.
NEIC may, it's pointed
a lime in order to get fast
1 heal re at
M. -Saunders and. Harold sues and subjects: The men and
lands
have been saturated with latibns:
out.' also adapt its Junctions to the
Where exhibs may fear
<li.-i; ibution.
propaganda' pictu.i cs. ;i:id. we should Postman, assistants to Rbdgcrs; A. F women in war plants, the boys In the post-war
period.
that hey can't get higher admission
avoid sending iff- features that even Cuiiimiims. chief of exchange operae rvlres read (he papers and -listen
pi ice.- on special openings, emphasis
scope of- the action of NEIC. savs
]
Howard
Diet/.,
pnblicily- to
are slightly (lavofed with propa- tions:
the radio, so let them, make up.-i
will be laid on the fact lhat most
ganda. If we do' send iii propaganda adveriising head: Si Seadlcr. ad (lieir own minds, ythiiicvrr in doubt „, c Declaration. shall be limited to
1i<kn> will be sold by the local biicmatters alTccling the entertainment
manage:-, and Bill Ferguson, direcit is likely lo do more harm
about anything DOW'T DO IT.
mens groups. In order, to protect features,
industry fh -its .'function of furnish, _
.
tor of: exploitation.
l)iaii good.'.
the enemy too
5. Don,1 bcl.ltle
1he picture at the bpxoflice. radio
.,„ MUimcMc(( .proftranv for .Im^
lie pointed but that this does not
mucli -lhe boys are gotug to have (o;| ;ilc ,„
broadcasting of songs Will be ca'relhc „,.,„.„, fo)
government'
l."« m
,na >.bf "* al tl, «
iully ro.-l:Ulcd so that they do' not sceni to apply to 'short's which likely
« agencies and the home and produc!
f
will
be accepted even '.though' having
er .thrNai! or
a,) that you think. Is
b(;cmc worn out. Berlin lias reFictional
(jo „ fl 0Mtf whi]e 1H inCl)lbcl .., n ..,. in .
son.\e propaganda:
r
tjm <'.(i\ this..
**
ization shall surrender tis autoilumy.
:
Continued,
from
j>uge
c"^il-i»
'„i
i
ii
J
"
6. Whrti playing for (lie, sir
Indicative of the civic Interest in
and
elief bt maiiy
foreign. {IcpnrlTo channel Ihe needs into the varidon't
sympallii/.e
with
"A. my' is the fact that ail. rail rosid m'elil .o'll':(rials- is that provision for Recalled that in England; praelica.lly wounded,
together Um ichabili'lalion iif -France' and
Tliey'.i-c
trying to ,ns tmils IJial have pledged cpop.topical-factual', .wartime
lines coming' into N.
films your audienrc.x
voratio.n,
a
coordinating committee
v.i:li buscs and the city
tibways. njiier now-ocenpied countries should havc been produced by OovcrnVnenlj forget their troubles.
v il1
*M«»«'-'Oi> between future- mectDon't play the hero because you O
Jiiivr agreed lo --carry...cards fr.ee of
include en'.ei li.iiinieiu iulief.'
Said a.uencies and. all fulNlciigth licti ivil.
ings of NEIC. With 'various. sub-coniehi'i ge advertising the prceni; at ihe .one. .'"executive:.-' -.inking
or some i fealiires-. dealing, \yilh the; war iii traveled all the way from Hollywood
mit-lecS
appointed
ip handle specific
lloMvwood- theatre;. Also, the Ghasc type of. world currency may cover itny of .its'
.i Is; phases,
phase's, depend a great or New York (o entertain.. Otherproblems or! projects. ; hi additiPn' to
National
.link'
has 'donated .the this.
Ul
jf
ui
producers of food, cloiil on- .Goveriiinehr approval for- wise they'll, .get the feeling you're
a national chairman fo. be named to'
Wricley sign in the '-'lie-art 'of Times clnthin v
paid when sup- necessary supplies and lhc co-opera- lilaying a bencrtt/ After all; the boys
day,
iiiitionalvice-eliairmeli
will afs
lio
WB Will cover, the block-- piies are
S(|iiarc.
" o f Various Government services, in uniform 'arc going a lot furUicr
in to rehabilitate a
'-.''''
be designated' for the Coast, Chicago
long space with a cloth type of .sign. country. '.ihe; sainc .payment should J
T,, C OWI last year 'lrrtiile'd Holly- dislance Ulan you.
and other focal points.
wood to, tne production of .fictional
Charlie Einfeld. WB'v-p.; oyer pub-; apply to liliiis.''.
8. Don't complain' about the music,
v
.shorts;,
while
licity-advcrtisingv' arriyed in the cast
factual subjects were kemcmber you're not at lite Radio
Tlial the (rend will be stronger
Monday 12 and will., .devote most than ever
assigncd solely to- the film division City Music Hall, and the gujVin thip
lownrds, mot ion
iClures
of lhc OWI.
Hi his lime to; 'Army'
In ad
band might have been marching all
as an enlerlaiiimeiil medium tirtcr
...
....
,,
Accent
Glamor
lh
Propagaiida experts, are particu- ijioinlng. They're a little tired, too.
I
i,e
?' y :.'°.
!!!!.;:"..!"
.Tl". "he w-ar in; foreigh jands is il|us^
f..
i
?^V''?-.
probably allend
larlyopposed. IP full-length features,
several: ..'other's
9. Don't talk down to the kids in
A. concerted "„ nationwide'- cllprt 16
liirteci by what's going on in.-' Spain-,
key centers.'
from Holly wood,, so largely basCd on uniform.
Don-t
patronize
th.em. deomphasiiie Ihe glamor aspect ctFilm lheatres .'.are. .doing, excellent
Early in
lopical-factual
ugusl 'Army.', opens .in
jnatcrial and handled You're not there to do them a favor. show business and vest it with,
biisine'ss.
there.
People
are
so
Ihiladclpliia, -Chicago,
in a manner siicli as to ^ttbhgly re-^ Just because they can't- walk- out' on: dignity becoming one of
St. -'l.ouis.
ihe top instarved for American, pictures there
Sraitle. Spokane. San Fjancisco; Los
semble ! documentaries. 'Expression" yon is no excuse.
dustries is among the aims of the
thai
instances'
...found
where of
Angeles. San
Diego,
Washington-.'
.various necessarily divergent in10. Don't do ALL llie.enoores. Find
National! Enlerjainnient' industry.
pi'iiils released .1 1 years ago still are
Balifnune. New Hiivcn. Ilarlfbrd;
dividual -opinions Via so impression- out Ihe best part of your act and Council.''.'.
'.'.
being used 'doubtlessly, new prints
.WilniiiiRtciii. .MiivvaUkec. Cleveland,
able a medium as. the screen- is re- give. them that. There's no rationing
Pointed oi.il by "NEIC's!; 'lop serMemphis. Pprllahd (Ore.) and lesser or copies were madei, although! the garded as a careless appraach to po- of material, so you can five them all
l-fetline of a print is Supposed to- be
geants.' that the universal treatment
kejs in all J oC which
hopes lo
litical
instruction
of
the
public tlie meat.
by the : newspapers bt a Charles
"
up the 100*;. -benefit'" preems 10 years at best..
which, it is held', ^should be. entirely
Al Jolson's Idea
Chaplin-pona
O'Neill
elopement,
hrpugh the local conimiltee scheme.
within the province of Gbvernmcni
It's lifceu-ise Ihe opinion of Al Jol- with its
-attendant Page One promA ELECT COL. JASON JOY
agencies.
soii, no slmiif/er lo Ihe i/lobal Cump
inence: and the virtual "disregard
Hollywood, :J illy 13.
Shows trail and slated soon for an- of- the
EJA VICE GREENHOUSE
numerous
constructive
Col. Jason Joy
was elected a
ENGLUND S BERLIN PIC
other offshore junket,, tlint the 10 deeds of the industry as a whole, is
Bene Beja has been appointed Class B member -of tlie ..Producers'
don'ts «ittoni(itic(illy revolve them- one of the things thai, up until now,
".. Hollywood. July 13.
RKO manager n Santiago, Chile. Association.
Ken nglund. will screcplay Para- selves into a si'nole .DO to. serve as has prevent^ show -biz from' gainHe replaces Dan Greenhouse, w ho
He. jiueceeds William. Goelz as a mount's next living Berlin-Mark an.-: overall credo
•fot.'thowj'bh— ing' the' stature it rates- as one of
1
•otered the U. S. Army."
20th-Fox rep.
Nandrich filmusical, for spring start. immely, to yet out ihere and make the country's
forces for good.
•'.
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RADIO TAKES THE HURDLES

By BEN

It

was

in

I

sion of

NBC

aches,

A

ho

fall

and the Chicago

of

BODEC

graciousness and perspicacity has contributed
to the easy riding.

divi-

undergoing a diversity of headname' 'baud leader had walked out of a
rehearsal because the sponsor's. family and relatives
insisted on picking the repertoire and intervening'
with unsolicited advice on how each number should
Announcers, in the first flush of
be interpreted.
•'

national billing, were feeling their oats and engaging in highjinks on the job. Ad agency executives,
many instances more puzzled than expert at the

-in.

medium, were making what to the network, at the
time, seemed impossible demands.
Affiliated stations, not as yet circumscribed

by the implcmcnls

of a standard network contract, had in he coddled

and wheedled into clearing one of their homegrown
program specials for an NBC commercial -newcomer. -Tempera inei.it was rife and tempers were
frequently short.

Boss of NBC's Chicago' bailiwick -at the time was
The writer, during a visit to
Niles Trammel].
TramnicU's office, .mentioned this mounting toll of
disturbances and expressed wonder al the dismaying effect it must be having on the organization.
Trammell 'retorted that it wasn't that- bad, and
added, 'What you're witnessing are the growing
pains of an industry.'

~

much

any sharp pains manifest themselves wilhi
body itself it. probably will be due more
impact of war known as loss of lopline manpower than anything else. The industry and the
agencies have so far been able to preserve a major
segment of their key men and negotiate the decimations by the process of absorbing duties or closing
If

the radio

to that

ranks.

The very circumstance— war
work radio an unprecedented

—which
level

(sellouts for at least three of the

assures net-

of prosperity

networks) this

fall and winter may serve, it is feared in some
agency quarters, also to give the medium an un-

precedented headache. The armed forces may find
it expedient to keep a number of the medium's top
rating names on tour of the camps in foreign. parts
for a goodly pojtiou of the year.
This being a
global war, there arc great distances to travel and
places to visit. The concern may be unwar-

many

ranted, but the anticipators, nevertheless, hold that

such a void could cut deeply into the nation's

lis-

tening habits.
Radio's immense adaptability has been -one

of'..'

its'

It has met the impact of war so
immeasurable finesse and resourcefulness,
and there is no reason why it won't .be able to meet
any problem or emergency with equal effectiveness

standout assets.

Radio has grown up

in

thai interim of 12 years,

but the pains are still around. 'J 'he difference is
The
that the cause and the source have shifted.
child has developed into adult stature and outside
and
readof
habit
forces arc demanding changes
justments.'

sure and

Without going

into merits of this pres-

counter-reaction,

help but assert

itself.

.It

is

one observation
the.

relatively

can't

during

the coming broadcast season. It has an allied team, the agencies with their cohorts of performers, directors, producers and writers, to -help
assure this continued effectiveness.
.

smooth

have prevailed over the years beand the client and the network. and.
the affiliate. "It. has' been a comparatively easy meeting of the minds, with major operative or policy
changes unaccompanied by disruptive violence. No
small portion of this tribute is due to the ad agency
relations

tween the

far with

that

seller

section of the workers iu the radio vineyard. Their

Radio has come of age and prestige and the faithof. its following is perhaps without preceamong civilized man's institutions. A most
important, factor in the continued maintenance of
this prestige and faithfulness should be tlie con-

fulness

dence

tinued recognition of and obeisance to the adage,

'The show's the thing.'

'

.

..

;

. ..

.
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MORE DIGNITY FOR SOLDIERS

LESS RADIO WORK,

By CARROLL CARROLL
certainly should, come— when there would be no Army
Navy as such, but merely the United States Armed Forces
trained for various jobs and all normally wearing the same

Programs featuring servicemen and the use of servicemen
on all types of shows in the 1942-43 radio "year was' undoubtedly' a natural, development. I think it is now possible
for a man tpv.stick his nock- info considerable space, going on
record with the guess that the radio year' 1943-44 will see a
marked decrease in the use of our uniformed forces on all
types of programs, as -well' as a marked recession in programi designed to ieaiure rervicemen. As a corollary to this,
there will be. fewer home-front programs beamed to military
audi.ences.and by that I mean standard long-wave broadcasts
-done from cantonments.
This clairvoyant has been writing, for. military gueslstars
tince about six. months, before Pearl Harbor. At; that time,
even though the'country was being made .'defense conscious'
by selective service,, a sponsor was definitely daring, perhaps
even a 'war-monger, if he tacitly endorsed bur mjjitary
preparations by giving a little of .his air time to represenla-

AIMING FOR ONE BATTLE FORCE
The Navy would be

just a part of this

is

units; such as amphibious forces,
.siege, forces,
.. .holding forces.

I

.

.

of fighting

-

combined .operations forces
etc,

It

-

is.

towarij gaining,

and not toward stimulating the old; antagonisms that

this,

Also the featuring of one hero put. of an army of heroes- is
going to. be. tougher and tougher to do. First, the men thenYselves. knowing they have to live with their buddies, wiil
'become increasingly -diffident about talking of their own
exploits. Second, there are: so many herpes now that np one
seems more important or more worthy of exploitation unless
that exploitation will help to dp a particular ami .immediate
war-job such as recruiting, selling bonds. or getting funds.
,

.

I;

armed fOrce.-niuch
the Army.

now a specializing branch of
There would be new names for new groupings,
as the. infantry

.

increasingly obvious' to prpgram sponsors and builders that
the rein's on what men who have seen action can say, and
the basic, similarity of one action to another, Will; make for
rcpeliiibusness.

"V

type 'green' uniform.

.exist ainong- the services, 'that I think ritdip .should,
.

I think' 'heroes: arid military personnel of all sorts in' the
the coming year.
coming year will lend.. to' confine their appearances on radio
This is neither the time nor place to cover the whole
rogiams la definite flasks. In fact, men returning for rest-'.question of camp-origination for hpme-fronl broadcasts, but.
-and recuperation- may even be lormed into some sort of
1- think this should be said:. There should be a fairer dis'home front task force' to do necessary jobs pi this. type.
tribution of topflight shows among the Camps
giving the
tives of the military.
The War Department is already* frowning heavily on proJess accessible a break and sparing those that are now almost
Even though 'some. of the programs were, already playing
grams that iise fighting men as stooges for cpmedians who.:
surfeited with A-ptograms. And the shows that do play
the altitudes of those shows was mostly that.'of
camps
.
get laughs at, 'their expense, if there are any laughs to be
cainps must pay more attention to the fact that the vast bulk
giving. a little- entertainment to the .'poor. guys who geft: caught:
pollen 'when.-. a military man is on the air they shquld be
of their audience is civilian and that these civilians, are not
in the draft' and hdd to 'make the best of it'- for a year.
•gotten by him or through riinv
not on him.
always in sympathyWith what military, men like to iaugh ati
caniproriginating broadcasts before .-PearlListenin
to
Harbor, the folks. at home got ho feeling that the show was , .Th« ribaldry that is the serviceman's: main release, no
SERVICEMEN KATE RESPECT
matter how carefully 'double-intended,'
only serve to
being given for. a bunch of flne young. American' men in
whose future we all had a stake. Unfortunately, there is still 'bring '-'the .'reformers, baying at radio's too-snapped-al heels,,
The uniformed personnel of the nation must be given the
and make mothers and families -worry about the environment
ating shows. I think
a lack of thftt. feeling' from, camp-ori
greatest '.respect by the; radio, riot merely high flown lip'
r
'jit their men-folks are being forced to live in:
the Army, Navy arid: Marine Corps feel. this Jack and would
service but actually. Only in this way .can we make thes
In short, I. |hink that radio; shows playing camps should
like to take steps to correct' it. I think they will.
men respect us civilians, rcspect\ themselves and the '
practically
have
two
shows
the
broadcast
for
hpnie
and.
a.
"-'
~
they're doing for
1
CHAN GE~OrYONE IS DUE.
sort of warm-up or after-show strictly for the military perRadio niust combat the .attitude- of many uniformed men
sonnel. This' might discourage many shows; that like to 'use';
1 think that those shows which originate from camps in
•.''
thilt
just a s
Radio must impress oil him that
the 'easy' camp, audiences from playing. camps.- This type of
the next radio season; wjll: have a definitely different tone
the- best arid finest thing in the world to be. is a soldier. But.
show I think, should be discouraged. Its time' big cirnithan the ones -we've been hearing. I hope so. --Missing will,
at the same lime.; the soldier must be made to realize that
mercial broadcasting: stopped. trying to benefit by entertainbe the easy/laughs that can be grabbed with a joke a'b'put a
every civilian i.yn't a' draft dodger. The man- in' the blue serge
ing the armed forces and started .doing a little Veiil entersecond, lieutenant or a top sergeant. Missing will be that soft
suit and the man .'in the blue sailor suit are Pn.lhe same side.
taining iii spots- where it's most needed, away from the nearhand a man can get by making the service being addressed
And the blue serge guy is having his hands full keeping this
.metropolitan centers;
sound superior to the other services
physically, sexually
country right for when' the blue sailor fella '.changes', back' to
Another field ;in which.'broadcasting should, stop- trying (6
(if that's not. the same thing) and mentally.. ;
a blue double-breasted;
benefit by 'entertaining'* the armed forces is in. the field of
I think, radio had. better. slop contributing tp and buildingWhat this all gels down: to is a prophecy.
rivalry
enmity)
the.
uniformed
(and too often
between United States
up
guest artist. This has been a development, that
..because the
.most
hopeful way to express a hope is. prophetically
armed services and start breaking'it down.
has branched from occasional representatives pf services to",
...
that
radio
1943
44.
will
All the fine programs about- the 'fighting teams of the
broadcasts that; feature only servicemen. Naturally there is
help build up the uniformed man's pride
:
Army and Navy' mean nothing while the comedians continue a place for both these types of shows in the scheme of things in himself and his mission
that it. will slop, making him
.''•
the reei ienl of what frequently seems to be loo lavish
to joke about the Marine (soldier;, or sailor) who got. the girl
• but both, will disappear as military and naval
authorities'
away from the other two. There should be no differences in
'charity' .';... and' will always 'make 'Kim sound good, and
become', increasingly conscious'.of- the lack of taste and instrong,
the service
even in uniform, except from a functional
telligence with which some of their: personnel is tised and -the
and .above all, wise— but; not wise-guy.;
point of view: V
manlier in which the uniform' is exploited.Radio mlist help the soldier keep the civilian's point of
I throw: in the abdve only hoping to further an idea first
view. ;'. because he must one day return to civilian life and,
THE~ANTIPOTE
|;
[
expressed to me. by a Lieutenant Commander who is an
at the same lime, radio -must keep the civilian 'constantly'
Annapolis graduate and a Navy career man. He said that. he
Fortunately. I think a lot of this exploitation of military- aware that- all he. has
he owes to the soldier
/ that the
personnel will disappear as monotony sets in. It will become
thought the day would come— and he seemed to feel that itsoldier may defend
.
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A Stage

Man Behind the Cue— Once
Stooge—Now a Radio Must

all

.

he has.

Santa

Chfld's Letter to
-';•'

Dear.Santa:

;

am Baby St inko. Thai's my stage name and I give imitations.
My. mama says I am going, lo be a great actress some day it l am
good to my mama and never mind papa.
_I cannot tell you how old. I am because I. am never the same.
On the train I am 6 and in the theatre they say. -Baby is 16 Vh6
I

.

(Producer-Director of

By PHIL COHAN
Jimmy Diirunle-Garry Moore Shoiv
Camel on NBC)

for

The fast-moving hand
all

of the studio clock finishes its; final cycle, and
eyes at the- microphone stare tensely at the control room.
With an

accusing flourish the forefinger points; it's the cue to take it,
and for better or for worse, the show is on the air!
The mart behind the finger is

known

.

rather anamolous creature in radio" not so many years' ago,
he is an
important factor in most of the big : lime programs of today! It's true
that the vague status of a program director in early years was
often
self-

In

many

cases, all talent for direction started

and stopped with
the program; he was

the throwing of that forefin
To the big star of
the guy who knew how to manipulate a stop-watch, make
the mystic
signals which said 'speed Up' or •stretch,'' and if he got the
.program

oTf

'on the nose'—tie

was a. great director!
the boss of the advertising agency, he was top often just the
contact
man who would see that the commercials weren't mangled— arid the. boy
who saw that the sponsors weren't mistaken for musicians' when they
paid a surprise visit to the studio; Mostly, he was an all reund
handy
man ramiliar with the mechanics of this new medium called radio.

To

~

ATTRACTION TO. 'OUTSIDERS'

I

any

to

of

the

big

celluloid

plants, but

it has been as deadly tq
ambitions as that narrow, strip of
channel separating -England from

was alway* small
Anyway/Santa,

want

With the expansion of radio, men with previous experience in other
branches of showmanship, moved into the new field as directors.
But
.

their functions as craftsmen similar to 'those' of a' picture
or stage director
were still not considered too seriously. In pictures and in the theatre'
the duties of a director are clear cut arid definable. But in broadcasting'
the duties of director; producer and executive usually overlap:
On the
most important shows, the director .is often instrumental in
conceiving
plnnrfing, casting, writing and budgeting
the program— that is. he also
functions as a; producer.
Nevertheless, his craftsmanship in direction-^
interpretation of the. script, or the music, dialog
coaching,- -maintaining'
proper pace and tempo, getting the best performance
from the -'talent—.

me

Cincinnati and
Xmas in Bropklyn.

for another

is

St.

.

1

European -fortress..
The
Boche couldn't negotiate it and it
cost him lhe war.
In the saner
sense, few of. the radib lads with de:

signs on picture careers have made
it a one-way trip to the cinema purlieus.

Only

a handfull of those who
tried can still be found on studio
rosters; the other's are back in radio

eking out a less glamorous but mbre
substantial existence.
Kindred as the two top branches
of show biz arc, nonetheless there is

wide chasm insofar as the appli-

a

cation

of abilities is concerned:
About -as far apart as the eye and
the ear, the focal points, of their
creative endeavors.
The list of those who made the
grade, cut the mustard or what you
will, is hot an imposing one, but still
they come.
The processes that
.

operate in their, noggins must hew
to these several thoughts: (I) get
oyer' that inferiority complex, (2)
be .convinced that they've got what
.

lakes, or who is this Orson Welles;
(3) that they can make a better pic-

it

lure than the last one they saw, (4)
that they can play studio politics
remains his essential job.
without getting their nose out of
Network air credits instigated several; years ago by CBS, the
formalionjoint.
of the Radio Directors' Guild a year ago and,
Simple, isn't it, or: how to go
tradepaper credits were the
crazy in four easy lessons. Once it
n « ,b,e actions towards recognizing direction per
as a craft
becomes an obsession there is no
Name directors are now. becoming established, as did the screen
direcslopping the cue .throwers! and the
tors in the pioneering days of .the film
:.:
industry,
•

;

w

,

'

.

warning, to slick to your last is. just
a greeri.llght to them. So^tne-mah-

IMPORTANCE OF SPECIALISTS

Radio s Long-Termers
A checkup

reveals (hat 29 advertisers have been continuouslv with
1.0 years or more.
Summer layoffs are disregarded.
of accounts, starting dates and networks follows:. ^

same networks

the

The

list.

''

BLUE

-

Advertiser
ri'slol

Dale

Myers', Co-

.

General Foods Corp.
General Mills. Inc. ;

.

.

.

.
.

..

Andrew Jergens Co.
Miles Laboratories',

Cummer

Products

;

.....

:'.-

.

.

Wm.

W.riglcy, Jr., Co,

.November, 1928

General Mills,; Inc.
American. Hpnie Products
.

R.

J.

..

.

Corp.'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Septe mber,

..'.

.

...... .January,

'

,

Cities Service Co-

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Li...;.

,,.

.

.

.

.

.

'

..February, 1929
August, 1929
.September, 1929

..'.... .April,

'.

.

.

.

1J?34;

,:...

.

.

.1933

...'September, 1928

.

.

.

1932

.February/ 1927;

.

.

.

.November,

...

.

;

.

.

.October,

........ ...
American Tobacco. Co.
.
,
:,
General Electric Co.
Pepsodenl Co; ... .'.'.. . ; ...
',
Standard Brands,'
'..
. ...
,'.
Carnation Co. ... ...
....
...
Sterling Drugs, Inc.
.v. .
...
...-':
Sun bil'-Cp;
;
...... .....
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd. ... '.'.':
.

J9.il;

March, 1932,
.......May; 1933
...October, 1933

'.

.

.January, 1930
;june, 1931^

.'-.'
Sterling Products; Inc.
Liggett & -Myers Tobacco Co.-'.
Chrysler Corp..
Gulf Oil Corp. .................
Lady Esther Co. .'-....•..',..,.
Pet Milk Sales Co.
.Campbell. Sbiip Co:

,

:

..

.

..'....March, 1931

....

Reynolds Tobacco Co.

.'.-.

'

932

CHS

;

Talent

gram

1

.September, 1933

...

.

December,

........July, 1933

......

.

;

.

..... .January, 11)27

...... .October,. 1027

.

-

... ....

,

Slartfrt

.April, 1925

;

gled ambitions clutter up the rpad to
xadio entertainment matures, as increasing
competition demands cinematic glory and the pile keeps
imaginalior, and. showmanship, specialization
naturally, follows. gathering girth.
writers and radio executives are finding
that a. specialist
proRadio writers have done a much
direction is an initial requirement
for'a successful production, Just ;bctter job pf cutting
a catcer;out of
as the experienced: slage director who knows
Kraft Cheese- Cd:
lighting, dialog, stage 'busi- celluloid', than the split-second
...
stop.ness and action i.s essential to every Broadway
The Firestone, Tiie' St Rubcr'C'o.
show, so
the experi- watch bPys for varying reasons and
6Cl0r whf. knows 'how -to: use dialog.,
Procter
Gamble Co. V. ...
°? °f
music, sound explanations., the more Pbvipus- beu
efTects and microphoncs-^enlial
to every important" radid production.
ing that what rolls out p( a typeRadio directors are learning more and more about
the potentialities of writer is equally acceptable to both
Harlingen, Texas^-Eleanbr Schaeftheir own medium and arc also applying -.the.
fundamental principles of the cineriia and the kilocycle, in the
fcr,
shpw-manship already prpven in the older fields of
traffic manager, .is on
entertainment. This brpad sense. Directing and producleave" of absence to attend NorthBlending augurs, well for the future of broadcasting.
With- proper recog- ing require perception arid knowlwestern 'Institute School. Chicago,
nition ana" stimulus, the radio ..director* craft
should be one of the most edge of the visual, which is not a
and Charles Durkes has been added,
potent influences' in -the further elevatipn pf radi<j
entertainment
-*
tContinucd on page H2f
i
te the slatipn's announcing' staff.

As
mqre

-

"

for her; age Inspector.'
all I

Louis and do not
And I want a crack
at CBS. a lest from -.'.Paramount and you
might as well arrange
something with Fox jusl. in case. And I only want one more thing,
dear Santa. Please send a mickey finn to the Gerry
'Society
Kindly do. not forget.
B«b)/ Sliitfco:
ever book

Hitler's

as the director.

A

deserved.

Hollywood, July 6.
only a short hop from NBC or
;

It's

CBS

;

......

,

1931
October, 1931
.June; 1932
....April, 1S33
:;:>;. June, 1933.

•

.,.'...:

'

&

l

ZkLH

;

.

;

.';

.

.December, 1933..
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GOOD OUTLOOK

'S

Last Half of '43 Promising, With Flock of New Personalities
'\ j;
Scheduled To Be Developed
'

By

Defense of Serials

Iji

Helen Menken Says They Fill Role of
Permanent Stock Cos.
.

EXPLODES 'MYTHS'
MENKEN

known

CBS)

the best. in the theatre. and the worst.

Vaude-

nd the fpur-a-day, either.
And now Tin in radio: have been
Five of them
for' the past six years.
night-time,

radio

•

too.

Luckenblll

The

films

eye and

T

NOT

in'

outlook, then,

bad—and how

GOJINCi

INTO RADIO!'

:

it

is

is

I

certainly

probably depends on radio

There is plenty of fine material available, even
it hasn't all been heard between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
is an outstanding example Of this type of
talent— a seasoned performer with plenty of experience needing only an evening program to prove his ability on nighttime radio.
though

Garry Moore

This talent may have to be built up, and its audience
may have to be lured into listening to a name that isn't
very familiar. But if the talent, which has faithfully done
daytime and. non-network shows for years has the courage
to continue, certainly radio directors and sponsors as wellwill have courage enough to give them their big chaiice.
We must be sufficiently pioneer-minded to try out per.

I

formers who are both, skilled and: personable, but lacking
in hand-picked followings.
Broadway plays have' many players one cut below star
billing who double in mikes, such as -'Everett Sloane and.
Alan Reed; and many a radio actor and actress, such as
Martha Scott, has clicked in other branches of the entertainment world'. Carlton Young, a radio fixture, has just-,

Many advertisers new to radio started out in the past year
with announcements schedules and are looking forward to
eventually having programs.
Others' who have been ari T
nouncemenl advertisers have consistently attempted to
maintain- progress by searching for programs; while still
others have found it necessary, because of manufacturing
and budget limitations, to revert to announcements.

.

received a shiny new film contract. Thus there continues
to be a pleasant exchange between various types of entertainment: and there are undoubtedly new stars to be found
for radio,' eager for bigger chances, and well able to handle
them.

see

'

me

to

express 'my im-

forms of entertainment— the big Broadway shows, the
the stock companies and Little Theatre groups,- circuses and carnivals and what there is left of vaudeville
all demand money from audiences:
The Theatre is expensive, the films are somewhat less expensive, but radio, we
know, is for free.
-'Unfortunately, the permanipnt stock companies located in
towns or near industrial centers no longer exists The-actors
and actresses had filled a need .in the imaginations of their
audiences— the hard-working people, their families and'chilchen— who had enjoyed their plays; They had gotten 1o
know these players and had accepted them wholeheartedly
All

films,

DURANTE. MARX COMEBACKS
Another
bys
'on',

—

.

Groucho Marx who are back on the air.
There is, also, the possibility of increasing the number
Surely somewhere there
in nighttime radio.
-

ot'women used

their characterizations.

are skilled actresses who have not been heard, and who
deserve a spotlight turned on them during the dim-out
hours when the heroines of troubled daytinic life have
stolen away to rest till 10 a.m. next day.
Looking back, and trying to look forward, il would seem
'that the problems of finding talent for radio are very little
different now .than before. They may be complicated by. the
ill winds that blow across the world, but essentially they
are just the same as always: first, to utilize to best advanr
lagc what is available (and it is a radio director's duty
ta know- exactly what that is), and; secondly, to keep a
weather car open for good new. talent.
And because it's an\ill wind that blows no good, today
new talent in 'radio is probably in line; for the best posWho knows.; but what that may not be a
sible break.
good break for the great unseen audience as well?

Groundwork has been laid for a better understanding of each
other's problem through the cooperative efforts of the NAB,
stations and buyers— each presenting gripe:; and problems
that should reduce many of the headaches. Some of the results are now. being seen in casicr-to-rcad program releases,
.

attempts to standardize coverage
for rate card '.simplification.-'

I

It is an
has stepped into. -its place.
visible but wholly, satisfying permanent stock company.
Papa may not listen but Mama does. And. she, the buyer
of th'f family groceries, is a good shopper.
She is the one
who buys what pleases hev.
radio serials and— believe
me— she's not easy to please.
The 12-ycavold mentality charge hurled at. radio listeners
is one of those myths that fails to stand up.
Does anybody
"till believe in it?
It is ridiculous to claim that the writing
of daytime serials is beneath the imagination that nils a
housewife's dreams, it is equally ridiculous to say its. acting is of a cheaper calibre.
A part of the job of actors and actresses is to have the
experience, and I daresay the fun, of tasting all forms of
entertainment.
In vaudeville you present yourself, your
personality and ability. In the theatre you're the, speaker
of another man's words.
In daytime radio it's the same
thing. Boiled down, it is making them believe what you're
doing.
It isn't easy. ^ And then there's the. lack of time.
What' radio would give for a 48-hour day!
There never will be enough time for rehearsals for daytime shows.
In that single hour before each' program, a
director must speed his cast through .a 15-mhiute show and
produce a "believable program. Somehow, some way they
do it. No wonder the theatre and films have drawn so
heavily Jn recent years on the serial players for new acting
talent..
Daytime radio is a challenge—a ceaseless battle
against time for the producer, director, .writer and actor.
Of. course it's never as good as it might be, and you wish
you had more time to do it over again, but I think daytime
ladio does wonderswlth its minutes and split-seconds.,

in-,

.'radio

'

.

THE 'CANTEEN' DREAM

,"
j

One
'Stage Door Canteen* program was my dream.
the things I like is that it pavs ils perforniers well.
Actors are always asked to play benefits for nothing. The

American Theatre Wing is our own charitable organizati
yet I felt that we, in our own war service work, shouldn't
ask our own actors to. perform for free. Even if the check
isn't huge it can be used for expenses: .Heaven knows it is
great deal more than the theatre's $20-a-wcck-fora
rehearsals' which' even the. big stars are' paid.
When Yehudi Mcnuhin played at the Stage Door Canteen for a solid hour and a half, somebody wondered at an
audience of soldiers appreciating and enjoying classical music.
A soldier from the Middle West, overhearing the remark, snapped: 'What's wonderful about it? For years, on
the radio, I've been listening to the Metropolitan Opera;
'Toscanitii, Stpyrkowski and the finest soloists In the u-orld/
"The most wonderful thing about this aspect of radio'- is
that it presents growing children with great cultural opporThese things weren't' available: to me. As a child''
tunities.
my parents couldn't hear or speak and mine was a quid
household.. These advantages for children rest with their
parents.
Good' things are given free to them by radio and
it's their job to guide -their offspring into what they con-

»

'

'

>

»»

By ALAN L1PSCOTT

*

Now

M »»»»» M M M»
>

lay pic

I

down

And, pray Ihe Lord
Until;

I

If

my

It

will not grieve

Who
To

to sleep.

my show

will keep,

•

get back in September;

fans will

•

sider the proper channels-be it Tin Pan Alley's Sinatra- or
I -believe you can get all the good
Beethoven's Sonata.
things you want to hear and all. the corny things. The art
groat .as. the .ai l of acling.
'of listening is just. as.

»»

"MM MM «»>>> MM
THE COMIC'S PRAYER
'

.

,

•

the still'-hopcd-

All in all. so far the year 194.1 leads us to believe that
there will in general be more radio advertising with Marling
dales much earlier lhan in previous years,, when late fall
carried the beginning of most new campaigns. -

;

'

maps and

Recently many on the selling end. saw a further growth of
radio advertising because of Inc. reduction of space in printed
media due to the cut in paper supplies. To date there seems
to. have been no wholesale swing to radio because of this.
Though advertisers may not at all times be viewing the
future calmly, they arc. nt feast viewing it sanely and not
rushing to cancel or order without the usual conscientious
thinking about, the product and ils future.

'

RADIO REPLACES STOCK
Daytime

field for radio these days is in the old standwho for one reason or another have not been frequently
the 'air of late. These names crop up and win glory all
sterling characters like Jimmy Durante arid
ai;ain

over

•

I

I

DESIRABLE TIME AT PREMIUM

|

Desirable periods of time, whether network or spot* are
today at. a premium and wilh the continuation of a. greater
use of radio on a national basis more of the smaller stations
should be in a position to prove their ability to deliver an
audience at a satisfactory cost.

'

what daytime radio was like
Here's what I have to say about it,

to

since 'Variety' so graciously asked
pressions:

The

the next six months,

for,

good

itself.

six years.

As I said, I wanted
and learn its problems.

° ff

'

ear..

PLENTY OF MATERIAL AVAILABLE
The

not

.

.

themselves, put on their mettle by the same
radios—but magnified many times—have taken

in their stride and developed new names into stars. These
will be available for radio just as radio has lent stars to
pictures, and developed some of its own, too. Thus a whole
new list of personalities is likely to --burst -'upon the r public

—

'YOU'RE

L

.

it

...

mediately; buyers were eagerly awaiting desirable ..timet,
were sure would continue,
and there was much tension and speculation as to what would
happen next.
After this -flurry had subsided somewhat, the use of radio
seemed to go on as before and other than the changes
noticeable to the members of the industry, comparatively
few- have taken place. Among the. casualties Were advertisers who reduced hour programs to a half-hour and
few who disappeared entirely, with the time vacated almost
immediately taken, over by others.
Radio is ideally suited to institutional advertising and it is
hardly likely that manufacturers who have built up many
years of good will and reputation will discontinue unless
absolutely necessary—-because there is no insurance against
other, advertisers taking desirable time when it becomes
available.' Most of the established organizations have continned through previous wars and 'confidently expect to survive the present one as their post-war planning will indicate.
availabilities tor-advertisers' they

,

difficulties as

'The Old Maid" closed.
Which reminds me of the tii
•Judy Anderson went on to Hollywood to make pictures and I
stayed at home with her dogs to mind and radio to look
forward to. Everyone said to me, 'For Heaven's sake, you're
not going to do a radio audition, are you'." They thought
I haven't missed a week
it; was incredible, but I'm satisfied.

in-

,

jelure stars for. radio.
.

in

.

grade.

.

•

'

I wanted to' know what the/daytime
Years ago I
business was all about.
thought nothing of leaving a Broadway.
hit to go into Vaudeville for three or
.
.
Helen Menken
My philosophy of an
weeks
jouf
actor impacted with his theatre is that he. must keep busy
and try everything, I have known people who hold oft
This,
for.tlie* play and their great moment in the theatre.
for Ave years
is swell, but I have known therh to hold off
It certainly isn't good for any artist, any more
at a time.
than it is for a pianist, to expect his talent (6 .survive a flveyenr vacation from his piano.
When I went into daytime- radio, friends said. 'You're
I never thought
You're on the down grade.'
through.
vaudeville was a downgrade and- daytime radio is no down

in radio-

When the war started, dire results were predicted for radio
advertising. Advertisers were interested in the details of war
cancellation clauses, should it be necessary to' curtail im-

bpxpffice. names
from either
guesting on the air or considering regular programs..
By now, of course, the whole outlook
has chahged for the better. The salary
'ceiling' has been removed, releasing

Thomas D.

When the show
'Second Husband.'
.switched to a morning spot, across the
board, I /went along with it. Gladly,
.

By LINNEA NELSON
J. Waller Thompson Co.)

(Time-Buyer,

good

two-a-day

in

BIG '43-44 PROSPECTS

and

jobs,

Casualties

Early Fears Not Justified, With Most Advertisers Sticking on Air

'

.

spent,

Few War

overseas trips
have depleted the roster of available
radio and movie talent. Nevertheless
that, was the case, and the situation last
year was aggravated further by' the
salary ruling which prevented many

tank towns is a form 'of show business I'm thoroughly familiar with and— haying' been lucky—I've troirped
in sonic splendidly written plays including a Pulitzer Prizewinner, 'The Old Maid.', .1 love the
legit, but wouldn't have missed the

were

LUCKENBILL

war

draft,

(Star of 'Second Husband,'

I've
ville in the

D.

The outlook f^r radio talent for. the last half of 1D43 is.,
quite naturally, the logical outcome of the past and current
situations.
The whole talent field has been subject in the
last year to fairly severe earthquakes. By the end. of 1942,:
it was suffering from two. things— the
war, and the salary limitation; ,
No One begrudges the fact that the

1

By HELEN

THOMAS

(Vice-President and Radio Director of William
Esly-& Co., Inc.)

still,

remember.

replacement fouls the

does

my

me much,

sponsor' think

air',

I

.

swear.

he

is.

hire a 'comic, instead of a quiz?

ray those big shots in 4he wcsl.
Won't lure my gagmen -from my nest.

And make me

give substantial raises,
Instead of 'promises and praises.

I

.

pray

my

writers' brains will hurdle,

Jokes pi) jerk, toupee and girdle.
And- those legit, illegitimate Scrooges,
I pray won't raid my group of stooges.
:

They'd rob

a

dog of her

last pup,

(I wonder why they pass me up?>
Lord, one more thing and you'll be super,
..'Slea.se -raise

my. Crosslcy

to

my popper.

'

-

'

.

NORMAN COR WIN

.

.

".

'}

'''

'

.''•'' '

:

.,

::

.

,'.

.;./,

force It
puberty.

now

but

is

^Acoustical researchers like Harold gurris-Meyer" will toy the seashore to relax, until it is time to move across the seas to the
be maintained by networks inuchViii the same way as Hot Spot,' where the iiiviisibiK will start from,
television laboratories <1re now maintained. The transMy frieiid, Gabe Heailcr, af lev arrahgihg his holiday-spot, decided, to'
T
remain for the invasion at .(lis iisiial home spot, by his Long Island studio.
ference of recorded efiecJs ffbm^ discs to film will
studio production,; and the. inevitable riscjiiv the Now (possibly after ia 'word \vith the. general ..s.laff). he. has called the' in-.
...

.

'

.

'

quality of receiving equipment Avill ejimiliate
obstacles in the \vay of perfect reception,

achieving

,

basic assumptions;
fascism abroad and at

..Ceita.in

'

.

;

.

.

'.

I

,

f

Together with 'the.
1. International .Broadcasting.growth of political -understanding of collective seciiriiy
mid the; acceptance by masscsot people of the concept

:

.

n the pursuits of peace, radio s lortign corrcspbhdenceship will mushroom.- and overseas
origiiiatiohs'.will be as, common as. news analyses are
today.
Some enterprising network, no dbub' CBS,
will sbpnei- or later carry a series' presenting the
ltader of a dillererit country each .week <il would take
e couple of; years -to 'complete the 'circuit at this rale);
others will do program's in which the miners,; say, of
five countries will 'gab to each' other oh a worldwide
hookup (next, week, the farmers of- seven republics):
of nations united

commercial radio will be
Chieliy the tendency
•to raise standards to a position of dignity and respect.'so'
that ali classes of listeners w'iil make, radio a greater
.part of their.livcs than 'it is even now.' Especially will
tiiere be.a reduction in that class .of listener, (ov nonrides himself in the fact that he hales
lisle'iicr';)
'

.

;

radio*.

of a Hundred lands,. made available by.rcfiriein the techniques of shortwave- transmission, will
liberalfy represented in the listings; a world com-,
muilipalions- commission will arbitrate problems and
administer the united ''ethers.

Die niusic

mcnts
lie

Drama. Radio will develop a dramatic literature
mperior to that of any other mass cntertainmerit medium, and- this /i;i happen when -Ihe poets who are
1oday adolescent .r uriborn take over Vhe, .writing jobs'.
Even now radio affords greater dignity and authority
to the spoken word than does either stagv- or screen,
end this' condition will ultimately attract 'the best,
'

it is. known today, will either rise to the level of
best \vork, or sink, to the obrolesccnce of the old
serial..; ;As .writing quality, improves .Hollywood
will lean more heavily upon radio scripts for'. story
material, and less .upon stage plays which usually cost
mbre than they are worth.

run.

-.be

..
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BIG THKH.L TO
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,

dori'-t

think

.

.

lor -a

.

I.

as

,

.

.

'

well as a good, sequel to that' other

Once on

.-

.

"... "'..,•'

was asVed what would be

a forurti, I"

'

"
.

thrilling Hiead-

most

-the

Bombed.'- So it was. Now I
Callin !', in the
say that the -best, headline of .tombrrow will be'^BcrJin
best American, twang.. 1 w iU love that twang- ori. that day
Vine of'

And

tombrrow.

replied,' -Berlin

I

-

TALK FROM BERLIN

FIRST

..

:

I

.

•

-

—

"

•'..'•

'

,

Miles for Morale
Trek To and
From Camps

Kate

'

iiig: in

-

We

I i

•'

'

;

•••

EMI OF RADIO NEUTRALITY

4. Comedy'.
One day, wheii both liVienp' s and- sponweary of the' gag marathon which representsof the comedy of today,- there wili;dawii a realization that Ihe.. 1-ichest- humor in liie world has nol yeV
been, lapped, for radio purposes. The highly, civilized

sors

The dogma of radio!s -.neutrality as an editorial force
one that. will become: increasingly.' subject to attack)
adio, will continue lb make inroads into., the power
of the.Press a"jid',;for'luiialely. for the public of tonior-.
row, the Influence of poisonous 'chains- of .newspapers
:

most

'.

also be so rash as to hppie.thal the' sophistication of ail'
concerned, will increase to. the degree where studio
ucliciiecs are no longer liecded to. roar at and applaud
•..''•'
'';
each gag.
.

.

.

dogma

made

of strict neutrality, will keep the- atmosphere
clean; and its. victories over the press on poiilica.1' issues

How

'into practically

every nook and
Ted Collins
cranny of he country jvnd have also

l

.

'

wi be lessened and completely broken as lime goes .on.
Radio, even by adhering to its sometimes questionable
l

visit

1

.

.•

have Irav-

'

,.

;

;

.

.

'

Maiiy camps which we wanted toare far off the beaten path, and
can be reached only by car or. bus.
e led
a bo u
60,000 n^ilcs to It wp.uld have been necessary lp
m a k e t h est. tis.e mofe gasoline than our ration J
trips,
It;
has provides. 'The OPA ruHng distinctly,
cb.st
us about' says that entellaiiiers. visiting camps
$120,000 in ex- to put oh ...shows areiipt enlitjed .to
So, unfortutra charges to any 'extra gasoline.
f-.ti 1 f i
l.h e s e nately/we hiid to limit our trips to
mission*:
We camps'lhat were ^accessible by availhave ventured able .transportation!
Stales..

'.ITniied.

-

.-.

t

'

.

'

w

economy

comedy of' Lsrdiier, Clemens, Thackeray, Voilaire, etc;,and huinbr 61 the voin of Punch and The New Yorker,
will find an audience and a demand. Perhaps bne may

.

apon is- held, There -has been ho'lhcivilian manpower adminislraiipn lb 'prevent a
fi rsf -class radio craftsman (
ho happens to be mi larily '.deferrable;) froni, devoting;, his lime and .talents to
the prpd.uctio.h of a whodunit, serial for the. glory of a
brand of sbapflakes.
this enorriiPus \v

-

economy— and when

,

-

-

.

training must leach

.

W

.

have given the world any

stature,, but-

:

:

.

60,H

moment'- this will hot be happening any day'.
The
and -.stop-v ale:! compression which
dramatic scoring", imposes upon the composer can well
amount to.;a valuable schooling. If nothing :else, such
tcve're discipline

'

view of one part of the war; biit 'l.he knowing crafty commentator who
view
slays at home headquarters may obtain a global if. not the noble
See? And not; because it is less hazardous^-- See?
of what goes oh.
But it will be thrilling when piice niore-^soon I fervently hope, and
Bcj
liii
of
lhe>
capital
believe— a familiar voice will be heard agaui froni
Saw
and'tiie centers' of the' Axis bcCupicd. countries;' "The First Time. I
Paris After the Allied Occupation" would be a good radio commentary,

:

to

.:.

.

•

young

'•

:

TED COLLINS

:

too

"*'

"

-.

".

'

'

classic

-'.

;

Saga

The possi ilities for exploration* jn the field Of. radio
operas, operettas and musicouiedies have/ barely been
mgecslcd in what has been done So far. The repertoire
of such, works will eventually grow to the point where
the programming of original radiogenic musical works
will enjoy the same enibarrasscihent of riches which
today confronts the programming of any orchestral
symphonic calendar.
;
^_
-of

'

'

.

still

.'

.'

;.

COME

'.-.

tinue, to bear the proudest hallniaik of broadcasting
organizations..

.

the world should

surrender by Italy, the*cbllapsc of Geniiiiiiy-, the triumphant march
..com-,
into the German .capital— imagine, the/ thrill bf lhe: army of refugee
mentators'returning once mbre lei what they used to call their 'home.'
Biit other; big. gun.s are ...
.Yes, tlie'lbig radio, •guns' are off to. the war.
noble
gel
a
may
needed for home use.' The coiiVmeiilatpr'-biirlhe-spdt.

.

.

ward, composers,
Already the highest prestige* attaches to the -sponsorship of symphonic music, and institutional orchest
is such. as the- BBC and NBC symphoni.es will 'con-

P

how

.•

Just- as radio will be' the economic be'neniaoy. a writer, so; will it encourage and re-

.

on

—The

.

Music

:

.

-

W.

.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO COMPOSERS

.

'

.

after all1) to spca
-The itrst-' A-llied-commchUitor" he may. ,be a BViiisher,.
mild sort .of
again from Berlin will no doubt have to put up 'with a
inflection and
friendly censorship, but the tricks of speech; the shades of;
that talk
the subtleties of punctuation will not be necessary.-. •Tomorrow'
victory.
from Berlin, by the fortunate "cbmnienialpr, will be the symbol of
holds barred.. The Gestapo, the
a free, fraiik and fulsome talk with no
whether -Mutualbullet-headed Nazi censor, will be no more. I wonder
come lo the micro-,
or one of the other networks will -try. lo get Addlph to
phone to 'Say a few words' before he, is sent to perdition.
the listening
Yes, commentators have -had'a tough spell trying' to keep
tomorrow they
public ears glued' lo the loudspeaker. But: tomorrow and.
Even peace will- find new excuses for
ow'ri craftsmen.- It is unlikely that the- technician's arid', will get air the thrills they want.
the human .sidelight..
artists, ot film and radio .will be attracted in the early
the -honeyed; word or the dramatic- presentation or
* "fvstages .of television's '.developmciH, eil'lier by the mone- Gommeiilators \vill ^lill coniment.. The habit, of wartime will
tary reward or by the challenge of the 'medium itself. lll
it ShakesThus the Chances, ale' that television's scientific prog-Peace hath tier victories no le*; renoWncd thaii war.' Was
wilj
ress will be. far ahead of its artistic prpgrass for. many peare or WincheHwhosaid this?; But, i; say 'this: ..tomorrow' Peace
to biusnyears,
have plenty of warlike possibilities;. commentators, will be able
°rd»t!). 'Social Status.
At this niomeni in the Ides of-'July,- up some of the best phrases they have used to describe Ihe war.
hullaballoo
1943, radio is still far short of the. maturity, dignity to describe the peace.
In fact there, will be the same verbal
.and,, above
and- social status which it mijst one day- achieve.
It
only more so. •Riissla,' Poland.' -Czeiho-Slovakia.' 'Frontiers
the old themes to be...played on
.still does not sufficiently regard
its best-., efforts -as
all -Anglo-American cooperation" will be
valuable
permanent -contributions to '.lalional cul- aiiew. Only (hey will sound nicer.. And they will be heard as eageily
ture. Even more than the motion picture Industry, it by listeners at any rate; in a. more relaxed atmosphere.
_
.needs an Academy, to permanize its. greatest works, to
recognize and encourage its artists' aiid technicians and'
to' protect its. integrity
against' the encroachment of
such interests as a hostile press, ^Government or
highly 'organized pressure groups.
Radio is such a
power that its use or abuse should be a matter of
deepest concern to the heads of government, and it is
Broadcasting
lo be- hopbd that, in' crises of the future, the Presidents
Smith's
of
and Prime' Ministers of affected lands will not consider their own fireside' chats and special hookups the
be-all and end-all of radio's potential effectiveness, as
an instrument for the shaping bf public morale. There
By
has been an unfortunate tendency in this! war -.for the
governments of most United. Nations to regard radio as
situaa ...haphazard collection of guys named Joe whb twiddle
Since the beginning, of this year you. are- indeed looking at. the
rose-colored 'glasses:
dials and plug' microphones.' into wall pullets. The fact Kate 'Smith and her entire company tion' through
that' lib accurate census of rad ib personnel w-~.s made have done some
broadcasts from We- have had}. to' face d ifficulties
immediately on the outbreak of war tor even .before, Army, Navy '.'and Marine .training .gajpre, not the. -least of. which wiSs:
the transportation problem:
.'.•enters
in the
that time) is testimony to the small regard in which
.'

.

Radio is
composers

.•

iPleasc, Mr. Censor!)
to Cairo..
Actually both crowds may: be in on the kill. After this lull in dradraiiialic happenings .,'
Viatic happenings (aiid why. shouirf. listeners' expect
llie east, and |h the west.
all the /time'?)4big events wiii: occur both: in
Air will need the careful clariftCiitioii .by commentators who should now
cpme' into 'their own after these ..past years, of building up what has been
Ai>d ,dph't think this is a flash ..in, the- pa'n.after all a new pl-bfcsslbn.
The cbmmcntii'tor of ipdiiy wllt'be tommentaling. tomorrow—long, al'ler^
Hitler and his tribe, who brought them into being,, has ceased to cpmmcnt

^

movie

of.

'

when

Am

made' off

:

less,

as

.•

.••

.

.

.talents;
Radio will
dependent upon Hollywood for/star- names,
especially as the taste of listeners jmproves; if. w*ill repeat .its owri.best .originals oflener and will teiid away
from the use of- properties adapted from 'other sources'.
The special big one-timer, like •-"all of the. City,' and
•We Hold-The.se Truths' will be commissioned oftener
as an instrument of public service. The soap opera",

rather than the worst of lfteraLy-

lactc,

•'..

invasiohrplarihcrs,.aiid got his- few., weeks' holuTityV/'-He, is%bajcik,vcin(l:°-ha.s
given the w'6rd that the. show cani now begin.; .Gunthcr made bold ib get
(q: cross to. the embattled isics from
,
away from an excellent home s
whence it is believed air good -invasions must start. Bill Shircr, rariiig:
in London.
to take the first train back to Berlin, has his grip packed
that many of my knowing
1
I revealing too great, a secret
British friends in the radio and the press have put oh their turbans and

•

2.

a.

~T

OUTLOOK

This will flourish, soon after the \yar,
when it will be. relatively easy for .the conversion of.
production .'facilities':- to. be accomplished with a minimum of dislocation. I:don't think it Will ever seriously
compete with the movies, for- it will be impossible' to
produce as carefully and. elaborately for one-shot telecasting, as .picture studios are able IP do. for even the
most modest featur.es. However, a ncw art form peculiar, to the requiremenjs aiVd pibperlTes.o'f this medium
will develop as naturally as water seeks its own level.
Though television \vill be supreme iii special events'
and new. it will nevertheless come through w ith >
highly compressed- visual 'art form* comparable iii its
essential Aesthetics to the best of today's non-visual
But television will have lo develop its
-.radio'... drama,
Television.

8.

.

its

'.''','.

TELEVISION'S

,

become:

;

has"'giQne, -a'Tter-' a.H,' *n » .-wellrcari»«>'-'h61iclay.-'.'
perisri ••the':-rior;r.id:Hh6ught s :."•',•

Swing.swung; but on a limb 'recent ly, guessed he could- cheat the
;

.

,

INTERN'ATIONAL~SCO?'"E~

:

Possibly ..its. end-may be hastened by public
icsenimcnt, although I am inclined to believe that
radio it-self will deliver the cou de grace long before
"'."'-':
the public sto.-rhs the studios.
Those 'systt.ns of broadcasting which suffor, from
.the apathy, of having ho cbmpotitioir. will, subdivide
like the .amoeba for sclfrprolection. For example, the
BBC oiay well create a sort of Red aiid Blue within
rjtain..
the present concept of broadcasting iii
The lechiiiques o'f measuring, and analyziiVg, audiences
will-, -nvake' 'spectacular gains', undoubtedly along the
lilies already laid dowiu by.-such tireless and gifted researchers, as Dr. Frank Stanton and Paul Liizarsf6ld.
The evils 'inherent' in parasitic fornis of agency, and
-artist representation iwiii-, probably, be dissipated by
the growth of the guild principle; and networks w jll
recapture their lost opportunities for the cohrtol of
''; '.
rpgram-'buildi.ng. '

shall" be, destroyed;' that
radio will- .continue- .In unify aiid
i

-..

j

With improving slandards and

tastes of audichecs, .sponsorship will beco jc ino.re. and
more a. lrue patronage of th'e. ar)?;/ The nuisance or
one-minute commercial's, obnbx ib.us' jingles, riclei s. covv'catchers aiid high-pressure salcsiiianship will dwindle,
aiid die.

home

'oft ..infl'

what if— But

Gram
:

mobilize its' resources toward the
Norman-:
•'
fullest contribution to such a
:
lory; thai radio, upon:. confronting the peace,: \yili. not.
Should, the. first
ehr-ink from further responsibility.
of these assumptions be proven false, the best men of
the craft-shall meet, oh the gallows; should the others
jail, radio as; ah institution would stagnate iii; every
important .respect: socially, culturally, commercially,
here are
Graining the success of allied arms;
tome idle guesses on the radio of "tomorrow:.
|

ya'^ion'

:

about raclib's.hituie must proceed
yiz, .that

ConimerciaI;Rad(o.

i,

;:

'

'•'•Silt

COMM ERCIAL PATRONAGE O F THE ARTS

,"
(

;

.

.

from

last

.'the

...

:

.

.

.

I
also believe' it can
figure. vitally, in the.grcatest enterprise of our iiy'es: the making
of this earth a lit place in which
tp live and work.
Yet. any' 'serious- speculation

;

.

:

of those dreamy people who believes
art apart; thatjls potential has only been.
•-'. dimly realized; 'that .as a:' social
:

-

1

'.

am one
RADIO Is an

SYDNEY MOSELEY

By

as primali ve as the.

.

t

1943

14,

carbon hi ike. and the crystal set
What will happen in the future is; being strenuously guessed at by; all
seem to us today! In the' departments. b; processed
sound and studio acoustics radio will, learn much the cpmmeriiatorsv Not only listeners, but the commentators themselves
from motion pictures^ especially from such" pioneers are on the spot. Which spbt? That's the point. They don't know whether
in -the imaginative use bf sound as the .men of Disney*: to remain' on this spot, in MeW York or Washington— or some quiet spot

Twenty years from the aaU of this-, issue, it we are
both around, meet me at JaKp's bistro with this aging
clipping in your hand.. Between us :.we will read it
eloud, and one of two' things will happe:i; -Either you
will have a horselaugh .at my expense, or you will
concede my amateur gifU of prophecy and set up the
chinks.

;.

Commentators bn the Spot
--At Home and Abroad

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPTIMIST
By

"

:
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Adds Up

V

Y.ou may wbnder how our. bill for
extra charges, outside of the 'cost pf

Canada in biir war-; tiilent, reached the sum
time Odyessey. Our audience atthese Well, our trip to the
a trip into

,

'

of $1 20.'l)ri.U.
pre.-Flight

won by Pres|tleitt Roosevelt agarinst- camp'' broadcasts'.' have totaled
Trainin
Station at Chapel Hill,
the bitter opposition of 80'ii of .-the. country's press, just proximately 1 640,000. .'.
N. C, cost us aroUlid jld.OOO. -A'. trip
so long as that: press continues to speak against the
.Invariably the boys and girls at to the. Greht Lakes Training S'tatioii
public Avill aiid intelligence.
these camps have been delighted cost around $8,000.
had to pay.
;.,
;
the great 'hope of the radio of tomorrow' is that it' and thrilled at our entertainments. ion traiisbbrlation arid hotel' exbuild as elTectlyely as (in
hands of our Many of .them \ve.re at camps which' penses for the band, glee club'," guest
enemies ) it has destroyed'. It .is pile of the pillars on had not been visited by radio shows stars— hi all,; about, 60 people, the
:
"
Vvhich rests'. the foundations of the new 'world, and it before.
•,
.
jiiie costs, were terrific. Incidentally,
will be the solemn-. task of. those who;srand athwart
We, on the other hand, have been the telephone company has charged
the ail-lanes' today lp see that that pillar is. strongly proud of ihe'-'opportunity: lo enter,
us extravagant sums. There are only
...and fairly constructed.
three' locations in the -countiy from
tain.' these warriors who would soon
Ali .that has. been said here comes ot. a belief that be at the battlefro'nls, with little which lines; can be -extended— New
it is the instinct and. desire of men to progress— even
enough to amuse them.'. .,- York, Chicago arid Los Angeles.. The
\vill, resemble tlipse:

.

Y

•

;

'

.

Education. This branch of radio lias long had a
corner oil dullness and one. of the. first- tasks of the
future will be to render, exciting the cPnq'uesl ot know!--.edj.Radio cannot possibly achieve the same high
excitement; of .the motion' ."picture as an educational
technique, but it can.;' cbri)c pretty ciose.
We Oia've
already seen how radio has hiade the. whole world n
colossal class in cui'i'eilt events', and it is 10, be expetted that .with -the growing consciousness' of inter-,
national interdependence, radio' will be. the 'great,
teacher bf ianguages, geography, customs and history.
•
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.
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Techniques. Before 1950. rolls around the sound
engineering- techniques of 1943 will' be considered

'

radio men: If this is optimism, th.en I ^confess to being
an inveterate and incurable c>tirnist.

'•

"

But If you think the roadS: lb
camps have been strewn with

.these
roses,

phone company hooks you iip-^aiid
tCpnlinued oh pajge 78)
:

I

.

'

.:
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Enough Programs Effectively Saying What Has to
Arch Oboler's Analysis of Radio's Wartime Job

Your Butcher

a lime when we here in America are relishing Our
actual defeat of an Axis army, it may appear 1o be out of
key to speak of a war of long duration and the problems of
radio drama in that wartime.
And yet; realistically, few of us hope
or expect a complete. Axis defeat without a great deal more of the blood and
suffering that have been the keynote of
this war.
It would be well, then, for
all of us to re-evaluate the part of radio
drama in the successful prosecution of

Pislaff Side's Ability to Direct arid Pro-

Emotional Drama Given
Strong Defense

UNDERSTANDING THE WRITER

what is to come.
The errors of

By DODIE YATES
knbwa

about other women in radio— you never
other directors until you've actually seen
them at work— but- 1 imagine they have bumped into and
realized '-many ol the same things that I have. .These things,
to me, have been most illuminating an
interesting because they have been in
such- direct- contradiction to .the generally accepted notion of the problems
confronting a woman director.
I ''don't

really

lot

Arch Oboler

When- 1 first started as assistant to a
director— a man— I walked into a world
which accepted as gospel, the idea that
it was natural and right for a man to
be a. director and. that a woman was
naturally handicapped by her. sex in

trying to find a place in. this 'man's'
profession. I hadn't been around studios very: long before I. found out that
exactly the reverse- was true! I wasn't
going to have to work at adopting any male point of view
to be a good director. The one I was born with was going
to be much more useful to me in doing the kind of program
dramatic programs whose drama springs
that interests

ol'

—

do well.
For instance— to my mind, the success of a dramatic program depends a gocfi, deal on the ability of the director to
to

that script to say,
but a

Handling actors, keeping discipline in a studio is another
thing that comes perfectly natural to a- woman— after all,
even though Dad is the Big Shot in the home) it's the Mother
who runs it and keeps the day-to-day discipline. And don't
even think that handling actors is very different from handling children it isn't!

.

1

•

know.

CREDIT WHERE

IT'S

DUE

I

Also, there are plenty of types of shows for which I think
a man is much better equipped than a woman. Shows that
need a good aggressive male mind to whip them into shape.
I don't think a woman is naturally suited to .the- best 'handling.
o f Adventure Programs or any program, where the big drama
comes from physical Action. Men love to work, with sound
and can get terrific dramatic ^effects out of it— a good example is in 'Man Behind the Gun.' I don't think a woman
would be naturally right for that show at alt. I.'think a man
would do a much better job than a woman, on a variety pro-

'

.

gram.

But

I

woman comes

'

.think -that for handling emotional-drama.
rialurally by all she needs to be the best pos-.'

do

.

-

;

cluttered:' up' arid

personality,

clouded the writer'^ work by impoMiig my'

on

it,

in.

a

way

that

was obvious.

being a good secretary— you can be so epserili.il
t
the BoSs that lie wouldn't. be nearly as godd an executive
without you— but the. minute you start trying to be the. Boss'
.yourself, you are no longer useful. And so' it is. in' dircc'ling'
certain types of programs.: The chief requisite is to understand "writers and project their stuff the way they wanted
It's

like,

;

it

to be.

,

—

DICKSON OR ARMBRUSTER

I

'
|

The gas

attendant, on the other hand, is a frustrated operHis idea of an ideal program is about 20 minutes
of 'Carmen' with Donald Dickson singing all the roles. If
the program hasn't enough Donald Dickson, he. either gives
me the wrong kind of gas or absent-mindedly fills my battery with steel shavings.
My barber, an ex-boy-flddler' from Long Island City, wants
more or- Bobby Arrribruslcr. Waving a hot razor at my
neck, he says, 'Mr. 'Marx, you've got a big, swell orchestra'
there.
Why don't you use it? The Philharmonic plays an
hour arid a half of- symphony music every Sunday and they
don't use no jokes either— and they're doing all. right. Why
don't you get wise to yourself.''
At the broadcast, the local representative of the brewery
stirs uneasily in his seat when I am up there, on the stage:
sounding off.
He is mad about commercials and smiles
only when our spieler is tossing his beer pitch at the audiatic star.

.

•

.

.

ence.
I can tell how. my washerwoman likes the show by the
way my woolen socks are washed. If, at the end of the
day they dangle happ il y on the li ne in their or gin al size,'

'

i

she. liked the program. If I see them hanging there shrunken
to the size of babies' bootees, she has notified rrie in sock
language that she wasn't at all amused,
And so it goes.
critics are .hot Hammond; Woollcolt
critics are now the local tradesand Atkinson any more.
.

My

My

people and they have me in- their power. If I don't click
with them, they can deprive rrie of the necessities of life.

.

don't know what the solution is but if it continues, Til
either have to disguise myself as an old biddy when I do
my shopping or hang a market basket on my Great Dane
and send him for the groceries.
I kjnow one thing— until I get a 20 Crossley, I'm going to
steer clear of. my. dentist.I

WAR'S LIMITATIONS

it comes, to- the particularities of what is to be s&id
wartime, however, one must be restricted by the national
war' policy.', That is not to say that the artist cannot have
but
complete freedom in terms of his artistry arid, wriliii
-scs
rather that the dramatist must circumscribe his

When

'

.

within- the -boundaries of
.

economy.

Every day, five days a week, I dp two shows
as dif-y
ferent as airy two shows could possibiy be. I .would be- very,
upset it people could listen to those shows and say 'Ah!
There's a" 'Yates. production!' Because then I'd know thai I'd

Own

Let me make myself clear. I'm riot talking of developing
continuity writers or news writers I am speaking of a fund
to bring out in the open writers capable, of putting into words
the Issues of the struggle, and of the world to be won.
It is not enough to call upon writers established in the
field of the novel, and of the short story, and of the theatre
to do this work.
Such authors, being unacquainted with the.
radio medium, are not particularly good technicians— and' so
are unable' to say what should be. said with complete eflcc....-'"
liveness.
But let us presume for a moment that we have the talcht
available for our wartime radio programming— what is to.be
said and how is it to be said?
I for one have long been a member of that school which
stales: that anything which .helps the war work, even one
fraction of a percent, is' worth doing. In other words; if the
dramatization of the war'problem. is through- a documentary
or a monolbg or a star-studded play—rUs long is it snys something constructive effectively, that is all. that' ma tters.
I':

.

-

.

in

sible director^

4

I

why the lack of such 'radio prograrns? The
one—an appalling lack 'of. sufficient radio

a simple

—

.

Now. all this doesn't mean that all- yoii have to do to be a
There are women who
is to be a .woman.
wouldn't be "goo d wives; ur- mulliei .s. No r d ocs it mea n that
a man can't be a. good director of emotional drama— there
are lots of men who arc more sensitive than plenty of women

I

•

'

,

good director

I

1

'

watchmen.
There remains hope, however, in this emergency if the
networks will put aside a sizable amount of those exceedingly numerous dollars of net profit, and devote this fund
to the problem of writer-training and assistance.

—

In actually giving direction in the studio, I think it is a
natural woman's.way to go to the. actor and explain the
script to him in terms that will make sense to each individual
actor. I think it is more natural for a man director to explain the scrip! as he sees it, and let the actor come to him
and absorb, his interpretation. And I think the woman's
way in this case is apt to give the actor more comfort and
conviction in his performance.

;

.

'

|

.

.

';'

important, to them as the satisreal value of their own contribution.

'

is

.

'

The blame for the dearth lies directly wilh" the broadcasting systems in that they have. not planned, over a period of
years, for the encouragement and financial assistance of.
potentially, fine 'idea' writers.
I can almost hear the shrieks of violent disagreement from
the gentlemen, who sit behind the continuity, desks.. 'What
'And look
of our experimental work-shops?' they demand.
at all bur. sustaining authors' playhouses!'
But after the cries of anguish die down, and after the
statistics of freelance plays has been put to bed, the fact still
remains that the potential writer of. maturely effective radio
drama has had very little' chance of development. In the
first place, unless he was as proliftC/as a, soap-opera writer,
there, is no possibility of rhaking/ a living.
In the second
place, whatever he wrote was delegated to those, weird nonsaleable oft hours on Saturday afternoons, or soMatc at night
that the only possible. listeners were tavern owners and night

.

isn't as

WOMEN CAN HANDLE ACTORS

|

This is a condition that I never
'
encountered in the legitimate theatre.
was criticism arid: it frequently was po i sonou ^
the show was a hit, it was.quickly forgotten. Once
you got past the critics, the theatre could do you no harm.
The. audience was composed mostly of coupon-clippers, racetrack, touts and landed- gentry arid, unless you frequented
Wall Street, or Lindy's, you rarely encountered them;
Radio, on 'the': other hand, is the poor nian's theatre. The
price of admission is a few good tubes and a check-mailing
acquaintance with the local utility company.
With this
meagre investment, Joe Blow (Mr. Average Man to you)
automatically becomes a composite Huncker, Brooks At•
kinson and Nick: Kenny.
Fot example-^c.onsider the butcher. We all know how
difficult if is. these days to 'buy meat.
It requires money,
coupons arid infinite, patience. Yet' the steak v I buy is directly affected by the butchers reaction to my last air
show. As he chips away rriost of the /neat, leaving me a
snappy piece of suet to lug home, he explains to me what's
wrong with my program. This particular bloody Casanova,
has a yen for Virginia O'Brien and her singing, but especially for Virginia.
He says, There's a dame with sex. Boy. .-.
would I leave riiy wife in a minute for her! She's got what''
it takes!
Marx, the trouble with your show. is you talk tod
•much." .1 have; an. answer '-for that but I "need that meat
desperately so I keep my trap shut and eventually slink
but of the shop with my gristle under my arm.
.

.True, there

writing talent.

,

bow

asks, then,

.

,

.

It. has, however, one
..
disagreeable leajure that can never be eliminated and^
because of this, a radio comic is a fugitive and furtive character, constantly
exposed fo insult, humiliation and, on
occasions, even danger. .What I am referring to is the avalanche of gratuitous criticism that descends upon' him
as soon as he has completed a br'oad-

..but if

is in

DEARTH OF RADIO WRITERS
One

answer

ruined

'too many cooks.'
To produce a good, clean-cut, unified
show, you submerge your own personality to absorb the
writer's idea. Any rewriting you do should not be to make
it the way you would have written it. yourself— but to carry
out the writer's idea. In other words, to do the. beVt job for
You may
the show! you play, second fiddle to the writer.
guide and help him (or. her) to work out tile idea, yes, but
you ari? not the big shot. You are the power behind the.
throne. And I think that function comes naturally to most,
women. They've been doing it for hundreds of years, and

knowing the

statement

morning .set calls and. no iivjng in bum
riolcls— or even good ones. In addition
to this, all the sponsors are solvent.-

Groucho Marx

,

!

by

takes the

•

•

I

who

I

the 'limited' factor! ThereThe
have, not been enough programs effectively saying what has
to be said. The pr.oblem$ of".- this '.'war' and of the peace to
involved—and
it is not farrfetched to
are
many
and
come
say that to ari undeterminable extent the duration of the
war, and the conditions of the peace to come, may depend
upon the degree to which the American public is acquainted,
through the radio medium, with the facts of the issues,

me—

faction of

^

"T

this viewpoint,, radio drama has. in the last
eight months, done an effective, if limited, job.

flaw in that

conflict.
When I made this' (to .me) woridshaking discovery, I wasn't concerned with trying to change
the general attitude in the matter it was enough for. me
that I knew it, that I could go ahead and be a good director
by simply being good at things it is perfectly natural for a'

work up what the writer meant

:

-

Taken from
six

from emotional

really

I prefer radio to Any other
kind of show business.
The advantages are obvious and
To begin wilh, there is no traveling, no daily
application of greasy makeup; no. memorizing long strings offrequently
dull
dialogue,
no early

numerous.

:

.

CROUCHO MARX

There are many, reasons why

.'.'

Dodle Yates

and to make.it come^-true. That. may sound simple,
lot of shows that rrTfght have been good have been

By

.

—

.

woman

Your Crossley Is High He Treats You
Wilh More Respect

If

radio network executives, advertising
agency department heads, manufacturers of assorted objects
advertised over the airwaves, arid radio writers. They have
earned a place in Hades, these assorted gentlemen connected
wilh the. radio indiistryi because the Devil in Hell alone
knows what measure of responsibility is theirs for the natio'nal indifference with which .pre-war America contemplated the destruction of Republican Spain, German rearmament, Munich, and all the other fatal steps which led to: our
own Pearl Harbor.
Of far greater concern to all of us right now certainly is
what has been done since' Pearl Harbor in terms of radio
..drama, and what all of us can do in the here and now.
The: most effective propaganda, experience .has shown. Is
that which neither exhorts nor pleads, but which, presents
the facts emotionally through .entertainment.

.

Your

Is

Best Critic

the past need only a
going over lightly. As I' said at the.
start of this war: somewhere, down in
Hell, sits a fat little devil heating up
special molten glass-lined rooms in
preparation for the arrival of numerous

know about

.

Be,'

By ARCH OBOLER

In Radio
first

ject

33

.

what makes good sense
.

- „

"

war

and produced- with the intention of reaching only- a select,'
potent audience.
Radio drama has a tremendously important job' of work
dp in the next, few years; Certainly as the days of. this
war go on, the demand for the skills -of the radio dramatist'
Upon the. dramatist will 'fall. .the burden of
<vill increase.
presenting to the people, both through their emotions and
their intellect's,; the issues of -why we fight and must keep
lighting until a'^ust peace is won.',
The networks, then, must sec to it that the dramatists are
given both the. training arid the opportunity; the writers
themselves must put aside any latent 'art as usual' attitudes;
and focus their attention to, a greater and greater extent
unon the vital issues of today and. tomorrow.
For' it is the. courage with which we- program pur broadcasts today and tomorrow that will -determine bur, right to
,1V- -nod speak in that belter world for which' -men'; are .dying.
-

'-'.'..

.

"to

One of the most hopeful developments of. radio drama in.
wartime has been the slanting of piogrurii-i at a certain
For example, the
I.
Q. level of the American audience.
series -whith .1 arn currently doing, .tilled 'Free World Theatre".' has been directed, at the request, of the Office of War.
Information, directly at the upper 10 percent intellectual

levels of the listening audience. I say that this' is a hopeful
sign iii that radio hiis Been circumscribed too long by a lwoheaded monster known as Hooper-Crossiey, For some, mysterious reason, a belief grew uplhat unless a program had
as mariv listeners as Jack Benny or -.Charlie. McCarthy it"simply didn't exist. It is pleasant, indeed, to. feel that radi.o.
has matured to the extent wherc .a program can. be written
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Editor, Variety:

M

pay my respects to a
grand bunch of troupers

'AY
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1

who

I

get very

and who are
I

little

just

recognition,

as essential to

the entertainment of our troops

here

and

overseas, as the biggest

radio or picture stars.

why

I

think this article

Steinbeck

is

That

is

by John

especially appro-

priate.

Must there be a tragedy before
these great little troupers get
their

proper recognition.
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AS THOUSANDS HEAR
By

Irhan effort

have the -mysteries' of radio,

to

its

since they

inner

outstanding. Faux' Pas for 1933; The dinner
looked like something the sparrows bad rejected, and
the man who said grace, after rigor mortis had- set in
on his anchovy, took a look at the meat course and
retracted his blessing. Crossword puzzles were served
J
—for—dessert- and-.tny-penchant ;for -writing, at—length
caused me Id overdo the thing horizontally.
the
I had ''barely, -finished.' writing several suffixes on
tablecloth when the hostess asked me to leave. Her
request was sponsored by a majority of the other
guests. Following this incident, and a Scuffle ..at the
front door, the importance of sponsors was brought
home to me 'and while I haven't been asked to quit
for the

.

-

i

is

his

straight

has

a

cinch.

lie

man and every happening

^
f
^

end

of his career.

THE CROONER-Vocal Boy Makes

Good.

,

He

loads

,

to radio's

'

it.

i

Babe."

favor..

"You're a so and dillo.' chuckles the radio Come"My family was atheists. We didn't have no
god-mothers.
We didn't have nO God aflca we lost
our Buddha.'
Knowing his wife is a Quaker he
watches her slide ah oat before adding, 'You wrote
these wows yourself. Honey. Tell me the truth:' Reluctantly, the wife confesses that she is an author
and the Comedian rushes off to rehearsal. He reads
his wife's script and the orchestra leader, 'who is
breaking in a new set of flannels, dies laughing. The
sponsor, heaiing the leader and the orchestra laughing, takes up the comedian's option and the funny
.man ru-Oies home to embrace his wife and they live
happily for 13 more weeks,
dian..

i

is

a charmed existence. Songs are 'written for him and
publishers and -plugged brat a path to his pent- house
door pleading to have their numbers given preference
The Crooner selects the songs, -best suited to his
voice, if any. and, is ready to boop.-poop his way into
your living room or cellar, the Crooner's overhead
Is confined to the purchase of an occasio(al bottle
of metal polish to keep the megaphone n.buthpicce
•hiny and. during the winter months, he may buy
•mail quantities of anti-freeze for his adenoids.- Popular crooners are generally insured for large amounts

GOOD POSITION

.

RADIO'S TOUGHEST. JOB

fodder for his

.

AST'S

-

.

tongue.
'America Recognizes Russia
Bartenders."
'Absent-Minded Gunman Takes
His Own Life.' .-'Hundred Percent '-Nudist Euros Conscience.'
These, and other, headlines, are- grist' i,o the
le^w^orrtmeiHator's- liTtll-'iVs rlie calhily stands, belnre
the microphone, paper in hand, reciting the events
of the. day. If every person on earth stood still tor
24 bouts and nature declared a -moratorium for a similar period, the news man would find himself in a
pretty kettle of fish.
Incidentally, you would be
able to pick out the reporter in a kettle or herring by.
the blank expression on his face and the blank page's
in his hand. He would have nothing to say and lib
news, instead or. being good news, would herald the

I'll

-

'

THE NEWS REPORTER— He

•

-

,

.

and

-

-

,

world
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The picture is not altogether a pretty one. fraught ui.ii worrisome
aspects and eloudeu will) uncertainty.
Commercially j; cou'd 'be the
biggest year since the first billing, but the powers'in
-Vngion will
Jla-V-e^omethiiig .lo_siiy-.;;l)"ut -thatT- As an instrument fur rriralc Maiding and an entertainment purveyor, it could also transc:
ll
previous
peaks and graphs, but there's Washington again or that si c i.p.i.r. it where
the War Manpower Commission and Selective Service 'are b'lleiod. That
the fall of 1943 will lie lie most exciting year Ihc ivic:u-;v,v h 1:
known is in the wind and none will quarrel on that sen •'.

..

With a Broadway show the comedian rehearses
four or, five weeks, in comparative peace, and all of
his excitement is 'crammed'' into the last few days of
rehearsals plus the out of town opening. If the
show appears- to be a success, minor changes arc made,
leisurely and nothing of import, happens to the actor's
nervous system until the opening nighi in New York.
If the show is a hit. the actor sits back confident that
his troubles are over for months to conic.
He has"
learned his part, and there is nothing to. dp but recite
if eight times weekly for the duration of the run.-. He
has new chinchilla lining put in his spats, pending a
severe winter, order.-; a new ferrule for his cane and
makes a mental note to pay his Equity dues. If his
personal, notices -wove good- he may endanger his
budget .balance and purchase a scrapbook. Purring,
like the prize -winner at a cat show, the comedian
settles back for sonic intensive paunch expansion.-

.

ay

b.ni'r s.

.

:

comedian?'
But so far. 1 haven't heard from the Man In the
Street, and 'taking! the chance that ho will pick up
your Vaiubi-v when you have tossed it into the gutter,
I shall devote my article to him. The subject is 'Radio
versus Comedian.'.

.

.iphore ot
v*:o\y. wouihU;

:-,s

'

•

•

How different is radio! The comedian lives in fear
trembling from program to program.
Other
radio entertainers may enjoy normal lives, but the
funny man's existence is a barefooted detour on a
road strewn with broken boltlcs: Let us compare his
task with (he toil'of the other ether laborers.
THE EARLY BIRD— The man with the health talk,
and his morning exercises. True, he lias. to rise with
the lark 'and. bellow "Cheerio' into the microphone but
this, in itself, is a glaring bit of matutinal deceit: With
heavy eyelids the health ..man dozes over n coast to
coast hookup for 15 minutes -interspersing' his catnaps with -such- -trite"' rejoinders as— 'Place .both hands
On the hips and yell whoops.' .Ready
.One.
Two. .Three. Now exhale.' etc. There is my heighho in the fellow's heart but months of practice have
skilled him in the. art of vocal skulldoggery. lie is
able to convey to his listeners, a milkman who arrived
home early and a man named Fent who gets up early
every morning to start a line at- the Radio City boxoffice, that tie is in the studio, wide awake with the
dew on his tonsils and his biceps Happing: in the
breeze. The .Early Bird., his task linished. folds his
manuscript, bolls "down: sonic ham and .egg's -with'
chaser of bi-carbonatc and rushes back to bed.-

cnl,.. -al.

frequencies three

:

.

and

of- the.

nature's sound track.

r

—

THE DEBATES-

broadcasting hard
as deep, as its eastern kin

and

'

The successful ,writef today is the; one who can
the reader, scram and keep the mind a blank.
I hope that a. man '-with nothing on his mind will be
able to read this treatise, put it away' and forget
about it, feeling that he has not. been trespassed upon
mentally.
People who have heard my broadcasts say, 'I think
you belong in the theatre.' Others, who have seen
me' through the courtesy of Leblang. say. 'Why don't
•'
Television
ybti just sit wit radio -and the theatre.?
may be y.oiir -forte!' The White Collar Man often
stops, me to inquire. 'Is radio more difficult for the

1

-mh\ may it he not too severe, that
by the i'^cilic. palisades will suffer

.

make

~

may.

itl'

Regardless and albeit. Hie
Hie' (-oast will give a good aecou.'n nt. itself and
be in there .-.wingin
The lopnotcherj: that have Inn;: i.'ominatrd the
He looks at the listener surveys may not be ar.nind in such volume, and I'u" onalily may
the doughnut .and sees a cruller.
•fail of its absentee weight, but. there'll be'showS well \vn;; i ibe dialing.
comedian, and sees the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
' < C-i-nw their
That huge reservoir of talent from which the picture •
THE COMEDIAN— Radio isn't so fminy to him or
The Comedian wakes up with a greats and near-treats will he as available for radio ;,.< be tore..'. Tlial
to. his' listener*.
wheeze 'in his throat. After a: few inhales, to make stroke of good fortune will' cushion the blow and rc-ui| in a further
sure that he is s(ill alive, he notices the wheeze and exodus from -the east of lug shows whose acceptability at !):«• receiving
sets is to iio small degree contingent on. name yalne.
A >tc.-n:.y drift
if it sounds good he marks it down to be told later.
Unlike other radio artists he finds no harbinger of joy westward is seen by the public .pulse-feelers after the dr.;l'( hoards have
bearing material to his door. If the Comedian- wants moved into the father 'rank's.. There'll still be many r.\ ci -.jtl s around
a joke he ;has to send Tor his agent or pore through who can pass for juveniles and Hie glamorous femininity is aKvays surehis collection of dusty joke books to find it for him-, lire at the dials. The east is not so fortunate and. as-.hiU b»e.it proven,'self.
If he is too lazy to function In his own behalf stage stars just don't have the pull; due n'o doubt to lh: ir c nicentrated
he sends; for the gag-man, the professional ghoul, to activity.
marshal the ghosts of buried puns Into his presence
What will it be during W! Music and comedy, lo. he sure. -There the
so that lie may start writing his weekly broadcast. west has the big bulge- Drama and quiz .won't be laekiin:. alliiOugh the
And if the comedian is to. broadcast on Friday night latter may' be eriniped by an impending ruling from W:i.-.!iin-.:ii>u declar-'
he starts worrying early Monday morning. He scans ing such commercialized programs out of bounds, for sc vin-nM n. Naturthe newspaper* hoping to find items that will, lend ally, that would also affect the Coast brand of draina. .v. ii rli Ironi tihi
themselves to comedy treatment but the press is tilled to. time has relied on cinema '.'greats on leave from their military ..'pusts:'with murders., suicides and lynchings. The Comedian
The heavy accent will naturally be on newscasters and war analysts,
appetite,
and thereby saves breakfast
loses
his
many of whom out this' way conimand an audience as faithful. 'as Charlie
riioney. but forcing down a cup of coffee he rushes
McCarthy's, Bob Hope's- .or; the Jim Jordans. Once the inv.-.s.ion forces
out into the street hoping to meet someone who can
strike, they'll probably 'double -their, dialers.. Every si.ilio
ha.v three or
suggest a joke for his program. -In- front of the Bond
four conimenlators and their pull is readily admitted by" advertisers, for
building he is regaled with hard luck- stories and
is without sponsorship
seeking to escape he passes a theatre marquee that none
The shrinkage in talelit to come is not' going unlieodOd aiul a sanforreads
Good-bye Again— Five Acts, of Vaudeville.'
From group to gathering the radio Comedian sprints ized process, radio's only means of. combating it, is in tin- -works. The
through the day without avail and without a joke. old, .smug practice of playing surethings (nothing .succeed, like, success)
Nightfall renews his hopes. Soon the Broadway col- has, been relaxed ior the more daring sorties into ranks uf unknowns.
umnists will be straggling juptown and surely they Two of: the top agencies are admittedly scouting around inf new voices,
will have some gags on lia!ti"d. By midnight he has having already' fell the pincli and "'.seeing no other out to their dilemma.
met three .columnists who have beaten him to. the Agents are flnc-conibing college. campuses, little theatres and even schools
point, they have nothing but three' dots and an aster- for the elusive replacements come the fall season.
isk to start their columns and need jokes worse than
PACKAGE SHOWS IN DEMAND
he does. Weary and discouraged the Comedian turns
Another practice gaining wide favor is the package show, lor the obvihis steps homeward. The- first rehearsal is on Tuesday and' so far he liasivt a gag, He tosses in bed to ous reason that it is loss headachy to the agency ;tt.d clicni and- not so
see whether he will .sleep' or .have- the. laugh on his important is Hie high quality or rating;
Most of: the big advertisers,
nightshirt. Morpheus' loses and the Comedian rises hobbled by rationing of their commodities, are. more. in'!c.r'este<l "in. keep.at the crack of dawn hoping that 'dawn' will- make a ing their names and trademarks before the .public than any inin-icdiale
crack that will suggest a comedy bit and wondering sales. Naturally, the more people a show reaches Ihc better the. client
wh'alexcuses he can make lo his sponsor for coming likes" il. so that will set the brakes against inferiority.
without a pun. "Imagine his surprise
to rehearsal
Coast radio has an enviable position to defend. Stripped uf its glamor
upon arriving at the breakfast table, to find soirie and high-riding comedy shows
it
would be reduced 'to' mediocrity.. But
thorns and cream, a steaming hot cup of coffee! and
that won't happen here because, curiously enough, pictures won't lei it.
typed manuscript.
Picking up. the script,
a, neatly
Rivals that they are for the public faiicy, the two have one highly imwhich starts off with a belly-laugh; he looks up at his
portant side in common— that of reaching the greatest niunbi r. of people
wife and says. 'Who done this, Honey?'.- turning sb
with' a minimum of-- effort and expense.
Radio serves films well as an
that she won't see the tears of gratitude skid down
exploitation adjunct: carrying a picture's ballyhoo into as many as 3(1.his sallow 'checks, and plop into the Sanka.
Hastily
0011,000 homes.
That phase of publicity is of even greater import today
stuffing the current Ballyhoo into the percolator and
due
to the sectional ban on pleasure driving, which reduces the potential
lucking a Whiz
ang under the sizzling bacon, the
Other 'war-borne exigencies have also- redounded
wife looks u" and replies. "Your fairy godmother done value of lithographs.

think;
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'

.

w

,

radio yet (I return all fan -mail unopened.!, I
realize that* hurried exits in most ether careers can
be traced to sponsors.
All -of. this h;i.s nothing to do with writing at length.;
or. with radio for that matter, but there is so much
grief rampant today that it seems silly to attempt to
concoct an article that will make people" stop and

-

,

I

Come'

.

:

the

"

,

-

.

a recent dinner tendered to a prominent
business mail, who was going into -the claws of the
Blue 'Eagle. I received the Pulitzer Prize, awarded

At

~~

Hollywood,

Charting a cour.se for radio through the war years j: inure ror u
)e
occult mind than a radar beam. 'Through 'the haze that li:;.n';s over the
kilocycles strange -phenomena -must be taking form; for a climactic
era
lies" just ahead.
It's not alone what the gods of war will h-ve decreed
but the more material dictates "f an august body in Wnshiiuion 'which
may yet tuni the industry, topsy-turvy. Either would hi- hmi -nough
but when the. two gang up hen the big gianT that is radio imiit ,„.jj}j,..'
Irate itself and jilead for mercy.. The odds are too uneven:

a

My

casions.

the* studio in constant danger.
their fan -mail is apt to topple over
But, all in.
into a conceited mass.
easy, the hours short, and the future

bed of roses jf (lie Crooner is fortunate enough to
sleep, in a greenhouse in his Old age,
THE DRAMATIC ACTOR— He claims that rhdib is
relaxing and pleasant work. Why shouldn't it be 7
The sketches are written by an author, rehearsed by
a program director and paid for by the advertiser.
The Dramatic Actor recites his lines into the defenceless microphone, waits for- the musical gong to sound
ana returns to the Friars Club, if he can remember
where the club is registered on 'that particular night.
THE GAG-MAN— Radio is a joke to him. .and
generally not a very good joke at that The average
comedy author is" 9p'i memory and 10% guts. .'. .pi"
SI ir well with a stubby pencil, add a
vice versa.
strong black cigar:-a college magazine -in- each •poeket
sprinkle the overcoat collar with dandruff and you
have him.- And yon can keep him. Most of the gagwriters last as long as their eyes hold out, and so
long as they arc able to hawk their hoary jests, culled
from assorted sources, lb the frantic Merry Andrews
who are contracted to convulse the nation weekly
Every joke
the gag-man is a buzzard of banter.
he hears can be switched and foisted on his client.
His life is a rosary of twists. The gag-man looks at

!

By JACK 1IELLMAN

move around

At any 'moment
and crush'" them
all, the work is

view's -must, lie pretty 'stuffy,, for. I am
constantly bumping into some heckler in the Automat
who turns and says, 'Why doesn't, that guy air his
Since .1 know practically nothing about the
views'."
bubjc.ci In hand, t shall write at length.
ability to write at length is hot -only a curse but
several oc•It. has caused me: untold embarrassment on

my

'guess

I

>

Radio Faces Climactic Era

FRED ALLEN

workings and complex activities, exposed for- all .time,
industry.
I have been invited to uir my views on the

»

'

ADDENDA—

Whatever that is. From this you can
rVadily appreciate the plight Of the comedian in radio
week he needs" .hew material -ih'd he .'is-' only as
rul'iny as his last broadcast.
No wonder then that
he wears permanent' flesh monocles under his eyes,
that his shoulders droop, that his tread" is slow and
measured, that his friends, even as his laughs, are
few and far iie.l ween. ... for his is the hardest job In

._;Eae'h

".

radio..

The radio .comedian's success

make
iously

lies

in his ability to

orchestra on his prOgrain laugh uproarduring Hie broadcast.
Through hearing , the

the

;

background of guffawing in the studio. :the sponsor,
listener, and average critic are all convinced that the
comedian is a riot despite the fact that they personally can see nothing funny about the entiiV business.
The method used by the Comedian to convulse his
orchestra is iimple. .--He merely, asks the age of the
oldest ihan ih-the band; It-is generally the bass. player
and as a rule he is SO, Tlie comedian: then makes it
his business never to tell a joke that' isn't over 50
years old.: Naturally, the musicians have never heard
the material before and the orchestra collapses audr
ibly at every word.
The Comedian's success is assured.
P.

S.— I hop*

this

makes everything

clear.

'

ED EAST and POLLY
EVERY MORNING AT SEVEN—WJZ
EVERY AFTERNOON AT 2:30—Blue Network
"THEY REALLY SELL"
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—
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Way

Educ'n the Easy

The Agency Looks
At Gag Men

In 18 Months, Radio Has Made of Phil
Baker a Phi Beta Kappa

By EDDIE CANTOR
1934 and reprised on the same
Sanborn shotc June 6, 1943)

(Originally done in

&

Chase

By PHIL BAKER

Who-- who—
smartest, man in any Lindy's codec
I am now the
know in what city the Louvre (or what is left ol it
over) is located.. I know my Cilbci't

Nazis-

.

.SiiUivari.

owe

I

-Was'— was^klalch. I

since the
froiii

Biow.

to Martin Strauss, sponIt Or Leave It' proEversharp, and to Milton
These gentlemen made it pos«to acquire

cation in 18 months.

paid

me

Up

In addition, they

Jokes— jokes—

lor learning.

December.

until

27,

1941.

when

Benny

:

Wise— crack
Gotta' make

Hope
It

.

.

•

it

;

.

up-to-date

it

funny

follow.

.

.

Time, however, has, rhellowed both "the agency and the.
gag man. The gag man now remembers to .wear his shoes
for a Conference with \the client, and white-moustachioed
captains of industry agree that there is soundness in.. theth.eory that Slix Nix Hix/Pix.- Going further,' they base
.

:•'

kicked, from Coast
up the ghost

it's-,

to'

Coast

will not give

Gag— run—

.

their million-dollar appropriations

circle starts again

.

it

.,.

.taxes.

•

before each broadcast.
;

a.

flash of

erudi-

The gag business has ./-'developed

-

.'own '.code

system and

its ..own

1

its

honor. It has been discovered that if it takes
day- to write one comedy spot, six men can do it
in six days, thereby just missing the dress rehearsal,
By,
common consent, it is no longer considered ethical to sell
i.a stolen joke' to more than one comic at a time.
of.

man one

one

'

•

recall one musi-.
of questions. The orchestra played, 'In. the Merry,.
of May.' The contestant hemmed and hawed.
In an. effort to be helpful,' I said, 'Don't you know "your Gilbert, and Sullivan?' The switchboard operators at CBS stations throughout the country went slightly nut's as listeners
called in by the thousands to say that 'The Merry, Merry.--.
Month of May' was- vol written by Gilbert and Sullivan
not even Wolfe Gilbert and Joe Sullivan. The telegrams be-,
gaii to pour in. that night and all- the next day. All of them
said the same thing. It was a variation of.'Where did that
jerque. Baker get the information that the song was .written
by Gilbert and Sullivan.'

All this

cal set

.

my

Sbjiiclimes it isn't
fault. There's a pair of gals named
Edith' Oliver and Mary. Harris. The first checks' on the questions for authenticity, and for possible two-way answers,
which would rule them put.. The other works' .with.. Edith
Olh'er and. as
secretary, trios to keep me from ac-

man.

Television's Future

client.

to his

By GILBERT SELDES
(CBS)
prospects of television have altered
Judging by the ads— mostly for

in.

the past

12

•

television at. the

enlarged

(I)

iit

;

to

swear

what's -been' done.-'

I

am'

a)

'

.

It

asked a contestant,. 'Is the Persian god Ra-^the
one in cross-word puzzles— a mythical character or was he
a live, being'." The contestant didn't know, but he guessed
that he was a live being. 1 said 'wrong.' because oh my card
of answers it said, 'A mythical character.'
So the switchboards began buzzing. I didn't realize there
were so maiiy Persians. All of them were furious; (1) they insisted that the god Ra was/a real human being and. (2) my
flippancy about the cross-word puzzles, which is no' Way to
talk about a Persian god. There were pro and cofi letters for
many days afterwards. However,. I refused to. take the rap
on this ooe, I passed, the rightful buck to Edith Oliver, who
immediately went out and. bought a new encyclopedia in

'"Hence about new inventions is matched by constant rumors about costs. I have heard 100 times that television
If that is so— and
.receivers will be /below the $100 line.
'we'll all have War Bonds- to cash in—'television may have an
enormous upswing very soon.after the war. (There are several ifs and catches and bugs and mare's nests and .a. .fewdownright' unknown quantities Involved— but i/ the" sets are
cheap, the programs will be there' to use them.)
Television programs haven't been, exactly" abundant in the
year just passed. In New York City. Diimont began an experimental scries, after NBC and CBS were..' obliged to con r,
serve equipment (and get along without, personnel) and
went to four hours or so of film, per week". Diimont's experiments are hi. program techniques. ;and include useful materials tor entertainment as well as hints on the future of com-

sheer pique.

.

Another, time. I asked a young Navy man to tell me
whether or not Bomulus and Remus discovered Rome in fact
'

mercials, etc.

or in fable. He. replied, 'In fable.'
card, said, 'In fact.' I
regretfully informed him that he; was wroiig— and better
luck next; time,- stick, around for the jack pot ques tion.

My

In' Hollywood. Paramount started a/live-and-filni schedule
February. 194.3;.-I.- am. very sorry that I cannot give an
adequate report 'on it, as I was there j ust before/ the t rans'So it was subsequently proven, that he was- right, ^ re- "missions began. Aiict in scneneeiady, Genera r Electric has
ceived letters from college professors
cqhWii tied .its programs, including more elaborate produc-'
»y hiV behalf.. The
switchboard operators, of course, went nu'ts answering calls
lions than- the average seen here in the last year of live
''''"'
from indignant listeners.
shows.
We brought the same contestant back the following weekinIt's, an.'axioin. in 'television that programs depend on
and gave him a new set of questions. He won $64.
verybody
vent ions." Drop out colors and you can't use half of your art,
was happy.
educational; and fashion shows.. Reduce dcliiiition and you
I am also
finding out. through the program that knowledge
have to eliminate. fine points all.. down. the. line. :So we pro-v
is. occasionally
-.sectional; You ask the average New Yorker.
gram lads have- to -be '-content with this: .we. have laid the
Who won the Pulitzer. Prize for drama 'this year /' We asked
foundations' of a sound, method .of product ion. If the engithat questioVi as-a
neers and inventprs have- developed a television 100'; imfackpot qiz while out in California. Not
one of flie Angelenos kr.cw
proved, we- think we can "work up to their level.
tljat Thornton. Wildcr's 'Skin of
Our Teeth' had won the ward, even though it had happened
having start from scratch.
a week, before!
Incidentally, I assume wc shall have 'color. We who -saw
In 80 weeks, .I've asked
in Peter Goldmark's demonstrations, feel thai the future
over 3,000 questions. I have a good
memory (or haven't you heard'
my jokes?) and I've, retained of television; w(U not be' assured un less color is recognized
a 'good percentage
as basic-. With color, everything becomes easier 'to dp—and'
of the questions und answers: Now. when
jhe talk Kirns to foreign
more worth doing.
capitals, as. it seldom does, I don't
"ave.lo Iwiddle my thumbs
and lbbk at thelCciling -while Lou
We who used to work under hot lights or nuorcscenis. and
Holtz lolls all he knows:
I can get into the conversation with
remember the ancient days when you never cuuld' tell what
".
both feet.
the receiver would do—'secretly we. hope all thnse-peeps into.;
anyb0dy have ''• s P?re Piii Bela Kappa I can give to
the future' are dependable. We always knew we had somei w°ir>
myself?
thing. Now— if the prophets are right^-we'll show you.
'

in

is

not true that

alt

Some remember them.

surprise.
I'-'.

|

:

;

know

I 'don't

THE WAR EFFORT

the extent that laughter is a priceless tonic to morale,
America's comedy writers are doing a great deal for the
war.. To the extent that laughing barbs of ridicule can knock
down today's chisclcr and tomorrow's isolationist, air but
three of radio's best gag men still seem to. be cooking with'
damp wood. Most comedy writers waht to get in the Army,
but not .all are abic, as a few years of writing jokes will
make the strongest and best inlegrafcd man automatically
4-F.
.

program department man. and the engineers have' left ushigh and dry. Electronics went to war. Electronics are. doing a gbod job in the. war. But researchers don't tell me a
thing— and there are times I'm glad of it, Let it all be a big

at

it fails

To

end of a push-button, (two. kinds
reception and (2) prbjectcd on

.-cabinet,

IIELI'ING

:

—

a wall screen),

GETTING IN WRONG

a craftshis
,
is'. due.

-

and
houses, nd a few for television nothing stands between us.
nd the greatest gadget in history— nothing but Hitler.
Maybe. Il'd like to sit in a chair with two kinds of firllfurniture,

'

about her. They just continue

is not:

'

.

''.-The

months.

means

me.

'hot to say that, the gag? writer-

.

.

my

is

He '' .. He knows his comic, his construct!
He realizes that if a point gels-over well, it
own matchless writing of the line, whereas if

it
is because-, the comic muffed
the liming.
Occasionally
both the writer and comic arc perfect, but the entire program flops because of a bad studio 'audience. After this
happens' 13 weeks in a row the program is taken off the'
aii- (as the comic and' writer will themselves tell you), because of internal politics at the agency.

.

.

cepting loo many IO.U.'s. Edith is wonderful, ordinarily.
But she slips occasionally, loo. The CBS switchboard opera-

Once

>

'

leaf.

will'

Merry -Month

tors don't-. know

.;..

:

,

;

Every once in a whilc ,I would try. to show
tion—and I'd wind up getting into trouble. I

.:

.

•

.

.

•'

•

,

copyright these, precious jokes
And hide 'onv on my shelves
And then by holy smokes
If they want to. use my jokes
They will have to buy the magazine
And clip 'em out themselves!
I

|

respect," the

From other fields, the comedy writers have continued to
pour into radio. They are .former schoolteachers, newspapermen, doctors, -lyricists, cartoonists; novelists, advert'sing executives, taxi: drives,' tailors, comics,- and lives of-,
(he parties,
they cbme from everywhere. In fact, once
in a while (not, very often
if you go out early enough in
the morning, you can sonieliriK's find one under a cabbage

—

While I ask these questions, I store up a lot of the answers
Don't think for a minute that I know the
in -my mind.
answers beforehand. I probably wouldn't know more than a
very few if they weren't nealTy typed but and handed to me

Commanding new

-

-..

Wise cracksLaughs laughs— laughs^-:.
They have stolen all my stuff.
But from now on I'll be tough

.

the oracles of IVariely.'

gag man is now a comedy
constructionist, and many who a few short years ago cleared
only $5.0 ;a week;. now m.ake $5i)0, of which Ihcyipa'y' $450 in

Quips— gags "

me

on

COMEDY CONSTRUCTIONISTS NOW

|

-;

it,

Kids today are: reared on it
Joke pun
Each one has a beard on it—
Jokes— puns--

—

•

.

Jplson does it
Johnson, dbes it, Olcsori docs

'Who

buried in- -'Grain's' -To/no?' variety. They are based on
general or pertinent information. Some of them have a topical twist. Others are tricky! A lot are musical— so as to give
a chance to play the .accordion and to wake up Jacques
iicnard and his boys for a few licks.
is

it.

it

in

:

The vicious
Benny docs

NOT SO DUMB QUESTIONS
of the

.

Sbnjeonc finds a/novel twist
That the other minds have missed
So it's/ polished tip and then

.

minute that the /questions are

Jplson did

dbcs.it,

Though

ask-

.Don't- think for a

:

•

the audience for' this spot.
They were -just; the type. -Even though
Happy, the fat boy, and Stormy, . the
midget, were part of the act, the ones
who- got the terrific, laugh's- were, always
Grant Garrett and Carroll Carroll.
In the advertising agencies of 10
years :ago. where a striped shirt and a
soft /collar marked one as loo flashy a
dresser, radio gag men held a rating
as 'freaks exceeded only by the appli- R^rt T.
Colwelf"'
'./
cants; for the Ripley auditions, such as
as 'the- live, singing coyote and the man -withy'four ears.

planted

If you hit on something good
They grab it. up in Hollywood
Brown -does it, Lou Costello

.

CBS on 'Take It Or Leave It.'
me to see if they can take away

.

it,

:

an average of 40 questions each Sunday- night over
or seven contestants face
an amount of' money. rangr.
Ing from $1 to $64, and even more if they arc smart enough
to answer the ja'ckpot question, at the 'end of the show.
I

did

—

-.'

•

,

,'.

Johnson did it, Olsen did
Crack wise
Gotta get some stu

.

and Johnson's act they used to announce that a
husband with a loaded gun' had just" entered the theatre:
Would the man who. had brought, someone else's wife like
to: escape the back way?
Shots were fired. A dozen wildeyed and. motley screwball stooges
Y
''.'.
scrambled across the stage.
If possible, radio gag writers were
In Olsen

Find a subject, start to kid it.
Soon you'll 'find that Bergen did

I

took over as quizzician on 'Take It Or
It,?
if -you asked me anything
about anything outside of show business, r Would answer you with abril-,
liant, 'huh?'
(it no more.' I spent yearslearning about, the Shuberls. liow to.
.play pinochle and gin rummy back-;
stage, and why a horse will -occasionally be /indisposed
spite of all the money I put u .insisting he's not tired.
If you .said to me. 'What is the capito'Hot North Dakota?;
I would answer, 'About half of what it was last year,' or
something lb that effect, either from nicmory or from ad-lib.
In the set- 1 travelled, nobody ever gave 'a .stcaifil.it answer.
Either they didn't know, or it was funnier the other way.

Leave

(Vive-President,

Gag'-a-mania starts again.
Gotta write new parts again

-

Now

Corn

With

Healthy Respect

..By ROBERT T. COLWELL
J. Walter Thompson Co.)

saw you-wilh?

.

college edu-

a'

I

Winter .jokes—summer jokes,
Summer jbkesr-some are not
:;'
C,\gs— gags—
When the projjram has been done
-/Another, program is begun

'

/

me

sible for

\
lady

Farmer jokes— drummer: jokes
These are cold— those are hot

^all

it-

for

Command

Riddles to explain again

sor of the 'Take

gram

-.

_Whp was that
Jokes—jokes

,

liiy

Who Cook

Kuls

-..

comedy writers lobk up
Mprcovur,

-there

is

old jokes.

always some

subject of cosmic importance around which nevv jokes can.
be built, such as' college men who swallow gold-fish or girls
who wear pants. >

Your ace comedy writer knows what is funny aryi why;
what is in character Tor his comedian: how .to clean up a
smoking room story, and how-to. get his fellow writers to
do most of his work for him: On hearing a new joke, he
•

does not laugh, partly because he is appraising it as a! jeweler'
inspects a gem,, partly- because if he laughs, somebody else
will grab it first.

Over the past 10 years some agencies have not brily dealt
with established comedy writers on a basis of mutual respect,
but have helped'. -developed new gag-writers.
They have
seen them through during- the lean years, and have con.

'

.

employed top comedy writers: among the highestmembers: of their staff. If indeed we do come upon a

sistently
paid;

shortage of comedy writers, these agencies will be- well ier
warded. .Like the farmer who plants his .own garden, they
can still count on a steady crop of corn.

'.

.

Don't Underquote

'

.

America's

I.

Q.

-'.

By WILLIAM

.

II.

WEINTRAl'B

(President, William H. Weinlr.aiib Co.; inc.)

/

,

';

.

.

.

.

There is nothing starllirig iri. the statement that a'dycrtisis designed to Sell the product it advei'lises."
But judged-, by the standards of some cpipmcrcial radio
program's, it is obvious .-that in many cases sponsors and
agencie.-i have been altributi in; loo small /a degree of intelligenre to listeners. There have, been groat advances in the
-intelligence of Ampricans, aifd. radio, which has done so
much' with educational programs to further nils' advancc'

ing

.

:

(Cpnlinued on page 45)
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NUTS TO MUSIC PURISTS

jj

By NELLIE REVELL
Even

a

oooio

quick backward glance, over, the brief but dynamic history ol

storage

it

Lady Bountiful. When vaudeville went

its

medium

of radio.

ties,

By

DON BRYAN

we were

end

letters

My

own role in radio has had its counterpart in vaudeville, a sort of
interlocutor, as necessary to newspapers- and radio tpday as it was to
Lew Dockstader's Minstrels.

doing.

vilifying

We played popular dance tunes, and
experiment with the old masters.
Bernie
tempo and the general public liked
what

different.

began

dressed them up, added a

between the public

of friendship

was

in the course of time,

As no other medium could have done,

has cemented and strengthened the
stars of the stage and screen.

mm

o

Bernie, the situation

into

a beloved vaudeville artist refound his audience and! secur-

many

ity through the

-

As musical director of 'Radio Readers Digest,'. It Is my job to play
the
mood music incidental to the dramatic continuity. When I was with
Ben

radio seems to bring into sharp focus this -outstanding, fact:; That radio,
originally the 'Little Orphant Annie' of the entertainment field, became,

with Cinderella-like speed,

MM*

'

to

little

The exception was the
us for murdering

so-called purist, who sent
angry
Mozart, butchering Beethoven,
and

slaughtering Stra whisky.

.

The successful interviewer's personality is subordinated to the task of
evoking and projecting the interviewee's personality, so that there is built
up in. the. listener's, mind 'a '-pleasant sense of interest, understanding timl

SYDNEY MOSELEY

The purist, who believes the sacred art of music must' not be sullied
also decried the practice 6f putting amusing titles on tunes, such as
'Shoot
the Sherbert to Me, Herbert" and 'Dinner Music for a Pack of Hunerv
y
Cannivals."

"

Tomorrow"

In "Headlines of
If the said critic were to do a little research work instead of
wailine
WOR and full Mutual Chain at in his self-appointed wilderness, he'd be astonished to learn that
the
Of course, no two people are alike. Yet it is surprising how many' one o'clock Mondays through Fri- revered composers of earlier days were a bit on the raffish side, and
days.
irididged in the practice of ''screwball' titling, top;
admit to the same eccentricities or aversions, hobbies, likes and dislikes.
at 8:30 P. M. Mondays
WMCA
'"
Starting as far back as the 17th century, a Frenchman with a sense
of
SUPERSTITIONS AND AVERSIONS
..
through. Fridays.
...
f
humor, named Francois Cpuperin, led the Hit Parade with a couple
of
Represented by
ditties called "The. Shocked Clock' and "The Well Iritentioncd Cuckoo
Eight out of ten show biz personalities confess to some superstition:, such
Haydn and his Hot Hundred, who were playing a long sustaining date for
LILIAN OKUN
as putting a hat-on a bed, putting shoes above the head, walking under
Prince Esterhazy, once gave out with the 'Farewell Symphony" when
3 Weat 67th Street, New York
ladders, whistling in the dressing-room, or discussing a contract before it
they wanted to give the boss a gentle hint about vacations.
TR. 7-8916
is signed. -Selena Royale refuses to let anyone sew on anything she is
Rossini, probably after sitting down to his piano with a king-sized hangwearing, preferring to use pins for emergency repairs until the garment
over, composed such bits as 'Ouch! Little Green Peas,' 'Castor Oil;' 'Concan be removed.
vulsive,', and two waltzes, 'Lirnping' and 'Tortured.' His 'Little Excursion
Pet aversions, for those who will admit io any, vary. Rudy. Vallee, for
Train' features the sounds, mishaps and exciting episodes characteristic of
example, 'sees red' if a waiter reaches for his plate before he has finished
European train rides of the '00's.
eating, or fails to bring his coffee with the dinner. Olivio Santoro resents
The .plum must go to Erik Satie, who really knocked himself out when
anyone coasting through a revolving door oh his 'push.' Jane West's
It came to christening his masterpieces.
'Pear-shaped Pieces,' 'Venomous
abomination is the saleswoman who calls bet 'dearie' while trying to sell
Obstacles,' and (I'll bet a left-handed baton that, he dedicated it to the
unbecoming
hat.
her an
piuists who infested his generation), (Desiccated Embryos').
evade,.
Usually
the
question
'are
married?'—
some
The real ticklish
you
men!
EARLY DOUBLE TALK
As a charter member in good standing of the 'I-Knew-'em-When Glub,'
The latter consisted of 'Hblothuria,' 'Podophthalma' and 'Edriophthalma."
nostalgia plays its part in some of my interviews, since about 50% of my
By VINCENT F. CALLAHAN And don't ask me what they mean. Ask Levant; he gets paid for' things
microphone guests are old friends from the theatre or newspaper field.
Director Radio, Press mid Advertis- like that. In the above piece, he inserted a phrase from Chopin's FuWe just can't help reminiscing.
ing, Treasury Department, War
neral March and labeled- it 'Quotation From. Schubert's Celebrated Ma(correction, please) ... Dr. Frank Black can. laugh
Frank Black
zurka.'
Savings Staff
On his score sheets, he labeled instructions to the doubtless
now recalling the days when he and George Gershwin were playing the
puzzled, band boys, 'Very Turkish," 'With precaution,' 'Like a Nightingale,
piano on alternate shifts for auditions and rehearsals for Sunday night
with the toothache.' One passage is marked: 'If the good Lord .sees this.
Washington,
July
13.
concerts at the Century theatre when I was press agent. They may have
He
will be furious.'
Loan
During
the
Second
War
hoped, but- hardly expected to achieve the fame they did.
Saint-Saens, when he wrote a children's suite, penned in wacky titles.
drive, which covered the last three
RAPEE OUT-ROXYS " ROXY
I
weeks- of April, it is estimated that His 'Carnival of the Animals' has one section, 'Creatures With Long Ears.'
And then there was Erno Rapee, but-Roxying Roxywhen he applied for radio stations of the United States That his sense of humor included a slam at his own previous composition
is demonstrated when he included, in another movement, 'Fossils,' made
totaling
contributed
time
and
talent
a job as musical director for Roxy's first theatre. In a fur-collared overup of hackneyed old musical war-horses, a part of his own 'Dans Macabre,"
coat, spats and high hat he looked more like the manager of an Uncle $11,003,125 in value. That figure represents the greatest concentration of Tortoise' is a slow, dragged out version of an Offenbach cancan, norTom's Cabin show; but he impressed Roxy, who hired him.
Harry Hershneld, of 'Can You Top. This,' remembered when he was radio advertising of all time, dwarf- mally played at breakneck speed.
ing,
comparison,
by
even the greatgetting $2.50 a week on the Chicago Daily News. The day of the collapse
BALLET ODDITIES
commercial, broadcast
camof a building in Venice he was handed a photograph of the leaning tower est
Ballet suites are notoriously famous for possessing odd titles, two of
of Pisa, and was told to turn out a drawing of it. Harry said, 'I thought paigns.
the'more eccentric variety are Prokofleff's 'Love for Three-Oranges,' and
They fired me for it.'
it was a bad bit of photography and squared it up.
Thanks to the whole-hearted cowhy
anyone
can
admit
to a crush oyer oranges is something that escapes
So he went to the San Francisco Chronicle, where he found a bright.office operation of radio stations throughboy making sketches and doing retouching for the staff of artists. 'When I out the country, and of the top art- me, and the 'Incredible Flutist,' by Piston. Prokofleff also dreamed up
something with another intriguing title, 'Suggestion Diabolique.'
left there,' Harry reminisced, 'the bright office boy took my job as sports ists of the entertainment world, the
The important thing to remember about these composition is that the
cartoonist. That boy was Bob Ripley?
United States has been broadcasting
composers were normally intelligent guys with vivid imaginations. Iiv a
Interviewing Vincent Lopez I learned he is still piqued over the loss of on an unprecedented year-round
sense they were musical reporters, for they could take ordinary incitwo years' booking on a vaudeville circuit because he refused to stop scale.
write a story around it and christen the epic with a good caption.
dents,
broadcasting with his band from the Hotel Pennsylvania. The vaudeville
More than 850 stations throughout
For instance, the composer Scarlatti had a pet cat who used to wander
magnates, decreed it was 'undignified.' (Maybe that's what happened to the country carry the 'Treasury Star
around his studio while the master was working. One day (he cat hopped
vaudeville!)
Parade,'
which broadcasts three
on
to the keyboard and pussyfooted around.
The combination of notes
Lowell Thomas reminisced about the. days when he was a youngster times a week by transcription. Or
struck by this feline Artur Schnabcl suggested a composition, and ScarIn Cripple Creek selling newspapers and running errands for the miners, rather, three new programs are relatti went to work.
He dubbed it, naturally enough, The Cat's Fugue.'
end bringing copy to me to the Denver Post.
(Continued on page 80)
What else could he call it? To be sure, Scarlatti might have named it
simply 'Fugue for Piano, Opus 83," but a conservative title, besides arous'-,irig little interest; wbuldgive no hint of what the composer was driving at.
It is my fond belief that the. ancestors of today's purists threw up their
hands in- horror when Haydn began fooling around with' what progressed
into the symphonic form. I- can just hear them howling. 'Desecration of
music! Who docs he think he is, ruining. our well ordered, conservative
acquaintanceship.

•

•

.

'

'

'

I

.

Treasury Kudos
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RADIO PRODUCTION
-1913

DON BERNARD

By

Manager Win. Esty
Hollywood, July

Radio production today

using- some of the same' old plots and jokes from the
same old books. We still have the family serials; the

is

OLD, BUT IMPROVED
It

few

were permitted and the pre-

had becom e, a standard item nf. network
studio equipment, the recreation of the noise of the
20 tH Century or the Broadway Limited racing over a
trestle in a canyon no longer was a virtual impossi-

would seem that radio production has learned very
basically new techniques.
We haVe merely im-

proved and refined the

old,
tive form, so strongly attributed to

£:; turntable
.

bility..

Yes, production's main advances during the past
decade have been mechanical and electrical improveand microphones; and hundreds
©r>new sounds (such as the ringing unanswered phone);

.-ments;- better ..studios
.

the actual echo chamber instead of the long hall used
in somo earlier assignments, the filter mike instead of
the trumpet mute, and, -of course, the recorded sound
r-;r~ —

.

•-^fleets.

L

'

I

will

—

:

1st

—

OPERA BROADCAST

never forget the

first

broadcasts of grand
'

the oboes' introduction to the next theme. Ease in
umbeij five for offstage choir. Shades of Carusb!

iitf

1

dramatic writing techniques have changed
loniewhat in the past 10 to 15 years, but th.jy. are still
Radi(3

.

Orson

Welles was used by the 'Oldtimer' on 'Empire Builders'
14 years ago, and also on the production of The Seven
Last Words of Christ' in 1928 B.W. (Before Welles).
Verbal scene setting,- an old trick of the stage since
Shakespeare, was carried into radio in 1920 and stayed
there until the advent of 'Empire Builders,' when it
was discarded over the protests of other producers
who said the public would not be able to understand,
and tried to insist on the old form, of an announcer
saying 'Now Jack and Jill have reached the top of the
'

hill.'
.

[

- -There-have- been •a~few-mr.v"pTodu'ctlon

Idea's "Store"

1933.
For instance, Norman Corwin's documentary
type of presentation; and again, Arch Oboler's radio
adaptation Of the' Eugene O'Neill 'stream of consciousness' technique. These, have been important contribu.

opera- in this country, direct from -the stage of the
Opera House. Nineteen microphones were used,, which
had to be controlled and faded from the specially built
mixing panel beneath the stage and blind to the action
thereon. (Today one mike would be enough.)
I cued
the engineer from my score, marked at rehearsals,
and
told him which mikes to open, bring up, fade, or close.
It went like this: The tenor Is now
walkinr away
from mike seven and toward' number 12. As soon'- as
he hits B flat coming up, fade in number 11 to pick

.

The Paris branch of the 'Stop Besmirching Music' club threw fits when
Wagner tossed out the then ever-present ballet when ho presented 'Tann-.
hauser,' 'because he believed that it had .no place in his opera. The sound
and. "fury -was strong enough to drive him out of France, but the later
success of 'Tannhauser' proved his point.
As for odd sounding titles, the examples I've presented definitely show
that the old boys were the original 'hep cats."
If It was good enough
for Haydn and Bach, it should more than satisfy the purists.

variety shows; the musical extravaganzas; the popular
dflnce band programs; the comedy shows with stooges;
the abridged operettas; condensed films and stage
plays; and the original radio dramas. About the only
newcomer is the quiz show— which is a derivative of
thr m<m-on-the-street broadcasts of the early thirties.

Indeed, the biggest single improvement of the past
10 years or so has been the admission by the networks
of electrically transcribed sound effects to dramatic
productions.
But even 15 years ago, those waxed
sounds were available. It was just that the networks
hr.dn't awakened to their importance and the vast- new
horizons they opened to radio dramatic writing.
as recordings

Hollywood Office

Agency'' a

13.

the same as it was 10 years
ego, excepting that it has had a few wrinkles removed
end a few plastic gadgets added,

As soon

themes!'

1933

vs.

tions.

The same hand signals with no additions are in use
today as were applied in 1933; and oddly enough the
second hand' on. the studio clock and the .producer's
stopwatch still makes a complete revolution thirty
times .every half hour.
In summing up, let me say that radio's technical
improvements have been so. rapid in the past 10
years that they naturally have dominated the production scene, and producers are only now beginning to
learn to employ all the hew. advantages at their command... but just wait .-until frequency modulation is
in general use and then watch -dramatic
naturalnessleap to a new peak.
-

BEN GRAUER
Sustaining— NBC Symphony— Babe Ruth In Person
Commercial—Walter AVlnchell for Jergens— Information Please' for IToinz
Salute to Touth' for Goodyear—'Mr; and Mrs. North" for -Woodbury..

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
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RADIO

Station

Talking
By JOE LAURIE!,

Broadcasting Outlets Must Develop Personality and Audience-Following

By JEftOME SILL
(Director Promotion, CBS-Owned Stations)

Setting Counts In Radio

Over'

It

PETER DONALD

and

Jr.,

Or Ye Qlde Quizmaster Can Be a Dead
Crossley, but Fast

SCENE: A Bar.
TIME: For just one more.

CHARACTERS: (Yes) Peter Donald and Joe Laurie, Jr.,
both members of the CANYOUTOPTHIS CLUB.
LAURIE; This is absolutely- the last one Pete, I gotta get.
home and write; an article for the Radio Numbcr of 'Variety.'

'

41

By

BOB HAWK

(Quizmaster* 'Thanks to the Yanks')

:

DONALD: That's funny, I gotta "write.ohe for that number,
the editor asked me to.
LAURIEr What are you going to write about?
DONALD; He wants, me to write 1.000 words about the
troubles' ot a- dialectician. And I haven't got any.

tough property to promote. MagaA radio station is a the
Saturday Evening Post or the
or
zines,: like Time
Woman's Home Companion are things you can. see -.and .feel.
You read a few issues and you sense their personality. And,
if you are a buyer- of advertising space,
.

odds are you go beyond their rate
per page per thousand arid their ABC
circulation to buy that personality.:
Because the personality reflects the circulation: and the reader confidence.
People listen to radio stations for exactly the same reason as they read
magazines;

with newspapers.

DONALD: -You know

Most

.

'

good contestants— good gags— interesting questions— and perfect facilities,
v
All but the last depend more or less
on chance. The last does not depend
oh chance. It is by far the most, important single necessity for a good quiz
.show and yet it is the one point that
is usually, overlooked or belittled by
Bob Hawk
everyone, except the emcee.
A quiz
show that must get laughs, interest and enthusiasm' from

-.

)
I ISft

haven't written a thesis since
•"

-

"-.-,.-'
.
.

'

'
'

-

:

.

LAURIE: You mean

.
.

like Thesis-

is

the National Broadcast-

'
.-

DONALD: Hey

.that's

corny enough to go oh the Can You

•

Top This? program.
LAURIE:, Nope, -it's too smart.:
(An ADJACENT DRUNK BVTTS IN)
DRUNK: Hey Mac! You guys just, mentioned the Can
You Top This? program./ Which,
of youse is Peter
-.',

Laurie?

DONALD:

Peter* Laurie? He's- a
Don't lefs stick our
-.

menace!

necks

out, Joe.

red hats.

.DRUNK: Hey Mac! Scuse me-^I got you now. I didn't,
"mean Peter Laurie. I know who you are. you're Peter
Bower and I got a great story for your program*, This .ac-.-

.

tually

happened.-.

DONALD:

:

Once a quizmaster loses control of his- audience for even
a second, he has to waste time—and valuable! time— getting
them back into the groove'. In the past I have been forced
to broadcast quiz shows on the networks, from stages of
arenas and auditoriums seating as many as 8,000 people on
a stage larger than a complete small theatre. I have worked
to audiences who were so far away that I couldn't even' see
more than two-thirds of them. I have had to work with
public -address systems that' blared out perfectly in certain
directions and left complete, dead spots in other directions.
I have worked in places so huge tha* by the time a gag
carried through the horns clear to the. back and the laugh
carried from the back clear to the mike. I found myself,
wondering whether those people' a Tjlock away were laughing at the previous gag, this' gag or something that was
delivered from that same stage, a couple of nights, before.
:

seems there were two Irishmen and

It

'.

they (Drunk passes out).

,

-

That's what happens to

LAURIE: What, passing out?
DONALD:. No. People/like

of the business of running a radio station.
People listen to a station not just because of network
programs;! not just because of local programs; not just because of news or transcribed features or special events, but
because of all of those things because their favorite radio
station, whether the listener knows it or not. has interpreted
ell of the things that add up to radio in the terms of the
people and the area the station serves.
That's important to .an advertiser.. Because competitive
conditions might change; other stations, might increase,
power or improve frequency; but once you have estab-.
lished yourself in the hearts of your listeners— once you

,

-

•

LAURIE:

'.'

me

all

',-.

.,'-.'
the time:
-

that

guy

telling

me

stories.

Since I got to be the people's representative on the show
everybody's got jokes, the elevator boy, the chambermaid,

.

'

my

my

banker and even

agent.
LAURIE: I'll bet he takes 10%' of the laugh out of the
joke before he tells it to you.
DONALD: Even my dentist gets my mouth full of cotton
and starts Joe Millering me.
LAURIE: I wish somebody would put a gag in my mouth.
I can use it.
,

—

•

,

(DRUNK WAKES VP)

:

.

^According to statistical reports, these shows had many
millions of listeners -but because the sponsor wanted to entertain more friends, relatives and dealers, the air show
would-be thrown completely in the ashcan while, I tried to'
fight my way through 30 minutes of yelling in a grand
canyon. As Fred Allen says. 'Then I knew what a termite
must feel like in the Yankee Stadium.'
.

DRUNK: Say

.

have made your station a habit, with your audience— you
have protected, on a; long range basis, the investment of
your advertisers in the time you sell them.

Mac!

Is

that

Harry Hershfield really

Italian?

LAURIE: You must have heard' him tell Irish stories. Say,
by the way Pete, you better watch out, that Hershfield guy

.

.

.

is doing all sorts of dialects; did you. hear him do a Jap a
coupla weeks ago?;

I

Nothing stands still in radio. .Tastes and conditions and
needs change. So dp good radio stations. That's another
reason why, through the medium of sales promotion, it's just
good business to keep sampling your wares. Which means-,
using the medium of sales promotion to show why people
listen to you; which means, portraying, in words your per?
tonality to your prospective sponsors.
;Magazines and newspapers do it with the readily avail:-,
able samples of current issues. You- can't.
So you have
to do it through telling your story in print through properly using sales -.promotion."
.

DONALD: Yeh; sounded more like JAPIRO to
DRUNK: Say Mac! I gotta good story about

^

•

actually happened.

DONALD:

I.

It.

,

me.
.Japs; <this'

seems there were two Japs (passes

*

out).

think- he's

Let's get further down the bar away from this
talk about the 'Variety' article. -.are you going to write about, Joe?
That's just it, I don't know what to white about.
DONALD: Why don't ybu write about the different comedians that radio has developed?.
LAURIE: The trouble is that radio hasn't developed many
comedians. But the few they have developed: are topnotchr
ers.
Fellows like Cot. Stoopnagle who brought a different
type comedy'to the air, Bud Hulick,- Ed Gardner; Henry

LAURIE:

DONALD: What

.

Another time I opened a series of sponsored quiz shows in
a theatre seating 1,400 people with an audience of a little
over .400. Another time we were iV the fcallrbonv of a hotel
that had pillars scattered at strategic places which hid the
contestant and me from the view of at least onerfourth 'of
the audience! Five minutes after, the show- was on the air.
when these people discovered they could not see and could
hardly hear, they formed little conversational groups of
their own while the listeners wondered Just what the hell
was going on. No sane booking agent would book, an elephant act in. the Wedgwood Room of the Waldorf nor would
that same agent book a. flee circus into the Music Hall,

.

:

Morgan, Garry Moore, Ransom Sherman; Arty Auerbach,
Don McNeil, Lum & Abner, Ed East & Ralph Dumke, they're
But. most of the topnotch comics on the
all swell comics.

Playlet in V£ Act)

CAST OF CHARACTERS

today are vaudeville bred.
do you suppose that is. Joe?
Well, they had theatres to develop their comedy
And don't forget the, radio is comparatively, a
child about 20 years old; that didn't give the air comics much

air'

.

.

,

.

and timing:

.

was weary and

I

ill

DONALD:

To

'Information, Please,'

Would Spring

r Cosmic Wheeze.
John recited Shakespeare'

(A dozen

Then

Cliff

lines or so),
aSked Frank if he could answer
-

;

question, and Frank said: 'No.'
the way he said it
Didn't stop the show!

Then Oscar

said he came from.
remark that was apropos

Then

Cliff

.'•

He

.

-

But John

--

said:

'

.

'

'''

IN)

DRUNK: Hey

Mac!

:

What

doi;s the

laugh meter, look like

you guys use on the Can You Top This? program?
That's the first sensible thing the guy has asked.

LAURIE:

Tell him, Pete.
.

DONALD:

Well you

eter looks like?

know what an automobile speedom-

And Cliff Interposed: Tut-tut!'
'Well, gentlemen,
I-'iri afraid oiir time is up.'
But- 1 understand from Dan GolcnpaulThat Frank was sore as a pup.
'Cause he'd just thought of something subtle
To say by way of rebuttal:
He'd just thought of something ft<ii»i/,
.

.

.

,

sore; '.
'Information, Please'

Should run an hour or more.
Albert Stilhnav.

,

pONALD: We' were talking about' radio comics.
LAURIE: Oh, ych. What I was going tq write about was
the hard work it is for the comics and writers to dig -up
jokes.
DONALD: Well, Joe, I'm Just finding' it out. 'cause after
I started telling them
all I haven't been telling stories long.
oh the Can You Top This? program.'.
'."
LAURIE: Well ybu have a great asset in telling stone:-:
you car, do a lot of dialects and do them all well.
DONALD: That's, just it, Joe/ I can't use all the dialects I
know, because only four or five dialects are funny.
'

new

And- then remarked:

J

,

laughter' instead of miles per hour.
the speed limit more often;

— LAURIE;
make

.

.

'

-

:

LAURIE: You mean
and Moron?

Jewish, Irish, .^wedish, Rube, Negro
';

'.

Ych. Nobody would laugh if I told
about two Belgians or two Finns in their dialect.
LAURIE: I guess you're right, Pete. That's why

DONALD:

,.

a.

story

And

I

wish

volume

of

we broke

.

1

..

•

indicates the

-After-all-Petc, -the—main -idoa-of—our--prograin
people laugh. We sometimes get a bigger laugh,
when we get a low score than we do when we hit the top
of the meter. All Comedy programs today are needed more
than ever. And the comedians are doing plenty in building
up laugh morale at home, in camps and at the front. To
cop ^Variety's" grand .line, 'They are soldiers. in grease paint.'
DONALD: Say Laurie, I just thought of something. You've,
got to write an article for '.Variety's' Radio Number and* so
have I. Now why don't we both write an article together?
LAURIE: That's a great idea, and much easier than the
other way. Here we. have been -standing gabbing away for
half an hour as the did CrpW.flies. Gee, if ''.only somebody
is to

'

•'

hut!'

the funny answers.

-

DRUNK: Yeh. I remember.
DONALD: -Well, our laugh meter

rupted?

'A' is correct.'

No wonder he was
And that's why I say

window.

book of 100 Funny Finny Stories or a Bel-

(DRUNK TRICKLING
that

DRUNK: Funny answers? Which reminds, me of the two
ruriks: I saw this' with my own eyes. There was two drunks
and— (passes out).
LAURIE: Where were we when our boozing friend, inter-

was made by M-G-M.'

....'Arid- Frank' said: '-'.You're oft your
Oscar was strangely silent,

.could get 300 people in Macy's

gian Button-Buster.

.

-

•:Then John recited more Shakespeare
(This time from a different play),
But Frank screamed: 'Misquotation!
'The Bard said 'the' not 'a'!'.

wo

:.

.

—

if

;

Pittsburgh,;

asked Sinclair—

wonder

didn't publish a

the air.

Say- Mac! Is Senator Ford from the Stale Senate,
or the National Senate?DONALD:.He's more of the Mack.Sennett.'
LAURIE: Hey jv.hat is this? Did you hire this drunk to
do straight for you?
DRUNK: I don't want mine STRAIGHT. I want mine.wilh
plain water.
DONALD: Let's move away, he's starting to make with

,

said: it

I

I've got a beautiful pair' of shorts.'

{DRUNK OOZES OVER)

the. guest that night
the author of 'Dodsworth,'
Sinclair named him right.
-"nierpOscar-pultednhts -llttle-Kcfm-

And

'miked.'

DRUNK:

To name

--

and sub-

strictly audition

1

on

for a comic

•

:

Of nothing.
.Who was

is

.

A

And even

A

Radio

dians. They just stuck to, singing and music. Roger Bower'
was telling me he remembers the time when Eddie Cantor,
then a big star in musical comedy, was offered to radio for
Some years
$1,000 a week and nobody would have him.
later Eddie was the first man, to get big dough on the radio;
-.-he 'got $1.50.0 for a 15-minute broadcast, the first big salary

Thinking perhaps
;One of those chaps
Well,

Schooling?

You can have that gag if you want it.
LAURIE: Too subtle. Getting back to radio comics. Youknow radio in the beginning didn't want comedy or cometraction.

at case,

turned the dial quickly

I

•

schooling.

Seated alone at the radio,

So

Since a quiz show is' about 90% ad lib. the studio setupAny
is as important to the emcee as a script is to a play.
radio technician (and I am certainly, not one) will tell you
that, you can get all the audience reaction you need from
properly
is
300 people properly seated in a studio that

LAURIE:

.

.

.

;

DONALD: Why

Imbiber of the Spring Pierian.
.John KierXxYan
Pseudo-Tennis Player and Dadems... .......
.F. P. Adams
Soup-and/man-haddte-man ........... ... . . .Clifton Fadiman
Wit-and-Humor's debutante
:0. Lefant
Red-headed Author,, who. is. ;.
.Sinclair Lewis

,

My

A

LAURIE:

The Querulous Quartet

I was urged to go in the center of an' arena in a southern
city and do a network quiz from a boxing ring with- 15,000
answer was, 'Conseats completely surrounding me.
few weeks
tract or no contract, if we go in there, I quit.'later the powers that. be. were quite disappointed because,
I would not originate from an outdoor stadium in a city in
the northwest. !This stadium seated a cozy 37,000.
.

been Nippon too much.

drunk sb we can

—

(A Radio

its

audience needs more than anything else a perfect
studio setup! Many sponsors and agencies lose sight completely of this poini They forget that the entertainment of
-the vast radio audience is what, counts.
If an .emcee feels
more at home, working in his shorts in Macy's window, arid
if he cannot stand, anybody around him wearing, a red hat,
.he should' work in Macy's window in his shorts and without
studio;

:

and Woof

;

with

.

ing Co.

.

MOVING WITH THE TRENDS

I

LAURIE— A what?
DONALD: A thesis!

.

.

•

'

'.

I

.

doing

;

write 5,000 words and

college?

IMPORTANCE OF 'WHY THEY LISTEN'
How do you do it? By telling prospective advertisers not
only how many people listen; not only how often they
listen; but why they listen, And why they listen is the warp

'

ybu

No— WORDS.

LAURIE:

just as important.

it's

How

licked, I gotta

it

•

of all of thorn carry national press as-

But

got

I

got three done already.
DONALD: Three 'thousand?

I

sociation hews.
They all have sports
pages and women's pages and -comics.
But one especial newspaper has the kind of personality that
jibes with one especial, reader,' So he buys that paper everyday. And because he— and countless others like him— buy
the newspaper, advertisers buy space in that paper.; Which,
top, is not unlike .why people listen to radio stations and
why advertisers' buy time on those stations.
All of which is a long way around to a simple point. '..''It's
easy to show your samples in the newspaper business or the
magazine business. It's hard lo do so in the radio business.

i

•

'

^

LAURIE:

—

Jerome SU1

troubles?-

DONALD; No^- WORDS.

Their favorite stations are
like their favorite, magazines they're,
the readers' 'kind of people.' ...-''

Same way

LAURIE: What,

.

column?

'

.

It was old Lord Chesterfield who said, 'Take care of the
pence, for .the pounds, will take care of! themselves.'
Old
Bob Hawk says, 'If you take care of the little details of a
quiz, show, the whole show will take care of itself.'
After seven years of audience participation programs, X know most of the
questions but just a few of the answers.
To the one over-all question,.. 'What
makes a good quiz show good?' there
are a' dozen answers." A good idea-

.

.would-*

have .taken

it

downas wespoke.

DRUNK STRAIGHTENS UP AND WHIPS OFF DRUNK.
MAKE-UP

DRUNK
you muggs

.

(dramatically.).;
said!

I

did.

I

took

DONALD and LAURIE stare at man
My Cod! it's the Editor of 'Variety.'

down every word

and

yell:

...
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New Programs, New Names,
New Methods Taking Shape as
New NBC Program Development
Group
RADIO CITY,

12— The Prog mm Development

Jul)''

.Vice-President Chirence L.

work

coordinating

ol

Tnder the. (Int el ion
homas A. Hen n
I

is

c

to look a! in

t I .

Hits Stride

Me user

facilities for

-it

Cooper and
nut Division's job

lie

newcomers. build new programs, doctor old
ones :ind weed out we;ik ones.

One
lell "

ot
I

r:i el

lie

creative "greats,

o's

i

Army

where previously
in

Chicago

show

and

s ;is

lie

h;id

been

;i

N BC

script editor

01 igniaung sucb outstanding
"Lights Our." "Immorr:il Dramas''
.

others.

.

J

.

has

le

nctt. lor years

grams and

a

capable aide

it

Bcn-

styling

a

Dinah Shore.

new dance band

of

new

Several

of a

is a

I.. Menser, NBC Vice-President
organized the Program Development Division.

in

Charge

ol

itself

through the years.

example,

.the

ing;

Last year,

radio faro as

"Murder

of l.idice.

'

Shos-

takovich's Seventh Symphony, "Britain to
America," ami "The Nightingale and the
Rose.")

The Rrograni-Dv-vclopnient- DivisioJUV'JL
make use of all NBC facilities-production,

.._

script, talent

will

soon be earning the grateful

1

—

in

New

York, Chicago and

loll v wood.

on the Program Development

Programs,

Division, call your

lias distin(

program department

brought American listeners such outstand-

new variety show, the new

(For information

I'. ill.

natural outgrowth

program depart nieiu which

guished
for

are expected by

Division

I

Who

its

the creative planning and showmanship

sion,

•discussing a script with C.

d;i\ -light in

r;idio ide;is ;ind t;ilent.

new shows

The new
ol

a

or developing

dcpai tnicnt

in

s

in

devi lopcr of musical pro-

a

talent, including

Whether

LEFT TO RIGHT- Wyllis Cooper. Chief (if NBC's now ProRrnni Development Diviis a radio veteran of
15 years. Hi* most recent show is "
he Army Hour." Thomas
Bennett, noted composer and arranger, discovers and trams
musical talent. They are

Cooper

Hour'' to return to

Division set up by

beginning to see

attention of agencies, sponsors and stations.

ulcus and listen to talented

\v

is

development

of Wvllis
I

NHC

NBC

representative.)
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Current

and

"For Sale" programs
NBC's program department
for clients

some

of the

in

Ward;

for

and "Girl Alone"

Radio; ''Grand Hotel"

"Beat the Band"
son

.

.

.

and

in

the

for

for

With the creation

of the

new Pro(see pre-

Zenith

ceding page), NBC-built programs

Campana;

should continue to impress the most

for

Brown. William-

daytime

Gamble

for Kellogg.

gram Development Division

Montgomery,

Foundation"

''Zenith

NBC's Showcase

"Vic and Sade" for Procter and

lias built

most talked-

about shows 'in the .industry, such as

"Immortal Dramas"

Choice

ardent followers of Messrs. Crossley;

and Hooper.

serial field,

Currently for sale are the following NBC-built shows:

*
*
*
*
*

"ROAD TO DANGER"— Fridays, 11:30 P.M. to 12:00. EWT.
"AUTHOR'S PLAYHOUSE"— Wednesdays,

"MIRTH AND MADNESS"- Monday

11:30 P.M. to 12:00,

EWT.

through Saturday. 12:30 to 1:00 P.M.,

EWT,

"HOT COPY"— sold. as this issue of Variety went to press.

"EVERYTHING GOES"— 9:00 to 9:30 A.M.. Monday through Friday,
9:00 to 10:00 A.M., Saturdays,

* "BABE RUTH

IN

PERSON"— Saturdays,

EWT.

EWT.

10:30 to 10:45 A.M.,

* "ROY SHIELD & CO."— Tuesdav nights. 12:05 to 12:55 A.M., EWT.
Sam
ic

'vs.

2:00 to 2:45 P.M.,

"NEWS SNAPSHOTS BY ROBERT

ST.

EWT.

JOHN"— 9:45 to 10:00 A.M.. EWT,
Monday

through Friday

* "STORY DRAMAS BY OLMSTED"— Saturdays, 11:15 to 11:30 P.M.. EWT.

* "RUPERT HUGHES', RACONTEUR"— Sundays, 1:00 to 15 P.M., EWT.
* "LYRICS BY LlZ.V'-'Saturdays. 3:35 to 4:00 P.M., EWT.
* "THE MODERN FARMER"— 6:30 to 7:00 A.M.. Monday through Saturday. WEAF only.
1

I j\

NBC

"11. 1.

SOON

KI-.

"AKOl'ND

:

PR HP A R A 770

TIIKKK"
Mil-.

.

" SI

l(

TIJWN Willi

KA

A'

:

M I.I.Mil) MINSTKKI.S"

SIIKII.A

BAKKKTT"

thk National Broadcasting Company

)

RADIO
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CAVALCADE OF HITS
(1930,1942)
A. Eliot Biirnharh, writing from Australia -some week's- ago, made (hi
request for a CHvalcade Of Mraoiiinark' and' all-time Hit Parade songs.
This, information lias been ...pr-inled'. before -in •Variety,' exclusively com;
piled by this paper, and on the theory it- may-serve a two-ply' purposc-r.
for the service men, ,anct as a refresher for the radio trade— it is reprised. - It's been revised'-.and brought up' to date. / Pvt. Buriiham had
'
this to say in~part;
_^
-.

New
Sale

of-

Orleans, July.

WDSU.

Weber's investment in the station
will be $15,000.
Plans for the use of a new. trans-

13.

to E, A- Stephens,

and an ac- mitter,, raising-, the station's power
ure in stale politics, and as- from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, were dis T
sociates was announced Thursday closed by Stephens. The new transpresident
and mitter already has-been installed in
Uhalt,
(8) by Joseph
principal. stockholder of the station. McDonoghville, across the Missis-;
Both Stephens and Uhalt said the sippi from New Orleans'; and cost
Its use is also
excess
of $75,000, Uhalt said:
was
'in
price
purchase/
4200,00(1.'
The sale is contingent awaiting approval from the FCC,
upon approval of the FCC, they said. The present 1,000- watt, transmitter is
Gretna,
La.
located
in
Uhalt said he was. retiring temStephens said no major changes
porarily from active business' due to
He founded WDSU 20 in network associations are contemhealth.
ill
plated and that service of the Blue
years ago and has been its continuwould be continued,
network
active head..
local* automobile dealer

be H. G. Wall,

cers' Will

now

King »t Giving Away th«--J«c'l<:
"Take- • - Card"— M BS, W«dnesda}fs,

EWT

8;30 P.M.,

Libby Plans Net Return

ronieslaiilM anil a Kiiest
F'oinweekly Kvl cash' and gifts up to (lie
fine, vnliw d( cards selected.. It's.
With War-Slanted Script fant,
tunny/Elsie
r'u'i-lons, li^sj
'It's
Libby,' McNeill. & Libby may. soon ll.lu t-s .Queen ami- Jimmy- \Yh llliu>'
return to one of the networks with mix nniiomvps. "Ta-ke-H • C»rA'':
It has. through
a daily script show;
the Chicago office of the J; Walter

presi-

Blue Net Adds
WEJIP. .'Milwaukee,

managing director of WDSU. He Thompson agency, expressed an inw ill remain with Mutual until when terest in underwriting something
member
and if the deal is approved by the with a war morale slant. '.:'
...

:

WDSU

made

in 1942

a

on

net profit of
of

$155,000.

now occupying

effective. Aug.
The station'

mentary

is'

submitting 'Green Valley,'
the 3:43-4 p in: niche

a basic,

HARRY ACKERMAN

By

of Radio Production, Voting

&

(Listed alpliobctfcni/w

Tom. do you know

'Hey,

who

'Sam.'who.'s around

good comedy writer?'

of a

could do a good short dra-

.

iiced a guy
dialogue." Frail.

who can turn out some good love story
You got anybody up your -sleeve.?'

Such talk .is
tising agencies

heard increasingly these days in adverand networks alike; for. the problem of.

'I

Writers has become a difficult oiie to
of course, is responsible for the problem, but. in spite of the majority belief, the problem
dcesn't; exist' strictly because most of the. male writers
hove gone into uniform; some have, of course, but the
thipg has been- complicated by the fact that "many of
the radio writers still left on the home front have gone
imp other fields' of endeavor. Some have been wooed'
away by pictures; still others have joined networks
and advertising agencies 16 replace directors, assistants;
and commercial Writers who have gone to war. Consequently, as" we enter, the summer season— which is
the period' when 'fall plan's are settled— we'''fthd. ourselves 'in -a -situation which bids fair to make an i'mp-.cssiori upon, a majority of the programs on the air.radio

finding
solve..

The war,

COMEDY WRITERS MISSED

I

The continued loss -of writers will probably be felt
keenly by the major comedy progr.ams, for a
writer of a cOifiedy show is a more Integral part of
an. operation than he would be on any other type
<i'. air production.
With the possible exception of the
comedian himself. Ihe comedy writer alone controls
Iht delicate golden threads of the particular running
humorous situation which -is so vital to ihe life of all
radio comedy programs. Witness the indisputable importance of a' man like Don Qiiinri to. the. Fibber Mc^
Ccc show;. or Beloin -arid Morrow to the Benny (operation, and of Carroll Carroll to Bing. Crosby's pleasant
liiost

fci-ch

.

session.
At this writing, the Jack Benny show threatens to
be hardest hit by loss of key writers.' Jacks top man.

BUI Morrow, has been tagged by the Army, and now.
Ed Beloin;' who was recently, rejected for! military
service, has apparently decided to. flirt With the (tickers.
Even Jack has no idea at the moment .of what,
hi.i writing setup for next season will be... although'. he
is currently testing out. three or four new young iiien.
1-Ii.wpver.. in .-spile of his niajpr loss, the-

betting

Hint

is-

Ber.ny will :coine up with a.' pretty.'-'sound operation
next fall, for' not only is he a resourceful .man but
hi-; style is his own creation and lie. has never yet
failed k> find w ri ters who: v-,ny transl ate his, c har acter
to eilTlHisiasiic listeners, in terms., of. brfglit .comeHy:
,'ddie Cantor- and Tommy Biggs are in /a -fortunate
nsilipii. for they ate' certain of retaining their key
writers next s
Jpe Quillan will continue. Ip
--.head he Ca ntor staff, and Sain Pei-fin and Jack- Deug-fci-r wiir-sTilt be. at Ihe helm ot the Riggs
program'.
Perrin is oyer .18.. and. Douglas has just been rejected
j- the Army. -George Burns, On the
-other, hand, is in
«: bit more ot a fix. for- he may lose either or both
numbers of (he excellent young team of Frank Galen
unci-- Keith
Fowler.
It is reliably reported that the
draft^ board has turned a speculative glance
in their
direction.
In plotting
tp overcome, this eventual
handicap. Burns has .demonstrated once again that
he
is one of the keenest comics in
the business: Burns
figures that' tbis may be a long war and lie is Wisely
scratching new ground in his search for conicdv
writer.
thus pointing the -'way for other comedians in
tin; future.
George has put one girl on his staff ana
is building her as fast as he can, and recentlyhe decided to experiment with a. voting Log Angeles newspaperman whose only humorous writing to 'date has
been his column devoted to hints for shopping in the
local markets.' He.r« in. a .'.-nutshell lies the answer to
the 'radio .'-writing-. problem for the duration: women,
«nd. men culled from other fields.
.

:

•

Jingle/Jangle, Jingle

When

thd LightsWhile' Christmas

,

.

L

.

'.'.'

•

•

The Way You Look Tonight

•

Until the Real Thing Gonies: Alnn

Go Oh Again

When
When

Beautiful Lady in Blue
Ecgiri the Bcguine tcould be assigned to 1939 for ciirrent, renew
popularity)
Cheek lb .Cheek'
D?cp Purple instrumental)
'Isle of Caprj ic. 19.H)
-.

1941

:

Aniapbla
:

'

-

Don't Want to Set World on
Do' You Care?
Frenesi
Hut Sut Song

ire

.

'

.There

j

1934
'

Careless

Hill
.

;

Ferryboat Serenade
Bless America
Never Smile Again
an Old Dulch Garden.^

I'll

In

Indian
.

Scalterbrain

'

18ti8).

Cigarettes

the

in

Dar

.

1933
Here Aiiyinor

-

Did You Ever See Dream: .Walk hi
Easter Parade
In the Valley of the Moon
.Last Round-Up..

:

The

Lazybones

Your
Stormy Weather
Who's Arraid of the Big Bad Wolf?
.S;noke Gels in

19.J9

And

the Angels Sing

Beer
and Polka
Begin the Bcguine (sec 1D35V
Blue Orchids

Deep in a Dream
Deep Purple isoug
Jcepers Creepers/

1932
Forty-second Street'.

How- Peep'
.

version).
.

-At. this time, it appears' lhal there -wi'l'l be more draand comedy programs on the air iivis
forthcoming, sea.-on: thai) there- were- this past year:
which, makes the problem of .finding 'hew- writers a
doubly serious one. "We have suggested lhal one spin
:

.n-atio fealurCs

;

,

'/'.

':*

'."

:

',

'

Bea

a

:

The Peanut Vendor
River. Stay

Alexander
1911

1

s

Band

.

(c.

When

;

A-Tisket, A-Tasket
Bei Mir Bist Dii Schoen

/

;

i

Silver
You'i'e

Cathedral in Ihe Pines
Dipsy Doodle
Heigh. Ho
.'

heweyer. and

I Doubje Dare You
I've Got a Pocketful
Love Walked In

Dreams

Door

Your' Hair Has" "-.Turned to
-

riving

Me

Crazy

Cheerful. Little Earful

Dancing With Tears in.
-'
Exactly 1-ike

Reverie
Says My Heart

Thanks for the Memory
There's a Gold Miiie in the
Ti-Pi-Tin
.:Whistie While You. Work
:

My

Body and Soul
of

My

.

from

1930

Music; Maestro, Please

.

'W.iiy.

Someday I'll Find You
Time on My Hands ,<c. 1930)
.'Moon Comes O ver th e. Mountain

1938
Ragtime

.

Baby—
and Ten-Cent Store
W

"Trcn Five

.

^

931

J

All of Me
Goodnight,' Sw.eelhear.t
I
Found a Million .Dollar.

.

a

Town'

Echo in the Valley
Let's Put Out Lights, Go Sleep
MiKhl.and Day
Play. -Fiddle, Piay
Say If; Isn't So
Star Dust (c. 1929)
ail

1

Umbrella Man
Wishing
Ynu Must Have Been
-.;'.Baby
.

.

a Sliaiity in Old. Sdaniy
I've Told Every Li Hie St a r

.

'
'

South nf Iho "Rni-dor
Sunrise Serenade
Three Little. Fishes

Tor

is

the .derail?..

Is

In

'.lust

Echo
Man with: the Mandolin
Moon'Levc'
My Prayer
Over the Rainbow
Peiiny Serenade
Little Sir

-

great radio Hiithors; now laboring in other literary
are merely 'waiting to be. discovered?

-

Annie. Doesn't Live
Carioca.

..When You Wish-'Woodpecker Song

MORE PROGRAMS. FKWKR WRITERS

.fields,

Two

Summer

'Make-Believe Island
Oh: Johnny (C, 1U17)
Only Forever
Playmates
'

like Charles Tazewell, who can turn out a masterjob on -any kind pf stpry:. CarletPii. Morse, the back-,
bone pf 'I Love a Mystery', and -One Man's Family'/
Clifford Goldsmith: Bill Hampton, who. it is reported.has beeii. largely responsible for the success of 'Screen
Guild', this past "s'ea^nir.
However, most of these top
.men are pretty wtll tied lip on their current shows
and will not'be available to fulfill the many fieelanc-.
iug needs of next .-easoh.
lOne notable 'Exception is
HiMiipton. \vho is reported quilting 'Screen Guild'.)

issued in

You're fhe Top

-

ful

.

Flying Trapeze-

the

Old Spinning Wheel ir. 1933)
Santa Claus. Is Coining to/Town
Stay As Sweet as You An-

Wagon Wheels

God

men

..non-existent 'elsewhere.'
These are. new days;
radio must soon relax its slopwatch'iciency long enough to teach the art of radio writing to talented people from other writing 'fields.
After
all, if a fairly successful playwright
named Goldsmith
can become- .radio's top master, of construction and
natural dialogue, who can. tell how many potential.ly-

Lov e in Bloonr

The Man on

.

&

some

Man Had a.Busy Day

Little

(revival:, originally

Blueberry

the .Town

to; Dream...

The Continental

1910
•

in

1B83; -renewed

c.

Grow. Too Old

I

Love
Love

I

We

Toii'ghl

'

,

I

Shepherd's Serenade

The Things

PJlmc'r Thompson and Albert '/Morgan, the talents of
"these ladies Will be -more. and more in demand: 'Now
that 'SiWer Theatre' seems likely to return to. the air
soon, the problem is further Complicated, for this
means one more dramatic show on the airwaves. using
'freelance originals and -adaptations:
Altho.ii'gh -a permanent staff writer will be hired for the show, Young
Ru icam is also. compiling a list of writers on whom,
tliey can call- for original story ideas or scripts. 'It is
significant that women predominate on the list./
IV goes almost without saying that there are a, number of top radio writers who will not be taken 'for -the
services.
In addition to names listed above.. there arc

suie bet that many pf these
can be turned into highly, efficient radie workmen it
agencies, networks aiid sponsor's will only invest a
little lime In the training of such people
lo the use
:•',"
ef- the
adio medilim,
Many liiagazthe and periodical writers are tremendously interested in radio, but 11 is a known fact thai
not many producers \\ill give them radio script assignments until they have learned radio/leclinique iti

Tavern,

original

'

When

Sister and;

Is ';f

('revival;
1911)'

Hear a Rhapsody

Iniermczzo
Maria Elena.

My

-Broadway
On the Good Ship Lollipop
Red Sails in the Sunset
Take Be Back, to Boots & Saddle
Lullaby-. of

'

Daddy
-

Ynu and I
You A'e My Sunshine"

i.l/s

i

.

;

and magazines,, and

You

1935
..

Dover

Cliffs of

female-written scripts have been. used this season than
in. all f.prmer seasons combined: excellent scripts., for
th ';--mc>i>''paVt^' by'<UleiUed.'.^'6m'eri.j;uch as Doris Hal-

-

Did You Leave Heaven?
I'm With

•

White

;

prpgrams to ..dcvc'lob- inore' .women wriieis,
certain that there are many 'juieh laleiit liiier.ls. anion's women A\-o: kiiig; for agencies
and station's.
tl\at have not yet been called upon for fullestriise.
In
aoditibii. we feel that there'. is
moio pm.-jihio coi.itipn' to the problem/ the solution suggested
by George
Burns' recent move.
There are plenly of excellent
writers' left in -this-' country, writing, for newspapers

',.
,

,-;

.

w

/True What Say Abou t Dix ie

Moon: Over. Miami ;
Music Goes 'R'pund and Around
On the Beach of Bali
Pennies from Heaveii
Red Sails in the Siinsct

':.

Devotion
/MponliRhl Cocktails
Praise Lord .'and Pass
iiinuinilion;
Rose -O'lpay
Shrine of SI. Cecelia
There's- a-. .Star Spangled Banner

-maiv. •'Virginia Safford Lynn. Terry Lewis. Helen Dore
Boyls'tdn.--..and ".numerous others.
With the departure
ti the armed services of 'Manhattan' sTaiTcIbys like

;

^

a Sin to Tell a Lie
Lights Oiit

My

;

it

/

.

Is

n miii in

I

.

t

Goody Goody

'

the idea; Mary Harris, recently
secretary, is. now perforniing. yeoman
service in helping to write his successful. 'Take It pr
Leave It.' These are; but a few of the many wpme.n
who are currently and busily engaged in dofn "much
of the radio, writing formerly done by men.
'-'
At Midnight,' for example, more
h- .-'Manhattan

lior. lis

;.

:

PhiT Baker's

and

Dreaimboat Comes Home.

;

..Dramatic shows have already turned toward- the
female of the species. Daytime- radio, of course, has
long been an accepted field for women Writers, but
now for the first time they have entered nighttime
radio in force. To name but a few: Jean Holioway
has
roved herself a valuable asset to the Lionel
Barry more show, and now-that she has resigned from
that program she will .'probably take another: staff job
in. the future;. Terry Lewis' has had a banner year in
freelance work., and. Iter radio future looks even rosier
-rif pictures don't gel her first; Sandra Michael is bc T iiiy tempted by many 'producers to try her hand in
nighttime this coming season, and is reported to be
'seriously considering

.

1936

;

Don T Sit Under the. Apple Tree
He Wears a Pair of Silver Wings.
JolMiny Doughboy

:

ialic sketch.'

'-.

All My Eggs iii One Basket
Alpne
Did I Hemembcr?

.

Army. Air Corps Sojig
Deep: in 'Heart of Texas

.

When My

supple-

affiliate.

'

Rubiann Agency

;

Vieni

Vieni,

1942

RADIO MUST TRAIN 'EM TO SOLVE
PROBLEM OF VANISHING WRITERS
Head

Heart

•

Feeliii

It's

.

nbw

My

;

That Old

"
I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and
'Write Myself si Letter (c. 1935) ;f
In the Chapel itv the. Moonlight

.

becomes a
Network,
/'.'>.

1.

is

.

in

t-

Rosalie
Sweet Lei Lani

'/

>

appreciate this list; We are nil
human and lliPsc- at home used
to love to sing just as we do

.

of the basic .Blue

as a suslainer.

CBS

.FCC.
$49,000

'

WEMP

Boo Hoe>.
Harbor Lights
Old Lady
Once in a While
The One Rose Lef

Little

armed

.the

.

of the. Mutual Broadcasting
System, will become secretary and

manager

•

get
hits that

-forces of the various
Uiiiled Nations who would also

:

dent of WIBC, Indianapolis, vicepresident; Fred -Weber,, now general

1937
;

•

we

week,

to

only the titles- of new
mean; nothing to us. In view of
this I have been asked to request,
that you publish a long list of
hit tunes dating back quite a few
years. We feel that such a page
out of 'Variety,' carried .around.;:
in somebody's pockctbook, would
insure a good, time when we
want to siiig.
No doubt you
have quite a few subscribers in,

Wally Butterworth

'

from week

but,

•

.

In a formal announcement, Stephens stated that when FCC approval is granted, he will become presii<lent of .WDSU,- Inc..' and other, offi-

'

'

'Every phce In a while ;Vari-.
publishes a list of 'trademark' songs or Hit Parade songs,
ely'

:

ous

'

.

.-'

.

-

Sky

I

You

Got Rhythm

,

My

Eye's

.

-'.

Maine) Stein Sons, (revival)
On the Suniiy Side of the Street
Thn.e Little Words
Two Hearts in % Time
What Is This Thing Called Love?
t

.

,

.

'
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.

.

.
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"

.

'

RADIO
place to get some good jokes?. .Must I hire Bob
Hope's writers?
FIRST WRITER: What have they got that we ain't got?
MILES: A. 27 Crossley, and take your two weeks' notice; all
of you!. .'.Now, get busy aiid get me another joke.
id
thai music come yet?
BANDLEADER: It just came.
MILES: Okay, take Dinah Beech's number.

.

45

this

.

ULCERS, LTD.
By MILTON BERLE

Guest-Shot at Sundown

.

'

Ingram

'io» one day set aside for a -rehearsal
Beery radio
.Rehearsal!,:. .Webster's definition— 'A quiei reading 6/ a
Bid Welteter. .isn't on this show; so the dWhiiii'an '.is

i
.

.

SINGER

UNDECLARED

'AN

.

comedian

....Star

..

;

show

of the radio

. .

.

.'.

.

.

....
DINAH .BEECH
HARRIS STUMPLEMAN...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.WRITERS.

.

.

•

...

.

'.'...

.

.

.

.

.

.

......... .....

,

.

slay:

.

V

'"'..'
.-''
Mid-ujternoon.
*
roadcasting jtudio 'Z' of the Suburban
:
i»0 System.
err.
ACTION: AftisiYiaiis tuning up. .,

mv

expect
Vick.

No.

<

'-

'

'

.

right,

MILES-:

the; P. A- up?.

.Okay

.

.-.

,

.

DIRECTOR

:

,

the rubber

iii.ilil

;•'

:

.

have

.

to protect-

'

.

saving

if

would

lie

On

—

.

BOFF

pleased

'MILES: Whai/s the matter?.
punched that line?

.

you

.Didn't

the-

like

v I

•

Punched'

MILES:
.

it?.

/

'~

death!

".

.

,11

','-.

.'

.

sounded

/'

vim beat

like

it

to

,

'
.

now

'lire,

:

.

..--''.'.

WRITERS

a

tell

bank-

We

have
week.

.

lo take that line out.

hmmmm

(in unison):

Here,

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

With

hat.

Well, her background. could stand a little bruising!
(Yells) Where. are;
right.' J'll write a new joke.';
,Qh.'.
my Writers?. .Pete, George, Harry. Joe, Charlie, Danny,
Hal. Sidney. Jake. Phil and Mordocai!
WRITERS in 'unison)!' Present, sir!
MILES: Go out and get me another joke!.'. .iMad) How/dp
you like'lhaf.' Now the. sponsor's daughter doesn't like
my 'material.' and, to the bargain, my guesl star doesn't
show up.: Who does she think she is. holding me up?
-.Doesn't she know she's supposed to be here at one.
o'clock?

MILES:

.

my number?

That didn't get here. either!
-do you expect nie lo do. a show
music, no guest star... The sponsor's
'.daughter lakes, my jokes away. .I'm guima go nuts.

MILES:

How

Fine!

.

.

When am

I go.nna rehearse?
Mr: Miles, you're wanted on the phone.
it's the phone. .'.Look, will you, do me. a favor
bother, mo. ...J' don't- want, to be" disturbed,- under
any circumstances. . .I'm busy'. .Who is it?

PAGE BOY:
MILES: Now

—don't

•

'

.

PAGE BOY:

It's

you.

-.-

'Max from
//

.

Liricrys.

.

'.He's, got

a

.

hor.--

;

the first half hour wiping o(T the toothThen. I personally -rehearses the
orchestra, telling them exactly where
Tlie Oreat Profile
they have to laugh. Their I approaches
the mike and I starts to talk. The director yelLs: 'Jimmy, gel
closer lo the mike!' I gets closer, and my. nose gets stuck
between 'the 'N' and the 'B' in 'NBC. The director then
yells: "Jimmy, you're too close to the. mike!'
So. 'I starts to
back out.; but
nose' is still stijck between the 'N.' and ihe,
I'm flabbergasted and I gives one big yaiik and: my nose
'B.'
.comes out,.. but from it are dangling the letters NBC. What a
hookup for smellivision! paste.

..No

tonight'.'.

.

the people who come in .to wash their,
hands, I writes disa and data about my
career in radio.
I will never forget my fny't .program
on the air. They gives 1116 the same
microphone Bob Hope uses, and I spends

whatdo you want?

BANDLEADER:

'

iiicbrppr'ated in

my

'

'

.

'.-:.

.

Don't Underquote

-

Continued from page

:

.

.

PAGE BOY:

•

.Miss Lemure just came/in.
Miles): Well, well. if. it isn't. Marlena
.•';."
Lemure. .So glad to see you!
LEMURE:' So sorry I was late.
MILES: Oh. that's nothing. .Think nothing of it!. ..Tu>t to
have you' with us, is worth waiting three hours!. ,Somebody give Miss Lemure her scratch sheet— I /mean script!
,
.Miss- Lemure,' this is -our director, Vick Day..LEMURE; So glad to know you.

Mr. Miles.

.

.

MILES-mll smiles from
.

'

.

.

•

-'..""

LEMURE: Now.

''-.

'

,

.

.

.

.

(undertone): How. do you like that— pay this dame
thousand bucks, and smVs'.. loiifiin-'" up the .''.material!
Ml sinilcs> ...Miss Xernurej l <vas- just thinkiin'ii over,
and: you are right; that- joke stinks;. .1 Yells Writer,!

..

(

MILES:

..

.

WRITERS:

You

•

did,
MIIji;S)*Do))'i;eh.a'rige the. subject!:

(his

joke?

'

•

.

.Whainuist-

.r'

do

<a

round

'

.

.

•.

.

-..

Today -Ihe average American resents being 'talked down
to' or- pairbiiizcd on the. radio.' -At the jame time he does
not. want to be 'ritzed' by. a pi pgriiiu wln'cl; is self-cOnsciously trying to be 'high class.'
There is / iniddle rpad
that balances the increased /intelligence of the radio audience with. its desire for good entertainment.
.

.

.

'

commercial program, inus't be prepared for the
market at' which it is aimed-. A grai)d opera might not sell
a children's breakfast cerc.il,. But Xfii syme argument works/
both ways, and radio sometimes has had ihe habit of sighting its public too low.. The danger of shooting oyer the
heads of listeners ih some instance.-- 'has. been emphasized to
•/ great citeiH,. whereas tlie important: thing, is to analyze
each p'.rograni',bi',lerms of the specific sales robliiv.to be met..
^Commercials jiced no lohgcr- be hammered into the heads
'

.

rue, thb

.

.

.

-

.

;
•

of soldiers

.

:

.

'

Pre.-'entl

Which one of you wrote

my hand.
nd then- one day I gets a real thrill. I'm tc :'.cd lor lulcWithout hesitation- they throws. .'.rny '-imaae/on the
.screen^ and without hesitation Ihe screen throws it back.:, So
The director says to me: 'Jiinrnyj
I apologizes tp the camera.
some chiy your face Will appear in every home in. America.
I. says: T think if.- » dirty trick!'
Wl-.a.!' do you think of that?'
And now/I'm working for Camel/Cigarettes— it's about time
.I'm, rubbing elbows with Gtirry Moore,
I got .the plug in.
Xavier Ciigal. Georgia Gibbs, Howard Petrip/ Jldpe Knvcrson—
The
little troupie— and pur director, .Phil Cohan.
a- .'swell
other night my boss, Tom LuekenbiiL is prcseiil at ihe bro.id-cast,. Arier ihe shpw he comes backs/age. He -V:»lks over lo
me, I sticks out- iny hand, he .takes ii'y hand: and the. 11c.
»
UijHg l-'kuow— /'iii flat bit my baeki
'

a

WRITERS:

:

.'

WILES

;

com-,

:.''

.psychological tests clearly: show thai the average
ill
World War No. 2 is at a much higlier
level than in .World Wat1 No. 1. Magazines with the largest
circulations are those giving readers adult articles and re-,
productions of the world's finest art. More persons listen
now to the N. Y, Philharmonic in one /afternoon on the air
thai) ever heard it iii the entire 101 years of Carriegie Hali.-

!

.

.

Mexico.- I thought that was real enthusiasm.' but when he
thought he was '.'carrying his chthusia.sm a little bit too far. When the sponsor told im? I was
hired for Ih second week, I got so -excited I dropped the gun

vision.

:

,

.

Army

I.Q.

from

'.

"

my

'

-

'

before we start, Mr. Miles. .1 read thi oush
the script last night wilh
agent, and I :ib.-61uiely.
rcruss to' do that joke where you say, 'When I kiss, a girl'
|hey ask for more'. .and I reply, 'Yealv. Victor Moore!'. :
'
.To me that 'is corny, and nothing- but a pun.
•

.

in. and you're, asking me if I listened.'
ut I
burn when a mugg from' 'Variety' says I was a credit ;io
Marconi. -The idea of insinuating that I was n cheese. But I
had one listener— a. guy who called me up all the way from

moved

•

.-

Er—

nieicially.

.reverses, the charges, I

.

:

DIRECTOR:

it

•

_'.,./

star'.'

31

ment, should be the first lo recognize and cater to

'.

'

guesl

:

For the guest it's an uji^on-your-loes job and' my advice
have at least a two or three.-minuie' bit
that you've done before that: got -over with an audience, and
try and do that. as early in the program as you can because
it will- give •yoii confidence to do the stuff they've written
for you. In Ih is way you protect yourself.

'.

A .horse!...

.

'

it.

to the guest'er is to

.

.Hold everything!. '/.Where's my scratch
sheet?:.. Where's Lawton's selections'.'. .Sidney!
After tlie broadcast I calls Up my sponsor.
'How
SIDNEY: Yeah. boss.
did you like me?' He says: 'I didn't hear;you: I was iislcniiig
MILES: Max is on the phone. . .lcll;hini to hot 25 across the
You .coulda -knocked me. down. with, a kilo-'"'•'
lo: Superman,'
board on Miss Girdle for rric!. .Boy. -if this nag comes irr,
I
then calls iip my manager. Lou Ciayldn. and .1 say.<:
cycle.
I'll ..quit radio.
iY.clisi: All'.
1'in fed up with it anyhow)
Did. you lise.n to. me?' He gets sore. He says:: Wly horse
- right, slop
that lousy
stalling' around,
where the devil
caine in last. I got a" bad. toothache, my wife's.'-mother

MILES:

or Nothing, you leave Ihe studio fully realizing
nephew' could have done- much belter.

little

to Bert.

.

No.

What about

your

With Eddie Cantor, he makes sure- that the best laughs go-,
Gordon, the Minsk Rochester, and of course it you're
a bachelor you haye to rehearse at the house (Cantor's
House) so you can meet the family. Get it?
Oil Fred Allen's program you have, nothing to worry about.
He respects your judgment and ability, or he wouldn't have
engaged you in the first place, and at the first- rehearsal he
complains so much himself about conditions. and his. health
besides that you're ashamed to squawk about anything cycii
if FalstafT is standing on your fool!
The guesl star system jh radio, was to my knowledge
started .by John Reber of J Waller Thompson company;
Into his mind came the thought that a dinner is always
best when there's a guest in the house.' and so. a radio-.show
is generally keyed to a real high if aii important visitor, is

can't play the first number.
Pelrillo got something against that, too?
The arrangement hasn't arrived yet.

Why. has

BANDLEADER:

On Double

I gets a call from; the Editor of 'Variety' to write anI'm humiliated. What a. comedown for Durante! But
gels thinking. After all, I'm no Noel Coward or George
in any other way am I literary reclined.
After all, I don't see Harpers or The
Mercury or Readers Indigestion beating
a mousetrap, to my door. So I goes into
my study to write, and 1 gels so im-'
merged in my work I don't even. mind.-'

BANDLEADER: We
MILES:

.

.

that

I

Oh. Henny!
Well,

:

bus

then

.

>:

t,he

article.

.

BANDLEADER:

.

With Elicry Queen, you listen .to the evidence and .'when
they ask you so seriously, who. done it, you're afraid to.
answer because by that time you think you did it.

Bernard Schwarz; nor

.

but in

.

"Stage Door CanlCen is the most ambitious of the halfhour shows, and in "its 29'a minutes, ih'ere -must be irf.
eluded the .-.spouting- of thtf program's good cause, the goodwill commercial, two band numbers, a singer and no less
than five guest stars, but somehow they get it all in, even
though the; soliloquy firom 'Hamlet' has lb -be cut to jusl,
'That is the question.'

When

.

MILES tmad

,

-By jimmy (SCHNOZZLE) Duranle-

1

help carry the instruments,
beats you in Gin
linimy. ,

.

DISA and DA TA

MILES:

-

lie

'Hamlet' a la

:

for Debuand she thinks that gag is beneath' her dignity. .-.
would injure her background!

to

...

'..

taritex.

you know that
Worth of Tel.

to be awed for
there's $5,000,000

shirt,

\

going over,

'

;

,

very

Sammy

you have

.

MILES: Now I got sponsor's dauglrter trouble!
DiRECTOR:: .\Vo|Ii she goes to the Coleman School
It

.

answer, but

yoii

JCaye, be. prepared to rehearse on Ihe fly because you've got to get hint, between .the fifth' and sixth
show, as he is always doubling in a theatre and not only do

.

my

ragged-

'."thai

Si Tel.

>•

.

':'

tiiTlcs

With Al Jolson, be prepared

'

-"beneath

.

.

used it last
Berlc! Berle!. .That's. all I hear around here!
...Just
who does this giiy Bcrle think lie is?...
Stealing my- material!. .'I liked to hold babies unlil-lhe
rubber shortage,' is a switch on the old gag-. 'I liked to
.laugh it up,, .laugh it up.: And when I lip
hold babies until the rubber shortage!"
.:'
applaud like hell!'. ..And, Joe...
JOE: Yes?
DIRECTOR:. Well, Mr. Biley from the A. Cauller Kopson
agency called and said the sponsor don't like that line.
MILES: For heaven's sake, Joe, don't onlyown jokes!
MILES: Why. what's wroiig with it?
DIRECTOR: Well, It isn't exactly the sponsor'; it's his dangh-.
TOTAL BLITZ.
'.•":

;

four

-

sir.

;

erle

/

tcr.

goes'

With Orson Welles, you listen lb your, introduction. •then"
say thank. you and sit down for 25 minutes-, then say. 'Good
night Mr. Welles and good night everybody.'

.

'

'.....''.

MILES: Bei l.e!

,

.

MILES:. Listen, you muggs... Accordin Id the '.director, we're'-"
six. minutes over... Go downstairs and cut. .and don'tdo what yoirdid last "week. .This, lime rut the straight
lines and leave- the tunny lines in the script-!
WRITERS (in unison)' Okay, sir!
MILES: And remember, during 'the broadcast Iwant you
boys to sit close to the mike, and when I give the signal

'

'

'

,

DIRECTOR:

after he
slowly..

-.

.

a director starts lo tell m.e. how to
.
I ever' let you read my

Look. Mr. Day. ;did

joke!
book'.'

..

prepared to stand in the middle

_

;

DIRECTOR:

could come in the first line. In fact Ted
you could jiisl BOFF' 'cm 'without, any

Diiffy's Tavern,; lie

;

Ilenny.

if

and/take it. Archie talks-at you for three minutes, then you
say, 'Oh is that so'." and then Shirley Booth takes care of
you for the rest of the program.
With Jack Benny, you learn an entire hew sen.<je of timing. „ If he asks, you 'a question wail three -minutes, and then

.

'"

looming out of control roomt:

the

.-

•

:

•'.

.

.

my

According to Iny daughter-. Mr, MilcsHiiey need
more .than. protection!-: And; incidentally. MISTER MILES
ttiis is your second week oil. the air, and yoii haveii'l
got a formula yet.
MILES: Oh. nne, it's starting iii again:'.
happens around liere I'll blow my. brains out,- „'••'*
SIDNEY: Boss, your horse ran last!
MILES: Tliat's a good feed line for a joke, bul I'm not gonna
.: .'Brainless
they call me,'..: h.:.- those
Miles
writers... lean. ad lib better than they can wriie. Everytliing is against me, .The whole world is against me.
its conspiracy^. .Where.are those wl'ilcrs".'

(reaclihgi/Good even in

"

..

I

i!

Oh.

SPONSOR

,

.

now.

it

just decided to take your number out .and
with another page of commercials:
God!,, .Look, my dear Mr. Sliiiiiplcn-iah.
as you say; in fact. ...1 litii'c to do as you say
bul for. .heaven's, sake, I'll.- have nothing
1
this showbiit commercials and music. v. What- about, my jokes:, .1

''.-.

luUd.'ba'bies'.\-.At',lea.st.'-I':d'id

shdr.tiiKe.

as the .client's wife has a father who is only five feet tall
and therefore is very sensitive about such remarks. Yet on
another you must write in jokes ior the- announcer to tell,
even though he tells them lousy, but (he client, likes to hear
him talk,, and so on and so on could I go into that did black
magic of radio. I offer now a portion of my diary while appearing on the guest-shol circuit.
On the Kale Smith program produced by Ted Collins,
your- second line, must be a 'BOFF aii
it '-would
lie-time-

,

.

.'

.Tight. IMP

.ladies .7 ml gentlemen, this is Henny-''Miles'': '.-. On jny way
to the sliidjb toitighta wbman asked me to hold -her baby
'•,..I.;)ilco "to

.

,

'all

Quiet, everyone.-. .All right, Kenny.

Is'

.

.

'.

wanna do

I

it

DIRECTOR:

did

.You can rehearse

replace

iui,

.

.AH

.

.

SPONSOR:
MILES':

back!

didn't gel. hci'e yet,

Fine thing— no guest star.
from the monoTog.

.

.

.

'

I

DIRECTOR:

,

.

thctiv

"
.

.

is file

SPONSOR;: Jusf:a minute; Mr. Miles...;
MILES: Oh. hello. Mr. Stumplemaii!

...

'

Lemure

besides. M;n-lcnia

MILES:
take

much:

yours.

.

.

worry; they'll, scud

Don't

.,

'

you think I'm crazy'.'
Somebody's
and send them to iiiiolher conie-

.Do'

liable to. steal my- jokesdian.
V ..
'.

'

'

.Thai's the trouble \vith you saps. ...Air you
jokes. . I want new jokes,
Joe. Wh$t was
%.
last- year on the air?
Henny, -I just got a clearance on
song of

Files.

bring nie
thai joke

'

lake it from the first spot.
from the control room, throu
it from the monolog.

DIRECTOR:

;

'

i

.

',"
'.

MILES:

lake

MILES: "Monolbg? ...

•

'-,.'

V files!

.';
.

lot's

lei's

.

.

record was hung up,

feat,

:

All 'right,

DIR ECTOR.

,

'

.

.

.

:

.

gelding Rubbernose ran the- mile in

old'

if I may say so, by me-.
I appeared '3Q times on almost as many- different radio;,
programs as a guesl and this my fellow artists l.s no mean
for the method of procedure and format on each of
these, programs resemble each other; as much as my aunt
looks like Rita' Hayworth. Each advertising company has a
list of idosyncrasies that must be majestically saluted.
For example, on one program you must not mention anything about swimming, as the advertising company also
handles a beer account and swimming reminds the people
of Water and that might hurt the beer business. On another
program you must tell no jokes about a man who is little,

And another

'

.

.

quiet. ..Quiet everyone!...
to read my lines with so damn

—

speak to

to

in

;!

The three-year

do your num-

forgot to clear it.
forgot to cl
Get me the Norris' Office. .1
Abe Flrstvogel , ,1 Want protection/..
What do y.ou'thinlc I'm 'paylng.iO'i for?. ...I'm goin' nuts.
.If this keeps iip: I'll "^o down to the draft hoard and
give them my right 'name! .Writers. '. .did you get. that
new joke yet?
FIRST WRITER: We sent Mordecai over for

You

want

/Hollywood guest

iusta minute, Henny;

who

:

longer time than any other' horse.

'

''"

the'

in 1936.
:

.

*'.''"

We

ber.

MILES:

thin, fat,

.

.

DIRECTOR:

.Singer

.The/ sponsor

.

.Assorted—Tall; short; medium;
emaciated and marinated
,.

.

..

.

is

the record for shelling

year 1902.
Harry Ruby bought more .baseball gloves than anyone else

peas in

,

Out?'.-'

.

... .../...:/

.

MARLENv LKMURE..,. ...........

MILES:'

;'

,

:

.

something', Joe Feiinervessy broke

•down lO one chorusj. .Takie my number flrst: I got a lot
of work to do. ..Hey, Sidney, how did that horse make

.The director and producer of the show
. .
...... . .'.
... .Band Leader

. .

.

.

who

According to John Kieran Hoyle, and

never
-;

.

. .

.

:

.

;'.-.

.You'li

.

.

tmad): Cut. .Cut!, ...I'll never know how she ever:
got 011 this program... She sounds like an A flat. -Air
Raid: Siren'!..: And. besides, we need time: .cut' her

Cast of 'Characters'

HENNY MILES
Y.
VICK DAY
ENOCH GOULIJ.

.

MILES

WAR."]

Mmmnimmm Mmmmm.

(vocalizing V:

know.

iiiow'. '.

GEORGE JESSEL-

-By

.

:
.

of

lineners.

"

'

:',,':

:

'

.
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JUDY CANOVA
Don

Writers:

Pringle, Jack Douglas

fill

the

bill.

CBS

has taken

and,

.

jive-weary

Mins.
New- York.'

On

i

the basis of

the

sketch,

first

The Case of the Switched Plates'
heard" Wednesday <" >.' Ui.c 'Cvey'

end'

Willi Gordon Jenkins orch, Martha
Charles
DiRltta,
Tilton,
Joe

Lou

Kemper,

Lublo,

Shirley

Mitchell

late-hour

listeners. .

Tties., 8:30 p.m.; 25

FRED BRADY

:

bulletin

Comedy, Songs

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE

Wednesday, July

U2VRtETY

should

With Elvia -Allman, Mel Blanc, Ken the photographer character created
Niles, Gordon Jenkins orr.li
by George Harmon Coxe and built
Director: Bill Lawrence
an. action xerie.rto catch the 'news

Director: Nate Tufts
Writers: Howard Harris, Sid Zelinka

Comedy, Songs, Orchestra
LIFEBUOY (LEVER BROS.)

for purposes of comparison,
of the proceedings was greet-

Is

Much

ed with almost tube-blitzing shrieks
by the studio audiences. This be-,
havior Jiaidly jibes with the way the
jokes sounded coming into the home
and the only assumption that the
tuner-irtne,rs could make was that

the lines wore: accompanied by lots
of broad business,
Thurs., 7:30 p.m., .10 Mins.
fast-moving presentation, WEAF-NBC, New York
In any event, Brady was upholsto keep the night owls
(Rullirnii/T & Ryan)
tered will) a strong- quota of stooges.
minCanova offers the -'possibility ''of be/ awake for the. stanza's full 30
The underwriters of (his summer Overlooking the element of' stutterThe character Casey, played
coming the most quoted comic in utes.
pinchhitter for. Bob Burns apparently ers' arid sputterers, something with
'has-'
been
endowed,
Matt.
Crowley.
by
16)
Her opening program
radio;
'Weren't' quite certain, of Fred. Brady's which few comedy programs comirig
certainly gave 'em one. to recall lo with the cynicism; .'.sleuthing ability,
Al- from Hollywood are now without,
Such a sentiment and hardboiledness ex- '.skill at calling the joke .''signals,
friohd.s "the-, following day.
sustaining series the initial installment threw the
conversation, as could easily be im- pected of the radio and film version though Brady- did a
.spotlight on one stooge in particular.
He sasscs the city Over CBS out iof WBBM. Chicago,
agined, would run somcthhiR like fourth .estatcr.
and the ac- That was. the girl that played the
this.
'Did you hear Judy Canova editor, pitches woo and solves the last year, Lever Bros,
heavy siren. She displayed not only
RulhraulT
Ryan,
countable
agency;
&
last night?
No? Well, you mi.ssed mystery in .forthright fashion. In admarked talent,, but recognizable perfor
was
ripe
didn't
think
lime
the
a whopper. It seems she was show- dition, the influence of ihc .film 'Casasonality in her line.
Only two of
city
slicker
iKeir' Nilc.s) blanca' is in evidence. Juan Fernan- starring, him and accordingly billed the crossfire, routines seemed
ing a
to be
through her backcounlry home when dez, as the philosophical piano-play- the program as 'That's Life with of-certain biilJseye quality the taxihe asked, 'Is this a room with bath." ing nilery performer does a Dbolcy Fred Brady.' The' joint qualms of driver bit. as done by'Hhis selfsame
LB arid R. & R. +wcre undersl;uidHo, hp, Judy dome's, back real fast, Wilson minus' the vocalizing;
The able
girl,
and
the
episode
in
the departafter Brady, had 'completed: his
says she: 'The only thing we got highbrow touch is also noticeable in
li.icnt
slore.
series.
here' is. a room, with a path." .'I ain't the barkeep, who reads "One World!'. first stint <8) of the 13- week.
The quotient of rn'usic was relalaughed as much at anything since' Added to murder and fifth column- Brady tries :hard. but his is neither
I
read that little book by .Chic ing. the- session added iip to conven- the personality nor. the adroitness tively small, bi.it what was offered
was good. Gordon Jenkin's swing
for an upper class joke losser or sigSales.'
tional, Iried-ahd-lrue entertainment.
nal caller. He has still to learn. much treatment on the theme of 'The Blue
However; the foregoing quip might
The acting, though prone to be about timing and laugh building.'
Danube Wallz' contuiried plenty ,of
be counted as .maverick.- The proEven though the material as a zip and savvy, while Martha Tilton,
gram's' humor, which Was uniformly overdone in. the case of the city edi-.
Qf the bell-ringing species, remained tor, and self-effacing in the case of whole wasn't of .high cOmbusfible guestee, put her suave rhythmic talwell within the precincts of radio's Jone. Allison, who. plays the gal re- quality, /it' might have fared 'much ents to good use via a fitting vocal
well-guarded parlor manners Most porter, is generally satisfacotry. Di- belter on the loudspeaker end had .number. The general composition
of it was a hybrid of the stuff that rection, and producing are .also par the quarterback been of a defter of the production was of high grade.
•
tickles the'tall-pine folk and h'ot-off- for the course.
'loudspeaker
turn.- The reference
Odec.
the-cob witticisms from Hollywood
&. Vine.
Topical; cracks about the

WABC-CBS.

Marquciie\

(Slicrr|ioii'&

,i

show '

the. ''continued
censor,- Judy

for
Allowing
leniency of Ihc

is

;

a

;

guaranteed

CBS

.

.

-

'

-

—

:

—

:

.

;

-

:

,

-

-

:

;

'

W

'

,
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'DOVER DIARY':
Cast: Joe Julian, Robert Obcr, lohn
Seymour, Don Douglas, Shirley
Dale, Roc Rogers, Judv Blake
Claire Grenville, Joe Rlnes ore
.

'

Writer: Joe Julian
Director: Alexander Left wich
30 Mins.;. Sat., 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining

New York

WJZ-Blue,

Joe Julian, the radio"actor whom
Norman Corwin took to England- last
year' to narrate his 'American in
England' shortwave series to CBS
put together some of his own .observations of that trip as a single
broadcast Saturday night ,dO) on
WJZ-BUic. Julian scripted the program.: was the narrator and played
himself as a visitor to the Dover
coast.
Appropriately, the show was
titled 'Dover Diary.' rind, not (do sur.

prisingly,

was somewhat

it

in

(he

-

manner- of the 'American :in England'
presentations, though natu-'
rally' lacking the unique flavor of
.Corwin s writing.
In Julian's own words', the broadcast took the form of 'just little notes
about little people.: notes at random
written hurriedly.'
He' -'invited the
listener to 'look over my shoulder'
arid then faded easily' into dramatized bits about places, people and
incidents of the channel town. The
show gradually created a picture
and a mood, but- it never quite succeeded in achieving dramatic, emo-

OPA and Chiirlic Chaplin's marriages mingled with- jokes about Miss
Canova's quaint relatives.
Everything about, the 25 minutes
seemed to be well grooved, and the
pacing was. sprightly.
The music,
with, but one exception, hewed to
the program's hillbilly motif. That
one item was a torrid boogie wopgie
Arrangement' in which the pianist
'unbilled) proved a wizard of his
calling. Miss Canova, when given lb
song, spread her style from scat to
rhythm and to plain hogcalling, but
Jt

was

A

entertaining.

all

hillbilly

who was merely

caroler,

Eddie, did

billed

quite pleasantly

by

as
his.'

singleton assignment. The small instrumental group departed but that
once from making mountain music,
and the producers of the show endowed Miss Canova with the. added

'WINGS TO VICTORY
The Army Air

assets of a funny set of stooges.

Miss Canova
In

this

is

replacing A) Jolsbn
for the

The outlook

spot.

tiew tenant

a bright one.

is

"BLIND DATE'

Arnold Johnson Orch

Kaye

30 Mlns.; Thurs., 8 p.m.'

GENERAL FOODS

LIVING SHOULD BE FUN

WEAF-NBC, New York

Vitamins inul nutrition treated villi new
understanding and excitement liy Cnrlton

(Benton. & Bowles)
.
Is. the apt title for this

'Blind Date"

summer fill-in for the Frank
Morgan-Fanny Bricc show Thursday

Fredericks, foremost authority in the field.
New to network?,. Fredericks is pulling,

nights pn

mail like

dubious

Foods.

WEAF-NBC

for General

As hokum entertainment, the

program may .appeal

to certain listeners, but it's likely to seem rather
transparent exploitation of the U. S.
uniform and otherwise in bad taste

As heard on

to most.
.

broadcast

(8), it

how anyone

the

initial

evoked the-question

been

a

short
$15.

verse

for

There have
several
previous
programs
the 'Blind Date' title and

por.tedly

radio actresses recridtcd
from servicemen's canteens in New
.York, are too professional.
Altogether, it's a remarkable atmosphere for a .sponsor .to buy for
ballyhooihg claims for the flavor and
quality of coffee.
JHobe.

lie

:

This isn't the ad

we

success. Fiftecn-niinute segments
available.
its

started to write...

Radical departure in daytime program*
this series presents a complete story,
eaeh day. Mnlerinl is drawn from the pub*
True Slory Magazine. En<
thusiaelic areeptunee by BLUE stations
speaks well for the program.

'At first

how

we thought we'd say something about
shows happen— particularly how

lislied stories in

hit radio

BLUE hits happen.

i

-J"

We

were going

to

say there's.no

way

to tell in

-advaiice^you just had-4o-§tv«4he show lime on
the air. Then,

we intended

to explain that

we

liH^eTrtmttthejBfcrJE's lead in several pi pgtam
classifications

notably

Also, with true

come

to

big factor in boosting our record of new

to

any producer with ideas) was and

is

a

hits.

James Van Dyke
Writer: Ashley Buck
Wednesday,

BLUE

11:30 p.m.; 30 Mlns.
.

escape into

the never-never land of radio, newspaperman' Action, 'Flash Gun Casey'

News

Conimenlatois,

and Top-name Bands,
modesty we were going

mention the awards we've

won— 3

of the Women's, National Radio

1943 awards— and
iWs intended to go on from there and brag a

Sustaining

-

ming,

With Matt Crowley, Jone Allison,
Ralph Locke, John Gibson, Juan

WABfUCBS, New York..
For those who like to.

still

MY TRUE STORY

'FLASH-GUN CASEY'

Director: Albert Ward
Producer: Chester Renter

.

(incorrigible award and poll-winner) as
MC. Marion Maim, Naney Martin and
Jack Baker are featured singers. The
show Is completely unrehearsed and the
resulting spontaneity Is one reason for

Children's Programs

and

.

BREAKFAST CLUB
A teii-vear-old fuvorile with Don McNeill

grams; that our "Open Door" policy (a wel-

Boland,

i2

Wiir Depiirliucnl under supervision of
the Hiiminciis.
v
t

are constantly auditioning and air-testing pro-

Fernandei,' Joseph

'

the fictional "Chaplain .lini," lliii
series dramatizes t lie work of I'. S. Army
Produeeil ill etioperalinn wilb

:

.

MC'

eliaplitins.

.

using
theme.
Aside from this show's fundamental
breach of taste, it has several practical shortcomings.
For one thing
Arlene Francis accentuates the objectionable character of the stanza
by her; outright (though actually
spoofing, of course) c ome-on manner
wittf'The /servlcerrtenT~For another,
both men arid girls are too palpably
fixed in advance with pat gags.
Also, there's always the chance ot
someone blabbing an off -color re-

is

Through

listeners.

and

denim

CHAPLAIN JIM

The idea ot the show is that six
servicemen from the studio audience
try to persuade three 'glamor girls'
1o have 'blind dates' with them. The
boys and girls are on different sides
of the stage, separated by a screen,
and cannot see each other.- Their
conversation, by telephone, can be
heard by the studio audience and

fourth line to
pi'izes of $5, $10

>

famed: BLUE commentator,

,

Each serviceman has two
minutes of' time to talk; plus 10 seconds to try. to clinch the date. Each
girl talks to two boys, then chooses
one for her escort. The three couples are hosted by the sponsor for
the evening at the Stork Club. N. Y.
Three losing servicemen compose a

a

THIS IS OFFICIAL
half-hour service program presenting
aeeredilrd members of Government DepiiMmenlg who give Washington's officinl answers .lo problem* besetting a"
puzzled people. Jbmes G. McDonald,

A

could have conceived
such a stanza, how the Benton &
Bowles agency could have recommended it, and how General Foods
could have approved, its purchase. It
was embarrassing to hear.

|

training and com-

iir

HISTORY JS FI N
New type qui/, show buill around Ameriran History. Designed lo stimulate interest in a vilnl. subject, knowledge of
which has orcii found *e- universally
lacking. Ted Mulouc is MC.

Odec:

/

Cast: Arlene Francis, tiny Ruffner,

Director: Al

t'orps

packed half-hour, urillen and
produced hy muiiilirrs of tlie Air Oorpi
Training Center, Santn Ann, California.
bat. Thrill

•

out of 5

Com m

i

ttee's

the one from the American

Legion Auxilimy-for

War

Effort

programs-

I

Wednesday, July

S

:

1943

14,

The

effort to. build a
ftthe roar of British -bomber

»;rinal

impact.

jliEhte

over Dover .toward Germany

didn't Quite click.
hts.customJulian's narration had
and .conviction, and
iiv' directness

performances Avere

the supporting
Joe Rines
Je'erafiy creditable. The
score seemed^unmspn-cd and
?kbnov suggesting that the conditcS^was givea insufficient time.for
.

Seal

Hooe

nt..
Uic assignme

-

Louise Klnit and Joseph
Galllcchio orch
Writer: Carrie Marlott
Direolor: jack Simpson
Thursday, 10:38 pan,; Is Mins.

>Vitli

.

.

.

.

-

J Mnvch-of--Timel_3a-jnuuilc_stanzai.
Louise King and Joseph Gallicchio's
orch teed off the series Thursday (8)

with

standout deliveries that* only
counteracted the sticky

partially

hello'- '-routine with which the announcer opens- and closes the show.
The atmosphere of relaxation, and
romance which the continuity fails
achieve is brought out by Miss
Iri
•'King's smooth vocalization of 'More
Than .Anything in the World' and 'I
Never Mention Your Name,' plus the
orcli's 'Just to

Be Near

:'

You.'

';

'

RADIO REVIEWS

P^RIETY

'

47

'NOAH WEBSTER SATS'

all sound like pathetic morons.- BeMemorial,' which was conceived at THE CORONET LITTLE SHOW
Haven MacQuarrle, Dr. Charles sides thus holding servicemen up to a meeting of Jap imperialists at Cast:
John Fraier
ridicule, the program involves the Mukden in 1927. It was there that D|rec(or:James B. Hill
Director: Walter Bunker
constant risk of violating public ac- the blueprint of; Nippon's world con- 15 Mins.; Sun.;' 1:45 pan.
30 Mini.: Tues., t:J» p.m.
ceptance of good taste by od-lih re-- quests and domination was discussed SCHUTTER CANDY
BRISTOL-MYEBS
marks from the contestants. Therc "and completed. The program skill- WABC-CBS. New Tork
WJZ-Blue, New York
was one such palpable instance on fully sketched by mixed use of
(Sclnpinuner 4 ScoU\
the opener.
dramatic bits and narrative of the
'(Young & Rubicam)
Stories from Coronet mafi are
'Noah Webster Says' misses by be- background and militaristic mozaic adapted for this early Sunday afterAs a summer -replacement for ing
simply

F. Lindsley,

:

,

.

.

.

,

'

•

a ''corny wrinkle of a
variety series. Bristol-Myers
stereotype formula, and above evis presenting 'Noah Webster Says,'
erything else bv being tedious lis"
a word definition quiz, On the Blue
Ifobe.
network Tuesday nights from the tening
Coast to plug Sal Hepatica "and
Minit-Rub. Haven MacQUarrie is the 'THE PACIFIC STORY'
quizzer on the show, .with Dr. With Owen Luttlmore
Chillies F. Lindsley. of the (Dcci- Drama, Talk, Music
dehtal College faculty, judging the Sustaining
definitions.
John Frazcr reads the Sunday, 11:30 p.m.. 30 Mins.
emphatic,
integrated
commercial WEAF-NBC. New York.
cony.
This .series'' or programs, -.which is
The twist to this particular quiz scheduled to run for 13 Sunday
is that the contestants., mostly ser-.
riishts, has two.things to recommend,
vicemoh.
receive
pyramiding it. The overall theme is. timely and
amounts t)f coin, up to $50. for de- urgent and the method of projec
fining- (1 ve-wordsi1 T-he-^winner's-nre- -lion— is- well— itv^kcepi+w with the
taken to dinner at the Hollywood objective. Tl.» series is founded on
Brown Derby with a picture a6trcss. the premise that the link that binds
in this instance Elysc Knox. Listenthe United States' •"destiny.- to the
ers get $5' for supplying the words Pacific is inescapable, as ;was our
to be defined.
war with japan, and that- d. .'deeper!
On the Tuesday (C premiere Mac- broader understanding of the people
Qiiarrie gave such broad hints about who are fighting- the! 'war with us In
lhc correct definitions! that he actu- that area. plus. a- knowledge ..of the
ally put the words lipid the contestforces which lead to the conflict,
ants' mouths, thus practically carry- will contribute -greatly- to our founding them to dinner with Miss Knox. ing of a sound international policy?
But even while helping Ihern he
The initial program- (H took as
somehow contrived to make- them its subject the now infamous 'Tanaka

of the plot.

'Duffy's'

.

.

Hokey continuity detracts from an
otherwise pleasant quarter-hour molthe summer re,
oclv session; which is
placement for the first half df the

-

Cast:

.

WEAF-NBC^ New York

u

.

'

•HELLO'

•

.

—

—

Owen

.

adviser

•

Lattimorc, former political
Chiang
to.': Generalissimo

Kai-shek and

now

charge of Pa-

in

operations for the QWI. took
minutes
'over
the
final
three
of. the program for -some historical
retrospect and a plea that we clarify our -.'intention's- toward the Far
East.
Whether we are fighting as
imperialists
liberators.
or
as
Whether- -we .have come- to help create freedom, or. maintain the old
relationship'.' The Chinese, he said,
refused to- let the .Japs turn the
clock back, and it. is up to lis to enshrine our good name in 1he Easl.by
cific

-

.'.

.

-showing tha t—we—w ill—coope ra
the world's forward march.

:

l

o -in

Odcc.

Ameche RCA's Emcee

.

>

.

Hollywood, July 13.
assignment- .by J. Waller
First
Thompson on lhc new RCA hour
•

Chicago
Judging' by

noon

scries out
Schiittor Candy.;

for

of

the

premiere installment (11); the show
aimed at juve listeners. Not only
the crime stpi'y'. indicates, the kid
unfile," but the slam-bang commercial copy, rqad in sideshow barker
style, for
it-a-Honey and Old Nick
'candy, bars, could hardly have been

.

is

intended .for adult persuasion,

,

If the.;

grown—

for
actually
it had better be revamped. If lor
youngslcrs. it's corny; but apparently
scries

iiieant

is

lips

ol::iv.

Stanza hoard was'. titled 'Heading
for Trouble' arid was based oh an
articl e by E.t rl Scl by about a Chic-aio'orsaniziiTioiv calle'd~Ho"ys'BriJtlr="
crhood Republic, for juvenile reclamation. It. was straight story-tellitn;.
w.ilh

how

explanation of

little

the-

works or how the miracle cited
broadcast was effected. Properformance. -'-'and' organ
Hobe.
music were emphatic.

'outfit

in this

duction,

.'

'

-

show goes

to

sides as ni.e.

pre-

•THK COl/ONEL'

'
.

Program

i

Don Amechc. who

lakes

oft .in

over the Blue network.

early

fall

Colonel Sloppnagle. (F. Chase Taylor), I erl Sullayan, Florence Halojt,
Hope Emerson,. Eddie: Green, Paul
Baron. Bobby Tucker's Chorus- (12)
.

Mark

Director:
Writers:

:

I.oeb

l)ave
Schwartz.
Roache, Bob Marco
Comedy. Songs, Music
Sustaining
Tucs., !) p.m.r30 Mins.
.

.

.

AIR-TESTED BLUE BITS

WABC-CBS, New York
As sus taining variety

'sHoivs'/£<>,-:

'

otic rS~a~ferttrTi otc h C's

lb Is

age, but

it still

ab ove aver-

lacks what

takes to

It

make 'eni sit up and take notice.
The main weakness of the comedy
script' seemed 'to be its disparity.
every sock laughTprovoker there

Foj-

.were

RHYTHM ROAD
Swingr.

irreverent,

alarifcr-,

tn red, lhi»

1AI1M
good-iia-

program has won a welcome

HOUND

Written by '.Jerry McCill. one of radio's
most successful scriplers, this tltirly-iiiiiiute

BOSTON SYMPHONY

THE FALCON

America's most distinguished Symphony
Orchestra is a round-the-year Hchei|ul«
of concerts. The Winter Season Under
the direction of Dr. Serge Kousscvil/.kv \
the ltosloii "Pops" in the suininer, diriTled by Arthur Fiedler. A most unusual sponsorship opportunity.

Just the opposite, of the protagonists in
.''.Appointment with Crime"— the. Falcon
is a sleuth who refuses to take himself
seriously. The Falcon has. a weakness
for the ladies which adds a. romantic,
cast to the- script. A successful hook
character and movie sleuth bids for air

•"whodunit*! follows the -adventures of an
imiisual trio, Sally, Mac and. Harvard who
new conntnke. jnan-hunting'a business.
tender for popularity.

A

.

*

in cooperation with the Coordinator of liiter-American Affairs, this adventure serial has all the Americas for it*
Iiic-iilr.
Colorful characters and unusual
lurreliatidising possibilities make Sea
lluiniil a vehicle deserving attention.

Produced

.

:

ARCHIE ANDREWS

SALUDOS AMICOS

...:_....IipP„HABR!CAi*.._.

_

.:

Dramatic,' timely, geared In the growing
interest in aviution. Hop llurrigiin is a
kIiOw with a large, following.
Already sponsored regionally, the serin*
hits proved a sensational sales builder.

ami

^lung-standing favorite with the HI.

;

Tliiiiiigli

Ml'.

JOHN FREEDOM
over u year, John Freedom .has lie.
'legendary character. Patterned on
Pimpernel" of lite illative Uar.one.--, Orc/.y— Joint Ireedom makes it his
Ini.>iiie-,s to foil tin: Nazi reign of terror in

lancl. i

.
'
.

The

LOVE PROBLEMS

1> >ls
•

separations, ehnnges

upheavals has created new problems Tor people. Allic Lnwc Miles, lonptlinie radio penonalily, brings prorlieal

i;.

'

countries.

A

;

scries of len-te. ex-

melodramas— well

is

written and well

nf vocal tin'd instrumental fare in
the modern .manner.
The .singing
was likewi-o expert.
Filtered ill between the musical

atillienliealcd.

WEEKLY WAR JOURNAL

.

Mnrlin AgronsUv, BuuLhage,
Pniij

A program «»r.
»ouian interest— man interest, loo!

'.

to advire-seekers.

high

<:oiii|iiorcd

.

Mins.

spanning half of thc eiahtwoek hiatus taken by 'The Aldrich
Family.' regular tenaht of this Thursday spot, with- a series of talk, and
musical programs picked tip from
divers 'training centers of the armedforces in this country. If this par
formancc <8) put on by Capt. Ecfdie
Ounsledter from the 'Santa Ana:
Calif., airforce command base can
be- considered .as a norm, there must
be a wealth of fine musical talent
gathered around these 'canips. Ditnstedtpr's arrangements had breadth
and brilliance, and his guiding of.
the orchestra through 'The Red' Cavalry MaiclV and a medley from tin;
This Is the Army' score served lo
underscore a delightful interlude

jii-t

following not ionully-kuow II anaarc available for sponsorxhip

l-'leislier,

anil

Sustaining

the "Scarier

.

;

t'apt.

Thiirs., K:30 p.m.; 30

coiiie a

citing

-

I'elp

In

.

NEWS ^COMMENTATORS

youngsters in radio.

its

an

youiigsterj.

calming smne of the most talented

The war with

front

Odec.

.

Eddie Diinsledler
Orchestra. Songs

great
great
things for • previous sponsor. "Meet

nlnays-eroudeil Mlnlio.
1'roiliiced hy Natalie I'ragi-r. an aulliorily
in the serious business of onlerlainiiig

music and soiig and laughter ami

the Sunday morning litis or* The
ltaliliit Line takes its listeners on
pleasant jaunt through enterlaiiuiiriit-

Vi liili;

«

With

NBC

CAME PARADE
drawn

Ki'iry,

'MUSIC IN THE AIR'

WEAF-NBC, New: York

.Pot-pourri'' of: games, quizzes, talcrtelliiig
ami oilier, gained, with voting participants

Marion, directed by

COAST TO COAST ON A

to 'the final

and

Your. Nuvy" is proslueeil ul the Crcut
.Lakes Navul Training S<-liool— uses for
Inlenl nieinlM'rs of I'nele Sam's Navy.
Sonic of the '•regulars" on the program
;irc. loiig-tiine radio luniinnries.

against crime, espionage and sabotage.

men— past and pres-

Mmlgc Tucker.

East:

MEET YOUR NAVY
show — which has done

A

Wen

F.N

Ed

musical item, 'Oklahoma.'

pert Polly leantflip again ill a new potpourri of quizzes,, wheezes and prizes—
• program wliich bids fair to duplicate all
of tin- success which has attended East iu
the pasl uud present.

CREEN HORNET

younger listeners, thin half-hour <lminnlir series tells the story of Aincrim

celebrated

.

melodious flourish

of

'.lots

tin:

Anti-crime? thriller that lias long
rei-ognizeil as one of the top children
•erials on the air. Each ejiisode is complete in itself and each is built arniinil
some timely topic ' America's battle

BLUE -PLAYHOUSE-

in terms of its great
ent. Written by Ira

The rotund and

,

'

his orchestra..

fa>i-p:ircd

'l.lTTl.E

.

LADIES BE SEATED

.Thirty minutes of music of all the Amer-ii iis. produced in cooperation with- the Coordinator of Inter-Aliicrican Affairs. IVuInres Victoria Cordova, sensational ItLI'E.
^tiiid." Cast includes Jose Ferrer lis narrator, the Andriiii Brothers and Paul Layalle

present comedy in a seripl show appealing to youngster*. Writing and direclion make it a stand-out.

l<>

.

!

success.

.

on a comic magazine aeries, Archie
Andrews represents first, niujor attempt

Itaxcil

live' or six old nuggets from
the flics, such as: 'Do you know
Poe's 'Raveii'?'. 'No, ,but -what's he
mad about'.' The basic idea of the
ado. Colonel Stoopnagle's griefs as
the'-opcrator of a bowling alley, is a
good' otic, but the writers, in fashioirr.
ing the opetiihg installment (b">, ap-.
parenlly became so .immersed in
.their, puns and wit. that they lost
sight of the central characterization.
Engagetl .with Stoopnagle in making
the most of a spasmodically funny
script was a corking cast of line
bouncers.
The- musical side of the show was
somewhat .more exhilirating. Jtri
Sullavan. a CBS coiitractee, showed
up brightly; whether the vocal called'
.for
torch or fast rhythm.
Paul
Baron's arrangements revealed versatility of a marked order in interpreting. pop music, while Bobby
Tu'rkor's
cieht-voiced chorus lent
1

and still the most successful notional
program devoted t« the interests df Mr.,
and Mrs. Ahierieuii Farmer. Produced in
roo'perat ion with the interested Governiiieul Bureuus, the program is authentic,
and enlcrtainiiig.
First

for itself ii( a few short weeks* Features
JOhiinr Morgan, virtuoso of the linwhislle; Helen O'Coniioll, Belle of Tim
Blur; and Jimmy Lytell and orchestra.

SEA

APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME.

AM) HOME HOUR

li.

'

ticorge Ilicks, Major (M'tienil
Maloiic U.S.A. (Itcl'd), Jume.

McDonald, Koy Porter. Henry

.-numbers, were bits of talk about the.
living. ciiiTiculii and training routine of Ihe cadets at. the Santa Ana

Complete week-end review of the nr'trt
— lealnring a group of di->lingui'ihed
ltl.l V,
coiiiiiieiitutors. I'iek-ups from
foreign' sources round out the report—
which give* the listener n. complete pic.ttin* of tht: week iu'reticw.

'VVilfriil

J.

Taylor, Edward Tomlinson, Harry Wis.liter (Sports).

The continuity had but one
II
was delivered by an an'-,

base.

.

f.-iiill.

•

niuiitcer with
song style,

pronounced

a

sing-

Odec'

'

n s u: A'y-wAiuMIC orch, Josef Stopak
Writer: Gilbert jChase
Oiroclnr: Arthur Austin
Thiirf (lav, 1 ::10 p.m.; 30 Mins.

i»i.

With-

-

1

WKAI'-MIC, New York
liccaitsc \vc Ui ink pin"

record

tierrvls pi-clly

good.

uliirli is full

aflcr

]>iit

;tll

(

wf

tliDiigjil)

you arc more

l

)-ll.al'is : ulial

lia\c a\ ailalilc

lot"

oj

a. Ii.nntlv. £(ii>li'
l)t ti£iiitii

fui'lx
t<>

ab/nil liMi-ncis'

liucr «i' your

i>os.ul>ililics.

U

iinl :

i/.?

tlt'sl;

lo until

as

yon

you u

—

martial music. cro d c 1
liard-hiUinK continuity-,., fnnn

ni:ii-in<i

with

t

.

ijacltbone of NBC's six-weck oub.service offering. 'Music at. War."
wliich tee/I oft Thursday '.8).
The
pin pn e df ihc program is to- shoi'/

the.
J it-

i>rc[rnvif«<.-M'.-i.
rhir.l-

,

!

native North and South Ameriare .^parking the
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Agency Opposes

Director and Writer
(On Commercial Programs— Summer
PROGRAM
'Alias

>Iinheapolis-

John Freedom'

Hobait Donovan

(CBS).

.

Elizebeth Tbiid

Blackett-Samplc-

Phillips

Hill'

'American Album of

Hummert

B-S-H

(N. Y.)
(N. Y.)

B-S-H

(N. Y.V

'

1

-Frank Hiimmert.

Familiar Music'

Bayer.
Lever

'American Melody Hour'
'Aunt Jenny'

B achelor's

.

Bale;!,

Molle
Raleigh
Consolidated Razor

Young &

Lever
Maxwell House

Rulhrau
Benton
Esty

,

"~~

I^lrtTtkobron

—

;-

Sandy Slronach

"ubicam

Walter':

.

Grey

Kiernah

Hobart Donovan
Jack Byrne

Tom

Clarifies

BILL

Julian-Fuiit

Warwick & Legler

-Dick

.

Mack

PERRY

"Saturday Night-

:

:

45 10 )U: 15 p.m.,.

Now

'.T.

1$.

Ycar

h

in' 7i

— C-

.

IVt Milk

fiir

Art Stander'
Larry Marx

Howard Harris
Sid Zclinka

Man Sou

Minute
'Major Bbwcs*

'John Masters
Compton
Kenyon & Eekhardt Charles Lewin
RulhrautT & Ryan
Tom: Viet or
Thompson
Lew Green
Dave Tuttle
Young; & Rubicam
Young & Rubicam -Hi Bro_\vjV_^_

Kellbggs
Chrysler
Swift '.-.'

.

•Breakfast Club'
'Bright Horizon'
'Bulldog, Drummond'
•Calling America.'

NETS IN PITCH

FOR STEEL

-

Lever
Hortoh
Squibb

&

Cornell

'•Coyer,'-

Ted Maxwell

BIZ

Th.e_net\yorks_ lia.vewJjegiin_ a_ cprt.
cehtraled sales campaign in the diection of the big steel coir/panies
with the view, to bringing them, in
for institutional canipaigns. which,
with the end of the war,, could be
converted into actual product sellin e. Pilches for symphony orchestra
soohsorVhip are being made to U;'. S.
Steel and Bethlehem, while 'in the
case of Alleghany Ludliim Sleel, CBS
has suggested something more on
ihe mass-appeal side.
With AlleBhanv. the tie to radio would be for

Newell

-

.

;

Don

& Mar-

Colgate

Sherman

Colgate

Bates
B.B.D.&O. ....
Lchiien & Mitchell

quette

•Can You Top

This?.*

DuPont
Woodbury

'Cavalcade of America'

•Chamber Music Society
•

Lower Basin Street'
•CiUes .Service'

Foote,

illsbury

Cone

Freelance

Jay

Travis Wells
Mitchell

&.

Prindle

Jack Douglas

"
JayClar
Homer Fickett

Sorriers

Robert P, Smith

Benson

Belding

Erwin Wasey (Chi)
Pouch Tobacco Walter & Downing
Weintraub
Cresta Blanca
Biow
Philip Morris
Roche, Williams .&
Lewis Howe

•Contented Program'
'Counterspy'
•Cresta Blanca'
•Crime Doctor'
Crumlt arid Sanderson

Carnation

Harry Gilraan
Axel Gruehbcr
Thep Gannon-

.

'Mail

-

.

Charles Lewis
Phillips H. Lord

.

Eric Hatch

;

:

Jack-- Johnstone

Max Marcin

Kirby Ayres

Georgia Leighlon

direct selling of a.'stainless siecl.

Cunnyngham

& Bowles
Al Kaye
Thompson
Bob Brewster
Kenyon & Eekhardt Cynthia. .Drew
Young & Rubicam Elton
Arthur Hanna
Duane Jones

Babbitt

Jack Carson

Welch Grape Juice
Campbell

;

.

&

Cone

Carroll Carroll
Charles Abbott.

....

.

AleeiiXeslie

Johanna De Witt
Les Weinrott
Iron
Leonard Levison, Lou

Gordon Hughes

Kastor (Chicago)
Foote,

Vick Knight

Woodman
Coca-Cola
Chesebrough
Vick
Auacin
Bromo-Scltzer

D'Arcy
McCann-Ericksoh
Grant
r-s:h in yi
TUithrauff

•Family Hour'•Famous Jury Trials'

Prudential
Williamson Candy

Benton & Bowles'
Aubrey, Moore Sc

'Fashions in Rations'

Servel

'First Line*

Wrigley

Wallace
B.B.D.&O.
Meyerhoff

•Bandwagon'
•Front Page Farrell'
'Fountain of Fun*.
'Gang Busters'
•Gay 90V

Fi'.ch

Morton Downey
'Dr. Christian'
'Dr. I. Q.*
"Easy. Aces'_:
•tilery Queen'

..

.

'

Tom

'

Esty

-

•

•

Y.)

Kudiier

'Goldbergs'
'Good Will Hour'

Procter & Gamble
lionized "Yeast

Compton

'Grand Olc' Op'ry*
'Great Moments In Music'
•Guiding Light'

Reynolds Tobacco
Cchinese
General Mills.

Jack Haley
Horace Heldt

Sealtest. Labs.

Knox Reeves
McKee & Albri

Lewis-Howe

StackrGoble

Cudaliy
Colgate
Petri Wine.
Bourjois

Grant

,

Romance'

:

Si.

Rulhraii IT
Esty

Young

Air'

:'•'.''

of the

Procter.

Manfred Lee
Fred Dannay

Bill

Rousseau
Jerry-McCill

Freelance
Jerry McGiir

Waller Tibbals
Robert Brown
Wall Byron

Nancy Hamilton
Ken Robinson

Richard. Leonar

Robert Shaw

Kraft.

American Tobacco
Beautiful'

& Ryan

Tom

Gertrude Berg

Vielor

General Mills

•Lone Ranger'
"Lonely Women*
'Lorenzo 'Jones'.

Geiicral Mills
General Mills
Phillips

.

budget, 'Enemy',

Joe Hill
Joe Ainiey

Margaret Lewerlh
Virginia Thacker

Dick Woolen
James Whipple
Edward Pola
Glenn Heisch
Gordon Auchincloss

M. Hackaberry
Irving Vendig

'Lum and Abner',
•Ma Perkins'
•Manhattan at-MldiilKhf
"Manhattan Merry Go
Round*
•Mayor of Ihe Town*

Babbitt

Jerry Rice
Edith Meiser
Gordon Auchincloss

Compton
Bates

—

i

Carlton E. Morse
Freelance
Irving Crump

Cone.
Belding

Procter &, Giinible
r'Voung-

B-S-H

Lever

Julian

mold Maguire

Funt

p.

ime mag will start its third radio
It will
series Aug. 2 on WJZ-Blue.
be called 'Time Views, the News'

in.,

ri-

sustainin

;

sustaining.
•II'k Maritime,.' variety-educational aboi.it the IS. S. Maritime
Service, with guest names; 5-.

Carl Herzinger

5:30

.

Carl

George Fogle
Bob-N'ovak
Frank. Huinmert

Ryan

Time Mag Teeing Off 3rd
Program on Blue Aug. 2

WABC-CBS:

.

Bixby
Don Becker
Basil Lriufihrane
Katharine Seymour
rcii Obolci:.
Arch Oboler
Stephail Gross
Helen Walpple
Charles Livingstone Fran Strylier
Guil Gibbons
Janet Huckins
Slephaii Gross
Theo and

& Rubicam

&

New

'.'.

Manny Mannheim

Robert Brewster

(N. Y.)

Rulhrauff

:

little.

with

July 17 .:
Sust gln~\t ltK~-Wlinr!i;'-~ vrr=—
'I
riety-documentary
about
the
Army Air Forces technical
training command, with guest
names: 2:05-2:30 p. in.. Saturdays;

Marie Baumer

Lester Vail

Oliver

(Continued on page 82)

WABC-CBS;

days;

relatively

and.

.-will

be

heard

Monday through

p.m..

.4.30-4.45

Friday, with

WesW

,

&

(Chicago)

Cummer
Walk ins

orch,

Jack Smith; 11:30-12

M.vi'on Dulton

(Hollywood)

S.eilzer

.

slated to remain
even it not

.

'-

Harry Spear
Ralph Butler

Young &• Rubicam
B-S-H IN. Y.)
•Thompson

Foote.

Scott

is

indefinitely.,

the. air

ment

•

-Raymond

Ted McMurray

Reeves
Nrgwetl~Ei uMBil
Biow.

m., Thursdays; WMCA,
York; sustaining.
July 16

p..

David White
Carlton E. Morse
Hi Brown

Mathild' Ferro

Alka

.

-

Since Mutual
sold
commercially.
conlributfc the Mine gratis and pays
a large parf of the production expense, the show costs the Govern-

.

IS

Jiily

'United
Nations
Compare
Notes,* discussions o( postwar
problems, witlv representatives
of the United Nations; 10:03-10:30

B-S-H (Hollywood) Paul Pierce
B.B.D.&O.

on

Premieres
(July 14-25)

B-S-H (Chicago)
RuihraufT & Ryan
B-S-H (N. Y.)
B-S-H (Chicago)'
B-S-H (Chicago)
B-S-H (M. Y.)

.

Iron'izcd.'.Y.ea'st

i

..

George Hay

& Rubicam

& Gamble Compton

'Light of the World'
•Lights Out!
'Lora Law-ton'
..

•

Procter

Car-

'

t

Be

lu

to

If sold,

OWI's 'Enemy'

Leo Sherin
Norman: McLeod

Kay

here

is

OWI

--earrolr-eaiioll

•Life Caii

handling the music.

Half-hour program will have a diversified format, with complete nir>ings of dramatics, music or comedy.
Elkin Kaufman, of the. William

Edward Filzgeraid. in Ihe Donahue
Being
Coe' agency: George H. Schiesei;
wiil. be moved out of E-W's space
Offered for Sponsorship
b.uyjng deparlmenl to fill the vaThis Is Our Enemy,' the Oflice
cancy, elTcclive, Monday 19).
When Fitzgerald' left several' of War Information series Thursday,
months ago, his spot- as radio direc- nights on Mutual, is being considered for sponsorship.. Harry Hoff,
tor, of Erwin-Wasey was absorbed by
Charles H. Pinkham. a v. p., for the of the Henry Souyaine office.- obpermission to, submit,
lime being, bul il is reported that tained
.
Ihe agency figures oh having a man il to prospective clients.
brought in for the directorship by
Despite the curtailment of the
OWI's domestic branch because of
the end of this month.t h e
of
Congressional
reduction

1

•KraftvMusic Hail'

mann

the recording back east.

&

Freelance
Freelance

Bill

Bates

& Gamble

.

Joe Lincoln has resigned as
buyer of the Erwin. Wasey & Co.
agency to join his. former associate,

Bruce Kaminon-

Sweets
Frank McMahon
Gertrude Berg

Legler

Erwin Wasey
Foote, Cone &

•Hour of Charm* (Spitalny) Genera). Electric
Procter & Gamble
•I Love a Mystery'
'Inner Sanctum'
Carter Pills
Mack Armstrong'
General Mills
Harry James
'Johnny Presents'
Philip Mprris
•Jorce Jordan'
General Foods
Must^Plain Bill'
Anacin

Hollywood, July 13.
Goodyear rubber is holding oft'
buying a Norman Cbrwin-CBS package -show until platter of the samTest disc had Orson
ple is spun.
Welles and Ray Collins as guests in
a dramatic, piece, with Corwin as
scr.iplcr-dircctor, and Bernard Herr-

•

Belding

'Hollywood Theatre

SHOW GOODYEAR'S WAY

GOES TO DONAHUE-COE

Goodman Ace

.

CORWIN BOUNCES CBS

win directs and Writes the dramatic
shows.
Scries would originate
time- Hollywood and New York.

Lester Gottleib
Paul Dudley
Freelance

James Whipple

Warwick

American Tobacco

'Here's to

.

Grant.

Sloan's

•Help Mate'
•Hobby Lobby'
'Sherlock Holmes'

G_6odma.rj_A£e

lolSo-with-the- responsibility -for the
withholding tax for persons, on this
particular program in event Letter
was permitted to become Ihe indie
contractor and furnish the" show to
CBS as a package.

Weintraub agency,

JOE LINCOLN ALSO

John Guedel

.

CBS now wants to'
1941 earnings.
know- whether the wage stabiliza-:
tion order would bar Lester horn,
assuming the status of independent
contractor for the program.
Another complication that the network wanted straightened out had

!

Ramsey
B-S-H (N.

Kolynos
Mars .Candy

Hargis

Harry HolcOmbe
Paul Dudley
Ted Bliss
Perry Dickey

Ryan

Ac

Railroad Co.

Ruth Cornwall

Brown & Williamson Seeds
Feenamint

&

Fulton

Belding
Pacific Coast Borax McCarin-Eriekson

Tommy Dorsey
•Double or Nothing'

U; S. "Steel woiildn'r exactly' be a
new enrollee with radio, It has in
oast years lised daylime network to
olug some of its -trademark plale
used for kilcheiiware. and Ihe spot
channels lor Ihe selling of the wirefenefng of its subsid. Tejiuessec.Coai,
.

Benton

Maxwell House
Old Gold
Wesson Oil
Bristol Myers

I. Blind Dale'
Bob: Crosby
'Singing Sweethearts'
•pale With Judy'
'David Harum'
•Dear John'

•G.

Rules

.

Freelance.

Jack Lewi

Eleanor Larson

Wage

CBS has put. off the debut of Jerry
Lester in a sustaining variety show
on 'CBS Sunday nights (7-7:30 p.. m:)
until the U. S. treasury department
has issued a requested interpretation
of the comic's contractual stains.
The inquiry by the network was primarily; prompted by the fa.l that his
CBS salary would be in excess of his

TENOR

.

Johnny Greene
Seima Robinson
Fred Fox
Jack Robinson

.Don Bernard

Lester's

- J)ebut Until Treasury

7 -A lbert-^ Bannisler-

Parker Gibbs
Jack '.Byrne
Hutchins

Seeds

Cainel
Pabst

•Blue Ribbon Town'

.1.

CBS Holds Off

Freelance
Bess Fly nn

-

.

.

""B'S^HT'tTr

.

Hummert

Patricia Dougherty
Russ Young'

'

r

Phillips

'Battle of Sexes'
'Beat the Band'
•Better Half
•Big Sister'
•Blind Date'
•Blondie'

Fi'n'nk:

& Ryan

RuthraulT

Continental Baking-

Chil dren'

'Backstage Wife'

'

-:.

Both shows will- tee of for their:
respective accounts at 7 p.. ni. Saturdays.

Hanneywell

'Amanda Honeymoon

will

have twq shows competing against
each other for audiences this fall.
The two are the RCA stanza (Blue)
and Elgin's 'Man Behind the Gun'

WRITER

Addison Lewis

Thompson agency

"Waller

J.

DIRECTOR

AGENCY

SPONSOR

Own Show

Its
Listing)

MuriHy Bolen

-

p.

CBS;

Saturdays;

Sundays,

interest in the latter station.

Hanna's Sore Paw

WEAF-NBC,

.
.

.

July 19
'Vacation Serenade,' with Wilfred
PWIetier -'orch..., Dorothy
Kirslen, Reed KennedyV 10:30-1
pi m.,

lienry .Selinger
Fi'eelnhce

J.

Mondays; WEAF-NBC;
Heinz Co.; Maxon agency.

classical

treatment

music;

12.05-12.30

ing.

.

of

WABC-CBS;

Arthur

popular
midnight,
sustai

Doylestown. Pa., July
Hanna, director of

1.3.

-the

oC
.Harum''.-' and / 'Amanda
Hill' programs, is in the

'David

Honeymoon

Doylestown hospital with a minor
hand injury received in an accident
on -his farm near here.

il.

Johnny Warrington orcli, with
Marion Mason and Jack H tinier;
Monday;

•

I

.

11. p.m.,

sustainin

by the iriag's radio program siaff,
headed by Frank Norris. .
The publication's other programs
are 'March of. Time,' now off the. air,
but slated to return to its Thursday'
night spot, on NBC in the fall, and
a nightly, news review on WQXR,
New York. The mag has a financial

WABC-

'
.

July 18
Bob Crosby orch. \yi h Les
Tiemayne, guesl vocaiisls; 10:30-

Leston Huntley

Jcan.Hollo.way,
•Charles Tazewell

n-i..

sustaining.

brook Van /Voorliis," ^he^TVIarch of
the
Tinie' :' announcer;
reading
•straight jiews presentation scripted

:

During
Eubanks
the

.

Hanha's vacation, Gene
subbing as director' *>[
Harum' and 'Amanda,
Blackett-Sample-Huin-

is

'David

serials

mert,

for
'

,

-
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The air.nadaa of

Dynamic

'

AliiadiOfttiSlU «r« infmofion/
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that

-

'

i
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-tWM^.^V il!ielliu(m»fll, Butuelduif .

nighty-

aweep these ^aaV-rorciea of the a/r,

adrancef
;

Doodlin

Kit lleae/artillery

'

^inre^

oh

ffy lifo t ili ./' Panlillu la

-

-

,

—— —

.

lo.

script for pronuncialioji,

-

'

v

ictor y are

*hc earned their "win^s *jth Chehnaul tYoyer
«fc

lie scores

rom fcfkT^nr

theae ajraadaa-of. vengeance and

George Putnam, JSBC

news reporter,

if

pfe Squadron- leaderi of

.'

'

a serious business

each

lea of Cnung lt tne J'itith M ac Art

ond over,the akiea

.of

.

M »i ui

uuaiy

iy-iAS^^y tediaSfllg .At oa ' aecret*-

dramatic

(hidden alone the bordera of Hitler'e

emphasis, change of pace!
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7.0

George Putnam
WEAF
36/.

[listening audience]
«
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L
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3:0

* 3. 0

*

2.0
^

:

f
I

.0 *

A*

mmer

news spot on WEAF, the rating was down.
According to the last survey of The Pulse of New York. Inc..
In the space of eighteen months, it has more than doubled.
area
Winchell has called Putnam's
. ... Walter
Putnam now controls 36% of the listening audience in the New: York
ihe best male': voice in radio. Sponsors seem to agree. Four years ago, George arrived on the New York scene, an

When George

\
;'

STATION

Putnam, popular

NBC news

reporter, took over the 11:00 p.m.

.

Today, he is doing fourteen quarter-hour news broadcasts weekly. All of Putnam's: news broadcasts are
now sponsored on a fifty-two week basis. SRO! ... ... Aside from his nev/s broadcasts, he acts as master of ceremonies
and narrator on'./The Army Hour," 3:30-4:30 EWT, Sundays, NBC ... ... The opening scenes of Univ.ersal's "We've Never
Been Licked" introduce Putnam to the movie audience.

unknown.

And

that's the

up

to the

minute news

—up to

the minute, that's

all

the news!

s
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14,
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up

s take

§

Thursday •
BERNARD DUDLEY
Program Commentator

Kraft Music Hall

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
SYM PHON Y ORCHESTRA
(1'iiilcd

Thanks

to these

-

M*rodueer

-

John

and His Orchestra

Mail li ic Maiiheiiii

-

-

KENNEDY

(Chevrolet Dealers of America)

182 Stations

-

Seotf Trotter

B.

of CltS anil Regional

.•TRANSCRIPTIONS AND SOUND

For Time

Writer

-

Ralph Beid

-

—LA. 4-1200

Announcer

*

Enaineer

-

*

-

ON FILM

Availabilities Cull

Radio Registry

Ken Carpenter

Networks

Writer

Carroll Carroll

-

l\clnork

Vi iih

JOHN
-

CHS

NEWS OF THE DAY

permanent fixtures:—

Bob Brewster

Rnhbcr Co.)

Slate.

Kntire

Mnsie Maids

Trnilv Envin

The Charioteers
and Boh Crosby,
in i

v.p.

harge of Vacations
Sineerclu 9

MICHAEL CHIMES
'HARMONICA— OCARINA—UKULELE

BING

Varied musical background
FEATURED. AND INCIDENTAL MUSIC FOR—
.March of Time, From Page Drama, CHS
Workshop, Truth
Reader's Digest,

FR ANK

Former Soloist with

NOW

A K It IS II

Jazz Lah-

The GoldThe Bond

CHS

Television,

SPOT COMMERCIALS

BARBA SOL

Keinlonc. Iteeinan's Pepsin Gum. Chiclets,
Sen-Sen. J. O. Paste. Pahsl Blue Ribbon Deer,
Picl's Beer, Lipton's Tea, Rrcml, National
Biscuit Company,
Dawson's Ale, Zvronc.

RexaM

INDIANAPOLIS

,

Stores, Marlin. Sailers.

PICTURE SHOUTS
Available August 1st for Three or Five Quarter- Hour Programs Per

WIRE
BASIC NBC

« %

'*

..»* i

••

4 t.'ifi m

«•

« «.i

t

a

• •

«

«,\v r • * • «

Jenny's

FOR—

Macy's, Crapenuts ami Grnpenut Flake.
Johnson & Johnson, Post Toaeties, Lifebuoy,
Ivory Soap. Duz, Don' Juan Wines. Pepsi-Cola.
Dunhill Cigarettes, Saturday Evening Post,

WIRE
FOR RATES CONTACT

Aunt

Stories.

ABE LYMAN

SINGING FOR

Radio

Consequences,
Scott's

Wagon,

1*

or

Raymond

oratory. Norman Cor\» in Shows,-'
bergs, The 'Man Rehind Tl# Gun,

Warner Hi as.
Paramount and
Sou nd iV

Week

.for

TRANSCRIPTIONS
Lantuvorlh

NBC

Mnzal;.

Thesaurus

World

INDIANAPOLIS

—

MUSIC FOR ANY TYPE PROGRAM

*
»

•

» a

*

<

c .

s

u

>•««..,

i

•

•

«

* • »4
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Are Made Of

Stuff that Sales

"J U DY
C.B.S.

P^RIETY

CAN OVA"

120 STATIONS. 8:30 P.M. TUES.

"TERRY & THE PIRATES"

E.W.T.

BLUE. 155 STATIONS. 6:00 P.M. DAILY. E.W.T.

~~"
for Colgate Tooth

Powder

for Quaker Puffed Grains

"THE MAN ON THE FARM"

"BILL STERN"
N. B.C.

66 STATIONS. 10:30 P.M.

SPOT. 46 STATIONS. 12:00

FRI. E.W.T.

for Colgate Shave Creams

for Quaker Oats Poultry

&

NOON

SAT.

j

Stock Feeds

"TH E FAM LY FRI EN D"
I

ONE MINUTE SPOT S. 2 58 STATIONS
for the Dr. W. B. Caldwell Division

STERLING DRUG, INC.

SHERMAN & MARQUETTE,

CHICAGO,

INC.,

NEW YORK

Sincerest Thanks to
the

(Since '32)

manager and

staff of

Theatres in which the Dr.

show has played

cess,

and

CBS Network Mondays

BROMO

of the

Q. radio

Show a

suc-

in further strengthening the

bond between

Full

I.

splendid co-

for their

operation in making the

each

the Theatre

and Radio.

for

SELTZER

Grant Advertising,

Inc.

New

Mexico City

Chicago

Address: 8-3 Tuscan Court, Great Neck, N. Yi

•

Dallas

•

York • Monterrey
• Bio de Janeiro

•

Wednesday, July

ss

Truth and the Consequences of a
Cross-Country Tour for Uncle
Bv RALPH

EDWARDS

on the subject 60 tours in the interest of

Truth' or Consequences is just finishing a 14- week tour in the interest
or three important wartime scrvrices
the Treasury, the War Man|iuw«i; Commission, and entertainment', in service camps. There arc a
few ..things' about touring for Uncle
Sam which we have learned and'
which may prove helpful to other
producer's interested in loaning, their
....
bhow*lo the Government.

—

Naturally, the work is voluntary
at. the producer's expense, which
makes two things
automatically
mandatory^— the desire to help out.
.and the necessary money to help out

and

with.

The desire to assist the war effort
is with most all o£ us, but to undertake the expense of a major tour is
not so easy. I

tlrt!

war

.situation, for

effort.

me

.Another happy

is

the

fact

that

Consequences' can be
adapted to vaudeville. That makes
it possible to use the Muancialearh-

and

'Truth

from the vaudeville medium

ings

paying the expenses of my
myself on tour. With P.

in

staff arid

expenses of

may scerh
when you

five

Sam

people for

weeks
But not

14

rather steep.
consider the three serv-

involved— Treasury, War Manpower, and Service Camps,
I cannot begin to tell what power
producers have in their show to help
ices

in. liiis crisis.

And

cither one of the

diate response to the 'Truth or Consequences' bond sales announcement,
and they came early Saturday afternoon, with lunch baskets, and sat on
the grass outside the auditorium
waiting for the doors to open.

DOUBLE SHOW IN DENVER
In Denver, 1,500 extra scats had
been promised for bond purchases
before the local committee noticed

the

so

over-sale,

show

sell

quickly

To avoid

nit.

ill

did

the

will,

-we

gave a Friday night stage version of
'Truth or Consequences' and rung
up another $1,000,000 in War Bonds.
I am. sine this drawing power is

above agencies can tell you just how not due' entirely to the name Truth
you can help out. But don't expect or. Consequences.' I think any show
them to come to you. Make sure of pf national importance could do as
and agency man, it made it a work- your ground financially, then, cither well, or better.. The people outside
York. Hollywood and Chicago,
able plan for me to turn all earn- submit to them your plan of assist- New
want to see what they hear on the
ings from three weeks of stage per- ance or ask them what you can do
radio.
Thai you 'cnn-sel-l— boiids- at
for Uncle Sam.
formances into the 14-week tour.
As for the Treasury, it is well the same time is a happy association
For those who are contemplating
realize they
a similar lour, you may he interest- equipped With men. who know the of ideas, because they
ed in a breakdown of expenses show business and the problems in- are not actually paying out-of-pocket
which will include an. -..estimate- of volved in setting bond appearances. money for admission. And the reSc G. asline charges, including
the expenses of engineer, announcer

suming the

three 'remaining

the

dates

on

the

tour.

Vincent Callahan. Carlton Duffus.
Charles Alsup and Barry Buchanan

sult

never

is,

thousands of people who
bought bonds before have
.

have made it. an easy tour tor us been given just the little incentive
trip will actually cost
they heed to make the purchase. To
$10,000. This does not include with their wise counsel and expert
hope^to-convince-' the ai U Tal—coyt—trf— fliyT-sfrowHtsctfr -handling-.jue. J IUicac_jsales_axe-more. im portant
many show own which runs from $1,000 to S3.000
The' local committees in each 'city, than the millions of dollars large
ers
that
have cooperated 100'.; The |ocal War industries or banking institutions
weekly.
good will ere'
Savings Staff in each instance put can account for. It makes everyone
COSTS
realize it is his war and he is doing
ated for Show.
the sale of War Bonds tor 'the 'Truth
Sponsor and Tat
weeks at the Roxy theatre in and Consequences' appearance in the his share to finance it. To further

me

The

about
-

-

the

.

VAUDK DATES COVER

ent through im
mediate, audience contact, and
tremendous
the
aid to the chosen
G o v e r n menial
agency, is well
Ralph Edwards
worth' a
read
Justment in budget to both the Sponsor and the Producer.
I

&

.

Two
New York

and a week at the Golden
CalO; San Francisco, will net around
-enough to cover those ex•
penses.
The remaining charges— line, announcer, and agency man will be
covered by Procter &• Gamble. The
local
groups furnish the theatre,
stagehands, public address system,
organ, distribution of the tickets and
$i:t.00(j.

—

Pfn4un*l©ljt.— mj>—sponsoiv-Ewcier, iUe_siii£_Qt_bcuid.
-Ten thousand dollars to cover the
Gamble, sees eye to eye with me

hands of a local group, such as the
savings and loan organizations, or
the adveitisug clubs.
The cities'
eyes were opened to the power of
radio with the rapidity of sales for
the show:
In many instances the
theatres were sold out two or three
days after the sale had been announced. Thirteen of. the 14 cities
could have sold out every night in
t he wee k.
In Toneka. a city of 73.000, over 9,000 people made imme-

14,

1943

pcaranc"e are equipped to work with
you just as much or as little as you
desire.
If,
like myself, you combine Treasury with other' interests,
they do not expect- to lake all your
time. But an appearance before the
club or organization who backed the
bond-ticket sale, a higlischool appearance to encourage the buying of

War

Stamps, and an appearance in
local bond window or 'Victory
is hot
out of reason. The
magnitude of the broadcast sales
excuses one from small talks an
department store appearances, a'
though I usually managed to .squec:
them in.
a

Square'

'

»1I1,U1.»44

IN

BONDS,

In all, I made 107 appearances in
the interest of War Bonds. The total
sale to date (or the Truth or Consequences' tour with three more

shows

to

go

js _ $181. 111,944.70,

and

that includes only the broadcast figures. What, was sold as a result of
personal appearances is a figure we
dp 'not have.

We found ir. wi.ie- to meet immediately with the committee heads
and ask them what appearances thev
thought were the" most iinportani.
At the same- time. I would -inquirt
.

the local radio station as: to the
availability of a quarter-hoiir .for
the program I do for the War Manpower Commission called 'Know Thy
6t

'

Neighbor.'
The information from
those two sou ices took precedence
over our Service Camp appearances,
because it was usually possible to
fit the latter in any time.
We found
it nd.visabl* not to make our schedule too airtight, because there were
always important dales creeping uj>
during the week. Too. I had to keep
enough time open to write the fuLOCAL COOPERATION
ture shows.
Careful planning can
In most cities, the Treasury or the allow -fur a full schedule, but it islocal group handling the show's ap- "dangerous to overload at the beginning of the week and be forced to
omit a commitment later on.
Another .situation which we ran

prove how eager the average audience is lb get a .glimpse of national
radio, the presence of two shows,
an original and a repeal, confuses
them no end, but does not effect
their purchase of bonds for admission
to
either shew.
Both are
equally popular.
'

into in .some of the cities was the
old feud between newspapers
and radio. Apparently not even the
urgency of war has eased the .strain,
in some cases. -However, the news-

age

.'

papers in the majority of cities cooperated with tlie advance .'notice*of our appearance for War Bonds
and only in Toledo was there almost
complete disregard of a radio show's
(Continued on page 80)
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oOft
NBC STATIONS FOR

$20,000,000 GOAL
INTO $200,000,000 IN WAR BONDS FOR
HELPING ME TURN A
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RALPH EDWARD $
and
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"TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES" ^w?

.
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WALTER GROSS
MY NAME" PROGRAM

"WHAT'S

Arranging ami Playing the Piano for the Joan lirooks Show

Coinlucthi":,

Every
1

Vi \>vk

11:15 P.M., F\\

Mfjlil at

T

OTH YEAR WITH COLUMBIA BROADC. ASTIX SYSTEM;

("THE BEST MUSICAL NETWORK

THE W ORLD")

J/Y

-

Original Compositions Recorded for Blueliird HccorUs
Exclusive Management:

MCA

was then physically impossible to
gel the entire script approved for
:

—

Lowell Thomas Kept Off B.A. Airer

Thomas

on at 7:15 -Argentine
m.. New York time);
Script, incidentally, made no menlion of Ar gentin a but dealt ent irely
with Thomas' experience in Brazil
and the latter country's concentration on the war effort.
Thomas did
a bumup because of inability 'to go
on air, and refused to sec local press
met}, stating: 'I have far more to
think of than, granting interviews.
There are millions of people waiting
to hear .what I have to say in the

By^ript4fitehrNo^Censof^ow
Buenos

Aires. July

-met him that he would have

,.

Inability of Lowell Thomas to go
on the air from B. A. for scheduled
July 2 show resulted from flack ot
time for clearance with censor rath
er than trouble over subject matter.
Commentator, who was to have
made his regular Blue Network spiel
from here, was advised by radiogram while en route from Rio to
the. Argentine capital that he should
finish script on the plane because

to

.

do

script at the downtown hotel
Plaza. about 45 minutes from the
airport at Noron. even though there
was only ah hour and 45 minutes
before skedded to go on the air.

i+iisi

:

I

i

Thomas
licity

finished his first two pages
States:'
7 p.m. and Doug Clark, pubCommentator
rep for Pan American Air-

who was doing

the

for

censors

Spanish versions

of late arrival.

inating

softened, up somewhat afterwards, however, particuto crowd

the translation
to see

larly when he was able
into a single day's stay

(who have
of-'

everything orig-

an

inter-

here) started to work at view with military President Genfteinawder--ftf-JseWp t wan n^t- eral. Pedro P. Ramirez. U. S. Amuntil 7:30. however, and it bassador Norman Armour, former
Under Secretary of Interior Jose
G. Castclls, and U. S. press corps.

—

ApparenHy-un accuito m e d t o writ- o n ce
Thomas advised those who ready
1

.

ing aloft,

ADAM HATS BUYS

Alternate for 'Sanctum'

PACKAGE ON BLUE

p.

ways,

about

.

Show

Carter's Musical

to go

time (U:45

Carter's

Liver Pills

idle

(Bates

Eddie Pola will produce a packagency) is auditioning a musical
•show for the re-broadcast- peTIotT'bf ^ag^-sho^^-for-Ad^itt^lat^-Hi-the-StH*.-'Inner Sanctum'

Sunday

day

8:15-8:30 p. m. slot on the Blue
Network starting Sept. 12. Program will be tagged .'That's a

The

nights.

mystery series would continue east
.

of

the

Rockies,

but

new show Good One' and

a

the troupe will con-

would be heard at midnight for the sist of Ralph Dumke, Hope Emerson and Ward Wilson.
hookup over the: Blue.
Show, as being lined up. comprises
Cooper with Wolf
Dorothy Kirslen and Mack Harrell,
Frank Cooper, who was formerly
both of the Met Opera; a mixed
With General Amusement Corp.. has
choir of 10, and a string ensemble,
joined the Ed Wolf organization as
both of the latter under Harry Sos- a business associate in the
developnik's direction.
Harrel is flying in ment and management of radio per;
from Texas today (Wed.) for the au- sonalities.
rebroade'ast

:

—

-

1-

CoTTpTn wttt

-irirtTirtoriT
.

Union Probes DuMont's

A REVIEW

of what

WHP

Under-Scale Salaries

has done in

On

the past ...

Is

a

A

PREVIEW

of

what radio will do

Television

Programs

Local .802

by

drive

the

of

American Federation of Musicians
to sign up the Du Mont Television
outlet W2XWV. N. Y., was presaged
by the investigation of scale and
working conditions launched last
week by the union. The probe had

in

.

been quietly prepared about three
weeks ago, following the disclosure
that Du Mont failed to. pay scale
rates to musicians (pianists) appearing on the station's shows, especially
,

the future ....

HADIM

THE WAY

-

is usmI

.

.

the Wednesday stanza, 'Cafe Television.'
Allen B. Du Mont, president of the Du Mont (Television)
Laboratories, Passaic, will be called
before 802 to explain the under-scalc
payments which. have been made by
the station over a period of months,
said Max Arons. chairman of the
802 trial board conducting t!ie in-

.

WHP

vestigation.

When

Breakfast it Sardi's

with

informed of

this probe. Malt
national director of the
of Variety Artists,
said that his union will look into
the report that AC VA members had
done cuffo stints for- Du. Mont. This

Tom Breneman

Shelvey,

American Guild

involve a number of 'name'
nilery performers .who appeared on
'Cafe Television' for publicity 'purposes. 'The station's usual practice.'
Arons reported, was. to pay the pianists $5, although .some received nothing and others $18 a -.performance.
He said, 'the plea that television is
in an experimental stage, and should
therefore be permitted to use cuffo
talent has no more validity than the
argument that radio is still experimental and shouldn't have\to pay
for talent. Experiment or no experiment, the musicians have to be paid

IN ITS

THIRD YEAR!

will

HARRISBURG, PA.
NAMED

''RADIO'S

2

Million

Homes Hear

Daily

It

210,000 Have Seen

It

scale rates.'

BRIGHTEST
I

According to Arons. only about six
pianists we're known to have performed at non-scale rates over a
period of two or three months, and
that the object of this investigation
is not so much to obtain retroactive
pay. which doesn't assume significant
proportions., but to make the station
a union shop.
Class A station rates

BEACON'*

would prevail, said Arons.. They are
$12 a man for the first hour of each
.separate performance"- .broadcast. S3
for every additional 15 min files and

IN-

a

Sii

man

for

(ir.st

Station

MB&iY\ Show management

Mh

r;(iiior.'jfMi'..<,

,

Internal

week

—

i

* «

on

injuries

May

i-7.i

to

1 1

July
received

proved

Albert

«lUVv-, ll»e

1
'

17

J. Kiesl.

Over

all

158 Stations

fatal

of

13.

in

a

lust

Swinskv

Jr
president of the. KI?LD Radio' Corp.
Swinsky ruse horn newspaper carrier to the post of vice-president 01
the -Dallas Times-Herald, owner and
operators of the station.' He assumed, his prcsrnl -.post in ' Aiigusl

ndinff Wart ime Service."

ii

rehearsal.'

Every Weekday

Prez Dies
alias.

Award

fall

"For

hour of

Coast-to-Coast

/t,ca(,h, ..of,

The Bine Network

Publjshci1

k V * » | ^ J

I
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P^RIETY

S3

BOB HOPE
1938-1944

PEPSODENT PROGRAM

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Radio audience

likes daily

serials;

LONELY WOMEN has completed excellent
first year. GUIDING LIGHT six years.
ROAD OF LIFE five and a half years.
IRNA PHILLIPS and CARL WESTER
CHICAGO

Wednesday, July

56
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ELAINE CARRINGTON
AUTHOR OF

Monday through

WABC

Vocal

2:45 P.M

H EA

PRESENTS THESE

Monday through

Friday

WEAF

.

DQU
A R TERS
TALENT HOP
14

P

E

R T

I

E

THE

BELLES

4

DAUGHTERS

3

DEEP
RIVER BOYS
FRIM SISTERS — JAY
COZZENS
4 GALS~AND A GUY
N

3

E

FRANK RAYE — SHIRLEY" WOOD

The ONE Station
the Entire West

In

With the

Complete News Services
UNITED PRESS

and

™. DAME
JACK
MALE CHORUS
MIXED CHORUS
(10)

(Exclusive)

(14)

•

REUTERS
THE VICTORY TWINS (NOW OVERSEAS)

VI

LYN MURRAY

ASSOCIATED PRESS

nNTERi«miraAri
NEWS SERVICE

LO,

HI,

Friday

5:00 P.M.

S

JOAN —BROOKS
THE

WEAF

3:30 P.M.

Incidental-Mttsrc-

frhmirs

An American in England
He Does Not Fly Alone
War Production Board
Office of War Information

—

-

~

Your All Time Hit Parade
Your Hit Parade
Metropolitan Life
Westihghoiise Electric

Treasury Department
YMC.4 Prisoners of

Crcsta Blanca

Columbia Records

War Program
American Red Cross

-

Vocal Arrange ments

Reception for

AND VILMA VERXOB

ALL

the

Dr. Edouard Benes
March of Time

News

This

Is the

Let's

Face

Army

It

ARRANGEMENTS BY

Wtam an

WARNER BROS.

Popular Concert Guild, Inc. * Bob Kerr, Pres.
_30J!^kefeIler^laza_^_CPi 5-8051 • New York

KFWB

Pe te aims

>

Pernte

Mgt.:

980

Kilocycles

Los Angeles,

Calif.

TIME, Incorporated
WILLIAM

RADIO PROGRAMS DEPARTMENT

HESSE & McCAFFREY

G.

RAMBEAU

National Representatives

"MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY"
'Miss Miller'

"MARCH OF TIME"

"MARCH OF TIME"

"PHtLIP "morris

playhouse"

"TIME VIEWS THE NEWS"
;

:

"readers' digest"

iii.t'K.

"manhattan at

"LET'S LEARN SPANISH"

midnight"

OVINXKK Of TIIK
In

preparation—the new TIME History Series

"THE WORLD AND AMERICA"
Time and

Life Building, Rockefeller Center,

"crime doctor"

HESTER

and

New York

Registry
4-1200

STAGE

LA

COIunibus 6-610J

CARL BIXBY

"death'valley
DAYS"

I«74

"GINGER & LAN NY" Grey (Any
^ K-1I0O
Hour)
nor.

IIHOAUWAY

'Life

Can Be Beautiful

avk., n. y.

c.

Fred Allen (13 weeks).

Mounds-Walnettos (WOR, 5 times weekly,
Sehaefer Revue WEAF, Lanny
Grey's Rhythm School (WJZ-Blue, 70

—

15. weeks).

weeks).

RAY WALKER
on

'

nran

HARMONY DUO:

NKW YOKK, N. Y.
SAMUEL LEVY
Urn

Co-author

VOLA

schu'ts

PERSONALITY

PRODUCTIONS
Special Hr|ire«rntiitlre

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

VICKI

SONDERGAARD
RADIO

WQAM
MIAMI,

n,A,

P.S.— Am with Andy Hoyellt. Guilhr
player, nnd wo bill ourselves n.i tlw
P11AIIUI5 RAMULUKS. On hi 10:41
A.M. eru'h day.
.

SINGING
CilNtJKK

& IANNY-

"i'-Volri's. n n J

b iilnnny"

Ciirmilly lienrd: Mutunl
Ni'lworli,. SunilHyx
thru
1-rldii.v*.

l:lr. ii.m.

K.W.T.

Shui' l>oor (nntrrn,
Ai-hiy'.Caiiip*,
ltflhl»4.

Knry

Marlin
Marlin

COMMERCIALS

Blades,

Shave

—

(Spots):

Mentholatum, Walnettos,
Cream, Mounds, Florida

Citrus, Greystone Wine, etc., etc. (Jinglea

by Lanny Grey).
GINGER— Singing voice of "Penny" on
"Hearts in Harmony" (3rd year). Transcribed 5' times weekly over 21 NBC

stations

(KROGER

Beef).

KAY KYSER
and

His Orchestra

Of

EVERY

WEDNESDAY

FOR LUCKY

STRIKE

10-11 P.M. E.S.W.T.— NBC Red Network

M u sic a

JUST COMPLETED

"ABOUT FACE"
For

M-C-M

I

His College

Kno w

I

edge

NOW

SHOOTING

"AROUND THE WORLD"
For

RK0

n

-

58

*«»««

rector at KFGW, Kearney. Neb., has
joined WOWO-WGL. Fort Wayne.
Ind.. as has Ai
Louis, formerly with
t

WK7.0.

Kalamazoo, former
continuity writer' and latter

Payroll Traffic

—

'

—

—

•

**+*+*

;:

i

a

as

a

spieler.'

»<r

*

Denverr^-tfirck Wen' fcerrrs; p> fr-ft>hrced-by J oe Stm> me 5,
addition to
is .another
duclion. director and script writer Bob Hill
for Hie Rocky Mountain. Radio Coun- KVOD's staff.
Bob Scott, of the Roiky" Mountain"
cil- since its organization four years
ego. left for the Merchant Marine Radio Council, left for Erie, Pa., as
this week.
studio engineer for .Wf.EU.
Jerry Pettis, who' formerly taught
Joe Leonard has been added to the
announcing' staff of KL7. (CBS), as radio and speech at Union College.
Lincoln. Neb., is now announcing for
I) s Frank Allen, from KVO'R. ColoK-FEL' (Mutual'.
rado Springs.
(Blue\
Star, Scluillz". of
enters the Air Corps after a brief
Fuii. Wayne. Intl.— Harold Clark,
lie has been re- continuity writer arid program divisit to Bosloii.
-

as

f r-onv-K-F-RL.-

'

KVOD

—

Yon nfrstownr— K- a y K eiffle-y-r-s-y-ml-

'rated columnist and author of scripts
lor
radio,
has come
to

WFMJ.

Youngstown,
tured in a

fi

om

N. V. and is feaof woman's pro-

new type

gram. 'Kay Kenney's Conclusions.'

Akron.

— Riiss Wise

has quit

WAKR

Cleveland as an anWHK. Allen I'olsler
has joined the announcing stall" of
WAKR. coining from the Blue Network.
John Howard, mike-man at
WJW. has resigned to take a -vacato

return

to

nouncer with

tion before

lie

joins the

Armv.

to

WGAR

Los Angeles for his health.

Joel Rickman. vet newspaperman,
joined Kt'O news stall'.
St. Louis.— Bruce Barringlon. former news editor al KXOK, has been
promoted to a Major, now attached
Tti
.

—thc~KVTTeral
Mnlilon

tion

s tal f—Pllllilclelphia.

-Aldridge.

at -J.eM'ersoiL

former gabber
newest addi-

City.. i\Io..

the gabbing staff at

to

KXOK.

Joe
Breiman.
gabber.
KXOK,
awaiting call to join the Marines.

promotion manager, com inn
from advertising agency al Memphis.

Washing ton.— Following personnel
changes are listed by WTOP. CBS
Betty Grove", formerly with
the McCord Co. agency of Minneapous. has become a xcnptwriler in
the program
department; Miriam
McGralh has left OW1 to lake over
log operations:' Helen Shultz. WTOP
traflic manager, has left Washington and has be en replaced by Jams
outlet:

.

.

Jenkins.

—

Cincinnati
Jon Art Inn', from
Indianapolis, where he was

.formerly

Hagerstown,

with'

WJEJ-,

IVIci.

WIBC.

program
joined

week

irecior

the

and

.

WLW-WSAI

announcer,
stall

last

as a spieler.

— Ken-

Powell has left
WHEN to join announcing staff at
WOfi; New York.
Buffalo.

Cincinnati.— First lemme on
il!
Dowdcll's
LW W S A 1 e w.s w r n
.-lail
is
Margaret Whitehead. She
holds -a M.A.. degree from Marquette
.Univorsily. Milwaukee, and has been
professor of journalism- at the Coir

W

lege of

New

i ;

Hochelle. \. Y,

i

t

i

O.-^W-rrli ain O. Ab Latest
woman', addition lo (ho
with WPAY here,
Cleveland.
Mark, studio business
department
.Oar!
at
Ci o.sley
and previously, with WOSLf. Colum- manager of WHK-WCl.K. resigned Square is An:: La (i. field represenbus, has become program director at
from studio lo seek his fortunes on tative, calling on food. and drug dealWSAZ, Huntington. W. Va.
the Coast,
lie is succeeded by aners in the C.uicy area
nouncer Russell B. Wise of WTAM.
Finding the Wa.shingion merrySan Francisco
Marvin Graham
Bob Wrase joined engineer's si a ft go-round too diz/.y for him, Al
left KGO announcing staff to .move
of WGAR.
Clyde Vorlmaii is new
(Continued on page 02>

-

:

Purtymo-nttr

,

ridge,

—

formerly

:

—

"HAPPY

HArpii

JOE'*"

biisc>i<:

«;i;mtli:

^^^^^

In

the Detroit Area,

it's

JOE and RALPH

in

THE EARLY MORNING FROLIC
Every w eek-day morning (he vast audience of .America's
Third 'Greatest
Market. toes into utilebe* over the antics of these wackv
wits of radio
Highlighted by Time magazine, their fans a „d supporters
number in
the hundreds of thousands. Over ten years on the
airwaves with a last,
moving 3!, -hour show that wows 'em and SELLS 'EM!
Listeners say
it with purchases— sponsors say
It with constant contract renewals!

6
to

a. in.

9:30 a.m.

-<

Director of Patriotic Music

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA 'Victor. Di vision
Camden.
Jiisl

r(Min»lcU<l

fiisl

Columhiu Piclnies.

IS.

J.

Goitiiuiiiiiiy

Sing

sliorl

for

lU'K-ase date aUcml -August

L

ICum-iilly on Tour of leading ..War Plains conducting
Industrial Rallies and Sing*.

DAILY

CKLW0
MUTUAL (BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

j

.

—

-

warn

EDDIE CANTOR
"1 love to spend each

Wednesday with you"

For-BRISTObMYE^Sr-Malfers-of

NBC
RED

IPANA and SAL-HEPATICA

NETWORK

Wed., 9:00 E.W. Time

Thanks to

PROCTER & GAMBLE

YOUNG

& RUBICAM

Presents

SNOW VILLAGE
Written by

WILLIAM FORD MANLEY

Produced and Directed by

HAROLD McGEE

Co-Starring

ARTHUR ALLEN

and

PARKER FENNELLY

WITH A CAST INCLUDING
SKIPPY HOMEIER

SETH ARNOLD
BRADLEY BARKER
BARBARA BRUCE
HELEN CAREW
LANNI CARVEL
WARHEfncaCSTON
DIANA DONNERWIRTH
REYNOLDS EVANS
MARGARET FULLER
ELSIE MAE CORDON
HAROLD COULD

WILLIAM MEEDER,

NBC

-

ROBERT McKENNA
DORO MERANDE
JAMES MONKS
MRS. PRIESTLY MORRISON

—

MINERVA PIOUS
KATHARINE RAHT
DOROTHY- SANDSJACK SMART
MARK SMITH
JOAN TETZEL
JOHN THOMAS

ACNES YOUNG

ED HERLIHY, Announcer

Organist

Coast-to-Coast,

MILDRED NATWICK
HENRY M. NEELY
LEA PENMAN

HOUSE JAMESON
ALASTAIR KYLE
JOSEPH LATHAM
WILLIAM LYNN.
-JUNIUS MATTHEWS
JEAN McCOY

1

1:30-1 1:45

A.M., EWT,

Monday Through

Friday

—

.

Tafts Anti-FCC Speech Assures
White-Wheeler
.

the Federal

Bill

Rep. Support

expression
freedom
of
spread
throughout the world.
speech is -lo be .really free,
'It
there must be freedom of every possible means of -communicating' ideas,

1"-

Washington. July

Powerful Republican support fur
the White-Wheeler bill 1> amend
'

Commuuicat ion.-. Ac! was
<~i. when
-

assured here- Wednesday'

Senator Robcrt-A. Taft. of Oh.io, cut
himself in with an address in which
lie called for immediate recess hear-

Air.

the

Ihe

Ml U, WW

.ffHIIIW,

MiniEfr
very large cities. It has opened the
doors of the Metropolitan Opera to
the whole American people, rather
than to Ihc few who could afford to
buy a seal in New York,
has opened avenues for per'It
sonal discussion and debate for such
institutions as the Town Meeting of

and the affording of

pression,
to

ties

all

points

view.

of

Congress feels that rules

to

should

American Forum, the

l

If

Stations Decide

prevent

the
network Held
added, they should be
made by Congress and not by a subordinate agency of the Government.
And by no. means should such regulations be allowed to open the "door

monopoly

i

facili-

in

be

To Sell New York
A

cooperative

sales

promotion

New York City sta..
the Acl of 1934 is now interpreted
lions will play up the city as
a
thriving commercial and industrial
public questions. It has made it pos- by the Supreme Court.'
Wheeler's Rtservaliops
with
center
excellent
-siblc .for public -officials, and _mciri:_
post-war—
Wheeler said that, for his part, he prospects. This, decision was made
and views, and principles and hopes, bers of Congress to. reach millions of
agreed with Taft that Congress, and at meeting last Friday (9) ot stafrom one citizen, to another, from citizens.
nol the FCC, should write the specition sales promotion execs at the
In Defense of Sponsors
one '.section of the country to^anradio.
offices.
'The advertiser can only alVorcl to fications for restraints on
other. There is no freedom if .lhe.->r
It
was a followup of a confab
.means' of communications are owned underwrite such a huge enterprise However, he did not agree with Taft
—opera available to perhaps 200,- that the regulations .would 'destroy' called June 29 by Theodore C.
and operated by (he Government.
general manager, to
'There is as yet no Federal agency 00(1.000 people— because he knows the networks and limit their free- Streibert,
discuss the poor press New York
that a large' number, of --those 'people dom of expression.
in control of the press, and there
'I
am in -favor rtf> free speech, City has been receiving as a world
will hear hK name and have some
is no Federal bureau which licenses
explained 'Wheeler, 'but I don't wanl market.
that
the press. Bui what is true of news- sense oi gratitude to 'hiiri for
that freedom to be regulated by a
At Friday's huddle the confreres
papers is no longer true of radio— service.
'But the regulations which have couple of chains that are ow;ned and
decided on a series of ads to be isthe blood brother of the- newspaper
been Upheld prevent any network controlled by large financial inter- sued by each station. The ads are lo
as an instrument of free- speech
Destruction ol the radio networks from guaranteeing to an advertiser ests in N. YJ which have been guilty be similar as to copy and layout,, but
in the past of- Oiling he air with
.lll.c_lQgQty.pe. will-confntn—tin1-sT5r~
b y FCC regulaT ion,' s aid Tart, ;woulri any of its alVilia.ted stations. In fact..
seriously liinit" freedom" of expres- Tliey destroy The wirole system" or proiWgTriTd'a^oif f ore PgTf "policies wflff lion's signature.
Another- "meeting
A majority of which they agree.'
'affiliated stations.'
will be held Friday (16) to work
sion throughout the United Stales.
a live-man board has' decided that
il is the network.' he continued,
out the copy and layout.
'which makes it possible for the the present network system is enFriday's session was attended bv
STATION HIRES RADIO
whole people to. listen lo the Phil- tirely 'wrung and. without consultaBob Hutlon. WJZ; Willy Duncan,
Miami. July 1.1,
harmonic-. Symphony under Bruno tion with Congress, has undertaken
WNF.W- Jules Dundes, WABC: Art
It
Frank Gallants, former radio editor Samuels. WHN': Joe Craemer, WOR,
a compulsory restriction which may
Walter' on a Sunday afternoon.
well destroy these systems:
.of the Miami Daily News, is the •who
has. made ii possible for all of our
presided;
Herbert
Chason,
'Regulations should .be-' limited lo newly appointed' promotion manager WH'N; Eddie De Salisbury
people to listen lo the NBC SymAF;*
-fOO:
hony under Tosca i'iii ii. a Ue ltgrrt- tile essential tries necessaiy In piv- -of- stat u r
-ram Fislere. WNEW, and tn'cy"
Station; is NBC pullet in Miami.
once reserved lo a few people in vent confusion in the air. decent exTowle, WMCA.
Chicago Round Table. 'and other organizations for discussing important

for

Government control

campaign by

of radio, as

—

WOR

.

.

ings on (he
.

TCC

that
lations

measure and demanded
its network regu'Congress has a chance

n;il

urlun K.
Following day. Senator
Wheeler. Montana Democrat and
co-author of the measure, expressed
Taft support, but
pleasure at th
reiterated his previous announcenot bemeat, thai - theJiea ririgs. w
gin until Congress returns to Washington- .i'n September,
'The Supreme Court (network
;

.

..

-

•

to act.

'

WOR

suspcr.

i1 1

.

.

i

decision.' Tafl told the Senate, 'rocs
far beyond any intent of Congress

history.
'•yfTrrnrnr bocii irifd t h at oni' otrl-nr
purposes of this war is lo

its

'

.

.

,

.

ED

which can be read into I|ie Federal
Communications Act by the average
layman having some' knowledge of

great

-

p

•

'

i

i

i

W

-

;

~

—

WE
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ATLANTIC OIL AGAIN
SETTING GRID AIRINGS
Philadelphia, July 1.1,
Refining Company,

The Atlantic

largest, bankroller.s of foolball broadeasts in t he country, last week an-,

nounced

it

g.-ines..

The

would- again sponsor grid
firm gave, the N, W.

Aver agency Ihe

grecnl.ight

lo

is

I

art

colleges and pro
for the right to- air

with

negotiations

football clubs'
their games.

Last year the company:
the curtailment, of' gasolin
spent about $500,000 for its
sive football series.

There had been a doubt .whether
foolball games -would be under Ihe
Atlantic Oil aegis this year because
number, of eastern, colleges hart
abandoned Ihc game for the dura-

a

tion.

FM

Philly's

Pool
Complete

Now 100%

Philadelphia. Julv

FM

KYW's

11.

W57PH.

station.

last

week received the okay from the
Federal Communications Commis-

FM

sion to join the Philly
pool, making a 100% participation- in. this.- set-

up designed

to

save

manpower and

materials.
At the lime the
into operation two months
application had not yet
received final PCC approval,
Under the agreement each station
broadcasts one day a week, with the
critical

pool

went

ago:

KYW's

extra days split up pro rata.
Other stations arc FM outlets operated by -WC-AU, WIP, WFIl. and

WPEN.

From Band

to

Radio

Pittsburgh. July 1.1.
-Tcannie
featured singer
Regal,
with the Brad Hunt band for the
last several years, has dropped out
of the' outfit for radio w'ork exclu-'
sively and is now being featured

here on

three

programs over two

different stations. She's doing a commercial on
and two others

WCAE

KDKA.

on

At latter place. Miss Regal has replaced Jeanne Baxter, who has retired lo have a baby, on George
Heid's 'Songs for Service Men' airer
and has likewise succeeded Miss

hour on Mutual. The 209-station Mutual Network

one-third oi

serves

83%

as

an advertising medium

stamp. Simply tear
piece that

falls

to

That scrap

it

is

a three-cent postage

in thirds

and contemplate the

economy of Mutual

it

in terms of

at a net cost

Do you

Baxter with Buzz Aston

for actual audiences delivered

client reports that

he reaches

pennies per 1,000 families.

by Mutual, one

listeners

hour program one night a week

his costs

average only

1

realize

Springfield, Mass.. July.

of 195

P. McGregor, of Hollywood and
Angeles, the Hampdcn-Hnmpshiro Corp.-, operators of WI1YN. at
C.

Los
tells

12 pennies per 1,000 homes!

Ilolyoke

in.

radio?

.

and

Northampton,

filed

ihe
this week for- $5,000 jn
Hampden County Superior C.ouri.

suit

takes to reach people through net-

Now suppose, you

For 25 pennies, your message could be heard
more than 1,000 homes during an evening half-

13.

Claiming" failure to keep a conmade in 194i_and also alleging
misrepresentation on the part of

reassemble that postage stamp

write us a note. We'll be glad to

tell you

hoxc

and

much your

pennies can produce on. this netivork.

The

"month an
action brought by McGregor against
T

work

live

tract
-

another sponsor,

form

Station Sues E.T. Firm

with a half-

at the rate

And

lo

harmony team of 'Jcannie. and Buzz.'
Shift didn't even require a change
of name for the show.

your penny.

with a quarter-hour three evenings a week,

your desk.

represents one penny.

liow- few pennies

S. radio families with regular,

of $6,284 per evening half-hour. There's the potential

As
demonstrate the economy of radi

ni-.kd to

U.

all

primary coverage— 25,400,000 homes

a postage stamp
ALL YOU

of

the
for:

suit

follows by a

alleging failure to pay
-transcription
already ordered

station,

under the 1941 contract.

Slocum Chapln, 'a member of lie
WJZ. N. Y.. sales Stair, has been appointed acting sales manager of the
station. He succeeds Robert I. Carver,- who Ms -on- leave of absence.
1
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Jack Benny

AIR FEATURES
INC.

Thank you RADIO AUDIENCE for becoming the enthusiastic THEATRE
AUDIENCE which is m akin g my current vaudeville tour so successful.

Thank you THEATRE AUDIENCE for
this heart warming assurance that you
will continue to

ENCE when
247

I

be

my RADIO

return to the

AUDI-

air.

PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK

Beatrice

!,;

Wednesday, July
station to Join

Nashville, sales department
New to the confor the duration.
tinuity department is Mary Burk,
who left a bank position to try her
luck at continuity writing.

i

Network Program Costs

WSM.
Continued from pace

Bland rp'lurucd
after, a

week

Ihir

brief whirl

lo

WCKY

WMAL.

on

San Antonio.— Latest addition
'

the 'announcing

staff

at

ChosscK Jr.
C.hcsscr
from WCPO. Cincinnati.

of the

ment of. Agriculture's
Time,' has joined the
duction staff.
'

'

is

comes

foiv

Depart-

'Consumer

WMAL

pro-

and outs at WAVE
include new announcers Jack Bendt,
I.c-ulxvllle.— Ins

I'aducuh: Kale Egan,
fenuric spieler, returning to the station for a summer term after finishing her formal education al Vassar.
and Claude Sullivan, announcer addition

from

WCMI.

Ashland.

Ky.

.

WCRC

'

.

neapolis, where He handled sports.
operator, has left the:
Bill Dawson, from WIOD. Miami, is.
station to begin aviation cadet trainnew spieler. Bess Lyman also from
ing.
His wife. Alberta Alwell. is
WLOL, Minneapolis, takes over antaking over his job for the duration:
nouncer's chores.
New to the
staff is Doris

Hennessey, announcer, who's jiist
finished course in WCRC announcers'
school
conducted by. Dave
Wilburii Class had four women and
two men.
Pat Quinn, announcer,

(Suppleint'iilary to 'Variety's' compilation oj Feb.. 3, 19-Hi)

Following are the reported and estimated costs of network commerc
WINN has made some additions.
musicians, writers, directors,' royalties
McTigue, new production programs (Inclusive of
Harry
manager, comes from' WLOL. Min- prizes, etc.) which have joined NBC-CBS-Blue-Mutual schedules within

Doug Atwcll.

Washington.— Gordon Hubbel,

mer writer-producer

to

KABC

Alec

WPAD.

from

14, 1943

WCAR,

Dean Upson, sales
Mich.
force, has left to assume charge of
Ponliac,

o * it t mnnltit

inn^n'

u*lll

At*

<->

nn one

PROGRAM
'X rial* UVilH'
'Rpll^r
Dcucr Half
nan

liiiiv*'

UAlt
Brady
Omaha— Frank Shopen. manager Fred
'Calling America'
of KO'WH here, lias resigned to go
Judy Canova
to Western ..lectric. He was replaced
Jack Carson
by B. C. Corrig.in.
'Crest* Blanca Carnival'
Bob Crosby
Jimmy Duranle-Garry Moore
Hlidegarde
.'Hollywood Theatre Of the Air'
'Man Behind the Gun.
Groucho Marx
DIII1Q

ACCOUNT
Bristol-Myers
Berkeley Blades
'

4,r,oo

2,509
4,500
7.500
5,000
4,000
6,000
2,200
3,500
2,750
7,000

James Melton
Johnny Mercer

.

Band'
Orchestra
New York Philharmonic
'Pass nj Parade'
Dollar

'Noah Webster SayV
Paul WhitemaiirDtnah Shore
.

'Nero. Wolfe'

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC

Campbell Soup
Crests Blanca Wine
Old, Gold
Camel
..

NBC

Ralelrh
Procter
Elfin

It Gamble
Watch

NBC
CBS

NBC
MBS

Fabst
Serutan

Texaco

CBS

Fepsodeiit
Colgate

NBC
NBC
NBC

General Motors

Rubber Co.

CBS

S. C. Johnson Co.
Electrical Cooperative

NBC

U. S.

3,000
5,000
3.000
2,300
3,250
1,100
12.00C
1,100

Charted Ruggles-Mjscha Auer
'Silver Theatre'
.'The Open Door"
•Those' We Love'

NBC
NBC

Lever Bros.
E. R. Squibb

3,500
*see note
10,000
2,250

'Report, to Nation'.

NBC
MBS
.

Colgate

5,500
3,500

-

NETWORK

Maxwell House

..

750

NBC Symphony

In the near future:

COST
12,750
1.200
2,750

'Mediation Board*

'Million

networks

of these

International Silver

CBS
CBS
CBS

Standard Brands
General Foods

NBC
NBC

Mlnlt Rub
Standard Brands
B. Williams Co.

NBC

Roma Wine

Blue
Blue

J.

"Lump sum of $785,000 paid for 52 broadcasts, covering lime'.and 'talent,
with Artuto Toscanini and Leopold Stokowski included among maestrocs.

AUTRY LEAVES RADIO,
TRAINS FOR WAR DUTY

Company

Phoenix. Ariz... July 13.
Gene Autry, sergeant in the Army
Air Force, is off the radio for the
duration, ordered to report at Thunfor a six-week adder-bird-. Field
vanced flying course preparatory to

has

.

•

active duty.
.For the last three

just

Having

Difficulty

CBS

Clearing

Affiliates

For Kate Smith News
General Foods
getting

CBS

is

having

difficulty

affiliates in eight, major'

markets to clear the Kate Smith daytime news and news commentary
at
hookup lime (12 noon,
EWT). The program goes full network tomorrow (Thursday > and the
inclusion of the -eight stations among

scries

months the

mer

G.F.

for-

Republic galloping star has
been -.'touring Army camps and promoting bond sales on the air.
.

many

others was lo be part of this
The octet expressed. a willingness to take the program on a delayed basis.
In all instances it was a case of
Some of. Ihenv
prior commitments.
have the Esso live-minute news* inning- (four limes daily ', an account
which not only has been w'ith them
consistently tor years but operates on
a 52-week basis al rales, which are
exclusively the station's.
.

deal.

picked

N.O. Announcer, Uncle
Adrift 4 Hrs. in Gulf
New

up

Orleans. July

13.

rengel.
40.
announcer at
here, and his uncle. Entile
54, restaurateur; had a close
call Wednesday (7> when their skiff
overturned 10 miles off the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Both men were lacerated by barnacles on the bottom of the boat, to
which they clung helplessly for four
hours aw.iitine aid!
They were
Bill"

WWL

Thomas.

our

picked up by a Government tug and
~"
~
"brought lo tluirpoTt.

~

13-YEAR

._*}.

en *

Fubanks

'Just Plain"

ill'

i

s

:

direc ting

the

"serial for. Blacketi-

Sample-Hummeri while Lester Vail

having

renewed

Mor-

N. Y. evening programs.
Thi s is fea s ible in .that Downey
only docs one post-midnight frolic
at the Starlight
dorf-Astoria.

Roof

KLX
:-

vacations.

Downey's Nite Shots
Coca-Cola

ton Downey's afternoon series for 2H
weeks over the B lue- the singer will
supplement this with guest-shots on

of

the

Wal-

PROUD OF THESE FACTS
newscasts per week than any other network
or independent station in the area.

rruM
mow,

EASY ACES

ffl/QPtP,

industrial advertisers than any other network or independent station in the area.

origination of local special events than any
other network or independent station in
the area.

theater and entertainment sponsorship than
any other network or independent station
in

IftfthP.
**^**'

fHfybp
tiwv*

the area.

sponsors from Metropolitan Oakland than
any other network or independent station
in the area.
fan mail than

all

other Oakland stations

com bined.

A Associated Press News (on Hie hour, etery

tiour)

if World Broadcasting System (Music I.
KLX has. originality, showmanship, best dill
position and greatest newspaper promotioa.

-dr

Sample & Humincrt,
247 Park Avb., New York

Blackrti,

Inc.

Cnlumhia Broadcasting System
Wed , Tlitir., Fri.—7^30 P. M.

KLX

CENTERS THE DIAL AT

910

KC

.

Wednesday, July

ms

14,

63

VAftlETY

GENERAl AW«»

D |C

1

ayres

—

g

/^^fe'P^"

•

bobby

baker

nTnt TOUGH

•

" luw "

oyNAY

GUVS

111

DOUG

'

qene.

f
(/

STQRER

VICE-PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF RADIO SAIES

CORPORATION
AMUSEMENT
ROCKWELL.
THOMAS
G.

NEW YORK.

-

CHICAGO

-

HOLLYWOOD

9

CINCINNATI

LONDON

—

Wednesday,

Jifly 14, 1943^

BERT LYTELL
Stage Door Canteen's Officer of the

Day

Sponsored by

CORN PRODUCTS

THE TEXAS COMPANY

M-

Presents

JACK MILLER
And

ir

ii

i]i

iiiini;

THE TEXACO STAR THEATRE

Creator of Coasl-lo-Coast

Radio Attractions

His Orchestra

-CURRENT-

Starring

"NOAH

YEARS

12

ALLEN

FRED

WEBSTER

and,

SAYS"
Every Tues. Eve.
Blue

WITH

— 8:30

to

Portland Hoffa

on' the

9:00

P.M.,

E.&W.

Who

Who's

Account: Sal Hepatica
Agency: Young & Rubicam

KATE SMITH

Account: Wonder Bread
Agency; Ted Bates

Mrs. Nussbaum.

Minerva Pious

|

Socrates Mulligan...
Fallstaff

NEW SHOWS FOR

SALE"

1

Songs by Hi Low Jack and the

A LAUGH RIOT

Direction,

"SECRETS"

Material, Nat Hiken,

you are looking for
Hoi Radio Ideas consult
creator of audience

participation.

Howard

AL GOODMAN and HIS ORCHESTRA
+

+

8905 Sunset

Blvd.
Hollywood, Cal.

FREELANCE ANNOUNCER
FORMERLY

...1943

COMMERCIALS ON:
"Al Jolson-Monty Woolley"
"Young*br. Malone"
"Aldrich Family"

—— i'W-e-the-People-'J—

•>

FOR:
Colgate Dental Cream
Palmolive Shave Cream
Palmolive Soap

DRAMATIC VOICE:
"We
(41

Scriptwriter

ARMSTRONG THEATRE OF TO-DAY

Blue Bonnet Margarine
Palmolive Soap

Wonder Bread

the People"
Consecutive VWka. to Date)

Credits

Pall Mall Cigarettes
~'"Pfest'Tir-Lite--'^

'The Shadow'

—

Ab9orbine Jr.
Gold Seal Capsules
Superin

—

TELEPHONE
-Big Town'

GOVERNMENT:

War Information
(Domestic Branch)
Office of War Information
(Consultant, Overseas Branch)
Treasury Department

HOUR

•••

'Echoes of History'

O.W.I.

Office of

CBS

)

••

Saturday Evening Post
Piel's Beer

U. S.

SHIRLEY
ANNOUNCER

Stams

Maxwell House Coffee
Birds Eye Frosted Foods
Gulf Oil Co.

TOM

WALTER BATCHELOR

9:30-10 P.M., E.W.T.

EHRLICH

TRANSCRIPTIONS:

— NBC

"Can You Top This?"
"Hobby Lobby"

MGR.,

Sunday Evenings,

MAX

1941-42

TO DATE...

-ANNOUNCING:

BUCHANAN AGENCY

Phone Crestview- 6-7162

Reilly

Bob Weiskopf

Music

If

CORNING

Dame

Larry Marx, Fred Allen

Appealing to every listener

the.

+

Commercials by Jimmy Wallington

"STUDIO A"

THE ALDRICH FAMILY.

Alan Reed

+

Account: Chase & Sanborn
Agency: J. Walter Thompson

WITH

..Charlie Cantor

Openshaw

"DO YOU WANT TO BE
AN ACTOR?"

5 YEARS

CBS STAFF,

John Brown

t

"THE MARRIAGE CLUB"

TIP

in Allen's Alley

John Doe...

THE THIN

They Might Live'
and Many Others

'That

83-57 118th Street

KEW

GARDENS,

.IS.

Virginia 9-0568

MAN

CBS
'

AND THE VERY SUCCESSFUL
AND VIRGINIA DARE SPOTS
,

Y.

RINSO, LIFEBUOY

Personal Representative:

DEL PETERS
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Send us your "Acetate" master for processing and
pressing.

We
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plating
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Muzak

fastest processing

and pressing

Transcriptions, Inc.

A DIVISION OF ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
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The Arkansas Traveler

service.
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Electric

Company,
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Union might make

management
theatre and

it

Sponsor Carries Battle With Music

to

the Civic Auditorium;

Union to Public

Ads

in Full-Page

anniversary broadcast from
Civic Auditorium, during a battle
that forced removal of the audience
firm's

airer from the

Opera House

to the

was advised against throwing of
party unless union's rule for stand*
by orch was observed, and so firm
made Civic Auditorium reservation'.
Union stepped in again, pointing out
its
rules call for a 30-picce orch
for the auditorium when a broadcast
made.
Jewelry firm was having none of
this, thank you, and shouted in paid

is

to be

space in the rags:

Auditorium,

Announcement

of this

change brought a new demand

from

the

Civic

San Francisco. July 13.
the strangest -set-to with the
Musicians' Union hero to date. Samuels Jewelry Co.- virtually challenged
the union, in page newspaper advertisements, to 'attempt to stop the
In

Musicians'

Auditorium,

.

The
Union.
advised
they

requires the use of a 30piece orchestra, by Musicians' Union
ukase.

KFRC,

'May Face Picket Mne*
'So we don't know what will happen.—¥ou may have-lo-£ace a picket,
line.
We may have most any kind of
mechanical or. otherwise.
'We don't know the resources or
desperation of the Musicians' Union.
difficulty,

'Wednesday, July

14, 1943

impossible for

open and. operate
so were obliged to
the
cancel our reservation and move 1o

the

'

Mistaken Identity
Radio brings some strange fan mail. Take for instance the lou,>iHarry Hermann, director of 'Mother and Dad' on CBS, received
from a woman in Texan last week. She wrote that she had heard liis
name mentioned on the program and she wondered whether he w;is
the same 'Harry Herman' she married! in 1921 and who skipped a
couple years later leaving behind a baby daughter. Fi/c pages of
personal narrative followed, in which the woman told of her subsequent divorce and remarriage and gave detailed biographical material
about 'our daughter.'

Hermann replied that he had never been in Texas, pointed out t h;it
he spelled his name differently from that of the derelict ex-nusband
and thanked (lie woman for her faithful following of the program!'
Hermann in 1921 was 13 years old.

'We're giving this broadcast and We hope and trust nothing will hapJewelry firm had reserved the
WILLIAMS HEADS NBC TELE
Opera House for its annual 'party' radio program in the face of uncer- pen. We're determined 16 stage our
John T. Williams, formerly of
Sunday (11), in connection .with its tain difficulties. We're having union usual Sunday night broadcast. We'll NBC's Radio-' Recording Division,
weekly program on KFRC', but trouble Musicians' Union. First they do anything in our power to do so. has been named acting manager of
balked when it was informed by demanded we employ a union or- If unsuccessful, we'll ai icast enter- the web's television department.
union that 20-piecc standby orch chestra of 20 pieces. Since our radio tain our guests with all the games
He replaces Noraiv E. Kersla, who
would be required for that house.
programs never use music and since and contests planned without the has been '.commissioned first lieutenProgram, 'Who's Dancing^Tonight?' our entertainment planned for the broadcast, if we are not prevented ant in the Marine Corps.
li an interview and quiz show which theatre party does not "require music, by force we can't overcome.
'We have every hope of carrying party the responsibility to 7.000 disrequires no music, and which gets we declined to employ an orchestra.
off the party successfully in every appointed citizens will be theirs.
its cognomen from fact that it is The demand of the Musicians' Union
But when you- are dealing
regularly broadcast' Sunday nights looked to us like' extortion. We re- detail.
'One thing please do not ask us to
with the Musicians' Union you never do— be coerced into 'employing an
from Sir Francis Drake hotel, with fuse to be coerced.
the hoofing guests in hostelry's Per'We were warned by the, manage- can tell what may happen, If the orchestra neither heeded nor desian Room as the interviewees.
ment of the Opera House, which we Musicians' Union is. mean enough sired. We have thousands for adverThe Opera House management had' engaged, that the Musicians' aDd powerful enough lo spoil this tising, but nol one cent for -tribute".'

—

.

-

L&M

e vs.

:

.

The American Federation

of Rr.dio

Artists has invoked .'Ruin if)' to
force the Lcnn.cn & Mitchell agency
lo pay regular' fees to uli Holly,
wood talent used on its series starting An;:. 13 for Jergens-Woodbury.
,

The ngency had previously planned

'

a fan mag and the picture studios involving the payment
a tieup Willi

of nominal coin for 'exploitation' of
their forthcoming films.

The union's national board voted
week to invoke 'Rule 1").' which

last

requires

that

AFRA

all;

-members

must receive their

full regular fees
radio appearances, 'and' -notified

for

Coast local chapter to that effect.
No word of the agency's reaction has been received in tho
the

AFRA
but

it's

national office in New York.'
expected that t\M sponsor

will agree to
talent used.

forbid

to

its

full amount for all
The union is prepared'
members lo work on

pay

program to enforce the
Sparked by the present

the

rule.

.Jergens.

case, AFRA will probably
reopen next the entire question of
talent, being paid below its regular
fees for radio appearances.
The
matter may be thrashed out by the
national board, or may be set aside

Woodbury

ARE YOUt*-

and

discussion

h>r

action

the

at

union's national convention in Chicago next month.
There are admittedly numerous angles to (he
problem, mostly resulting from film
actor contracts with the studios, under Screen Actors Guild sanction.
.

Alas

.'

. .

sin

.

.

little

Nell

— out

in the cold

.

.

.

her only

many markets on

she lived in one of the

.

by mountains; thrown

the Pacific Coast surrounded

out in the cold by advertisers

who

Mutual Network has offered K0I7
logg the 12-12:30 p.m. period for a
daily news program on .a crossin behalf of the acThe
count's dog food. Gro-Pup.
series would be in competition- to
Kate Smith's daily news commentary

com-

try to

MBS OFFERS KELLOGG
NOON HALF-HR. ON NET
•

country hookup

pletely cover the Pacific Coast

by lbng-ranga

broadcasting. She's a customer of yours, bring her

ror-Gcnerat-Foods.
The Blue Networ
for-

back

.

.

the business.

embrace her to your bosom. Use the net-

.

Paul Joins

work

Don

that leaves

Lee.

no customer out

More than 9 out of every

in the cold

1

.

,

0 radio families

Ed

on

the Pacific Coast live within 25 miles of
to

burrow

through mountains to get to all the markets.

Don Lee

is

in the

markets. So are you

when you use

Cleveland, July 13.
formerly program cl has been appointed,
of WJW.' WilO'Neil announced. O'N'eit
i

-

WCFL.

program director

liam

a

As

Paul,

i-ector of

as

Don Lee Station. Don4.ee doesn't have

WJW

Program Director

.

M".

added that the station; moving from'
Akron, would open its Cleveland
doors Aug. 15 on 850 kc channel,
despite protests of Boston and -Denver stations.
Regular engineering start* will be
retained as will Frank Crosjean.
continuity; Hal Waddell; national
sales
director,
and several announcers.
Studios are expected to
be located in Kinney-Levar. building-

Don Lee.

If

your message

is

important to

all

the

I.
J. Fox is the first sponsor lo
purchasing spot announcement
before the Winchell broadcast.

'sign,

radio families on the Pacific Coast, use the only net-

work with enough stations to do

the job

.

.

.

Don Lee.

Minerva Pious, Brown
Sign with Jack Benny.
Jack Benny has signed 'Minorva
Pioas and John Brown, of the Fred
Allen troupe, for his radio program
.

when
for
lo

l
'

it rcsuirres"$n~NBC-^-m--tl»e-4alU-

General Foo'ds. He'll take them'
the Coast with him at that time,

but in the meanwhile they will ac-

Thomas S.

Lbwu Allen

Lib, President
Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.

Mblhosb Avb., Hollywood, Calif.
arRBtSNTBD NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAM « CO.
)51 J

company him on

his

forthcoming

overseas to entertain the U. S.
forces, on the various armed fronts.
Allen will vacash from Ihc air till
trip

mid -winter.
Charley Cantor, another member,
of the Allen program, will not be

THE.

NATION^ GREATEST REGIONAL NETWORK
I

.1/.

•

**.,'.(.,.»•»,..

regular on the Benny show next
season, but will be on the Coast, so
will
be available for apearanee.s
when needed. So Will the remaining regular from the Allen show,
Alan Reed, who is on the Coast on
a Metro contract.
--,.»
1
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CAMEL PROGRAM
NBC
My

Writers

EDDIE DAVIS

My
Thursdays, 10-10:30 P.M.,

ALAN LIPSCOTT

EWT

Personal Manager

LOU CLAYTON

With

<•-»»

JACK HOUSTON

'VARIETY'

Hollywood

GARY MOORE

My

My

Producer

For Camel Program

Straight

Man

.

For Camel Program
i

PHIL COHAN

My

FRED ALLEN

My

Engineer

For Camel Program

HERBERT

H.

Myself

Musical Directors

For Camel Program

XAVIERCUGAT

WOOD

and

ROY BARGY
My

Co-workers

EDDIE JACKSON

My

Picture

Company

JACK ROTH

My

Agent

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

M-G-M
Hollywood

My

Chief Adviser

bill McCaffrey

Wednesday, July

6R

THE SHOW
OF TOMORROW

1943

14,

Okays Radio

B.B. Club

As a Sales Medium,
But Cancels Program
•Philadelphia, July

The four-week

flyer

the

by

vertising

13.

radio ad-

in

Phillies

National

League BascbaHchib wound up
vvciU with the

this

management sold on
mcdidnv The

air as ;in exploitation
'

pvcseni program from 7 to 7:10 a.m.
on KYW's 'Musical Clock— will not

BUDD HULICK

be renewed, however, said Wally
Orr, N. W. Ayer acciniul exec who is
handling the Phillies advertising.
'Although the response was pretty
good, the time only reached a limited
audience.' he added. On; di.sclo:-cd
that the agency was auditioning several programs and expected to return lo the air shortly on one or
.

more

stations,

Al least one of the stations, Orr
would be among those who
have been giving the Phillies the
freeze'-trcatmcnt in the unofficial
boycott'. of the club which started
show went on the
when the
iThe other stations griped that
air.
they all should receive a piece of the
radio coin after plugging the ball

said,

KYW

club cufTo

year.)

alt

"WHAT'S MY NAME"

CLAIMS 'BLIND DATE'

WAS

Countess Lydia Grey

HIS ORIGINATION

NOON T/LL 5:PM. EVttYDAV
is WFIL's smtxwsor to the
Listeners an; turning lo ,-WFIL in

increasing numbers.

The formula for NEWS-'N -Ml SIC includes
summaries before
comprehensive
etcry bour
one minute headlines on the half
hour
direct from the news rooms of the
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin- America's largest evening newspaper.
r»-niinulc

.

Add

.

.

—

—
country

to this

of the
listeners

.

.

.

the top

name bands and

singers
bett of what
sparkling hours of

and you have the

want most

—

five

NEWS-'N-MUSIC.
There are

still

EWT-C0AST-T0-C0AST

1

numeration accordingly.
Gingrich, formerly a salesman for
KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D., and now
employed by the W. E. Long Company here, claims he originated the
show last February at the Hollywood Theatre, Sioux Falls, as a
means of building up business on an
off-night and same was produced
weekly in cooperation with Joe
Floyd, manager of the theatre. Later
the show was sold by him lo the
.Minneapolis Brewing Co. and broadcast over KELO for several weeks.
fn this lime, he says, he. wrote and
produced the show and originated
features now being used on the
Maxwell shows, particularly the
contest feature wherein double the
number of would-be daters to the
young ladies are obliged to engage
in friendly rivalry over telephones

NEWS-'N-MUSIC

.

NBC, SUNDAY, 10:30-11:00 P.M.

have been notified by Harold

(8i.

Gingrich that he is joint owner of
the show and expects financial re-

Soap Operas.

Cleansing Tissues

Chicago, July 13.
Those concerned. with the sale and
production of 'Blind Dale.' summer
show for Maxwell
replacement
house coffee which made its network
debut over NBC last Thursday night

a few choice spots for sale in

NEWS-'N-MUSIC—the Show of Tomorrow—so
wire or phone now for availahililies.

He

for dates.

claims the

title as

his

also.

Gingrich says he

left

Sioux Falls

come to Chicago in May and in
the meantime outside interests became interested in the show and

to

WFIL

by

knew it had been sold
Wallace to Benton & Bowles

thing he

lirsl

Tom

for Maxwell House sponsorship. No
authorization was given by him for
he sale of the show, he says, and
no recognition was given him in the
rcgotiations
by
parties,
other
Gingrich is seeking an adjustment
through his attorneys, Gann. Secord,

PHILADELPHIA

I

Stead

&

Mcintosh, of this

John sun inn

Y&R/s
young

&
is

availabilities

DICK

inent

1-Min. Hunt

Rubicam's time-buying
making inquiries about
for minutc-announcc-

close to women's proThe schedule would be six a

spots

grams.
week.

.

largest retail store in Greater Cincinnati

Having

full

all local

Cincinnati radio stations, and having complete

freedom of
significant

knowledge of the

relative values offered

clioicc in their selection ...

that

tlus

Cincinnati
its

leader

By

particularly

it is

uset

WSAl

daily radio programs.

preferred to be hush-hush about the
product, for the time being.

REDMOND

that

it

Myron Fox Speaks

BASIC BLUE

Lake City, July 13.
public relations direcSalt Lake City, spoke
on 'Coordinated Radio Broadcasting'
al the annual convention of the Utah
Pharmaceutical
Association
last
Salt

Myron Fox,

tor of

OUM-NflB-IIUnH
-OF

.

exclusively for all three of

The agency explained

store leader

city.
.

department

ompanij

For more than 100 years a department

NETWORK STATION

5000 WATTS . DAY AND NIGHT
. .

KDYL,

Nat'l Repi.

SPOT SALES,

NEW YORK - CHICAGO

-

INC.

SAN FRANCISCO

week.

The station displayed on the convention floor an elaborate design
shmrtng-the^artlplayed

•

advertisers in selling the druggists'
goods.
I

WLW

"OIITSTMDIE WAE PROGRAMS"

Cincinnati, July

ji

.

7

13.

WLW's Boone County Jamboree
and

PRrikty award

UNITS ON TOUR

WLW

on Parade,

hillbilly units,

inaugurated their tour of pumpkin
oprys in Ohio and Indiana Saturday
(101 at Franklin, Ind. Bookings by
Bill McCluskey, in charge of Crosley's talent bureau, are for 31 county
fairs,
a larger number than last
year, with engagements for fromown; -to three dais and extending

winner
-

•

JI

to Oct. 15.

j

j|

CRAIG DENNISON
.225 No. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO
'Advertising

Promotion

!
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551,000 families to their chairs
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cash

sure-footed

CHS

the great

shows!

some

li\e
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and
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lie

Columhiu
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reach these families —

can

Pacific
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Ideas— projected hy superlative,
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li hi Pacific
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Broadcast in» Division of CBS.

BACK TO RADIO

THANKS

JR.

DONALD
ROGER BOWER
AND

HIS

SPONSORS

"KIRKMAN"

"COLGATE"
NBC— RED

WOR

MORTON DOWNEY
"Glvtncj

FOR A "TOPPING"
TWO YEARS ASSOCIATION

Daytime Radio That'
•

"

WJZ

Extra-

Something

and the Blue Network
3 to 3:1:5 P.M.

ED.

J.

WEBER

<»imI mj'

General Manager

1:6 W. 44th

St.

New
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for
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HARRY HERSHFIELD
JOE LAURIE,
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staff"

est ... the. staff

II

many of

Pacific ser\es

ami lies w ho ha

tin'

fam-

i>in<\ H9.7'« of all a\ ailalile railio

"SENATOR" EDWARD FORD'S

in

Columhia

over

air

Pacific!

year later.

ti

lite
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coust-to-c»asl

wns mi the

Then

wild lop Hollywood talent,

ea.-l

and produced by

teners >at spell-hound.
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II

.

half- hour

a

example:

hy lop Hollywood writers.

was
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imisic lilended wilh
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lustier, for
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low, sinister whistle pierced
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York, N. Y.
Currently Waldorf-Astoria Starlight Roof
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disclose to the committee Democrat, asked who Scoop Russell
a proposal to was,
'I am tempted,' said Fly, 'to avoid
transfer radio intelligence functions
of FCC to the armed forces, and the serious implications and, innuen
and to meet this situation
also the Budget Bureau's recom- dos
squarely, but I am obligated by
mcndatioiis on the subject.

refused

Cox Probe of FCC Runs

Into White

14, 1943

to-

documents regarding

Radio, fix Top

.

House Snag on
Washington. July

Military Information
made by Frank M. Russell,
vice president, following talks
with Fly, an' allegation flatly denied
'
by Fly.
were

13.

NBC

the
Cox Committee
FCC has run into White House opposition, with the President directing the War and Navy Departments
not to release to the committee files
'.investigating

take

over.

FCC

'foreign

intelli-

gence work.
This was dicloscd Friday (9) at
the second open hearing, at which
FCC chairman James L. FJy. Harold
D. Smith, Director of the Budget.
Bureau, and Charles Denny, gen.

eral counsel of

FCC

testified.

Rep. Eugene E. Cox, committee
chairman, threatened to take the
issue to Congress in the fall to determine just how far a President
can go in blocking a special legislative committee.
•

3. Fly asserted that he had in his
pocket
confidential
document
'a
irient from the Joint. Chiefs of Staff
completely
refuting ". the
grave
charges made last week by this committee and. given nationwide circulation.' These were charges that Fly
had interfered with the war effort.
.

and documents sought in an effortto prove that War and Navy wanted
to

my

Highlights of the hearing:

,

4. Fly asserted he was 'bound by
the espionage act' from making the.
evidence public, but added that he
would be 'derelict in my duty' if he
did not reveal that he had such a
communication.
5. Fly and Garey engaged in frewrangles.' with
the
quent
FCC
chairman, on one. occasion, causing

Garey

lp lose his

that he

moved

lb

head

to the point
strike out of the

1. It
was disclosed that charges record a. sizeable chunk of Fly's
ware brought at one time against testimony. This opened the way/for
Neville Miller, NAB president, who Fly to suggest that the committee
served-nn one of th e commit tee's of .was trying to gag -him,;
the Defense Communications Board
withdrew an allegation
6. Garey
with Eugene L. Garey, Cox Com- made the previous week that the
.

,

:

mittee counsel, asserting that Miller
vas cleared by the Boar ". law
committee.
.

2.

Garey asserted

that the charges

Army had
home

lake

requested the OWI
its
overseas reps.

.

board not to talk;'
8. Denny refused to surrender to
'Frank M. Russell is vice-president
the committee the flic concerning
of the. National' Broadcasting. Co.
the charges against Neville Miller.
He is noted as Scoop. I krlow him
The Miller case came as a com- welt. I have known him since' I have
plete surprise to the hearing. Garey been chairman of the Commission.'
aired it while Fly was on the stand,
'If," asked Congressman Cox,
'you
for all documents, with met Russell in Chicago, were
you
Fly refusing since they were classi- acting as chairman of the War Com-

Garey asked

War Communications.

made

:

PHILLY CO-OP RADIO

NAB

.

:

Congressman-

Smith, Director of the Budget.

Here

Garey

the committee
. told
grounds on -which" this
witness can refuse to answer my
questions about Neville Miller is
Connecticut
(Continued on page 74)

Chicago'."'

Some people

Hart,

:

who
who

Maybe

so,

but

we

don't believe

know there are more people

are

not so

much

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

works, here's

York

femme engineer in the city. Marguerite Walton, was the glad hired
by WIP' last week.

Post-War Planners

it.

New York

in

their nerves

— they

when soap opera

which is composed of"
various groups interested in post-war
planning, will meet at the Roosevelt
hoYel, N. Y,, 10:30 a.m,, Wednesday.

Aug. 4.
Already

just

represented in the organization aie the Radio Manufacturers; Association and .the Institute,
of Radio '.Engineers.'

heroines

Furriers Giving: Radio

A

stations:*

has a 25% larger total audience
than the next nearest network station.

WNEW

has a 31 ?« larger total audience
than the second nearest network station.
has an

Year-Around Play

Local stations, particularly those
in" war plant areas, report that .advertising by furriers has ceased to
be on a period basis. They now slay
on the air through the spring and
summer months, figuring, to garner
some of the surplus coin accunnilating in the pockets or purses of the
wai w orkers.
Reports, from some small warboom' cities in the midwest show that
every fur store in the lo.wn is making use of radio, cither constantly
or at close intervals.

WNEW

Campana
CBS

S0%

larger total audience
than the next nearest independent station.

And

Meet in N. Y. Aug. 4
The Radio Technical Planning As-

.

sociation,

grips with life

WNEW

will got

CBS

to

the 'Camp.iina Sere-

with Dick Powell, when,

nade,'

show returns to the air in
li
Was forrnerly on NBC.
Ferry. Hanly; Chicago, is
Slah/a will be heard
Saturdays, starling Sept.

with the others, there's no contest.

The

Pulse of

New

4.

KYW

—"Jim
I

icily

advertising

of

York, Mar, 1941.

Slrawbridge
store. ..His
he-Nt

WNEir
501

Serving

MADISON AVENUE

New

York and

New

NEW YORK,

N.

I

O

Jersey Twenty-Four Hours a

tl' a

of

Renewals
R.

J.

renewed

has

Reynolds Tobacr'o Co.
-.

'Thank's, lo tho Yanks' over

for 13 weeks. The renewal wM.
effective July 9. ..William' I lv
the agency.

CBS

""'"

Liggett & Myers Tobacf» Co^»
continuing Harry .lame.- hand via
CBS, Renewal was ervei-iive l«s'
JweUr-Newell F.mmeil is '.he agency.
Dr. Lyons- Toolhpowclcr .'and- Ba>e r
Aspirin have renewed "Somiirt U^5 '.

Y.

Day

NALLY REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO M PAN

manager

& Clolhier department,
resignation takes effect

week.

"

band' over

NAT

p.m«

'1-1:25"

Philadelphia. July 13Aull has - resigned ,»s puDdirector- of KYW. a post h«
held for nine years, to lake the >°b

you're buying New York, buy the biggest
audience for the least amount of money— buy WNEW.
'Source:

the-

the fait
Wallace-

thc.'aiifncy.

JIM AULL QUITS

When
»

radio

Com-

KYW

on the two big netwhat's happening on the other New

coming to

Philadelphia, July
radio school started

by
the
Philiy
and the American

its
roster; WFIL and WIBG ha ye
two each, while WCAU. W1P and
WPEN have one apiece! The first

like music.

From

fall

-stations

munications Associations to beat the
manpower shortage has paid plenty
of dividends.
Already 10 grads of
the school are in the flshbowls of
local studios, and at least six otherdial-twisters are lined up -'for Jobs
in the near future.
has three of the gr.

don't listen to soap operas than there are people
do. It's

.

The cooperative
last

say daytime serials upset people's

nerves and things.

But we do

SCHOOL PAYS DIVIDENDS

it.'

that 'the only

WNEW vs. Soap Operas
0

radio and motion. pictures, accordiha
to Dr. Carroll Atkinson,
University
of Utah director of summer
session
radio activities, who addressed
the
opening session Wednesday (7)
0(
the Intermountairi Radio Conference

NAB

'

7.

j

comparison 'with commercial

ness. in

'confidential'- by the Board munications Board, as an individual,
Fly also' or as chairman of the FCC?'
personally,
had
that
he,
'That question,' replied Fly, 'is like
the charges against Neville asking me what. I am doing in New
Miller of disclosing certain informa- York this moment. The only thing
here,'
tion of the Board— presumably to I know related to the innuendo and
The conference opened at Kingsthe Cox Committee.
implication is that I have informa- bury Hall under
the direction of
tion that in Chicago at the' meeting Earl J. Glade,
Garey Qulnen Fly
KSL vice-president
of the
board of directors, Rus- and manager; Dr. John T.
Wahlquist,Suddenly Garey began referring sell was in a position to cast the deU. of Utah summer session director'
to Scoop Russell.''
ciding vote to eliminate Miller as and Dr. Atkinson.
^Before, you had this letter from president of NAB,: but Russell did.
Dr. Atkinson's address was illusnot
cast
that
vote
and
Miller
re
Scoop.' asked Garey, 'did you: have
trated by a. broadcast demonstration'
any .communication with him on the. niaincd on..
by the Salt Lake Council of Women
'I
didn't attend the meeting in
Neville Miller matter?' Fly refused
Players, directed by Bcckie Thoinp.
Chicago, and I had no such co.nver- son,to answer;.
over KDYL.
satioii with Russell
As
Vsked
for
his
lissel) to write
'Did you ask Mr.source- of information
iri-tthat Russell
that letter to. you."
Fly refused to
could have ousted Miller from the
reply again on the grounds that the
presidency, Fly answered:
matter was confidential business of
'Everybody in the industry knew
the War Communications Board.

as

fied

of

denied

'Wasn't the .transmission of the letto ter pursuant to an agreement made
and Mr. Russell in
In between you

North Africa.

Formal Educ'n
Salt Lake City, July 13
Despite an annual expenditure
of
formal education
s
losing out in its relative,
effective

$2,000,000,000,

Y

CBS

effective

Aug % Dr

'

Lyons sponsors the- program Monday.
Tuesday and "Wednesday, while .-Bayer

has

iL

Thursday'

BlBekrtNSamplc^HummeN
both accounts.

Fl

and
;

'

ic

'f'
han«l«

•

-

Wednesday, July
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FOR

BUD

101)

The doming 194341 Season

Personal

Management

EDWARD SHERMAN

FRED BRADY
EVERY THURSDAY
P M.-EWT

7:30-8:00

NBC.

Under contract to

METRO-GOLDWYN-M AYER
the Mary Pickford program for Ice
Industries and soon thereafter' joined
up with the scenarist's. Nat Perrin
has been around for a. while and is
still on studio payrolls.
John Grant
is at Universal. The team of Panama
and Frank is also doing quite well,
and over at
Arch Oboler is
coolting up an original as an extracurricular
activity
to
his
radio
,

Road

Radioites' Rocky
Continued from page 30

bothersome thing

in radio, not yet at

least.

j

Let's, go to the record and get a
factual view of what the radio lads
"have done, or failed to do, in their
lot casting with the picture makers.'
The writers haying enjoyed a greater
measure of success, their case comes
first.

Over

I

|

i

j

I

at

Paramount and Metro,

are Ken Englund and
Irving Brecher, who. years ago made
their choice and made a ^o of it
from the start. They are both in
the four-figure class and. that in
Hollywood is the clincher. Also at
Metro one finds Marion Parsonnctt,
who has suryived more options than
the average scrivener.
He came
west about eight years ago to write
respectively,

:

;

I

No. 1 Hit Tune— The Hymn
mmm By PHIL SPITALNY' >

1

RKO

wrtiing-producing. HalFimberg has
been as active in pictures as radio,
-there are many
others Who
played botli ends against their bank
withdrawals but who haven't suf-

and

ficiently 'cracked it' to have themselves talked about..

Then again

'there are

handful!

a

who are now servicing their country,
among them being Maj. Owen
Crump, who made quite a name for

"

'

«

*

«

*<

»

.

«

«

With all due respects to the gentlemen who figure up the merits
America's popular tunes, I -have.- my 'own: version' of the All-Tiljie I
Parade. I'll put my list up against the one made up of 'Let's Get- Los
'Cbmiii', In Qn- a Wing and a Prayer' and other great tunes, and I
certain tli.it my list will Win.
On it. are 'Abide Wfth Me,' 'Rock of Ages,' 'Lead Kindly Light,' 'T
Lord's Prayer,' arid other songs which once were identified complete
with the church. That is a too-limited classification. They are part
the home, of cvery-day existence— and: of solace and comfort to all pcopli
On. our 'Hour of Cliarm' broadcasts, we finish with a hymn played ni
sung by the girls. With all due modesty, I can say that people like <
of our program, but the hymn portions are by far the most popular fo
:

'

:

lures

ot.

our

aivings.-

Comes now the directors and producers with- a long list of casualties

II doesn't take a psychologist to figure out the reasons for this.
Tl
part of the life of the average' American boy who is now figl
ing in the different theatres of war. He might remember 'Let's Get Lo;
for the period of two or, three months that it remains popular.
He
never forget the hymns he learned as a youngster. Nor 'will; lie forg
hat he used to hear his: mother hum or sing a hymn as. she busied he
self about the kitchen, or that his dad intoned 'Rock, of Ages' while

and

the. bathtub.

at Warners
patriotic shorts.

himself

as

Few Stop-Watch

a

fistfull

•

scriplcr

of

Clicks

Johnny-cqme-

of

hymn was

I

The more successful ones,
The hymn is an unusual song combination. It possesses the powers
who went over to prayer, worship, thanks and solace. It can be sung heartily, and in heat
films and are still at it, include Or- felt -manner by -the very 'young, the very- old and everybody in betwee
son Welles. Wedlock and Snyder, It js a paean of praise — lo God and to the American way.
Alex
Gottlieb,
(ex-writer ),
John
Majl is an important item in the life of the radio orchestra leader
Houseman, Frank Woodruff and Irv- trie letters he Writes, but those he gels. He can obtain a first-hand r
ing Reis, who was going s'.rong at action to his music from these: letters.
RKO before changing over to O. D. Our hymns have brought us 'mail in a quantity and a quality wo nevi
Coming up are Ed Gardner, Bill dreamed of. Sons asked us to play a hymn for their mothers. Mothe
Ba.cher and Martin Gosch, who have asked to have a hymn played for their sons. Entire families would sijy
yet to get over their first hurdle. To letters asking for a certain hymn because it was their favorite.
name but a few who failed to make
But while we might play everything from 'T'Scr Rag' to 'Missouri Wall
the grade or are back in radio for early in our program, the last high-spot, the hymn, is the one listcne
Other reasons, there are Clark An- remember best and love the most.
drews, Adrian Samish, Clare Olmstead,. Herb Polesie.
lately's.

meaning, those

WAT

NEVER

V

DULL MOMENT

WIT
93

On Your

Dial

Don't Miss

.

—

Those who shuttled over from pictures to radio represent only a small
but successful few, the most prominent being C. B. DeMille, producer
of Lux Radio Theatre, and Crane
Wilbur, star of the silem films and
later a writer, who produced the
long-successful 'Big Town.' Wilbur
is back in pictures, but will be heard
from again in radio. As in: the case
of Welles, who came to radio from
,

the stage, Eddie Cantor may be included, as he is how launched on a
production of his own story at RKO.

STEVE ELMS
Radio's

"Personality Voice" has
shows Monday through Saturday.

two big

Presenting

BELLE BAKER
The Singing Actress

RADIO WRITERS GUILD

TO

DIAL 93 CLUB, 11 a.m. to 12 Noon.
3 to 4:30 p.m.

POWWOW

MUSIC MAKERS*

IN CHI

Chicago, July

For

13.

A

national conference of officers
representatives of the Radio
Writers'
Guild
of
the
Author;,
League of America will bo held at
the Drake Hotel .'-starting. Thursday

and

Et

\€HEO\ WITH MIELE\

Mistress of CeremonieSi Helen Leighton, the
"Voice that Launched a Thousand Products"

chit-chats about this and that of interest.to

women from

Monday

IHMh.STICMlWS

mapping of an organizational
program and laying plans for local
and national contract negotiations,

a.m.

11

to'

through Friday,

Meeting will

1

Olti:H,\ and

Straight from the wires of the United Press,

^

on the hour and half-hour for
seven days a week.

'"j)

'

five

minutes,

Season 1943-1944

and .-lasting through Sunday
Preliminary
arrangements

(15-)

<18).

were, rmule by Pauline Hopkins,
writer of 'That Brewster Boy' and
President of the Midwest Region or
the organization.

10 30
:

-

coiicei h

itself

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

with

the

with
tising

networks', stations and
agencies.

Among

NOT SO FAST"

adver-

those slated to attend arc

Paui Franklin, author of the j-'erial
'Red Ryder' and a writer for Colum-

'MKSU; a

la

MOO»

bia

Uninterrupted periods of semi-classical
music with a large saleable listening audience. Daily from 1 05 to 1 30 p.m. and Sundays from 1 to 2 p.m.
:

:

Rates for Participating Programs

New

York. Office— Sidney

1501 .Broadway,

J.

New York

Flamm, Paramount

oii

Request

Buildi

^£.6-2945

Studios— Paterson, New Jersey

who

Pictures,

is

national presi-

dent; Don- Quinn. scripter"'of (he
Fibber' McGce and Molly' program,
and Hector Chevigny. who will represent Mho
Western Region, and
John W. Vandercook. NBC news
commentator, who will represent'
ll)e

Currently "Sons of Fun,"

Eastern Region.

1-Man

Staff

Moves

Salt Lake City, July 13.
Francis Uri-y, for past seven years
writer, producer, actor and anouncer
for
in this city,
over to

KSL

mows

KUTA's announcer
Urry

will

start

Friday (101.
strengthening

staff

in

KUTA's dramatic denartmenl

An acknowledgement

BENNY

to

New York

FRED ALLEN

for the line trcahnenl accorded

Radio Programs.
for

"HEY ROOKIE"
COLUMBIA PICTURES starling
Direction—BILL MILLER

ami

me on

Sept. 1

JACK
their

Wednesday, July 14, 1943

P&riety

EVERSHARP

BIOW AGENCY

and PHIL BAKER
the f 64 QUESTION

TAKE

IT

OR LEAVE

EDITH OLIVER

IT

MARY HARRIS

JACK CARSON
CAMPBELL SOUP PROGRAM
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING

CBS

MANAGEMENT

6:30 P.M. P.W.T.

FRANK STEMPEL AGENCY
HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.

Wednesday, July
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Analysis

a

NEW

. .

.

with

My Humble

Slant!

St ante y Dixon believes in
"Plain Talk for Plain People,"
and he looks at the IS' ens

THEIR

14, 1943

Thanks

wav.

To—
Camel CigarcUis

Tom

Lucki'iiluM

ami

i1m>

Win. Estv Agency

home

of the post-war world— ancT tlie
of the.Cowles newspaper ai^d; radio organ!-,
zation.

Years lived in Europe, Africa and Asia have made
Dixon familiar with foreign news locale. Extensive newspaper and radio work have made him
a good reporter and analyst. His business experience has given him splendid ''commercial"

Yet Stanley Dixon

value.

Des Moines
lood

is

a natural News high spot.

It is

the

capital

is
the only coast-to-coast
originating- in Iowa, and his Is the
only kind of analysis which could logically originate here. For Dixon has an unusual understanding of the average man and woman, and
reports the news from their viewpoint. His comments are typically, grass-root, with a slant in
sound contrast to originations from either coast
or Washington.

news analyst

A Cowle

Station

.

.

.

Stanley Dixon

network sponcurrently Monday through

many Mutual Markets— or

in
sorship.

His time
Friday 11:00 A.M.
EWT. For further

KSO

GARRY
MOORE

available for local sponsorship

is

is

EWT

full

and Sunday 1:00 P.M.

details, write or wire:

Des Moines

Represented by the Kal* Agency

Cox Probe
L'oiiliivrred

ARTHUR
MEYERHOFF
& CO.
410 No. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO

that

it

from page

70

would incriminate and de-

grade him.'
Fly angrily retorted that was un-

Exclusive Management:

true.

At another point Fly explained
the Defense Communications
Board lias classified as confidential
any information which would endanger the war or huft the national
that

National Concert and Artists Corporation

1

?

Fly said that both reasons
in the Board's refusal
public the Miller case.
When Fly's answers did not satisfy
Garey, the attorney, asked that the
prestige.

New York

were involved

Chicago

-

San Francisco

Hollywood

-

,

answers

stricken

'be

from

the

record."

would be. most
committee ever
gagged any witness who comes .here
trying to do his duty to the committee and to his' country.'
Cox hastily announced that the
testimony would remain in the record.
Asked whether he had any
point of view,

unfortimale

if

AND EXCITEMENT OF SPORTS
BROUGHT TO LIFE

THRILLS

would say from my point ot
'I
view," interjected Fly, 'and the public

Advertising

•

make

to

it

this

BERT LEE and

MARTY GLICKMAN
SPORTCASTERS

objection to giving, the information
about Neville Miller in executive

"WARM UP TIME"

session. Fly asserted:
'In the light of the committee's
past handling of the records of its
executive sessions. 1 don't know...'
He was interrupted by Cox who ordered that statement stricken.

2:45 P.M.

"SPORTS EXTRA"
5:45 P.M.

"TODAY'S BASEBALL"

Admiral Hooper Accuses FCC
A memorandum by Rear Admiral

7:15 P.M.

Stanford C.-.'Hooper. IJSN retired,
charging James L. Fly and FCC with
interference with the war effort and
urging that (he Army ahd Navy lake
over war functions, of the commission, was made public Saturday (101
by Eugene L.. Garey. counsel for the

"SPORTS FINAL'*
10:45 P.M.

,

'Nothing Else Matters

But to

Win

This

War"

ARCH OBOLER

Cox Committee.
At least two specific allegali
were made by Hooper, former,
reclor

of

FCC was

the

Pearl

he Secretary

over

to

Navy May

14.

turned

'of the.

1942: and presumably obtained by
Garey from Hooper, who was one

Cox Coihmilleo's secret witnesses.
Fly. who saw' red after the distribution of the memorandum to
the press, in effect dared the Cox
of,

50,000
1050

WATTS

ON YOUR

DIAL

partly responsible for
Harbor debacle.
The

memorandum was
I

s
i-

Naval "-Communications',

that

ll'.o

..

IVAN BLACK
PUBLICITY

Committee
lo.
lic

to afford him opportunity
prove the charges false at a pub-

hearing.

'

Fly said: 'The documenls rnadc
public today are but Irresponsible
charges which the Cox Committee
has handed out In a bid for publicity"

STAGE
128

E.

58th

St.,

SCREEN
New

-

RADIO

York City— PLaia 3-1049

AL GOODMAN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

1940-4142-43

1941-42-43.

For

For

Texaco

Prudential

Star Theatre

Family Hour
Thanks

Thanks

to the

Insurance
T.

Prudential Life

to the

Texas Company,
Co.,

Benton & Bowles

Buchanan Agency and Fred

Allen for a pleasant 4 years

—

and for

of

the

new

Melton.
via CBS,

the

continuance

for a pleasant 2 years on the

Family Hour starring Gladys

program with James

Commencing July 4r—
Sundays at 9:30 p.m.

EWT—Coast-to-coasL

Personal

WA LT E R

Swarthout and Deems Taylor*
Continuing through the summer.

Same

station,

work and same

time.

every

Sunday

from

coast-to-coast.

R epreseiitati ve

B A T C HE L 0 R

same
Via

at 5 p.m.

net-

CBS

EWT

WednesdayTjuiTwHJJ?
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THANKS

. .

TO

&G

P

Gamble)

(Procter and

Makers of 'DRENE'

H. W.

KASTOR AND SONS
THE

National Broadcasting Co.
And

All

My

Friends

Launching
The Radio Version

For Their Help

.

'ABO
MOST crowded with excitement,

dra-

plete in

Northwestern radio. Eleven staff

matic wallop, and experience— more

men

are authorities in their fields.

experience in seeing and knowing and being

like

John Raleigh who came

part of the news than can be found any^

from the Far East, where he was

where

staff correspondent; like

else in the

Northwest.

The "most crowded room" is

Mews Room. Yet

it's

the

WCCO

new room. And

a

Northwestern folks — almost 4,000,000
of

them

in

139 counties— have for 20 years

leaned heavily on
vest's

WCCO — the

North-

Good Neighbor— foradvice, counsel,

information, entertainment and news.

News has always been up
of our activities.

As news grew more and

rrore important, the
grew.

Grew

Ne.ws

WCCO

so large that

space and more

in the forefront

facilities.

Room — the

news, staff

we needed more

<THI

IES)

IRISH ROSE'

WRITTEN BY ANNE NICHOLS

AND

Men

WCCO

RIP

VAN RONKEL
Sincerely

CBS

Larry Haeg, farm

news editor, who operates a 148-acre farm,
between turns as a State Legislator;
Cedric

spacious.

to

in

Adams

column
is

liker

(10 years on WCCO) whose

Minneapolis Star-Journal

for the

the most wide.y-read in the Northwest

Eleven men who know the news and know
the Northwest.

When

next you see a survey of radio

listening in the

Northwest, information

like

WCCO news coverage will help
explain the complete dominance of WCCO
this

about

in the

Northwest,

Hence the WCCO

largest, the

most com-

plete in Northwestern radio.

That's only
Btaff

is

fair.

For the

also the largest

WCCO

News

and the most com-

The Northwest's Good Neighbor
the

SPOT

Represented by Radio S»l«,
Broadcasting Division of CBS

MARY
MARGARET

PERCY FAITH
The Carnation

Conlenle<l

Hour

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
1 to 1 :45 P.M.—WEAF
Music Corporation of Aiiu-rira

50

WEST

45th ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY

*
.
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WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Rockefeller Center, New York

Inc.

Hollywood

Chicago

SYRACUSANS

SPIKE JONES

Like a Varied Diet

AND HIS CITY SLICKERS
Are Out

"MEET THE PEOPLE"

>Vw CAM KI/ rBOOTlAM.
10 p.m.,

M«».:

tWT

.

.

why

Syracuse's leading station goes to such pains
to provide, in addition to top-ranking NBC shows, these
locally produced, interest provoking programs:

That's

/<>

TImr..,

LOU CI-AXT0N

D'ARTEGA
AND

HIS

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA
Note On
ISO Camp Shoui
Personal

Management

ERNEST LIEBMAN
U40 Broadway, New York

And

these (ime-tcslcd favorites:

*

FRED

JF.SKE
For 7 years Onir;i] Xc»- Voi;

VADKBONCOEl R
With the lariat foliov inu

of

'any "

nientalor.

BIIX ROTIIRLM
Ace

sportscasler.

Thei^ Top

Pint
Motile
IVfrt

Klir'niiiii

Anil

Dear /Willy

Spicer:

Ju»t

wuson

finished

BOB,

mIiIi

for LIFEBUOY SOAP, NBC coasl-toroa?!
FURLOUGH FUN for GILMORE OIL. NBC coast
Yip Ilurhurg's "MEET. THE PEOPLE" nl MGM

BURNS

Soon

to

be released, our picture lor

THEATRE TOUR ... Back on the
with B OB BURNS ami (jlLMORE OIL.

air in

23 on our
the f a |l

lllr.

.

.

:

Spike JoncB.

ROBERT McKENNA
'.BEN

DAVIS'

in

"SNOW VILLAGE"
•

xil'

-

WKA F

^•Ai'^aw'annK
CHS — s.innilBy.

—

o.
I)

^"V^T"'
a
.m.

ESplanatle 7-5834

•

Now

wiT

Personaliti

llil*."

Honky
»I»IV.

>

MtlKM-ll
.IoIiiimoii

'

<>'

\vrllirn

unit

'

jiniihiror.

available for sponsorshi

SYRACUSE,

II

Mon.-Krl.

l>un

tun

lllll.

lup-rtrn

WSYR

I

.

JULY

..

siMJrxc; l)K»"
William Morris A»enc>

AMKUH'-VS XO.

WARNER BROS,
Starling

"THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS''

1

.

.....

d

"

.

.

.

I

JohnHon*'

1

H. C.

WILDER.

Pr...

570
KC.

N. Y.
Repreienttd by

RAYMER

has been, awarded a scholarship to Columbia O. by the Professional
Children's School .... Berry Krorger is taking a month oft 'Salute to
Youth' (NBC and Ihe 'Falcon' (Blue) July 27 to go to Hollywood for
screen tests.
James Boles and Vivian Holt join the 'Snow Village' cast
..Barry Wood and. Edwin C. Hill cut a disc to push the retail stoic
War bond campaign for the aircraft, carrier. Shangri-La. .. .Judy Garland
Wednesday ) of. the Loew-WHN 'Judy
will gladhand the winner .today
.
,
.
IIS
La Mont Johnr
Garland Contest" via the- station's 'Gloom Dodger' show
Actor Iivinji Geldwaler. changed his name to Paul Gordon. .".Actors son Will sub for Dick Stark as announcer on the P. A: G. 'Life Is BeautiTommy 'Donnelly. Bcrnarr Cooper. Jack.. Jordan .and Everett ipley en- ful' and 'Right to Happiness' stanzas w hile the latter is on. Vacation.

From

the Production Centres

'

l

.

With Ihe new Jerry Lester series piecrh delayed a week, Diane Courlney weekended at her home in Providence.
Mildred Clinton into a running part on 'Life Can.
e Beautiful'.'. .-.John
tered

armed

!lhc.

services.

.

.

US

.

McMillin, vicq-prc? and radio head
.

father again.

Procter

..

.Ditto Gilbert

.of Ihe

Ralston,

Cohipton agency,

assistant

to

the

to

-

become

HOLLYWOOD ...

&

Ganiblo. .. .Ranald MacDougall to the Coast to huddle with
Norman Corwin on that new United Nations series for CBS. .. Madeline
Steingut. daughter-in-law of Irwin 'Steingut-. slate assrmblynian and board
-chairman or WLIB, joined the station as a staff writer.

.

aymond Scott's 15-pioce dance band provided musical accompaniment
Thursday. (8> on 'This Life Is Mine' on CBS.
Believed to be Ihe first
time a daytime serial ever us"ed a full orchestra.
Episode was located
in a nilery.
Norctla Brown subbing- as continuity director-, of 'WLIB
during Joan Sack's leave of absence
Record jockey Dick Gilbert, currently on a bond lour, did shows last week over WHAS, WINN and
WC; '. Louisville. .. Ed Aleshire, Kastor radio director, visited the
agency's New York office last week.
:

.'.

bing with Milton Biow.
Sid Strotz throwing a feed
who have' been, invited

tisers

Please' announcer, will also do Hie spieling
replacement, 'Heinz Vacation Serenade.' effective
did a guest, stint on the WJZ "Victory Troupe'
show. at Ellis Island last Friday <9i... Chester (Hop Hani am Slratlon.
who was oh 'The O'Neills' for more than nine, -years, has a role on the
its

July 19.

NBC summer
.

.

.Adriehne

Ames

NBC for leading merchanls and adverstudio to hcar'bioadcast of War AdverNBC press head on the Coast, and his
Lum and Abner. winged (o Mexico City

for 10-day siesta. .. .Certain comedy show subbing for a big timer figured
it wouldn't be loo easy' to fill the studio for its early eastern broadcast,
About 40 showed
tickets were printed for ihe studio's 340 seats.
up. ...Ellen Drew is co-starred- with m. c. Preston Foster on Silver Theatre's July 25' broadcast ... .With Jack. Lyman of NBC's, production staff
heading foi induction. Frank Pillman moved in from the sound depailment to take his place. Another change at Radio City switches George
Volger from night 'manager to the recordings division as aide to Jack Richso. 1,000

.

Ben Grauer, "Information

for

at
-to

tising Council July 14. ... H;il Bock.
Sybil Chism. organist for

frau.-

&

.

.

.

Clint Johnson. CBS staff director, classified 1-A. ... Ira Ashley, director
of 'Stage Door Canteen.' slated for induction July 28.
iving him two
more broadcasts of his show. His successor on the series not selected ...
Joe Hill, director of 'Great Moments of Music' for Young & Rubicani.
also, doubling as director of 'We. the People' during Dave Levy's vacation
....A. E. Hopper, former WlIN engineering. supervisor, commissioned a
captain. -in the Army hoop carrier air force at Camp Alliance. Neb......
Lt. T. J. Sniilh, former Y.
R .staff director, in. town, on .-leave, telling
friends of his experiences during the sinking of the aircraft. carrier
Hornet.
.Norman Forrest. WLIB announcer and member of the Army
reserve, called for active duty.

j

j

i

'

do mean

I

J|

3-;

hook— to-

the nearest of
these three poinls and charges
you
by the mile.
I

When we

:

camp,

visit a

it

usually

necessary to do our noontime
is
broadcast from the adjacent city, as
well as our two night-time shows
(early, broadcast and the repeat
for

Wesl Coast).

, Ed
Gardner hopping around town Irving lo find a hew 'Miss -Duffy.'
Piclurization of 'Duffy's Tavern' will keep hint here I'" early fall, so he'll
Joe Hill comes west to produce ...
start off the new season from here.
Flu bugs knocked Don Wilson .spinning into a hospital ward; .. .Don
Bernard, of William Esly, and Columbia's Bob Shayoii trying to organize
Directors
Guild so east and West can meet
wing
of
Radio
a Hollywood
when the big towi.crs are shipped here. .George Zachary abandoned
his recording series for Office of War Information and hiked, back .'cast,
contracted
meanwhile
a bad case of anemia....
the OWI budget having
Sunkist is detaching its underwriting of 'Today at the Duncans' over CBS
To reports of pitches by other
late this monlh and dropping off the air.
agencies for Ihe accounl. Russell Eller. ad boss of California Fruit GrowThat brought
ers, served notice "the accounl is not open for solicitation.'
a few 'oh yeah's" from some of the other 15-2'ers. . :Lewis Allen Weiss
Malty Maineck took the baton
to New York for .Mutual board meeting
on
theatre tour
from Spike Jones on Furlough Fun' hijinks. Latter goes
for the summer months. '.". .Cal Kuhl back from three weeks of confab-

a

radio director of

Continued from page

.

YORK CITY

ISEW

Kate Smith

.

II

>

.

.

(.Continued on page. 80)

WE'RE PROUD OF

We

traveled 3.000 miles to Caliown expense, so that

fornia. at our

Smilh could appear in the
movie 'version of 'This Is the Army,'
and 'wink- out on the West Coast
Miss

covered several camps. In order to
cover as much territory as possible
in. our limited, stay out there. We
covered two camps a night, doing
Ihe first broadcast from one camp
and the repeat from another. This
called for some pretty fast traveling and complicated the pickups but

we made

it.

All Kinds of Weather
We have gone on these trips week
after week, in all kinds of weather,
tinder all kinds of conditions. It was
below;, zero out in the open spaces of
Lakeliiusl. N. J., when we trekked
out Ihere last winter, and Kate
caught herself a lulu of a cold.
Subsequent trips in similar weather
didn't help it any. and when. we flew
tip to Toronto lor a broadcast for a
Canadian service, audience, the cold

had grown progressively worse and
developed into a nasty infection,
Kale has been under doctors care
almost daily since we started touring the camps.
In spite of her discomfort, she never once, complained
and would never even think ot calling off any of the trips,
After a hard winter we Went to
the oilier extreme and made a trip
10 an Army camp in the torrid, sandswept desert- of California. The conaggravated Kale's condition
li'iVl
and she was prelly miserable, but
you could never tell by her voice—
either while she was speaking or
while she was singing.
We have put on these shows some,
limes under primitive condition's.
.

Our broadcast from.. the Army

Air

Depot in Rome. N!' Y.. was, staged
a massive hangar especially con-

in

vened into an auditorium!
Our
Mage was roped oil so that it looked
like a boxing ring.
We had an audience of 9.000 at each performance

«tft& fat

NEW AND DIFFERENT TYPE OF COMEDY
HACK
,e

and. surprising enough, the acoustics
were splendid. Few of the camps
have auditoriums. None of them are
air-conditioned.
The temperature
was hovering around 100 a few
weeks ago when
rehearsed our
program at the Navy Receiving Sta-

we

Brooklyn. The. boys, in the
the broadcast in ihcir
shirtsleeves.
Kale sweltered as she
fold me. she never had before, but
she never was in belter voice.
These trips have been a rich experience.
We have met men and
tion

in

-

troop

did

women

in the camps from all pails
the country and have found that
their lasles are prelly much alike.

of

They want

as much entcrlainnici.it
They prefer popular music and they like
peppy.
They are extremely appreciative. So

|

as they can gel.

il

are their parents, who write us at
gl ial length lo' thank us for bring;

iny cheer and entertainment to their
hoys and girls iii the 'fighting forces.
Their gratitude is our compensalion

we

lor
ask.

And

these trips:

I

Maxpn agency
reps

bilities

for

towns

in

is

inquiring among

time signal
of above

availa100.000

population.

Agency

name

declined lo di.-.c!ose the
of Ihe accounl. which .hushled to ihe speculation that

hush
General F.locli-.ic, a'Maxon accoiml,
might be coming out with an crsalr
alarm clock.

KNX

Kelly Leaves

KNX

is

Hollywood. July 13.'
shopping around lor a netf-

publicity director lo succeed And?
Kelly, .who leaves in two weeks' to

head

up

Tom

izdale's

Hollywood

publicity ofrice.
Predecessor here,
Neil McDonald, is. on sick leave and.
not likely lo return.
Kelly held the
post since
wit ' th'«
Maj, Hal Rorkc joined
Army Air Force more than a year
ago.

KNX
up

Our Other Coast-to-Coast Programs for RALEIGH Cigarettes
TOMMY DORSEY- Wednesday Night, NBC
"PEOPLE ARE FUNNY -Friday Night, NBC

1

'

Springfield.

RUSSEL M. SEEDS CO., INC., rfdwtitiK*
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
'

('Doc'.)

III.

Nceld.

—

Carroll

assislam

W.

general,

manager, of WCBS, Springfield,
been tipped lo the general manafic*'
ship, succeeding Jack Ileinlz.

W

resigned
(js»

in-

j

that's all

Secret Sponsor
station

j

>

lo

become

the Navy.

a

Lieutenant

Wednesday, July

14,
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HUM

THE

79

THE ALKA-SELTZER NATIONAL

SIDE OF

Saturday Nights

BARN

DANCE

(NBCT

QUIZ KIDS
Sunday Nights (Blue)

Irene

NEWS OF THE WORLD
Monday Through Friday (NBC)

LUM

'N'

ABNER

Monday Through Thursday (Blue)

194?
MILES HISTORICAL ALMANAC
Daily on

OF THE AIR

150 Spot Stations

Ted Cott

The 1943 Record

SACHS AMATEUR HOUR
Sundays,

WENR,

Chicago

*M.C.
THE KOSTELANETZ HOUR

MURPHY'S BARN DANCE JAMBOREE

/or Coca-Colo

.My Appreciation to

Saturday Nights, WLS, Chicago

*M.C.

Writer

THE SOUNDING BOARD
for

RCA-VMor Over

87

NBC

Stations

IVORY FLAKES

THE WISHING WELL
Carson,

Pirie,

Scott

&

Co.

* Commentator-} 7r iter

Monday Through

Friday,

WBBM,

NIGHTS AT THE 3ALLET

Monday Through

Friday,

WGN, Chicago

CRISCO

Chicago

'What's Cqokin'

Commentary on tlie Balli t Theatre
From Metropolitan Optra House
for Hurok Attractions

KOLYNOS
* Producer

FOR THOSE WHO LOVE
MUSIC

IDMTH

WADE

Scents i)t Spanish Produ.< 2<1 for
Radio Division Co-ordinator Inter-

American

AGENCY

SAVARIN COFFEE

Affairs

CONNECTICUT
* Book

r

THE VICTORY BOOK OF
MUSICAL FUN
Published

Simcn t

This Fall by
Schuster

P. C.
E. E.

LUND

BUS CO.
.Radio Director

Simmons

..... Production

Jack Frost
* Columnist

DRENE SHAMPOO

Continuity-

Maggie OTlaherty

.

.Continuity

and

RECORD RETAILING
Only Trade Paper for Record Industry

L.

W. Davidson

,

Mary' Paxton
Thank YoU" I
Jack Williams, Andre Kos'

Tom

telaneis,

Continuity

Booth Luck.

.Continuity

Caroline

Albert
X'*ty,

O'Kaye,

Tom

Hurok,

Gerald

Gerald

Goode,

George Vogel, Yasha Frank,
Wilfred
Seldes,

Roberts,
Victor

HELEN MENKEN
7TH YEAR

Circle 6-0655

who

are handling

Gilbert

Hugo-Vidal

"SECOND HUSBAND
CBS

522 5th Ave.

RADIO

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Herbert,

Lecenthal,

S.

C-S

PRODUCTIONS

Bernard,

George Zachary, Nick Muscaro,

to

Continuity

MU. 2-3571

PRODUCED BY ANNE and FRANK HUMMERT

my new

shows

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

'

.

|

'
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Y Advertising Agency Directory
(Containing

ADDRESS

..AGENCY""

& WAM.ACK.

AL'IIKKY. MOORK
N. W> AYBR.\

tkd batks
H.

II.

,

;;.;'•.

B. D. &
BKNXON &
11.

.

.

.......

o'....:.....,

..BOWI.KS /.....'....

.biow co..'...:
HI,ACKKTT-SAMPLK-1IUMM£RT

,. .-.'».

.

.'.

•.

CAMPBELL-KWALD
CLEMENTS ..;.-..!.. .V;.

Rockefeller Plan. N,
Park Ave.. N. Y.
N, La. Salle St., Chi.

.

.....247

.

BLACKF.TT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT

BUCHANAN

,

.

.

:

.221

.

.

'.

.,

.

.

.

l.Wl:

.

".

,

.

.

,1601.

•

Chestnut

... :(>30.5lh

.

.

WASEY
WASEY

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

M

.

.

MORSE INTERNATIONAL
NEEDHAM, LOUIS 4 BRORBV. ........
NKWELL-EMMETT
l'EDLAR 4 RYAN...'.......:.:....,..'....
ROCHE., WILLIAMS 4 CUNNYNGHAM.
RUTHRAUFF '4 RYAN.:
RUTHRAUFF 4 RYAN......:...:....,.'.

..-•122 E. 42d
•

.

. .

.

.'.

.',-.

:

.

•

.-.

•

•

•

SEEDS.....-./...'..... ........
...

MU

•

•

•

•

'•••.•

405. Lexington Ave.. N. Y.
360 N. Michigan Ave,, "Chi:
-Palniollve Bldg.. Chi.
3.400 Paliitiblive. Bldg..
•

.•••32 E. S7tl» St., N. Y,
.... ,420 Lexington Ave.. N. Y;

'.".'.

208 W: Washington St.. Chi.
....230 Park Ave.. N. Y.
444 Madison Ave.; N. Y.

•

.

.

2-1010
2-6727
Stale 5151
AS 4-4900
PL 5-1500
PL 3-7444
6-6400

••

.

.:

.

.'..30

285

S.

-

Heagan. Bayles

W. Metzger
Freeman Keys
Lawrence

Raymond Spector

Palmer
George Durain
George Duram
Richard Dunn

George Trimble
Turner
John Donaldson.
E:.R: Walmsley

Lubkert

Mumake

-.ot

to

The 'Treasury Song

Parade'- stai's
all the best known singers
Ihe land, both the popular singers
artists from the concert and

in

and the

;

opera; stages. Their accompaniments,
in practically all cases, are
conducted by David Broekman. The pjogranVs format, is simple' The artist
sings- a song, and along with
it
speaks a personal message urgiii

A. McFaddeii
Creston Pumphrey-. Edwin WilheJ'm
Shawn
Frank B, Avery
Roger While
George V. Carhart
Richard Nicholls
Chester Slaybaugh
John J. Louis
Olfo R. Sladelinan
John Hlnes
Harry Walsh

.

listeners to buy War Bonds,
Using, as it does,' transcriptions in
wholesale loU, the Government has
done a thorough job of exploiting
the potentialities of this broadcast-

Helen Wilbur
Harold F. Kemp
Theodore Fisher
A. R; Callles

Lee Cooley
R. W. Metzger

men

include

.'

N.. Fletcher

J.

C. Petrillo, president'

these transcriptions which are proving so valuable a contribution
to the
winning of the war.

'.

William Sclioenhoff
tiavls Wells

Andrews

James

of the American Federation
sicians, has allowed, his

S. Shaille

C. R.

Ted Sisson
-Harold F. Kemp

.

R.

Freeman Keys
M. Taeger

June Rollinson
ing medium.
Carolyn E. Bonnesen
Whereas a. 'live' broadcast is reHal Winter
garded as having the coverage of a
Linnea 'Nelson
filll'
network if 125 stations, carry
L. J. Nelson
TeVIs Huhn
T'evls
it,
Lester Malilz
'Treasury Star Parade' reaches
Blayne Butcher
Blayne. Butcher
Blayne Bulcher
more than 850 stations. It hils not
Yascha Frank
Vascl>a Frank
William Callow
only the high spots, but the nooks
Thgma.s Harrington HubbcllRobin'son.Jr. Carlos Franco
arid
Wllllani

MO
MU

Rockefeller Plaza; N; Y:
Madison Aire., N. Y.

i

singer^,

Nelson. A.

.

Kemp

Harold. F.

MU

•

.

W.

Carlo be Angelo
Wilfred S. King
ClltTojd

Richard Nlcholls

John Gordon.
John Hines
Ted Sisson

EL

5-1270
4-7700
State 7369
6-8585
PL 3-7120
CI 7-4282
AS 4-8400

.

.

'-,

S. Shartle

S;.?James
•

Roger While

•

Randolph 2623
Delaware 1045
Delaware -8000

.

..

.

'

LE

Y..

•

Carlo De.Angelb
Wilfred S. KIhK
C. H. Coltinglon
J. A. McFadden
Creslon Piiniphrey
Nelson A; Shawn

5-7000

Delaware 7860

.

SHERMAN 4 MARQUETTE.
...
RAYMOND SPECTOR.
J WALTER THOMPSON. ..... :.
.......
WADE
... :...,...,..:....
WARWICK 4 LEGLER.
WARD WHEELOCK
WILLIAM II: WEINTRAUB CO
YOUNG 4 RUBICAM..... ...... ....,',..'..
"

N.

SI.,

..-..135 S. La Salle St... Chi.
•'40 E. 34th St., N-. Y.
..•••250 Park Ave.; N. Y.
•'•
,400 Madison Ave,, N. Y.

.

S- Jaines

'

'

•

Another treasury feature which
has carried the War Bond sales message info millions of. homes throughout the. country is the. three-minute
transcribed 'Treasury Songv Parade-'
Record ng in New York, Ch icago a nd
Hollywood,, this series Has put on
Wax the voices of America's top

.

L.

Neal D, Ivey
"
Hal Ja.irics
George Duram
Jtobert Wolfe
Alan Ward

Myron Kirk
Andrews

•

Locust 4737
EL.5-2930

•

•

:

RUSSEL M.

CI

.-.

•

:

ARTHUR

C.'Clemenls

''

W.

Aleshlre
Divlght Mills

.

.

6-2022'

LE 2-7450

•

""'TREASURY SONG PABADE'~T

Elliot

1

Ed

'

3tO70O

CI 6-3200

Slroni

Isaac.

Casliman Hermlna Lukacsy.
Lee Strahorn
Genevieve Lemper
Roland Martini
Edward' Schulcnberg
Eleanor LarseiV
Eleanor Larscii

Eleanor Larsen
w; S. Shart le
Neal D. Ivey
Hal James

•

MU .2-9170

VA

.

Cashman Edmund

L.

Lee Strahorn
Roland Martini

Central 5331

PL

•

.

.

Nau
Tim

recior.

;

Edmund

.

'

C05-613S

.

W. ./Federal'.'
James Neale

.

;

5-1900

;

.

.

MARSCHALK 4

series';

E.

I

Locust 7909-

.

K6NYON
ARTHUR

!

Broekman

Isabel Olmstead
Win: B. Mai.llefert
M, E. Blackburn
-M; E. Blackbiirii
E. Gioenboom
Al Steele
At Steele
A Steele
Edward J. Fitzgerald Edward J. Fitzgerald Richard C. Duhkel
Henry R. Turnbull Air Features. Inc.
RfClria Scluicbel
Chaiies H. Pinkham Joseph Brattain
George H. S<ih!eser
Harry K. Gllman
Harry K. 'Gilinan
Harry K. Gllman
Tttonias Luvkenblll
Thomas Luckenbill Thomas Lynch

•CO 5-2000
WI 2-5400
Superior 3000

.

show" business,
David
is music director for this
William B. Murray, executive
producer, and Henry Hayward
istanding, in

.

.

•

Silvernall
-

•'

Jane Froman, Xavier Cugat

Dinah. Shore, fling Crosby^-ih fact'
just about, everybody who is out-

..

.

8-2600
5-4252
3-1240
4-8700

CA

Fredric March, Jane Cowl, Vincent
Price;

Cora Ha'wklnson-:
Frank Palmer
Geo. C, Castleman
Bernard Prockter

Siorrs Hayiics

'

WI.2-6606
Superior 4800

4

.

'

rics.

'

Frank

.

jHCk- Wyatt
.Rfch. E. Hack.enger Rich; E. Hacken ser
Alice .Clements!Alice Clement.*.

3-3380;

CI 7-6383Ritteuhouse 0233
CI 0-2800
Superior 3001

Randolph 4952

.

GARDNER

Frank Hummcrl
Hill Blackctt

'

entertainers
have. giyeiv their services to this seJust a few of them include
,

Walter Cr'aijiv-'
Ceo. C. Castleman
Bernard Prockter
Air Features, Inc.
Charles Hotclikiss
Jack Wyatt'.

'

MO

.

-.

2-2701

PL
CO
PL

.

.

0-9,100

.

.

warcy

CI

WI

days a week.
Scores of. lop-flight

.

.

Clora Hay/kliison

.

Bernard Prockter

:

TIME BUYER

Kay Winn

W. Tolg

WalliM' Craig
Ceo. C. Castleman

s

Continued from page 40

Stations use. the. transcriptions
as
often as' three times- a dayi seven

J. H. North
Tliomas McDermplt
Edgar P. Small

.

:

Mildred Fcnlon

Husseli

.

n Icy

i

Alma Marks

'

•

:

WI
LE

2-0400
2-7550

A

J, T.

.

I,.

Tom

Superior 9201

ME

Broadway.. N:Y.

...:..1230 6lh Ave.,,

.

.

Alnley

McClinlon
Revere
Arthur Pryor

H,

Dcailioni 0900

N. Y.
St.: Phila.
Ave., N, V.
.....720 N. Michigan Ave.. Ch|.
CMTCHFIELD
...
...
...
5 IS Madison Ave.. N. Yv
J
jtONAIIUK 4 COE. ..
...... ;1SJ0 Sixth, Ave,, N. Y;
.-.
1>UANE, JONES CO.. ..................
.,570 Iiexinplon .Ave.,. N. Y.
KRWIN,
.. .-.420 Lexington Ave., N. Y.
it CO:":'.
KRWIN,
.,.,.230 N. Michigan Avo., Chi.
4 CO..
,. .. .100 E: 42d St., N. Y.
WILLIAM. ESTY 4 CO. ; ....
FOOTE, CONE & BELOING ...
247 Park Ave.. N.
;' .919'N. Michigan' Ave.. Chi.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING. .......
..'...'.;;':
... .9' Rockefeller Plazai
N. Y.
GKYKR, CORNELL 4 NEWEI.L
;745 5Jh Aye,. N. Y.
HKN'Ri. HURST
MCDONALD
.,..,520 N. Michigan Ave.. Chi.
IVEY 4. ELLINGTON
1400 S.Penn Square. Phlla.
' . 9 Rockefeller Plaza. N- Y,
H. W. KASTOR.
..... 360- N. Michigan Ave., Chi,
H. W. KASTOR.
..... 247 Park. Ave. .'N. Y,
& ECKHARDT.
::.-...
KUDNER.
.
•• ••630 5lh Ave.. N; Y.
••'17 E. 45lh S1.. N. Y.
LENNEN 4 MITCHELL. ....
PRATT.
;
•...,535 51 h Ave.. N. Y.
,...........'...'....;...
:- l22.E. 42d St.-. "N. Y.
i: M. MATHES
"•'•"•50 flockefcller Plaza. N.
McCANN-ERICKSON
:'.•.'
McKEE 4 ALBRIGHT.
1400 So. Pcnii Sq.. Phlla.
AXON. INC ..'...,'...; .'. j.
-570 Lexington Ave.. Nl Y.
MEYERHOKK.'
•:•:• Wriglcy Bldg.. Chi.
"
•••521 5th" Ave, N. Y.
*:
C. L. MILLER
;
.

.

COMP.TON

J. T.

'.

.Ct G-020O
CI 6-9700
EL 5-5800

.

.

CASTLKMAN

BKRMIts'GHAM,

Randolph 0830

Chi;

.V.'lillO

;i.

TALENT
BUYER

RADIO
DIREtTOR

TELE. NO.
A vi>„

N. Michigan'

a;*0

.;'.

.

30 Rockefeller Plaza. N. V.
5th -Ave.. N. Y:
.383 Madl^oh Ave...N. Y.
... .919 N. Michigan Ave.. Chi.
.....4« Madison Ave.; N. Y,
...... 13fi E. 3Bth
i.."N. Y,

: .

....

...

6..........

Sc

It.

.

Treasury Kudos
corded and released each week. Some

of radio directors, chie f talent buyers and chief time buyers Of N. Y., Philadelphia
and Chicago agencies especially active in network radio)

list

14, 1943

:Kelso

Hal Winter

'

John U: Rebcr

..

.

.

Virginia Spragle

.

Lund

P. C,

E. E.

Simmons
Huhn

.

crannies as well, and results,
are proving ..that those nooks and
crannies arc far more valuable as
outlets than many people had given
them credit for being.
.

;sored by war plants and:
of Commerce,

Truth and Consequences
The

'

appearance.

tour,

:

certainly

.

work

War

laid to last into the future! for

Bond! Sales,

fADVANTAGES AND VICE VERSA!
Nliturally

it is

all

not peaches and

cream trying to run an office -and
show from a Pullman car! But we
.

found as many advantages

He

to

tour-

Herb Moss.
most of the

ing as disadvantages.
Director, experienced

.

was

constant
touch with New York, ordering
lines for our remote acts and trying
difficulties.

-

in

by without an intimation or some
of. .verbal endorsement ot the

sort

the onlookers.

It helps
because it concentrates the thought of a rnajor city on
that one show for. more than art' enlire. wee'k.
It- helps the producer to
build the show along the lines he has
learned that his listeners prefer. It
benefits, the.: local stations because
ihey use it rightly for exploitation
of their station. And finally, it very
obviously benefits the origination city
itself.
Two' of the cities had never
before played host to; a network prograin, and many of them only rarely,
I
hope the time wift come when,
sponsors find it Ls quite advantageous to travel their show at least once

the

by.

show

itself

.

''

'

cooperate in the matter
show, problems because it the War Manpower Commission,- con-

willing, to

was

a rather rare occasion for most
of them.
He did have the problem
of instructing new organists each
week, but in the most part found

them capable men and women.
Because of the extremely welltrained engineers NBC gave us along
the line, we had comparatively few
engineering troubles.
I
really, believe we had four of the jriost
capable men in the country
in
Johnny Pawlik, pf.N: Y.: Bob Jenseii.
Chicago; Slan Neal. Denver,
:

and

George McElwain. San Fran-

They covered each show in
their' local lerritpry.
eighl-inike
show in its normal 'sot-up. an cngi-,
iiccr has' his hands full on 'Truth

cisco.

Mi

V

An

!

.

or Consequences/ espccialjy where
it
brings in special stunts.
The
Treasury representatives took every
precaution to choose only those
cities with theatres or auditorium.':
capable of network broadcasting.
Though the auditoriums held from
-

,1.500

(o.

9.000

we achieved
game flavor
much as one

people.:

the intimacy and parlor
d.f

our show without

feed-back.

-so

-.

.cannot impress, upon.- 'broadcast-,
how far reaching are the benesuch a trip. Unless mishandled,
a radio show can accomplish whatI

ers

fits. of

.

women's enlistment
service jobs.

war work or

iii

•

product

to get changes and okays through a year.
on other acts. His network contactwork was more difficult, but he IN DOCTRINATED BY HAMMOND
found the local people extremely
Larry Hammond, Radio Chief of

of local

Accurate results of the program's
pull
are impossible to ascertain.
But. practically
allareas
have
definitely reported- an increase in
'

Continued from page 52

proved that radio has the means,
the .willingness. "and the power to
serve Tjhcle Sam.
It also proved
that where the newspapers cooperated, there was campaign ground-

Chambers

verted,

me

the

to

war. production

problems early this winter in New.
•York.
Bill
Spire
of
OWI
pressed a belief that I might be able
assist in. a plan which- was to
make the various critical labor cities
in the United States take care of

'to.

.

own production
persuading the women'
lay down their needle
their hands in skilled

their

less

cssenlial
.

to fight or to

'the- city

to

work and use
.trades; or in

to relieve men
into heavier indus-

jobs,

go

Hammond

try^

problems by
of

and'

I

whipped up

a

program, whtcli. he called 'Know Thy
I

was

to .sit

down

prove

.

railroad authorities

your

way.

to.- help you on
accommodations

Our

'

have -been '-excellent.
Outside of
standing from Topeka to; Kansas
City, w'e have, been quite comfortable in our 10.578 miles of travel!

any pro-

to

agencies

to do your- thinking;
If
you have a definite contribution let
them hear about it.
Another thing we have found on

wise

to start off

with

meal before
and "bring

a.

get on the train,
some, of your own on a
yoti

long jiop.

e

Box lunches on

<

Robson's 'America' Chore
William N. Robson has taken over
temporary direction Of the 'Calling
America' program Sunday nights on
CBS for Squibb. Eleanor L. Larsen,
radio he«d of the Geyer, Cornell «c
Newell agency, has been handling
the show, bii.t she cin'Ued in Rpbson
to lake over the assignment.
He will probably continue about
six weeks, after which :a permanent
successor will be named.
.

-

the trains are O.K.,

that if you're making a but some of the short stop stations,
you might as well squeeze such as Cheyenne, and Pocnlcllo.
in all Ihe. constructive work you put up a box lunch that shouldn't
or maybe we
can .without injuring the show or happen to a dog
this tour
trip at all

is

'

.

.

.

the extra wort you're doing.
It is
just as much fun spending the evening entertaining the boys in Camp

as

around' a

sitting

hotel

room.

just hit

.

Scripters Switch

.

the left-overs.

-El izabeth-Todd-and-Johanna De--.-

Tfie"holels. too.'arc hard' pressed.,
iii nipst cases they are
still the
fine servants of the people.

but

Will have switched serial scripting
assignments
for
Features
Air
(Blackelt-Sample-HummerU
Miss
Todd now authoring. 'David Haruln'.
and Mrs. DeWitt .doing 'Amanda, of
,

And

you'll get a
(hat can't
and ratings.

action
sales

ISERVICEMEN'S

lift

be

from their
measured

re-

in

fun, this touring with a purif
you are anxious lo do a
But your heart has to be In
because three months Jiving out
of. a suitcase
isn't, the easy chair
and the wife and baby and slippers.
It's

pose,

^job.

HUMOR TASTE

And

..again, a producer must rethat servicemen forrri a great
bulk of. the listening audience. He

Honeymoon

it.

Hill/
addition, Miss

In

Todd continues
Brown/ also

writing 'Young Widder
for

B-S-H.

alize

owes it to them to make his shows
attractive to them arid to keep within the bounds of good entertainment
set down by the War Department.
There is no better way to find out
thai a spldiel- w.ill. laugh at another
soldier .in ah embarrassing position
.

only

he

if

is

in

the

of a
resent

group of

soldiers;, but he'll
his buddy's being made a clown in
public
Camp !pcrfbrrnances, such
as the scores we made: enroute,- point
.

out

'

that

humor

ia'43's

clean.

.soldier

IIclll

likes

;

his

;

.

'•

-

-

;.

'

:

-

.

.

pul commending the railroads and
transportation agencies on the really,
wonderful job Ihey arc doing in this
.

emergency,

„

If

From the Production Centres
Continued from page 78
and. Bud Spencer replacing on a move from''traffic. .Sid Fuller,
KGB in San -Diego, moved to KHJ as assistant program direc'
Fran Idc moves to (he border as station manager.

ards.ori,

.

manager, of
tor..

:

company

at a

ever good governmental deed it icls
out to do. It cannot help but create
sales and goodwill for the Sponsor,- as a regular campaign
for the War
for even without mentioning .the Manpower
Commission and local
sponsor at som'e.of the hundred and United States.
Employment Service,:
one extra appearances, not one went In some cities.- r am told,
it is spon-.

is

Food has been out down to two
ducer or .m.c. that there is some meals a day on most of the trains,
job he can be doing to help out. and coffee is at a premium, but Jn
Don't
wait for the Government general there is enough food. It is.
I list all this to

hot laugh at
microphone with a telephone in any another Soldier if the latter is the
bull of a joke that makes him apof the many critical areas,
call
women oh the telephone, engage pear ; to be an inferior soldier.'
them. Jn conversation and try t& per- But they'll die (aughing. if the same
suade 'women through our conver- fellow is'llie 'fall guy' in a blackened pie-tin gag.. Playing service
sation to go into war work. I initiated
the show iiv Baltimore and since'then camps teaches you that one Private
have done it all along the line in can -get the jump. on another
Indianapolis, Chicago, Wichita. Dcn- Private, but a Sergeant's presence
is as serious a bit of business
to a
yerv Cheyenne,
SpoKane, Seattle,
Tacoma, Bremerton, Portland, Van- Private on slagc as it is in llie barracks. This soldier is a grateful; incouver, Salt Lake City, Ogden, provo
telligent, otleh, sentimental gentlePrice, and Lo«an, Utah,
and am. men,
andJiis reactions to humor are
slated format .least six! and
perhaps pretty dam
healthy:
A producer
10 broadcasts on. the Pacific Coast,
would be wise lo study the soldier
In all but a few of- these cities,
audience.
v
station officials have expressed their
I. couldn't
close this report on the
willingness (o continue the program,
'Truth or Consequences' tour wilhNeighbor.'

to help win the war,, you'll
find infinite patience and rare from

travel

your

reason

to

CHICAGO

IN

h '° h

'

.

ee
'\
.u
the

WCFL f or the past year'
n ;•'-">' 8 SimUar position- with. WJW, CleveFranklin.
.Writer Alan' Sl.rgal
he will locate.
.'John A. Barclay- has'
William 'Newtoh, local manager
of-thn,- t
T>°
?
ot
tne-flntish
Broadcasting
Corporation, was host to 25 guests, among
y !
OT . 0' the pipSf 31 8 breakfast -given at the:Medinah
olJ?wing the transcribing of. an
fAns.wering You' pr.ograi
iu
f
1
:
V Hcl * ne C " Hei,,z f0, mer secretary to 'Charles
N Bc P''o'!?
d » ct.'On manager here, has been shifted lo the press
.
a
pl '°,fi '^ m c,c, k
178 «t««o-n« throughout the nation
?
:%.
,
broadcabling .The
Vo.ce.
of the Underground,' a. transcribed weekly
malic sewes made m the interests of the
Greek War Relief Association.
C 1S P
l CCd
hele wilh Cy; Hairice as narrator.and
Mel Galliarf a*
Inn n nn
A e ofrrey
„
•./G
Bridson. BBC staff-producer from London, is makfr=a touiyof the midwest
ing
studying people in this section of the country
f0,mcr
manager
of NBC news and special events de•'
•«;';im!I!?1
pal ment here and now in the overseas
branch Of the OWI. was a weekend
eekend
visitor; so, was Lieut. Fort.
Pearson.
son, USN,
USN. formorlv'
annnuiircr
nbo announcer
formerly an NBG
•ni.. •-,••„
Frolics;- a n'ew-;H vera -week. /half
-hour show/' has replaced the
'piiik
Club Matinee on:
on th
the
^Lou
« Blue Network.
Show „
is r
-j.
produced here'
F4WUWU
i
i.
u
<••»«<«••'
• »'»»'»•Jackobson
d.rector.of
NBC's 'Backstage Wife.'. was presented with a bl ack:
y J
Ki'aft,..or -the. Kraft Cheese Co., for his work as difoceel or
if 'fi;
r
^ueu
ine Kraft
Chorus
for the past five years.
.Russ! Salter is handling
the
uppertime Frolic', on WjJD, while announcer
Randy Blake is enjoying, a cruise, on the Great
Lakes..,. Jewel Tea Co. has appoinlnd
bchw.immer &- Scott- Id. handle-its account.. Agency
is how' conducting a
test. radio campaign! over WIBA,
Madison, Wisconsin.
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ORCHESTRAS
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Washington Leans to Opinion
Washington^ July'

13.'

81

':

the War Labor- Board hearing,- Friday (9), on transcriptions,
It'-was freely* conceded by laborjt'es that the only peaceful solution;
for'thi's problem 'Will come when the .American Federation of Musicians is granted some, sort of compromise, which wiit include royalties
"',!.-'!
lor the discs'.
Legislative experts, who s.it in on the ..hearing as observers, were
frank to say that it is. not possible to draw up a Statute which will;
compel musicians to work for the transcription companies. Representative Clare Hoffman of Michigan has a pending bill which would
punish those who interfere with radio stations engaged in interstate
commerce, but it is conceded lha,t the. Hoffman draft is as full oflegislative holes as a Sieve and is one. that could be easily conlraverled
by labor" lawyers. This' bill has been pigeon-holed in the judiciary
committee: of the-House as untenable. ....,'
He was admitted more
Pelrillo stolie the show at the hearing.
than- a match for the radio industry and 'transcription lawyers. The.
head of the musicians still resents the public relations campaign which
was sponsored and financed, by his foes, a campaign in which'lhey
ut a fine tooth comb on his personal record with the idea of branding him a' labor racketeer. :They inspired, say the union men, magazine: and newspaper drives, in. which all they -could find was that.
Pelrillo draws a large salary.

At

in

.

1

BERN IE WOODS

',

.

.

ram

orchestra
:

last

Saturday

up comment

reasons

for

Miller was all set to.
outfit, on which he.
working for months at
Yale University, New Haven, but on
Fi;iday afternoon, after most of his
men had been transported to N. Y.,
the War-Department called, a halt.
There have been many.' reasons
advanced. for- the action by the -Army-'
and all claim to. be accurate. One,
coming from responsible persons, is
1hat the title 'Army Air Force Techunveil his large

been

'First'
time in* show-

among:,
of

which

his

favorites
before.

were disked

hypo the
favorites

'

numbers

his.

old.tiine

Pelrillo ban.
Idea of the

nical-Training Command' is being
changed and that there was rid point
to using Ihis soon-to-be-obsolele title
on a national broadcast that- undoubtedly would draw many lis-

On

Taxes

S. S.

play major theatres and prestige
•

Treasury Department- representatives
have lately
been
investigating the books pt '-various oneto IhQse connected with pibgrat
asserted that the War 'Department-! nightballrooms in the -midwest,
.based it* action on the short dra- checking up'..on .'social .'security payments. There isn't too much infornialic bit scheduled to be included
This was to h'a\;e mation available as to how w-idein tlie program.
been enacted by Broderick Crawford spread or. diligent these investiga-

ness!
'

the.

has yet seen

in

written

communique Joseph Pad-

World

Broadcasting

disclosed

hearing,

Board

the

that

to aid

who

was

pur*

i

;

laii.it

|

Dorsey

j

,

Padway

clainds that. a written copy
he received last week
from Treasury officials will be relayed to agency executives this

of the advice

I

I

company

.

is

Other developments:
Both James C. Petrillo and the
AFM general counsel, Joseph A.
Padway, argued that they were
through permanently with lhe making- of transcriptions and that, so
:

AFM

far as
is concerned, the transcription manufacturers .can go put
of. business.
Petrillo. and Padway

-week, possibly by today ( Wed. ). -Oh
his say-so, the agencies sent out let
.

argued lhat the union could not be
forced .to manufacture something
that would lend lo destroy the

to all clients last' week staling
that expenses -were to be recognized

tcrs

-

musicians.
A. W. Socolow, attorney for the
Electrical
Transcription
Manufacturing. Co.-, asked the union io ad-

before the 20%' deduction was made:
However, so far as is -known, no
buyers have abided by the terms of
this letter as yet.

mit; that.

'-'

il.

would abandon jurisdic.

I

,

-

1

i

N.Y.

.

j

HURRICANE DICKERS

,

.

I

j

tion in the transcription field, to be
consistent with: its argument that it
had no intention of ever working
again for the seven companies.
'

TED LEWIS FOR SfrJ

.

!

It

was explained
companies

ihe Irans-

that

do

gross of
Hurricane, N. Y. nilery: which
and Damien O'Flvnn. It's said that lions are. but oiie name band with
yparly
nnri
net,
aho iit
dci ve d (fi ms am yun- "tvent "Into a i.miik banrl po icy f or
the script" lor "1 his BTT^oTtncfl:^hr7>e^
5250,000, which' was less than what
Force lo the extent that .the": received a -letter .from; the Treasury ,'sldered stronger now than bolh' re- the first lime last sprjng-. when it
ir
Pelrillo
wanted
thorn
to
pay,
security
jcordihgs and radio as name-build- brought in Duke. Ellington's orchesimpression would be gained that the requesting information on
AFM
'Extending
Jurisdiction
for
a; ers), plus one-nighlers free of a tra, i.s currently angling for top
sums deducted from .his salary
A'ir Force was the only branch ot
Pelrillo
lold
the Labor Board
dale in Kansas, which seemingly was pleasure-driving ban, keep leaders while bands lo follow Ellington, who
service ii\ existence.
thai, beginning on' Labor Day, AFM
never relayed io Ihe Treasury. Date west.
closes Sept. 15. Spol is on Ihe verge
Another Angle
was played :la,le in 1941.
|~ Theatre 'wo*k is negligible' in that of -signing Ted Lewis for his fiiv-t is extending its jurisdiction to cover
.'neutral'
theso-called
.territory 'in
Another report, which few in the
Such situations, have beeiv re- "area in comparison to the cast. N. Y. cafe date in years, al $51000
1rr.de ha\e heard and one not gcll- !
for
band and which. 102 radio stations are located.
sponsible for the. objections by many There are the Golden Gate. San guarantee weekly
,
No AFM locals have ever covered
erally circulated, .-is that high Army
bandsmen and their accountants to' Francisco. Orpheum. Los Angeles, show, plus a percentage privilege.
this
territory
officials wh o have been co ncerned
Hurricane i.s also trying to obtain
!ie
Ame ican Federat ion of Musi- land two house s in/Oakl and,
lligl il iglits
Peliillu's
tcsliwun recruiting mifslc-rart^for-Al uiy ; jans Foi7m B^c"onlracl, which
f oii
Woody Herman's -'Orchestra:' for- Ihe
mony:
bands are peeved at Miller .for „• fe^- the buyer of the' -band 'resix weeks between Ellington's closDIDC DCTDII I
'The only possible chance tor a
grabbing every worthwhile musician., s
ing and Lewis' opening in October
jb e f0l- Socia i security sums. IIAlLl
1 JllLLU
settlement
in ..'this .situation: i.s lhe
entering service for his Air rorce. The
have al gued lhat pn .certain p/iii A11ATIII/1 ri\lTAhl AT if the latter' deal is consummated.
Tommy Dorsey is also said to have question as lo' whclhfer (ir not these
'ype^of one-nigh.ers lunestablished
picsscd quite vehemently lost week ;. pl omotcl Si college dates, etc.). social
.-•
been made an offer. Dorsey, how- people are willing io recognize that
-Spnnj^eld; Mas?
uly 13
by an officer of high rank, and it ^.security is deducted' from the men
ever. is. booked for the Pennsylvania there is. a problem here of- unirmv
Tn<? Springfield Da.ly^News.
which hotel, M. Y.. for lhe fall, opening pJoyiiKril for the :.ian who mnki-s
may well be at- the -bottom of the and nevei rorwaitled to the Treasu
generally
James.-.C.
has
been
Pathe insUiimenl. and says, 'Here. Mr:
aiTcellaiion.
,„:„
early in October.
ury.
The c aim lna the Governcorner
the record and
\ trillo's
on
Ellington, whn has been al. lhe Radio. Station, now you can self .this
..
...
Miller, according lo witnesses at; ment has lest a considerable sum
...
fanscnption fight,; kidded, the ATM spot since April, is now fliawing instrument to, Mr. Lucky Strike: and
tlie broadcast .show- was completed
Unou^h Form B. which would have
\caii play. Ihis; Mr. Radio .Station,
you
S2.500 guarantee? ajjain-if a pereenlr
at CBS Playhouse No. 2. N. Y-, for. been ~paid had tlTf band alone tieeii
i»H "w?,^
Pe-day ftY!i, le
He went in at $2,000 plu>: the for six. to eight .onths. But you,
a jWl
;
bene.it of ^udio audience only V did ,espon,ib,e;
.
Mr. Paul Whileinaii and Kay Kyser,
.ot haxe 40 pieces, as. .yas. Ihougl t. ,
r „ lhe K; ,nsas case (he band inqlio(jn g fl 01 ^one qt its edilorials in
you.
slay home until such time, as
He had a combination of 10 strings, v0 ved .j s '.nationally -known and.; Z> t'esti'mohv before the WLB
we arc ready to send for you again.'
eight, brass, six sax, four rh.vlhin,- cou d have pai(l the lax without
Dec ali ng that Pelrillo 'should be
'What: we have in the back of our
.S.islrumental.onalmost.idenf.cal.wilh (rouble: The AFM's Form B, hbw-!
asnamed 0 f himself,'.' the paper used
heads
if ir is at ail posible— and ''we'
the.
current
James and ev er< j.i designed lo. protect Ihe (he 'quotation' -to 'prove thai 'this is a
Har-ry
are not ducking any is:sUc— it is
Tommy Dprsey brflhestras. In this s ,,ia ii e ,-. low-grossing band, which vei
y compi ex inleidependenl world.'
Get Raise, Avert Strike either a 'question' of not making ihe
ouifit he lias some of the couiUry'.s the AFM feels will mi.ss -Ihe- cash if 1
petrillo in 'borrowing other people's
'..instrument any-more, or -placing -the
Philadelphia. July 13.
hitisl oulslanding musicians.: among
obliged fd pay Social Security taxes..! verbiage, the paper, declared/ was
them Cpl. Ray M'cKinley, clrunmier;
A possible strike pf musicians-, was musicians -with the can in the staonly doing with words what he obaverted at the Robin Hood Dell, last lion! In' other, words, it Whiteman
Cpl. Mel Powell, piano; Stall Sgl.
jected toothers doing with wax.
Dell .management makes a liiih-;c! iplion wilh_,25. men
Zeke Zarchy, trumpeter;; Pvt^Trig:
Switching, into serious vein, the wei;k when. Ihe
Musicians Onion,' a-nd if is sent out to a ,-talion.- the'n
77.
.ger Albert, bass; Pvt. Carmen Maspaper editoi'ialiiied; that 'we: can't and Loo/
Station, you must emcontract raising. the orches- w e say.
1rni, guitar; Pvt. Jerry Gray, ari-take too sci iou>ly .his Ihi oiil' not to signed a
ploy 25 men wiinn you play thii
ranger, formerly With Miller' and
in Proy. make transcriptions. Anyone .'who tra wage scale $10 a week.
r you can have Mr.
The new stale- Is reiroaclive io the transcription.
Artie Shaw; singers. Cpl. .Tony Marthe least experience with
iglil'<: orchestra goes into'!' has. had
norh'T
Whiteman in [he- liesh. .Vow that is
tin,
Pvt.
Bob Houston and -Pvt.. (ne ' pVpvicicnce-Biltmoi t hotel. Prov- labor negotiation? 'k (lows' -the vaiue- start' Of the Dell season; and raises
entire picture,
Arlie MaWin:
The >.:ion ran, the- weekly. wage, from $60 to $70 a about tiif sizc-.of the
ideiico R I.. Julv 26 for tin iiidell- iof overstalciti.cnt.'.
.500 Stations Minus Musicians
week.
Whether the show will air this n it e s u.v. -Tliis is Lighl's first -locaVj- however; -carry out its oversuite.'G( HI lemt-n, there are 900 stations
.Meanwhile the union-: went into a
paper said.
coming Saturday \17) afternoon
lion ot^ n"v iciiglh since the aulo ac- nient, the
iii
the Uniied Slates. Some 500 -sta'The sooner the transcription peo : hilddle .with officials of lhe Philanot, known definitely; That it Would
cident wiiich -ai'i esied His band's
delphia Orchestra, for an avi eeincn.l tions' .don't employ any musicians.
;.ple but especially .the radio stations
'lebut this coming Saturday UT) at progiess two years ago/ .'
;
practically 16
on them for then- rev- on lhe.wage scale for the oiie-hour Those 500 stations' t un
its scheduled
2.05-2.30 p:m.)
time
Since recovering from (he crash which depend
hours a (lay with canned music, arid
orchc.'-lra w ill
was explained to listeners when the injuries and reorganiziihrhis pi ches- enue recognize this fact, he sooner- weekly broadcast- the
mai-c oyer CBS next fall. .The or- you can't find any place in> that payle
"
"d
;'
canceliation- of the first broadcast ira. Light has done. inosHy, one- the
m chc«lia has offered $12- an hour per roll of that; station one live mUsl,mlt
b^P'^
was announced.- CBS substituted nighters. .He may- have wires at the yea>v>t shi^!
^;.
(Continued on page 82)
^
man. The union is askinx'SJS.
tor that fact to have settled in.
chamber music for -Miller.'
Providence' spot.
.
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System,
firm

ing ban. so far as that
'concerned.

j

;

WLB

Last Friday's 19)
called by the Labor

I

:

;

would recommend to WLB
some form of compromise agreements under which the balllors
could gel logclhcr .and- resume busiwhich

deciding whether it should take
the case, \vas. about as had been
predicted, with
spokesmen insisting lhat no strike existed, 'and
the
Iraiiscripli h "people
insisting
that there was, in efTect, a strike.
One important sidelight came
from Milton Diamond, counsel for

up," virtually all theatres are computing the tax on the leader's gross
after musicians! salaries, and the
same procedure is being .followed by
buyers of bands for other types: of
work.-

'

.

close

No one

.

teners.

;

AFM. attorney, is supposed, to chased last week by Decca records.
have received from, tlie Treasury For the past
(lye weeks! he added
Department okaying the deduction- Decca
has' been locked in negotiaof. expenses before the 20% lax is
tions with AFM to break trie record r
withheld.
Until this letter, shows

locations.
These bookings may con12 weeks out of a. year: they'l]

-

'

!

AFM

way,:

high-

-

.

in

Dorseys.
how only

hotel, Chfcago, then

take

WLB

AFM

•'

number

back to Hollywood. Tommy
is an example of how. lop
leaders go for the west coast.
He:
hasn't been in N: Y since last August, and wont be. until next Xmas.
making almost a year and. a half
he has been, a way.
At one time nothing -could keep
a band that -was oh top. or one that
aspired to an important- rating, on
[the west- coast for any extended perj'od.
They would go out to play
the old Palomar Ballroom, and later
the newer -Palladium, play a few
6ne-nighters in Sacramento. Oakland. San Diego, etc., and rush right
back east.
There still isn't' much
more than those bookings oh the
Coast how, but the lure of picture
making, the high salaries and the

...

.

form

Sherman

13.

-

is

'

..-

tractions.
The topflight bands.
James', et at come east
.

will,

jurisdiction
In
the
Petrillo-radio
transcription company row, according lo reports here, making the announcement .within' the next few
days.
General opinion is that
will
not declare lliat ah
strike exr
isls against the transcrip'tion 'firms,.but will name a special 'panel to"
determine lhe situation. Tlie panel
would also be a. facet-finding body
:

'revivals'

demand for -the former
among the disc fans,

and thus help offset the adverse
effects Resulting from the cessation of record making! Herman
'•
•:
say..'

do ariother.six or eight- weeks more
in midweslcrn and other localities,
perhaps four .'weeks' more. at. the

.

.

many

sume

I

from sources

the
cluding

business on weekends with good at-

to.

.

story,

Woody Herman,' curreiilly
Orpheum here, is in-

tour!
;.a.l

tances, from population centers have
suffered, and even these seem to do

tion recordings, any more,' because that kayoes. our own business, which is that of live music'

1

Another

.

and small nitery bookOnly those that are long dis-

ings.

Biz
'

Depart-

ment's action.

has

Show

For the first
business the doing away with an
entire industry is the general
effect of the AFM's attitude oh
transcriptions.
As J. C. Petrillo
and joe Padway, counsel for the
American Federation* of Musicians, reiterated in Washington:
'There is no strike. We just
don't want to do any transcrip-

has

(120

War

respectable,

a

Minneapolis, July in.
Dining his: present theatre

of one-night

A

in N. Y. as to

the

has

slilT

ing,
.

stirred

Washington. July

The War Labor Board

Sales Pitch

•

ion

Sudden cancellation of' the CBS-f
network debut of Capt. -Glenn -Miller's Air Force Training Command

Case; Decca' s Deal Efforts Bared

The band business is now using
the west coast as the hub of the
greater portion of Its activity, similar to the transfer a couple years
ago of the major radio Qrbgrams to
Hollywood. Since the film makers
became aware of the. name orchestra as a ready-made b.o. lure, bandleaders have been devoting, more
and more time to the west' coast,
coming east only for lucrative the^
aire dales and prestige locations
which the Coast can't match.
Until Hollywood began sighing
bands: for Alms 'as fast as they could
be contacted, N. Y. wits the home
base for outfits of all calibers. Now
even smaller' outfits, seem to be migrating west. This has been brought
about by the gasoline situation in
the- eastern area, which- has virtually closed the one-night and suburThe Coast,
ban night, club' .fields.
which has gas rationing but not a
complete blackout of pleasure- driv-
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—Summer

Continued from pnge 48

Listing)

i't

4

Boyd

Al

Rita Ascot'

McDonald
Palmer Clark
Shcrmin K. Ellis
Jack Wyatt
Buchanan.
Footo.Cbne 4Bclding Arnold Maguire

.'

•'/

.

Quaker. Oats,

.

Johnny Mercer's 'Musle

.Talmer Clark
Don Johnson

.

Texaco
Pepsodcnt

.

•alary Martin'

Moylan

4

Procter

Sisters

Carry Moore, Jimmy
Durante
•

District Attorney

•Mr. Keen'
•Mr. and Mrs. North*
.

•Musical Steelmakers'
•Million Dollar Band'
'National Barn. Dance'
'Old Cold'
:

Gamble

4

•Benton

Bowies

KLrby Hawks

:

Jane

Ci usinberry,
born Follietf

Allen Ward.

Bristol Myers
Koly.'ios

Jeryens

Ryan
B-S-H (N. Y.V
Lonnen Mitchell

Jerry Devine

Wheeling Sled

Critchfleid

J.

Palmoiive
Alka Seltzer.:

Bates

Martha At.well
James Andrews
L. Grimes
Don Cope

Wade

Ed.

Lorillard

Thompson

Maurice Hollan

Phil"

Pedlar

St

Garry Moore

'Now they ;comc. along, and say,
'We are going to lose the war if w:e
As Mr.
don't get -canned music'
Pad way told you definitely and
truthfully,

Lawrence

all

Allen Lipscolt
Ed Davis
.

-

Klee'.

Freelance

•Parker Family'
•Pause That Kef rennet'
'Passing-' Parade'

Standard Brands'
Standard Brands

Bates:
Keny'on

Anacin

B-S-H (N
Myers

Bristol

Pedlar

Are Funny'
•Pepper Young'

Beer':

iel's

Procter

.

'Playhouse'

Philip Morris

'Portia Faces Life'

General Foods
U. S.

Gross-

Oliver Barbour
-George- Zacliary
Cecil Undcfvvood"

4

•

:

Gilbert Seldes.

;

John Ncsbitt

'These

V-

.

Biow

Wade

Lahgendorf
Bromo Quinine

Ruthrauff 4 Ryan
/
Seeds .'-''-

.

:

Wheclock

-

1

•Red Ryder'

Roundup*

•Reveille

:

Young 4- Rubicam

Paul Franklin
Dick Pbsl
Dorothy Collonlin
Glenhall Taylor

Gamble

Compton

•Axel Gruenbeig'

4 Gamble

Compton'

Guilbert Gibbons
-Les Mitchell

,.

,

Tommv

'We haven't up until this time
denied any governmental agency a
record or a- transcription free. Only

Freelance

"Right to Happiness'
Procter
•Road of Life'
Procter
•Romance of Helen Trent' Bisbdol

Si

B-S-H

(N. Y.)

;

much

McCann

Pei-riiv

Jack Douglas
George Balver
John S. Young

.

Grove

Detective'

Ollvlo Santoro
"Salute to Youth*

Pills

Everett Toiniinspn

Thrivo

Goodyear

Clements

Joe Daly
G. Bennett Larson
Alan Ward
Roland Martini

Kudner

Saturday Night Serenade' Pet Milk.
•Screen Guild Theatre'
Lady Esther
•Noah Webster Says'
Mini! Rub
•Second Husband'
Bayer
Kale Smith Speaks
Genera) Foods
Spotlight Bands

Troman Harper
.

Gardner

Cbca-Qola

.

Pedlar

4

Young

Si

B-S-H

(N. Y.)

Young.

&

D'Arcy

Ryan
Rubicam

Lawrence
Walter Bunker
Martha At well
Ted Collins

Rubicam

...

.

.

Charles Gussman
Jane Tompkins

-

:

Walter Gorman
James Burton '

-

James. Whipple
Ira Ashley

~

Chuck Acree

ith
Dari
Phillips

— -Procter 4

-*SnoM—Villag e'
'Storles America Loves'

Sorchson

Paul Pierce
Richard Leonard

B-S-H (NY.)
Gamble- Compton '—

Frank Wilson

.

—

Thanks to the Yanks'
That Brewster Boy'

-HaTold^McGee
Rikel Kent
International Silver Y 4 R
Hank Booraem
'
•Kellogg.
Kehyon 4 .'Eckhardt George LowthcrEvcrsrmrp
Biow
John Rider *
Bell Telephone
Ayer
Wallace Ma ill
Camel
Esty
Al Rinker
Quaker Oats
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Owen yincent

•This Is the Air Force*

Wrigley.

Thompson

Theatre of Today"
-inree King lime
Thin Man'
Alec Templetan
Lowell Thomas

Armstrong Cork

B.B.D.&O,

•Silver Theatre'

'Superman'
•Take It or Leave If
Telephone Hour

General Mills

Take

George Lowther
Edith Oliver

.

Norman Rosten

Baiientnie

Thompson

Benton 4: Bowie's
Weintraub

Sun

Roche,: Williams

Oil

.

:

Hinds
General Mills
Procler i4
Firestone

•Vox Pop'
•Walts Time*

Phillips

Bromo-Seilzer

Paul Whlteman-Dlnah
Shore
o

Standard Brands-

Fred Waring
'We Love and Learn'

4. Myers
General Foods
Williams
Gull
Liggett.

.

Freelance

Ogden Nash
Hubert Chain

"Woman

-

'Young Widder Brown'
"Yoor Hit Parade'

Procter

4

Gamble

Bayer
American Tobacco-

Tour All Time Hit Parade* American Tobacco

Howard Teiclimann

Homer Heck

Paul Rhymer";

•

•Your Home Front
Keperler'

Owen

GlW

4

Rubicam

Thompson
Young 4 Rubicam

.

.

tcrnoon.
Mr, Weber, the ex-president of this union, said that he and

everybody else wore overjoyed

at

the attitude that' we. manifested in
our proposal to pay more inoiicy.
He thought wc.' were getting some•

.

where.

Then he asked for certain figures.
He wanted to know what kind of
we \vcre doing, what Ave
were making, so he could see how.
much, this formula would yield lo.
business

When

them.
he. got those figures, he
said, "You fellows are small peanilfs
7-nbt.jti'st peanuts, but small pea-

You only take in $4,000,000 a
year, ..and you make only » quarter
of a. million in net profits:
I want
nuts.

-

stations "

I asked him how many
were unfair at that 'tint*..

records.'-

what

it

amounts

We

to!

lis-

colt.

it

the. circus.'

Bob Mosher

Petrillo:

Joe Connelly
Joe Bigelow
Fred.
.

let's

Lou
Hi rown
Dave Levy

Benton

A

Bowles

Theodora Vales

4

Bowles

Theodora Yates

Benton

4

Bowlei

Latabce Hopkiiu
Various

Ted Adams

Julia .Dome
Elaine. Sterne.. Car-

Cone

rington

Cone

hot.

is

for that service.
'It seems to me that Mr. Padway,
in defiance of this board, has really
says to
changed: the position of Jiis own
the matter with client.
Mr. Petrillo, as recently as
seems to think I'm .June 23, has said. "We don't null any
,

Mr.

me—

Ringling

know what's

me. Everybody
lough; I'm not tough— he says, 'We John L.
Lewis stuff here; When
are not going to give you $2.50 a call
a strike, we call a strike.

week

'

Mona Kent
Elizabeth

St

Martha Atwell
Jack Meakin

4c

Jack Meakin

Jacques Finke^

Todd

Bob Smith

increase:'

I

says,

There

'Forty men walking the streets for
a week ihcrease, and a very low
scale—I believe it's $47.50 a week
and room and board.
You know
what room arid board, in the circus
is.
Tonight you sleep on the train,
tomorrow night you sleep under the
•

we
He

calls, a
strike every two weeks.:
Look what he gets. We will do
everything the Government tells us;--

Two weeks

ago the union said, that

they would

d<5

ernment

tells

everything" the Gov-

them

to

do.

Today

they .say. "Well; you haven't got aiiy
authority; you 'haven't got any iurisdietion."

:

,-

'I, think
It Is high time we found
out
what, the
pledge
no-strike
means,'
-

'Now what happened? Who went
and took the Jobs of those 40
M. K. Jerome and Kim Gannon
nien?
Our beloved brothers, our
own members who made the rec- writing tunea for 'Shine On Harvest
Moon* at Warner*
,

In

Gordon Auchinclos* Gordon Auchinctose

will

be no- music June 1," so he says,
'There will be po music,' and there's
no music.

train.

.

paid the scale

But

not forget they play on horse-

$2.50

John Pickard
Frank Provo

Belding
Beldtng

-

ernment agency, he

They're not so

,

Lillian Steinfeld

fN. Y.)

back.
"So
don't

Warm

Basil

Benton

D'Arcy

a solution.. \
'I recall very clearly it w*as in Mi-.
Peti-illo's office late on Saturday, af-

.

i

'

Ballin

Frank Hummert
Bruce Kamnion
Tony Stanford

Newell Emmetl
Yoiing

Foote,

knowledge that each

;

Edwin' Dunhum.

Bob

Thompson

Foote,

my own

-

Rikel Kent
Frahk Tclfor

B-P-H

.

of

being played while we stay
'Mr. Pad way: this morning made
home, you see. We wi 11 take a con- this statement
that the members of
crete case which would be very the
Musicians Union were working
simple for everyone to understand. free' for
the War agencies. The facts
'We have the Ringling Bros, circus. arc that
musicians are being, pa
We .asked for $2.50 a week increase.' for theirthe
work. Whenever a musiRoth: 'You don't ciiarge for those cian goes
into a studio and makes
fellows playing, do you? I went to
electrical transcriptions for a Gov-

Al Ritiker

Reeves

'

of \merica'

.

-

That's
ten to

.

•

General Foods

:

'

,

"Wc

to. live.
He ain't going to live if
'We were obliged to refuse to. ache don't stand by his own records- cept
that
demand. On practical
In. Other words, we are not going to
grounds as well as on legal grounds.
play our own. funeral any- more.
We thought of it as a secondary boy--

Lewis Sherwin
Allies Ridgeway
Fred Runyan.

Dick Dana
Vivian Skinner
Paul Adaiha.
/Prudential

.

got

Prosper Buranelll

.

'.

"Not many," he said, "one or two.
But it is only fair to inform you
that if you sign this contract, there
Cites Singling Circus
may be 50 or more declared unfair
Petrillo: 'That's all right, but he's the
day after the. contract is signed."

Cecil Carnes

•When, a Girl Marries*

shortage? They can't make bullets
while they are listening to Paul

Whiteman's

Compton
S\ve6ney 4 James
Ruthrauff 4 Rvan
B-S-H tN; Y.>:

.

Hi Brown.
Hubert Chain

Tony Hart
Ted Wick

Bolding
Esty

Gamble

Freelance

4

Cunnyngham
Young 4 Rubicam
Foote, Cone 4

•Vie and Sade'
'Voice of Firestone'

Webb
Harry Herman

War

Government's problem of manpower any time."

Pauline Hopkins

Dave Harmon

Jcrgens
Schcnley

'Valiant Lady'

•Nero Wolfe*
•We, the People'

Freelance

~ Kenneth'

:'

'

Barker

'

Love'.
at the Duncans'

a Card'

I

(Chicago >

<

We

Today

A

have you

We

.

—WmrrFord-*ir;iirley

'

.

Those

1 Freelance
Helen Walpole

Reeves

:

would

My

'

'Stella Dallas'

They

believe the transcription we
re
talking about here is the hickelnickel-nickel variety.
have a
library, .transcription and a cominefcial transcription.
The connection with the
effort which these, products have, it
has been established clearly, .contiii-i
uonsly, since this strike by the ort)cers of our Government/ is with the
system- of communications of this
country and. with the maintenance
of .national morale. It is not a laughing matter to say if a radio, station
in a small town in Iowa is un'uble
to- obtain a program service, unable
to obtain live musicians—and I contend there is an actual shortage of
musicians— that the station will go
out of business and will be unable to
serve the people of its community.
'Mr. Petrillo said this morning
answer to a question,
didn't
want to destroy this business. You
ask me if I want to destroy thisbusiness. I hav*> a proposition how."
It definitely indicates and confirii'i.f
that they are willing to go back to
work if certain advantages can be
obtained by them, and that by its
very structure, is a labor dispiite.
'When the unipn "sent this- letter
announcing its termination of employment to the Industry; no demand
was made by the union. I can tell

board wants
Roth: 'the balance of them have $35,000,000 a year.
me to take $10,000,000 or $12,000,000.
never had rhtisiciahs'.''
Petrillo: 'Maybe here and there, Your entire gross income wouldn't,
be
enough
for
me."
how and then.'.'.'
Petrlllo's Prop os ition
_
Rqth: 'Thtise ,slatinhs-are-not-beinR•He said, !T11 tell you wha'l.. fil
deprived of any en\ployment they
make you a proposal. Y6u give nie
ever had?:'
W'hat
I
call contract, control.
You
Petrillo: 'What we are fighting for
agree
not
to
deliver
your products
—if the can wasn't there, the staJo your customers if I declare some
tion would employ musicians.'
Roth: "Have you ever heard of the of those customers .'to be unfair at.

Ed Forman
Over Hollywood'

'Stars

companies, as offered by Socblow:
'There, are two kinds, bx tran'scriptlon.

all

scription?'
Petrillo: 't believe we had' some
292' stations who employ musicians
out of 900 stations.'

tidley

Newt Stammer
Bob Salter
•Something to Talk About' Cndahy Packing Co.Grant
'Stage Door Canteen'
Corn Products'
Miller

up

•

Freelance

Freelance
Freelance

Bill

pick,

—

John Duhkol
Troman Harper

Seeds;

but w

so,

(ranscripiioh

'

to

the bands they please, make all the,
records they want for jukeboxes—,
but no- nickel. in the jukebox. If we
play for free— and we are willing to
give the soldiers pur music for free
then Mr. Jukebox Guy isn't going
to get a nickel.
But he won't even
lake the music for nothing. He wants
the nickel.'
PetrilloWas questioned by Almon
Roth, an industry ineniber of WLB.
toward the end ol" the hearing.
'How 'many of those local stations.',
asked Roth,, 'have employed jnusir
cians in the past during the period
of their program devoted to tran-

Mary Walkins
Paul West

'Rumor

think

:

.

have now 16M them

Irna Phillips

uss Johnston

rickson

'if.*

Transcription Cos.'

The argument foy the

holler about the jukeboxe}:^ -and every one of the employers iiithat the soldiers around the camp volvcd called on the union from
don't hear 'music, in the jukeboxes, August 1. and right up to last week,
and that they can't fight: that we in an attempt, to negotiate and Tin

Reeves

Roma Wine
'

don't, like

week I sent a communication to
Elmer Davis that there has -been so you

last

Paul Franklin
Dick Post

Sam

N'''

:.

Pelrlllo's Offer to Soldiers

.

Loughrane

1

:''•

it-

John Lewellyn

You may

dil Ion.

.

sell them, and sell -them. -Without
the musicians receiving some compensation. Gentlemen, we won't do

.

Mona Kent

Simmons
Bob Nolan (Basil

Ben Hyanis

understand

,

Kjrby Hawks
Earle MeGill
"Ed

is.

and

Sterne Carlihgton
Freelance
Elaine'.-

;

don't
over;

You cannot
take our musicians and sell them

John Guedel

Charles Martin

Benton Si Bowles
Campbell Ewald

Rubber
Alka Seltzer
Campbell

people

that the party

Roger Bower
John Guedel
Chick Vincent:

Ellis

Ry

Si

.

out of this, gross of $130,000,000, the
payroll -for musicians is $13,000,000,
I would say a .-very small sum because the musicians as you people
well know when you listen to the
radios-eight niiniues put of 10 is
music; so thai. we are growing all
the time.

Sandra Michael
Carlton E.' Morse
Ruth Borden
Prisciila. Kent

.

..

.

Brorby

Shermon K.

.;:

N. Y. Philharmonic
•Qule Kids'
•Radio Readers'

:

4' WilliainsonSeeds
& •'Gamble. Pedlar

Brown

.

Stcph.-in

Necdhain, Louis-

Johnson's
.

•People.

Y.)

Ryan

4:

D'Arcy

Coca-Cola

•Pays to Be Ignorant*

&

Lucky

people— the last statement just
came, out here last week.. The four
chains only took in a gross of $130,000,000. More power to them. But,

Bernard Dug.
Jack Trost
Ed Et tinge

Axel Grucnberg
Eckhiirdl Carlton E. Morse

.

Pepsi Cola; it Is
Strike;
brother,
and.
all

is

it

these

-

Ted Kay
Bob Coriedella
•Open Door'
'One. Man's Family'
•Our Gal Sunday'

happens'.'.

Jerry Devine

Cohan

Simmons

And what

rich.'

Nancy Ford

Hccker
Camel

•

.

Box'

".

"a

need yini.'. Why don't they need
him, and \yhy don't (hey need a-flvepiece orchestra and a- 10-piece orthe
American
chestra'.' .'. Because
Federation of Musicians has delivered their ; finest niusicians in the
can. We say, There you are. We
are going to make the instrument
while you 'fellows' sit down and get

WHITER

DIBECTOK

Henri, Hurst

Hall Bros.

piano, player, to ords, Mr, Whitcman and the gang,
sit
around and help the station scabbing our own people.
Now]
manager talk things over. That's] gentlemen, that is hot a healthy eon'

not even

ciah,

«

AGENCY

SPONSOB

Mary. Ann'. Mercer
James Melton

WLB

Continued from page 81
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

Wednesday, July

fETr
Best Sheet Sellers

British

Nelson Hot $30,000, Cleve.; Herman

(Wee); ending June 25.)
.C-C
Whispering Grass
Maurice
Darling ..
Time Goes. By. ...... .Chappell
Know Not Forgotten... .... ;Suti
Fall jn Love With Me. .Chappell
.

.

18G,

Mpk,

Spitalny Sock 75G, N.Y. 3d

+
(Estimates for This Week)
Mitchell Ayres, New York (Parwmuunt: 3,064; 35-$1.10)— With An-

You Were a Tulip. Ascherberg
All Our Tomorrows
c. C:
Dream ........ .Chappell
of Dream Boats: .F.D.H.
.V. Maurice
To Get Lit Up...

•

.

Armstrong Hot

.

Harbour

Sisters, others,

:

proximately

in
out $2,731 for his end.

over.

.

.

.Sun

AST0M.Y., BALKS AT
GOODMAN'S PAR DATE

;

$5,500.

The Paramount,

:

Rita, Indianapolis (Circle;

Glen Gray, Chicago (Chicago; ,40-751— With 'Youngest Proles'-'
iM-G). Strong $50,000.
Hawkins,
Philadelphia
Krskine

00'):.

bion'

packed this large spot to virtual caplaying to around $4,400
pacity,
people at various prices.. He ran up
$3,700 in cash, earning almost $1,700

2,768; 35-75 )— Disappointing for himself.
view of record-breaking grosses
this aggregation chalked up last year. Mrs.
.iirle;

in

-

Kramer Again On
Hunt for Hotel Band

Teamed with Maxine Sullivan and
"No Escape' (Monogram) lor so-so
$2.4.700.

Horace

Pittsburgh (Stanley;
30-75)— With 'Journey
3,800;
Into Fear" (RKO). Swell' $30,000.
Woody Hermau, Minneapolis (Orlieldl,

2,800; 50-65)—With 'Salute
lor Three' (Par) and others, on
Herman big favorite here,
stage.
and held mostly responsible for big
$18,000 in six days.
llerbie Kay
(Orpheum. Omaha.

pheum;

20-65)— With Wight Plane
Chungking', (Par) plus four. acts.
Sound $14,000, despite two-day cir3.(1(10:

cus opposition.
En He Madrlgnera, New York
(
oxy; 5,886; 55-$1.10)r-With Jack
urunt and Carmen Amaya in jj'cr-

Mis. Maria Kramer, operator of
the Lincoln hotel, N. Y., is again
having trouble booking a band for
Her latest
the. spot's Blue Room.
attempt to buy a .successor for the
current Bobby Sherwood fell through
when she refused to meel a $2,500
Previquotation for Count Basie.
ously. Teddy Powell had refused a
four-week booking at the. Lincoln
because it would have cost, him top

much money on

.

Tiny

is at

the Edi-

also operated by Mrs. Kramer.
Here again she has had difficulty;
wants Chuck Fosters mid
she

•sssj,

western outfit, but he has so far
Con- rebuffed
offers
extended
salary
eluded fourth sock week last nigh't through General Amusement.
Tuesday),- at immense $73,000 and
toes a Tilth. Stageshow and pictureNEAT
LYMAN'S
$11,300
excellent b.o. combination.
Hal Mclnlyre, New York (Strand;
His
Cat From Rousing
That's
2.756; 35-$1.10)—With Three Stooges.
ISMSS In Pitt
George Tobias, in person, and "Background to Danger' (WB). Currently
Pittsburgh, July 13.
jii second stanza and holding up very
Abe Lyman knocked down the
strongly for near to $50,000.
biggest dough of his career in show
Ozzle Nelson; Cleveland (RKO
business last week at the Stanley,
Palace; 3,700; 35-85)— With Harriet
when he left town, with $11,300 for
Milliard and 'Jitterbugs* (U). Nice
his share of the holiday engagement
i

'

.

combo pulling grand $30,000.
Boyd Baebnrn, Chicago (Oriental;

'4-.

.

.:

';

.

.

74

.

i:<

Cotw*

2
1

17
'

l>a(«

6,875
127.325

25,450
5.850
4,450
...
4,025
29,575
10.425

725
.

1

.

C'ot rra

1.201)

.'4

.

Tot i»l

:

I'nht

Week Oo
2,025
2.000
1.900
2,825

.

1.850

4.900

• -''Asterisks

hare

indicate a supporting floor show. New
s; Waldorf headlines Morton Doirtwij.

.

Yorker and Biltmore

slwu

ire

Chicago
Griff Williams

ness oft a

little

(Empire Room, Palmer House; 750; $3-$3.30 'min!>.
usiwith Williams and John Hoysradt, heading floor show

berry, operator of the Astor, is ob- drawing 7,000.
4
Art Kussel (New Walnut Room, .Bismarck hotel; 465; ifl.5b-$2.50 min.).
jecting to Goodman's proposed doiibetween the two jobs! Neither A; favorite with this room's customers. Kasscl brought in 4.200.
Bamon Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstonc hotel; 250; $250 mih.). Condoes he want to let Goodman out a
week early, because it would be too vention and: holidays helped Ramos, who shares floor honors with Galidifficult to' secure a band I r a Gali and Ellsworth and Fan-child, hit new high for room with 3,100 people.
Jan Savitt (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; S)50; $1.50-$2.50 min ). Savilt
week's fill-in until Iha Ray Hulton
attracted around 5,200 customers for the week.
opens Aug. 9.
:

.

'

.

:

.tiling

•

.

Bujs Morgan (Beach Walk, and Marine Room. Edgcwater Beach hotel;
Switch of Goodman into Dorsey's
was forced by the stretching of 4,600 combined: $1-$1.50 admission to Beach Walk for dancing and show;
Dorsey's current film-making date at 50c. and 75c. cover charge plus jl. 25 min. iii Marine Room ). Nice weahler
Metro from seven weeks to 10 or 11. and July 4 holiday week-end upped patronage to 11,500. Morgan closes
which wouldn't allow him to come Friday (16) and is followed by Eddie Olivers augmented orchestra.

spot,

until

east

Goodman

mid-August.

was originally booked for.
December period at the Par.

late

BERLIN CHANGES MIND
Continue In Music-Publishing
Biz on Large Scale

Will

the salary offered

orchestra

Hill's

,

l'lu.v«<]

1400; $1-$1.50).

Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).
Jei ry Wald* ..... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) .
Will. Osborne /.. .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50),..
Leo Reisman ....Waldorf (550; $l-$2). .........
Bobby Sherwood. Lincoln (275; ?1-$1.50)
Guy Lombardo. ..Roosevelt (400; $1 -$1.50). .. ..
Benny Goodman Astor (750; $1-$1.25) ..;

Los Angeles
Freddy MarCn (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1^0). No marked slum
Uie holiday with biz doing around 4,000 level.
Henry Klnir (Biltmore; 1.000; $1-$1.05). Holding cio.se to "fast pace set
by Ted Lewis -with strong 4,500 for initial week.

him.'

ion. and 'Coriey Island' (20th).
•

...

ll.ilrt

•

Lani Mclntire'.

N,. Y., is still ex-

Took
periene'ing trouble over its recent
Sunny Dunham (Municipal And., switch of Benny Goodman into
2.800; 30-55)-— With' "Holmes in Wash- Kansas City, July 10).
Dunham's Tommy Dorsey's Aug; 4 opening at
ington' <U>. Strongly supported by draw here was so-so; he played to
the house.
Goodman, now at the
-.Beat-rice Kay. band is headed frtr a about 2.500 people: at $1.
nearby A.stor Roof, doesn't close
handsome $17,000 oh first visit here
Lionel Hampton (Manhattan Cen- there until Aug. 7, four days after
in' several years.
Hampton the Par opening, and Bob ChristcnJuly 10).
ter.
N. Y.,

Ted Flo

;
n t-cki

ItaiMl

Ray Heatherlon. Biltmore Roof

.

.

.slightly

.

Rain Drop.

Little

.

,

or

.

at Hotel B.O.'s

'(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation. Is (he estimated cover
charge business being done by name bands in tarioui New York hotels.
Dinner business'-(7-10 p.m.) not rated Figures after name oj hotel girV
room capacity and cover charge. Larger <imount: designates weekend and
holiday price. Compilation is based on. period frorn Monday to Saturday.)

Craziest

in Seattle

on stage, and
•Dixie" (Par). Wound up third frame
At SiQ, Hampton Big inN.Y.
Ja.si nigh> (Tuesday) at $67,000. very
'
(Estitimtes)
big. and holds over.
B.,
Armstrong
(Trianon
I.ouis
Cab Calloway, Boston (RKO. BosArmstrong
Washington).
Seattle,
ton) (3,200; 44-99)— With Calloway
*layed one while and one Negro
enievlainers and 'Raid Calais' (20th V.
on
5-6, and
here
July
Calloway almost dance
"ubslanlial bill,
the former: cleaned lip. drawing apwholly responsible Xor great $28,000
admissions.

drews

Bands

1943

14,

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
living Berlin is doing an about
face and his Berlin, Inc.. in the fall
will be a big music publishing outfit.

This can't occur until he and

Saul H. Bornstein split up. Accountants, are still evaluating copyrights
so that the partners of 25 years can
go their separate ways. Bornstein,
of course, himself a seasoned music
man, will continue in the publishing
Business,
eithei
under the
Music Corp., one of the present subr

»

ABC

(Los Angeles)
Stan Kenton (Palladium B. Hollywood, second .week). With graduations and bridal parlies thinning out, Kenton held to steady gait at about
21.000:

Jlmmie Lunceford (Trianon B, Southgate. flflh week). Still hitting 7,000
draw he has. enjoyed from, start.
Benny Carter (Cotton Club N, Hollywood, first week). In hot spot
following. Noble Siggle, but coming through with okay 3.000.
Count Basle ( Aragou B, Ocean Park, sixth week ». They like the beaches
these bright moonlight nights and the Count holds on with, a good 7,000
and. maintaining the stout

(Alvino Rey opened Monday).

Charles' Aftnew (Casino Gardens
Ocean Park, first week),
or another name.
paire of Basic up the ocean; front with 6,500 payees.
Berlin, it was originally thought,
would concentrate on just licensing,
(Minneapolis t
his very valuable catalog, but now
Juy McShann (Happy Hour;. 650; no cover 'or- .min.). Hot Negro band
it appears he wants to extend his
with Waller Brown, blues, singer, attracting large crow'ds. averaging 700
professional activities as widely as nightly.
heretofore.

sids.

WB

'

.

'

...

deluxer. In at a straight
y
salary of $8,500, plus a 50-50 split
3.200; 28-69)
Plus Thumbs Up"
over $25,000, Lyman grossed $31,150,
(Rep). Stout $22,000.
Bookings
only about $3,300 less than house's
rhil Spitalny, New York (Capitol:
most recent high, set more than a
4.820; 35-$l,10)—Plus 'Stage Door
(Records bcloto are grabbing most riicl,-cls this wee): in jukeboxes
year ago by Tommy Dorsey.
Canteen' (UA). The mighty pull of
Count
Baste,
July 22-28, Golden f.hrougfiout the coiindi;. as reported' by operators to 'Variety.' Names of
completely
Sensational take was
the Spitalny band, plus the equally
Gate theatre, San Francisco; 31, more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of popustrong appeal of the name-studded unexpected and most startling sur- Aud., Vallejo, Cal.; Aug. 1. Sweet's
larity,
whose recordings arc being played. Figures end names in parenprise Stanley's had in years. Thai's
picture will account for smash $75,Ballroom, Oakland; 2, Civic Aud., thesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings
000 this week (3d), actually beating because Lyman, who has played
Oakland.
and respective publishers.)
initial week's take by $2,000.
Holds here several times in the past, has
Earl
Bines,
July
Dccca *
17,
Manhattan
( Inkspots
never been an unusual grosser, 'doljiUicr.
1. Don't Gel Around Much (16) (Robbins).
Victor
) Duke Ellington
ling- an— average—trade— of between Center. New York: 16-27. Tic Toe
2. Comin' Wing and Prayer (4) (Robbins) .. ^Song Spinners
Decca
$15,000 and $21,000 consistently. He Club, Boston; 30-Aug. 5. Howard
TO CHI
theatre,
Washington,
D.
C.
was helped, of. course, by the holiday
.........Dccca
3. It Can't Be Wrong (4)
(™?*. Ha >"
(Harms)
Vangbn
Lcs Brown's orchestra, which re- (Fourth of J^uly) session, higher,
Monroe.
July
21-27,
Willie Kelly
Hit
J
cently completed a stay at the Sher- prices and personal appearance of Orpheum theatre, Los Angeles; 29man hotel, Chicago, has been signed Bonila Granville, but all of those Aug. 4, Golden Gate theatre. San 4. You'll Never Know (4) (Harms)
™%. Haymes ........Decca
\
(Willie Kelly
.:...Hil
to return there for another four things couldn't completely account Francisco; Aug. 5-11. T Sc
theatre,
.Mills Bros
weeks beginning Sept. 10. This is for the enormous differential.
Dccca
Oakland, Cal.; 20-26, Oriental the- 5. Paper' Doll (5) (Marks)....
an unusually quick return booking
Heavy, rain
c lle s R '" ard
e a
early
Wednesday atre, Chicago.
••
As Time Goes By (13) (Harms) , ,
1
i" J" , ,
\?
Soc the Sherman, which uses only evening
Boyd Baeburn, July 18, Paramount 6.
r
Victor
.....
(6), just when biz was roll/ Rudy Val Ice
the foremost name bands:
ing, dropped attendance oft sharply theatre, Anderson, Ind.; 19, Capitol
7; All Or Nothin g At All (5) (Leeds) ...... .Sinatra-James
Columbia
Jan Savilt is current at the spot, and was believed to have cost Ly- theatre, Madison, Wis.; 21. Capitol
haying replaced Brown only three man at least another half a grand theatre, Mahitowic, Wis.; 22, Apple- 8. Johnny Zero (3j (Santly)
. , .Song
..iDpcca.Spinners
weeks' ago.
Ion theatre, Appleton, Wis.; 23, She9. Velvet Moon (7)
(Witmark) ............ .Hqrry James
on his cut.
Columbia
boygan theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.
10. It's Always You (Famous)........
.Sinatia-Dorsey ...
at the

—

,

Band

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Seflers

<«>««««

,

BBOWU BACK

.

m«

D

,

'

"

•

.

'

Tommy Tncker, July 16, Old
Orchard Beach, Old Orchard, MeY;
18, Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.;

.

-

Available For Radio Performances

19-21. theatre, SpringBeld, Mass.; 22,
\ycck,
theatre,. Boston; 29. Con*

RKO

The Distinguished
Music Of Soviet Composers
• POPULAR SONGS

• SONGS FROM SOVIET STAGE AND SCREEN
• ALSO CLASSICAL WORKS

—NOW,

for All Professional Material

Available

AM-RUS MUSIC CORP.
Street,

New York

Exclusive Publishers and Distributors of Russian and
Soviet Music

HAROLD EVANS
Prof.

Mgr.

&

Get Lost

(9)

(Paramount)

.

.

;

.

*

. .

10 in popularity)

Kav Kyscr

Columbia

Teddy Powell

Bluebird

j
yention : Hall, Camden, N. J.; 30, In Blue of Evening (Shapiro)
.... . .Sinatra-Dorsev
... . Victor
week. Stanley theatre. Pittsburgh.
You Rhyme With Everything (Chappell ).. .Willie Kcllv ......... .Hit
Charlie Baraet, July 23, week, Murder, He Says (10) (Paramount).
.Victor
.Dinah Shore
Buffalo theatre, Buffalo; 30, week, Pistol Packing Mamma
Okeh
..Al Dexter
Palace,
Cleveland; Aug.
two
6,
weeks, Eastwood Gardens, Detroit;
24-26, Palace theatre, Columbus.
Les Brown, July 21, four weeks,
Take Great Pleasure Iu Announcing the Release
Flagcr Gardens Restaurant, Miami.
.

:

:

.

.

.

Jan

•FOLKSONGS

37 West* 57th

bells

first

.

.

.

We

• SONGS OF THE RED ARMY

IT rile

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly beloio

EUGENE WEINTRAUB
Classical Music Dept.

Savltt,

Aug.

2-3,

of the Sensational

Palomar

Ballroom, Norfolk, Va.; 6, four,
weeks. Frolics Club, Miami.
Teddy Powell, July 23, week.
Cedar Point, Sandusky. O.
Hal Mclntyre, July 23, Aud..
Worcester, Mass.; 24, Old Orchard
•Beach, Old Orchard, Me.; 26, St.
Johns, Nova Scotia; 27,. Truro, Nova
Scotia; 28-31, Halifax,
'

Nova

l»y

HARRY JAMES
CVoral by Helen Forrest)
Columbia Record, 1N6. 36677

Scotia.

South Into Foliet
Eddie South's orchestra has been
signed to go into the Folies Bergeres,
N..
Y.
nitery,
tomorrow
(Thurs.) on a quick booking completed only last Saturday (10). On
the same .day he opens a week's
stay at Loew'siState, N. Y.
South is one of the few Negro
'^roMhifllSy itig -)WWfgr"*' * • • » • • * •

New Recording

"I

HEARD YOU CRIED
LAST NIGHT"
(And So Did

Campbell-Loft-PorgM., Inc.

I)

— 1619 B«»«lw^, N. V.

C.

Wednesday, July

14, 1943

^Skiety
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Star-Spangled Banner... Miller
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All Or Nothing. ......... Leeds
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nioves on the part of '.he publishers.
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.
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N. Y. Concerts Running

A CLICK

Behind '42 Attendance

A near-capacity crowd oT 20.000.
Gershwin's
of
devotees
George
music packed Lewisohn Stadium,
N. Y.. last Tuesday night (6). The
attendance equaled the previous seasonal high set by Paul Robeson's appearance a week before. The Gersh-
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Tonight I Shall. Sleep,.
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More Than Anything In the World
Murder lie Says— Happy Go Lucky'
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What's the' Good Word. Mr. Bluebird..
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You're Irish and You're Beautiful..'...
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$1,260,090

ASCAP dislri uted SI.2B0.OOO. in
royalties for the second quarter of
194.1 on gross collections of Sl.fi8ti.000.
conditions that couldn't be considThe royally plum was the largest
of the SPA group
ered by the publishers unless they sliced up by the society since the
The place was the board
bers J.
(the
publishers Were willing to final quarter
of 1940.
room of ASCAP:
tear up an agreement which did not
The request lor the informal talk
The divvy for the first three
terminate before Dec. 31. lfllli. The
came after the ASCAP directorate.
months of this'- year was SI. 180.000..
|Hiol.,hers
declared lha ihoy wee
during a soecial meeting last
poss.Me
as
«"!
^'P>ul
'."«
Wednesday (7), passed a resolution
'•••"
h< v co " kl '«>'
"»f
terminating the arrangement where-"'"
'Dacca's^pected to maintain a ffriendly at-,
bv the membership dues of SPAites
'nude so Ions as the SPA managewere deducted from their quarterly
B'castin*
Set
ment
strove
to upset the mduslry.
ASCAP royalties. The ASCAP- cliDecra prexy Jack Kapp has reIrving Caesar, a member of the
rectors' action was a hard blow at
turned to Hollywood, where he is
the campaign recently launched by SPA council, was asked Monday vacationing With the family for the
12
about his reported intention to
Sigmund Romberg. SPA prez. to insummer.
duce the SPA members to accept a resign from that executive body.
Ite came in lo clo.-? up the World
Caesar replied in the affirmative-.
20(1'::
boost in their dues.
Corp. buy. a deal which
No opposition against the rosolu- He said that other matters were Ac- Broadcasting
has been on and otV for some two
tion .from even the Writer contingent jcupving so much of his lime that ho
years,
and which lias been finally
on the board was voiced after could no longer serve on the counconsummated
at over SVoO.000, Now
Charles Schwartz.' of ASCAP coun- cil. Caesar then added that he. was
the future of the. World's transcripsel,
declared that the SPA dues opposed: anyway, to the SPA's prestion business! depends on the Pctrillo
'checkoff' arrangement was without ent budgetary policy and that, he
situation.
moral or legal basis and should nev- didn't want to be responsible for
executive
regime
Current
at
er have been permitted. -The prat- any financial muddic that mi'iht enpolicy.
Several World Broadcasting Co.. from presia
10 years ago. sue from such
tice was introduced
As a result of the resolution. weeks- aso. ..Caesar, in a circular let- dent Percy Dcutsch down, will rewill-,
ihc
transcription
on
main
outfit
ASCAP's management was barred ter to the SPA membership, defrom making such dues deductions clared thai he would resign if the new five-year contracts given them
from the royalty allotments for the council or STA executive commit- after Decca Records acquired ownersecond quarter of 1943; which were tee granted E. C. Mills, the general ship of World last week.
Decca's ourchase of World puts it
salary of more than
distributed by check last weekend. manager, a
in the same class with RCA-'Victor
ST.'iOO a year, or' if Mill's failed to
<-10>.
Columbia Records, both of
Tightly, guarded by ASCAP direc- act on this ofler within -60 days. and
which
have transcription affiliates,
tors was the pre-mceting maneuv.-r Mills, il is understood, turned down
which promoted Schwartz to expati- that salary and Caesar wanted to the former with NBC and latter with
.".ubsidiary
another
of
Columbia
the
ate on the legality of something thai .he relieved of any. obligation in
Broadcasting,
which '.owns Columbia
if
the
council
SPA's
fiscal
affairs
had bean going on for 10 years. The
Records.
ASCAP directorate's action caused decided later lo up the amount.
at the bidding
(five council mem-

was held

Leeds
.Para mount

.

I Heard You Cried Last Night
I'm Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes.
1

Record

You Please—

It

2d Quarter

these" relations until the SPA's management started agitating a few
months ago for Writer terms and

1

gathering

Pvm.isiiKR
Ro'jbiiis

.

1

Three- Year Peace Ruptured

rewrite a standard agreement which
12
Monday's
had years to go.

TITLE

All Or Nothing at AH.
Comin' In n a Wing and a Prayer.

Don't Worry— 'Salute For Three".
Don't Gel Around Much Anymore

The publishers at Monday's (12)
gathering pointed out that the industry had been getting on agreeably with' the SPA for the past three
years' and (hat nothing had marred

strife'

.

Remick
.Robbins

^Famous
Lei's Get Lost. ..... .Paramount
Put Your Arms. Honey. B'way

of a shock among the
members of the SPA's council. Several of them met informally and decided that it Would be expedient for
them to find out W'hat had precipitated the raising of the 'checkoff'

against the industry with the alleged
purpose of forcing the- publishers to

'..

.. ..

Always You

It's

something

An influential group within the
executive council of the Songwrilr
er.V Protective Association has undertaken to restore cordial relations
between that organization aiid the
At a
music publishing industry:
meeting between the group and several major publishers Monday (12V
the writers learned that the publishers harbored nothing but goodwill toward the SPA as a trading
organization,.. but what they did resent was the recent campaign of the

SPA management

As Time Goes By
Wait For Me, Mary

Halts Dues Checkoff

Follotcfnp list of the most played popular tunes on <|ie nettcori.s for
the week begnning Monday and tUroiifih Sunday, July 5-11,' from 5 7)1,,
p.m. to 1 n.m. is divided into tu'O sections. Tlie first seel Ion represents- the
/irst. approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical .-order, ami .Die, second seclion contains the 'also rans,' bnl nolatcd in arithmetical order: The compilations embrace tlie NBC, CBS, Blue and Mittiidl Netu-orl.s. at represented by IVEAF, WABC, WJZ and WOR, N. Y., and arc based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source 6/ ilie
music publishing industry.
As detailed, the first 25 in alphabetical/order is a trade more to curb
artificial stimulation of plugs,. via the 'payola,' i.e., bribery or other pratu'i.
lies.
It's thus figured (be. competition tcill be healthier and cleaner.

Wing. .Robbins

My Arms

In

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

BVC

Know,

Blue of the .Even in

Pubs;

Sellers

ndino July 10)

You'll Never
Coinin' In On

14, 1943

Due

Travel Curbs

to

First three weeks' attendance this
at the Philharmonic Sym-'
phony's Lewisohn Stadium Concerts,
.\. Y.. is running about 2.000 nightly
behind the 19-12 figure for the same
period, according to Columbia Om-

summer

win fans were treated to their
\Lannual musical feast and this year's
serving was dished up in as appetizing a manner as any of the other
Gershwin kudos. The evening's soloi-^fa— ere Jein.n iVfar-ia— Sanroma at
the Sleinway; Todd Duncan. Harriet
Jackson. Etta Moten. tlie Eva Jessy
Choir and Alma Hubbard, subbing
for Ruby Elzy who died three weeks
Sanroma was heard in the
ago.

cerls.

Inc.

Columbia attributes

decrease lo the ban
driving and reduction

on

tlie

pleasure

bus serv-

in

j

APER DOLL

1 0INCIANA

i

•bcr.q

z:

'he

1

rc-L

—

ice.

I

Exceptions to the -tre nd w ci c h e
Memorial, the Robesim
t

Gershwin

;

Piano

Concerto

'

'Rhapsody

and

conceits and Ballet Russe appearance,
Robeson drew 20.000. which
compares favorably to last year audiences, and the bat lot
attracted
14.000 on its first night .engagement..
Ihc identical figure for '42.
Last
year's Gershwin conceit with, Oscar
Levant was attended by 19.473: this
yearls
July' 8
pulled 20.000. stub-,
holders.

in

Blue' while the others presented excerpts from 'Porgy and Bess.' The
N. Y. Philharmonic was conducted
by Alexander Smallens.
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NSW
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I
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bolero
FOX TROT

'

po?'j:.ar
f
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FRANK SINATRA
GUY LCMBARDO

JERRY

WALD
I

1

Todd Dunican clicked not only w ith
his superior singing but also because
of his vocal histrionics for w;hich the
Gershwin tunes allow. An. enthusi-

The 35'< reduction in bus service,
coupled with the ban on pleasure
driving, is taking its toll on con-

astic
audience forced an encore
chorus of I Got Plenty of Nutlin,'
|lhe chirping highlight of the eve'ning, and 'T'ain't Necessarily So.' a
song usually sung by a tenor but
which has become the concert
property of many baritones. Duncan also sang the duet. 'Bess. You
Is My Woman Now' with the able
assistance of Etta Moten. The latter
was a charming and poised partner,
but her voice sounded a bit thin in
i)\e expanses of the Stadium. The

certs lacking

cars.

;

I
Which

hand

.

.

.

there's

HEARD A HURDY-GURDY

doesn't start with

-

P''

but

is

going

to join th« select

group

Eva

k
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RADIO CITY NEW YORK
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•

the vocalis'i.

Anybody

mentioned abore any day now.

EDWARD

Choir provided a workwell-blended background

Je'ssye

manlike,
for

ol hits

;

!

i.

I

playing

Gershwin

SanVoma standi up admirably unHis was a warm movelucidation

which,

though

was

so

many

in

lillingly

presented

that

hummed

.

Smallens provided
ant

fronted with the spectre of a comparisoiv with the performance* and
interpretations
of, Oscar
Levant.

..der this lest.

r-

the crowd openly
along with the music.

'R.hapsody' and the Piano Concerto
at
the
Stadium i* always con-

|ing

The

'

.

the

tieins.

lacking Levant's fire, was technically superior:
Mis tone production,
was lops and allowed for the nuances of sound' which the concerto'
and the "Rhapsody" permit."- The
latter
hap.-ody'
portion
the
of

;

But on the other

names and

venue
elimination of special Fifth
Coach bu.-es to the Stadium boxoffices and
the discontinuance of
southbound runs after 10 p.m. forces
the crowd into subways and. street-

lead

crisp,,

buoy-

accompaniment
in

orchestra
i

a

these
in

Sauronia's
to
pieces' aiid led the

performances

'Strike Up the Band.' 'An America"
in
Paris' and a Cuban Overline.
w'hich. while not outstanding, were
satisfactory.
:

•
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As

Sunbrock Out-of-Town

Sheriff

Gals

Takes Over Circus on Bkptcy. Order

'Diamond -Horseshoe
Revue' unit, which toured VHUdlUm
houses the pa.-l season and currently
was- written to the Larry 4:
being whipped into shape by John
debacle MonTop"
i&
Murray
'Anderson for a IJSO-Canvp
Sll nDrock
Organizers Shift
when attaches of the city 2
(12)
.Shows tOUi-. isskedded foi- <i- July 26
..
stepped in -Mrlth a
•Srshalfs- ofTice.
Coast
to Illness tet-orr in coidsboro. n. c.
dispossess order and
It's Rose's argument
hat there's
Vederal Coiiit
Two organizers for- the American
the
tented
of
possession
'nothing- a canipful of soldiers would
<nok over
Guild .of- Variety.. Artists
have
lot in the rear of the
rather see than a slagefol ot gorcircus on Ihe
checked .'off the N. Y. local payroll
N. Y.
geous gals,' so he's turiiiiig over the
Boxy theatre,
ancL have. .left for the Coast oil adwasn
however,
t
himself
entire production. Costumes, scenery,
" SUhbiock
Una) fold. H's te- vice of doctors, both being seri- et al,, to Gamp Show, ."gratis rather
•round for ,he
':
checked out of town ously ill.
than put it iiv oca'mphor. Only item
oorted that he
mil ''Lowe; /organizer for ' the
number of employees,
if expense lor l)SO will be the.per 7
last week. A
N. Y. lpcal..for the past two. years.back
for
claims
hold
to
"fori'ritTs-.-saVfliies.
'ire-- said
w-ill work, in. the Lbs Angeles AGVA
V.
salary.
office
under; Florine Bale, exec
the
city:
marordered
The court
Secretary.
.He'll
be succeeded Jn
efforts
frantic
after
in
shall to step
"Fred. Nei-rett, who was St. Louis Class Nitery
backers .over (he N. Y,
by Sunblocks
exec secretary
Baltimore
weekend to pour fresh coin into the local before it was merged recently
Folds After
Months;
'a Federal' Court

e Shows for Theatre Tours

Rose's

+•

'Finis'

AGVA

.

-

.

.

.

Hub Grove

Liquidation
Shows $191,000 Assets

.

Due

To

.

:

|

-

;

number of nitery shows are
currently being revamped for. a loiir
,

vaucillim
house's , starting next
of
month'.
Sock b.o. reaction to such
Billy
Rose's- 'Diamond
units
as

:

:

Boston. July

'

The
Grove

,

•

13.

iloiseshoe Revue' and Lou. Walters'Latin .Quarter shOwv which toured
the vaudfilmers last season, has
spired the hew vogue, with a'number of other nitery bonifaces whip-

;•
[

directors of" live Cocoajuit
several -hundred
in .which
people perished in a holocaust last
November. were informed this -week

'

'

riedman v receiver or the
that he hacl collected

by Lee M.

'

.

:

corporation,

about $191,000.

via-

i

,
,'

..

6

venture failed: At
reorganihearing Friday (9), on the

Washington

with, the

who

West,

the previous
filed
petition
wce k, 'Top' was officially, declared
bahkrtipl, but lhe backers obtained
i temporary stay enjoining the marclaimshall from putting Iherh out.

joined

Max

..office.

the

N. Y.

zation

:

Blame Booze. Shortage

ofTice

three.
ago,
coming- from
irionlhs
San Francisco, where he was also
anizer. left Sunday
an AGVA
(11) to return to Frisco to undergo
underway lor an operation. He'll do radio aning negotiations were
scheme which would nouncing on the Coast.- No succesa refinancing
sor, has-been hanied for him as yet.
permit them to clear up outstanding
•

.

St.

which,

j

The backers,
operate.
debts and
Dick Squires, Allen Conrad, William
Johnson and A. E. Garner; out-.of
latter
the
town businessmen,

When Committee

_

.-

—

_

KllleS

.

.

I

:

felt .several

.

hands and allied theatrical crafts,: to
permit the' vaiide-revue show,, "Folstay.
low the Sun,' to operate under
In the' move lo .-reorganize,- the
At AGVA jurisdiction on a 'two-a-'day
backers tossed Sunbrock out.
cobankruptcy, hearing the basis resulted last- week in
Friday's
Donald
promoter was blamed for the 'Top producers Billy Wynh and
•

fall' off.

Expected patronage fi-O'm defense
plant -workers did not develop, and
last week the place, was padlocked
Tw0 olnej nfle spots, Club Planta
tion and the Hi-Hat Club that' have,
the 'bring your own liquor! policy
are clicking.
in
still
effect,
The.
smaller bistros, where there is no
minimum or cover charge, are still
going strong and more, of this typ
of places are springing. up daily. No

1

which, in the 10 days of operation, saw it grossing under $750
a day as against a weekly operating
nut of $14,000.
George H. Greenbaum. N. Y. businessman, was designated as receiver
In an
at the bankruptcy hearing.
effort to satisfy outstanding debts
the property may soon' be removed
and sold unless a new tenant can be

folding the 'venture. Show
had been- in.rehearsal several weeks,.

Haywood

With ah opening /skedded for. next
week at the Adelphi theatre, N- Y,
:Wynn and Haywood claim that at
least $14,000 had already been put
into 'Sun,' with Joseph Moss, Brook
.lyn publisher, also in on the man

secured.

-

•

-

.

.

However, negotiations
are currently tinder way whereby
the show may be sent out for a tour
of RKO vaudfllm houses later- in the
agerial end.

effort will

Mike Jacobs, the fight promoter
summer.
looked over the tent last week as a
Fact-finding committee, reportedly
possible site for boxing bouts, but
aroused over recent trend of shows
he hasn't reached a decision as yet
to play on a two-a-day basis as
as to whether he'll lake 'it over.
vaude units, though having an over
Most of the acts have left town io
appearance of legit ventures,
all
Nearly
loin other -circus outfits,
cracked down on the Wynn-Hay
$4,000 is still due in wages.
wood show two weeks ago with, a
demand that it be put under Equity
jurisdiction, with shows limited to
Copa, N. Y., Finally eight a week. Four. A's subsequently
ruled in favor of the committee,
- Reach
It was contended by the committee

be.

made'

to

reopen th

Savoy.

Saranac Lake

.

By Happy Benway
(Legit)
Eaton, after four
years of bed routine, got a ten-day
Jo'hii

;

.

;

AGVA,

Wage Agreement

.

providing for
formers at the

minimums

per-

for

Copocabana, N. Y.

nitery.

Minimums, calling for $100 for
principals arid $75 for chorus, represents a' new high for Class
spbfs
in N. Y., according to
execs.

A
AGVA

Copa has always paid its chorus the
$75 salary but the drawnoUt negotiationsivad been held up over alleged failure of boniface Proser to
settle
a
salary
claim from his
Beachcomber operation pn Broadway.

AGVA's

pact

the

was

Chicago, July

Jack Ei

Chi Agents to Golf
Chicago. July 13.
v
Entertainment Managers AssociaChicago will hold ils fourth
bay and golf lourna
•

tion of

annual Play

the

in.,

given.

,

Country Club
Play will
U5).
and 100 prizes will be

.

Over 250. attended last year's affair
•nfl more
are expected this year, de
'P'te gas rationing,
as spot is on a
route.

.profit- besides,

Hippodrome, Baltimore, Aug. 12. ItV
being whipped into shape by Anton

declared
of the

Scibilla.

Lou (Dewey Yesner, operator
)

for one
reason only— because I was unable,
to get OPA permission to buy airconditioning, equipment.' he said.'
Yesner revealed that he has delegated.Noel Sherman, his booker and
producer, to make deals for 'the- big*
gest names in show biz- to headline
his presentations for the forthcoming
Season which Opens Sept. 16.
I expect to spend more money for
shows next season than I have in the
past and give Philadelphia the best
in entertainment,' he said.
the
played
who
Performers
Shangri-La during its first season
included Harry Richman, Hit* Bros.,
Benny Fields, Georgie Price, Walter
6'Keefe, Mitzi Green. Cross It Dunn,
Bea Wain, Billy Vine and Dick Sta-

the Shangri-La

closed

played.
Also, .a possibility Is a mixed vaude
unit called .'Follow the Sun,' which
Billy Wynn and Donald Haywood
had. originally planned for a summer
run at the Adelphi,. N. Y., on a twObasis.
Colored performers in
have,
been recruited from
Ubangi nitery on Broadway.

cast

Only Eight of AGVA's

Committee (21) Show

Up
Only

for Initial Meeting

eight

members

of

by smoke

and

:

was': vstinvatcd

.

21

autonomy
American
showed up.
on Mdnday

work o,ut a program of
ror the N. Y. local of the

to

Guild of Variey Artists
for

the

initial

session

As a result, election of a .chairwas- put off until the next meetJuly 21.'

(12).

man
ing,

each
will
huddle
Committee
Wednesday to map out an agenda
for a generul membership meeting

AGVA

of

members

to

be held Sept.

15, at which the autonomous setup
be effected through election of
a._sJale_ .of Officers— an d directors.
Move looking toward restoration of
local autonomy within the N. Y.
local was sanctioned by the parent
Artists, ot
Actors it
Associated
America, following 'a petition presented to the 4- A's by the 'member-'
ot
committee'
participation
ship

will'

j

j

..

,

-

.

N. Y.

I

AGVA.

Attend ihg Monday's, session -were
Victor Rocco, Dave Figueroa, Thelma
Buster Crofhwcll,
Ne'vlns,
Hammer, Charlotte Joyce,
White and Helene. Franklin,

Op

PhUadelphia, July 13!
Jackie Gleason underwent an <>pat University Hospital last
submitted to Its' legal department for we ek fo^ a severed nerve in J>is' rightPhiladelphia, July 13.
a formal opinion. .. /, -V "/
- arm, following a fall in which the
Deduction of the wi|hhqlding tax
At the Earle, members of the u'nil a
was fractured,
from the pay envelopes of performheaded by Oz/.ie Nelson arid hi* orGleason slipped and fell ,on> the
in
er's produced a mild revolution
cheslia at first refused the deduc-. stairs at the hotel, where staying
the ranks of the thesps here last lidn authorization slips! stating Jhey during his recent engagement at the
Nelson and Club Bali.'
week. The actors claimed they ,\vere were under contrail to
hot to the Earle. After a hacks'ta'ge
independent. contractors and as such
flareup. Bill Israel. Earle iiianane
Blaze Closes Monti Nitery
could hot have the tax. taken from called in a representative of the
Montreal, July 1.1.
Treasury, who explained that the
tbetr wages
Water damage to the Tic-Toe. on
imist deduct the tax or
This, stand was disputed by the management
city, caus
; ol the big hitCries of this
fine.
face
a
which
here
Treasury Department,
by fire in the next door building.
scetie. look, place at tli
similar
the
A
and
operators:
ordered nitery
acts ishtrlleied spot -for nevprar days last
management of the Enrlc— where Club Bali, where a couple 6f
hut were week,. Patrons filed out -in orderly
.11 ike.
sildoAW
staged
a
duct
canie.-to
d
the. biggest blow up
when the Treasury depait-.--Iii--h.ion,- using the- front door, when
the tax, The Trea>u,y office Ivow- inoiiilicd
,blaze.
me'nt sent a' rep lo explain the situ- told of nearby
ever, promised that the. question^
•'»•»': 'k I • linage. to<cltibiw»4 nptJhMVI.i"
•.•
"
'independent -conrraclors' will : be »tion.-«
!

_

lightning struck electric light wires
shprl
near the. roof and. Caused

Damage

the

chosen as a co-ordinating committee

era,lion

was damwater when

largest night clubs,

aged

,

.

»-day

Gleason's Minor

trict's

excess of $1,000.

;

.

.

.

,',.'.

'

Still another vaude package show,
headed by Happy Felton, debuts in
Washington July 29 and opens at
Loew's Slate, N. Y., week of Aug. 4.
Unit will', travel without a band,'
picking one up in the various cities

spot, yesterday.

T

_

a cross-country tOur; at the

begifis

all

and

Tax, but Treasury

'

1'

.

'

j

!

.

c' 15
Few" customers .were
at the time, and none of acts playing there sufl'iered any damage to
props.
warclrpbe or

i

I

:

in

.

i

Itasca

Thurs.

"'tect railroad

showing a

for

Vaude, Nitery Acts Balk at

YOUngstown, O., July 13.
Gray Wolf Tavern, one-of the dis-

'

at

season w-ith

its

equipment paid

.

LIGHTNING HITS NITERY

Circuit.

start at 8 a.m.,

wound up

paid,;

bills

13.

Paramount theatre; Hammond, Ind.
Keatoh and Arnfield refused .to
open when advised by the managev
that the lax would be held out

tjasca,

the spot

felt dis-

,

ment

.roent

;,

theatres.

Rest of the unit was:; to include
Cooper, Lynn Gardner and

.

.

'

ws

.

Jerry'.

instance in this territory
where an act balked, at having the
20% withholding tax deducted from
its salary
happened July 4 at the

.

,

.

'

Airshow Cancels State

m.c.
;

.

:

tions.
Billy Rose is also planning
To send out another 'Diamond Horseshoe' unit, while a new tab 'Scantlals'
being nvulled by Gcor
While.
Denies Spot in the Red
Revue Americana,' a Latin-Ameriladelphia. July 13.
ican vaude show, built aiound the
Not only is the Shangri-La not in Carlos Molina band and other' acts
nitery in Washington,
the. red— as has been reported— but at the Del Rio

:

Monday

One Act Balks

.

Reopening; Operator

1

work

Clifford Fischer is
'Fblies Bcrgere

1

.

Maestro Too Tired, So

inclined io

First

,

I

Yesner's Shangri-La

^•™Zl

unfair action against the

when

'two weeks ago.

—

:

noon

state and federal
cess of $100,000, and another $50,000

.

The Edelbrau Beer show on
Copa, skedded to take effect last
was to have
Thursday night, with the union Mutual Friday nights
Loew's State.. N. Y.,
serving notice- the acts would be gone- intact into
the. week of'Aug. 12. but called off
yanked/ was called off that afterwhen Ray
tured.

were

'

such would have been recognized as
ah AGVA show, but when the pro
ducer's switched their plans to bring
for a summer
it into the Adelphi
un, with sketches and music written by Haywood, it was enlarged in
scope into a legit venture that auto
maticaliy placed it under Equity.
Wynh and Haywood say that 'Sun'
was geared to a two-a-day policy at
$1.65. top and that, with the -tilt in
scales for' backstage crew, musicians,
etc., as an Equity show, it cannot
operate profitably..

(12),
night
signaBlock, the orchestra leader,

Copa ^hmv which

:

'

that "Sun" was originally: slated as a
unit to tour vaudfilm houses and as

,

'

together, a

^

furlough to ..visit home and family
in Scran ton. Pa.
Teddy. Rosenberg' shot in from
New York City lo spend weekend
here with her brother, Jerry, at the
Will Rogers.
bile's orchestra.
(Loew's)
Tanhenbaum,
MyrOn
The Shangri-La is Yesner's first
who is flashing good reports is being fling into the nitery biz. He is the
visited by. his parents, who are operator of a large chain of milkvacationing here. ;
shake stands here.
Robert Horowilx, accomSgt.
'I wound up the first nine months
panied by wife and daughter of Ben
of operation without a penny, owed
Nadleiv gave Ben a surprise visit
does that sound like I'm
lo anybody
that sure cheered him up:
up'." he asked
folding
Matty Pagano is now taking meals
Dewey displayed a scroll present
downstairs. Some improvement for
Richman at a ban
Harry
him
ed
by'
two months here.
Rufus, Weathers has also been quet oiv the ..night the Shangri-La
tipped for all meals and skedded to shuttered.
It was signed by every
do downtown shopping for the bed employee in the place.
patients.
'This shows how the people who
Joe Bryant who made the grade work for me feel,' he said.
besides. Dewey pointed out. if
'?l°»
v ?A Ifim'fo
SStd.
xvkay^Lhvm
to.go
-and med 1C o
JmkJ.^Andspot
-- lDttr rr -fre- h!ir0:ir
gt
to work.
Lotsa bows to Joe Laurie, Jr., for would- have spent hundreds of dol
his timely greetings, and plenty of lars in. advertising that it would relike
Things
open in the fall.- He took large space
laughs sent to the gang.
towards
wallop
mighty
the
announcing
this pack a
in ail the dailies
the cure.
Sept. 16 reopening date and blaming
Harry (Slipfool) Clifton has been the shuttering on the failure to gel
sworn in as a deputy' and ii doing air-conditioning system. Without it
guard work in a Syracuse defense
the Shangri-La is almost unbearable
plant. He is a Will Rogers alumnus.
in a heat wave.
Write to those who are III.

.

Ending several months of negoduring
tiations
bickering,
and
which the State Mediation Board
was called in to effect a settlement,
an agreement was pacled Thursday
(8) between- the American Guild o£
Variety Artists and Monte Proser;

""«

j

-|

'

w
>Shortage

blocks further west.
of liquor began to be
-months ago and three
weeks before the shuttering the
management of the Savoy switched
to .the 'bring your own' liquor policy
that is in force in several Other.nite
spots here.
But biz continued to

a

Refusal of a fact-finding committee,- comprised of musicians, -stage:

^fiasco,

!

°" ;,t l
.RKO- Boston <m
£
T
iou
^Walters ,s reatly .-ig
S<? P
)b.
It cost, accord',
nsurance policies:
T
Quarter revue., vv.tth
«Molher Lat.n
ng to Friedman. $20.000 "to. liquidate
P';'nc.pal.s and chorus^ from the show
the assets. .Culling into the balance ]
bowed out o fh». N Y. mlery
taxes i>. ex^

littirig together a
Savoy Lounge.' class. 'A' nitery in s Said to be owed to mcichandise unit, patterned along the. same lines
,
the West End, folded last we#k' and creditors.
iis his current N. Y. nitery revue andThese obligations do not- include with a nuniber of performers sjpotled
a local corporation that embarked in
the entertainment biz last December any claims that may be filed by those from, the latter unit into the vaudis writing off
a $50,000 loss.. The who^esc.aped With injuries: or. by. the
film show.
Lounge opened Dec. 22. with name next of kin of those who perished.
Earl Carroll's present show at; his'
bands and A-l acts, booked by Dave, Friedman said that every, effort Hollywood nitery. begins a tour of
Blum, of Chicago; who was brought would be- made to work out an equit- the vaudfilm houses on Aug. 31 i'
here as manager and .booker. It able ^distribution of the fund with a San Diego and then heads east fiir
looked for a time-like the spot would mininvum of expense and litigation'. a full season's tour. Show will have
draw' sOirte trade away from ..the
a line of 24 girls, with Pinky. Lee
swanky Chase Club Jn Hotel Chase,
and the-' Wicre BrOs. as, cast addi-

tO DC' Legit

It.

reaiixed from (He sale of the nitery's
iquor stocks and $20.00.6 from its lire

be'

:

j

.

Vaude-Revue Venture
Folds

13.

shows
will

instances,

for.

Monte

,

i

brother of '-.ex-vice-president- John
Nance' .Garner-, were lert holding the
bag for $130,108.93 in liabilities, with
assets .of $13,000 tied up principally
When the fresh
in stock in trade.
supply of coin wasn't 'forthcoming
by Monday, the court vacated the

Louis. July

Of the sum collected $171,000 was

.

1

-

package

shape

'

in ..most

about $8,500 a w eek,
the'
Pr.oscr,
operator
Copacabniia niterjr in
Y..,is miisold

'•

.

:

.

cort'oration's assets/

-.into

pi.nii:
j

liquidation ut the

.

.

;

•

,

:

1

'

:

Lush Vaude Coin;

s Angle for

Antidote to Gunpowder;.
Unit for Camp Shows

as

Billy

Benny

inimpetcr. joins
oichcstia at the

Stabler,

Woody HcrimihV

Riverside -theatre, Milwaukee, this
week; Nral Rt.i- '.tro.nbonist. w.lh
band and lone remaining sWkholdor
•

.

%

C

„e
c

0.

i^„

I

be

<l"s

Herman, has

* l-A c),-ilic;i»ion.

.

-

'

•

;

:

:

'

•

.

'

.

:
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Night Club Reviews
went

N. Y.

I

It's

!

:

'.

-

.

\

i

•

And so. is the show, peopled with
such talent -as Ella. 'Fitzgerald. Avis
Andrews, the Berry. ^Bt-Os., Moke and
Poke. Maurice Rocco. Earle. and
Francis, and a sable-skinned eight-

Some familiar faces from Ben
Marden's end of the George Washington. Bridge have moved to Broadway, now that the Riviera is closed
for the duration, and, with a feeling, girl lino, all of whom uro said to be.
both monetary and nostalgic, they, college graduates and unquestionably,
have set in motion a movement to mnjorjnt! in anatomical exercises. If
revive a 'Plantation Club' on the b>tf they h,old BR (belly-roll) degrees,
street.
The -gears, started moving it's Broadway's gain.
Thursday night (8). when the hew.
Opening night the show, produced
Zanzibar
tinted
.white - and- pink
by 'Clarence-.: Robinson, had sonic
opened its' doors with a fast-mov- rough' spots, but by the second evening, talented Negro revue idiomatic
ing
all the snags had been straightof that bygone era when Florence
ened out and it was socko all the
Mills, in this very same rooro.above
wav. Avis Andrews and Ella Fitzthe Winter Garden, became the toast
:
iro' ald. although both singers, arc. in
of. New York;
metier and. no confliction.
Many nocturnal joints, most of 'different
Miss Andrews, with such tunes like
them-failures. have come and gone
'All or Nothing at All.' 'The Man I
at this site since the Florence MillsLove.' 'Lover Come Back to Me' and
Plantation Club nights, but this apeasily scored. Opening night
others,
pears to have an excellent chance nervousness retarded Miss Fitzgerthat^
'..

.

:'

for four reasons: (1) the fact
there isn't a class Negro show in the
downtown sector; (2) the completely
redecorated interior, smart and appealing to the eye: (3) ah,entertainment bargain for the customers via
a lineup of ace talent: (4) the smart
nitery showmen handling the operation.

Joe Howard

the pro-

as-

listed

is

prietor. and he was general manager
oC Marden's Riviera up to the time
its doors because, of auto
it closed
.

Other Rivicra-ites are
(& Spencer Hare), the

travel curbs.

Carl.Eibe
Dick Mahev of the night-club field:
Bill Kent, show booker, and a flock
of lesser execs, writers and busboys.
The Riviera was a model nitery operation in' regard to show, food and
service: with most of the same pilots,
.

:

the high degree of operation should
It's probable
be duplicated here:
that Marden himself bankrolled this
Broadway venture, with Howard and

Erbe holding pieces.
It's

reported that around $25.000

(NEW YORK)

written by Porter Grainger,
arc the ensemble routines, not outstanding in tcrpsichore but made to
look very, good by. lino costuming.
Don Kcdmah is batoning the baud
and he's one of the top- Negro inusiBoth for the show and Ihe.
cians.dancing, he's got a plenty alright
crew- behind him. Mabel Muyfair. a
blonde Negress, is Redman's vocalist.
Zanzibar is'buying plenty of local
cially

into the decor of the Zanzibar, j
also breathlessly slated by Erbe
Enrlc 8t Francis; Maurice Rocco, that, .in revising the room, something
tlokc & Prtl.c' Avit Andrew*'. Ella like Ifi feet cif decorations of previwere
unci
(lops
FUzfieruld. Ben;/ Bros.. (2). Zoiui- ous
nitery. hits
iM'f/id.s- (O'i. Doii '.'Rodman's Orcli icilli
scraped off the walls. Whelhor that's
JtTa (><*.(. Alny/(ifr; $2:50 ond $3 :(•<>»'<factor fancy, the tact remains that
',
the Zanzibar is a beaut, physically,
imons.
j

ZANZIBAR,

VILLAGE NUT CLUB

opening that has Miss Andrews singing the 'Zanzibar' theme song, cspo-'
:

—

Siho.

CUBAN VILLAGE, CHI
Chicago: July 1.
Motrola & Mdin,
'Vincent Verrou
La Ranc/ierita, Hector Del Villnr,
Guiciidolim Vbtissel, R.ajael Garcia
.

;

1

,

,

Orcli (6); 51 tuini'miiii.

Outstanding on the present bill is
Mildred Truce, dancer. She makes
two appearances: the first an excellent can-can and -the second in a
highly abbreviated outfit which dis-

Devotees of Latin cnteriainmcnl
get it here in an atmospheric setting
of palm trees and lighted lanterns.
La Rancherila, outstanding in the
present bill, opens with a Spanish
peasant dance to the clicking of castanets and returns later, for a Spanish shawl dance "with plenty of lire
hit.
and verve.

Costuming is
plays a nice chassis.
and the terping is plenty, o.k.
Twirls which climax the. second
particularly
deft.
number
are
Grabbed major applause.
'
Ramon & Conchita, Latin dance
combo, also handle two. spots. Pair

on—and
strip;

Radio

Cabaret

-

1775 Broadway, New York
Room -"SUO
CO. 6-8340

with speed and
good hand'.

tip

-'

off to a

please

.to

Ronnie Saunders, blonde gal; does
rhythm
.singing.
Delivers
two
numbers tp an. adequate reception.:
Sydney Boyd is billed as 'Your

nicely,

two

the

fitted, to

national

Day

Dominion

holidays,

(1)

•

'

•

Kay Vernon

sells a spine-tingling
patriotic, martial and,
ditties with equal
'V'

:

Shane and: Armstrong: turn in.
clicko. assortment Of tumbling, lifts
and spins, building up to flash pinwheel finale for a big. hand in their
acro-adagio number. They are good
at straight ballroom terping. too.
Best. Vine and Lane, in, a .clowning
act. mimicry and >.any isms, have aswift routine of chatter and cITci'vescent personalities thatwrap up
a nifty, package to garner good applause dividends.
Milray Girl line:

—

;

.

'

'

.

;

.

—

Octa.

yesteryear., sidei

Century Room, Dallas

That desires and deserves
wider recognition are invited
to consult with 113. Wa specialthe promotion and buildup of such talent. We are not
agents but work in cooperation
with established agents and

(HOTEL ADOLPHUS)
July

Dallas'.

.4delc

June. .Rac.
Victorettes

Inge,

Harolson.
tlie
LipiOrt Smith's Orch

(11)

8.

ize- in

Ann
(4),

;

artists' representatives.

An agile youngster from Missouri.
Adele Jnge^ shows the ice-skating

TALENT PROMOTION
CORPORATION

fans a thing or two in trick acrobatics
in
the new revue which

opened Thursday (8) at the Hotel
Adolphus' Century Room'.
First is the summer operetta; with
Ligon Smith's band vocalist. Tommy
Cunningham, masquerading as an
operetta star and singing hit tunes
from the season's repertoire as the
Victorettes
and featured skaters

fii

.

l-IIONK
AViilnut

song and 'Totem-Tom-Tom.' Petite
June Ra'e is back to do a single in a
polka number.
But the brightest spot in the revue
is a comedy burlesque on- the minuet
which the facetious maestro
Smith calls 'Massacre of the Minuet,'
or 'Beethoven Takes a Beating.'' This
features the comely Ann Harol dson
Who is developing quite a. "knack

11 1

.->

l.OS

ANtiKI.K-l

JOLLY
JOYCE

•

Wnlniit Atr.l

from
tunes
including the title

Knrli'" Ttii'iitri' lllclc,
lllli mid Miirkcl St.,
l'hllii.

I

FREDDIE

'

i

Management

VOCAI. Ml SK A I, KINCS

WIIITK
MlltK

previewing

Marie,'

CITV

i-TWO

BROWNIES

3

S(HV— KAMUNl'fi,

'

'Rose

Illll.

Exclusive
TOItllll)

the ice to such tunes as 'Ah,
Sweet Mystery of Life,' .'Sweethearts:' and the .'Song, of the Vagabonds;" Another -bow. in this direction is Eloise Day's solo in Indian

YOKK

\I-AV

.Mtirrny

ski in

costume;

W.-'-lllli St.,

•

-

'

GORDON
TIMMY

.

and

ROGERS

•

GAUDSMITH BROS.
CURRENTLY LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK
and

toe-dancing, cute Carol King. Pamella
Britton docs nicely with the vocals,
and. Barbara Belmore goes through

DOVBLW, AT

an oveirlong, meaningless fan-waving routine, only to wind up with a
walk around the platform' on her

LOU WALTER'S FAMOUS LATIN QUARTER

hands.
Price, with
brance of his

SMITH

AND.''

,,

.1l<^•;

nostalgic

remem-

tons 'If You Knew Susie.' follow in
order arid all excellent.' but
Price really devastated the opening
night crowd with his satirical takeoft of Jesscl,- singing 'My Mother's
Eye's,
followed by an imitation of
the late George M. Cohan singing
and dancing 'Over There.' His -encore of 'Der Feuhrer's Face' was a
weakie following the Cohan bit. but
it's likely okay, for audiences not
so
Broadwayese as those in attendance
for the preem.
Don McGrane's orch plays the
show in nice fashion.
When in
alternation with Henri Noel's rrcw
he plays for the daiicihg, Mildred
Law contribs the vocals.
ScKo.
that

,

l»«rl>y

nnil

Dlilnc—.lolinny Conk—.T-ii|p 5Iiid.Ii— ('iillern llarl— Six HroiviV
llliiiik'H
r)rihrsini— Kmiik ftctifs" Orrhtxlm—
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RINELLA'S

BROWN DERBY CAFE
:
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*
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AGENTS WRITE OR PHONE CENTRAL

SMITH ami AL WILSON

World Famous Lady jugglers

;

-

Million

Tiiye Voye Trio.

Direction—EDDIE

soiig,

'Bye, Bye Blackbirds," cues neatfv
into imitations of other names and
the songs they wore identiiied wilh.
Harry Richman's 'Birth of the Blues';
Jolson's 'April Showers,' and Can-

TH E NATION'S FUNNIEST S H 0
TKt).

a

own trademark

CHICAGO
*'

1314

*

OR CENTRAL

'

4908

4 JUGGLING JEWELS
NOW AT
THEATEES
cafes

~

off .material.

:

'

RINELLA-GRAMS

and

4.
Diversity Of acts also makes
both ciitertainment and good-

for

houses.

Singing Host." He has a good voice
and handles his assignment well.
Iris Raye is down on. the program
as a fan. and butterfly dancer. Show delivers. solidly on every appearance
with their 'youthful', beauty and
caught was her night off.
Ronnie NoveHe emcees the show. clever precision' routines.
Hal Hartley doubles .as emceo
He works hard perhaps loo hard.
He's definitely jocmiller with indiito handling cliore with tact and. aplomb:
trimmings, too blue to be really His orch flashes plenty -merit under
his baton, playing sweet or swing
tunny.
It .happens. that way somerequired.
as
Clayton band fills' in
limes.
His best moment is a brief
adequately.
Trade, good at this
bit of eccentric hoofing.
Xanc.
Dan; Blasi's orchestra (4) plays catching:
for the show and dancing.
Bill
Taylor fills tip the waits with a
minipiano and songs mostly on the

'

Three specialists. are also. sprinkled
in the layout, best of 'em being, Hie

winds

the customers.

.

Price.

:

Bowed

hard and fast and seems

i

SPECIAL MATERIAL

.

Lady Ruth Hamilton (that's the
billing) is a comedy singer.
Works

.

Stage

This ace Montreal night spot is oh
beam with its current slimv

the

July

contralto in
sophisticated
Visually, and vocility and appeal.
cally the gal. squeezes the last drop
They of feeling but of -'Why Don't You
has youth and personality.
deliver a solid rhumba, and later in Fall in Love,' 'Baby. All I Need Is
You'
and
'It's:
Ihe
Good Old U.S.A.'
the show do an interpretative thing'
which starts slowly and with clothes at this hearing. Act is surefire beg-

LATIN QUARTER,

NOW WRITING

i,

& Lane, Milray Girl Line
Hal Hartley Orch. (10). Buddy
Clayton' band (3); niiiiintum, $2,50,
Saturdays; $1.50 weekdays.
(1).

,

.

...

j

MAUGHAM

Montreal. July

Kay Vernon, Shuyne & Armstrong,
Best, Vine

.

flood

i-

DORA

:

El Morocco* Montreal

,

A

Gwendolyn Voussel does two numbers in' Spanish, one of which is
ald! with poor lighting also a handi- 'Begin the Boguinc.' Her voice lacks
made it
orch
and. the
cap, but on the second, night she volume
came into her own for a personal, tougher, by playing too loud, Hec^
smash.' This is probably her first tor Del Villar contribs a brace .of,
nitery appearance, but she showed songs in the Cuban manner, .with
ud like a veteran- with such tunes. as dance gyrations and garners nice
Murder. He Says.' 'Put Your Arms applause.
Mailolo and Maia, billed as the Los
Around M.c,' 'Summertime.' 'AiTiSr
Gitanos, offer a peppy Spanish roukct.' etc:
early in the show and close
Show s lop smashes, however, are tine
with a tinkling folk dance, a la polka.
'•Maurice' Rocco and the 'Berry Bros.,
Pair
is nicely costumed and cxccule
latter act now reduced lo a duo benlinibers with- grace and excause of. the third boy's induction by their
Clicked.
per'.ncss.
the
the Army., .Rocco appears to be
Vincent Yerrow seemed timid in
best Negro personality to conic along
the cmcceing but was amusing in his
since Eddie (Rochester) Anderson own spot with a series of Internacame to the forefront. A boogie tional impressions.
Sang 'Aloha'
woogie pianist-singer; employing a and then gave impression of Chinese
soriovOx-lypc piano called an elec- father singing his offspring lo sleep
ti'icmusettc. Rocco may well make to .'Sonny Boy,' finishing to good apThere was plause.
.the Zanzibar overnight.
a job snolting him properly, because - Lucia Garcia's orch seemed: too
of having to move his baby upright loud- in playing the show 'numbers
on and off. but once on he. electrifies but furnished good rhumba. conga
the crowd with an ingratiating per- and other dance music.
Morn.
sonality .and style of working, plus a
tremendous sense of rhythm that
N. Y.
quickly imparts itself to all those,
within hearing' distance,
Georgia Price, Harrison & Fislicr:
The Berry Bros.' arc ud near the Christian! Family "(jjj:; .Gaiidsniil/i
finale and. per- usual, their neckBros., Jesse. & James, 4 Rolierettes,
breaking acrobatic dancing and high- Paiiietla .Brit ton, Barbara Be'.moiv.
leaping splits drew a tromendous Carol King, 6 Dclmtones. Live (12).
reception. Fact that il's no longer a Don McGrane's orcli u>i(li Mildred
trio doesn't anpear to hurt the act
Law,' Henri Noel's, band; $3 niitiito any appreciable extent.
mum.
Moke .and Poke, another male
team, are more on the comedy side
Lou Walters' Latin. Quarter conin
the
(in fact, the only comedy
tinues its phenomenal boxoffice pace,
show), although also indulging in a which is reason enough for the
little dancing.' Having the laughs all
nitery impresario not to change his
to themselves, their zaneyisms and show-formula.
Hence Ihis edition
corny patter get across very nicely. is. much the same swift-paced flash
Third team in the' snpw Is Earle and as its predecessors, the one excepFrancis,
mixed precision hoofing tion being the inclusion of a name,
dub. who open srxd get by. Sprin- Gebrgie* Price;
He adds a personkled in the show, after a harem ality touch that's undeniable in its
entertainment value and opening
night he 'killed' the people.
Price is the piece de resistance of
a colorful show titled 'Beauty and
the Beach.'
The title meaiis litlle.
though the opening, routine has a
Coney Island-bathing suit flavor, and
nobody expects a plot in the super
fancy, pink-tinted L.Q.
Waiters and Mme. Kamarova get
billing credit, per usual, for the
overall
production,
while
Wally
Wanger is the ensemble director, a
post he's held since the L.Q.'s beginning 15 months ago. They've got
the knack of making a liitle look
like a lot, with an assist to that end
coming from the excellent, bright
costuming;
Supplementing
the
production
numbers are five good acts, namely.
Harrison and Fisher's fine ballroomology; Gaudsmith Brothers and two
_trained French poodlcs_iii .their ex
^ellentr standard~comedy dog. turn;
colored
Jesse
and
James'
fast
and good acrobatic hoofology: the
exciting balancing, three and four'high teeterb.oard catches and- tumbling of the circusy Chrisliani Family, five men and a girl, making their
first, cafe appearance: the Four Rollerettes, femmc skating act in for a
brief finale chore, and, as the topper,

•

-

-

&

Blasi

A .collection- -.-of acts docs not
Enlernecc-ssacily make\ a show.
tainmeht has to be geai'ed to something. Lacking the proper spark, a
floor show
as such— fails to click
no mailer how earnestly the acts
•''
give out.
On that basis, the entertainment
at the Village Nut Club is below
what it could be. There's plenty
It
of quantity, and some quality.
seems a pity that more showman-:
ship isn't, used in presenting -the
.'.:.-''lalcnl. ...

scene,, currently

booming.

Conchiia,

WoveflP,' Bill
Taylor, Dan
Orclt (4); mininmm $1.50.

effort to set itself sol-

air lime in an
idly in the nitery

Ramon &

Mildred Truce,

Sydney Boyd, Lady Rutli Hamilton,
Ronnie Saunders, Iris Raye, Ronnie

14, 1943

for comedy. The change of tempo
from the slow minuet ;to hotcha as
Miss Haroldson goes, through 'the
precise movements, one minute then
stumbles, and falls the next, playing
it
deadpan straight through, is
hardly novel, but the young lady has
quite a knack for the comic angle.
She also continues in the burlesque
vein in the. finale, a circus number,
where she plays a tightrope walker'
wiih. the ensemble gals as various
big lop personalities.
Berg.

LOEW'S STATE,

NEW YORK

DAVE SOLTI
10 Rockefeller

Plaza,

New York

City

-

14, 1943
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STATE,

N. Y.

Four Jewels, Gaudsmith Bros.'.
Hal Sherman, Ada Leonard
with Magdelehe; Vir(I ?)

(2)

.

Real

1

Orch

ginia Weidler; -'More
Col).
,
'

.

This show

pits

old

.

show-stopper

Beatrice

is:

Kay, who gels whistles and cheers
and urgent demands for more with

Merrier'

the

.

her lusty burlesques' of 'Gay- Nine-

vaude

style

against the modern band presentation and, because Of the weaknesses
of the latter half, the three, opening

which are standard
acts,
vaude names, walk away with the
Virginia Weidler, grown-up
bill
kid star from Hollywood, is included
in the latter half, making a fair imof

..

pression.

opens with the Four Jewels—,
who click easily with intricate Indian Club juggling routines, they're

ties' sentimental classics. She wrings
all the pathos out of 'The Curse of

an Aching Heart' and other mournful numbers.
Miss Kay also gets
a nice hand for her mimicry of a
.torch "singer on 'A Tisket, A Tasket'
and. for her throaty sending of 'Mi
Five by Five.' For ah encore, she
coaxes the boys and girls into singing Take He Out to the Ball Game.'
Fio Rito opens smoothly with a
medley of. service themes, .then goes,

Bill

.

.

-

.

.

to-

town on

'Nola.'

.the perennial favorite,
-Gloria. Van, another' new-,

comer- -from. the~ Krupa' bandrflts:
by the Gaudsmith Bros., snugly into the vocal spot.v selling
whose comedy turn with a brace of herself solidly on 'Blue Skies' and
French poodles proved a- highlight. 'You'd Be. So Nice, to Come' Home
trouble
earning
little
They had
To.'
Fio Ritp takes' the piano for. a
Strong audience appreciation for the medley of his own,.tunes highlighted
comical routine they offer with the by 'I Never Knew,'. The band swings
two trained pooches.
out With 'One O'clock Jump' for a
Hal Sherman, who has been a snappy Close.
vaude name for years, opens; with
Two other acts maintain the pace
his eccentric dance routine then of a good bill.
The Three Claire
;

followed

'

;

,

•

'

.

reaps a- harvest of solid Jaiighs with sisters offer smart, rhythmic taps with
-'-•
, .
a succession' of: gags and imitations. acrobatic trimmings in fine style and
He's late df 'Hel lzapoppin', this be- Neal Stanley wins a big response, for
ing his first vaude .tour- since part- his clever impressions of Eddie
Cantor, James Cagney, Jerry Coling with that show.
Ada Leonard's all-girl orchestra, lonna and other well-known per-Corb.
a mid western outfit making its first sonalities. Biz good.
appearance in N. Y., shows nothing
even- with alinterest,
to hold
lowances for it being a girl band.
Composed of three trumpets, two
..Boston,' July 8.
trombones, four sax, tour rhythm
Cab"-. Calloway- Orch
(17)
uiith
and three violins that are drowhed Cliolly
& Dotty, Frances Brock,
iriost of the time, by the opposing inRalph Brown, Paul, Dinkie & Eddie'
struments, the combo boasts several
Tonight
We
Raid
Calais' (20th). .good musicians judged from -feminine standards, but from an overall
poor.: It
Calloway's. big- stuff here, packing
Iibint of- view it is pretty
acks; arrangements and puts" too a box-office wallop that pulls in the
much emphasis on jump things for. customers around the clock. Reason
the ability of its personnel.
is self-evident, for he's got the rep
Leader does one supposedly exotic for. dishing put a generous ticket's
«lance backed by the band and later worth, arid never lets the customers
sings one song, which is the best down, startihg Off in the grey hours
thing she' offers. Magdelene, vocaN of a first show as though he'd been
in the groove all evening. -V
ist,. tries- 'I Don't Want Anybody At
He's supported by rather less sock
All,' in a hopeless voice; Frances
Shirley, trumpeter, gets in a good acts than he had last time: here, but
inning soloing 'I Can't Get Started the level is high enough.
ChOUy
for
gal,
a
and Dottty, a tapping couple with
You.'
She's
"With
okay
but why select a number associated j'bug leanings, lead off to whip up
with one of the greatest trumpeters a bit of excitement. Frances- Brock
of all time thereby making compari- does an arty- version of 'Indian Love
Two others get Call' for a. mixed reception;. Ralph
son more vivid?
guitarist,
also Brown- follows with a tap Session to
shots,
the
solo
a pretty good musician, and the draw a rise, and Paul, Dinkie and
drummer, who shows dexterity but Eddie wind up with a smash knock
.little' else on 'A Girl and Her Drums'
about comedy, routiner
Dorsey's
'Man
switch on Jimmy
It's the band and Cab Calloway
and His Drum.'
they come to see, though, and
Miss Weidler (New Acts) looking they're not disappointed either with
nothing like ah audience might ex- the quality or the quantity.
Cab
pect from her .pig-tailed him work does 'DOn't Want Anybody But You,'
(with exception of her latest), has 'Black Magic' (with a. reprise taking
an. okay act- compared to the gen- the Black Market for a well-deeral run Of Hollywood name., per- served ride), 'St. James Infirmary'
Wood.
sonals.
and "You'll Never Know," the latter
with the Caboliers and- the Calloway
Rug Cutters, a crew which tries to
unhinge, the roof with jitterhugging
and very nearly succeeds.
Cab
Chicago, July 9.
Boyd Raeburn & Orch (15) with Jivers, small jive unit from the
Cimiy Powell, Ted, Tracers, "Porky band, likewise add to the' excitePanico, Claude.' Humphries, Danny ment. ••':-..
As usual, Cab m.c.'s the devertisseThomas, Diosa Costello, the Dcbonment, pulling the Joe E.'- Browne
ettes (5); 'Thumbs Up' (Rep).
bellow- whenever the whim strikes
Raebiirn, playing a return date him, which is frequently. Biz terwithin a short time, is a Loop fave. rific at opening, the house swarming
"His combination is strictly on the •with hepcats, zobtors, j'bugs and
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•

RKO, BOSTON
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.

:

ORIENTAL, CHI

.

'

'

torrid, side.

of 'By the. Light' of the Silvery
Eyes,'

rotund

Panico*

'Porky''.

Ginny Powell,
player.
gives out with 'Let's
and 'Cow-Cow Boogie'
with an. appealing, delivery that
merits a nice hand, and .Floyd Bean,
the ba nd's .pianist, takes - the, spotlight for (he playing, of his own"
composition, 'Theme Boogie.' to gen
erous applause. Band does an in
teresting swing version of Ravel's
trumpet

femme
Get

.

soloist,

Lost'

.

•Bolero'
and Claude 'Hey Hey'
Humphries is featured in a drum
specialty. Ted Travers takes care of

romantic tunes with 'Blue of the
Evening' and 'You'll Never Know'
.for. several bows.
The Debonettes (5) pace the

..the

vaude - portion of bill "wtih a tap
routine and then go, into their fea•tured number called: 'Machine Age'
a series of modernistic gyrations that
'

garners nice applause.
Diosa Costello, 'assisted by Eduardo Albreu,; her own dr.ummerV sang
couple of Latin' tunes in a fast
wanner and contributed some South
American' dancing that had the audience hollering for more.- Solid hit,
.

Danny Thomas^ (New 'Acts) makink his stage debut after' a threeyear run. at. a local night club,
wowed .'em- with: stories' and. songs',
chalking up Sock returns.
Morg.
,

•

.

and pink

spots,

Los Angeles, July 7.
fective silhouettes;,Corio,
the
Glenn Miller
Paced by Hihes's top keyboard
iModemaifes) (5), Johnny, stints, the orch operates in harmoniDatis, Frances- .Wills,- Dick. ous fashion, -'Riggin' It Up,'. 'Never
Baldwin,'''- Charles'
Stewart, House Be Another You,' 'If I Had You' and.
Orch 15); 'No Escape', (I Escaped Mr. Big' were all examples of
j'rom the Gestapo) (Mono).
skilled musicianship.
Nor did the
combo fall down, as accompanists.
Orphcum has. lined upa rough
Sarah Vaughn, a' tall dreamy-eyed
and rowdy stage -bill for this week, gal is standout on Takiri' a Chance
led off 'by Ann Corio's undressing on Love' and ILet's Get Lost.'' Billy
act and bit with Dick Baldwin and Eksteiri does a Sinatra with the HarCharles Stewart on various types of lem audience, which laps up his 'It
'wolves— with demonstrations.. Blue Can't 'Be Wrong' and. -'You'll. Never
meanings that, sprinkle stage chat- Know.'
ter, apparently hit the mark with
/The dance department is secondlarge opening matinee
audience, ary' oh this week's, bill.
Rythmn
drawn out to watch an expert peel. Brown decked '6'ut' 'in -'formal.-, tails
Johnny' 'Scat' Davis fronts, an doe? a rapid-fire tPp 'rouline which
augmented' house orch that is sup- is in' sharp contrast: to" AV G.uSter's
plied -with first rate arrangements; dramatic bairet tapr- -Gustcrrrwhpacts as. rri.c. and does, "his own par- appears later on the bill sports a
ticular style of singing and excel- white outfit and suave manner. Kay.
lent trumpet tooting.
"Davis opens & Kendall, an offay trio, combine
with 'Hurray for! Hollywood,' then comedy and eccentric ^dancing. Two
both vocals and trumpets on a band femmes, one preUied up, the other a
number, 'Big Fat Mamma.'- In a plain jane dumb type get share of
later spot he jives' out with' -The laughs with original antics.
Male
Shfijk of Araby,' 'I Can't Givo YOu member of trio not -overactive..":
Anything But. Love' 'Nobody,' and
dinnerBiz sellout -Friday
(?)
'Stardust,' latter as trumpet solo. He show.
also tills in as the man in bed with
Miss; Corio for blackout on stripper's
'How to. Undress with Finesse?
Miss Corio does her stint'- In exIndianapolis, July 10.
perienced, style to give the' crowd ah
Baldbanow
Collins & Peterson,
eyeful with usual Orpheu.m audir
Duo, Hank Siemon & Archie, Walter
ence response: Ticket' buyers, at
Princess Selan.Donahue, Prince
this house'like body beaUtifuls and
dia, Clarice McCleerey, Ed Resener's
always patronize heavily but rarely House -Orch; .'Stbing Your Partner'
give
applause. Strip-.

nil

:

•

Singers
Seta'

1

.

,

.

•

.

:

;

.

;

"
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KEITH'S, INDPLS.

:

-

&

out with hand
per's "How to Undress' uses the unnovcl contrast of a femme stage
partner doing things the wrong way
but
has
calculated
presentation.
Partner is Frances -Wills, who is
also oh early with an acrobatic bit.
As buildup for uridressiil&turn, Dick.
Baldwin introduces Miss.. Corio for
some double talk. After' strip, she
is back for the 'wolf turn' with Baldwin and Stewart. Latter pair alsogive
Out with a few impersonations and
blue chatter that the house liked.
Class of show is the Glenn Miller
Singers,: the- Modernaires, who open
with medley of 'Heard That Song

(Rep)

.

-

:

.

,

:

and Peterson, playing a

Collins

•

rcturti engagement after a one-week
interval, m.c.- arid clown their way
through the best comedy: bill 'Keith's
has had in some weeks. In addition
to their' usual .line, they work in. and
out of several others acts, particularly With Hank Siemon for the bigSiemon,
gest laughs in the show,
pretending that his
is out of
order, calls on Collins to 'dp, a
Charlie McCarthy on his knee. The
stunt goes over big.
The audience

:

:

.

dummy

-

1

89
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floods
in efr

Chicago, July 10.
Glen Gray & Casa Loma Orch
(16)
with Tommy Morgan and
Eugenie Baird. Lyda Sue,iRoy Dai-is,Carroll and Howe; 'The. Youngest
Profession' (M-G).

Scheduling of six and seven shows,
necessarily cut

.

daily this week has
down the running of

the stage

shows

to 45 minutes.
With three, acts on
bill
this does hot give Glen

the

Gray

and

;

aggregation

his-

much

time, for their stint, but what
do Is satisfactorily entertaining.

they
,

..Band opens with swing arrangement, of 'In' ..a Little. Spanish Town''
and then give's out with Take It
Again' providing opportunity to several members of the band for solos.
Tommy, "Morgan,' new voealistrciicks-

with

Singing

of

'Nevada,'

'You'll

Never Know", "and "All .Or Nothing
At AH' and had to beg off. .Band
gets hot with 'No Name Jive' and
Eugenie Baird pleases with vocals,
of 'It's Always You' and: 'Don't GetAround Much Anymore' to good
palm whacking. Band also J gives
good musical support tp the three
acts spotted between band's special•

:

.'„

ties;...

•

'.

'

.

Lyda Sue, 'first, of the- acts, scores
with zippy dance routinie comprising
high kicks, aerial somersaults, twists
and acrobatics to the. tune of 'Star-

,

:

dust.'

I'':'''.-:

Rby Davis' pantomime gets over
in' the. deuce spot.
As recofejs vvere
played over the p.a. systejn of Danny
Kayfe doing a burlesque on 'Dinah';
Cyril Smith singing. The Sow Song!
:

'

'

and Bonnie Baker doing. 'You'd Be
*

Surprised' Davis goes through pahtpmimic motions perfectly synBig.
chronized with the- music-

\hand.
f
Carroll and Howe, standard comedy team,, kept 'em laughing in the
closing' frame. Team has some: new
comedy patter that is okay: Balanceof act .Same as before, with Jean
Carroll's impression of Louis Armstrong's trumpet playing a highlight
Mory.
of the act.'-'. Went over big.
.

.

•

i

Before,'. 'Moonlight, and Cocktails,'
.'Don't Sit- Under the Apple Tree
and 'I've Got a Gal in Kalamazoo.'
They, follow up with. 'Johnny Zero,'
'Jukebox. Saturday Night,' with four
male voices putting in impersonation of the Ink Spots and Johnny
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Indianapolis, July 10.
Ted Fio- Rito Band, Gloria Van,
Beatrice Kay, 3 Claire Sisters. Neal
Stanley; 'Sherlock Holmes in Wash
»nntou r (U).

Ted Fio

with his band but
wessed by the addition of 'four meiv
from the1 Krupa organization, is
making a .'slick impivssion on his
"Vst appearance' here
several
in
Rito,-

.

years..

His music, keyed to" the
Piano and on the mellow side, has

:

.

'

Opening with a swing arrangeMoon' orch follow; with 'Dark
featuring

and yellow
which result

purple

lighting,

L. A.

-

-

ment

ORPHEUM,

here always gets a kick out of' CPllins on the trumpet, especially when
he plays 'Sugar Blues."
Following a lively curtain raiser:
Washington, July 8.'
by the Resener band, the Balabanow
Ladies at Arms, Arnaut Bros.,
Duo make a pleasing musical im- Capella
& Patricia, The Roy-y'ettes,
pression with a variety/of tunes on a
Jo Lomburdi's House Band; Eileen
set of accordions, including two they
RUter;
'Back'yround
Danger'
to
claim to be the smallest in the
Davis
adding apeing of Harry world.
They vary their routine (WB).
Wiridup is The
James' trumpet.
with some .dance steps. The girl's
Show pays tribute to the women
Strip. Polka' with singers bowing put
tap-toe number is first rate.
services
and
combines
a fashVocalists
of
additional* encores.
of
the
Prince and Princess Sclandia comshow up well on the stage and bine their dancing with a sense of ion display with good-entertainment.
To -cheer up the distaff side, it opens
beauty as well as- good pipes; and
"humor "by. demonstrating the light
.'know how' is added' by femme fantastic as it might be tripped by with three heart-throbbing males in
uniform seated in the. orchestra: pit.
member, Marion Hutton.
ranging
several
famous people;
Seaman Williamson sings 'Night and
from-Garbo and Stbkowski to Hitler Day' with plenty of gusto. LieutenWalter Donahue ant Tipton plays 'Sugar Blues' on a
and a blonde.
registers well with his loose and lim
hot riimpet, then reprises the chorus
ber dance steps, amusing stories and vocally, while the ladies sigh. Chief
Washington, July 8.
Henny Youngman, Mitzi May fair, pleasant, easy-going style of singing. petty officer. Bill Schallen .then
Siemon, in his regular turn, does steps to the mike -for 'It Can't Be.
the Gibsons; Ed Harris, Carol Gould,
featuring
a
Lynn Allison,' Art Brown, Sam Jack some slick Ventriloquism
Wrong:' Youths are all lookers and
Kaufman's House Orch; 'Youngest spot; of double talk in which he and present a' snappy, appearance in:
his dummy alternate lines in singing white uniforms.
Profession'. (Af-G).'
Clarice McCleerey
popular songs.
Lt. Barbara. Smith steps from ber
Mitzi Mayfair steals the show this makes sweet music of 'You'll Never hind the trailers and introduces the
week, and not. with her dancing. Know' in a return, engagement as WACS, WAVES, MARINETTES and
Biz was SPARS in bOth their service and
Youngster gives a touching account vocalist With the band.
Corb.
of her 37,500-mile trip to. entertain okay, when caught.
dress uniforms, winter and summer,
the boys overseas and the Thursday
explaining, the emblems arid signiflV
audience
couldn't
get
afternoon
cance of the insignia. Girls are okay
K. C;
enough of it. Talk is well contrived,
as eye-fillers and know how to
9.'
with a dash of sentiment and some
model. Act is tastefully presented
City,
Kansas
July
For this she
-well-inserted laughs.
Major Bowes Amateur Unit, with with music and lights and has an ofgot. a rousing hand and encored with
Elie.
human beings.
Raymond Kretser, Two Cats & ficial touch, since it Is presented in
It
an extra- tap dance.
Chick, Mack Sisters (2), Luther cooperation with the services.
emcees the Johnson, Lynne Hayes, June Wilson; ought to stimulate, women recruiting.
Henriy You.ngman
show, which gives him an opportun- Frank Miller, Da-ue Wallace. Tower Roxyettes then come on for a gun.
S. F.
coached by
ity to deliver two cameo monologs;
Orch uiith Jaclc Parks; 'Song of drill, in which they wereMarines.
It
nonchalance,
with
of
the
U.
S.
Youngman works
a sergeant
San Francisco, July 8.
Texas' (Rep).
is more or less anti-climax after seeShaw & Lee, Jimmy Cash, An- and while' some of his material is
Eileen
thony, Allen & Hodge, Val Selz, Ro- tobasco for family audiences, they
Tower stage is taken over by ing the military sisters, but
maine & Bobbette, Walt Roesner's liked his breeziness. Worked with latest edition of the Major Bowes Ritter as captain puts the girls
House Orch (15) and Helene Huyhes the string section of: the orchestra ams, who are seen and heard in an through lively paces.
". . ',
nis nuuic.
fiddle.
wnn his
for
or a satirical bit
on with
Regular features of the vaude
,
/„-•„ -,_:„.,«„
„ ATri Hr,
of
Line; /Pilot No. 5' (MGM).
c
fo
c
Arnaut Brothers
41r^aJ^n.the.stage this.Keejd
:? ' n n
an rno°vel?v
novelty Show includes the
hoofing, gabbing and
fiddling and love
with fancy white coats for a neat- ffluster
en- with their trick
Warfiold's current bill is easily appearance. Carol Gould, M-G Star- numbers. It all adds up to an
birds imitation. Capella and Patricia
one of the best that has held down let, has a repertoire of songs of dis- tertaining presentation of average offer three ballrOom routines with
this stage since v'audcfilm policy tinction, closes- with. 'Johnny Comes amateur talent.
their best a Mexican paprika. RoxyAfter theme by the house orch, ettes close show with a number feawas installed months ago;. " Several Marching Home' with baby spots
m.c. and
Show runs 55
turing sequin fans.
standouts give the customers their which, bathe her. in the national col- Lloyd. Jones takes over as
for a
minutes >and Is interesting, all the.
money's worth, particularly in com- ors. Ed Harris does some tricks and brings on the Mack Sisters
Second spot goes way.
fast tap routine.
".
Arke.
gets music out of a mouth organ.
edy.
Frank Miller, boy soprano, who
to
The GibSohs offer some spectacuIf there is anything that Val Setz
'You'll
Call'
and
'Indian
Love
sings
and
throwing,
can't do in the juggling. line he gave lar knife and hatchet
voice.
no indication of it here.- And his' Lynn Allison solos in front: .of the Never Know' in. a pleasing
who
is Dave Wallace,
Next
on
runs
tp
organlog
Art
Brownls
band.
is
patter
comedy
steady stream of
Minneapolis, July 10.
_
liv el y banjo—to—tunes—of. "
equally as slick. Hetz does the In- Satirical -lyrics, with the femmes and plucks a
Woody Herman Orch : (16) with
Street Rag' and .'My Gal
credible with balls, clubs, and coins,, the males divided for his choruses,. Twelfth
Billie Ropers and 4 Woodmen, Winilc
Sal,' the latter in old T time and .then
much to the uproarious satisfaction Impromptu jam session Of the -Kaufft Mae, Paul; Wlnchell; 'Salute for
man' melody makers is best for its in swing-time. rhythm. Lynne Hayes Three' (Par).
.of the audience.
audience at conies on for a scries of impersona-.
;Anlhonyi Allen & Hodge go into brass section.' Capacity
show gave them a big lions. She does take-offs on Bonnie
a smooth adagio when they come on late afternoon
Jumping here from California and.
"
Arkc,
Baker, Ella Loi<an. Yvette. Carmen
stage, but soon give it a switchorbo hand.
opening a day late, Woody Herman
Miranda and Beatrice Kay.
to a burlesque of the real thing that
orchestra, with several new men
June Wilson, -shapely blond, is on
gets
is clever, comical, and which
in the line-up arid with no chance
N. Y.
for an acrobatic tap routine
next
first
over big.
Sarah which is okay. She begged off after for rehearsal, did a bangrup mu(18)
En rl Hincs Orch
"Hand balancing routine of HoWoody
Rhythm three bows. Two. Cats & a Chick." show. If anything, the more
solidly
maine & Bobbette, couple of person- Vaughn, Billy Ekslein,.
sical emanations land
Kendall (3), At flus- the standout of the bill,' give, out
able acrobats, is far out of the run- Broini; Kay &
always
been
they've
thah
ever,
arid
Ganyster' (Rep).;
with such pops as 'Taking, a .Chance
of-the-mill of such acts.' They per r ter; 'Gentlespot." What's more imon Love.' 'As Time Goes B,y,' 'You're socko in this
form with ease and precision.
Herman, with a- keen show-^
Summer heat and lack of air con- a Sap, Mr. Jap/' and. close with a portant;
Shaw: & Lee get quite, a hand with
manship eye; has chosen a succesditioning fail to affect the s.r.o. patriotic medley. Juves particularly sion of sure-fire numbers which
their comedy routine, including con
Harlem
the
ate
up.
pack
it
which
crowds
siderable hand fumbling.
generate, continuous audience enHincs- is mar.Next-to-closing goes to Raymond
Jimmy Cash, radio warbler, sings house when. Earl.
Including two' additional
week Hines again Kretser, who specializes in sound ef- thusiasm;
okay but without a great deal of quoe'd'.': This
stage acts; the show- runs 50'minutes.
that his popularity is fects.' He runs the. gamut of farm
conviction on the stage,. The audi- .'demonstrates"
Yet much ctitertairinioiit Is packed
merit rather than on animals and finishes with a sound
ence was lukc warm, as he chanted based oh solid
that period arid pace is fast. \
into
for the picture of New York harbor in a
This Is Worth Fightinfi For,' You II the stubholdcr's. sentiment
becau.-e ot the arrangeProbably
Boat whistles were okay.
..Wopdy's handling of
Never Know' and 'As. Times Goes loiicjime favorite. engagement here fog.
Luther Johnson* Negro baritone, ments arid
his second
Iti
'.
thciri, the band actually succeeds in,
By.'
bandleader con- closes with 'Without a' Song' and
It's
Helene Huf.'hes puts her line girls since April the
making
jive sound musical.
entire
Then
'comSarah
.'God's Country.'.'vocalist:;
offer
to
listt-nable even for- those who usthrough a fetching precision tap tinues
customary
fOr
the
on
click
who
comes
panyEkstein,
Billy
and
ually find it uiip;ilatable. Six brass,
tUinco oh miniature staircases., .An- -Vmigl.n
smooth deliveries, finale.
other lino number that has appeal \olidly wHh their
five saxes, four rhythm and Herman
'capacity-. .at. oil opening
of- stagone
is
•Biz.near
change
not;ible
familiar
The
is n Dutch dance against the
.(Continued on page 94),
Earl.
trick day shows.
background Of windmills and tulips. ing, llii/v.jjocs in heavily for:
-
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just enough jive in it to hold the interest of the younger set, which appreciates his '.One O'clock Jump' as
much as the oldsters like his 'Nola.'
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Cifford. who has been around in
county, have- siio'wii'.a sllafpwith
Cantor's
Business.!
'Show
legit musicals and radio program's,
v
-th.is year.
(Ta»rntirp RnhriO
JDinah Shore. -Which 'goes into pro;J.»lnu;y, l.'nna -0"iv
July 1 Was ;lhe deadline- for a|ipli- flashes a pleasant baritone. .A. conduciion next
(ii'iH WiMlHlUJi
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LEGITIMATE

PtfRitifr
Riaho and Supreme

Verdict Vs. Standby

Legit Producers

Agencies Penalized

May Be Cited by N Y. Mgrs.

Musicians

Michigan'* aupreme court handed-f
a decision concerning unneces-

down

may have

sary labor that
ijons on

repercus-

As Ticket Scalpers
Rialto ticket agency, N. Y., headed
by Harry Shack, has been suspended
from doing- business in legit theatre
tickets for a four-week period^ most,
severe punishment meted out by the
legit code enforcement board,- com-

<

WIRTZ BURKE GOING

1

Broadway.

Case was that
Detroit, house

.

of a ieg't theatre in
being required to "hire six musicians,

although the management .contended
only straight plays were to be presented and- no musjc- was desired or.
needed: Court': ruled that the theatre management, could, not be forced
to use the orchestra, insia lied at the
demand of the musicians' union In
situation. "
'

an 'or else'
Decision was' dated early In April,
but for some unexplained reason It
was. kept: under coyer and. the text
of the ruling was not received in
New York until last week. Story
on the matter appeared in the drama
section of the Sunday til) Times,
bylined- by- Jack Gould, who sometimes bats for the theatre department, but- is assigned to radio. Implied that Michigan labor interests'
sought to keep the, case sub-rosa,
while it is indicated that certain the.

INTO LEGIT PRODUCTION

posed. of .managers: (League of NewArthur M. Wirtz, co-presenter of York Theatres) and 'Equity people.
Shack was among, the; several:
Stars on Ice,'.. Center, Radio City,
brokers called in recently to explain
and William H. Burke, managing di- overcharging, for pickets to several
rector of the show, are reported, en- hit shows. His case' was postponed
tering the Broadway legit produc- because of alleged illness. Monday
tion field.
While they-are-s aid-to he admitted char ing more than th e
allowed 75c premium and, because
favor several scripts, '•' comedy
he 'confessed,' escaped a 'stiff 'fine.
called 'Red Tape'
slated to be
One. other agency. Supreme, had
been set down for two weeks,, but
their debut show.
It was written
by. Charles Grapevvine, farceur, who the result of the checking-up on
-

.

'

agencies' indicated there is not as
much gypping as reported: consider-,
ing the unusual number of standout
attractions on Broadway.
Understood that some -hotel ticket
stands are exacting about double the
boxofflce price- for' 'Oklahoma' (St.
James),and'a couple of other shows,
evidently taking a chance that there
will be no complaints because of the
abnormal demah
among theatre-

has been on the Coast for years.
When the Wirtz-Burke' show plans
became, talked about, at least one
picture outfit expressed interest in
participating.-

is not looking
backing and doeB not propose
taking on- partners In their produc-

tions.

.

,

Both

Chicagoans

are

have

and

York- were of. been active in various phases of
atre interests in
the mind to table the ruling until show business, Ice revues being
They are
such time; they could spring it on their leading ventures.
.event
of a dis- also, teamed in. handling the Chicago
in
unions
the
theatre

goers.

.

Stadium
and
other .. mid western
arenas,
with
accompanying i c e
Shuberl Lafayette in 'Detroit was
hockey interests in Detroit.
The
Testified that early in
Wirtz-Burke
-'outfit has also presentthe evening of Oct. 13, 1941,' the muunion demanded that six ed a; circus annually at the Stadium;
sicians'
James
Norrls,
a
Chicago
'millionaire
When
be placed' in the pit.

Cissie Loftus, 67,

-.

Dies in N.Y. Hotel

'

has; a large block of stock in
Is Wirlz's

Madison Square Garden,

.

.

Mike Todd

sympathy, so Nederlander
signed a contract for a pit bunch
after being advised he. must do so
or cancel the show.
Court's Decision

strike

in

its~decision the court, declared
the present' case defendants'
objective was to compel plaintiff to
employ musicians which it. did not
In

..that 'In

.

need or desire! Such objectives invaded plaintiffs right, to conduct its
business without unjust interference and its right to the free flow

All Set to

Go

'Ghost',

this fall

and

is

man

in liquor

Miss Loftus,

virtually set, attack.

'Ghost In the Woodpile,' by
Gypsy Rose Lee. is slated for the
go.

Plymouth, Aug.

her

.

who was tops
impressionists
developed
abroad and one of .the: most -versatile. Women on the
stage, was 67;
Reported cause of death was a- heart'
life.

'Hayrjde' and 'Catherine
Mike Todd is parlaying three,
to

in

among

>

shows

Loftus

continued over-indulwould endanger her

that

actress

gence

With 3 Shows:

;

Cissie'

the ^Lincoln hotel, N.. Y.,
(12) was .not unexpected.
She.' had been ill periodically and
physicians, had warned the English

made because 1he Cass and Wilson
(Detroit), also, devoted to dramas,
each had' an orchestra of six.' Stagein within an hour of
curtain time and said they would

Passing- of

room at
Monday

principal backer.

hands stepped

George

S.

During a 10-year period Miss
Lotus was' in retirement,' punctuated
when brought into a London court
on the charge of possessing nar.

Kauf-

will stage,

The Herbert and Dorothy FieldsCole Porter, musical, 'Mexican Hayride.', tees of Sept. 20. 'or

.

cotics, she told a pitiful ...story to
the judge, .slating-; that she .first resorted to sedatives, because of pain

thereabouts

at the Imperial,' and' the

much

up

.

week.'-will have on attendance.'
'Time Will Tell.' satirical farce It, is hoped that the average playby Katriiia Van Hoorebeck, went, goer will take the pay deductions in
rehearsal
into
last
week- under stride, but, even if business drops, it
author's direction and will be .-jiven should come back quickly, in Ihe
'showcase' proem at the- Chantiin judgment of those who have given
Playhouse, N,; Y;, latter pari of the the matter attention.
When the 5% Victory Tax,
ich
__
_.
.inonlh.
Cast: comprises. :th6se previously has been absorbed by the new pa^yr
efTect",
signed for a strawhal in Yulan, as-yoiiTgo plan, went
last

:

.

:

.

•

—

:

.-'.'.

,".

:

'

.

which

was

•subsequently

called offfincluding
Doris Milz, George

Johnny .Hayes,

Y.,

•Ni'

Van

'

Scuder',

Mary Egan. Helen Connors, William
Huggard, Thomas Purdy.. William
Maxson and Madelyn Levere.

Broadway box

office

rially, affected/.

JJpper floor business,,

was

mate-

not;

however, gradually picked up and,
because of that,
is believed that
theatregoers will similarly react to
ihe new tax, although it miiy take
longer,

'Army Play By

Play' Will

B 'way Run

Get Regular

At $3.30, Plus Road Tour

Sunday ill) was the first day. thatcould have been affected.- by \ the
withholding tax, but attendance iheii
was; 'hardly a criterion, for there are
only .six shows now playing on thai
clay.
Several were not afTected and
reported oei-y good business. ;
.

.

Another indication that lower salaried groups will mostly be affected
diers, which were performed tor one by the 20% deduction, is '-to be had/
performance at the 46th Street,' in the theatres the'mseiyes.' There
N. ..Y:, last. Week-, Will go on as 'a have been .10% deductions, weekly
legitcr at the Beck. July 26.. "-bale- for war bond purchases by virtually
all in the casts and choruses:
Playis for tv/o weeks, but the engagement may be extended. If drawing ers getting the Equity minimum,
the expected' attendance, 11 will be after income arid- bond deductions,
'Army' will be scaled have little left for actual living exsent' oh tour.
at $3.30 top and can gross around penses.
Treasury Department posters back$18,000, most of. which, will be profit,
to be devoted to the Army Emer- stage explain that the 'deduct'
merely paying the income lax
gency Relief fund.
When the playlets we're, first advance.
shown, tickets were sold, for as much
as $1,000, and the proceeds on the
approximately $100,000 gross went to
Circuit
the Army and Navy Club. Playlets
were then shown to President Roose :
to Close
velt at Hyde Park and the chjcf
executive said the. general public
should have an opportunity of: seeing,
Stagehands'
the show. Understood that through
William Brandt and Jules J. LevMaj. Gen. Thomas A. Terry, in enthal .are folding the Windsor,
charge of the Army's Second Service Bronx, and. Audubon, on. upper.'
Command, the soldier-actors .have Broadway, N. Y., leaving but two
been 'frozen'. to the tasks' ot appear- theatres' on their subway stock 'cir'Play, by Play' is
ing in the show.
cuit: Decision to close the two houses
the result of a script: writing contest was made Monday (12) after failure
among soldiers conducted by John to iron out the dispute with the
Golden, who, with the Service Com- Theatrical: Protective Union, Local
mand, will present. the show again. -. 1, over the number of stagehands
However, the business end of 'Play to be employed.
by Play' will be handled by Col.
Windsor bows out of the circuit
Charles F. H. Johnspn and A. L. after. Sunday night's (18) performBerman, that going for the; Beck date anc e, of 'Without. Love,' .starring
.

.

'

i

'

who

SHOWCASING

Y.

bounced

quicker than usual after the Fourth
of July., but show-' circles are how
vvondering what. effect the 20ri withholding tax, which went into effect

.

pute-

T. Neder.lander .replied that there Was no need for
the musicians, the_i|nion delegate
.said that an exception could not be

GET N

'The Army Play- by Play. ^consisting of five sketches written by sol-

.'the plainti

menmanage/ David

roadway

'TIME WILL TELL' WILL

.

for

Effect

Of 20% Tax Hike, But Okay So Far

.

Staled, however, that

the -new legit conibo

New

Wary on

91

Mae West accompanying

.-'

:

:

':.'.

'

:

.

Two Subway

Due

Houses

Tiff

To

.

.

:

,

a
premature birth.
Sentence was suspended.
The Actors Fund has taken care
of Miss Loftus from time to time,
for, although she earned big money,
defendants argue that
-'In effect,
it slipped, through her fingers.
Re :
,1he stagehands' union. amr-the-musicently- she-called .in a physii
probable tour. That—duo
.cians' union had the right to strike
without informing the Fund of her" teamed in front of the house activi- Constance Bennett, while the Auclubon folds Aug. 1 with the same bill.
and to do. peaceful picketing. We
condition, but (he fact of her final
ties. during the Broadway run and That leaves the Flatbush, Bropklyn,
do not deny them, that right in the
illness leaked out.
tour of Irving Berlin's This Js thf and the Adams, Newark, as the two
ney.
accomplishment of a legitimate labor
Curiously enough it was only be- Army,' which netted several millions remaining houses on the circuit,
•Ghost'- will emphasize a no-hame
objective.
However,' we dp deny
tween engagements that Miss Loftus to Army Emergency Relief, while which, up until three weeks ago', also
cast, although Todd- is dickering with
them the right to combine for the
was indisposed and there is no rec- the picture version of the Berlin included the Central, Passaic, N.' J.
Patsy Kelly and Chick Chandler.
purpose of using such lawful methVictor Moore and. William Gaxton ord of. the former star missing per- revue is expected to net upward of Latter house was dropped because
ods to obtain an unlawful labor obwind up in 'Hayride' after all, formances. -Daughter of English $4,000,000 to the same fund.
may
Occasional shows
of poor business.
jective.
Bobby Clark yaudevillians. she went on the stage / Principal outlays by. the. fund is have also been booked by Levenreported
although
'We are convinced that under the might carry, the comedy load after at the' age of 15, giving imitations colli advanced: to soldiers' young thal into Boston and Philadelphia
facts and circumstances shown by negotiations
with the team fell of performers and prominent per- wives who are expectant mothers houses after completing the subway
the record, plaintiff's manager was through. Their RCA-Victbr .negotia- sonalities,
she was an- instantane- and in need of financial aid. route.
Induced by duress, coercion and tions for a. radio commercial is an ous click. First week her pay ap- Amounts advanced to the wives is
Brandt, who operates the Windsor
proximated $25. but. it. was -not long said to be between $175 and $300.
business compulsion to sign the con- element in the Todd musical deal:and Audubon, charged that 'unrea'
before, the kid mi
tract' in question.'
'was gelling
Col. Johnson stated that Berlin is sonable' demands were made.by the
$1,000 weekly.
largely responsible for the solid local stagehands' union to put addiDetroit union officials claimed that
Mae West Goes Russe
For years she was in legit shows financial condition of the fund and tion men on the payroll. Solly Perthe Lafayette, formerly used for picHollywood, July 13.
tures, had been opened for- the purMac West is going Russian in her oyer here and during the past sea smilingly conceded Ihe composer nick, business agent for the stagepose of continuing 'certain labor dis- own way in her. own play, 'Catherine son appeared in a. road company of could be considered as godfather to hands, claims that the local had alputes originating .in
New York Was Great,' with Mike Todd pro- 'Arsenic and Old Lace.' At the turn the infants of any number of soldier- ready made numerous concessions lo
between theatre managers and br- ducing the semi-historical drama oh of the century, Miss Loftus turned fathers.
Brandt and denied that the local
to comic opera and then the drama.
ganized unions of musicians.'
was unreasonable in its demands.
The Broadway next November.
Shuberts are supposed to have inPcrnick pointed out the agreement
Todd shoved off for New York Over there she succeeded' Ellen
Sir
in
appearances with
spired the. court, proceedings, al- after closing a contract to star the Terry
'JANE EYRE'
for stock offerings, under
cabled
though only Nederlander is specifi- actress in her own conception of the Henry Irving, and over here one of
which a minimum crew of six men
cally mentioned.
He. denied there Russian Empress on the stage.- Cur- her earlier successes, was iri 'If I Sylvia Sidney-Luther Adlrr Starrer is permitted, and not Broadway pres-ft. That
Tr
was.any such purpose in opening the rently Miss West is doing. 'Tropi Were King,' with E. H. Sotherfl
entations.
Cited among the laller
to. Play Key Cities
- » -le it^c-user^tHmfflg-- onn a -/ .o^'M on^sUMJc^-p rl J ire it -blait was written -by. Justin "Huntley
s how s were "Th e Eve of St. M ark*
fa ye tt e'
g
...^...v„- 'whom
<...w._*1 she married and
~
McCarthy,;
lhat $10,000 had been expended in Columbia.
Although originally whipped into 'and The .'<?or-n;Tls7"Green;' curienf"'"
later divorced. Play was made into shape 'for. a brief, summer- tour of bookings, and the forthcoming tour
rehabilitating the theatre and. adverthe operetta. 'The Vagabond King,' the Atlantic Coast circuit, ''Jane of 'Cbunsellbr-at-Law,' which opens
tising the coming attractions.
currently revived at the Shubert, Eyre,', starring Sylvia Sidney and July 27 at the Flatbush.
It is possible that, the Michigan
.'
".
'/
N. Y.
Luther. Adler;- has been booked by
decision ..will, be used by managers
Miss Loftus was a 'favorite .on producer J. J. Lpventhal- for 'i\a exbn Broadway next season in con- IN
HARRIS'
American -"big-time' vaudeville tensive tour of key cities which may
the
nection with hiring men as required
Inaugurating what may become an:
imieraof
femme
-during
the
stages
keep the ; show out through Ihe
by the musicians' union. If a phonoannual event, friends and assoAbout .10 years, ago she was summer' into n'ox l fiill. Show thus
tators.
graph disc with any recorded music
ciates pf the late" Sam H. Harris, in'WORLD'S'
engaged in Hollywood studios and far has been the most profitable
is played during the performance of
cluding, many of the top people in
films;
dozen
launched on- Lcvcnthai;s subway
For the second time since. Lindsay
« straight, play, the house -must put show business, gathered' at Dinty was cast in half a
and Crouse have Been divvying the
on four musicians for the duration Moore's restaurant,. N: Y.. Thursday
One of her va'ude triumphs was. circuit.
.-play,which profits of 'Arsenic -anti.- Old LaceRevival, of the Bronte
of the engagement;. Managers dethe Palace. N. Y., in. 1923, a re(8). to pay tribute to the producer's at
'Y.) during the two arid
Her concluded its lour of the. Atlantic iFiiltoh,
clare lhat is linneedeci labor.
Last memory. Approximately 100 turned appearance after retirement.
Philadelphia one-half years of its existence, there
in
houses
season ihe 'stagehands sought to -lift
act was scheduled for 20 minutes Coast
out.
ilO); begun its .scrips of was no monthly melon-cutting. Profit
the; minimum of a fo'ur-ma,n crew for
The get-together, marking the secy but- the audience would not let her Saturdayone-set crews ..16 six, deckhands. ohd anniversary of Harris*, death, leave the stage and she entertained non-circuit booj^ings at, the National for June was slight and it. was de-'
Managers resisted; contending that which occurred July 3, 1941 was for A solid hour. Her impressions theatre, Washinjton. Monday <12). cided to keep that coin in. 'reserve,
there isn't even enough work to
Sir Harry Lauder. Nora Baycs and then, goes \o the Cassi Detroit, in: case, there are losing weeks durin the nature of an informal party, of
Understood that
ing the slimmer';:
Keep (he four required heads of de- with no speechmaking, but high- and Irene Franklin wore regarded for a possible summer i'un.
'Arsenic' has never played it) the
partments busy, Union dropped'thc lighted
among as incomparable. Several years ago
reminiscences
by
red during the Fulton date..
'«lca.
Miss' Loftus "reverted to imitations,
About the same time the those in •attendance about Harris.
'Trio'
Sabinson-6
Laiigh show/ will go to the road
at the
scenic artists' ''union' aimed to install
A brochure titled- "Last Words to giving Sunday night concerts
'Conn
again, being dated to open in WashLee S.ibinson. producor
Vanderbilt.
a touch-up man
backstage, under Sam" and containing the text of the Lyceum, -N. Y.,' and Jhe
.pliinnirifi
iht'ton.: Aug. ^3, with Boris KarlofI
-Miss Loftus was married 'to. Dr. tcrattack' the pasl season.
^veekly pay for the run of the play. tribute paid by Arthur Hopkins at
That idea was sidetracked also, man- the. funeral of Harris.- was distrib- A. H. Waterman of Chicago in 1920, a jgrorluclion of Trio.' bai'.'d on the again in the' lead.
'Tomorro.w the World'. will declare
in divorce; nuvcl by Dorothy Baker.
^ »ficrs insisting that there would be
uted to those present... The, mcmonal but, that union'tclsb ended
'be its third dividend. o£ .profits' this
Tr;
xiMii productionnothing for. a scene Painter to do for was "arranged by Hopkins '-arid Joey A son. .John. Peter Bar/ic Waterman,
v.f ck.
Divvy -will be 'about- $12,500.
finnhccfl by W;irncr Bi'" :
a- London mammr-i", .-u/vives..
months at a. time, if then.
'Levins.

We are satisfied that
defendants' purpose was to accomplish an. unlawful labor objective.

or labor/'.

.

show, 'Catherine Was Great.' written
by. herself, and to bring Miss, West
back to Broadway, will probably go
into the Royale in November..
The Fieldses leave for Mexico City
Friday 116) and Todd may accompany them. Porter is going to the
Mex capital from Hollywood.' Hassard Short may. also make the jour-
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'Barnstorming'

The Two

cimsitlerihu: the

well,

iinnally

Mrs; Carrolls

~-

poor

She has an e;i\v
at hand.
U;uv,n. .fitly '.».
tinnv' piTsi'iice and K<ii»d se.n.-'i' of
There ought lo. I;c ;<" part
-'•"f.t:i:i:«t!'.11
ihc right, kind. iif play 'fur her In
;'i

New

'

;

tn:ili f ial

r
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talent.

when

-

'

0W

make

the gradp

more'

>n'

Setting'

is

Slate

Builtfiiu;,-

com-

"rw, ..i.iii-.ly
ln'l

;

in

K::au

liii!-'.^

.1;>

I*:

;i't

'
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.

,
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,
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.

To
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:

both./the in-

heeded

material

obtain'

'for

production
the 'proving. plant! in
II
is. along'
this year.
lines,
but lacks', the the N.'.'v; metropolitan area and later
author-aclor. ,'who inalje.rihem. available to all. parts of'
this
might have done sojiiclhiiig^ with- he country; t he ar-nied forces.: to the
such, a dangerous pieniise.. Daiiger- Red Cross'.and for: preseiltafioii-evcn.
•ous because the 'hero' is a cad, 'who:
on shipboard. the. Wing is sponsoring
has no compunction about slea'ling

Coward

Noel

genius-' of

-

i

1

a. national contest for songs,- sketches
and one-act plays, which will continue until Sept.' 1. with prizes in the.

his wife's fur coat and pawning it
to use the money on another woman
in .Paris. .True he has' many' attractive qualities. bill .there is always
the .shadow of his total lack of"
scruples.
There is nothing to lead Up.. to
with, such a pivotal character. It is
a- slender tale, well handled and

.

in

the
the

of attempted homicide vCas
enthusiastically received here.
Victor-Jory; as the artist, handles
»:rolc that requires a combination
of tenderness and menace and he
clicks on botli -counts. Stiuno Braggiotli -reverses his Held froril previous- heavy parts and plays compelently a conservative cx-fiaiice ofThe. artist's wife. Irene. Worth lends
polish as the feminine allure that
weans Jory from his spouse and
Michelette Burani. makes much of an
Balance
elderly French maid role.
of cast adds capable support.
Reginald Denham's staging makes
capital of everv chill and is on a par
Retirement'
in
'Ladies
own
his
'with
of a few seasons back. Physical end
of the production- receives excellent
treatment' frOni the' hands ot Frederick Fox. with two colorful set-

shadow

.
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although 'dulTiTg' :the 'recent bond
drive. 413- actors, and speakers weie
enlisted in a single week, with Vera
Allen directing the .activities 6f the

•

been put on
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Given -a rewrite and personal staging by Phil Dunning, this riuirder
mystery still doesn't match up. on

:

catching here in
summer stock. Previously used by
Zasu. Pitts' a? a slarring vehicle for
a fiyei- into legit, play- is still tioth.ing .mors thaii a- stereotyped who^^hit,wJ.lhvalLth.e.'farOiliaa'^^..wow

the strength' of

:

'

Itnln-i-ly

h'.li;.*

.

.

.

shortage, -of course;

its

-'--'

—

.

the other' way around.

it's

beeii

of Dorothea Brande. the scribbler.
Publisher of the projected American Bookman, will bi^ -Dagobert
Runes, with Joseph T. Shipley
lo.
'

:

result of
newsprint -and other n'fatcrial 'short.'
ages.
..
as.-

a

'

.

'

Good News Job

.

Best news transmission -joh in hislory -is being credited to the OWI

.

daily iis)» It. will^bi.called 'To>
day's Birthday,' consisting of cariaccompanied by a
catures each
stick of type.ahent leading personfin-

edili
./of the Digest accept advertising copy.
Understood that the Arabic edition of the Digest will thus be in
circulation before the French- edir
tion.

'

PM's 5-CoI. Makeup

and a half to two inches. Change,
which 'will 'also permit PM to: sell
engraved material lo outside papers
without the necessity- of making. ad-

ture tour.

ditional engravings)fect July 5.

was put

erick,

;/-.-..:

'

}

:

Tv

'•"

of Florida.

Herbext- A;.- Soh-waftii-r Jr; r «P"Hf--lpihe Satevepost oil a special exploitfition .task..- :H« was formerly \yilli
United Press.
/
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1

;

•

'

'

Aben Kandel;

i

.

aiid

'

.

to

,

.

:

'

(

'

.

in'/

from the
-

Coast,,

going to his iucks County farm
the dramatization of
.off

polish:

.

.

one of his novels.

Loruhamah Hale,

'

'

—

;

,

"Miles M. Kaslendleck.
rook-',
iyn Eagle
music crick, married.
Bride is the former Clementine Hall,

info ef-

;.

remain the four-column-a-paee
""''"''

who's

Because of Ihe attention created
by Walter Lippmann's new- book. his
agents rushed him off on a fast lec-

Picture magazine and opinion page
will

:

;

Thayer. the. new publisher, of
Succeeds David Fredtaken a Government'

hiag.

job.

.

(

F.

readable paper, PM, New York's
afternoon tabloid, has switched from
four' to five columns a page, reducing the. width per column from two

:

i

'

Walter. MacDonald called in by
the N. Y. World-Telegram to sit in.
the assistant city editor's chair^"

To give the sheet a livelier asE.
pect and make for a rhpre all-round
Tide

'

J

CHATTER
James Carll to the Coast for the
summer. He's merely writ leu 211
stories in the past four, years.

-

'

•

?

edit.

language

""^' !T
••'tiir^^ei^TESs^ifettoit .-ft**zrr:' 'taBl^ as"'a"6oai d across two InSgP -^e^'""-"'
A.<f
and cliaradlers.
Munlor Miss' (2d Co.)r^Erlanger; cartons of bread. The. backdrop was
presented here, on short rehearsals,
reiinaii'ii Coast Dicker
lethargic pace bogs' down the.'ao Chicago (.14-24).
the constantly,- traveling conveyor
tion to. a walk, with only a transient
'Junior. Miss' (3d Co.)--Colonial, belt. But the recruiting, was 65% ofFrancis p. Brennan, formerly, head'
;
laugh here and "there inching, its way Boslon (14-24).
he audience.- and a repeal perform- of the graphics division of the Oftice,
into, the hokcy doings.
'Kiss and Tell' (2d Co.)— Harris. ance; for" the night shift .-.was re- of War Information, iV heading for
;
Action is set in a theatrical, board-.
"•'.:'
Chicago (14-24.).
quested.. Maximum recruiftng for the Coast in the next 10 days and
live house; with all the figures usiilikely will sel a deal with one of the
'LauRh
Time'
(vaude)^Curran. blood donors has been 90":'!;..
ally associated --with"' this locale on
hand. There's the' retired lady of San Fralicisco 14-24:).
To date, the sketch
mcrica's major 'producers..
vaudeville as the landlady:, a ma'Maid
In
Brennan, who was art editor. ot.
the
Ozarks'
Great Way' has chalked up/the itiost pergician,, a hooter, a couple of-acrobats
Northern, Chicago- (14-241.
-Fortune, maeazine.for many years, is
formances—
108..
'Yog
Give.
What
and' a brokcii-dp'wn Shakespearean
'The Two. Mrs: Carrolls' tryoul.)— •You Got' is/ second with-.C8 in three credited- with many innovations in
icener.v-X'hewcr.
Into thi>- house
months. '.New. -Recruit", and "Seaside the/art field both for Time, inc., .and
comes Zasu Pitt's as aiv upslate soiii- Forrest. Pljiladcl'pbia (14-24).
v
'Without Lover (stock)-^Windsor. Porch." perennials, have 22 apiece.
the OW1.
slcr who; with her sister, has been
liahded lliv inheritance of a private Bronx (14-18); T^albush, Brooklyn
detective- aycn.cy,
A nuirrier has (20-25).
Taylor China's Publicity Chief
been conuriitted and. before the play
..Floyd
.Taylor,
of
the
Wprld-TeleBill
Doll
Inducted
ends, the gals frpiii. the country have
"
graiu.
:,'Y., has resigned .to accept
unravelled Ihe na.<fy business.
Bunkhall Seriously III
situations

of

.

'

With

the hcwsroortis.

:

;

.

oi'it

title

Seward Collih.v Collins, subbegad -'publication
of;
instances here and there of- creative sequently
scribblers going to, br returning 16, American Review.. He's the husband

Now

.

.

.Inliii -Mii-lr.n'l

..l:uii-

.

manpower

the

the

Bookinan is in the works, and likely'
appear in the, fall...' Fuji nanie'.'wiU
be American Bookiiian,. and: like ilj.
Bookman predecessor will be a journal of literary tlie'ory and "criticism.'
Original Bookman expired about 10
jrears' ago. .its' last publisher having,
to

and fo'nirneS, loo. went from Ihenewsrooms to creative writing:- That
was before: Ihe dailies were .hit by
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a single day.
..Recent highlights of the 'Victory
Players' barnstorming included two
performances of the .blood donor
'Corn Is Green*, (stock)— Audubon: sketch. 'You Give
What You Got.'
N.Y.C. (14-18);. Adams, Newark (20- one on the spur railway
tracks at a
25)
Longj Island war plant. It was
'Doughglrls'
Co.)— Selwyn planned to. use a flat- car for a stage
(Jd
)"
.'
Chicago ( 14-24
('Victory Players,' ordinarily uses no
'DouKhfjlirls'
(3d
Co. )—Biltmore props., costumes, stage's
but the
(;
Los Angeles (14-17); Geary, San wheels could not be blocked. Rather
Francisco (19-24).
than risk having actors clutter up
E ve of SI. Mark* (stock )— Fla t - the Ii. I. Railroad,' the stage was
bush. Brooklyn (14-18); Audubon. 'set' oh the tracks proper.
More than
N.Y.C (2-25).
500 workers, breaking for lunch,
Gilbert
and
Sullivan— Adams, walched the performance reluctantly
Newark 114.-18);
at first but/with intense, cumulative
'Good Night Ladles'— Blackstone excitement.- Results: 278 volunteered
Chicago (14-24).
as blood donors oiv the spot.
'Her
First
Murder' Maryland.
Second high spot came -at a beBaltimore. (14-17).
Iweetvshlfts
performance in the.
'Jane
Eyre'— National. -Washing ga'rage^ot^a^bakin^ cp^j«njr The_

li'i».
.

.

-,

New

.

.

'

Jiiiiflilt-

1

,

Players' average, about 200 monthly,

Capitan. Hollywood' (14-24),
."ClaudU'-rGearj',:.-. San. Francisco
U4-17); Biltmore,. Los Angeles (1924)

llalli-

Ih'fairtf,

^1:iryl:i'n'ii
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iliily.
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Ml/.-ks
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itiurti.
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In lli-|iaiKt*liH-nl Uitll \'ii-l«r P;iylia-.li-«linl:4^
l»>'. ..lii.n'i'li
tiPilm::'. jip.iiliw
AtiuiiH)
hii.'I

7'ogulv:

•

Frank Colby. Newark .Stjirr
The fiye. plays; under same til le,
Ledger: 'George Kaufman.' by Kel•'Tljc ;Ari>>X Play-by-Piay" as prescnt-"ley.. Wasliingjon Slar; 'The, Slory of
cd.pn Broadway, is
Koussevits'ky.'.
by .Henr.v Raiich, publication in bookalso skedded for
form by. RaiiBridgeport
P.osi:
'Irving
Berlin.'
dom House. There also, ha-i beeii
Uncle. Sam's' Chief Song Writer. by.
talk of f'llnii'/.alioh of several
Donald B. Wil.lard. St. Lbuis Globe

Reader's Digest cannot obtain Canadian newsprint because df a Canadian wartime regulation banning al- alities in the news:'Abie's Irish Rose'— Lafayette. -Despeakers
and
Harold
Vermilyea
Drawings are by Xavier Cugat,
lotment of material to any newpub(.14-24).
tiioit
sparking the. Sketch Bureau's paiticithe bandsman. "'-."
I'Blackouts of 19*V (vaudel— El jjalion.
As many as .68 speakers have lication carrying advertising. Foreign,
(July 14-25>

.ii-'i'M

('.

li>-

'.''

by

.

Current Road Shows

Hl.ii;i*..r

ill"

.iui.

Tuif'y

—

'

.

•

13.

IK Uni'i' Hrti !•>

•

i

.

1

rov-Me'ry

(

''

;

andering author -'husband
(Henrv
Kendall).
The spirit of Noel Coward seemed
to hover about the entire undertaking. Kendall appears to have adopted
the Coward technj^ue, and. was' at
his best.. Miss de Casalis was brilliant' in Ihp lighter scenes.'
Almost
the -entire cast acted; with undertings.' and Grace- Houston, whose
dress creations brought murmurs Of standing; .But the story lacks form.
fenunes.-.
Jolo.
admiration from audience
.-•'..
Bone.

.-MuviK-i'

t

1

.

Another scribbleiv now in, news- and the Army for. the .speed
wi.ih.
Out. of the contest is expected to paper work is Maude Thomas, novel-,
Which first stories of the. Sicilian in-,
come a variety of material ior use i-t and short story wriler, who's .'vision,
were sent to this country.
in general, morale-building of an in-' joined the editorial staff
pf the Meni- Under a rule set up by General,
spirational character to give dra- phis Press-Scimitar;
Dwight Eisenhower all stories \yere'
matic and emotional force to:, the
Explanation for.'this about-face is
war aims.'. Thus the 'Victory Play- that creative writers aren't doing pooled and every news disseminator
oh this side entitled to their use.
ers' hope to have available sketches, much creating, just now.
or at least
First stories in Saturday night
pertaining to QPA problems., such, as not as nuich as in pre-war times.
(10) were three by .John Guntiieiv
rood, fuel rationing, price ceilings, And wflji newspapers needing
writ- represenling CBS, Reader's Digest
consumer .problems, or sketches on ing help, the road back. is logical.
and' the NANA.
Following day
block leaders, air raid wardens, war:
roughly 25,000 words came from
bonds and stamps, inn 'bullon-upFrench R. p. Stalled
American correspondents via the
y.our lip' security and on child care
French -language edition of Read- OWI and the Army.
and youth activities-..' Through the ers'
Digest, which was- being readied
.Wing's
non-professional activities',
for distribution in North Africa and
New Klnj Feature, Aug- It
cpm'miltoe, iliey'll.be channelled into
in- the predominantly French provevery city and town in the' country.
A. new feature, will be syndicated
ince of Quebec,, Canada, has been
Performances
by
the
'Victory
by King Features starling Aug. 2.
temporarily, stalled

;

Baltimore. July

'.:

i

.

Results

excellent.' character portrayals; in fact every member
of the small cast makes the most of
his material.
Jeanne de Casalis.
looking move orchidaceoiL-i than ever
before, plays: the wife of the phil-

HER FIRST MURDER

i

,

There are .some'

.

.

'

greatly helped by clever dialog and
humorous observations -on life. All
of which isn't sufficient to sustain
interest in the .second and third actsResult, there must be -some drastic

surgery on the script.

1 i

Notable instance is Herbert R.a venal. Sass.' contribber for many years
to the Satevepost and other, leading,
forhi.of War.Bonds. Men and \v6men
mags. As Ihc result o( fervent pleas
in the. armed' services./
\' Workers'sent out by his alma nialer: paper.
and' those- engaged in various, civilCharleston ,'(S. C.) News 8t. Courier..
ian war .activity organizations are
Sass has returned, to the: staff after
eligible to compete.
an absence of .a great many years.

:

mq-

of
n ihe U n ted Slates.
fe
lished in the. Oclobcr issue or Cos',
Articles of inloresl oil BrdacTway;
mopolitaii mag.
Play will be: lie
and the aihii.ie-l.irenl world: include first. ever
published by the mag. fi |.
'Uncle Sam/
s 'a Show Producer,"
lowing decision, by Cosjno "ediuir
by Andrew.
Kelley,- Washington
Frances Whiting that the public
Sthr: -B.aeoit. and 'Kggs' wiih Chariie
large doesn't as yet generally recogClta|)lin .;"b'v .-Jolvii 'Ho barl.: Sah. Frahnize the high quality Qf the. play...
i-isto Clironicle; 'In .the .Ice Business/
writing ema'naf iig from flic cani|)s
Sonja/ Henie As a Career Giri.' by
today and that Cosm'o./witii its overPhil
Kbury',, Xahsas
Cily
Star;all 2;000,poo -circulallo.iv. is. one wuy
•Rhymes to a Radio .Commercial,'
ot lcttiiig the people, know;
':

.

as.

here

q.ivcn

.

:

.

lioii

.

.

:

a high pitch.
As a vehicle for Miss Bert'iier.
plav -is- considerably ort' her beatenpath;-but the Viennestf actress ac-'
credits heVsclf welli despite a '.marked-:
in
inaudibiVily
toward
teiidencv
manv- of her riiore important lines.
This fact is particularly noticeable
id; much of the first act. She projects
considerable personal charm and ex-'.

'

niere haiidfui.

a.

Broadway aiid skedded for a twoLouis Sleyer, assisted by a uhiverv weck
return
engagement
under
panel.
Taken altogether they sponsorship of John Golden,
and Seccorlipi ise
crbss-'sec- 6
a ooilrnali.s'.lic
nd Service Comniaiid > will lie pub.

sily;

.

-

.

:

.rcgulalioiis'and
•I3emb.cral; 'Ethel Merman--Slar and
programs of Goveriiiiieiii agencies
Mother.' by- Helen Ormsbee, N. Y.
change, Additional xsketches are in
Herald Tribune.
preparation for fall prcscnlatioh.
.when llio 'Viclory Players', wi.il be-.Bark to Blixhty
expanded, jutp probably, the fhcatie's
Used to be that newspapermen,
inost' powerful war time instrument.'.

li-

.

.'.

'aticiionce'

thousands or

With a niimber of the sketches. i'e-

revised constantly

:

it 11

:

-The

;c.ol_-_

apartment
might .in-!

.

Loixnon.. July- I.
ih'H'f in i>- hv A. (,;. M^r-

i>l>M

orgalii^atioiis,

.

formation concerned and Ihe' cmolional- approach to the audience have
changed as the war has; deyeioped,
only II) plays are used currently:.
F.veii the current "Sketches must be

V-

.';

both- her lighter- and- dramatic
menis. Her interpretation of
happy wife who -falls under

theatre

leges and. schools-, aiul .in

tired. as obsolete, since

THE FUR COAT
.l.'.iii-:".

Ihroiigit'

.'nriikiV!.

'Pack Up Troubles' In/ CosiW
;
'Pack Up Your
roublcN.' bv pf c
Alficd Goto, one of the live *|>i iv.owinning all-soldier plays presented
recently at a: benefit pei tonnanc;. on
.

•

;

-.

;

tories. in slores. in the- ijiipire

.

.

'

>

I

iiew

thein.- iiii'ludiug llte
1

icltidv

li>
Hi-lfnm
lt.-i iiiiiil
"' t'luui'ili
Plol has. a familiar rins-who.ir.it. iii<7.u.i*. .tiitifdH, -.lulu:
''<'
< m:> hf ni
Aii.h. A*
takes lip llio thread ot the artist who. r'.:.lr(i k'.i;r:ih:im.
...... Iitlni
Unn
.\\
paints— and marriesrr-his subjects, .inhtiKiut:
'--Ki'iiihi'.l.
;11i'iir.\
.Mil
y
i>i»uii)i>1«*>
but it deviates somewhat from the 'i'lu'o-liici M-tlliny.
•jiiiii- ii- C..>ui:A'
standard routine' by ,tlie- manner.- in A lliUi' ,A1I-H.-.:.
M.:i«m|»
tVl j
which he attempts ib/ i-id himseir of. livrjt* 'I'liinKiii'...
.-TViv>
Hi':l.v'ii«:
one wife before .taking on another.
It's the ircatiiichi ot.. thijS'- 'removal'This first piny. 01" a deceased au.lhov
thenie that Rives: the play its' sns

flashes of spirit

,

'iniijdiiigS.

Play Abroad

;

numerous

.

Ihe :ilii) aclor-. have, pre.repertory, of 23 sketches,

of

I

imu.iily
i

-lln''

:

'

Dates and 'Shows'

;

11111-

very

';".

'•'
.

cr.ix

•Jiibits

'

.

a

'

rlutiire of the V. S.
iterary: Classics -ha.4 just issued
three volumes, of 'This Is Yp.ur
America,'; a selecliOn. of 135 articles;
ftoin
American newspapers., coni.pileit'by G.iirdon
iiumoiis-and Ralph

.,'

sketch. ,\y ri 1 en . by 'Esther I fa w
U\v.
They r'an'ue Irom nioiuilogs to
20 -m unite sketches.
They've: :been
presei\'le.d to mcii aiitl .wouieh in fac-

.

good.-

early',
li;i'voivi
fully '-.sharpened their
sliicitos and the public -leans loward
-better- break for anything, new.
C-avry'nxi; a mil. lop strong script, af
to'dialog and story, production coin,
bines enough static tricks' and good,
acting to make -it: "mtercslih(j /along.susp.ciiVoVm>>lery- lines^ ..It's Jn J.ll'ie
'Angel Street; goosellcsh catcgor-.'.
a'ji

a

n.iajoriiy

a fair >li;iro of. its.
suiroW'.'-lvHfWIjK* -enhanced
a.rrive-'as
fact- thai- il. "will
.

To date

'

^ciileii.

'

Cv,MX'|)c;il

season- opcnei

".'

'

•
.

Variety

|

bili(Hl.^'iinderl;ikini;s..

by. the

''

;-

'

'

the caVl. KailirynOiviicy>( n\ie laughs out or .the landlady.
and -Frank Laliht(ire .luind'.es the
-i^iile'-'eiid. tit the romance for all it's

easily

London

"

I

Prospects Tor 'Tlu' Tw:) Mis. C'arrolfs"

3

lo

York the storyOf

'

fi-iinl.

!

V'.i'i

i-i-i

rather

and evident

Wiirllt.
idcnlilied'
Kitty' .-Dicrken.[\oiliv local liitie theatre and- radio
acti\ iiy.. plays the second .>-piii'sler
very' handjiy arid: .should be. able to

i....
.-.i i»

I- .-

tt.<-

Tn ( .ii.

:

v.

-.

r;..'>-

.

::v

•

".

'

r'-'

itniin-i.

.-ii

.

her

»n

,)i".''onality
[. the' iv.-t of

(..,,
'

-

1

.;._.';

-»-.

>;

.11

< ;

in

•.'ca>:i

v ii'.^ii
.....-,',

.-'

I.-

.

ol. i\\u\

'•:>

M.nip

1.
.

from pase

Ciintl'niicd

bringing

the rank-and-file
the -thrngs
t!-.irl Aini'i ii'a is lighting for and how
Americans iniisl- ligUt 'Oh the ..lianit

daily.

Town and Country

-assistant- cd of
.mag. wett'

Harvey Weeks, Bride
her editorial .work,

,is

cOnl iiuiing

.',

.

:

.

'

,

Bill Dpli.,,. press

•

All
the / w.k." murder invsterv
familiars are pa va elect in— llie'duinb:
Inspector who dnesn'i .renlove. his'
the Irish cop: Ihe- newspapei'
ninn and- iiie. coroiipr. oi) .the other
end of l-be line. Lights go on and
off and there is a back fire-escape;
•

Oakland.

Cat..

.Tilly

agent for several
h'isf
draft

Broadway shows, passed-

13.

.

,

lial;

.

:

I

too;

.

Some

slight,

romance

is

i(>-

Jected v.ia'a soldier o.i leave and his
toich-singiiig gal. who seems badlv
*
ni.ved.i'up in the kiiring,
,
Miss Fitly handles herself rXcop.

Bunkliali. yeloran ar'.ipr and
who \ya.s jii the George- M.
Coliaii
pfticial
fiiniily.
for
inany
years, is. seriously .'ill al Highland
IfospHal with pneumonia.
'

'

'.
.

i-

nnni/lsMi

nx,
Pcn

'

'

Army.

as.. a

w«' ^n«r
b
1
take a hand
in war
employee of the

"rniiirl'twri

;
„
L,
"'"bor
-

'

NVovk

A my

:

i

.

board-'

F,r\-in

direeioi';

to

civilian,

,

,

i

!

physical ' and is
induction July 29.

c-uVrpni '-.jfliows
'Siiniclhiiig

N

Y.,

Box'.

:

he

tor Ihe Boys.' at Aj.vin,
.

:

:

Y.....for

-

lie is

-Garter.'

Mike

Music
and

Todd,

the P.lay house, N. Y., for

Brock Peinbe'rton.

•

:

.

"
..

married, to actrCss Niua Hill.

.

brought out 'Wrenches, for Wenches,
plugging lhe femhie'defense workers,

•Jllncss of Margaret Leech ii')l exan 'ttppointinent is' publicity jma'npected to -l'et'ard start of a; unique
ager for the. "Chinese, gdverniyiei.r^ 'mag
ive Brili.>ln*i> 'a
designed lb
Around the publicatipn' office,, he.' is belter idci of Ani'erican life; Pub-rated an ace rewrite man. Taylor lication,
due id start in Atfgii^'l.: is to
will shortly leave for Chungking
be called 'Trahsiitianllc,
nd will lie
where he will headquarter..
gotten: out -by Americans fur Ihe
Chungking is the key Chinese city English: only. Miss Leech, widnw- « f so far as .'news coverage, on the' .war Ralph Pulitzer,
andw.ho will, be ths
with Japan is concerned, and the editor, wa.V l)Ospliali>.ed:
la*' week.
number, of war. cdrrespondehts there She wrote last year's.- Pulitzer pi i'-cis steadily .grb'wing.
winning '.'Revcilie in Washington.'
'

.

'

'

for

Among

the
handling are

is-

and -Star and

Janie.' al

slated

jn the. idiom- otSiiiion'^St Schusler's
'A Sense/ of: rlumpusV'for the Itbmefiirmers, Reynal St Hitchcock has

.

.
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)
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LEGITIMATE
Take It'-Stone
Hangup $11,000, Wash. Holidays

93

'Can't

Inside Stuff-Legit
Year-old dispute -between the N. Y. legit producers and the Association
Theatrical Agents. .& Managers appears to be nearing a" settlement'
There were 43 points at issue, not counting the pay increase which was
swarded the.ATAMers by arbitration, but after a huddle last Friday (9)
there were only eight items not agreed upon. Likely that arbitrator Paul
jt Brissehden will be called upon for the. final decisions.
Session's result was about 50-50 between the showmen and the union,
the committee's work being concerned principally with the clarification
Tlie unsettled points chiefly pertain to the dates
of vague phrasings.
when the pay of agents- and managers is to start. ATAM contends that
ils people are not being paid for work actually done because of the outmoded custom in producers' offices. Company managers now go on the
payroll three days before a show opens, but union claims they should
be under salary for two weeks prior to premiere; because required to
be oh the job. ATAM also wants the agents to be under salary for three
weeks before the date of debut, instead of the present rule calling for two
weeks, declaring that publicity people require.: that' '.much time to ready

Washington, July

,

'

material before the

show

opens.

total in nine performances at $1.6r>
top at the National. Theatre
sold

Still

of the Baro'inbie, N. Y., where 'Pal Joey" was playing, for a young
Last week his December-May marriage to Shirley Paige was
chorine^
announced after being kept secret for. IB months. At the time of the ro-

mance, Moore was appearing in 'Louisiana. Purchase/ which played the
Imperial.

wife and stage partner. Emma Littlefield, died June 28,
There are two children from that marriage,
son and. daughter,' the former adopted.
Moore met. his new bride while she was singing in Washington at the
Club Troika. That was in 1940. during the National theatre engagement
of 'Leave It To Me.' She was known as Shirley White and came to the
Capital from Montreal. Moore called her over to his. table aiid told her
to look him up when she came to New York. It was through his. influence that she secured the engagement in 'Pal Joey,' It was then that she
adopted the professional name of Shirley Paige.
Moore's

after

first

a long illness.

:

Capacity With

:

'

•

s

Lr A*)

.

.

Lady in
weeks of

CD

M

at

the

Philharmonic auditorium Saturday
night (10) with approximately $130,000 in the till for engagement. Season tickets were out for anal, holdover week, pushing take up to top
•43,000. Close of the Gertrude Lawrence play, also completed L. A. Civic
Light Opera's sixth annual spring
Biltmore launched fourth and.

week

of

Doughgirls' last night

4G, St.

St; Louis,,

.

.

After playing; more- than a year and a halt on Broadway, 'Junior Miss.'
Grosses dropped recently to a
Majestic, is now on a cut salary, basis.
level where the comedy was operating- on a narrow profit basis and the
slice was agreed. upon with the. idea, of lengthening the run through another -summer:
Deal is Cor two weeks. 'Miss' probably moving elsewhere, leaving the
Majestic tree for rehearsals of The Merry Widow,' which will be' revived
then* early-inr-August.

'

—

'•
-

•

.

week

after winding

up

last

week

with $16,000, helped by special holiday matinee.
'Money Girls.' first production ven-

itb.

ture for II. M. Horkheimer at the
Playtime theatre (formerly Trouprers) off Hollywood boulevard., closed
after Ave days of so-so business!Horkheimer is now rehearsing a new
.show for opening within 10 days;
Comedy is still without title for
.

.

'

Joseph Macaulay and Robert Sha-

fer scored as the elder and junior
Strausses. respectively. This, is the
ninth time Macaulay has: played the

who was

Stanley Harrison,

role.

in

.

original cast on the Toad and here
for the 1940 presentation, also won
the stiibholders with his portrayal of
Karl Hirsch.
Outslahders in supporting roles

debut:

'Murder'-Pitts, 6G,

13.

tre Association's al fresco theatre in
Forest Park. The piece, which was
presented in the local open air playhouse in 1937 and 1940, drawing
more than 156,000 customers. Opened
a one-week stand last night (Monday) with 10,800, largest opening
night crowd in the history of local
enterprise and gross of $4,000.
Gladys Baxter, who played the
original role of countess Olga Baranskaja, arid who is. a strong fa.ve
with the natives, is back for her sole
personal appearance of season: She
was; a solid click. Others who' copped
heavy applause are Anrizia Kurak,
Robert Sharer and Roinolo dc Spir-

.

this

July

The Johann Strauss musical, The
Great Waltz,' has been revived as
current offering in Municipal Thear

1

on "Mrs. Truman Talley's program over WJZ there
were two flyers and a showman, the latter being Brock Pemberton. It was
figured that J. H. Lee'gstra, a Dutch pilot, and Major Alexander P. de
Seversky would give, serious comments, which was correct, so Pemberton
was spotted in between them to inject a lighter touch.
Manager told about being a picture actor for a very brief time, having
been among the three producers in 'Stage Door Canteen.' He said he
stood in front of the. Capitol theatre, where the film is running, hoping
to be recognized, but nary a picture fail gave him a tumble.

Loo Preem

last

H2)

With business building on final seven
days to esUmated $14,000 after catching $9,000 last week. 'Claudia' comes
in Jiily 19 for repeat run of three

Balto

are John Cherry, Gordon Dilworth,
Baltimore, July' 13.
Zasu Pitts in 'Her First Murder." William J. McCarthy, Frederic Peisby Major'RObt. Presnell. given a re- son, Edinond Dorsay and Madeline
write and direction by Phil Dunning, Killeen. Patricia Bowman, ballerina,
ran into bad reception from local who clicked in two previous appear.

ances this season, is keeping right in
the groove with new specialties. The
firew orks and bandstand sets created

crix but managed to draw some
action to the Maryland last week oh
slrenglh of the star's name.
Scaled at $1.65 top. claimed slightly
over $6,000, plenty good for 1,290seat house.

«

around $26,000, which
under capacity at scale.

is

"

by

Wa

t

•bark Eyes,* Belasco (25th week
(CD-1.000;

any

slip

.

.

.

1

.

'-.

'

rated

somewhat

8G,

wure.all profitable with second best
at over $9,500. 'Two Mrs. Carrolls."
with Elisabeth Bergner; this week

189th
'Life With Father,' Empire
week) (CD-I, 062; $3.30). Played nine
times last week and rated around
(

$10,000;

run leader slated

season.

into-

'Room

—

--Rhiladelphia-.. JJaUy_]v!
-."i
Philly's Iwo remaining summer
stage outfits did well last week.- although both dropped a few degrees
under pace, of previous six days.
'Room Service,' offered by the Bucks
County Playhouse in ballroom Of Bcllevno-Stratford hotel, got an okay
$7,000,
about $1,500 under what
-

:

'Without Love' with Constance Benpulled in previous week;.
'Jane JEyre/ in third and final
week here (first one at the Locust,
and last two at air-cooled Forrest),
reported nearly $8,000. plenty profitable.' Revival was highly regarded
here by cri'x and patrons.:
nett,

.Both theatres' have new attractions this week with: 'The Two Mrs.
Carfolls' at" Forrest f<jr two weeks
en route to Broadway, and sale indicative of local', strength:. It marks
stage .debut here of Elisabeth Bergner: Bucks County Playhouse group
at Bellevue has 'Biography' with
Ilka Chase.
Forrest gets 'Corn Is
.

Green' with Ethel Barrymbre on
July 26. BelTe.vue has 'Theatre' with
Elissa
Landi,
'Late
Christopher
Bean' with Pauline Lord and 'Romantic Young Lady' with Maria
•

.

Ousnenska

all

lined

up

for

single

week' stays.
Estimated for Last Week
Jane- Eyre* Forrest (third weekl
'1,800; $1.50)— Off. some bill okayal.
-

(one
Service,'. Bellevue
Okay at
(900; $1.50).

only)

$7,000 which under previous week's
figure of $8,200 established by Con"Stance— Bennett in-J&U.lhout.J^aye^
Ilka Chase in 'Biography.' this week.

—

Kiss' Spurts in Ghi, Hot $17,100

'Oklahoma,' St. James (15th week)
(M-1,520; $4.40). Also played extra
performance; top draw, continues to
standee attendance; quoted at $33-

-

600.

•Rosalinda,' Imperial (37th week)
Got around $21(M-1.450; $3 JO).
000 which was up from takings p.revious week 'when pace was slightly
over-estimated.
'Skin of Our Teeth.' Plymouth
$3.85).
week) * (CD^1,075;
(34th
Claimed to have topped $12,000: big
at this stage of run; going to road
early in September.
'Something for the Boys,' Alvin
Has
(26th week) (M-1,375; $4.40).
passed the half year run mark aiid
going strong "although somestill
what -tapered down recently; $28,000
estimated.
•Sons
Fan.' 46th St. (75th. week)
;

.'

.

$4.40).
Claimed to be
(R-1.347;
making money right along; laugh
revue commands visitor draw on
rep: around $20,000 estimated.
'Stars on Ice,' Center (resumed;
engagement) (50th week) (R-2,966:
.

Played

$1.65).

11

performances

in-

.

mer.
'The

Doagbglrls' Lyceum
(28th
week ) (C-997; $3.30). Big on holiday
but no extra performance; slightly,
off at some shows but claimed over
$16,000; great at this time.
Those Endearing Yoanc Charms,''

•

Booth (4th week) (C-712; $3.30).
Picked up again but four-person
play doesn't look like, a money show;
approached $5,000.
'Three'* a Family,' Longarrc (9th

week)

(F-1,018; $3.30).

surprisingly

big

Tomorrow

Started With

Sunday night

last
$8,000,

On

the World.' Barrymorc

week)

(13th

Anion?

(D-1,014; $3.30).

the majority of shows (hat improved
and
money-making drama
was
quoted getting $15,300.
'Zleffeld Follies.' Winter Garden
(15th-- week) (R-1.519; $4.40).
Best
grosser but not. capacity fnr some
weeks: rated over $38,000, which was
-

9th Wk.; ladies

Marathon Ups to 13G
Chicago, July

13.

AH attractions, with exception of
'UlCC* QTffl
IT^TO'Aflft""^ - 1'"Mailr-ot-'ezark>V^a\'e-reari:ai>«cd.
J1VUI
ITUlJU

fO,WU
8TH BOSTON WEEK

show schedules.

'Good Niglit
Ladies' has discontinued its Sunday
night performance in order lo give
IN
the cast a breathing spell. 'Junior
Boston.; July 13.
Miss' lias dropped: Monday night perDoughgirls'
has
'Junior. Miss' continues to plug formances, -.'The
eliminated
its
Sunday .afternoon
along at the Colonial to keep the matinee bilt. will resume Wednesday
home fires. smouldering, if nol burn- matinees, and 'Kiss and Tell' will
give its final Sunday matinee for the
ing. Business remains at. the' $7,000>iunmpi. 'July 18. 'Maid in O'/.arks"
$8,000 level at $1.65 top. Tickets are
Detroit. July 13..
continues with 10 performances each
on sale through Aug. 7. For its week.
Coniinuip.g to bounce higher, as
••:" Estimates for. Last Week
'Miss' jumped close lo
a reaction to the race riots here. eighth week,
holiday
sellout
havinghad
a
H8th
'the Dougbflrls.' Selwyn
'Abie's Irish Rose' shot up close to. $8,000,
run
it
could
that
figure
matinee.
At
Got around
week
1.000: $2.75).
bpen'irig week's figures in its sixth
and
it would be no sursummer,
still okayall
$11,000.
The.
oldLafayette.
stanza at the
'Good Night Ladles.' Blackslone
timer lopped the great fifth week fig- prise if that happens.
Extra
Fall or late summer legit pros- (65th week) (1,200: $2.75 >.
ure of $8,700 by tucking in approxip.ouring in,, aiid there, iinalinee on July 5 upped take to nice
mately $10,000 for sixth at. $1.65 loo. pects kfccp
seems no doubt the Hub will have as S13.D00.
Earlier given a good cha. ice to run big season in ,1943-44 as the season
'Junior Mis*/ Erlanger (2d wr't-k
for the summer at the house (sec- just, finished. There are at least five (1.300: $2.20); " Coasting alOng at
ond summer session for the Lafay- definite bookings, and. about as many $6,500.
ette),
the- Anne Nichols' comedy, more expected before- Oct. 1.
'Kiss and Tell,' Harris (9th .Week
with its light message of tolerance,
Cambridge strawhat, hit recently (1,000; $2.75). Took a nice spurt in
has: gathered momentum apparently by. the heat, come back strong the receipts and- leads them all with
from the racial upheaval here. Cur- holiday: week as the weather Im- solid $17,100.
rent figures are being made. despite proved with Dorothy Mackail in
'Maid in Ozarks,! Great Northern
Ilka Chase (•45th week) (1,400: $2.75). Cut rote
partial martial law and unfavorable 'Personal Appearance.'
weather. The Cass, currently dark. follows on July 19. Erin O'Brien tickets and sensational sexy ads keep
'em. '-coming here.
Rated around
reltKhis. July 19,.with Sylvia Sydney Moorp July ?B, and 'Rex Ingram on
$fl:.10fl..
and Luihor Adler in 'Jane Eyre/'
Aug. 9.
|

their

'Abie Big 10G,

:

6th Det.

new

•

best figure -since opening.

for fortnight's stay. Sale good.

OK PHILLY 3D week

'

dred dollars at holiday matinee; takings quoted better than $6,000.
'Janlor Ntu,' MajesUc (88tli week
iCD-1,715; $2.20).
Also improved
with gross approaching $7,000; due
to move to another theatre after another week.
'Kin and Tell/ Biltmore (ICth
week) (C-920; $3.30). Did not pick
up last week but quoted at more
than $15,000; -that's still important
money for laugh clicker.

week; claimed to have, topped

JANE EYRE'

wont

Probably

$3.30).

further;

over $5,000 and on summer basis
should better even break.
'Harriet,' Miller (CD-940; $3.85).
Due to relight in three weeks, and
boxoff ice will open soon; played 17

Ban dlt.

so n

Miriam Hopkins, who is 'slated -to leave the Cast of 'Skin of Our Teeth."
Plymouth, N. Y.. early in August, gets. $1,000 a week, plus 10% of
another
Engagement
continues
the gross for playing the leading part of Sabina in the Thornton Wilder
comedy, Show was estimated as grossing $11,000 last week: That is fig- week with 'Room Service' and 'You
Can't Take It With. You,' penciled in
ured t'o have been the determining factor in her decision to follow Tal- to follow.
Gladys
lulah Bankhead in the part, against the advice of her friends.
weather.
The production drew a
George is slated to take over the role when Miss Hopkins leaves the cast,
total of 67,817,- who laid an esti'Carl-oils' Big 5G, N. Haven mated $37,000 on. line:
and will play it when the show goes on tour early, yi September.
New Haven, July 13.
Trybut of 'Two Mrs. Carrolls'
A. H. «'A1
.Tones, formerly teamed 'with Morris Green in legit produc(Elisabeth Bergner). brought sur- 'Design' Fairish 7G, Cleve.
tion and also interested in the Broadway Ticket Agency, has been ill in prisingly big $5,000 on three perCleveland, July 13.
__S?n Diego. Cal. f or so me time. Recently he was required to leave a Hos- formances for last weekend (9-10) at
'Design for Living,' stock playing
the Shubert, $2.75 top.
pital, where it was explained that under war conditions-" his- room could
Success of this mid-July legit ex- at the Hanna. did. fairish $7,000 in
not be used for a long period of .convalescence.
periment indicates other summer at- eight performances last week.
Patient is' now in a nursing home. Doctor has scheduled an operation tractions will be tried, including the
Kitty Carlisle. Jack Whiting and
Philip Huston in leads for 'Design.'
to relieve a respiratory condition. when he is stronger.
possibility of stock.
nearly $8,000. Three weeks here,
one at Locust and two at Forrest,

1

not much'

cluding two times on holiday and
jr t director; sur- lhe_^ciiass_ leaped^ to over $34,000,
pass any prevfously offered for this- quoted.
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (5tth
play.
week) (R-990; $4.40). Had a goodly
The Chocolate Soldier' wound up jump with gross around $20,000: two
name leads out of cast but title and
its .sixth successful one-week stand
rep
may carry revue through sumhere Sunday (11), despite warm

-the.,

at the

the gross was estimated around
should get the one-setter, by.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,* Fulton
(129th week) (CD-898; $3.30). Picked
around $1,500 and bettered $7,000:
nnprovemefit credited to the holidav
matinee and night.
:*Early to Bed,' Broadhurst
4 ri
week) (M-1,142; $4.40). Looks like
real- good thing; new musical rated
tip

weeks prior to layoff.
'Janle,' Playhouse (44th week) iC885; $3.30).
Picked up a few hun-

laltz* Record

season.

when

$5,'5O0;

(Drama),

iD-730; $3.30).

.

business

D

(Coniedi/)',

(Comedy-Drama),- R iRevue),
(Musical), O COperettaV.
'Ansel Street,' Golden 83d week
Bit better last week
•

Los Angeles, July 13.
the Dark* finished three

sell-out

C

Kej/s:

9G

iris'
,

.

10> night

26a Ice Big 34G

,

.

m

"
Personal effects, mostly. wearing apparel of the late George M. Cohan, weeks.
Bill" Robinson's "Born Happy' finare being distributed among professionals .through the Catholic Actors
Guild. -Many shirts, suits and shoes were turned over to the Guild by ished at the Mayan Sunday (11).
third and final week's take picking
Mrs. Cohan. Cohan's dancing shoes are of particular interest, having been
up to estimated $14,000. Belasco
especially made, but the small size limits, the number of -persons who •closed
'Horror Tonight' Sunday (ill
can use the footwear and, in some instances, will doubtless be' saved as after two weeks with okay estimate
mementoes. There were between 25 and 30 pairs.
of $7,500, including extra holiday mat
One pair of his shoes, never worn, have been retained and will be placed (5).
'Blackouts of 1943/ at the El Capin a memorial room that some day will be adorned with the Congressional
itan in Hollywood,' now in its secMedal of Honor and numerous citations given the star during his stage ond, year
of a profitable run. will
career..
clip its usual $14,000 estimate, for

Saturday

Bed' Near

$33,600,

'

A year or so ago sorre people in the show business raised their eyebrows upon observing Victor Moore frequently waiting at the stage door

1934,

Leader at

out from Wednesday night on. bar
ring the Saturday matinee. No inducement, not even low prices, can
weekend matinee, this being
caused by. so many government
workers being chained to desks.
Most shows on Broadway picked
Sylvia Sidney and Luther Adler up. last week, with- the help' Of holiJane Eyre' are coming in at the day patronage on the first day.
same pop scale and up to the open Fourth Of July was celebrated MonJng performance bad $3,500 in ad
day '.(.5) and the afternoon trade was
Vance sales.
excellent/ Several attractions played
an extra performance, but the majority skipped the midweek matinee.
t r
One hew play aimed for Broadway
this summer is trying out. and lluce
l)
others are due in rehearsal, two being in the nature of revivals.
Estimates for Last Week
sell this

.

/

Upped B way; 'Oklahoma'

l;i.

...f^d Stone Jn 'You Can't Take It
With You rolled up a grand 511.000

;

'of

Week

a $4,000

jump.
.

'me
(5th
into

.

REVIV ALS

slndent'

week)

Prlwe^Brnjrdwirv—
Jumped

(0-1,942;. $2.75).

big money again; played 10
limes last week and was accredited
with getting $24,000.
•The Vagabond King/- Shubert
week) (0-1,325: $3.30). Some improvement but attendance not up to
expectations yet; favorable Sunday
(11)' comment held by many; $18,000
estimated.
.
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'
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.

.

:

.
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SAMUEL FRENCH

<

.

.Sinco 1830

Play Brokers and
Aulhore' Repreftentativ^H

Wnt

2.1

HI

1

tVtst

4.1(1,

7fli

Strt*t.

N«w. Vtwk

Stmt, \w> Snt*\n

)

.

•:

LONELY HEARTS!
Young man, ullb tbUlly. ''wIMirH
m*r\

rrflnrd

lliillywostl.

talent

la
4H>J*rt,

uout,

8e«

BRUCE BRIGHTON
S'ow Appearing- In fjt*Kk nt

THE PLAYHOUSE
MrnMrial Audllorlum
»Vorcc»t*r, Mm.
'

'

;

;

.

:

—
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Wednesday, July

iii

Cecilia iCissie> Loftus; 67,
a N. Y. hotel room July 12.
Details ia, legit section.

died

Reginald,
stage and screen

Correll.

fulher

77.

.

.

.

•

:

'

'

•

actor,

.

Death; came former member vaudc and musicomHollywood, July .6.
Jerry Murphy, 32. field contact
Moon, and
two years of retirement frotn edy team of Rose and
man for Universal for seven years,
one of granddaughter, Jean Rose, former died: July.,3' in Hollywood, .following
•flint acting. ihtu's: climaxing
colorful ca- orch leader and '.now theatrical man- a heart attack.
and
successful
the most
"
ager.
-_:l
y
theatre.
reers Jh the
——Bai-lo*v—was—born -in-, SpringBfild.
Hardie Joseph Turner. 62. musician
'.-'
CHARLES II. SCHLKGEL
Mass.. and in addition to. h.is achie Ye-and /composer, died in Charlotte,
Charles- II. Schlegel. 71, head of N. G„ July 2.
menis, in the: legitimate theatre and
Surviving are three,
wars', the, contracting firm of Schlegel &
films, was a veteran of three
brothers and.
sister.
which
last
in
Reading,
Pa.,
Ini\
died
in
War,
Son.
World
viz: The first
colonel; -the .Spanish- week;' He was at °ne >lime 'the .o.wriv
he was V
.'Arthur. Nevln, 72. American comwas
and
largest
Iheatres
in
wars',
or
of
two
of
the
Boer
arid
American
poser-brother of Ethelbert Neviti;
decorated by Queen Victoria during Reading! LOew's Colonial and the died in Sewickley, Pa., July 10.
Asiar. both of which he built,
the Boer War.
Schlegel built every pile of the
Barlow made his stage, debut' .at
with
cork'
nine
now
operating
'under
niajor
theatre'sin
nineof
the age
his father's niinsfrel troupe -of- Bar* Reading., and several. that arc closed..
Barbara Plumb to Ensign John
low, -Wilson.'- Primrose & West, tourB, Booth." Jr.. USN. in Gleivdaie.
ing with the troupe" for.several year.-i
Cal., Juiy '6.
ride is a: stage aiid.
CHARLES
STEVENSON
afier which he switched, from iiiinCharles E. Stevenson, 55. star of screen actress.
sirelsy lb. legit. In the early..part of
June Rowe to Jackson Weaver,:
silent films. di.ed-.July 4 in Velcr,
career he appeared in
his.'.''-acting
June 30; iii: Washington'.. Groom is
Hospital at Palo Alto.- Cat.
King.' 'Monte Crislo/
ilvei•The
-.Starting; with Vit'agraph hi- the WMAL, Washington, announcer;
'Sign of the Cross" and other hits of early
Mary Louise Curtis Bok to Efrem
days. .Stevenson played for
that era.
Fox. Select and First National and ZimbaliSit; i(v Roekport. Me.. July 6.
In. 1908 he seriously contemplated
was identified- with Hal Roach for Bride is daughter of. Cyrils H. K.
-
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leaving the. stage for the ministry,
remarking at the time: 'Alt my. an-,

J '4;

.

'

•

year*,

dim Work was

Hi.s last.

;

have been-; soldiers, actors,
ministers.' arid, some of them 'all,
of
I am a direct descendant

'Dr.

Manchu!

ii

Paramount.

at

in

Continued: from pace;}
single broadcast (four or Ave Holly
wood names are definitely in the
$5 000?pcr-.broadcast category) part
and often all of the bills for a Broadway o.o. are being paid by radio.
In some' instances ^producer or
studio and agent tangle over price to
be set for radio. One. star arriving
in New York from the Coast last
week iii connection- .with a new film
was holding out for the $5,000: maxinvum for a single radio appearance.
Fix firm had bids of $3,500 .on hand
So the deal couldn't jell.
Queries made by.mijjor. Aim com-

three.-

of.

the days of.

widow

Edward

of

w:.

Henry

-

9,000

bn

he*fs

.

studjo a .new slant: on' the actress
with, result that she was set for
portarit spot in 'Man On Half-Moon
Street,' to be released shortly.
Ray Bolger has recently "gone up
in
radio value,: following added
vahics as. a result of his.-appearahce

1

\

;

,

.in_LBy_;jIupite:^ -Understood asking
pany execs among several agencies price is :now $1,250; per broadcast
reveal that four Hollywood stars are Tallulah Bankhead ha& been rating
so far .considered "in the $5,d00-per- arOund $1.000-per -broadcast, Kenny
broadcast category. These are Bette Baker,! $750. Hugh Herbert, $500
Davis, Jean -Arthur, Cary Grant, and
Spencer Tracy. At least three agencies have at one time or another
;

House Reviews

bid the- top figure for Grant.- -Miss

Continued from page S9 —
Duvis, from accounts, has had two
engagements at that figure;. Miss
Arthur at least one. Tracy, once appearing gratis on the air, commented
that he was doing a job worth $5,000.
on the clarinet turn Out the torrid
Highest offer ever made was $10,000 blasts.
for Greta Garbd which was turned
Band starts, out hot, speed v and
down by the star who said she felt loud with -Down Under.*. A medley
that radio could not help her.
of the. tunes that the- hand helped
One of the few: who has jumped to make popular, including 'Frenisi;''

ORPHEUM, MPLS*

-

.

'

;

-;

-.

'Blues in the Night' aiid 'Blues on
Parade,' finds Herman vocalizing;
It's a grand slam.
Billie Rogers, band's femme vocalist, takes the spotlight to warble
early difficulty in adaptation to ra•You'll Never Know' and then goes
dio technique:
Engineers arid pro- into, a trumpet solo. .'Squeeze
Me.'
ducers noted that she was tremulous, both contributions clicking.'. Winik
slightly nervous- and tirnid in her ;& Mae. are .smooth
dancers, the
mike approach, .hurdles, which she young ;mai\. demonstrating agility
and limberness in unusual tap roulater surmounted.
lines while. -the girl, comes through
March OK for Sound
Eredric March, though appearing with some nifly cartwheels and high
kiekiiig. ....
but inf requently in pictures, is still in
The band- becomes a glee clilb' for
the $2,500-pe'r -broadcast class bean oulstahdiug' production number,cause of his excellent radio person- 'Winter Time,' which
it did in tho
ality. appealing delivery and ease at new Sonja Heiiie picture not
yet re-.'
rehearsals. George Raft, .difficult to leased.
This is one of the show's
rehearse and not quite at home with highlights.
A new addition to the
the air medium, rales from $1,500 to. organization is a Negro: quaVtclle
$2,500 because of his name value in calling itself Hie 'WOodmcn' arid its.
original rendition of two spirituals,
dramatic prograrns.
into: the $2,500 class during the -past
six months' is Jban Fontaine. -IVJiss

and Fontaine was not previously' in. this,
Bok, former bracket, reportedly because of some

Curtis,. Philadelphia- publisher

-

•

Bishop Barlow-

campaign
in

papers, (including: duplication^
and
hit 22 syndicate breaks including
every top news service, Miss Hayi
.ward got $750 for a broadcast. Combiricd buildup apparcrilly gave
the

.

editor of the -Ladies^ Home Journal:
grOoin is the concert violinist and
NORSKA
composer. ;'
Norska, 36..snake dancer, who once
Maria Montez to Pierre" Aiiinoht,'
'
".appeared
before
the.
King:
Norof
viii.'
in Beverly Hills, Cal., July. 13. Both
;
On his return to civil life after way.- died July 1 in Los Angeles are screen players.
World War I. he appeared in pro- after a long illness. At one time sheDoris King to Capt. Milton J.
ductions of David Belasco. Frohman was featured in George White's
Porter. U. S. Army Air Forces, at
Company and others ,and later in 'Scandals' and appeared in numerous Kokomo, Ind., July li; Bride is as'Outside looking In/ 'Old Lady .31/ night clubs and rodeos. Her specialty sistant drama editor' of Indianapolis
'Blood Money. and in 1931, 'the Si- was dancing with ah eight-foot boa Star.
In private life she was
lent Witness." his last Broadway en- constrictor.
Esther Augusta Ri ley to". Roger
gagement. He went to Hollywood Mrs. Carlo Ceser.i.
Conant Clement, in New York. Jiily S.
and appeared in .a number of films,
Groojin is an attorney for Parar
MasWashington'
'OLLIE' TRAGGARDT
notably "The
mou/it.
'Ollie"
raggardt. .60, former Parquerade.' 1932. and 'The Witness
Meredith Blake: to Alfred Preston
amount distribution manager in Jump.
Variishes.',1939.
June 30 in New York. Bride
During hectic "era of Actors' .England and 'more', recently Par is. vocalist, with
Barbara Slaiiwyck was recently
Shep Fields, orch;
Equity, strike and thereafter. Barlow, branch manager in California, died
groom is .3d Officer with U. S. Army paid $2,500 for a radio "broadcast;
was a, leader, in the organization. July 11 in Hollywood.
deal including a strong plug for
,.
Transport Service.serving biv many important commitHe had been an invalid since 1929
'Lady, of Burlesque.'
Janet Blair to S»t. Louis. Bush
tees.
when he^ suffered a stroke during his July 12 in Lake
Michael O'Shea, lead in 'Bur-.
Arrowhead. Cal.
honeymoon on a inier bound for the Groom
Icsque.-' jumped from $200 to the $1.-.'
is. music arranger, now with
U. S.-.' Widow survives.
000 category in two \veeks but only
DICK ST. MARTIN*
Air Force' at Santa Ana. Cal.
after scripts were - written and reDick St. Martin, 55,- connected
Paula- Stam.fli to Dave Gould in
vised by United ArlisisV staffers to
with burlesque theatres in PittsJOHN E. RUDOLPH
Tia Juana, July 29. 1942.* Secret unquarter of a
suit radio; and after
than
cesiors

and

lowing a publicity
Reap' which broke

,

t

Bros, performer arid one. of the six
and
Charles Kallen, 65. .song
Perry Sisters whom Joe .Howard,,
special material writer, died in Chicurrent.; 'Gay Nineties' star brought
cago. July 3.' following a heart al :
"
to New York from Chicago over 40
sisters and
July tack/ Survived by three
''"
veteran, years ago, died 'in Bellaire; L. I.,
brother.
/
.Survived by daughter .Kalhryn, .a
in 7.
died

76,

Junkets on Radio Coin

of

:

RRGIN AL» BARLOW
Barlow,

Joseph

Charles Cof rell, the 'Andy' of. 'Amos
'n' .Andy,' died in Peoria,' II)., July. 6.
Survived by two ,'oihci; sons and a
daughter.

KITTIE SCHRAMM
Kiltie" Schramm, former Singling

LOFTUS

C'ISSIE

14, 1943

actress and rpgisseur- of the*loscow
Art theatre, died in Moscow;, 'July 10.
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'Jezebel'
and 'Moses-.'- stops the
show. These boys are a real- find
and unless .this reporter misses his
will be acclaimed a sensation

-

,

.

'

,

-

.

:giiosn.

When

;

Paul

,

the Outfit reaches the cast.
returns

Winchell

Willi: his

.

familiar veil t ri loquiaU-aet the best-^
part of: which is!-' his vocal 'duet'
dummy: The patter and.
business, are. not particularly origiIt
an exiarisive nal, or clever, but gel laughs.
John E. Rudolph; 53. director of til now.
wouldn't hurt to curtail the' 'sneeze'
newspaper exploitation .campaign'-.-':
Station WLW's. trade' extension debjt. used for an encore.
Anita Boyer to Bob Dukoff. July
Players, such as Monty. Woolley
partment, .died July 7 in. Cincinnati; 9 iiv Pittsburgh. Bride is' singer and
-Hcririaii
hits the jackpot
again
He joined the Crbsley staff, three groom musician with Abe Lyman: and Madeleine Carroll are' in the. with his vocalizing during .'Four or
"
$1,500 bracket:
Constance '.Bennett Five Times.' another sizzlor.. and-.
years ago. and inaugurated Important orch.
:
and Ralph Bellamy rate' around $1'.- 'Woodchopper Ball'.'is a strong band
•spry Ices 'for
wholesale", ana" retail
House nearly filled -for
000 per broadcast. Radio, plugs for finisher.
dealers in WLW's four-stale area,
Rees. .pictures in which' stars: are appear- early-opening show.
ur.viyed by widow and daughter.
Mr. -and Mrs. Wickliffe Crider. ing are not part of the deal in every
son, Women's- 'hospital. ,N. Y..,July. instance, but in most cases current
GEORGE PHILLIPS
8.
Father
is
radio
releases
publicity
are
mentioned.
Door
di'Stage
George Phillips, one of the oldest,
Boltimore, July 10.
Toiiiwy. Glensoii's Royal Guards
booking agents in Philadelphia, died rector. J. Walter Thompson agency. Canlccn' program over CBS has. a
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Cousins, son. flat, rate Of $500.. ..Top money, of: (Qi. The W/iirliriiids (3), Kirl; 4
last week while working on a show
in. Washington.
Father U assistant course, is for dramal|p roles although: Mfidliiic
Tommy Trent, Did:
for the Slate Moose convention in.
chief
of
Bucklv'ir.
Felice
htJa
nnd Mouse
the
WMAL.
Washington,
a
gues't
shot
some
on
of
leadingthe
that city.
He was a former vaudc
net shows would also bring from.$l.- Orrli 112); 'Bomlwrdier'. [RKO> t2d
performer, teamed. In the acl of Col- newsroom.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edmunds, 000 to $2,500 because of two-day re'-. tc/cl.
lins and Phillips.
daughter, in Washington. Father is hearSal period sometimes necessary.
Nice playing layout has sufficieni
••
program, director.
Akirir Tamiroff drew around $1,000
variety and novelty to achieve maxFLORENCE OBERI.E
Mr. and Mrs. H. Tony Stern, tor a straight dramatic role on 'Inrter
imum results. Gets' off to a rousing
Florence Ober|e. 73. veteran legit
daughter, in Pittsburgh. .. July 3. Sanctum,-' deal which included two start ;:a Tommy Gicason and iiis
and film .-actress, died in Hollywood
Father is chief booker and buyer! pliigs for .'For
braided
the Bell Tolls.'
Royal Guards giving out
July 10. Her last legit, appearance,
for
iii Cleveland.
Sir- Ccdric. Hardwicke is in the $1>
with the usual riiale chorus stuff
was lv 1931. after which sjie retired.
Mr. and Mrs; Bob Drew. son. in 000-per-broadcast bracket,
though down 'to the closing medley of servA son survives.
Pittsburgh. June 29. Father is with not necessarily insisting bri -strong ice tunes.
These acts have all beNational Screen Service in Pitt..'
plug for any Current film in .which come stereotyped- in" setup with
Frederick W. Bayliss. 30. Para
hardly a change in gesture nnd
Major and Mrs. John Detlie. son. he may be appearing.'
:
repertoire.
mount Newsreel photographer^ Was in Hollywood, July fl. Mother
This, one did the usual,
Impression among film execs pre-' musical
is
comedy and operelia tunc?.
killed iii a plane crash in the desert Veronica Lake
of the films.
vails- that the less appearances film
and.: Of Course. 'Marching Along.'
July 9; He had. covered the Spanish
Mr. and Mrs. Keiv Dolan, son; in slurs make oil ihe air the more valu- Idea
must be okay as it clicked
Civil War. the debacle at Dunkirk, Hollywood,
July 8. Mother is Shir- able they are to radio.
mightily when caught here with this,
ihiilar the,
and had been wounded in the British ley' Ross, screen, acli-e.ss:.
father js a oiy is held.by some stars, agents and particular, combo made up of good
push at El Alamein. On his last radio agent.
producers in relation to screen ap- individual voices Well-blcndcd for
^assignment he had iriadb 22 'fliglils
.the six p art harmony -s tuff- at h.nnrt.
Lieut,
"
and Mrs. John Lowe, daugh. pearances.
Iflxrir
(MiPm,v_ui ri :itoi -yV- &irAuv<^--by-|~ r
tc
j r'Jsos^AijafteCJuty' 8:
ryioiiier
"treats lor radio depend on individ.- irarrto-Beg oil'.
widow, daughter and sister.
Kirk- and -Madline. mixed comedy
w;as Ruby Keeler. of stage. a.nd .screen ual arr.aiigemeiits
stars have Willi"
knockabout,', balliooniologisls. Open.,
aiid former wife; of Al J.olson..
their .studio or producer, though iii
oil a bit different twist. Willi male
V. Lobraico.
musician
Mr. and Mrs, Lee Walters, daiiglv in.osl instances the stu
io is a strong
member, gagging
died at. his home' in Indianapolis
neatly.."
rather
ter. |n, Chicago, July" 3.
Falher is factor jn setting any air appearance; Score a : tfoodly number of laughs
July 4.
Lobraico. who played for
announcer on" the John Freedom
Meantime, iipoff to eastern offices and hold pace very well. Make pcrseveral years ,'willi. Skinnay Eiinis.
series over the Blue. Network.
on how film players rate with their' feci spot for Tommy Trent to folwas
in orchestras at Keith's.
Mr. and Mrs. Willianl Murphy, .respective studios is iii the hoiel'ac- low with his. very .funny- and fast
Knjjlis
the Mural and the old
son,' In Chicago. July 4.
Father ji commodalion designated from the working Punch and Jiidy show. Lad'
.Empire and Park theatres
In- c'ontiriuily'.edilor for
tiie NBC Cen- Coast.
Top names are routed to the handles the dolls .proficienlly, and
dianapolis.
tral; Division, Chicago.
Waldorf Towers, the Slir-ry-Nclher- his encore bit- wilh a pair of Spanish dancers-is a good clinching high'.Mr. and. Mrs.
Idoii Campbell; son. lalid Or the St. Regis.
':
light.- .
'illiam E. Barnes, 70.
trumpet in' Fort Wnyii'e. July 7. Fallivi- is
Essex 'House and hbslciries of
Diek
has a new. slant
player.
ied July ,2 in North Olmprogram director of WQWO'-WGL. same calibre rale next 'while star- which is.Buckley
novel arid an audicjice «cl.»
"
sted. O:
'He' was. "
of lhc origi- Fort Wayne.
lets ate, usually booked'into the
Waiv ter from the tee-off;. Using volimnal monibe'rs Of the Cleveland Sym,
Mr. and Mrs.- Al
Arnswalcler, wick.
few of the. super-duper leers from among the stub holders,
phony Orch. and was, alsb in pit or- daughter,. Brooklyn. N, Y,.
July 3. stars- and, directors, -with a yen for to. mouth commicalitres he spciiks
che.s.tra .df \hc Lyceum, Cleveland.
Fajhcr is a salesman- .foi^ Metro iii (he dislihgue. head for*the
into a mike, Iiis -rcsuils' are surprisDrake.
ing.
Does the- .'characters in the
New York.
Ritz or Pierre.
:.Tulius Preuv'er, 69.. former conducMi-.
aiid
Mrs/ Mark :. Warnow;
Susan Hay ward, however, refused Amos & Andy .show arid.-' handles'
"lor-.or. the Berlin Philharmonic Orhimself
and assorted assistants wilh
daughter, in New York: July 9. the studio hotel, booking—
insisted
plenty of Showmanship.
chestra and laler professor of con- Father
Is 'musical
director .of the arid got llie bridal suite, at the
WalFast closing is whacked out by
diiiiing;
nd orchediralion -at Jhe 'Lucky Strike
Hit Parade" -(CBS).
dorf instead oh her last, trek to N. Y. the Whirlwinds, two famines a'ndr".
New York .College of.Mus.ic, died in
Mr. and Mrs. James Larmor,, son; in connection with
'Reap the Wild male, in the usual rbllci' skaiinB
New York. .July 8.
:!
in Hollywood, July 9. Fa'tlier is Aim Wind.'
r
spins, throws and\gi'abs.
Wprk fiis.t
'
actor.
Paramount at the time was nego- and stay oh Just, long enough 1°
..Elizabeth Teleshnva. wifi> of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cashmaii. son. tiating deal to farm
make for a good closing.. curtain re-her. Out to anRussian. -film producer. Sergei Eisen- July 13. in New Yo;k. Father
spouse:.
is v.p. other studio and radio
producers at
slein,. a.ild
Biz
.okay
considering film h.'n.
herself a. dis' nguished of the Fpote, Cone St Bclding.agency. first,
refused hcr aji audition. FolBurin:

.

'

•

burgh

.

more

for

''"."

a-

century, died' in that city last week:
Martin's career in show business was.
virtually tied up with that of George
Jaffee. Pittsburgh strip-tease impresario for whetw he worked success-.'
iyely- as press-agent; treasurer; and
assistant manager since around 191 6.
Martin served with Jaffee first at
the old Academy of Music/ then the
Academy and the Variety, and Anally
the Casino, where, he was .employed
at the- time that house shut down
lor the summer.
.

EDWIN
Edwih
O..

in

.-.R;'.

theatre
his

R.

BOOTH

Booth.

55,

5

there.

Booth's first theatre job was at
the old Grand opera house, under,
the lale-L. B. Cool. He later became
manager, of that house. When the
park theatre at Meyers Lake: Park
was erected he became treasurer,
and later manager: which post he
held for 15 years. He served for 13
years as secretary of the. Canton
.
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lodite of Elks.

His wi ow.
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BIRTHS

HIPP,

BALTO.
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Canton.

died July

executive,

home

wilh the

and. two sis-

ters survive.

.

WMAL

'

.

.

Whom
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.
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MAX MARX
Max

-'Marx. 06. longtime tailor to
the proic.sHlon in New- York, died in
N. V.- July. -7: after a brief illness.
He. tailored, the males in all George
M: C'oluui shows and his customers

included the .top' names in show
business for'.metre than a quarter, of
;

'.

a century...

Surviving are
tons,

hi.s

widow, and two

Marx. Metro •producer':
pas; for the. services, and

Saiiiv

who wcnl

B:-rt. talent

agent:

The

late.

Saimiel

Marx. New" -.York congressman,
a b wither

;
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of-

the deceased.
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GEORGE W. HERRICK
George W.- Herrick.,.82, died from
a heart attack at his home in Albany. N. Y., July 6. He was ''known
as tlie- dean of iievvspapcrmen there
and: was secretary of the Legislative
Co rresponden (S Association. ,-in h is.
youth Herrick was in' vaudeville doing a' quick-sketch artist and also
performed on the slack wire. He
represented the N. Y. Mirror in Albany, also boirig former .correspondent for 'Variety,' Morning Telegraph
nd other publications.
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Wed nesday,

,

Hannagan's staff.
Vincent Youmans' mother

ly

home

at

ill

0t *3,294 fet

by BIack
'

London

Elaine Riley, local singer and
model signed by RKO, will make
d ' bUt
A " Ameiica n
Story
Pvt ^JwHes -Craft Ba,on Elliott,
«,
the .;
bandleader) home from Fort
Meade, Mtl, .to attend the funeral of

.

critical-

in'Scarsdalc.

•

his aunt.

.

.

left

about

..-

$500,

,

Davles,

Welsii

"tenor,

left

far

John Steinbeck joined the staff of
the London Daily Express.

sector.

Tom s

Cabin.'

Arthur Klein' writing special songs
for the American Red .Cross shows.
Soiiny' Miller has been aopointed
Field Director for USO-Camp Shows.

:

.

"

boro,. Mass..

Jack Waller has secured the Engrights to 'Something for the
-

Herman Gluckmnn,

.

the

of

War

Activities Committee, to the Coast
next month for A vacation.
frank Law; Glass Hat publicist,
planning to go into a new nite.ry in
the Capitol hotel as operator euirly
next fall..
:

'.

John Bright, who wrote 'Brooklyn,
has .completed, a new. play,

/ JU-'.S. -A..'

•Over Here,' skedded as
on Broacl Vay':

a- fall

entry

rownlee's name in lights for
"appearing in Russell Janfirst ti
ney's comeback revival Of 'The Vaga-

John

r

,

'..
bond. King;'Shubert
Some or the Christiani family, now
in Riiigiing show at Madison Square
Garden, doubling in ^au acrobatic
turn at the Latin Quarter.
Mrs. Burric-'t Hershey.' wife of the
war correspondent and radio com*
mentator. has just arrived in Australia as a Red Cross nurse.
Fefe Ferry and Al Bloomingdale
oh the Coast setting people for 'Hotel
,

.

'

...

-Splcndide,' the, Ludwig: Bemelmans
inuficalization of his stories.

olis

^

1

Boys.'

-

\

Adolphe

Menjbu

has

a

brother

who is a Member- 61 Piirliainonl in
Persia,
J. B. Priestley, to act as compere
at. a London street ..-musicians- con-

-

'

i

-Joseph Heidt is- ageiiting 'A ConYankee,'
necticut
which Richard
Rodgers is reviving on his own;
while Morris Jacobs is. general '-'man-

Major Everett Hale

staliojied at

is

George Marshall

northern bRse handling entertainment for U. S. troops in Ihis

for surgery;
Lillian Gish
at Universal.

-

Sabbath shows still highly popular
Sydney with U, S. troops. Extension of idea is now planned for Mel-

i

Xavier Cugat hospitalized w ilh
throat trouble.
E. D. Lesh in recovering' from gallstone operation.
Will H. Hiiys in town on' his 'an-

A. Ben Fuller, son of Sir Ben.Fulis a member of the Volunteer
Defense Corps in New Zealand. Sir

Bon is an air-raid warden in Sydney:
Police are stemming black mar-,
ket racketeers imposing on service-

nualJ.

Dawson,
:

.

in

after-two .months' vacation.

Belly Gi able working again after
,

.

in

-.

'

.

1

players.

Osa Massen elected

with ladies, 4-Fs and' two Afghan
"
hounds, draft-exempt.'.

:

tram Bloch.
John Cook returned
•

'

-

'

riely"

I

Continued from pace
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A

'

1

'

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

1

.

.
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,

ness man "P here somehow.
i .u"^
«n«
tnat stowaway ruined the entire
party.. Nothing
but showfolk from

now

on,'

says he.

L 5?

Moi-t 'nicr has

been retired
duty with the Army Sig-

fioir active,
i

nal corps, following
a series of operations in military hospitals, and
will return as full-time
film critic
.

.

and Broadway feature writer
of the
V. Daily Mirror.

"

&

,,

,

Bv H»- Cohen

.

"eld in the fall.

lh«
i
«

?,i

Harvev

'

and Carole I.ombard. is currently Clore
intend to
films, have
title
there.
All. the
changes, so il's di "icult to tell vvhrtt conlifiuous revue.
they were called in', the stales. However, 'here's "an approximate list of
Australia
'Dr.
recent and current features:
Betty
Strange
Case';
Kjlda.res
By Erie Gorriok
^Janie' is okay for run at Minerva,
Victor Mature and John
Grabie'.
Payne hi what's' apparently 'Foot- Sydney.
Dance biz is swinging into hew
light' Serenade':' Fred Aslaire and.
high as-cold weather bows in.
Crosby in something billed as '"15.
Jack Major is bringing a USO unit
Days of Pleasure' 1'Hwliday Inn'-?1: from U. S. for local
camp tours.
an old Jack' Holt airplane thriller;
"Mrs. Miniver' is in its '34th week
Marlene Dietrich in soiiiet'hing about in Sydney, with still plenty of biz
New Orleans: " Nelson Eddy and left.
'Man Who Came to. Dinner' is still
in 'what
in
Macdonalcl
Jeane.lle
Porlliguese means 'Always -Sweet-' pulling good biz; with Edwin Styles
in top role.
hearts.' and Luise Rainer and MelPat O'Brien reported as planning
vyn Douglas in 'Mine. Frou Frou/' visiting Southwest
Pacific to enterwhich is probably 'Toy Wife,' ..
tain U. S. troops.—
The bullfights are the .best- thing
Will Mahon'ey and Bob Geraghty
in town from a popular standpoint." pacing vaude to good results at ow'i)
They don't, kill, the bull, here—only theatre in Brisbane.
Flower shops doing a roaring biz
annoy the poor victim, lb death by
it
with
stabbing him ;fi'oni horseback and as MacArthur's men
flowers' to Aussie gals.
from On foot with bushels of sharpWilliamson-Tait
will
bring
In
pointed .spears." -It'. gels rather dull., 'Merry Widow" revival in
Sydney
as they usually Have eight 'bulls in with Gladys Moncrieff.
ah afternoon.
Graham Willis,': Mclio's assi- anl
::

•'-

'

.

hooking agent

into

Al lognon y General hospital for
Lminor
operation.
0 s v * IS unveiled new
home on
'l
>

«:,51 '

with'a housewarming
nul^y.
over
the weekend.
h'^r^'f'-'Heller's family has just
him in Hawaii, where'
h**. .
street

,

.

USO unit.
^RJi^k"
y K1 «ehman,
lof

daughter of Tre-

i.

.

Edward

'

.

.

..

bru
•fVn
r «coid
Veen?3

t

wltn scarl*t 'ever.

y i31*^'
Fulton.

at.

set

n*w

single-day.

With $3,300, topping

.

S.

Peskay

in

town bh com-

Bruce Manning, recently returned
from foreign duty with the Special
Service; Division

of

the.

Army,

shoved off for Washington after a
week here with his family.

still

Pro-

Yanconyer
Army Show come and gone, wit
four nights of terrific turnaway.
No letup in ballroom business with

there's room for a- good musical, operetta or play regardless of its age.

—

Musical*

tIO- spots-still

;

.

.

trying to get Pri.scilla Lane and Eleanor Powell for .the leads,, and some
.

songs will be added by Archer
and Gladys Shelley. Thompson is
up the book.

-neyv

also gagging

The 1943-44 season will likely also
see a -revival of It's. a. Wise Child,'
which Rosen is also arranging to produce. Definitely set thus far are. also
revivals
of
the
'Chauve-Souris,'
which goes into rehearsal this week

:

-unter-way-on-regimir'

winter schedules.

.

Aside from the ..operettas; particuin favor at the moment, are
the musical comedies of 20 years ago.
several of which are skedded for
early revival. In_addition to Tlichard Rodgers again producing his 1927
click, 'A Connecticut Yankee,' for
'Which -he and Lorenz Hart will write
some new tunes, Al Rosen, the pro
ducer of 'Good Night Ladles' in Chicago is lining' up a cas' for a new
production of the Harlan Thompson
Harry Archer musical farce, 'Little
Jesse James,' which was: also one of
the hits of 20 years ago. Rosen is
larly

.

-

,

bined business and vacation after resigning as Edward Small's New York
representative.

ducers feel that the b.o. upswing reflected during the- entire past season
will again manifest itself and that

Stanley Park Supper Club open
now. for regular summer run with
'
Ray Norris and his band.
'

Slight letdown in film house grosses here. because of summer weather,
but still great business everywhere.
Nick Lucas closed (it the Beacon
and .after a week awa^ returned for
a week at the Palbmar Supper Club.
Radio Rogues headlined at the
Beacon and how here again at the
Palomar, with Harry .Carroll doing
a rppeat at the Cave Supper. CItib.
First runs in the ace house -are
'The More the Merrier' at Odeon's
Vogue, 'Coney Island' at FPC Capitol, .and 'This Land Is Mine' at Or-

with .Paul
Robeson and Margaret Webster; a
revival of Gogol's 'The 'Inspector
General,' w hich was last shown on
Broadway by Jed Haris in 1930: Lester Cowan's revival of 'The Gypsy
Baron,' and the forthcoming Shubert production of J Bl6ssom Time.'
Revivals of 'The Vagabond King' and
The .Student Prince' have already

made

their

of

..

pheum FPC.
Jack Teagardch and band, closed a
week to so-so- business at the Orphcum. From here the Teagarden
crew went to N.e\v Westminster suburban spot for a one-night dance job.
at Queen's Park Arena.
Fourth, annual outdoor season of
musical comedy and operetta got
under way July 5 in Stanley Park
al
with 'Student
fresco
theatre
Prince.'
Venture is under sponsorship of city park board, with scale
-

.

.

from 35c

to $1.

Second-string houses include the
Plaza <Odeon) with 'It Comes Up
Love' and 'Cowboy in Manhattan.'
'Lady of Burlesque' and 'Sherlock
Holmes in Washington' at Paradise
(Odeon). Dominion has 'Spawn of
the" North' and The Cat and the
Canary,'- and Be.icon rounds up with
Lee Tracy in 'The Payoff and Roy
MK£J^jBJJilah_Q,l
;_
.

'Othello'

:.,

:

Paul Muni.

ts star,

.

first

-

a-

Yiddish cast, July 16-17-18.
Gerry Martin stepped into lead, of
Drunkard' when his predeceswas tagged -by Uncle Sani..

"Tlie

sor

sv.

will throw araise money

to

imming. pool at a local U.

S.

dance
tor a

Naval"

Hospital.

'complete name) pulled a'
Ripley when he switched from Hack
for La Fiesta to ;drum pounder in
'.',-••
nitcry's show..
..
Fay Pattee Smith, KPO traffic
manager, and Ethel -Howerton. of
KPO traffic, vacationed in the same
undergoing
unpleasant" manner—
opFritz,

:

Michael Myerberg, producer of
'Skin of Our Teeth,' is planning a
revival of .Philip Barry's 'White
Wings' for a November opening. It

was

San Francisco
Judy Dcane is ill in. St.
raneis
Hospital here, and out of the: 'Cock
and Bull' show; ".
TivoU theatre will relight for
Sing," America, Sing,' musical with

Kay Kyser
bow on Broadway. John
here July 24

Golden's revival of 'Counsellor-atLaw,- which just closed at the
is
also expected lo begin
art- extensive
tour in the fall, depending on the film commitments of

Roy ale,

produced on Broadway by

the )ate Winthrop Am.es in 1927, and
although rated generally" by the
ritics-as one of the most provocative
plays of the season,. laste J only a few.
weeks. ."...-''

•

.

.

production

:'

.

:

.

with
modernized
a
background;
George Gershwin's .'Porgy and Bess,'
which Cheryl Crawford is, bringing
back to "Broadway on Sept. 13; 'Run'
Little Children,' the Hall. Johnson
Negro folk play with muBic, which
Meyer Davis, George Jessel and Lew
Cooper are producing, slated for
Aug. 12 precm at the Hudson; the
Ne w Opera Co ;' s 'Me r y Widow' oroEsdaile.
"Original lessees d net ion skedded to open AUgT.I at
operate spot as nitcrv-. with the Majestic; the Theatre Cu.ikrs

:

c

Sol Heller, skipper
of late Yacht
wub. expects to be back.in the cafe

who

case of the older patrons

recall the old established hits.

Runaround column.

Eddie- Markel. Jack Lait's' executive editorial aide on the Mirror, vacationing here with the Mrs.
Signe Hasso is official hostess of
Gundar Haag, Swedish running,
champ, .during his stay in Hollywood.

Legit Revival Cycle

.

:

in

1,'

'.

Lillian Feitner, society's latest into
the niterics, debuts at the Stork Club
July 19. Vocalist is bride of Ray
Continued from page Z
.Benson.- who formerly wielded -the
squircss,
hubby Archie
aton at the same spot.
McDuugal. being
Harry Ettling visiting from Frisco Ti ir music .is. around eight months tempted to make comeback, but is
where he is stage manager of the to u year old. They like Goodman, adamant.
John Mills has returned to the cast
Golden Gate. Active in the Stage Armstrong and Teddy Wilson, whose
Door Canteen there and in securing records they heard occasionally on of his wife's play. 'Men in Shadow
for
.talent for camp, entertainment.
programs from England and .Amer- the the last fortnight of its run at
Vaudeville. Had been absent for
Conch ita Montenegro, remembered ica.
film chore.
in U. S.
films, is in her native
iT-here- -ar-e 1 1 P ortuguese radio
-F-mne oi uc R esfti-r-best-k n o mi uut-Madrich—doi g qulUt~wgll~1n'~lgefiT
film production, although reported in stations. alV of small wattage and all side France -for her leading role in
Operating only three or four hours 'La Kermesse Heroique.' will ap"a rather delicate state of health.
Austin C.Keough,. who has been ill a day each. Except for the govern- pear in_ a London Film Production
Michael Balcon.
for a long time tout's, on the mend
ment station, they accept ads based forSid
Field out of- 'Strike a' New
lias been at Par homeofflce a couple
On a wordage _rate rather than a Note'
the Prince of Wales, due to
times, lately, just as a visitor.
Ex- time rate, and most ads are once-a- molar at
trouble, with Tommy Trinder
pected he'll be back soon on the job. day only.
50-word- announcement and Jack.ley and Clifford doubling
As a stunt, the Andrews Sisters on one of the belter stations
costs for, him from the Palladium.
held a backstage canteen party at
about $2:50.
They play American ^Bob^fope intimated to .'press ihat
the Paramount for 100 soldiers, sail
Bing Crosby will likely be here for
ors and marines, who also attended music whenever they can get the USO-Camp
Shows' within the' next
the Par show as guests of the man- records, generally, symphonies, pot month. Same time told
them he has
stuff and. some' jazz:
Bing Crosby, flve scripters, but writes own best
agement.
George Fraser, of Col's exploita
Glenn Miller. Goodman and one or bits.
tion department, has passed his phy-. two other familiar but unidentifiable'
David Nivcn on leave from the
sical and is waiting the call from
bands can be heard. They even like Army to appear in 'The Way Ahead
.Uncle Sam- any. day. His wife, Paula
American, ballads, by Deanna Dur- a military. 'In .Which We Serve,
Weiss; is a member of the pressbook
which Two Cities Films are making
bin. with lyrics in English.
department at Paramount
at
Denham.
Another
A total of 42 women filed applica- • Currently the Berlin Symphony soldier for same film is-•borrowed'
hector
tions to become WACs at the Me- orchestra and two
Italian
opera Captain Carol Reed:
tro
recruiting
station
David
in
Times companies are playing the town.'
Miller,
former
British
Square on July 4, highest for any They're a sensation, not because of Broadcasting Corp.'s ace compere,
day since established. Metro has a
'o be regular Sunday compere at
man there for information purposes. pro-Axis sympathy here.' but pri- the Big Top, Birmingham's- enterHarry Buxbaum, homeofflce sales marily because, the Portuguese are tainment tent where name bands are
exec at 20lh-Fox, who was very ill violently interested in the arts.
regular
weekly
attraction,'-' with
over a long spell, has staged a. nice
Pix, While Oldies, Terrlf
guest stars on Sundays.
recovery. Says his son, Harry BuxHollywood pictures are enormousEleen Redstone (Glemla Gaye).
baum, Jr., ft now an ensign in the ly popular, but those seen here are originally unearthed by 'Variety'
air arm of the Navy, stationed in
very old. The reason, according to mugg during those air raid shelter
Hawaii.
days in Londohr/got first ether break
local -film men. is .that there's no
from British Broadcasting Corp. On
•„ Sam Wood, director of 'For Whom
Tolls,' arrived east Friday i9), money in the Lisbon market. There ENSA half hour, program for
the
-H"
wh ' « .George Brown, Par, studio are about '50 picture, houses in troops, July 8. Geraldb band
is a
u b ' lc 'ty head. trained in Sunday Portugal, but the biggest local house regular feature.
.f1
t
Dot n .having come on for the seats U.500 and plays on a single
Reports
around
that
London
•b ii.
8
RiVOli t0I>i * hi showing a night, at a top price of Casino, leased by Charles Clore and
Wedne^y"
Alfred Esdaile. who sublet it soon
about. 20c. ..-'
after war to syndicate to form the
,. Bi,1.1ry Hose casts his weekends at
Tide' recently played at Queensbeer^
Moon
h.s Westchester estate
du b"""for 'Forc'es" a'nd
like he casts
..
n

work,

lo

'

He will work alone, do- pi.cture, say the producers. Good esown accompanying on piano.
Charles Freud; who. was directing capist entertainment of 20' and 30
'San Demetrio' for Michael Balcoh, years ago would find as much favor
and had to undergo an operation, is
back oh the job after six weeks'- wilh the new generation of theatreabsence.'
goers, it's felt, while the nostalgia
Lily. Morris now in retirement,
element' has potent b.o. value in the
leading life of country
with

:

;

.

in service.

ing

'

Mot ion

the 20th-Fox .flackeiy -after 'a brief
Cinesound.' headed by. Army 'career.
Red Skcllon returned for film
Ken G. Hall, is presently engaged on'
Department of Information materia), work after two weeks of Army Camp
but may go back to features if back- louring hi .Texas.
Marshall Neilah working as n preing is forthcoming.^ Understood thnt
Charles Monro will financially aid cision machinist in the North AmerCharles Chauvcl in floorinc two ican Aviation plant
Radio Harris pounding the studios
pix. 'Rats of Tobruk' and 'Fuzzyto gather choice tidbits for her .'Va?v
wuzzics.'
end;

ycar\<

'

Grahaiiv. in Columbias ftlm. 'CoveV
are Minneapolitans and got
big spread in' Sunday Tribune.

o the
'

.

1

t

Picture. Relief. Fund's
Executive
Committee.
Joseph Moskowitz in town 'for
20th-Fox studio huddles; also Ber-

•

Girl.'

Harry

with'

,

.

booker, .commissioned' a

'.

'

honeymoon

brief

a

.

.

Ballard's play/ 'Exit Smiling,'
slated for Broadway with, film com
pany backing, is described as "cast

-

.

James.
.Freddie Fralick celelivatinc 2(1
years as personal .'manager of film

'

,

radio. comme'ntnioi';-

°' Heiiry -Briggs. prexy of PRC,
town for studio huddles.
Herbert Sorrel back on the job
I

\

..

'summer tour.
Chcevcr Cowdln

huddles at Universnt.
Wiillct Winehell here on a vi«it
to his daughter, Walda.
Jc;u)
Parker "divorced Douglas

men with boosted grog

.

..'

power

:

ler.

.

.

bought, a

,

:

.•

r

bourne...

:

/

returned to film wort

Preston Foster
bont at Balboa.

;

;

the hospita

in

in

.

j

wit)

tip

DouKlas Fowley, screen sctor, suet

.

for divorce,

prices. Means
jail for those, caught from now on;
Sonny DiinlKim n 0 Pi om Ballcert,- July 28.
Police likewise tabbing girls ..luring
room for oiie-nighter.
Associated
riiish Picture Corp. servicemen, lo: sly-grog shops,
_ Excelsior Amusement Park has discussing
directorial
Associated Talking Pictures: heada.-signnient
Bud Strawn'y orchestra.''"ed here by Syd Giesham and reloasBusiness at RKO branch here run- with Marcel Varnel.
After over 00 years 611. the stage; ing via* British Empire Fiims. imw
mriK.25'; ahead, of last vear.
Joe Porrctta ori-h with 'Peter Hig- Sir. John Martin Harvev lias cele- regarded as strongest British unit in
brated his 80th birthday."
this
sector.
gins at Radisson Flanie Room.
B.p, .success
raino
.Pat Kirkwood will be Vic Oliver's through war pix, starting away
George
back
'Engloking.
Paramount
booker, father, of six-pound baby opposite when he goes: into new with 'Convoy.'
Hippodrome revue in October.
E. J. Tail has strongly denied- 'rtn'y
girl.
Binkie' Beaumont .-in. Gibrartar possibility -of the Williamson-' ait
Al* Schric.bci s 'Counti'v: Gcntlewith Bea Lillie: and Vivien- Leigh ..houses swinging from legit to
mei)' held over by Rtd Feather night
nix.
and will not' be-back. iilJ-'August'.
It had been said around Sydney that
club.
Paul Holt of the Daily Express, Warners were dickering for a deal,
Gordie Green, 'veteran local the
recently:, back froin Moscow, spoke
with W-T following Sydney product
aire man,- seriously ill in Si. Mary's
to 300 workers at 'Ealing "Studios.'
shutout via Ho.vts. Anticipated that
hosp.
Judy Campbell takes over the Kay
Maitla'nd Frnscli. film
iiipmeht Hammond role in'. j"f>el Coward's Ernest Turnbiill.^now in U. S:. will
coine. to term with Robert. Schless
distributor, awaiting connnission in
Blithe. Spirit,' touring the sticks.
the Warner fare over Iluj'ts loop.
Navy.
Norman Bartlctt has di:--.so)vecl act forBid
still on to get Australian: pie
Jerry Wcisfeldt. former -Warner with Teddy
Foster and now angling producliori into swing
again 'before
sa'le* staff

lieutenant for Captaincy in U.
.'Army.- in Enarmed' forces.
tertainment Section.
Universal branch here third place
Constance' Cummings to Africa,
nationally in Nate Blumbcrg testi- after, finishing tour
with 'Petrifiied
monial siiles contest.
Forest' in the sticks for eight weeks,
ager.
Eddie Howard orcli here for to entertain the troops.
Arthur. Driscoll to vacation after
Coca Cola broadcast from Wold
Harry. 'Damaged Goods' Cohen
settling details of the Jack DempseyChninbeHin air base.
will try hand staging llesh shows,
Hannah Williams divorce case, durBetty Ann Schnlow. Tivin City with .Syd Tfacey t& Hay) likely lo
ing which he represented the- former
skating, star, lo Frisco to. join Ship- stage first one for the sticks.
champ.
stead-Johnson .'Ice Follies.'!
Sergeant Ike Wilson, aged '43, for-'
Gene Buck operated on at (he
United Nations' Exposition' to be mer manager of Nat Gone) la, now
Medical Center, -Presbyterian Hospi- one of featured attractions
in British North' Africa in an allat Min
tal, is under treatment for a minor,
nesota Stale Fair. Aug. 28-Sept. 6.
French .vaude unit for EN3A!
-but annoying condition.
He's now
Two of IS magazine cover models,
Noel Coward going to Persia and
slated to be favorable.
Karen X. Gaylord' and Betty Jane the Middle East to entertain the men
Pat
:

.

lish

By Les Rees
Melody Makers: into C'uilys iiilery
*''
* n *d ri om 'Repuh'.'t

Hollywood
Robert Armstfonf laid
bronchitis,

1

tions.

around $115,000.
Bert Montagu producing revival
r
of 'Uncle

•

;

Harold Orlob's musical, 'Hairpin
Singer Jean Boaz's husband, Cpl.
Harmony,' being agented by Arthur „
Howdy Baum. former band leader
Levy.
in town ror few days
en route to a
The Myron McCormicks (Martha new camp in Illinois.Hodge) spending a week at Marl..

Charles M. Woolf

Ben

advertising director, has' joined the
forces after many prior tries.
Vaude strong In habes with pic
bills. Vaude will probably .come into
city spots, soon via stage presenta.

000..

"

1

•:

.

.

CHATTER
malk

,US

I\voii°

Mrs.. Louis Lotito reported much
-.'...'
improved,.:
Jeanne Ambur nas jonled Steve

'

.

July 14, 1943

Broadway
<<

:

-

:

erations.
Bill Elliott, Republic cowboy star,
broke records at: four. Robert L. Lip-

:

pert theatres in nearby war-booming
Richmond when he made p.a. Many
Richmond shipyard workers are.
from 'hinterlands where horse opera

'

is

icipi--

in

entertainment

.

Wednesday, July

96

MAXCNC
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York
Paramount,

b »sicaHy

show here
The new

Andrews
on stage.
lea3t six
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SOLD IN LAST FIVE YEARS
(DECCA RECORDS)

FOR RADIO: CONTACT

DOUG STORER
GENERAl AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

ON THE SCREEN
HAVE STARRED

RECORDS
has topped HOu

avsragu

IN* 11

MONE^^KINCgPiCIURES

WITH MORE TO COME
(UNIVERSAL PICTURES)
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Washington, As 'Worst Offender/Slated

For Test Case in

BV VAK1ETV,

INC.

KU.HTS KKSERVED.

ALT,

Earlier

After

MOUNTING COSTS

When

whose objective

national prohibition, will attempt to take the first

Chicago, July 20.
The draft cut deeply into the per
sonnel of several name bands here
last week and caused many a head

by making Washington a
bone-dry city. '....'
Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, head of
the Washington area of the Methodist church and former head of the
church's board of temperance, fired
the first salvo in Chicago, where he
charged that cocktail-bibbling and
'elbow-bending in the national capital were a disgrace and that the city
leads, in the fine art of looking On
the wine when it is red.
•Usually such attacks are allowed
to pass unnoticed, but District Commissioner Guy Mason, whose law

A

GBS' Philosophy

Between Covers

Swan Song

P.A. in

Retiring to

H'wood and Pix

Omaha;

Omaha, July 20.
here for the blow-

off of the Ak-Sar-Ben summer show
series, told newspaper
the lo-

publication in the fall.
According to those who have seen
the proofs, the book lacks the: incisiveness that marked Shaw's writing of. some years ago. bul contains
many passages of typical Shavian
sparkle.
It's understood the octogenarian dramatist intends the work
as his final authorship effort.
It's
title

men

unknown.

is

.cal

appearance Friday (16) would
swan song as a professional
He said he was going
back to California to work behind a
desk, settle down where! he could be
near his 20-month-old daughter and
also make pictures for 20th CenturyFox. Jessel said he already had a
couple of stories in mind.
Asked whether if was true he was
making up with his wife, the youthhis

Doris

entertainer.

We" won't have an

Duke Cromwell

Backing Vince Youmans'

SPREAD THE WEALTH

sent

Ambitious Show Plans

(Continues on page 55)

WILLKIE'S 'ONE WORLD'

TO FOX ON PERCENTAGE

NEIC's War-Peace

years for his health., has extended
his ambitious and varied schedule

—

his— F-e-entty

-fov- 1 -

effec-

Lincoln.'

onto..

..

Broadways

Youmans is being backed by Doris
Duke Cromwell.

Job Gets Rolling
The coordinating committee of the
Industry
Entertainment
National
Council met all- last night (Tuesinto
motion
the
put
day)
to
vast mobilization program officially
launched last Wednesday and Thurs-'
day (14-15) at the Waldorf-Astoria
in N. Y., when show business leaders from the east and west Coast
met

to

establish

NEIC

as a coordi-

nating agency for complete unifica20th-Fox deal for Wendell tion of all il.s resources toward a
'One World' is reported
W.illkie's
(Continued cjn page 27)
definitely set with Spyros Skouras'
signature down. The guarantee is
around $150,000 bul there's a percentage of the gross on a sliding U. S. Films' Influence
scale. Author will have supervisory

Fast Making English

script control.
When Willlcie

was writing the
book, Nicholas Schenck and J. Rob(Continucd on page 55)

—

No. 1

Language

Int'l

English will be the universal language of the post-war w'orld— and
Hollywood films will be the reason.
That's the opinion of Jacobo Much-

composerYoumans.
showman who was west for some

Old Thesps Get Jobs

For years Broadway's seasons
sVrtrd lale but present indications
are for a trend back to August and
September
openings.
Currently
there are seven shows in rehearsal
and another is trying out, on the
verge of coming to town. Most of
the attractions' being readied should
bow in during the coming month,
four during the week of Aug. 2 in
addition to the service show, 'The
Army Play By Play.'
•

The

other, early arrivals are 'Try

and Get It' (first called 'The Key to
Vivy's Room'). Corf; 'The Two Mrs.
Carrolls.' Booth ('Those Endearing
Young Charms' being due to move)
and 'The Merry Widow,' Majestic,
Thereafter

the .schedule

.

'Chauve-Souris,' houses for the latter

duo to be named.
September may see the arrival of
three musicals. 'Artists and Models,'
'My Dear Public' and 'Bright Lights'
(Continued on page 52)

DX

Radio Shows From

Theatres of Operation'

Cued by Bob Hope

Hollywood, July

.

.

20.

Sat.

American radio listeners for the
time were given an opportunity
on Saturday (17) to judge for themfirst

selves the reaction of Allied soldiers
stationed ^overseas to top American

performers being routed to odshore
USO-Camp Shows.
In a precedent-making shortwave

bases by

broadcast made possible through the
cooperation of the War Dept. nntl
the British Brdadcasting'Co., a show
put on by the Bob Hope-Frances
Langf ord -Jack. Pepper-Tony Romano
unit which arrived in England two
weeks ago was channelled through
all the mitlcts of the
.Sajy.!^.y_a.f!cn^^
;

Bue nos Aires public relations
counsel and'film director, currently"
visiting in the United States.
He
declared that the Spanish of Argentina i.s already being diluted by
words and phrases of English picked
up by the people from the soundtracks of U: S. films.
Hollywood is doing in decades
what crusaders and the exigencies
of International trade and diplomacy
have not. been able to do in cennj c,

^Soitelief Calk Slump

for

calls

'Murder Without Crime,' possibly at
the Belascp, which how has 'Dark
Eyes'; 'Run Little Chillun,' Hudson:
'The Snark Was a Boojum': and
.

The

•Vinccut

.-J^.^ii^bildrcw^h^^dj^o^c^
be?

lounge and set up shop as
fortune tellers. They had been
operating profitably for about
two hours before a patron reported them.

—

George Jessel Makes His

tive divorce until Aug. 24:'
.Jessel also visited the

and 'Life With
Hold Out for

corded for two current Broadway
hits—Oklahoma' and 'Life With
George Bernard Shaw has com- Father showmen see the! inevitable
pleted his most ambitious work, a wedding of Broadway and Hollysuper-length book summing up his wood as the' sole solution.
Legit authors' and producers, with
philosophy about himself and the
world at large.
The galleys arc hits, admit that the astronomical
now being proof-read for scheduled figures are getting out of hand, and

is

(Continued on. page 30)

that'

20.

mark

the fact that
the organized drys were able to enforce their views on Washington

be

Gypsy

.

$500,000 Each

With .'Junior Miss'-now in the com*
petittve bidding stage, which has
its screen rights to the $410,000
(bid by Mary Pickford, for
United Artists release),' and with two
$500,000 asking prices already re-

in

of Late Legit Starts

Izzy Rappaport, operator bf
the Hippodrome, yaudfilmer, was
put wise to a new gimmick.
Saturday night (17). but not before- the grifters had achieved a
minor cleanup.
Foijr feinme gypsies bought
admissions, but, instead bf taking
seats, went directly to the ladies

$410,000 While 'Okla

'Father'

Morgan, four; Chuck Foster, three,
and Art Kassel,All in one
week.

What makes night club owners and

Jessel,

to

homa'

by

.

broadside with official figures
which refute the cleric's charges.

George

the leaders;
of 20 men were lost

bands.
Griff Williams lost
Jan. Savilt. four; Lew Diamond, three: Lou Breese, two; Huss

the
.

total

three;

Park 4: Tilford and
was quick to answer

hotels apprehensive

May Set Pattern as
'Junior Miss* Rights Rise

among

ache

Many Yrs.
Baltimore, July

Tell'

seven

-

firm represents
other distillers,

Abbott-SelznickV 'Kiss and

CENTS

25

Preems Seen for Broadway

The 'Gyp'

Vanishing Jivesters

Is.

salient

PRICE

21, 1943

PLAN TO SOLVE

New Prohibition Drive

Washington, July 20. -f
in
Congress reconvenes
September the dry organizations,

Yorlc, 19, N. T.. by Variety. Inc. Annual subscription.' 1 10. Blnule coplen, tS cenla.
1J0S. at tile l'.isl Orileo hi Nerf York. N. Y.. under llle aet o£ Maiuh J. 1«79.

1913,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY

3 p.m..
time, it-

although

NBC

network

actually,

was Saturday night

British
for the

thousands
of
Polish,
Canadian,
Wartime shortage of actors has
Dutch. American and English troops
caused a decrease in appeals for rewho sat in on the performance at
Omaha appearance drew terrific esto. Lccuona. and book by Aubrey lief to the Motion Picture Relief
Ihe -Bristol, England, camp theatre.
crowd. No admission; the show be- Wisberg. a Coast writer. It is ex- Fund, according to the annual report
Although on- the previous Saturday
ing one of. the Ak-Sar-Ben stunts pected that Enric Madriguera will issued by that organization.
orchestra.. Youmans
Continued on page 16)
the
conduct
for members and soldiers only.
Calls for financial help were 086
plans to get his production and prop- less last year than in- Ih i previous 12
erties in New York but rehearse months.
Many of the elder thesps
and present 'Neighbors' on the Coast are picking up jobs since the younger
Columbia Pictures
language
turies .create' a ..common
of
first,. figuring' on 'getting the desired actors are going to war!
known to all peoples.' Muchriic
talent on that end.
doesn't think that English will d isAl Jolson as a Producer
Legs; Has Higher Ideals
Youmans has written the score
place native tongues, but that it will
Harry Cohn, Columbia proxy, is and the book is virtually prepared Judith Anderson's Bard
Marlene Dietrich wants to appear
become a second language of most
trying to line up Al Jolson as a pro- for a musical called 'Joe' which calls
on Broadway but has her own ideas
(Continued oh page. 30)
Repertory for Overseas
ducer. While in N. Y. Cohn has been for 100 sailors and around 50 enabout the type of show and part she
huddling with Jolson the past week semble, girls. Ho has been leaning
Judith Anderson is taking Shakeswill accept.
Filrhite is definitely out
Off Oct. 2 of 'One Man's Venus' and has also
trying to persuade him to check in towards, the classical in hiscompor peare to the Yank troops based at Genius
on the Columbia! payroll for a peroverseas posts. The stage and screen
Genius, Inc., organization of actor turned down a legit offer by Vincent
(Continued on page 1G)
actress, currently on the Coast, will hopefuls, announces its nitery revue. Youmans for his 'Good Neighbors.'
manent producing job but Jolson is
circuit the offshore bases as a vol- 'Political Cabaret.', will open Oct. 2
holding off thus far on any definite
Miss Dietrich said she has shown
Clips Here unteer performer for USO-Camp at the group's new quarters, Labor her legs loo. many times in pictures
Sicilian
commitment.
Shows.
Jolson's film biog for Columbia,
Stage. N. Y.
and desires to appear on the stage in
Washington. July! 20.
'Minstrel Boy,' with the singer :to
The production will be directed by an al ly drama. Part for 'Neighbors'
Approximately 8.000 feet of film
TOur' may' wirid up with Miss AnPlay, himself, in
pav t, will start shot on the batllefrohts of Sicily and derson teaming up with Maurice Lewis Allen and \Mll contain ma- has a bit during which one femma
shooting, in December. with Jolson North Africa ha.s arrived here.
Evans who. is. a Special Services of- tcriatjf by Earl Robinson. Harold leaches a girl the correct way to
meanwhile skedded to go offshore to
Some of the footage is to be re- ficer directing entertainment activi- Home. Marc Blitzsteln and Hi 7.aret, show, her legs. Miss Dietrich said
entertain Yank troops-.
among others.
no— but fast.
ties for Yanks in 'TUrwaii.
leased to the newsrcels. this week.
Neb., air base during the. day and
was. guest of the officers there.

First on the list is still 'Good
Neighbors.' with the score by Ern-
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MISCELLANY
Drunkard' Staggers Along After

Hollywood Runaround
By Radie Harris

3,650 Hangovers on Marathon Bender
GEORGE

•

E.

rilAIR

Hollywood, July

4

Hollywood. July 20.
a'
'When.stage drama, instituted; as
t Prohibition;' tract, staggers' around
toi; 10 years in the same, joint with
;.~.<j50
daily, hangovers, and is-' still
able to park its instep on the brass
in
wi thout an IOU In the damper,
1

;

after-

,

:

.

money to defeat

It will cost

Connie Bennett

.

to help

hold out.Gait Bell,

Constance Bennett,, film star who
off- on the Atlantic Coast Cir-

week

.

now.

.

.

every day if you can. But
buy them on a regular basis.

teed

of .'Without;
Love'; has similar arrangement with'
Leventhal as obtained with
J;
J.
Jane Cowl; in revival of 'Madame X,'
cuit-last

...

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them

At $1,000 Plus P'ctage
in revival,

.

.

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

love!

in

'

:

.-

'
'

.

.

.

.

.

lures.'

20.

a year's absence:

.

.

an' actor with,
ngcrial ideas, rented a mousetrap on.
the fringe of Hollywood on July 6.
1933. and revived an ancient preach
'.merit against the evils of tirink.flrst

is

....

'"'

-

it is

sci'iie

Boom Town and

no fooling. Rooms at any .hotel are
is
-.the servant proUlom is so
scarce as a kind" word: from Chaplin.
acute
that the Keenan Wynns. in 'qrder lo ;get a nurse for their Iwo-yeai'^ilc!, had
to promise that she codld look at Van Johnson at the same t ime!
oranges
the
indigenous
to
soil
and
lemons
\Vhich arc
which are tiuiigenbus tu
a
great many pictures ;are as expensive as a basket at: Hicks., .every one has
card... .and. everyone is a 'character'. .you oan see Llicille Bali's
a' .'C'
oraiige hair on a clear day .. .the OPA and OWI feuds have nothing
on
the one between 'Lolly' and Hcdda . Danny Kayo' has a 14-rqpm house
and tiled. swimming pool' but he misses L'indy's. Jcnhifer 'Soiig of BeVnadelte; Jones, .Dorothy. 'Claudia' McGuire'.an.d Katina 'For Wlioni thb Bell
Tolls' Paxinou are the three newest" click personalities; Hho- Basil :R;u|i.
.Roland Young aiid Bob Benchley liaven't
bones are still: entertaitiihg.
missed a night at Dave Chasen's. .the most anticipated picture of the
preview mob is Irving Berlin's 'This Is -the Army'. Mhe two favoi'ifc topics
of conversation are' men saying 'yes' and wonieii saying 'no'; .but all in
all, it's' nice getting'away- for a change of scenery and. secim; ,.suc-)i .'"new
faces' as Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammcrstein, Walter WiiYche'll, Ray
Bnlgeiv Oscar Levant, Zorina. John C. Wilson, Alfred cle Liagre and the
Jimmy. Stroocks, all of whom I just left at;21,' Sardi's, and the Stoik!
This town

Gcorgie Price, current at the
Latin Quarter,. N. Y.. talking
'about the many. former Broadwayitcs who; have, been signed
for': executive'
berths in, Hollywood, observes:
..
'That loaves, us with nobody to
pan, how that they've taken all
into picDie obnoxious

•

1

Reflection- of the Hbily wood

Getting Lonesome

.'",

entitled to an Olympian wreath
As
lor the Marathon Elbow Bend.
it staggered into its 11th consecutive year in the Theatre Mart, 'The
i'unkard' blew the foam off its beer
nd told the barkeep to set 'cni up
again, for another 12 months, or as
long as the customers and the brew

191,1

;

.

:

produced by Phineas T. Barnum in
Boston, when your grandpop was.
Planning Crosby-Rhythm
Invasion East and West
still in the sody-pop and red lemonon same circuit.
That old saying, .'the grass grows greener in the next fellow'!
ade stage. In :the intervening years
Miss' Bennett U in show, at $1,000
Boys' Repeat Program never, truer than when applied to Hollywood. and Broadway..'
the Theatre Mart, has conducted itweekly, for live weeks/ with same
success vttjh Freecilcy, Abbott,. Miller or PembeiTon. you can bo
July 20.
self on a temperate theme, with all
Hollywood,
salary and additional, percentage arhard liquor and pistols checked at
.Standard Brands and (he J, Walter DeSylya,- Selznick, Mayer and Warner will "John Hancock' you an
rangement should combo display, sufthe door.
are making plans versa. ;
warrant .Thompson agency
ficient bbxofi'icc, lure
Since the opening it is estimated
take the 'Lady in the Dark cbmpatvy, fov example. During its («o
to repeat some Sunday in the hear
roadshoiving.
that 1,200,000 customers have passed
the July 4 installment of the weeks' tenancy at" trie -Phjlharhioiiic' Au d !*o1"iumJ' the* jjrcwiihg' rooinV
future
Not haying immediate film comShore scries stage looked, like iO r alley. Hugh Marlowe and Waiter Stangc were si ••
through. the front door of- the .150Whiteman-Dinah
Paul
mitincnls. Miss Bennett has yenned
scatcr, at $1.75 tops on weekdays
halured by Metro. Bill Parker was grabbed'by Columbia. Half the daiiccrs
featured the original
which
INBC)
a- return to legit and has been readand $2.25 on' Fridays and Saturdays.
Rhythm Boys. Biiig Crosby, Harry and all the circus, costumes were' snatched by Universal tor a circus seing scripts in search' of a suitable
quence in 'Ali Baba and the 40 Tliipvcs.' And the star. Gertrude Lawrence;
In that time approximately 2,191,200
Barris and Al Rinkeiv It will be the
stage vehicle which she may probottles of beer have been served
who was responsible for a- record-shattering lour, was baited by. Andrew
first time that 'an entire, show of this
duce hi-i sclf and iii which she. "would
gratis, without a roughliouse. ..For
Stone to play the 'Divine Sarah.' but a,hew radio' series for
starting
classification has been repeated on
also star.
the last 10 weeks the Sunday aftSept: 10. via CBS in Ne\v York, prevented, her cousidcrin
ictm-«;
A commercial series. The repeat will
ernoon .performances have been
include the Shore-Crosby ductting of deal, at the -moment.
free, for service men only.
-.
This same raidiiig also invaded the 'Dpughgirls' east durin? (Jieir- tliree
Dickers Gary Grant the 'Pdrgy and Bess' Score.
It has been a steady job for at
The event Will require another weeks' engagement at the Biltmorc. David Selzhiek'.wanted Joy Hudgts
For 'Mr. Deeds' Series trip by Rinkcr from N. Yr.lo the for ;an important part in 'Since You Went Away,' but Max-.Gordon wouldn't
least six of the original cast of 15;
Hollywood/July 20.
who started out wondering if they
Coast. He is a staff'. producer; for the release. her from her run-of-the-play contract; Warners is being' patient'
Bill Forbes, executive assistant to William Esiy agency.
and waiting for the end of the tour, to long-term Becky Brown, while
collect -breakfast- money for the next
Marianne O'Brien, who two months ago was a $45 a week chorine in". the
week. Sam Etherldge, Jan Duggan, William S. JPaley, has sought during
'Follies.' is now being- screen tested al. $750 per!
Neely Edwards, Larry Grchier, Ada his /stay on the Coast to get Cary
On the other hand., Dick Rodgers is 'in conference' at the Beverly-Wil-'
Lilly and Qeorge Stuart arc still Grant to' do the name part -of 'Mr:
'Die' Spec Tonite (Wed.)
shire, trying to lure. Kecnan Wynn away froin Metro, Or. Dick Powell from
staggering nightly in the Theatre Deeds Goes to Town' for a CBS
':'-•
Paramount, and Connie Moore from RKO to return to Broadway for the
Mart and spending their '-.mornings' series.
Hollywood, July 20.
gardens On the
The role was created for films
Victory
raising
Hollywood Bowl will be. converted revival of 'Connecticut Yankee' which, if it is the click it gives every, indication of being, will make them tliat much- more valuable to their respechomesteads they have bought with 'Columbia) 'by Gary Cooper..'
into a temple of worship, for .'We
tive .studios:
their savings out in San Fernando'
Will Never Die' tomorrow (WednesJohn C. Wilson is also hoping Ip briiig Hollywood to Broadway in the
Some arc doing day work
Valley.
The Ten Commandday) night.
IPs Song-and-Dance
in the. film studios and some arc
ments will be inscribed on two 40- person of Herbert Marshall, as vis-a-vis to Katharine Cornel) in ^Lovers
and Friends.' And Alfred de Liagr.e is enough of an optimist 1o believe
doing swing' shifts in the airplants'
Hollywood, July 20.
foot tablets oh the dais.
nearby. Now reeling- into its 11th
Cast of 1,000, headed by Edward that -Margaiet Sullavan will be the 'in person' star of John van Drulen's
niversal' goes into a song and
/year, 'The Drunkard' is the sober- dance this week with five features G, Robinson, Edward Arnold, Akin) three character play. .it he can. get Simmic Stewart, Cary Grant or Fred.
M.acMurra'y to play opposite her!
est revel ever seen in the vicinity of stressing .the musical angle.
Tamiroff, Jacob Ben Ami, John GarHcig)i-hb y 'rast is east and west is west' and the twain shall 'meet 1 iii Louis
Hollywood.
Tuneful iilms'.are 'Crazy House,' field, Paul Henreid. Joan Leslie, Sam
'"
> -;..'.
Shun's ofTiee!:
'His Butler's Sister,'. 'Man. of the Levene. .1. Edward Bromberg and
Y.urka.
Fellow,
Mr.
Blanche
'You're,
Lucky
Family,'
a
(iehe Dennis, Mrs. von H.,
Smith' and Hi, Ya, Sailor.'
SruopliiK Aroiin
a Psychic
'alter Winchell has given tlie green light to a screen career for his IflMusical 'Barker'
Seattle, July 20
BOYER'S METRO CHORE
year-old daughter, Walda, who is plenty photogenic but admits she knows
New monthly magazine, Amity
Hollywood, July 20.
A fall prospect for uroadway is a nothing about acting. Wendy. Barrie heads east Aug; 8 to confer w.i;lr
John Goldeii.rc the. femme lead in Guy Bolton's- hew comedy, 'Emmy'., it
has been launched by Gene- -'Dennis,
Charles Boyer checks into Metro musicomedy version of 'The Barker,'
psychic, who in private life is- Mis. for the first lime- in six years. He the stage comedy in which. Walter will be 'Christopher' or 'Tlieresa' in the Jessica Tandy-Hume Cronyn
John G. von. Herberg, the northwest will co-star with Ingrid Bergman in Huston
Claudette "Colbert nursery next week.. .Fred Astairc, back from a dancing marathon of the
and
showman. Milt' Hurwitz, former' 'Gaslight.'
starred more than a dozen years ago. southern camps, relays the news that Richard Bar'lhelmess, stationed at
radio producer, is her personal manMusical version is being readied Norfolk, has' been appointed aide to Admiral Lcary with the commission
His last film there. was 'Conquest'
..-.'.''
of Lt. Commander. .Jiine Walker is lie house guest of Edith IIolTenslein
r.ger.
by songwriter Harry Tierney.
with Greta Garbo.
...Laird Cregar is flirting with the idea of playing 'Jason' in Robert Lewis'
Mag is filled with philosophy on
I > I *******
* **** * >
»
t
production at the Assistance League. .Richard. Whorf; who is as fllie -aii
how to live and be happy. One secartist as he is an actor, will single in a USO Camp tour, entertaining the
tion has questions and answers in the
boys
in an impromptu monologue-drawing act,
.Melchior Lengycl. in beGene Dennis style. Miss Dennis came
.tween
chores at RKO. has whipped up a dramatic treatment of 'Lady Cliatto Seattle a dozen years ago as the
Anne- Baxter, whose performance in 'North' Star' is. of
lerly's Lovers'.
'Kansas City Wonder Girl'...\vjlh a
Berle
Milton
By
calibre,
four-star
is
NY-bound
for
much-needed
vacation in her homea
psychic routine that was a mop-up
town, Briarcliff. .after a.brie'f respite from four months-of 'Madame 'Curie,'
for the picture houses. After her
l * * *****
Mervyn LeRoy-next megaphones.'Thcy Were Expendable". ... .Edward Hcymarriage to Von Herberg she re- ***************************************
party
at
now
stationed
written
swell
nian,
at
McClcllan
Field,
has
a
a. show for the. Air
Celebrated my 35th birthday last week with
tired, but now there is talk of a
Service Command called 'At Your Service.' which is rumored to be BroadGiiissinger's..
Jennie Grossinger inade me a special, pot cheese birthday
post-war tour.
way fodder... in the screen version of 'Angel Street,' it might interest
cake with borcht icing.
rinled,
author
Patrick
Hamilton
Yard detective,
to
the.
role
of
Scotland
typo.
know
the
I
sent out swell invitations but the printer made a
.'
has been developed into the love interest; and Joseph Coltcn is being paged
'Your presents is requested.
Dix With Rooney
Met my family physician and thanked him for taking good care of me: for the amorous gent who fades put with Irene Dunne.
"
Hollywood, July 20.
could
else
How
thank
you.
lit said, 'Don't thank me.
I should really
Second film chore for Tommy Dix!
I hay* made R.ipicy's Believe It Or Not!'
urrly Personal
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Tommy
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youngster from, the Broadway stage.
Is the role of a freshman colleague
of Mickey Rooney in 'Andy Hardy's
Blonde Trouble' at Metro. His screen
debut was in 'Best Foot Forward,"

Ought

You

-wit-h-LueHle-Ball-.-

'Hardy' troupe

is

Reno

in

who have

Girls

Roinu
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indication of
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Tourism

M.v brother; itlie one with the bcH-in-the-back brain)
picture editor tor Reader's Digest
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what the gasoline

Let's
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a

hope
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that the
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Life at

prefer

MGM

any niovie fan had been lucky enough lo have wandered 011 Stage 29
(lie other day, he would, have swooned from excitement— for there
in a flye-ticrecl seating' arrangement were ail ihe >favs;
- up
featured players on the lot. some 60-odd. gathered together to be 'caiiieVaed'
tor. 'Life.'
Judy
Oiily four, were missing— Lana Turner,
the hoi-pi.
.reviewer Garland, on a; camp four; Robert Walter (the current white-haired. boy
home sick, .ani^:Garbo, who as usual, vanted to be alone.
* fTp this ringside, observer there was a nostalgic note hi the absence of
•those" names who; for so long, were vymbols of the 'Lion's Roar'— Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, Jcanetle MacDonald, Bob Monlgbmeiy. and Clark
.

scucii Grnlilfs.''

at

If

MGM

.lined

Lee's act:

'

'

•

'for Whom the Bell Tolls' and liked
give it lour tingles.
.

'1.

in 1941,

'

''

:

As a lad I would. day-dreamOf a house tcifli seven .gables.

.'-.;

number entering

job.

;

.

the

hew

be 'Oh, What a M(uida-Fu) Morning!'

doing to the shrunken

Canadian tourist trade this summer
is given by figures just released by
the U.5- Dept. of Commerpcc.
U.S. -.tourists, spent an estimated:
$79,000,000 in Canada in 1942 as compared with $107,000,000 In 1941. In
1942, -also, automobiles entering Canada from stales not adjacent to the
Canadian border were /only 22
of

lias

j-Hc-s"

.

.

Glcli-

during. his three week's' stay at the Biltmore lheatre.is because Belle. <iji
her climb; tip the ladder, has never forgotten the friends who- knew her
'.
.."
'when,'
"V
Janet Blair carefully planned her honeymoon with'Sgt.^Lou
ush so that
no sltidip obligations \vould inlorte.rc— and then forgot completely, about a
adio eiigagement for the Silver
aire, to which she had comniitted her'<.
self weeks ago.

dalc.
-

Washington,

An

shortage

.

The other guest was Greta Garbo..
The reason that Theodore Newton occupied Belle Davis' home- in

.'a

B. Scjtz directing.

.Gas Cuts. Can.

'

'

bolif enus.

.

—— —

-At Ihe Maria Monlcz-.Teaii Pierre Aiimont nuptials, all the un'.i(.lach«-cl
femme guests were almost killed .in-line rush tor the bridal bouquet.
Elizabeth
ussell finally caught il and explained her victory by clainiin
she's a veteran of balloon nights at the Stork!
If A nit. Hu nter
the Russian .'Dou gh giil') is the envy o f half the Holly
wood'Eng shots it's because she was invited to dine at Gay lord, Mausers.

type of back

)

(

1

11

working oh location at the
University of Nevada, with George
week,

this

up wearing

I'd

it.

In fact,

if

I

was

a

':

;

VERONICA'S TIME-OUT
..."
Hollywood, July 20.
Veronica Lake left the Good
Samaritan Hospital today Tuesday
long enough to attend the funeral of
her one- week-old son, Anthony.
After the services she returned to.
1

the hospital for another

.10

days.

Description of •

Broadway

Jerk: He's a-

Appeared la.st night on the Records for Fighting Men program over
Mutual network.. Organized to collect musical recordings for sorviccthis is a ganulncly worthwhil.c. campaign and deserves the
support
of everyone
shoiv business. Morale is essential to our men and records
help morale. , Remember. COLUMBIA is'-lh'e gem of entertainment,
there's VICTOR in Victory, and that when it comes to cooperation \vo
are. not DECCA-dent.

.

Gable.'

the

iiien,

-

.

'Heart' Attack
Ginner Rogers, who. recently llhished playing 'Liza Elliot', at Paranniui.t.
wont' lo sec .'Lady in the Dark' just before it closed here. Asked what
she thought of it. her answer was;
.

,

'It

iiecd.s

tightoning;'

'
.

,

Wednesday, July 21, 1943

MISCELLANY

VARIETY

3

Uncle Sam's 11,000,000 Gun-Toters
some film companies began making successful P.O.
name bands, opposition outfits began climbing on the band-

Lasl year, whenfilms with

wagon with such haste that In... a short time every musical outfit ot,
note wa:i under contract to one or another :company. Apparently" thV.
recent attention given to singers such as -Frank Sinatra, Dick .Hayme's
and Perry' Coino has made some film executives jitlery about passii-ig
U p a future film bet hi that field: All have been screen- testedWhen Will Osborne opened at the Pennsylvania hotel, N.. Y„' where
he'* current, he decided- to give Jim Hardy," trumpeter, billing. Willi ,
no '.'mention of his .duties. Following week Hardy received a letter
jr.om a major' (1.1m "company's eastern talent scout- asking to see: him.
Musician went lo the exec's office' and was immediately prepared for a
Feeling .that they had him. wrong, the musician explained
voice tost.
he didn't sing bill played trumpet.
Trumpet.' said the exec,. '1 don't get it! I thought you were a singer.
I've heard the Osborne band. on the air and saw' the billing of your:
.name in (he 'newspapers, If you don't sirlg, who docs?'
'Will Osborne," -Hardy' explained:

OFF

'

:

O

AYS'

BIZ

AC'K JUNGMKYBR
-Hollywood,
youiig men who
i-.nr.v..
to
nuns and
know how i.o. use.thoni are coming

'

the large centers notably, including N; Y. City, theatre operators
view as something of a wartime
phenomenon the manner In which
business levels are maintained on
top 6f weekends and particularly

.

-.'.

ad way

on

'

10 .Down'-,
treet of the music, publish-

back
dominate motion pic liive.
audiences when, the duration has
been endured and ended.'
This is the bigge-l general ion- o*
.

>'s/

There, the veteran
songwriters plot out'

sect

...

.

po-

the

try 's

had. .firoarins Tot;

The

Expects

Clinch

.to

crowds'

In Its

2d Chi Year

,.

Cohn.

-

Columbia
>

oration

Day weekend

in

r\

May and

.-•i

r

.

f\

.

ri

.

'.the

studio

j?lii;vi\"

...

Westerns',

:

mat

.-Saturday

The

kids.'.

skind-;

ai d
of the prairii- aiid the ranch
sagas will-be ele\ aled: tlieii- budeels
increased:
their
personnel
more
c;:ref u jy reeru ed: more si rc.-s, |a id
on romance; even, with 'less .catering'
10 the juves wh0 squirm at. tile
slightest suggest ion of 'imitli' .between saddle star and heroine
Significant of cnlertaininonl lea'ning.v of the .shooliii.'iest generation
arc let ters coming in to studio executives and to cxhibifors from former
.

;

.

;

film

iif

when, he

;

:

-

Uiiitl.

'life;'

violent action mclodi-;
will not
increase in, favor, say ;li<- screen'
progr^iiiiiiois or lohiDri'Ow. bul will
be revi.-ed to ^al isfy the ailiill legionaircs back froni bat.ile, rather than

|

VetailS Ullt 0l :t01ir[ro"b'

-.

.

to

ihe.

crave
-..

be posi-

.iniiii-.;

iii

iiv.il

progiVoslii-atiirs

;

1

is

ri^lcc'tod

entertainment
gels back to.

(June Knight) Settle

S^turday-Surida'y-Monday. The; Dec-

Harry

tively

Judge Hints Camerons

coiiiIt

every .home, every

Yank' warrior are

is

leaves N.. Y.. Friday
23
the Washington's birthday fell similarly
Memphis,
reported Coast,, with a slopOIT |n Chicago, to on Monday, with result that those
Open coui;l testimony was condickering for the services of Judy look over the stage click. "Good holiday weekends were also big at
the bjoxolfice. However, in each in- cluded last Wednesday (13) iii Jurt.e
in behalf of General Foods. Night Ladies"/; produced by Howard
Garlaii
According to the reports, it would Lang, -the Hollywood agent, and Al stance. Hie next day or two. .has' not Knight's: 'divorce' action in Little
be' 'a' -half-hour: variety show, with Rosein.. The -Chi farce, how-' in its dipped .'below normal as in former Rock, against Arthur A.. Cameron,
second year, is a 'modern version of times biit has. been' as good as cor- rich Texas oilman, and Chancellor
NBC the network. \
ight
in. a respondingly pre-holiday
weekdays Dodge recessed the case until July
Miss Garland's last steady connect the ^original .'Ladies
or belter..
2li in an- effort' to svork oul an agreelion wilh. a commercial was the Bob Turkish Bath/
Although the theatres, particularly ment between- the blonde stageHope program (Pepsodchl).
Despite the.' fact that Mary Picl<in ihe larger keys, are playing to a screen
star
and
her
embattled
sans
pei>
tord haV offered' $410,000.
lot of soldiers, they do hot- represent' spous :
'Junior
collage, tor the film lights to
majority of the post-holiday
The glamorous Miss Knight spent
Miss.' as against Columbia's' bid of the
'Stars and Gripes'
'hangover
crowds,'
operators
point
30".',:.'
-.-another
five
Cohn says the
hour's on the witness
$355:000'.. plus
stand in Pulaski Chancery 'Court j list
dcat looks like Columbia will gel it. out.
Probably the Best
Pulmotor Slow Days.
before the recess,' with counsel forFact lhat-Colunibia has a good batTheory for- the way business has both .parties agreeing when she had
ting average on comedies is seen asCamp-Produced
finished,
that
there would be no
motivating Max Gordon, producer of held up after holidays and on Mony GKORGE ROSEN
the play, in looking favorably on days and Tuesdays following regular further verbal testifying.
Out at the Fl. Hamilton embarka- Columbia, plus the; fact tlvat Colum- weekends, is that the natives stay
Camcrbn's lawyers will submit his
lion center in Brooklyn last week, bia's filmi'zalion of Gordon's other out of downtown zones because of rebuttal evidence by deposition in
section
theatre
the special service
recent stage click. 'My Sister Eileen/ the crush of the crowds, waiting for case he and La Knight are still at
unfolded the -world premiere'. of the netted over $1,000,000 'in profit.
weekdays to catch .up on filnigoing. odds over a sel'tlcincnt when the
newest— and. perhaps best to dale—
Chancellor Dodge, surColtini ia has George Stevens and] Also believed that one of Ihe rea- recess: ends.
all-soldier musical show. to. come out Al Hall in- mind for- the picture. -alsons weekday biz has been especially prised both sels. of lawyers, apand
of army camps." Called .'Stars
though there's nothing definite as yet good immediately- after holidays is parent ly. with his suggestion that
Gripes." it's an unpretentious, tunethat outgoing crowds over the holi- an out-of-court ."settlement of Ihe
on the casting.
ful revue with a .musical score by
days have been large: V When they property dili'er.cnces be reached.
come back from such three-day. holi- . 'Either way I'
Broadway!*
ace V composeivlyrjci.st
decide this case
Pfc. Harold Rome.
Though a' numday excursions. as the Fourth of July, wouldn't be rig'hi from
a common
ber of the men responsible for its
(hey then start catching up on film sense
standpoint.' the Arkansas judge
production
and erstwhile, profestheatres, The past July 4 set a said.
-If I give. Mr. Cameron a:' disions, it retains for. the most part, a'n
keys vorce. I .-.would 'cut' off. her properly
IN MPLS. record for travel' out of.lar
that's
quality
informal.
non-pro
such as N. Y.
rights, and she has lived with him
Minneapolis. July 20.
keyed purposely to camp' presentaAlso holed by operators -and man- tour years, during
which, time his
tion.
agers that the so-called hangover I'ortune .has
Identified as Victor Neuman. an
doubled. On the other
For at least. half of the 90-minule ex-convict and son of a St; Cloud, mobs are made up largely of women hand, she bore him
no children.
with kids providing a strong lift on
performance (particularly when em'If I give her a divorce, that would
Minn., minister,, a dapper 22-yeai>
Mondays. Tuesdays and other weekphasis is directed at Rome's sock
entangle every bit of property that
score and the crack pit orchestra), old youth who registered al the Ho- days
during the slimmer, school
he has. She ought not' to' be meri'
recess.
'Gripes! has a
distinctive, quality tel Nicollet as 'R. H. Harris, art dicenary and try to hold him up. On
that puts it on a par with many rector, Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Holthe other hand: she has made him a
a musical to hit Broadway.
ut its
lywood. Calif..' and ran up a large
wife and f|iiit a career, and it may
broad humor is definitely patterned
lavishly entertaining- Dorothy Raoul Walsh Sues Agent
bill
be difficult' for her to go back to il.
for the C. I. audiences for which il
Lewis-, star of the hotel's ice show,
Harsh Kithrr. Way
was intended.
is
in the toils on forgery charges
Morehead for $100,000 'Some reasonable settlement has;
A good deal of it is ialririe-cori : and bound over to the district court
scions. It satirizes the WACs who.
got to be; worked out, and if you
in $3,000 bond.
Santa Monica. Cal.. July 20."
geiillemen '(.an'l (fo it. I will decide.
against' orders, wear girdles,
it at
Raoul
Walsh., screert
director,
Neuman. who told Miss Lewis and
We've got to follow the law. but it
no
titrtcs
and
wears
blinkers
filed suit jn Superior Court here to
iris' 'in her' company, that
the four
is going to be hard on them, whodoesn't try (o conceal the' thoughts
approximately
he had come to Minneapolis to sign recover
$100,000 ever luses.'
that are oUlimcs uppermost in the
from Frances Morehead,. his agent
them
up
for the films, has served
minds of the soldier boys. Off the
Warring attorneys said
they
for the. last five years.
ngeles. Omaha
prison terms' in Los
camp grounds it would undoubtedly
'might", discuss the proptiMil ot a
Lincoln for passing worthless
and
te
im
by p'<.per.y comprise away from
cause eye-raising:- as a canip-spoivcourt,
checks and is al present on parole. W^t"n°11
Wal,l, a,e «Vo«i
$33 902, which he charts
sored presentation it strikes' an imbul jndi(r ion< Were -that .the' matter
signed one of several large
When
he
aKCMt s
mediate responsive' chor
it
w""ld still be up: to .Judge; Dodge
checks ^Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. by R. use: SlB.OlG-ofr which,
r- ^lhe asserts, she
points tip. the human fiaiiitics to
whPM „,„ t ils , &umcs .-,,^1 Mi.nclny.
H. Harris.' the -hotel, became suspi- refuse^' to make, an accomiling: and
which the regimented boys have
cions and called in Norman Pyle, S4B.(i7U which he declares she col- The Cariieron wealth was cstiinaled
fallen
heir.
unnl);icially -fiuni cfluri evidence at
And the lace that
exploiter, who quickly k'cied osfensi
for his own use about STOtt.000.
_niosl of .it is funny' is all to its credit, local M-G
si/. e d hini up as n P_l^pjie>-jlhd .ben ciit.

Rubicam

Young

-

wagdii. every corral in llie land.
The... .'acquired.-' uinr habits '.-of

'

'hangover

,

Now

'Ladles,'

Miss— Has

Or.

.

term

'given, to those, that have stormed
theatres for two days or. longer, immediately after the recent Fourth
of July / weekend
which entailed

the

in.

history.
not
even except in
colonials and pioneers wh
'

thp.-e

.

figures.

HARRY COHN'S DEALS

Americans

guil-loting,

stratagems'; as' affects the
AS(.'.-\P iioard 'anci .the executive

council of the Songwriters Protective Association.

litical

almost possible, to gauge what a picture will do by looking al Monday

'

now

is

.million

'

have permits

by writers as the 'No.

after, holidays.
Very
often now. the take on Mondays is
as good if not better than on Fridays, leading to the opinion in theatre and sales quarters that It is now

-

;

F.

Lindy's
referred

ranch'.. -of

immediately

.

1

Inner Sanctiim

,

i I

I

.

-

.
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'

'

.

'

'

,

.

Show

employees now

forces— men

who are thinking about (lie '.current,
and future needs of the business
.even while performing their
mediate inililaiy. chores.
Three such
l£;t tor
writers within Ihe past few
days have spoken about Ihe increased liking for western action
pictures by boys in the. army camps.
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'.(Continued oh page 54i'
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HOLLYWOOD PHONEY
ARRESTED

-

'

.

GOSCH ANKLES 20TH

TO RETURN TO RADIO

.

-

.

Hollywood; July 20.
Martin Gosch,' signed last April by
William Goetz as an associate- pro^
ducer at 20th-Fox. turnek in his
resignation and
resumes his old
chore as producer of the Abbott
Costqllo air show for the William
Esly agency,.
Gosch goes to' New York this week
to line up writers for' the air show,,
which starts when Coslello has recovered from his current illness.
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On his arrival.. Ni'iiman engaged
.....
Bills
drama '.critics, along
si end fast ly flciiicd. that she had been'
the. hoiel s most expensive
assorimoni of generals and one Of
Chatl'Maik.vllinig
61 her.' than
a good
wife.
The. same'. night he made Mitchell Plays Tumulty;
suites.
Tiiilitai-y biggies
ronv the Sec.'.Reviews ..,
1,'Sh'o'
fin llrer deincil
iiiHi'iying
the
a. splurge at the Minnpsota Terrace,
ond Service command.
ripes' rales
,Tcxa.,
for
mnin-y.
sayi
H
;-wu
g
Hardwicke
Set as Lodge
Uoiise Hevii/w.- ,
the hotel's nilery where Miss Lewis;
the- accolade's
bestowed on it' and as
never discussed his svi-allh - when
lie willed and diiied- Ihe.
is; playing,,
a
Inside- '..'[.eg:
-Hollywopd. July 20.
moralp-inducer il should cer,
,
v(1 „ U)Vl
x „i„c 0 ,i,
you doi,:i weigh
For
laller with rcckle.-'s abandon.
l
Thomas MMcheU. and Sir G'ediic |,, /..v huich he's worth.'
? lnl >" be spoiled into every camp
Inside - Music
the Terrace
the one nielit. larkthat boasts a ...theatre.
Harduicke diaw two of the 40 iin.1
v
A flexible pro- his check, was $57.53.
Inside--Orchc,-';i
as
"
s <s ""'
"ot w.ihoul its
duction- designed
porlant. roles in Ihe biography of
to play. undcr any
Legilimati' ... ...
When police .'-nabbed him they Woodrow Wilson, announced as Die" lul "* MV '"•'"•*'"^ h'.wcvc.-. At one
'lions, pat licularlv in the more
Counsel;
I.il.erati
isolated, posts..
found iii his ipos.-esSion. n receDlly bi-gevt production ever, undeilak.-n l-! ,,mi
•Gripes" had previbloi'U
100 'biisines- bv 20th-Kox. Mitchell pliiys lhfe role My>"*}»W'\- l:'er," .0,. ; 'admit fed thai
piircha.vccl
ously been jcsled'
Mu'vc'"... ... .'...'
a a series ot liy'"' -h
"«»l"r
''/' ,' ") "
•'!,""..,
heads .identifying .,r,j..,eph P/Timiuity and llardwicke
oi'ts in the
metropolitan area, includ- cards and lclt/'r
f!''
A"
1
" >h'; pJvi'^vd l,. M y -brows. i h:-n-. .
•cm.i-N':.si-:i-.i«,r. Ilcni-y-Cabol- Lodge.
Ft.
{"«
Wads worth. Ft. Tildcn. him with Hollywood.
^ ill Chiii-'«'?"">!•
-but J; r.-ii,i>inber One
Ealontpwn.
I.amar Tiolli has been woikinc on
^,
||
N.- J.,
aiid
Hoffman
..>'»!•••
V "••'•-».»
I'an'Mf -home front a isip- V
X'•"land, with u,,, ,','„„.
flio .-.crijK- lor 18 month-, with lillin"bpii,
v
resumed
Obilu.n
anrt fitund Al Hiiir -wilt: all 111.- :C.vf:His week an.d. con'i inning
ing sla:c
/ 'tart in November.
!'
through
Or/ In- -fi aParades Stars
:)i -nw's |)ru. •:!;'•(!.'
Jle-li-iolverj so.l'u'niiy.'
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Hnl.ly wooil. July
Generalship V
-Above all. "Gripes/, is evidence of
ii.nusandV Cli'i-'-r-; at
.Lineup -fiirDEAL DOESN'T JELL
:«'n.nt can be
accomplished for sol- Metro coiitnins evei y star on tin" .lot
°!<j|'.. morale
when the -right men with'. the single 'except ion of GrrriIlolh-wood. July 2ft.
j*'ih Ihe proper
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home and

-
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capital for uiie day.
At Ihiil ti .ie
was $18 per person, but many guests
bureau heads \\ere present and (hey
paid outright as their admission, the
put the
,vr stamp of approval
on th»>
»PP?«»v
S480 needed lo transport one child ]:'"'
cl f0l !' ia '»' f »'.» «'" a.d act \ ilv.
out or occupied Europe-. lo Palestine P
Wing is lo get SU'r of
'Cartand pay for its iiiaintenance for I wo'-.!
r
years.
Several paid for: i\vp and Icen' picture prolits. 8 ; going to
Sol Lesser, who produced il. Un.three children.
Tlie
Minneapolis Times piaised derstood, liiat the cost of •Canlcen"

ap-i
Shows at

'

•

f

,

personal-

.

in

a reception attracting
in another, with 'Cairtor giiest.
of honor; were productive. of the
contributions.- The admission charge

The screen entertainment has been
very popular with the workers, esfor. USO-Camp
nearby camps, Iced off Friday -night. pecially those, on the .swing shift, and
<16)
with performances at Tiltoii they are plenty burned at the chiselGeneral hospital and camp theatre ers- .who". -.have brought about the
at Fort Dix, N. J.'-' Ha is going out shows' cancellation.
twice a week 'until Aug. 3, when lie
winds up tour at. Brainbridge Naval
Foy, Jr., Brian, Hussey
Training Station. -.Md.
h Monday 19) Durante and his
for
Trek
eo-ebmic.
Garry Moore, oh the
Eddie, Foy, Jr., Mary
r.iaii
and
Camel radio program did a show at
Mitchel Field and (he two will re- Ruth Hussey are the latest of'vohlnvolunteer.

series of
p'earances

l

luncheon attended by 17o

Danieje Am/iihcair<>f;!
Irving Berlin.
Flight LI. Joiin ».inl:i

Harry Cohn.
Scoop Cpnlirt]..
Gladys George.
Ben Kalnienson!

Ed Markel.
Louis B. Mayer:
Manie. Sacks.; '.
Carl Sciiroedcr.
.

Howard
Jack

L.:

Stricliliitv:.'.

Warner.
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Chaplin Starts Suit Vs. UA, Selzniek

And

20th on Sale of Plays, Players

Charles Chaplin -yesterday (Tuesday) slai lod suit against David O.
Selzniek;' 20th Century-Fox. United
and two .'other deArtists Corpfendants iri N. Y. supreme court,
asking for ah accounting of SeUnick's profits from the deal he made
with 20th-Fox in -'which lie sold them'
properties
and
literary
several

ease the
bottleneck by creating

.

filing

.Chaplin'.

bought
and

producer

the

The paper is limiting the size of
theatrical ads. to 40 inches as a move
cut the use of newsprint 15'.;..

sold

talent

in-

UA

over to

Dave Loew Solves

stockholders.

Vanguard

and Selzniek Productions.
other .defendants
the
former also a D.O.S. cor-

New

Films. Inc..

are

Inc..

named;

'

poration.

with 20th-Fox, referred to
the suit', 'involves sale ..by .Selzniek of -'Keys 'to the Kingdom/ A. J:
Cronin novel; 'Claudia.' a screen
adaptation of 'Jane Eyre.' 'and loan
of players, directors and camera-;
men .under contract to Selzniek.
'.'

1

Charles
a lip r n"e y ..
Chaplin's
served
Frolich)
(and
'Schwartz
papers on defendants yesterday.

UA

Indie Unit for

Deal

in

Arthur

S.

.

who

agent.,

the.

y.ons'.

earlier

Hollywood

season discussed plans for' ah independent film
production unit, including a large
proportion of the talent he represents, has tied the deal. in with David
L: Loew... who has inked -a United
this

Artists, release with- Eri Ra fiery and.
Grad Sears, following discussions for
several months past on the Coast.
Earlier setup' which Lyons outlined
several months ago didn't jell be.

Men

Theatre

Detroit

Mull

New

cause of difficulties in arranging
financial backing.. Understood' that
Locw's participation in 'the new or-,
casion.
ionization, called Producing Artists.

Theatres

For Post-War Era
Detroit.'

'Looking

ters resultant

ing

is

new

to the

July 20.

population cen-

from war plant build-

reflected

in

the

first

Charles N. 'Agree, as architect, will
go up in' Lincoln Park to serve the
thousands of new workers who have
settled around the Ford Willow Run

bomber plant.
That the eye

is

•

being

new population
flected in the name
.

giveti' to

centers is refor the new;

The Willow, which will scat
Allen and his brothers, who
now operate the Lincoln Park the-

house,
2,00o'.

plan to make the
join' the present one
atre,

eliminated financing problems.
Jack Benny, who was scheduled to
produce a film via one of the Lyons
units; announced several months, ago.
is
also reported joining Producing

(Continued on page

new house adwhich will be-

come a subsequent run.
While the erection of the new theatre is not contemplated at the present time should building conditions
improve and warrant it the house
would become the first major pix
house in an era which has developed
into a heavy population center because of the war plant construction.
Most of the huge war planls built in
this area have spawned extensive

to

major companies operating them' arc
Planning for a industrial boom following the war and are fitting the
arsenals

in

RKO

Hollywood. July 20,
Child actors in motion pictures
are citizens, under a new ruling by
the California

Employment Commis-

Buy; $21,000,000

Plans Cutting

10 Days
Whom

'Bell Tolls' in
Tolls.'

plans

the

cutting

it

at. the

Rivoli.. N.

.

checked audience

Partners-New

am

'"'..-

•
'
'

Since the

T. chain

Ts'.

is

.

into -their, programs.
The
^Xac4--tha^Hiese^ig- i -plaiitvi-A\'rlt^bBin about To" days w-lien he wiiT'lSifiir
continued in operation as well as the
preparalions to produce 'The Land
factor that those who have settled
right.'
by Edna Fcrber and
1/
about them will continue' to make
George S..' Kaufman, for Columbia
their homes in
the area is- causing release.
Wood 'has two oilier story
theatre operators to eye the rich,
new fields Tor big houses in keeping properties which he may also release
w 'lh the 'small cities' which have through' Col. though these are riot
definitely -set.
sprung up since Pear Harbor.
Paramount exploitation cost for
the 'Bell' opening in New York is
around $100,000. covering newspaper
and billboard appropriations^
IN
Understood' 'that David O. Selzniek
was invilcd to, a special screening
of the 'Bell' on the Const to advise..
I

,

J:

houses' in Great

new

negotiations will

now

Frank

Fitzgerald.

that

UA

'Discovery' on 'Canteen

'Rick'

Denying that United Artists is
dwelling on 'patriotic obligation' on
pari of cxhibs to play' 'Stage Dior
Canteen.' US execs last week reiterated previous stand that pic' lire is
being sold strictly on its commercial

tentative draft for a new agreement
was under consideration- prior to the

purchase of the Chase National Bank
stock in' N. T. by 20th.

potentialities.

Pete Wood, secretary of the :independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
last week suddenly discovered that
profits' from 'Canteen' do not go

PRETTY

O.

Execs Can't Figure

Out Pete Wood's Sudden

a

MID-JULY B

asked

nopoly.

.;

be taken

II.

who

e'ern expressed in that direction;
a letter written by Rank to Dr.
ton .the fornicr indicated he
no' intention of building up-

No action has yet been taken by
from accounts, on Ihe proposal
presented by Charles Skouras, HarJ.

Ihe -i:irt -of
the Ivuise b>"

Labdrite.

Hall,

II.

(i25

Qucs-

Brirain.:

whether Dr. Hugh Dailori.: president
tlie Board of Trade, had any ciimM.
menl lo make with respect to can-,

up with SpyrOs Skouras. 20th prexy'

old

.

of

how wholly

owned by 20th-Fox. understood

'

lioh of monopoly on
Rank w as brought 'up in

Charles. Skouras. National Theatres prcxy. is expected to niake another trip to New York from" tlie
Coast within the next week or two
to resume discussions on a new deal,
for himself and other N. -T. operator;.

head ot executive fiourinterests, has by dei-i-ee- ii.ihis theatre holdings to, thrt

where he now has around

point
film

•

all

USO, but

the

lo

GOOD DESPITE 20% TAX

to

War

Theatre Wing

the American

UA.

Service. Inc.

coiii:

is

it

reported

weekend it was slower than usual,
on the whole circuit operators feel
thai mid-July grosses are maintaining

exceptionally

fine

lime.
United Artists special sales con-tract forms for 'Canteen- specify that
Profits from this production will
be devoted to the, war service activi''

levels.:

It being difficult to make comparir
headed
Syndicate
by Lehman
sons this early, pointed out that
Bros, last wlonday (19) closed deal
when the July tabulations ori admisfor the purchase of Chase National
sion taxes are released by the U. S.
Bank's 20lh-Fox preferred stock lor
approximately
$21,000,000.
Chase Treasury there may be some inkling
as to whether Ihe 20% pay-.as-you-go
held. 665,715 shares of preferred. Untaxation is hurting and to what posderstood that Lehman Bros, repreAmong sible extent. .In some trade circles
sented group of investors;
underwriters were Bl.vlh & Co., Hay- believed that h g h c r- admission
den. Stone Si Co., Dillon & Co. and houses may be hurt more by the
withholding tax nick than nabes
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Chase disposed of its 20th-Fbx where scales are lower.
common prior to Ihe special meeting of shareholders held July 6 to
Execs to Coast
approve purchase of Chase' holdings
Group of RKO execs returned to
in the National Thell res circuit.
.11.
wa.s generally anticipated that the Coast Friday (16l artcr attendAmong
Chase preferred
sale
of
would ing the RKO convention.
i)uickly\ follow the N:T. takeover them Charles W. Koerner, Perry Li«-.
•betv^l-Ifol'traH Ro dncy— P^wkt#(t*r
ByTrim
Malcolm Kingsbci-g. v.p. RKO theChase holdings represent about
73"'' of the 905.081 shares issued arid
atres, to the Coast also. Plans to stay
until .the middle of August.
outstanding.

RKO

Y.

reac-.

As World premiered.' July 14,
ran. two hours and 46 minutes.
He pla ns to retu rn to he Coast

tioii:

Rank,
niiliing

c-reased

.

Sam. Wood, director of 'For

first

'

i

running lime of the film currently

Wood

lu'itpliatioils.
including: a
ivpbrfo'd
deal on tlie lire
;ac(|uisiliou of
the .Shipmaiv. A: kins; circV.il.
hcring 34 houses in the. priivinccs^

.

appeal bureau.

roadshow.ing

,:

from some iiion knowledge in the trade that all
spots that Uncle '.Sam's- -20% wilhr profits from 'Canteen' were lo go to
holding tax had -an. effect upon busi- the AT W. and that USO was never
ness, last week, and in N.Y. the past mentioned in this connection at any'

Lehmans' 20th-Fox

M.rw .decision, based on pleas by
the guardians of seven minors, will
affect 25 other cases on the commission's, books and 65 more pending before the Labor Department's

•

,

.

toppers pointed out that

earnings.

Bell

mons

ating

:

Although

granting the film mbppels Ihe
same right to employment insurance
as elder thesps enjoy. Previously the
.commission had ruled that minor
players could not collect when they
were out of work, although the
state deducted a percentage of their
sion,

Sam Wood

.

Powwow

Ricketson and Elmer C. Rhodeh. for
readjustment of their operating
percentages and other conditions.
plans, however,
however, that the
Understood,

result in a different lineup.
In K. C. plans were to reopen the
Mainstreet. which is owned jointly
and National Theatres, as
by
a first run. In addition to the Mainstreet, realignment of several other
theatres for first: run purposes has
been discussed. JM. T. operates the
(Continued on page 16)

FOR JOB INSURANCE

the

All present indications are that the

Change

Fairfax.

FILM MOPPETS WIN FITE

post-war theatre develop-

ment.

Ori inally mentioned- in the RKONational Theaires deal in Los Angeles were such houses as Ihe EgypLos Angeles, Belmont and
tian.

16)

'"
London...fuly
Fears raised- in the Mouse of. ComMint J. .Arthur Rank was crea monopoly in the exhibition
Hollywood. July 2D.
Meld- are, allayed by a declaration
" Mayer arid
Louis'-'.''
Howard from..- -Rank, to .(he local' .Board
of
Slrickling head for New- York Fri- Trade
that, he would obi c.ni'or inlV
day (23 ».to huddle with Nicholas 'co.mmitmenls 16. purchase' .any
addiSchenck on heavy budgeted pictures. liohal theatres.
They will return to Los Aiiscles
lloweVer. he lias.' been granted
Aug. 2.
permission to conclude all pending

Mayer's N. Y.

20th.

C. Setups

would

home developments and a flux of
Population which will make them
vital

and K.

.'A.

Inc..

theatre

proposed here forpost-war building.
The proposed house by Max Allen,
which now is being completed by

these

.

RKO

stead

ons'

runs

sas; City situations among others.
Measures- agreed, upon by Charles
Skouras. president of Notional Theand E. L. Alperson. general
manager of
Theatres, covering
Los Angeles. Kans s City and possibly otlior cities may set the pattern for other similar theatre pools.
Skouras and- Alpersbri, from accounts, last week prepared to ink a
deal, for joint operation in both L- A.
.'arid K: C.. covering about eight theatres; in' both cities.
Following report from' legal staffs
in N. ,Y. and oh the Coast last .week
it
still appeared uncertain whether
the original formula outlined could
be appjied. .New. plans' of operation,
however, may be, worked, out,
Backlogging product due to extended runs has become more acute.:
with several of tlie majors exploring
new means of moving product. Warner execs have at various times considered by-passing first runs in some
keys for 'nervous' A product in-order
hit
the
secondary situation's
to
quickly. Loew's is considering eslablishin
its Slate oh Broadway as a
first 'run, as it has done only on oc-

atres,

UA.

and

properties

literary

first

t

.10

a film for the
.'of "producing
that
Plaintiff contends
company.
part of such prolits should be turned

new

on New York
roadway sector)..
Washington; Los Angeles and Kan-

UA

with $300,000 loaned Selzniek by

booking

film-

:

.

representative

a

.

to

in many
..situations throughout
tlie I'. S. Is under consideration by
several major circuit operators. Special attention is being focused

Holly wood, July.
/ far as.' the JL. A. Times- xaminer. is
concerned, advertising
splurges for openings' iiv Los Angeles houses are out.

players.'

action on behalf of himself and: all
stockholders, contends that
other

Amus. Ads

Cutting

m

s,
Move

:

'

,

^

•

of the American Theatre WinWar Service, Inc.'
ties

Commenting on a bulletin issued
by Wood on July 15 that UA is now
making- deals on 'Canteen' al 50%
'with a downward revision according
to receipts.' UA execs point out that
there have ncv ;r been any other
terms asked at any time.
'Canteen,' meantime, grossed over
$450,000 during first week of release
in 27 situations', from accounts, netling UA approximately 40";
In deals with several circuits on
basis
sliding
percentag
scale
a
'Canteen' is earning around 50% for

.

'.

'-.

.

UA.

Distrib is virtually, assured, of a
Lake of $000.000-or better froiii. one
major circu it alone.
.

.

TOO MUCH PR0-ITAL0

,

SALVE
Grad

IN PIX IRKS

Sears,

.

in

UA

charge of dis-

'

SMALL

Hollywood. July

•

headquartering at

General

Service

studios and was-on tlie verge
of shirting to the
Goldwyn menage under
an .exclusive- contract,
but- could not
Set a guarantee of

space for

all

his

veady for shooting.

suflicienl

stage

productions

when

I

.

S 'TOMORROW
/Kollywortd. July 20.
Paraniouiil jjignctl Lorelta Young
,

the forthcoining . feature.
And Now Tomorrow.' based on the
novel by thai name. b>; Rachel Field
Picture goes into work in early
fall with Fred Kohlniar as associate
slar

in

•

producer...

,

t

,

.

•

-

.

,

LORETTA YOUNG

for.

Morrison-Wiilkoi

a

•

release

is

set:

get their pliins

via

.

imo

UA,

M-W

until

cbnci etc* sh;ipc.

'

:

•

•

.

ing definite

.

,

••

IHins

•

'

as

,

,

.

Plated., for

1

,

i

i

f+ie production
of fourfeatures for United ArliHs released
For several years Small had been-

;

deferred, his,
Charlie. Morrison
„
....
^
L
re urn lo Ihe Coast until Grad Scars
.u„ ru
,.„•,„ the
,.,,,,„;,;„
•I
At cutting
..ining
_-.
,
bi
oii pds
y of
,
Toronto, wliere the
from
ir-.TiG 1C ur-.i,h 'i'i,„ Kot backArtists
° IZ'"': k S
time.
v.p.
on sudden
went
Ui.i.ed
,,
,.
u)
Bell
Be
runs 2177 m, u. ?cs
Wind'
.
Morrison
meantime
hosted
incte
;b
will be cut 20,
lkb minutes an
of
i

.

20.

Edward Small moves into the
RKO-Pathe studios, instead of the
Goldwyn lot. as .previously contenv

from Ottawa '.yesterday
lowing confabs with John Gricrsin,
head- of the Canadian Wailime
formation Boafd and Canadian I'ilm
Commissioner.
i.-.cusied
Sears,
from
Griers.on's slant on the Italian piob(Tiiesi.

NEW MOVE

TO RK0-PATHE LOT

'

h ibulion for United Artists, returned

Jjjiln)> ,

w l)kf
,.

.

r

former

.

Mayor,

a '21"- luncheon, last
wiih Ihe -"former. Hollyi.u'opcl agi-nt's de.-ire to go inld indcpoiideul film production, in asMorrison,
sociali-nV with Walker.
now -owner o£ the Mocambo.. Hollywood nitc.-.y. Mmucs on having the
ex-inayiir si.- president of his independent unit;
Scais, niosiiiliine. states that nothNeiv'

•

York,

at

!\vci'k. in line,

1

!

:

Mori isoii's idesi is a ,'I.ife of (ioorge
White' with plenty of: 'Sc-andiil-'
sical jnicrludits.

inenls.

lorn in

some

of the

latlcrV

'oi!d In

relet -icd

Action' pictures which,

;

>

Walker, tor his pari, js 'intercSlod'.
although ii.e is;.lii!d up between acting as coiiidinai.or for the garment,
industry, and also as special cotinscl
In Ihe New York independent: -theatre owner- lor a six niontli poriod
on
current
legislative
.problem...'
along with a coiipkvof other as.-igu-

.through' United
•

forriiig

.

to

Artists..

with Allied poli
Italians, kindly,

.

of
tli.:

r.i:-

C.'j-

have ap|i:irrntly
subjects
nadiau
leaned too' much in ..favm (it the
present Mussolini' regime w;uh i-e-.nl
'

thai some reditioning will bo neres>aiy.
Films didn't make It: Duce
-ulTificntly the heavy to. please UA.-

.

.

.

.

Gov!
Of

this

week

.

sody

.'

out their territories.
'Periodically,' reports the War Deare 'premiered
'films
abrOad, the soldiers seeing them i"
advance of their U. S. release, but
most circulate simultaneously. A recent check by the Special Services
Division showed /that-' of the pictures being advertised in the N. Y.
City papers, .33 already had been
sent to. overseas, troops.
'Once abroad, of course, prints of
icture are noMnVmediately seen
a
by every soldier in a theatre, of op-

'Rhap-'

in

film, offspring

were Georg- M. Cohan and

Irv-

ing Berlin.

M-G Producers

2

Out,

:

More Later

Also, moving out are the Hakim
Brothers, Robert and Raymond, who
had been, preparing production' on
.

Tne Wookey.'

.

No General

at the Astbr- hotel that 'Even
dustry doesn't fully appreciate Ihe
importance Of the job it is doing.'

First

in

H

Time

He

said that the tentatively projr
ecte'd Caravan of Stars could be the
dramatic element' which would weld
the campaign and bring it over the

//For the

.

Hollywood, July
time in. 10 years

first

20.

there'

wilLbe no. general demand for wage
U pp a ges by the film unions this summer; Usually held in July, the. ah-

top,
Si Fabian, chairman of the Thea.opened the
ties Division of

nual

mee ting

of the Basic Crafts has

been abandoned for the year, leaving

.

no -precedent for other labor Organizat , ons to demand wage changes.,
Tw0 exccp tions are the Screen

"

treasurer, and Herman Gluckpresented a report listing total 0fflce Employees Guild, which is
bookings by ^the var^us ^OWI-WAC demandin g mcreases and corrections
rr„
i-i
i„ P.
r>
.Taft,
Charles
releases to date.
0 ( i a bor conditions, and Local 40 -Inhead of the Division of Recreation ternational Brotherhood of Electrical
& Welfare of the Federal Security Workers, asking the War Labor
Agency, was another speaker.
Board for approval of a 10% wage
Among those present at the con- hike.
ference were N. Peter Rathvon,
In general, the labor leaders here
Adolph Zukor, Charles C. Moskowitz, have little hope of substantial wage
Abe Lastfogel, John J.' O'Connor, increases during the war emergency.
Walton G. Ament, Herman Robbins, They indicated that no widespread
Edward L. Alpersori,, Barney Baal changes in the wage situation would
ban.. Joseph H. Hazen, William. F. -k- aske d for the present, "unless the
Sam cost
...
u:_u'Rodeers
Jules- J. Rubens,
Rodgers,.'.- Jules
of living jumps too high.
Rinzler. Ed Kuykendall, Bob Wil-

er

man

•

MOVE TO QUASH
With Judge

SUIT

Murray Hulbert

in

N.Y. federal court denying motions
intended to quash indictments against
the six 'boys from Chicago' involved
in International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees' shakedowns
during George Browne-Willie Bioff
regime, defendants, will have to face
trial Sept, 7. James D. C. Murray
counsel for the six Chicagoans, at
leged to be remnants of the Al
Capone racket, sought a derhurre
nd bill, of particulars.
In addition to the sextet" from
Chicago, facing trial also on Sept.
will be John Rosselli of Los Angeles
and Louis Kaufman, business agent
of the Newark operators local.. All
are charged
ithi
violation of the
anti-racketeering laws.
.

On

The Goldwyn Lot
Holijrwood, July 20.
•Bill Goetz and- Leo Spitz's International Productions, moves into the
'

-"CoUlwyn Stttdios--MohTlaxr~©^ es

.

:

now being prepared.
Nunally JohnsOn is working story
on the first picture and United Artre

ists

,

:

release

,

"

is

likely!

Spyros Skouras West

20.

.

lo study and formulate a practicable
program. Committee includes three

.

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox proxy,
to' leave for the CoastBritish Technicoloring
yesterday (Tiies.),
Joe Moskowitz, eastern studio, head,
has meantime postponed his trip for
Atlantic Convoyage
two weeks. Bertram Bloch,' story
British film crew, consisting of six
editor, likewise is staying cast.
technicians,, was sent across the. At
lantic from London last week' in a
Skouras' Relief Job
convoy to get footage under actual
Washington, July 20.
conditions in "the Atlantic theatre .of
Spyros Skouras here to confer war.
with Srate Department officials OnMaterial is to be used in 'Western
Greek War-Relief.- He is- scheduled, Approaches,' a Technicolor- feature
to leave for the Coast today (20).
length production being made by the
British Ministry of Information for

Was scheduled

'

'

.

members from

"The theatres division
WAC, two.. from the Hollydivision, and One each from
relathe. distributors; .lind. public
tions divisions.

than

'of

Wreck Theatres

.

in Indpls.
Indianapolis," July 20.

Damage

estimated at $250 was
leather
overstuffed and
chairs and lounges on the mezzanine
floor at. the Indiana theatre. Friday
(16), in the worst' outbreak of vanr
dalism here to date, according -to
Sweeney, announcer for WHKC. and Earl
Rutledge, -acting
manager.
consent decree, there is no reason
Lew Byrer sports columnist for Co- Vandals slashed furniture and also
why the little chain should be made
mb u s C.t.zen. Original goal was threw light bulbs from the mezzaAnti-trust action: was K"
to cough up.
n
n
2 500 en oug h -for .5.000.000 cigars nine to the main floor, Rutledge said.
brought against the Schine Circuit ?
at special rates offered by tobacco A light fixture was pulled loose.
in 1939
companies. Last week, although Ihe Police questioned
two colored
drive wa.s ended, contributions still 'youths.'"
poured in, and the total was nearihg
,

,

,

.

done

N. Y.

;

,
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NO INTIMATION AS TO

$30,000.

Understaffed Theatres
Can't Detect Vandals

Bobby Jones, m.c. af Gloria Night
Club and president of the Columbus
r

MELLETTS SUCCESSOR

Variety

No

intimation of appointment of a
successor to Lowell Mellett as Gov
ernment film coordinator was given

Halifax. N.

Collecting

An

outstanding

example

of

Since the rationing of liquor and
reduced hours for governmental liquor stores, there has been a deluge
of lemon, extract bottles, tossed at

.establishing himself as a
citizen taking an active interest in
Civic affairs,- is the editorial in. the
Waycross,
(Ga.)
Journal-Herald

Hoyt, head of the domestic branch
of the Office of War Information, is

meantime cirryin^"on 'raTk's''7eTa'ting
to film activities by the. industry.

I

1

20.

siles.

the

importance a theatre manager can

(15),

July

an unwel-

tains as targets for nails, spikes,
stones, empty bottles, lipsticks and
various other objects used as mis-

TRIBUTE TO MANAGER
play

S.,

in

of the exhibitors

through the Eastern provinces. Vandals are using the screens and cur-

UNUSUAL EDITORIAL

Neither Davis nor Palmer Hoyt
attended the WAC executive com
mittee meeting though Davis met
with WAC members at the Harvard

salvage

come way are most

turns.

duction program.

Club, N.

several

noonday shows at Broad and High
which brought in heavy i-Ct

Activities Committee by
Elmer Da*vis who was in N. Y. last
week to confer with industry leaders
on maintenance of a war film pro-

Thursday

supervised

streets,

War

Y., ldst

Club,

in

the screen

arid

The

curtains.

ex-

tract "is brought into the theatres
Lamar Swift on having and consumed on the premises,
earned a large place ..in this, city usually in the. seats or rest rooms.
and county.'
The empties arc then hurled at the
---~r— ~
iiaitorial, sent loThe Paramount stage—h
When one screen was given the
lh
L " c as & Je " kihs
|
^, Swift
it ••*«*
circuit of which
is a part, was double-o' for reconditioning,
qccasloned by; promotion of Swift to found to be "almost completely perlhe P ost of city rhanagcr at Macon forated with holes of varying sizes.
stage behind
the
Oh
about
Scattered
a
8
(Continued on page 16)
Arthur Lucas, president of the L
& J circuit, wrote the Hon. Jack
Williams, publisher of the Waycross
Journal-Herald, acknowledging the Kastner, Like Lawrence,

lauding

'

-~

''

.

Theatres Shouldn't Fight
.
AyleSWOrth
TeleVlSlOh

—

.

.

I
:

M. H. Ayleswprth; former, head- of
and currently one of the com-

-

pany's-' special counsel, in his" talk
to the delegates' at the RKO. sales

;

in N. Y, last Week declared
that it would be a mistake^ for the
picture industry to try to fight teler

meeting

tribute, paid to Swift,

The Lucas & Jenkins circuit, op>
erating -around 50 theatres fti the
-Georgia region is. a Paramount partnership

vision.

,

.

:

RKO

Aylesworth advocated a realistic
approach- by film execs-. to televisionwhich, he believes, will invade the
entertainment field on a vast scale
soon after the war ends. He suggested that those picture companies
which had not yet taken steps to tie
in.with television should explore all
means, for harnessing the:' new arid,

?™f™

|

PIv That ClWfiY tho Tarfll
lual VUTCI UIC £41 Ul

1

potentially powerful

•

.

Hollywood, July

Productions,

20,

iiew film
current

a

without

.

television

prove, opposition to theatres, but he
contended thit the best' way to en-

'

.

With

OWI on

Foreign Pix

Lacy Kastner, assistant to Joe McCoConville. has been released -by
lumbia Pictures, to serve with tne
reOffice of War information in the
claimed countries in Europe as s»-,
pervisor of distribution of V.
.

.

Global

making 'company

:

1

to

i

medium.
releasing connections, has been or
Ayleswprth does riot believe that ganized by Fred Guiol, recently
home-receiving sets 'will with Columbia as associate producer
on 'The ;: More the Merrier' and
Ernst Lubitsch arrives in New
Camera crew, working under
'Penny Sereriacle.'
York from the Coast on July 26.
fli m director,
will cover all aspects sure maintenance of in.erest would
First feature by outfit will be a
Plans stay until Aug. .6 and will of convoying in. the war of the At- be to use television in theatres on a Wartime yarn, 'The Yanks Down
attend presm of 'Heaven Can Waif Untie, Including the air escort, naval limited scale, for those events which Under,' with Guiol
producer
at the Roxy, N. Y., Aug. 4.
:
escort and .the convoy itself.
warrant it.
I director.

IUBITSCH IN

the

wood

Fund

the.

Skouras.

July

•

and property

to. life.

—

Work Week

The anti-trust division! of the De
partrnent of Justice has sunk its
Col. Variety
teeth in the Schine theatre circuit
case and will try to force the chain
Doubles Ciggie
to unload the remaining nine of the
15. theatres it was to sell under the
Unless the houses'
consent decree.
for Soldiers
are sold in the meantime, Justice
Columbus, July 20.
will probably lake the matter into
With the realistic slogan. 'You
court in September to push for acin a Foxhole.'
Can't
Buy
Cigaret
a
tion.' according' to Tom
C- Clark.
of Columbus, has
Al^stantMTo'rney'Ge'n'e'ral Tn charge' Uhe. ;Variety.'.piub"
helped put over a campaign- which
of the anti-trust division.
will provide nearly 12.000,000 cigaSchine people argue that, since
rets for American soldiers overseas.
ParaJustice, has not .prevented
..
....
_
The
iiie uuvc
drive for uuiiaiiviia
donations was
wdn auviispon-

.

Cohn. Joe Bernhard, Leonard Goldensoh. W. C. Michael and Spyros

,

1.

structive program. He emphasized
that this could not be accomplished
quickly but. advocated cooperation
with existing welfare agencies such
as the War- Councils, Parent-Teachers Associations,; etc.
Taft. suggested films to handle the
''.,'•'' subject and formation of clubs.by thetion requests.
atre managers in local communities.
Most studios- have tried cight- Taft pledged: his organization lo' aid
hour day- shifts to 'prepare classifi- in any project of this type and said
cations for which exemptions are de- he would consider" assigning a consired.
sultant in the field if needed.
Committee of seven w;as appointed

To Unload Others

|

.

.

as well as well-being of youngsters, .
Taft said that theatres are in a
position to be of great service to the
country in giving the 'forgotten children' rthose too young to be either
in uniform or in war work— a con-

More

10 Yrs.

in

.

.

,

.

Holly wood,' July. 20.
A mandatory 48-hour week for
Los Angeles is expected to be ordered Thursday (22) by the War
Manpower Commission. The studios
will.be given 30 days to file exemp-

Wash'in

wood,

conference last Friday (16) in
"•
New York.
Under discussion are plans for. a
series of instructions, to be issued to
theatre managers
throughout the
country on methods for fighting the
lee

s.

48-Hr.

fn his ad-,

dress to the' War Activities Commit-

growing menace

<-

Bid For

Pay Raise

the in-

,

linquency and vandalism,

is no longer interested' in
the character role assigned her
in 'The Girl
From Leningrad.'
Miml Forsylhe, one of the girls
in 'Leningrad,' gets the job.

bride,

by Eugene Frenke

receiving a big "hand.

Treasury's Salute

Goetz-Spitz

Oona Chaplin, now 'a producer's

recent report from
the Persian Gulf on the enthusiasm
of soldiers over the opportunity of
seeing pictures from home included

lions.

|

&

20.

A

what behind.

group.

Charles P. Taft, head of the ;Divlsion of Recreation
Welfare of
the Federal Security Agency, called
on. picture business to formulate a
program to combat Juvenile de.

Pic

Hollywood. Juiy

r Understood

Ted Gamble; assistant to treasury
Secretary Henry Morgenthau. Jr.,
told executive committees in session

on Exhibitors

Fight Juvenile Delinquency

Oona Outa

erations, since prints move from one
unit to another, and thOse on the
end of the list: are. inevitably some-

other producers of
secondary pictures are slated to
leave the studio under the general
with a screen star as--p 0 jj c ^ 0 j bigger but fewer produceach
for
ceremonies

WAC,

To Help

>'

meeting Friday morning. Financial
report .was given by Arthur. May-

'

Fed'l Welfare Aide Calls

Hollywood, July .20.
Exodus of producers from the the comment that each fllin makes
Metro lot continued with the depar- a circuit, of 1.500 miles by plane,
ture' of Sam Coslow. .former song- motor and mil before being returned
writer who had moved into the Cul- to the Cairo film exchange.'
ver City, lot to make short. tunefUms.
Soldier references run' to comedy
His latest -was 'Heavenly. Music.' and music, with good war pix also

van of Stars' to tour the country
from Sept. 9 to 20 in connection
with the U. S. Treasury's Third War
loan-bond selling; campaign: '.Special
train from Hollywood, according to
current plans, would cover from
12 to 14 cities. Also under consideration is a 'Heroes Caravan,' which
would include service men. from the

.

'

:

-

releases. 26 one or two-reel subjects and 26 .shorter subjects which
iriiy be used with. :newsreels.
Also to be discussed in HoUywood will be proposals for a "Cara-

battlefronts
master., of

••

:

partment,

in Blue.'-

.Two previous

announcement;
official
WAC following meetYork, last Friday (16)
regarding the screen program, it is
understood to include tentatively 52

•

one-tenth of the cost in this country.

the

New

Hollywood, July 20.
in the making of Spanish -language
trade, according to Jorge Delano,
Chilean publisher, now touring the U. S. under auspices of the Co.
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Producers in Hollywood^ he explained, cannot compete with Mexican and Argentine fllnv makers in Spanish because of the difference in
cost. Pictures down there, with a", limited market, are: turned out for

are flown from this country to 18
overseas- exchanges operated by the
Overseas Motion Picture Service, of
Army Special Services. The exchanges handle distribution through-

no

While
in

Gershwin

George

ram. With OWI film division appropriations virtually eliminated the
film industry is being asked to make
up the difference .between the seven
OWI films completed, those expected
from other Government agencies
and the program (52 releases) previously outlined. Such a move was
indicated in "Variety' June 7.

ing

Compete on Costs

Hollywood has missed the boat
pictures for. the Latin-American

Hollywood, July 20.
Rosemary De Camp is only 27,.'
but knows how to pick prominent sons jn the screen.' Her
third child in. one year of fictional maternity at Warners is

dis-

to

Can't

"Washington, July 20.
Army is stepping.up from three to
four weekly, its: free, first-run film
shows for troops overseas. A program is made .up of a feature and
a short subject. The films.. cut down
to 16 mm., to save shipping space,

Her Sons, Her Sons

cuss with studio heads plans for the
industry's war film production pro-

came from

-

:

vice-chairman of the War Activities
reported planning
Committee;

Hollywood'

Up Free Pix

Steps

To 4-a-Week Overseas

From H wood for Treasury

Palmer Hoyt. head of Ihe domestic*
ranch of the Office of War InforFrancis .S. /Harmon...
mation,' and

trip to

Army

On

Industry to Carry

Shorts Production; 'Caravan

Stars'

•

Wednesday, July 21, 1943

PICTURES

OWI Asks Pic

.

films:
Kastner will headqparter m
LOndon, in a similar position to that
is
held by Laudy Lawrence, who
working out of Algiers.
ln«
It was learned last week
'

•

..

-

.

Robert Riskiri, chief of the, Overseas
Motion Picture Bureau of the Owl,
distribuis looking for rrien with
tion experience for overseas .assignments.
Men with a knowledge oi
weu
film distribution In Europe as
as foreign languages are desired.

Wednesday, July 21, 1943
wM

Its True What

g

UP

They SayAbout

"©IXIE"

lai&SS

m. sis

.

From
Dixie

Inn

coast to coast,
topped "Holiday
Labor Day open-

ings in 16 out of 16 prerelease dates.

of 16 topped

And

8 out

"Morocco"

Thanksgiving premieres!

Wednesday, July 21, 194S

p4S£lPFt

/

1.

N.Y

2.

Showmen's Trade Review

Herald Tribune

3.

N.Y, Minor

4.

Journal

5.

N.Y

of-

Commerce

Daily

News

Paramount

Makes the Musicals
A^; Paramount
W/jth^Fbr^Whorn The

'

,

1

Be!KtoUs '|Road9how)

>

"China" '"Five Graves
To Cairo"' "So Proudly

We Hail", "Let's Face It"

;

/

.

PICTURES

10

)

.

Wednesday, July 21,

VTSiRlETT

Same Old

Nazis'

'

\*)\%

Jive>

Washin'Kiori, July 20.

,-

Tlie Nazi." managed to get Jn.
propaganda lick oii the occasion of last week's preem of
•For Whoip the ^Bell Tolls.' The
their;

Terms Set

and

at 75c

$1.10

straight percentthe Belt Tolls"
niid at. ad'vanc/ed 'admissions,; £aya'-'
a
jiiculiU sales policy set up duriil

tniaiuiing TO',

iige

t.n

For

MEXICO

IN

.it

major

S.

;

.

-

.

'

.

.

.

:

•

;

.

.

-

.

.

.

'

i

.

,
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.

.

;

Show

Pix

,

.
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These proposed openings will .occur package will be screened the end of
by the middle of September, with this month and early in August.
'Salute to the .Marines.' T'Dpod It.'
about 45 added engagements Oct.
or shortly, thereafter. Later "in .the 'Best Foot Forward.-' 'Young Ideas,'
fall it. is planned to gel under way 'Tartu,'. 'Girl Crazy' and 'Man Froin
•

.

1.

•

in'over. 300 selected important situa- Down Under' .are so far. scheduled.
tions around the country, also at.
Charles M. Reagan,
lipped prices;
assistant .general sales manager 'for' Par's 31-ye'or history, slat ed. the conir
Par, has been assigned by Aghcw, to ing-.year will see financial 'independpersonally direct the selling and re- ence for the company through the
'

elimination of all senior securities,
'I- believe
Paramount will
be. the only, company, in the business
without debt of any kind:' He also
paid tribute to. the, progress made by
the distribution department under
Agnew's direction during the past
season, when all selling records were

leasing of the. picture.

and that

During the N:Y: sales conclave,
concerned principally with plans for

-

Bob Gillham, publicity-adver-

tising head,

announced- details of an

.

re'lea.wd in

beamed
/

ihe

*

Latin

to

•.;..•'
;•

(he

Whom

Spanish

.

the Bell

a 'propaganda .piece' to
bolsheviks/ of
ijie
Civil War. opened

w-as .the pi ne;

:U.

,

'Tolls,'

'

llie

1

ii'e of sev/companies., in past
years 10 simuUanci.iusb' sluml Spanj-pee.ial roadshow arid ..spme'pilier engagements. v *
ish versions of 'their illm.s. alnng -with
Par will .require .Uiat-. 'Beir.-play. the English' ./versions:/; C'liisii Fjlnis.
ewh house singly.;' Acldilipbally., it- Mexican outfit: has just: romplefed
will. demand liial hq shoi ls of. s'uiise- its- first picture Vising -'.jlial- process
attractions niay.be , ooketf with it in reverse. ;Rop of tlie studio..- ar r
rind thai It must play cachengage- rived in New -Yol k last week: with
without ',jrhn»6is; giveaways,, the English; print-.- which Is being oficnt
'Bell.' uhfered lb U: S.. distribs for release.
prizes other premiums.
Film is labeled 'Fi\'C; 'Were'Chi)seM'
tlor. live 'special 'merchajulisiiig plans
/
s<.-t up for' it. will riot bec,pme avai.l-''
in English .arid "'Cinco Fueron Es'coBudd* Sehulberg
able for regular release at eslab-; gidos'' in Spaiiis
lulled' admissjon scales-, until 1945. did the -screenplay.- adapting it fro.ni
M.atttinie/ w here boualil. a; minimum the highly, successful French pic of
boNo'ffice price of 75c on matinees; several years ago. 'The Mayor's DiZjncludins'fof clvildfe.i, and $1.10. at lemma.'
Herbert Kline.- w-ho pronight- must pr'pvajl. •
duced several documentaries iii EuWhere an account is; skeptical, con- rope and later worked, for a short
cerning tire business that Bell' will spell as. a. director on, the Metro lot.
do. Paramount w ill be willing to riiegged.the film and evolved tlie
discuss a giiaranleed .profit otU'.i'ii, idea; of /shooting it. in .the two lan'.p.
in charge of guages simultaneously.-'
Ni.il .f'. Agnew;
distribution slated yesterday iTuesV
Kline had two casts, one Englishday). He added thai he; did not ex- speaking and- the- other Spanishpect that an appreciable number of speaking:, with only a few of the
exhibitors -would; insist on having players appearing in "both: version's.
Stich- .-a* guarantee w ritten into the Immediately after shooting a scene
contract, however. The. guarantee of in one /language. he'd Switch casts
lens it in the "olher.
He- went
12.(4 '.o Par will .consider as. a part an
of deals, is higher: than that which to Broadway '.for a number .of his'
Metro guaranteed as profit to. vari- players,, including Art ./Smith and
ous buyer's of ''Gone With the Wind.' Howard da; Silva. both out ,of the
now|,-defunct
Group Theatre.
set the figure a.t- \0'.i
Da.
it. having
;V/.here such dealV existed on 'Gone Silva is currently- in .'Oklahoma.'.:
Max'' Ehrerireich is repping Clasa
there were only a few where. Metro
had to make up ihe\ equivalent of in N.ew York on sale .of '.'Chosen.'
l6y; regarded generally as a satis- The Spanish .version • has already
theatre .to opened at the. Palace theatre in
factory.'., profit .for. any
Mexico .'City. Kline Is in Hie mean.thow.
Currently at the Rivoli. ,N. Y:. on time getting started on a second film
a twice-daily run at $2.20 top. Tolls' to be made similarly for Clasa. He
Will open at the Carlhay Circle, Los is being- financed by a Mexico City
Angeles; under the same policy. Aug. bank which draws screen credit for
J8. with opening night proceeds there Us angeling.
going' lb. the Lbs Angeles area War
Chest campaign.. Following' the L.A.
opening, Par ."plans .'shoving- "Tolls'. 7 of Metro's First 12-14
intp two Chicago theatres day-ian.dfor '43-44 Set to
Subse.-'
•dale on a roadshow: basis.
With Metro expected to start the
quent|y, it". will open continuous poloff
with a
icy runs either in New Orleans and new season .(1943-44)
.Memphis for the south and possibly block o(' 12 and possibly. 14 pictures,
in Washington at advanced prices. seven, that are ready to go into this

,

-For

.film,

BY KLINE
While,

eral,

.

erlin

cohinicnl

..

'Yesterdav

convention irYeeliiig iiv
New' -York last week imposes various
other .requirements when iciure tie-

-

it

New^ York,
Apierica..'.

ihVr.c-<1 »>•'•'

was

day. t") Hfler.

foilpwin

Whom

iii

"'

LUCAS (& JENKINS)
DIES IN ATLANTA AT 61

red'

Tolls,',

glorify
Spaiiish

Atlanta, July 20.

York

ffciv

Selling the picture -singl'v
und e ,
separate, contract, Warner Bros
is
reported planning to dcniahd 50"'
'

and

splits

above

set jVgiire.v

accounts /or 'This

from air

is the Ai iriy,".
an
the net: /distribution. :pioeee(is
of
to the/Army F,mergeiicy

of

;

which go

president of Relief. Additionally, com r;ic ;s -^jj
with 'great a'coia-iin. The
Lucas & Jenkins, operator '-.pT -chain' call for il? exhibition oiy a solo
Produced ..by Para'mount arid.'
of theatres in: Georgia and a. national. biisis. Biz on 'Sergeant York' hiay
lasts a little bvqr three Iipurs.'
form basis for split figure's!' it
figure in ..the. nidi ion pictui'e. indusiry
i«
died; Saturday. undersTood.
/since pioneer days
at his home herc.
Death.was
1 7
For; special advanced price premj.
''"
'.;. -.
due to heart attack.
eres the" deals will be /le.xi'ule,
it ij
Lucas, had been in failing health .understood,
rangjng iu-foitling to
(or/more liiaii'-a year- and'onj.v.a f.e\y theatre., and "admissions from
50% (o
hours before his dea h he had re- 100 r
last-mentioned in cases where
•idrned to Atlanta from a'lwo-monlh. Ihe exhibitor is /willing to
throw his
-rest faom his siiinmer home al. Ppiiil entire share with- that
of W'B to -the
.Peter on Georgia coast.
AER as Warners is doing at 1 le
St. Louis.
Although his business interests' 1 lolly wpod; N.Y opening
Wednesday
he was prominent night (28). The N.. Yv
The Stagehands Union. Local No. were varied
opeiiing wjir
1 1 I,0,U il.'" 1 t-i
lM fo1 ,he ;,sl
be scaled-, from $2.20 to $5S, Prices
e; last week'- received editoriql sheiv:
iter eenlurv, it was as a pioneer flgr for other cities,
w ill, be scaled to fit
lackings frbnv lwo St. Louis r.ags; f<>l-,| ,i,. e in, the enleriainmen't world (hat
each particular locality.
lowing the recent deal .whereby Fan- J Lucas a'ltaine.d, national .in oininencc!
A/ Special cpnti-;icl;. :is beiiig; drawn
chon & Marco opened two nahes. Swilihing from a siuccsshil career up by Warners to
cover •Army' an d
as a telephone^ <o.npa,.y- executive,
long shuttered,, becaus
of
selling will- begin immeili'inely, so
U,c
eme
,s
>"
/'!'"
with Local No. 6. after agreeing to
I'V^'^'^
that early and '.iwitlcV distribution enn
rothers.
0 " ,e i^!^?" -.M.lcs
hire, stagehands, although no Sl'age-j."^,-**
be obtained. The national release
|a flint renting, agency, whose offices
.^„i„.....,.i
shows are presented.
set at
were only a few dpbl'S from /where dale' on the; piciure/has
The Stair-Times
headed its blusl. .-two oilier .ciiicnia pioneer's, Adolph Aug. .14 by which time it is expected
_
_,. ,,
The. Union .Doesn I Learn; and said Zuk() , all( Marctis Loew/weVe; op- a/large, number' pfvdates will he-set.
:Two St. Louis movie theatres, closed eiatiiiR thejr
Reported, likely. :tli;it there w.iil be.
Y. penny arcade
for years in. a vain effort to .buck
uny' .which
The 'IT' theatre, one of the first no trndesh'owings
the Stangehands' Union's edict ; - hptis Hp adverlisji Ms presence on would, en(ail extra disl ribiilioir cost
garding 'standby' employees, have Broadway by the use/ of. eleeiric" against the profit;; that will ulti-

rthur

film. was.
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capitulated, and will open up by 'virtue of paying stagehands
do
nothing.

was owned by

lights,,

mately go
;

w-hp

Lui:as,

who
chose the nanie because the short,
title required so few electric bulbs.
'Do the stagehands think /their, in- This theatre became, the forerunner
sistence on maintaining this racket of the. nioderiv theatre of today wilh
will sit well 'witli a public conscious I its. brilliantly illuminated riVarquee
of the manpower demands .of. the
From a-- Savannah beginning Luwar?' Do the./ imagine that the cas' Georgia holdings expanded .uncause" of labor wil| be .sympathetic- til 20 years ago lie forii'icd. with
ally viewed w:hen the union forces William K. Jenkins: :of Atlanta, the
theatre.* to ehiploy 'workers' who do organization
which, as a -partner
nothin .but loaf: and draw llieir p«y- with Paramount.' -now. operates more
checks. w;hiie the war factories cry than 50 theatres, iii leading Georgia
...',.
for. ab.le-bodied men?
cities., including Allania. Columbus.
'John LrLewis gave labor a black Macon. Augusta and Savannah, He
eye with :the coat strikes and invited was also a director df^ Nforth Carothe. Smith-Connolly /nnli-strike: bill. lina Theatres. Inc.. although his acThe stagehands apparently have tive interest, was concentrated on his
learned nothing- from this .disastrous Georgia enterprise.
blow/ •'-'
Envisaging' ihe -success of radio.
The Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer), un-. Lucas gave that industry his full
der the head of ..'Horrible Example, support in its pioneer days and at
of the Stagehands' Union;' said 'A the time ot his d.ealh he operated
fine
piece,
Jenkins stalioiis in Augusta,
of
ammunition.
all with
w;rapped' up. and tied with blue rib- Savannah and' Brunswick.
bon, has been handed to the enemies
Volunteering at- 18. Lticas.was one;
of union labor! The contents of the of the youngest soldiers iii the Spanwar.
Pearl
Since
package- are the announcement that ish-American
two St. Louis neighborhood mbvie Harbor It had been. his. 'practice, to
houses 'will reopen, after having write a weekly letter to L. & J. embeen closed for )0 months and 22 ployes, now numbering more than
months, respectively, how thai, they '300. who are in. the a'rnicd services.
.'Survivors include his. wife, the
have signed a contract to employ
stangehands. Neither theatre has a former' .Margaret-/Cunningham, who
Stage.' and thus has iio work for was in Washington. D. C. at/ ihe.
tinie of -his' -'death: a/ .brdlher. Hari-y
stagehands to do.
•The- weekly salaries they must pay LOcas. ..of-. Point Peter; a daughter.
these men
are so much money Mrs. Fred Storey, bf Ailanta:. a- son.
thrown away, or rather, nicne'y First Lieutenant John S. Lucas, of
handed the AFL Stangehands". Union. the Army Air Forces.' now. stationed
Local No. 6, as the price for ealiing in England, and several grandoff its piekqls.
In other wwds, its children.
.
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AER:

Charlie Etiifeld. dircrior. ut "advrrr>
for WB, who's east

-'

•

tlsilv^bublieily

on :Ar'my leaves today: Wednesday
for. Chicago to
confer w ith Army
relief; heads in thai iii ea on midwest,
prccms pi the picture. He and Molt
Blumensiock, easlern |uiblic:iy-ad
head, on Friday 16 dircussed" east-,
crn plans on ihe piiluiv wilh SeiAii-e
Cohimand directors and Air Force
,i

','.

'

i

1

directors of the relief, group.

Warner In N

J. L.

.

Y.

:

in N. Y
Jack L. Warner
supervise, .in association w.ith
homebfTide executives/ the Z arrange-inents to cover a proposed 5.000 special' theatre' cnjjagehieiiis on. 'This
Is the Army.'

Arriving

.

will

N. Y.'s special preem has been
arranged by Major General Irving
1

...

.

.

.

-

.

.

-

Phillipson.

J.

Army

assiiciate

Emergency

director

Relief:

of

Col.

•

Charles F- H- Jphiison, -adviser to the
exec director, and Thomas J. Watson, president of International Business Machines Corp.. who's, chairman
of the First Nighler's Committee for
.

.

N. Y.

NVinlcrbus persons, of importance
the business and. .social world
will serve with. Watson on the special committee he heads. The plan
is; to organize similar committees In'plher cities where- 'Army' will get
special benefit openings.
in

,

extensive- merchandising campaign
for the film.. stating that $189,000 is
being spent in magazines alone
starting Sept. 1. The advance cam- shattered. Adolph Zukpr addressed a legalized shakedown.
Partners In 30 Houses
paign for the' N. Y. opening r'an the session briefly, while C. .T. (Pat)
'There are 'fewer stage shows than
Paramount is a partner .With the
around $100,000. Intention of Par Scollard, executive' assistant .to Ag- there used to be. and thus fewer jobs
is to prepare for picture tra.depapers new in charge of exchange opera- for stagehands. There are also fewer Lucas & Jenkins "circii.it in around
the largest ad campaign in the his- tions, discussed personnel and ex- jobs for hand weavers',- steamboat 30 theatres, all of Which are located
tory of the industry. Every possible change operating problems.
pilots,
stagecoach
drivers.
lamp- 'P Georgia, but does not" h.ave an
Oscar Morgan, short subject sales lighters.: buffalo hunters and makers interest
in
the
''.'.'medium of advertising and publicity
approximate 20
Will be used, w hile Aiec Moss, ex- head, outlined the company's lineup of illuminated manuscripts. Ail those suburban houses operated by L. it J.
plpitation director. who called all his for the. lie W season, amounting io .64. occupations fell -into limbo as: progLeonard H. Gpldenspn.
-.p.
of
field men in 'or the N.Y.
'ssions. is ot which six ^vill be in two-reel' ress made them obsbleie,- and their Paraniouiit in charge of theatre oppreparing- special campaigns in every '-length,-- the'' balance one reels. Dis- practitioners found other .work." Even erations; Leoii Netter. executive assituation for 'Bell.'
Gpldenson. and Claude'
cussing Par's .. program of -square jf each, group of/ workers/ has been ^'slarilOne-third In Color
dealing with,, exhibitors. Claude Lee.' organized. into a. trade union, it could Lee, director of public' relations', for
Whrle—-Itifr three^d-ay ..sirfes—xon«- -dh^ch^e^TJHbWc-^-e^a+Hi'Hs. st*o»ve.d no'tltliri-e- -JrejtU.ils.' gbecialtv. fr um-''^ p a j left -Monday i9 for Atlanta to
.. .....x
--'r^>i«aclave in N/
'
.was set .primarily to that care arid ailehtioii should be decline.
v
lay plans. Tot 'Bell'/ with all ot Par's giveii. 'to' the treatment of every
'The Slagehands' Union is"iryihg,'to-: tcrd.ay. (Tue.sda.V1. All were honprdistrict sales managers present, other single, account so that .'no case
ot un- fight a process p£ employment evolu-. ar.y pallbearers. /together, w-iih Ausnew pictures 'on the/ Par schedule fairriess or inequity occurs .inadver- 'lion and its cft'ort winds up in picket- tin C. Keoi'igh.- Pi.u: v/p; and general
were discussed., together with gen- tently, in your district, or having oc- nig. a neighborhood movie house .tin-' counsel; but latter was tillable to
eral. policy.-Ag'new, who stressed the
curred inadverletilly,' remain's unad- til the owner comes across. It also leave; N. Y. due: lo iliness.
need for escapist films' (6. -maintain justed.' •';
kebugh, Goldcnsbn; and N.eiter are
-.'
provides.' anolhei .-'hbrrible example'
\ .national, morale, stated/that Par has
directors of the. Lucas
.While no indication was given of for the-professional' iabor-baiteL-s.''.
Jenkins
ready for release, in production or the jhvehlory involved in Par's
chain. William K. .Jehkins._ v. p.. and
large
in preparation wi)al -lie .'described as backlog of
general manager, who',-was' in N. V!
pictures nor 'how- many
•super-escapist; films.- He added. that may. be, pla'ced
last .week, left for Atlanta Thursday
on release' during :the
'•'
.Par has .lamichcd.'iiito ihe Most jav- 19.43-44 season,
115),
r
if is possible lhVil-!tbe.
ish use: or- color in history, wilh at
company may .match this year's deleast oncrlhird pf the company's pic- liveries by
providing the market
tuVes: to be in' Technicolor in spite wilh
30 feaiiires.. Par -.v. ill continue
;

'

WB's. Alhambrn, Milwaukfe
Chicago. July

20.

•Alhambra, Milwaukee, formerly a
Universal Pictures house and -dark
for the past six years, has been taken
pn a lease. by Warners..
House will reopen in about five
weeks with This Is The. Army' running clay and date with the Warner
'._

in the

same town.
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SAG GETS NLRB NOD

-

.

.

.

.

;

.

BY EXTRAS

Holly wood^.July-30~.....

7
r'oTectK'*
The -'Screen Players
Committee's petition for the election

"

':

by'

-jj'.OOO

'extras. '".to .desighate/.a

col-

fcpresenlaliye,
bargaining
was denied Monday (19) by ihi National Labor.: Relations Board. The
vet' ict was interpreted here **•;••'

lective
:

sweeping:, victory
for (he Screen
Actors Guild. It also puts the extra situation back iii the :samc bid
groove.

.

.

,

'

-

:

,

Memphis. July

'

of ihe handicaps of -Var restriciions.
Agnew gave a detailed description o(
/'*•!' of Par's new picture, while B. G.
DcSylva;-. coHlpanV's*' exec producer^
highlighted. liiiure; Voducing plans.
DeJegates to" the-- convention '--'we're
Kiven a screening of 'True to Life'.
Friday flight (161, whe.i (he ParaV
mount theatre slipped it into the current: show for that purpose.
This
wit be an early new season's (1943.

/

44)-release.
.

•

,.

'Barney Balabaii, presideiit of Piir,
in addressing '.he convention meeting and pledging the best 'product in
:

•

.

FOR MEMPHIStHOME

'

/

.decree method, of selling, with
pictures .screened for. exhibitors be-'
-'fore offered for. side.Par. district, sales /managecs who
attended .the ,'N. Y. sales powwow
'.were Bill Erbb. Boston^ Mill kiiseti,
N. Y.; Haj'ry Goldstein.- .Cleveland;
Earle Sweigart, Philadelphia; Joluv
Kirby, Atlanta; Allen: 'Usher, - Chicago; R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City;
Hugh Braly, Denver- Del Goodman,
Los Angeles;; Jim: Donohue,- Dnli;is,
and Gordon Lightstone. Toronjlo.
They all returiled to theit: respective
territories oyer the w';cckend.
thfe

:

.

.

'

.

.

-

Main Street

.

20.

Z

.

theatres: are cooperat-

ing -strongly- in the campaign; for.
financial support of Gaiier Hall, local
Boys Town project.. M. A. Lightnian

has been active pn campaign, corhnii'ttees.
Past week found his" three op 7
posit ion houses nonetheless' contributing.
Gifts of $100 each.' were received from Loew's 'Palace, Loew's
State and. Warners:
Z
-

-

Program

mbney lo purchase,' eqltip and maintain for two
years the boys' home operated on a'
suburban site by Father Vei'r
is.

to raise

43-a.cre

non

.W. Lane..

.

.

Beat Morals Rap

in Chi

Chicago. July
/-/.Charge of coniribu.ling

20.

to the de-

linquency bt a minor agaitist Slepjn
Fetch Hi -Negro comedian, was continued until tomorrow i21i. but hearing last /week .before Judge Joseph'
B. -Hermes in the Jury court resulted
in Juanita Randolph, the 16-year-old
Negro girl in the case, being sentenced' to six months In jail .for contempt -.of court. Case: will probably
."
: .:
be dismi.ssed.
Feichil w-as arrest eii after the iirl..

1

'

:.

.

.»•
It-: is understood.- however. ..'that
movement; is on to' ask fheZ A-sfbci-;
ated Actors and Art isles of America
Federation.
<•(
and. .the- American
Labor 'Mr a charier for •'atmosphere..'
players. -Complete- autonomy from
the SAG and the. .right ip elect Ihef
own .officers will be requested.

:.

clad in his pajamas, was found -in'lhjj;
"'
his hotel room. In cot

bathroom of

1

denied that' he had hariiied her
declaring that the coniedian
had'attacked her. A recess was taken,
and: on further quesi ion irig she saw;
she did hot know why she had mad'
she.

after

the original charges.

then

Judge Hi nnt!

«:'ont#ineeri .hpi-. lbZ iail.

Wednesday, July 21, 1945

12

Yoo've

and

never seen.

an.offier "offer

CHARLES COBURN

Directed by

•

woman," §0

PETER LORRE

EDMUND GOULDING

W<?it/ it

exe'tt'n"

^

'BRENDA MARSHALL

Screen P
Ploy
'° v bv
by Ka,hrvn
Kolhryn Scolo
Sco,
°

Kennedy and

Basil

opens Ioj^wv? at

Dean

•

•
*

-

DAME MAY WH1TTY

From the
lhe Novel and Play bv
by Mar
Margaret
° are *
Music by Erich Wolfgang. Komgold

the Strand

JCitpStllint Tin "Shangri .U'lStamfDm*,

N-Y. /

—

)

)

)

Wednesday, July 21. 194.1

Sock $29,000

to

(Subject,

.(({ciiieAicd iu

run).

.Music

May

'Variety'

f>i

-

lin

:

(5lh

Whom the
(2d week).

(Par)

(Reutcuied

iii

)

(21>.
(jteyieuied.

June

'Variety'

•

v

Strand-^The

(wb)

topped $20,000.

2)

'.Constant Nymph'

(23).
;
(Rci)ieuic<t iii -'Variety'-',
.

Week

of July 29

Astor— 'Best Foot Forward"
/
(M-G) (5th week
Capilol-^'Stnge Door Canteen'
(UA) (6th week);

:

.'

i.

.

ICE,'

'

.

$20,000; TICKETS' 5G

Criterion—"'Hers
(2d 'week).;

Great $29,000. Last
stage show.
Cincinnati, July 20:
week "Thumbs Up' (Rep) and Boyd
Downtown houses are stretching
Raeburn orch on stage, sweet. $22,000. into the third week of solid winners.

Globe—

;

'

.

.

(U)

to Hold'

;

Victor.v
'(UA) (3d

.Thru''--.

.

Air

week'.
Holly wbod-r'Th is Is the Army'

Power'

(RKO) (2,500; 40-75).— Current' general biz. is several dePalace
'Bombardier' (RKO) and 'Cowboy crees under last week, yet still plenty
Bangup $25,000. lot.- For the new lineup 'Hit the
(U).
Manhattan'
and Ice' is the (all marker with a fancy
Last week. 'Mister Big" (U
'Two Tickets London' (U). 4 days. Albee figure. Grand is on the right
.2nd week, and 'Bombardier'.' (RKO) side with 'Two Tickets to London'
arid 'Cowboy in. Manhattan' (U), 3
and -Keith's is in the same category
davs, same.
with 'Gals -.Incorporated' and "Get
Going.' '•-'.'
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 40-75)
Other major, stands, are
Strong
-flow
'China' (Tar) (3rd 'week
on holdover's.
$18,000; Last week, smashing $21,000.
Estimates for this Week
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700:40-75)—
Albee (RKO) (3,300: 3.1-55)— 'Hit
'Stage. Door .Canteen' (UA ). ExcelLast- week 'Human the Ice' (U). Sharp $20,000. Last
lent $25,000.
Comedy' (M-G), 6 day.; 4lh week, week, 'Mr Lucky' (RKO) (2d wk).
and 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA),' one dandy $11,000 .after wham $22,000 in
first week.
day. line $15,000.
Capitol
(RKO) (2.000:: 35-55)—
United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 4075)— 'Crash Dive" (20lh ) (4rh week >. Staee Door Canteen' (UA). Second
Slendv $15,000. Last week, smooth week of moveover for fourth downlown sesh. Hotcha $5.00Q following
$17.000.
Woods: (Essanessi U.200: '40-75 )— last week's swell $7,000..
: 'Somewhere
Family (RKO) (1.000: 20-30)—
in France'
(UA) and
'Ghosts on Loose'- (Mono). Fine $8.- 'Red River Robinhood' (RKO) and
Wild 'Good Morning. Judge*. CU), -.split
Last
'Captive
200,
-week
Woman' (U» and 'Gel Going" (U), .3 with 'Man From: Thunder River'
(Rcd) and 'Maxwell Archer: Detecdays. 2nd week; and 'Somewhere in
France' UA and 'Ghosts on Loose' tive' (Mono).. Seasonal $2,200. Same
last week oh 'Redhead Manhattan
(Mono), ok'av $7,400.
(U> and 'Leather Burners' (Rep)
divided with 'Girls- in' Chains' (PRC)
and .'Raiders San Joaquin' (U).
•

•(WB)

(28).

.

Music Hall— 'Mr. Lucky" (M-G
(2d week):

>

Paramount— 'Dixie"

).

(Col) (3d. week

'

lin'

Bell

a

.

$24,000 IN WASH.
Washington. July 20
'Coney Jsland'- has leaped way
ahead of the downtown parade at
.

the Palace.

'Hit

real- sleeper
at
theatre, running

which entitled
thc_ schedule

it

Parade' proved a
the Metropolitan
up a sweet -'$9:200.
to a holdover, but

Last

S5.000.

Woman'.

(It)

week.

and

'All

Buzzi

35-55)—
Wild

By Myself

(Ul. hefty $7,000.
Keith's (Libsori)
(1:500: 35-55)
'Gals Incorporated'
(U) and 'Get
Going' (U). Fair $4,000. Last work
"Came to Blow Up America' (20th
nice .$5,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1.430: 35-55)— 'Mr:

—

:

$14,100

.

'

•

.

-

,

—

in Port,

—

)

Each

>

(

20.

•

.

-

.

'

•

:

(M-G) and

i

I

for a second week.
-'Coney Island' going hearty at the
Paramount and 'China' -.is drawing
for the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
1
Broadway: (Parker) U.900: 40-65

Number

I

;

Ore

Portland^ Ore.. July

I-

;

'Girls,

•

(U). Okay $8.200. Last week
'Batann (M-G) and 'Young and Will
\
iug' (UAV, terrific $14,000.

Inc.'

.

:

:

—'Pilot

.

.

'Bataan' is still a heavy winner
moving from .Broadway- to Mayfair

5'
.

(

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.500 clock policy.
40-65)— 'Bataan' (M-G) and 'Young
lumenfeld-UA)A
United Artists
and Willing' (UA.) moved from (1.100; 50-65)— 'Stage Door Canteen'
Broadway for second week. Good (UA i. Two additional shows daily
.years best local sleeper.
Last week. 'Background to added lo boost this to record $17,000.
.-Palace. (Loew)
40-60)— $7,500.
(2.242;
Coney Island' (20th). Sizzling $24,000 Danger'- (WB) and 'Good Morning ahead- of 'Lady 'of Burlesque,' (UAr.
Judge' (U). nice $9,300.
which held previous record of $16,r'
••'•»
*>Kbt Last !week, 'Stage Door.
Orpheum (Hamriek. - Evcrgrcer) 800. Last Aveek, 'Lady' and 'Prairie
^anlcen-"(.UA1 ended up with swell
'40-65)— China' (Par) and Chickens' (UA (6lh wk ) ended long
510.500. making a total of $01,000 (1.800:
"Two Senoritas from Chicago' (Col) run With: strong $9,000.
tor three weeks.
Strong $14,100. Last week.. 'Reap.
(2.650; S3-7o.-»r^
Warfleld. tFW.C
Wild Wind' (Pari 'and 'Queen of 'Hillpr'.'. Madman'. (M-G). plus stage
'Dixie'
Broadway' (PRC ). disappointed at show headed by Sylvia Froo.s; Nice
$19,000,

)

good $6,000.Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-67)— 'Hu—^'Dixit'' (Pan. Andrews- Sisters and man Comedy (M-G). Stout-$i0.000.
Continues to Last w.eek. 'Forever and. a. Day"
Milch Ayre,-* '5th wk
do extremely well,' the fourth frame (RKO) snappy $8,500.
30-52)Princess
(CT)
(2.300:
ended lasf night (Tuesdavi, going
flnd
over '-S55.0.00: preceding (.Idi week -Wullted With Zombie' (RKO
Average.
'Lc<)pni'd
Man' (RKO).
.vniainji -a .total '.of six
was $64,500.
(1st run), $11,200, goqd.
Paramount (Par) (3.064: 35-S1. 10^

.

.

'•

•

i

.

"

weeks.

)

-

•

,

$4,500.

:,

(Pari

Radio Cllv Music Hall (Rockefellers)

p

Wham

:

-

;

-

three tabasco weeks at
"lace,
Last week. 'Lily. Mars
(M-G) corking $7,500.
Earle (WB) (2,210: 30-90)— 'Dcs
.peradoes'
(Gol)
with vaudeville
Looks like spiffy $21,500. Last week.
Background to Danger' (WB) (2d
Wk> good $17,000.
'Keith*,, (RKO) (1.800; 30^55)— 'Mr
Big (UX Nicely treated by critic
jnd will gel neat $12,500. Last week
•Forever and. Day' (RKO) (2d wk
okay $9,500.
Metropolitan (WB) (1.800; 30-55
what's
Buzzin,
(Col)
Cousin'
Dandy $8,000. Last week, 'Hit Pa
rade (Rep) rolled up a bang. $9,200

.

.

1

$9,000 after

.

i

.-

.

and combo shows

filmcrs

alike,

r

:

,

Colnmbia (Loew) (1,220: 40-60)—
"Stage Door Canteen' (UA V. Swell

straight

Music Hall's 'Youngesl Profession.'
beaut for consistency on draw,

Astor (Loew's) (1.140: 55-$1.10)— Reissue film with so-so acts, poir'Best Foot Forward' (M-G) (4lh wk). $2,800, in week-end run.
Oke $4.Wound up third week Monday night 000 with 'Swing Partner' (Rep) and.
(19) at $22,000, close behind- prior vaude last week.
"
staiwa's $23,000, plenty of profit:
Loew's (Loew's) (2.4S0; 30-50)—
Capllol (Loew's) (4,820: 35-$l. 10)—
Still
'Stage* Door Canteen' (UA),
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA ) and Phi
stanza.
Strong $65,000. profitable $6,500 in third
Spitalny' (4th wk).
holdover.
on
Last
week,
sock
$11,000
Last week (3d) hit $74,000. which Three week total, about $35,000.
topped the initial seven days' take.
Lvrlc (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 30-50)
Remains on indcl.
35- 'Action in North Atlantic' (WB) and
(1.700:
(Loew's)
Criterion
$5,200 on
S1.10D— 'Hers to Hold" (U opens here 'All By Myself' (U). Nifty
'Bombardier' hio.veover. Last week, swell $6.00(1
(Wednesday).
Golden' Gale (RKO) (2.850: 44-75): today
—'Mr. Lucky' (RKO) and stage bill (RKO) on its final six days dropped tor 'Hit Ice' (U) and 'Get Going'
headed bv Alan Carney of 'Lucky' to $10,000 but oke, while its second (U). also on moveover.
cast (2d. wkl. Pix is drawing cus- week was' $18,000. stout..
Globe (Brandt) (1.416: 3o-IU>—
tomers for a second stanza at great
(UA); 'Lily,' 'Comedy' Pace
$30,000. Last week, $33,000, power- •Victory Through Aii; Power'
Teed off very auspiciously and it:
ful.
Mont'l, $10,000
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2.440: 60- maintaining gait should hit $2(),0liu.
75 )_ 'What's Buzzin'.. Cousin?'. (Col) big. holding. Last week, 'Somewhere
Montreal, July. 20.
and 'Good Luck, Mr. Yates' (Col). in France' (UA) got only $5,600.:
Flock of new pix ahd cooler
Started off at a. fine $18,000. Last PO
wcatlier should up grosses, currently,
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 44-S1 .25
week, 'Mr. Big' (Ui and 'Two Tickets
at:PBlace and -Hu-\
with
"Lily
Mars'
good —'Mission to Moscow'. (W-Bi , 12th man Comedy' at Loew's showing the
(2d wk);
London' (U)
to
wk). Down to slender $8,000. while pace at around $10,000 apiece: 'Stace
$11,500.
Paramount (FWC (2.470: 55-75)— last week (11th was also very slow, Door Canteen' in second stanza clickdays,
six
'another
Goes
Faces'
only $8,700.
'Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'False
f"i" fine $5,000 at Orpheum.
slated. t<> •lis(Rep) (2d wk). Hefty $20,000 for with 'This Is the Army'
Estimates for This Week
Last week,, stout open Wednesday nighl (28) for the
second stanza.
Palace,
(CT) 2,700^ 30-62)— 'Lily
,V
benefit of the War .Emergency' Fund. Mais' (M-G).
$27,000.
Glicko $10,000. :Last.
Palace- (RXO) (1.700: 28-75 i.-'Mv week 'Edge of Darkness' (WB )' reSt. Francis (FWC) (1:475: 55-7o)—
"and peat grossed fine
'Five Graves to Cairo' (Par) and Friend Flicka' (20th) (2d .run
$6,500
30-62 >'—':
ICT)
'Wrecking Crew'. (Par ). (3d wk of •Alt By Myself 1U) (1st ruiii. dualed.
Caplior.
(2,700:
moveoverl. Pix will be held for This pair will, get no more thaii 'Flicka' 20lh and .'Margin for Error'
Last week (20lh).
Lush $8,000.
Last week
only- three days of 3d wk of. move- about $9,000, but oke.
(2d
(WBi.
Atlantic'
$3,500.
satisfactory
'Something to Shout About' (Col)
'Action North
over, clocking
(UA)
Chickens
roundon
'Prairie
(Col):
$10,500and
'Murder
in
Square'
and
Times
Last week, big
run)

Fair

,

of $27,000.

Record

'

jammed for this Lucky' <RKO); Transferred from
is
Warner Bros, second-runner. 'What's Albee for third round on main stem
Last week. 'Coney
.Cousin' will also draw a Okav $4,000.
nifty.' gross,
indicating the trend Island' (20th). setond moveover. at\d
fourth front-line stanza, rollickir
away from war Alms in this area.
$4,000.
Estimates for This Week
35-55)—
Palace
(2,600:
(RKO)
Capitol
(Loew) (3,434; 30-75)-^ 'Dixie'
Par) (2d[ wk). Sweet $11,000
'Youngest
Profession'
(M-G) (2d
wk) with Duncan sisters and Ada on heels of topsy $20:000 for initialer.
Leonard band on stage. Nice $17,000
indicated after opening-week sizzlcr
'China' Dual Sturdy

,

S. F.

San" Francisco.'- J' i.ly 20.
Biz is building generally for both
new entries and holdovers. In the
former category. 'Stage Door Cain
teen is hanging up a $17,000 house
record at the United Artists. Of the
holdovers. 'Mr. Lucky,' teamed with
stage bill, is building second-week
audiences at Golden Gate to terrific
while 'White Savage' Ls
$30,000,
cashing in for a second stanza al the
small Esquire with $12,500.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (FWC) (5.00Or5S-73t—'BaUan'
(M-G and :High Explosive" (2d wk).
Okay $6,000 for three-day holdover.
Last week, sock $33,000.

>

(U).
'CapitiVc

'

(5,945;

r

:

44-$1.6. n

— youngest.

Last week;, 'Aerial

and

'Dixie

--Gun.ii.cr'

Dugan'

(Par)

S4.500.

750;
Strand ( nited Amusements
and stagushow:
ami
Standing up strong- 35.-43 n^'Hr Ya.. Chum' (U):
(Ui.
Average $2,800; Last,
onlv fair $9;200.
$23,000 for' film-stage "combo.. Lasl ly, blpwoft (4thi week should be Alibi"
(Hamrick-Evcrgrcen) wee);.. 'Pilot No. S'.. M-G and stage, $90,000. while the third was high at week. 'Payoff' (PRC) -and 'TomorParamount
$2.50(1.
good
row^
-Live*
Wc
.'(PRC)
20th
.solid
show ^featuring Show & Lc'c,
(3.000: 40-65 )-r'Coney Island'
'Mr. Lucky- tR-KOr .-opens$106,000.
30-<i0.i-^Orpheum
(Ind)
(1,100:
Ret
Probably
(Col).
Lire'
$25,000.
and 'Great
tomorrow (Thursday ).
Door Canteen' (UAi- 2rl
'Siago
(950; '60-75
Last week. 'Crash'
Esquire ( llunenfeld
great $16.200.
(594; 28-65>— 'ApRlalto (Mayer
—•White Savage' (U) and "Hi. Buddy'- pointment' in Berlin' (Gol i. Should wk.i. Snappy $5,000 ahead followDive' (20lhi aiid 'Dixie.Dugan. (20ih
ing' smash $6,000 opener.
Torrid $12,500 for
(2d wk
(2d \vk). pulled grand $12,000 and iU
hit S9.000: nice, arid holds over. "Two
Denis (France-Film », (2,r>00;
St.
second sesh at *lhis r6Und-the-clock
moved to Music Box.
for 30t4())— 'Maison de Maltais' and 'Cin.'held
London'
(U>,
Tickets
to
United Artists (Parken (900: 40- .-imall seatciv Last week. $15,500.. a .additional six. days on second 'week, derella.'
Fair summer average $2,80
h'lu.-'n.
heati.n.g 'It
r
05)— 'Slir.'hllv, Dangerous' ..'M-G and. l-reO'iid 'Tor- t'li.looked for. iLiist week, 'Le'Riiisw liic.li inaugurated th ;i: was $. );4()0i fair.
H.iiTigans Kid- (M-G i. S>i!l.hold- : Ain'l Hay."
(2.002:. ri-$2;20iL'A-Pai
scan' and jTroiii do St. Cyr,' good
will) >: Kivoli
ill -May
t-iV'i 'in'Al-l'iiiis;«ti-l"m-toi-v
iiiK: iip in third week U>
Wli'.ii', Bolt Tolls' U'ar).
Play- ' enough $3,000.
| 'For
$15,200.
$H.:!00.
g;u>d
.week
Second
$.);8()0.

Profession"

.

.

(4th-linal vik

.

i

(M-G)
i.

(

.

;

•

Prov.; 'Lucky' $n,000

'

I

(

.

.

;

1

.

_

:

wain stem

&r °t

Providence. -July 20.
still being packed for

i.s

Ibe- heftiest biz enjoyed
locouy during
the summer. There
aie two third
week holdovers. 'Mr.
V
»l
Albee and 'Stage
Dn«
SiS, C;uUcm at- Locw'.s StJrte
'wceVT to. iesoi-t to tlic
nw

W

RKO
'

:

P

ln-ii

!!

,lp ''niission,:betwecn

show>

'

)

.

.

i

i

;

i

i.

.

i

.

i

'

-

'

!

(

'

i

'

'

'-.

*"?».mg of

'Dixie,'

which siarled

I

11

.

downtown -ticket wickets despite
cpmpetish from a ball club leading
the league in a close race and a
county-wide surprise blackout, announced for any night in the week.
'Dixie,' at the. Indiana, is headed'for
one of the. season's highs to lead
al

—

Eyes

'

Grand (RKO) (1.430;
'Two Tickets to London'

Indianapolis, July 20.
torrid summer pace: continues

Estimates for This Week
winds up its fourth stanza tonight
(Wednesday ). looking towards a solCircle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 30-55)
id $90,000. House opens 'Mr. Lucky-" —'Salute for Three' (Par) and Blue
tomorrow morning. (Thursday). Roxy Barron orch. Swift, smooth stage
today (Wednesday ) brings -iii 'Stormy show is clicking for oke $16,000.
Weather,' with Russ Morgan's band Last week, satisfactory $15,700 with
and Connce: Bbswell in person, fol- 'Holmes in Washington' (U) and Ted
lowing five very fancy weeks with Fio Rito orch on stage.
'Coney Island,' Enric Madriguera.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300: 30-50)
Jack Diirant and Carmen Amaya.
Dixie' (Par) and 'Aerial Gunner'.
The final seven days through^ last '(Par). Nobody likes Bing's latest
night (Tuesday) struck $57,000. Cur- but- the public, which-is-buying-ter--.rent, (3d j week for 'Backgrotind to rific $16,500 worth here. Strong $12,Danger' and the Hal Mclnlyre orch 800 on 'Action in North .Atlantic?
'Con- (WB) and 'All By
is eyeing a suitable $35,000;
Myself (U) last
stant Nymph' and the Carmen Ca- week.
vallero orch open Friday (23)..
30-55)—
Keith's
(Indie)
(1,200;
Estimates for This Week
'Varsity Show* (WB) and vaudeville.

•

WITH

The

S0CK0

LEADS INDPLS.

$16,500,

total ot six.

-.

...

'CONEY' SIZZLES

.

BING'S 'DIXIE'

-

week).
Roxy— 'Stormy Weather' (20tl)
(2d week)..
Strand— 'The Constant Nymph(WB) (2d week).

-

.

.

drews Sisters .and '.the '-Milch Ayres
orchestra, .the fourth week ended
last night (Tuesday) having mounted
to sturdy- $55,060" The bill here will
go for two additional weeks for a

in

the

,

detlnilely.
Paramount continues to
hold a fine stride with 'Dixie.' An-

(3d

(Par)

—

'

1

i.

Whom

Rlvoll— 'For
Toils'

:

ler. others, on stage, $28,000.'
Strand (WB) (2,756; ,35-$1.10'
'Background to -Danger' (WBj and
Hal Mclnlyre' orch (3d wk).
OIT
somewhat this week, third and last
for show, but satisfactory at $35,000.
Last stanza (2d) was $44,700. excellent.
;Constant Nymph': (WB)
and Carmen Cavallero, plus. Perry
Coino, open Friday (23).-

looks lo gross good $9,000, at .which
figure it stays for. another frame.
Except ior the second-run Slate
and the double-bill Palace, rest or
the. street's on. holdover. Among the'
.extended .'riiiis -'is 'Stage Door. Canteen.' at the Capitol, with Phil Spitalny on the stage. Now in its fourth
smash week, show looks like a resounding. $65,000 and stays, on in-

(PaV) (6lh

Blalto— 'Appointment

—

'l.

'

-

week).

—

:

Jackie Miles and Eddie' South
orch. A good $25,000 is seen for this
show. Last week 'More the Merrier'
(M-G) (2d run) and Virginia Weidson,

..'Victory Through Air Power' Was
another arrival of the past week,
having opened at the Globe Saturday
(17). It started out strongly and it
holding lip should hit $20,000 the
seven days, remaining over.
first
Rialtb brought •Appointment iii Bcr(10
and
lin' -to its screen Friday

.

(

'

-

State (Loew's) (3,450; -35-$1.10i
•Bataan' (M-G) (2d run) and, in per-

.

'

,

.

55-$1.10i—

$70,000.

-

Roxy.-'Stormy Weather" (20t«)

film.
(5.886;

.(20th)

(Wednesday), followihg five sock
weeks with 'Coney Island,' Eiui
Madriguera, Jack Durant and Carmen Amaya; final seven days $57,000,
while the fourth week hifa bouncing

the night, before for- the National
War Fund. Playing the Rivoli on a
twice-daily basis at $2.20 top. 'Bell'
has been. capacity since opening and
oh the first five davs through Monday (19) grossed $28,500. Notices
ranged' from medium to very good.
During the past few days the ad?
vance sale picked up strongly and
had
yesterday .(Tuesday)
as
of

Bell

current- issue

.unusually effective house "front

Roxy

Stormy Weather' (20th), Russ Mori
gan and Cqnnec. Bos\yell constitute
new show arriving here todav

1

Rlvoll— 'For

1

,

i

An

was put up for Ihe

be entirely satisfactory.
Long-awaited' opening of 'For
Whom the Bell Tolls' came Thursday
(15), 'following a -'benefit premiere

in 'Varjely'. June 30)
lalto— 'Appointment in
(Col) (2d week).
(Reviewed in current issue i;

Tolls'

:

.

few' days jumped to' where if stood
at over $20,000 yesterday (Tuesday ;

will

5)

Paramount— 'Dixie'; (Par)

.

CINCY OKAYS 'HIT

ucky' (M-G).

.(Reiiicioe'd

'

,

Mos-

week).

-

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200: 28-09
—.'Song or Texas' with Roy Rogers,
its star, also, in person heading the

Hall— 'Mr.

(Rei'ieived-

.

:

7i

'.

(WB) (13th week);
(.Reviewed in "Variety'. May 5i

.

—

(2(NJv)

'.

Variety Jiily
to

Fourth

in

ing to capacity since opening, on the
five days $28,500 was grossed,
indicating a roadshow hit of big prpportiohs.
In this connection, pertinent, that the advance sale the past,
first

.

bit

cow'

t

Good $6,000. Last week. 'Jitterbugs'
(20th > and vaude. trim $7,000.
Majestic.' (Fay). (2.200:
30-50)—
40-7-5)
(1.200:
'Coney .Mand' ,<20th) and March or
and 'Came Blow Up Time's 'Show Business At War."
America' (20th) (3rd week). Good Local aj.idienccs are going for lighter
faro and helping this oue to zowie
$8 000. Last week, .fine $9,500.
(4.000; 40-75),— $17,000. .Last week; -'Background to
Chicago (B&K)
'Background to Danger' (WB)^and Dancer' (WB). and !Gals, IncorporCharlie Burnet orch on stage. Solid ated' (U), good- $15,000.
Slate
(3.200: " 30-50)
(JLoew)
Last'•week "Youngest Pro$4-1 000.
.Gray orch 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) (3d wk).
Glen
and
(M-G
).
fession
'Zowie $11,500. Second week rousingon stage, big $52,000.
b
40-75)— $19,000. :
(000;
(BiiKV
Garrlek
Strand
(Indie) ". (2.000;- 30-50)—
'Hangmen Also Die' (UA). Nice $7.- 'Dixie'
(Par). (2d wk) and 'UnderLast week 'Five -Graves to
500
ground Agent'.. (Par) (1st wk). First
Cairo' (Par) (2d week), ditto.;
week caught unprecedented $19,000
C.rand (RKO> (1,150; 40-75)— 'Got Second week opened Monday- (19 1.
Me Covered' (RKO J and 'Falcon
Nitty
Strikes' (RKO) (4th week).
$8,500. Last' week, strong $11,000:

(B&K)

A pollo

'

Hollywood—^'Mission'

.:

Business on : the whole for downN. Y. film houses slowed up a
over the past weekend due. it is
bejievedi to the fact that the town: is
topheavy with, lengthy extended
runs. The. second- w'bek of .the withholding tax; plus meeting. Thursday's
(15) deadline on the. 'quarterly: slate
payments;- may also have had sonic
However, the current totals
effect'.

town

Air

'..Thru:

Power' (UA) (2d week

(

90G

5 Days, 'Profession'

(U)

'

;.

'Variety' July 14 r:

(ii

Globe— 'Victory

'

'Flicka'

Since Bow, $28,500 in First

,

.

to liold'

.'

''(/lefictrecj

hurt though
Last week; 'Crash. Dive'
(2d run), good $3,500.
Fay's
(Indie')-:
(2.000;'
30-503—
"Gaticho Serenade". (U) and vaude.
(20th

Bell Tolls'

;

i.

in ;yaffety'-. itluy

Criterion— 'Hers
/

(2ii.

'

tair: $3,300.

-

week

(5th

(Wciiicu-cil

'

$25:000.

19

Capitol— 'Stage Door Canteen"

'Stage,
.Carlton (Fay-Loew
1.400: 30-50)
headed tor bangup $25,000.
big nt the —'Background to. Danger'.
mor Canteen' onened
WB) and
garner 'Gals, Incorporated'
should
and
Stale-Lake
(U.)

(2d

SRO

'(Rcvleu'ed in 'variety' June 301

(UA)
"

.

>

Forward'

i.

.

warm weekend

.

of: July 85

Astir— 'Best Fool
(M-G) (4lh week

Chicago, July 20.
in person and on the second. week Monday
'• like
(19).
'Song of Texas a tidal wave.
Oriental's screen in
one. or lis biRhouse
the
Ksllmates for This Week
will Rive
a probable take or
Albee (RKO) (2.300:- 30-50)— 'Mr.
ec"t weeks will)
?9onoo Exploitation has aided the Lucky'. (RKO 1 aiid 'Yanks Ahov'
piHce' and •Bombardier,' coupled (UA) .(3d wk). Sock Sri.000. Secwuh 'Cowboy in Manhattan.' is ond stanza, zippy $14,500.

Very

Up B'way

H.0.s Slow

Change

.(o

Week

Of the holdovers 'China* at .the
Roosevelt is still going strong, .with
and 'Crash Dive
S18 000 in view,
fourth week
looks like $15,000 in its
Artists.
gt i he United
Estimates for This Week

-

PICTURE GROSSES

Runs on Broadway

First

Chi Stage, Screen; 'Canteen 25G

On

1

Variety

Roy Rogers Giddyaps

Bov Rogers

)-

i

.

Variety

Wednesday, July 21, 1913

J

Jiis

week ami next an event

of

importance for the molioii picture theatre-goers anil the
boxoffice occurs in every

key

city

when

the

combination Trade Showing ami Preview of

"Heaven Can Wait" takes

We

place.

are happy to have yon judge the

potentialities of this picture

audience's ami your

own

reaction.

Hesutts speak louder than words*
will see for yourself!

9

by observing the

You 9 Mr. Shoantaii.

;

Wednesday, July 21, 1943

is

m i£^A 'Am®*'*-

PUCE OF SCREENING
.Madison Theatre

DAY & DATE & HOUR
Mon. 7/19^*8:30 P.M.

:

Fox Theatre

Wed. 7/21— 9:30

105. Broadway

Wed, 7/21-^

Shea's Buffalo Theatre

Thurs^/^i— 11:00

P.M.

Carolina Theatre

Fri.

7/23—10:45

P.M.

United Artists Theatre

Wed. 7/21-^

7/20— 10:30

P.M.

Fri.

7/30—11:00

P.M.

Palace Theatre

Mon.

7/19—

8:15 P.M.

7/26—

8:30. P.M.

Oklahoma

.

Denver Theatre

Mon.

Pes Moines Theatre

Wed, 7/21— 9:00

Fox Theatre

Mon.

7/19—

9:30 P.M.

Indiana Theatre

Tues.

7/27—

8:45 P.M.

Thurs.

7/22—

9:00 P.M.

Carthay Circle Theatre

Mon.

8/2—

8:30 P.M.

Loew's. State Theatre

Wed. 7/2 1— 9:30

P.M.

Wisconsin Theatre

Fri.

7/23—10:00

P.M.

State Theatre

Wed. 7/2 1— 9:30

P.M.

College Theatre

tues.

7/20—

8:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/21—

2:30 P.M.

Roxy Theatre

Thurs.

7/29—

8:30 P.M.

7/19—

8:30 P.M.'

So, Liberty Street

Midwest Theatre

Mon.

Omaha

Paramount Theatre

Wed/7/28-- 9:30

Philadelphi

State Theatre

Pittsburgh

Portland

City

P.M.

Pjazq Theatre

200
York City

9:00 P.M.

Tues.

Palace theatre

Hippodrome Theatre

New

P.M.

2:30 P.M.

P.M.

Fri.

7/23—

Senator Theatre

Tues.

7/20—

9:30 P.M.

Paramount Theatre

Mon.

7/26—

9:00 P.M.

St. Louis

Fox Theatre

Mon.

7/19—

8:15 P.M.,

Salt Lake City

Centre Theatre

Fri.

7/23—

9:00 P.M.,

San Francisco

245 Hyde

Wed. 7/2 1—

Seattle

Music.Box Theatre

Tues.

Washington

Columbia Theatre

Wed. 7/28— 9:00

Street

8:45 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

7/27—10:00

P.M.
P.

RESULTS!

CENTURY-FOX

GET EVERY MAN,

WOMAN AND

Above are just a few of the comments
from the sneak previews held on the
East ana West Coasts

CHILD

TO BUY WAR STAMPS

IN THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE 1.

Wednesday, July 21, 1943

PICTURE GROSSES

16

My,

'Bataan Hefty $28,700 in
'Salute

20.

Except for a couple of new pix.
Iwldover week along Philly s

it's

downtown

dim

preview

"Coney

fair

Mr.

(RKO)

Lucky"

wk) .and

i2d.

(1st

.

KslimaUs for This Week
35-751—
(1.303;
IWB)
Alrtine
(M-G) (2d
'Yiiunaost- Profession'
vk>. Pallid $7,500. Inilialer so-so
$10,800.
Arcadia iSablosky)

(M-G)

'Lily Mars'
ful S5.000;

a -strong $14.30(1.

(600;

35-75)—
Tune-

(2d run):.

Town I.Goldberg) (1.400;. 11-30)—
King of Cowboys' (Hep). 'MissTrom Moscow' (PRC) and 'Wrecking

week 'Hangmen Crew'

with
laws Boulder Pass' (PRC), Orc'estra Wives' (20th), Hi Ya, Chum' (U),
'Pirates on Horcsback'
triple,- and
Par), 'First Romance' (Monol, 'Fly-'
Last week Gary Grant
$14,000.
ng Blind' (Par), triple, with midstarrer 'snared $18,200 plus $3,200 for night show Saturday. 'Murder by. InSunday sh.iwing at Earle.
Under average,
vitation'. (Mono)..
Karle iWB) (2.768; 35-75)— 'Salute around $1;200. Last week 'Desperafor Three' iPar) with Horace. Heidt does'
Frontier'
"Fighting
(Col),
orchestra on stage. Combo getting
week 'No RKO) and "Cityl Silent Men' (PRC),
Last
$2l>.800.
good
triple, split with 'Cowboy CommanEscape" -i Mono) teamed with Erskine
(Mono). 'Silver Skates' (Mono).
plus Maxine Sullivan for does'
Last

-

'Out-

(Par); triple, split

Also Die" (UA) poor $2,500 for five
tlavs of second run.
i.WB ). -12.580; 35-75)-^'Mr
ilovd
Good
LuckV iRKO) (3d wk).

Fox iWB)

1

2.245;

35-75)— 'Coney

20lh) (4th wk). Still hefty
Island'
Third week netted fine
at $10,000.
Will probably hold for. a
$18,800.
i

High Sierra'' I WB). triple, and 'He"s
Guy' iU), "Phantom Chinatown'
(Mono). 'West Point Widow' (Par)
and 'Wide. Open Town' (Par), triple,

My

-

for fancy $1-500.

Karlton

I

Goldman)

(1,000;

35-75)

(2d

run).-

Good

(Par)

Last week 'Crash Dive'
$5,800.
201 h ) grabbed ntfat. $8,000 for nine
davs of second run.
Keith's (Goldman) (2,220; 35-75)
—•White Savage' <U) (2d'wk). N.s.h.
Last week 'Five Graves to
$4,500.

Forever'-'Scandals'

On

Denver

Stage, 21G,

1

Cairo'

iPa'r)

good $5,800 for second

lU

Maslbaum

(WB)

4,692;

35-75)—

'Stage Dood Canteen' (UA) (2d wk).
•Plenty okay at $27,800. Initial week
netted, socko $38,000.
Stanley
(WB) (2,916; 35-75)—

Delinquency
Continued from pace

nujlly.

6

=

..

Under

was about a barrcjful of.
odds and ends, .glass, metal and
wood. Even rubbers, overshoes and
with the targctcers
Copin
shoes.
has been very difficult, as they
watch: ihe house employees and they
'

Loew-Lyons

setup.
finance
all productions, long term financing
having 'been arranged via the Bank
P.A. is scheduled to
of America.
produce. thiec while the Jack Benny
unit is.slated to produce three addiII' c
hcxt season.
films
during
tional
the

Producing

Inc.,

Artists,

will

.

Stars on Percentage
cannot be picked out in the dark.
under
theatres
with
Hollywood. July 20:
Moreover,
stall'cd and what help available beThree high-budget -pictures- on a
low par in efficiency, detection of profit-sharing basis are slated for
ihe vandals is further complicated.- UA release in 1943-44 by the newly
The missile throwers are ot both organized Producing Artists, Inc..
sexes, and. ranging in ages from 8
with David L. Loew as prexy and
Not only arc the screens and Arthur Lyons as v,p. .Idea is to cut
to 30.
curtains damaged, but sound appa- the top creative talent in on the
ratus is Directed by the rain of dividends,
permitting
meanwhile
Par- them to freelance between provaried, ilems from the seats.
-

.

Denham.

Week
To .Spotlight Vandals
Aladdin
30-05)—
(Fox)
(1,400;
Dallas, July 20.
Stage Door Canteen' (UA), after a
Bataan' (M-G). War thriller get- week at each the Denver and EsInterstate Theatre managers have
ting solid $25,300 plus nice $3,400 for quire. Big $9,000. Last week 'Lady
a concerted effort to relaunched
(UA) and 'Yanks
special Earle Sabbath showing. Last of Burlesque'
lhat might
causes
possible
move
after
Ahoy"
a
week
at
each
(UA).
week 'Background to Danger (WB)
the Denver and Esquire, big $8,000. contribute to juvenile delinquency,
mediocre $14,000 for holdover.
Broadway (Fox)
1,040; 30-B51— according to James O. Cherry, DalStanton
(WB) (1,475; 35-75)—
(RKO) and 'Good las manager of the chain.
'Bombardier' (RKO) (3d wk). Good 'Bombardiers'
$7,200.
Second round snagged nifty Morning. Judge' (U), after two
There has been considerable vanweeks at the Orpheum. Nice $4,000.
$9,800.
Last week 'Coney Island' (20th) and dalism among juveniles in recent
Mysterious Doctor' (WB), after a weeks that has cost heavily, in theaproperty losses.
week
at
each
Denver,
Esquire.
the
tre
Heat Nips K.C., 'Action'
Aladdin and Rialto. fine $4,500.
Lighting in all Interstate shows
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-60)
Pacer at Torrid $12,000
Dark comers
will be increased.
—"Dixie' (Par) (3d week).
Still
Kansas City, July 20.
strong at $9,500 and holding over. where most of the vandalism spawnSie ge of su ltry wea ther n.__g. for Last -w-eek-h -$ 1 4,000r.c,d_wjJl get_cnoujti_ lights that will
—
g
flic" downtown deluxers tRis week.
Denver *Fox)
30-65)— help protect properly- and yet not
(2.525;
Biz is off generally. Newman with 'Hers to Hold' (U) and 'Two S,enoriinterfere with the entertainment.
'Action in North Atlantic' is the tas from Chicago' (Col), day-date
'We also will conduct an educapacer. Esqire, Uptown and Fairway with Esquire. Big
$14,000. Last week
day-daiers with 'Hit the Ice' are 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA), day- tional campaign,' Cherry said, 'in
runncrs-up, while Tower with 'Cap
an attempt to teach theatre-goers
date with Esquire, record $21,000.
live Wild Woman' and 'She Has
Esquire (Fox) (742: 30-65)— 'Hers that such vandalism co<ts heavily
What it Takes,' dualed and vaude. is to Hold iU) and 'Two' Senoritas on the pari of theatre men who are
close. Holdovers of 'Stage Door Can
from -Chicago' (Col), day-date with attempting to give them the best
teen' at Midland and 'Mr. Lucky' Denver.
Fine $3,500.
Last week entertainment possible for the price
teamed with 'Aerial Gunner' at "Stage Door Canteen'(UA). day
they pay.'
Orpheum are steady.
date with Denver, smash $5,000.
Kstimates. for This Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 30-65)—
Esquire,
Hurts Skating Rinks
Uptown and Fairway Forever and Day' (RKO) and
(Fox-Midwest) (820; 2,043 and 700 George While's 'Scandals' on stage.
Columbus, O., July 20.
Last week 'Bom1 1-50
'Hit Ice" ,(U). Lush $10,000. Smash $21,000.
bardier' (RKO) and 'Good Morning,
Skating rinks seemed hardest hit
Last week. 'Stormy Weather' (20th)
steady S9.000 following big $12,000 Judge' (U) (2d week) good $11,500. in the entertainment field by a new
Paramount
30-50)—
(Fox)
(2,200:,
three-theatre
preem with extra
10:30 p.m. curfew on juveniles under
'Hangman Also Die' (UA) and 17 in the Ohio- capital, which has
showing in colored sector,
Midland (Locw's) (3,500; U-50)— 'Prairie Chickens' (UA). Fine $9.- been swept by a wave of wartime
'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) (3d wk). 000. Last week 'Crime Doctor- .(Col)
and 'Jitterbugs' (20th). big $10,000. delinquency, according to cily offiSteady S9.500 to add to total of $30,
Rialto (Fotf) (878: 30-60)— 'Lady cials.
000 for two initial rounds,
of
Burlesque'
(UA) and 'Yanks
(Paramount) (1,900; 11
i Newman
The curfew ordinance, ru.\hcd by
50i 'Action
in
North
Atlantic' Ahoy' (UA). after a week at. each City Council as an emergency measiWB). Torrid $12,500. Last week the Denver, Esquire and Aladdirt. ure and signed immediately
by
'China'
iPar)- (3d
wk), healthy Fine $3,500. Last week 'Action, in
Mayor Floyd Green, became effecthe North Atlantic' (WB) and 'Red
$8,000.
Orpheum (RKO) 0,600; 15-50)— head from Manhattan' (Col), after tive a week ago today. It provides
'Mr. Lucky' (RKO) and 'Aerial Gun- a week at each the Denver, Esquire penalties for parents and guardians
of children 18 and under who are
ner' (Par) (3d wk).
Okay $8,000. and Aladdin, big $4,000,
following total of $21,500 for
found On public streets after 10.30
opening rounds.
p.m. unaccompanied by adults.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 10-50)
First few nights the curfew was
'Captive Wild Woman' (U) and
I ill effect brought
a marked earlier
•She Has What it Takes' (Col) with
Continued from page 5
>l
SSS
attendance at theatres.
vaude. Bright $10,000. Last week.
'Son;: of Texas* (Rep) with Major
Esquire. Uptown. Fairway and OrBowes 'ams on' stage, swell $10,000.
..'

.

<

.

.

First picture under the hew arrangement will be a musical with
Rouben Mamoulian as director,
blending compositions by Jerome
Kern, Cole Porter, George and Ira
Gershwin and possibly Irving Berlin.
Another tentatively slated will be a
big-money film u ilh Jack Benny in
ihe double role of producer and star,
also' participating

.

—

in

'

—

'Break Jam'

preum

Re.vlve

theatres in K. C.

Realignment of first runs in L. A.
and K. C. is considered best means
of playing-off product held by RKO
and N. T. Former circuit has RKO,
Universal and 'Columbia while N. T.
has Metro. 20lh-Fox ahd United

Grand

Curfew

Saline, July 20.

.

OmaMOiG

lily' Paces

Omaha, July 20.
Grosses holding up well with no
(particular standout. 'Lily Mars' at
the Paramount will be biggest draw.
although 'Pride of the Yankees,' re-,
turning to the Brandeis for regular
run, is getting a good play.
'OxBow Incident' will be fair at the
Omaha, although it will scarcely run
Into
dye figures. \ The. Orpheum'
didn't have a particularly auspicious
opening with 'Salute for Three' and
.

.

'One of Our Aircraft

Is Missing.'

Miniates for This

Paramount

(Tristales)

.

Continued from page
.

For about an hour, he tore

others.
Off. his

routine and imEverywhere, as he tcrped.

dancing,

promptu.
the
servicemch went into mass
warbling to the dancing numbers.
Finally, and though tired, he invited individual servicemen to suggest their favorite tunes, and to each
one called out from the auditorium.
Draper set his hoofs. Lari and Conchila,

.

Distribs are viewing current negotiations favorably and those with
circuits are figuring on setting up
additional first runs either of their

own

or by pooling product and operation.- Much, of course, will depend on the legal views on- Ihe pro-

11-

r>0>— 'Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'Prairie
Chickens' (UA): Big $10,500. Last
week, 'Batnan' (M-G) and 'Swing
Partner' (Hep) extra good $10,300.

In(o Alcazar,

'Bella'

S.

F.

.

Omaha

•Ox-Bow
tytqwn.'

(Tristates) (2,000; 11-50)—
Incident' (20th) and 'Shan-

Fair

$7,200.

Last

old
this

The

beunor
adults. The law was resurrected in
an attempt to forestall increased

vandalism.

closed

Putting the law In effect has one
side, according to S. G. Fry'
owner and operator of the Grand. It
has taken a toll of his boxoffice.

dark

show with

the

Latin-American

lerping,

the

their

team

providing a contrast to the Draper
-

ingling.

When the soldiers, sailors and airmen yelled for more, Lari and Conchila invited a flock of the service-

men and serviccwomcn,

including
nursing sisters lo the stage to learn
the conga and rhumba, and the closing wa» with the stage guests doing
these dances with the lead of the
pros.

week

Hollywood, July 20.
Fox-West Coast is planning takeover of Sid Grauman's lease on the
Alcazar, Frisco.

Would turn the

legit

house into a

'Coney Island' (20th) and 'High. Ex- long run fllmery, $1.65 top. wiOi
plosive' <U) moveove'r from Para- 'Bell Tolls' figure;, for a sixmonlh
mount witl) added 'Ox-Bow' sneak run.
.

sock S33.000.

Madlsou (United Detroit)
55-75-1— 'Random

Harvest'

H.800;

iM-G)

•

and ''Eagle of Navy' (M-G). Former
back in lnop'for great $4,800. Last
and
201 li )
week, 'irello. Frisco'
•Shadow of Doubt' (Col), okay $4,(

500.

Michigan (United Detroit) cl.000:
55-75)— -China' iPar) and 'Salute for
3' (Par) (2d wk);
Sighting big $25.after wham $37,000 in first week.
Palnis-SUte (United Detroit) Cl.-

55-75)— 'Land Is Mine' (RKO)
and 'Wrecking Crew' (Par) (2d wk).

000:

Good

$10,000 after fine $13,000 In

first

week.

.

.

(United Detroit V
Artists
I'nited
55-75 )— 'Youngest Profession'

(2,000:

Brittany
(M-G). Great $18,000. Last week.
Lilv Mars' iM-G) and "Pilot No. 5
(M-C) (3d wk), strong $10,000.

(M-G) and 'Assignment

in

Bob Hope's DX
continued from pane

-

BrasshaU Applauded

ss

1

Hope and Miss Langford were shortwaved to this country from the BBC
in

London,

as-

was Joe E.
a Syd-

Brown some lime ago from
studio,

Australia,

ney,

Saturday's

broadcast was. the .first l*> originate,
from a camp proper, though identified merely as 'Somewhere in England". BBC did Ihe show as part ol

regular Saturday Vic Oliverits
•Yankee Doodle Doo' broadcasts for
English audiences, with Oliver faded
out and James Marion culling in on

the-N.Y.

end ^or

stance for the

Unusual
broadcast
as paving

the

NBC

announcing

listeners.

accorded the
this country is now seen

reception
in

tiie

waving from

way for similar short'theatres of operation',

with likelihood that the Jack-Benny

Adler-Anna Lee-Wini Shaw

Larry

awaiting

currently

unit

'Best'

departure

BBCer

London, July 20.
Consensus of opinion here

is

Show played at St. John, Sussex,'
Fredoricton, Moncton, Debcrl, Kentville,
Yarmouth,
Halifax,
Dart-

that Bob'Hope's broadcast Satur-

mouth, Deep Brook, Sydney, Reserve Mincs,_betore hitting for New-

show

foundland and U. S. camps there.
At Sussex, Brigadier General C. B.
Topp, said, -during .'the-' show, 'I
know you want me to say how
deeply grateful we are to the performers of the U.S.O. Camp Show
which has come here. Months ago,
Major Raymond Massey, himself an
outstanding
theatrical
performer,
came to Sussex, and at that time
said lie would try to arrange to have
the U.S.O. visit here- from time to
,

"

time. We are so grateful to him
for having fulfilled that, promise so
richly.'

Turning

to the performers.
saying the outfit was top*
expressed his thanks in 'We are
more .grateful to you than I caii adequately tell you.'

Topp

•

>

1

studio

Camp Shows Kudoed
loedj

in

posed deal.

Week
(3,000;

Artists product,

This Texas town has put an
curfew law back in force in
area to curb child delinquency.
law forbids boys under 16 from
ing on the streets after 9 p. m.
less
accompanied by parents

in

financing.

its

Lyons is currently on his Way east
writers and story material,
with a future program of 10 to 18
pictures a year after the company
gets started.
ilms will be shot nt
General Service Studios.

.

1

<

Washington' iU). Former moved,
from great week at Fox and with
a freshener sights great $10,000. Last
week, 'Crash Dive' 20th (3d wk).
and 'Gals. Int.' (U), choice $9,000.
Broadwav-Capitol (United Detroit)
55-75)— 'Lily Mars' <M-G)
(2.H00:
and 'Pilot No. 5' (M-G)"(4th wk).
Pair moved in from three good weeks
at United Artists, sight robust $12.Last week, 'Lady Burlesque'
000.
(UA) (3d wk) and 'American Empire' (UA). solid $9,000.
Fox (Fox -Michigan) (5,000; 55.75)
—'Coney Island' (20lh) and 'Get Coin" (U).. Predicting terrific S50.00O
and sure holdover. Last week. "Hit
lee'
(U) and 'Crime Doctor' (U),
in

to corral

.

—

.

Estimates, for This Week
Adams (Balaban) 1.700; 55-75)—
Ice' (UV-(2d wkt and "Holmes

Hit

0011

ductions.

i

>

me

bills

tany.'.

Denver, July 20.
The Orpheum. with George While's ticularly the. -first half-dozen rows.
Scandals' on stage and 'Forever and
Some of the throwers arrange imDay' on screen, is copping top money
competitions from the front
in town this week. 'Stage Door Can- promptu
particiteen' continues strong in carrying rows, with boys and girls
over at the Aladdin, while 'Dixie' is pating.
strong in third week at
Estimates for This

pix

holding over for four and live weeks.
More holdovers arc ljre.sagcd here
iiT the only two fresh bills to hit'the
loop, with "Coney Island' and "Get

Goin" at the Fox terrific and the
United Artists liig with 'Youngest
Profession' unci 'Assignment in Brit-

.

tilth.

— China'

mid-summer

that

the great

Ihe curtain

'

disappointing $23,800.

fact

Still

—

-

Hawkins

Detroit, July 20.

Big weekends continue to pile up
huge grosses here with the unusual

Loew, Lyons

'

i

Great

Trofession-Mtany 18G

musician's unusual story.
andther activity of Youmans
will be -music 'publishing. For' that
enterprise and for his shows he has

"

'

$50,000,

Ms; 'Coney

musical with material by George and
Ira Gershwin; Jerome Kern and Cole
Porter. Rouben MamouUan is scheduled to dirccl. .Reported. -.also, thai
the unit is negotiating with Irving
retained Leo Belasco's brother, Jack,
Berlin for the same production.
who is rated a crack -arranger.
Loew declared that within a fewyears he expects that his new organ-:
ip.ation will produce 10 to 18 films an-

wk),

.

Orpheum iTristates). (3.000: 11-501
—•Salute for Three' iPar) and ••AirFair $8,500.
craft Missing" (UA).
Last' week Wight Plane Chungking'
Par) and Herbie Kay band on stage,

Lucky.'

Plenty Detroit

Continued from paee S
His plans' also call for a film unit
for the specific purpose of 'Hinting
Artists for one or more productions.
the autobiography of Tscliaikowsky.
First film announced last week by
the compositions of the latter to lie
Ihe Loew-Lyons combo is an untitled
highlighted during the enactment of

<

•Prelude to War' (WAC)
surprisingly l>ig S4.U0O.

II

require a pit orchestra of at least 60
men.' "Also known that he has been
at work on a Spanish opera for more
than a dozen, years,-

501— 'Pride- -«r Yankees' iRKO)

'Mr.

and

Island'

,=

and the score, for 'Joe' approaches the operatic. Music will,

1.500; 11llrandeis (Mort Singer)
(2d
run) and 'Two Senoritas from Chicago' <C»1>. Neat -$C.50O. Last week

and 'Salute

fm- Three," -latter being teamed .with
Horace llcidt's orchestra at the
Earle.
Huskv grosses' are- being chalked
up by 'holdovers 'Stage Door CanIron.'

midnight Saturday,

S3.0U0.

Newcomers

rialto.

this trip include 'Bataan'

at

R.

sitions

Holdovers Okay

$26,800,

Philadelphia, July

Youmans' B
'"""*""""*

day

(17)

was

the best vaudeville

yet staged by the British

Broadcasting Corp.

Hope and

his. gaiig" will

make

their final appearance' in .England, before shoving off to other
overseas bases, at a special USOcamp show to be staged at Leicester Square Aug. 1 for enlisted
.

men and

Allied

London base

area.

guests

in

the

The program

also include other American acts here lo entertain troops.
will

for offshore bases, will be spotted
next. Future broadcasts will likewise be subject to War Dept.
censor' bureau
approval 'ot
material.

OK

arid'

Also worked Into the half-hour
show were Leslie Mitchell, British
commentator and Maj. David Niven,
of
the
RAF, the ex-Hollywood

Canton, O., Nixes Curfew

Kane Teams With Jaffe

Canton, O., July 20
After meeting stiff opposition from
law enforcement officials and being
described as. 'a negative approach
by welfare and civic groups, pro
posed curfew to keep unescorted
children under 16 off cily streets
after 11 p.m. has been defeated by

Hollywood. July 20.
Robert Kane draws the co-producer chore with'Sam Jaffe on 'The
Sullivans,' to be directed- by Lloyd

with Hal 'Block, who is
scripting the 'Yankee Doodle Doo'
series for BBC, furnishing them with
sock material. .Hope and Miss Langford, as in the case of Pepper and

Bacon at 20th-Fox.
Five .unknown actors are being

Romano, used the material rehearsed
in New York and with which they'll

sought lo play the Sullivan brothers
who>lost their lives in a naval. battle

entertain

.

city council.

in

the Pacific.

filmitc,

the thousands of United
Nations troops along the route of
their

Ihroc-inonlh

USO

tour.

Wcilm-scluy, July 21,
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"Deanna Durbin scores her happiest- grown-up

comedy

that

star

It

.

.'.

opens up a brand new career

remained

for this Felix

the Durbin stock to

immediate

its.

all-time high

one of her most engaging and

actress turns in

send

captivating performance*

.

.

.

Picture should gross

at the boxoffice as a top Durbin presentation,

by Frank

Directed

classification.

hit

to

sure-ifire

audience appeal. Co-starred with Joseph Gotten,

for its

in the

.

up

right

is

the minute, tuneful, entertaining, with

Jackson produc-

tion to strike exactly the right note that will

Deanna Durbin feature

"This latest

modern

portrayal in 'Hers to Hold,' d delightful

should be billed as such."

and

—Daily Variety

Ryan with a finesse which is buoyantly refreshing."
—Hollywood Reporter

'-Deanna Durbin

"Deanna Durbin again

flashes forth as

one of the

screen's greatest stars— this time with a

new viva-

at her best in this latest offer-

is

cious love allure distinctly
ing, in

her

all

a role that shows her to be an exciting and

glamorous

star.

It

—Hollywood Motion

should prove to be one of the

best boxoff ice grosser* of

all

will thrill with her in her

every emotion."

— Showmen'i

ever

fares very well in the

it

one comes along. La Durbin has shed

better

emerge a

glamorous, alluring, talented actress without loss
of her golden voice. Certainly no picture could

deliver a product of high

have such strong appeal

boxoffice potentialities."

—Motion

Deanna Durbin has

will serve in that. classification until

the last semblance of adolescence to

hands of her new

producing-directing combination of Felix Jackson

and Frank Ryan, who

made

Trade Review

a

"Deanna

Review

Picture

the Durbin pictures.
"If this isn't the best picture

The fans

own."

funny-bone and

to the

the heart without proving a boxoffice bonanza.

Picture Doily

—Boxoffice

"One

of

Deanna Durbin's

strongest b.o. films

.

.

.

"Hers to Hold" Deanna Durbin successfully

and permanently completes

transition

from cine-

He

gets able

assistance in direction by Frank Ryan."

—Voriety

"Deanna Durbin's glamor and charm

vie with

star's

producer, clicks solidly.

romantic* gaiety

and

first

back with a combination of
voice that

lilting

screen hits ... a

may

well

new Deanna who

promises audience delight."

— Motion Picture Herald
"This movie
of la.ughs

her gorgeous singing voice in 'Hers to Hold.' She

~has— developed— into—a— charming—and

is

top her

matic subdeb to young ladyhood. Felix Jackson,

as the

"Deanna Durbin

is

chuckful of

and a

modern day

tear or two.

—Jimmy

talented-

~^

fun, plenty

Deanna's tops!"

Starr,

Motion Picture

Editor,

LoTAhgeleTHerald~and~[i(preif—^-

comedienne."

— LoueHo Portoni
"Solid entertainment set for big grosses.

"Deanna

is

Deanna Durbin

more glamorous than ever."

ture also Ushers

—trtk'me John ton, N.iJi

sonality with a

never before'flashed by the singing star ...

Ryan,

its

Deanna

into the ranks

of the
in her

maturity."

— The txhibhor

warmth, a poise and an assurance

triumph for Felix Jackson,

its

gives

grownups, and she shows certain charm

new

"Miss Durbin stands forth a fully-blossomed per-

It

her^greatest opportunity. This pic-

A

"Deanna

producer, arid Frank

is prettier

and singing more

beautifully

than ever."

director."

—Harold

—FSm DoHy

Swither, Motion Picture tdtior,

United Pren Radio Service

DEANNA

JOSEPH

AH

Hm
Screen Play by Lewis R. Foster
Directed

• Based on a
by Frank Ryan

Prooaeae by FCUX JACKSON

story

by John D Ktorer

Associate Producer, Frank

Shaw

to

Hold

CHARLES WIMNINGER
Evelyn Ankers Gus Schilling

Nelk Walker Ludwig Stossel
Sfll

WAR STAMPS

EVERY DAY

IN THE

"SHANGRMA"

JULY DRIVE

—

;

.

))

.

.

.

Wednesday, July 21, 194.1

Minneapolis. July .20.
4
continues at 'fast clip
newcomers,, 'Crash

and

Dive";

"Lady

and

dual -first-runs.

REST

'Devil w.ilh

today* (20).

open

flr.st-ru'ns.

.

week.

'Came. 16

and doing

May

roach

rousing $20,000.
Lafiivetle "(BpsilV

i

Spy'

(3.000:

35-55)
'Scat

.

'

(

'

)

.

'

(9 daysi,

nearly $)0.000.

•Dixie' 24G,

,

'Comedy' 22G
Newark; July

20.

-

30-90)—
Branrord (WB
(2.800:
'Background to Danger' (WB) and
'It's a- Great
Life" (Col).
Flirting
)

CAVALLER0 BAND HIKES

with lusty $21.500.and will hold. Last
week 'More the Merrier' (Col) and

TICKETS,' $24,000 r flUB

'-Miii^er—limes—SquarcJ.! ,(Co!)_

wk), Hhe

."''',.-

.40-60)

(1.373:

—

'

(WB)

lantic'.

(Vol

);

plus

'It's

'

".).

tfon

used on 27

i

ihenrres)

riiies! 161

dier' alihe Pa mages
itreel is paying od

week

LUGKY-VAUDE TOPS

come pretty potent when that big
will main a .pic. and '.single
billed at that, 'for -three- Weeks.
Louisvilie Theatrical'' Assn. musicals al (he refurbished National are
"

^epk.

Last.

week.
'All

By

,

1

l

'

(

'

.

.

•

1

(

.

•

plosive" (Par).
and will hold

weeks! Last

Sock

$24,000 in sight,

three additional
•Chatterbox' (Rep)

for

week

'

;

.

.

.

1

.

;

WB

.

.

.

'

(

-

,

-

.

—

.

:

:

.

(

.

.

—

.-

—

'

-

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

;

'

»««. comfortable.
Last week. 'Action
fprlh Atlantic' (WB>, plus !Il's Grcat
"

LiTe

(Col), $12:000.

'SlaW

Hangmen

(Loew)

(3,200:

'

44-65)—

Also. Die' (UA) ii'nd 'Air
Wardens' (M-G). Split from
|)l,eum f01 current bill, slow $10.n n'h

:«aid

'

«P0.

teen

Last, week, 'Stage Door Can(UA), (2d wk), $11,000!
:

rftni,ux

(Translux). (900; 28-65)-^
•nA
wings: Over .Pacific' (Mono) plus

tVn^
4
000

Yanks Trinidad'

Kln "

Last

(Col).

is

in the

majority throughout the coun-

and doing uniformly well, only- exceptions being,

some minor_,product. but war pictures are belying
public apathy of any serious nature by continuing lo
draw! well. A check of key cities would indicate that
a large number of films of a varied nature are spread
across the country currently, some in numerous engagemcnts: others in only a few. including, some pic-

'

$20,000. Cincinnati: topspeed $20,000. Boston: big $17,000
in Buffalo;' lush $10,000 in three K, C. houses and big
$10,000 on Detroit carryover. 'Constant Nymph,' hot OfT the- griddle from Warner
Bros., opened .during the past week in three L. A: theatres arid is pacing for a. wham $54,000! 'What's Buzzin',
:

Cousin" (U

>, currently
in San Francisco and Washington first-run dates, is a fine $18,000 in former key and
a dandy $8,000 .in latter. 'Lady of Burlesque. starting
to reach subsequent runs after hitting high at bro.'s
ahead; has finally opened! iri L. A. In vlhat key it's
On 'st dales are. f.wo new arrivals in N. Y.. One of. playing four theatres dayrdhd-date.
with a smash
these being the'long-awiiled "For Whom the Bell Tolls'
$54,500 seen. Film, is also good on -Denver moveover.
Par), which is on roadshow run at $2.20 top at the
./Salute for Three'. (Par (.'appears to" be.*' b.o. Svinner.
.mixed,
Rivoli. While- reviews, in N. Y. dailies were
a clickfjil $16,000 being looked for in Indianapolis arid
first
five
picture has been- at capacity since opening, on
a! big. $26,800 in Philly, in both cases with bands.
days gelling sock $28,500. Advance sale as! Of yesterday
Earlier pace: se( by '.Mr. -Lucky-' (RKO)' oh jnaugurai
(Tuesday) stands at over $20,000. Other major N.
dates^ is being maintained in. Louisville, .where it's get r
which is
entrv is !Viciory. Througlv Air Power' (UA
Baltojl's nabbing ..powerful.
al$I 1.000:
, ting top coin
rolilng toward a strong first .week of $20,000. 'Appoint$19,000: on holdovers, it's gloat, at $30,000! for second
ment in Berlin' (Col shows up only in N. Y. also,'
.'/;
•Francisco week.
with good $9,000 sighted.
'licrs to Hold' fU) is clocked in two spots, beirjg a
some additional new engagements.
Carried '
.spifty $12,000 in Minneapolis, arid an excellent $17,500
Sliigo Dobr Canteen' is -mpsll.r on holdover and uniiii two Denver operations day-and-dal.e.
MisceHaiiep'us
versi)lly socko:. vi Is ;stayinR,p6w crs pointing lip amazing
tak&i anticipated this week .jncljid" 'Crash Dive" (20lh);
consistency lit the boxoll'icp. Where; if's being let but.speedy $16,000. Minncapolis'i -'Gi". ./es ;(0 Caii'b' (Par-),
it's due not to lagging b.o. rclurns'.biit to booking' jams;
good' $22,000 on third week in two L,
houses;, 'China'
A rei'oi: d $l7.0j00 is seen iii San Francisco, sock $25.000 "( Par.J, strong $14,100. Portland! Ore 'Best] Foot For^' c 'l lic:''; *' Strottg $6,500 on initial week in Indiana -to:ard' (M-G >! subslanlial $22.0OO, N.-.Y:: .'Bataan' rMrG ).
Other exlis. and big $65,000 on fourth' N. Y. week.
hctly $28,700. Philly: 'Lily Mars' iM-G) sock $10,500.
tended' runs, include 'smash. $1 1.500 (3d Avk.i -Montreal:
Oiiiaha: "Hum<nri ConiPdy'..:'(M-G i,-,great $22 000, Ncwajtimorc and. pplcnt third stair/iis.
big $14.00(1 (3d \yk
ai)t: 'Forever arid Day'
with s.'.iigeshow, smash
i.
Louisville. Boston and Kansas City, \yhilp on ..niovi'iii
$21.000; Denver: 'Desneradocs' ((.'oh. with vaude. spifTy
ovcis it!s iinmerisc in .both Los Anijelcs and Cihciiinali.i.
$2l.56o. Wa.sh'ington: Mr, Big;'
neat $12,500'.'! Washington: 'Bombardier; ( RKO.),. hangup S25!000. Qhicaito:
Aiiolhor comparatively -new' release is. .'one'y Isl«uici'
'Action, in; North Atlantic' (WB i. torriil $12,500. Kailsa-S
which is torrilic 550.006 in Delroit: «m3sh'
2()lh i.
City: "Song of Texas'
Repi. wil h Hoy Rogers in per$20,000 on second' Newark scsli;. zowic' SfT.OOO. Monson, smash $29,000. Chicago: 'Siiiriewhrro. in Franci;'
Ireai: sizzling $24,000. Washington: great. $l(f,2(Kl. Port:
;
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:

Has

week. with

Lasi
'She
What It Takes' (Col) in support,
great $21,800.
Rltx (F-WC) (1.372; 40-85)— 'Lady
,

V

(UA)

Burlesque'

of-

and

'Yanks

lUA): Bifring nifty $9,000.
Last- week. 'Stage, Door Canteen,'

Ahoy'

high $9,800

(Loew's-WC)

State
— 'Lady

of

(2,204:

urlesque'

40-85)

and

(UA)

'Yanks Ahoy". (UA). Swell $22:500.
Last .week. .'Stage Door Canteen'

(UA

smash

1.

.

.

$24,000.

Artists (UA-WC)
(2.100;
40-85)— -Siage Door Canteen' U ).

United

(

Last week. 'Present(M-G) and 'Pilot No.
excellent $d,C00.
(.899: '40-50)— 'Under Scci'cl Orders' (Indie ) and "Girls
in Chains' (.PRC). Pleasing with $1.'-

.

Recoid

$12,000.
iiig;Lilv Mars'

5'

(M-C

1.

(Vogue)

-Voit'ue

.

.

week. -Ghost' and the:
PP.C'J and 'BlaCk .Raven'
'•'
$1.000.,
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2.296: '40-85)—
Last

700.:

Giiesf'

1

(PRC), good

...

Stage- Door. Canteen' (UAV Fine $«,Last Week. 'Lily Mars' (M-G)
'Pilot No. 5' (M-G). nice $5,700.
Willern WB) (2.756: 40-85)— "Con-.,
WBi.- Going for terslant Nyiririh'
riHc $16,000-. Last week. 'BackgroundW.B) (2d wk-9 days),
to Danger'
500.

and

(

(

.

1

Okay

$8.700..

;

.

:

>

(

Wurtzel Gets Another

RKO

Chance for His 21

'

,

(

-

big $16,000, Pliilly.. .'YoungeM I'rore-sion"
hitting very strolig S90.OOO on fourth N. Y.
rates nice $17,000 with, slaieshov. li] Waihingtoh

and

rand!

>.'

a great $18,000 for;Dolroit. .Clrtlini; into additional
dales is "Hit the Ice" (Ui. cuivcnlly heading: for! sharp

and

(

<UA i. fine $8,000. Chicago: 'Aerial (iii'niior? iPai ),'bjg.
$4.500, 'Minneapolis: 'two Ticket''- to I.oiidon' it'i: with
'orchestra.- good $24,000. 'Bosloni 'and -They Cainc to
Blow Up America.'.! UA 1. averiigi' $17,500 in two. Boston
theatre. .:
:

1

Lo);. '/Vrigcles.

.

'

1

(MrG
Low sla.n/a,

week. 'Captive Wild
(U). pliis 'Kcci) "Em' Slug<U) (2d wk). $4,500.

woman'

RKO Hlllsireet (RKO) (2.890; 4065)— 'Bombardier' (RKO) (2d wk)
and 'All By Myself (U). Strong
$18,000.

Escapist fare
try

.

—

•Paramount (M-P). (1.300: 33-60'
'BloVuD"A^crlca''
(20th)" ai'd' Tol''"
~' •'
lies Girl'
: (-pRo.v Outlook is $12.-,

)

;

)

.

—

(

t

•

i

,

1

-

'

;

1

.

'.

—

,

'

.

:

!

(U).

or'

:

!

'

.

$30,000

I

.

).'

Finished 3d frame at $14,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367; 35-65
Dix)e' (Par) plus 'Aerial' Gunner'
fPar) (2d wk). Terrif $27,500. Lasl
week. $31,100.
Orpheum (Loew.) (2,900; .44-65)
Stage Door Canteen' (UA).
Split
Slate to. 'continue wham run.
tl°, 5.
$20,000. 3rd week. Last week. $24,000.

second

its

nifty

'

i

'

'Bombardier"
Myself'

of

Los

.

Hi the Ice', (U): plus 'Gel Going'
(UJ:
Began yesterday (20) at top
speed. $20,000 or more indicated for

tunc

to

Hill-

Angeles and Hollywood Parainouiits
Br.llimorc July 20.
with a cood $22,000.
doing -.well; in
the
newly airGood action noted: here in spile of--.. ,~
moved over into,
cond t irtned house. House' wel ftl led holdovers. 'Mr. Luc'kv;'..-.practically } .. '- '''""';;
n,(> ?
r-WC houses for continued
is
crashingilscit.
as season goes into its third week. given the nclcl lo
to
one Of biggest '.takes: «i-M. :«"',a<i<J stays 'Mufdy/at- ;ili ts-.
"Hit the Deck" opened Sunday! (18): through
limau'd SiliOllO total.
chalked up by. the Hipp vaudninvei
Estimates for This Week
"Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loo w"s) in recent:. 'months. : 'Background to
Cart hay- Circle (F-WC) l.51(i' 10(1.400; 30-50)— 'Bombardier'- (RKO) Dangeiv!! also, new, is drawing ex
Rest of 85.!— -Lndv-.-nf Burlesque'.
and ...'Saludos Amigos' .(Rkb). Shap- ccllcnlly to the Stanley.
UA and
'Yanks Ahoy' /UA)
ing' up' oKa.V.
on moveover from to.wn. all repeaters, okay.
Sock $,:.()()0.
Last week. "Stage 1 Door. Caniccn'
Estimates for This Week
Rialto. . Not as big as some of the
(UA). sotk $9:000. •
previous moveovcrs.'. but good'ehough
..
Centurv (Loe'w's-UA) (3.000: 17
at..$3.800. Last week. "Dixie'- (Par.) S5)— 'Stage.
Chinese VGiauman-WC) (2:034- .40^
lUA)
Canteen'
Dooi"
eau Jit .solid biz on"'"moreover from (3rd wk ).
Big $14:000 after: going 85 )— 'Lady of Burlesque' UA and
Rialto; swell $4,500.
way above expectations on. second "Yanks Ahoy' (UA)! Great $15,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; .15-25) round to $17,200. Opener reached Last ; week. 'Stage Door Canteen!
(UA), terrific $17,(100.
—'Desperadoes' (Col a.nd. 'Amazing $22,300.
Downtown (WB.) (1,800; 40-85i— •
Mrs. Holliday" (U).- Catching fair to.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
average, business, heftiest 'play' com- 17-661— 'Mr; -Lucky'
plus 'Constant Nymph (WB). Heftv $20.(Col)',
Last week. 'Background to
ing
over! the; weekend.
Current vaude.- "Biggest action since 'Hit- OCl!
week shduld run true .to form, prob-' ler's Children' here, with $19,000 a Danger' WB) (2d wk-9 davsJ. okay
ably fair. $1,000.' Last week! "Some- possibility.
Last week: second, of $15,500.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 40-65 >—
thing to Shout About" (Col) and "Bombardier' (RKO) and new vaude
'Stage.
Door Canteen'. (UA). Verv bi«
'Slightly
Dangerous(M-G) '. got layout, added good $12,900 to strong
$5.500.. Last .week. 'Lily Mars'' (Mfancv weekend play to register okay inilial sesh at- $18,400.
^
",
G) and 'Pilot No. 5' (M-G), okav $3.$1.60O.
Keith's!. (Schariberger) (2,460; 17'"-.
':
Loew^s SUte (L'oew's) (3.300; -SO- 55)— 'Hers to Hold' <:U).
Opened 500.
Hawaii
(G&S) (1,100; 40-75)—
SO)— 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) (3d m,i'dti'te yesterday (Monday) after
wk). This olie is displaying sui% slightly less than, three weeks, of :Crime JDoctbr' (Col) and 'It's a Great
Life' (CpD (3d wk). Profit at $3.prising! b.o. at $8,000.
Last, week "Hit Ice' (U). last of which, totalled
400. Last, week, above estimate fo
2d), same pic solid $9,000.
/
okay $9,000 after succeeding Sessions nitty
$4,300.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000: at $11,400 and $15,000, respectively.
Hollywood (
)
(2.756: 40-85 )—
30-50)—"Action. in North Atlantic'
25-50)—
(980;
Mayfair: (Hicks)
WBI. H.o. for third week, Actioner' 'Aerial Gunner' (Par). Steady at- :Conslan( Nymph' : (WB).- Smash
$18,000. Last week, 'Background to
is just .'what the patrons Want, and
possible $4,000: Last week. 'Bedhead'
(WB) (2d wk-9 days), riice
Humphrey Bogart has a strong b.o, Manhattan' (RKO) was lone new- Danger'.
$10,000.
following here, so current -stanza comer in solid list of h'.o.TS-ahd drew
Orpheum (D'town) (2,200; 40-65 1—
looks good for- sturdy $3,500. Last okay, $4,600.
'After Midnight with Boston Blackie*
week same pic excellent $4.000.
New (Mechanic) (1.680: 17-55)
(Col), arid Jack Teagardcn- orch,
Rlallo (Foiulh Avenue). (3.400: 30'
'Coney Island' (20th) (5th wk). Still Wick Lucas on stage. Mild $17,500.
50)— 'Mr. Lucky' (RKO). Catching going well at possible $3;500 after Last
week. 'No Escape' (Mono) arid
top coin of town, peppy $11,000. $4,700 on fourth- round:
Ann Corio : Modernaires-Johnhy 'Seal'
Last .week.!-'Bombar!diixl (RKQ) jsod --Stanley — (WB) -JJ.280; .20.-60.)— -Dav.is-on slagc.Lgood
$19,500—.. . _
'Saludos Amigos' (RKO), off to slug- 'Background
Danger'
(WB.)
to
PanWres /Pan) (2,812; 40-85)—
gish start, but picked Up momentum Drawing them at $17,000!; Last week, 'Bombardier'
(RKO) (2d wk) and
and garnered good $9,500 and move- second of 'Action North Atlantic' 'All By Myself (U). - Stout $12,000
over.
WB). held UP nicely at $12,600 af after last week's excellent $17,400
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400: 30-, ter ringing the bell on initial try at with 'She Has What It Takes' (Col)
50)— 'Gildersleeve's Bad Day' (RKO.) $21,300.
:
supporting..
and 'Leopard Man' (RKO). Typical
Valencia
UA) (1,480;
(Loeiyis
Paramount (F&M) (3,389; 44-88)
17-55)
bill .liked by patrons of ;this house.
'Someone
to'
Remember
'Five Craves to eiiro' (Par) and
Family trade: making itself fell; in (UA). Mild at $3,500. Last week, 'Chatterbox' (Rep) (3d \vk). Still
good numbers.- which 'would '.indicate 'Lady Burlesque in second week of pulling good $14,000 after last week's
Last
$4,500.
in
possibly
from
previous
big
sesh
nice
take,
moveover
a
likeable $16,500.
week. 'Jitterbugs' (20th) and "AH By downstairs Century, added $4,400 to
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) ( 1.swell previous round of $5,900.
Mvselt" (U). fair $3,200,
451: .44-88)— IFivc Graves to Cairo*
(Par) and 'Chatterbox' (Rep) (3d
wk ). Nice $8,000. Last week, first
rate with $10,000.-

:

£RKO), and

wav

are

RKO

and
on

betier. while "Five Graves.
to Cairo'
and_- '.'Chatiorbox" are winding
up
final Ihreewweclc- stav iit
the

house -

.

Great Life"

(2.900: .44-75)-^-

lliieo .first-runs

u;p in' ihc nvonvy With initial
week
of /The' Consuml Nymph' catching
sock esMniatc bt $54,000.- 'Bombar-

.

i

Memorial (RKO)

'

Warriciy

'

'

same.

:

tures that are late in being dated due, no doubt to'
booking congestion.

(20th). and 'FdlGlr1 (PRC)!- Former mainly responsible for $5,000. high average
here;; Last week, 'Action
North At-

Iles

.

won't go over weak $3,000. Last week
"Lily Mars' (M-G) and 'N6rthwest
Rangers' (M-G). staunch $4,200.
Paramount f Ada'ms-'Par) (2.000; 3575)— "Dixie" (Pan and 'High Ex-

'

'

.

.

)

.

.

•

'.'.
.

30 cities..

'

of

-

.

(2d-,

$16,000:

Capitol (WB). (1.200: 20-55 )-^'Lady
Burlesque' (UA
and 'American
Empire' (U A). Two weeks at the
State milked this dual dry, and setup

:

Dixie.'

.

N

oil.

.

'

Plenty of marquee voltage in evidence! a.moirg the "rlrs.tTruiis, with biz
red hot. all the way down the line.
Looks like the best single non-holiday, tveek bUrg has seen iii (he. last
six months,
'Dixie.' at the Paramount, arid 'Human Comedy-.' at the
State, shape up as the. fanciest entries, with 'Background to Danger,'
the Branford attraction, also lusty.
Estimates for This Week
/

than $40,000, socko.

B f «*.*ay (M-P)
Blow
Up America'

"iBnsed

'

.'

'

.,

thW weck

.20.

,

l

Boston. Julv 20. held over at. the Met. and
Stage Dooi- Cahteen.' in its third
^
frame at the Orpheum. continue to
dominate the Hub. the first going to
a great $27,500 and: the second touching an. equally, potent $20,000 this
The Stale, usually day-date
with the Orpheum. split to handle
me n A'so Die,' getting by with
«i3nS
$12,000. while the Paramount, and
Fenway, with 'They Came to Blow
Up America,' are okay at $17,500
day-date.- 'Hit the Ice' teed off yesterday (20) at the Memorial, and
should go to a lusty $20,000. Severe
hot spell continues, but vast streetcrowds after dark keep wickets buzfng. Biz generally above average.
*
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO)! (3,200; 44-99)— 'Two
Tickets to London' (U) plus Carmen
Cavallaro
orch,
Dooley
Wilson.
°'5 ei 's on stage. A comfortable $24.uuo, helped by beauty contests
nightly.
Last week, 'Raid Calais" (20th
b Call(* way others oh stage,
$27 000

July

content lo gather wtiy'lbo. in the orfing with h:o,s;

.

;go'od.

Newark Plenty Boff

-

.

bettered

(U>,-

(RKO> and

>— 'Stage

(RKO). good $3,000.World (Par-Slcffes) (350: 40-65)—
More Merrier' (Col ) (6th wk >.
d « ab °1 Kreat. $2,500 after
S>„i J
$2,800 last week. Has pulled in more
l

.-.

;

.

'

(Ind)

:

.

.

.

lersjood Survives a Murder' (RKO)
wk).
Hardy $9:000. '' Last
(3d
.'
week, same, sturdy $11,000.
Great Lakes (Shea K. (3.000: .35-55)
Door Canteen" (3d wk),
Niftv $14,000 looked for. Last week,
'.
same, stout $17,000,
Ipp
Shea) (2. 1 00: 35-55 )— General Motors Show- Last week, "Ac
iioii North Atlantic" (W.B
(2d wk)

.

.

;

;^0lh Centiifv
-^'Mr, Lucky-

40-55 1— 'Lady
(UA) (3d wk). Has
it.ho.wii much strength.: but is now at
end of rope. Mild $4:500. indicated.
Last week, good $6,200!
Orpheum (P-S) (2.800; 40-55)
'Hers to Hold'. (U). Deaniia Durbin
in picture should stretch to health*
$12.000.. Last week. .'Salute for Three'
(Pari and Woody Herman band,
others, on stage ..(scale upped - lo 50r
C5), with Herman mostly responsible
for lerrific $19,000 in six days.
Stale (P-SX (2.30(1: 40-55 (--'Crash
Dive' i20lh>. Heavily sold and delivering, at boxoffice in big-league
style.Tyrone Power strong Cast
name here. Hiltine speedv $1(5.000
pace. Last week, 'Lily Mari (MtG)
big $14,500.
Uptow;h (Par) (1.000: 25-44)— 'Five
Graves to Cairo' (Par). First neighborhood showing.
Looks like big
L ?st week.. 'Flight Freedom'
*l-9?£(1.001:

.

(U)

lee'

arid
-Madame
iierty $12,000.

.

.

—

(3.300: 35-55)
and ;Half Way to
Soaring to nifty
(U).
$17.000.. Last week. 'Mister Big' (U)

'Hit

Shanghai'

A

(P-S)
oC Burlesque!

.

our Fox-West Coast first-i-ups are
again pacing the town. wiih. "Ladv
of
iirlesqno" grabbing an csliiii;iiei
h usky ir)4,500 on day-da to. Last \veck
the same .'theatres- cleaned up -teriillc SUO.000 with! 'Stage Door
Can-'
'

-

—

:

.'-'

•$t.mio.
I.yrir

Week

Buffalo
(Shea) )3.500; 35-55)
'Coney Island' (20th) (2d wk). Nice
$13:000.
List week, same, topped

$14,500 iii
initial' canto.
Last week. 'China'
(Par), good $6,000. making solid $20.000 lor fortnight, first seven days being at Slate;
Gopher (P-S) (.1,000: 35:)— 'Aerial
Gunneir" (Par).
strong contender
,hci o. and horded for big $4.500. Last
.week-. :'.Ox-Bow Incident" (20th
line

may

evcr

well!.

.slimates for This

.

'.-others

Leaves jirelly clear, sailing fbr-'JWr.
Lucky' at the Rialto: aiid -Leopard
Man and 'Gilrlersleex e's Bad Day! at
the Slriind, Big-seatiM- Ldcw's State
is: doing something unusual for thai
house, holding Si age Door Cahteen'
for a third week.
They have to

AND STRONG

.

(Col). fine $2;300 in. fivo. dav.s.
C'enlurv (P-S) (1,600; 40-55)— 'Lily
(M-G) (2d wk). .Moved :here

after big week at' State.
so'cko $7.0''O on lop Of

H.0.S,

;

Life'
."

the

Cro»

Estimated Total

Only two firsl-.ruhs! making a bid
- weather
business this week,

NIFTY $17,000;

Buffalo, July
Buffalo biz. is holding lip nicely
currently:. holdovers, arc .'-plentiful

(20th) and 'Great
Blow Up America'
•Mais'-

!

!

Louisville.

'HIT ICE'

1,

dual
Last

City Grosses

resistor:

$11,000

at

.

lusty, $2,200.

also

Key

'Mr. Lucky' Leading

for hot

)

(UA) and 'Leather Burners'

Hitler'
i LTA.K

Move

in

I.os Angeles. July 20.
rado al iilm houses cohtiiuiM
strong locally, with big openings on!
newoiinici>.
while holdovers still
.

)—

17

in

Hot

-wk'i

(2d

..'

Manhattan'
In for Ilv-e' days and

'Cowboy-

Headed for

(900;

from Chungking'

'Night Plane

'

!

.

(Par-Singer)

Aster

:

their,

in

and second, respectively.
Estimates for This Week

third

;.

wo.

(UA

•

.

.

is in il.ssixth

;l

;

and "Taxi. Mister"
hangup $16,000.

Estimated total .Grots
This Week
......... $4.14,700
(Based on 13 (henries)
V
Tolal Gross Same Weeli
Last Year. V. .....'.,-.
(Bosed on 11 theatres)

command 'profitable

week and the -other
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'Nymph'

,

'

•'

(

'

Holdovers, 'More the'
Burlesque' and

named:

First

alleiuion.

—

Slate
(Loew'si .>2\li00:' 30-85)
"The Human. Comedy- (M-G and 'No
Place for LadV (Col). Great $22000
indicated, and will hold for a second
round.
Last- week 'Bawian'
M-G

Broadway Grosses

to .Hold' \'-a re ;both

.'Hers

steppers;

Merrier,'

'Lily JWarsi'. still

-

Prpoto'r's '..(RKO i (3.400; 35-99 1—
Coney .Island' (20th ). and He Hired

the Boss' (20lhi (2d wk).' Heading
for smash $20.00f) aflei- record-breaking $3«.000 in inilialcnnto:

$12,

!

1

Among

hel'e.

high-,

Durbin Spiffy

$16,000,

!

PICTURE GROSSES
j

Neat

AG

•

July

20. ;

favor
;.:>v!ird of S2K324 in
'uodalc against. .'Harry!
.George
Wurtzel. talent agent was set aside
Superior; Judge Samuel R. Blake,
y.-hn ordered a new trial.
Gn.odi'ilc deinanded a percentage of
Win i/.d's; cojuinissioris.. declaring
he hitiodiiV ed. Gene Autry to, the
agent >cve)i years ago;

Rw'cnt

of

.

.

^

:

.

.
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For
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.. :

.

.

little

..

Bell Tolls'

Histrionically,

is

.

a tri-

for the four sub-featured
Katina Paxindu, onetimeforemost in her native Greek the.Duilley
dominates everything by a
atre,
linnlon
efforts,
apei-lal
liennnhan:
Jla'v
shade, A' masculine woman who,
JniiriiiKs anil Fttwbit Kiluimi; Teehnlcolor.
however, has known of love and
Kato'.ie Kahiiim. M.ncnii Ta.lelfonl: probeauty, despite her realistic self T
tlii.ii.m ileslKiinl by Win. fiiin.-nm Men-.
ltal.lane Dnuclas:
iirl. Hans Drelor,
that she is ugly, is standShermnn abnegation
e.niuis.
Yminir;
i»um<-.. Vliinr
in everything. she. does. A vibrant
out
I'MH.
l>|>one.l July H,
TiiiM, John Link.
actress, her American debut in Holl.i|). -)tunr
Hivt.IL X. Y.. iwl.* iIhIIj; ? J.'.
lywood impresses her as one who
nine linn-.' I«n JIINS.
...... .-iGnry Conper.
will be reckoned with henceforth.
Robert; 'Jrfrdsili '.
iliilM ld llei-Kriliin
Maria
The passages of the philosophy of
.:.A'klni- Tanili-olT.
J'ahlo.
exterior- feminine ugliness and the
Ai lilin ,le f.n'diiva
:•
AKii'siin.'.
hidden beauty within arc .ilmost cpic
.-.'yi.it(lniir.-.jS«knliiB
Anio'lino..'.'. ,V.
Uaaumny
MlktK.ll
.....
in their writing and interpretation..
Rafael.

Krom

players,.

Joseph I'alhMo. Kallria

ilc.ior.lov.i.

,

,

l)

.

.

especially as a dualcr.
SplUlre's
'Mexican

•

.

for

.

.

Fornan.lo.

.

•

.........

:

.

Aiitlren..

. .

riimlllvu
rilnr..

V.

.-..'
.

'-,'

S.;-.

>!...•'

'.:.;.

—

.'

Vm-<

Gusiaio.

'.-,

General

•'.

•

.
.

lKl)::i-lo;

.

.

.

:

.

•:

:

.

.

.Geurge Cniilourla

.-

.

.

dro

.I'.

Cordoba

lie:

Ylsnrolt

...Ml.-lmel

......

befuddled mind emerge into a
soark'of his former self,. as he assists
Copper.
of.
the sabotaging plans
Arturo. de Cordova and Joseph Calcapital as Augustin and
leia- are
his

l'uclla

I"rank

.
;

Slalf. Officer.
;•:
J<nrkov.'.'. .

.

.
:

.. i.

.

'

;

Sliayn'e

.Konslanllh

;

.

.'

.

...

.

.

.Jean del Vnl
lack Mylonc

.

Duva)

Colonel

Cnrr.llaica'

..'Martin

..-'•

. .1.

KaVhkln.

.

.

.

entry as dual 'supporter'Bar Vj,' (UA). Hopalong Cassidy. pud his pals in actionful
western with plenty of riding.
'Lucky Mr. Yates' (Cql).:" Good,
idea
bogged down by niock.
heroics and oversentimentaliiation; niediocre b.o..
Spurs'
(Rep). /Hoy:
'Silver
Rogers starrer that should click

.

;

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

comedy

-

.

.

'drama,

.

.

f,

.

.
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.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

'
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.

,

.-..w-.ilior .Ili'Pil

.

.

Hls.lon-

.Klisalio'lh

i

lllllirook

l,>-<llit

.

.-.lliiKh

,

'

limninunr
rnrlylB

'.Allecn

...i..Alnn C'rirney
Murleiin (^nniy

.

.

Ervol

..T.eon

,

.

;

.
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.'.

.

'..'A II III'
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llrown

\V«lly

conflict

him from

is.

A

;

Yam

convenient situations
to display laugh material that will
get reaction from the family and
juve customers and those not hard
to please. Errol broadly plays the
two characters,, but, injects, expert
timing to .delivery to. take major at-,
Direction by
tention' throughout.
Leslie Goodwins is standard for the

Claire^

:

'

Film

.

ness.

when

'

Paramount took no chances
it

pre-advertised that

will

'it.

not be shown at popular prices be
fore'1945^'. Despite some of. the cap
tioiis criticism by the dailies, some
of it justified, particularly as regards
the length. 'Bell' is a boxoffice bell-

Padelfo'rd, are superlative
For the record;- 'Bell' cost around
$150,000 for the screen rights tHem
ingway's book sales determined the
overage on top of the basic $100,000
price) and the- production cost is

officially a few thousands under $3.
The problem of fulsome 000.000.
is obviously open to easy
For the record, also. 'Gone With
solution and as is detailed in this Wind' twith which 'Bell' is being
issue in a news story, producer-di- compared, in merchandizing,- etc.)
rector Sam Wood recognizes this and ran 217 minutes.
Abel.
will return to New York shortly to
cut out plenty of footage; at least
20 minutes.
None can dispute that almost three
(COLQIt)
hours of runijing time can overdo
20tli-Fox j^lenne -oc Ernst Luhliwh. pro
a good 'thing. If for no other, rea- duct Ion, diremeri by LublU' l). SIhih Gene
son, these tense wartimes are not TIei-ncy. Don Anie^ he, Chiu-U-s "Cubuni.

ringer.

.

,

footage

t

HEAVEN CAN WAIT
,

Screenplny, Samson Rapluif Ihoiv. bused on
piny by Lazlo Bii-i-Ffkcte; edlior. Dorot?»y
Spencer:
camern,
KdwnvU
CVn»J;iK<-r.
Tindeflhovvn at
l!3cl
sr.. N. Y., .luly
10. '43. Running Oine, II* MIXS.

to. marathon entertainment
Running sans intermission, the saga
of Roberto and Maria (Gary Cooper
and Ihgrid Bergman) asks for. too
much concentrated attention on what

attuned

•

HKO

-Mfli llin

-NHS.
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.
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...irlai-ft
UlaniliPk
........ .Anita Holster
.

C.ioppr
(as a liny).

Miss. Ttiilalon..
Nurse.

.

Kloi-enpe itnten

Ciraniltuollier:

Mm.

Amen
Curoy

.

Dickie Moure
.Dloklp JonPH
...Ti'illly
Marflholl

J.'il

Jane.
Mr*. Cm Ik

MiiLbfi-

l,<-nnftid

.<'lnr<-nce

Henry Vim (Move oik* )

Van Ciive

O-pku
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•:

.

.

.T;tsii(-r

Alliprt

Main'

.SpruiK HyiiiKton
..Allyn .loslyn
PallcitP
limi ne
Sitne Hiimso

,
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t|i-vi

JAniox
Inrk Vnn <."ic\e....

.

.

.

.

Nino

....

.

.

.',

.

l'lpUoiie. Jr.
..flalre- Du Brey

.Mii'iiree'il

.-

sentimental'

is

Rodin-Kyuri

a charming,

comedy-drama

which
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Mi ?-.. SU'vt'iiH.
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.

.
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—

!•:

Twin,

Koilll AVllson.
.Oonrco .S.-ll'lilPI-s
Hyp- Pi'Pisslnif ..... .'..Mni'KilPi-ilo rhiumian'
1lu<lol|4i l'rp|«j*lil(r.
.-.(inslow SIovpiih
Crptlii Vnn l^yOcn.
.Ghle SonderKiiaril
Colonel Tntloi-win...
......Alan NnpleiSir llouglAif Wilson.
....!(. P. Panilei-B
.

,

i

.

.

July.

ii-uni,,

:

Jil,

.M1NS.
.iWIMiiim Hi»va

ft4

.

,

.

Uusilno Kai iMim

Vit tiM* .inrv.I)uiik1;in i«'«wlpy
lit-ny 1M\iht>
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.

.

.

.

MiU'luinJ
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'.

.

.
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riy.iiHoevi'ii

.
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i

Hi«l':ilonK,'C;if>irly
i\i:!;'unu:i ........

Mar-

Onslow

Chnpiimii.

KieVo'im.
tliile
Son,lprj:iiiii-,l.
OIIvi-UmI by Alfr^tl K. Ovocli.
^toiy. 11. I-\ l-'inoiiian
a'laiit.ltlon; lloVai-p
M.-Coy nllil. Mli.-liael llu^aiu'' C'lil'-rs: *AI
I'liirk n'ml. "Rrir Hi-owni*: oanipi-a, l\rnim~. V:
I'laoer.. At. Ki.-ilto, 'S: Y.. we't-k July 10.
.

AVilstm:.

,Mi«ilifffl

Ki use 11
hm: nil tor. On-roll
ni«8i.
dvpcior/- tw^nn t-uult-.l'V<'-

Run nl UK

>i:i.

llouation,

.

1 >tm:i Ul
ll'uilElnt)

I'lyin lrt
. .Kui'le

.

.

.

Bin

nannlnc..

.

Don

....

.

RbIip FoVrpMier
Sinllty.

•

Doujclna
.Tai-k

'Alec

MncJ>hn II...
.Vim Hitler...'
Henri. Hader.
Cripple

Good action western, with Hopalong Cassidy and his two sidekicks
running through most of the footage
in fast rides or shooting it out with
the frontier bad men. Will tab plenty

Lee

CralK

. . . . .

.

. . . . :

.

.

pedigreed cattle, sets the siage -for
unfolding of regulation situation

.

'Appointment

in

Berlin',

is

acceptable .albeit not sbekful entertaiiiment. Despite its. 77 riiinutes
which causes dragginess toward the
end, picture holds sufficient interest
to indicate that it will dp satisfactorily, particularly as a dualer.
Central figure is George Sanders,
playing a \vihg-commander in. the
R.A.F. whose resentment over the
Munich pact cashiers him out of ser
vice. However, a British intelligence
official, who has faith in. Sanders,
inducts him into" the secret service
but carefully conceals his identity.
Even after consorting with a group
of Nazi spies and getting, arrested,
the British intelligence service declines to avert- Sanders' imprisonment for 18 months.
After that, the action switches to
Berlin where Sanders ingratiates
himself into, the confidence of the
Nazis, and becomes a sort of Lord
;

.

Trek of Hoppy, Andy Clyde and
George Reeves from Bar 20 ranch
to a distant point to buy herd of

.

where gang of outlaws, are preying
on the valley. Naturally, Hoppy be-

.

comes the frontier sleuth to make
necessary deductions and bring the
leader to time. Gang, in this case,
get away with haul of jewels in
stagecoach robbery, and follow this
up with snatch of Hopalong's money
earmarked for cattle purchase. Bal:

tale, is devoted to lusty riding and plenty of funflghting; with
broad comedy of Clyde aimed for
juve reaction and getting over with
more footage than is generally the

ance of

case.

Although script is set up in'regulation western formula, speedy direction by. Lesley Selander fulfills
audience' requirements. Boyd, Clyde
and Reeves again continue their
standard

.

weak

the

'
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ur IKiriy C-rvy ri(i,InfKnKi-iw: roiiliiri-n Smllry

rrlo.i.Hi'

lio|liiIi||<'
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Slum Hoy

Ion.

Hiiriirltc. ..1i4hi

l'liy.llls

('.n-i-nilitio'.

.liM-Mine. (-'owiin. -.l,».v»-e Coniiiioii.

Smw
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Kmic
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characterizations

Sieve Corlnn. .........
Judge Pebble.
,'.
Mr. Hawkins.'.
Justice of Pence..

'

.Forrent Taylor
...Chnrlca H'llwin

.

.Byron Foul^er

Hob Nolan anil
The Sons of the Vloneers
.

Republic doesn't help its Roy Rogers buildup campaign any with this
farfetched combination western and
newspaper story. The. hbss opera
stuff is in the groove, but the fourth
estate angle is just so much unnecessary and unbelievable business.
.

.

-

strong b.o. for action fans
and 'out-of-town houses, but won't
make much of a dent with the city
still'

It's

'

crowd.
Story concerns ranch foreman
Roy Rogers' attempt to get his boss,
Jerome Cowan's,' signature okaying
a railroad right-of-way across the
ranch' to complete a local oil well
project. Resort operator, John Carradine, wants the ranch and piece of

well for himself, so he gets Cowan
drunk, takes him for plenty in a
card game, and induces him to hitch
up with a mail order bride: -All this
is supposed to delay the signing of.
the right-of-way and place Cowan

oil

in

Car radine's power- 'Bride' is. supby the Lonely Hearts club of a
and Phyllis
city: newspaper,

plied

which big

'

-

.

Brooks, sheet's star reporter,; is assigned to pose as bride-to-be.
Action then centers on Miss
Brooks' unscheduled marriage to
Cowan, 'Cowan's murder, by Carradine's

gunman, two

:

mur-

unjustified

|

;

'

(Continued on page 30)

•

tanks' to bring -the Republicans to
their knees'.
In flashback style are shown the
cruelties of the Loyalists themselves,
as they, .make Nationalist- niayor
and sympathizers run Hie gauntlet
to their, doom' over a precipice! This
is one of the film's few failings' in
-directiori and action, since the Fascist cruelties are chiefly spoken of,
never depicted, save for one motintain-tpp foray by a group of straf- acte'rizaf ions.; dexterously.
Berlin as a British intelligence agent, poi-e'enblHy, T.oii '^l•e^lnw nhil Allele Cnmaning planes; whereas more graphically
The Lazlo Bus-Fekete piece covers is another .'who bites the dust at the illnl' fipin -Hiiiry by Hill. Smltti anil SnYn
Is shown what Loyalist mob rule did the complete span of a man's life,
nuil'l: -('hmerii.
Tdnnura-, eilltnr,
hands of the. Nazis. She plays her nU«ialil l-'anlle. rhlllii
At SI rami. lli'ooklyn.
to brie group of Francoites.
-from precocious infancy to. in this
role convincingly and effectively. X. Y.; ilunl. wceli July
nunnlnK
•Maria. (Miss; Bergman)
always case, to the' sprightly senility of a 70
Doing the brother of Miss Chapman lime.. 69 .Ml.N.S.
^peaks' of how she, a mayor's year-old playboy. It opens, with the
Rlllh Jonen. .,.'.
;is Onslow Stevens, a good type as
..:;..:.. ;'Clnl're Trevor
daughter, was closely-cropped of deceased (Ameche) asking Satan for
.lont-jiey Jonea.
tvlgni-. Jtuehanaa
Lessers include Alan
a Nazi spy.
tresses, and how she was physically a passport to hell, which is not .bpOliver. Vales. ..:
...Jesa.-Hnrker
and Don .Doug- Charlie ICilmohila
Tom Neal
nbuscd in the former City Hall' head- ing issued unless the Applicant can. Napier, H. P. Sanders
' ''
las.
\ -.-'-.
Dr. Carl Hesxer.
.Albert ltaHae.rm'nn
quarters of her .mlirdered father, the justify his right to it.
.Tommy- ciiok
Samuel. Bischoff has provided ade- .Iiihnny ZrIoi-Ih.
'Mayor,
'Reference to the bestial
This is followed by a recital 6f
... . .Si-ouy lieokeit
production and the .direction Jimmy Dlxoh.
Joo nrtncK..;...:
mass rape is delicately skimmed real and fancied misdeeds from the quate
..........Frank ^ullv
Alfred' IE. Green Is capable.
by
M.miy
Klujr
..i..l>iiuKlua
r^envllt
ove'r, and' is never as frank as in'the time' the sinner discovers that; in
Char.
Mike. Zi.lnriH....
Ilenry' Armetla.
book).
Her- first; clinging love is order to get girls.' a boy rritist have
Krily Xalorla...'.
ii..:
.Unalna Oalll
beautifully pointed up in the .'.'seplenty of beetles, through' the smartI'lunkMI..
....MMlv Hoy
...i "imratl.
Hob I'ules.
.
quences wiih' Cooper (Robert ~ Jor
lllnyoii
ly fashioned hilarious! drunk scene
Hon*......;....Hiiliby 't.aiiion
dan) where she tells him she has with a French maid at. the age of
Hollywood, .July 20.
Wilaon ..'.',......
....... .Kurlv WlJiiiler
never really been kissed; and the 15, to the thcfling of his cousin's
The ll„l, .\l!l<h'-ll lloy I'hdir.
George Pal's contract has been rer
passages where she wants to know fiancee, whom he marries.
The Sherlrt'H. lloy< MiiiiU
newed
by
Paramount.
Encbmpassing.th.e picturcsrjue han
'what happens with the noses when
Hr-'ll make eight Puppetoons for
Cblmtibia ifiirts but with a. swell
people kiss.'' arc among the more die-bar mustache era of Ihe '80s and
Ihe 1943-44 season.
idea.; the psychological plight, of a
definite audience values. Likewise; 'AOs in New York, thire is What is
.
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Welles
to 'The Little Prince.* by
Antoine de St. Exupery, for independent film production.
and Jefferson
Myles. Connolly
Parker sold their story, 'Nine Lives,
to

.-.

. .

.

.

.

;

.
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FAR BEDEWS PAL

.

-

Brock, lor production at PRC.
King Brothers bought- 'Johnny
Doesn't Live Here Any More,' by
Alice Means Reeve, for Monogram,
'

V

production.
.

Edward

•

Small 'purchased Booth
new novel, 'Kate Fcnni-

Tarkjngton's
gate.'

,'

'.'

Jack

Schwarz,

PRC

•

'

J

producer,

bought 'The Girl from Monterey
from Ripley-Monter -Productions.
''Conjure
purchased
mystery yarn by Ffitz Licbcr,

Universal
Wife,'

.

. . .

..^

.

;

RKO.

Jack Schwarz bought MOO Girls
and a Plane,' by Walter Graham,
and 'Door to Dardanelles,' by Lou

'

'.

screen

acquired

Orson

rights

.'.

-

.

.

'

Cowan-

.Jovco Comptnn

...... -Diiik Wnirl
V.i Hill TnHnforio

,

.

muting Hemingvjay to the screen
thev have captured the spirit of the
strife that took Axis planes and

'

Biooh*

....Joi-onie

Love.

:

rui-i-ft^llne

l'liyllln

:

.

.

,

.

,.n.ny nriscr»
.MnvioH. . . : .Ti-iccpr
./.Snillny Hiirnolie
.

.

. .

. .

Mni-tlU;:in.

Jnrry. '.liihnHnn .Mildred 'Millie'
Rock-* Wnltora. ,

;

ali-c<-t,,r,

'm; New.

M|N".

Siiiin-n-Hl 'llin-?i(> in
l.'rnK .MIMluniMC.
Mlllor. . . . .
I.in ky

Mary"

I«iiinlnpr.;

miislrnl

Mniillirlll:

Jnafph
unj J.,

-liv

-N.

....

.lli-nokji,

'

.Mnb. Noliin..

Ilutlor

.

KiVkip

.i-iil'iioni.

Si-oii. ..n,>vlMv«i July .in:
Y. '.Rlll.inlilK lillii". to

Moiion
Viirk.

K

Julili

.:SiT<H'ii|>lny,

hi-iilnii, 'f'h'ciir.y:

series and.

westerns have -a-following among- thecustomers.

-Worlork
Sieve vtpray
WoirtjanB A. Zllzer
.Ifredei-hi

Dealing -with counter-espionage
under somewhat unique circum
stances.

where Hoppy

of bookings

Leunanl Mutilf

......

'

have combined to become the most
western threesome on the
Haw-Haw, doing shortwave broad- popularscreen! Victor Jory is the gang
casts as the 'Voice of Truth.' While,
leader, with Douglas Fowley and
subsequerits a,s-well.
the broadcasts appear to be viciously
Francis McDonald his henchmen.
Built in episodic, fashion, via the anti-British,
done^
they are. so
flashback style;
and containing a through a code, as to supply vital in- In addition .to oldtimers McDonald
.
and Betty Blythe, producer Harry
number of familiar situations, nim- formation to London.
Sherman introduces .Dustihe Farnum
blc .wriling and sparkling dialog
Finally the Nazis get wise to Santhe girl. Latter is' daughter of
have, however, imparted a fresh
ders and he is forced to, flee. With as
ness which assures strongly favor,
the late Dustin Farnum, early westhim. is the sister of a Nazi spy who
able word-ofrinouth.
ern film star.
has turned but, for her trouble, she
"Photography by' 'Russell Harlan
Provided' .with generous slices of
gets shot, thus removing the female
comedy, skillfully handled by pro- lead
maintains
the high standard which
story.
Sanders, fleeing in
of the
ducer-director Ernst Lubitsch, it is
he has set for previous issues of
a stolen- Nazi plane; also meets death,
Watt.
for most of the 112 minutes a smooth
series.
a finish for him that isn't expected. the
appealing and highly commercial
He
is posthumously decorated- tor
production.
Lubitsch has endowed the work he had: done. Both Sanders
Luck, Mr. Yates
it with light, amusing sophistication
and Marguerite Chapman, playing
and heart- warming nostalgia.
He opposite him, give sturdy performColumbia release of P.-ivifl rhiikln proilncllon.
l-Vntui-es Claire Trevor.
Eilcar
has handled Don Ameche and Gene ances.
,'
Duehanan. -JeHa llai-ker, Tom Neul. Albert
Tierney. in tf or them ) difficult char—Gale- Sondcigaa rd working in- naiwi-iimii. Dli-eru-il' l>y. nny Bnrlicht.

will roll up lop grosses. It's a cinch
for profitable holdovers in the key
situations and will click easily iri the

zies, who designed the production!
along with the skillfull cinematogxaphers in all departments. In trans

Noruiah

l>\vls:
vicwisl

intment in Berlin

.

'Heaven Can Wail*

producer Buddy DeSylva, and artiEahs such as William Cameron Men-

'

Nnsh

Pi-Kpy

.

.

...

,

,'. ...

.

.

Randolph 'Van

Tkmev

fipne

-Dhu AiUfchc
.

E. T. StiMbtl.
Mndoniolflc-llo. .

.

'

.

.t'li:irlcs l.'nlnirn

.

Sirabc-l.

His Ks'-cllomy.'. ...
HerUin Vnn c\»ve..
Albei t Vnn Clnve.

.

:

'

... ....... .L ....

.

Van *'l(-ve.
Hugo Van C'leve.

Heni-j"

basically, one. dramatic episode,
that of blasting a crucial bridge, in
order to foil the Nationalists.
On a beautiful Technicolor canvas
is projected an equally beautiful ro
mance which, perhaps, lays a- little
too much emphasis, on the amorous
phase. It's one thing to punch up
bpy-meets-girl sequencing, but the
nature of Hemingway's best-seller,
of course, was predicated oh a political aura resulting in the Spanish
civil war.
Whether or not with an
eye to Franco's sensitivities in Ma
drid, there Is little provocative in
the film save for one speech by
Cooper to explain to the Spanish
gypsies why he, an instructor of
Spanish in America, became partial
to and part of the Loyalist cause.
Masterful have been the combined
talents of producer-director Wood,
scripter Dudley Nichols, executive
is

(Irani,

help

SILVER SPURS

'

l?y

.

i'iitilov;i,

bjuci-Sie

1

A.'ii-hinll.

Technicolor and other 'uniformly
high production values bespeak the
Mori.
hefty negative cost;

durtlon.

genei'al'.is.paced.too slow-

which, doesn't

.

17..

T'nltPil Arllsts' ivle;mo oT -iliinV J*hpi'in;in
nj'KiiiNiin
luoOncor, l>\yiH .!.
Siiiifi
Wtlljitm llnyil; h'.-iUin'tt
Anily ClyOe and (JeoiKe Ilct-vps. .l>ir«M-ii'il
l.osloy Si'litniliM*. Srreenitlity l.y .Nhu liiii
pro(lui.-l1ti)V;

-in'

script!
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solid dramatics.

dlii.iR

l.Vj

BAR

.

'

.

Walt.

'

;

clicks' as 'a 'comedian,
plays,
straight and as a consequence Jacksthat
surefire
Buchanan appeal..
BiU'ker. reminiscent of the late Phillips Holmes, -seenvs capable, of hah-

.nUy

':

entries.

'

Trevor is okay in modern
welding garb, minus her shady lady
routine. Edgar Buchanan, who usu-

up

sets

.

•

'

.

'

Menzies.' designs, and the
combined Iensing of' Ray RennahSn
and his crew, plus- the Technicolorar
Hons by Mrs. Kalmus .and Morgan

his essential classification,

and enlists, only to discover that the
army won't take him due- to a punctured eardrum* Rather than return"
to school where he's now regained
stature, Barker" takes a shipyard"
job. The plot then takes a vacation.
Barker -leads the kids to believe
he's in the army by answering letters',
addressed to him in camp, which are

<

Camerbn

early,

the last, of the' 'Spitfires'
which have tarried around for several years. Finale ot series displays
forwarded by: a soldier pal- Thi»
the usual, complications oh light leads' to' suspicion that
he's a deframework Jot- display of broadest serter.
Nazi spy charge is also
farce and horseplay. It's a standard, thrown in when he has his
ear treat-,
supporting entry -.for the program ed. by Albert Bassermah,
of the
houses where levity is required to heavy accent.
Complications
are
contrast, dramatic fop attraction.
topped by a romance with
Lupe Velez's acquisition of a baby Trevor, a fellow welder, and Claire
a fire
cub starts the. routine misunder- at 'the shipyard in which Barker
standings of an expectant heir, which emerges as
a hero.
series
charof
the
corralling
allows
The military school angle is -over?
acters at ah Arizona Inn. Leon Errol
again handles dual role of Uncle sentimentalized, and using' the army
Matt and Lord Epping for the usual as a. mail forwarding' organization,
hit-and-miss episodes of confused- without the officers catching wise is
identities, while Liipe's .explbsibhs hard to take. Performances also ruri
are frequent as usual. Bound up in an uneven course, with juve, Scptty.
the proceedings is a vague plot of Beckett, copping honors. He portrays
Navy officer Walter Reed and Hugh a juvenile delinquent cadet going
Beaumont to secure signature of Ep- straight, and: he. does it without' the
benefit of. Dead. End Kid diction.
ping to a contract of some kind.

:

'For Whom the Bell Tolls' is one
of the important pictures: of all
time. It will do plenty ot ,busi

starts

cause he's not in uniform,. He finally
induces the 'draft board to release

.
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.

elders.

their

.
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.
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.
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i
;

.

Barker, a teacher in a military academy, loses the students' respect be-

.

provincially.
(Songs).
'Spotlight Scandals'
and
Billy
Gilbert
(Mono).
Frank Fay in moderate-budget

backstage.
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I.aily BjiplliK,
.Mr. Sllili-pp.

fierce

Sordo,

El

ehallanlii
o de Ciir.lnba
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.

4-F schoolteacher iri a community
where a young man out of uniform
just doesn't rate; and then, gums -the
works with an ovedrawn piece ol
mock'heroics, that will have a tough
time pleasing either the juves or

li»«l. '.Ilrm-HHV
I..

llivrlpnirp'r.-.

.

;

DIiciUmI by

JII.XS."

DHIn.

Aiinl

Moderate

S.

Hiino

-riiliiri-iii

15.

unnlni'llun.

.

Klipliml.

I'liiile

series.
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Minkcr:
H'i

.Uoiinln: ...
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i-emlu'i-

.
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-
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(iiniilivinn.

nnlierls.
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\ 'Wild Horse Rustlers' (PRC).
Nazi-filled western, limited b.o.
Loyalists despite
their gypsy vagaries, and Vladimir
1'e.li
tantamount to a. series of engaging
Kreileiieo G^iv/.al^s.
phi
his
clicks
in
likewise
Sokoloff
.Mayo Ne.whall
...
Itlviiiilo.'..
animated family tintype scenes.
allnatMf losophic assignment as aide to the
.Ml.'hai-l
Pi-plio Garcia, .\kiyny
Charles Coburh as the fond .grand..... Aiilrtnio Vldal
<;ui)li>rmo.
anti-Francoites.iltol.erl Tufur
father who takes a hand- in 'his faFausllno Riveru
Cinematurgically, the sequencing
Arniand .Roland
... .....
Julian... .. ..
vorite grandson's. roman,lic and doof the action is open to more judi.Ti-inI Varela
,
Spanish Slncer:".
mestic problems, walks away with
.IM. k Tt.Mllle'r
cious editing 'for purposes of draSeiyennl— lillas Man
the
early sequences in a terrific comCorsaro
l-^rimfn
Kilns Man,...
matic, 'compactness. The fol-de-rbl
Kraiik Ijickteen
edy performance. Standouts in subKilns Man.;......
attendant to the main chore of
.(l.'orce Sorel
Knre.i Sentry.
ordinate roles are Marjorie Main
,l.,Un ltlelfer
blowing up the bridge, in some spots,
r- i.panl— Klalla Cunzules
Cordine creates for' dangerous restlessness. and Eugene. Pallette as the Kansas
.Many
>In'n— Flails the Mayor
'"
.KilmuridH
tycoons, with a statue -to a cow
- Wiillam'
Flint Soldier..'.
'
The action tees off well. There is beef
.Albei-1- Mrirln
:-.
named Mabel ...on their frojit. lawn,
tlei-unif- poller.
a train-wreck: Cooper has to shoot
I'eilro Hi Kaa
•
Thiol Snhlier.
whose daughter (Gene Tierney
;s..lf-il:ul' Jliiiinez
his aide as -part of the pact that
f liiinermo'e \\" f o
lljijas
l.iils
Xiranknrtl.
„
^
none should ever fall prisoner, alive, marries Ameche. Allyn Joslyn,' as
Paris
.Manuel
staid,
iliiards...
the
colorless cousin -who loses
Civil
liie
Oftl.w of
to. the Francbites: there is an excitOne of ihe Cli-il f;ii::i.ls..;):nl(Kin .Mnrelll
the girl; Laird Cregar,' as a very
Manuel T.oi>ez ing blitz of a' cafej but soon thereOne of llie !vll c;uiu<l<
bland, very human, very understands
..lose Tin loaa
after it bogs down.
On*1 „ri«ie f|vll -'Guards
"akiinii CanutL
Toune -Cav-alry Man ..cinematograph.- ihg Satan; Dickie Mobrc- and Dickie
Scenically " and
Henal.lo
Jones in the juve roles; Lpuis CalFtrsl Senlrj-..
MnrJorlc. ically, the beauteous Sierra Nevadas
Cirls In I'afe^-.Maxine .Vl'dell.
have created an eye-filling Spanish hern as the father' who learns the
Dr ahne. Yvonne de I'arlo. Aliec Klrhy.
TAnda Gi w. Clirls- background which approaches por- facts of life. .at 43; and Spring By-:
l'hlllips.
Milr-ella
toiilier King. Louise l.ii l'laiuhe.
William ingtbn, provide excellent support.
traiture in hiany respects.
.
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TA' Sonlo
Juatinln.

Tamiroff. how an habitual
Hi lu IVIdsry
scene-stealer. gives the best perform.Vli-ior .Vareorii
ance of his career as;the sotted Pab.^..l-Cavlna ranltiou
how.
I'a'lleliV
.ios.'-|.|l
\x>, the onetime brave warrior,
.Yiii-Hiin
|.Ho
.,
remorseful and wine-beclouded in
Ale\.-inder .Granacll
the
Kuzneizoff remorse over his cruelties of
.-.A. Ha
Leonid JineKou* past, as he made the Nationalists
succession
... ..l»eo Bulwakov
In
a
fiaylings.
Uhe
run
Duni'nn Renaldn
of character studies, the vagaries of
lliimanova

l-'t.niMiio

II

comedy display

of

finale

(iliroy.
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Blessed
Usual confusion

.

Event' (RKO).
elemental

<an'd

of

re^'enVe

Lcnllo

(20th).

and holdovers!

.

Baby

Spitfire's

Hollywood, July

RKO

'Appointment: in Berlin' iCol).
Spy meller should do okay,
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Siara I-u|ie Vflfz, l.cint Ui-imU
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Can

'Heaven

for big grosses
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Mexican

the Bell Tolls'
Super-bbxoffice.

Lubitsch comedy-drama

•

Krni>ai llem.li.KNirhols:; camera;

novel l.y

]*ii\|iti<u.
\i-nv.-. it'-n*ei)|i|ay.

'For Whom
(Color ) tPar ).

umph

'
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—

'
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Miniature Reviews

likelihood 61 cen?

sorial sensitivities.

)

'

Wednesday, July 21, 1943
bag.

skillfully

on-

handled with

.

,

in- -the

rai.imouiu rtlniH' nt Sam Wood produi'ilmi. directed by Woo.l. Executive nroSunn Clary Cooper.
li. I>e!-'ylv.i.
ilm iir,
JiiKiltl llcrBrHiin: feeiurea- Aklm- Tamlrnff,

•

,,

FILM REVIEW S
sleeping
Whom the Bell Tolls the theintimacies
mountaliv-cWBS. are
(COLOR)

'

.

Ernst Lubitsch bought 'All-Out
Arlene,' novel by H. I. Phillips, for
production at 20th-Fox.
Angelus Pictures acquired screen
rights to 'Capt. Retrchd,' talc of

World War
aid Hough;

I

veterans by Capt. Don-

:

Wednesday, July 21, 1943
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—arid don't get caught short with limited
playing time on THIS one — the sensational
JAP-EXPOSE

fighting

show that

mad!

.

.

.

will

make

the nation

Premiere in August..

.
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Wednesday, July 21,

PfcRtETY

1

013

JAPS!
— and

TERRIBLE! ... much, much

it's

worse than you could imagine!
Sensational scenes that

mad enough

to want to

will

.

smash them

with your bare fists!

MARGO

TOM NEAL

ROBERT RYAN
Directed

j

SEE THE PICTURE THAT EXPOSES THE
"SONS OF HEAVEN" EVEN MORE RUTH-

LESSLY THAN "HITLER'S CHILDREN"
BARED THE SHAME OF THE NAZIS!

by

• J. CARROL
NAISH
GLORIA HOLDEN

EDWARD DMYTRYK

Or%M Screen Piety by EMMET LAVERY
"
,

[

r

f
,

r k

g

.

make you

.

f

.
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WodiM'S'lay, July 21,

Joe Hiller Heads Pitt Legion Post;

On

New

,

Other Theatre-Exchange Briefs
.

Pittsburgh, -..July 20.'
agent, elected Com-,

>'-.

*f
closed

.;

Garfield

theatre there

•

$2,000,1

For Next Season's Radio Bally of Pix
Film

exploilalibn. via

-

,

| ;,

:

:

"

.

>

.

a public relations counsel,
He said the 'p.r. '.- married the
'":
boss's daughter;

'

.

..

.

coiniii

As

season..

advertising

and. ex|)lo,itan'on
heads sur.h.as Itoward Dielz iMctro
Hal Home (20th-Foxl. S. Charles
Einfeld
Mori
and
Blumenstock

i,

'

.

•

last week, explained the difference between a press agent aitd

:

'

:

will-

-

.

Ben Serjiowich. Capitol .theatre (N. Y.V publicisl. on Adelaide
ilawley's program over WABG

ward Delatte. of 'the First. Precinct
police. Accompanied by foinvpolieemeii, Capt. Delatte ' tore, down 14
posters from, in frorit of the theatre
lobby.
Kaolan told police that the
pictures. advertised a.'Balinese educational film'.'piid a comedy.
•;
A. few days previous lb the raid!
local papers refused to run the theatre's ad.ve'rlising until the copy and
illusU'ations- AvereV'cleaned .up.'"
,'. Members of Ministerial Union and
Legion of .Decency- have been couducting
active
campaign against

.

radio

not supplant .advertising in newspapcas and national magazines, according to plans of adver,tising-|jublicily heads of major, companies, but;
the air 'medium .which has been cm-.ployed with si ri|; iiigly successful results during the past year will: flgut e
even niore imporlanlly during th

Yea/Verily!

.

Bernard Cocke following a raid oiv
the picture house led by Gapf. Ed-

.'

•

Major Him Cos. Earmark

2.1

:

20.

.

Variety .CliuVs
local
.lames Kelly, formerlv 'of lh> Riviof
m'ah'der
American Legion, post, succeeding era at Cciiesco, is now at the Palace
chief barker Rochester.-•Brian; McDonald, now
Other new. of- ''Rochester, nabe exhibitors are
Club.
Variety
the
of
vice- •closing weekdays. Empress shutters'
ficers aie: Dr. A. I. Wise, 1st
uoinmandcr: Byron D. Stoner. M-G on Wednesdays until Labor Day. and
ihe As tor is dark Tuesdays through
branch manager, 2d .vice-commander:
G. Balmijr, gen'l mgr.' of Thuvsdays during July and August.
n) e»
Grand.,
uffalo nabe, closed for
Harris: circuit, adjutant; Joe Misrach,
:.'
-,
siimmer.nuance officer; Mort England and
Wliitney Point reopened for the
Archie Fine.maii, exhibs, sergeant risummer. B. M. Pearlmah 6p2rating.
.^Father Jinnes R
al -arms; and Rev.
Endwell
at Johnson City, and PalC.^KelleiiC.
chaplian.
Garra'han.
ace. Geneseo. are dark with ra/.iiigs
beig sales manager for 20th-Fox. scheduled.
clceled'delcgate to state convention:
Schine's
Seneca Falls,
Hilda Xerelstein made office mgr.
shuttered.
of National Screen Service's Pittsburgh branch by Perry Nathan, head
Goldstein's Leave
,
Post has been unof NSS locally.
lie. to
illness, Itarry Goldstein,
filled. since Irving Marcus went into
district manager for Paramount at
Also lipped at NSS is. Ida Cleveland, handling
service.
the Cleve, Cin
Ntisiii. who has been, appointed chief
cinnati.
Detroit
.

Orleans. July
.manager of

Abe Kaplan,
the
Casiiio de Paree theatre. Saturday
(17) was charged with intentional
advertisin
of indecent pictures in
ah affidavit by district attorney

was

for several days:

Jam

.
'
'
'

'Indecent' Pix Bally

;

•Hiller',-

-

EXPLOITATION

PfiRIETY
N. 0. Theatre Mgr. in

"

-

.

L A/S

lc

TAX DEA

*

Paul N.x
Bob Giliham

(Warhei-si.

Lazarus. Jr.
tParl. Dave
S. Barrel Mc-'

(UA).
Lipton (Columbia!.
COrmick (RK0). John Joseph and
Los Angeles. July 20.
Casino de P.-iree from, their pulpits;
City Council ij. proposing a.- lc; tax Maurjce Bergman', at Universal, preurging members of their flocks to on all admissions, to Lis Angeles the- pare to earmark radio, campaigns
stay :away\
atres and other amusenient places., totaling close to $2,000.000 iii cost,
and. Indianapolis
and in cafes -.where there's a Cover irhprcssipn prevails' tlial the ;air;cam/'
booker.
territories, has been given a sixcharge. New tax nick, it it goes over, paigns are. to be used to supplement
Sam Kleinerman, mgr. of Roose.- month leave of absence.
theatre, resigned to take war
will cause a change in the current rather '.Allah replace advertising in'
ve'lt
;M: R. (Duke) Clark. Par's branch
job with the American Bridge Com- manager at. Los Angeles, will, take
local; methods pf*. absorbing. the Fed- periodicals.
brother, Paul over "the Cleveland district, While
On the w hole, that- reflects a r;i
pany. Ambridgo; Pa.
eral ;boxofftce levies.
Most of the
Kle'inerman. mgr.. of Hippodrome, Chester J. Bell, in charge of the
PIC theatres in town have absorbed the leal change in attitude of film com-'
joined marines a few weeks ago: Denver-, office, for the company.' will
Hearst newspapers, are plugging government gripe in. their, regular .pany advertising execs who formerly:
Roosevelt will be temporarily op- handle Los Angele.f. No one lias as
were skeptical of radius '• values..
if the civic taxation
'Victory
admissions,
but
Through
Air
Power,'
.Walt
yet been appointed by Agnew to
erated by Dave Bamholtz.
Warners and Univ'ersnl, from acr!
Disney production based'
the goes into, effect they will undoubtedWilliam Jaffurs made nigr. of Star. lake care of the Denver, branch.
book by Major Alexander de Sever- ly pass the extra charge on to .the counts, are now discussing national
by his father, James
Olasspoit.
network programs.. Metro started
4»h Meri-y' Willow In St. Loo
sky. in
jaffurs. who owns the house..
both editorial and news, customers.
hie net show some nine
St. Louis, July 20.
Local tax gouges have been tried with a
Vincent Flynn, M-G student salescolumns.
The tag" Merry Widow .has been
man who has been working at the
New York Mirror last week de- in Southern California without much months ago and also has a lfl-mihule
worn by foiir flicker houses in South voted entire editorial column to the financial success. City fathers in El program, three times wecklv over
local exchange under Buck Stoner
Detroit.
for last few weeks, has been moved, St. Louis since 1906 and from a 99^
de Steversky film, referring to the Monte- pulled it last March,' and- all WWJ,
on to; the. Cleveland, branch for fur-' seater in a store, long since conRKO, For Example
expert as
'trail-blazer.' the theatres in town closed until the
verted into a poultry 6h.op. the tag aviation
ther' experience.
One of the most profitable radi
N. Y. Journal-American last' Mon- ordinance was wiped off tne books,
of the past season, iii terms
.W.'L.(Pop) Peacock, veteran Kar- is now borne by. a modern 800-seater
day ( 19 ) carried a full double truck A similar lc admission tax is how tieups
was stricken ill owned by Sani.'Komm. indie chain
ri* Circuit. mgr.,
of boxofficc, was the RKO saturain
operation
in
Diego,
San
but
that
art
layout
'Victory.'
operator.
on.
The original Merry Widow
while on vacation and won't be. back
was opened and operated- by George
Much of the. support for the film is the natural sequence of a war tion .exploitation plan via exclusive
on the job for a coupla months.
sponsorship of selected fllms'by reMarsha Cohen Kranzberg, formerly and Harry Hayes who paid. Lester is believed due to stand: long taken boom, which has turned 4 tropftei gional networks on the' Coast!
Bone, now St. Louis manager for by
publisher
William
Randolph siesta town into a hive of airplane
of UA office here, has joined Metro
the
exchange. $5 and an ice Hearst on use of air power.
factories, , with double' its bid-time through the midwest and in the
staff.
Another new., addition is cream .cone
for suggesting the prizeNew England states. RKO plans, to
population since Pearl Harbor, "
Tlielma Wci.tzcn; assistant biller.
winning tag.
Los Angeles aldermen, faced by an: spend ..approximately $250,000 for
Several years later the Hayes
enormous influx of war plant v.'Ork- launching of three pictures annualPopkin's Vogue, Hollywood
Bros, moved their house into another' Young's Personals With
ly
via regional
net
sponsorshio.
Los Angeles, July 20:;
ers from all parts of the country, figbuilding, with, a seating capacity of
Harry Popkin, "operator of the 250. one block "from the original
ure the proposed tax oh theatres and These regional deals involve free:
Million Dollar theatre here, takes house.
Film amusement places will raise about -spots and references on regular pro'Rising Sun/
In 1914 Fred Klockenbrink
over i.he Vogue, .on' Holly wood. Blvd.-, purchased the house from the Hayes'
grams.
$1,500,000 a year, to be assigned to
.James
B. Young, author of 'Be
July 2H. with the idea of operating and operated it for two years.
Columbia attributes smash b.o. for
the city's old sewer system, which
the houses on a first-run, day-dale .'In 1916 John P.. Murphy bought hind the .RLsing Suii,' in being set
has run. down under the. demands of 'The More the Merrier' to the eight?
policy, depending for product on the house and- moved it to a, place for personals in churches and deWeek'., radio
campaign, costin
connection
with the increased population.
'.Universal, Columbia, RKO, Republic where -the seating capacity was in- fense plants in
$100,000 which covered 50 key muthe
film,
version.
and indie producers.
485.'
showing
of
RKO
creased to
Johnson Bros, were
nicipalities.
Popkin takes *ver the Vogue from the next, owners of the, house after Young! who lectures on native Jap
- Pointed
out by crack exploitcem
Howard Shechan, part owner of the Murphy operated it for three years. customs, will read the prayer U. S.
Radio Serials Will
that radio must be used with care,
theatre building, who, is now execu- Several months ago Koirim obtained servicemen said in 'Bataah1 in .his
Most susceptible to radio exploitative- slndio. manager at Republic- arid control of the house, abandoned the
puloit appearance.
Plug This Is the Army' tion are thriller-mellcrs, such as
caii'l
find time to handle a double site and built a modern 800-seater
For the Boston showing of 'Sun,
ji)b iii production and exhibiting.
across the' street from one of the
-Although no definite radio ad 'Hitler's Children.' 'Behind the Risname
and
boxer
city's largest low-price housing proj- a battle between a.
schedule has been set; for Warner ing Sun' (RKO) is to be' similarly
pointing
a
.wrestler
"scheduled,
up
i.s
ects. The tag Merry Widow still re?
Bros. 'This Is. the Army,' the film exploited.
Ted Waff oner's Spot
mains, and the last house Is only one of. the, top sequence's in the picLongview, Texas, July 20.
Will-be plugged in 27 network serials
Publicists stale that it is not to
Filmopens there Aug. 30.
ture.
Ted E. Waggoner appointed pub- two blocks from the ori inal one.
during August and September as a be assumed that all or even a malicity director of .Wallace Circuit,
result of a promotion drive launched jority of films can be successfully
according to an announcement made Leland Allen Heads Mono In K. C.
by- the Army Public Relations Bu- exploited via radio. High degree of
„
Kansas City, July 20.
by Wallace Blankship, owner; WagNat'l
Screen's
reau. . The deal was arranged with; selectivity should be exercised.
Leland ~Allen. former film buyer
goner will take up his duties in
The filmusical,' for one. is not' conLevelland where he will also man- Tor. the Commonwealth. Amus. Corp..
Schedules for Trailers the agencies producing the soapers.
ace the theatre there.
Waggoner, is new mgr: of Monogram exchange
According to information supplied Scrip ters are now weaving in men- sidered good radio material. Chances,
formerly with Interstate Circuit and here..
tion of the picture in series' dialog.
are that use of musical numbers on
Allied
Theatre
Owners
of
Iowa
and
has
exchange
Operation of the
Jefferson Am us. Co.
The. following strips are included the air might have an unfavorable
been taken over by John Frahcoiii Nebraska, National Screen Service
at
the b.o. since listeners
in the campaign: 'Amanda of Honey- effect
and Ed Blumenthal, of Dallas. Tex., is putting into effect' a general price
Hall Switches to UA
to see the
and Lon Fidlcr, Salt .Lake City, all increase for trailers and accessories- moon Hill,' 'Aunt Jenny,' 'Backstage would not. be inclined
Minneapolis, July 20.
B. based upon local, conditions, wilh Wife." 'Big Sister,' 'Bright Horinon,' pictures once having heard the tunes
Norwood Hall, for 24 years with Mono franchise holders. Georgestill
instructions to branch offices to 'fit 'Captain Midnight,' 'Stella Dallas,' too much.
20lh-Fox. has, joined the United Art- West, from whom purchased,
Relatively few straight dramatic
'Easy Aces,' 'Front Page Farrell,'
retains his franchises in St. Louis, the, cloth to the mold.'
ists' sales staff here. Dick Stahl, who
resigned from Republic, has been Mo.', and Cincinnati, O.
Broken down, NSS has set up the 'Help Mate.' 'Portia Faces Life,' films are classed as suitable for ra'Joyce Jordan.'. 'Just Plain Bill.' dio 'exploitation'. Careful analysis
taken on by 20th-Fox as a member
Readlnf Pa. following formula:
of its sales' staff. Republic has ad- New Corp. Gels Capitol.
Light of the World,' 'Lonely Wom- indicates that action, mystery or
1. Those
that were getting the
Reading, Pa., July 20.
vanced Morrie Steinman to northern
en,' 'Ma Perkins.' 'Mr. Keen,' "Our thriller themes, and occasional comCapitol thea- greatest benefit of' increased business
transferring
deed
A
Minnesota in recognition of his
war
work
their Gal Sunday,' 'Romance of Helen edies are largely the type of 'pro
of
Riley. Phila- because
in
L.
Joseph
from'
tre,
effective
salesmanship
in
North
diict|rfns which benefit most by radelphia, to the Capitol Theatre Cor- vicinity. These theatres should pay Trent,' 'Second Husband,' 'Snow' VilDakota.
lage,' 'Story; of Mary Marlin,' Those dio exploitation.
was recorded in the highest percentage of increase.
Everett Lovelace, one-time Para- poration, operators,
15.
We Love,' Young Dr. Malone.' 'We
2. The intermediate group that are
mount salesman, is now a member the courl house in Lebanon; July
Republic's Air Time
Theatre has been operated for some enjoying unusual prosperity but not Love and X.carn' and Young Widdcr
of the Monogram staff.
be
time by the new owners, said to
Dallas,. July 20.
to the same extent as those in the Brown;'
allied with the Jay Emanuel, Philaepublic Pictures has gone on th
..Samson Faxeweiled
boom areas, Such theatres should
delphia.; and C. G. Kecney, Reading,
air in. Texas with 832 spot announceBuffalo, July 20:
be asked for moderate increases.
c
John
Wright,
Ex-Riv,
N.Y.
interests
.'Sydney Samson, formerly 20thmenl's jn behalf of Roy Roger;;, ill
about -whose .status
3, Theatres
*'"x branch manager in Buffalo;
apYou :will Mgr.,
•. Mitchell to UA
you. may. be. uncertain.
in Par Distrib cowboy film star. The Texas Suite:
pointed district manager, for Canada,
nine station network arid .eight indeDallas. July 20.
discuss'the case with them. and leave
"a* been succeeded
John Wrighl. .long in theatre opby Ira H.'Cohn.
J E -Mitchell named office man- it optional with them as to whether eratlou and for many years manag- pendent stations have been utilized'.
fcamson was given testimonial dinner
United Artiste exJhange they can afford or are' desirous ot
Account was placed by Lloyd Rust;
by the Buffalo Variety Club at the ager of
ing
director
the
Rivoli N. Y.. a
of
goes
Who
succeeding J. S. Moreland.
#
branch manager for Republic here.
paying us any more.
Slatler hotel. Buffalo.
post
he
resigned
lasl
fall,
has
reTheatre
the.
with
Orleanslo New
4. Those Vcases .that are not doing
A- \V. Smilh.~ Jr., 20th eastern sales Service Corp. Mitchell comes from
turiicd to the distribution- field in
manager, headed the home office
Act- any belter, today than they Were which he started. He is attached, lo
Ihe local Universal exchange.
group altchding.
um' orm re manager at Universal is during peace times should hot pay the Cleveland exchange of Para- Pitt Dailies Slicing
an increase.
R K Ichns. an auditor.
mount,, handling sales for ;the north
Voung's >few Theatre for Maumco. O.
'5. Those situations that may have
w;estern;Ohip territory.
Space to Conserve Paper
Toledo, O.. July 20:
Another Colored House
been affected by the military, cono •„ L
Before becoming associated with
Vouiig. owner of the Strand
San Antonio. July 20.
ittsburgh; July 20.
tv
scription, or the migration of some the old Publix regime shortly after
jnea
opened
has
10 in Maumee and the Palace
I'oteet.
Tavlorof
3 'A.
Local theatres are. being restricted
populace to defense areas and Publix was organized, Wright had
uieatre
n Pcrrysburg, both near the Ace here for colored patronage. of the
have affected their; business b'een a film salesman for Paramdunt. in advertising, by Post-Gazette. H's*oiedo. has purchased
a site for a House dark ror sbme lime- -was fof> which
the only one of the three Pitts-,
,9cw-the«ti>c~at'epnant street- -amh -meriv- the- Ritz Royal and. Harlem. lo the extent- that these particular
He was succeeded at the Rivoli burgh sheets doing
it so Ainv but the
Anumny W:\yiio Trail, in Maumoc, Ace 'makes two houses strictly -for 'accounts arc' deserving' of
rice
last tall by Montague. Salmon, who
.«"'. Youn«
others,. Press and Sun-Tele, 'are exsaid construction will be colored trade.
reduction.
h, (I managed various houses preMeA in -Minw cliW chn.-l
aeiaycci. unlil war
conditions permit
v.husly f or,,- the- Skuuras .c rcuit.
winding, operations.
Faced with necessity of cuiiiii
Buy
Workers
Tieup
Column'
Col.
down paper due to slashes in news
Cliin ch's Copper
'Capra Cavalcadie*
print. Paul Block' newspaper-decided',
Aids Drive iii' Buff
ashington. July. 20
....
Buffalo. Ju)v 20.
to limit ad copy instead of cutting
safety
cam(•(iuiitry-wide
Washington, Jufv 20:
Bonds for Cruiser!. A.
- Wnen ,th c
Buffalo..' Vaffe.lv CI11I)
spiinvned by the Junior
The Pix here is playing, a suinr into editorial space: an.d movie,
e» ertiiined
liiiign.
Hollywood. July 20.
Chief Barker Bob O'Con.of Coriimerce aiid called
iher policy of. Frank Capra reissues, houses as a res\ill arc told how- much
lew .weeks ago, the gi^sl of ,
mi}lovcs and execs of, Columbia, Chamber'
)
;
mnwii s plea for Copper
Coiiimh.!' got a billing them as Capra "s 'Cavalcade space; (hey wil/:;be allowed to itso imjnessod bouijlif ST'itMillO. win th or War Bonds :Sma.-h the Scyenih
•:
-.
each Avcck:
""- hov Joseph Mahbney. oiic of lhf
of the. lUiinirg --tart here last Thursday of Films.'
to .be applied' (o the purchase
ciub s_ chaplains,
atre
Penn.;
.-Last w<v ek 'when
"'
Recently inaugurating the prothat he this week
il.)i hi a lionip- -i.th the Pete 'Smith
^oiiuhi in 250 pounds of the mrl...l cruiser Los Angeles.
gram. 'with !Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,' placed a tio-iuch ad for RRO's 'Mr..
fur the- Wf!.\l short •Seventh Column
which he salvaged from
ihu. iiidustfy'i purchases
his church
officials- arid
,200' Federal
olher> rounded up that takes the Lucky,', was; in formed that it could
the, -iirst 'half of the K Ahoiit.
a v|0lV
in
•eruisci:'
(neighboring
suburb
the
,..i;-'
P-G
D.-C. civic leaders l/eld a lunch, at theatre iiilp the middle of August have only 20 inches to keep
little
W:,s dcsll '°y e
inoiulV.- campaign amount to a
^ bv nio
within its ad quota for the day.received
a are 'Lady. For a Day/ .'It Happened
cVii'tiy
which. Anita Loui.-.e
nime than S1.2r>Q.O0n. according to
Movie and tlioalre- copy and art,
5
the plii([uc on behalf of I'cte Smith from One iN'inhl,' .'Lost Hririzon;' 'Brdad'
theatre. Chataup.ua. relieni v GinsbiM-g. chainriaii or
<
however, haven't been -touched, with" r 1,10 summer by Josei)h
the. .Junior Chamber-, 'in .recognition way Bill.' 'Mr. Smith Goes to Waslithe. industries in
for
a"'
Aim
drive.'
woodbur,,.
As in past years., the.
of the film's oulstwndhig eon.lributiOn ingl'oit" arid VYou C'nij'l Take 11 With .same liberal space, for .reading: mat-.:
of Lo--' Angeles is StO.OOO."".ll!"' will
•'<.
ooeratc until Labor Day. the Vit-v
tcr as before.
You.'
lo tlie c:m-e ol safety.'
.
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NEICs Pledge

PICTURES
and that only by education can existing local prejudices be -torn down.
Brandt paid tribute to the 'fine pa-

to die President

triotism.'

Following is the telegram sent by' the National Enteriainment Industry Council at its closing session on Thursday (loj to President Roose.-:
relt dedicating. Etc to an inteiisified, complete program in support of

N

exhibitor.

NEIC

The

convention

likewise
look a cue .from! delegate John Flinn
who declared that the show business
trend toward, unification and coorciiiiation -may well, like the rnililary itself, set the example for all
other industries to follow in .the war
,

.

(lie war. effort:
'The entertainment industry 'of the U. S. .through. 45 organization*
representing more, thari 600,000 persons meeting, in a twOTdiiy session at .'the Waldorf-Astoria to" organize the Nutional Entertainment
Industry. Council greets- -you. as our President and as Commander-inChief and reaffirms its pledges of loyal service in every way to the-,
furtherest prosecution of. the war. Convened by entertainment industry leaders, NEIC. was organized to: work out- ways and -means of ex'Vice.
panding and bettering our war
':
"At the closing sessjon this afternoon we havis restated our' active
allegiance to the principles of democracy and the tenets of our ConWe have unanimously, dedicated ourselves, to an intensified
stitution.
.and complete program in support of all phases of the war work at;
home and abroad— a stand we fully intend to carry oil through the
peace years to follow in trie rehabilitation of the mental and physical
structures of our world. We. are in action. We.. are' fully mobilized,
and our resources arc yours as Commander-in-Chief in the tireless
service of winning this fight and forcing our enemies to. their knees
To this end we have prepared a dein unconditional' surrender.'
tailed- program which we as. a unified industry; will carry forward
in the days, months and years ahead to rebuild in more and better
entertainment for all the people, soldiers, sailors and civilians' of
this America 'which has given and is giving so much.'
-.'.

.error'..

Button Drive

delegate stressed the need for NEIC
to aid -in expanding the coverage of.
activities: of -Negroes serving in the
ai;mcd forced.
The newsreels, for
instance, Wilson pointed out, can'
play a valuable assist.
List or Projects
Philip Loeb, of Equity, one of the
pioneers in the movement which; led
to. the formation of NEIC presented
the list of projects! to be acted upon
by ::the
coordinating
committee.

.

:

Upper

projects formally recommended to
NEIC at its two-day sessions, the

coordinating cpmmittee--set up .as
one of the first orders of business
to carry out trie work and decisions
of NEIC— met last night at the Hotel
Astor to begin the. task of channel•

;

.

armed

ling into the:

music,

stage, screei), radio,

variety

and outdoors.
Characterized as 'the beginning
which the 'entertainAmerica will
industry: of
achieve service without parallel,'
the formation of NEIC was hailed
by speakers at last week's powwows
as something without precedent in
of a period in

.

ment

-

'

Lastfogel, USO-Camp
Shows; Philip Loeb and- Bert Lylcll.
Actora Equity; Milton Merlin, eastern representative of Hollywood
Writers 'Mobilization; Solly Pernick,
Theatrical Protective Union No. 1
(IA); James F. Reilly, League of
New/ York Theatres; Elmer Rice.

of rehabilitation: of rein the immediate future as one of the nation's top -forces
in breaking down racial barriers and
aid in solving honiefront dissension

.

AGVA; Lawrence

Shelvej'i

Tibbctt,

and AFRA; Milton WeinTheatrical Agents & Manlanche Wither'spoori, AGMA;
and Henry Jaffe, UTWAC. Succesv
sor will be named to John Anderson,
designated as representative of the
Critics Circle, who suddenly died
-

.

Cagney

-

As

Cites-

.

.

Gen.
of

Frederick

Special

Army, who;

in

one

Osborn.

H.

Services, U. S.
'of the greatest

tributes ever paid show biz (Gen.
Osborn's speech is printed in full in
this issue of 'Variety') said

he.

was

speaking under compulsion of 7,000,000 men in the Army and .Navy 'who
want to thank you.'-

Ted R.- Gamble, assistant to the
Secretary of the Treasury, and National/Director ot the War Finance
Division of the Treasury, pointing,
out it is the 'last big job to solve on
the hpmefrbnt.' disclosed that the
U. S. must raise 70. billions this year,
-

As was anticipated, in view of the'
top role he played as chairman of
the continuations committee during
the past two. months in spearhead- with. 14 to IB billions to come from
ing, the vast undertaking,. George J. individuals 'during .the
next', six
Schaefcr, chairman of the War Ac- months.
tivities
Committee .of the Motion
Morgenthau Tribute
Picture. Indusfry, .was elected', as
Winlhroj). ..W. Aldrich, director of
NEIC's
national -'chairman'," with the National War Fund, appealed for
Paul Dullzell, delegate of the As-help in -telling the story of the Fund'
sociated Actors & Artistes of Amerand from Secretary .Morgenfhaii
ica, name'd
national' vice-chairman. came a message characterizing the
Harry Brandt/ president of 1TOA,
role of the entertainment industry
was1 elected treasurer; William Fein- in the way effort as '^representative
berg, executive secretary of Local
of the finest type of patriotism.
>

802,

the

Musicians Union, .secretary,! with
following regional vice-chair^

men: James

E. Sauter. of

for the 'New York
Thomson, of HVC;
,

•and;-

Virginia.

UTWAC,

for

office:

UTWAC.

'.

.

George. -Heller,

named chairman

of
.

AFRA.

was

important

of. '.the

coordinating' committee.'
Twentyfive organizations are
represented
on. flatter
follows:
committee
.

.

Howard Bay! United Scenic
Kermit

;

lahan.
tional

John

Artists:

BIoOmRardcn.
Lunclv|imc
Cagney, SAG: Leonard CalSESAC: Wait Dennis. Na-

Follies;

Association
C.

Flinn,

of

Broadcasters

Academy

.

"10
Eddie
Cantor's
Commandments' as a guide. for all. 'soldiers in
into
writtenwere
grea.-.epainl'

Kenneth NEIG'S

for the Coast/
Payne, "f 'midwest
the Chicago office.

of Motion

forming the

By

.

.

in /cTc«|ing: airiong civilians a

foxrttngTm-tfie part of the people that

the war is in the bag.'
'Congress,' Davis told NEIC! 'suc:ceded in whittling the domestic.,
down to a veiy small figure,
think, that con foufid.ii'ig .the
expectations of some of pur. critica
w;c. are going to be able to operate

!

Service Flag
Show business service flag to
be dedicated by NEIC at mid^
night Aug.-2 at an as yet undesignated Broadway theatre, in
which
yaude

forces..

;

.

.

Figure was disclosed at
week's
NEIC .'-'convention'

:

last

-

by

UTWAC

James

deleE. Sauter,
gate, on basis of survey., he re-

cently completed for NEIC. Fiag,
in addition, will have gold star
representing 35 Who have thus,
far lost their lives in battle.

•

:

,

|

legit,

-

nilery performers'
contain a
representing 75.000 persons from show biz currently
serving in some' branch of the
bl lie star

armed

•

;

I

Broadways

all

and

participate,* will

will

.

-

'

spirit

Comparable to that of the Russians,
Chinese arid British, attributing cur-re nt h omefiynt strife partially to a

am

.

on that modest sum

of. money, but
we shall 'be -able., to. do. so only by
passing back a good deal of the work
that we have been doing to the industries-^ particularly motion pic.

lures and radio.
.

Ilomefront's Needs

;

The Army and

Navy, as we know,
are accomplishing things that seem
almost fantastic. But the hOmefront
lias been far from a pretty picture.*
Show business, Davis conceded,
knows best how .to go. about restoring a healthy condition. 'We've (jot
to concentrate on that above all

.

'

els

'

.

LYTELL STRESSES NEED

FOR HOSPITAL SHOWS
Keynote address by Bert Lylcll at
NEIC session last week dis-'
closed that one of lop project 'inui>;
opening

.

on -proKram

will'

be lhe:'setling up

of. a number of units, from -radio,
stage and screen, to be routed iiilo
hospitals for the entertainment
wounded soldiers shipped hoinc from
the battle fronts.
-

:

.

.

As

'

-

stressed

powwows

the.

the

extended-

•hospital circuit' will be
into the post- war period.

In addistage and screen pcrsOn-ili-.
ties,' radio will: send out mobile units
into the -wards' and recreation roams
need particularly
of the hospitals,
pointed up in recent weeks' withthe
return
of
more and:

!

tion

to

:

.

wounded Yank

troops.

!

.

'It's one of the top Jobs to .be accomplished.' Lylell told NEIC". "not
only for this year and next y'cui': but
for years to come.'
t.
'

[

!

'

.

Albert i to 20th^Fox
Jules Allx-ni, U- S. Trca.>ui;>: coordir alor of celebrities and : b-nid
raliics.

assi.-.ti'iivt to Spy
and Larry Kdin, execu-

becoinos.ah

.

'

by the keynoter and

other delegates at

'

basis of a luncheon discussion at the
closing day of the powwows. Canlist
of 'don'ls' was read by
Jim Sauter.
through NEIC the
Schaefcr .
fulfillment of a better understanding
within the entertainment industry as
well as a belter understanding between the industry aiid .the public.
Both Harry Brandt, IT6a head, and, to ('all my friend, who 'are-.. making w'nal it h\caii.v to the>c,' lonely men
Herman M. ,-Levy, general counsel of films- to 1 ach- the- soldiei how the t.i hf.ar youi- voices.
for your voice.-, arc U:'.' 'voi«'e» of
war arose, and. the nature of our'
tlio MPTOA, saw the need to reach
.The'.-.e
home:: the itcuc'ruiis voices/. who...c
out ihlo.thc untapped -districts via enemies and of olir ."All it*.
to the. -only, purpose is to cheer thcni to the
additional 'education to bring into films have meant a. great tieul

ros Skouras

tive assisCmt to Skour.'K. on, Aug. -..

'

Picture

line

elTori;

Own

official records,

tor's,

lely

Arts '&. Sciences and Soof Independent Motion Picture
Producers: Frederick Gamble;. 'War
Advertising Council; Abel

to

been named as yet. pending
study of possible appbi^vtejiaK'b'y"
the' coordinating committee.

"

which the entertainers of America

Cliiet

Alms

set., forth .by James Cagney.
representative to NEIC. in of-

SAG

fering the resolution which: officially
set the machinery in rfiotioo.- the 45
branches of the industry pledged
to membership will bring together
all
their .facilities and resources,
with NEIC,' as a consultative and advisory body, functioning as a clearing house for the pool:

'

role that

.

the
Let-

war

ihc

to

pointed up the tremendoiis
show biz is in the position
play at tins crucial moment in
providing the necessary stimulus to
restore 'n' mental, spiritual healthy
condition' to the nation.
avis.appcale d to the industry for 'its help.,
cfidrt.'

1

will be asked to volunteer at least
six weeks, of their time as 'soldiers
in greascpaint'is in the stage of for-

Brig.

and dissension'- harmful

.

,

'

was

budget,

NEIC iconveiVlibn

<

.

-

•

I

AGMA

fraub,
agers;

mation,' along with a mammoth mass
impeding tlfe war- effort, and 'sell- meeting at which an appeal -will be
ing' show business to the. nation as addressed direct to upwards of 2.000
a symbol of education as. well as actors on Broadway.
The role that show biz lias been
entertainment.
Unless it achieves
Inusl intensify from
this stature. NEIC conceded, Us pro- playing—rand
gram of enlisting the support of 600.- here on— in. interpreting all the high
000 persons within the entertainr aims for which the- United Nations
meht industry will, dwindle into a are fighting was set forth by. high
•90-day wonder' instead of; develop- Governmental and War Dept. execs
ing into something unprecedented in at the two-day powwows, including

show.. biz .-nistory,

$30,000-a-year

F. HENRY OSBORN,
tent for any 'other piirppse, and I
Brigadier General,
doubi whether the others will be
publicly shown. It' has been, and is,,
Chief ot Special Service
here undir compulsion. and will be,' my belief that pictures
The compulsion of 7,000,000 men in should be shown the public only if
the Army and Navy who want to and when the public wants to see
Anything else would: be' a
thank you. They, would like to them.
thank you themselves,, personally. denial of. the democi'acy we are
Only in that way. could their thanks defending.
,
I have sketched briefly the. extent,
be adequate. You must bear that in
mind; it is not my voice you arc of your gilts, to the American, solhearing, it is the vpice. of millions dier. There is oiie 1 have not .menwho depend oh you more than you' tioned, the final gift than which no
For in lonely, and distant man. can give more. A number of
realize..lands you have gone' 3 them and the members of the entertainmentindustry, on missions overseas, have
lifted their spirits with the charm
and friendliness of your persons. lost their lives. Their deaths are in
That group huddled in a tent in the the service of their, country no less
cold fog and rainswept night .of the than the death of the soldier who
I ask
Aleutian winter has' heard your falls oil .the- field- of battle.
voices on the radio and laughed and you for a moment of silence while
talked again and slept less fitfully. we honor' their memory.
You have a right to know how.
That diminished company of men
who fought the Japs through the widely the' soldier has received your
jungle and drove them froih the gifts.. The 18 mm. prints of latest
beaches have sal an hour in. the Hollywood productions go literally
tropical rain and- seen you on the all over the world. We have 17 film
screen, and their hearts have grown libraries in- strategic spots on the.
light again.
In India, in- Africa, in continents and islands of the world,
China, iii all distant, strange and servicing '.our troops everywhere.
lonely lands, you have gone to. these We are still a little short of lti mm.
men and spoken to them in- your projectors: but where we'. shipped
own words, which are healing words out. only 459 up to' April .1 of this
and stimulating. words,- because they year, y:e shipped 93 in April, 124
are the words of home and the in May, .179 in June, and will ship
words, they know, and love.. Over 1.993 -the balance of this' year, so
the radio, on the screen, sometimes that situation is -being rapidly, corrected.' Last. January we were fallin person, y.ou. have gone, to them.
You have not been paid in money ing down; now we bate caught, up.
for this; your appearance on the The men are really seeing the films.
overseas radio programs Hie Army We have pretty good -records from
makes In such number, each week all the overseas' film circuits. And
on your part. The a great volume of mail from Special
is a free gift
What these '-films
latest films in IB mm. prints sent Service Officers.
overseas for showing in every dis- mean to the soldier overseas is. betant Army outpost are given free yond expression.
The
to the Army for that purpose.
Salutes Camp Shows
tough ..travels (and I know they're
Your. USO-Camp Shows .reaches
tough)' on ''you.'... American stars every soldier in the United Suites
turned troupers, are not paid for in and most N'.ival reservations. You
money.. I know that. I've seen it know the story: Twelve big shows
for three years, and I! of all people, on the road on the Red . Circuil:
know what I'm talking about. These, 14 medium shows on the While Cir-'
things are the gift of your hearts,- cuil;.' 53 little -shows on the road on
and you are paid in the only cur- the Blue Circuit, playing isoialcd
rency the heart recognizes,- namely,, units.
There have been 93 shows,
the gratitude, the love and the acl- with 500. performers, overseas since
miration of American- soldiers whom the war began, and 37 shows ,are
overseas' noW with approximately
you are serving:
200 performers.' You know what
Cites Performers' Sacrifices
these appearances mean to .the men
I. am saying this officially; I want
Their, moving applause
it
a matter of record. I am saying in. service.
this personally because I know it is still ringing in the ears of many,
of you.
is true, because I know intimately
know less about
••Perhaps" 'you
and /personally Jhe sacrifices so
many of you have made, and the radio'.' The/Special Service Division
humble/ spirit in which you have •'make.* .40 to 50 original half-hour
.programs each week! The 'leadingmade' them;
Many of you fare -scrying, in the sens of radio/ co'nlribiile their
Most M. these men I services and they arc great' .-proai med forces.
know.- They arc serving with a Sin- g-rams. They are for oversea* u.-c
cerity and simplicity rare' even in only: .shortwave from ihe United
-'. :>
an Army !deepl.v moved by jtlie con- Slates; and .flown on records to
Arniy broadcasting stations all over
sciousncs.-' of a grcal (Uity to be performed: Tricy .are scattered all over the World. .1 have letieiv from
Greenland!
the world.' .and their .talents lift the Chungking, 'and from
spirits of those liicy serve! Some are' from Guadalcanal and Atlu. which,
'making films for .the Army... I hayc a if you could read them, would leave
group, each one of whom I '.am'..proud, you very moved and very humble:
;

Dorothy Rodgers.
Writers Board; Morrie Seamnn.
Treasurers Si Ticket Sellers; Matt

War
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recent weeks' lias presented 'a
painful picture of discord, argument
in

The American Soldier Thanks
The Amusement World

:

itself

from now oh.
Ai the same time the OWI boss,
warning that the civilian home front

secretary at'' $7,800 a year
and a public relations head at.
the same flgureSOJeither have;

;

:

.

tive

•

in.

'

.

Abe

/;•
Friday (16).
As -proposed by Lillian Hcllman
and Mary C. McCall, Jr., Screen
show business, out of which will Writers Guild delegates, the cast,
come the vast talent pool by means midwest and Coast .reps on the coof voluntary enlistments inspired by. ordinating committee will meet conwork already accomplished on the currently and then exchange ideas
Coast by the Screen Actors Guild for. final promulgation.
and the Hollywood Victory Commit-,
National Pledge Week
.tee.
Listed among its aims is the
A National Pledge Week, during
rojection
NEIC into the post-

war period

.

adopted at the

a.

we'ru k"- ;
much more indebted to you
duripK the coining year bocau.^o w
havon't got very much of our owii to.;
go on.' Davis particularly cited the.'
important part that -films 'a'nrt radio,
will. have to play on the. home front
ing to be

.

now

amusement trade

('Variety'.) for the

press;'

'

flecting

sold to
people in. the. entertainindustry- at $1 apiece Under

last \ycek, providing for a central
office staff headed by an /.execu-

ter.'-

forces, eiv.Mian. Dramatists Guild.;

production fronts an unprecedented pool of resources and talent
placed at the Government's disposal
by 45' organizations representing

"and

4.'

-the "entertainment industry,

war effort—.will be

A

New ix will be 'The Kid
Convoy" and 'The Kid Gets

previously done by the. OWI
domestic branch, when he told .NEICdelegates on Thursday (15i that 'although we've long been indebted to

work

,.'

in

'

Hollywood, July- 20.
Metro plans a series on the same
subject follow irig scrceniii 'the Kid
in

l>nsinoss

:

'

,

from show

being worked' out by
the coordination committee of
the National -'Entertainment Industry Council. Buttons, which
will
carry the NEIC initial*
pins for women 1 would
(\vitli
also give -NEIC a $100,000 operating fund.

METRO'S KID SHORTS

NEIC Gets Rolling

......

100.00.0

'plans

!

:

successful prosecution of the war.
Armed with an imposing list of

thei,

ment

•

-'

:

'

1

people

•'

..

Elmer Davis, OWI chief,
icially
(ossed-info the laps of show businos.
the task of carrying on much of the

A plastic button— emblematic
of .active participation in the
concerted drive to enlist all

.

Frank Wilson, Negro Actors Guild

1

to

to

1

Continued from pace
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OWI Must

Elmer Davis Tells NEIC

the average American

of

morc-rmaH

valut> of
liib'itois

theatres in the -war.

Pointed out ,'tha.i the full
the smnll indx'p'cndcul e'x?
yvi.v not being fully, realized
.

;.

One of them is-beint! shft'.vn
your theatres to the public; These
were marte (or the soldiei and
a red in length or conWere ho:

soldier.in

-

fi'm*

completion of their task.
lh;ir,k

loiicly
Iho.ir

you.
;

(.he-r1

plai-e.-.

hcai

is::

solilicis

.

So

in

Alberti was formerly an :NBC Blue

lie sucthey. inbtwiirk pivitluce'r-direcldr.
ofT ceeds Stirling Silliphan't. .former as-

f.-if

from the botN>m

:<il
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to

Skurav who
'

Navy.
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Studio Contracts

Show

Yanks, Aussies 50-50

Film Reviews

Hollywood, July 20.
option
player
;ive
O'Brien's
picked up by PRC.
Don Douglas inked acior pad at
an entertaining: job during -the most

Continued from

Show' produced, wiih

especially- naussier aiid half
-sigitc'd' men,, half
Yanks,, represents a lot. (if effort oft
ustialiau captain
the pari 6\- an
who. is ah important, figure in: Au-

|i.i(C

'.

tors are

and

pay as

the-.

men"

.

:

'fi0-jl).'

oiie of: the

up and'- making- cuts and .the show, is
really good entertainment. The very
idea of such an elaborate setup
brought right up to the boys is someAiilOjia other
thins extraordinary.
chores.
am CO of the American
side of this thing' and. it would do
j our heart good to sec how well the
Aussies and Yanks, get' on together.
Concert parties are quite, an- acA
tivity in the Australian Army.
concert party is. a-, vaudevi le show

a

now

.

'

.On'or^p-

act

'

'.

-

'

-

special service,

t

:

more important field, and ought
when this reaches you.
Lynn Cowaii has written a -great
i

-

,'

:

.

soldier show called 'Yankee
inkum
Doodle'- which, ought to bo produced
somewhere down here. * I have the
script niid music and hope to get to'
il.
While it never can be done as

:

"

ti

";

in

.

'

;

:

'.

elubovntcly
This Is the Army' it
has sonic gags ancv'GI treatment that
will give the -Berlin show,
run for

its money.
Here is one for the books:
band—Australian
-Ii0'"
stages., is a brightly-lighlcdshow- and really
and a generator and. stands out- when lights are full up.
(SONGS)
...
hen (in alert will', make il Courl. "
<ian moye up. to mo-st any point- and; Nbw and
personnel- necessary to pull the. lights and disentertain- the .-men.- Tli
Hollywood. July 16.
George Barnes," cameraman,: reIf the Ack Aek
Sl.i'ouK
l'*'l":iM' uf -^:,ui
consists of enlisted linen and an of- perse the crowd.
l\:ity.ui;0»-.l:n.k
newed \Tpr one year, by bavid O. l.»i>M^
lH-,H^ii,.li..ii: .M^Miriul^. l,r,iilin-cr.
Ii:u-drives Tojo. away.
ficer or two .-assiRiied'tb the unit and
r he leaves for
ScUiiick...
n.'y Siu-fcKy.
r.ill> CUIiri I.
'Vlillkthat Is their only job. They move some- other reason, within an -'hour;
K:l>'.
KiimlUl -lliih,.,'.
Divtrrl
i.y -wiiUKm
Joan
Wih/icUI's
option llvlHI'llnu. Si'i-eiMn»l:iy. 'Win... X. 'Cmwl
the show resumes but if Tpjo's show, /.
on. three of four trucks and show
IIU-S
t-uiMiTii,
-KavliN
-k
Sll•nKll•^^
every night;
I
.don't
know how lasts more than an hour we call off hoisted .-by- Warners..
t'dhiir. 1'i'irl J'jciMtin': iimmi
ilhvrltii'. ArtlunSuzanne Bi uco drew player pact Muminnml: ihilKiriih fUi-,-.-i,,i-. F::uv:nil' K':iv:
many of these units l)ic ..Australian 50-50' until the following night'.
tiliitt-,,*. ..liu'-k- Il.',>.h'.
I'l fvit-wi'il
Hi- ih,il\at Metro.
Besl to the old gang.
Army has but it is quite a number.
'«-.,iimI
1':iviiiui'miiiI;
.JtilliniMlt
They had them: in the middle east
Al Rog'ell renewed for ojie year by t|in».'.7» AIISS".
lllllj
(;il\>*i-l
and I have' beard niany interesting,
Jerru Caryill.
-.i'.v uinift'irRepublic,
Vrinik l-Vy..'.
........ uv iih>.«nr
lales' of how they nioved up and did
Capt. Spcciaiisl.
...... ..«»•. li-mnir
Bobble Blake, moppet, sighed by ll.miiii'- H:iki"i-

biis

-

:

i

wiih

and-:

.

.

They have portable

style-.

-

Givol hiiriiled [)!aycr con- Rogers, however, huinagi-s to pliiy. is. another shortcoming. Despite the
by RK
a two-fisted, snip'oth-singiiig cowboy .Government's and private agencies'
advice to treat the Nazi ageiiu here
Charles
ickford - itiUod pact willi .very cPnvincihgiy throughout. all the as serious
menaces, "Wild Horse
shenanigans.' He is. ably aided by his
20ih-Fox.
horse. Trigger.' .and. rh,'ht hand mail, Rustlers' portrays the Axis heavies
Vernell ViM ndh drew plavcr jckel Smiley Burneltc. Carradihe. Cowan, •ns jerks with an I.Q. of minus so.
"\ }
at PRC ,
and the Misses Brooks and Compton, ..Film is 'Otherwise a ruii-of-ihe.
who
represent
the
film's urban set: mill actioner.with the. normal quola
Edward- I-.lvely renewed as Writer,
go' through their parts without too of hard riding, and shooting which
at .Universal.
much distinction, Both Cowan and rarely seems to hurt anybody, the
ichard, Baijoy,
ue'd by. Carradine: who are actually lopnotch actual punishment being inflicted via
performers, don't attempt to ;iiso slugfests.
Angpllts. Pictures.
above Ihe script. The distaff side is
Bob Livingston and Linda JohnJohnivy Coy ihked aclpr pact Willi
content to look pretty, cute, coy and son, who share top billing with St
Paramount.
indignant ns the .occasion demands. John, play poor seconds to the btJoseph "Kane's direction is good, whiskercd comedian as far as audi'.Tom; Tully's': player option picked
keeping
moving,
ence
the
film
at
gallop.
a
reaction is concerned. Livlnii'up by. Warners.
Camera work is also above average, ston however, is featured iii most
Wilkersoii's aclor. ticket, re- with sonic neat landscape and action or the action and
wears his crtwbov
newed by Alexander Sierh produc- shots.
regalia^ with the proper amount tir
dash. Lane Chandler, who -plays
tions.
the
twins, is okay as the ranch foreman
Jean .Sullivan's minor contract
but
n.s.g, as the -phoney Nazi
Spotlight Scandals
agent''
with Warners, approved by
upe'rior

to be a major,
-

.

:

'in''-

lie: is

sabotage

to

player

:

to

ness.

drew

:'

Uk American side
'Hold Oii
Leo Herzbg. who Was
Your Hats' and 'lteilzapnppin;
Eddie
and is doing a- swell job.
Hale-.- of Equity, is- in N'ew Guinea
but is out or the soldier show busiis

.

"

-the same
being -entertained.'':.

drawing

Celling back to
Raiding actor*: on

.,

,

100% patriotic American ranch lave
nian. the other, a nazi agenl
irviiw

.the. Army's horse
WiTder raps charged agninsl Rogvrs and curement program;
The identical twin business is h ard
the -iul.tiinato righting of wrongs,
Tony Devlin's hiinor coiitract with When, the- story- sticks to the'wesl- on the imaginatioh. The foreman
k
Edward Small approved by Superior crn formal, it's fast iimving. exciting acceptable, '.but the audience- is sua
'..-"
Court.
material. But the niail order bride powid to swallow a western drawl
by the long-lost brother
Jim Newill's plavcr. pact renewed routine Avilh Phyllis- Brooks and her sported^
wlros lived in- Germany since hi
editor, who' cooked, tip the scheifie,
by PRC.
was knee-hiBh tp a gopher; There
;
is' too phoney, even for an act inner.

Beverly
Whiuicy
ticket .at 20th-Fox. ;

l-co.-Herioe's Swell Job:

:

SILVER SPURS

RKO.

then living under .the same

conditions

His litiine is
broadcasting.
jim .Davi son and a. line fellow. The
-show.' has a portable; stage, elaborate
and mows on
lighting system,
seven trucks.. It is a ^ooct. shou but
and'
entirely-. Aussie
in' approach
comedy.. Unless .you, have seeii ah
Australian vaudeville show, yuu will
not knb.w what I mean aiid llio less.
said- about Australian comedy-.' the;
However, we are speeding
better.
siraliali

'22

;

tense .periods:
It scciyis. to me the
perfect formula for ciitorUiiiiing sojdiers. via theatricals because the .ac-

;

Continued from page
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Metro.

10,000

But Frisco Pix Don't Go

RKO;

Rockefeller. Center is. continuing
the process --/of divesting itself of

Radio-Keilh-Orpheum securities, acSan Francisco, July 20.
Motion
picture ..theatres', were cording to the. latest report from the
Exchange Commission
given a clean bill of health .in con- Securities
nection .with racial, discrimination covering the transactions of May;
charges made here.' in the wake of a 1943.
huge increase in the Negro populaDuring that month Rockefeller
tion, against bowling alleys, skating Center disposed of 10,000
shares of
rinks, and'' swimming pools.
RKO common, leaving that organiAubrey
Grossman,
legislative zation, holding
390,000 shares.
The.
chairman of an anti- iscrimination total sale for May was considerably
committee for this area, told a com- under the amount
sold the month
mittee hearing of the " Colin ty Board
before, When 97,829 were disposed of.
of Supervisors'; that .more, than half
Other transactions in KKO- stock
of the bowling' alleys, skating rinks
included: the sale of 2,370 shares by
and swimming pools surveyed disLehman- Bros, -and- the purchase of
couraged Negro patronage.
2.320 by the brokerage house." Leh*
Miss Berlinda Davison: president
mans also jjurchasexl 125 shares of
of the Frisco chapter of the Nfatiopal
RKO cumulative ''preferred while
Association for the Advancement .of
"Colored People, said that the pix disposing of .1.125 shares of this type
of security.
J,,
Miller Walker, an
theatre type of amusement, wasn't
.

'

"'.

'

.

.

officer, and director of RKO.' added
involved, and' that the
anti-dis20 shares to his total, which now
criminatioh'Jorces
not have one
stands at 120.
bona fide case against ;a theatre
The Negro population here .has
The Chase National Bank, N. Y..
been swelled by the war worker in- which' sold its last shares of 20th

Century-Fox Film common stock

in

April, disposed of .400 shares of 20th

cumulative

Special Canadian Units

To

Offset

New

Newsreel

In order lb head' off a move by
John- Griersoii. .'Canadian Film Commissioner and head, of Canadian
Wartime Information Board, to establish 1 a
Canadian newsreel, all
major U. S. newsreejs arc mulling
plans to set up special newsreel
.

units

Canada comparable with
ritain. South America and

Ihrisc in

those planned for

ranee.

ported dissatisfied .-'with'''tin- limited
.reference to. Canada on Canadian
screens,
With hundreds of Ca'

-

nadian clips oiulun'jd which are- hot
included in the V, S. reels, the
Canadian Goyprnmcni could cut
heavily into U. S. newsreeis releases.
Among, plans considered -was oiie
for the production Of a single Canadian Issue, by air. 'American com-anics
combined
but. uncertain
whether this would be possible
under he .anli-tritsi restrictions.

I.
I!

.

-

preferred during May.
bringing its total holdings in the film
slock down to 665,716 shares.
.

.-.'.

I

:
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Monogram.
Andy Lay lor signed

as special

I

'.nn'L'

:

.

i

HniK'

Billy Gilbert and
for surprising results- in

Frank Fay

by 20th-Fox.
:

lli»l»r

.-..'.li.-k

I

Uiift

'

fin

.

Monogram teams

.talr

ent reprcscnlalive

i.

this

moderately-budgeted program
which will garner good

;'

share of datihgs in. supporting spots
program and family houses.

HALL BACK

of the

BUT M-G KEEPS 'BODY'

Despite- fact -picture needs major
editing job to eliminate extraneous

footage and unnecessary sequences,

work of Gilbert aiid Fay.- .carries it
20.
fairly .successfully; Both work
Coluriibia direc- alongstraight, and let their gags slip in
to Mcir'o severalwith some deg-fee—«f. .credulity.. Demonths ago to pilot 'Heavenly Body .' spite the good crop: of corn planted
was ordered back to his home lot, along the way, it's diverting for the
leaving the piciur* unfinished; Time customers.
limit specified 'in the loa'noul con-Fay, vaude actor stranded in the
tract expired about five liveeks ago, midwest.- picks up barber Gilbert as
owing to delays iii getting 'Heavenly partner— mainly, to get transportaBody' started.- Harry Cohn. Colum- tion back to New York. But under
bia proxy protested the. delay and Fay's tutelage, the hick amateur becomes a valuable stooge to catapult
demanded Hall's return.
the pair to stardom. Gilbert"steps
Vincent' Minclli took over the. rei aside 40' allow Fay to go' single in
niaining two .weeks of shooting on radio.
However, the pair reunite
'Body'^and Hall returned to his own when Fay gets in trouble and Gilstudio to work on "My Friend Curly,' bert comes to his aid':
Hollywood, July

Alexandor

tor

Ha'JI,

who -was- loaned

.

a Cary Craiil starrer.

eral

Latin.:

.

Under

.

•

to. eight,

plenty of

months,

lumber''

,

as

there

and other

is

nialc-

;•

He points put that the Army's request for. extra 'film is adjusted so
the industry will not suffer,' artd that
the .studios can proceed with their
production ply ni.
-

Hughes returned

to

his

and lounges are filled
with men and women- in. uniform
sipping all kinds of charged drinks;
capital's bars

that, the bottle
ish'

establishments flour-

better Here, relatively, .than

in

any other area. In a telephone; interview the bishop repeated his charges
with, the plain intimation that the
drys .will look. to Congress for rclier.
.

Commissioner Mason,

in

answering

the, verbal howitzer, admitted that
sales of distilled -spirits had shown
an. increase.
He traced it not only
to the increase in population due to
the war, but also cited "facts, and fig-

ures
that
residents
Virginia
of
(where liquor is rationed to a pinta week per consumer) aiid'.Marylan
stock up in the District of Columbia,
and that these shoppers provide a
purchasing population of l,:l00.00(l
people, some coming from as far
away, as West Virginia and Pciuisylr
vania.' eager to take advalilage of
the city's lower prices;

amusements;
shows,
Censor

unless

i

n c1 u

a

Wild Horse

din

city

g'
picture
license and

court
'

i it

10.

the

county

Dallas./"

path of Prohibition.

nilllltl

According to Mayor G. H. Turner
he. has no idea whether the
yalid-.^hui he

here.

to enforce it.
in ll)p..midst of a war boom
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ad-

mit that the consumption of spirils
and beer has risen in 1942— the actual
increase being 2,859,145 gallons— but
as refuting the charge it is all drunk
within

the

metropolitan

area

they

show

that drunkenness arrests -.have
fallen off and that alcoholism cases
treated at Gallinger hospital are less
than in 1942.
-

.

Program

which

concentrate

-Will

Army camps

.and

the :drives

wiil-

call
for making
soldier, canteens

drop beer sales in addition to drying
up the capital. In the military campaign they, will have the support of
the
churches and an influential
southern bloc as' well as Representatives and Senators from dry areas.,
Main argument Will be thai it' js
national disgrace ,to have. 18-.vcar-v<ild
;

.

youths in uniform contract the liquor
habit by swilling beer in military
'

areas;
.

The drys

will fortify

their' argu-

ments with statistics that marijuana
smoking and venereal disease are on
the: increase here and
that Chief
Judge Ge orge "P Barse of the Municip-irl CoTTtt tound it necessary
.

.

criminal
.-;.',

Rustlers

"1Y«iililrf|-H Nril*uKi* l'i,rp,; i-rlftij-e itf Sltf'NtMillolfl |H-Olillrlii)il.l''i'iiliii-i-«- )t*Sh
l.lviiiKslMii.
Si.
John, T.lncln .liilnirfou.
liy- Slim
Newilpl.j;
Hrl-fflllfkiy,
;

board approval were obThe (wo wci-c prosecuted
lasi week on charges of having opcri
aled their., houses, the Morgan and
the:. Wings on Sunday. Both,
have
tained.

appealed

Wets Better Organized
Today the wets are better organwere in 1918, and rely
upon President Roosevelt lo veto
any legislation which leads lo the
ized than they

:

Sunday

riaJs'.available."

ishop-

original complaint that Washington,
is
a booze-drinklng city; that the

filmiisical

COL. GETS

'

".

to make Washington a Sahara,
since the Congress -actually governs
the city and can effect the. change in
the excise laws regarding -.liquor.
ess

-

'

'.'•.

take: neither an amendment to' the
constitution nor long legislative proc-

l,)llyuivM(l

linn

..l.-imi'R

...

.Mid.

-
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.

.
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Hollywood.- July 20.
has scheduled 18'shoits for
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Backstage setting allows for sevproduction
numbers,
brief
musical interludes by "the Henry
King and Herb. Miller bands, speciallies by the Three Radio Rogues, and
Pix Biz So Good, Daily
songs by Bonnie Baker.
v.p. who later sold 600. making his
-Editing can smooth out the poolEditorializes on It job of spotting the various talent
total holdings 0,300 shares.
Harry
M. Warner sold 6,000 shares, bringing
on displav. The two band aggregaSpringfield, Mass., July 20.
his total down in .144,060.
An increase of from 20-80% in tions are not used for maximum attention, while in comparison; four
picture
theatre
business
over the
In a belated report to the SEC,
songs by Bonnie Baker could be
Alton
rpday, Bcvprly Hills., a same period for 1942 caused the .sliced to half that number.
Her
(Mass.). Republican to tunes include: The Restless Age.'
director of Monogram Pictures. dis- Springfield
closed (hat he' had had: sold 3,577 editorialize on' the subject.
The 'Goodnight Now.' '6-h, J.ohnhy.' arid
boom,
however,
is.
chiefly. 'confined 'The Lilac Tree.' Claudia Dell has
shares of Monogram- common- be•'•
to
too
voice
rst-ruii
weak
a
to
lead
frontier
houses,
with weaker
tween November, 1942. and last
March. He ho longer holds any Mono films benefiting from the overflow dancehall number with. Tempo of the.
Trail/ Radio Rogues click with their
that
couldn't gain
admission to
slock, according to the report.
impersonations for best specialty of
crowded downtown theatres.
Robert W, Atkins. -N, Y!'. reported
the picture.
the purchase of 100 shares in TransSupporting cast Includes Butch &
Lux Corp.. during May. while his
Buddy, Harry Langdou. Iris Adrian,
Arrests
James Bush, Jim Hope and Betty
.wife .-acquired 1.000'- shares of this,
Blythe.
Despite the: overload, of
security/ amepded reports lo the SEC
Ancient Texas Blue I^iw numbers. William' Beaucline gets
showed.
Walter Sicmers. Jamaica,
plenty; out of the Gilbert-Fay epiGrand Prairie, Texas. July 20:
N, Y., brought his total of Trans-Lu*
A. M. Morgan and. Hoy V. Starling sodes for the credit side of the
down tp- 1 .000 shares b v the sale of
Production
ledger.
mounting indiw<m:c arrested; convicted and fined.
"
500. -..'"
cates the economy,;' budget.
Wrilf.
$30 each, tor violation of an ancient
cily ordinance, banning, commercial

eih^ considered, as a result, arc'
separate Canadian issues 'by U. S.
Film Plentiful
ncuVreer*' -'comparable to- those iii
Hollywood. July 20.
Britain and South America. "' Thi.~
Harold Hopper, head of, the War
would call for hiring of technical
i
crew.'O with headquarters -iii -cither Proriltction. Board's film
ivision,
Montreal. Toronto or Ottawa and is hern 'from WashingtoiV/for consercovering all principal cities.
vation confabs. He. says tlia't the, industry will be able to get all the film
and supplies it. needs for the next
DLsiicJ'

.

11.1-nr.

Transactions in Warner Bros, common stock included the purchase of
4,000 shares by. Joseph Beriihard,

-

1943-44,

and' Charles BOyer.
Dickie Hal) handed player .'ticket
by Metro. .:
Kirk Alyn.. stage player, signed by
Metro.
V:
Y
Jeanne Bates, Jittle tlieaiie player,
sighed by .Columbia. ..
Iris Wong, drew player; ticket at

.

l>iilirn.ll

.-...I'.lllv

.

r.udily
(

.ll,>rnii.e.

:

Grierspn and
.•
prominent
Canadian officials.; as well as the
Canadian public in general, are re,

.

bought

Conttnued from pace

during World War I, with the siinie
moral program to make the seal of.
Government a model., city. It y/ill

.

.

flux.

.;

by Universal fronv Howard Hawks

Other Trades

Philadelphia. July 20.

For Ban oo Negroes

.-Uiilrli..

"
.

Ella Rcines' player contract

Rockefellers Unload

Other Amus. Maybe,

SS

.

•il

'

'

hold a closed conference " of the
courts, police and ; welfare agencies
oir how the judiciary could cooperate,
1

with -the District authorities in Ihe
rehabilitation of habitual druiikards
prostitutes.
They arc: proparcd'

and
to

show

-.that'

-.military

authorities

have rejected hundreds of selectee,
because .they .were' marijuana addicts..

The weis will [counter that it is a
Cily is
PRC gives this: western' a topical prostitution
of the demooralic ptnrWilli
twist ..-by
a
heavy overflow of
introduced Nazi
horse ess to
enforce prohibition at this
workers; In this area coming from' rustlers;' but it's the mugging of 'Al
time,,
when at least 1.0,000.000 active
the .Norih American Aviation fac- St. John that, gives the film an even
chance as. enU'rlainnicnt.
There's voters arc in the servicc or imabh'
tory and other defense plants,
also the identical twin. angle; oiie, a express their Will at Hie ballot' box.
'

war

.

.

,

We.in.sJ.r.MMi.w*

Who*

Advertising
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YOU GOTTA HAVE UNCLE
SAM'S OK TO JOIN SAG

Republic Stands Pat on Letouts

Hollywood,

PA Setup; Jones West

Of Entire

Inside Stuff—Pictures

20.

ily

f

players joining the Screen
Guild will be. required to

New

.

.1

Actors

nagazine picked up the same yarn.
Douglas was not fired at the lime of the Mayris Chaney incident involv.

availability certificates from
the War Manpower Commission before they 'are '.'admitted. -to.- memberShip, under ah edict- which went into
Rule was disclosed
effect July .18.

show,
Hollywood, July
the

entire studio

by

Republic

Vi'ng. of
start

licily

4

20.

puban

1.

drew

protest, from the Screen
Publicists Guild which; in turn, drew
a retort from the studio 'that it had
a legal right to make such dismissals
under its Basic Agreement with; the
Guild.
Tile studio further disclosed that
the -,e nl ire start had not been fired.
Margaret Waile, who was .'on. vacation at the lime of the firing, is still
on tlie payroll.' She has been there
so lung lim she is entitled to live
weeks severance pay.' if discharged:

STANLEY, PITT; BACK TO

official.'

PIX FOR 'ARMY' AUG. 20
went

Plan went intp effect July

thereby

1,

employes on their

jobs.

,

when This

WB

Aug.

beginning

more,

possibly

Is

t

Army' opens

lie

week?
Only

20
a

er.-.

in

Bill

Meanwhile- the Guild is sending a
formal protest to William Hopkins,
regional director for the Marippwcr
Commission on the Pacific Coast, and
another to the, Conference of Studio

tilicale

let-,

Catches a

great, soldier.,

hencvef Ihe

Charles Reed Jones, ad chief of
Republic's N. Y. office, is due here
next week- to take over the studio adverlisiu'g department. Walter Compton, current top man of the press
and art units on the.Coast, leaves this
weekend.

Cunningham

Collects

20,

.

July

17..

director chore fur Reginald
at Universal since bus hon T

ready to go after .about; a. -year- of
.delays', picked up a- powerful
this, week in the Herald's ace

various
'

columnist Bill Cunningham. \vbo, in
a

week

20.

.

Muni-ice Geraghty. has five pictures
lined up for summer and autumn
production at RKO, starting with
The Falcons arid the Co-Eds.'
On his producing slate are 'Fanatic
of Fez,' '9 Lives,' 'Bamboo Blonde"
and another: Falcon mystery feature,
tentatively titled 'The. Falcon in
Texas.'
'

collected

came through with
Bill was calling a halt

following

such a crash.

Geraghty Skeds 5 fix
Hollywood, July

campaigning,

of

$20,000 for the Canteen's milk fund

His

Portrait of

know what

as he dldnA
the (IourIi.

do with

to

HOVKH

l>irn-t'r<l

"

FDR's Mother

Philadelphia. July 20.
A clever mosaic portrait of Mrs.
Sara Delano Roosevelt, the Presi-

-

starrer, 'The

cautioned the customers
from hastening their departure.
Soon after the Inst person left the

premises the flames got out 6C. -conand for a time threatened the
business district of the city, which
has a population of 11,300. -The blaze
is believed to have originated in the
theatre ventilating system.

Colliding-.

trol

T R A N D—B'way

S

COMO

Perry

& 47th

St.

*
*
^

"DIXIE"
4'ltOKHI

IHHIO I

IIY

I.AMOIK
A P«ramount
<-•>>!

Mitchell Ayr«ii
And HU Orchestra

Plcturt

"

PARAMOUNT

Tlmft,

DOttOTHV

Flaw

UmH. Wl<. k

J».

imi.

last

Broadway

mu

stage

sical.

Story, dealing, with a radio, comic
adventures on a Mexican dude raricl
will be produced by Jack Cumrning
starting in August, with Esther Wil

or

liams as femrrie lead.

00

1

SONGS
Al»IH, W.it Jl

Al Jolson's

CAST

ALlIN^JINKINt

MUSIC HALL

Newi.

Mini

Mk by HER1IKT'b

Squurr

M

Skelton's Next at

Holly wood.' July 20
Red Skelton's next starrer, fol
lowing his current job in 'Mfc. C_
Ed,'- will be top spot iii 'Hold Onto
Your Hats,' a Metro film version of

£6Mt1*JNG STIftiMi

COLE f OUTER

?iVv°

Red

HU!"

'Encltlnl

ANDREW
BlSTKKd
Tlm , |orU „ t

/m*fffA.M.

—A
— Mtntli.

PERSON

IN

MUllCtOX.W. till
Mitt. 8>t. A Mm:

WPB

WPB

4

Berman Hopper

in

Hollywood, July 20.
tosses four fea
lures in front of the lenses in the
next two months, slariing- Av
'Dragon Seed,! a (ale of the Fa

Pandro Berman

irar
'« lKTII.lt

"STAGE

SpoctacuUr Btag* Productions

Hour

CANTEEN'"

East.

.PemoD

Iii

DOOR

of

Others

th»rm"

|

ALL

Ot RL ORCH.
undtr l>lr. or
.

Poll

aPITALWV

in

that order are 'National

Velvet,' 'Marriage Is a

HORNI

generous bankrolling.
Gordon had pressured Columbia execs into buying a piece of 'Oklahoma,
stage click, for .$15,000, which represents 20' i.

.

Bros, contract unless he gels Ingrid Bergman.. That's a condition
he insists upon .before making his film which would star Humphrey
Bogari and Ann Sheridan'. Understood there's a hitch right now oh .Mis*
Bergman's loanoul availability.

Warner
that

:

Axis reports from Paris say that women's Tashionabic hats have become;
so huge that theatres now feature signs: 'Ladies are kindly requested lo
icmo.vc thejr hats.' Report says of the -headgear:'
'Hals, extraordinary hats, ..voluminous hats, trrmendous hats; bid Paris
hats, worn- by alt; the. smart Parisian, women. .11 has become impossible
to attend a show without going through ail sorts of acrobatics oh account
of

:

women's

hats.'

Actors as a rule arc poor judges of story material, often picking duds
when permitted to choose their own yarns. One exception is Cary Grant;
who insisted oil RKO buying 'Bundles for Freedom,' a yarn by Milton
Holmes, an amateur writer. Released, as 'Mr. Lucky,' the film thus .far
has been one of Grant's best money making starrcrs.

The Screen Office Employees' Guild has sent a questionnaire lb film
studio workers in Classes \ and 2. This is preparatory to- asking lor an
okay on adjustments of overtime payments for these classifications wIkmi
the 48-liour week- goes into effect.
1

Best barometer to 20lh-Fox on any sensitivities anenl 'Stormy Wcalher.'
invariably
its all-Negro filmusical, was the manner in which the trailer
got applause at the Roxy, N. Y. Tlie Bill. RobinsonrLeiia Horne-Cab C'iillowav picture opened: at Broadway flagship today (Wed.).

—

:

"

..

'The Ghost Ship/
Picture goes before the lenses
.

50c, $1
N

Sit.

Si'n/i

&

$1,50

^

PALACE
SIhtM- Tomorrow

SECOND EDITION

STARS
CENTER
CO.

*

-

1-347-1.

ON

THEATRE,
Eif.

Inel.

2:40.

.Tom

<

IN

B

St.

.

DANGER"

<>N\VAVV • .Ifnn

Unit

tnt.

IIKOUKS

"squadron" 'leader X"
.Ann DYOHAK • Krlv roBTMAN

.

TITLE CHANGES

WAY &

47th

Cent.r.

Sun. 8:40. Mill. Wid.

Sun, it 3. H»
Mill Orden Promptly FIIM.
Stt..

"FALCON

ICE

RMttfalUr

Mark RobsOn directing
and Yal Lewlon as prbducei

10 days, with

8un

Kill Only,. 90e. t* I2.M Plui T<i
Unrip, ft Arthur M. Wlru pre>0Ql

I

'»>a«*.

Hollywood. July 20
'So This Is Washington' is relea.
lag on 'Dollar a Year Man' at

RKO

.

——^—

4

:

:

20,

Lou

Silvers Rolling
Ottawa. July

sea,

W

DO
KU A T AHUlH.

invariably likes. and gets liis own. way on casting or
ftlrri or stage, is balking at signing his

who

almost any ether production detail,

.

Hnllywnnd. July

ItlCO sighed Hicliord Dix for \h
star role in a mystery drama of the

30* CMTVtY lOt HCTUM

nusnttt
STMt SHOW
Stlftrc.V-rBrown,

section,

lllni

ovci to 20lh-Fox from Columbia Picls. al the
.-ame $1,500 weekly drawing account, however is liguriiig, on larger scope
Gordon was reportedly disfor his legit production activities via '20th.
more
satisfied with small budget allotments from Columbia, preferring a

Max Gordon, who went

Private Af

and 'The Picture of Dorian
Gray,' an old lole by Oscar iWilde
fair'

DIX RIDES 'GHOST SHIP!
l*na

C«b CAUO'
•nd Ills bond

"Enlflrlilnnteni

WPB

Hopper, chief or the

.

:

"MR.

adic.'

Raw- film authQii/.alions Tor Ihe industry will have 180-day limit in the
announcett here Friday 11C>. Purpose is lo eliminate old,
future.
unused, authorisations, totaling several million feet.
also formally set the film quotas for the third quarter of 1943 at
the same -figures"as for the second quarter. That -there would be no change
several week's, ago. by Harold
in the third period quotas was announced
"~

Irving Berlin,

ASTOK

Air Conditioned

HIN41

.

the house

ATTRACTIONS
-

."

.

injured, three so seriously
that they required hospitalization
When the blaze started, attaches or

In Person

HAINES

'ratings gives the public a clear

hoof than it is on celluloid.
late mother, made by M. E.
projectionist,
was
Hoenig.
Philly
Wartime restrictions on new theatre construction are. viewed without
presented to the President at the alar ill by major Mint circuits, even though there is a- heavy demand for
White House.
more, film houses, particularly on the Pacinc Coast -where' new factories
The presentation was made by have attracted great numbers of workers at high wages, Conservative
James P. Clark, former Chief Barker heads in the film industry remember the building boom in World War 1,
of Tent 13, Variety Club, and Philly
itler which large numbers of -independent theatres wound up in bankDemocratic- leader, and Senator Jo- ruptcy. Big circuits could use- plenty more theatres right now bill are
seph F. Guffey.
taking a long-distance view of posl-war conditions.

Orderly Exodus in Fire

and His Orchestra
HI-KCIAI,

it's

Cattle stampedes, once- a dusty thrill in; most ot the weslcrn Alms,,
are out for' the duration of the war. Steers build beefsteaks when they
graze peacefully oh the range but lose valuable meal When they are
tiascd down yonder canyon, spurred by whips and pistol shots in their, to make an action sequence for. cameras Uirking in. .the offing.
prime
leer, fattening for market, may run oft as much as" 100. pounds in the
course ot one battle scene between the rustlers and tlie- rangers, nancricrs
are nixing loanouls of their herds, except for background shols of peaceful
grazing.
In these days of. meat rationiiig, beef is worth more on the

Customers last week made an or
derly exodus from
the
Sterling
Sterling, III:; which was destroyed by
fife at a loss of $90,000.
Seven fire

CARMEN CAVALLARO
Conni.

•

dents

trade. $6,230.

Alexia

by .Kdmiind.

and bonkers

l

THE CONSTANT NYMPH"

'

salesmen

is

Hoenig is employed: at Ihe Broad
came coincidentally
North Philly nabe. The mosaic was
opening of the film 'Stage
Handsome young nialos are hard 16 find in' motion- pictures, with a
Door Canteen' at the two Loew fashioned from bits of colored mil
war going on, but strangely enough Paramount is having u tough time
rors.
This art, Hoenig's hobby, was
houses, and the film seems to ;have
aramounl lo discover n roIt took months for
finding fenime leads.
the subject of a Universal shoi sub
clarified the idea of the Canteen to
mantic gai to play opposile Ray Milland iii. 'Ministry of Fear,' now as-ject recently.
the general public, which promptly
sighed lo Marjorie Reynolds. After many weeks of scouting, Ella Raines
came through.
Biggest donation
was picked for femme topper m "Hail the Conquering Hero.' Studio is
came 'from the shoe and leather
still looking for a gal to play the come-hither interest in the Bing .Crosby,

York Theatres

Joan

.v

Artists

given 'Stage Door Canteen' by

rating

'

The company

the.

#In FONTAINE
# SMITH
Warnor'fl Hit
.

.

The appeal

with

HK«. FRIDAY, JXXY 2»
<-lmrle*

the'

is

producer refused.

men were

'

an exceptional lalepl.

.

St. Louis, July 20.

New

;

-

ioii of what might be expected, it has the effect of becoming boxoffice!
Tlie Legion objected to the song number done by Gypsy Rose Lee,- in
whicii she stimulates a strip-tease by removing- a few garments from
under her dress. Legion asked Sol Lesser to delete the iiumbciV bul thc

orable discharge from.the Army will
be 'The Professor Goes Wild,' starting this week .'with.. Frank Gross as
associate producer.
Picture". is also Le Borg's first feature. Before entering jhe service he
directed musical shorts.

Projectionist's Mosaic

- awaitei
Stage
Door Canteen, which seems' about

.

•

among United

nd at the same lime through

:

First

Le.Boig

Hub Canteen

20G's for

ally

mililar.

regarded

\t

:

Decency.

-

1

Douglas use his real name. Hesselberg.
Hollywood and Will Rogers, Jr;, won the
makin ga speech. At the War Dept. it was stated unMelvyn Douglas Is a fine executive, that he has made a
nd the promotion from private to captain is not unusual.

the Legion of
estimated to have done. at least 16%, probably
igher, on returns from 'Lady of Burlesque'- as result of the ban- imposed
Thus, while the Xegion of Decency rules pictures
by! the Catholic church;

brcak

TO Prof/

Hollywood. July

night

.',

.

that

ITicially

.

llnioils.

without

pat

requirements.

tlVeii

more

will be
.seal basis,

opening

IKo

its

work-

-

'

a

Le Borg, Out of Army,

•

lvcent discharge of publicity

in

Whal

:

which/the company observed

.

members of the guild.
applies only .lo new candi
'membership. Actors, ex
Iras; bit players aiuf sl.uiilinen al
ready in the industry and affiliated
Willi the Guild are exempt from ccr

clelirxer.

Wilson, labor contact for' Re- -peddled on a reserved
with 'Ariiiy' going to 'continuous
public, disclosed that the studio, and
the Guild had a previous, contract, showings the following day (21) at
providing, for discharge of employes, advanced prices, which haven't yci
with notice and. severance pay. l>ccn decided oil. however:

Al

SAG,

•

for

'.Louisiana;

'o'f-

as a basis for sounding off about Capl.
Lcland. Ford of California his seat hi

•

to all

He. was actually working for OC'D

Representative Morrison

hen he enlisted al ..Fort Myer,
Dealer, used this story
mtlit
lliat
cost
Douglas, forgettin
ongress for insisting that actor
ord lost the complete support of

'Rule

dates

Picture.- which
will have a $6.60 society precnv for
benefit of Army Kmcrgency Relief,
expected In slay ut 3.800-scal
is

run' at

ing the Office of Civilian Defense here.

week by Kenneth Thomson, ex-

utive secretary. of

lei-

straight

(o

for mouth' of June on account
of shortage of name attraction.'?, will
drop flr>h 'again for two week's, or
pi x

Guild's, protest, was made On the'
that the War Manpower house ai leasl a fortnight and
preini.se
Work Stabilization. '.move;. to Wariicr for several
Commission's.
siabilixiiig

is:

'Pittsburgh; July 20.

which

Slauiey.

:

last

United Press gave Mejvyn Douglas much the worst' of it in a story lull
inaccuracies about his promotion to captaincy in the Army,. Time

'Paris^Tenn.' became .'Armv
Wife
'

at 20th-Fox.

'Uninvited Guest' is. release handle
on 'I Was a Criminal' at Monogram
'The Girls He Left Behind' became
The Gang's All Here' al 20lh-Fox.

Lou Silvers back
stiirt

auditions

of

to

20.

Toronto. 16

Royal Canadian

Navy personnel for 'Meet the Navy
after a week heYe, in conference with

1

Capl. J. P. Connolly, navy special
services director. With, him went
Lieut. Noel Langley. collaborating
on the book; Lieut. ,Pat Quinn,
score writer and others on big show
staff.

Gentlemans Farm
In

exclusive

Hills,
Litchfield
artesian. w'»Hs

Conn.— 25 acres—5

ped— automatic coal stoker*—250 barn,

chickens and cow—
modern equipment throughout
compact house— all modern, conveniences. Completely, furnished
or; unfurnished.
Brand new farm equipment, tractor and power- mower...
v
igreed

.

Qu inn's
Bottom

tunc. 'The Boy .in (he- Bell
Trousers,'
previewed
in
parly herel is the

naval conce
theme.

Asking $60,000
Phone PLaza 3-8795

,

,
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Switch Jobs Without
'Under'

a,"

new

issued

-ruling

New York,

permitted

is

I

Foust Quits Thompson
For K.&E. Office in Chi

change

to

jobs without restriction. This reverses previous, regulations. covering
'employees in radio in this area;
;

I

K&E

like-

Kellogg

'busi-

Kellogg.

> chunk

of

is.

seen

as:

likely to cre-

'represent

(
|

ill

|

It

understood

is

interested

deCastro

that

picking

in

left off at

joins

tro

Mutual is
up where
deCas-

the Blue.

Mutual Aug.

1.

report that one of the
deCastro may also concern himeffects' already apparent from the
self with, the commercial possibiliimposition of the FCC's rules on
ties of Mutual's tieup with a group'
chain broadcasting is the change in
of Mexican stations, .'Prior to the
strategy by the networks with reoutbreak of the war, deCastro did
gard to commercial program promotion.
The plugging of all network a similar inquiry for CBS in connection with the latter's affiliation
shows by. affiliated stations has been
with a. South American network.
phi on a voluntary basis, arid there's
no more writing of stern letters. demanding ballyhoo results or merchandising cooperation.
Ballantine Uses Comics

Ad agencies

;

The agencies 'don't

make
iri

like

nothing

it

to

and they
be done

To

Warm Up

Audience

For Humorless Program
Add

Ballantine Beer (CBS) to the
that' use extra.. curricula
to wafm up the studio
audience, preliminary to the show's

programs
comedians

ROSENBAUM GETS HIGH
COMMISSION WITH ARMY

going on the

air.

The comics

in this'

instance are Joey Fay and Snag
Werris.
The pair do the. same character
routine each week for a halt hour
lieutenant-colonel inlheU. S. Army prior to the program's broadcast
Special Reserve, it was announced time Monday 'nights. Persons, in ,the
atyesterday (Monday). He will be
trade have commented on the incontached to the Division of Military' gruity of treating the listeners to a
Government of the Occupied Coun- loud burst of studio laughter as the
tries.
Miow comes on the air a id then feedHis duties as president of WFIL. ing Iheni a half-hour of comcdyless
•will. be. taken
over by Roger W. entertainment. The Ballantine show
Glipp;:g'encral manager of the station. consists of the. Guy Lpmbardo orCol. Rosenbaum. will also be on. leave chestra
and 'lie versifier, Ogdcn
\
from Albert M. Greenfield & Co.. Nash.
20.

resident
Samuel P. Rosenbaum,
of WFIL, has been commissioned
;

.

.

,

.

real estate, firm., of

which he is vicepresid::vL Rosenbaum was chairman
of the board of Independent Radio

James Rogers

NetWork Affiliates (IRNAL
Rosenbaum holds both literary, and
law degrees from the University of

Filling

He

'

'

.

.

:i«.s

that while most c.f thework will be. carried on. the tit Id
oli'ices arc. out; anil.'"the Station Relations' Divisions, .slightly enlarged,
will takeover the la.-k of seivicin

disclo.-cd

..

.

.

.

.

.

Ky.se'r; ...

Bing Crosby-

....

'rati..

.

.. .

.12.8

...

.11.5

.-.

Screen Guild Flayers......
'.

; .

.

..

.11.3

.

.

.10.8

.

...1(1.4

.

.

The picture

.

.0.8

...

»6

.

Lewis'

OWI

Washington. July

'

Spot

government

agencies.
As in the
we shall be able lo fuiiciion us
llie central clearance: point for i.ll
requests' for cooperation on. nelwoik
sustaining
commercial arid
programs.'
Station Announcement Plan:
'There are sufficient funds in the
budget lo carry on the. Station: Announcement Plan, insofar, as' the
Washington. ;end
the operation
is concerned. One set. of trariseribed
announcements will -continue- lb' be
sent regularly from OWI 1o all
stations. The announcements' formerly sent from, the OWI .field offices will be sent from the extended
station relations operation described
below.'
Special Assignment. Division:
'Those network commercial snd sustaining programs which have offered to do work on behalf of the
Government over: and above the
regular Allocation Plan, will continue to be' serviced by the Special
Assignment Division. No changes
have been made in the organization
or staff of this division.'
.

'

.

'

The Blue networ

taking steps

is

Thompson widened' as the former
bought more and more nighttime

to set up its own. news rewrite unit,
a stair, that would be separate from

periods on the network schedules
and several ol the Thompson-: onehour shows were clipped in half,
or pans of the Thompson accounts
were assi ried elsewhere.

G. W. Johnny
Johnstone,
the Blue's special events and news
direclor, has been interviewing writers for the;- forthcoming lineup and
is awaiting the. okay from on top to
proceed with the installations in enlarged quarters.
As things now stand. Johnstone
has three assistant editors. According, to the new plans, when the staff
expansion does occur, the Blue's
newsroom will lake over .the quarters now occupied by he .script department on the second floor of the
RCA building and the latter will
move into Johnstone's present section on the third floor:

NBC's.

'

Accoiiriling appreciably for Thompson's sharp rebound recently -in the

network nighttime precincts was the
acquisition of the RCA hour (Blue),
the Elgin ('Man Behind the Gun')
half-hour (CBS), arid the additional

i

:

(

;

.

.

half-hour
from Old Gold
(Bob
Crosby -NBC
With, the seven flveminule news periods on CBS (Johns
Manville - Parker Pen) included,
Thompson's alignment Of network
nightiinie this fall will add up to
seven hours and five minutes. Assuming that Young & Rub.icam will
Frees to Affiliates
be able. to expand Kale Smith's variety stanza to an hour, that agency's
accumulative segments of similar
More Newscasts
periods will stand at seven hours
and 15 riiiiiules.
For Local Sponsorship
When it comes- to daytime network
NBC has added two more sustain-,
schedules the comparative picture
Y Si R ers lo the group of news broadcasts
will be. extremely different.
that affiliated stations are free lo
have
will
lour
across-the-board
sell to local adyer'lisers.
The latest
quarlei'-hours and a Sunday halflo be made a.vailable for cooperahour John Charles Thomas- Westtive sponsorship are Cary Longirighoiise) .is against ThQinpson's two
mire (1:45-2 p.m.) and .'llarkness of
across-the-board 15-minule periods.
Washington' il 15-11:30 p.m. >; The
Following are the fall rosters of network a couple weeks ago advised
the two -agencies'- nighttime shows on affiliates that
the 8 a.m. 'World News
the networks; taking into account Roundup' was open to local sale.
that Kate Smith may go lo a fullThere are a couple of strings tied
hour:
to the proposition. These- programs
\G Si RLBICAM
can't be .guaranteed to local buyMinnies ers for more than 13 weeks and; in
Prbpr'mii.
the event the networks, finds h na30
Silver "Theatre. ..
tional; sponsor, ajlioea clienls must
.,30
We; the- People...
vacate.
.'...: 30
Jack- Benny. ..;...:
..... 15
William Shirer.
i

Holly wood

offices

Two

'

;

i

1

Deal for Blue

:

When David

:

.

.

;

.

.

.

'

Wm

.

.

.

.

I

.:,

.

;

.

..

Manhattan Midnife.
.Eddie C'Enlor.
Celarirse Musicalt; ...
.

.

.

.

.

Judy Garland ...
..
Kate Smith
Aldi h Family ......
Thin Mi.i
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i.i

.

.-

film bureaus and coordinate information programs of the' various
bureaus dealing with the media,:

.

and

.

.

."

Alec Templeton Will

.

Spread

to Half -Hour

Alec Templeton wil). probably tlo a
weekly half-hour show for Dubonnet,
starling
his

the

in

-fall

and,

ihrce-a-week

current

replacing
live-min-

l

I

.

.

xitc series for'.ihc

same sponsor. The

proposed hew prograni would have
forinal and use Marie
a novelty
Greene and an iiiivlcctcd oichestra
However. contracts:, haven't: beep

I

Noble and James McGraw.
McGraw-Hill, in the running.

r

.7

hrs.,15 mlns,

^

prez,

i

.

so
30
,
.
30
30
........ 30
30
30
...... fio
.•:
30
30

RCA

Sarnoff.

relurns lo his desk. Monday i2fi) he
may be, presented with, the' detailed
dpcumerits of an actual purchase bid
for the Blue Network.
Of the varir
dus groups that have shown an
Iciest in acquiring the Blue, three"
have got down to brass lacks, lind
there is the .possibility, one-of them,
if was said' at the Blue yesterday
'Tuesday), will be ready to lay down
terms by the beginning of next week.
The Wall street house of Dillon
Read & Co. recently came' forward
with a syndicate prospect, and here's
still
the combination of Edward. J.

.

.

.

Battle of Sexes.
Dy fly's Taverii.
Allen.
Burns

20.
'

Heads West

New York and

Chicago,

'.There will be no change in
the personnel or functions of these,
Radio
Domestic
of
the
'„.
Bianch.'
New. Station Relations Setup
Station Relations: 'As you. know,
the field offices of (he OWI Dorneitic
Branch, formerly supplied the
same service in the field that the
(Continued on page 3?)

Offices:

NBC

The.' vacancy left, in the Office of
Infbr.nialion by the resignation
of William B. Lewis last moiith "was
yesterday (Monday) by the
tilled
a.ppoinMmeiit of James G. Rogers. Jr..
to the post of. assistant director of
Branch.
Domestic
the
Rogers will supervise the radio

.

ha'vt in .the past!

past,

.

these

.

also

we

sanie basis as

Therefore, there will be no need for
advertisers, or networks to consider
requests direct from the various,

field

the

wrested

bi dadc;i.-,t <mi)» t*.
Siaiiffer -gave '-it:

a.

Network Allocations Dan: Within
our,prcsent budget- we shall be able
to continue this plan .on exactly the

...jo.i
.

Camel Caravan:

and advising. local

12.11.

,.

Whiteman-Shore

:

13 0

.

...

...

.

:

:

...

'Hit Parade'.': ............
'Take If Or Leave If.

"Mr. and Mis,
'Vox Pop'.

'

.

'

Bill

studied nt
Middle Temple, Inns Court. London:
Until two years ago he was president of the Robin Hood Dell, arid is
vice-president of the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
His wife, the former
Edna Phillips,, is harpist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra.

Colwell

Thompson

.

.

Pennsylvania.-;

Kay

i.

the best of this particular
the network or '(.t.

Philadelphia, July

|

roster.

as'.

,

Aitoim

District

Durantc-Moore

the strictly nighttime
by ah easy margin,
succeeding year Y & R
honors away Ironi
Thompson and has ever since kept
itself
in
the
lead,
even, though,
pressed in the next three or four,
yea rs by such agencies as BlackeltSample - Huriimerl
arid
Lord .&
Thomas.. During the next, few- years
the
range between Y & R and
In.

:

a series of

July 1-7 jiciiod

led

)!>.3a

network

:

With

Hooper report

e C. E.

.

'•

A

swerve

'.

Ji

tile

.

event, the situation will
the siOrdies.t comeback

network business.
hour shows on its

I

Jiily. 15:

...15.!)
Joan Davis-Jack. Halcv.
Walter Wine-hell..:...... ... .15.fi
.. .14.2
'Aklrich Falnily'
,
..13.2
Lux Theatre..

acnicved by an agency with regard
the accumulation of nighttime
to

Allen J. deCastro lias
currccLrecenlly at a meeting p( stasigned
tion incii at the local Manpower from the sales staff of the Blue netThe -present work to become program coinmcrCommission 'office.
cial manager of the Mutual network.
.edict resulted from llial confab.
At the Blue. deCiislro has been speciali/ing on a plan for selling afternoon -periods for transcribed ver.rions of. nighttime NBC and CBS
.commercial programsNBC later
tabooed the idea.

admit there's

my

In

ate di icu.llies for the smaller localstations, which may lose employees
to. the higher-paying- major outlets.
controversy over the issue oc-

but

'Mr.

R

than

in

.

spective agencies.. If Y Si
does
procure the additional half-hour, its
margin over Thompson wllf be 10
minutes.

'

us

Percent

Smith show on CBS. Thompson this
fall will have an edge, of 20 minutes on the total amount- of network
nighttime., controlled, by
the
re-

ness.

''Washington". July
With the OWI donuistic radio
slashed by o
-third,
the,
industry will have to i-houlder ..«
bigger job lliiiii ever.
oiiald D.
Siauflci'.
chief. of
llie
omestic
Radio. Bureau: said Wednesday
H '..
In a message in '.the indusliy i,
lo the AdverlisiiH'. C'onncil. .Staiifltr

budget

Follotriiif; tire llie firsi 15. niird
slip

corerino
release^

.

wise has

Domestic Radio Budget

Hooper Ratings

-.

Thompson on

QWIs

In

the

I

those .specifically mentioned.

The ruling

as

status

.

'from their present employers, and
that employers may h ire such talent
without a statement of- availability.
"Jl .'continues' the restrictions on. vtn-.
oilier,

seven years

in

liine

1

"••-•

.

classifications

!

;

It
directors and writers.states that talent shall he free to secure new. employment without obtaining -statements of availability

;

first

occupant of night time on the
networks, is threatened by another
advertising. agency
organiza-

J

.

the

•

Young A Hublcam's
N'o.

Che-ler A. Foust has resigned as
vice-president of the Chicago branch lion that- is making
ii a nip and luck
uf the J. Walter Thompson agency
•
'«'«^ fa. as the fall
season ,., con
to
lake n similar/post with .he
Kenyon & Eckhar.dC agency, which cerneil Is.. I. Walter. Thompson.
has j list opened an office in this city..
If Y <t R should fail to gel the
added
half-hour
seeks
it
for the Kale
Foust was account executive .for

edict,

ducers,

ployce

Chicago, July

;
.

effective Jiiiyl5
and until further notice, specifically
sound effects
covers .'announcers,
men. actors,, musicians, singers: pro-

The new

OK

Official

.hist

Week' 'by; the local War Manpower
Commission office, .radio talent ••in.

j

i

is

owner

of

WMCA.

Jr..

of

Noble

N. Y.

-

OWI since last January, and was,
formerly v.'p. and general manager
Benton fe. Bowies. N. Y,

the
..

flobert T. Colwell, of the
ler

:

Wal-

Thompson agency's New York

of

WAI.TKR THOMPSON

J.

Aug.

(Jeiie

RCA

:

least a

month.

Carroll
to write

New

Kirk's

Aide

i

Kudncr.

the.' Arthur.

'

Aiil ry ...

agency, Jias

Bob Cio.-.hy ......
Lux Theati e ,

'

Guy

True

Loiiibarcln.

.

:

.

Bin

.

:

.

.

.

.

:

RCA..

sirles-

Blocki Joins
Frit/.

.

.

..

:io

;

,.

(iO

.

..

30

.

This Is Our Enemy' sei its. A
voy cx posi rig enemy propa ga n d a

OWI

Thompson

has joined, the

Blocki

s'u I'

the

pro-

gram wrilirijf. staff of ihc J. Waller
Thompson agency.' He will be as-

"'

.-

:

20.

radio ..feature, 'Behind Enemy
been added 't the weekly
.

new

feature

is

Matthew Gordon,

being -hanulcd by
chief

.of

'he

OWI

m

•'
Foreign Service Oi virion.
Gordo
an authority on fneniy -,
signed to '.tic. HC'A aecoiii.it in New
piopagiihda opci'jtliori!'. 'y«* Un nw-rlyYork.
Brad Brown, a ho had been d reel - hows edito'r' of CBS iii' New York,
news editor of
that
for '-"and" before
-s
Gene Au'iV
ing
the
iilhPrc.-s-Radio Bureau, which serviced
thonipson. t; ign.cd u, i;
].

.

,

!

'

Mi

ll

:ill(l

Hayiiiiiii'i

.

broadcast will seek to present thel
Gordon Mills, former NBC
'-alest news about sports.- eiitcrlai - I'miin, will carry the title of manager
ment,. science books
of \h» Ku'd.nct radio depiinmeni.
tc

Washington. July'

New

Lirics\ has

r.o

.,.30
^0

;

'

30
30
30
?>o

.

False. ....
Ktiye. ..... •'
'ri.sby.Ki; It

en

Sammy.

.

.-:

.-'.

:

.Kirk, radio director for

My'rori-

'

..:.

.

.

"-;

Carroll wiil be assigned
V
foTihe' shbw! 0^1 no dcci"

He s
sioh has been -made on the' director. nanied himself alf as.-i-lan(,
No talent has been booked for the -William G. Sehoenhofr. who, comes
departstanza, aside
from Don Ameche. Jout of the apency s media
Title of the show. Sal'nrday. 7-8 /Hicnt.
Schocnholl' will double., as
P-m., will be 'Whal's New."
The ; Viivie buytr.

Debunking the Axis

.

'

Edgar BirgCn,

will shove off for Hollywood
6 to help get'llie
scries
•'Blue) started.
He will be gone at

signed and-' there is; a question', of
clearing a desiiablt spot on the. Blue
network.'
Weintraub is (he agency.

a/iiiHlcs

.Pffi(|rilii|

.

office,

Ci(

c'il

Ghll.

.

C'lui.pei

Briiu n

,-_'

,..30

',

35

.,.....'

!

.

'

i

|

.,

5 min.

1

lauff

&.

H v ;ui.

:
'

all

tief.worKs.

'THE EYES OF

30 Mlns.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.

WEAK-NBC, New York
(/.

prcb,

******* ***

I

M H M M*
I

I

I

!

entry fills its late Sunday evening
half-hour with a pleasant assortihent of i pop music and badinage..
Wrists vAn't' be sprained in the. rush
t" diaUn the program, but once
the condensers mesh at the. point of
the broadcast, and the listener is in
the mood for that class of entertainment, the tendency should be, to give
it a complete and cordial hearing.
The program has the benefit of

Follow-up Comment ::
********** * * *********** »

Davis and. Helen Menken
wore brought together on last ThursBetle

installment ot the 'Stage
Superseding its 'Eyes and Ears ot day's (15)
Canteen' series (CBS v to bandy
Air Force' program, formerly Door
and- engage in a hishoard locally, on WEAF, New York, coincidences
The springboard for
and by transcription elsewhere, the trionic duct;
flight was a scene
emotional
the
Army
the.
of
First "Fighter Command
Scotland.' The lineAir Forces is now offering this new from 'Mary of
and the coincidence exseries. 'Eves of the Air Force,' on reading
and ingraWABC-CBS, New. York. It's, much change came off smoothly
girls disclosed, one
like the former show, dealing with tiatingly As. the
lead and the
the same general subject of civilian had done the legit
not only
plane-spotting, but' is more, ambi- Other the screen portrayal,
'The
Old Maid,
but
as
Scotland
'Mary of
tiously, and skillfully presented,
the greater facilities of CBS permit, Latest knot in the twosome's string
circumstance
the
is
coincidences
of
the
night
(15),
As heard Thursday
ranks as
program introduced a bright-sound- that one (Miss Menken),
the Stage Dbor Caning Carolina mother: of three :chil- Hostess No. 1 of
other (Miss Davis)
dren, who, besides a host of other teen' and the
heads the local civilian holds similar niche in the Hollywood
activities.;
She spoke Canteen, which, however, is not uncrew.
plane-spotting
auspices.
brielly of the work, confabbed with der Theatre Wing
a flyer at Mitchel Field, N. Y„ about
the
Japs, and
fighting
his experiences
Charles Boyer was the logical
segued into .a two-way talk with a choice to head the Bastille Day propilot on patrol over the New York- gram via CBS last Wednesday (14).
:
i$
area:
The show flnaled with the Now Jn"A^(Mn^-&i^n"Bovef'
an American citizen. Boye_r is
presentation of a citation to a spot- known for his support of French
.

'

,

::

the
|

The Bob Crosby,

nights.

Ludlow

WABC-CBS. New York

Walter Thompson)

Old Gold's leaning (or radio fare
Is shared between sports and soinc
thing built around a" band. The Bob
Crosby program makes the second of
this category current supported by
the Cig manufacturer. The other is
the Sammy Kaye event oiv CBS

Wednesday

AIB. FOBCE'
Wolf, Mitchell

guests
Writer: Joe Ruscoll
Director: Richard Sanville
15 Mins.; Thur.. 10:45 p.m.

OLD GOLD
'

THE

John Alien
Cast:
Field Chorus, Ben

'With Les Tremalne, the Pied. Pipers,
Eileen Wilson
Songs, Band, Talk

'

Wednesday, July 21, 1943
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BOB CBOSBY

.

'CONQUER WE MOST'
Bos*; Guest Star
Writer: Pfc. Isaac T. Cohen
Producers: Capt. Brace Conning
Sgt. Sterling Ludgate
Lt.

IT'S
Cast:

and

IN

THE FAMILY'
-.

Director: George Asness
30 Mlns.; Tues., 8 p.m.

Drama

Music;

ALL

John Neal, Martha Green-,
house, Constance Coleman, Rosalind Carter, Jackie Ayera
Writer: Peter Martin

Lanny

30 Mlns.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Sustaining

Sustaining

-

WRVA, Rlohmond

WNYC, New York

Lt. Lanny Ross extended his visit,
Camp Lee, Va.;.from two to three
davs in order to appear as guest star
on the post's fighting radio series
'Conquer We Must' Thursday even-

Peter Martin, eastern story editor
of Universal Pictures, is the author
of this .new series, titled 'It's AH in

at

:

ing
the

(July

.

the Family,' being heard. .Tuesday
nights on WNYC, municipally-owned

On this," the 48th. in New York City, station. Offered as
the War Department's 'pages from the dally life of a typi-

8).

series;

American family, in wartime,' the
broadcast (6) was an unprc-.
tehtious little yarn about how the
cheerful, affectionate members of a

officer sang three songs,
'Black' Magic,' 'Sleepy Lagoon' and
'Bless This House.'
\
The design of the show was not

new music

cal

".

initial

order to present the pop- small-town household solved the
'Conquer We problems of how best to help winular radio singer.
Must' features popular and- patriotic the war. It was distinctly pleasant,
songs, a script on some phase of the creditable listening.
war, an inspirational poem, and the
Martin's
story-telling
Scripter
music of one of the many post bands. technique is simple and effectiveThis ~ week's show presented all He has. the head of the family,
these features, with Lt. Ross re- Charles Bartlett, casually open theCarroll Carroll's style of banter,, a
of the- soldier vocalists. narrntion and then as quietly fade
placing
one
style that has long been associated
He was received with thundering ap- into the dramatization- The charac"with Brother Bing's weekly contribu
plause by the audience at the Serv- ters of the yarn, to remain throughtion.
On the opening incident (18)
ice Club 1. where the show is broad- out the show, are believable and atthe flow' of chatter was benign arid
Music was by the Reception tractive, the incidents commonplace:
-cast.
appropriately fluffy, but with very
Center balld un der the direction- of
et dramatic, and the movement
little of it charged with the stuff,
Jack Piatt, with original aricely paced.
In his broadcast Sgt.
that communicates laughter around ter post.:
patriotic causes.
rangements by Pvt. Jimmie Hayes.
Written-' by Joe Ruscpll, directed- from Hollywood; the actor came out
a living room; One marked impresThe production by George Asness
week's, script by Pfc. Isaac* T.
.This
considering
sion conveyed by the program was by Richard Sanville and jjroduced with ah impassioned exposition of
the subject of safe- was capable; particularly
on
was
Cohen
technical facilities at
that it could have -been more eco- by John Dietz, all of the CBS staff, French aspirations and prospects in
guarding military Information. With the limited
musical
between
impressive
stanza
of
fairly
patter
was
a
told
'Eyes',
nomical on
Skillful use was made of
the post-war world. He also
characterizations and punch WNYC.
numbers arid more generous in song, that -apparenly hasn't. yet been com- the work of the French Relief Fund, smooth
recorded musical cues and' backdialog, the dramatic tale of a tongueparticularly the brand dished up by pletely smoothed out. The produc- the Coordinating Council of French
there
was
ho necesthough
grounds,
loose soldier, a couple of Nazi spies,
the Pied Pipers, in Les Tremalne,: tion, notably the complicated bit Relief Societies and Fighting French
in the dialog and
and a' torpedoed troop ship, made sity 'explaining' it
the show has an all-around crafts- involving the pickup from the pa- Relief Committee. The quarter-hour excited listening.;. .The cast was well much greater use ;c6uld have been
man of the .spoken word. His de,- trol plane; was excellent and the program, arranged by the Coordi- balanced and included Sgt. R. L. made.of it in any case. John Neal's
kindly on" the ear, music was capably handled. Capt, nating Council, then featured allfalls
liverv
re?
Weiss, Harry Davis reading of the narrator-lead was.
whether it's in the patter exchanges Arnold Lee. of the First Fighter French music. Zino Fraiicescatti. Corns. Cpls. Si
and the
and Andrew. Benedict; Pvts. Michael strained .and '-persuasiveconvjnfcing,
Hobe.
or pitching sales woo. for the prod- Command, supervises.
a Saint-Saehs
other performances were
violinist, performed
ivey William Myers, Harry Renn
rr.
uct.
selection and Rene Le Roy, flutist, Carl Cederberg;
and- Miss Virginia except that the. femme: voices- were
There was also; pronounced craftsdistinguishable.
readily
always
did a piece by Debussy.
Durand. Many of. these' actors have not
manship in the mixing ;of the band THE BLACK MARKET'
The two sound-effects men,- Bavidine.
had Broadway experience.
and song numbers and in the pro- With Dave Driscoll, John Whitmore
were
The 'Poem of the Week' was an Schwartz and Paul Pinsleur.H«*be'.
Charlotte! Manson gave a smooth,
The younger 30 Mins.; Thar., 9:30 p.m. (One Time)
gram's production.
the original/one, written to fit the theme given closing credit.
as
performance
convincing
Crosby was at his best -when uphol- Recorded
Tongue,'
Friday
Military.
by
Sustaining
show.
'A
'Gangbusters'
of
the
in
smartly
lead
Pipers,
ferome
a
stered by the Pied
The Sloan's. Liniment night Sgt. George Kossoff, legit actor TOM TERRISS
(16).
recruited crew of mixed voices, and WOR-Mutual, New York
We Americans'
In an attempt to repeat their time show on the Blue hot only did known as Gregory Morton on Broadhis guest of the occasion. Eileen Wila.m.; 15 Mlns.
son, an undergraduate at the Univer- 'Death in the Dimout' broadcast of well in the acting department but way, who is casting and dramatic Sunday. 10:15
with a tightly-packed, director, of the series. Its powerful Sustaining
sity of California, proved herself last winter, Davie Driscoll and John registered
capable of carrying the melody of a .Whitmore, of, the special events de- bizarre installment about safe rob- message was well interpreted by WJZ-Blue, New York
Pvt. Sivey. Cpl. Davis' sang 'Hitler's
current torch tune and of turning partment of WOR, New York, last bers.
Tom Terriss belongs 'to the old
the
tune
of
Funeral
March'
to
a heat phrase in the subseauent Thursday night aired an expose of
school of lecturers with his theatri^ ,
Black Markets in the greater New
Chopin's familiar, funeral march in cal, highly cultivated delivery. It
Odec.
verbal tete-a-tete.
of
author
McWIlllams.
Carey,
York area: Compiled from recordwhich the audience joined in: the may have been effective in film travthe book
made on the. .scene in various Brothers Under the Skin,'
last stanza.
'FAMILY HOUR' (Summer Show) ings
elogs of a decade ago. which Terrisscriticized the.
places, it was
'Conquer We Must' is announced
novelty onrae'e discrimination,
--- effective
---- -------- - an
Cast: Eileen Farrell, Mark Harrell, program
Air'
made. It may also have been imof
the
broadcast, though possibly not living Town' Meeting
and produced by Sgt. Sterling LudAdvenJack Smith, Del Sharbutt, Frank
when he appeared, on it Thursday gate. under the supervision of Capt. pressive on his 'Vagabond
up to the 'elaborate advance bally
Gallop, AI Goodman orch, chorus
the
show for the United. States
hoo. Its effect .in combatting Black night (15). As he expressed it.
Brace Conning.. Assistant Camp Spe- tures'
Director: BUI Rousseau
-about
Lines via WOR, N, Y., back in 1932.
Market
activity would be a matter entire tone of the discussion
Service.
Officer.
The
series,
cial
45' Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m.
what should be done with the loyal which will.rnark its first anniversary But a hew generation of listeners
of
opinion.
It
might
easily
have
PRUDENtTIAL INSURANCE
Japs now confined in concentration Aug! 4th, is' a Camp Radio Produc- has grown up weaned on hard-hithelped.
WABC-CBS. New York
Americanized mike technic,
the Coast was inflamma- tion.
ting
Tony.
Unlike the 'Death in the Dimout' camps on
(Benton & Bouiles)
which is a far cry from the lotty
tory and tended to incite to the state
Just as it required many, weeks of broadcast, the 'Black Market' subject of mind in which race violence
Terriss approach.
sharpening to get the 'Family Hour' did not lend itself readily to graphic might occur. That, plus his- tolera.nl RAYMOND SCOTT SHOW
Heard recently on the series' teeMuch of it was ineviinto click form after its shakey start treatment.
toward alien minorities, With Jack Smith, Sii Vocal Chords off session of 'We Americans.
alttiude
two years ago, the present summer tably confined lo static word-pictures statements about race hatred in the Music, Songs
Terriss did a sentimental resume of
edition of the program, also needs of places, instead of events. A live- South and a stinging attack on Con- Director: Bill Brennan
the last days of Col. Nicholas Kraw.
plenty of tinkering.. As heard Sun- stock auction was heard briefly, gressman Dies, drew little sympathy Sustairiihg
the first American to be killed in
day afternoon (18), it had the in- then a Black Market slaughter house from the Santa Barbara visual audi- 30 Mins.: Frl„ 11:30 p.m.
Terthe: North African campaign.
gredients for pleasant listening, but was visited and described, after
ence, in some instances even evoking WABC-CBS, New York
dra-,
riss went overboard on the
they weren't completely integrated. which OPA officials were faintly loud booing. Congressman Costella:
Initial broadcast of this new series
Eileen Farrell, subbing for Gladys' heard grilling the owners.' Then a
matics bv impersonating two chartypically Cali- featuring Raymond Scott's CBS stu
more
a
expressing
still sounded, like one.
Swarthout, was apparently handi- retail Black Market was covered,
of the resident Jap ques- dio band and singer Jack Smith was acters, who
view
fornia
and
OPA
representatives were heard
capped -by the choice of songs, for
tion, had the crowd's approval more a
pretty poor effort, all around
her singing lacked the warmth, cross-examining the owner, who
The other participants Script. Smith's: handling of it and I SUSTAIN THE WINGS'
frequently.
vibrance and impact that she has finally admitted his guilt and signed
but hardly more.
Cast; Capt: Paul Walker, Cpl.. Tony
his singing, and the performance of
After covering the were present,
demonstrated on her CBS evening a confession.
Martin, .Cpl. Broderlck Crawford,
Scott's musicians all figured -in the
sustainer- series.
Particularly un- self-conscious. sentencing of the lawMcKlnley, Pfc. Bob
Cpl. Bav
jimmy Durante turned the 'Cham- bad impression in that order. Only
fortunate was her ooener, 'It Can't breaker, the show, closed with an
Houston, "Pfc. Joe Sehulman. Pvt.
Basin
tower
of
Society
Be Wrong," which j list never came outright exhortation by Driscoll to ber Music
portion of the show that was of high
Damlan O'Flynh, Pvt; Arthur M»lshambles
of
a
into
program
the
Street'
listener
lo
stamp out. Black Maralive. She w s better, but still not
order was the- Six. Vocal Chords,
vln, Capt. Glenn Miller orch. Glee
on the better-than-average group of voices
at par, with Gershwin's 'Summer- ketsand fight the war more strenu- laughter Sunday night (18)
Club
_ ,
„.
Blue. The show expanded back to
time' and Anally clicked with 'Beau- ously.
CBS has been turning out these Writers:
Sgt. Sol Meyer. Pfc. Paul
tiful Morning' and 'People Will Say,'
Except for Driscoll and Whitmore, its old half-hour length with that intimate-sounding sustaining scripts
Huston, Pvt. Ivan Tors
from 'Oklahoma', (although Al Good- no. names or exact locations were broadcast, and thereby hit its all- for weeks now. first with Frank Director: Sgt. George Voutsas
man's arrangements of the latter used on the show, (unlike the 'Death time, peak.. Durante's outrageous Sinatra and Scott, now with Smith 25 Mins.; Sat., 2:05 p.m.
Milton
with
contrasted
two numbers took unpleasant liber- in the- Dimout' stanza, which gave clowning
This one was corny, meaningless, Sustaining
the license numbers of speeding Cross' comically fatuous readings and and Smith's delivery ot it was poor.
ties with the melodies).
WABC-CBS, New York
Mark Harrell, also, new to the cars), 'Black Market' was broadcast when Schnoz raspetl out his Toscaor That goes for his singing, too: he
The Army Air Forces Technical;
•eries, scored emphatically with his
cooperation with the Newark nini, Stokowski and Me' number,
"J
non- frequently wandered off the beat, Training Command is using a blend
rousing singing of the Toreador song OPA
office and was announced in his 'Carmen' burlesque, it was
made a wrong entrance once and of pop entertainment and document
from T Carmen,' was okay on the huge display ads in the New York sense In the best Durante tradition. otherwise impressed as anything
but
on the same
tary drama in this ponderously-titled
spiritual 'Witness,* but seemed a dailies that day:
The program was Ella Logan, guesting
a
discovery
current
in
the
baritone
On the
Take
two
songs,
with
stanza,
clicked
'I Sustain the Wings' series.
heard via WOR Thursday night and
trifle heavy for 'All the Things You
basis of the early Saturday afterAre" and dueling with Miss Farrell repeated on Mutual the following Me Out to the Ball Game', and boom.
Scott's orchestra, now
using
Mississippi Dream Boat.' besides, unnoon time, plus the pop music con-,,
ion 'People Will Say.'
Jack Smith, a. Sunday afternoon (18).
Hobe.
corking a few laughs with Durante. string, section to augment usual tent of the show, the appeal is apholdover from th*' regular stanza,
Paul Lavalle's woodwind group num- brass, reed and rhythm instruments parently intended to be for prospecgot. by with the chorus in 'Great Day
ber-was his best of the show. Wood- tion. was unsatisfactory. This is one tive Air Force enlistees. It seems
Coming, Manana.'.'I Want My Mama' 'VACATION SERENADE'
qnd the 'Oklahoma' medley. Good- With Wilfred Pelletier orch (27), bury's commercial copy was lengthy, of the" best- studio combinations in likely to have some effect.
Dorothy Klrsten, Reed Kennedy but shrewdly followed the flavor .of radio when it -plays right, but in
man's conducting had his usual slick The initial broadcast Saturday
the balance of the program.
and
Ben
this instance it sounded as if it had (17). delayed a week because of
ness and. color. Except for the 'OklaGrauer
no ''rehearsal of the numbers used, script-clearance trouble, was a reahoma' imedley, the- arrangements- Writer: Marlon Todd
were attractive, notably in the intro Director: Preston Pumpnrey '
an impression strengthened by inter sonably slickly production for a
'RHYTHM ROAD'
and playing., of 'Always Chasing 30 Mlns.; Mon.; 10:30 p.m.
pretations of 'Huckleberry. Duck premiere. Capt. Glenn Miller's band
Cast: Johnny Morgan, Ann Thomas,
H. J. HEINZ CO.
Rainbows.'
and. 'Show- Me the Way to Go Home, offered a couple of pulsating num=
AUstatr Kyle, Victoria Cordova,
Del
Sharbutt,
standing-in
for WEAF-NBC, New York
which it has been playing consist bers and Cpl. Tony Martin warbled
Sidney Fields, Glenn Riggs, Jimmy enly.
Deems Taylor, read the continuity
(Afa.tori)
They were far .better done several ballads in his familiar style,
Lytell orch
easily, though his commercial backThe summer replacement for 'In- Writers: Mort Lewis, 'Lester Lewis, than the rest of the material, even with, the soldier glee club back,
ground led. him into trying too hard formation
though they weren't up to past per grounding nicely.
Dramatic spot
Please,* which returns, to
Sidney Fields
for 'expression' once. or twice. Frank the
forinances.
air Sept. 13. soothes: rather than
Particularly
annoying presented Capt. Paul Walker.in his
Gallop read the Prudential" copy,
Director: Dee Engelbach
was the drummer's monotonous, col story of a mechanic Sergeant .who
stimulates, but for: all purposes satwhich continues to be exceptionally isfies
25 Mins.; Mon., 10:35 p. m.
orless work...
the warm Weather yen for light
parachuted' behind the Jap lines to
well written.
Sustaining
Hobe
It wa»
classic melody; At the same time it
Vocal Chords handled 'Johnny repair a .disabled plahe.
also maintains something of that WJZ-Blue, New York
Zero' handsomely,' ditto other brief fairly, well scripted and neatly proLOUMELL MORGAN TRIO
Johnny Morgan, a nitery and background bits.
duced, with the mood and. cue miisi
clans' appeal built up by 'Info,* so
Wood
N. Y.
vaude comic, is the principal in this
notably helpful.
Loumell Morgan Trio hail from there is an even chance of retaining hew. variety series 'Rhythm Road,'
At the start of the broadcast '.herr
„ A pPE1J ED TO
Tn ME
Cleveland via WHK, from whence a share of the quizzer's audience un- which the Blue network is offering IT happened
was an echo effect, as if the studio
'Mutual Goes Calling' Saturday aft- til the answermen return from their for a sustainer run. The show is one,
were too live,' but that was less apWriter: Charlotte o.-,..„
ernoons picked them up. They're an first vacation, in the five years they
Strauss
of a number the net is airing for
parent later.' ^Possibly panels or
unique combo, a cinch for a big- have been on the air.
Director-Producer:
Powell
possible sponsorship and, incidental- S Mlm; Mnn. Thru Ken
sevens
may have been changed ln
Frl.,
l-H
prn,
Alth
o
sp ot.
ugh
Wilfred
D ak
reHetter of th e ly, to nil its unsoia time, n s passn
UBS' studio No. -4. in New VOI'K, ,tu
Jackson complete the combo, which Metropolitan Opera Co., is intro
Sustaining
correct the fault, or maybe the
makes with the rhythmic jive, but duced a little too pretentiously as able -entertainment for a sustainer, WOR-Mutual, New York
maestro, his 27 -piece orch-mbre than but needs tightening and sharpenthey do it in a different manner.
Letters submitted by the audience, serviceman audience was late, in
Their hokum recitative of the lyric copes with Dvorak's 'Slpvonic Dance ing.
dramatized by Charlotte Strauss and arriving and the sound reverberated
to 'Blues in the Night,' while the No. 1' and -Kreisler's 'LiebesfreUd.' / In addition to Morgan, whose voice narrated by Ken Powell, form the in the. unfilled place at the start,
trio performs it instrumentally, is a The vocal department, shared by. and style are faintly suggestive of Red basis for a wide-a.Wake five minutes
Besides the credits listed' above,
novelty which alone would, get them Dorothy Kirst'en and Reed Kennedy, Skelton, thie'reBu^rs are Ann Thom- climaxed by an O'Henryish finale Cpl. Mel Powell. Pvt. Danny Good,
over in some class- N. Y-. riitery. It's als.0 meet prestige and musical re- as, playing a" Brooklynese secretary; The letters arc selected for their un- Pvt. Perry Burgett and Pvt. Jerry.
a tongue-in-cheek treatment of the quirements with tbpnotch serenad- Alastair Kyle, clicking as a clipped- usual descriptions of coincidences or Gray wrote the musical arrange.spoken, undercutting straight; scrip- unusual occurrences, and net their ments, Jean Hight was CBS produc-:
wor'dage, completely out of tempo ing.- -.
tion man' and Philip' Goulding was
with the melody, and can be develV
On the preerh Monday (19), Miss ter-cOmic Sidney Fields, doing incir writers $5;
Hobe.
.oped into an important trademark, Klrsten was heard in 'I Give My dental characters; Glenn Riggs, anThe series was opened Monday the network announcer.
akin to Jack Haley's how-established Heart.' followed by. a selection from nouncing and stooging; Jimmy Ly- (18) with, a letter submitted by'a
and guest soldier;
.style of vocalizing -pop lyrics to Puccini's 'Tosca,' and ftnaled with toll's; swing- orchestra,
Effectively rewritten by
Harry Bailey, who formerly coir
some longhair operatic aria. When Kennedy in a duet from the 'Student femme vocalists. Diane Courtney Miss Strauss and forcefully narrated
they do "Slender, Tender and Tall' Prince.' Kennedy likewise offered a had the. asignment on the first two by Powell, the piece clicked solidly, laborated on, the script for the Ben'
and 'Diga Do' they're just as dicky balanced diet of operetta and opera broadcasts and Victoria Cordova, the It was of the long-arm-of-coinci- Bernie program 'for Wrigley, has
with the straight tempo tunes.
.numbers
that
characterized,
the Mexican singer, got the nod on the den.ee school.. The soldier-cone- joined the radio '-division of the OW1
Abel.;
broad "appeal 'Of the entire program July 12 edition.
(Continued on page 40)
Hobe.
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Wednesday, July 21, 1943

May Charge

RADIO
Premieres

Fly With Misusing 222G

FCC Funds, Cox Probe Indicates

In

Mutual limits Network Option Time

(July 21-Aup. 1)

July 24
'Curt Massey and Company,'
musical; 5;45-6 p.m., Saturdays;

5^ Hrs. Daily, Against 9 of Other

To

NBC

Washington, July 20.
you, and' the equipment arid perThe Cox Committee probe of the sonnel could be transferred to you,
Federal. Communications Commis- couldn't it.'
'It could be done/ was the reply.
sion took a dramatic, turn today
(Tuesday) with the indication :that 'We could handle the needs of the
Lawrence J. Fly, FCC chairman,, OWI. The present arrangement promay be charged, with misusing vides the OWI with the material
$222,000 of FCC funds for purposes needed. But FBIS processes it for
other than designated by Congress, 16 to 18 other' agencies in different
a charge which, if it can be made form than- we use it. I wouldn't
to stick, can result in Fly's, removal want the responsibility of delivering
from office, plus the penalty of a the material to the other agencies.'
Isn't- it. a. fact,' was Garey's next
$100 .fine and one month in. prison.
The other development in today's' question, 'that you dealt with the
proceedings was the appearance on FBIS because you found it in the
the witness stand of T. A. Craven, field when you started?'
Hamblet answered affirmatively,
an FCC commissioner, who testified

midwest network; SchutCandy; Schwimmer & Scott

ter

agency.

Webs; Also Cuts Sponsor Discount

.

July 25
Jerry tester, Diane Courtney,
Uttal, Ray Sinatra orch; va-r
7-7:30
Sundays;
p. m„

.

35

Mutual is limiting the amount of
network option time to five and a

Fred

its

riety ;

WABC-CBS;

sustaining.

Mickelson Heads 11 -Man

-.-'

Hanson W. .Baldwin,

half hours a day, as compared to the
nine hours a day that the. other net-

military:

.

works have blocked off
themon their affiliates' schedules.
In addition .to. coming to an agree... Minneapolis, July 20.
Aug. 1
With opening, of its new news 1 ment on the periods that were to be
NBC Symphony: -with Artur'o
room, WCCO has appointed Sieg- made. available for network commerToscanjni,' Leopold
Stokowski,
fried Mickelson as news editor head- cials, the' Mutual- shareholders; at "a.'
etc.; 5-6 p.m., Sundays; WEAF.ing a staff of .11 writers, analysts meeting in New York last week,
NBC; General Motors; Kudner
and commentators, equal in size to voted to reduce advertiser discbunts.
that of many dailies' editorial deThe new ; option tirne, which is
on behalf of the Cox Committee. but denied Garey's next point that
partments.
"based, oh the FCC's rules on chain
Craven, a Republican who had been a substantial sum could be saved if
Mitchell V; Charnley, University broadcasting,- will become effective-originally appointed to the FCC in the FBIS functions were transferred
of Minnesota journalism professor, Aug. 1, 1943, while the new volume
1935 by President Roosevelt as chief to the- OWI.
is associate news editor.
Staff also discount plan will not apply to curengineer, indicated; in .a prepared
Includes John, M:-. Raleigh, former rent Mutual accounts until Nov. 1,
Hamblet then admitted that he
statement that he 'had been warned
Chicago Tribune Berlin 'correspon- 1944.
had heard reports, that the Army
about making disclosures to this, wanted the
dent and manager of UP bureau "in
Mutual's option time setup will beFCC
civilian personnel
committee.'
Netherlands; Larry Haeg, farm news as follows:
out of North Africa and that virQuestioned by Eugene E. Garey,
editor; Rollle Johnson, sports- editor;
Monday Titroueh Saturday
tually all. had been/ transferred to
general counsel to the. committee, he
The Blue Network has received a Dr. Lennox Mills, professor of poliMornthe ............. 11:30-12.30
the OWI and had come under Army;
replied that Fly,, with the .concurAfternoon
.. ... ...
l:30r 2
jurisdiction there. The. only man re- major .piece of business from Kel- tical science at University of Minrence of President Roosevelt, asked
'5- 6
maining
the FCC payroll in North logg within two weeks. The latest nesota; Cedric Adams', Star '.'journal
on
him not to reveal confidential comEvening .............
8.10:30
Africa was Peter Rhodes, chief "-.edi- order covers a daily hews period columnist; Hale, Byers arid Ray Tenmission material.
penny, newscasters,
and W. R.
Sunday
tor of' the FCC, 'arid I tried very
.Craven, who is usually in opponi:30Tll:45' a.m!) across the board. Kruger and Franklin; Page, news..4- 6
hard
to get Peter on my payroll; he
sition to Fly on matters of Commis6- 7
papermen, as news writers.
,
s a very able man,' Hambiet re- The product' will' be Gro-Pup, a dog
.

WCC0 Newsroom

.

analysis; 3:15-3:30 p.m.,
WJZ-Blue; sustaining.

Sundays;

Staff

selves:

'.';

,

.

.

.

,

,

~
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.'•

:

-

:

New

Blue Gets

.

Kellogg Chunk

.

.

.

.

.-

;

sion ipolicy, came, to the. hearing
marked.' •..'_''
room loaded with documents^ which
Strange Words to OWI
he indicated the Committee had
When Hamblet concluded his tesasked him to bring along, In the
timony he was profusely thanked by
course of his -testimony,, he denied
Garey
and Chairman Cox. It was a
Fly's charge of 10 days ago ihat the
strange situation, for these were the
AriTiy and Navy were, seeking to
first kjnd words spoken about the
take, '.over civilian functions perOWI. or to its personnel on Capital
fumed by the FCC;

-

;

"

,

many

weeks.
The Barger testimony hit a.
charged
low for hearing to. date. For lack
ally appropriated funds was indiof other witnesses, Garey used him
cated/when Rep. Eugene Cox,- Comas a legal expert to give the Con'mittee chairman, wanted to know
gressional committee opinions on
what, the penalty was f or'• such of- several: matters 'for
what, the opinlensc.
His question was prompted
ions' are worth to the committee.'
by the testimony, of. Harry S.
Garey and Barger both contended;
Barger, chief investigator for the
Committee; Barger said that. an ex- that the FBIS is illegal, since they
amination of FCC records revealed could not find any act of Congress or
that the agency had received the executive, order of the. President ereBudget Bureau's okay to use the ating the service. Barger solemnly
told the committee that in his opin$222,000 for purposes other than
ion; the President had illegally adspecified by Congress, but that an
vanced, the original funds in 1940 to
examination
the- Budget Bureau's

The

being
of
Fly's
with, misuse of Congrbssion

possibility

Hill in

.

"

.

.

.

of

records revealed no such, approval.

Claims Diversion of Funds.

At yesterday's (Monday) session,
Garey charged that the FCC obtained $453,000 from Congress as a
supplemental appropriation for the
.

work

of its Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service', and then used
half the money for other purposes.
•Garey read' FCC Chairman James
L. Fly's testimony given before a

House Appropriations Committee on
Oct. 26, 1942, in which the FCC
chairman requested $453,000 for. the
people, for the Frisco listening
do special work for the
Coordinator of Inter-American Af
fairs; 14 for England at the request
of the British Ministry of Informa-

get the

started.

FBIS

part of the

.66

post; 52 to

FBIS

;

It

was

also

brought out that for the: past three
years Congress has bee n app ropriating nioney specifically lor. the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service.
The effect of statements by Barger
and Garey appeared to indicate the
following: both Congress' and the
President have been suckers or
worse, handing out taxpayers' money
for a unit which has no legal right
to exist.
It must have been very
embarrassing to the Cox Committeemen^ since all of them, had Aoled for

On

appropriations.

suslainer

a

as

it was disBoard of War Com-

munications compels its employees
to take, an oath of secrecy not to xevear secret or confidential information, and 16 for editing and techtion about the board's activities. This,
nical work in Washington.
according to Garey,- has prevented
Subsequently,: said
Dr,
Garey,
the Cox Committee, from getting inRobert Leigh, head of FBIS, sent, a formation from the
employees. Barmemo to Fly, estimating that not ger, as committee legal expert, testimore than $222,000 could be used for fied that, in his opinion, the oath
the purposes intended and suggestwas illegal, depriving civil service
ing that the balance, be used for
employees of their rights.
different purposes.
Garey pointed
out that the remainder of the money
Stacking the Cards
was used to: 1 give -raises to those
in certain underpaid jobs; 2— supply
Washington, July 20.
: salaries for a number of new FCC
Thursday (15) was 'Is My, Face
Red Day' for the Cox Committee
positions, and, 3— reclassify 172 posi
tlons into higher wage brackets.
investigating the FCC.
Nfewspaper
'It was; a Roman holiday,' Garey
reports disclosed that the committee
told; the- committee.; 'After the ap
is operating under a perfect pubpropriations became law, a Roman licity plan for stacked hearings
holiday throughout the entire com
grab all the headlines in sight and
mission.'
keep the guy you are investigating
Aside from this highlight, ..the -from' having a chance to tell his side
Monday session,- which ran all day, of the s.tdry,.
laid an egg.
FCC chairman James L. Fly, who
Two; witnesses were
called: Philip C. Hamblet, assistant refuses' to stay swatted by the Cox
director of overseas operations for Committee, uniimbered a hot stater
the OW11, and. Harry S. Barger, chief merit in which he regarded with
investigator for:. the. Cox Committee. mock sorrow the predicament of the
Carey attempted, with, little suc- committee, '.and- wondered whether
cess, to prove through Hambiet that Congress might not 'how put n ball
the OWI could handle the FCC Over
and chain on the inquisitors. Most
seas Monitoring service cheaper- and -embarrassed of all was the Cox
more efficiently than the Fly setup. Committee's general -counsel, Eugene
He did succeed in making Hamblet L. Garey, who: had sent the publicity
admit that there was some duplica- memorandum around to the committion of material/wir'ed to the U. S. tee members. He refused to talk to
from London by both agencies.
newspapermen.
Is there any reason,'' asked Garey,
Here is the memorandum sent: by
.'why- the OWI could not undertake Garey to ail members of the comthe gathering of news: and infor- mittee, as disclosed by Fly:;
.niation abroad, now assembled by
'Annexed hereto for your informathe FCC?:
v
tion is a copy of suggestions that'
Rules Out OWI
.were written out by a pi-c-s repre
'The OWI,' said Hamblet, 'doesn't senlatjve With reference lo prin»ave the
trained
personnel
or ciples that should come within our
.equipment.*
The man Who wrote
presentation.
'Well,' Garey pointed
these suggestions is Bob. Humphrey's,
out, 'the
funds could just as well be given to
(Continued on page 38)
.
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Next Meet for May

(26).

Gil

.

If

War

5, '44,

Conditions Permit

Columbus,

July

O.,

20/-

fifteenth annual meeting of
the Institute for Education by Radio,'
at Ohio State University, Columbus,
is tentatively planned for May 5-8,
1944; There is a question, however,
whether the session will actually be
held, since transportation restrictions and other difficulties may pre-

The

Martin is to be the regular newscaster, but he won't be able to take
oyer until Aug. .16. Martin is currently undergoing hospitalization in
Denver for a recurrence of an ailment resulting from'a polo spill some vent.
Keith Tyler, .director, of the Inyears ago.
Kenyon StEckhardt is the agency stitute, last week' wrote all those
who attended the 1943 meeting to
on the Gro-Pup brand,
.

'

MOTHER CREDITS SHOW
WITH BIRTH OF HER SON
Detroit, July 20.

WXYZgot

Station

a:

nounced the arrival

:of

It

.

50% and

for/'C''

markets

to

60%. Un-

1

.

der the current system, the maximum
discount for 'B' markets is 60% and
'.C markets 75%,
The new rate discount setup also replaces the frequency, system with a dollar volume,
plan, as is liseoVby ail the other networks.

;

-

Gov't Applauds
Biz's

War

Ad

Effort

1

Washington, July 20.
Advertising got its finest tribute of
the war last Wednesday (14) in a
special 45-minute broadcast originating over NBC here and adNewscaster
$2,000
dressed to business and advertising
leaders throughout the country.
Claim Against
With Elmer Davis m.c.ing, Judge
Fred M. Vinson, director of the OfChicago, July 20.
Arbitrators of the American Arbi- fice of Economic Stabilization; Dontration system have decided against ald M. Nelson, WPB chairman, and
Food Administrator Marvin
radio station
in the case filed War
by the - American Federation of Jones plugged the industry and the
Radio Artists in behalf of Paul business men who have used adverBrentson. Station must now pay in tising to. carry war messages, for
excess of $2,000 in back salary to the Government, and pointed but'
that even more help must be given
Brentson.
In its claim, AFRA said that in the future. They launched the ^
A
Brentson, an announcer, had been Var message in every ad' campaign.
Chester J. LaRoche, chairman of
selected by audition and at the request of the Socony Vacuum Oil Co. the War Advertising Council, re
to broadcast latter's news programs sponded for the media, and an
five times weekly, from April, 1941 nounced that the job to he done
until September, 1942. In that time during the 1944 fiscal year will be
Brentson was paid a regular staff twice What was done last year.
announcer's salary, while AFRA Clearly laid down by the speakers,
claimed he was entitled to $6 a per- was the Government policy not to
formance additional as a newscaster. buy advertising itself, but rather to
call on business to do the job of
carrying war messages in its ads.
CI A A
'The total contribution of the entire advertising field in the past.

Wins

an-

.

is

1943 meeting and invited suggestions,
for changes in the setup for the
prospective 1943 gathering.

Charles Ed-

ward Bush, nine pounds, 15 ounces,
at Henry Ford Hospital, to Mr. and
Mrs.- Frank Bush, etc., With the usual
birth, card statistics. It was a puzzler until somebody noticed a footnote: 'Nutrions paid, for him.'
The station checked hack and
found that the mama had won $149
on one of it's telephone quiziprograms (Nutrions) just two days
before she went, to the hospital.

revised discount ..structure,
construed by some agency
time buyers as an overall increase in
rates, provides for no change in the'
'A' markets.
These, are left at 50%
maximum. The reduction -of discounts, for the 'B' markets will be to

ask .whether an attempt should be
made to repeat, the '-'session next
year.
He also submitted a list of
the various general events of the

birth card in

the mail delivery last week.

WBBM

.

WBBM

:

'

.

'

'

AFM to Lift Ban
WSAY Until Hearing

Asks

.

-

Monday"

The
which

Ohio Institute Schedules

.

.

another occasion

closed that the

series

8.30-10:30

'

meal, and the starting date for the

commercially, over .the full
Blue Network, is Aug. 9. The other
recent Kellogg order was likewise
a five-limes- a-weeker and involved
The Breakfast Club.'.
It will be the first daytime sponsored hews series for the Blue Network." The news programs will be
new: 'given -a two-week warmup, going on

.

.

Vs.

Washington, July

20.

The War' Labor Board called oh
American Federation of Musicians yesterday (Monday) to lift its
ban against WSAY, Rochester, pending settlement of the dispute, by the
board. The case was certified to the
Saturday, after James C. PeIriljo called, a strike against WSAY,
forcing Mutual to stop feeding' remote bands and musical shows to its
the

WLB

'

HAMMOND TO

WMC's

Prompts
Radio
Switch
Radio Director's New Move
.

.

Rochester outlet.

The

WLB

With, the major part of the War
Brown, mana- Manpower Commission radio activir
ties' now handled by the Office of.
War Information, Laurence Hammond. WMC radio director, has resigned to join the office of the Co-

sent identical wires to

Bordon

Petrillo,

P.

PICKJN' SCALLI0NS IN

THOSE PARIS FASHIONS

1

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Effective this week, he succeeds Ted
Church in charge of special events
with the latter agency.
Wendell Gibbs, who formerly hanthat case.
dled transcription arid film activities
for the WMC, has joined the overseas -branch of the OWI, while*
kalherine Lanham, radio researcher
Stanley Vice Chadwick
jor WMC, is. doing' women's recruitSUuley,' pioniutiun and ing work lor the UWt. Lillian DeI lim.ud
publicity, .director? at .WINX here, row. formerly Hammond's secretaryLee Chadwick at- at WMC, has become the assistant
will
succeed
WTOP. CBS Washington Cutlet to Drew' Dudley, OWI- deputy in
about August 1. '.'Chadwick is- sched- charge of campaigns.
uled for induction by the Army.
Stanley will- also lake over Chad'Beirhadette,'** Air
wick'.^ post as -Washington publicity
'Song of Bernadette,* Fi'anz Wer.Mary Frances
director for CBS.
Zirbptk remains as publicity as- fcl's best-seller, will be adopted for
Sundays,
•'
a Blue 'Sneak Preview'
si'. '.ant.
Bob Elirmafi. who left WTOP Soy 5:30-6 p.m.) airing late next month
oral months ago to work for the or early September.
okay
follow.The network got an
Red Cross here, return-; to; the-' staing -negotiation's' with Book-of-lhction as prod-jeer and program su
Montti Club execs.
per\
.

,

•

—

'

-

;

...

ger of WSAY, and Leonard Gampbell, president of Music Protective
Association No. 66.; Observers, here
see in this action a hint that the
will also' take jurisdiction in
the much bigger case involving "the
seven transcription companies. The
bqard has as' yet to announce
whether it will" take jurisdiction in

WLB

:

12 months was at least $250,000,000,'
said LaRoche.

-

:

:

.

.

'

Try

..'

Oklahoma

City, July 20.

WKY/

starting Aug.- 1, will underto make the women of the
prairies style conscious—something

take

:

.

more

up-to-the-minute than the
mailorder catalogs through a daily
broadcast- by a fashion counsellor
with an international -reputation.
Marjorie Howard, who:had lived in
Paris for 30 years as fashion editor

—

Vogue or
the Women's Home Companion, is

-for-either-Har-per^s-Bazaar,

the expert that' the station is bringing on from the east for the assignment.
Miss Howard, a sister of Kathleen
Howard, formerly of the Met Opera,
will also offer a consultant service
to local merchants.

:.

.

.•

•

.

,

i-s

|

C. M. Hunter, program director,
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has been
appointed a rnernber of the- Special
Executive Advisory Comriiittee of
Mutual by Miller McClintock; network's prexy.
-

.

RADIO

S6

Syracuse. July

Fred

far

s

.is

r

the N

.

.

federal court *

concerned. Wylic's printed, com r. Louis Berg's, analyses
on

lvienl.s

Assures Tube Supply

•

of daytime serials were not libelous.
Federal .Itirtno John Bright so held
la<l week and dismissed the S.iCKWOO

-Washington,

i

Berg had
in

.

against Wylie himself

filed

the N. Y.

supreme

« pile to the public and
thereby appealed for its support and
approval, he was bound to expect,
with equal .equanimity, praise or

fessional

the work itself.'
'fair and legitimate criti-

blame directed

,

at

Also that
cism is always permitted -upon work
to which the attention of the public
has been invited. -Whatever .is .written, cantio: be said to be libelous,
except .something which decreases
or lower.- plaintiff in his professionJudge Bright didn't
al character."think that Wylic's cracks aboul Dr.
Berg's estimate o[ soap operas lowered the psychiatrist's professional
''

character.'

,

(
'

At. one point-, in his- opinion. .Judge
Bright necjdied the tendency of both
Dr. Bcrss and Wylie to indulge in big
words. The judge.' doubled whether
the public, could have understood

some

the (lungs that Wylie said
about Dr. Berg, 'although the writing 0* them may have gratified the
literal y vanity, of the writer who
composed them."
of

'

,

FOR GENE AUTRY SHOW
J.

'

Set Casualties

'

Map

listeners.

addition, lite repair shop opersay Ihey have losl so many
to the armed forces and
war industries that many have
been unable lo make radio set repairs quickly. One local shop owner

Jack Benny has signed writer Nate
Hiken during his stay in New York.
Hiken. like players' Minerva Pious
and John Brown, whom Benny
sighed previously, was with Fred.
Allen's Texaco program.
The trio .will work with B.nny on
.

.

the Coast this fall, and the understanding is that they will return with
Allen whenever he elects to go back
on the air.

had.-' 7? sets awaiting
work, while another '.staled thai he
was 300 sets behind. The same condition exists in other cities throughout the slate. Major difficulty according to repairmen is the inability

slated thai he

many

types of lubes.
According to the Office of War
Information for the southwest, more
standard-size tubes are expected to
to

gel

|

.

.

.'.-

-

.

.

.

.

(

McCoy, -Ruth Gales CMr. Keen'

).

Walter I. Scigal has been 'tipped to managership of Ihe CBS. photographic
He was formerly assistant lo. Michael J. Fish, who resigned.
Madeleine Lee; one-time 'Kasy Aces' Sheilah. is 'now touring ..subway cir-

division.

.

cuit in 'Eve of St. Mark.'
Ben G.rauer. who inl'ms 'alter r inchel|. will
Chicago, July 20.
haiidle the announcement slim on Ihe 'Jergens Journal''
ugust replacePlans were laid for the organizing ment show.
throughout
of
radio
writers
the
country at Ihe conference of 'officers
.
.
.
and representatives of the Radio
Writer's Guild held al the Drake
It's now Lt. ij.g.) Richard Graham. USN. instead' of Richard Graham,
hotel, July 15-20.
Donn Tatiim. working wilh Graham for- past three
local NBC attorney.
At present the Guild, a branch of years, takes over la Iter's network Blacksldnc chores .... Robert P. Myers,
the Authors' League of America, has of NBC's N.Y. .legal- department,- and the 'missus, are looking over Coast
.Another eastern air exec. William E.
sunshine on two-week siesta.
a total of 750 members in New York.
Chicago. Cincinnati. St. Louis and Forbes. CBS executive assistant, is also here combining. California vacation
Hollywood. Business taken up al the wilh business confabs wilh D. W. Thornbui'gh, headman of network's Coast
meeting here is subject to the ap- division ... Scribbler Manning of 'Truth or Consequences' has headed
.Sandy Barnett. relieved of his production chore on Lux Radio
proval of member.shi
in the above east again.
Theatre during program's summer layoff, is keeping in harness by pinchmentioned cilics.
hilling for Antony Stanford as producer on 'Paul Whilenvan Presents' 'for
be released for civilian use. Re- two programs
John B. Hughes' birthday 117) found him away from
pairmen say. however, that it will home acting as m.c. on Army-Navy 'E' presentation ceremonies for Genbe 'some time before they reach eral Cable Co. in San Francisco.
.Howard D. Lcighly. engineer in Master
local markets.
(Continued on page 41)

HOLLYWOOD

IN

-In

workmen
lo

Organization Of
All Radio Writers

re without
the stale
radios, for the first time in years.
This 'makes tor a vast, reduction, in

Ihnnighoul

.

.

'

.

,

.

.

alarm-

Certain
types of radio
rounlry.
lubes and parts have become so
scarce in Texas that radio repair
men cs'imate thousands of homes

.

.

'

.

.

.

Chicago, July 20.
Waiter Thompson agency is
working on a new show for Wrigley
lo replace the Gene Aulr.y broad?
casts.
Sergt. Autry has been assigned to other duties by the U. S.
Air Force and must vacate his radio
spot. -.but. '-permission', has been obtained for him lo continue until 'the
new show is ready, which will probably be in about two weeks:
'.Scripts' which are being prepared
by -Dave Harmon, will continue to
publicize the workings of the Air
Force but will feature, no particular
star.
Broadcasts will emanate from
Dallas. July 20:
here and go over Ihe same chain
Another new worry has been of C BS- stal ions now being used by
added in those already faced by- the Autre, show.
radio men; here and throughout the.
sets has created an-

CITY

.Harry Ackcrman's local draft board in Hollywood lost his records for
the second time, so he has lo take another physical' exam.
As a result
he probably won't be inducted before early September, although he last
spring refused a six-month deferment. .. .Jack Rourke. all-night announcer
at W.ABC and a shortwave spieler tor the OWI, has also signed lor
arainount ncwsreels.
Anne Seymour, title, 'actress' of 'Mary Marlin' and
.Woman of America.' guests in. 'The Romantic Young Lady' wilh. the
Bucks County playhouse, Philadelphia, the week of Aug. 2. She's also
sel for the lead in a forthcoming -Broadway legilcr. .. .Radio aelor-aiinouncer Tom Gorman completed officer candidate training and commissioned' a Second Lieutenant in the Signal Corps:. He'll be stationed al Ft.
Monmouth on completion of hi.s current furlough. .Lt. Lois Frost, former
assistant manager of WNEW. in town last week from Ft. Des Moines.
Casting; Peter Donald (Life Can Be Beautiful'); Jack Smart ( Kitty
Foyle'i: Rex O'Mallcy
Page FarrcU'i: Zila Johann t'Davi
t'Fronl
Harum'); Lois Holmes, 'Geoffrey Bryant. Helen Choat (.'Second Husband');
Burfo'rd Hampden, Sydna Scott .('bur Gal Sunday').
Murray Dyer, scripter of 'School of the Air' for CBS, also adapting the
'American Scriptures' material 'for. the dramatic spot on the PhilharmonicSymph' broadcast's. .-Organist Ann Leaf in St, Clare's hospital for minor
op. wilh Muriel Pollock and Rosa Rio subbing on 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,' 'Lorenzo Jones' and 'Front Page Farrcll'. .'. .Arthur Haniia
out of the hospital and back directing 'David Harum' and 'Amanda'....
Ll. Com. Robert Montgomery guests from Seattle in the dramatic .spot
of Sunday's (25) Philharmonic-Symph broadcast .... B. S. Bercovici giving
up commentating for radio scripting. .: .Walter Kaner., WLIB. press contact., called for active duly with the radio division of the Army Signal
Corp.s al Vi. Di.v
Dick Midmai k. of. Ihe legit 'Kiss aiid Tell' and Ihe
serial 'Front Page FaneM.' Ilunked hi.s Army physical. .. .CBS v.p. Paul
Keston back ..from Mexico vacash ... Casting: Arlhur Hughes, Tom Hoier
David ilaium'i; Walter Grcaza. Fraftk Lovejoy cSccond Husband');
Staals Colsworth (Front Page .Farrcll'i; Bob Haag. Joe deSanlis. Jean
.

WRIGLEY MAPPING SUB

He pointed out
ing problem.
ihe iiupnriunce of maintaining,
the sets ir. connection with war
Government
messages
f r o nvagencies.

the Production Centres

NEW YORK

f.\

verse '.-.to -their own local clientele
without permission or credit.

ators

Benny Signs Hiken

j»i

.

home

From

\

NAB

court.

'

20.

F.

XA3

sured

t

tossing out Dr! Bern's comIn
plaint. Judge Bright held that when
trie psychiatrist '.submitted his pro-

July

Byrnes. Director of
Stabilization, has asminimum
that
civilian requirement'! for -radio
.tubes lor the. third quarter of
this year will be available.
repiv. Neville 'Miller
yrtves
viously had. wi ittcn to
radio: tubes for
that, "lack .of

.James

Economic

Dr.
Berg had
that
action
brought against Printers. Ink. which
'published -the Wylie piece. Still unthat Dr.
settled is the S250.000 sui
libel

20.

Ripley; commercial nian-

ager and poet laureate of WSYR,
Syracuse, has distributed to stations
throughout the country in pamphlet
form several score of poems that he
had written and broadca.-l over the
station on the Brewing Corp. of
America series. Ripley has tilled the
compilation. 'Songs for a Soldier.'
Broadcasters are free to feed the

$500,000 Suit Vs. Criticism of Himself
is

Ft.

.

«« ««««

Free Poems

Loses

Criticizes Serials,

)
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Dr. Berg,
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are easier on the feet.
Carl Moore's infections good nature had
sold cash registers

goods

.

.

peddled canned
.

and

things lively in a .creamery.

His

,

made

.

.

plugged sheet music

.

work was tough on
to bother

him

his feet.

.

.

They began

so he tried radio— figuring

the

program— and family No. 1 'probably

tells

No. 2 and No. 3 about what Carl

said this morning. (That's a

why you

pating sponsorships. They are
Carl Moore's

New

WEEl watched his progress— signed him

work once,

on

at 7:00

on again

A.M. and he

at

They put him

clicked.

He went

8:30 in the morning with a

new show-the "Coffee. Club.VOn
nd Company

-ad. lib

twenty -five minute*

lt

Carl

-merrily along for
...

.

music, chatter,

good reason

should ask note about partici-

that microphones arc easier on the feet.

exclusively five years ago.

,

England.
to

av ailable.

humor spread beyond

CBS put him on

fill

a

morning

the net-

spot. Again,

he clicked. And no\y the"Coffee Club"
fed to the complete

CBS network

is

coast-

to-coast three times a week.

Once again aWEEI program's success
story,

underscores

cess story

.

.

.

song, nonsense— w ithout rules and prac-

for so long,

tically without' script.

Voice

in

theWEEI

the story of

sfdiioti suc-

why VVEEI

has,

been Columbia's Triendhj

Boston.

Today, theCoffee Club's early-

morning

antics

have become an

indispensable start of the

New

England day. So »m/c7i so, that

all.

through WEEI-land, onc : third
of -all -listening families tune to

Repretenlea by Radio Sales, the.

SPOT

Rroadcasting Division of

CBS

Wmm
MwM mm

it llf

4* A

•
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Continued from page 33

Washington office of. the Domestic
nationally.
Radio Bureau furnished
the clearance of all
the
'material put on local stations by
all government agenof
offices
fi eld
sending to local statcies and the
announcements
spot
regional
ions of

we

that

can' assemble, and distribute it. to
the radio industry either directly or
through the Station Relations Division.'

Special Events and Time Clearance: 'Under the supervision of the
Station Relations

supplement announcements sent
Domestic Radio
by the Washington

Chief,

to

special

all

events

will
the Station Relations Division
be able 11). to clear all new programs supplied by the field offices

have

we have

to

(2)

supplement

most

some

re-

implement

the

.

Y9ft

facilities.

your help there is no reason, why the Radio Bureau should
not continue, to be as effective as
it
has been in channeling govern'.With

nient .information to the radio .indu'sr
try. We shall, as in the past, attempt
avoid unnecessary duplication of
on Ihe government's side, and
unnecessary pressures on the radio
industry which has time and again
exhibited ils willingness to cooperale in the war effort, provided the
needs of the government were made
clear and properly channeled through
one. agency.'
Personnel of the new station, relations regional offices:

RECORDING

lo

effort

scribed programs, and other facilities are not available for disseminating this information.
•Generally speaking, we shall rely,
as we have in the past, on the radio
industry to prepare and broadcast
material in behalf of the government. Our function essentially will

the

and

.

use of available radio

.

furnish

In

activities of our small Station Relations branch
offices.
Wherever
such cooperative efforts can be
worked out, they -will obviously
strengthen the orderly, intelligent

Announcement Plan, the
Station
only transcription activities that will
be carried on by this office in the
future will be. in. those cases where
a specific local or regional problem
has to be met by the use of^ tran-

to

heretofore.

gions,
voluntary
committees
of
broadcasters under the general guidance of the Radio Bureau's consultants have already been set up to

be central clearing point for announcements, proposed by government agencies to local stations; and
(3) to service requests of local stations for information and guidance
insofar us this operation can be carried on with, limited personnel.'
Production Activities: 'As most of
you know, we have cancelled the
'Victory Parade' series which was
to have replaced tl.e old 'Uncle Sam'
With the exception of the
series.

be

.

'With our reduced budget and
operating staff, we shall, of course,
to ask. for even more cooperation from the radio industry than

of

'

government agencies,

Every
pating audience members.
an Francisco, July 20.
audience
Musicians' Union reps here turned speaker from the large
thumbs down on aii invitation of that showed up in anticipation of a
pro-comverbal
brawl
took
good
a
Samuels Jewelry Co. and KFRC to
appear on 'What Do You Think.", pany stand on the dispute, which the
forum program, to explain their- po- company had brought to full public
in a dispute in Which
is $37-pcr-week per sition
the attention with newspaper ads cryfor the leader. It's company defied, the union's demand ing 'extortion.' prior .to the audi-

'

In his appeal' to the industry for
greater help, Stauffer said:

However, the new members

the

To Air Dispute with Sponsor on Forum

in turn will

Obviously, with a lim-

of

of

made to the Chief of the
Government Liaison Division, who

people)
ited staff lapproximately 12
be impossible to furnish all
it will
offered.
of the services formerly

offices.

American Federation

should be

OWI

transmit the request to
the Station- Relations Division.'

field

Local. 77,

,

several
and the Held offices of the
government agencies as nearly as
it

.

Musicians, last week announced it
had signed a contract wild WIBG
for a studio band. The pact calls for
an eight-man-' orchestra, including
the leader, until September 13; and
a nine-man aggregation from that
date 'until September, 1944.

.

sion

possible as

Musicians Local Nixes Invite

will continue to be placed
The scale set
by the Time Clearance Section. The man and $55.50
four major networks have requested the first live music ever bought by for a standby oreh at a Civic Audi- torium party/
that time for speeches of all gov- WIBG. which recently went on the torium broadcast 'party.'
Even speakers professing to
ernment officials also be cleared air full time after getting its power
When the union nixed the idea of, ing 'union-minded' and lb belief in
through OWI. As in the past, re- uppe'd to 10,000; watts. Up to then airing their.„prievance?^ the question union principles generally contended
quests for radio time by government the station was a 1,000 watt part- was taken up, anyway, and given, a the musicians were Out of bounds
agencies to present special events timer.
thorough rehashing by the partici'Continued 'oh page 39)

'..
.

•Since the field service has. been
Relations
Station
the
abolished,
Division will add 12 members to its
The job: of these new memstaff
DiviRelations
bers of the- Station
will be to service local stations

was done by the

Philadelphia. July 20.

information

37

First Live Music Deal

;

and accurate

This included

Philly, Sets Its

S. F.

Don Stauffer Asks Industry

Bureau.

RADIO

P^RIETY
WIBG,

complete

STATION RELATIONS REGIONAL OFFICES'

— John llymes
— Elaine Ewing

Station Relations Chief
Assistant

Regional Office
Atlanta, Ga.—
Bldg.
1722
Candler
Tel., Walnut. 4121..

Chief

Station Relations
Regional Chief

Kcm

'ille.lt

Georgia.

Ala-

Florida,

bama, Tennessee, Mississippi

Boston'

Court

17

Maine, New Hampshire,
Connecticut,
Vermont,

ackelt

St.

'

Lafayette 7500.

Massachusetts,

Rhode

Island.

LONE STAR CHAIN
LIVE TALENT /
yivu (fou BIG TEXAS*

WctH

Chicago

National War

102

Agencies Bldg., 226 N.
Tel.,
Jackson Bldv.

Andover 3600.
Cleveland—
472 Union Bank- of Commerce
Tel..
Bldg.
Cherry 7913.
Dallas—
Mercantile Bank
Bldg. Tel., Riverside
1031

Alfred H. Llewelyn

Ohio.

West

Kentucky,

Virginia, Michigan.

For every problem there
solution

David

— at

Texas, Oklahoma, Louis-

Russell..

Specifically,

iana.

least,

we

717

the difficulty you
Kiltredge

.

Tel.,

Tabor

Bldg.

Wm.

H. Welsh,

Jr.-

3173.

Colorado. Wyoming. New
Mexico, Utah, Idaho.

ing

is

think

a

so.

are thinking of

5711.

Denver

we

may be

Missouri. Nebraska,
sas,

Kan-

with recordings, and

hav-

we

to offer this friendly sug-

Tel.,

Bank

Main

Hayle

S.

Cavanor

3244,

programs designed

We

have plenty of

So why not

this.

let

show

.

.

designed to appeal

.

and then watch

to

Texans

it

get results over the

.

.

v

LONE

STAR CHAIN.

gestion:

Midland

proof of

Arkansas.

Minneapolis
205
Bldg.

want

like

for Texans.

us help you build a live talent

Montana.

To be announced

Idg.

Texans

Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota.

Nestor 4518.

New York—
c/o OWI
-

Madison

Murray

280

Office,

Ave.

Hairy Levi

New

York,

New

Jersey.

Tel.,

For rates and further information, write Ken
Sibson,

Tower Petroleum Building,

L.

Dallas, Texas.

Hill 3-6800.

Philadelphia—
748 Pennsylvania

Suburban Bldg.-

R'.R.

Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Tel.,

Maryland.

Locust 3416.

Richmond, Va.—
19 N. 7lh
7-1841.

St.-

Tel.,

Ban Francisco
Western Merchandise

Benj.

W.

HufTinglort

Luther Keplingcr

Virginia. North Carolina,
South Carolina.
California.

Tel.,

Oregon. Ne-

vada, Arizona, Wash-

Mart, 1355 Market St.
_

ington.

Klondike 2-2300.

"BLIND DATE"
This fadio program, bo successfully sponsored hy
Maxwell House Coffee, is the exclusive property of Mr.
Joe Floyd of Sioux Falls, S. D.

AH

inquiries regarding

his representative,

same should be addressed to
Radio Productions, 605

Tom Wallace

N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
l
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Canada Tightens on Private Licenses;

Can. Air Censorship

May Charge

Rests With Stations

;

.

'

.

minister (lie:! C. D.. Ilowei.- given
upon the recommendation of the
Canadian Broadcasting C'oip.. no
person shall hi' licensed h> operate
more than .'i./.o station and no licence shall be. issued to a comoin.\
owned- or continued by a ei>:hpan>
holding a license.
license N also. -inadp
Issue- of a
conditional on- the licensee being
ho station licensed
the own r of
and upon the owne.ishi) not hcinn
or.
indirectly
directly
transferred
•

:

•

:

for

keeping

the

'olY

might provide news that would
-bury
Ihe .testimony which, you u ,n|
f ea

of

any statements that might injure
Canada's war ellorl. under a now

air

".

;

lured!
'5. Do
not' space hearings
than 24 or 40 hours apart, when.
on
a controversial subject. 'This gives
Ihe opposition too much opportunity-

randum:

censorship directive issued this week
by Colonel O. M. Biggar, director
of censorship.
„

Decide,

•1.

newspapers

you

what

want

the

hardest and then

hit

..to

shaptf each h.earing .so that .llnr niain lo make all kinds, of couiilor-charges
directive staled specific- point becomes the vorlex.of the tes- and rcplies by issuing 'statement's
to
ally lha't talks of a political nature, timony: Once that- vortex is reached. ihe newspapers.
had lo be confined' lo a studio. Now., adjoin*)..
'li.
Don't ever be afraid to recess a
there is no such, reslriclion and
'2. In 'handling. press releases! lirsl [hearing- even
for live '' minutes.' so
speeches may be broadcast from put a release date on them; reading thai: you keep the proceedings
eon<.
any location provided the .station ac- something, like this: 'For release at pleleiy in control so far
realm"»
cepts responsibility. The new direc- 10' a.m.. .luly ;«.' elc. If you do llii,s, news is concerned.'
tive says:
you can riwo releases :bul .as inuch as
'". And
this is most, important:
be 24 hours in advance, thus enabling
-broadcast
talks should
All
is
located.
don't let Ihe hearings or- Ihe .evimonitored and speaker cut oil the' reporters lo study them and write
dence ever descend to the plane of
air if lie transgresses appropriate belter stories.
personal fight between the Conimillimits.'
'3. Limit
the number of people ice Chairman and the head or the
Chester in
authorized lo speak for Ihe commit - ag( ticy being investigated. The high
Havana.
lee. lo give out press releases or !o plane of a duly authorized Commit-'
Kdnnimi Chester, he;
of
the
Joins
provide Ihe press wiih informal ion. lee of the Mouse of Represent a lives
Ixuii'.-Amerii'an
cparlmen! .of .'CBS.
It
V.'bSM. Superior. Wis.,
ins Ihe
to Hie fewest number possible.
examining the. operations, of an
is- in
fown. ".looking oyer talent and Bine Network as a basic supple- plugs leaks and helps preserve the Agency of the
Executive Branch for
trying: to make now relations with mentary sialion July. 25.
op- concentration of purpose.
constructive
purposes
should
be
other stations.
'4: Do -.1.101
permit distractions i
.cialos al 100 walls' o.n 1:230 kc.
maintained at all costs.'
CBS is now'aThis brings Ihe lolal number of occur, such as extraneous fusses,
riy's Blast
dena Azul.
witnesses,
which
Blue affiliated, slalions io 15!).
would-be
with

The

old

j

1

[

:'

1

.

Havana

WDSM

-

1

It
International News Service.
the same 'memorandum that I
is
road lo Ihe 'committee al ils niccling yesterday.' Points in the memo-

Canadian radio stations now have
rexp'oiisibili'.y

without (he permission- of live ininMontreal. -Ink -20.
Tightened .roulrol of- licenses- foi.- is(er. The station must bo actually
operated by (he licensee, in. person,
private- commercial broadcasting staor by bona fide employees of the litions in Canada is provided in an
amendment lo radio re.gulalions pub- censee.
The regulations are aKo extended
lished in the Canada Ga/.etto.
The regulations ;ii:c now cxlondcn to enable Ihe minister to roiiijirr
to '•prevent control of a group -of periodic or other return.-' to be made,
by
the licensee of the revenues.
one
indiany
slalions
by
privatevidual Or interest. in lino >vil h a prnlUs, and expenditures, of- Ihe starecommendation made last year by tin:), and any other informal ion In
ensure
thai Ihe- station is operated
comCommons
.radio
House
of.
the
now .provided- lliai. in .Ihe notional iiilorcsl and for lluv
It
is
ini'tlcc.
.o.\cO|fl
Willi tin- permission "of the heroin -of Ihe community in which it

Fly With Coin Misuse

Continued from page 35,

Montreal. July 20.

Bans Multiple Station Ownership

Blue

WDSM

.

|

|

i

'

|

The slory broke in Drew Pearson's
'Washington Merr.\>Go-rtoimd' column, with Fly following up wiih his

commented

Fly

TIME BUYERS!

A TIME SAVER FOR
new

WLW FAX FILE

'':'-.

1

blast,

—

file

.

.

WLW

size.

The

now going
a complete set of mail
"How Deep is Daytime?" our new daytime mail map.
Included also are Hooper Indeces for
Morning, Afternoon, and Night, Very
soon a complete reprint of
Listening Area Ratings for Mid-Winter,
1943, as reported by C. E. Hooper*
Inc., will be released.
And many
other things are planned
all to fit
initial

release, just

out, contains

maps

including

WLW

—

—

nance and coverage in one handy
form for split-second reference. We
hope you will have occasion to use it
often.

If

for

some reason

you failed

to

;

WLW,

let

Write

Street, Cincinnati

come

lo

smolher out the. statements of 'uitnosses which might provide news
thai would bury the testimony which
you want featured.'
•There is nothing new. in Ihe procedures
for
publicity
crealing
wilh scandalous and unsupportable
charges and then promptly shutting
ort any possible opportunity' for Hie
'Commission to be heard on those
'

charges, or cvcii lo present' ils case
to the press.
Ultimately, the greater
injury here must be lo the comniiilee itself when Con ressinan Cox
and his Wall Street counsel have
Ihe temerity to adopt procedures
which abuse the great Congressional
power or investigation by a calculated bid for ''headlines and by a
deliberate plan to avoid any hearing
on Ihe charges until after a slarllinj
publicity has taken ils toll.'
,

;

PROGRAMS FOR
YATRONOL, VAPORUB

VICK

Vick Chemical

is

examining

a rjiass

of program and lime availability
presentations submitted by hundreds
of

slalions

preliminary to 'mapping

out its spot campaign in behalt of
Vatronol and Vaporub. The buys will
be news and other types of programs.. The starting dale of this
campaign will be Sept. 13.
No move will be made by Vick in
Ihe direction of 'announcement bookings for such products as Vicic cough
drops. Vick's inhaler or Vick's A. Q.
until the program buys are out of
the way. Morse International is4lie
agency.

Communist Party Buys
Cuban Outlet for 100G
Havana. July

The

Communists

bought
Lavin.

of

Cuba

$75,000

20.

have

CMX-COCX.

station

paying

down

of

and

$25,000 in six months. The sialion
is a 5.O0O-wattcr.
Ibrahim Urbir.o.
rominenl communist and former star announcer
of
network, is in full charge.

RHC

Ohio. We'll dispatch your

copy of the

• WLW

know.

Crosley Square, 140

West Ninth
2,

us

Faxfile,

easily

beIhe Congress wauled this
investigalive comniiilee lo

lhal

so-called

receive your

WLW

copy of the
please

or other

Faxfile P. D.

Q.

audience dominance, plus the cooperation

we receive at a
now augmented by SPECIALTY
most effective means ever devised for directing
and sale of consumer food and drug products.

result of continuous dealer contact,

SALES, offer you Hie
the distribution

Mi

NATION'S MOST MttCMAMOISI-AtU AT
HVIJION OF TIK

CMSUT COWOHAHON

:

corned.'

the Faxfile.

We designed the Faxfile to save your
valuable time
to give you the complete, current story of WLW's domi-

if-

lo

i

lieve

.

pari', 'iris

to

mean

Nor can one

Account Executives and Time Buyers
have said they want it
Advertising
Managers have asked for it. So here
it
is
the new
Faxfile, a comprehensive collection of information
on the Nation's Station in convenient

in

believe that the Congress
delegate lo Congressman
Cov as chairman of the comniiilee
Ihe arbitrary power to swing lite
g;:yol
and recess or adjourn the
hearings so thai he would 'keep Hie
proceedings'. completely under
'
trol so far as crealing news
ticult

WON
"AMKMCA'B NO.
Ulr.i

1

SINfllNIl

DUO"

WIIIImB MorrU Aceovr

*

.
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Ask

Private Interests

Right to

Compete With

IN

CBC on 'Reasonable' Basis
'Montreal, July 20.
private radio broadcasters, repreAssociation
sented by the Canadian
asking
the
are
U ( -Broadcasters,
.

committee on raHouse of Commons.
to compete withdio to be allowed
Broadcasting Corp.
the Canadian
reasonable terms.'
Case i>n't before the

•on

was summarized

committee
recom-

three

in

mendations:
il) Private broadcasters to.be
ssured continuance of their license so long as operation of

was

-their -stations-

'

INTERNATIONAL RADIO
COCA-COLA CAUGHT

accordance

in

with public interest and convenience.
i2> Individual stations to be

improve

to

encouraged

SQUEEZE

the squeeze play resulting from
the battle for Mexico City radio
dominance, between Radio Mil 'and'
Emilio Azcarraga. According to Antonio Rojas Villalba; Radio' Mil v.p.,
the .Coca-Cola Export Co., through
Die Mexico City
branch of (he
D'Arcy agency, nad agreed, to sponsor the bull "gl>ls, which started
July 5.
But Azcarraga, who owns.
Mexico City's 100,000 wait XEW. the
50.0p0 watt XF.Q and two iraiiscnp-;
lion companies, got wind of-- thenegotiations.'and' put the heat on tile
agency and its client,
Villalba says that Azcarraga told
Coca-Cola aiid the D'Arcy execs
that he Azcarraga) would spend all
kind.-, of money lo reduce the value
ot llie XEOY (Radio Mil) beamed
bullfights. This disturbed Coca-Cola
and it dropped -the sponsorship plan,

Outlets

Show

Net of $243,000

$3,208,000

Dividends in Latin American Zones

,

Private stations to he given 'opportunity of participating
and use of all
in development
new phases of broadcasting.
Public investigation of the committee is now at an end and report
being studied.
to Parliament is

which,

dropped

according

XEOY

to

programs

..

billings

:

.

'

'

.

.

t

last

week.

July 1, \BC a-ul CBS DX transmitters halted liieir. own scrapping

Commercial broadcasiers in Canada pay. license fees varying from'
$50 to $4,000 a year, compared with
a flat rate ot about $100 in Australia
and oo fees in Ihe United Stales.
Stations belonging to lii-j CAB were
assessed fees totalling $41,820' 'this
year and would pay. $90,000 for /performing

sistence of Azcarraga.

Canada reported

,

t

fits

1942 37

;

The Forhan Co. and Sterling International are wo oilier U. S. out-

•

.

ueno.o
ires.- July 7.
WRUL and WRUS arc headed for
Improved reception, resulting from Central America and Guatemala
new beaming and
iinullancous City. Portuguese-language program*
totalling $3,208,000. with .gross profits
short-wave transmission ann!i::od by for Brazil
on
are
concentrated
of $308,000. They paid taxes of S2(U.Office
Ihler- WRCA, WGEA and WCBX.
Coordinator or
ot
(100 and had net profits' of $243,000.
American Affairs, has already caused
Strong ad campaign was carried
These stations represented a capital reports here thai Berlin and London by Latin American newspapers to
investment of 52.485,000, the House- will re-angle ihei|- l.at .n American announce new setup, and listener
Of Commons radio committee was
service to meet increa.-ed U. S. ciinV- reports received here indicate that
told by a rep. of the Canadian Assn.
pcli: ion.
even though pbwci itself was not
of Broadcasters at. its closin
session
Under"'new sysvm pn into -effect jacked up, the directional beaming
In

stations. in

Villalba claims.

.

Montreal July. 20.
companies operating 39
,

S9

NBC, CBS Shortwave Co-op Paying

On

Billings

in

i3)

o

C.

The Coca-Cola Export Co. is the
American outfit to be caught

latest

(

their fa-

increase their power and
operate multiple station hookr

cilities.,

ups.

MEXICO

39 Can.

rights,

it

was

programs

Antonio.— Richard

(learned

Johnson,

,

iirder

'

,iame

viced by. NBC are now" formed., in
five
groups.
Three transmitters,'
WBOS; and WNBI are

America

j

San

-i'l-

at

own 'Cadona de la Americas'
trademark throughout
the
Good
Neighbor .republics, it gave .way. to
Network, however, is main-:

tain its

KGF.O.

staled.

Villalba, Robert Premont and Alec Chesser
are latest additions lo the 'announce
ing' .staff at KABC.

provided dialers with .such highly
improved reception that formerly
strong
BBC and RuhdtunUhmis
broadcasting was backgrounded.
Understood that although CBS in
particular didn't favor the switchover plan because of desire to main-

to car y same
lime.
The five
shortwave,
transmitter's.', formerly
served by CBS and liie qu'iniet ser-

for! dialers-

1

toward east coast

I

CIAA.

iaining its own retransmit led shows
on various Latin stations and hopes
in this way to keep the -sponsored
impression for post-war limes.

toward Die -west coast aiid especially
Santiago.- Chile.
and
are angled to 'catch' Mexico City, and

WBUW

WCDA

at the in-

South

of

Buenos Aires and
Montevideo; WCRC! WLWO beamed
lo catch-

ROSENBLUM, EX-NBC

AT 55

VICE-PREZ, DIES

David Rosenblum, 55. a -Tormr-r
treasurer- and vice-president of
in
died of a cerebral hemorrhage

NBC

the

\

tion

working

Here

which improved
between the net-

policies
relations

of

with

|
I

Hartford. Conn., Sunday HH). Dur1934
ing his -connection with NBC.
into"l?3fli Rosenblum was largely
strumental Tor' the formulation and
introduction of the standard station
compensation cortract and; the adop-

is

one of a series of hard-

hitting

advertisements which

WOR

work and ad agencies.
Uoscnbluih had joined NBC as an
after Tladcwnys, Inc. inofiie'ial
which he was a partner, conducted
an extensive study of the network's
personnel duties and
fiscal setup,
-methods of inside and outside opera-

is

running in the N. Y.

*

Herald-Tribune.

Read

tion. Though of a decidedly -.reserved
scintillating
Rosenblum's
nature.
mind and: knack tor reorganization
made an impress upon those with,
1

whom- he came

contact

in

it.

It tells

how WOR is fightown

ing America's

Quislings. It

lite

.al

shows one way in which

time.

Four years after resigning from
of a persomial impasse
involving the then president, Lenox
n. Lohr, Rosenblum went with the
N. Y. Post, serving as treasurer aiid
He relived from
general manager.
business the following year (1941)
ai.d devoted himself exclusively to

NBC. because

arm

in

casters

American Jewish- Committee,
where he held the post of chairman

the

T

of the public relations committee.

OH,.HTAT.:3.ONW0«.H^*0^

— is

1b Doing

T *** *"
ADMIT Ml« "**

Death occurred while Rose nbluin
and his wife. the former Tobe Coller
Davis, were visiting friends in Hartford.
With the exception of his student days at Harvard and his vsrioiis trips abroad, Rosenblum has always lived in New Yor/.

arm with
.

.

all

WOR—
broad-

.

its bit

to bring closer

the day of Allied victory.

.

».

******

2a

Surviving, besides his widow, are
and three brothers.

S. F.

matic uniqueness as a

Musicians

Continued from pate

Stamp deep in the minds of

millions of listeners radio's dra-

a father, a sister

3?

realistic,

stirring reporter of facts.

YOU WILt

demanding a 30-piece standby
the Sa,muel.s' -annual parly'
connection wilfi its other KFRC
Tonight'.''
'VVho's^ Daiicing
Consensus of forum parliciflanis appcared to be that the union was particularly not justified in its ruling
for Ihe standby music at the Civic
Auditorium in view of the fad that
'Who's Dancing Tonight ." dries not
use or need music on its regular
Weekly broadcast from the Sir Franin

H«AI»

orcli for

in

3b

airer,

'

.

:

Building greater, more en-

„ lUu

.'..

s.«n h

w-^ tn.

P-wic

-vi«

V^'^-V „

WOR's

sponsors and their agen-

cies at all times of the dav.

hotel.

diamond peddling firm
newspaper ad*, expressing

After
-ran

'

•'

thusiastic, listening audiences for

-

Drake

cis

j.«..v»«

the

its

,

.

the. intention

of going through/with

iClUillj

'plans for the •party." without an
if orch, despite -any -action Hie union
might take, the union look no steps
lo interfere.

The 'annual parly of 'Who's DancTonight?', a program of inter-

SA»
lcknrftt

-

ln

views with :hoofiiig guests al ihe Sir
Francis Drake, had originally been
set
for the War Memorial:. Opera
House.
When the Musicians' Union
stepped in. however, and pointed out
its riiles Call for a 20-piece orch lor
broadcasts
from that place. Inn
plans
Company shifted
The
Civic
udilorium.
pointed out a :)0-piece orch.
would be necessary at the Civic. Audilorium, .'bringing- on the defy. l>\
the jewelry company.

Sairiuels
to
the

i.r>.-

j'

WOR

hnion

WashJintlon-rCharlcs
ioincii

Sam

WMXL

Booth,

.Tappy. h'.s
replacing

*ale« staff,

now

an

eii'-ign.

. . .

|

that power-full station

j

\at

1440 BROADWAY, hi NEW YORK

40
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Lonesome End

WCPO. Which Started Cincy B B. 'Casts, Dialing the
Finds Ustening

Up 50% Without Em
rating of WCPO. without baseball,
increased more than 50''. over last

Cincinnati,' July 20.

Coins by the C. E. Hooper survey.
Walters, vice-president and
general manager of Scripps-Howard
Radio. Inc.. finds that ;WCPO. the
local outlet which he heads, is doing all right without bascbalk

year.

.Mo'rt

Back in '28, when
were WFBE. the

its

call

WCP

From

1

/V.

.

WorhlTclegrum, July 17)

of la
Bedded down with an interesting combination
have dwelt this
flu and un throat sore. I
(Actually,
week among the untrodden ways of radio.
picked up at
I'm ailing -with a rare tropical disease—
but don't br.uil if around.)
a Dorothv Lamour movie—
have spent supine. Camdle on a damp
Seven days

orippc. lc

affiliated with the Post,
I
news on the hour and. head-,
the small
pillow, listciiin-; to the pig-widgeon stations;
on the half-hour, with recordsounds in the night al the nether ends of the efher.
ed music the bin .gap-filler.
while such .entertainment is not without its nioAnd
Timeslet
and
Mutual
WKRC.
mcnl>. r.JXt time I catch a line tropical di-easc. I
oil
in
cut
WSAI
and
Star all'ilial>>.
man at: the fo il of the.
.

features
lines

letters

started

station

(Krprinlid

baseball casts with hourly'; .news' periods and. when, received, innioi-rant
bulletins on the war and olhcr happenings.
-

broadcasts of the Reds' games and
carried through with them until this
season.
Last year WCPO was. one
of the three stations airing play -byplay accounts of the local National
League loam's KJmes. The others.
WSA1 and WKRC, continue to carry

pl:n to install
At least,
bed.

hurdy-e.urdy

a

me no

play

he'lj

'

electrical

transcrip-

tions.

While inv -temperature has skidded back to normal,
and I no longer s iiind like Tallulah Bankhcad doing
an imitation of Lionel Barrymorc. I sAlnle radio or
Martha At well is vacationing in no radio— C. K. Chesterl m's observation' on being sick
New Mexico and Steve .Cross is di- in bed. II would lie a lot nicer, mused he. if only one
econd Husband' and "Mr. had a colored p-.-'ril long enough to draw pictures on
recting
baseball.
Joe Losey is
Walters rubbed his eyes after .Keen' for her. while
the ceiling:
Widder Brown.-'
looking' at the Hooper report for directing 'Young
In Line for a Special Citation
May and June. It showed that dur- i-TheyVc all Hlackctl-Sampic-IIumWell, having 'no pencil longer "than a cigar bull, and
ing those two months the afternoon inert shows.
very li.lt'e talent for mural design even if I had. I'
turned, like any 'shutr'ui. to the radio. I made the acquaintance of WF.V'D. WLIB. WBYN. an a few other
stations that
suspect- are .manned by a gar..g of. teenage delinquents who have rigged up a transmitter in
an old parking lot. in sheer defiance of he FCC. Fr un
the talk I've been hearing around the networks lately,
this, endeavor should win the "boys. .a .special-' citation,
not to mention a 21-hOur license
I also listened to Ihe women's. chatter programs (and
sex), to the platter jockeys who WILL
wept for
sing with the recordings, to endless news reports, commercial jingles, lectures on every topic from community- "canning to -llie planetary police force of tomorrow
F,ir ihe first
and ooooh. yes In the soap opera.
time since my last, bout- with 'the little germs that love
me not. I'm right, up to dale on what's what in the
.

—

'

1

.

I

t

my

'Tkc Cincinnati

:

suds.

mm
I''!

litis!

'i

II -

—

—

Siam/net St

Beriha. Scliullz. one of
Women, isn't going to get In New Mexico in time for the secret birth of her child.
But the
very fact of her condition has brightened me somewhat. After all. she can't have been lonely ALL the
'

that

time.

And

have made the -acquaintance of

I

And

porter.

goes

Hinn

her

to

a new soap
is Andrea Reynolds, gallant, girl rewench a iter my own heart. She never
and. every man she meets, in cover.

,

She

opera diva,

a

olYice,

story, falls desperately

ing- a

a

worried

I'm a little
N'BC's Lonely

in

love with-, her.

should cover some of the. stories that

fall

to

(She

this gal-

lant girl reporter.
I felt a sharp stab of pity for Lorenzo Jones,
when
he remarked on Wednesday: 'Mow can I cheer up other
people when I am railing apart myself-?' How. indeed.

Tljairs a query
and Joans who crawl out
Lorenzo'.'

all the feeble-minded Dar'.vs.
of the loudspeaker each day
jerk the tears Trmn tired hou.-cwiws wearily sweeping the dust under the bed. might wcil put
to' them-

to

'

selves.

.

More

-(June

1943

SOURCE:

Vs.

C. E.

HOOPER
;

%,

8:00-12:00 a.m.

37.8

W

AFTERNOON
INDEX

M-

Continued from pace

spondent told

INDEX

6:00 p.m.

]"o
ULif

ir

guessed

oil

her haunches.

WOV

was station WNYC. The city's Own station offers a variety' Of practical -programs, good music, and
civic service thai no listener caii afford to overlook.
Rationing news, market reports, announcements of. con-'

liclh.

—

where they are and how
certs and other local events
to get there— spot the intervals between classical reAnd like WLIB! the city station now an
cordings.
then digs up an album of. records from a halt-forgotten
.operetta or musical comedy.
I.istrniiu; to the Qui/ Shows
My faith in qui/, shows, never a bright and shining
thing, was shattered forever and aye the other night
when I heard Horace lle'idl ask a young sergeant to
name Ihe largest instrument in the band. The sergeanl lookcd the band

over carefully and said, 'The

drums
that's not 'quite 'right:' Horace told him.
think our piano is a little bigger than the drums.
But you look like a nice fella, and you're from -Georgia,
so we're; going to give you a. prize, anyhow.'
So I look another aspirin and went to sleep.

'Well. -no.

'I

-

3i

_

of- his

—

-mo*?'

TO ROMANCE'

Director: Fred Bethel

BOLRJOIS. INC.
25

!Vfins.:

June,'

1942 and 1943.

Sun.,

WJZ-Bluc,

(1:05

p.m.

New York

iFoole, Conn &

'

May

up

his brother, also on a 10-

il.

|

:

for

is

Lest this sound like the wail of a disheartened. frail
hates everything, lei me say that 1 made some
happy discoveries a out our small stations at the lonesome end Of the dial. WLIB plays excellent music,
and since it is a new and struggling station., there r
fewer commercials to bend your ears and offend your
plays haunting French, Italian and
delicacy.
:Himp,aiian music, the kind you associate with costume,
.dramas in -mythical kingdoms. WIOVD has a decidedly
The news in Yiddish is
international flavor, loo.promptly followed bv a urogram. called Irish Memories.
Perhaps Ihe happiest discovery while I; with flu low-

who

I

"ir

10.3

HOOPER SURVEY

who

With David Rroekmun's Orch., Dick
Ilaymes, Jim Ameche, Chorus

ick Hayiiics

i

C. E.

blurbs. 'They'll .gel no belter.' he said, 'until 'listeners
get up on (heir haunches and do some vigorous comWell, you are now listening to a listener
plaining.'

to

the right amount of reeling into the
narration lo compensate tor. the lack
of great dramatic impact.

I'

Based on a comparison of

and dandruff remover, a harmless chocolate-covered laxative that the kiddies will love, or, as
pure ears, 'an amazing
I heard one day with my own
combination of mineral oil and magnesia.'
was reaching for the' phone to put in a. hurry call
I
for Young Dr. Malone - the hex doctor down the street
is awfully busy these days— .when I remembered what
the 'advertising manager of a local station told nic once
when I protested the bad lasle of the commercial

tain hair tonic

day pass to see him.
The denouement was far from terrific, but il had a warmth and appeal that must have registered wilh
the many mothers and wives tuned
in at that hour.
And Powell put just

!

m.

they're a accessary
painless, aye, even entertaining?
Worse than these insufferable, capsule dramas are the
plugs inserted between records on the smaller stations.
The" announcements arc the same day after day. 'In
his best dancing-master voice, which uses a. broad .'a'
on words like handkerchief, the announcer goes inlo
lively clinical details as to why you should use a cer-

.

1942

7o,
p.

be— and everybody knows
evil— why can't, they be made,

commodation- While he was killing
time he borrowed a' match from another
soldier,
who was
you've

'«•!««

EVENING

6:00-10:30

Mummy

vertised on the program.
K commercials there must

efforts to get a
see his brother,, also
a soldier, who .was slated for overseas duly. He got the pass, but was
stalled in town for lack of (ravel ac-

10-day pass

'.WORK'S

INDEX

Ihe vuigar outpourings of the
is the commercial
"playlet'

however,

itself,

A wisp of a girl, in a
that serves as curtain raiser,
.should .'.have .netted .her a sound
lisp of dialogue that
pies: 'It's a shame
spanking, spoke up from her mud
like- ours turns out
kitchen
nice
with
a
that anvbody
Delighted that her 3-year-old
such" terrible baking.'
cuisine
family
the
in
took such an interest
big sack of the flour adtore rigiit'out and bought a

Radio Reviews
II

MORNING

revolting than

soap opera

Mau -(June 1942

of Radio

VAN HORNK

By HA'KRIKT

is

Be/diiif/)

the only change in

perfumed item aimed at l'cn'ime
r ,!«rs.
-Everything else remains. the
sai -• since- the -program 'debuted las;
lliis,
r

with Buddy Clarke in -the
now occupied by Ilaymcs.
This is Ilaymcs' first radio job
breaking away from Tommy
Dorscy's orchestra to become a ranking
entry
in
the
baritone
race
launched- by
quick success

spring
spol

UIUIJ.

since

Ihe

Frank Sinatra.

He

Martinique.

CINCINNATI POST

on this
show, .with David Broekmaii's able
accompaniment, he undoubtedlv will

NEWS STATION

prist

N.

several

Y..

Hallioal •»<(i«<tl>i|><i

_

THf GEOROI
0-»W

P.

»-V

HOLLINOBEKY COMPANY

Oh.M

If rV*

0*~4 Htm,

has been al La
iiitery.
for (he

AfflUATW WITH THf

WCPO
CINCINNATI'S

'

of

months

and

duplicate, his nilery click.
Haymes did a swell job -oh: his debut.
From the opening. 'In
Arms'
recent
record release bv
Deccal. through 'Blue or Evening'
and -a medley of standards, the singer
exhibited a clear voice notable for
its
excellent range and phrasing.
Particularly good wus •Evening.'
'Performance, of Broekmaii's orchestra and chorus was also good.
His choice of band numbers was
weH paced.
Jim Ameche handles
comments and commercials neatly,
ladling the heavv-handed copy
behalf of 'Evening in Paris' "face'
powder slowly and deliberately.

Mv

i

,

CHARLES KEMPER
FOR LIFEBUOY SOAP
TlIimspAY NIGHTS—7:30-8

p.m.,

i:\vt— INUC

COAST-'I'O-COAST

'

1'erson^l .Ifunagcinrnl

CHARLES

H.

ALLEN

.

Wood.

R.K.O. Building, Radio

Cily,

New York

I'

.

.
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RADIO
WLW's

Production Centers
.Continued from page 36

WLW

.

,

Spot Campaign

Delay Caused By Navy's Radar 'Ban'

speed of an object). R 4 R stated
that the start of the. campaign of
.was
announcements
transcribed
date '.of. its RCA spot moved from July Iff to July 26 mereand market data and a cost alloca- campaign because of the halt called ly because of a matter of business
tion -'.supplement and -information' on by the Navy Department on the uses strategy.
WLW's merchandising and trade made by electronic manufacturers of
The agency admitted that the discs
services, test markets and rates, and the .story on radar ithe device, for to be used for the campaign, .con^
comparative costs'; per' thousand.
measuring the distance and traveling tained many, references to' radar, but
'added that they t the announcements)
nouncer,
vereit Clark' leaches; dramatics- at Chicago's Jack and Jill were certain to be; included at some
Players.
When Art Peterson isn't playing in the CBS serial. 'Bachelor's future dale. The repoi't had it that
Children/; he's general', manager, advertising manager, ''commercial Man- RCA had elected to shelve these
ager, stage manager 'and sometimes leading man of- the Actor's Company: radar references in the' campaign,
after a Navy board had notified the
of Chicago.
.Roy. Rogers; film cowboy, appeared oh WLS,.
and
were
WCFL programs, w hile appeal ing here at the Oriental theatre. .Joe electronic companies that theypromoRockhpld, formerly at KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa, and previously- with WLS. not to mention -radar. in their
tion without first checking with that
has rejoined the latter station's announcing staff
Herb Howard, former board. Some of the manufacturers
production manager of WNAX, Yankton;. S. D..
as been added to the
-given; the impression that they
WLS production staff. .Malpne Sisters, harmony- duo, for five years oh had
Were, responsible for the 'invention,
WTMJ. Milwaukee/havo been added to the
staff
Carlcton Smith, of the device, when as a matter-of:
manager, and Mehlon Glascock, sales' manager-, of -WRC, Washington, and
fact it was brought out by Navy
Tfardld Gallagher, commercial' manager of \VTAM, Cleveland, were' local
engineers.
studio visitors!:;
The RCA spot campaign calls for
lue Network is airing part of. the^Saturday night Grant Park concerts the use of as many as four stations
with Edith Davis as commentator.
.Katherinc- Card, WBBM-CBS actress-, in each market, while the schedule
has left Jor Boston .to appear, in the 'Kiss and ..Ten! production there.... runs from 15 to 25 olurbs a week.
Reo Fletcher, who left as pianb-arrahger for 'the Cadets on the Blue Network, last May to toil on his father's farm, is back at the keyboard. .Ann
Lloyd BiownDeld, former assistHunter, news commentator on WAIT, is slated to go network in the fall ant press chief to Andy Kelly, has
.Reed Myers.
local time salesman, was hosted last week: at the been mo -cd up to director of, press;
Kungsholm Restaurant by station personnel, clients and advertising agency information for
and the CBS
executives and -presented with an illuminated scroll, a golf bag and a Pacific network. Kelly goes' over to
duffle bag,, for establishing a record '-of over $3,000,000 in! local:
head the Tom Fizdalc Hollywood
billings in t)ie 15 years he has been with the station.
radio publicity office.

maps

the

.

.

.

starting

;

'

Groucho Minx's Pabsl-CBS show July
Williams, continuity acceptance head at NBCfflrin N.Y.
24 ...Wendell
Pedro de' Cordoba -is
confabbing with network bosses- lor two weeks.

;

.'.'

:

on NBC's 'The Pacific Story' series of, ISI-week stretch .-.Captain
Meredith Willson gave the 100 students on the NBC-UCLA summer radio
course a" idea of music balance,' etc., with special- lecture. Indicative, of
.

.

:

radio'pcrsdnnel is fact that more than halt of class are fomnies. ...
Waiter Thompson office,. Carroll Carroll and Bing Crosby were both
upset and pleased last Friday. Double-named scripier of Kraft Music Hall
- inadvertently said Jemmes from 18 lb 24 could joiiv the Waves in special
recruiting plea read by Crosby on program last Thursday. Navy recruiters
were busy Friday explaining to under-aged, gals that script should have
read 'from 'ages of 20 to 36,with, nb dependents under age of 18'. .-. -Barbara Britton, film actress .at Paramount, does- 'the guest stint and soldier
dating on "Noah Webster Says' oyer NBC July 27'. ..Eddie Cahtor-s pro
.gram is still in search .. of a strfoge, Clare Olhistead of Young & Rubicam
.Paul. Schubert's news show for .Benson & Hedges
cnriducling the hunt.
over KHJ-Mutual -Don Lee web stays on the air foi' another 52 weeks,
starting Aug.- 16.
.

,

.

j

WGN

.

;

.

:

.

RCA

.

i

.

Denies

adver-

ence's studies; distribution data,

Big Bear.
Boris Karloft.adds horror note to

nttiiic

to.

Ruthranff .& Ryan.' agency yesterday iTuesday) denied thcrcport that
The folder contains elaborate audi- it had been compelled, to postpone

.:.

.

week mailed

its

.

.

narrator

R&R

Cincinnati, July 20^
last

considers

still

41

and agencies

copies, of what it
most, comprehensive
collection of sales information on
the station. It has tagged the promotional job The WI.-W Faxnlc.'
tisers

passing the stogies. in honor of Howard David, Jr.
r on | r( )i 'at
9 at St. "Vincent's hospital. .. .Donald A. DeWolf, NBC chief
be-in July
Hollywood, turns rancher for next two weeks at his acreage
i-iigincei' in
while
Joe Kay pinchhils.
county,
.Pied Pipers, vocal fourMateo
i,i sail
regulars on the. new Old Gold show over NBC, working.
some, have joined
Crosby and Les Trcmaync
Dori Wilson has fetched
w'itlrco'- hosts' Bob
Harry
James
the
broadcast
to
on
CBS'
after siege with flu.
back
liis laugh
;Joh.n Swallow catch-'
Equally rotund Tbrn Hanlon subbed 'during, illness.
-management
at
NBC
after
program,
on-'
mountain vacation at
again
ni j up*

Don Lee,

Taxfile'

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

•

.

'

.

.

••

CHICAGO

IS

.

.

.

.

WBBM

for the past year, liiis been, signed as one of
Cy Howard, .with
.Herb Hollislcr, owner of KANS,
Jack Benny's scrip'tcrs 'for- next season.
Wichita, Ka'ns., discussed 'Local Station Operation' before the class of the
NBC.-Northwestern University. Summer Radio Institute last week (.13)
Wyiin- Wright, production director of NBC, told them about ^production
tTues.).:. Oii his. off .'hours- "-as a WBBM-CBS ani-oblcnis yesterday
.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

KNX

-

.

|

WON

TEMPORARY DEAL ENDS
WCCO GABBERS' STRIKE
.'.

Minneapolis, July

Sivilie notice filed

by International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
AFL. on behalf of WCCO radio annoimccrs, has been suspended and
temporary; agreement reached.
a
The notice was filed while contract
negotiations

still

N-

20.

were

in

!

;

:

!

\

progress,
genrepre-

between A. E. Joscelyn,' WCCO
eral manager, and t he IB
sentative:
The temporary agree-;
ment is now awaiting approval of

EW

AN AWARD...

i

the

IBEW

the

WCCO

Point

office in

the

only

CBS

and

.'

Rgalites!
contract

dispute was -a

in

upon by IBEW

clause insisted
irig

Washington and

WCCO

link-,

announcers with not

local station's- technicians.
at all eight CBS-owhed

tiie

but those

J

|

This would have required
at other CBS stations
to
walk out in sympathy with;
WCCO announcers in event the 'latter went on strike.
When J. L.' Kelley, Minnesota,

nations.'

'

'

technicians

.

state labor, conciliator, was called in
following the strike notice, Joscelyn

|

i

WCCO

won

his point that
has no.
jurisdiction
over union contracts
signed by
other Columbia-owned!
j

i

stations and no. hand in their inan•gc'ment and that, therefore, it whs
not within its. power to make nn

'

!

nurccment or sign a contract involvthem. .All points relative to sal'-.;
working hours, vacations, etc..
previously had been agreed upon.
WCCO announcers are the first of
miy Twin City station to organize
i

'

.srics.

WCAU

>

fid become affiliated wtih a union.

Pearson to 110 Stations
Drew Pearson's Sunday 7

p.in. stint

Scrutan, now heard over 55Nation Blue hookup, is going to 1 10

TUNE

public service

in

The Children's

:

for

is

honored by

IN National Radio Magazine for "meritorious
the creation and development of

Hour.'.'

This

program, under the

.

outlets
fast,

j

.

direction of Stan Lee Broza, has

with the October 10 broad-

.

.

v

;

UP

been

a Philadelphia

'

\

;

iiyniond Spector is the agency:

institution for

1

5 years.

Extends Series

The United^ Press* is continuing its
.series, 'Soldiers :of .the
IVcss/.for another".13 vvceks via 500
S. and Canadian stations.
'This
.mark's the third such extension for
banscribed

,

.

;

!

1

.

this

lo-minute

experiences' of
ei'its.

show dramatizing the
UP war correspond-

The current renewal will see the
scries

out 'to
•November.

its

first

anniversary

j

|

:

.

in

WCAU

D'ARTEGA
AND

IIIS

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA
Soto

PHILADELPHIA'S PRE-EMINENT RADIO STATION

On

tSO Cump Shows
Personal Management'

ERflEST LIEBMAN
1440

Broadway.

New York

i

V
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Powell's 1st Chi Date

o Tax, But

Bandmen Yelping
Promised Ruling

Not

Still

Teddy Powell's orchestra goes

in Sight

American-. Federation 'of Musicians*
of the.
.deluged'

all.

Hit

major agencies, have

any kiiid.in that city..
Band "will be coupled

Tommy

Tucker Follows
bahdlcadcrby's
f,. withholding
sqiiawks about ttie
Ina Hutton at N.Y. Astor
lax arid most leaders have; in no unorchestra ' has.Tucker's
certain teriyi^ urged that .the. situabeen signfd for the Asto.i' Root,
tion be alleviated pronto.
weeks,'
about
Se-pi.
<i for six
opening
Smaller bands are howling about
who
deductions from their' salaries of: Tucker follows' Ilia Ray' Hutton,
money they Can't afford to let the replaces the current Benny Goodand remains until
govei:n:r.ei:t keep until, the end of man on Aug. 9.
Coast
the
from.
returns
JanH\<
Hurry
the- tax year, when overpayments
for which he has been
wit! be refunded: Many are already for a Tall date
n rac ed Mini e t me.
'iidii's >' difficult.- due to little or no' co
James apparently is being held in
reserve coin,. With the big bands,
anhe
than
the beefs are based on -the terri lie Hollywood' longer
amount of bookkeeping necessary to ticipated, lie originally figured to
maintain accounts iii recognizable return to the Astor Oct. 10..
ecii

with

into

20 f

to

Bing Cros-

of this class
.

worried about the taxes withheld
weekly, since they will owe much
more at the end of- the year and
payment's' -.made' under the 20'.' law

weekly guarantee against a percentage, .He will supply the entire show
for that, money; bringing in with
him 15 entertainers in addition to

U

-

,

To English Discs

AFM

'

War

Pitt's

tion

Work

(or

orchestra

studio

WNEW.

N,

out, of

'

sta-

managed

stitution,

escape from

to.

unoccupied France after the German, takeover and has been playing
dates at the Ta-Ba-Ris and Embassy
Club, discing for Odeon, -and airing
for Vino Toro (wine) on TVlnndo
since coming here froVn Brazil.
Odebri, long leading concert and
legit house, was sold out at around
..

scale

.

as

Wealthy
French refugee, crowd .who .'knew
Ventura in. the old days dominated

Y.. in retaliation for

.

•

turnout," but well-heeled Argentines"
and. international set, in general,

.

.

:

-

:

.

:

.

Ventura, one-time Parisian balonhitery empresario and music'publisher, w. k. on the Gontincht,
is now in -his second season
here!'
Entire band, with but' one hew sub-,

per, which is- same
found at the/ Colon Opera.

American Federation of Musicians
has lately .been compiling as much
information as possible on the. time
its. members have been donating to
Philadelphia. July 20.
ment.
Ballroom biz in this area is taking
various morale, movements, such as
AF/M' itself had filed.
uick. obthe Stage Door Canteens in various jection.: tb the use of the recordings a nosedive because "of the compel i'sh
cities. USO appearances, individual
of new ..songs on Block's program, of the free dance facilities: offered
In the meantime, major theatre camp dates, etc. This 'information is prior to turning the case over lo servicemen by USO. and other servGreatest compecircuit operators,, who have been de- being kept by the union as a record 802, but for some reason it denies ice organizations.
ducting the tax, haye intimated that; of its niembersV activity in behalf- of even talking to' the station's oper- tish, comes from the huge open -air
Block
began
using .discs USO-Labor Canteen.' "which opened
if and
when the treasury's; ruling the war -effort and as. exhibit 'A' in lois.
comes through, the /only expenses the event anyone, attempts to dis- pressed in. England on his shows two weeks ago with Leo. Zbllo's orthey will recognize will be transpor- parage the union by pointing but middle
of'
last
week!playing chestra.
Servicemen who used to go to the,
tation to the theatre; not commis- that it .hasn'1'.dp'ne its share.
versions of 'Darling.' tune high on
sions or any other items.: Agency
Some time ago the advisability of British best sejlier. lists. 'As Time Met Ballroom, Wagner's, arid other
men haven't answered this or at- keeping ah up-to-date record, of free Goes By,' by Adelaide" Hall, claimed commercial indoor danceries, at 50c
tempted to argue with it,, pending appearances by union bands was' to be a new recording. .'Let's Get a head and up. are flocking to the
the treasury's communiquepointed out to the AFM for just. that Lost,' and others recorded by .Joe new canteen, where there is- no jab
reason.' At that time, letters were Loss,' Manlovani. Army dance bands, and there are plenty of good-looking
dispatched to all leaders asking for Bert Ambrose and seycral other top ho.siesses for a 'dogface'- to dance or
chin .with.
The. G. I.
Joe is also
'complete lists of all camp bookings British bands.
B.
Seeks Out
bring his own date.
played.' whether through the USO or
Block claims he gets the records permitted to
at' their own instance:
Only a drib- through the .mail after' they are And it's all in the nice, cool open
Date
ble of returns were filed.
bought in London retail shops by a air.
Also- getting a great play is the
Irately, because of the transporta- friend.-. How
are shipped here
Film Biog tion, situation with which few, bands he professes they
open-air addition to the Stage Door
not lo know. It was.
An idea of why the major agencies are willing to conterid. the number said yesterday (Tuesday)' that he had Canteen..
The commercial ballrooms are gethave recently begun avoiding long of camp.' dales played have fallen off been summoned by the' AFM. for
distance contracts for top bands is considerably. To remedy this con- interrogation on his broadcast of the ting an okay play from war workers,
the problem Music Corp. of America dition, the. USO last week reinstated discs', but this is denied by him. He but the loss of the service trade is
hurting the b.ol'a
They're wailing
is now trying to solve for Penny the payment of transportation, expoints out that the AFM "has no for, the cooler weather, when the al
Goodman'. Leader is; wanted on the penses .16 bands going into camps,, jurisdiction, since he's not a member.
Coast this fall by Metro to start work whether deviating from' commercial Block also claims that since daily fresco spots will have to close.
on a film based on his, life. Good- routes or setting out specifically for newspaper stories citing his method
man's band, however, has been v.nder that purpose pri days oft from loca-" Of getting around the current shorl
contract for some time for a fall dale lion work. For awhile the 'expense' age of recordings of late song maat the New Yorker hotel..
rule had been .-non-operative.
terial, induced by the AFM's b^n, he'
Sounded, out on the possibility of
has had innumerable letters, wires
letting. Gopdrhan out of the obligaWaters & Merritt. owners of the
and long distance phone calls from
tion, the New Yorker stated it would
Newark,
from
theatre.
stations in various parts of the coun- Mosque
R.
be glad to release him if MCA could
try,
seeking 'information' on the whom Frank Dailey leases the Tersubstitute a band of equal Value: This
source of the discs and how they race Rooni iji- the basement of the
MCA has been unable to do so Inlbuilding, were fined $1.00.0 each last
can be obtained.
and it's very probable that Good-,
Reports in daily newspapers of
About six months ago the AFM week by a Newark judge on charges
man will be forced lo fulfill his con- possible easing soon of .the pleasuremade an agreement with the English by the War Production Board that
tract and lot the film go until later.
driving ban has awakened one-night Musicians Union whereby the latter they violated a WPB ruling limiting
Goodman is now at- the Astor Roof. ballroom operators and suburban
construction
for .-amusement
would
not cut masters to be shipped new
N. Y
until June "28'.
He opens at nitery owners. Agencies have re- here. This applied lo masters only purposes. Pair were accused of havthe New Yorker about Oct. 6.
ceived numerous .inquiries on bands and did not apply to pressings on ing spent . $4,000 in redecorating
available in the near future if the sale at retail store's, which, of course,, the room prior, to Dailey's- opening
gas-cloud that has blacked put all can be bought by
anyone and it lasl February as a name band
Pa. Gov. Relents
suburban spots in the east blows shipped 'anywhere if the- means of nilery in place of his.Meadowbropk.
at Cedar Grove, N. J., shuttered by
over.
transportation is available.
Slugging
gas rationing.
One operator, claiming to have inOwners asserted at the trial that
side, dope on (he ..situation, asserted
Pittsburgh. July 20.
they had been informed the repairs
Workhouse sentence of Albert V. thai the ban will be lifted as of
did not violate the WPB's regulaFaust, local dance band drummer today (Wed.l. and he has proceeded Heidt Pulls Airing At
tion,
which limits construction to
now serving 18 months to three lo set up a tentative list of bands
$200. because the material was on
years for beating Louise Cummings. based on his info. .Latest reports,
Pitt
Last Minute
hand 'and none of it was on the
however, indicate that the pleasure
a ballet dancer, has been .commuted
WPB's priority list.
by Governor Edward Martin, of driving ban may not be lifted lor
Stanley, Miffing
Dailey was not a defendant in the
Pennsylvania.
Commutation makes another two weeks, if then.
case.
He was listed as-.such in the
Pittsburgh. July 20.
Faust eligible to apply for a' parole
but was disto the Slate Parole Board.
Stanley theatre, where he was original complaint,
Metro Signs
Faust was accused of slugging
playing a week's engagement !at. the missed several weeks ago.
Miss. Fausl when she repulsed him
Metro has added Guy, Lombardo's time, was miffed Tuesday night (13),
in. his a.ulo in April, 1942.. He was. orchestra
when. Horace Heidt at last minute
to its long siring of top
Despite
seiUcnccd. two months later and has band names signed
to
switch his Treasure
for pictures. decided
already served. more than i.ycar of •Lombardo .'.
Organize in Pitt
set
a one-picture Chest' broadcast from its stage to the
.his 'term;
House
deal, 10.be made some time .in the Syria Mosque in Oakland.
ittsburgh, July 20.
'.'"."
had widely plugged the fact (hat the
';;".
fail.
Although war is supposed lo have
Lombardo is currently at the weekly half-hour air- show would made musicians scarcer
than hen's
Count Basie Gets
from the theatre and
Roosevelt hotel. N. Y., and the fllni originate
teeth all over the country; at least
Count Basle's orchestra will be the contract undoubtedly will disturb looked for some extra biz as a retwo hew dance bands have been or1st colored oiililt to play the Roxy
his annual 'fall
and winter., stay sult,
the
last
However, Heidt didn't like the ganized locally within
theatre. N. Y.. which began an oc- there.
month. And no bid ones have dissetup for airing at Stanley, although.casional name band poljcy;with Guy
many name bands in pa.-it have done solved either. First is understandLombardo last winter, Basie: is unable. Since it's an ail-girl outfit, diGirl
in
their commercials from there, and
der contract for an'indefinite number
rected by a man, Orrin Mason, and
-of weeks beginning some time in late
All-girl orchestra of 18-pieces is in addition said it would be more
outfit has. been breaking In with a
January, February or. March.
in
rehearsal
in
N. Y. currently of a convenience for the air cadets
number of evening dates at the USOBasic is now oh the Coast. It has under direction of Hv Pollack, radio stationed' at the University of PittsVariety Club Canteen.
been two years since he played a conductor. Composed of an unor- burgh, who were to be his guests,
Other, and more recent one. i? an
major Broadway theatre, the Strand. thodox in^lruinentation of four alto iihee Mosque is only about a block
1.1 -piece jump
outfit formed by AnAbout four years ago he' filled one sax.i ohe tenor sax. five fiddles, four away from the Pitt campus.'
Stanley stage. Heidt gave as an- drew Tr.oxpn, Pittsburgh songwrltT
date at the Paramount.
cellos, four rhythm. ;the combo is
and Lou.Meredilh. It also matte
booked to debut at Court Square other' reason, was loo large for In- er,
its bb.w at the Canteen and will play
theatre. Springfield, Mass., tomorrow timacy his show requires..
// You'rr Important to
there a few more times before bow(Thurs.V
:

recognized by bandbuyers before deducting taxes has not yet- shown up
in written form. It's, expected any
day Ut. was expected any day last
week,, too).

•

er.',

$1.75

the use of English recordings of popular. songs on Martin Blockls 'MakeBelieve Ballroom' record program".
Pitt hadn't been advised of any local
attitude
late
yesterday afternoon
(Tuesday.).- he claimed; and no 802
officials cpujd be reached for com-

Record

:

-

:

Checks

Buenos Aires, July 7
First Carnegie Hall type jive
co'ncert ever held in South America

.

'.'

lessen the. overall sum they'll- owe
the treasury.
Agency men give all objectors, the
same answer they relayed when the
tax went into effect two weeks ago.
Treasury's claimed ruling that expenses of playing a date are to be

'

f

Ted Lewis Sets Deal
For N.Y, Hurricane Date

•.

too

isn't

Ray Ventura, SRO in BA. at $1.75 Top

musicians, the troupe' that has
p.layed with him in Coast theatres
and locations.
Lewis' Oct. 29 opening leaves a
six.iweek ^interval -between it and
the closing Sept. 15 of the current
Hal Mclocal 802 of the. American Duke Ellington .orchestra,
Federation of Musicians,, acting on iiityre's band may fill the spot, but
orders of the national "6ltice. ..as- nothing's definite. Mcliilyre is. now
.'
scrtedly has threatened to piill Merle at the Strand, N. Y.

:

Most

order.

American Jive Concert By

French, orch leader Ray Ventura's
top-priced Teatrb Odeon recital here
Ted Lewis was -finally- signed for last week proved hot only a sellout
the Hurricane, NV Y., .nilery, late but
strong
and
prestige
last week to open Oct. 29 on a $5,000 builder.

'Dixie:'

PEW Ork Due

i

I

I

1st So.

Chicago for the first time when It
(wo and possibly three-week
stay at the Chicago theatre Aug. 20;
Powell has never played a date of

opens' a

boxes and

tilled

'platca.'

The two and one-half hour show
was

solid from the start and de(o set off Ventura's '2Q-mal>
combo to best advantage. Maestro

signed

m.cing

did

cas.tollano,

fairly well,

himself,

:

first

half

.;''

which he now gargles
and last stanza in Fran-

chise.

Featured were compositions by',:
Ventura's composer-arranger. -Paul
Misraki,

especially

new

Misi'aki's

;

Premiere

'C'cst la

Pols''

and

his last:

.

season

'Inscnsiblemenl.'

hit.

,

.

George Auld, Out Of

ArmyA

to Build

New

.

Goodman

Band Under Wm. Morris

•

From New York

George Auld

.

To Do Own

NEWARK MOSQUE OPS
FINED 2G ON WPB RAP

.

B

OPS PERK AT NEWS

•

GAS BAN MAY BE EASED

foi-nicr.

aimed

is perhaps the first
bandleader inducted into the'

and rcdrgariLeading a trio at Ihe
Three Deuces, N- Y., nitery, since beforces to return

his band.

i/.e

ing given an honorable discharge
from the Army about 'two months
ago, Auld intends beginning work
the next couple of weeks oh a fullsize group to be agented by the William Morris agency,^which handled
him before. Outfit
ill pick up its
first booking sometime, in Scptem'"

probably at the Tic-To.c. Boston.

ber,

Auld

currently in the -throes

is

settling affairs with

of.

:

Andrew Wein-

berger, his attorney-manager before,
going into service. It's said that heis in debt to Weinberger to the oxlent of $1.750,. which will- be settled
via a percentage of his carnitigs.
Weinberger Will have no connection
wilh the "new outfit.

.

,

Transmobiles Hypo Biz

At Riverside Park, Masr.

On

Springfield,

Mass., July 20.

.

Drummer
'

From

.

Mgmt.

.

-

.

Lombardo

New

War, Two

'

'

Bands

'

Despite the- pleasure driving ban'

and

the absence of bus lines past
the spol, Riverside Park is doing as
good business as last season. Attendance of more than 10,000 over
the
weekend was made possible
.

by the 'transmobile' invention of.
engineer, who has' patented a device
for operating converted auto whirl-

Vernon Trigger, former

WBZ

away, with natural gas,

Transmobiles have been running
from Springfield and a new line was
opened this week from Thompson-,
Conn. Saturday night dancing
has been resumed with Ray Sparrow
providing the music, while Joe
Lazarz band holds forth every
'

ville.

.

Wednesday

night.

•

.

Roxy

-

Band

Work

:

Sinatra's Split

$2,259
Cleve. Longhair Date

On

Cleveland, July 20.
receipts for the ;.recordFrank Sinatra - Cleve.
concert at Cleveland Public
which, drew a capacity crowd

Gross
b

r e a

-Htall,

.

k ng

Sympb

i

'

were $6,100.
The crooner, who came here on •

of 9,500,

-

'

:

"-'••'

T

I)

Buun,;,

f>DE \

\
is

'•.:..''.•'

i

'n

porl/ml

lo

)

on!

Though

Pollack

is

the

band's

mentor, and sponsor, it will be baKing/ singer.

tonne.d by- Gloria

Abe Lyman's

orchestra booked for
four weeks al Frank Dailey's Terrace Room."''Newark, .'opening- Oct. I.

Benny Goodman

.recently

began

',

ing professionally.

his baby daughter, whose
Rachel, by the nickname of ,'Les Brown's
'Ray.' Puzzled by- the leader's whim'.' the Palladium,
his wife, asked why he preferred weeks Oct. 18.
that lag, 'Ask any musician,' Good- ing a four-week
is

.

man

replied.

.

hotel, Chicago,

plus

percentage,

va

Milton

manager

.

Krasny, v.p. and general
of
General Amusement

Corp. leaves N. Y. for. the coasr tomorrow (Thurs.)
a combination
vacation and business trip. He'll be
gone, four weeks.
Tom. Rockwell, GAC ..president, is
in Hollywood currently, but is due
'

orchestra

goes

Into

Hollywood, for six'
immediately followstay at the

got

Krashy Going West

.

calling

name

guarantee

$2,250 for his end,

Sherman

opening Sept,

10;

back before. Krashy leaves.

Wednesday, July 21, 1913
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To Mr. Joe fuel:
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Ten Best

Inside Stuff—Orchestras

Bands

Brazil Sellers

Rio do Janeiro, July 1.
best sellers in. Brazil comfrom actual record and
reported' for the
sales
month by officials of local record companies and music edi-

Ten

Because the. heavy mob that attended- the Lionel Hampton dance at Man-,
hntlan Center. :N:Y.. recently '(JO) upset the place so. that it couldn't be
conditioned quickly enough, a scheduled date- with Earl Hines' .orchestra
for the past Saturday (17
was (breed to, shift at the last minute to the
Royal Windsor Ballroom, ".further uptown. Center's officials screamed
loud and long' at. Iz/.y Grove, promoter of trie hops, and ended up by
Riving, hini only two, days' notice that he..- couldn't play Hines in their
.

1

tors:

',

-

mob

is said.!

to

.

'.'-

';"'•"

:

Anligarnente Era-Assim.'. ;..Braz.
.Brazilian
Volta
V.
Crux-' Da Dcsilusaon. .'.'.Brazilian

have gone over the place/like a cyclone,' leaving it in. such
ha\\e. been readied for Hines- even if his date

Morena Dos Men Sonhos iBraz.
Tangerine
7.
... American

.'.-

condition that it couldn't
was. allowed to- stand.

.;'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Burnt

Lani Mclnlire*.

Vordade

!

.

Farfwell Waltz. ......American
.Brazilian
Uriibu Ma1afid.ro

rank Sinatra bandwagon, some ; ise
In their eagerness' to get -on the.N.: Y. rati id stations have; lately been playing Sinatra recordings made with Tommy Dorsey and Harry James, with credit only -to the
singer. This practice, for no - reason other than they think it's unfair, is

.

.

. .

.

.

have

Slack to Reorg

'

1

:

1

.

After several weeks of indecision, as to the Advisability of playing Eastwood Park, Detroit/ Charlie Barnefs orchestra has been set .16 open at
the spot Aug; 6 for. -two week's. Both Barnet and the operators of Eastwood were dubious about the. band playing there because of the recent
race riots in Detroit and the fact. that Barnet carries five Negro musicians
in his combination..
Barnet. was booked originally for the spot about eight weeks ago, but
following Detroit's disturbances, the date was Cancelled. Later it was
revived and, finally, last week, the leader and Eastwood's operator decided
:./
to go through with the bpokin

ice

•t-3

for Morris

i

.

675
1,800
5,000

.

31..17r.

15,425

a supporting floor shotp., New Yorker and "Biltniore
shows; Waldorf headline's Morton Downey;

dfltfi.

Room, Palmer House; 750; $3-3.50 mih.V. Wiishow had thenv flockitig- here to count of 7,300 last week.
hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.56 miu V
Kassel kept business up -around the 4,200 mark.
lUmon Bamos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 400; $2.50 miiv.l. Ramos

due

the

to'

contractual

he would- not
the Morris agreement
expired. Huddle Friday (16) in N.Y.
between' Morris executives and Joe
Glaser. ; loader's manager, straightened out the dispute.
Slack's troubles began last fall

.

.

no

when, after being booked by the
Morris agency, he swung over /toMorris complained to the
American Federation /of Musicians,
which decided that the band belonged to Morris and that MCA
should hand over to the former all
commissions
earned
from. Slack
bookings.This, amounted to. about
Casiv was held in escrow by
.$4,100.
people
most
because
and
'longhair.'
too
sounded
Because his -first name
the AFM during the period. of arguas
billed
will.be
henceforth
AyresMitchell
anyway,
called him 'Mitch'
ment and -finally awarded to Morris
Mitch Ayres and his orchestra. Band is currently at the Paramount the- about a month ago. Slack had inaire;-N. Y., with the Andrews Sisters.
tended appealing the AFM decision
when -it was first made, but reconsidered later and then capped the
squabble by disbanding.
}
Slack's initial work for Morris
will probably be at the Golden Gale
theatre, San Francisco,: Aug. 5 or 12.
Ella Mae Morse .will nol .be with the.
reorganized band.

MCA.

.

.

.

combined; -$l T $i.50 admission to Bench Walk for dancing' and show;
and. 75c. cover charge, plus $1.25 min. in Marine Room ).
Oliver
opened. nicely despite threatening weather. Last six days of Russ Morgan
50c.

'

(New Walnut Room, Bismarck

;

4.600

-

floor

clicking here.
With Gali-Gali and Ellsworth and. Fairchiid composing
the floor show, room played to 3,000 patrons.
Sonny Dunham i'PanUi'c.r .-Room.-, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Combination of Jan Savin,; who closed on Thursday (15), and Dunhami
'
who opened Friday
t.
drew close to 5,000 on the wreckEddie. Oliver t.
acli Walk and Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel;

resume

il

and

.Art Kassel

trouble, averring that
in

.

7,875
7,850
4,700

3,400

,'.

;

J. 200

.2.025-

Griff William* (Empire

liams'

Dispute between. Music- Corp; of
America and- the -William Morris
agency /over the Freddie Slack orchestra has been cleared up. and
Slack will reorganize his 'outfit 'within the next two or three weeks under the Morris- agency's aegis.; Slack
recently disbanded liis orchestra in
California,

1 1,200

3
2

,.'•

Chicago

Band
.

161 now Insists that before orchestras
must
»"»n be cleared for playing in camps within its 'jurisdiction request
come from the commanding officer of the fort or reservation. Situation
was forced upon the melody makers because many- enlisted men secured
bands- without authorization and. ih s ome cases, when, the orchestras
arrived, ho facilities, were. available:' Gondit.ibn was alro-aggravated by
one Caiinp Meade private who worked both Baltimore" and Washington.
He was soon made a. corporal, then a sergeant and; wound Up with
shoulder bars as a tribute to. his enterprise in providing the soldiers with
Others have copied; his technique., with a result that
entertainment.
officer.
official requests for music-now must be obayed by the commanding

Washington Musicians Local,

.
. -.

.

:

• Asterisks indicate

"

'

In reply, the 'stations; involved deity a deliberate attempt to spotlight
Sinatra, by hiding, the Dorsey or James connection; They state simply
that the practice is based on the fact that Sinatra has not made sufficient
recordings under his Own 'name to form alS-minule period. So far only
one of his own recordings, without musical accompaniment, h,as. been re-,
All his. other discs,
leased by Columbia Records, to which he's signed.
were made .with either James or. Dorsey, the majorily with, the lal.ler,.

.

.'.

jockeys on

griping music and bandinen.-

0

.

,.

.. .
.,'..'

.

. .

.

'. ...

.

'-.

Tnlnl

..

; ,

.

Leo Heisman .... Waldorf (550; $l-$2).
Bobby Sherwood: Lincoln (27S: $l-f 1.501
Guy Lombardo. Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Benny Goodman .'.Astor (750; $ 1 -$1 .25 ).

.Brazilian

,

Bi.llmore Roof (400; $1-$1.50).
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)

Johnny Long ..... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)...
Will Osborne ... :Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)..

. .

.

......

.

. .

.

W««l»' 1'nat
Cm it.
rlnyed Work On Dm.
5
1,150
; 8.025
. 75
2,000 129;?,2.1

lintel

Ray Hcalherlon,

,

.

,

.

Seu.

Coven

'

Mexican

;

.

4.500 dancers, a hefty portion ot them
in; no way could be blamed for it. the

Hampton .drew a mob of about
from Harlem'. Though Hampton

.

,

Besame Mucho

:

place.

'

Alsa Manolila. .French-Brazilian

.-'

at Hotel B. O.'s

(Presented herewith-, an a weekly tabulation, (• (he estimated cover
charg» business being doii« by name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated; Figures after name of hotel eirY
room capacity and cover charge: Larger amount designates weekend au
holiday price. Com ilntion is based ori period from Monday to Saturday.)

piled
sheet

.

and one day of Oli\

ei

,

-who opened Saturday
'

brought

(17),

around

in

10,000.

Los Angeles

.
,

Freddy Mai tin
slightly over last

(Ambassador:

V.

week

v.-ilh

4

000; $1.50).
.

doing

still

Holding satisfactory

.

biz.

-

1 till.

,

Henry Kinf

Do\vn/a

iltniore: 1,000; $i-$1.50)..'
(
a pleasing 4.100.

over

lJil

last

week but

Minneapolis

.

.

Joe Poretta (Flame Room; Hotel Radisson; 200; no cover or.
Well-liked orchesira ar.d Peter Iliggiiis, singer, bringing 'cm ii\.
Fiske comes, this week. Approximately 300 customers nightly.

•

.

Band Theatre Grosses OK; Neat 65G

.

For Spitalny-Xanteen,' Cavallero 24G
'lor'flits'

(Estimates

G AC

Carter Stays With

Week)

Hollywood, July

Mitch Ayres, New York (Paramount; 3.664; 3o-$1.10). With Andrews Sisters, others, in person, and

enny Carter

On the Upbeat

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Anodes)
.Stan Kenton rPairadiiini B, Hollywood, third week):. Holding surprising business for mid-suininer: maintaining an -even gait of about 21.0(H).
Jlmmle Lunceford
rianon B, Southgale, six. week).
Those defens
workers, just- gotta listen' to music between shifts, so business holding lb
hefty average of .7:000.
Benny Carter (.Cot toil Club N. Hollywood, second week). Doin
than expected with prospects of bit better.-than 3,000 lor week.
Alylno Bey ( Aragoii B, Ocean Park., first week). Bench biz not so hot
(

opening week

so

20.

Cliarles

settled his ilnancial

;hil

Agnew

around

5,500.'

'

,
:

(Casino Gardens

.

'

.:

Ocean Park).

Second week

the Music Corp. of. a slump, over iiiiiial stanza with a fair 5.500.
.,
America and shifted over to the
Lucky Mllllnder K'asa Manana N. Culver Cily, first. week
General Amusement Corp. with his openiiig week -with 'strong 4,500.
di

bit ot

iculties with

V.

;

west
Trianon band intact.
heavily, the draught of picture and Oct. .14 for indefinite slay, at
Carter and his musical crew are
(Cliicngo)
Ballroom. Los Angeles. Last spring,
stagebill accounting for better than
being lined up for Pacific Coast thehe played Casa Manaha, Culver City.
atre dates by GAC, to forrow their,
on fourth, week
$55,000,' strong,
Lou Breese (Chez Paroe; 650; $3-$3.50 min.).' Bieese and show headed
three-month .engagement at the Col
ended last /night (Tuesday). .Goes
by Mitzi Green still keeping the ropes up almost every night;. 5-000 again.
Joe Reichman's orchestra h.o.'s at ton Club here,
Chuck Kosler
lackhawk, 500; $l-$2.50- min.). Still doing nicely'.here;
total of six."
the Mark Hopkins hotel. San Franabout 3,400 last week.
Charlie Barnet, Chicago (Chicago; cisco; until Sept; 12 and may follow
(Aliiiiienpolis)
Biltmore Bowl, L. A.
40-75). Willi .'Background to it with the
5 From Krupa Band
(Par). ..Continues

•Dixie'

to

pull

Bob

Cheslei

;

"band

returns

-

,

•

(

4.000;

Danger" (WB), doing solid $45,000:
Jay. MrShann- (Happy Hour: 650: no cover or min.-). This torrid Negro
Kirt Bradford will' fill the sax
Join Fio Rito's
Last week, - 'Yuungcsi_ _ Prof essrorr
lues, singer, wound up long and successful engageband with Waller
post left vacant by Dan Grissoni
Indianapolis, July 20.
(M-G) was a good combo with Glen .with Jimmy Lunceford's orchestra.
meht. Large nightly crowds average 750. Jimmy James opened this. week.
Five
fornicr
-..of
'members
Geiic
Gray's orch, doing big $52,000.
Krupa'.s band have joined Ted Fio
Rlue Barron, Indianapolis (Circle:
Woody Herman returns to- the Rito's orch,
appearing at the Circle'
2.800; 30-551; With other acts and
town of his band's beginning on
theatre here last -week
'Salute for Three' (Par). Nicely bal- A,ug. 7. when he goes into the
They arc Dodo. Manarosa, piano:
anced program drawing healthy Stanley, Pittsburgh, for a' week's enBuddy
De
Frankel, sax: Jimmy
$16,000. with bulk of credit due band. gagement and his first visit to PittsPupa, trombone; Ed Mahclich, trum(Rcconfj bcloio 'are- grabbing most nickels this tueelc tit Jiil;cbo.rcs
Carmen Cavallero, Boston (RKO burgh since his then new'orch bowed pet, and Gloria Van,, vocalist.
'th'roi(0liOH("tlie' cojinirj;.. as reported by operators to 'Variety.'
Names of
Boston: 3.200; 44-99)..' With Two in at the old Willows five summers
Krupa s band broke up with the more tli an one li/inil or vocnlist after the title indicates, in order oj popuTickets to London' (U). pjus Doplcy ago: at $600 a week.
maestro's recent conviction and jail larity, whose recordings -are being played. Figures and names in parenWilson, others, oh stiigc. Helped by
thesis indicate the number of weeks each song, has been in (lie lislino*
sentence on a marijuana rap.
nightly, beauty contests, heading for
Lionel Hampton band pencilled
and 'respective piiblisliefs )
comfortable S24.000. Last week Cab into Stanley-,: Pittsburgh. week of
1. Comin' Oh -Wing, Prayer (5)
.Song Spinners'
Calloway's band lipped 'Raid Calais' Aug. 13. following the Woody Her- 2 Crews for 1
(20(h) to neat $27,000.
,\ Dick Haymes
man outfit.
2. 11 Can't Be Wrong (5) (
arros)/.
Solves
Draft
Problem
Kelly >
Horace lleldl, Philadelphia.- .arle:
/ Willie
Cleveland. July
Acoff and band inked for. a
2.708: 35-751. On screen; is 'Salute
.
... .Decca
£ Dick Haymes .
3.
You'll'
Never
I5i
(BVC>.
Two/ allcrnating crews of musimusical, still .untitled; to be protor Three' i.Par). Getting $26:800.
.......Hit
Kelly .
( Willie
are being used by HenryMadrleucia,
New York duced by Armand Schacfcr at Re-, cians
Eiiric
Decca
Iiikspots
.:.
\
George, -hew./.maestro, of Southern
4. Don't -Gel' Aroiind
(17 i
(Roxy: 5.88G: 55-S1.10I; With Jack public, co-starring Lulii- Belle aud
Victor
Duke
Ellington
,
(
Tavern'/ .'orchestra.' to circumvent
Durunt and Carmen Amaya in per- Scotty of radio.
5. Paper
arks.) ....
the scarcity of draft-proof men.
.Mills Bros... ., ..:
and .'Coney Island.' (20th).
son.
All
of the boys in his two' outfits
Ken Bailey's orch picked io- open
.Decc:
( Jacques Renard
Wound, up fifth line week last night
As Time Goes
double in war factories; here,
ul
..Victor
the new Hotel -May fair Root; in PittsRudy Vallee
(Tuesday at resounding $57,000.:
|
the 'double musical shift allows thcin
7. In
./VicUir
.Sinatra-Dorscy .
Hal Mcinlyrc; New York (2.756; burgh...
to keep up their band careers;
.35-81. 10
.With 'Backgrouhd- lo Dan8. All Or Nothing
.Columbia
...Sinatra-James .
Kenny Xowllier,. Pittsburgh Sax
ger' (WBi. In third and. final woek
.,:..'...
9. Johnny/
.Song Spinners
player, haj; joined Bob Aslor band Mclntyre to Play
of. run. looking about $35,000, not
10. It's Always
at Idoi'a Park, Yollr.gslow)
.'Coluhibi;i
inatra-Dorsey
extra- but okay.
Hal McIiUyic's orchestra lias becii

Crew

:

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

..

'

;

'

Band

.(

..

.

:

.

.

.

-

'

.

. .';

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

i

.

;

.

.

.

I

1,

.

.

:

Canada

.

,

,

'

..

'

.

,

'

Eddie South, New York (Slate: ,450; 35-$l.I0). With Jackie Miles on
stage and 'Bataan' (M-G i' (2ci run ).
Com bo of /picture and 1 slage.show
should bring' good $25D0TJ
'

-

Phil Spitalny.
35-$i:i0).

4.820:

New York

(Capitol;

With 'Stage Door

Canteen' <UA). Exceptionally' steady
pull

of

all-girl
tin's

/

OTHER FAVORITES

(These 'records \ute ;ditevtl y below

first

10

til

popiilrtViliy)

-

Velyet.

You
In

Moon

(H >,

(

Witma'rk

Rhynie. With

My Arms

Pistol Packing

>

.......'.......;

.eaiitirur/.i'Chappe.lJ.i.

(Piicifie

.

•../.,.......:........

Mamma'

........

„'. .'.

. ..

._.

.

'.

Fud'dy-Duddy Watchmaker .........
Wait For Me Mary (Rem icki
.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

,

.

'

cjk

-.';:.

.

.Harry James

...Willie Kelly/

.

.

.

:

the picture and Spitalny's
band indicates strong $65,000
.(4th).. Remains on indef- leasing
Corp.

week

initely.

booked for six dales in Nova Scotia.
Canada, .laic this month! the first
American band to play that territory; since Red Norvo went* through
about: three,, years -ago;- Mclntyre
plays dance /'at St. .Johns. July 26,
state sector.
-another --at- Truro the following day.
and then four dates' in Halifax conEddie Le Baron and- band signed sisting of 'concert and
'.danced.
for two musicals, 'Harvest Melody'
Mclntyre is currently at the
and 'Trocadero,' by Producers Re- Strand theatre,. N; Y.
Elda Allen has joined Babe. Rhodes
orch ; (formerly the baron Elliott)
crew as featured vocalist; Outfit is
the slnff b^npLal WCAE, Pittsburgh,
and. fills in oh dance jobs around In-

.

/

:

;M

Dexter
.Kay Kyser
.Dick

.Columbia

.

.. .. ..

.

Haymes
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.Hit

Dci c:

...Okcli

'.Columbi:

.

Haymes

...

.

Decca

:

'

Russ Carlyle, former i ax-vocalist
with. Sammy Kaye and .Blue Barron,
;

Jack Teagarden, Los Angeles' (OrHugh Tully and Modernaires have
plieum; .2,200; 40-65). With 'After had their option picked tip. at Hotel :and later leader
of his own band;
Midnight with Boston Blackle' (CoU <to6,sevj5lt's Fiesta Room, Pittsburgh, is In the Army,
leading a band- -at'.
oh screen. Mild $16,500. >
for remainder, ot the summer.
Camp Sibcrt, Ala.
'

Buddy

Y.eager,

Horace Heidt,

trumpet ace with
band after .first

left

,

show
week
from

at Stanley, Pittsburgh, last
lo be inducted into the Army
hii home in Baltimore."'

Harry

James' band has sound
tracked 'Trumpet Blues/ 'You. Talf
the High Note, I'll Take, the Low
Note' and 'I Cried for You' for u.st:
in 'Mr; C.orEd at- Metro.
:

45
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15 Best Song

ASCAP, by Extending Memberships

Sellers

(Week Ending July

...BVC.

My Arms

In

Blue

.

;';..'. SartHy-.

Or Nothing.

;.

...

ASCAP

.

.

:

TITLE

.

span of 22 years
Numerically, the

will

Proposes 'Safe

.

'

Dues Checkoff

j
;

right.

.

.

.

;'.

..Feist

.
.

:

,

.

.

.

.

.......

.

!

.Famous

.

.

.Robbins

..'.

.

...

.

In the
It

Blue

Can't -B4

:..

.

of E'venii'ig

.

.

Wrong— 'Now
i

!

.

.

.

...

;

.

.

.

ABC

•;'.''.!'.".'.

. .

.

.Parnniouiit

,

.

;

.

.

......
.

.CLP

.

...

.

.

.....
.".

Berlin

.

;

.

.Pacillc

.'.

.

.'...':...

.

Voyager". ..... ....

.Harms

.

,

.-

.Shapiro

..

....

:

Johnny Zero .... ... I.:.; Let's Get Lost— t-Happy Go Lucky'Mpre Than Aiiythiiig In the World'.Nevada
...
.'.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

:.-.

.

... ..;

.

.

.:.

.-.

.

.

.

.'.,

.

.

.

.Santly

,

.Paramount
.Remick

.
.

.'.

'.

...

...
..
:

.

.

:

',

.....

;

.

.

,

....

.
.

.Dorsey
.Crawford

.

People Will Say We're In L0\-8— '•Oklahoma'!
Put Your Arms Around Me— 1 'Coney- island'.
.;'.;'.
Right Kind of Love.
SccVelTy
...
~t7: ,'i :'.
:':.;~r~'.
•'
Sunday, Monday or Always— t'
'.

'.

.

'.

~

.Broadway
...Witmark
.

. -.

.

.'.'..

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

~Sonthern

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

—

/May fair

•.-•."..'•

'.

.

.

.

.

.

Santly
.Lincoln

BVC

.

.

-

Protective Association as a. bogeyman in a/so-called reform campaign;
Also for a dues increase drive. This
faction has likewise been urging the
SPA membership' to demand, that a
two-third share of the ASCAP roy-

resolution calling for tlie 15-year
extension, a poll was taken of the
writers and directors
present oh how each would react to
the proposal. Every director present
committed himself to a continuation

publishers,,

or his contract.

Boost

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

bmi

;

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chappell
.Shapiro
.

Embassy

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

;

i

.

'.

.

.

.

.

.

DawsOn

.

.

;

...

-

newly -enlisted songwriters.
To' avoid conflict with the -Music
War Council of "America, an industry organization which meets in con-

Chappell.
.Chappell
:Shapiro
:('rawford

i

.-

.'.

'.

.Mills

....Reis

.

.-

.

.

:

.

vention in N. Y. in August, the. Wing
project oii Monday (19) reverted to
its original title of the Music War

Committee.
.Hammerstein. just back from the
Coast, announced' the setting, up of
a similar committee there last week;
with a nucleus comprising Aaron
Copland. Arthur Schwartz, Yip Har
burg, Ira Gershwin, Herb Magidspn
Whether the
and Jerome Kern.
Coast committee will serve as an ad

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anon
World..

Mutual

;

.

.

.

..UaniM
Faiiioui
...Paull

.

;

..''.;.'

liie

a

.

•

steiii II'.. chairman,
work accomplished thus far, with
Jack Joy and others to set forth the.
aims of the organizations, type of
Songs, thus far
songs needed, etc.
accepted will be demonstrated for

.

:

.

.-

.

songwriters will receive a bid: to
The Marks-BMI suit had been used
join in the'project.- Oscar Haininerby a faction within the. Songwriters
will review the

;

:

.

|

way.

New Tunes

If
I

:

'

27th

•

be allotted writers.
Before the ASCAP board passed

:

.

Don't Want Anybody •'..........
You Piease-^+'Dixie'.
Have Faith
.......
Heard You Cried Last Night
1 Never: Mention Your
'ante
In My Arms .....
.......

.'.

.

1

•

.Bobbins

.

...

.

.

Mass Meet

iisliers"

alties

Heavenly Music

...

First niass. meeting of the Music
" ar Committee of the American
quo would appiy to the pubWing is skedded for next
camp were the eventual Theatre night (27) at the Hotel EdiTuesday
other
finding of the court to go the
son. N.S;., 16 which alt professional

status

.

.Leeds

.

...Robbing

'

With

.

'•„.".

of~TIVe ASCAP bbaPoV.The
ASCAP management -was.' compelled
two weeks ago by <)rder of counsel There'll Soon Be a Rainbow.
.':'.
to discontinue to deduct such dues Violins Were
Playing
from the royalty checks of SPA You'll Never -Know— iilello Frisco'.
...... ;
members on .the basis of assignMOST
PLAYED
AFTKR
ments.- si natured by the writer.'.
The suggested .new method would Taking a Clianco on- Love— ftabiri In the SkV.;
be without benefit of assignments Things That Mean So Much to Me......
and bi infi. the deductions within the As. Time Goes By^-; •Casablanca'.;.
1
safe bounds of the ASCAP bylaws.: It's Always You— 'Road to Zanzibar;
.';
The procedure proposed by the On the Sands Of Time.
eautiful.
publisher is as follows: After the You Rhyme With Everythin
A
New
Trail
In the Skv ..
ASCAP, board, had declared its quarNight
We Called II h Day
v
;
terly dividend, a writer- director
who -is also a member of SPA could Victory Polka
approach the ASCAP. management And Russia Is Her
with a list showing the SPA dues Fortune For a Penny
....
owed by ASCAP writers and ask Oklahoma— ''Oklahoma'
that the amounts be deducted from Shh!,Don't Look Now
'Weather'..
their royalty checks: ASCAP could There's No 2 Ways About Love—
.
..................
........
legally comply with this request.' Do You Kno w
:'.
...'..
...........
since the deductions' would not be Mexico Joe
'.
/
made by virtue of advance assign- No. No, No
ments, something which the ASCAP Now We Know .....
Never a Day Goes y
.'/
bylaws specifically taboo.
Surrey With Fringe on Top— ^'Oklahoma'
The shutdown on. the SPA 'check Take It
From there— t'Con'cy Island'.
oft" was to. become effective with the
Wait For Me Mary
ASQAP royalty You're
second quarter.
Irish and .Beauts
....
distribution, but the. ASCAP board
.Holiday.'. For Strings v.
modified this order when if., w
I'm thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes:....
advised that- the Society's
later
Time. Stands -Still-'-.
...... ...... ..... ."':;
bookkeeping department had al
So Nice Come Home To i'Somelhing Shout AbOtif
ready provided for the .deductions
r
t F.itmnsicril:
L'cgil Musical.
and that unless the ban were lifted

member

Music War

;

to
commiljed
publishers
ASCAP for 22 years, the outcome or
the suit would have jio concrete
meaning for the writers in the organization for at least 22 years'.; The
writers would go on receiving 50';
The same
of. the ASCAP royalties.

Don't Get Around Much Any mo'i;
Dim't Worry— f.Salute For Three"

SPA

Method' for

.

proprietor and administrator, of the
small rights which flow from a copy-

...

.

"

K

fUBLISUKR
'..

:

'.

be marketed in about ..three
weeks, .distributed- by Modern'- Vendand Ave' months.
move is without "precedent in the in "' under a new 'Modern' label.
Membership Tune, 'written by. ick Kenny. N. Y.
liintory of the Society.
term* have heretofore been limited columnist, and his brother Charles,:
will be made by a full band and
to Ave and 10 years.
The main motive for the .continua- vocalist and Will be backed by a
tion-' proposal was a 'desire to allay
piano-version of 'Violins/Were Playany distrust or animosity tViat might ing.' another Kenny June published
exist within- the ASCAP family over by Lincoln Music.
tin- possible performing rights own'Modern's Nat Cohen openly. states
ership upset that might accrue from that' 'the- disc he will.dislribule.is a
The- Songwriters'. Protective AssoM. Marks-BMI suit now pond- •bootleg item tin defiance of the
the
The Ar'MV ban against new recording). ciation will be able to collect its
iiig in the N. Y. federal -court.
action.: which has ASCAP as defend-.i: bol ;,: s n0! k np \yh whether it was members'- dues, through ASCAP/ if
the former organization follows the
ant. seeks to have the court declare performed by union musicians.
procedure suggested by ;a -publisher
-t hat- -tlie-publisher-4s-tlve_exclii-yxe„:
1965. or a

for
5

W

All Or Nothing at AH.'.
..... ....
Coinjn' In On a Wing and a Prayer.
... ...

.

:

31.

front

ties.

':

Dec.

12-18,

The

sections.

m jilpliabe'ficnl

is a trade moire to curb
rtiflciaT stinnilatioii of pliig.1, via the 'payola.' i.e., bribery or other gratuiIt's thus figured the competition will' be /lealiUier ntid cleaner.

.

.

membership contracts

two

music pitblishina; industry.:
As detailed; the first 25 in alphabetical order

...... CLP
.Heard You Cried.
.Crawford
People Will Sav
Miller
Slar-Spanglcd Banner.

Of 'Hitler's Funeral March'
13. years. The contracts
isc. a. reAdmittedly a 'bootleg'
now in effect have seven years to go.'
The new termination date would be cording of 'Hitler's Funeral March'

1

WE

'

.

Marketing Bootleg Waxing

Monday and through Sundau. July

is divided.' iiifo

to

approximately 23 leaders

.

,
...

u.m.

ji.ni:-

first

'

board of directors*
voied.at a special meeting last week
t<» prevail upon the Society's writer
and publisher members to extend
-

.Leeds

.
...

.

their present
for a term of

...
./.

.It's

most played popular tunes on the networks

(lie

of

list

lieofii.m'itfl

first- section, represents the
order, niid rlie second section contains the 'also, rans.'' but notated in arillirnelical order.
The com- ^
Vilatiaus '.embrace the NBC. CBS, Bine and Mutual Networks, as repreABC, WJZ and WOR.N, Y.. find. fire based oiv ddla
sented by
AF,
prorided by Accurate Reporting Service, .'regular yhecking source of ,(/i 8

.

Harms
As Time Goes By.. ...
.Famous.
Always :Yo
..Remick
Wait For- Me, Mary
.Bobbins
Don't Get Around/
Paramount'
Let's Get Lost.
Harms
It Can't Be Wrong.

Insures Itself Through 1965
The

.Shapiro

,.-

u-eek

fir

.Pacific

of the Evehi'.i

Johnny Zero
All

Following

Bobbins

.

Of Writers, Publishers 15 Years,

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

17)

You'll Never Know...
Comin' In On A Wing

.Miller

.

.'.
.

'

.Crawfor

....Miller

.

.Rcmic

...

'

.

.

.Harms

...

BVC

.'.

.

—

.

.

'

tor that quarter some 1.500. checks
would have to.be torn up and re
The board al a speedily
written.
to. the N. Y. setup or function
separate organization has not called special meeting voted to. lc
been determined as yet. Overtures the deductions stand as they were,
It was reported last week within
have already been made to have
Waiter Wanger head the Coast SPA writer circles that President
group.
Earl Robinson, who aided Sigmund Romberg's drive for
Hammerstein in the formation of the 200 r dues increase was not going
Coast unit, meanwhile stays out any too well, particularly among the
.

Songsheet Market
The sheet music business appears
be unusually strong for midsum'-'
mer. The jobbers report that orders
from retailer.' have been holding up
consistently and they cite as a major
factor for the present .situation the
fast sales upsurge being shown by a
.

to

group of new songs.
These numbers include

"I

junct
as

|

BAND FINANCIER NOW
BANKROLLS MUSIC PUB

ahd Always" (Mayfair.i.

A.
A

Frisco Opera Co. Skeds

i

20.

nia toiir Nov. 1, with five 'operas
slated for the Shrine Auditorium in
Los Angeles and one at the Civic
Auditorium in Pasadena. In the repertoire are 'Lucia di Lammermooiv'
•The Girl of the Golden West." Tligoletto.' 'H trovatore,' "The Force "ofDestiny' and 'La Bolieme.'
n the; list of songbirds are Lily

.

now

et al.)

Almost In Prior to

Ezio

is

Five Songwriters Taken

On

.

I'aolis.

at

M-G

Inside Stuff-Music

ren

write

will

.

they would be subject to criminal suits for infringement.
When the plan was submitted to Petrillo. trade lawyers pointed out
that the arrangement might turn out a boomerang tor the publishers a.i
far ns the plan's attempt to restrict stations" was concerned. The lawyers,
recalled that the licenses which ASCAP issued to stations 'in behalf of
these same publishers did not stipulate the means u by which the music
may be performed, with the result that a broadcaster could legally plav
«ny music covered by his ASCAP license, regardless of nnv restriction's
later imposed by an ASCAP member.
The same circumstances would
not apply to jukeboxes, since that device is not licensed by ASCAP.

for Three Pix
Harry Ruby- has authored 'Songs My Mother
ever Sang.' satirical anthology of 10 more. or less hokum ballads, which Random ••House has
brought out in book form ($2.50 1. It's a followup to a former RH edition,

ditties'

for

'Ruby and (Bert) Kalmar Song Book.' but this is soloed
Some of the titles speak for themselves: 'there'll Alwavs
ight On' Tannenbaum," 'Get OfT the Pol,' 'Chesterniever's
'Indelible You.' 'God Bless Every State in llic U. S. A..'
etc.
Each song, .reproduced with piano parts and lyrics: is preceded by
a pseudo-academic page of explanation..
in 1936. Qt the

.

.

by. the former.

.

Be a ,Lindy's;',
Chewing Guni.'

'Ziegfold

'

Mcllugh and Al
Johnny Mercer and '.'Harry- Wa
Dubin for 'A. Tale or Two. Sister
ahd "Harold Arlcn for 'Kismet.'

Split

prez. has again rejected a plan whereby rcouse might be manufactured.
The pronosal was

that publishers, or copyright owners; issue to recorders a limited license,
restricting the record to home performance, and then warn broadcasting
stations and jukebox operators that if they used such ..restricted records

Jimmy

Follies.'

AFM

James C. Pelrillo.
ords- strictly for home

Hollywood: July 20.
Five songwriters have been signed
by Nat W. Finston, head of Metro'
musical staff, tu work- on three
forthcoming pictures. -..

Kay

Swift, songsmith. \vho used to be married lo James
Warbiir
is' now a cowbpy.V bride at the Fayc
& Kay Ranch, Bend. Ore.
in connection with the forthcoming publication by Simon
Schuster of her book, autobiographical, titled. 'Who Could Ask for
the Anything More?' Slated for Aug. 12 publication,
Miss Swirt feels it will
also make a. Broadway play.' and several possibilities are simmering'
towards this end. It's her first trip cast in three years.
:

and

:

Pinza. Salvatore Baccaloiii, Dusoliha
Giannin'i. Jari Peerce, Licia Albanesc, Robert 'Weede and Alcssi.i dc

//

until

orchestras

a

A pretty good accounting on the
progress made, to date toward the
final split-up of Irving Berlin' and
Saul H. Boj'iistein on their Irving
Berlin. Inc.; music publishing •business, will be ready for Berlin, when
.lie -.arrive.- in N. Y. from the Coast
Berlin left Hollywood
this week.
yesterday (Tuesda'yl
The. accounting will pave the way
for the final Berlin-Bornsteiii schism.

.

Thomas.

various

of

of

Berlin-Bornstein Audit

-

Charles

Edward Masters, up

financier

he had no- intention
resigning as president and that
E. C. Mills would continue as gen
era! manager.

satisfaction, that

music publishing venture.
His money, is operating the
I'm, now being
old Reis & Taylor
run by Dave Bea nie, brother of. Ben.
and Lester arid- Herb Reis.
Herb Reis is the former half of
life- firm's title, once partnered with
.Larrv Taylor, ex-band vocalist.

San Francisco Opera Company,
headed by Gaeland Merola, will openits seventh annual Southern Califor-

John

.

Johnny Long. Jerry Wald.

now backing

Tour

Los Angeles, July

Romberg do
top-ranking writers.
clared Saturday (17) that the cam
paigu was proceeding to his full

there to complete the setup.

Heard

Cried' (Campbell),- 'Paper Doll'
(Marks.), 'They'll Say We're in Love'
(Crawford'' and 'Sunday, Monday

So. California

!>

I

You

Pons'.

a

*

in

Music Notes
composing

Gruenberg

I.ouls

.

New York

Si

.

score for 'America' at Metro.-

Anthony Collins, is
stroycr' at Columbia.

Scoring

'De-

The Chemical Warfare
vi.-ipn |i;is adopted Sergt. Paul WcKcnzie'*
'The ;Gas House Gang' as its official; song. Shapiro-Bernstein is. the publisher.
The bureau .of technical infornialion of the Army- War College
Joe Goodwin Critical
several numbers for 'Harvest Mclhas decided to. make Dave Franklin's 'March of the Infantry' the. official
Jnc Goodwill songwriter.- is seii- ody" at PRC.
spng- of the infantry.
The number adopted is slated to gel an intensive
ously ill at Ihe Veterans hospital,
buildup on flic C.oea-C'ola band scries over the Blue. Net work.
'
'•
- Bronx!
E. Y. Ilarburg.. and; Harold Allen
".Among his songs arc 'Baby Shoes' cletl'ed 'Thank You Columbus' for'
li Important to You!
The shrel mii.-ic sales on 'As Time Goes By' went over the".100,000 mark
and 'I Always Dream of Billy.'
'Meet the People' at Metro.
last .week;
The tally sets a record- for 'a revived tune. In this -'instance;
rake it was brought back by Warner Bros.' -Cnsablanca' and otherwise exploite
Walter Kent aiid Mi lion
placed 'For Whom the Bell Tolls' under the direction of Mose. G limbic. The royalties to the song's writer,
Introcluctory .Broadcast
with Paramount- Music.
He>J512!!_Ul'P'foUl.- front' publication, syncluonizaliou and
phonograph
records, already figure around $st>.000.
Leigh llurlitie and Jack Scholl
collaborated on the title soncf- for
Story
^Variety' (7), stating that Happy Goday 'formerly witli'Lecds
"Johnny Come Lately," the C'agncy Music Co. in N. Y.,' is how working at the Vega aircraft plant on ,-.th«*
Carnation Conlcnlod IIoiir-^-iNHC-—Auguwl. 2
production for United Avtisls re- Coast, failed to mention that Goday continues with Leeds as manager of
Associated Musk': PuliliHliers, Inc., New York
lease.
the Coast office along with his work on Ihe'Vogu aiavey;ird shift.

)nu'rr Important

in

'

i

Harry Aksf composing score and

The Vuair [iufino.i
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AGVA

dispute

Jurisdictional

is

on 2-a-Day Revues

currently

.

gated several years ago., that to be

growing' between Equity and the an AGVA
show, the properties,
American Guild of Variety Artists, costumes. material, etc.. must belong
'involving, a committee of 'stagehands, to. the acts. Otherwise, it's ah "Equity
It may
show.
musicians, and allied crafts.
all

be brought

to a

Three major
;

i

on:

T'.yo '-'nightclub.' contra.et -silualions gills playing the holel> swa ik Par
deliniiciy <ei. The others alontracl .also. pro\ ides.
ready in action- in the west are"I.cf look near -settlement while aiiulhcr is (lise Room.
still up a
tree wherein ihe Amcr- ..for 'room.
Follies"' and 'Ice-Capades.':
co "-'
ij!
AGVA stepped in wheii the .man-'
Arthur M. Wirlz; who teams with-]- irt n
:r
;;1
New
agetVicnt decided on a 'return,
Miss
i.

j

!

fall:

may be

™.A
'

.

.

Billy

rehearsal.

in',

A

Cafe

Men Squawk

.

:

fact-finding

will

play

days

17

Madison Square Garden. N. Y..- starting Jan )7. as against to days for the

:

I

I

past several seasons. Dales in Chi-!
cago and netroil have also been ex-!
tended. So many male skaters from
both the Heiiie-Wirlz skating troupes;
have gone into uniform that il. is
li
planned (o use only girls in the l^'gnj-s-s

,

to

get

of

(iO'i

|

.

j.

I
'

better scales

union 'men'.

It's

all

to

their advantage.'
'Criauve, Sbiiii'

Set

Also involved is the new 'Chauve
Leon
which
show
Souris— 194.'V
Greanih is producing, with an opening skedded for Aug'. 12. However.
likehood of the new
little
Russian vaude-revtie bowing out 'of
the picture since Greanin says he'll
Hitre's

open

on. an- eight-sho\v a
nl.though. it it clicks he

.

week
wants

basis,
to

go

AGVA. which
1o 12 shows a week:
ays. it won't waive -its jurisdictional
rights to "Chauve Souris' without a
proper hearing on the matter to determine its classification., says original overtures had been made .to.
AGVA by the producer. The vaude
union received a. letter from Equity
last

week

selling

forth

its

interest,

taking over the Russian' show and
original
pointing
out
that
the
in

.

'Chauve

Souris' produced back,
also an Equity show.
Possibility is seen of several vaude
shows being lined up by '-.Clifford C.
Fischer and (he Shuberts for the fall
also being affected if Equity gels
jurisdiction over them. Fischer says
flic shows he has in mind .would be

the

.

'20's

in

was

geared strictly
tation

to

two-a-day

.

prc.-en-.

and that they wouldn't be able

to operate otherwise.
The combined crafts

union lakes

the position, and cites rules promul-

ART LESSER BUYS OUT
FISCHER IN FOLIES CAFE
Arthur Lesser, operator of La Vie
Parisienne. class cast side N. Y.
is'now also sole owner of the
Folios Bergeres in the Hotel Edison.
N. Y.: having bought out Clifford C;
Fischer, who originally' produced the
revue.
Lesser is bringing, in Willie
.

bistro,

Howard

tomorrow

(Th'urs.)

night,

has also revamped the show.
Fischer,
meantime, has gone to
the Coast on another deal.

and

Certain creditors have been stalled
until the' early fall when it is exr
peeled business will adjust itself.
Right now it's excellent at dinner,
but supper trade is off. Lesser plans
a name band lo hypo this phase.

Shubert. and the Shubert
lawyers. William Klein -.and Milton
R. Weinberger, were originally in
for a 'piece' of the place, but Lesser
had control all the lime. Shubert
and Fischer parlayed some of their

laid

down

Rum

the-

irem*

.Camp Shows Reverse

the union.

b\

pending

Al.-o

-

is

ah..

'

.

.

is

aci

Ruling on Withheld Tax,

';

nilevv,

Now Deduct 20%

Will

at $45-

$30.

'Cutting

l-SO-Camp Shows;
on the ad-!
Unless the American
uilri of VaArtists can effect an imnie- vice o( counsel, has reversed its;
p.-ict
wiih Iho Rnvy theaLOL. de cision with jc sp e c
10
'.he
ap :
N. Y.. in' its long-standing dispute [plicability of the 20'; withholding
over chorus rehearsal .lime, (he mattax 16 entertainers 'servicing ihe
ter will be thrown into arbitration.
army camps and navy bases, .'both
Matt Shelyey, AGVA's national adhere and abroad. As a result. Camp
ministrator, served .notice last week.
Shows execs ruled that the lax will
Matter
of
rehearsal' hours
has
be withheld, adhering to ihe same
notably held up the contract.
procedure being followed by. all theMatter has: been in abeyance in atre circuits.
past few Weeks pending return of
Several weeks ago counsel for CSI
Gae Foster, Roxy's chorus director,
handed down a ruling to the effect
from the Coast. She's due back, this
that the morale entertainers -shouldweek.
be rated as independent contractors,
Theatre management has already but when the legal representatives
agreed to petition the War Labor of all major. theatre circuits met July
Board for permission lo boost chorus 2 and unanimously decided lo deduct
:

.

riety
dinle

m

Probed

along on

go

with ihe Bal Tabai in. N.
wiih
scale of.minimu
'

Det.

j

get some satisfaction.
yen ihe 60';.
figure works a hardship but most
of the cafe men- have at least expressed
satisfaction
will)
but
it
charge it's not being carried out in
practice.

AGVA

!

.

'Hollywood' reviie.

;

:

1'

lo

I

.

AGVA

j

'

-

.*"

:

I

I

,

'

:

Supposed

retailers.

•'•

means

monts and

I

i

•

at!

,

it

God' retrenc
subsequent (•.'iiice'!lai:.on'

rollowing.:tiie .'Act of

:

I

:

Show

stands.

musicians and bnoktheir purchases at same time
ast
reportedly aroused over
year, cafe operators in many cases
Hi*' recent: two-a-day trend of; vaude claim that they're getting less
than'
roadway, cracked down
units on
a third of their 1942 buys and 'inon the show, demanding it be placed sist, a continuation will put: them out
\inder Equity jurisdiction, and it lot business
in no time.
up, al'was' subsequently, backed
One- proprietor; 'operating a highly
though 'AGVA claims it had already
prosperous establishment, has figeffected pay benefits ror the. chorus
urcs
prove
to
that he averaged more
and that it should have remained
tiian
1.400 quarts, per month ..lasL
"jmtfer "AGVA" jullstlietioh.- Rather r
jyeaf. and then points to his present
than risk an eight-show a week
allowance, from
the slate
stores,
policy plus the tilt in scales for
which
amounts
to around 80 bottles
as
backstage crew; musicians.
week.. At that rale, he say.; and
an Equity show; the producers with- per
drew venture despite the fact (hat with deman'd growing daily, he'll be
into lucky if he s able' lo run his bar for
SM.OOO had already, been sun
an hour and a half an evening by
'Sun.'
the lime fall rolls around.
Reports that Equity henceforth
Number of operators are figuring
plans, to lake tinder its jurisdiction
on getting together and carrying
all shows booked into the regular
further their -grievances straight to, the slate
has caused
houses
legit
As far as the fact-finding capitol ih Harrisburg in an effort -'to

committee of

diction, since
for the craft

to' :he
class acts,

of

miner' policy

l

j
j

ftag'e unions,

.

f

;

\

Pittsburgh. July 20.

Nitery owners here, raising the
roof wiih local representatives of
Stale Liquor Control Board at. 'what,
they reel are unfair practices in distribution of booze allotments to the

Haywood

seething.

.room's,

«f at':: in Ihe wake ol a oily-wide'
ciahip on night drinking- in
'ubljc
Vn '•
'A' classification,
places.
Despite the ban. nianage-eoni-raci
wiM; provide for $75 inenl has decided to risk ,ihe eiabolor. pnneipals'. $15
for 'rate floor show policy! since the dint .'
chorus, a six-day -u eek and- union •in gusjne.-s has iidl been as severe
recognition.a- was anticipated.
Similar deal was uhd
ivenn:
While here Irving, also piicied a
1 .'""
some weeks ayo 10 cover the i.treenient whereby the RoxV ihea.'Mrs. A.-ior's Pel Horse' 'unit .at 'the lie would only book
acts.
S ' K 1 bul ,he '• ,ll<
"'"i closed before
lhe <,< ,;i '- uiis o.<msmnm;ircfi!
xt'! ;s -^.v Rose has expressed wil-

!

WJiilf the oilier- rink outfits
outfit? willj
will
cover " much lerritorv
Henie
Uic
the
show Will be conlincd'to
lo a few key
kev

Of Liquor from State

committee is concerned. AGVA execs
take the' position: 'Why shouldn't
they rule, in favor of Equity juris-

;

j

vaude-revue. -Follow the Sun.' while
'

-

''

Heme in the 'llollywood' pre'A'GA
and ...My -Rum;.
weeks
sentation and 'Stars on Ice: i Center.
Radio Oitvi. recently returned from i' of -negotiation; are .-el'.-tO sitiiui'ture
the Coast, where lie completed plans ;;n agreemeni either ti-is week or'
:;oxl AGVA-uzir.g Reno's new P.i:.for nesi season
three months in'
amond 'Morseshoc; :'. V. nitery
advamte.

At 'Unfair' Allotments

stymied.

Wyiin-Donald

|

W

'

|

Pitt

Situation has been growing in recent weeks, culminating two weeks
ago in the first Broadway casually'
over (be dispute with (he folding of

the

M
™ ^*
Wk.

i

i

shows next

still

be'

become

!

vaude

two-a-day

contemplated

.will

-ne-xl .M;a,<on despite transport;!-!
lion problems.- Sonja Heme's 'Holly'wood Ire Revue' being iholauvrin'

-..

on

shows

.ice

47

\

tfiiii*

showdown before

(he international board of the parent
Associated. Actors 'it- Artistes of
America. Otherwise, it's felt, unless
clear-cut definition is obtained
a
ifforts of several producers to put

VAUDEVILLE

P^RIETY
MAJOR ICE SHOWS
TO TOUR NEXT SEASON

3

Equity,

.

'

Detroit.

here have added a new one
to their 2:.')0 a.m. survey to see if
the iiileries are closed. Their' latest
job also is checking to see that the
jolly hosts aren't: pouring Illinois
liquor into Michigan' bottles after
Police'

I

j

!

.

!

the guests leave.
Stunt isn't necessarily the 'cutting'
gag of Prohibition days but to eke
out. local supplies from states .which
have more liquor and. possibly, to
circumvent the payment of Michigan
minimums to $50, retroactive to last the lax from the gross salaries ot all
taxes on importations.
acts, Camp Shows counsel contended
Last week three operators at the December.;
Frankenmuth Inn -.were nabbed onthere was.no difference as between
Sign Atlanta Hotel
employment by USO and by comthe. charges and more than 200 cases
mercial theatres.
of liquor confiscated. It Was followed
Atlanta, July 20.
by a move to have the stale lift the
Meanwhile, CSI will file its own
Jack Irving; exec secretary of' the
spot's license since it was revealed Chicago local of the American Guild application
for a
ruling by the
that the license was issued to a of Variety Artists, here to pact a Treasury Dept. for the purpose of
fellow who has been in the Army for contract with the Henry Grady ho- securing an official decision and
a year and his father, who was as- tel,, has won minimum scales of $75 .clarification of the applicability of
sociated with activities of the Pro- for principals and $37.50 for chorus the tax on camp show nets.
era,
was lively in the
hibition
'absentee' management.
Press here sniffed a return to the
old bootlegging day but the Federal
operators
laughed off any
such
:

'

:

,

dream on

a

They

nationwide basis.

pointed out that what is overlooked
in
the pipes of a return to the
Prohibition era is that the Government controls the supplies of such
essential
materials as sugar half
pound per week per person and
that it would be Bbout as easy to get

—
—

still

equipment

Currently Making

as a battleship.

Two-Week

Lee

Priorities'

profits

into

45%

of

Threatens

Libel

Appearance

Action

at Loew's State,

Against Pub of 'Falange'

the

place: with the lawyers having minor
percentage interests In the profits.
They're how out also, Lesser being
100' o owner.

Personal

Collada, N. Y. El Chico Op,

Benito Collada. owner of El Chico,

N.Y.C.

Greenwich Village nitery.
who left for Lake Placid for his
weekend,
over this past
health
visited the G. B. Putnam Co. "s hometopflight

•

Term Contract

and 'raised hell,' lo quote him,
because of Allan Chase's .references'

office
to

him iCollada)

'Falange,'

in

with

now

back .on The Axis Secret Army in
the Americas/ published by Putnam's. Chase called "the- nitery proprietor

the

makes

leaders

ih

Collado, his brother, who is manager
the Spanish dept.. 'oX the Park
Central hotel. N. Y, The latter hostelry, was the headcjuartei s of ttflP
C.asa rte Espana (House of Spain), to
which Chase imparls a Falangist

JACKIE
M LES

of

hue.
Bori,
the
Lucre?! ia
also mentioned as
• ..Falangist 'sympathizer:'

Incidentally,

Melopera diva,

is

who stopped

'.Collado.

off

in

New

me from Arizona and.
.en
where he had gone
Piiiehurst. '.
to regain, .hjs health, is well-known
York

.

(o

I

show and newspaper people, and

has .frankly

discussed

his .political

sympathies a« regards Spain, .where
he had relatives 'fighting on both,
sides during, the Franco, civil war.
He" told; PCff nam's In" no uncertain
terms " to hi? 100'-' Americanism,
and put himself on record as a cerlaiii

Pictures

of the
America.' and
to
Tbmas
reference

'one. of

Franco government
also

M-C-M

My

Appreciation to

.

WitJ JAM. MORRIS AGENCY

the libel, laws.
of course, has meantime
published.

Jiiigant .under

The book,
boeii

Mitch'-. Avers and band to •tunc .up'.!
for three piciuits at L'nive; sal, 'fnal
or v.hich will feature: the Andrews
i

Sisters.

'
:

Sf.w

York

•

(!l»\«lnn<l

•

Chit'<ig6

•

Hollywooil
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'Act of War' Invalided

Connee BosweU Starts

When Philly

Louisville

Name

Night Club Reviews

Policy

Rialto theatre, Louisville, intends
going in for name stage shows this
House has booked Cornice Bpifall.
(WALDORF-ASTORIA, NV.Y.)
well to inaugurate the policy the
Morton Downey, Leo Reisiiion
Philadelphia, July 20. •*
week of Sept. 3, but has not yet seOrch (18); Misclta Borr Orch (V;
cured
direca band to accompany her.
state
Douglass,
William C.
Nitery
$1 and $2 couer.
(Wednesof
division
today
opens
employment
Bbswell
the
tor of
Miss
Trial day) at the Rpxy theatre, N. Y., with'
Slated for
the Department of Labor and In?
Morton Downey, with his pops and
week overruled his.
last
dustry,
Memphis. July 20. -. Russ Morgan's band.
Irish come-all-ye's, and Leo Relsman
with his svelte dansapation are a
Philadelphia agent, James P. McJesse D. James. Sr:. operator of
surefire parlay atop the Waldorfan
whether
question
on
the
near
Ginley,
the 61 Club on Highway. 61
Starlight Roof. Downey is
Astoria's
invalided
be
could
contract
be
actor's
the Mississippi State line, will
particularly in the groove as he
because of 'an act of war.'
tried in the fall on murder charges
changes tempos of his pops, interThe question arose ori the con- stemming from the killing, of Tony
spersing only a few. Hibernian highSimone,
di.
Cheeha
dancer
the
of
in
tract
lights.
He works exclusively, at the
Bruno, merchant manner,
Steinway, where the mike is apwho claimed that she had a week to James night club in' a washroom
pended, and runs the gamut of 'In
run on her four-weeks contract disturbance, June 20,
My Arms,' a neat opener, 'Beautiful
when the. Shangri-La shuttered' for
James was indicted by a Shelby
Morning,'
'You'll
Never Know;'
to
failure
its
following
for
season
trial
set
the
County grand jury, wilh
'People Will Say' (another 'Okla^
get air-conditioning equipment be- autumn term of criminal courts^ He
noma' excerpt), 'Molly Malorie,'
cause of wartime priorities.
claimed he shot Bruno, home on
Same Old Shellelagh;' 'Embraceable
Marine
You.' 'My Heart and I,' 'You Made
When Miss DeSimone complained leave from the Merchant
Me Love You,' 'Irish Wake,' 'Who?',
to McGinley, he claimed the can- base in New Orleans, after the latOut of a conference to be held -to- 'Falling in Love With Love' and 'I'm
cellation was justified because the ter attacked him with a bottle in
(Wednesday), in Washington be- in Love Again,' which is a generShangri-La closed because of 'an ac( the course of a nightclub argument. day
catalog of pops and
officials and ous enough
Treasury.
Dept.
tween
God.'
of war'—similar, to 'an Act' of
American Guild of Variety Artists standards, and which gives an idea
She took her complaint, to AGVA,
of his durability.
execs is expected to conic a. revision
BAA,
Impact of Downey's showmanship
which appealed to Douglass.
of the- newly promulgated statutes is his deft manner of 'throwing
Douglass, in overriding McGinley,
whereby vaude arid nitery. perform- away' his ditties. He does them in
Balk 'Unfair'
said 'an act of war' ruling would
ers will be permitted to deduct all marathon' choruses, without waiting
set a bad precedent. In a letter to
expenses, commissions, etc., before for applause punctuations, and works
Dick Mayo, executive secretary of
in an infectious; zingy mariner which.
Id Boston Venture the 20%' tax is withheld.
- AG-VA,-DougIass said many nit_c_ries
U s nrp flrg fnr niiHipn r g valii pg Per^
the~sirpport of ~the
"CuTfe'n t~T^o"cea uro "~wherehy th c
enlisUrig~
By
haps the lone false note is 'Irish
have no air conditioning equipment.
Burlesque Artists Assn:, the Anier-' tax is taken off the top without any Wake,' a somewhat macabre inter'It would thus be easy,' he said,
allowances for travel or- other ex- lude for- all- its good-humored dei'can Guild of Variety Artists has
for a nightclub proprietor to get prevented a burlesque house' op- penses has resulted in wholesale velopment.
out of a contract by closing up erator on AGVA's national unfair beefs
Reisnian has a strong team of
registered
by acts
being
and blaming it on the fact that he list from opening a house in city throughout the country. Latter claini 802ers, with Helaine Howard feacould not get any air conditioning other than that in. which the alleged they're not trying to shirk their re- tured vocally. With himself heading
equipment or other equipment be- violation took place, pending settle- sponsibility and are willing to go the five-fiddle battalion, plus five
reeds, four brass and a rhythm seccause of wartime conditions.'
along on the 20% tax. but that the tion comprising string bass, drums,
ment of a wage claim.
Involved in the dispute is Jack levy should come of. the act and not accordion, piano and femme harpist,
Jean Bennett replaced Mary Camp Bryan, of Canton, against whom, the gross income.
it's a compelling aggregation for the
as the vocalist with Bernie Cum
Matt Shelyey, national AGVA ad- hoofology department. He needs a
AGVA contends, a salary claim by
mins band.
an AGVA act that played his burley ministrator, and Mortimer S. Rosen- strong aggregation to All that large
rectangular Starlight Roof. Mischa
house is still hanging fire. When thal, national counsel, who will hud- Borr alternates;
Ambrose is at the
Matt Shelvey.^ national AGVA ad- dle with the Washington execs to- tape; biz is terrif. Then what isn't
NOW ENTERTAINING
ministrator, learned of Bryan's de- day, have prepared statistical data nowadays?
OIR BOYO IN ENGLAND
.Abel.
compiled during the past weeks to
cision to open a house in Boston,
he apprised BAA execs of the situa- back up the performers' claims and
N.
showing that such expenses as trans
tion with the latter subsequently .in(NEW YORKER HOTEL)
portation, costuming, tips and other
tervening..
and
agents
cleaning,
Johnny- Long Orch (10) with
gratuities,,
represent about Marilyn Day, Gene Williams; 'Man
GUATEMALA TERPERS SET broker's commissionsvaude
and nitery hattan Holiday' " Ice Revue uiith
50% of the average
The Maya Group, native Guate performer's salary. By 'average" Mary Jane Yeo, Lee Sullivan, Mary
ma Ian dancers, seven femmes and AGVA excludes the top-bracketed Jane Lawson, Billy Peterson, Bob
Wliipht & Corrynne Church. $2 din
two men, under the management of performers.
iter minimum;, cover, $1 weekdays,
Luis Consalez, has been signed for
Treasury Dept. officials have al
an appearance this fall in the U. S. ready indicated to the AGVA execs $1.50 weekends.
by George H. Dalrymple.
,that they look favorably upon the
New ice show at the New York
They have toured South America's revision but requested that, the data
Personal MBBBSUBMt
er's Terrace Room, debuting with
Feature be submitted for study before final
top casinos and niteries.
Johnny Long's return to the bandfolk terps with native costumes.
decision is rendered.
stand, comprises all new faces.
It
per usual a superbly costumed
is,
revue and its entertainment values
good.
Balto-D.C. as

STARLIGHT ROOF

Cafe Violates Pact Due to Closing
Man

Memphis

Murder

.

See Tax Change

Favoring Actors

In Variety Fields

;

.

AGVA Team Up

Op

To

—

-

:

New Yorker's current bill is
the mixed team of Bob Whight and
Corrynne Church, who make a neat
impression in several dance and
dangerous acrobatic, routines. Close
behind comes Mary Jane' Lawson, a
nimble soloist who makes her bestappearance in a bit. keyed to waltz
Billy Peterson also docs
tempo.
good solo work In several opportunities and also teams in a couple
spots with. Mary Jane Yeo, a capable
entertainer and one of the cutest
and shapeliest bundles to ever grace
Line, most of which
this rink.
seems to have been' heldover, is a
bright item in the proceedings,
Lee Sullivan, radio singer, has reHe
placed Bob Russell as m.c.
does a good job on the commentary
and introes and displays nice voice
on accompanying vocals. He's best in
the finale, which features a sort of
beautifully
cosprayer-meeting,
tumed and lighted but spoiled somewhat by the 'Sing You Sinner" routine, which is extraneous.
Johnny Long's band plays the
show too loudly, in. fact that's a
When
fault all the way through.
Long first came to New York several years- ago he had a pretty good
combo that built a reputation for
Apparently
itself on sweet music.
he has been convinced that he
would have-a-easier— road-to -th e- top
he reorganized into a swing
if
Not
groove. This was a mistake.
that the band is as bad as it sounds,
but to play that sort of music it's
necessary to have exceptional muin th»

.'

.

(Continued on page

54)'

.

.

LENNY KENT'S
ACT

'

.

.

Written «nd Copyrighted by

,

DORA

.

.

TERRACE ROOM,

Y

MAUGHAM
1775 Broadway, New York
Houni NHI

•

CO. 5-8340

'

1

more and Washington

locals of the

American Guild of Variety

AGVA

Artists,

has re
versed itself and is operating the
two offices under separate juiisdic
the national

office

ME
RETURN ENGAGEMENT

expanding nitery activities and
keeping a sharp eye on legislationaffecting performers and operators.
As result, Joseph Bowdcn, who
handled the dual jurisdictional job,
remains on the Washington assignment as local AGVA director, with
'Skipp' Fink put in charge of the
Baltimore local

of

JUST CONCLUDED

Week-ROXY Theatre, New York

Fjlrle

Theatre

Hid*-.,

lilh una Mocket

Wulnui 401T
Wnliinf 9*ai

St.,

Plilla.

TALENT
ALL BUYERS OF dub
owners, agents,
(theatrical and radio producers, night
advertising agency executives, picture scouts, picture house
representatives, orchestra leaders, etc.)

ARE INVITED TO AN

AUDITION OF TALENT...
whom

comiilg top names in the entertainment world, all of
will be backed by heavy, consistent, properly conceived buildup promotion that will mean profits plus to their employers.
Barbizon Plaza Little Theatre (58th St. at 6th Ave.)
Monday, July 26, at 3:00 P.M. sharp.
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TALENT PROMOTION CORPORATION
NEW YORK,
44th STREET

WEST

Telephone MUrray

N. ¥.

Hill 2-7430

Saranac Lake
.

5th

.

JOLLY
JOYCE

IIIONK

^A^n^|a^e^he^utMajidingjair

tions.

Difficulty arose when it was dis
covered that the Washington job
was a full-time operation, in view

Vm

In
Plillmlelphln

<:iul>,

WRITE
MIRK

AGVA

Unit Split by Nat'l

LOOSE NUTSMajestic

3

week— racking

'

AL BORDE

After an experimential trial of
several weeks merging the Balti

Management

Rxrlafttv.

WILLIE SHORE

By Happy Benway

NEW

A

Saranac. N. Y.. July 20.
Passing of Alyilda Lowe Evans,
wife of Evan Evans and the sisterin-law of the late George 'Honey
Boy' Evans was keenly felt by the
gang here. Mrs. Evans had been
here nearly 40 years and was the
first cook that the. old N.V.A. sana
torium had.
Dick Puff (WOH) cheered by visitof Dorothy Reynolds. Ditto for Mrs.
Jetry Derene who was visited by.
Mary Araldi. of Brooklyn.
Jean St.. Clare (MGM) planed in
from Hollywood to visit cheerful
Alera (Cocabana) Gooding who has
good reports and looks set for speedy

COMEDIAN COMES TO BROADWAY

THE AMAZING !!

,

Thanks to

SAM RAUSCH

BETH FARRELL
America's Outstanding Dancing Stylist
Considers

To

it

Honor
Our Armed Foitcb

a Privilege and an

Entertain Menihera oi

WW PLAYING

MR. BALLANTINE
"A HILARIOUS FIASCO"
LOEW'S CAPITOL, WASHINGTON,
WF.KK OF

OPENING

IMrrctlim— MKYKR H.

USO Camp Shows

Exclusive Personal Management

PAUL MARR, 203

No. Wabash Ave., Chicago

NORTH,

Jt-T.Y

D. C.

(Week July

22)

S»

STATE,

NEW YORK

l'ulnre Theatre lmlldloK,

New York.

comeback.
Alice

Van

Ness, formerly with the
.Robud Theatre Corp. of New Jersey,
elated over surprise visit from her
son v Charlie.
Leandra Rinzler. formerly withCommodore theatre, Brooklyn, re-

RINELLA'S

BROWN

sponding to treatment nicely.
William Morris Memorial Park
opened its playground for kiddies to
S.R.O.
Spot has everything from
sand pits to sincle hobby horses, a
:

veritable kiddies' heaven.'
After a four month routine of hospitalization
at
the' St. Vincent's.
Worcester, Mass.. Ella Perry is continuing, bed routine at her home in

Worcester.

She

underwent

operations,

Write to those who are

four
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Wednesday, July 21, 1943

STATE,

HOUSE REVIEWS
the patriotism of the war worker,
this town is loaded, with them.

N. Y.

The stature

the legit stature of Vincent's pipes.
Lad can really handle a tune and
might toss in: some legit vocalizing
for a smart: switch and a good pace'
changer.
Clown's to good effect
and works very well. Sent stubholders out in happy frame and had
to take numerous bends before 'audi-

of Jackie Miles as a

continues to. grow and
right now he appears to be reaching
his peak of stage ability arid assurAt the last show opening
ance.
Miles was getnight (Thursday)
ting laughs with the rapidity arid,
case of Milton Berle, who, pr.ipr- to
Alms and the 'Follies,* was pretty
fixture
at the. State
a
much
as
near
ras maestro Ruby Zwerling.
Miles ties' up and holds together
bill.
He's
a capable
vaudeville,
this
mx. arid his introes are straightforward, but his entre' act comedy
"business are his major contributions.
He thus pads out and makes a mild
little layout look like a production.
One of those dead-pan personalities,
y's a mazing how fast he grow s .on
an audience and keys them up to
the point where they laugh even at
T
the wave of a finger.
Opening day> Miles syas^working
under, the terrific handicap of bad
hews. Just before the first- show Tie
received a telegram telling him of
the crash arid serious injuries sustained by his brother, jn Army
pilot, in Texas.
Miles' emergence as a topflight
comedian is a talent irriprovement
noticeable to the eye, However, the
bill contains an act that hints of an-'
:erJmp£o.y£ijMJ!fc-but_J>ehind the
That's the golf trick-shot
scenes:
routine by Joe Kirkwood. His booking suggests a strategic maneuver
by Jesse Kaye, LoewV booker; to
put something over on' Arthur
Kiiorr and Sarnmy Ranch', of the
Roxy, and Jules Lawrence, the
Kayo's
fellowscenic a 'designer,'
niaulcrs of the Phelps Manor links
fly.

comic

;

.

;

,

,

-

:

.

-n

.

.

.

WB

that's

had' to skip opening^ matinee. Then,
with .their troubles behind, them
they settled down to a smooth performance that's solid on the musical
side with plenty of strong comedy
support • from Rufe Davis, Paul
Remos and his midgets and pert
Dorothy Keller.
Barron's sending make's-'a definite
hit with the educated jittefbugs who
like their music good as well as
loud, - He carries plenty of talent to
handle the vocals and is experimentin g now w it h capable r eplacements.
.

'

'

.

''

:

Carolyn- Cromwell,

who drew

.

.

.

-

.

'Corniri' In:

Prayer," which
asounds good as Dick Mack sings it.
Mcrt Curtis is:heard to advantage in
"You'll
Nfcver Know' and Clyde
Burke' rnakes 'Wrong' and 'Don't Get
Around Much Any More', stick pleasantly in the ear. ^

act

is/slow and only interesting to golfers,- could do his best w'ork.
He certainly can help save the.off ice -rugs
his
that .Kaye
chews' up / with
mashie-practicing.
'

:

—

hit.

and

swarmed

then.
'

:

;

jump arrangements

Ella Johnson, billed by the leader
as his sister; and Andrew Sinclair,
handle the vocals/ Girl is amateurish in her delivery and has weak
voice, but her 'Please Mr/ Johnson"
could have learned an encore had
Johnson not barged right into the
next act. Sinclair clicked with the
crowd, too, though he exhibits little
ability in' any department. He does
'It
Can't Be Wrong,' 'Baby Don't.

.

'

A

•-'

done- by two vocalists. Though it
makes only an average impression
iri this date the; combo has possibili-

-

'

:

-

Roy Rogers (New Acts) with his.
pops film horse Trigger' and backed by.
the Prairie Ramblers, instrumental
quartet from radio station WLS,..
came on to an ovation and wowed
the
'.em -with, cowboy songs .arid
ties.
It needs arrangements and reYoungsters
Trigger.'
of
hearsals and a couple of good key tricks
of

sour-puss.
Unit gets away to /fast start with
some floshy tapping by striking
Jeanne Blanche, who's, shaped and
faced like a Pin-Up Girl; Paul .La-.
Varre and his Brother deliver^ as
they always do, with some okay
acrobatics; arid Nelson works in
with them, at the finish for some
punchy comedy. Sons of the South,
Negro quartet, harmonize brightly
and happily through a brace of

1

-

Yet, as

;

Eddie South, the Negro MenuRufe Davis was show stopper,, with
hin, and his hot: quintet are a. nifty his hilarious imitations of various
act up near the closing, but let sound effects, Davis starts, with 'The.
down" considerably by spotting col- Old Sow song, gives his impressions
ored Billie Holiday as though she's a of a radio announcer losing a fight
vocalist with the band.
Girl, who with .static, Donald Duck' singing
sings with one arm suspended as 'The Hut Sut Song,* an outboard
though she's hanging onto a subway motor boat- calling to. its mate, etc.
strap, is strictly a onc-noter
and The cornedy vocals include his old
.-.''.
frequently flat on that. In her finale standby. 'Momma Don't 'Low No tunes.
Maurice Spitalny's overture of
of four .tunes at this, catching, she Music Played in Here.'
'Vagabond King' tunes another high
reached and went so sour on 'You'll
Paul Remos packs plenty of enterCohen..
Never Know-' as to start some in the tainment value in the handbags from spot this week.audience laughing.
which the Toy Boys' jump onto the
South, a fine violinist, is doubling stage. The little fellows are skilled
from the Folies Bergere hitery arid acrobats and smart showmen, workJuly 16.
has excellent musicians behind him. ing for plenty of laughs as well as
Dorothy Keller
Their delivery of "Three in. One'; curiosity interest.
Louie,
Clitf 'Ukele Ike' Edwards,
definitely pleases with her 'cute' tap
South's version of 'When a Gypsy
the
routines.
The gal has a style as Hiie & Stanley, Garfield Scott;
Makes a Violin. Cry,* and. -finally, a snappy
Rpxyeues, Jo Lombardi's House
as her' personality..
boogie woogie version of 'St; Louis
Orch; 'Desperadoes' (Col)
Biz was good when 4 'ght.
Blues,' are all strong applause-getCorb.
ter's.
Garfield Scott opens .it with 'Boots
Opening the show are the Rich
and Saddles' in one of the flossiest
ards-Adair -Dancers,
adagio
an
cowboy costumes ever projected.
turn in which one ..male participates
Roxyettes come on in a trick numBoston, July 16.
in an animal-act takeoff with five
ber, with a wild west dummy for.
girls, dressed like panthers:
RichCarmen Cavallero Orch il7); each two girls. Neat novelty that
ards, or is it Adair, works, in. a Grace & JVicco, Jackie Green, June scored. Lowe, Hite and Stanley foltrainer's getup. a la Clyde Beatty. Preisser, Dooley Wilson; 'Two Tick- low with their regulation high, low
He wields a whip and wears gold ets to London' ([/).
and shrimp cofnedy,-; but their real
boots and silk, shirt open to the
wow comes later, when in raffish
.

:

case'

'

.

.

usually .the

the audience
went -for every act without- rescrva
tion.
This house is havirig trouble
finding talent, it seems for its summer run.' Buddy Johnson's outfit
is. a midwestem combo playing its
first -date in N. Y.
Johnson's group, five brass,- four
sax, three rhythm, including the
pianist-singer leader, is a fair outfit.
,It
contributes nothing,, really
exciting to the bill and has difficulty
supporting the acts.. Opening with,
arrangement of 'Stop
a
choral
Pretending' the group offers a string
is

;

•

:

a

this bill

.

plenty

while. --other' accompanied on piano,
and 'I- Cry for. You.' -Trio .are
nicely dressed and work with ease.
Won several bows.
Buster' West and Lucille Page,
were tops. -West's corriedy antics
and; talk, his eccentric stepping: and
Miss Page's sock acrobatic dancing,
added up to hangup entertainment.
Left to heavy- applause.
Henny Youngman had them in the
aisles with a nifty line of comedy
gab touching on topical subjects
such as the draft, rationing, etc.,.also did a funny parody and pulled
a few gags while playing the violin.
:

There isn't too much to
even by Apollo standards.

Nelson's band, four saxes, three
bass,
trombones; -four, trumpets,
piano and drums, is -up to his usual
musical, excellence, turning in a
workmanlike job in every; departmerit.
They hardly c ome any bet
ter ori the vocal ena. than Miss Hilliard, .'Whose pipes- are as easy on
the ear as. she herself is easy on the
eye:
She and Nelsori work in a
couple of their cute duets- and the 10
minutes or. more, when the better
half.'. of the. Nelson family's ;on the
Proof of.
stage, is cortipletely: socko.
how. she delivers, can. be found in
the fact that Miss Hilliard scores
with' both barrels right on the -heels
of Harris and Shore,, smash comedy
dancers who' tie the show into knots.
Femme half of that team is a crack
comedienne who could relax the
face muscles of the most confirmed
.

.

arid

-

-

aces.

,

Wing

.

'

of ohs arid' ahs f roni the light-hearted
lads when she came out, was introduced 'a.s new, and so was; FranSny
der, a boy. from Kokomo "who does
real well with 'Black- Magic.'
The
Cromwell gal, a good-looker, puts
that dimout. mood in 'As Time Goes
Boy* and lots of bounce in 'Bombshell

On

;

.

,

.'.

.

•

':

..Anyhow, quartet, then. swings into

where Kirkwood, whose

.

:

few lessons from from Brooklyn."
Band opens socko on 'Johnny
figures,
Zero," with some fine work by. the

soft- touches.-

.

,

-

Blue Barron and band arrived lii
advance of their instruments and

.

Kaye probably

,

-

those other three golf course grem-

be

.

.

.

,

(Par).

.

With

Chicago, July 16.
Two
Orne Nelson Orch Q5)-, Harriet Dottie Reid and Phyllis Lane, give
Roy Rooefs, with Trigger' 4 th«
Milliard. Harris & Shore, Paul Lacolorless renditions of "Taking a Prairie- Ramblers (4),. Buster West'
Varre and Bro., Sons of South (4), Chance on Love," 'St. Louis Blues,' &
Sidneys,
Page, four
Lucille
-Jeanne.
Blanche;
'Air Wardens' 'It. Can't. Be Wrong' and 'You'll Caprino Sisters (3), He'nny- Young-',
<M-G). "
man; 'Song of Texas'' (Rep).
Never Know."
Raymond Wilbert received good'
Current bill, headed by Roy
Bang r up show Ozzie Nelson has hand for his. standard. 'turn with the.
brought. to towri this lime for his an- hoops, and Rochelle and .Beebe, Rogers, cowboy film star,, is sock enr
finish.
nual visit to. the
deluxer, his dance satirists.; were liked for their' tcrtainment from start to
best.
Personable maestro hasn't satires on popular ballroom dance Rogers, making his first Chicago apteams.
pearance, is seen both oh the screen
stinted On acts either.
Usual band
Niclt
Lucas,
Today the waitnext
to
closing, and on the stage.
presentation; has three acts, sometimes only two, but Nelson 'is pack- opened with 'What's the Good Word, ing lines reached clear arpund the
ing four in addition to Miss Hilliard,' Mr. Bluebird.' and other old stand- buck"' at times, definite evidence that
«ind they're .ill A-l, too.
Opening bys included -painting the Clouds his drawing pp'wer is not cpnfineid-'
day crowd certainly attests to grow- with Sunshine,' 'Tiptoe Through the- to the smaller towns.
Four. Sidneys gave- the show a
ing popularity of the pair on the. Tulips' arid .'Side by Side,' latter
Red Skelton' program.
From the with some new lyrics for an extra fast start with excellent cycle worklook of the getaway, take this week verse to fit current Avar times. Lucas' that included various groupings by.
should be the. biggest for. this' pair attempted only one pop number, the three women and man among
'Corning
in
on
Wing'
\yhich
a
and a
was a three high; -trumpet:'
since they first started corning to
playing by girls while mounted ori
Pittsburgh. The ropes were up, and Prayer;'-, for good reception.
high' unicycles; hoop juggling while
plenty standees at the break.
riding and.; the Closing trick, done
Presentation' has something of the
on a palm tree contraption mounted,
^-aii'-of- one-big- happy—family sinci
plva oicycie ridcn Dy trie man. Went
Nelsori, with his friendly informalBuddy Johnson Orch (13) with over big. ':
ity and genial disposition;. runs it oft
Ella
Johnson,
Andrew Sinclair,
Caprino. Sisters, attractive trio,
that way in addition tp working in Luck
.&
Lucky, Cino t Corfez, put over several' songs in better
.with a couple of the- acts and also GeorgeWiltshire,
Tim
Moore
than average harmony. These inwith
Miss
Hilliard,
of
course: Vii)ia-/i..
Harris;
Graysbns
(2), clude 'Coming in on a Wing and a
There's a vaude. (vaude new. style) Jimmie:. Smith;
'Murder iii .times Prayer,' 'Would It Be Wrong,' 'Beintimacy about the whole thing and Square' llitdie).
cause' sung by two of the girls,
the 60 minutes of entertainment is
.

Indianapolis, July, 11.

-

'

lins, will
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.

Kirkwood,

off.

moons.

in.

Blue Barron Orch, Clyde Burke,
Dick\ Mack, Carolyn Cromwell, .3
Blue Notes, Mert Curtis, Rufe Dauis,
Paul Remos & Toy Boys- i3),
DoTbtHy Keller; 'Salute for Three'-

'

in Jersey.

him

Infirmary,': and utilizes his Usual
trick of playing half a trombone. ;
femme vocalists with outfit,

Pittsburgh, July 16.

•

:

;

let

Biz biggest

:
.

;

,

.

.

would

ence,
:

;

'

STANLEY, PITT

jnd

Eddie South' Orch Lengthy working out of a Western
Richards-Adair Dancers (6), Cowboy Joe has interpolated into
(6)<
Joe Kirkwood, Billie Holiday, Ruby the business some good comedy and
Zioerling's Pit Orch; 'BaiudW (M-G). selling vocal tricks which reveal
Miles,

Jackie

.

You

Cry' and

an encore.
.

Done Found Out'

'I

sion

the' stage

at act's conclu-

and followed Rogers

off.

Morg.

-.

CAPITOL, WASH.
::

Duncan,

Sisters,

July

16.

Ada Leonard 6

Band, Sally Joy & Mascot, Lynn
Allison,
Art Brbion, Sam. Jack
Kaufman's House Band; 'Youngest

(MG).

Profession'

as

•

•

.

The new generation

know

doesn't

mixed tap much about the- Duncan sisters "but
decidedly heayy for Rosetta and blohde Vivian, can still

Luck and Lueky

:

is

a

team; .the girl
such work, yet very agile. Open wow customers. Rosetta is still the,
girls
J
with dub routine nicely executed cut-up. In' blackface as Topsy,
harmonizing 'Remember.' fl
and follow with last arid- rhythm open With
Theri a Barnacle Bill with Vivian at I
~
bits, the latter, by boy, the -best.
piano arid Rosetta clowning, folCino and Cortez, Mex guitarists- the
lowed by a Spanish fandango. In
singers, show little of value, yet go
between-some lively batter, much of
over solidly.. They cap a rather it up to date about.Congress. Harddrab roil tine with a rhythm version workers, for with their hospital arid
Of "Dark Eyes,! which is good, arid, Stage Door Canteen appearances,
sets .'era with' the crowd.
they did 11 shows on Thursday, but
Graysons, man and slight, goodr were still full of. pep when caught.
looking blonde; both/white, offer neat Audience liked them and gave them
risley— aero act to strong reaction. a rousing hand,
The Ada Leonard band leans top
One of the turn's best tricks is a
slow-motion foldup -to' floor' by the much upon the. brasses and neglects
Jimmie Smith, given un- harmony and melody.. Leader does
male.
usual attention here as a star act, an exotic dance which reveals goodunderpinning.
Her song is 'Mad
taps'- out tunes on a sort of xylophorie contraption. He works hard About. Him BlUes.' and her kid' sis-,
femme. garb, accompanied by two on 'St. Louis Blues." 'Man I Love' ter, Michalelne, also solos with 'Yes,
waist/but what makes him most unIt doesn't seem to matter Avhether Andrews sisters records, they panusual for an. adagio dancer .is the
and 'Stardust.' It's different, but not My Darling Daughter.' Band could
trio.
stand
a
top
ever
of
the
notch
vocalist.
Dez.
not
the
RKO
custorners
or
have
harrrionizing
the
tomime
white
major
for
hairy chest he displays sq fulsomely.
strong enough
Thompson, a deft young lady who
heard of the band heading the com- Hard workers and handsomely ap- houses.
Act as a whole is a neat flash.
to this band from Phil Spibo here.- Cavallero, for instance, is plauded.
Biz was good at this viewing.
Tim Moore, abetted by George came
talny's has a moment -in the spotbrand new to this section,-- but -his
Cliff Edwards comes on >n street
Harris, coritrib
Vivian
and
Wiltshire
Scho.
music clicks from the overture. The. dress after a neat build-up by four typical Apollo comedy bits and, light with 'Girl With a Drum.'
Only interpolated act is Sally Joy
acts are generally solid, too, and Roxyettes. Special drop improvised
though stuff is weak, it sets the arid her fox terrier, working swiftly
there's the Venida Hosiery's local for this act with name in silver
crowd in an uproar.
arid doing a clever routine of acrobeauty contest to boost the interest spangles and autographed, signature,
Wood.
Biz fair.
batic tricks.
of local celebrities including all :of.
Baltimore,' July 19..
nightly:
Art Brbwn gets the audience In
the .critics. Good showmanship idea,
Romo Vincent. Carole & Sherod,
Band features a string quintet of
good mood with his organalogue
Harry Anger.
Jinx! Wong Troupe (5),' The Briants along, with its conventional brassfeaturing comedy lyrics and Sam.".-Edwards opens. with 'Fascinating
(2),
Patsy Gnrretr. Felice fuala and rhythm, and the result is a sort
Jack Kaufman's overture, features
which gives him opporIndianapolis, July 17.
and House Orch (12); 'Mr. Lucky' of schmaltzy bounce, rieither too Rhvlhm.'
Lyriri
Allison in 'Lidbestraum.'
rhythmic
of.
his
some
for
tunity
(Col).
The style is acrobatics. Then 'what: a Night for
sirriipy nor too j ivy.
Arke.
Leuan &. Bollei, 3 Morgan Sisters,
essentially straight, alternating the Spoonin',' which is tabasco for fam- Christine Forsylhe, tilenn- Mason, 3
Buttressed by a pair of. standards, lush string quality with the' crisper ily audiences. Then his own version Otantos, 10 Adorable's. Ed Resener
CavallerP's of. Jiminy Cricket in 'Pinhochio;' House Orch; 'Varsity Show' (WB).
K. C.
The Briants and Jim Wong Troupe, attack of the brass.
current show draws .the rest of its stuff at the piano has plenty of bite, singing 'Wheri You Wish Upon a
Kansas City, July 16.
talent from nitery and radio arid -the a quality, it lacks when he's rriikirig Star:' Finishes -with 'Paddliri' MadeFreddie Stritt, Jed Dooley & Co.
is below standard this week:
combo works put all right. Romo in the acts, and he draws a big line Home' to a solid hit. Had to
<2), Mary Mario, the Martingales
Arke:
It has its gopd points but lacks,. -a'
Larry beg off.
medley.
for
his
(2) Laura Mae Tipton/ Tower. Orch
Vincent is the emcee- and is allotted hand
lukewarm;
was
Audience;
welcome
baritone
with
a
clincher.
Douglas,
a
with Jack Parks te Marilyn .flat-closing spot for his .'individual con''",•
linger; 'Captive Wild Woman' (U)
tribution.
iri response.
He's a smooth gagster masculinity, does the vocals, regis,
L. A.
and gets plenty of laughs and' solid tering especially big with 'Dancing
Three Orantos more than hold up and 'She Has What It Takes' (Col),
Band well liked.
in the Dark.'
applause on a brace of vocals;
Los Anodes, July 14.
their end of the show with skillfulGrace and Nicco, ..in comedy
Wong troupe opens with their
Stage show accents comedy; and'
Jack Teagdrden Orch (14)', Ray- presentation' of their perch act, two
';'
Usual fast and socko tumbling,' bal- adagio stuff, run across plenty, of mond Wilbert, Rochellc & Beebe, of them working on ladders and. brings back Freddie Stritt as m.c.
Who've never encoun- Nick Lucus: 'After Midnight with poles -balanced: on the anchor man's Bill runs about SO minutes, and'
oricing and pyramiding which scores customers
shoulders and feet. They're smooth. Stritt is much in. evidence throughand gives; act a puiichy getaway. tered, the business before, and take Boston Blackie' {Col).
register out.
sisters
Carole and Sher.od, two cyefilling their share of kudos. Niccos candid
Three Morgan
femme ballet tapsters, contribute cracks, lend additional interest.
nicely with their havmony'.ori 'Harr
After opening theme. Stritt greets
is listless, lacking
Bill this v.follows iip with vari- two brief
lem Sandman.' 'Embraceable You' the stubholders over the. house p.a.
routines for a pleasirig .in- Ja'ckie Green
start* zing and enthusiasm necessary to arid 'Coming In On a Wing, and a
terlude
Garret, ous celebrity take-offs.. He.
system by means of an off-stage
preceding
Patsy
Nothing wrong with
put it over.
ihe.iri inside his -tcngets
cold,
but
makes mik,e,' makes his 'entrance, arid
also,
Glenn
Mason
Prayer.-'
billed as The Chesterfield Girl.' Has
iridiv^diinl nrts iri ability but missing'
good impression as. one of the few gives out with a chorus of .'Waiting
pleasing personality' arid sure stage minute stint, and finishes big.,:
June Preisser is licxt \viih her is an fcagerripj.s Jo give an extra somexylophonists who i.-n't imitating Prof. for the Robert E. Lee." The Tower
presence and handles vocals nicely.
';
to sell "their wares.
Lamberti this season. He plays his Orch follows "through with the- -pop
Oh short show caught Saturday ). acrobatics anil cute chirping^ ;pecl-. thing
-Jack TeagaiVleri'.s^ band, musically straight, with plenty of variety in' a.
rep consisted of '-You Can't Have j'ng down to the sweater- to finis-h for
'Let's Get Lost,' and Marilyn Baly
.okay, dot'.sri't hit a fast stride until two' program ranging from. 'Beer .Barrel
Everything.' 'As Time Goes By', and a''.cordial' getaway. Dooley Wil.xeh.
linger,'
brunet vocalist, takes the
Voice'
'Sorbewhere
a
numbers.'
flni:l
Polka': to 'Battle Hymn of tfte ReMelancholy Baby' straight and. in following his riitery engagement ut
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LEGITIMATE
Ross Directs

Broadway Chorus Hareup on Salaries
Doused;

WLB OK Awaited

Opera

Phila.

Philadelphia, July 20.
Robert Ross, director of the recent
of 'Porgy and Bess' and

revival
other

on Raises

Broadway

WLB

Reported to Have Affirmed

Nixon,

Pitt, to

productions

has
been appointed -stage -director -of the
Philadelphia Opera Company.. Rosschorus rebellion pn-f
''Indicated
takes over his new job immediately
Broadway has simmered; down, and
Equity
Travelog and will concentrate on the visual
the latest flare-up, that of the enand theatrical aspects of operas to
semble of Mike Todd's 'Something Bally for
St. L.
be presented,- The. schedule includes
/or the Boys,' at the Alvin, appears
-'Carmen;" 'Faust,' Tosca,' The BarSt. Louis, July 20..
to have been doused. Incident came
Plans of James A. Fitzpatrick, pro- ber of Seville; 'The Bat'
and
about through pay deductions for the
•Jolanthe.'
withholding levy.
'Boys' ducer ot travelog
federal
shorts for Metro,:
Bookings for the coming season
chorus has been' promised a raise to. shoot
icenei of the Municipal The- have already exceeded
more than
pay provided th 2 War. Labor
in
atre Asjn's cast in rehearsals at the 100 with tours scheduled in major
Board, assents;
Chorus Equity filed an application alfresco playhouse in Forest Park, cities in the U. S. and Canada.
for a pay increase sometime ago, last week were squelched when
It
which would raise the minimum was learned
that the regulations of
Shocked
from $40 to $40 weekly in New York.
the Actors' Equity Assn.' required
Hiilh Richmond, executive secretary
payment of a lull week's .nalary (apof the chorine union, set forth In the
Sudden Death Of
application that only 20% of en- proximately $10,000) to the entire
semble people.on Broadway are get- company for photographing such:
Critic John Anderson
scenes.
ting the minimum, that the balance
y JACK PULASKI
Manager Paul Belsman of the Theare paid $45 weekly or more. Those
Word of the sudden death ot John
gelling $40 complained that the with-: atre Assn. «ald It was a regrettable
holding tax left ' them' with , $34, situation as a Fitzpatrick travelog Anderson last Friday (16) spread
while those, subscribing to war would give' tha local enterprise a along Broad way rapidly and expresstamps arid bonds found closer to million dollar! worth of publicity. sions of regret were voiced uni
However, he pointed out there, is a formly over the loss of the New
$30' in their pay envelopes.
Ensemble in 'B6ys' received not standard clausa in tha contract nix- York Journal - American drama
critic.
He had been operated upon
jess than $45 and Todd paid addi- ing the making of photos of the
tional money during the 'out-of-town opera and ha declared 'we can't get for a sinus condition three days preWhen the chorines, threat- around it.''
viously, but diagnosis revealed detry out.
.
ened (o quit -because: of- their wifch'At the invitation -of the St.^Lpuis mise was caused, by meningitis.
it was' the opin: holding deductions,
Committee/ support by civie-biggies Burial was held Satur day (17) at his
summer home in Monroe, Conn,
ion of a chorus union leader that and the city,
Fitzpatrick, his crew of
where he was interested in civic
they had been badly advised and four
camera men and two local opshould have given the increased cost erators, shot
more than 4,000 feet of and political affairs.
Parliamentarian, author, lecturer,
of living as a reason for 'their profilm, of which 1,000 If expected to
''"''•',
i<jsl.
with as well as critic, Anderson was
be produced and released In OcAgitation in the 'Boys' bunch ap-:
the most affable personality among
tober.
pears to. have" started because the enthe aisle-seat coterie. His nimble
semble in 'Oklahoma' (St. James)
mindedriess was frequently shown
got 'raises when the withholding tax
in. sessions of the Critics Circle of
'started.
That boost varied, some
which ,he was president, and that
getting $2.50 more, others beingquality .was also evidenced in de
bates, at which he was adept.
upped $5. $7.50 or $10. The average
His
chorus pay in 'Oklahoma!, is $50
reviews on- shows were always
(imperial), is
weekly.
'Rosalinda'
readable and his opinions on the
another musical where chorines get
new plays were generally depend^over the scale and their pay was also
able.
V
increased. In addition all members
Anderson was first in "Variety's'
William
randt and Jules J.
of the '.cast and chorus who were in
annual drama critics boxscore for
the show when it opened are' given Levenihal, operators of the Atlantic the season of 1938-39 and the season
Coast subway circuit, have recon- before that he was a close runnervacations with pay.
Threatened to Walk
He was. originally, on staff of
sidered -their decision to fold the up.
First recent chorus defection was
the N. Y. Post, becoming the critic
Audubon, on upper Broadway, N. Y.
with the 'Ziegf eld. Follies' (Winter
in 1924, and his standing that season
Garden) ensemble. When that revue Theatre was slated to. shutter after was third in the boxscore. He betried out the chorus was told the the Aug. 1 performance of 'Without came critic for the Journal in 1927,
show would be away for two weeks. Love,' but Leventhal on Monday succeeding the late Alan Dale,, and
When the out-of-town stay was prothereafter his seasonal standing was
longed (show was. moved from Bos- (19) booked 'Room .Service,', with consistently high, ratings in additon' to Philadelphia) the chorus was Philip Loeb and Teddy Hart, of the tion to those mentioned placing him
oh the- verge of walking out, saying ori inal cast, into the house begin- third for eight years and fourth four
they had not given up their living ning Tuesday, Aug. 3.
His average, percentage for
limes.
quarters, in New York, and such-.exWindsor, Bronx, bowed out of the 19 years was .818. Season he topped
pense 0 had to be paid. Management
the score his percentage was .849.
circuit ori Sunday (18), leaving two
increased the pay. and it continued
Anderson wrote of theatrical- mattha
Audubon.
In
additionhouses
to
when the revue came to town.
ters daily when, there were no plays,
Another ruckus in which the These are the Flatbush, Brooklyn, to be covered. Before entering the
chorus was involved came when 'The. and the Adams, Newark..
hospital he completed- an article on
Student Prince', was revived at the
Cissie Loftus, who recently died, the
Solly Pernick, business manager
Broadway theatre as a stock attracvaledictory contribution appearing
for Theatrical Protective Union No.
tion after playing for years, on the
Sunday (18).
in the Journal on
dispute over
road .on a production basis. As a 1 lIA), denies, that, a
Among his varied activities he was
stagehands to be emstock show pay for the 'Prince' en- the number of
script consultant for the 'Cavalcade
responsible
for the dewas
ployed
semble dropped to $35, whereas on
America' radio program, and was
the of
Windsor
and
the
fold
cision
'to
the road the pay was $45. Notice
chairman of the 'People's Platform'
was given by 22 of the ensemble arid Brandt-Leventhal original Intention on CBS whenever that series dealt
down the Audubon.
14 did quit.
'Prince' plays nine per T to close
with theatrical subjects.
formanccs weekly, one more than,
'It's. a case of trying to make the
Born in Pensacola, Fla., Anderson
business,'
usual, without extra pay, that being IA the scapegoat for poor
was educated at the University of
allowed in. stock, a rule permitted said Pernick. 'If the. houses were Virginia. For a time he conducted
they
to apply on Broadway.
customers
the
pulling
in
a drama course at the New York
them
wouldn't hesitate about keeping
His books were 'The
University.
open.' The Central, in' Passaic, N. J., American Theatre' and 'Box Office.'
was dropped from the circuit a He was one of the few critics who
month ago because of the poor b.o. tried play wrighling but desisted afBrandt charged last week that 'un-. ter his 'The. Fatal Alibi' flopped in
.
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Reopen
Revue

the

Irv Caesar

July

'PilL<burgh.

20.

ATAM

be

agai/ist ...Nixon's

theatre

be in

the

Dispute

-
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"

considerably, for last three attractions in June.
Nixpri also plans to bring back
.'Abie's Irish Rose' for a run.. Re1

.
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vival 'opened Its current lour here
late in spring and did sensational

troactive

$16,000.

15% over
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JULES BLEDSOE DEAD
IN

HOLLYWOOD AT 44

Jules Bledsoe, one of the lop
Negro baritones, died last Wednesday (14) in Hollywood, following a
cerebral hemorrhage.
He was 44.
Bledsoe, although originating the
'

was the forgotten 'Jim' of the
original 'Show Boat.'' in which he
sang 'Oid Man River.' His part was
later taken over by Paul Robeson
and the latter overshadowed Bledrole,

i

:

.

soe to the extent'that the la Iter's association with the Jerome Kern
operetta was soon forgotten by the
public at large.
:

Besides

operatic

was

a

•

concert and
extensive
work, Bledsoe for a lime

headlirier in

vaudeville.

A

reasonable'

demands were made by

the local stagehands' union to
additional^ men on the payroll.

1932.

put

In

a

Dudley

public debate in
Malone,
Field

came out

TO PAY CUT IN 'CHARMS'

up

with

Anderson

.

minimum was

Con-

$100.,

ATAM

Run Mark
;

'Onr Town' Acclaimed

.

week

By Crix

at the Blackstone theatre, last-

thereby hanging up a record
as the longest run in the city's legiti-

in

Buenos Aires

night,

mate theatre

Bat-Folds After 3

history.

Night'

in

a

Turkish

Wilder's 'Our Town',- which, opened
to strong notices, closed after less
than three weeks. Translation by
Francisco Madrid was presented at
Politeama by top local company of
-..

Eva Franco and Miguel Faust Rocha,
and as directed by Orestes Cadiglia
followed the Broadway presentation

bath

by Cyrus Wood and came to Chicago
after a tryout in Sail Francisco,
with a cast headed by SkeeLs Gallagher and Buddy EbSen. Ebsen recently joined the Coast Guard and
was replaced by Stuart Erwin.

style of bare stage, few. props, -etc.
'Town' won the Pulitzer prize in the
States when it played on Broadway
some, seasons ago. The -author's "The
Skin of Our Teeth' won last season's
Pulitzei? prize. It's a current Broad-

way

ARTHUR BYRON'S DEATH
ENDS LONG CAREER

•

.

71.

•

While he was
of

casts

such

in

hit.

Latin theatre experts are hardpressed to discover reason for failure
of 'Nucstro Pueblo', -but some feel
locale was such that it was. hard for
many audiences to grasp. Number
of critics consider this particularly
unfortunate since they felt, play, in
addition to its novelty as a theatre
work, also possessed strong proYanqui propaganda value in its exposition of a down-to-earth portrayal
of ihe American scene and way of
life.
Fact that film version was
shown here, some years ago, thus
giving number of theatre goers impression play was old, possibly had
something to do with'its quick fade-

Passing of Arthur Byron on. the
Coast last Saturday (17) ftnaled a
long stage career during which the
veteran actor- gained prominence,
although hardly stardom, as one of
the most skillful leading men.
His
forte was light comedy.
For a time
Byron headed Equity but was able
to remain in that post but a short
time, because of a 'heart condition
from which he succumbed.
He

was

10.

First U. S. translation to appear
on local boards this season, Thornton
•

'Ladies' was adapted from Avery
Hopwood's and Charlton Andrews'

'Ladies

Weeks

uenos Aires, July

Previous long runs were held by
Life With Father,' which ran 66
weeks, and 'Lightniri'; which closed
in its 65th week at the dealh of its
star; Frank Bacon.
Both attractions were housed at the Blackstone.

the supporting
as Ethel

actresses'

.

Barrymore, Maude Adams, Mrs. out, showmen declare.
Fiske and Katharine Cornell, Byron,
Cast, in addition to Srta. Franco
gave outstanding performances in and Sr. Rocha, included Pilar .Gomez,
such plays as 'The Boomerang,'
Maria Rosa Gallo and Nora Oscs.
Belasco, N.Y., and Tea For Three,'
Elliott, both comedies making long
runs. In 'Tea.' which' was rated one
of the wittiest drawing room shows Orson Welles Will Run
in a decade, Byron gave what was
regarded as his top performance,
H'wood Tryout Theatre
playing: opposite the late Margaret
Hollywood,. July 20.
Lawrence.
Orson Welles becomes a theatre
About 10 -years ago he went to
Hollywood and thereafter was cast operator in the Hollywood district,
under a license granted by the Los
in many important films.
Byron was- called \o.'lead Equity Angeles .civic .authorities:
.

-''''..'

'

'

N. Y., has a
Chcims,'
cast of only four persons the players
have agreed to cut salaries.- Play

-

;

at the* Booth',

late in the spring

1931

adversary takimagine

that critics
dictators
as

.

tention of
was that the increase was due because of the rise
in the cost of living They bolstered
their argument by pointing out that
its members had had no upping of
pay since 1938;

Chicago, July 20.
'Good Night, Ladies,; wnich local
critics gave. little hope for' survival
when it opened, entered its 67th

;

Although 'Those Endearing Young

fair notices,

top, his.

ex-

ATAM-

coming; to

pay

managers'

Wk

the
of
themselves
drama. Not long, afterward he again
defended his craft when managers
the
thought- of barring critics from
Anderson contended that
theatre.
.'every lime the critic keeps the
playgoer from spending $3 for a
bad play, he is helping the theatre.*
He was married to the former during turbulent times in thai orMargaret Breu'ni rig, who was an art ganization and with his advent to
brothers

4-PERSON CAST AGREES

opened

ori

the stand

ing

is

Increase Is $15 weekly, but not
ajl, as per the Little Steel
formula, because agents wer e getting $150 weekly, while the house

.

:

-

when

official affirmation is

$45;000

the award was retroactive,,
starting With the opening of last season.
About $700 is- due, each, agent
and manager. Most producers ;have
been paying the back money to
ATAM, which has held it in escrow.
Sh'uberis notably opposed the! award;
they now owe around $25,000-. in re-

and climbing -mercury dropped biz

Sets Chi

about 10 days,

ers, since-

•

N. Y.

.

WLB's

About

.

.-.

member*, and it will
form of '.War bonds at the
Bonds will be given

pected.

'.-

-

will distribute the retroactive

.the

the; members in

chances

ladies,' 67th

of

Association

the

tatter's request'.

air-conditioned

isn't

.

for

coin due the

•

On

between

versy

-

still

increase

Theatrical Agents and Managers and
the League of New York Theatres.

starring Willie Howard.:.
House: had originally planned to
reopen Aug. 2 with return of -Junior
Miss' for'two' weeks.. followed by another, return,
that of 'Life
With
Father,' for a fortnight, but decided
these two b.o.' attract io'ns would fare
much better later in the. year. Furthermore; it was felt that heat would

since

War

the

that

company and house manUpped pay was in contro-

agers.

'

Defends IA

reported

arbitrated -salary

agents,

Nixon theatre. town's only legit
spot,: which' closed' for sumpier middle of. last month, has announced
that' it will open the new season
on Aug. 30 .with the new Irving
Caesar revue, 'My Dear. Public'

.

.

Reliably

.

Labor Board has affirmed in told

:

.

ATAM

$15 Salary Increases to

Muny Op

.

81

and drew

critic.

but business hasn't been

Mother and eight

also survive.

Iq expectations.

-native of Waco, Texas, he received
Attendance has picked up with the
'Mex Bernkrdr/
an extensive- education- in languages,
of extra-space ads, but it's
aid
Mexico City, July 13.
philosophy, and music.
He also
the gross leaves but a'
residential 'investigation of the
studied medicine for three years, claimed that
but abandoned that for a -'singing. narrow margin over operating ex- reported plight of Virginia Fabregas,
..-Bernhardt'' now
'.'career,
Bledsoe spoke and sang in penses, Backstage costs, are higher •Mexico's Sarahdramatic
Mexican
her
heading
eight languages; was an
accomthan usual for a straight play, beroupe on a Sou h American tpur,
plished pianist and frequently a
Deal I
size of the crew.
brought lhc information to the Mincomposer.' Last '.year he dedicated cause of the
a number to President Roosevelt on is for two more'-weeks, after which istry of -.Foreign Relations from the
Car- Mexican legation in Caracas, Venea
coast-to-coast
broadcast which 'Charms' must move, 'Two Mi's.
also featured Mrs. Roosevelt.
zuela, that Ihe. actress is in no diffirolls' coming to the Booth.
salary slice Is also being ar- culty.
Bledsoe was distinguished by' a:
La Fabregas is not only halc and
massive. 200-pound, six-foot physique ranged for 'Dark Eyes;' at the Belas«»ul a highly dramatic delivery of co.'Arrangement calls for. a 25% hearty but her lour has been both
the rehis songs, which,: in vaude, fre- reduction for two: weeks, same pay an artistic and b.o! success,
her troupe are
tiuently ran the gamut from Negro applying unless business Improves. port: said. She and
in Colombia and she
spirituals to Yiddish: laments.
House Is also named for a new show, now doing wellintends to fill her South American
Mis last public appearances were Murder' Without Crime' being menhr-forc- r-cturnin.f{ ..to Mexico.
roii
;,.t.
tioned for the spot
Army camps,
\
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1

among

the presidency,, militancy

Welles plans to run. his little playhouse as an adjunct to the USO,
meanwhile introducing new comewhich might click on the big

the

dies
time.

membership quieted down. The late
Frank Giilmbre withdrew as presi-

,

head the reorganized Associated
Actors and
Artistes
of
America,
and Burgess Meredith
stepped in as acting head in December, 1937.
By the following spring
it
was clear' that Meredith didn't
care to. handle the job any longer
and Byron was elected for three
years with the understanding that
he was to receive no salary: That
dent to

New

•

'

for

i»

Belle

'La

.

holding
Helenc,'

which it Intends producing on
Broadway; probably in October. The
Erich Wolfgang -Korngoid-Max Rein-

.

:
established a* cut-tom that has'
tinued:
In -1939 Byron., after absences because of illness, was unable to maintain the post, and Bert Lytel), then
first 'vice-president was persuaded to
become acting president. In 1940,
Lytell was elected for a. full threeyear term and this, summer was reelected. for a. similar period.

Opera's Offenhacher

The New 'Opera Co.
auditions

the
Offenbach
version
of
ill be-uSed, and. Reinhardt.
operetta
will supervise the. production. Same
team were' invoiyed .in the New.
ORera's: production ;' of 'Rosalinda,'
current at the Imperial, N. Y. ^
Next offering by the New Opera
will
a revival of the 'Merry

hardt

.

,

-

-

.

.

|

Widow.' with Jan Kiepura and
Maria Eggerth, Aug. 4 at the~Majes>tic. N. Y.

.

.

,

Literati
Remembering
The rt\chior'filjlli;i
win was discussed

George- Gershwin

(iui;.>l.

•

do

The' Saturday. Review of
by Eonnel t Cerf. 11 close friend
the composer. -.upon.' Die sixth » n-

.tiu'c

in
liiverjiary. or the
weekly column; '.Trade •Winds;'
hi-;
the Random House- president recalls
Coiistituted
various
that
the
facet*
.

the

Gershwin

.

.

Pauk,;Whilo.m*« -•premiered'
'Rhapsody in Blue.' His first sung
was published, in 1916.. wlieh ho w as
.;

He

18.

that.

rnusical.

for w-h'ich

Gershwin

which.'- 'Of

-

-

.

written-

iii

.

Richard T: Baldwin.
publisher; died July

/,

;

retired

He downed

Mich:. '•

<i2.

.newspaper

13

Albion,

in

.the...

Norlhville'

Record anil his holdings had included newspapers iir Qiiiiicy, MarI'etle.'-and in Upland. C:
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Paiii Oallicos. will stay east'' for
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if

:

.

)lm , xhy lvpi> or
t| u>
ilt
feelim; that row people would
-:

.

••'

i;'i-

John

:

•

,(•„„:. ivi.i:.«w^mUv.: aiv -tolobo:
of tin- .iews accounts, in Hie
Answer' secuis to be that
people, want to read '
S or purported ..fad's.', and won't wholly go'

n.jj,,,,

na|)ei>'..

.'.'.

.

j

ar

for

wrol'e lhe miisii;. |.
1
thee .1 Sing.')

'
|

) |;
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'

,

li'-lion.,

i

s.

served lo them on

mu

.

I

Max
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:
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.
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ed of
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-
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eiu-y.clpliedjc tome; 'Yearbook |Rascpc. play reviewer for the' :-.'Y. -World-Tefesram; w'asift
i)
Popular Mul-sic:', has, been pub- j elo'sply acquainted with" the Joiirnai-Aiherican's. critic,- Jtbh'n Andcr-Min,
lishefl by Pan) Kduard Miller, who \yho' died suddenly last Friday (16V. bui-Oic^deybtccI the..MPhday
th
(l»>

-Rood will ib.Oale'

l.aHii

.J'sl

'KaufmanVaiijci^MoiVjcVh.v^kiud:.
the Pulitzer Prize in 19:12.
Gershwin's concor'ls-^uhiclv.' Cerf'
emphasizes, never '.became. offensive
form the basis for several ance
For indotes..
Hre. amusing.

S.

'

'

Army.

Hie

in

one

at

'a'rtie'rs'-^vasi-crit.' slor.y

-

;

r

:

editor,

I'orincr as.bciale

may

^

^

'

'

•

;

Aof

George

'

-

.

•.

.-

Mnu-ekci'pliis

(iiiod

;

( 1

""

'

ost. -has rejoined that paper
chore with the OWI

after' a

•

:

.

rig**.

of the

.

;

tile.

balance ui thCsununer. '
^elsoi)' Xlgrvn. the' iuivelist.. iohis Ch i'casstf di-a ft board:
duyl ed.' v

I

'

:

i

Report that there was di "icul ly: iiv sectirtng men lb' manage and j><>
in advance of ySO-Canip Shows has been proven erroneous.
Saul Ai)'"Jham, in 'chai-ffe of company staffs.- stated, there' is a waUing ijs( of aniui' l
SO applicants Xor-su'eh. jobs. A few. of the older men with shows and unit<
hayo coniplahied that they, caniiot take the licadaches accompany tntj n, e
shcplierdiii); the shows'; casls. ;.yvi most of .them are still iourini;
caiiYps;. Als
slated' by; the-'Ass.ocialion -^.Theatrical AgeiiLs St Manager..,;
that not more than a haiidful of its people with Ihc ySO outfits have '.quit'
Average veleraii manager back with the shows seems to thrive on tltit
j.bij.
all having had one-nigbler -experience, even though-, play iiiij each
camp may mean traveling by bus up lo 50 miles to and from liie nearest
point where there, are hotel accomniodalipns. Complaints include thai ot
liiidiiis .sleeping quarters/ despile arrangements made .by nien in advajiciv -.
Anplher gripe is the hotel- rato.*.':' managers' sayitijj. thcy have lillle .(«((•;
at- the ^end of Ihe wcc k': because/ of- siich cosls.
Company managers
paid $.85 weekly, ijiough soine handliiig the bigger Slio\ys get '$100,
"'
.".'•'•'
is.lhe piiy of agents.
...::.
..',"k .:'
'There are nven ahead and back\.fo.r both. Ipgiters and yaude uuils. C'ur.:.,
renlly there are: 2T shows liiuring the camps and the probable total
live raU '.will be 54 r .- iii addition there will be between 65 .and 70 units Vm
;lhe blue' list, thOs
-s being ftVe-iierson outfits trotiped to the. snvjlle:c
""' -""••'•' '-'. .:."''
'-'.'''
-"•'.' '-•'' .:'.
;':';'
bases:'-.:
!.
•

j

,

the' in-

collaboration; will

Mershon,

'
.

'

Hie Al' aiid

l(>

wmcdy' successes

numerable
one

naie. position's daily.';

received a $5 advance: -After
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A notable recollection .•-.Cerfnr.sl
that
thc -international fame
ca,mc to Gershwin, in in24 y when, in
a concert, iu; -New; ^o.rl^
Hall.
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en net t. Cerf lakesaller', the- entrances
.Lf.l.« o Hi ics
with book
U-oiilriic'I's for staffers" ;Who thay be
jVaviim on- now roreuiii assignments:
;
v s
0MU );ls s 0| lul h in that such
ij 0 „| t nialeiiar:is eager! v
sought, for.
l.it has :becu, selling well all' a cm*;
Is.
Y'-Bociks-ciicrs woriv ijoi: so b'plimis-
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luniberpian and author,.- 7 years old,
died July H iii: aginaw: Mich. Authored 'The- Pas'sciige.i' -.Pigeon" and
oilier books, on, outdoor. life.'
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column

to his colleague.' saying:
... I- shall nViss jblin Anderson aiid lilt;
theatre has' .lost hi him aiv eager, IPyal.' sincere, learned and intelligent
friend
That despite the comnieut thai'.;.
on two. Occasions he tnoic
harsh .digs at, me 'ii) print. :\
Latter: rcfer^hce.. dealt mostly wilji lliti:
•gifsc.il. in .varioiis 'actiyities sMncel in.-ranr.i
.chiding ptiblishing: rs wiiiiug sports award lo; -'The. Patriots', by the Crilife Circle. which rated that,
the best play last' seasbi\. Rasco.e yorv>d for 'The Sltin of Our Teeth.* <Plyagain "dn stall' of NKA' Syndlcate,
V m; Kuller; carioo.nist Owfio used inouth I. which, w-pii: the Pulitzer .Prize. and lie criticized' the critics,
to draw the :Kli/a Pop'pin' 'and other ilieii: .prpcedure- diirjng the' kiya'rd" scssio.n'.--'. .Th'at..-'pi:icii)iiaicfl. a- -brjet
^..itiHW- yttii^gd-j^Qlu iniiar w'aj^belwcei v;.Andeispn ^and Rascoe.''
:';'--,
r-eiuriTcd Ironic' and poured ii.vit a
else.
Irohv the \rniy t;-,'iik lilrccs as oyerAbe Kal z. w ho received $120 a week' for jusl tobting a bugle a f«w
.second's at the. thnale- of rThe Doiighgirls,' liyceum, N. .Y-: has been 'wriiiciv
'.-.and how they felt,
Lcvant,. Thy latter and. Gershwin what Ihpy
a .new.' cartoon .strip.
araguayau aiid. .Cuban
aiChiU-aii.
were trainihg: lb Pittsburgh;
ob Gessner.' tipped 'lo associate out' of the sliow. .'Kat'/.had been; collect ing .since 'DoughfjirlsV bow ed in "i
"''"''.'-..':.'
"-.
''''.: '.'
:'
concert, .with the local syrnphohy. or- working, prcssnieii are. now
'yeing- professoisliip rn niolioii picture, de- weeks ago.
chestra. Gerslnyiiv.innnedia'lely laid j yiiclo . ain's jy.ar product ion areas, partnicnt at New York University,
When Katz failed to show up for a. pe'rrbrmaiice recently he was givyti.
claim to the, lpVvpr btjrlfi;.'.and as ii'-.iJiiary liaining centers, niajor cil- spending, ya'calipii- at Windy Gales, his notice: He 'exifed Saturday. (17
:.'Allhoug|v,iy-wa$ felt the bugle' eatl.
Levanl sprawled over the edge of] ic: and ; ^I'dise plunls. ijnd uTl.en. Chilmark. Mass.. working' on a added, a/'touch.' of. reality, it was-nol regarded: as .essentia to 'the. peiforni-.
his upper to gaze at. his ciinipanion lhcy reinm. still anallier group-«' il|
novel, titled ;Ti'.easo'n; which. Scrib-. ance. so no rcpiacement has beeii .ma.di'..
''-"ii:
Ger.-liwin pp air-pribrilicfl up fbr a l.obH-see
-smoking a- huge cigainer will publis .....
First'- hand
remarked:
accPu'iHs. newshawk's
Installation without ceremony of Equity's, roil of honor has been made
Hilary SI. George. Saunders, the;
.'Do you know what this'.; icturc have sent back nave been far more
British 'whodunit scribbler ,whb also, in:its New York off ices, .catching thejrye or all as the.v enter. The large
eiroctivc than tons pi orintcd matter, authored, the. story .of ihe -work. of Wooden tablet is enscribed, vThese' are the members .who have answered'
represents'.'. It's the. difl'y.reuce between, talent and genius.'
millions. of radio words and. all other
printed, in gold, oii
the British: Cbminandps. back in the call- for-.'''freedom and humanity.' - Each namefornis pr goodwill wooing cornbined;
Eiigland.
Much publicity while he iiidivid(ial,. beveled^ rectangles which fit ini-o slot-like devices.
it's said., because- they've been perThcie are 900 names, oh the tablet.,
was her.e .gol him ,.a iiuin'bcr of 'Mm
Roil is dated as of July 4. 194;t.
tSOQ.OOO Ad I.osk
Whit the paper shortage is cOsling sonal ;Sa\y - it - myself' stiilT of-.'ih.c writing* bids. b,ut he's pledged to: which will be; especially 'lighted. While in the, Chorus Equity offices -*
publishers was graphically ihdicale.d kind only, local .seriplprs!. wilrr local go'vernmeiii work for the duration:-' similar tablet has the ii'ames of 25d rii.enibers in uniform.
ivc out: Most
Dan Mulvey. sporls cditoi; of the
last w'eek when American Weekly..' points of view can
!l vn c.'
both, reported killed ;iit
the Hearst newspaper, .supplement., striking to- live Lauh; news.men have
Legitcis Trumble Barton aiid D'avid
New. .Haven JRegisler. iihagiiies. he
asked a number, of advertisers lb' been not. the. vast war plants or has' joined.' (he. liierali: .In support Nbrlh Africa last year,' have returned; It)' ew- York. Both had volunleeied
cancel more than $300,000 ;worth of Army traininj;.. but vvay in which of that idea' lie. aulhoved a yarn; in as ambulance drivers before this country went to war; they've been: away
adverfising -skedded .for September apparently everybody in the Slates the current Esquire entitled "Comedy for 18 months.
has a war job regardless of what; in- Reverse " English', bylined Daniel
issues.
Jane Gordon, actress -married to Way ne, whose. Correct name. .McMeek-in.
New War Prbdlictio'ii Board order else, Way in which the femmcs are- P:; Mulvey, which is- the same. guy. was used in' the service, .was frantic on two occasions when he was reppeared in stock. Bartbii wu-t
has necessitated a. Itirther decrease •loiliiig. in factories., serving, in the. Sipry has nothing to do with sporls, ported lost. He is a young actor who
-.
of newsprint consumpiibn^ in the Arrny and. Navy; .and holding down
being Actional.
formerly ssistant to Otto Preminger.
this
year;' and Coinmu'iiity jobs, has especially hit
third- quarter
of
American. Weekly's letter to adver- the pencilers. who are accustomed,
:Ther<> were 11 legit benefit -./performances in aid' of the Stage Relief
tisers pointed- out that all July and particularly., in the .smaller SOuth
Fund 'during the past season, the lOih year of thc.aetOrs charity outllt.'
most of the August issues "were American countries;, to thinking of
tol.al takings being $27,784, or an average of $2,526.
closed befol-e the -extra ''curtailment- sehoras and scnprilas; as a npiiRecord Fund gross: was registered by -Spmelhing -F.br 'The -Boys.'. Alvin;
Continued from page 1
\v. f made' known. As a- result, paper working sex. let alone holding doWn
Nl Y.,, where the takings' Were $4.242.. Close behind was 'This Is The
saying for .the entire period must war jobs. 'Las mujeies- eh slacks' allhpugh 'Public'/ may come., in. soonArmy,' a matinee, last September a (he Broadway getting $3,894; Latter,
be concentrated in the' September has. been a frequent bahher-line, and er, y .is a revue W-hich was taken
performance. was $2.75 top.'.while that of Ilie 'Boy's,' a night showiiigi was
'the boys can't quite get over distaff off, after an oUtrof-tpwiv tryoiit last'
issues. "
$4.40. Benefits held by 'Rosalinda' and.: y Jupiter" topped $3,000 each:
Full ad loss by American Weekly track, 'drivers,.' welders and lathe reason.
opclators.
Is even, more than $300,000'. suppleWhile the season will start earlier,
;Meyer Davis' 12-year-old .daughter. Marjory Rose, is perhaps the youngment having- previously, declined
production generally may be slowed
1% of 'Run Lillle
some biz because of space limitadown because of a reported shortage est'angel on Broadway. She now owns -'one-seventh of
Marquand Novel on Play Dootor
ChiMiui,' which her father is producing with Lew Cooper and: George
tions..
of- .stage; materials:
Staled' that it's
John-ViP. Marquatid's new novel;
Jessel, slstted for. Aug. 19 at the Hudson. N. Y. Through re-financing, callnecessary
to
order
-siich
production
'So. Lillle Time.' ,to be published
rental to the Shuberts. this created
needs at least two. .months before ing for an additional $5,000 advance
Further Newsprint. Curbs
Aug.. 10 by Little.- Brown, deals with'
still unsubwork on costumes and settings is a rcshulTlihg of unit values, leaving that oiie-sevcnth of 1%
Smaller and .tighter -'newspapers a play doctor,
and much of the actimed to begin; There probably will scribed, so Davis bought it for his daughter..
are in the offing, as. the result Of the; tion is ih and
around the New York
npt be as much delay in putting on
new WPB; order on.new.sprint.
theatre. However! a partial reading
Because of the 20%' tax deduction, heads of departments, in backstage
straight shows as musicals, which rehas ordered all newspaper publish-: of. advance
proofs' fails to identify
crews are no longer, required to donate $7.50 weekly to the relief fund
ers toj.reduce their orders of print
any of. ihe Broadway figures, on quire much more in the way- of of the New York stagehands union. That 'sum represents the .pay rpr one
paper to their quota tor consump- whom
materials.
the story's characters may
'*'
performance and was a must donation in lieu of anotliei^iineiniiloyeol
tion, and a majority of (he publishMaterial Snag*
have been based. 'So Litlje Time' is
deckhand stepping into key jobs' -once .weekly,
ers mtisd in addition, reduce, their
Managers
were
advised
sometime
a Book-pf-tiievMbhlh selection for
Union gives $30 weekly to 100-Odd indigent ntembcrs.
inventories from 75 lo 50 days' supago to put their, production needs
September.
ply.
; -.
On
paper,
and
requisitions
were
Another
Litlle.
rown
bobje.
Pro-Nazi inclinations of composer Tranz Lehar will cause' playing dowii
Unless specifically aulhorized.' no
Ngaio Marsh's recently published sent- to all who requested same, but of his name" in connection w-ith the New Opera. Cb.'s revival of 'Tim
publisher may, after August 1. 'acfew
if
any
forms^
were
filled
but
'Colour Scheme'- whodunit, contains
as Merry
Widow,', slated for the Majestic. N. Y., shortly; allhpugh Lehar
cept delivery of print paper in anyof,
Government himself doesn't benefit. 'Operetta now is practically in the public doiir.iiu.
the characicr o£ an- English stage per-:., instruction's
one month in excess 'of; one-third of.
bureaus: The forms are so involved
star ft:ayelin
in New Zealand.
It
save for' ccrta'ih rights that Savage & Co:, of Boston, control, and .which is
h.is current quarterly qupla. plus abears' certain general resemblances and voluminous that it is evident
represented by Tams-Witmark and Sargent Aborn.
similar, prbportioji. of any' additional
that
showmen:
were
discouraged
to -both
in
Noel Coward aiid John
quarterly tonnage, granted; by
tackling the detailed job and deG.ielgud. ...-;.;
afler an: appeal." Only excejllibn is
cided to lake a. chance uiitii acluaifor the smaller papers whose newsLanribCrti lacks Clark's deftness
ly. slarlingUo; ^rbdupe.
Steinbeck Due In Sweden
Legit Follow-Up
print deliveries amount to
comedy playing and certainly Miss.
fracThere .will 'be- four, companies: of
Mathews hasn't Miss Lee's, infectious
lion of a carload.
..•
John Steinbeck, whose, play, 'Moon •'The Doughgirls'i and 'Kiss
may inand Tell'
air of self-kidding. But they're, both
crease thcii- or.ders (o a full, cai lpad. Is Down.' is wowing them in Swed.next season; three rbad comnariies of
niore' than adequate for the drab:
GARTER'
'STAR
en, visits that, cpuntry 'next month each in
addition to the original casts
material they're called Upon' to- play.
(Music Bbx, N. Y.)
.squire's Kudos to Seldfs
to do a .^erics' of: syn i'cated news- oil Broadway.
i
iirrently. there: are.
Lamberti. Gil. Maison. the Hudson
:.
Esquire, in its curronl
Augtist) paper article*:'- pn the Swedes and two 'Dpughgl'rls' .play.ing
Wonders; Georgia Solhern., .Wayne
but of town
l**\\ti'. editorializes oh 'the ihexhauxlAfler 13 motlths on Broadway arid
their - wai iiiic, lire.
Herald-Tribune, and one 'K iss" out fi
aiid.: Marlin.
Marjorie Knapp an:t
Road
will,
also'
despite the loss of its top: names,
iblo exljubilance'. of Gilbert Seldes. which now has Steinbeck
in' London,
Leticia remain with their individu-i!
see 'Life Wilh Father.' the original
"'
'Star and Garter* at the Music: Box
It is the J17th isstie of the nionl'hly
is syndieiitiiig.
.continuing into another season at its theatre, retains much- of its' original acts Which arc show's prime asset,
magazine, Seldes having -contributed
Last
but Cayrie Fihneli has been out tor
teinbeck visit lo Sweden slarting stand
(FaiiipiieV
edge
is apparently drawing al-'
'Arsenic
and
articles ih' cycry number:' publisher was jn 19.'Jt>,
'jMoon Is D'oivii.' now and Old. Lace' too is. going out again most as mlich-. attendah.ee as ever. some months. Instead. Gloria Gilbert
saying the. writer (ia's never been On lour in, Sweden.
was top b.o. but tenure of the company stiil play- In- some ways, the -show- is actually, dobs her miraculous, ballet spiiis and,
Chaz Chase has a: comedy'spof. Thetardy or absent and 'he h.is never. cliok or the Stockholm
season.
Ihc Fulton Is .doCihtrti'l afler SCp- belter now; than iUwas at the open- leering l BUnny"
song -Iras- beeii yiiyet. ..by pur standards, failed to ring
ing, for some of its tawdrier matelenibci;. '.•Tomorrow the World' is
lircly eliminated and some of tin*
the bell.* ...
Sliulman's 2d' Book
expected Id remain, oh Broadway, a rial lias been cut and two- specialty blue lines have been dropped fibi
Reason for the i'are
•'.
acts have been added.
Is
vpad. show -being due.; to. -start in- late
live
sketches.
Nevertheless; 'Star
Ma.V
Shulnian.
who
authored 'Bare-'
Seldes' slor..
entitle
Siii'prisihgly en'odgh; " the absence and- Garler'.
Du- root
Seplembe'r.
remains
a .suggestive
Road
bompanyBoy.'
of
annbw'
in its third printing,
ranle- Is Exlutbilanl.'
''
of Bobby Clark and Gypsy Rose Lee show.
"
."
•;
has pacled a 'deal with -Dpubleday- other Broadway hit. .'Oklahoma.', is doesn't appear to have hurt the
shb'w.
•There is little dancing ..' '' the
pbran for anptheri lThc Feather Mei'i also due for tour early, in the 'fall. •seriously;: Possibly that's; because
Waf Books. Slid „„
,
Bullish
revue and the only genuine hit.
When/The
Skin
of
Our
Teeth;'
'Jaf01
the
sketches, alvyays a notable wcakP»V»l|i-al ion next winter.
Complaints
inls"l^ 'e^hil)itm's "oV- too
.tunc.
lues in. the Night." is
nie'; "Uncle Hurry; aiid 'Dark
if^ss
1 ;MOlis.bers.'bo«shl
of
'Sta'r,
Eyes'
and
Garter,'
gave
them
after reading four
many war p'ix 'are' in cOniplele van'-'wriiigpr Used merely for a daiic'e.-.
It may .be that
chapters, all that is completed so tar. Will, doubtlessly join the C*irren!; too little lo do.
ance with reaction br booUseller
tableau. Physieally, Mike Todd la*
the' loss of the Clark arid Lee^ names
Young Sliuhhan may also do some, Rnad.-Sho.w.sii.stnii;.
kept the production iii perfecl-io.ik-"
who. seemingly can't gel' enough w a r
Currently in lts t4lh Week. .Theron will hurl the revue's-' boxotrtee draw ing shape. The
costumes still lo;>.U
>b'oo:.s,
Books dealing wilh any. or bricfies for The New Yorkei-.
Bamberger's product ion of 'Tomor- a lillle. but attendance, at the'.pci- fresh and the sets and props '-'•lire;all aspects of the war
: currenl
row the World.': at the Barrymore. formahee caught Friday night 16 tidy. And except for some of the
LITERATI OBITS
failed to indicate it.
international altuirs are all selling
has already .chalked up for ils backr
:b|ai:ing brasses in the orchentra. uiiv
well.; JEy.e- witness accounts by: .war
As. far -as performance goes-. Prof. der Ray Sinatra's direction, the per-,
Leo J; Lyons, 79; former ed.itor ers 25",' profit over, .their
original
Lamberli gels by nicely in. Clark's foi-ihan.ce as a whole holds up; Ali
con'espohdehts are notably ' doing and .one of the owners of the Jeiyish' investment.
.Figure was achievedplace in Ihe: sketches, while Bea in all. 'Star- and Gprtcr' remains a
good, and there's. hardly a .newspa- Advocate, and for more than 50.
last,; week when the last dividend
Mathews ..has .the:- phiz and rigger skillful presentation of unimaginaperman., abroad.. tvlio hasn't done a years; a. member of the staff of l.he went
out...
to follow 'Miss Lee,
Undoubtedly, tive and tasteless material. Hob*.
i
.;
<
^

Look.-wh.orc-yoii-please i r i p s of
Lat in neWsinen to. the U. S. iinv.e
proven a k renter eye-opener lo miltions of. no wspaVii r i'Cadcrs soul li of-the border lhaii any; other goodwill."
stance. <tl parlies ..Gershwin, would ISestu re in jccent years, according to
AigcnlinP. Urn-:
play nolhing / but his own ..music, [ repprls from' B.A,
and it Dover p'Ccur'cd ' Ip hihv that anay an. Peruvian.- Mexican', and. Bothe Others iViiglu- desire so.methu.ig. -Ifvian' ^SJ^^^'r(^"K^^
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Chicago. July

'Blossom Time' $8,000
As Toledo Stock Opener

Night. Ladies' at the Blackstone was
off around .$1,500 on the week.. 'Kiss
anci Tell' took another spurt at the

'

satisfying

,

Miss,'

Erlanger

.

si

Ippiiig

week, Saturday mMtnees being
Night trade for

last,

notably -.affected.

some shows wasn't so good, nor was
Memphis Open Air /theatres 1943 it on Sunday for the limited number
of performances.
seasuti got away to an eventful start
Even the standouts have been off
with the offering, of' 'Spring /Maid',
but ai'e expected to
as show; of .first week. .Al' fiasco lo some degree
_
musical to OA-ertoh Paiaiiiatiedi c ° n H" back as the volume of„vaca-

;

:

,

..

,

,

.

.

1

\
1.0.RB5
customers' for. an ''estimated!. 1,011 v| sitors mounts.
gross of $7,000. okay' tor this pop- -.
Estimates for: Last Week
price summer venture.
.Kejn:
( Comedy) ,
D (Drninii),
William, ltorne:- Ipiioistar
of ff)
tC6medy-DTama), R iRci ii'el.
Spring Ma:d,' .signed a contract to M '(iMusicnO.jQ t Operetta):
.ing
with the Philadelphia Opera
'Anjel Street,' Golden 84th week)
Company this winter; lloi ne was a
'P-730; $3.30), Several run plays are
lop performer (in
'roadway, in 'This on cut salary basis .for summer, this
Is the Army' uiilil discharged , \\ tin
being, one; rated around $5,000
.'.;.
an, injured foot.
slightly less.
Eddie Strawbridge.- dance director:
'Arsenic aud Old l.aoe,' ' Fulion
imported fi-om '.Broadway'.- resigned
(130th vyeck) (CD-.898; $3.30). Dipped
arid' left town after being arrested
somewhat last week but takings
on disorderly conduct charges. ,\';i
claimed
.

'

'

C

|

i

.

|-

1

Sfi.000

Entering

for eight performances.

.

I

1

BERGNER-'CARROLLS'

I

•

;

j

GETS

•

Broadway business

sible for

20.

Louisville. July 10.
the third week of lis
sixth summer. musical stock season,
r
Oil* wk )
'Kiss and Tell,' Harris.
the Louisville. Park Theatrical A?sn.
Took a nice spurt.
$2.75).
ifl 000';
has ended the bogey long associated
Still leading them all: with $17,000_
with the National theatre here. The
$12,000,
'Maid In Osarks/ Great. Northern.
assn. moved into the house this sum.not much under $7. 0(H). and
1.400; $2:75 1, Soared to
Philadelphia. July 20.
(46Ui wk)
mer when rationing made use of its nVJwi^'^^'cStei' ^%"'il '.." , ? ,,e some profit'earncd; booked intb-Sep,
':,
a u-mber
Both of Philly's legit houses bu'ckr Iroquois. Amphitheatre impractical. public, but Strawbndge forfeited,
$10,000.
$5V appearance .bond rather- than aping the summer conditions hit on all A. J. Hoffman, Evansville.
:.p
ar i/
r ar,
>'
to Bed.' Bi-oadhursl .(5th.
Ind., new pear in city coiirt to facc them.
;l:u-k
cylinders last week and both are so owner of the house. cooperated
in Blair, 'who is featured in the: six- week). (Mrl. 142; $4.40). Dippcd- iin.(irmly established and so strongly in the new arrangement.
.'.--.;'i
week season as acloi- ns well as cler $23,000 mostly becatuse'.ot'Sanitv
the, bla ck— tliat-thej^sc em se t lo r ide:
One block off the main sti'ept. the dancer with his.-sistpr. June, tiiok -dw.^'-matinee-weaknc.ss, b u t nf.w inu through
-the next six '.weeks' period
sical hit; started "current wctk
as
IN 2D,
National had acquired, the status of charge of the
ballet lemV
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business

hen

roadway
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Ilrnmii d

(luring- -horltlay.

performances

-.'10

w.e'r

$19,000 Estimated,
-The Vaiabond-Kliiir,' Shubert

jjlav'i-d;

i

'

:

!

I

I

(3d

(0-L325; $3,301.. After fair:
slart. chances look doubtfjil: «ome-v
what over-estimated: dropped $2.'weel:),'

alill

lo

:

around

$12.50(1.

producer and director, was found
home at
his
in
bed. at
dead
LaGrange, Ky./Juiy 18.

OBITUARIES

Carosello,

Freil

BEVERLY SITGREAVES
•

Her
Union

becoming an

actress.

.

,

Continued from' page 4R

TERRACE ROOM,

N. Y. as an acrobatic dancer, later
concentrating on comedy acrobatics
arid joining the then Barnum Sc
John B. Albers, 77, retired banker
Bapey, Circuit. Also appeared with
Fred Stone in musical comedies artd and former leader of the Albers band
at Ceiina. O., died July 10 in Columiti vaudeville, both here and abroad;

.'.

take switching. His outfit
raucous' and. frequently-

though

:.

.

,

MOURNING

IN

.

KOR (H it

Mike

K.VT1IF.R

RV..I:6.V.KU

.

wliu u'ns

I'ii1it*n'

Mother,
of Lillibn A. Pulaski,
died at her home. Cromwell/Conn.,

\:\\\

lirlt

number of
the. American theatre

made

appearances ;in

Upon; her return

Paris.

in

country.

a

Surviving are .widow, two sons and
five daughters.

with
'Resurrection'
Blanche Walsh and- Joseph Haworth.
In 1909 she .became a member -of
the New Theatre Company. managed
Tolstoy's

to Jean' Pierre

July 13/:

Cal.,

I

the U. S.. died in New York July 14.
wrote, produced and acted in
100 plays, cpniposed aii
directed maiiy Italian:
...
Siahl.. Miss Sitgreaves had. the role speaking radio programs.
Survived by ..widow; son; daughter,
of Ada .parkin at'.the Hudson thea?

He

more than
by WinthrOu/ Ames;
and
In. Maggie Popper.' starring Rose opera

-

-:.

Subsequently 'she appeared in; brother and four, sisters.
a series of French, plays at' the
DAVID HOWELL LINDLEY
theatre. N. Y.
She next
played Clara Beecber in 'Her Own
David Howell Lindley. 56, former
Money!' one 'of- Clyde Fitch's plays, legitimate actor, died at Hamilton,
He -appeared in 'Just
at the Harris. '-is*; Y.. and in' 1915 she O., July 13,
was in the all-star cast revival of Suppose' and 'Little -Brother,' with
'A Celebrated Case' at the Empire.
One of her great successes was in
IN
the Belasco production of 'The Great
Lover.' with Ditrichstein starred,
OK Ot'lt 1>K.\H IIKOTIIKH
One of M.iss Sitgrbave's last appearances, was in the Theatre Guild
production of 'the Good Earth.'
Funeral services and burial were
Al and Arthur Piantadosi
under the auspices of the Actors'
Fund or America.
Tyrone Power, Sr., amoing other

Ire.

Comedy

;

.

-

MEMORY

.

GEORGE

S.

SANDS

stage plays.

Charles S. Sands, 77, one of the
film 'industry's' pioneer photographers, died in Coral Gables, Florida,
last

He ajso organized arid
number of civic theatres

week.
after operating, commerphotographic studios,
Sands

In
cial

,

Dorothy McGuire t6 John Swope
Hollywood, July 18.
Bride is
and screen actress Ayho ap-

groom

'

stage
play.
'Claudia';
son of Gerard Swope; .pi-ex.

in
is

General

of

Electric
and. is
vice
prez of' airline and field manager at
'Thunderbolt. Arizona, an air force
training site.

Geraldine Fariiunv to John Robert
.'in
Hollywood, July 18.
Bride is
daughter Of Fra'nklyn

Weidmer
Fariium.

screen

groom

player;

is

Navy Quartermaster Corps.
Gertrude Niesen to Albert .GreenBride
field-' in Las Vegas. July 19.
witli

stage and. screen -actress;
Chicago restaurateur.

is

'

groom

'

.

man

in filming 'The Great. Train
Robbery," and other action dramas,
and also worked' in film studios iii

He

this country.

wrote 'Coni-.
'Amanecer

also

Coconilo.-'. 'El Arreo,' 'and

Ranchero.'

area.

ANTHONY DETLIE

Later Sands quit films to enter
and held various State positions in HdiTisburg. Pa , and Reading. Pa., until a few years before
his death.

.Anthony Detlie, infant son of
Veronica Lake, film star, and Major
Jolih'DeOie, U. S. Army, died July
15 in Hollywood. Child was born
prematurely
several
days
after

the.

New York

politics

known

70.

.-Mithie.il;

<

'Juggling' Mathieu.

led at

•

actress suffered. a fall on a studio set.

FRANK MATHIEU
Frank

as

McHenry,

Sunday. July 11,
Malhieu was a veteran performer,
having traveled over the Orpheum

III..

JAMES HALLIE

.

James-

veteran minsti'ei.
died July 12 at. Canton, O. He was ablackface comic for many years, retiring 25' years ago.
Widow and daughter
Halli.e, .81.

3

—

Production heads of film companies
not now making westerns, as well
as those turning out saddle, sagas,

DAVID ROSENBLUM

MEMORY
.IIKA.H

George

David Rosenblum.'

J'KIKM).

55,

former

NBC

treasurer and v.p!,.dicd- of/a cerebral
Jiemorrhagc in Hartford July 18.
Further details in .the- radio de

Piantadosi

parimcnl.

Frank Kelton

.

ARTHUR/ BYRON

,

tors.

'Arthur ..Byron, 71. died iii Hollyhospital Saturday U7j after a

.-

and .-'other .circuits for 40 year*. He
recently came, out Of retirement to
entertain service men -.and war workers and h;Vd' just c'O'nprotcd a year's
road lour when death clairned hinr.
Survived by widow' and three sis-

wood
Ions

illness.

'

'
.

JOHN. ANDERSON
Aiiclerson! 46. drania critic
t'lje..-:N-.'.
Y. Jouriiai-Ainel-icah,

for
.

died at

ALFRED LOREN'Z

day

-Alfred Lorehz. Co. violinist and Assistant concert master of tlie- Phila-

.

St.

.ijiii
,

Ftii'Ihi'i*-

Luke's hospi lal.

last Fri-

'/.-.,.
deta

i

Ls

in

Preferences

•

.

i

.'sec

tion.

:

He also iaugh't at tho
Uii iiei-si ty .'School of .Music'..

in I9,1B.

widow and two

sons,

.

...

Colie'-.Lorella. 74. veteran acrobat, died in- Clinton. Cbri'n., July
.

He had been

show

business for more than 50 years, getting
his start at the. old Nibrp's Garden,
.

in

.

.

came to V>.6l ruit from Lou jl le. Ky'..
where he-'
in the amusement

COLIE LOKELLA

18..

'•
Mi-Lain, active fin- more than
years j'n "ih outdoor •aimiseiiienl
died July
Detroit.
He

field.-

1

:•

..

pvcr-stufTcd outfits, occuyping
top rungs of popularity:
.

Maryaniie

.r

vocals.

who
self

Giri;

and
is.

Osborne

a tall, slender

the

do the
blonde

does a good job of selling herand her ''tunes;
Osborne, of

course, is well-known as a .singer
and his voice or style hasn't changed
.perceptibly.
Jim Hardy is an Outstanding soloist on trumpet. Wood.

&

Coiiliuentals

f'lasli-,:

(4).
$3.50.

'

Kino

line

Lou

(2),

;

•

•

.

Josh White, -now wearing

lie. and',

unlike his loWdown ..get tip
when .accompanying :Miss Holman in
the past, makes with. the blues on

jacket,

the

Eddie's, N. Y.

Joey Adams.' Tony Canzone; i, 3
Samuels, V/Hjred May Trio, Leon
Palmer; Skating
Dolores

sophisticated, songstresses .who
is
better than her .material ofttinies.
Of perl and cute.- personality, she's'
in the' groove with her- Reno arid
'Miserable- You' numbers, but. the
cowgirl routine .is strictly' from the
lone prairie. She's belter with 'Let's
Do It' (allhougli. soinc .Of the dirtied-iip
Colepoi-lerisnis
are
extraneous') add her parody oil ; verything Belongs to. Me' matches her
personality.

and

gcetar.

with
his

"St.

ori

Henry.'
bucket.

is

especially

solid

Infirmary' although
Sun.' 'John.
are likewise solid gut-,

Jariies
('Rising'
inals

etc.)

-

Wally Boag.. just ..back from an
Strut
Fatales Offshore USO-Camp Show loiir, and
'minimum slated to go out again very shortly,

Swansqna,

Fcmme

tlO).Martiii_::Orcli;'

spending

is

Sparked by Joey Adams as m.c,
the new Leoit & Eddie -'Cross Country Jamboree'; summer show main-',
tains usual standard.
Despite absence .of- the ''perennial Eddie Davis
from the lineup. 'Jamboree.' with
its
carnival
motif,
rings in
the
L. & E. tried and true, formula of
standard acts that are long on novelty and adds up to 70 minutes of
diverting entertainment.
Though slow in getting warmed
up. Adams, when caiighl at' dinner
show Friday (16V finally hit his
stride as he cued his. routine to the
Eddie Davis 'audience participation'
stanza, long a fixture here. For the
introes of the Army and Navy officers spotted at the ringside, Adams

-

10-day

his.

sabbatical

working for Jacoby; He's an unique
artist who blows balloons into Odd

.

toys and other animal shapes, presenling them to the customers, ^nd
generally clicking.; He possess artistry and.

showmanship^

Doing an excellent piano aecomp
is Stuart Ross, and Leonard Ware
Trio are -"zingy Negro iiislruni.ciitAuel.
alists to break things, up.
'

St. Charles Lounge
(ST CHARLES HOTEL)

•

New

OiTians. Jiily

The Gay Blades, singing
new to New Orleans nitery

ar
patrons.

trio,

Drew

a tremendous reception at
opening show with their vocals of
songs of gay '90s era. They were liked
plays oh his own impending induc- so well that they had. to do a halfwould
tion in a swift succession of gags for dozen encores before patrons
exaggerated
the show's top laugh moments. His let them go. Dressed in
suits with, top hats, the
now familiar, turn in which he's en- full dress
brought- laugh after laugh with
coring here With ex-champ Tony boys
the antics that accompanied each
Canzoneri as stooge is still clicko,
song. Their voice's are all rich and
winning both a well-deserved begoff. suited to the tunes of the bygone era.
' The County Fair
idea finds Adams
This is the big .est click the St.
bringing, on the various acts as a Charles
management has booked
barker as Lou Martin's orcli sounds' into their night spot this year. Biz
out the cnliope notes. First of the terrific since opening?
Liu:.
three Ruth Lane' production num-

.

.

4,

.

CHANGE

.

BIRTHS

been

,15

ballads.

;

:

'

Survived by

as

bers features the line of 10 as KewCAFE SOCIETY
pie /Dolls puis the inevitable' snake
Katharine Ann Cornell replaces
rescues— in Itself a form of escap- charmer, cooch dancer and; fortune
is
And a; pretty- gal on horseback teller. They're followed by Strut Georgia Gibbis uesday 127) as Cafe
Flash, colored
zoot-sui ted
tapster Sociely Downtown vocalist. /
•
isn't bad to look al.'
who has something novel in. tap
Miss Gibbs is leaving for the Coast
Being-skilled in gun .craft., the pro- rhythm.
'Dolores
King, striking
ducers of western films, concede, the dark-haired vocalist; sells several next month with the Camel Caravan (Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore-.;.
boys in the forces, now
nd when pop tunes in engaging style, making
fliey return to the theatres of their way for Swansona,. an exotic dancer Xaxier. Cugat) troupe.
home towns, will- demand better and who contorts'; arid writhes agile body
to the rhvilim of finger cymbals.
mbre'reali.slic brand of shooting than
Leon /Palmer is featured ih an
has. been dished out in most wild-'
'Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Miller,
and- woolies for the past few years. e^semble number tilled The. One
and On\y Hank Sinatra' which daughter, in Washihglon, Jiily ;12.
Tlie aim: will have to be better. And
turns 'out to be a kidding "barb at Fallier is member of Radio Seclion,
the causcs fbr gunplay between herd
Maritime
swooners.
Commission; mplher.is forHas dubious comedy
a rrt heavy and their, henchmen will
value but fares better on the tcrps. mer Dorothea Lewis, radibsc'ripler
probably have to be more 'sound and Leo. Ftild. still billed as the
Holland with OWI domestic radio bureau,''
reasonable also: thai is to say, there singer, but retaining the flavor of theMr. arid Mrs. James -:E. Abelard/'
will have to be more careful and downtown Old R.oumaniiin nitery,
son. iii Pitlsbur
July 12. Mother
loss stereotyped plotting in the oaU: where he's lohg been a. standby, is
is the- daushicr of Ed Sttiive
of TPai
ers
Mere sound' and fury., with faring just 'as well iiplown .with his
'.'•''.

.

master

as well

band is .clean, frequently, brilliant;
and
never
uncomfortably
loud,
which is a fault p.C so many of the
.

"

.

rhythhi .pieces

-

Says one of the commentalors. a
veteran studio man formerly with
Republic, which leads iii western
product, writing from a Texas infantry training base: 'There are two
schools of picture preference among
the boys in the army.
Some gel a
bclly-fuli of army life during business hours '.an,d want complete relaxation during leisure time. These
are the men.' who- want musicals and
girl pictures.
Then there are those
who go for heroics, who yell with
joy -when a guy like Robert Taylor
mows down innumberable Japs with
a machine gun. However, both these
classes now take to westerns— many
of them boys who heretofore have
never patronized westerns. ..These
youngsters now are versed in gun
craft and sharpshooling and they
enjoy seeing a Roy Rogers or a Don
Red) Barry dishing it out. They
may laugh .cynically at the dead-eyeaim, but they like the -galloping
horse's and
the hero makin
his

delphia Oi'ciiostra. died in'Phlladel-;
jfl.F.S BLEDSOE
pliia .-July l(i.
Ho had received liis
Jules'
Ic-dsoe, -H;.'- Neijio 'baritone;
early '.'training Th .Germany..' and
'•;
died July 14 iii Hollywood.
lavjith'
waste
joined (he Philadelphia Orchestra 3iV
Further
ails .in legit seciibii.
calculated to
1917. -J-IO'.bt'c./nu' assistant concert
have

Temple

.

.

-

.

John

•

.

-

artistic orbit.

;

;

'urther details in .legit section.

.

,

•

first

-

2.

thereafter established the Ruban
Blue on East 56th; in Manhattan, for
Anthony Mele. who is riow operating; it solo, Jacoby /is how co-bonii
face of the Angel, along with Max
Gordon of the Village Vanguard.
The; third topflight spot of similar
pattern; is Arthur Lesser's -La- Vie
Parisieiine, on East 52d.
Ail are in.'
the. 'same geographical as well- as

/;.

;

From/a performance viewpoint the

Leon

i

IN

/

Osbcirne's

is

is

U.S. Gun-Toters
Continued from page

Jacoby's. East .fiSih St.
the latest in the Contihe'ii-.'

is

date, in N. Y.- in some time ind
he's doing, a bahg-up ^ob from .'all

-

—

Herbert

Apart from Miss, Bodanya. there
are Nora. Sheridan, who hiis been
major hotel heard to better- advantage before;
Joshua White.. NcgrO guitarist, last
with Libby Holman at La Vie/ and
artist
who
angles. He uses arrangements '.virr.il-' Wally. Bong... balloon
marks. a\ return to the Jacoby
leii .by/a former sax player -with the
ginu'p and the writer- turns out ina 1 mehage^aving. been- with him previously
at Le Ruban Bleu.'
terial that's chockfiil of tiistfe and
Miss
Slieridaii
is one
of
those
color.
This
attention
is
given
to..

—This

-

'

,

'-'

-!

.screen-actress.

in,

by eschewing
'slumming, in the
worth-

of

.

in-Las Vega's; Nev-., Jiiiy ;4.'Blhftv

peared

idea

'

brass,,

formance makes it just about as
excellent a combination as any one
would want to listen to Or dance

formerly a Los Angeles newspaper
writer, 'is. the mother of Iris. Adrian,

\

,

.

showmanship

any

saloons.' proves herself very
while for. the saloonatics..

bistro

,

are giving attention, to these, reports
from. soldier centers. ;

Lorenzo Barzelata,
Mexican
composer, died in Mexico City July
13.
He had composed 'Maria Elena,'
the baUad which was popularized in

.

;

:

:

:

LORENZO BARZF.LAT.V

1903.

went to Philadelphia to become
camera man at' Lubin- studios;' He
photographed Clara Kimball Young
in her earliest successes, was camera

directed a
iii various

cities.

.

uiitH tal'type of class supper eliibs fashininimum^ ioned after Le Boeuf sur le Toil/and
weekends' Lc Ruban Bleu, both- Paris spots;,
where he. started originally. Jacoby

four sax,,
.three, rhythm,- which
looks
unusually small on. this stand com-,
pared to past over-sized outfits, is
an ..example of how unnecessary,
such large- instrumentation can. be.
With 12 /musicians to play it,. Osborne's iriaterial makes, his group
sound twice as big, and its per,

.

CHARLES

lineup at the Blue Angel Is
; New
plenty in the black. The standout
is Natalie Bodanya (New Acts!
who
be boxofTjce for' this class
nitery before this review sees prim,
She's- the Mo.topera songstress who,
apart- from the fact she manifests
will

fl3).

:

ley Rose.- of the meteorological, service of the' U. S, Armyi in. NcwiYoi'k
July .16. Bricic is the /stepdaughter
of Roy Chartief, member of the editorial staff of •Variety.'- ,V

stage

Osborne's 'five,

.Will

•

N. Y.

cdrer

.

Florence Hosteller to Oscar L. -OsGigliO. 57; playwright-,
actor, director, composer and impresario of the Italian theatre in

Wood.

;'

.

Will Osbonie Orch
Aforj/nime. Jim Hardy; vo
$1' weekdays, $1.50

An 1

Carleen Loeworiherz to Pfe.' Stan-

;
,

tin,

Clcrhentc

:

(PENNSYLVANIA HOTEL)

.

MARRIAGES
Maria Montcz

this

to

handles rhythm ar-

CAFE ROUGE,

.owner and o"p»
Marioii CRufus') Kane to Lt. Alarid- Luciann,
houses .in. fred W. Crowti, July 3, in New York.
Bride was- secretary, to Dinah Shore.

Si'

lowe company and later appeared
in

:

•'

).

h'abe

charity, .was a member of the Knights
of Columbus .-and a .communicant, of
the Church of the Little Flower.

JACK and ANN LORD
slay abroad she

lip

moht. in Beverly Hills,
Both are. film players;

Memphis, died July 15 in Memphis.
He was widely known for his gifts to

.

Sinatra.

,

Thursday

last

Rosemary

deluxe

theatres'.'

from

iiwiiy

Ciiiii'ciblo. 50,

era'tor of the

Abraham Goldblum

'

'

.

,

,

W

.

rangements, and Gene. Williams,
who, whether-, "intentional-; or not,
sounds very' much like Frank-- good

:•'

.

:

MIKh CIANCIOLO

how
Marir

vocalists.

fail;,

Y.

Natalie Bodanya. Nora Sheridan
Joshua White,.
ally Boag, Stuart
Ross, Leonard
Ware 3;- Herbert
Jacoby emcee; $3 minimum. V

ragged,

.

'

-

;

loud,,

is
'

better

playing,

is

•

with; him- two
lyn Day. who

auditor for CoLouis Lawson,
lumbia Studios, died July 16 in Hollywood. .//'

'.

'

'-.

it

than recently at Frank. Dailcy's Ter r
race Room; Newark, N. J. He has

.

'•'

Long made a serious mis-

Briefly;

BLUE ANGEL, N.

N. Y.

the; bauds', that

can afford therh can't get these days.

O.-

bus,

which 'even

sicians,

WALTER SKEAlfAN

'

was at
appearance
Walter Skeahan, 85, former- clown
Square i.hoat're; ~in 'A Commercial witli Bariuim, Bailey & iUnglirig
Tourism's. Bride,' which" brought her Bros. circuses, died July 10 in
to the attention of- Richard Mans- ledo. O.
field, with whom she appeared in
He was known professionally as
'Monsieur' and later In 'A Parisian Waller Howard.- When he was not
with the circus- lie, -appeared in
Romance' and. other plays;
In 1897 Miss.'- -Sitgreaves went to vaudeville. in ah .-ici .billed as Lively
London to appear in 'The Price Of and Howard. H is. partner died three
Peace" at the Drury Lane theatre, years aijo. Skcahun retired 25 years
makin a distinct 'success; During ago.
first

with

.

Beverly, Sitgreaves, 80, veteran
actress of international- repute,- died
in New York/July .4.
Miss Sitgreaves, who was born in
Charleston.' S'. C.i came to New
York in 1883, imbued with the ambiof

Night Club Reviews

who

violinist

many

orchestras., died
Widow,
Jul}- lLJn Painesville, Or
son and two daughters, survive.

played

tion

Wednesday, July 21, 1943

VJVRIETY

54

.

'

-

{

of ammunition,

isn't

please, the lads Who
toting the Carands and

fliecarbinie and who know "what proportion of h'it.s.shoiild be Scored' at
..short distances;.

medley

of United Nations songs in

'-,

'

stall'.

../.

Mrs. Danny Deiitsch,
nalive jargon/ Rounding out bill
are the Wilfred May Trio with their .daughter,/ in. Hollywood, July Iti.
~
hoop tricks: the Three Samuels, two Mother was Ella 'Boros. formerly
men and. gal iiv their standard com- •with Pararhount's publicity departedy precision number; the Skating; meril. Father is a film lechriician.
Continentals;,
mixed
duo/whose
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Finemati,
spectacular whirls on the' rollers daughlcr. '.
Hollywood. Jiily '.11.
add lip ts oiie/of the sock turns pn Fallier is
a producer al Meii'o..be bill and the Femme Fatales, a
Mr. arid Mrs. Richard Kollmar,
quartet of Amazons 'who help, decorate the scenery:
Martin and his daughter. In New York. July 16.
band, as usual, play the show in nice Mother is the Jdurnal-Amcrican.colfashion and are on the beam for the umnist, Dorothy Kiilgallen. Father
.customer hoofing.
Chicago restaurateur.
Rose.

MK-

and

'

.

'

:

-

As for the cals, there/already is
consistent, attention by producers of
park business, and since had been' the better westerns to select more
active in I'Tastvvood Park, Detroit,
femnies of savvy .as well as good
looks to merit the regard of the
William
Woodson Griffith, 85, saddle' heroes and Hie audiences,
brother of David Wark Griffith, film iBUjh' or 'no. mush."
'

;

'

.

I

:

,

'

:

:

.

'

Wednesday, July 21, 1913
to Abe
ice at

Spilaltiy's band
in Special

here
Serv-

Lyman./now

Camp

Ellis,

111.

Sam

-LI. Harold D. Banks, former Wjlkmsburg theatre manager, and DOrolhy Lawrence will Icll jt- to a
preacher
ami-day i24 l.
.

.

Cleveland, stock.
Hal (Lee) Home to
Hampshire for the summer.
Walter Greaza in 'A New Life,'
which:. will feature. Betty Field.
Nichols visiting ill relatives
... Aiine
on Coast, due back in. three weeks.:
Three London managers reported
tingling for' 'Tomorrow the World*
^
rights.
Eddie' Diamond; stage manager of
'T.he Siiarfc Was 'a Boojum,' in re.
:

him.

Marion
the'

OWI

who headed

reporler

Mich.,

'

"'.-'

•

'

,

sla

'

.

,

,

-

.

j

,

;

.

•

:

elude

Mulvcy,

.

:

'

in

•

,

show's

....

where,

with- the Rubin gi Cherry .-show's and
is playing as .a single' in night clubs
and vaudeville under the management, of; Nate 'Eagels.

.a

.lift

.

all

-whenever.

" \has

Harry Eager, operator

.

tcridehcy

a.

'.'

en Froinmor- 'returned' to pictures

of the

now

Willard,

;

•

.

" Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
UA director The' show acquires its intimate
of advertising and publicity, to the.
for qualities by the- u>e of simple though
Coast to discuss " campaigns
•Johnny' Conie Lately,'- \Cagney pro- effective sellings and the small cast
of 14 men: only two of whom. >h ad
a spread on 'A Day dftioii io:Goo(iric;lV. have professional
.with Mike Todd." and the photog
backgrounds. These are Cpl. Ziggy
followed
him right, into Charlie Lane, ex- vocalist, w'ilb the Chico
Morrison's' luncheon party at 21 for
Marx oichesiia,. and Cpl. Dave
Jimmy Walker..'
-Siigannaii, of Chicago niterics and
Sammy Cahii and Jule Stern are
iii
rrom .Ihe Coast with .finished NBC's j-eakiast Club. Wisely,, the
three
.pros are permitted- to carry
score
for
'Umpire's
Daughter.'
.George Abbott musical, scheduled tile brunt of the show, appearing in
for fall production.
-most <(. the 16; scenes, .with a fine
Bill Norton, Charlie Harris. Elliott
assist from
several others
n the
Foreman and Louis Schonceit had
'Alan'Gale: is. heading [ihe hew show
company.' particularly Pfc. Bryan
privilege of private fishing preserve
at Paluh'ibo's.
near Tuxedo one day last week with McKeogh and "Pfc. Milton: Bruck,
The A'an Gales (he's- the, nitcry
Latler's
ic routine, in. which
G.
I. Ma
-'.quite' questionable results..-.
comic) arc inf anticipating.
everything,
loused
is
is
lip
proper,
a
Edward Gross, who- owns the
WlBG now doing backstage inter
dramatic rights to 'Chicken Every showsti'ppcr.. However.' it's. Good views. at Earle every- Tuesday.
Sunday.' in from. California to ar-. rich who pace." "Gripes' throughout.
Eric James, newspaperman, has
range for a Broadway production From the. opening scene, when, he started a new news show 'on WIBGthis fall of the Rosemary Taylor:
Joe Grady, handling WIP's. fDawji
sings Rbnies -.The Little Brown Suit
novel..
Patrol' during^ Joe McCaulcy's vacaColeman Clark, former men's na- My iliicle Brought Me' and goes into tion.
,a .''hilarious strip, until he bows off
tioii.il (able tennis champ currently
Joe Frasetto's oreh has started, a
at the Hurricane, made: sports short with his own rowdy 'I Want to Binew- Pan-American music series on
for Columbia Picts with assistance of vouac .With.-'"
his .surefire
,'
:'„,
WIP.
..
Allen Thomas, incumbent national showmanship wraps up the show.
Mrs. O. D. Mack, booker, has
junior kingpin,
The only prelen.'-e at. a production undergone second operation oii her
Ronnie Rim. understudy for Oscar
eyes.
Karlwcis as .the Prince in 'Rosa- luirnber' is Mumjjm" to the juke
Miller,
Joe
former
oreh.
leader,
Box.' probably the best ttiiie Rome's
linda.', will play the part at this
given medical discharge by Ihe
week's Wednesday and Saturday: turned out since his 'Franklin D.
Army.
matinees, and possibly (during Karl- Roosevelt Jone.
Scene builds up
Ed Obrist. WFIL program director,
wcis' vacation next mpnth.
to a
fi:eiizi*d. ."
s.sron
which
an extended
Sum Sal'viri, fully- recovered now. utilizes the entire e'asl: As with the returned recently from,
tour of the U. S.'
is looking to
purchase a hotel in ,rcs|:.of the Rome score: liow.cver, it's
Eriid Ifa'ger is handling the new
M- Y., but finds that values are Jig-.
a o'nce-over-lightly treatment, news, show on WPEN,. tagged 'Of
mod according to. present- inflated 'given
Wartime standards, with no thought with no encore or reprise." As a Human Interest.'
Herbie Dubrow. fornier pianist at
result;' inuch of the musical value
to oossible postwar readjustments.
is handling two news
certainly (tie ..show's chief asset- Jack Lyncli's.
Helen Brooks, one of the two
original members, of the cast; vaca- is sacrificed to give the production shows on WPEN;
Manuel Roth, Philadelphia Oreh
1">n'mg'. this week from "'Arsenic and
But against the
a quickened pace.
convalescing from injuries
Old Lace.'Her Understudy. Jean show's 'virtues.-' the fault is. a m'npr fiddler,
received in a taxi crash.
hmcere. subbing: her first chance, at
times; 'Juke
Gil Babbitt, 'former publicity diIhe part
more than a year in N! Y. one. Of nonve's 'seven,
Box.' 'Little 'Brown Suit.' 'My Pin 7 rector, of WPEN. has joined s'laff of
mil on he road.'
Mike Todd to Mexico over the Up Girl' and 'Love Sometimes Has the Kensington Bulletin, weekly.
Mrs. Mel v in Fox. wife of the ejfpast weekend, but back again this to Wail," latter two. sung by Ziggy
hibilor.
is in Doctor's hospital. New
week,
Lane.: are outstanding.. Their popuBlood donors may give directlv 16 larity. won't be confined to the camP York, recuperating. 'from, an opera.tion.
\
ilje •Chinese
cause
through ' the show circuit. Other Rome songs are
Judy Abbott, daijghtcr of producer
Chinese Blood Bank in the Tribune •Passing the Buck.' 'Mess Call' 'with
George' Abbott. was a guest star on
building.
154 ;Nassau street.
The
plasma Is sent direct to Chiiia by axv. Goodrich doing. a hangup job.on'the WCAU's 'Open House' show last
swell lyrics i; and "Hup, Hup.' In week.
Appoint ments. can
be made bv
addition to " ivouac' Goodrich coriTom Moorehead. WFIL sports ditlonuis via telephone (CO. 7-4523).
Rangers' and rector.- announced lu's engagement to
(ributes 'Remington
Miss Constance Van Rtiden, of PhilBlow. It Out Your Barracks Bag.'
'
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press..
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.
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Productions.
Dick Dickson went native on Ihe
Bill' location
in ,Montan?
is now Chief Great Horse.Xavicr' Cugat, hospitalized with a
kidney- ailment, is improving but will,
be out of action for several weeks.
.'B,
C. De Sylva returned from
Toronto, where he supervised the.
staging of" the Royal Canadian Navy

•

'Buffalo

and
.

;

show.
Robert

Hartford

.

;

.

.

.

;

.

.-

"

-

'

•

.
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Aldrich Gets Glamour' at

i'-nator scripted by a local gal,
iWetstoin) Leslie.

Alccn

Morgan

Riiss

for

'

'lleViry

-

nods are
Pvt:
Rating special
Mackenbeig. ex-arranger
Charles

stars

Sigmund

and

wiio.

and-

studio

WCAU

i;p

'mostly

fornier studio:

i'f:

assit'iiment.. and Purchasing Agent
Bill RalVcrty,. now in Ihe A'rmy ; •-

men.

•

C.

J.

4

Dravn.

;i

war

plant.

Willkie's
Coiillnutd

-

;

er.l

Cp.ld.cn. -playwright.' has moved
i
A!,
in
York as new p.a. for. Asso-

New

Ru

woi|ld

in

1
f roll)

drpppet

like

1

to

'film

—

World'
page

J

a hint that

Minneapolis

when

'

it.

Makers'!

Cu'rly's nilery,
:

held

•

'it.

.

Sgt.

Adrian Karen: added

to

T;

from page

Paramount

•

"

'

.

11.-1

I

in

bott- would just as lief participate
in the film production's financing, in.
exchange for a profit-sharing arrangement on the gross.
Great for Authors,
rom the author's viewpoint, that,
too, would' be the, millennium, ;' a
multiplicity of hits can prove very
embarrassing. Perhaps most, notable'
is case of Joe Fields with a succes:
sion of 'My Sister Eileen,' .'Junior
Miss' and /The Doughjirls,-' each
with three or mdre ^'onipariics; causing
-exaggerated pileriip of income over a period of concentrated
asons, and. with no"
iwo or th rec
cushion for a spread oyer possibly
Fields co-au-.future .lean, years.
thOi-ed the first two. with 'Ed Chodorov, but did 'Doughgirls' .solo. Latter "went to Waiiier Bros. for. $250,000; Columbia already has released
'Eileen.' but .the bidding on 'Junior
Miss' has; been the most spirited in
the hi.slbry of show business.
Harry Colin, prexy of Columbia

.Dave.
Garrick.

The

.

public pictures': to land playing lime
It is iiiiderslnud that the picture' at Twin. City de luxe indie houses.
on the 2tlth production
is already
Dorothy Lewis ice show. 'Modcrne
Wilikic." who: will, prob- T;isia.' iii sci-eiilh wec-k at Miniieschedule.
ably he. lechiiiCal jidvjsor,. is also sola Terrace and Mill going, strong.of leading
Noel. Noil), playing
/Johnny Harris back from Coast: likely; to appeal- in the film's foreV
r
C<
word explaining why he .w,tole the J**j"'
"H'-r launching now
;,;
V!;,i !!, news,
l?„ Journal
cdi'Icccapadcs' bul
daufth.e,. of Slar
book.
It is ficiired that the [picture
•tinns ,to Hollywood
shortly for re-:
iii.Miicier. <,f
lta.x.d
before the 1!)44
will
summer.'.
Gordon Greene, veiei aiv local
f'lly Shcirnan, singer who went (•lections. "
showmati; manager and; lairr trustee

testimonial" in
..".'".
vis'iling

his

newspaper

i

.

|

.

.

.

K

.

wc

Tovar, Crystal Lake.

111..

:

'

.

after

a

10

yisiiing his parents

liionlhs!

Guadalcanal area.

in

,-:0jourii.

the

;'

Lieut. -Oscar. Johnson, prexy and
anjfel of the St. 'Louis symph society,
back oil. a furlough- from the .South"
Pacific, w-here he saw. acliofi;

withdrawn, aiid Miss 'Pickford is
solo on the offer, with intent, f cir
United Artists release; Billy Got-:-/.-.

Honry-iHank) Dewey; once partncred with Joe Smith' .in-

-the.-,

;

book-

ing biz. back in town -wearing; the
bars, of a Lt.
He saw action .in
N'orfn Africa.
Harris P. Wolfbcrg. District Man.

.

(iger. iind H.P.- Maloney. Central "Division 'Manager for- Lncw's. in. town
Sdznick. as fijiured. it woijld give placating exhibs iii the St, Louis
V'A .two, very .important proper! i« - area over film rentals, etc..
,

.

'

I

El

.

:

News cameraman,

Spitz, -with '-their, new setup, are
jikcwW -hot .6iV -•Miss.' '.-.,:
Should this play tTnd 'Kiss and Toll'
con^wivtcd 10 Pickford and
jr

,

'

'

Kane is new mgr.- of ,lh
downtown flicker 'h'bii«e.

•Cops in Belleville. III . near here,
nailed a- 14-year-bld bov, -for coppine SI .'JO of the funds of the. U.s:o.
John A. Bockhorst,: International

Leo

-

'

•

X. Hurst

was slightly ilamagcd by lighlhihg,.
Frank II. Kroh. 70..- secretary of the'
Southern Illinois Fair. Assn.: died it
his. home in Anna, 111.
..Mark Goldman aiid Jim Tobih. ex.hibs; have -.purchased the Plymouth,
indie nabe in the west end.

.

.

.Club's

Louis

at Luew's. downlo\vn.

1

for'20fh>Eox. First time ho's
around for other than nihglingBa lium show.

,

band at the' Forest
Park Highlands.
'Stage Door Canteen' in third week

;

'fljces

was honor-

civil suits totalling S-')2.275 as

St.

'

.vFrank Bradeh

two

By Sam

'

honor.

45.

Phil Levant and

•

''ecu

over

a result of a motor crash. Actions
are brought by Mrs. Lcnore Gershwi' .- wife
of Ira Gershwin, and
Peggy Martin, Mrs. Gershwin's secretary, both hurl in (he 'accident.-

.

'

-

Lusty';

Continued
;
changing his name legally to Michael
would be just as content' lo gamble O'Shea of the films. He. was chri«--_
Edward
Francis
Michael
on a sharing arrangement. First teried
Patrick Joseph O'Shea.
such deal may bp consummated beGordon S. Mitchell; 'former mantween George Abbott and David O. ager of the Research Council of the
Sleznick for 'Kiss and Tell,' to star Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Shirley' Temple in the Joan Caulfield Sciences, was promoted from captain
role of the Abbptt stage original. As to major in. the Signal Corps at
presently being discussed, no money Camp Livingston, La.
Herman MankiCwicz is defendant
would change hands and, in 'f'acti Ab-

.

bo.oking department.

.

Lou

ably discharged from the Marine
Corps' after a year of service id
resume his work in the film iiidustvv.
Eddie O'Shca. of the stage, is.

B'way-H-Wood

ciated Hospital Service.
One World', became a best seller,
Jimmy Jaines band into Happy,
KDKA gang farewelled arinv- this interest .becanic .embarrassing lo ilnur.: supplanting Jay McShanii.
bound Pat Hidey and Billy Cover at
Earl Lorenf/ of local 20th-Frix.
Willkie. 'as his own company also
« |>ig shindig over weekend.
bid,.
The publishers, branch ranks tenth nationally iri
u
Reyes flew his own plane, was making a
'1-943- Selling.
consider
did
not
here from Detroit 'tor Reyes' -cur- Simon & Schuster
Moe Levy. 20lh-Fox district .man
.aVcommiK
as
their talks with Metro
rwit .engagement at Nixon Cafe,
Pictures,'. :now in New York has bid.
a'ger, spent week visiting OiiY.iha.and
Other stu-. De.v Moines, brunches;
I'ce Wee Louis, with the six kids iheiit. and favored 20th;
s:i55,000, plus 30'i 'of Ihe. net.. Mary
n<
'-A -draft rating, goes '.oh .'Wo dios also, put .in bids; aiid about a
Dwight Fiskc coming (o Flame. Pickford aiid. Max Gordon 'the iatr
?.
'He People' program Sunday
month "hgo; -Metro, discovered various Room July 20 as first of 'name' per- .tor. incidentally, .is the originai stage
(25).
Local Gp proxy Clair Mcedcr preSheila
Barrett
later,
formers.
purchase,
obstacles to- its original
producer of. 'Miss') .made a bid of
'•nled w ,th couple of handbags at
'Hit. Parade of 1943' one. of few Replans and withdrew.
Variety
S410!00p "flat,, but Gordon has now
.--.'

one

.

.

over
:

.

for.

•

.

By .I.es Rets "
'Melody

.

Metro

deferred

.

;

•

.

Anderson'

i.Sliver) F.yans.

.

':

-

irl

orchestra

NBC

ng vTins

local
.

KYW

headed by Lcroy Miller enterwounded yets of African cam-

tained

orchestrated

the. paign, at Valley Fdrge.hospit.il.
gave
farewell
staffers
songs: the oreh ;coii(luctoi',- Sgt, Kar-.symphony luncheon to Promotion Chief Ted
fornier'
pilovsky'.who left for Red Cross
•mini, and ihe oreh personnel, made bberfclder.

'Rpmberg.

-

lany Goldberg In town -discuss-'
Is the Army' plans with
Warner heads.
Nelson- Maple doubling, between
band job at. Hotel J-Ienry and berth
1

Main Line.

.The

.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Stanley- dickering with
iiiiimv
Uorsey.s band for a. Week in September.
,.

-

ly's

T.-iy lor,:

picture at. Metro; has finished his
chore and expects to join the Navy,
tormer Warner this week.Tom Kane, advance agent of "Lady
usher, in Navy,
stationed at the University, of Wis- in the Dark.' vacationing for a month,
in -California -before returning to
consin.
T.wo former Hartford natives have Broadway.
summier stocks running.' Guy Palnicr"Tony Devlin, colleger,, went to
tbn is at Worcester and Francis VaH- work for Edward Small and had his
name changed to Tommy Devlin, by
nais at Hicksville, L. I.
M. Oakley Christoph. night life Court edict.
Deke- Houlgale. former football
and theatre columnist,: has a green
for- Daily
light at the Courant to seek a sponsor prophet
Variety,
was
for a radio, program she has in mind. lipped from lieutenant to. captain: atZeb'Shonty. who -Will front his the Santa Aha Air Base..
Emily Kimbrough, co-:aulhor- of
own band at Colony Lounge when it
opens across the: Conn. River, pinch«. 'Our Hearts Were Young and Gay.v
Morris in., town as technical advisor
with
violinist
hitting
as
Parambunt's filming of. the book'.
Landerman's band at Hotel Bond.

By

Bob

Strand aiid Regal

:

m

;

'

;

'

I

.

-

Edward Small

.„

—

l

pri)-'

New

of his

•

.;

'

.

IShow Business.'
Harold -Lewis,
honorably
discharged from the Army; -joined"'
picture:

'.'.

.

from

in

:

manager for -20th-Fox,. welcomed toWashington at. a Variety Club party
attended by 100, including delegation

;

(?o.ing

•

.

Yorfc to resume -preparation

.

•

the

isters.

C, Shcrrilt, British writer.

Eddie Cantor trained;

•

-

:

Andrews

'R.

back home to script a London
duct inn for 20th-Fox:

.

:

-in

to Mexico Cifv
.few weeks .with Presi-

-

.

-

.

foir .a

dent Avila Comac-ho.
Lou Levy. 'prez.of Leeds Music, jh
tpwn to arrange for .-picture 'work for

.

.

from wounds

fight.

Walsh

Rao'ul

hobnob

allied with

;

'

eduction.
Lire .doing

Guadalcanal

:

new

Club, gifted Daiiny Thomas with a
Iwo'-carat sparkler > when he left OCD in Washington:
Eager's employ after thr.ee '.years.
Alec Templeton forced to produce
Thomas in. turn presented Eager with his' union card before he could play
"
a diamond studdedwatch;
with National Sy mphoay.:
.Some' '175 attended (he fourth anEddie Plohn of the National theanual Play Day and Golf Tournament
tre took his two weeks' vacation
given by (he: Entertainment Man-:
fishing- in Mississippi waters.
agers Assn.. of Chicago... at 'the
Mary Howard of the jl'htis brought
Itasca Golf Club. Itasca, 111.:, last
week. Tournament" won by James but the diplomat ic and upper -'.'crust
set for her singing date at: the
Roberts.
Troika.
Musicians, union signing lip diplomatic musicians. Camille Chautemps,
Madame Antionnades and Carlos
Chavez, taking out' working', cards
By SI Shaltz
Charles E. Pcppiatt. new exchange

'

to sag.

after recovering

on
Harry Somerville, former manager

-the 5100

.

Jlooray.'

..

'

-

uhes. aiid a pleasantly obese
seems to be everythe liine. lo give the revile

l

comedian

.

;

l

.

.

Universal;
'Sailors on Horseback' and 'Hip Hip

...

.

'.'

for

.

.

•

•

'

-

btd^carl.v routine.- while in tqwii. ;
.Following live weeks at. the Para mount, the Andrews Sisters will do

'

•

.

'

;

.-,

:

,

.

..

.

.

•

'

.

.

1

-

-

'

'

1

--.

in

i;

-

•

.

charge
/production;
Glenn
Maria Kramer, controlling the Edi- Jordaii, d.irec.t'h-; technician Murray
son and Lincoln hotels, .dickering rpr
the Slevcris. /Chicago, which was: re- 'Karpiiov;< -. rivusical. director; techcently given up by the Army.
nician llenrv M.angiavjte, .designer:
Charlie Morrison evidently, keeplechnieian Ace Goodrich,, dance
ing in' trim for bis Coast. Mocambo and
operation with his up-late and- to- director; composer of three -of -the

.

.'

'

-

'Stars and Gripes'
Continued rroin v»gt 3 Sss

nilery business, selling War Bonds
to moncved familiars patronizing the
Stork. Morocco, etc.

'

'

.-..;

-

:

'

.

'

....

'

,

Coldwr.ter.
.

ville-

'

.

pictures

.

.

sun playing- camps three .and four
times weekly.
Authors- > League
Sillcp'x,
tiiuse
out -.'Of: hospital after re< xec-st'e.
'.'wiverii'ig' from blood-poisoned: finger.
Barbara Bannister doing a terrific

;.

'

:

;

more.

''

.

playing five, acts Of- vaudeeach
Saturday- last
week,
booked by Hal' Lawrence: from -herc,
Dorothy Donegal); boogie-woogie
pianist, doubling between the Latin
Quarter cafe -..downt.own and 'the tors'- already- aw- "a
.
rd ed.' '(^-' ulji'ii ue.^s liy
-f
Belle Davis-diie. ii) |o'wn this week
Regal ,,
Iheat-re. in the colored section \ Northwest Variety
club' Tor ]()()' ! er,after a vacation on her New Englaifd
of t he soitthside;
!,opci'ali.on .in War Activities
L c,"- i'.PJlll p I-°,win lul!it,ai1 ' -«>t tee campaigns and drives.- evmmit- .farm;-;
».
T,loyd Bacon sold, his San Fernando
Mernel
Abbott. Palmer. house pro-.
Chief Barker Bill ;Elson announces Valley honie to Olc
0(scii':s tlaughter,
ducei' back in ;tow.n after illness in Northwest Variety club's golf
toorhFlondii, awaiting orders from the amciil July 31 at Oaic Ridge coun- J[uv;i.
Frank ;K<''r\vin. nilery
•--' War Department. •-.
try club \vi|h Calcultii aiieliyiv sthed-:
covering from.- injuries ii) a
Horace MacMahcVn, screen heavy, ulcd in.'c|ubroi)ms: July 27.
crash.
J:
stopped /over to Visit liis .w-ife, acBeniiic Berger; -large:, iniiie circuit
Robert- A ndersoii; new
avid S.CIztress. Ltiuise
Campbell, and had owner, lias'., sold rtcently tx(|iiircd
' now Michael
ni;<:k
coiilrack-e,
difficulties 'getting iraih' accommo- Crystal
theatre, lower loop .griml
Crane;
dations back to the coast.
house.; .to; Harry Dryer. o\vner (if
NUa Krebs.. specially dancer, has Bilou in sah'ic district, but will re- fi2dDame "May. Whilljv celebrating her
year, as/a player i)ii...slage iind
left Mrs. Ike Rose's, midget group lain Grand.
,-.''-.screen.-

has gone

Jimmy Durante apd Eddie Jack

two

'Action
Overhead,' U. S. army
Joan Fontaine laid ii with
drew 50.000 people in two.
.<
grounds despite. chilis.
Aiiri
Sheridan sued for: a S60S
Unfavorable weather.
';
Paramount'- employees' held dinner dentist bill.
Gus iSchilliiig: recovering, fi'onv
for .Private, Joe Rosen of cngineci-s,
one of orijee bookers before he en- major surgery.;
Sidney Lanfield laid up
tered armod.services.
Eddie Ruben, indie circuit owner,; and high temperature.
June -Chavez,
screen,
back in NoVlhwesiern hospital as re-'
suit of recurrence of lcg injury sus- divorced Charles S. Kay.
tained, in handball game.
Harold 'Wesley'" Grayson, band
Service men at post's in this area leader.- divorced in Liis- Vegas. Nov.
say they want more: "girl shows' and
Jack Miilcahy resixned'as. assistant
will get them, according to Riiy'C.' publicity director' oil the Columbia
Jenkins, locally in charge of USO.
.•:.;
lot.
/•
relurniiig
Pegfiy .- MoNamiira
to
Tex
ittfir returned - to' film work
Minneapolis in 'Aqua Follie/s,' water after six wcek,s of Army camp lourshow,', is. local
girl wlio
wadded ing:.' ...
K
;.:
''.Charlie Diehl ot same troupe here a
Charles Pi:ul2man. "Universal v.p.,
year ago.
in lowii for huddles with Nitlc BlumMore than .100 :Norihwe,it «.\bibl berg.

show;

-

consultant.

hearsal.

theatre,

Hollywood

:

'

Main
started

55

theatre,,

-

charge of the: Filmack Trailer's
copy writing department.

office here.
it.:

Mclloil, publje relation's

K,-

:

;

New York

in

.

Harry Kodinsky. former Post-Gazette

.

.

I

G. Nickell. formerly of
Herald Tribune, now

F.

Minnesota

^

nights; to Slate Fair

.

'

wilh'M.

j

now

is

William Shartin, roriner Warner
Bros, district manager; has joined the
local United Artists sales staff!
Showfoilks,. Inc.,' have: cancelled
their annual picnic in di'fercuce to
their late president. Lee Sloan. -

Mary Martha Briney aiid Faye
Parker volunteeered US iill In. for
ailing-- .-Elaine Beverly with .Mjiirrice
•Spilalriy's band last week at Terrace
Robin.
With' folding, of

Del

mgr,

asst.

RKO'S Palace thrati'o,
managing Grand theatre
Of

,

quiz/.i rilling in for

now

'utz

Courtney band.
.Norman- Wrobel, fornier

:

'

.

John
Bach man. Babe Rhoilcs'
.drummer, 'rushed Id hosp tor apNew. pendix-operation and Wayne Pas-

Mrs.

in bankruptcy of
critically ill.

Chicago

,

':

luuisc,

'

CHATTER
from Maurice

Clayton scrammed back lo
•1,011
Hollywood.
Ralph Slevors fully.. recovered after
a June appendectomy.
Victoria Faust to the Hanna Play:

-

S

.

—\

i
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y Durante Is Exh uhila lit
After all the flops and the lawsuits
and radio, after all
these ill-starred years, a sensation

in stages screen

0 1 L It B.RT. SEL D E

b f/

TIIK

SOME
.1928

time between -1926 and
I

wrote; for

VKI.V AIITS v

er, "Your union ain't too strong."
In radio Jimmie tears into a
word with a sort of ravenous
expectation of destroying it, and

The New

Republic, a piece about Jimmie
Durante, under; the above title.
That's all I remember about the
piece, except for one thing: Mr.
Durante .thanked my confrere,
Gilbert Gabriel, for writing It.

odd consonants split off and fly
away. When radio was rigid and
careful, this.upset people. Recently he read a script posing the
problem of environment versus
heredity— and the devil, take the
hindmost. "Did the circumstances
over-ride the innate— " he asked,
words to that effect, and drop-

of our Jimmie Jn.the
was almost as .crazy as his
own anticsT :He appeared in the
biggest; show conceived up to that

The career

1930's

time by Billy Rose, "It will

I I

make

Rose or break Whitney," .'Jumbo; ping the script inquired, "Who
which is said to have done both; wrote this? Shakespeare?" It's
no use being prepared for his ad
within -reason, tie appeared in
some of the saddest flops in musi- libs, because new ones occur to
cal-show history; he Was Involved him after the dress rehearsal, and
In a lawsuit which established the
his mission in life is to cause
damnedest rule about reading po- confusion.
I've never known anyone else in
ems over radio; and once, at least,
Jimmie discussed Soviet Russia the field of entertainment who
for several hours with young Ran-' can take a routine full of great
comedy and play it years later
dolph Churchill,, who thought he
was talking to Walter Duranty. with none of its original meaning
—or comedy. One of the- great
(Apocryphal— bui let It ride.)
acts of the Clayton,. Jackson and
In all that time, Jimmie DuDurante days was "Again You
rante was the supreme night club
Turn-a"— the making of a dance
entertainer of his generation—
in which. Durante acted as inusually without a night club. Today he is still, the supreme night ventor and had Eddie Jackson
doing turns— "and' Again You
club entertainer of his time. Today every word he says oil the Turn-a"— for ever and ever,
radio Is immensely funny, which
swering the telephone meanwhile,
it wasn't when he followed Ed
slanging
the customers
and
Wynn and was fresher, and newer. whenever Jackson started to
Things being as they are, I would weary, shouting "Again. You
not be surprised to hear that he Is
Turn-a" for a smash finish. This
going into a musical, a movie, and
year Jimmie is surrounded by
a radio show simultaneously. But
what used to be called a bevy of
if he does— this time let them look
girls, and does the. routine without. For now he has gone through
out the basic comedy, which lay
the mill, and he will turn whatin the. instructor going about his
ever he does into his special line.
own business, but keeping the
He'd make a night club out of an
pupil turning just the same. The
executive session of the National
confusion between Jimmie and
Association of. Manufacturers—
the orchestra is, however, hot
which mightn't be a bad idea.
real. When he throws hats at the
Jimmlc's troubles on stage and
men, it means nothing more seriscreen— and partly on the air- ous than his throwing the piano
rose from his single-truck mind;
at Mr. Ombriagga.
(I never misspell.)
And that is In his hands one of
He is no more
an actor than he is a- singer or the masterpieces of entertain.

.

•

.

—

-

'

dancer. He knew perfectly well
that he was put. into a vaudeville
unit travelling into movie houses
because people, wanted night club

.

entertainment at four in the afternoon between two movies. He
was wrong; they didn't, .want it at
all.
In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
where I caught the act, they sat
and stared at him with a wild
surmise— they thought he was
crazy.
Once he gave them the
straight
night-club stuff;,
he
;

woman in the audience—
and she sued him! They didn't
know quite what he meant when
kissed a

.

he shouted

to the orchestra lead.

ment. The idea is simple: Jimmie
and Mr. Ombriagga play a duet.
But Jimmie is unreconciled to" the

Jimmie

a

direct descendant

dous imitations of Ted Lewis;
Jimmle's devastation among
waiters Is on a large scale.
spots fancy dishes, calls out
probable prices, condemns

of

Punch— theslapstick.

archist

ugly man with the
He's a dangerous an-

who smashes through

everything, and one of the most
characters
In
the
world.

endearing

the patron for being a sucker,
pounces on the return of the same
dish twenty minutes later—and
later— and manages to make
everyone feel fine. In his laughing way he's been saying what we
felt.
Everyone enjoys, a night
club and everyone feels a fool
for spending so much money

have Improved. Jimmie played
the guard -^guide at the Metropolitan Museum; he had in tow a

women and

children, In-

cluding Ilka Chase and, I think,
Mrs. Waterfowl. It was Jlmmie's
job to keep his herd moving;
theirs to dawdle and refuse to be
instructed. And the pain' which
came over his gaunt face; the
passion in his voice as he begged
them—"won't you please come
over here"— was r e mar k a b 1 y
touching.
,

ness of soul. I'm speaking of the
professional person. The running
.

Jimmie has with the help is
based on this understood affection.
He encircles a. heavenly
fight

chorine and asks, "Is It cold out
tonight?" And When she says,

"No!" he crlea

"Never mind,
trying to build up your part!
Everybody tries to get a line in
this show."
He no longer has
out,

Bennie- the Coatroom Boy who
used to rush out and do horren-

part

that's

of

pleasure.

the.

Jimmie emphasizes both sides.
I think One of his greatest triumphs is living down the Schnoz-

,

/Back of all. the violence by
which he. lives, there is this sweet-

He
the
the

management for extortion, mocks

I said that he isnf an actoryet I once saw him do a bit which
few great professionals could

group of

but
the

.

He used to be carlcatured in animated cartoons and
his nose was as famous as Lionel
Barrymore's hiccough. But he
doesn't live on the great nose. Of
course the nose fits in. It is grotesque and extravagant and all
things Jimmie loves to telL and
sing about are extravagant, too.
The walks he takes are full of
pitfalls and dangers and quirks

zola phase.
.

—

of fate.

And

he.

storms through

amazing imaginary

this

life, full

of tempestuous passions; he gets
angrier than, anyone else; he

throws more

;

and he sails
hat high In the

'hats;,

off, in profile, his

air, and a .wild and beautiful
gleam in his eye. He' is, in his

own

words,

exhubilant.

After

fifteen years, he is still terrific.

Dear Gilbert!

On page 6 in the
ESQUIRE I read

August issue oi
the editorial

all

about you.

THEM'S

MY SENTIMENTS,

Jimmy Durante

fact that in a duet, the second
part occasionally is heard. As
soon as Mr. Ombriagga plays so
much as two bars, Jimmie shouts,
"We begin again, Mr. Ombriagga!" If Jimmie plays a dainty
.

.

/

trill and it is repeated on the
other piano, in the treble, Jimmie

"There is no echo in this
room, Mister Ombriagga!" And;'"
nature of things, he finally
throws the piano at him, piece
by piece.
This is the violence which makes
shouts',

in the

—

.

STAGE

SCREEN
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CENTS

Big Business Proposes 'Sponsored

OWI

as Substitute for
one picture
lumps— one
gigantic one and about 80,000,000
more the size of your fist. The big
baby is ihe bundle of cash the film
miss

bringing

-

in

for

Soon,

Army

tieaded

amateur

Tor

the

scribbler

and Wallace,

.the
N.
usher's job, an assistant

at

of Reade/'s

Have

Reputedly

street.

Digest,

Terse, ironic, profound and
piophetic. it tells everything in
Marquee sign
seven words.
reads:

Similar But Separate Projects for Major Picture

him,

Producing

House, incidentally, plays for-

job.'

'Sorry,' sai

Hit

New

tremendous post-war

High

catiOn and reorientation of liberated
peoples in occupied countries, two of
the nation's top magazine personaliHenry R. Luce, of the Life-Time-

Fortune magazines, and DeWitt WalDigest,
editor
of
Reader's

Amateur Units
Major Edward E. Bowes has tossed
amateur unit .sideline,
his
which has netted him around $3,000,-

mm

picthe setting up of 16 and 35
ture production units.
Understood that the Luce project,
is

aside

000 in eight years.
Last week,
Bowes ordered the few remaining
units he has on the road withdrawn
as of Aug. 12. all dates thereafter
being cancelled.
With Bowes' decision to close
down hi.s stage show adjunct to his
radio amateur program, now spon-

on

contemplated

Camp Show

(.Continued on page 25)

New Type

Trade

-

sored by Chrysler, Lou Goldberg,
general manager and the man
who put the $3,000,000 plum in

:

—

his

For Luxury Biz

Bowes' lap, tendered his resignation.
Bowes' reason for the cancellation
of the units is that 'they aren't mak-

.

lo

are
furnish talent

(Continued on page 12)

Radio Commentators
Picking

Up

Soft Coin

In Catskill

York

indies, the analysts usually con-

fine their lectures to

NEGRO MUSICAL'S CUFFO

ARMY CAMP BREAK-IN
Wiih one show already booked 'into
a camp in the metropolitan area for
« two-night preview, possibility is
seen

that

a

number

of

Broadway

Producers will use military posts as
u'yout spots for their productions
this coming fall and winter!
Thus,
Producers in. whipping their- shows
jnlo shape prior to a Broadway openln K-

would likewise- contribute

to the.

USO-Camp Shows in providing the servicemen with top entertainment.
efforts of

Mt. Belt

The Catskill Mt. Circuit, which is
usually regarded as the summer
stamping grounds of vaude, burley
and nitery talent, is. going highbrow
by making a pitch for radio commenRecruited from small New
tators.

the

hotels

weekends when

are packed, unless radio

commitments compel midweek appearances.

Sullivan County,
in
have discovered during the
past two summers that their gucsls.
supposedly on away-from-it-all vacations', are eager frtr the Interpretative and background war information passed out by the spielers. And

The

N

hotels

V..

the. Lecturers in turn, find a
in

weekend

green -pastures supplemented by a
:
S150 Ice a pleasant way of spend-

S'>0

ing the

summer.

o'okiiisss

(he
through
through mi agent..
direct,

are

or

Through an arrangement with tew arc Johannes Steel".- WMCA. N. Y..
George Jessel and Meyer and N. Y. Post. ciilumnistrWilliani S.
Hamilton
George
and
Guilmorif
Coombs. .Jr.. WHX. N. Y„ and Hans
Jacobs.

WOV,

ing

Luxury

businesses, according
(Continued on page 46)

Propaganda

exec's in
as
very

S,.

refilm

is

_fo.rei?n

-

So was Mussolini until he teamed
up with Hitler.

sale of the

ward J. Noble, of Lifesavers, Inc.,
seemed late yesterday (Tuesday) to
be close to the consummation stage.
The pair had submitted an offer of
RCA had been asking
$7,000,000:
$10,000,000, and the negotiations, according to reports, had reached the
point of maximum anteing as far as
the prospective buyers were conIt was up to RCA to accerned.
cept, or let the McGraw-Noble combination drop out of the picture.

,

.

velope from Sherwood who w.as in
Wa.shingion. Some time later. Sherwood directed that the envelope be

]

message read.
It
described what was going to happen, contained background information; and directed l*<<> propaganda
opened and

|

years preceding the war
friendly towards pictiiic

business.

To

Blue Network' to
a partnership consisting of James H.
McGraw, of McGraw-Hill, and Ed-

The

'

(

Badoglio
.

Close

$7,000,000 Deal for Blue

:

Badoglio 'Friendly'?
U.

Re

and Noble

(Hill)

Lifesavers

PROBE INTO CHI RACKETS

Engineer's Fj^ht Song. "by

General Stewart C. Godfrey;
'Spirit of the T.T.'CV and 'A Toaft to,
a Girl.' by Gapt. John W. Kin ic and
Cap!, M. H. Clcary: Thai's the Infantry,' by Major .General -Edwin- F.
Hording, and "The Gas House Gang,'
by Sgt. Paul McKchxic.

by

Ace

Job, in

Of

HINT ANOTHER BIG

Brig.

Pi'elro

43)

McGraw

films

the story in this country and beaming it back to Europe via shortwave.
U. S.
OWI. deeply concerned over the
possible repercussions if the Axis
got there 'first with distorted versions of the news. worked carefully
Chicago. July 27.
wiih Ihe Army, to set Up what many
Preparations are under way by
consider 'the. -best. job. of its kind Ihe Government for another onever done.
slaught, on local rackets as soon as
{Manning, was arranged by Robert trie trial in N. Y. against the 'six
Sherwood, head of the OWI Over- boys from Chicago,' accused of exseas Division: About five hours be- torting $2,500,000 from the picture
fore the attack. OWI radio people industry, is completed.
in New York received a sealed enFrom evidence obtained in

.

Marshal

make

to

would be made
by the industry and distributed by
the War Activities Committee, and
each would carry a credit line
(Continued on page 1C)

The

Rome

Conducive to Songwriting

membercd

consumption,

domestic

for

agency.

Army-Navy

War seems to have loosed the amateur songwriting talents of many of
the bra.sshals in the armed forces.
'Typical arc some of the ShapiroBernstein's recent output:
S.

it.

According to reports here, many
large national advertisers arc looking around for new ways to spend
beneficially
rather
excess
profits
than turn the coin back to Uncle
Sam as corporate taxes. Knowing
that the OWI can't' make any more'

If is estimated that the eventual
The Bombing of
capital investment for any one, that
Washington. July 27.
the Blue will run as high as
Radio should be entitled lo fly the buys
$10,000,000, since money would be
'E; for the job it did
required not only to build the Blue's
in connection with the bombing of
Rome,
Government propagandists own studios, but for the construcsay here.' Eight minutes after the tion of television and frequeucy
first
bomb fell, radio was telling modulation equipment after the war.

to

Martial Beat Appears

'U.

enough money now
(Continued on page

Credit Radio With

ers.

'

N.. Y.

Workers

Insight into the trend of luxury
advertising may be gained. from the
circumstance that Cartier, swank
Fifth Avenue jeweler, is auditioning
mass appeal programs preliminary
WABC. N. Y, The
to going on
jeweler's objective is the surplus
coin prevailing among war work-

made

station,

Familiar mountain bell plalformeis

hooper,

producers of 'Run, Litllc
Uiillunv USO-Camp Shows will pre.(Continued on page 45)

-War

will fight

.

have initiated moves looking toward

particular,,

.

films

lace,

in

.

to'
they
therefore
would
offer
finance one or more pictures for the

ties,

—

best

seen

'I've

this picture.'

Envisioning

As

USO-Camp Shows

,

film production possibilities, particularly with an eye toward the re-edu-

Radio Swamis

Last week must have, set a new
high iii predictions by the various
news commentators. As noted by
Radio Reports, the news program
listening bureau, the following longActors in Khaki Seen
shots were made during the week:
Before long there will be 'something doing' from Britain. William
Solution to Dearth
L. Sh her. CBS.
The whole price' control system
Of
Talent will be reojganized.-^Philip KeyneAtlantic City.
Gordon, Mutual.
Editor, 'Variety
If the Democratic, party splits, in
"While everybody connected with 1944 and a conservative Democrat
show business agrees that more and teams up with Dewey, Willkie will
more shows are needed to hypo be Roosevelt's running mate. Richmorale of men on the fighting fronts.. aid Eaton. WMCA. New York.
In the training camps, and particuThe armed forces of the Axis will
larly in the hospitals which are bebe out of all Russia before the snow
inning lo swell with men wounded
(Continued on page 43)
in all battle theatres of the world,
very little is done about it.

Of course
trying their

fitting

.

eign, films.

from the doughboys.
'This Is the Army' gets off winging with the story of 'Yip Yip YaptContinued on page 46)

and their plans for a circuit is conj :
mendable; Eddie Cantor's recent appeal for performers to pitch in and
do-all they can to- help is all to the
good; however, everybody seems to
'be -missing the boat on the real solution lo the problem.
Biggest difficulty of sending out
shows- is absence of performers. Most

all

fice—to resign.
'Why?', asked the manager,
'You've only just gone on the

SPRINGBOARD

'M.O.TV

manager

over himself accepting
him with a uniform
and immediately: giving him a
station.' A couple of hours later
the usher was back in his offell

for
Will Reopen. Soon.'

projection-room

Nite

applied last week
Y. Strand for an

"kid

27.

business may finance war
shorts for the Office of War. Information and other Government agencies if it can get 'Sponsored by.
credit lines at. the beginning of the
films.
Such invasion of the film industry's territory might ineet with
some favor in Government circles
and considerable approval by Congress, but friends of the picture
business are plenty worried about
the plan and hope that the industry

Big

No Bank

Also,
When a

Luce, of Time-Life-Fortuhe,

•World— Closed

showing of the Warner Bros, production, he was. it must be confessed, worried. What, he wondered,
would the addition of a story and
the injection of
professional film
players into the cast do to the
Irving BerliiY'all-soldier revue that
had thrilled the nation?
Relax,
boys.
The story fits and the story
helps; the cast is right, and they
coulaVl possibly take the play away

Hoped

—

ture.
this

It's

Most significant sign in the
Times Square area is that atop
the World theatre on west 49th

•Emergency Relief, and the little
lumps will be found in the throats
of America.. It's that kind of a pic-

When

Pictures

Washington, July

By AL JOLSON
'this Is the Army'- is
thai is going lo get' its

can't

By

line to be

broadcasts.

the

taken for the short wave

York.

..

against

indictments will; be soug
lawyers, politicians, public

and operators of syndicate
gambling here with expected repercussions that will make the motion
picture racket look like a drop Jn
the bucket in comparison.

officials

.

Rumors

persist

that

the six Cilt,

bovs arc having lawyer trouble.

MISCELLANY

Ws
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Patriotic Cycle, in Its Service

Hollywood Runaround
By Radie

To U.S., Worth Any Price -JI. Warner
green

:/

.

Jack L. Warner, chief pi'-. Warner
Bros, production; now in New' York
(lie 'premiere. /.tonight (Wed.) of
'This Is ,thc -Army,', which'', he .and
Hal B, Wallis -produced from the Irving Berlin soldier show, is cpmmilIcd to the idea that the 'motion picture screen permits the film industry
to do a service, for the country
which has done such a' service to
all of us.
That's the long and' short
of It. when
comes to the; creed
and. the credo why Warner Bn>s. is
fill-out
in
the
'patriotic
picture
.

'

Selznick Active Again

.

'i

,

Hollywood, July

.

27.

.

Sclziiick's two-year pro-,
duclioh layoff ends next- iricnth when
he puts 'Since You VVciTt Aw?y' be-

David O;

fore -the cameras.

go

to.

such

if

Colbert,

.

.

t

.

soda at Schwab's drugstore every night—if you get there
time, .10 o'clock,
shades of the Diamond ilorse>hoe!.

money to defeat
Germany, Japan and -Italy.
Our government calls on you

it

may be

It will cost

Mary Pickford Returns

Says

culled.

if ail
of our film,
topical nature/ winds
celluloid after peace
has been written, that's the cheapest loss- we can- take, if loss it .may.
be called.
'

,

now.
Buy- war savings bonds or
stamps today. B uy them
every day if you can. But
but/ them on a regular basis.
.

Yrs., Sets 'Jr. Miss'
Hollywood, July 27.
Absent seven years from, film production. Mary Pickford returns .as
producer of 'Junior Miss,' Which ran
"00. 'performances'
oh Broadway,

bcrriro'-iiV'r' bed-^
"

.

That's GraCtiKlc

to help

As Producer After 7

much

.

.

its

.of

.

:

ClaudeUe

.

Jones, .Shirley' Temple,
Joseph Gotten .and Monty Woollcy.

Jennifer;

Warner, 'Even
.so

-

.

;

'

Leads

.

as

.

•

'

up

.

i

.

because

..

:

-lor

cycle,'

Harris

Hollywood. Julv 27
Buddy dc Sylva. is giving Raoul du Bols an eight-wocl; leave from'
Pn' s
mount to decor 'Carnien Jones' for. his pal. Billy Rose. .it will lie
•••]>i' V j>
or 'Susan' for the John Garfiolds at the Cedars of Lebanon any <l;,y
no
Harry Joe Brown, is -flirting'- with Nanette Fabray-'-bul only iVii'-Knit*
erbocker / Holiday". ... Jack Diamond, who p;a.'cd ihc Copncabana
n il
the N. Y. night life scenery, has giprified-lhe title for a scenario .,,(
hj s
own adventures and two studios are already nibbling. 1. 1,
p,,^
Smith,/ en route to overseas duty ror the duration, tarried at
Romanoffs'
long enough to- say goodbye to the <-ang. •Sfuttcrin' Sain' (Mai v
„w;iioO is putting the -.final touches to her autobiographical original.
Are the Girls Warners) and '<•.
lie seen' behind, a cW'Okile iecere.

.....

'"Reason behind the feud between Sam Gohlwyn .aiul Lillian liellinnn
is oyer one certain scene, in 'North Star,' which MKs H. feels has
init'cii
lured lhc_ lender import she has written into it. and which Mr. (;;
retaken tw;ice at a reported cost of .$5(j.OOO, and' refuses'-.. to slioot again.'
Last week Gbldwyn sent ah SOS to A'rth'ur Kober, ex-hiisband or Mis
S
Hellman,' but her cpnlinucd close confidante, and, obtained his tempiiiiirv
release 'from 20lh Century-Fox to work on the scene iiv collaboration wiiii
his ex-wijfc via. long distance.
The; first day Kober repoited on the job; Goldwyp greeted him w.ith,
Remember, you're not doing this as a favor -to jne^vou're doing il for
,.'
/,
Lillian Hellman."
:

.

:

'

'Actually, if you stop to think
Joe Davies Denies Any
whether it's now or five years from
now, here are pictures such as 'Ac.where it closed recently. 'Miss; was
tion in :th* North Atlantic' or 'Air
Stalin Umbrage at
bought on 'a; two-way. proposition
Force' or "Wake Island/ which tan
calling for $410,000 outright for the
play anywhere," any time; merely
Film, 'Mission to Moscow'
Scooping Around
picture rights pr $355,00.0 in cash and
With new introductory titles, and
35V> of the prollts. On the other end
/Purchased outright by the Russian ''"Danny Kaye Ls panjring to do 'Connecticut Yaiikee' for. Richard Rodgers,
depict that 'this' is something which
of the deal are Jerome ChodbrPv and.
who., will wait for him. .to liiiish, 'Up In Arms' it the ''draft -'board will
we all .went through in -194:1.- and. Joseph Fields,, co-adaptors, and, Sally government .which controls all film Wait too. ,...don't- be' surprise when
Pvt. Frank Lo'esscr, now- stationed
activity in the U.S.S.R., a print of
which should be a warning 16 you.- Benson, author of the original yarns,,
'Mission to Moscow' has already /ar- at Santa Ana; is assigned, the 'words and miisic' for Moss Hart's army
both the public and to-' statesmen' which ...appeared in'
the New Yorker rived- in .jvioscow, mid, accordihg to show. .Marian Spilv.er,- on her l'uv .solo scripting job at ;20lh, did such
'
alike;.' so that we should never have
magazine.
advices to this country, is being re^' a. -swell; job with the lleleii Deutsch or'igipal, 'Good-Bye, My Lover, Goodto go through this- again:
That's
Miss Pickford"? last production ef- dubbed into Russian for distribution Bye' a starrer for Anile Baxter) that she is being renewed; .Marjorie(Cpntihiied "on page 40).
forts were in 1936, when she was as- throughout
Warner Gatesoiv, who still looks like 5(h. aveiiiic on ollywood Blvd., is N.Y.-bOund
the republic.
Bi'ifl" Cobb and Frank Chapr
sociated: with Jesse Lasky In 'The Bros, denies any truth to reports IP the. legit' theatre shc ieft 10 years a
Gay Desperado," and 'One Rainy that Premier Joseph Stalin was div- man's 10-year-old, Pat made- a screen lest for David Scliniek; but''"'instead
of looking like the 'imp.' shewas supposed to, she looked like ah angel!
Afternoon'.'.
More,
recently
she
Was.
pl.eased
with
the
picture.
Berlin Contrasts 'Yip's'
reported bidding $500,000 for "Life
.^Ruthie SehVyn w.ill be fhc new fcinine threat in Agents Row oiv ihe
Since Russia controls the! rights to
With Father.' but nothing came of it., .'Mission' throughout the U^S.S.R. it is Strip.-. .Kay Strozzi" has headed eastward with the script Of .'Salt of the
$83,000 Gross in '17-18
.'Junior. Miss' will naturally be. re- free to make any cuts, or changes, Earth,' a dramatization by John Haggart of. Rebecca Wesfi famqiis short
leased through United Artists, of if desired. Whether or not th'islmay story in which Gee Lawrence is Ires inlereslcd. /now that Marthe El roile
To
$12,000,000 which Miss Pickford is a charter be done is not known -at rWarnei; is top unsophisticated for 'One Man's Venus,' Jack Wildberg is purswobing
Meantime, Zorina again. .Tallulah Bankhead. lias cheeked; into the six-room suite at
member.
Filming; space will be lined headquarters in N. Y.
Irving Berlin has his own. perspecwhat may happen to 'Mission' in the Bevcrly'Wiishire. vacated by. Walter Winchell, which makes the
tive on 'This Is the Army,' the World up -within the next month,.
.she's all out for glamor!
Argentina, from which reports em- seventh floor maid still very happy
War II soldier .show, with its S2,anate
that
copies
of
the
Joseph E.
Columbia
execs
quit
bictding
.for
000,000 in the box for Army Emergency! Relief- Fund,' arid, another 'Junior Miss" when they found that Davies book had been destroyed as
Boss
Billingsley
to
Glen
'Communistic
propaganda,"
is
'quesa
$10,000,000 on the horizon, as against percentage rates were jacked up
Nathan, Gilbert Gabriel
his World War I soldier show. 'Yip after each bid. Terms were hiked tion, but prints, according to the
Cafe, H'wood
Yip Yaphank,' with its $83,000 re- 5 r r on several occasions, says Harry Warner, foreign-' 'department, are; alPossibilities for Critic's
Glen Billingsley, former daytime
ready on their way to ihis.and other.
alized for the same AERF.
As the Cohn, Col Prexy,
manager
of the. Stork; Club. N. Y.,
South
American
Countries.
Warner Bros, fllmusical is readied
Stories of Russian displeasure with operated by his .brother, Sherman
Berth on N. Y. Journal
for unscreening tonight
Wed.); on
Billingsley, and more recently asso'Mission,',
as-.filmcd'
by
are
said
WB.
Broadway, Berlin harks-; back to
George Jean Nathan and 'Gilbert
GUILD'S
ciated with the Lyons & Lyons
to; have originated in London, where
Major General Franklin J. Bell at
Gabriel,- former drama reviewer for
agency's radio division, leaves in' two
the
picture
opened
Friday
123)
at
Camp Upton, with the show's four
the New York American; have been
\veeks. for the Coast to become genPIX
UNIT the' Warner, theatre. \
weeks at the old Century theatre.
mentioned as favored candidates for
Denying these reporls from Wash- eral manager of Charlie Morrison's the critic's berth vacated on the
healie Guild is on the verge of
N. Y; In contrast is Major General
ington, former Ambassador Davies Mocambo.- Hollywood nitery.
Irving J. Phillipson today. who made forming a motion picture production
N. Y. Journal-American, by the reBillinjjjiley was also former man^
who
characterized
thorn
wholly
as
cent death of' John Anderson. No.
possible- 'This Is the Army' and its unit which sets at rest for the time
untrue,,
.said 'the statement with ref- -agcr of the Monte Carlo Beach in
definite offers arc. sain To have been
extravagant' earnings for the. same being reports that various Coast
''-' studios have optioned the rights to erence to Mr... Stalin's altitude. "to- N. Y.
made.
'.;,;
relief fund.
wardme
and
the
film,
"Mission
to
Nathan is-, critic for Look and
When 'Army' closed its stage road sundry Guild, attractions. Laurence Moscow,' when I was in Moscow, is
Rsquire magazines besides doing
tour in Frisco last February, exactly Langner stales that the Guild con- utterly false 'arid
bears the earmarks Irving Starr to 20th,
trols the film rights of 50 odd plays
other, magazine and book writing.
$1,953,000 had been turned over to
bf. malice.'
productions it has
Gabriel resigned some seasons; ago
the Fundi and Warners predicts a among, the 148
.presented since inception.
Joe Mankiewicz Mebbe from the American, where he was
$1 0,000,000 additional from the world,
Ruben Mamoulian is mentioned as
said to have received $18,000 'anfilm rights.
Hollywood, July 27.
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.'And the job's. not yet- done.' continues the sohgsmith, who is referring to the fact' that two units or
'Army,' including himself, are due
for- overseas entertainment at off-

shore camps and bases.
When Berlin first conceived a song
entitled 'This Is the Army Mr. Jones'
in January, 1942, General Philipson.

on March

11,

1942,

made

it

official

one of those active

in the Guild's
picture- project,' as recently reported.

and

Oklahoma'

and

'Porgy

Bess'

CAGNEY MAY PROD.
AWAY FROM OWN UNIT

BILL

among the shows that the Guild
When William Cagney arrives in
Film rights for Ttoth in ol'iginal N. Y. from the Coast next week,
he
play form were in the hands of 'may. make a deal whereby he'll proCoast companies but were repur- duce films for companies
other than
chased by the Guild.
'Porgy and his. own. William Cagney
ProducBess' was first done as 'Porgy' and tions,
which he set u
with his
'Oklahoma' was 'Green Grow the brother,:
James Cagney.
li's
seen
Lilacs' in straight play form.
possible he may 'do. at least

are

has.

.

Irving Starr has inked a term pi'Qs contract' at 20lhrFox. He re r
ccnily terminated a three-year deal
..''.
with Metro..

duccr

nually:
The Journal at the lime
the afternoon Hearst paper. J'or

was

which Anderson had been the aislesitter, .and when the morning American and the Journal combined. AnAnother Metro producer who is derson handled the reviews. for the
expected to swing over to ?.0lh is merged sheet.
Joseph Mankiewicz. whose contract
Journal offered Nathan the -post
would entail writing; producing and more than 20 years ago at a figure
directing.
profconsiderably, higher; and the
fer, was renewed before Anderson
Last season,
became a fixture.

one' picture for United .Artists.
'LOVE'
REALISTIC
when the. latter was out of town.
Bill Cagney is bringing with him
G. E. Blackford, Journal-American
the print of the first Cagney ProNBC Fortes Change In 'Lucky Stars' drama
editor, covered premieres and
ductions fihn. 'Johnny Conic Lately'
Tunc from Cantor Film
may step, in again until a -critic is
which, as you know, was really
Safe in Middle East .which. UA will distribute. 'He'll be
joined the following week
'written'.' in 1917 for the first war.
NBC forced a change in the lyric chosen.
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., was noti- Cagney, star of 'Johnny.' by James
when the of 'Thank Your Lucky Stars,' liMe
However, it took 25 years to make fied yesterday afternoon.
-'(Tuesday) latter' winds up,
his vacation at song from
us really appreciate .why. loo. we via the
Eddie Cantor's forthconi-'
U. S. War Dept. that Jack; Martha's
Vineyard.
With James ing.RKO film, before allowing it on 20-Fox Signs Crooner
arc asking blessing for America.Benny >4pd his troupe have arrived Mulvoy,
their sales rep, they'll spend
the air. Line, 'How's your love life,',
safely in the Middle East.
three or four days mapping their
to 7-Yr. Deal
was reworded to read, 'How's your
Accompanying Benny on a threc- sales and exploitation campaign.
BiZ'S $110,000
ick Haymes has., been signed by,
mpnlh tour of. offshore bases to en- Paul Lazarus. Jr.,. UA's. ad-publicity Toinoiice.' ;It's okay in its original,
form with the other' network".; CBS 20th 'Century-Fox.; to a seven-year
tertain the Yank fighters are' Larry.: director, is also due in
from the and Mutual,
optional contract calling for. at least
Adlei
Anna Lee and Wini Shaw. Coast this weekend, after huddles
eight tunes, including two pictures a year. Company signed
Filhi industry -has set- up a .fund They left; jy\ Y. Ihe latter part of with Bill Cagney on the ad cam- .
'Stars,'- in the Cantor musical, which
the singer Monday- «'2C) .afternoon,
paign.
,
of $110,000 to be used to promote last; week:..
they have immediately after looking at; a. lest
'Johnny.; currently being edited features Dinah Shore,
.ilie' U. S. Treasury Third War Loan
Troupe may be the. first to follow
been split up for plugging between made a couple weeks ago. Cpi.urai t
•bond selling drive in September. Ihe Yank soldiers -'Tight- into. .Sicily-/ and scored, is skedded for a Broadthe three' Warner Bros; publishing had been prepared pending ihc lest,
Part, of this amount, estimated at artd
despite
the- hazardous
area way precm. but no contracts have
20th -Fox
around $5.0,000, will be used Tor the which they're circuiting for USO, been signed yet., with the dale and lirnis, 'an' unusual occurrence. 'Stars' with a clause allowing
William
is being exploited by Remiek,
which days -to make up its mind.
'Caravan of Stars' lour from Sept. embracing many remote areas of the theatre to be. determined at the N. Y.
also has :llow Sweet You Arc': oth- Morris office set the deal.
9 to 20.
Middle East; efforts .may be made to. huddle., At that time the Cagney.
Haymes, former vocalist %v
ers are with Harms and Witmark.
Production, distribution aiid ex-/ shortwave the performances to the may also, reach a decision on their
Tommy Doi'sey and Harry Jahies,
next- film. Several stories are
hibitioh divisions of the War' Activi- U. S. via a radio program.'
under
has been at La; Martinique. Ni Y;.
.-'
consideration.
ties Committee' each contribute oneFred Allen Stiii in
nitery, since April and holds' until
Ihir.d of'; the amount, needed to-, 'ex-:
.He began a radio <oniDicker for
Film September.
ploit the bond. campaign.
Boris Mori^os Presents
mercial .for Bourjois, Inc., on the
Odets Signed by
.-Fred Allen may still do a film this
Blue net last week and so far two of
Bonelli in 'Waltz King'
fall for Jack S.kirball under his
one- his -discs by Dccca i'It Can't Be
It's 'Naked Genius'
Los Angeles, July 27!
For lonely Heart' picture commitment deal. Allen, who Wron R
You'll Never: Know )
previously nixed the. story chosen
Limited engagement of 'Thq 'Waltz
-Gypsy. Rose Lee's; 'Ghost in the
combined have sold over 1.000,000
..Hollywood, July 27.
for/him because of switches made by
Woodpile' becomes. 'Naked- Genius' King.' presented by/Boris Morros,
copies.;.
Clifford Odets inked, a' contract
Sally Benson, is interested in two
under Mike Todd's production a hd open's here at the Philharmonic audi- with
RKO. to do a screen' adaptation- stories he has just finished
readingGeorge S. Kaufman's .staging. Lat- torium Sept'. 13, to be followed by a of 'None but: the
Lonely Heart,' au- at Montauk, L. I.,
where he's restter suggested the new tag.
dale at the Curran. San Francisco,
thored- by Richard Llewellyn.
ing under- .medico's orders.
If there's any film controversy, before heading eastward.
Hollywood, July 27,
that this would be the theme song
of 'This Is the Army.'
'But. on the other hand,' says Berlin, 'it took 25 years to groom us.
Americans to !God Bless. America.'
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No More Hula

-

.

one

wag

suggested

it'll

'probably

.

Title role

Is

assigned to Richard

.Picture will; be produced by David
Hempstead. With Cary Grant staris due in Hollywood in

wind up being billed 'Half- Naked Bonelli. with Irra Petina, Virginia ring.
Odets
Genius,' and thus get by the Hays Card and Marjorie Cooke in
impor- two weeks,
office.'

tant roles.

•

autumn.

filming

slated

for late

Allen is still making up his mind
which of the two it'll be. Reported

Earl Schehck, film writer who
went! native 15 j'ears ago, and has
Monday (20) negotiations for the; been, living in the South; Seas; .refilm rights may be made in time turns lo
pictures under contract to
to start work by mid-September.
Metro as. a wrilcr-direcior-prod uc««

•

:

:

Wednesday, July 28, 1943

.

United

for i?43.

:

iiigher
'

6arhe

by the

company, for

i'st

.

time,

iii

several years.
.

on

based

a combined total

around $35,000,000. about

•

-first

six

-"'that

UA

volume

of

O. Selziiick organization as
production assistant, a newly created
post,

:

:

addition

in

to

gob

his old

ne

as

Widely known as an architect and

110.000,000.

memory

of

Buckley, counsel for National Theatres;

^eportJidsfoL

Profiting,
last,

robust,

RKO,

Skouras-. is
reportedly
here lo continue negotiations with
20lh'-Fox anent a new operating deal nance Committee, even a 30-40 ;'{ reduction' from '.the Slii.000.000.000 lijjfor himself an
other N. T. divi
urc would still refill: -.in. a huse
s'ioiial. circuit operators.

also

is

Odium

considered phenomenal.

counts

Sinatra's H' wood Film

;

'

in London by- 'Govdebentures, maturing April 3. 1950,
ernment officials within the next,
It .was
month is a suggestion Jot the em- to Kidder. Peabody & Co..
private 'sale, with the investment
ployment of film advisers familiar a
house now distributing the securiwith American customs and colloties to iis clientele.
quialisms to work with British profor

Odium

Lucky

Debentures, sold to Kidder. Peabody, represent 50% of the $4,000,000

.
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-

;

Looking

AL J0LS0N SIGNS TO

The
llu-

C'iiicago

Tribune, and

Meantime' Jolson
overseas

is

to

waiting orders
entertain our

i

Washington Times-Herald,

'General' Cinema. Finance $500,000.

Sale of the securities will likely,
result in a' slight change fn the Universal directorate in due course,
since W. E. was represented on the
board by Dan Collins, while William
German sal in as, an observer for
Eastman. Rank: of course, would remain a. director, of U. owning around
25*; oi the common and distributing
U product in Britain.

Manning Back

resembling a piano, Al Jolson is
Planning on taking aiong a harmonium.
Question how, says Jolson, is try-
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'Virulent' would 1.
sonie of -Mis> Winn's

nr' s'imk .sic;vkrm'an
Wrpklr I.T V.MIIKI V, ln<-

Sll\f I'Jll.'lll.

Sill

lishing on I'age One.

1v,

Naldi.

ir.riVc.-l 4CUi Sr..

:

.

.

8c

PliiVllilit-il

..

l

who
long', sleek automobiles; say. -\l iss Winn,
£et them.S50 ah engagement with film moguls.
Then come the booze and ihe (Irtt^v and,
Ijnaliv. the broken Koclio thrown to the i-'ilipihosV The injection of iaciali>m aimed, al
the wriliii.c
aii Allv didn't deiei'Miss \\;ihu in
pub"llrili and it.- >i<l<-r >hecl in. lire
or the'
"-.l-i

Gleason, Marly May and Frances
Faye. Also mentioned as a possibility is Joe F.. Lewis, currently offshore for USO-Camp Shows enterlaihing Yank troops in the South.
Pacific.
Others pacted. for 'A & M'
are Ma.vla. Colette Lyons' and Rave

.FprND'Ki)

publication*. Thi.-. i> jio>>ibly the rtr.-l"
though, that a daily u\ siich supposed
the: ('hi Ti ib: has taUen lip the
nc.nce' -'
•<icl> and belabored the film capital in

u ho fly to lie motion picture centre for fame and fortune. Instead of stardom,;
however, hey usually nu-et up with tiiale<
l

in; Doctors hospital, N. V., after
Several, operations fpr arm. and leg
fractures sustained in the Lisbon
clipper crash last' February, will
probably appear the first few weeks
wearing a concealed cast.
Revue's emphasis will' be on co,medy. and Walters and Proser. have
already signed Romo. Vincent. Jackie-

ly

next

type are ;i> old as ] |oll\ \vood
They '\c been a p;irt of inaii>' latrine

Stories of
itself.

desiroys ,?00 y.ounjf. bt-aut iml* but

butterflies'

U

and Models." foij- the comedy lead
in the forthcoming "A & M" revue.
If signatured. Durante, would co-slar
with. Jane .Froman.
Latter, current-"

as producer.

reins
Likelylakes
Charles- Boyer starrer.

-

th

DURANTE MAY CO-STAR
WITH FR0MAN IN REVUE

In'i'l

was

liiciii

:

inciedilile

boiifiht

•

ing

JO get. a. priority for the instrument, which wei-g hs about
40 pounds
ana costs between
$50 and $75 when;
if, he can
'unfreeze' it.

at

Holly wood. July 27.
Terminating 'six -months' of service
with the Government; on a confiAfrica,
dential mission
to Nbrth
Bruce Manning is back at Universal

I

:

'

Jolson' Travelin' Light
:To safeguard against
the possibility that he's headed for the more
isolated spots overseas where Yank
troops arc based .and- where in all
likelihood there's nothing remotely

arc eiii'milly

.to

cern theatre attendance. Since, however, only a small proportion of the
increased taxes demanded by the
Treasury can be raised via increased
corporation tax rates, a boost in individual income taxes, appears likely.'
Thus. thouRh national income' will
reach an nll-tiirie high of over $130,000.000.000 duriiifi 194.1. chances are
(Continued on page 43

-

J

;:i

.\Vc6rdini>'

in

application of the \V.hitc
Slave iral'lie. ..Mi.-s \Vinu doesn't |K->iialc. to
say that virtually all the. lollyu ood la\y cnforeenient oll'ieial> haw .been eoi-rupted and

wood's

si.-lei-shcer,

Is

ioll.y wood bylineel
scrii-s from
publishing
by one Maieia Winn. Sunday (25) the story
was cart iully cloaked in anonymity as to

'

Jo go
troops.

had $1,000,000

ANOTHER FILM ATTACK

•'

PRODUCE FOR COL PIX
Al Jolson is now with Columbia
Pictures as a producer, as well as the
central
figure
of
"Minstrel Boy.'
.which Will be Col's big special next
season.
It's. a
film', biog
of 'the
mammy singer's career, -which Sidney Skolsky is supervising.
Jolson only signed, for one. year as
• Col. producer, witiv absolute^ autonomy on everythin in his hands. He
'checks into Hollywood some time in
midwinter,- taking his Colgate radio
snow, win, him.

Electric-

debentures, Eastman $500,000 and

,

STILL

day nights.

long

before

all
ihdustric!:: dpes- not; particularly' con-,

producers of the iinpendinu. "Artists

Western

l

iiicroascd

from the. ciirrcnt rate of. 40,<;;.
around -45.-50"}..' Tliijs'. applyirifi"to

jimmy Durante is dickering with
Lou Wallers and Monte Proser. co-

5"'.

COLOR

via sales:

liviii'4

recent merger within the corporate
setup.

METRO SETS RECORD

«T

'

ot this issue. $2,000,000 of which was
called in by Universal as part of the

;

WITH

be

rate: will

'

has since increased his holdings., ducers on pictures intended for'U.S.but figure recently reported set by distribulion.
Atlas for its RKO interest was
Exploitation of British films in the
Chore to Cost
$15,000,000,
U. S. has been backward, from acUnderstood that Joe Bernhard, counts. No advance material was
Strike Extra
Wkly. Warner
Bros. exec, representing a released for picture such as 'Desgroup of investors, was oii'c of those ert Victory.' Plans-are- to speed up
It. will cost Lucky Strike (American Tobacco Co.) an additional $4,- interested, in. purchasing Odium's' and improve, current .methods.
000 each week for the 'Hit Parade' RKO'. slock.. Offer made was subprogram (CBS) While-Frank Sinatra stantial and covered a large proportion. but hot all of .Odium's- holdings.
is qui oil the Coast making a picture, lie leaves.. New Yoi'k, Aug.- 7 Odium, on the other 'hand? if conand is expected to be' gone four sidering selling, would be interested
--'in disposing of his entire interest.
weeks.,
PIX
10
For the time being, Willi RKO
The loll line charge will be ex-! showing sustained earnings and OdHollywood, July 27.
pensive, since it involves a couple
operations,
control
of
in
ium
Technicolor is tinting more picinstantaneous switchovers..' For Sinchances of a sale are unlikely..
tures for Metro this year. than at any
atra's contributions to the Saturday
other Jiihe. in the history of its conprogram the account will have to
nections with the Culver City lot,
hire on Hie Hollywood end a 21for Clover
with five films; across the plate or
picceorchcstra plus a leader.
on base and five more waiting" to
Hollywood, July 27.
Lucky is reported giving thought
bat.
colossal
scene
gamof
Once lheto building a separate show around
Coming up are 'Kismel.' 'Mr. CoSunset
Clover.
Club
the
old
on
the crooner, with Sinatra doubling bling,
coming back to life, but not Ed.' 'National Velvet.' 'Tale of Two
as m.c. and the weekly inclusion of Strip is
Sisters' and ;Quo Vadis." Color films
of'chance.
a name guest. Since Sinatra is under as a casino
recently evacuated dated for early release are 'Salute
Marcel
Lanw.e.
contract to CBS, the program would
to the Marines,' 'Thousands Cheer.'
Ciro-'s. by a fire, is rcopenjng
have lo be on that network.. Ac- from.
Forward' curthe old club, strictly for eating, 'America.' 'Best Foot
cording to' reports. Columbia's indrinking and entertainment. It has rent at A.stor, N. Y.) and "Broadway
sistence on this condition hasn't set
Rhythm.'
been shuttered for four years..
well with the account,
the new
Sinalra sianza would replace Lucky's
'All Time Hit Parade' on NBC Fri-

cosi

in

and or. excise taxes.Generally conceded thai the combined c<ii'pow.f».i>«>i«>i>t-ti n cl Wnu iit—

.

$6,000,000. to
ago'.

the

of.

increas

Holly-

.

holdings in RKO. from acthe time, could have been

at

lessons

to

:

careful appraisal
of
of films as factor in
promoting international trade is how
being made. Within the. sphere of
a capacity limited by wartime, short-'
ages, British officials are making an
earnest attempt to maintain a'f least
a sound foundatiorK.for further deWestern Electric, Eastman Kodak
velopment' of the U. "S. market for and General Cinema Finance (J. ArBritish pictures.
thur Rank group) of England have
Also understood likely to come up
sold $2,000:000 of -their Universal Suconsideration

Spurned

purchased for around
$7,000,000 about, a year

.«ie

.

.

.

Jack L. Warner- returns
this weekend.

wood

more

out, a
the: value

'

.sonic financial experts believe l hill the .'-Administration' sights
will be reduced by the Senate Fi-

Britain's -young,', but
was virtually

industry

film

wiped

figure substantially higher than that
bid.

In view of this. standing in foreign
markets domestic showing this year

from

war when

tained.

Some ol.thc United Artists playerrncmbers have always figured more
Inc.,
importantly in; foreign markets than
domestic. Sonie ot. the Charles Chap-,
Several
offers
from
financial
lin pictures have .grossed, twice as
picture busimuch, abroad as. in the U. S. 'Modern: groups headed; by
ness execs have been made in reTimes.' for one grossed $3,000,000 ii\
the foreign .field as against $1,500,000 cent, -months for the '.purchase of
domestic while 'Great Dictator,' with Floyd B. Odium's (Atlas. Corp.) holdings in RKO, Inc., but with' no in$2,700,000 domestic, will wind up
with a similar total from the foreign dication that the investment trust
prexy is ready lo .sell exe'ept at .a
market.

men

liiiancial

Though

Chiirles

.

arid,

be intended to start publicizing British films intended for the American
market, from their inception— the
purchase of the story.

.

on the

.off .eels

picture business/

in

-

'

Leigh,

Ralph Richardson, Robert Donat
many others. The agency would

.

.

bettersuch as

.

known .British performers
Laurence "Olivier, Vivien

ginnina of iiiiyroU lax deductions
an additional $1(5.01)0,000.000 in
taxation. Called
for
by President
Roosevelt earlier this year, and still
being' pressed by
Administration
is

in N. Y.

Group of film topper? now in NewYork from the Coast include .Louis
B. Mayer. Joseph M. SchenCk.- Spy- forces,- whose potential
ros and Charles Skouras and Charles boxofficc are feared by

primary objectives,
is to keep alive
in

the

of

from- accounts,
America the

production designer.

UA domestic city planner, Pereira took a leave of
more, than for 1941.
absence from the studio, and offered
billings last week were reported the
his services to the government shorthighest.- in the company's history.
ly after Pearl Harbor.
While UA foreign department formerly carried the. company, domestic
-operations have been -placed on a
profitable: basis during the past year,'
while- -f «•"');» i-pnl.-ils were main-

•

1

Tem'pornrily 'obscured by thc.be-

Coast Toppers

of information in America: about
British players and pictures.

'

'

r

.

.

27.

William L. Pereira, recently back
from 18 months bt defense planning
tor the government- returned lo the

David

Indications,

.. .

.

-

Hollywood, July

.

months of operations;
will hit

British officials have under consideration plans for setting .lip a cooperative agency in the United States
representing both British government and commercial producer-distributors, to maintain a steady flow

Pereira Back to Selznick

over last..-'year, and 20D%
weeks,- will far outstrip

some

figures

.

PICTURES

Variety

Artists domestic billings>
currehllyjunning frorn 75?;.

istiibution

.

1

<

V

'

.

a
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PICTURES

New Contracts

'

Wednesday, July

totETY
IBEW's Schooling

Loew Execs

for Four

New contracts foi', four top Loew
executives.' carrying with them piovisions- for bonuses based on. a perc.entaKo of/net profits after certain:
deductions, will come up' for consid«>ralion tomorrow .(.Thursday) at a
special meeting of •stockholders, 16
bo hold at Loesy: headquarters in
.

The execs concerned are'David

N.Y..

Bernstein, v.p. and treasurer; Louis
B. Mayer, managing director of pro-'
cluction: J". Robert- Rubin, v.p. and
•general counsel: arid Lawrence A.
Weiivgai teii, production :Supei^ isor at
the studio; who. perforins : certain
ihcv duties.
'••
In the. case of Bernstein, he is under, contract until Dec. 31 next at a
weekly/salary of $2,000. plus additional compensation of V.i*i of the
.

combined annual net profits of Loew's
and subsidiaries. The -new contract
proposed is for an extension on the
same basis from Jan. J. 1944, to Aug

Interstate'*: Plea
San Antonio. July 27.

school.

:

unioii

.il

were lOld by '.tlie
was ready.: to supply
juicers,

necessary

and-a-half

the

Edward Knopf, producer
Hollywood, July

.

.

27.

Tlie oider placing Los Angeles in
the No. 1 critical; labor area- will be
issued today ; ( Tuesday) by the Wai\

'

,

agers .of major studios' conferred
yesterday .(Monday); with Pat Casey,
producers', contact man, on methods
in putting industry; onto be used
48-hour week.
understood that exeihptions
It.' is
to a longer week, are to be filed for
a department only when the work
there can't be divided, i.e., accounting.
The ruling ,is expected to ease
the labor strain now experienced by

the

stresses

persons'

fact.

:

who

:

Aujf.

A-..

tive areas, while the group of home
of flee execs going to': all ''meetings includes, in addition to Connors, Spyros Skoura's, William J. Kupper. A/
W. Sinitly Jr., Vf. C.-Gehring, Jack,
Schlaifer aiid Hal .Home., advert isiiig'
and- publicity chief.
Murray Silverstone. v.p. in charge
of foreign distribution, plans to attend the New. York meeting,. but will
likely leave for England before the
two. -'following confabs are lie.kl.

-

cut seals or rot her w ise destroy prop-

;.

and

5-7,

L.

11-13: Regional powwows arc being
held to avoid ti'ansportatioi) hnrdl«'s:
Regional Held forces will / attend
the sessions in each ot their respec-

,

•

Ambassador,

third at the

.

:

31. 194(5. calls for. $2,000 weekly
t.i'tiii the combined annual net
same as he receives under,

Blackstone, Chicago, Aug.

The man-

Manpower Commission.

,

Extension of contract for Rubin to

Tom Connors, v.p; in charge of di.v.
tribution for 20th-Fox, announces
ihat the company will hold three
regional sides meetings. Instead of a
single convention this year.
Firstmeeting will be held at the. Hotel
Astor; N; Y., Aug. .2-4; Wecoiul at the

of 'Lor-

,

with practically an all-male
cast, also produced "Cry Havoc,' allfenime, at the same time.
raine,'

.

and

lot for a new ending in
an early invasion of the. con-

Metro

case. of
tinent.

Asked tor Mayer is a ne\y employagreement running from Jan.
1 last to Auk. 31, 1946, at the same
salary and percentage as under '.the
old contract, except that Mayer rev
"ceives ho wcijkly salary for the
National Screen Service has preV
period from Jan. 1 last to May
pared 'a. special trailer. _deslgned to
~"lastr~^riien:" are special provisions
curb the curTent wave of vandalism
for Mayer in: event he leaves ,the
in ''theatres .which .is being olVered to
company
incapacitated.
the' studios..
It'
its accounts .at a nominal, cost.
Bob Rubin et Al.
Aug.

War

Keeping Step With

.

went

-

Afier-ihe-war; film selling in. Europe will be a mad scramble, according to a, picture exec recently returned from" overseas. With-.-i
backlog, <>(' five years pf higli-budge't pictures to be shown in rcconqucrcd. countries, Holly wood salesmen- will have to cut prices to peddle
their: wares, to foreign exhibitors on a buyer's market overloaded
with expensive product,
'.•Only solution',, the exec. explains. is a friendly releasing agreement
among the.major studios, which is only ..remotely probable, they have
seldom agreed on policies in -their own backyard..

Hollywood,: July 27.
Swift shifts of ;the Allied armies
in Europe have/throwii ;The Cross of
Lorraine' back into production oii

:

close.

U

without

Oycrlime.

for

'

:

•

demanding double-shifting or time-

31. 1945.

.

that

the

all

.

:

The- studios

Interstate Theatres will take,
the matter of theatre vandalism
directly to' the public in n series
of trailers to be shown at all
Interstate houses.
The trailer will point out that
destruction or damnge' of irreplaceable' equipment during recent yvceks' has' brought on
crisis in the operation of sonic
theatres.' It will be pointed out
that, since most equipment will
bo hard to replace, it will be the
customer Who will suffer, because the house .will have to

19

2ft.

.

Post-War Buyer's Market Seen

Hollywood/ July 27.
international Brotherhood of
Workers has opened a
school here to train studio electricians. One hundred and eighty students are enrolled in the first sesGeorge Davis of local B-ll;
sion.
and Genei Gaillic, union's international rep here, arc in charge of the

The

Electrical

.

'

Hollywood, July

Benny Thau, .Metro' exec,-'.', is reported as the most likely successor
to Lowell Mellett as' head of the
Office -of War Information Film
Bureau. It is. understood,' that his
name has come up more often than
thai ot any other 'candidates during

Washington discussions. ~
Thau is well -I iked in the industry
BIOFF,
and is considered as one of its out'.-' Los Angeles, July 27.
standing executives.
Others ifienAllied Slates
$41,000,000 20th
Charles T. Russell's $10,000 salary tioned for the post. are Hal B. Wallis.
have indicated'
Assn.. Metro and
George Warner producer, and Ted Gamble,;
ioff,
Willie
suit against
getting
intentions
of
out shorts
Browne :ai>d I lie international Alli- Secretary of the Treasury MorgcnHollywood. July 27.
against vandalism.
ance ol Theatrical Stage Employees, thau's aide on war bond campaigns.
Production at 20lli-Fox ll>r'
Although Wallis has expressed a new' season
was '.submitted to. Superior Judge
calls. for a 'budget of a
Make Parents Responsible
until Aug. 31, 1946; il satisfactory
George Doekweiler. after a one-day desire to get into Government serv- proximately $41. 000.000 for
prowith the stockholders.
with attorneys for ice, his .'chances are considered'
..
July 27.;:
trial iii court,
grain of pictures to rani;e
etwenn..
In a statement to stockholders;
Making the parent responsible as both sides''permitted 30 days to sub- .slimmer than Thau's or Gamble's. 30 and 40. These' figures w ere given
Nicholas: M. Schenck, president of well as the child for keeping 'decent mit briefs on legal questions. Trial Industry leaders express the belief.
oiil
on
:the WestwoOd: hit .•'after 'a
Loew's, says: 'It's-my personal opin- hours and fining parents
with the extortion that a maii oiilside Hollywood has a
.*•
_
„„ „>
,
a stiff jolt has nothing to do.
Sk°urasv Joseph
Bioff better chance to cop the Mellett:
ion that the retention .of these exec- for not keeping
tab on thieir tcenfago case in New York, in. which
Jf^'h*
°f: and Darryl F: Zaiuiclt.
M.
Schonck
utives through the renewal of their youngsters,
berth than one who is already im
has done much toward and Browne were, convicted:
>
Company explained ,lhe higher
contracts is in the best interests of lowering
Former U. S. deputy income lax mei'sed ih the industry's.: problems.
child delinquency in Clinbudget
and
the
smaller
liuniber
of
the company and the stockholders
Gamble is a yo'uii^. exhibitor from ...
...... .. .
ton, la.,: where he: is police' and commissioner. .Russell asserts he was
!»«'<" r*s '»>y sat.stics- shownig th»
and on behalf of the management.'
juvenile judge, W. A, McCullough hired by the defendants, to handle all Portland. O.e operating two houses tUe cost °f
Induction in matenaW:.
a there and two in Hood
In'told 300 Iowa peace officers in a income- tax questions at $10,000
"' pcl0 f and. .pla.w-s has
.B»i>e. up
year and -collected his salaries for addition he has also acquired anJ2
panel discussion here.
25 10 30
above the previous year,
The state-wide meeting was held 1938-39-40 but not for 1941. IATSE other recently built by the (lovern- c,irr<;nl ,f1ea ls to make fewer picat the University of Iowa.
Judge contends that Russell was hired by incut in the housing area at Vanpurl U,res bul >a<sc their quality,
are
MeCuUough said the strict curfe'W Bioff and Browne, and that the union Gamble's chances, '- however
"
:,c,i
L<
"« tlie liigh-budgetcrs on the
ordinance which requires all young- is. not/ bound, by law to pay their hurt by Henry Morgenlhau's uii- ne
"'
P'Oduction
slate' lire
Oi.o
willingness to lose him in view of
sters 14 and tinder to be off: the personal obligations.
World.' based, oil Wendell Willkie's
his iinporlance to tlie bond drives
streets- in Clinton by 9:30 p.m. is
.''
hook, and the: biography, of Woo'dKevin's Trial lb \uf. 16.
working 100%'.
Parents are ..sum-row
•
Wilson,
both of -which will be
.
-.li
, ,
The li'ial of Isadore Zeyin. foriiK-r.
Philadelphia. July 27
moned -'to the police station for offIndies
Act
supervised persohally bv ZaniHk
More than a dozen persons have spring who disobey the mandate aiid secretary to George E.. B.owne. was
f,bm " *"' 5no mM)
iuh
been indicted here on charges of a second offense means a fine that postponed Monday ,(2til tjlt Aug. 16
Pictures
by Federal Judge Francis G. CafTey.
operating a nation-wide obscene makes 'e.m yell Uncle.
-Toledo. July 27.
Further, details of ihe schedule
film organization. Indictments were •'.•Kite. spots are in accordance with Zevin Avas indicted for perjury by
Martin Smith, or Smith '& Beidler.. will be announced later l>v Tom
disclosed today" (Tuesday ( following the law mid are helping to keep it, the Federal yrand jury investigating
Theatre Co.. Toledo, president of Connors when the companv
hoid.s its
the arrest ot five of. the defendants enforced.
All teen-agers ..between.' the whereabouts of the approxi- the Independent
Theatre Owners or sales meeting in New York
on the Coast. U. S. postal inspec- 14 and 10 foiind roaming the .streets' mately. $1,500,000 slush Xund al"'''
Onio, announccdTormalioii or a 'con-':-'.'
"
r'cgim
of
tors say it's the largest ring iii the after 11 p.m. are hauled to
the hoo.se-' legedly collected during
fcrence cominiltec' to take: prompt
^
_
Browne and Willie BiofT,
department's history.
gow.
action on motion pictures classified
According tit -Boris Kostelanctz.
Headquarters
were located in
AftF
After parents have been nicked
If ILL IJIIUU/E
as 'C 'condemned
by the National
Philadelphia, with the ring's busi- once because their kids are.
special assistant V. S. attorney genplaying
Legion of Decency, headquarters'-in'
ness extending into virtually all of overtime, it- never happens
eral, Zevin i.- also to be called as a
again.
N. Y.. City.
IN
the 48 states. ^ Indictments were
witness in lhe forthcoming trial of
This; action is the result of ihe
handed, up to Federal Judge Guy
the- eight men '.-charged tvith .extortHollywdodi July 27.'
Bard in U. S.' district court here on
ing mfllions fioni (he Til ni industry. showing in Toledo of the 'C version
Columbia is- coming out with a
of 'Lady of Burlesque' in Loe.w's
June 28 and were ordered impounded
nostalgic edition of its Screen SnapValentine iind Loew's Esquire, and
by the jurist.
shot snorts scries, going back
Riiss II ay den,
the Palace and Colony. The -foil r (heThose arrested included William:
years through the dies: under pio» Ar « s .«•«••>•<• j>ena-| wed by ihe .Toledn
11.
Horsley, 73. head of the Asso'ductiou supervision of Ralph Slaub.
-Base Council
Viewed s the hottest story prop- In PlC Ort (it.
of .Catholic Women for (luce
ciated Films. Inc.. and said to be a
Among -the stars of yesteryear lo
Hollywood, July 27.
months, ending Aug. .1], as a result or
pioneer in silent dims. Also held are erly in recent months, galley proofs
be shown on the screen arc the Gish
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas picked
their
showing this fihh.
O. B. Herlwig, of the Candid Cinema of John P. Marquand's
Later sister*. William S. Hart. Constance
new novel, Russell Hayden unci Jean Parker for
changes resulted in the film's beiii" Taln;a;igc.
Corp.: Robert I. Lee. of the PacificLiln Lee, Hope llampton,
'So Little Time,' are being rushed to lop spots in their.- Lake Michigan
rated as 'B.' but this did not
Cine Films, and T-: IS. Emmelt. lecliHi.ibarf Bo.sworth. Madge .Bellamy,
ailccl
film, 'The Navy Way,' to be made
the boycott against the roiir houses;
liieian in a Hollywood laboraloi >., Coast studio execs even before the
King Uaggott, Colleeii Moore. Cieiidding for the novel, with ..the Great Lakes Naval TrainAll were arrested' by U.
Smillv has. named Leo T: Jones, aldiiic Farrar.
Dept. ink is. diy.
Eugene O'Brien; Betty
which, deals with a HollywqOd writ- ing Station as a background.
nuushiils.
Upper. Sandusky. O., to lake 'initial Compson
und George Ijiane Tinker:
William Bcrke. director, and Maxer, is expected to be inbrc spirited
steps ror the formal ion of such
'.—
conw;el|. Shane,
scripter,. have spent
than (hal shown for any yarn inference committees' in all the
diomonths at the Illinois naval base,
long tinier
Production Hits Limit
ceses
of
the
state.
Jones
New novel by Marqiiaud. who also collecting data and " Atmosphere. theatres in Upper Sandu.sk .operates •Cover Girl' Gets
v. For'esr
Film will, be produced > for ParaWith Six Films Shooting authored I'H.'M.- Piilliani. J?sq..' xvhich mount
and Carey, and is a Catholic himself
release.
was filmed- by Metro! is skedded for
but Only as
The plan provides ror the organizaHollywood; July 27.
publication next month by Little.
tion* in each diocese of
Holjywpod. July 27.
Production' at Universal hits capa1 coininiftee
Brown Co and has bce.ii selected as
L. A. to N. Y.
including Catholic .'laymen.' Catholic
Coluinbi;i finally borrowed a. male
city this week wiih six pictures. One
the Scplcn'ibcr Book of the Month
theatre owners, and non-Catholic
Charles Buck ley!
lead.
Gene
with a second unit, filling all availKelly,
from Metro, for
_
„.. v
choice.
operators.
Ann
Corio.
Ir
'<-'oyer
l lie''.bishops
able shooting space:
Girl'
opposite
Rita 'liny worth.-,
Three newwere favor-!
able, a diocesan representative
Paliiier lloyt.
is Kelly's first loaiiout
comers arc 'The.. Professor ''('iocs'
from, his
wo»ld
be .invited to. assist these committees. ll0l i?e lot where lie recently .coin-''
-Margo.
Wild.'. 'All Out for Hhylhin and a
Admission
The coinmittce. upon telegraphiV -Pl»''ed ii job in The Cross of Lornew Tex Riitcr galloper.
Louis B. Mayer.
Off
rcecipt of 'C'.classilications from
Still
Norman Moray'.'
;''«'»*'"
shooting arc three 'high-'
the
In
to $11,109,476
biidgeK'rs, -the Deanna; Diirbin slarpational headquaricrs of the
Hichaid Povvois,
'Coyer Girl' h;is been iii prodiicLegion
.•-Washington. vJuiy;-27>.rc-i; 'His
of Decency, .could- -take prompt
liiler's Sister': the TevliiHJoseph M. Sc.heni'k.
li " n
f'T weeks with :pleiiiy nf
action
Theatre adini>sions rell ofr shai plv
color fiiht,i.~y. 'Alj Baba aiid liic
to dispose of any quick
Bernard L. Sciiiibei;t.
(kites' such fr'.W'nes 'but no masculine, lead,
iii
May. from the April- liUurev anil
Tliicves."
iui
as caused the Toledo showing.
the
Charles P. Skouras.
Olseli-JolinsoM'
Inwere even, below May. 1942, with
*C'r;iz.v Tloii.se'
lhe showing of 'Lady or
Spyros Skoiiras.
Burlesque'
Broadway, wliicli has. a habit of goBricker
at Look's. Vali'iiline. the
Howard Slrickliiii.'.
United Arting ojV in directions of its own. piek.
ists .of lice in Cleveland
-Ralph Wilshin.
Hollywood. July 27.
was- said to
Stocks
"ig UP. instead of following ihe 'nahave liad, permission to open
Walter Wiucliell.
'"'
r e " c -''Bricker checked off ilie'
the
..Thc.alarni tluit lias. spread through tional trend. This is revealed by
the
lil;s.l-ruri of the picture
'atrtVoir.'
2,ltl1 " ,)x ' ol -tp' spend a vacation hi
before cuts
Wall Street the past couple of day's, latest ainiisemcht. ta x figures of the
ordered by censiirs could be
Ol (, -"°0 31,(1 complete 'Prisoner, in
made
(iincc^the' ousic'r of Mussolijii. .doesn't
If: S.
Huieau of Intci'nHl Tteveniie.
Jones emphasized that P.ronipt
.P'H'ple.' a stage play, for possible
proinpt notinoti.'
N. Y. to
seem to have had loo * discouraging A lioi it O.V. of (lie taxes are (Nlimal,.
,.
•
lication from the Legion-of
Oecency Broadway production.
n elTCct oiv amusement stocks-.'
ed lo cover motion pictures.
.'-.Benny Fields.
wqlild be required for cirective
rioter
In l8 months at the studio,
acThe Italiah sifiialidh bi-oiight' with
National returns amoiinied lo-$n!Sidney Heller.
tion by these' commiltees.
serconplaycd 'Guadalcanal
Diary.,'
•It' a wave of liquidation .elsewhe/c.
10»,47fi. as against SK.fi2S.OI4 lor tinJo.huny Howard.
•Little Tiikyd, U.S.A." and 'Texas, ad
the nluusement indfislry h:is pfcviqu.s liioiith,. aiid $11.55(I,1'44 for
but.
Bill Pine. '.!
ACTIVITIKS
Alaii,'
besides doing the original
generally expressed I'ohfldcnce.
-a.- year ago.
Blossom SCeley:
an Puyc; 22
story for 'Daitciue Masl.crs.' '
'v

profits,

agreement which expires this
coining Dec. 31.
Weiligarlen. who is at. present under- contract until Dec. 31 next at
a weekly salary of 43.25b, plus
35-100ths Of 1'.; of. the.net. will receive. ail extension at the same terms
his

erty are working for Hitler and asks
cooperation of .all patrons, in appre-

hending miscreants:

At

behest

the
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NEIC Group Meets on Talent Pool;

-

'.Getting' down to .1 lie practical de- +
of working out organizational
..and
details
administrative

tails

Fetchit Gets

30 Days

received in N. Y. yeslerday (Tuesday) that ..the Australian
government has agreed that; all
Hinds due to
merican producers
and profits of Australian [companies,
owing, to parent organizations will
be released up to June 30, 194.4.
After that dale the matter will

.'.-

'

lisidered

Australia's .overseas

relation to
exchange, posi-

Buy

.

On

Into 20th

Coin From Profits
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.
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.
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.
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received a letter -from my .old- pat'Happy Bchway, correspondent
of
Saianac branch, who is now. in his' 15th year there.
To
read his letter gives you a grand feeling that these, boys and gals
at
Saranac. Who. haVe gone through sp much still. retain ,theii: sense pt humor
.'Happy' was a minstrel and a good one for over 30 years; lie started
with
a medicine show', the Klckapoo. Indian Medicine Co.. and played with
Dockstad'er, Guy Bros., Honey Boy's, John Vogel's and many more
first
class .mittstrel troupes.
In vaudeville he played With- 'the Seven Honey
Boys, Benway it Dinkins and his last act was Ben way St Mulroy. He
was -taken sick and has since carried.. on in a. horizontal. and vertical
position from Saianac. ..
There is np reading between the whines from these birds, up there
because there are ho whines. Happy: tells me that an old' friend, Jiifimy'
I

;

.

.

:

'

Frank Root

star,

..eccentric

Max Bloom was

dancing, and singing comic.

Waller Brower was
one of vaudeville's great nionologists. iHopkins Sisters, were, the daughters'
6( John Hopkins who managed the old Hopkins theatre and Fountain Perry
Park. Mina Ballard Davis a swell soubrette.' William Ilibbctl and Clay Crouch
did a blackface act for years and later Billy Hibbelt. was the slraight man
for the unforgettable Marie Hartinan.
Flbrenec Tempest and Marian
Sunshine are from Louisville andywere two great vaude troupers.
.Rcincmbciv Cordelia Hagcr in ;vau'de with George Austin Moore? Great
act.
Corinhe. Sales, of ~Dool<\v . ales, aiso^pmes from Loiiisville. Mary
Hone, a legit actress and producer: Katie May Bradley -did' a'roller skating.

'

act.

'.'

'
.-

..:,'.'

,-

'

..

Some swell singers come from there, loo. Percy Parsons, who sang bass
the old Hippodrome; Wager Kelly,, a. basso who played in vaudeville;
Robert C'raik. who was.the son of Kentucky leadin iniuister. was a baritone with Ralph Dunbar's operas and Broadway musicals. Ricardo Martin,
was a Met. Opera House, tenor'."
iii

'

Mrs. Leslie Carter, et al.
Leslie Carter, tlie great star;' was born in Lexington-, Ky'.; which is
practically Louisville. -The.' mother of that grand actress. Selena Royal,
Selena Feilef. was born in. Louisville. Orrin Johnson, the star of 'Ben
Hur,' ;Man of the Hour' and many ihor.e shows.. Eugene llodgk ins, who
did an act with Leon Kimbcrly, is a songw;riter and pla.ved in vaude with
Ditto Shelly and Henry Hull, legit stars and
niany a ratlislrctlcr. trior.
stars of pics.
And their' brother. William Howard Hull,, who 'was with
'

:

.

the original: •Fiorodpra' and the'-.husband of Margaret .Angl.in. Also Tom
Powers, a legit and silent picture star,
_
Adolph; Klauber,
Plenty of swell writers conic .from Louisville, too.
ramous N, Y. Times critic, also .a producer and husband of Jane Cowl.
Boyde Martin, writer, dramatist and; critic on Courier-Journal. John
town.
his
home
Louisville
calls
also
critic,
famousN.
Y.
Brown,
the
Mason
Alice Hegah Rice, author of 'Mrs: Wiggs of the Cabbage PateiV; Annie
Fellows Johnson, the author ot the famous 'Little Colonel' series; John
Fox, Jr., who was once the husband of Fritzi Schpft and author of 'Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come' and Trail of the Lonesome Pine,' and Cleave
Kinkaid) the' author of •Common Clay,', are all locals who made good.
They also produced, some swell managers. Al Morgan, the dean of
managers; Eddie Plplin, who used. .to manage the New Amsterdam; Morris.
Uri, who was a partner of Joe Gaites and produced 'The Three Twlns';
Harry MarliiYi manager of McCauley'Si later Brown theatre and owner
His wife was oh
of Columbia Hall, Louisville's Madison Sq. Garden.
,

.

.

-

:

the stage as Edna Morn. John Garrity. Sr., how Shubert manager, wag
formerly of. the Masonic theatre, in Louisville. All these were born In
Louisville, and not forgetting Col. Levy, the friend o£ all the actors: I
believe his son has produced a few shows.
Yes, suh, Louisville has sure given .plenty o£ great artists to »how
business. Me and Aggie didn't know the names of the horses that, come
from there that may have gone into horse acts in the bid vaudeville
was
days, but we do know the names' ot some that should go if there
-..'
vaudeville.
Drop a line to Happy Benway and the boys and gals in Saranac; ihey
lonesick
and
you're
know
when
You
like to hear from the>oldtimers.
some, letters are terrible things when they don't come.
Best to the gang, sez
.

:

.

Your

pal,

Lefty.

Way

Ted Lewis Starts On
Zanuck Due East To
His Biog for Columbia
Huddle Willkie's 'World'

on

%

.

A

.

'

-

,

.

.

'

'

:

'.''

•

.

.'

that Darryl Zanuck,
a strong factor in getting
Willkie' tor represent the film industry when jt Was under attack by
k'pllywood : baitin'g. senators in 1941,
.was determined to secure the property for 20lh against all" bidders.

Understood

'

-

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, July 27.
Pinky Lee inked player .contract
-

with Hunt Stromberg.
Dorothy O'Hara signed as dress
designer at Paramount.
Erik Rolf inked player pact at
Columbia.'
Reginald Gardiner's option picked
A
up by 20th-Fox.

Zanuck is scheduled to arrive in
from the Coast Within .the

,

N.'.Y..

week

to discuss
Willkie.:.

With

production details

.

.

.

Helmut Dantine renewed

.

;

'Bell -Tolls,'

.

,

WOOD

.

:

'

:

.

.

1

:

at the;

pictures at 20th-Fox.
John .Sutton's- option - hoisted by
20th-Fox.
I
,,
Jacqueline White, Helen' O'Hara,

on a -roadshow basis, running vtwo
hours and 50 ..niiiuiles-.- may. be cut
only five or six minutes instead of
,

Eva Whitney, -Diane Meredith an
Donna Mae Jaden; all minors, approved as. Metro contracte'es by Sur
•

15 to 20 which was ai first discussed
following opening of the piglure.
•

Sam

Wood,
producer- rector,
who's east, has conferred on the
matter with Bariie'y Baiaban, Par
president and olliers. 011 the matter
but after sitting through he film
again it has been' decided that no
major amputations will be under-

.

taken.

-

.'

peri'pr

i

-

by. War-;

'

Randolph Scott signed for three

more

k. Y,,

Ri.voli..

-

ners.

Peal Long

'Bell' to

.

'..

RKO

27.

Ted Lewis dropped everything on
the stage and moved into the Columbia studio to get production slarfed
on -'Is Everybody Happy?', the tale
of his own life in show business.
worki with.
into
Picture goes
Charles Barton directing', a cast including. Nan Wynn, Lynn Merrick,
Harry Barris and Robert Stanford. :.

who was

'

:

Hollywood. July

20th-Fox has announced that film
versions of Wendell Willkie's 'One
World' will be made in eight other
languages besides English. Picture
is scheduled for exhibition in Axis
countries as soon as Allied occupaIt will be
tion, forces take. over.
made in German, Italian, Russian,
Chinese, French, Turkish, Arabic
and .Spanish.

Most Twin

Up

a

Hebe comic of vaude; burley and musical comedy.
Mary Anderson was a. famous legit star of Ihe '90s.

.

.

.'

.

Marshall,, sends, me his best.'' You remember* Jimmy, he was a juvenile
with Joe Hart's vaudeville productions and in many jiviisical comedies.'
Jimmy is a .Louisville, boy, and Aggie and me started to; thiiik about the
'..'.'
great artists that Louisville gave to .show business.
'..
The juveniles that come from Louisville are Douglas Stevenson, Stanley
Yoiing and Jimmy Marshajl. Boyle Wolllolk was a vaiide and musical

Degree

..

< ii^l.

Notebook

-

;

m

it

Laurie, Jr.
**

i»

t

Coolaci-es, Cal., July 27

'

.

-

-

>

:

May

N. T. Partners

charge: of contributing to ihe
delinquency of a lC-ycai-old girl.
Chief progress stemming from .the Sentence was stayed, for U0 /lays
ioH6w-up scssibn by the. coordinat- pending appeal: At Ihe. same l-im.c
ing group was the creation of a a six-month term against, the; -girl,
talent pool comniittee comprising- imposed last woek for contempt of.
of Equity; George court, was vacated by Judge Hermes.
Bert Lytcll,
Of
American''- Federation
Heller,
Police found ..the girl several days
Radio Artists: Florence Marsdcn, of ago, wearing the comedian's pajamas,
Hollywood, July 27.
Fetchit conthe Screen Actors Guild; James. E. in Fetchit's apartment
Immediate Utsh outlay of $2,000,
Sauler, United Theatrical War Ac- tended he didn't ,know the girl was
Matt Shelvey, there.
In
pronouncing/ sentence. 000 will be required if. the Charles
tivities Committee;
American; Guild of Variety Artists; Judge. Hermes admonished Fetchit Skourns; deal for purchase of NaAmerican saying, 'A man of. your roniinence tional Theatres- stock is approved
WilhcrspooiV.
Blanche
Guild of Musical Artists; William should be more careful. -I. am con- by 20th-Fox. Additionally Skouras
musicians' vinced you ..knew the .girl was in arid four associates in the deal, would
802,
Local
Feinberg;:
union; Abe ; Lastfogel, USO-Camp your .room and that she was there have siPck put aside for Ihem from
their ish'aie of operating profits until
Shows; William Kent, ArlistsV/Hep- for no good purpos .'
they eventually, owned 50 percent.
resentatives Assn.; Milton Merlin,
Skouras ;group
has
a,- profitHollywood Writers
rep,
•eastern,
sharing 'contract with National TheMobilizaliorii and Kcrmit Bloom-';
Exbibs, Labor Carry
atres supplementing their, salaries
garden, American Theatre Wing.
and added stock purchase, coin
Talent'pool committee met Friday
Fiteon L. A. lc
would, be accumulated from their
morning (25) and .revised the perportion 'of the. profits - under :dis»former pledge presented at the
cMssed.. plan! Skoiiras is now East
Bite
to
NEIC conference at the Waldorf by.
in N. Y. with Charles
uckley NT
original
the
With
Speaks.
July
27:
Margaret
Los Angeles:
counsel to continue negotiations:
pledge patterned for' the contribuOne-cent theatre admission lax
tion to be made by Equity members, measure, now pending before, the
necessaryto
revisions were found
City Council, will -get.' another hearIncreases
permit. a flexibility to meet the re- ing. -Friday (301 in .Mayor -Floic'her
quirements of the various organiza- BbWroii's chambers, with represent;;-'
Philly Theatres
tions allied with NEIC's war morale tives of major and independent theFor
effort.
The pledges, went out this atre operators, labor and Ihe \Lbs.
Philadelphia. July 27.
...
week to the 47 organizations in the Angeles and Hollywood Chambers
The Regional War Labor Board
field of stage, music, radio and films, of -Commence oh the job. .to: protest la.sl wei-k announced approval of inwith detailed memoranda for dis- against the threatened bile. -.Op- c-ief.scs for employees of the Warner
tribution among the membership ponents of the bill appeared last Bros. Cimiil
Management Corps,
setting forth the aims and objects of Week before the council lax. com- theatres in Camden, Cpllingsw.ood
NEIC and: Of the. need for general mittee and will press their argu- ind Clemcntpn. N. J. -The increases
membership participation. The vari- ments further at the mayor's.- meet- ifVoi'l 5!) workers including cashiers.
ous units will handlclhe pledges via ing;..
(Iiiornicn. c)oah<M\s and malrons.and
Jack Bermah. representing the. In- will ultimately, affect 99 employees
a series of individual membership
meetings or through mailing, and dependent Theatre' Owner*,' declared when llie eight-week probationary
will culminate .in a general mass the tax would, be ruinous, to the period expires.
now
operator,
meeting after Labor Day for a 'pub- smaller film house
The
approved the increases
lic declaration' on the- part of all working on a short margin of profit'.
whiohbring the scales for these emshow business.- The mass meeting It would mean a S'i nick in- a the- ployees io from 36 ',2 to 50c an hour,
He.
will tee off a National Pledge Week.. atre charging a. 20c admission.
as negotiated, in a contract between
arc
pointed out that theatres today
Warners and Local B-101, Theatre,
Pledge Cards Out
taxed to the hilt, in addition to Stage .Employees
Motion .PictureFinancial, pledge'. cards also went heavier- license
;
than- retail
fees
out to' NEICV affiliated, organiza- stores. In the outlying districts, he Operators. Union. The increases were,
allowed by the board under' the.protions who. will be asked to contrib- asserted, the customers would walk
vision in the President's 'hold the
ute funds for the administrative across, the street to another muline, order' which allows 'substandsetup. .NEIC's. initial operating budg- nicipality
where lax-free houses, ard wages' to be; hiked.
et at the coordinating committee's could show an equal brand of picThe
also okayed a $10huddle last week was cut to $12,900 tures at a lower admission. The film
per- week increase to members of;
for the period ending- Dec. 31, 1943. biz boom, he explained; is only for
ihe -.Robin Hood Dell orchestra,
Committee, at least for the time the big houses, with the neighborbringing their wages to $70 per
being, scrapped the proposal .'for a hood theatres, struggling to get by.
week.
Sylvester Garrett,
$7,800 a year publicist and an exec
chairman, said the increase was
secretary at the same salary. Both
granted because the new scale was
jobs were proposed; at the NEIC
P. Nick's Theatrical considerably lower than the $90powwows for submission to the coper-weck scale the same musicians
in St. L. Shuttered earn
ordinating committee.
as members of the PhiladelInitial proposal advanced at NEIC
St. Louis, July 27..
phia' Orchestra during the regular
conference that 100,000 emblem butThe Theatrical Club, long domin- concert season.
tons, be sold at $1 apiece to people ated by John P. Nick, former head,
in show biz as a' means of financing of IATSE, Local No. 143. and. now
the organization was likewise nixed doing a five-year jolt in the Federal
to a Burglar's Heart
by the coordination committee.
pen at Leavenworth, Kans. for rackr
Is Beefsteak 3d
Critics'' Circle is -expected to meet eteering,
last week.
shuttered
St, Louis,. July 27.
ether this week or next to designate Located on the second floor of a
A beefsteak dinner supplied' by n
a successor to the late John Ander- building and adjacent to the luxurison as its delegate, to the coordinat- ous offices that Nick once occupied, 16.-ycar.old wife last week enabled
the club was the rendezvous of stage local gendarmes to clear up the
ing committee.
celebs, members of Nick's organiza- $1,100 stickup. at Fahchon & Marco's
tion, stagehands, local biggies, etc. Ambassador last May 2. In a roundThe walls were covered ;Wjth the up of local, suspects, for several small
City Indies
autographed pics Of big names in store holdups the cops nailed -Louis
'Pride'
Jenkins, 24. and slapped him in the
Pass
stage,- screen and rad io.
holdover at Police Headquarters.
trick tread on the stairs pro
Minneapolis, July 27.
tected the club. It sounded an alarm Alter prolonged quizzing he kicked
L. E. Goldhammer. RKO district whenever it was trod upon By the in with several small
jobs..
manager, has; thrown down-', the unknowing and alerted customers, .The prison fare,
bologna -and bread;
gauntlet .'again to Twin City inde- and operators in the
clubrooms. .The didn't
make the prisoner; very
pendents who oppose all percentage club came into existence in
1931 loquacious.
But: when, his wife
pictures, and the majority of whom when prohibition
agents put the fetched in beefsteak and entrees,
are passing up "Pride bit the Yankees' quietus on the' Stagehands:
Club at Jenkins became, more gabby and
because the company refuses to sell anotherlo'catfon.
Nick was named as tinder the combined probing' by the
it flat to them.
.manager of the club in a warrant cops and the wife admitted that he
Back fro,m the company's sales issued by the
and' a companion, still sought, pulled
Feds!
convention in New York, Goldham'the Ambassador job.
'.
mer' declared that RKO would con" Jenkins
said he and his pa.l waited
tinue to designa'le certain pictures
Bringing the Sheaves
until Mrs; Anna Tsich'Ks, cashier, and
foe percentage in (he Twin: City in^
''''.'
Heinz
Gcllcs,
treasurer,
look
Hollywood,
the
July.'
b.p.
27,
dependent area and -that Minneapolis
David Xewis, currently producing receipts from 'the first floor ticket'
and St. Paul exhibitors would have
oftice into a; basement room, drew
to take them or leave them. Terms 'Fronchriian's. Creek' 'at Paramount,
gat.s; .grabbed
the dough and fled.
will not be altered for- these situa- draws 'Tomorrow's Harvest' as his
The two. theatre' employees identified
next
chore,
with
Ray
Finland
as
tions, he asserted.
Jenkins and cops are applying for a
male
star.
Despite local- resistance, the RKO
lirst-degrce robbery warrant.
For
the
femme
Lewis is trybranch here is 60% ahead of the
A canvas,
same period a year'ago in. sales and ing to borrow Maureen O'Hara from representing bag containing $174 and
receipts from the candy
in return for the recent loan of
bookings,, according to Goldhammer.
counter in Lpew's Orpheum was
Sonny Tufts.
copped last .Week from' the off ice of
manager Frank X. Relief, J-ri Reller
GHAETZ'S H'
DICKER
', WELLES AS HITLER
told cops that lordinarily the candy
\
Pai.il Graetz, French film producer
dough: is placed in the office over
Hollywood: July. 27.
of 'Heart of a Nation,' left Monday'
.Orson Welles is being paged by nifiht, but this routine was. inad(26) for the Coast.
Paramount to play the Fuehrer role yeitcnlly overlooked the night beUpon his- arrival tomorrow iThiirs-v in 'Hitler's Gang.'
loi e Ihe theft Hvas discovered.
The
day) he'll negotiate for. the produc-.
He will have to take a screen test enin belongs to the Candy Conccsr
tion of pictures- in Hollywood.
if he decides to accept.
sinn Co., which has a local office:
.

1

'Variety's'

:.

'

-

• t ' 1 1 1

Dear Joe:
:

tion.

the

•

:

«,

By Joe

in

:

.

ft *»»*»*«**»t »»«'t

Lefty's

'•

.again' h*:

'

the selling up of the
talent and resources, pool.

t f f

:

•

.-'spurred. -.on' .by..' the cnlhusiasm'^n-^
Chicago. July 27.
crated at the two-day powwows of
Stepin Fetchit was sentenced: to 30
the National Entertainment Indusdays in the House of Correction last
try Council, the..coordinating com-.conweek
following, hi.v failure
the
mittee .of NEIC met last week at
vince Judge Joseph' B. Hermes,- in
Hotel Aslpr-. N V.. to pave the way
Jury COurl, that he was innocent of
national

for

tt

;

Word was

Pledge Cards Go Out to 47 Orgs.
and

;t 1 1 f

Aussie's Big Thaw-Out

.

Cpurt;

Tim Spencer, Bob Nolan, Hugh
Fan- and Pat Brady, Sons of the
Pioneers, renewed by Republic.William ^Bendix signed for two
pictures at Paramount.

Nina Foch, of the
Columbia.

..

stage,.;signed

by
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have given, her greriler
which she capitalizes \ Uril'-'
li.inlly.-. And although one oi' Uvn of
her iii.Ps have been given to Miss
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rown western.
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not brought homers it niiBlit
hare been, the iiidiislrial-'linanciai..stippoi'.t llitit makes- fascism possible
is also menlioht'd.' But: it is the basic,
idea bl. Hie play. the. 'universal threat
of. fHsciiiv.. even into. peaceful; every
day American. home«.'. before Poarl
Harbor, and the humble, noble courV'
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»Ke of' thri.-e- who: HkIU it..' that is
Iviinsc.endantly
expressed in tbis
screen, edition. That message is' now
.niore: tiitiely than .eveiv.
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Herman Orch Ups

Chi Spiffy;

To Jivey

Week

.

:

(he

Is

.14)

.iicky

'

Army

—

i'M-G 1

.

'

week).
Ificricwctl in .'Varii-.ly' ./fine

3(1)

Riallo— 'Bombers Moon' (20th

.

(30).
(Kici-ieu'til

'Variety'

in

.lull/.. 14.)

Whom

Rlvoli— For
'

Bell

.the

(Par) (3d week),
i/tcrieucd in '.Variely' Jiil;i-2ti
Roxy— 'Stormy Weather' (20lh)

Tolls'

40-75)—

(M-G) and Woody Hor-

week

(2d

orch on stage, solid $50,000.
(B&K) (900 40-751—
Garrirk
Die' (UA) (2d week).

(WB)

:

I.

.'

Straiid— 'The Constant Nymph'

week

(2d

I.

June

'.(Reuieieed in 'Variely'

:

:t0)

'Hangmen Also

Last week, good
Grand (RKO) ( 1 .150; 40t75 )— 'Got
'Me Covered' (RKO) and 'Falcon
RKO) (5th week). Nifty
Strikes'
$8,000.

Nice $7,500:

t

Last week. same.

$8,500.

'Coney Zooms

Oriental (Iroquois) (3.200 28-69)—
'Reveille With Beverly' (Col) (2d

Colonna and Del
stage. Big $25,000.
of Texas' and Roy
superb $32,000.
Paljee' (RKO> (2,500: 40-75)— 'Hers
lo llolcf (Ui and 'Gilderslecvc's Bad
Swell $24,000 due to
Day' (RKO
Durbin pic. Last week, 'Bombardier'
(RK
and 'Cowboy iiv Manhattan'

To

Jerrv
oreh.on
Last week. 'Song
Rogers on staee,

and

i

Coiii

Iih-.v

i.

i

(U>. slick $20,000.

(B&K)

Roosevelt

Slate-lukc

(1.500: 40-E5')—

week

(B&K)

Door

I.

(2,700:

Sorlco

$32,000.
$37,000.
Artists (B&K)

powerful
Vnlled
)— 'Du Barry

75

Was

40-75)—

(UA)

Canteen'

(2d

Last. week,
40-

(1,700;

(M-G

Lady'

'Du Barrv

Was Lady* (M-G)

pleasing $14,000.
Woods (Essancss)

(1

day),

(1,200: .40-75)—
and 'Tahiti

(Mono)

'Sarong

Girl'

Honey'

(Rep).

Fine

$9,000.

Last

week. 'Somewhere in France' (UA)
and 'Ghosts on Loose' (Mono), pert
$7,200.

Steady At
$10,500 in Kansas City

Kansas City, July 27.
Biz is spotty this week, with the
record-breaking heat wave denting
grosses in some sectors. The Tower,
with 'All By Myself on screen and
George White's 'Scandals' on stage,
is the tiaccr.
Second place goes to
Midland, with 'Youngest Profession'
and 'Harrigan's Kid* dualed. Two
holdovers, 'Action in North Atlanat the

Newman

and 'Hit Ice' at
isqnire. Uptown and Fairway dayand-datcrs. are steady.
'Land Is
Mine' .and 'Ladies' Day' Opened
briskly at

Orpheum.

Estimates for This

which

astronomical takings.
long loop run.
'More the Merrier'
after '.'.terrific weeks
but final week's gross

Week

.

and Fairway
'Fox-Widwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
11-501— 'Hit Ice" (U) (2d wk ). Firm
JH.aOO aficiIns round.

healthy

Midland (Loew's)

$10,500
(3,500:

open-.

11-501—

Aounge.-l Profession'
(M-G) and
Harrigan's. Kid' (M-G), Trim $10:Last week. 'Stage Door Canteen'
l
cid W k). Sleadv $9,500 to add
up lo total of $39,500 for run.

fUA

Newman (Paramount)

„

—'Action

'2d wk).'
hot $11,000

(1.900;

II-

North Atlantic' <WB>

in

Okav
initial

$9,000

to

top

off

frame.

Ornheum (RKO) (1,600: 15-50)—
Land Is Mine'' (RKO) and 'Ladies'
Day
(RKO). Nifty $9,500. Last
week. 'Mr. Lucky'
(HKOV and
A^ 'al Gunner' (Par) (3d
wk). nice
:

58.000 as a sequel to .$21,500 total for
nrsl two sessions.
Town- (Fox-Joffec) (2.100; 10-50)
7- AH By Myself (U) with George

ii-'i^" 'Scandals' on stage. Socko
SUO00.
Last week. 'Captive Wild
Woman; iui and 'She Has What. It
<Co,)
with vaiulc
h "!ly

$ii oo

27.

.

'

members

of

the

daily reached
doing a sensational.

in for

bowed

out

further
ance regulations required its removal to the Uptown, -"first -run
neighborhood house, so that indie
nabe exliibs will gel an earlier crack
at

lOls-year

operation

of

•

fhet

house has topped this figure. Last
week, fovnth for 'Youngest- Profession' (M-G),. $91,000. exceUcnl.
Rlalto (Mayei'V (594; 28-651— 'Ap-,
pointment in Berlin' (Col) (2d-l'uiyl
wk).
Dropping to mildifli $6,000,
but. with fine $10,000 grossed on first
week, shows nice profit..
Rivoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 85-S2.20I
lload'Bell Tolls' (Par) (2d wk).
show run continues at capacity, the
iirst five days on the second week
hitting $28,000, while .initial seven
Advance
sale
now
days was $39,000.
stands at over $26,000.
Roxy (20th) (5,880; 40-$1.10i—
'Stor.my Weather' (20lh) and Russ
Morgan, Connee Boswell, others; 'on
stage (2d.'wk). First week through
last night (Tuesday) garnered wow
$98,000. In originally for two weeks,
decision has been reached lo go
Last week, fifth fror 'Coney
three.
Enric Madrifiucra,
Island'
(20th).
Jack Duraht and Carmen Ainaya,
$55,000, very good:
.

'

—

State (Loew's) (3.450: 35-Sl.lbi
'What's Buzzin', Cousin' (Coll (1st
run) and Slapsie Maxic Rosenbloom,
plus holdover of Jackie Miles. Rather
slow, only $20,000 or bit more in
sight, disappointing. Last week 'Bataan' (M-G) (2d run). Miles and E(l-.
die South orch slipped to under $24,000, but oke.

.

Strand
.'Constant

(WB) (2.750; 35-$i.l0i—
Nymph' (WB) and Carmen

Cavallaro orch, plus Connie Haines

and Pcriy Como
$57,000

is

in person.

seen for this

A smash

new show

and holds.
Last week third rbr
'Background to Danger' (WB) and
Hal Mclntyre $30,500, satisfactory.

.

ownlown.
warranted
However, clear-

retention.

:

Marry'

<

Neat

$M

in Pitt

Pittsburgh,. July .27.
over town is great. 'Land
Is Mine' plus 3 Stooges and Cliff
Edwards on stage is keeping Stanley,
very healthy, while 'DuBarry' at
Penn is doing well.
'
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 30-40-001—
(4th
wk).
'Coney Island'
(20th)
Grable starrer continues to keep
turnstiles clicking with healthy $7,Last week; swell $9,000.
500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40^-00 1—
and
ended fast at $68,000. Show slays 'Two Tickets to London' (U)
at
here indefinitely, possibility being 'Jitterbugs' (20th). Comfortable
Last week 'Stormy Wcalher'
for a total of. 10 weeks. Spitalny be- $6,800.
(20th) ni fly $10,000:
ing under options for that' long.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 30-40-60)—
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 35-$1.10)
M-G). Healthy $20,500.
.-'Hers lo Hold' (U) (2d wk). Be- 'DuBarry'
gins holdover today (Wednesday), despite crix. Last week 'Mr. Lucky'
socking through to $32,000 on initial (RKO) husk- $22,500.
seven days, not far from record $30.Kill WB (800; 30-40-00 1— 'Balaan'
000 established by house at -better (M-G
Fair $2,500. Last
(3d wk I.
time. of the year. Final six davs on week; nioveover from Penn, brisk
third week for 'Bombardier' (RKO) S3.500.

Biz

all

.

it:

)

Other boxoffice contenders are
"Action in Noith Atlantic' and "Cap
tive Wild Woman.' Kaeh of the two
ivc" and 'Hers to
holdovers. 'Crash
Hold. '

is

in its

second week and

)

still

clicking.

Estimates for This Week
(900: 17-28)—
Aster '( Par-Singer
•Crime Docloi-' (Col) and •Harrigan's
Kid' (M-G). Good $2,000 anticipated
in five days. 'Prison Mutiny' (Mono)

Hello' and 'Coney Island.
United Artists has 'Burlesque,' which
grooved past the $2,000,000 mark,

Frisco,

and

New

'Gillespie's

Assistant'

is

(M-

G). also dual first-runs, open Wednesday (28). Last week. 'Night Plane
from Chungking' (Par) and 'Cowboy
split with 'Devil
in Manhattan' (U
UA> and 'Leather
With Hitler'
Burners' tU.M. good $2,600 in eight
l

i

'

RKO
'Canteen.'
to
addition
in
Radio's 'Hitler's Children' one of
Abbott 4: Coslellb pic
Universal
turcs are also in the big niohey

V

(This

brackets.

the
the

Is

Whom

Army' (WB)

Bell Tolls'
(Par) not included in this lineup).

and 'For

days.

Centurv (P-Si ..<1.600: 40-55)—
'Crash Dive' (20th l2d wk). Moved
here from Stale after big week there.
Looks like heftv $7,500. Last week,
2d wkl. Tine $7..
'Lilv Mars' (M?G
)

OOO on. top of big $14,500
or $21,500 for the ruii.

Gopher (P-S

(1.000: 35

i.

Woman'

first

week

1— 'Captive

Big $5,000 anweek. Aerial Gun

(Ui.

ticipated; Last
ner' (Par), fine $ j ."i00.

Lviic

(

P-S V

1.001:

1

40-551— 'Hers

after
to Hold' iU) (2d wki. Here
big S13.000 week at Orpheum and
slrrlclimg, 16<vard another healthy
week. -Lady of Bur$7,000.'
L;i.-l
lestiue' (U.-M '3d. wk ). mild S4..200.
.

2.800: 40-55>Vl'-S
North .Atlantic (WBi.
$10,000. Liisl week. 'Hers .-.to

Orpheum
'Aclion
Ni'ftv

•

'

'

in

Hold' U.i. big S13.000,
l2-:300':-.40-5;»V'-!Concy
Stale (p-S
Island' (20llfi: (ireal 'S 1.7.6(10. Will
hold bcrore switching t" movcovcr.
Last week. "Crash Dive
house
'
t20llu. big $15,000.
Uptown (Par 1.000; 2a-44 i- More
iirst
Merrier' (Col). Moved here for
i

i

.

)

'

nabe showing '.immediately -following

record-breaking six-week loop firstFive
run. Big S4.800. Last week.
Graves to Cairo' (Par >. fine $4,000.
.

.

World (I'ar-Slenesi

'3nD: 40-(.a

ii

avonivl

S4."..."iOII'

Buff Brisk; Barnet Ups

:

'Pilot' to

fur*,

run.

Fine $22,000

Buffalo, July 27.
Buffalo continues to move in high'
gear at theatre boxof flees.
Estimates for This Week

35-55)—
(Shea). .(3.500;
Buffalo
No. -5' (M-G) and Charlie BarNiflv $22,000 or, better
net Orch.
Last week 'Coney Island' (20th) (2d
'Pilot

'

wk

'

i, bright $15,')00.
Great Lakes (Shea (3.000:'. 35-55)
(UAr and
of Biirlcsuuc'
in Fr.aii(!c' (UA). Grati
La>l nine days of;
Iving Slo.OOO.
'Stage "Door Canteen' (UAi (3d wk)
spurted to amazing $17,000.

Ilollvwoi.ll (WB) (1,499: 44-$1.25)
Following
-^'Thi.- Is Army' '(WB).
prcem
lohiglit
specialbenefit
.

(Wednesday), with
inu

Irving

•Somewhere

piocecds go-

all

Emergency

Army'.-

lb

Berlin's .'Sasa

starts

Relief.

regular

(Thursday).
The
days on 13th week of 'MisMoscow^ (WB) was $6,000.

tomorrow

run

final six

sion lo
slender.

Prior

(

'Falcen

in

'Squadron

slanzn $8,000.

t

(1,700;

i

i

Stanley (WBi (3,800; 35-50-75 )—
'Land Is Mine' (RKO) and 3 Stooges,
Sali-factory
Clifi" FMwards on stage.
$22,500. Last week 'Air Raid Wardens' (M-G) and Ozzie Nelson orch
on stage, great $25,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; .30-40-60)—
'Lucky- (RKO). Big $8,000 on moveover from Penn. Last week IStage

.and' second week.

plays two firsl-riins but this combination is doing well al indicated
SI 1.000.
Last .-week. 'Friend Flicka'

i

so-so $2,600.

'

i

,

—
=

•";"'

•

.

1

'

.

oa

—

Sentence Mgr. Today
Abraham

L. Stearns,

former man-

ager of the Allerlon in the Bronx,
N. Y., who pleaded guilty last week
to having stolen $7,818 in war bond
and savings stamp .funds, is slated
to come, up for sentencing today
(Wednesday) before Federal J,tidge.
He was dis-,
Francis G. CafTey.
charged from the theatre March
:iast,
when arrested on the embezzling Charge.

The

i

1

i

line. $7,000

'

(RKO). both
This house seldom

Hipp (Shear '2.100: 35-55)— 'Coney
(3d w k i. Fine $9,000.
(20th
(2d run) and 'All bv Myself
Island'. (20th
ruin, lopped $9,000, fair
1st
(U
Last week General Motor." Show.
(3.300; 35-55 1— .enough.
Lafavcttc (Basil
(Ui aiid 'Half Way to
Farainoiiht (Pari (3.0W:..95-$r.lO)
•Hit Ice'
'Dixie' (Par) and Andrews Sisters.
Shanghai' (U). Brisk $11,500. Last
week 'Hit the Ice' (U>.<2d wk); and Mitch Ayrcs; Others, on stage (6t)>'Good Morning Judge' (U), fine flna) wki: Continuing sli-ongly, tlie.
fifth week having ended la.-l night
$18,000;
„
.j
3n-aaJ— (Tiic.-day'i at a snug $51,000; the
(3.000;
(Ind
Centurv
'Background to Danger' (WB) and fourth hi( S57.000.
RoKadio C'itv Music Hall (Rocke
'Swing Your Pai-tiier" (Rep).
I5.945;
'Mr
44-$l.fi5
bust $13,000. Last week .'Mr. Lucky' fellies)stageshow
(RKO
and
(RKO) and 'Scat tergood Survives Lucky'
Murder' RKO (3d wk), neariy $10,- 'Hitting, on all sixes for ii super
One of-.liicliest sum
dujier
SI
20.000,
healihy.
000,

;

Senator (Harris) .(1,750; 30-55)—
'Stormy Weather' (20tli ). Moveovor
from Harris looks like swell $4,500.
Last week 'High Explosive' (Par)
and 'Aldrich Gets Glamour'. (Par),

28-75)— Door Canteen,' (UA)

(RKO)

Danger'
Leader X'

run.. dualed.

1st

12lh

(RKO)

Palace

i

WLady

i

I

was $10,000. oJtay.
5-85)—
Globe (Brandt) (1.4)6;
'Victory Through Air Power" (UA).
Holding up well, aboiil $I2 000. while
Reinitial
week strong $18,000.
mains a third semester.

-

Die' (Hen i. Okay 52 (Cnl
La-t week. 'More Mi-rne.r
great $2,800
(tilir Vk i.' finished tn
week,
after splendid S:i:on0. previous

Al Dawn Wo
500

I

(

•

1

)

500.

.

It's

its

Wild

Uptown

Esquire,

:

Minneapolis. July

C'llrrenliy

i

'Profession-

tic'

.

here continues sensationit's 'Coney Island'
has the trade gasping with

liiiness
ally.

;

».

Last week, 'Crash
S22.000.
Dive' (20th > (6 davs. 4th week) and

Smart

There will
this afternoon'

Relief.

for

forces.
'Mr. Lucky.' which

weeks ever done here, and
Only a few holiday week*

holds.
in. the

'

a

'China' (I'arV(4lh week). Fine $22.000. Last week, strong $19,000.

'Stage

Mpk

$17,000.

(Wednesday)

armed

-

:

run

Army Emergency

be a special showing

mcr

.

.

I'Reiiieii'cd >» 'Variety- Jfiiue 2)

"Last

98G, 'Nymph'-Carmen Cavallaro 57G
The past week saw five major
opening/, on Broadway, all but one
of whiuli are clicking big. Added lo
the list tonight (Wednesday), will be
%. Berlin's 'This Is the 'Army.',
which has a special premiere at the
Hollywood, with all. of the first, performance's receipts going to the

the Music Hall, is
$120,000. while at the Strand... 'with.
'Constant Nymph' and the Carmen
orchestra, on stage." things
have, reached far. beyond the $2,000,: Cavallaro
are humming, initial week for show
000 figure, with 'Mis. Miniver' over looking to smash $57,000^01- better.
$5,000,000; 'Yankee Doodle Dandy/
Roxy wound up its initial seven
$4,500,000: 'Casablanca' over $3,000,
days last /night
(Tuesday) with
Stormy Weather' and a stage bill in000, 'Reap, the Wild Wind' over $4,
500,000 and 'Canteen' geared for a cluding the .Russ Morgan band and
minimum of $3,500,000 on basis of Connee Boswell. Strong from the
barrier and with weekday business
early returns,
exceptionally steady, the first ^veek
Phenoms to the Trade
very big, $98,000.
'Stormy
hit a
That thci-c should be so many pic- Weather." day-and-dating at RKO's
Alhambra
in Harlem, a grind that
tures getting $2,000,000 or more in
does an average business of $5,000,
rentals is 'considered more of a
hit $19,000 on the first week, which
phenomenon by film' execs them- probably explains why the Roxy isn't
selves than by those, oil the outside getting much more than average
hearing about; big iilm figures. ,'It amount of colored people.
'Hers to Hold.' which arrived at
looks simple on paper,' said one
exec, 'but it lakes a lot of quarters the Criterion l^ist Wednesday (21),
hilting a new high for any opening
and half-dollars at the boxoffice day there, struck $32,000 on
the week
for exhibitors to pay rciUals total- concluded last night (Tuesday), not
ling that amount.:
far. from' the house record of $36,000
Understood that Warners, with established at a better time of the
Booking
'What's
Buzzin'.
four or five pictures in the $2,000- year.
000-or-bettcr category for 1942-43, Cousin' first run. a rarity for the
house, the Stale will be disappointdidn't have a' single picture grossing
ing at only $20,000 or a bit more.
this amount from "The Gold Diggers
Slapsie Maxic Rosenbloom and Jackie
of 1933' until 'Sergeant York.' Metro, Miles, second week .for latter, arc in
with four or five big money pictures person at the State.
Continuing at capacity is 'For
this year had perhaps three films
hitting $2,000,000 or better during a Whom the Bell. Tolls.' now. in its secover ond week at the. Rivoli, ..where, the.
stretching
previous perioA
Columbia's 'More advance sales as of yesterday (Tuesseveral seasons.
day) stood' at over $26,000. initial
the Merrier', will of course also top week for the roadshow, picture was
$2,000,000.
$39,000. while for the first five days
Estimated Paramount has approxi- on the second stanza- was $28,000.
mately eight pictures in the $2,000,- Free list on 'Bells' has been suspend000 or belter class for 1942-43, ed for the time being.
Holdovers include the remarkably
among them 'Holiday ': Inn,' 'Wake
consistent Cap program of 'Stage
'Road lo Morocco.' 'Star Door
Island'.'
Canteen' and Phil Spitalny. this
Spangled Rhythm.' 'Reap, the Wild week (5th) looking to a big $00,000
'Major arid
the or thereabouts. It remains further.
'China,'
Wind,'
Minor' and likely 'Dixie.'
Estimates for This Week.
Metro and Warners have around
Astor (Loew's) (1.140: 55-$1.10)—
the same number with former di's- 'Best Foot Forward' (M-C (5th wk).
trib's releases including 'For Me and
Oft a bit to $19,000 but still sturdy
My Gal,' 'The Human Comedy' and oh 4th week ended Mondav .night
'Random Harvest,' in addition to (26); prior (3d) stanza was $22,000.
Capitol (Loew's
(4,820; 35-$1.10—
'Mrs. Miniver.'
Top money pictures from 20th- 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) and Phil
(5th wk). Looks like $60,Fox include 'Black Swan.' .'Hello Spitalny
000, very big, while last week (4lh)

?

1..

(Rei'ieired in .'Varin
Paramount 'Dixie'

on stage.' Staunch $53.week. 'Background to
Danger" IWB) and Charlie Barnel

man

'000.

.

2d week

>

(4.000:

(U.)

'Variely' -lulu

iii

.

(B&K)
5'

No.
'orch

Hold'

to

I.

Music Hall—'

is

Throe' iPari (2 days), ditto.

Chicago

Week

Hollywood— 'This
IWB) (2Ui.

week and 'Assignment in
and 'Salute for
(M-G

'Pilot

t.

'21

<

Week

)

Man

Air
Globe— 'Victory '.Thru
Power': (U A) (3d week).
Retrieved -in 'Variely' July 71

'Salute for Three" (Par). Fine $10.-.
000. Last week; 'Flicka' (20th) and
•Came Blow Up America- (20th) (5

&a\:. 3d
Briltanv'

3t>

I.

Criterion— '.Hers,
(Ketiii'ucd

40-75)— 'As(M-G) and

(1.260:

week

(6th

Rericired in 'Variety'

(2d

1

Brittany'

in

Forward'

Fool
week).

5th

1

Capitol—-'Stage Door Canteen'
I

show and 'Reveille With Bev-

(B&K)

i

(UAi

:

Apollo

M-G

..(Renieii'ert Ml 'Variety' Jiiiie

!")'

sigiiinent

July

of

Antor— 'Best

•

i

:

erlV a second-run In the Loop,

Clmiiye)

iAiiibJecl-. lo

$2.-

000,000-rentul grossers during tite
1943-43 season than for the entire/
10-year period from 1930 to 19
according to 'estimates drawn iip Vy
major company toppers. Flndlnra'in
rilcate lhat an unprecedented show^in; has been made by the flint. production branch of the industry in
the number of big; money pictures
turned out for release from August,
1942 until AujeusI 1943.
Around 27 films are calculated hitting $2,000,000 or better in rentals,
although four or five of this number
are considered on the borderline
Many of those '.'included,, however,

Runs on Broadway

First

healthy proportions. 11 is.
mi longer unusual to find the big-theatres completely filled by
niiorilime. Waiting lines and crowdrule.
pit lobbies are the
Biggest straight film grosser is
'Siage Door Canteen.' Following a
tremendous opening week, it's well
in its second
t.n ils'wav to $32:000
week at the State-Lake. 'DuBarry
Was «. La'd'V opened big at the
United Artists and is- headed for
with
Chicago,
The
slrmig $22,000.
and Wpody Herman's
'Pilot No.
on stage should gather
orclu'Sir.i
amiMiil $53,000. -and the Oriental,
with Jeritv Colonna hcading the

This

-Morgan Orch-BosweD Big

Tllfeather
Hollywood turned but more

|iou<c«''in

•slaiod for $25,000.
Estimates for

1

27.

ha<"'lipped

•slane

9

lucky' Smash $120,000 to Pace N.Y.

[ IN 1842-43

of oul-bf-lbwii visi-

iniljix

vacationists and conventioneers
receipts in-' some Loop

lois

'Pflot'

Durbin Good 24G

$53,000,

Chicago, July

Sfadv

PICTURE GROSSES

P^RIETY
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Alierton is independently opby the Combined Bronx

AmHsemehts. Hi

.

.
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PfotlEfY

11

a) V\

.

)

-

.

—

.
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-

:
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Wednesday, July 28, 1943

Defroit Plenty Nifty; 'Dine' $36,000,

PhiHy Brisk; Boyer-Fontaine

Film Reviews

I

L—

The Stranger From Pecos

'Action Strong $26,000, Ice $7,800, 3d

$32,900,

Continued from P*K* *

1

compactness of action, the casting adds value.
Brown, of the quick draw, arid the
lists, plays a U. S. marshalwho's been detailed to a western bulpost" where a local biggie,
gf a bbin g property when rhortgages
can't, be met, has lined up :;witn acrooked sheriff -in a game that' also
includes iriur-der- and plunder. Con.»
siderablc shobling. hard riding and.
.fighting with Ihe milts figure. tFjpugh
there's less- -of the last-iuehtioned-

'Canteen $24,700 in 3d to Pace H.0.S

the.

Detroit, July 27.

•

can elbow
Into, the loop here, which continues
to pile: up strong grosses. No vaca-

two fresh

.Only

tions

more

and

workers

.war

for

bills:

vigilance by the OPA .over, gas
rationing are factors helping to keep
Detroiters pic-going this summer.
The .-Michigan. Will hit tl\e.tbp; spot
mid :a holdover this week with
'Dixie' and 'Night Plane .for[Chungking' .with the other fresh -pairing.
'Action in North Atlantic' and 'Cinderella 'Swings. It,' strong ;it. the
and
Palms-Stole.
'Coney. Island?
'Get Goin' at the Fox arc hitting
great clip for Ihe second session at
the Fox
Estimates for This Week
-Adams- (Balaban) (1.700: 95-7S t—
3rd wk.) and -Holmes
'Hit. Ice' (U)
in W<r.shiiigloii' (U) i2d wk. r. Fine
week's
groatlast
behind
$7,800
"

'

.

.

'

•'

.

.ing

good $6,500 after cheko $9,500 punching

first .stanza.

$4,000 in sigHt'- after nice $5,000 last

'
week.
Strand (United Amusement)- (750:
35-451— 'I Escaped Gestapo' (Indie)
and "Clancy 'Street Boys' (Iridic*)
Sighting average $2,800.' Last week
;lti Ya. Chum' (U) and' 'Alibi' (U)
good enough $2,500.
•.

'

afler

'

'

'

-

''

$10,000.

"

:

:

.

"

-

last,

week's. fine $4,500.
(2,500; 30-

(France-Film)

40)— Xcs Gais ;Lurons' and 'L'ln
coniuie de Monte Carlo.'- Should

pdk'er game sequence in which he
rancher,
hitehtionally: loses .to
a
whose $3,000. due him on' the sale of
a sliipnieiit of cattle, has been stolen.
;
Romantic lead opposite . Kirby
a.

-

brisk
<

after

.'

lerrific

$28,000 TO LEAD D;C.

'

Washington. July 27
r

'Jury grosses, are'

1942

figures

'«

',

"

the

Bow,

downtown,

six

'

•

first-run houses.
Set for- a big,
fust seems to have
$40,000

Madison

(Tjnited .Detroit).

1

1,800:

55-75 )— 'Moon Is Down''. <20lh) and
•White Savage' (U>. Pair returned
Last week
to loop for okay $4,200.

'seapist '.celluloid

.

'

.

with

call,

ilie

the

.- having
a
non-combat
linct edge oyer war pictures.

dis

)•

and 'Eagle

Navv' .'(Mt_G). robust $41900.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
',
ighl
55-75 )— -Di xie'
(Par)- and
Plane for .'Chungking' (Far), Going
great and headed' for $36,000 and
holdover; '.: Last week 'China' (Par)
and '.-'Salute': fOi- 'Three' (Par) (2d
-

ol'

,

'

'

wk.). big $25,000 afler
in

first week.Palms-State

wham

$37,000.

Detroit)

(RKO).

;

1

i

i

|

".

30-75)—
(Loew).
(3.434:
'Lady - of Burlesoue"
(UA) with
Walloping $28,000. Last
vaudeville.
week. , "Youngest Profession'
Mi-G
(2d wk i.
-Holdover annexed neat
'."Capitol-.

.

Detroit)

(United

Artists

(2.000: 55-75:)— 'Youngest

Profession'.
(M-G) and "Assignment in Brittany'
Strong $12,000
(M-G) (2d Wk.).
after first week's great $18,000.
'

:

(

'

$17,000.

"

Columbia (Loew) (1.220; 40-60)—
Door Canteen' (UA) (2d w k).

:

.

UniUd

.

'

(United

55-75)— 'Action: North" Atlans
(WB)' and 'Cinderella Swings II
Smash $26,000. Last week
rid "Wrecks
•Land Is Mine' (RKO)
ing Crew
(Par) t2d wk..), good
(3.000;

tic'

$10,000.

'Lady of Burlesque.: -off,: to a walloping start at ".the. Capitol. wi|l land
in the lop bracket:
'Bombardier' is
doing belter than the usual service
film. -'Coney Island is. -'still hot. and
on the strength of Alan L'add's last
appeararice"befOTe~ joi n ng- t ie mil tary.
'China' is annexing a fancy
gross at. the Earle.
Estimates for This Week

okay $28,000.
Fox; (WB)'
tle,

:

;

this

world

the :hlnoH
:

retilriis to

Cpl. Dick

U.

S.

ipI-

Army

.

Headquarters

.(

SWELL

IN

(

Excellent $24,700.

Air Forces.
BTC So, 7,

.

.

Savaiie?

-

—

:

35-75)
UA (3d wkl.
Lasl week solid
(.4.692:

SJase Door Canteen'

l

—

'.'

—

)

'

'

.

.
'

-

Stanley: (WB)
(2.916:'
35-75)—
Bataan' (MrG) (2d wk). Good $16.000:
First week heavy $25,000." 'DuBarry. Was
Lady"
(M-G). 'opens''
Thurs: (29).

.Stanton

Booming

-'While

(.U).

.

'Hold'

-

-

Last week
weak $4,300.
Maslbaum- WB)

drive.'

Wearer.

'

'MR. BIG'

•

;

Ronald Colnian starrer getting surprising $6,500, sparked by good exploitation- fied with :Sliangri-La bond

-$28:200:—

through before
normal.

with

4 good, for

Keith's. (Goldman ) (.2.220: 35-75.)—
'Lost
Horizon'
(Col).
Revival of

'

teilainiTieht bet ween
(ing -they must pass

long, stay

:

.-

Fair
'•Coney. Isl and' (20tli).
(4lh ).
$8,000; after "smashing
Last w.cck excellent $5,100.
first $3,500.
of $9,500,
-Music Hall <H-E> (21200; 40-65)^
Stage; Door Canteen; (UA).
Big
Earle (WB) (2.210: 30-90.WChina'
(Par) with vaudeville; Hot'<322,500. campaign for this one! Anticipated
Last week, 'Desperadoes' (Col) with firie $9,500. Last week. Lucky' (RKO)
vaudeville.
crackerjac.k
$22,000, and -Squadron Leader X' (Par). $7,700. big.
better than expected.
Orpheiim *(H-E) (2.600: 40-65)—
Keith's
(RKO) (1.800; 30-55)
'2 Tickets to Lon
'Bombardier' (RKO). .Pat O'Brien is 'Mr. Big'-(U)' and
don'- lU).
Big $9,700:
Last week
potent in this area, .which, accounts
for- swell $16,000.
Last week. 'Mr, 'Bombardier' (RKO) and -.Girls, Inc'

by

Round No.

Karlton (Goldhian) 1.000: 3.5-75)^"Ladv of Burlesriue' (UA) '2d run).
Getting fine $6,500. Last week "China"'
steered to nice $5,800 for second run.

'

week

.

:

momentum

nifty $14,800.
solid $16,500.

•

Swell

(2.245; 35-75)—--Coney
(5(li w.k).
Losing lit-

Island' l2Qth)

(

'Stage

.

..

—

:

stuft

1

.

(

Horror

.

Hanirick-Kvergrech)
40-65)
'China"
(Par) and ^USO-CiinSp Shows and the Special
(800:
"Young and Willing" (UA) (4th wk). Cervices Branch of the Army: could
Indicated $3,700. bkayl
Last week, lake would be io cut all. the red tape
that preve nts our uliliiiing Ihwe^OQ^SWOll
Fifth Avenue (H-EV (2,349;. 40-65) peiformers in khaki' from doing, ine
-Mr. Lucky' t RKO) "and 'Squadron work: they are best: fitted foiv-pulLeader X' (RKO) (2d wk). Expected ting on shows for their brolhcrs iii
$9,300.: wow. Last week greai- $12,300.
uniform— the while they keep'' their
Liberty
.1- vH )
40-65 )—
1 .650:
powder dry arid their rides ready.
What's. Buzzin'/ Cousin' (Col) and
It
might mean bucking a few'
'Crime Doctor'. (Col). Paced at $8,higheiups in Washington who still
300. good.
Last, week 'Lady of Burhave brasshat hidebound ideas.
ut
lesque'. (.U A). (3d stanza) landed $5,oh their side :would. be millions, of
800, fair.: .-after two big weeks;
Music Box" (H-E) 1850: 40 r 65)— soldieiv? who want some '-fun and enBlue nfoiise

Madman!' (M-G),

is leaving PhiVly: patrons cold wit.h
bare $9,000 for bow-in. La,st week
'Youngest. Prpfession'.got so^so $7,500
for Vccond sesh.
Lack. Of ;iir-condifioning is. hurling house.
Arcadia (Sablosky ) tflOO; 35-75)—
'Lily Mars'- iM-G) t2d run.) (2d wk ).
Good $4,000. Last week. Judy Gar-:
land starrer, 'fine $5,200.
;
Boyd (WB) (2,560;: .15-75)— 'Constant Nymph' (WB).
Herty $28.!intl
plus neat $4,000 at Earle Sabbath
showing for Boy<;r-Fbntaine drama.
Last week^'Mi;, Lucky'- RKO) bowed
put with, nice $13,500 Tor third trip;!.
Earle (WB> (2.768r 35-75 )-r." What's'
BuzzirV; C.oiiiiin?: (Col) with Virginia Weidler, Mit^i Mayfair. Ada
Leonard orch. All-fcrnme stage linetip netting fairish $20,000.
Last week
combo of 'Salute foi Three" (Par)
plus: Horace Heidi orch garnered

•

.

•Random Harvest'- (M-G

;

;

.

.

said for the ;pjan. First,' there heed
never be any. worry about the performeri accepliiig bfTshore assignGrant is. Chrislihe Mclnlyre! Avho ments. As soldiers they are ready
plays a waitress. She makes a nice- for
any
duly.
Transportation?
IhQUgh gelling minor Soldiers are .vised Ip riding in: army
iiiipression
foolage.
Grant .also" is'mbre or less trucks; in filet.. they
an.
utilize
in the background as a inurder suspect.
Lessers include the girl's 'heir [rucks as stages in bivouac
With
father. Stcvq Clark: Sam Flint, as a areas .and at the front lilies.
their .natural talent for scenic 'eflocal gangster, and" 'Roy Barcrbft,
C'lfli-.
fects '.. trie's
sheri
fighting,
performerawould be
welcome additions 10
posts.. that needed a. little 'camou'Canteen' Strong In
flaging for : t>x peeled
iaids: their
$12,000 weapons Of war' would be Welcoine
Seattle
aids in time of actual battle.
'.'Seattle.- July 27.
The list of laleiit is endless. Aivy
With benefit of hefty coopeValion
from local American Legion posts, booking agcnl would be in clover
'Stage Do(ir .Canteen', goi away to
f he could «ct his 10% from these,
fair start at two houses. Music Hall
acts.
And here if is 'At. Liberty^
and. 'Paramount.
.-'
Available for Bookings.'
»',.
Estimates for; This We'ek
the .greatest slcp forward that.
'-.(
.

.

week.

ler's

.

'

$.11,000

'

;

'

'

$12,000.: Last Week "Lily
'Pilot No. 5' (M-G

Goin'' (U) (2d wk.).

1

.

.

:

LADY -VAUDE SOCK

M-G) and

'(Fox-Michigan)- (5.000;. 55-75)
—.Fox
'Concv Island'. (20lhl aiid 'Gel

Luring the largest crowds is 'Conslant Nymph;' Which won an extra
'gravy' bonus showing at the Earle.
Also sharing top', biz are holdo'vers
'Stage Door Canteen,' 'Coney Island':
and 'Bafaan,- while revival of "Lost
Horizon* is proving a sleeper:'
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1.303; 35-75)—. 'Hit-

.

.

to fair hot weather gross of
$3,000. Last week 'Maison du Mai
tais' and --Cinderella' good $2,750.

hold

.

(4lh wk.). fine $10,000.

baseball, etc.

.

-

)

ing

-

Ihsn in most Brown;' westerns.
Ah excellent: western character is
Raymond Hatlon. as Brown's sidekick-.'.
Halton shines, particularly in

Philadelphia, July 27.
Biz continued brisk in Phlliy, de-

muggy weather and. competish
from parks, outdoor concerts, night

spite

ith
performer in khuki making
jokes for his buddies can. jump frorh
the stage during a raid or attack
and handle a ride, oi; machine-: gun
with the best of them'.' Arid, anyway, there are plenty of ex-hoofers
n Limited Service to. make lip
such units.
Against'-, that single -possible objection look at the things to be

.

Dev
Broadway.- Capitol ' (United
(Pari,
Iroit ' (2,800; 55-75)— "Clfiiui
and 'Salute for Three' (Par) c3rd
;'
in
after
two
wk.)
-Pair' moved
merry weeks at the Michigan, sightMars'

Und) (1.100; 30H60)—
Door Canteen' lUA) (3d wk>.
making grade for good $4,000

Si. Denis.

.:

1

,

Orpheum
"Stage
Still

'•

..'

.

30-52)—
(2.300;Trine*** - (CT)
'Walked with Zombie' (RKO) and
'Leopard Man' (RKO)- (2d wk). Good

oiie think; that the performers who
went to their, tragic, deaths in the
.jobs?
had
'safe'
plane
Lisbon
Doesn't everyone, yet know that the.

(WB)

35-75)

(1.475:

—

'Crime Doctor' (Col).: Mediocre $7.Last week 'Bombardier', RKO);
healthy $8,500 for third week.

In

500.

i

.

AT $11,000

INDPLS.

wound

Big'
(U)
$11,500.

up

with

Baltimore, $15,000

tU). very big_$l'1.200.

good

Spike Jones Band Hikes

Baltimore.. July 2".
Palomar (Sterling) (.1.350;. 30-65)—
Biz look .-.•slight dip here this
Over Pacific' (Mono) and
'Willing,' $21,000,
•Payoff (PRC) plus vaude, 'Food ishl week due. to h.o.s arid inauspicious
Omaha. .Jul^v 27.
Fancies Revile'
on stage, billed newcomers, "Hers lb. Hold' started a
Spike Jones radio
Bob ' Burns
above pix. See okay. $9,000. Last second week yesterday iMdn.) al
show),
band made a sensational beweek •Pollack Bros." circus .meant Keith's after resound irig firsl weekginning at the Orpheum with 'Young
for what's offered. 'Dixie.' a surprise (Col)., dandy $7,500.
only average biz, coupled with "Let's H.o. of "Mr. Lucky,' plus vaude." at
holdover at the Indiana,: which rarely'
Palace: (Loew)
40-60)— Have Fiin' (Col), for $9,300. Month the Hipp is also faring better than and. Willing' on the screen, and bar(2.242:
keeps them after opening week; is, 'Coney
average, and excellent' trade is re- ring bad weather will help run the
Island'
wk). ago circus, made: house record.
(20th)
(2d
still running strong. '"Mister
''.at.
Spiffy $17,000 on holdover after a
ported for 'Stormy Weather' at the gross to smash $21,000. Weekcri<l \v asParamount (H-E) (3.039; 40-65)
the Circle,, will lead Hie town:
one, of, the biggest in weeks. Brandeis
tabasco, first session of $25,000.
(Stage Door Canteen' (UA). Strong New.
Estimates for This Week
with "Action in the Noith Atlantic'
Estimates for this Week
$12,000, Last week. 'Youngest ProfesCircle (Kalz-Dolle) (2.800; -30-50
Century. (Loew"s-UA) (3,000: 17- and 'Sarong Girt' smashing ahead In
sion' (M-G) and 'Hairigan's Kid' (M:
—'Mister Big' (U) and 'Two Tick- Abbott-Costello-'Ice'
55)— "Youngest Profession
(M; G). a big $7,000, biggest in more than a.
G), mild $6,900.
ets, to London' (RKO). Enthusiastic
Sparked a. bit opening day Thursday month.- /Paramount- with "Stormy
Boosevelt
(800: 40-65)juveniles boost Donald O'Connor's
Rousing $20,000, Prov. 'Bomb'ardier'.(Sterling)
(22)
with p.a. of. Virginia Weidlcr, Weather' and 'Good Morning, Judge,'
RKO) (2d wk). Hot
starrer to swell $11,000. Last week,
release from Orpheum. Expected big but settling into only fairish $14;000. a lively $9,700, okay.
Providence. July 27
sock $17,000 for 'Salute for Three'
Estimates for this Week
Change: to lighter fare is showing $5,000. Last week 'Action in North Last week, third of "Stage Door Can^
(Par) and Blue Barron band at slight
Orpheum (Trislatcs) (3,000; 20-65)
teen' (UA), held up well at $13,800
.Atlantic'
(WB)
increasing
4th
benefits
stanza
'around
good
for
here,
with
tilt in prices.
after ..two".- booming previous -rounds —"Young and Willing'
(UA) and
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3!300: 30-50) 'Hit The Ice' 'at RKO Albee hitting $4,400.
vaudeville .headed by Spike Jones
Winter <3arden (Sterling). (800: 20- at. $23,300 and $17,200, respective! v.
'Dixie' (Par) and 'Aerial Gunner' ceiling level.- Loew's State's •YoungHippodrome
30)— "Keeper of FlameMM-.G) and "3
RappapOrt )
2.240; radio band and acts. Terrific $21,000.
(Par). First holdover at house since est Profession' is next in line, with
17-06)— 'Mr, Lucky" (Col) (2d wk) Last week 'Salute, for Three' (Par)
'Star Spangled -Rhythm' and click- Majeslic's second u-eek holdover of Hearts for Julia" (M-G ) (3d run).
Anticipated big $4,500.
Last week plus h b. of vaude. headed by Romo and 'Aircraft. Missirig' -.(UA), so-soing for $10.000.on second stanza after 'Coney Island' running a neat third
Mainiainihg line $14,000 $8,200.
Strand opened Monday (26) with Got. Mc Covered' -(RKO) and 'Hard Vincent.
terrific $17,000 opener.
Brandeis (Mort Sincer) f 1.500: 11after rosy $1-9.200.
30-55)— two revivals. 'Souls at Sea' and Way' (WB) (3d run ), big $3,900.
Keith's
(Indie)
(1.200:
Keith's (Schanbergcr) (2.460;. 17- 50)— 'Action North Atlantic'
WB)
"Union Pacific'
•Jsc'iire' (UA) and vaudeville. Good
55)^-'Hers
lo Hoid' (Ui
(2d wk). and 'Sarong. Girl' (Monoi. ;Big $7.-.
for oke $3,800 in weekend run. Last
Estimates'.
Week
300 and holdover." Lasl week 'Pride
Started
second
round
yesterday
ueek. tepid $3,000 with 'Varsity
Albee- (RKO) ('2.300; 30-50)— 'Hit
o£ Yankees' (RKO)
(Tties.) after booming $15,000.
(2d run) and
In
Show' (WB)- (reissue) and ^vaude- Ice" (U) and 'Lady , in
Distress'
Mayfalr (Hicks)
(980:
25-50)— 'Two Scnorilas From Chicago' (Col),
ville.
RKO).. Opened day earlier than
Continued from page 1
'Oalute for Three' (Rep i:
Fairish strong $6,000.
I.oew's (Loew's) (2,450: 30-50)— usual and.
proving evcrf bigger than
young comedians, singers, magicians,- $4,500. Last week .'Aerial Guniicr' Paramount (Tristales) 3.000: 11-50)
'Youngest Profession' (M-G) and previous. Abbott
and Costello hits:
—•Stormy Weather' (20lh) and 'Good
(Par) all right al $4,200.
'Hairigan's Kid' (M-G). Tounger set Rousing
$20,000:-.
Last- week 'Mr. hoofers r.re in the army these day.
New
of
double
(Mechanic)
taking nifty $lQ;000: worth
(1.680: 17-55)— Morning Judge" (U).. Acceptable $9.Lucky'. RKO) and 'Yanks Ahoy' Need more be said?
700; and'will move lo Oinii ha for. sec'Stormy
Weather'
juve. special. Last. week, si ill dandy
(20th
(. All-colored
How about forming a circuit com- cast figured
(UA) (3d wk). zowie $10,000.
ond week. Last week Lilv .'Mars'
4R.200 on Ihird' stanza opSlage Door
a problem, but biz provCarlton (Fay-Locw)
30-50) posed of ex-pertornier.-i'.' 1 can vouch
1 ,400:
ing itself with swell $9,000.
Canteen' (UA). bringini three- weclis
Aver- (M-G) arid 'Prairie Chickens' (UA).
—'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) t4(h for their ready acceptance by pa- ages here moving upward, with
total lor run close to $40,000.
re- very-strong $10,500.
Though iriilkcd tients in army hospitals and by other cent figures'- -better than previously :-• Omaha (Trislalesi (2;000; lt^SO:)—
I.yrlc (Katz-Dolle) < I .BOO' .".O-SO)— downtown- wk)..
•
and pretty dry at its early stand at soldiers- in (he field because I've ar- estimated. Last week. 'Coney
•Aciioh- in North Atlantic'
Mars'
(M-"G)
and- Praiile
Island'- 'Lily.
'All Bv Myself lU). Fair S3 000. in Loew's Stale, it's still holding for ranged
over 500. shows with cxr (20lh) wound up five weeks with Chickens'' (UA) moved over from
second week at movcov.cr hmtac. due fair $3,000. 'Last week "Background Broad way ties making up the buik healthy $5,700 after lerrific $13,000 Paramount-: for. second week: $7,800.
to. 'Dixie' '.holdover' nt it* fecdo:. the Jo Danger'. ,(.WBJ and -Galp. 'iocorof the personnel,
A soldier, per- on '.-opener and/hig pace throughout just. fair. Last week "Ox-Bow Iriti'."
Indiana.. Last week, oke 53:200. oil poraied' iU) (2d rtin). good $3,500.
dent.'
weeks
(20th).
that
a.nd
followed.
-Sliantytown' (Repi.'
(prrher is "hep", to army slang, cus" -Kay's (Indie)
same -bill.
(2:000;- 30-50)— 'Came
Stanley; WB)
(3.280;
20-60)— rair $7,000.
toms and peculiarities. Wlicn a.
lo Blow Up America'
Town (Goldberg) 1.400: M 1-301—
(20th) and
.'Background Mo Danger" (WB) (2d
vaude. Steady vaude- trade helping soldier gives his impression :ot the wk
Not holding up well \Vilh ^$9,- "Santa Fe Scouts' iRep). "Wings Over
'Dangerous' Healthy
sergeant drill-niaslcr,' the
ln good $7,000.
.....
Last week 'Gaucho •lough
Pacific'
000 after- satisfying $15,900.
(Mono),
arid
.•Sherlock
Se ladc U) and vaude.' f a; ir 50.000. •applpgistic. drillrmasler' and the
Holmes Secret Weapon' (U C triple,
Valencia (Loew s-UA
u;.480: 17$7,500
'f
'.swishy diil.l-inaster.' it's so. miich .55)-^Slage
y --in Montreal
Majestic
(Fay)
Door -.'Canteen' (UA) split with 'Carson City Cvclone'.
(2.200: .30-50 )—
.Montreal; .Inly- 27.
Rep); 'Texas Rangers Ride Again'
'Coney Island' (201 h and March ot funriiei-' because the audience knows (movcover).
Above-average $5,000
Only one now pic on M::' strc.cl Time's 'Show Business at
War' (2d the performer has been through the artcr three 'healthy rounds in down- (Par). 'Shadow of Doubt' i*J K triple,
Indicates dip in grosses all around
w k ). Carrying; oil for " nice $13,000 mill,
''"man iii uniform giving with stairs Century.
Last .week. ^Some- and 'Cherokee Strip' (Par). 'Coming'
I,ikt)y .bcsl lake will- ho; 'S'iMhtlv after zowie
$13,000 in opening, .sesh.
Ihe
routine^of the. rookie ber one to Remember' was fairish at Round Mountain' (Par ),' -Sigiv of Ihe
Dangerous' a rCapiUil. rousin? $7,501).
Wolf (Mono) and midnight' show,
State
(Lbc.w)
ing stopped by the off icer .he didn't $4,600.
(3.200: '30-50)
K^limales for This Wrck
Sp's Yoilr Auiit Emina' (Mono) for
'Youngest
Profession' -'(M-G
and salute, who say.i. :"Hcy, Soldier; do
Palace (CT) '(2.700; 30-H2)-^'Lilv
average $1,400; Last week 'King of
From
Chicago' you 'see this uniform I'm wearjng?'
Mars' (M-G). (2d wk). Wickets still ,'Two" Senoiitas
'Star' Set
Cowboys' (Rep'). Miss V. From Mosnifty and rejoining with /What
hupiming for good $7,000 following (M-G).. Though bill is so-s
are.. -you"
Samuel Goldwyns "North Star" is cow* (PRC) arid 'Wrecking .Crew 1
$10,000:
Last week. "Stage Door
smash ooerier at $10,000.
squawking about., look at what .they scheduled for. completion
the end of (Par), triple, split with" 'Outlaw..
j.UA)
fid
wk). strong gave
Capitol
30-6?,)^ Canteen'
(CT)
T?,700:
me!'; is doubly funny because August when group;
from Gold wyri Boulder Pa.-s* (PRO, 'Orchestra
'Slightlv
Dangerous'
(M-G) aiid $.11,500.
v
he is speaking of something close to and RKO New. York
Wives' (20th), 'Hi Ya' Chum' (U).
offices will .go
'Hired- Boss" (20(h): Pointing fo lush
Slraml
(Indie).
30-50)— both of
2.000:
them.
to the Coast ; to discuss sales aiid triple,- and- -'Pirates'-, ph' Horseback'.
$7,500, Last week. .'Friend Fllcka' 'Souls at Sea' (Par) and -Union
'•Par').'. 'First Romance' (Mono
What '.would- be 'the object ions to exploitation plans.
-Fly(20th ). and. 'Margin for Error' i2f)lh ). Pacific'. (Par)- (revivals);
Opened
Blind'- (Par) Avl(h extra Saturday
fine $8,500.
Monday (26). Last week 'Dixie' such a move? The usual oiie- of fearAmong those Scheduled 1q confab ing
midnight
show. 'Murder, by Invitaing
Loew's (CT) (2.800: 35-67)— 'Hu- (Par) (2d wk) and ^Undergroiind
public opinion by- putting' per- with Golciwyn are
Ned, De'piiiei.. Jim tion'. (MbnoK.fbr lighter than lisual
man Comedy' (M-G) (2d wk). Sight- Agent' (1st
formers in 'safe' jobs? .Does 'any. Mulvey and William
neat $10,000.
.:
Heinemai).
Indianapolis. July 27.

*.

:

Trade at the. tiejtet wickets Jiere:
week has dropped oil from re- - Metropolitan (WB) (1.800; 30-55)—
cent high peaks with a lineup of 'Background '.to'-' Danger' ; -(WB>.
.holdovers and light, warm weather Looks like. $7;000 on second run
attractions but continues. plenty good Last week. 'What's- Buzzin' Cousin'
.:
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Wednesday, July 28, 1943

PICTURE GROSSES
at $27,000,

Port.,
'"•',-:

G

'DuBarry'
'/2
Portland, Ore., Julv 27.
11

Winning openers are 'Action

Deanna 20G, 'Bomber s Moon Big 23G
San Francisco, July

27.

+

Strong- pix and generally favorable b.o. conditions are building up
crosses. to sock levels.
'Background*. 'to Danger.' at the
Warfteld. leads the way with $27,000,
to.

Hold'

Is

Key
.

.

.

tBfirsed-.on 29 cilies.

Canteen' continued
record pa«e into:, the second
lis
slan/.a at the United Artists, and
'Mr Lucky,': bolstered by new stage
bill, went into a' strong third week
at the Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (FWC) (5,000: 55-75)— 'DuBarry War Lady' (M-G). and 'Purple
(Rep) (2d wk). Big $18:000 on
second round. Last week; fine $28,-

tfes, chiefly" firti

n<ni, Including

W. Y.)
Total Gross Same. Week
Last Year ......
.$2,148,600
(Based on «27 cities, 170 '.theatres)
.

.

Mayfalr

'American

.

.

Empire;

$7,500.

.'-,

.-

:

WITH GREAT

.

.

•'

:

";..

-

.

Evergreen)

-

'

.

.

Kid'

Was Lady* (M-G)
Last week 'Slightly

$11,500;

(M-G)

(M-G)

:

i.

'

(FWC

Francis

St*

(1.475;

)

(M-G)

Mars'.

'Lil.v

and

:

week

closed a third,

:

week] 'BataaiV (MtG)

Ex-

arid 'High

(Par), heftv $12,000,
Artists- (Blumonfeld-U.A)
'Stage Door Can(1.1(10: 50-65)
teen' (UA) (2d wk):- Great $12,500

plosive

United

.

'Western Cyclone'

On second round. Last week. $18,000.
record for this small house.
Warficld (FWC) (2.650: 55-75)—
'Bomber's Moon' (20th) and stage
show, Big $23,000. Last week, 'HitMadman' (M-G). olus stage
ler's
show .headed by Sylvia Froos, okay

In

week

'Rod

for

Boston, Julv

35-55)—
(800:
Lake: (Warners)
'Bombardier' (WB) (4th wk). Over
average $3,000. Last week. 'Pride of

'Hit
'Dub'arry' and 'Dixie' on the
arqcfeesrbiirfe-ga'loplrfg i iu i a
this week, general level being- well

above normal.
day.

(22)

concer
potential

•

Y a nk e es (UA>. sinail $ 3K)0O.
Palace. (RKO) (3.700; 35-85)— 'Tonight We Raid Calais' (20th) plus
''

I

Beginning oh Thurs-

of the outdoor Esplanade
w!iich drain, off 12-20.000
customers a -,ikight. -'ap-

peared" to have no -effect on down
town b. o.s. Local cxhibs figure it
hurts the suburban houses, not the.
Rialto spots. -/'Nymph'. is wcjl on top
with a -superb $30,000 at the Met, but
Slick $7,000. Last 'Ice.' 2d week at Memorial, is still
for second whirl.
week. 'Two-T-ickets -to- London'--(U4r- plenty -hot at- $25,000. while 'Du
all right $0,000.: :['
Barry.' day-date- at State and OrKeith's' (Libsoii) (1:500; 35-55)— pheum. is goiiig to a swell$39,000.
Switched from. Pal-:
'Dixie': (Par).
Estimates for This Week
ace ror third downtown sesh. Merry
44-99 )—
Boston
(3.200:
RKO
Incorpo'Gals.
week.
Last
$7;000:
'Leopard Man' (RKO plus Tommy
rated' (U) and 'Got Goiiig' (Ul, lair Tucker orch. Margie. Hart, others on
$4,500.
stage. Good $24,000. Last -week 'Two
Lyric, (RKO) (1.430.:' 35-55)— 'Mr. Tickets. London'. (U) with Carmen
Second week- of Cav'allero 'orch,. others on stage,.
Lucky' (RKO).
moveover for fourth main-line stan $23,400.
Nice $5,000 following last week's
za.
40-60)-^

W

.

.orchi tip-top $31,000.

'

,

I

.(

DENVER DAY-DATER
Denver. July

27.

:

golden music. $19,000. on second

frame after husky $23,500

last w<?ek.

Stlllman. (Loew's) (2.700; 35-55)—

Door Canteen' (UAV

.'Stage

Spinning
matching

.

Broadway (Fox)

(5th wk).-

aloiigi rapidly for $10,000.
last week's corking $10,000.

Up

quire, big $14,000.

30-65)—
Esquire
(742:
(Fox)
'Stormy Weather' (20th v and 'Get
Going' (U), day-date, with Denver.
Fine $3,500.
Last week.. 'Hers to
Hold' (U) and 'Two Senoritas-From
Chicago' (Col), day-date with Denver. Fine $3,500.
.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,(500 30-65.)—
'DuBarry Was a Lady' (M-G) and
'Squadron Leader X' (RKO). Big
$15,800 and holding.
Last week.
'Forever and Day'' (M-G) and George
While's 'Scandals', on: stage, smash
:

.-,

Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 30-50)—
'Two Tickets to London' (U): arid
'All by Myself
(U). Nice $8,000
Last week. 'Hangmen Also Din'
(UA) and
rairie Chickens' (UA)

•Hers

....

—

,

—

.

.

:

.

.

.

$24,000.

Orpheum (Loew) .(2,900: 44>65)—
Was Lady' (M-G) plus.

'DuBarry

week

.'Wings'

plus

'Two

Over Pacific' (Mono)
Yanks Trinidad' (Col),

$4,000.

on
.

rnaiiis

'a

ho't-wealhr-r

slopped by
'

In

J^uly 27.

NY

it

atlraclioii

apparently can't; be

for company,
Ritter hopped, iiilp saddle for a band show
Other dates for the
the first, of his seven stirrers on the ,,fori< if augiirs :a wow $48,000.
."Cincinnati. a'.;- firent- $18,000;
-•1943.-44 program at Universal., with
latest- frbiii- Wanicis isPhiladelphia, hefly $33.000..
Hostori wow $30,000. and
Janet Shaw as feinme -lead."
Durliin. rales a
Deanna
shakes for
ictiire, titled 'Sundown 'Trail.'- is; I'loi-* in Mold.' big
$41,000 in two L. A. thcaproduced by Oliver Drake and di- boom in" s:i2.000ii.N.Y.,.big
the same in Frisco «i
rected by Vernon Keays.
<o t -kb $15,000 In Baltimore,
l, cs

Tex

=•

'

:

(20th) remains potent, indica-

•

'

1

-

,

biingci:'

•

:

(

WB

i.'

'Human Comedy' (M-G ) and 'Youngest

Prorcssion' (M'-:G), while not showing up On so many
dates currently, all continue to prove b.o.' stamina.-'
MisceHancous reports' from 'Variety' coiTcspondcnls
include the latest- rrom 20th.. 'Bomber's Moon.' which
with a stageshow in S. F. looks to- do a big $23,000
'•Ac-lion. North Atlantic' (WB) a tcrrif $io.000 In Portr
land and a smash $26',000 for Detroit; walloping $28,000
with vaudc- for 'Lady' of .Burlesque' in Washington and
fine in Philly: 'All By Myself (U) sock $15,000 with a
K...C. stageshow: 'Bataan' (M-G). strong $15,000 in
Cincy.: 'Hitlers Madman'' (>M-G), poor in Philly:. 'Pilot
:

;

;

.

:

M-G

with band. $53,000. Chicago: 'More the,
Mcrriyr' (M-O'i. big on Mpls. carryover; 'Mr. Big' (U),
no slouch at $11,000 in Iridiariapolis, and 'Bombardier'
-i RKO I, swell $16,000, Washington.-

No.

5'

i

i.

'Frankenstein Meets- Wolf ,J4an' (U)
and 'Captive Wild Woman' (U). Hor-.
ror bill grabbing sock $35,000 estimate.
Last week, 'Five Grave's to
Cairo' (Par) and 'Chatterbox'. (REP)
(3d wk),. okay $13,000.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.451;

.44-88)

—

Meets.

'Frankenstein

Wolf Man' (U) and. 'Captive Wild

Woman' (U). Heavy trade at $13,500.
week 'Five Graves to Cairo'
(Pan and .'Chatterbox' 'Rep) (3d

Last-

wk). nice windup at $8,000.

RKO

Jllllstreet (RKO) (2.890; 40arid 'Squadto Hold'

65)— 'Hers

(U)
Leader X' (RKO). Topnotch
Last week '.Bombardier'
(RKO) (2d wk) and 'AH By' Myself
(U) windup good at $15,600.
Rlti' (F-WC) (1.372; .40-851— 'DuBarry Was Lady' (M-G) and .'Harrigan's Kid', (M-G),
Nifty $7,200; in
sight. Last week 'Lady of Burl.csque'
<UA) and 'Yanks Ahoy' (UA), neat
ron

$21,000.

'

$8,000.

•

,

.

Loui-

is -Cpnstan^ymph .,
anvihim'
heading for a .very smashy, SSi.OOO \uth
while in Ihi'ce-L. A..opcra-

heat: or
is

that
else

'

tions .'.'pointing to zooming $17,000, in Minneapolis, and
Strong to sensashv business on holdovers or movcovers
;'
in other keys.
'What's Bilzzin'. Cousin' (.Col) appears to be questionable, being good $8,300 in' Seattle but disappoanting $20,000 in N. Y.. and oply fairish $20,000 in Ph.il'ly.;
Having no trouble is 'Hit the; Ice' (U ), which points
ror brisk $1 1.500 iii Buffalo, big $12,000 out in Louisville, terrific $25,000 slariza in Boston, arid rousing
'Dixie' (Par). 'Background to
$20,000 in Providence.

'•

V

'Coney Islan

question.

.

fair in

.

.

,

but- just

Among

and hitting hard
Door Canteen' (UA), which with

-

and Ciiicy movcovers.

and healthy

$24,000,

lation by "now

houses for an outstanding
and. $3!)!000 in two Boston
gross there.
Though '"laic 'iii getting to the-. Music Hall, N.
all the. slakes
'Lucky" i< a sevcn-comc-l 1 Ihcro for
same picture is,
an iiKlicatc'd scnsntiorial $120.000.. The
wow in Seattle, fine $14,000 in Baltimore, with vaudc.
;i
a band, and big
by
aided
hot $26 000 in . an Franciscooiv Pi'U

a

of.

current releases receiving fairly wide circuat the b.o.. Is .'Stage
a band in N. Y. reexceptionally consistent on draw at $60,000 or
thereabouts for the fifth week; Two houses in Seattle
give it a fine'.$21,500, while second weeks in Frjsco.
Chicago and Washington spell swell. On moveover
dates 'Ciintecn! proves its staying powers without any

.

Lucky' (RKO), 'Constant Nymph' (WB),
Hold" .(Ul. 'Hit: the Ice" (U) and. 'What's

fair-weather
a
'Stormy Weather' appears
friend of the eshib. judging by its smash $98,000 onthe (list week at the Roxy, N. Y.. with the aid or a
and ahouses;
Denver
"two
in
sta'geshow: its big $18,500
swell $9,000 in Baltimore. .Likewise, 'Du Bar.ry' has
what it takes according to opeiiing dales, including a
Porlland
in
$11,500
high
sock' $20;500 'in Pittsburgh.,
-Los Angeles,
(Ol-e), vcrv strong: $45,800 out of four
Dcnvei-.
theatres big $22,000 at Chicago, sock $15,800 iii

.

Saddle

to

Chicago week
Minneapolis carryover.

$20,000. a swell

.

$4,000.
Last week. 'Lady of Burlesque'
(UA) ^nd 'Yanks Ahoy
<UA), fine $3,500 after week at each
Denver, Aladdin and Esquire,

in

40-75)

.(1,100:

.

-KEYS'

Cousin' (Col), while pictures of less recent
release vintage are' mostly on holdovers, movcovers
or secondi-runs,

'

Hollywdod,

(G&S)

:

Buzziti',

Rlallo (Fox) (878;: 30-05)— 'Stage
Door Canteen' (UA ), day-date -with
Broadway and' after -week at each
Denver; Esquii'e and Aladdin. Fine:

Back

bouncy $4,800 with solo show$4,700 last week' on

to

Hawaii

:

(20th), 'Mr.

flue $9,000.

Ritter

.

Crime

.

Non-war product moved deeper into key territory
during the past week, headed by such new .picturcs-:'as
'DuBarry Was a Lady' (M-G). 'Stormy Weather'

./-

:

—

ing.' after-. 'heat.

three-house moveover.

Tirries

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

30-65)—

Big $15,000. Last week. 'Hers to
Hold' (U) and 'Two Seriorilas. From
Chicago' (Col), day-date with Es-

.

40-85)

;

Doctor' (Col) and 'It's a
Great Life' (Col) (4th wk-5' daysi.
Paying off with $2,500 after, grabbin
$3,300 last week.
Hollywood CWB) (2.756: 10-85)—
Paramount (M-P) (1.300; 33-60)—
wk).
Fenway (M-P) (1.373:
.'Dixie'
(Par) and lAerial 'Gunner' 'Constant Nymph' (WB) (2d
'Dixie' (Par) arid 'Aerial Gunner'
(Par). Drought in"' from Met after Nice at $14:000 after ticmcndouj
'
(Par). Here after fortnight at Met.
two big week? there, arid very brisk- $19,000 last week.
Orpheum (D'town) (2.2O0; 40-65)
and still hefty at $5,900; good for this at $13,000 or slightly' better. Last
Monwith
Vaughn
Chiim'
(U)
Hi'ya
nabc.
Last week '.Blow Up Arner- week 'Blow Up America' (20th) plus
roe orch and Radio Rogues on stage;
ica". (20th) and 'Follies Girl' (PRC),
'Follies Girl' (PRC), $11,500.
$4,800.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— 'Du- Take hurt Thursday (22) by street
Memorial (RKO) (2.900: 44-75)—. Barry Was Lady'. (M;G) arid 'Mur- car tieup, but- still catching: good
'Hit Ice' (U) plus 'Get Going' (U)
der Ti,rries Square' (Col )'. Day-dating $19,500 estimate. Last week 'After
(2d wk). Hasii't appreciably dirninwith. Orpheum. again: fairly -good Midnight with Boston Blackic" (Col)
orch, good, profit
ished in appeal, going to a terrific $12,000 for sagging neighborhood. and Jack Teagarden
'-..
Last week $26,800.
Last week 'Hangmen Also Die' (UA) at $17,000.
$25,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812: 40-85)—.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367: 35-65) arid "Air Raid Wardens'
(MrG),
'Hers to Hold' (U) and ISquadron
:
i-'Nymph.' (WB> with 'Good Luck $10,000.
Clipping heavy*
Leader.
(RKO).
X*Transliix (Translux) (900: 28-65)—
Mr. Yates' (Co|i.. Rising to wow
Last week, 'Bombardier'
Ghost'" (Monoi
and $20,000.
$30,000 on basis of Boyer-Fontaine 'Invisible
By MyPair of (RKO) (2d wk) and- 'All
pic;
Last week 'Dixie.' (Par) and 'Doomed to Die' (Mono).
self
okay
$10,800.
(U).
Last
wk),
oldies,
good
okay.
(Run
(2d
but
for
$4,500.
'Aerial
Gunner'
Paramount (F&M) (3,389; 44-88)—

Scott.

Weather' (20th) and. 'Get
Going'- (U), day-date with Esquire.

$21,000.

(1,800;

'Constant Nymph'. (WB) (2d wk).
hefty with $10,000, after last
week's bingo $20,000.
Foiir Star (UA-WC) (500: 40-C5)—
Stage Door Canteen' (UA) (2d wk).

Still

Square' (Col). Back
or. day-date policy with State: db:ing well here for big $27,000. Last
week 'Stage Door Canteen'- (UA),
$20,000, 3rd week.

'Murder

.

.'Stormy

.

—

and-

.

.

$9,500.
(2.525:

35-55 )

Hollywood. July 27
20th-Fox has ended a nine-month
search .for an aelor to portray
in 'Keys of the
Chisholhi
Father
Kingdom.' An unknown. Gregory
Peck. -has been awarded the part
He had been in Broadway legit as
a. leading .man to Katharine Cornell,
Geraldine '.Fitzgerald and Martha

'

(Fox)

(2.600:

PECK IN

(RKO). and 'Good Morning. Judge'
(U). after two weeks at the Orpheum. nice $4,000.
Denham (Cockrilb (1.750: 30-60)—
'Dixie' (Par) (4th- week) and -'Henry
Aldi-ich Swings If (Par). Nice $8.500. Last week, 'Dixie' (Par), strong

Denver

(RKO)

000 kickoff.

'Stage Door Caritben' (UA), day-dale
with Rialto and after a week at each
the Denver. Esquire and Aladdin.
- Fine $4,000. Last week, 'Bornbardier'
"

$6,000.

•Palace

'Balaan' (M-G). Strong $15,000 for
one of Ciricv's best war pix clicks.
Last week, 'Dixie' (Par,) (2d wk)
sock $ 12.000 on heels of topsy $20,-

30-65)—

(1,040;

(

.

dandy

(M-G)

.

.

Barry' and 'Squadron Leader,'
; 'Du
dualed. are smash at -the Orpheum
and holding. 'Sprmy Weather' 'daydater also good.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1400; 30-65)— 'Hers
to Hold' (U) arid .'Two Sehorilas
From Chicago' (Col); after a week
at each the Denver and Esquire.
Fine $8,000. Last week, 'Stage Door
Canteen' (UA), after week at each
Denver and Esquire; big $9,000.

(1,516; 40-

Was LadyV (M-G)

Downtown (WB)

.

35-55)—
(3.450:
Wk). Making sweet

(Loew's)"

Stale

'Dixie' (Par) (2d
artd

;

'WEATHER' $18,500 IN

(F-WC)

C'arthay Circle

'Harrigan's. Kid*.
(-Last week .'Lady

.

•

•

.

«5)-r'DuBarry

Nice $6,000.
of -Burlesquei-tUA i—
| and 'Yanks Ahoy' (UA). good $6,500,
Chinese (Grauman-WC ) (2,034; 40
Lionel, Hampton's orch, Doolcy Wil- 85)— 'DuBarry Was Lady* (M-G ) and
First-rate
son oh stage. .Zo.wie Harlem revue "-Harrigan's Kid' (M-G).
is galvanizing this bill, swinging to
$12,600.
Last week 'Lady of Burheated $30,500: Last week. -What's lesque' .(UA)
and 'Yanks: Ahoy*
Buzzin. Coiisiri' - and Abo Lyman's
(UA), excellent $14,200.

:

'

(Blumcnteld) (950: 60Savage*. (U) and, 'HiWhite
_ 75
1Buddy ^) (3d wk); Fine third
week at. $0.000, under round-clock
policy. Last week, solid $12,500.

line

week.

27.

What with 'Constant Nymph,'

Ice.'

:

Ksouire

target for

Hipp. (Warners) (3.700; 35-55
'Action in North Atlantic' (WB)
(2d wk). Srnooth sailing on strong
holdover, $15,500, after $21,500 last

Two Boston theatres;

Boyer-Fontame $30,000

.

:

$21,000,

.

Normal

(PRC).

last

$2,200., ..Ditto

River Robin Hood'(RKO) and 'Good
Morning. 'Judge' (U), divided with
iyer" (Rep)
•Mail. From. Thunder
and 'Maxwell Archer, Detective'
(Monoi.
Graiid (RKO)'. (1.430:: 35-55)— 'Hit
Transferred from Albee
Ice' (U).

aii-liiilc

wk) hit

(3d
'

$7,000.

.

-

headed for nifty $49,000. in the second week of a thrce^house date.
Streetcar strike broke on Thursday (22), opening day ;for many of
the theatres, but biz was only slightly pfl',. spurting remainder of week.
Estimates for This Week
is

:

(WB)

.

.

—

$39,000

.

;

.

$9,500.

Marry' Wow

.:

'Stage Door Canteen' (U A.)
Holding for third week of moveover and
Lively $5,(in It iriain-sterh helping.
000 after last week's hefty $6,500.
Family (BKO)
20-30) t(1.000:
'Swamp Water' (20il i) and 'C inder
TKKOT. splIf^wTT
el la: Swings TT*
Tonight We Raid Calais' (20th) and

being racked up by two Paramounti
horror dual. 'Dii arry Was
.'a
Lady', is pulling an 'estimated $45,800
in four Fox-West Coast theatres, andDeanna Durbiri's' 'Hers to Hold" is
registering for a. neat $41,000' in.' a;
double booking., 'Constant Nymph'

,'with

Estimates' for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 35-55)— 'Appointment in. -Berlin! .,( Col). Swell
'Bombardier'
Last week,

to

nice, $5,800.

.

(movcover).. Stout
Faces'. (Rep)
$12,000 on round-clock policy. Last
.

-:

;

-

55-75)
'False

is

and .'Harrigan's Hipp.

•

:

in those sites totallipg better tilan
$20,000 over'the previous week.
Surprise of the town is the $48.500

.

hitting the $30,000
bracket in one of Palace's; heartiest
stanzas of surrimeiv H.o. of "Dixie'
is- also a smash for Stale, with 'Ac'dittoing for the
-Atlantic'
tion North

driver's scat,

:

'

1

27.

We Raid Calais.' with
the
Hampton's orch
in

'Tonight.

Lionel

going, over for strong $11,100;
First week $16,200.
United Artists (Parker) (900; 40.
-

1

.

Cleveland. Julv

•

(20th)

Second

week

65)— 'DuBarry

.

TO 30iG, CLEVL

'CALAIS'

-,

Paramount (Hamrick

(3.000: 40-65)— 'Coney Island'
arid
'Great Life'
(Col)..

High

.

HAMPTON ORCH BOOSTS

Chicago.' (Col)
(2d wk).
Still holding' up to great
$10,800 after cracking first week at

Dangerous'

.

.

Evergreen)
(Par) and

'Two Senoritas From
$14,000.

.

.

good

i

(Hamrick
40-65)— -China"

'

week. .Temperature over the weekend climbed into the 90s, .sending
many beachward. However, those remaining in town were. sufficiently
traded lp the marquee. adornment to
keep the tickets spinning merrrly.'
Notable oh the week's fare] is the
fact that in 16 dcluxers and move-:
over houses there are no films with
war themes. The fare .has been running lo romance and horror- pix. and
paying rich dividends,': witli grbsse*

Estimated Total Grb««
This Week.
'
(Bnsed on 13. tlieulres)
Total Gross Same Week"'
.$31»-,70«
Last Year.
^
:.'..""
(Based on 12 (lien t res

e n)
and.

'Bataan'
Willing'
for

day

clinging, to

:

Orpheum

.

—

Los Angeles, July 27.
Despite blistering heat and.:a Qner
tram strike, trade has been.
recent high levels this,

Broadway Grosses

Good

(UA).

'$9,200.
Last week
(M-G) and 'Young arid
(UA) closed second week'

$18,000
Golden Gale (RKO) (2.850: 44,75)
—'Mr. Lucky' (RKO) (3d. wk), plus
Cincinnati.- July 27.
ne w." stage bill, Count Basie orch,
For the fourth consecutive round
Last week, second all ace cinemas are racking up' velHot $26,000.
slanza of 'Lucky' and stage bill vety marks: Just two fresh, releases
--'headed by Alan Carney, powerful in this week's screenings. arid they're
$28,000,
on the hefty side with enough slack
Orpheum (Bluitienfeld) (2,440: 60- to- up the general score over last
75)— 'Hers to Hold' (U) and 'He's week by a slight margin. 'Constant
My Guv' (U).- Biz building to near Nymph' at the Albee is topping, with
record levels for Deanna Durbin pic 'Bataan' at the Palace close behind
at $20,000. Last week, 'Whafs Buz/. : with a smash war pix figure for this
in' Cousin?' (Col) and 'Good Luck,
burg.
Holdovers have the other
Mr. Yates' (Col), okay $16.000.
houses above par,
Paramount (FWC) (2.470: 55-75)—
Estimates for This Week
/Background to Danger' (WB) arid
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 35-55 )-~'Con
"Thumbs Up' (Rod). 'Danger' pull- stant Nymph' (WB).. Great $18,000.
ins huec crowds. $27,000.J Last week: Last week,: 'Hit lee'' (U ), big $19,
"'
.'Lily Mars' (M-G ).- and Falsc Faces' 500.
(Hen) (2d wk). huge $22.600. ...
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000;, 35-55)—
.

-

high

(1.800;

000.

E ve r g r e
)— 'Cristobal' (UA
>

(Parker

(1,500: .40-65

'NYMPH' TOPS CINCY

V

40-65)

-11,900:

terrific $15,000: Last week 'Pilot No.
5! (MG) and 'Girls, Inc., (U) got fair
$8,200.

178 theii-.,

.

.'.

in 4 Spots,

—'Action in North Atlantic' (WB)
and 'Taxi, Mister' (UA). Looks like

Estimated total Gros*
This Week
..$2,259,500

Door

'Stage

-

City Grosses

Broadway (ParkeV)

building up

Orpheum.

to terrific $20;000 at

in

North Atlantic* at "-the Broadway
arid 'DuBarry Was a Ladv' at the
UA. They'll probably hold.
'Coney Island' proved a' gold mine,
in a first week .and holding up to
strong second at the big Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
•

.

while 'Hers

13

Top

'Action' $15,000 to

OK Frisco

'Danger Paces

.

State

-

-

,

(Loew's-WC)

"DuBarry- was

(2,204; 40-85

Lady'

)—

(M-G) -and

'Harrigan's Kid* (M-G), Kdging toward big $20,(100. Last week 'Lady
of
Burlesque':. (UA)
and "YanksAhoy' (UA), swell $22,500.
United Artists (UA-WC ) (2.100:
40-85)— 'Lady of Burlesque" (UA)
Movcover
and. 'Yanks Ahoy' (UA).
good for strong $9,000. .Last week
'Stage Door Ciinteen' (UA), great
.

,

SI 1.500.

-

•

Vogue (Vogue) (899: 40-00 (no
first runs).
Last week. "Under Secret
Orders" (Guaranteed) and 'Girls in
Chains' (PRO. pleased with. S1.700,
Wllshlre (F-WC.) (2.296: 40-85 i-rLady. of Burlesque' (UA ) arid "Yanks
Nifty $6,500.- Last
Ahoy'.
UA).
week 'Stage Door Canteen'., (UA);
>

.

.

(

sl'iut $7,800:

'

(WB)
._.,,.„, .40-85 1— Con
Wiltcrri
_
_ (2.756;
i
Bptincr
i
N y"n ph' " B V (2d. w k'-'---'•
•*ing toward strong- second week biE
at $13,000 after, socko $17,000, last

si an

W

'

•

week.

.

ptfnitifY

Wednesday, July 20, 1913

that's the ticket!
ADMISSION

FIFTY-FIVE

DOLLARS

FOR TONIGHT S OPENING OF
THE PRODUCTION THAT MARKS

A

NEW

STEP

FORWARD AND

UPWARD FOR THE MOTION
PICTURE
THIS FIRST

IS

AND

ITS

ENGAGEMENT,

PEOPLE.

LIKE

ALL THOSE

TO COME,

FOR THE BENEFIT OF ARMY EMERGENCY

WHEN

THE FINAL

ENGAGEMENT

IS

RELIEF.

CONCLUDED,

THE AMERICAN MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR

ONCE

AGAIN WILL HAVE PROUDLY DEMONSTRATED THE
FULL EXTENT

STARRING
'

IN

MEN

LESLIE

OF THE
*

It

ARMED FORCES
RONALD REAGAN

HALE-CHARLES 6UTTERW0RTH .«oKATE

SMITH

OF

HIS SPIRIT

AND

PATRIOTISM.

EXPLOITATION

16

Wednesday, July 28, 1913

Pft-RIEff
News

Chi Daily

Giving

Andy

PRC

Dietz Again

Franchiser

fix Publicity Big Spread

The hyiportahcc

,

experience

ahdt

(raining

of-

With the/addition of two pages of
motion picture cuts every day, Ibe
amusement section of the Chicago
Daily >.'ews has taken on a new
tinge. Change, which has, -caused: no
little comment, was the Idea of Iiloyd

exchange

Theatres-Exchanges

In Mo.; Other
St.

Louis. July 27,

injured

'that

his

wife,

While she was riding in

Dicli, a vet in the' picture
llie franchise holder of

Andv.

.

a-

Adelaide'
motor: car'

Increased film distribution by reason of the ripe biz situation and need
loonier.-,-'-Belleville, of ATmy camps for motion pictures
wras the, amusement and sports ed- week willi Noah
Diel/. was the original made it necessary for Columhin exIII..
ex'WbV
redramatiq
doing
still
is'
itor
and.
Overseas
for Stars
hbldei'' of: the St. ^^ouis area. /ran- change here to install two nioi e lilni
",'
'
views.
Regardless of Ihe' importance of
chise. having -made: the purchas ,iri vaults, bringing total to six.
emption fi-plh-lhe 48-hour minimum
Section, is, looked upon as a press
Herbert Goldstein is- new
when- TRC .was
of
19:19.
the' personalities involved, the. War
\\ ovking: rcgiilatiiura
in! labor-shortPaper is Novembrr, Later- lie took Bloomer in Strand theatre.
agent's 'seventh heaven.'
hgcareas. A similar ar ument is Deuj.. and USO-Camp Shows- execs oh the air daily- over WMAQ, Chi- laj-inched:
Jack Alexander, auditor, from New
as a; pariiU'i- on a 30-50 basis, anil
likely to be made when application: are erackini;:- down oii- the releasewith spot announcements' call-, after two. years of the partnership York hom.eoffice of Republic Pie-'
desihia- cago,
is made -to ;have exchange workers of any info, regarding the
tur.es. is scanning books of local exsold hLs holdings to Bloomer.
ing attention to the pages.
declared essential. The War Man- lion- of stars bound for offshore as-'
The lalfer found that .doubling as' .chaiigc.
power Commission has .indicated, acf signrhenls to entertain Yank troops.
Owner-manager of 'his two prosperJoe E,
cording to spokesmen,, that it will
Whereas' jn-. the past,
ous' flicker houses iii Belleville. III.:: ... RIU Niesse's Herelc Feat
14 miles from here, and keeping a
Indianapolis July 25.
consider declaring branch employees Lewis or a Bob 'Hope knCw' in adRita Niessci 17-year-old' daughter
weather eye on PRC activities in the
ssential.vnnce where he was headed for.
southern half of Illinois and the east- of Carl Niesse, owner of Vbgiie. theaPreviously having! obtained ex- Mt>e new edict, aimed at a more strict
ern half of Missouri,' in which 400 tre, .saved four lives July. 21 when a
emplions.on hours in Buffalo. Cleve- enforcement of the War Depl.'s 'bul-.
>w
too
overturned
in a slornv o
as
motorboat;
flicker houses .are located,
land aiid Portland, Ore., areas where Ion your lip' policy, puts the 'solLake Wawasee by bringing mh-big h job fol- one man.
greasepaint' in the same
the. 48-hour minimum work week diers
vivors to shore in a rowbont: Six
lives were lost.
has been imposed by the WNlC. d>s- category .asthe boy in khaki sho.ving'
S. E. Applegvte Eeslcoi
>}o downtown playdales are in
By selti
base of 20?.
tribs on Monday (26) were 'notified. off for the global fighting fronts.
Philadelphia. July 27:
sight at present for 'Stormy Weather'
New' snb-rosa/orders found Al Jol- for distribution and- holding- adver<pf a similar exemption fn- 'Washing'--'
Salem
AppJegate last week re-: and "Cabin in the Sky,' recent lilins
Ibn. D. C.
signed as sales-manHKer of the Metro
Notification of the latter soii; whose departure is imminent,
with all-colored casts.: While- mantising as well as other costs to a
exchange effective Aug."13. after be- agers decline comment,. it
was received by.C.
at) Scollard, and Jack Benny, already departed,
Is- .evident
believes ing associated with the company for.
Par distribution exec,' who repre- asking "where to?'- with live Camp jiiiiiimum,' WarneT:
they're skittish about attractions that
more than lti years; He will '-be. sue- draw
sented all distributing companies so Shows .execs retorting; 'You'll- khoAy. thai its sale.of 'This ls the Army*' at
heavily mixed audiences.
ceeiled by .In.-eph E. -Morrow, who.
Local Tent No; 10 of the Variety
50'.
far us Washington, was ..concerned.. -v when you get there.'
will in the 'end be equivalent
lias ..covered ilhe Scran ton territory
Club has presented a $700. plasma
highest
the
terms,
ever
exacted
on
•lb
In the Detroit. Seattle and- San
for.
the
exchange.
Applegata
said
Latest precautions follow byband. With a capacity for' storing. .300
FrancWep. territories, which arc also few "weeks
the
warning
from airy picture, and pbssibjy may re- that Outside, of ail exlendcd vacation piflts. of 'blood plasma '-indefinitely:
to Army- he has ho plans for the immediate
under the W.MC's 4H-hour provisions, the War. Dept. that unless overseas- turn as much'! as, $10,000,000
'"
to the City Hospital.
future.
the distributors' have individually, bound .performers adhere to a litish- Emergency Relief.
Warneivopei aled Lindley reopened,
filed applications for cxcinptioji and hush policy, aiid refrain •'from' cbniSam- Cornelia Prei of bet. I.rtioit
Aside from not -splurging on ad- after refuiliisliinu.
awaiting rulings from'. local nienliii
on tlic fact they're :gpiii!g vertising but getting: plenty of free
Detroit; July .27.
Harold; Wciseui h;ll. office manager
In Ld-t Ari^Mes. /which su'b- offshore., they 'll be checked oil" the and 'charity', breaks in hat- connec- of Universal, resigned..
Sam Cornelia, Panpra'm' operator,
elected
commander of the-. Thealr
seqlieiitly
was declared a labor- {USO rouies.
Richard
Mayers,
publicity, director
tion. WB's.Sp'V-iis from the first dolof Williain GoUlnian theatres, vaca- Post of the American Legioii here.
shortage a.ieiw liie distributing coinlar taken in by, accounts and allows
tioning Adirondacks with new wife. Olher officers include Harry R. Bei'iis.
Rallies; have until Aug! 2'2 i'o (lie
for ho. deductions, including houseNew Bijou theatre, senior vice comtheir- applications.
Mo other- e.
overhead, .theatre's !advertising, 'cost
mander; Edmund Burke, Main tiieaHojan's Alabama Zone
change ^ points, are so far affected:.-!' M-G'S
of- shorts. ele. Also, there vv ill be 'no
Martin J. (Alike ) Ho'gan. office tre. Royal Oak. junior: vice corii"In selling -"lip. llie 4<t-liour mini-;
guarantee against losses 'such as in manager .for United Artists' Atlanta riiander; Harry Brewer. Harper'llieamunis, .ihe WJ1C has done so' iti
the sale of Metro's -'Gone With' the exchange, appointed; in charge of Ire, adjutant; H.' Owen Bliugh. Calvin,
theatre,
finance
officer:
Edward'
afflicted' zones'-: with a view lo. ill
iately ii'.iderlakiug the. losk. Wind' aiid Par's Tor' Whom the Belt sales for he Alabama territory; for
increased: production and il>) ubiaiiiTolls.'
For this and other reasons, UA. He will make.: 'headquarters- al O'Fl.vnii. musician, sergcant-at-arms
and William Marley. National .Theaing released manpower for 'the"war. of .'carefully analyzing each of i.lic it' is fell-'ih.il S0'< of the gross is a Birmingham.
coiti.milteeniiiii.
ter
Co:,
executive
Ihau
A
vci
in
effort.
more
12.000
accounts
ii
caiiie;
film
circles.
Hogan for
Not piily do tile distribs -wa'nj
fair liguie lo ask for 'Army.' This
Arv.id R. Kantbr new mgr. of Na.to retain the 40-liour woek -which is. on its: books in this couni' v..
and will be. the all-over, figure, including many years was a traveling auditor tional Screen Service here.!
for .Warner
ros. .and Ihe'old Firsl
in effect throughout the; country',
Allied Film' Exchange., ilidie.
wl .| c dmiriR information from an v ex- for the. smallest runs, there being no National company..' Before joinhig
'
exchange* but. uf appeals -for exintention to sell any account on a UA he vvas office head for WB in by: Harry V. Gilbert to Jack
hibito'r as to problems faced. Metro
emplions. are s;rong|y, stressing the.
former Republic 'salesman.
has determined on a poljcy to price Hat basis or lower tlis.n- 50 r .'v; Also, Atlanta!
inability to release any manpower to
Marvin Shipniaii niade mgr.
length of runs wili be a. part of the
it product in accordance wiiy pivs1he war effort d'u'c to the specialized'.
Cinema.
enl-dq.v cphd"tlions v but- will lend hi-i contract ..rather Ihah peniiil speciPrize Coin That
ingle. Jingles
,
,l;e
0f y°': k m exchanges and
lled control li^incs to govern holdPittsburgh.' Julv 27.
j,» strickeir situation^ tlm.iiAh u lver:^
Phllly'n Se rap Total
dnnculties,. in midci iiR. i-pp acp iicnl s-^44
rhrn-aTt Ki.^r luky. IV Bs W. Va,
e xploilalioi.
and Uij iii u.ijii uvuis.
,
Philadelphia. July 27.
help.
Report tljat. splits above the 50"; salesinaii. 'returned' front' company's
Slaiilcy-Warner circuit "collected
convention
S200
richer,
having
In this connection, the'eomnauy might become a part of the deal oh copped liflli pi-ize in recent Drive of 7.26H poutids of copper scrap final reGlass to Bill Goetz,
has approved as a starter au-,\pj>;o- 'Army' are incorrect but for special .Champions^;.
Harry «eed. former turns, of the recent copper matinees
piialion pr $12S.OOO for ad\ci iisi;ig opening nighls where local citizens Waj'ner exchange .chief ..here, walked Showed.
Louis Daroff, clothing nianufacand prpmotiohaj use in stricken committees will handle preems and ,PfT with $500.: which represented
Compton Over to
areas. The amouilt will be increased, sell tickets at advanced admissions, fourth place in .'.district' managers' tUrer. has been appointed chairman
Glass resigned as Coast it necessary. .Intention of the com- more, than 50.', ror that one per- ronlest. and Bob Snieltzer. bead, of of the- citizens committee for ;lhe
, Cieorse
Army.' which
director, of publicity, fur
United pany: iii doihg so. is to tryvto s-timn- formance alone! may he negotiated riislrict incliidiiii; Piltsburg.; took $350 showing Pf .'This- Is the.
opens
at the Mastbauni Aug. 12:
for liflli olacc.
Artists, yesterday
ix*qiiii;ed
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being likened to' .that
u( the members of a baseball', team
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Tuesday

to a possible- tola of 8(i',
A total of
about .7.800 special openings spoilt
ipred by citizehs' committees are
estimated.
While poihled out in Warner quarinns.
ters. that it w''uld- be easy lo spend
a fbrtunc on .'advertising Ariuy;' the
Start ing; life hew scasi>h < '1943-41
off' Willi a grbiip of 10 picliires-. some .'amount- .will he held c'tiiwn not only
of which become- ;iivaiJab|o iii Sep:- because the
desire io .gel every

arid

>

has been replaced' by Walter Com
formerly with Republic.

ton,

lale

Glass, who has been with
A, forth rcc years;; heads up publicity aiid
advertising- activities for' Production
Artists. Inc., the David L. Loew-

U

-

Arthur Lyons

trad".' .in

sect ion, of

ev'eVy

;

the

I

country which .suiters -from shifilnj?
population, or pi her wartime factors.
with the same attention given to the
Smallest houses
-Ihc bis; key city

-

..

.

•

.

.

1.

;

unit.

.

WB

Metro

'.l.embe'r;

Reps ^000,000 Budget
Hollywood. July.

available

.

to

make

.will

llie

product

ciistoniers

its

defcrmining

w'ilii

possible

1

line

in

|

values

fair niarlcel

27.

for its features via the slidiu." sc;ile
Trade papers/ 'dailies aiid radio ['plan «ihd.dcsi|!ri:di»ii>i'ajhr>i; performwill draw not )ess than $11,000,000 aiu-e strensilh ha<; heeir "n.idicjitcd.
from. Republic's; bankroll for adver-; -.- Becau.-e of the irrci-iiUinly (if detising and exploitation on the 1943- livery., unforeseen delays in produc-i
44 program, according to Herbert J. 1 ion. etc.. Meti p has discontinued the
Yates, company chief at the a'nniial y.-eekly, uayihent plan .on ,>-h».'fl' .%nbsales meet in
the valley studio, .icri-. nT .vlil'-h it will release SB du.i'Up'page of advertising coin. Yates ii'g !> t -Idoclared. is (he result of favoiable
returns .ftom. high-budyct exploitation of special features during the,

|
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I

!

^

i

:

.

nickel

of

profit

for

AER.

but also as result of the cooperation
being
received
from newspapers,
radio and. oilier'-mediums of adverti^itijc-' which
are providing •charity
rates:'
Additionally,, for the N. Y,
opening to'dishl Wednesday) at the
Hollywood, air rail, lines leading
into N. Y. are. 'using cards free of
charge, also local '.iubways, busses
'

(

snd lax icabs.- The.'.large '.Wrigloy sign
iii Times
Square., running a block
loiig. has also been! ''donated. NP irsliiviale can be niade this early as lo
what
the
advertising
bill .'will be
BraddOCK
VS.
StfaCK
current season
'Army' will have at ieast-50 openUnder the- cent r.corjjai.i/'.'itiun
ings-'Aiig! 10. 'aiiolher 150 on Aug.
As Bally for 'Sun' Film ,17
of the company's exploila'i ion sysand 400 or more over Labor Dav
tern, Charles Reed Jone. is in charge i' James
Briiddock.
h eavy- Charlie Einfcld;
-.pi
in
charge of
j
.

.

-

—

1

-.

j

;

I

.

George Waldman new addition- to
of Joe' -Belie' .-for,
Barkle. succeeds iii. Stanley- Warner';, .film payment deat Perry theatre, partment.
Earl Bailey, former .. manager, of
and Jim Lindsay lakes over for
Uplown. in Visiting frorri Wjirren; O:
Barklev aV tjie Newsree-I.
Jiihimy Turner, chief -'film buyer
W. E." Ycaglcy. owner of Liberty'.
Confiiience. expects lo, be inducted, for Warners, a soon-to-be i.iiduclee.
Helen Tindall. .Kit?..-' Wilmington.;
this i.iion|li. with his wife faking over
operation of lheatre.
and Catherine Riley, Savoy, both
Normaiv Lew i--, foi-nierly of NSS. S-.W. houses, only two. femme manshifted to Columbia booking -"depart-' agers in Ihe circuit: Miss Riley is
incut:
acting boss during .Earlc Finney's
Newest femmr manager for
vacation.
With

the

'

.

here
at

adverlisiiijj,.as in Jhe- eart.

Steve

w ,.i^h

j

icitv. and l.en
between the home

l-.dwiirds.

handles -pu

Boyd

liaison

is

olliice

make

t

.

b<.xiii s

.

i

~.

the
'champ'
„,
,..„
Struck. 240-pound

,

.

•

Army, and Charlie

.

studio.
Jones, will wrestlnix. champ, will, slatfe- a finish
his h.c|. in
Y. as hereloroi'c.i bniit. at the >M;i<!isoM Square CJardcn:
Bb.-lpn. on Aug. .1 iii a reprodiiction
uf the. fight scene in 'Behind llie Ris T
iiig Suii.; sUigcd by'.lhe
exploitation dcpu'rlmcni.''lioiine ollice representatives

and

-

the

N

RKO's Chi Confab
RKO

-

met al the
h-ckstone liotel. Chicago. Monday. .i2Ki for: their annual

Iloarsi's

•

iiliani

iilcSiiea,

J;

a:.d mil

newspapers,

(lie

fe.-liva).

.

WB

assistant,

manager-

lo-

Vanpor l Workers

Film House

15.

replaced- by Chai ic; Shannon.
Forrest 'Jan-is. building new theatre iir EverelU-illo.AV. V!i.
.Sannicl Blandi appointed manager
of WB's Palace, 'rarenlum. Pa.
Josepli
Ifyland >ucceeds Daniel
Lind as manager of Victor. McKecsport; Pa.:

Vancouver, having mushroomed m
18 months to the' second largest liwn
Oregon.
The Gamble-operated
theatre is. the only one in' the war

in

and'will

city

Smith's Wliii laround for

New

Portland.- Ore.. July 27.
theatre opened July
'operated by thn Ted Gamble interests.
Also have Baiid.-id aiul
Capitol theatres iii Portland' and
two hi Hood River.
Vanport is federal liousing project
for war workers df Portland and

The Vanport

WB

w-eek.
lo.-ing aiiolher manager
to Army. Pal Notaro. in Sharon. Pa:,

on- a three

'Tolls'

George A. Smith.- western division
manager for Paramount; left Monday
26) on a tour of exchanges in his territory to discuss. selling and releas-

show

first-run pictures
basis.

change-a-weck

1

<

'Sponsored Films'
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AMPA

Drive

.
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.
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.

Col.

Daii

Fr;mk.

;

Nolan.

.

Duii'y. :

Ted

O'Brien.' Chi'cngo'

Schobart
•

.
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'I'iic

.

:
:

raeuliig.

and Hay
manager:

iiftice

'

McShea return

—
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—

«D

r»

post ot 'director, of fdivi'^'n ad-'
and .-publicity lias been

J

Otto

|

.-Carey',

Ipnioi i-ovv iThul

~^

:

vei-tising-

sday

,'|

lo
i

by Columbia With' a \ lew lo
bringing inlo Closer connicl lhe;iiclivitics pr tile domestic and forei'mi
departineiils.'
Also ..'designed' to. eniphasi/p the p.r0s( iit activities .of flic

cirealvd;
.

j

;

Now. York-

Names O'Malley

'

-

•

Waal.

ii.

1

f'.oeway-.

•

advertising-publicity"
who's,
east
leaves Friday 1,10) for the Coast via
ing plans on 'For Whom the Bell
Continued from page I.
sloppffs al Kansas Ciiy and Dallas.
Tolls' with company branch maiiar
There will be about 30. Pacific Coast gers.
.thanking, the sponsor for aidiii
openings of •Ai iny' on Aug. -17.
District sales .heads of Par who aU. war effort.
tended: the -ihree-dsy meeting in N.
Iri .the event that the OWLdccided Y. to-tHscusS .'Tiills.: H-ill make' tours
that it couldn't be party to siich an
of iheir lei-ritories ror individual
Trotta in
meetings with exchange personnel to arrangement, the national adverVincent-.- Trotl;i. art director for discuss not only 'Be)|.' but, plans for tisers would attempt
-direct deal
Natibinii Screen Service,, who was the coming season.
with the film industry and have the
,.
(
recently ckclcd to Ihc presidency
distribute Ihe pictures so 'llint
,.-' Haas Gets Par Berth .'
of. Associated Motion Piclurp Acivcrthe, 'sponsoring firms would gel inaxMiHW-T-hiM.v ivhu.s ail(>d ot ll ,fc ,T imuni 'distribution for their shorts.
sc
has, set., ii p .i iiie i il n rslilp cTifTP"
Iheatre mahageV in the 'mid west but ami 'Sponsored
.'
niitlc'e in- liiic- with plaiis lo increase
by ..
has been a film salesman for -Para"'
;ihe size of AMPA.
I,'...'
mount 'in -the Los Angeles'. territory lines.''
With' .Pa ill .-Benjaniiii'.-'of NSS. as
If the scheme caii be worked out.
for the. past
years, has been
:,chairiiian. oiher iiicnibcrs are' Phil
moved: iip to assume charge of the it is lxporled that giant coriipralioiis
rLaufer of the Rivoli; Joiias Rosen- company's ..branch al ---Denver:' He stand ready to put up several inilsucceeds' Chester J: Bell who last lion dollars for the pictures which
lic.ld.
Jr.. of: 2t)ih -Pox's advei'lising
week was appninled-:cxclianee\h'ca'd would'- -carry- their ads' inlo every
dc'iiiirtnieiii, who's also president Uf
'.:.!'..:'.-• .|Tbis
the Screen Publicists Guild;: Ihnche a L. A.
hamlet,
of.
the
S.
U.
LivTTIfislon o.f; RKO's Iheatre ,'adverfroin
plan
entirely
separate
Aiissle Circuit liead Stalled In Frisco
lislng divisiidi; Fred -Odlgm of the
another similar: one Whic^v Reader's
v
Sail Francisco; July 27.
Uplown thcalre.'and William McICee
Erno.vl- Tui iibull, nia'naging diree- -Digest lind Time are siaid (o lie conuf Hoss. Federal Sdi vice.
for- -of. Hoyt Theatres.: "Australia's sidering. >The two. mags are ho w
largest circuit, is- here, waififig for u vesfigylihg
nullets
noit-lhealrical
boar to get him hack, home: Turn- with a view to launching lfi-mni pix
GOES
bull came h'ere from. Los. Angeles, iii schools,factories., etc':. :Presuuiwhere
..he
confabbed
Akron.
with studio ably these, films, which would be
July 27.
ayely here, girlesiiue aiid tilin execs, of Naiional THeatreji. with bollj;. entertainment van
documenv
house for Ihe- past I wo years, 'be'-! wliich-his. circuit ^ associaled;
oy Cooper, asst. Ren"), mgr. and tary, would have a highly usefulcoint'S the Ne'wM.-c'el Ju.ly 3«C
film buyer, for Golden State circXiif. prom6lional angle for the publicaseul ing first
-s.
was called- to Sealllc by tin accident '. lions.
See' story herewilh.J
I i

Sedin. .lack Schiiilzer. Jolin
Wangbci'-g-. ..William-' Burke. Jack"' do'

.'Elmer':

:

-ici-

-

Two-day meeting, was ailended by

..

Boston

.

.

sistant
sided.

.

Sunday
(Ivei'ti-er.
Re'cor
and
Anicricini. ;ue spb.n.-oring Hie sports

A.
Sclutharl. iiianager
,
of excbaiiKe "operation's, and his as-

"eoiiriib.--

Miii'gai'el

is

Rowland, "pinnioled

ship of Regal; Wilkinsliiu'g. succeedMolvin Sniil.li. inducted' last
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j

<.r
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de|iaririi-e

Army. Akin
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Morosco Draws Bowery

t
.

aiu

r

Ihem

the greater aetivily anlicipatcd
"
'
the war.

2'

'Hollywood. July
.: Dai-id
A. O'Malley. business liiiinWaller Morocco's next ..production ai'ci- of the company 's .'publicity*t ;20lh-K(iX v.-ill be 'Bowei-.y After CA-pJoital ion-advisuwi,
has been
Dark,-. a musical jn. Technicolor witli;- appointed In the new .post.
Jl.
L.
a high budgel.
Sniitli. (cinipany's iis.slslaiil purcliasOnly member of llie gait assigned jug ..ageril,- takes over his Winer
thus far- is William Be'ndix.
rdulies.
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b'anjoiiig:'

Working dumb with Weather.'

gil:i

-

strings seriKiiigcr ''.''.was. anously;
other who was liked, singing briefly
Let'.s Do IV and then swinging into
tap. .rotilih.es'. Soiling a soft shoe jmr
persbiiation of .George Primrose and
Eleahor
of
the slaccato -hoofing
Powell.
.-hilling

.

Lorraine
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STATE,

;

show o/I

his virtuosity,

OK

for the b.o,,
in -toto. is
.combining, a light blend of song^anddance which fits well- with the

Show,

;

,

.

screen
fare- From' .radio, comes" Connie'
Haines;, now given an Abbptt & Costello radio buildup: and Perry Comb
proves as solid on' the rostrum as he
did at the Copa'cabanav N- Y.. nitery.

somewhat

.romantic

heavy-

.

sea.'--.in

realistic
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.
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.
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Boston, July

''.

Orch

(14)

.

22.
;

Bo

Jenkins, Oxford Boy* «2). Hoi Sher'Leopard Man'
-

.,

bows.
Buster Shaver and midgets. Olive
and-George, and a new addition in
18-year' old Richard Brasno, tied up
Oxford Boys and Hal Sherman the show. Olive and George's singare chiefly responsible for merri- ing and dancing; Olive's routine
ment, but like 99 out of 100 band with.Shaver, and Olive and George's
shows, the. layout needs the, unifying, comedy work with Olive imper
element of a top-of-the-bottle m..c. sonating Mae West were socko 'all.
What's happened to them, anyhow? the way;
To top jt off Shaver
tucker emcees to introduce the brought 6ii their- younger brother
acts.. In the meantime he and his
Richard, who clicked with singing of
band purvey a tuneful, easy, to take Wait for Me Mary,' 'I'm a Yankee
sort of semi-jive; strictly: commera
and 'TaHing
Dpcidle'. Dandy'
cial but 'satisfying and laced here
Chance On Love.!.
and there with hot solos,' gags and
Jerry Colonna closes with cloWn
Carol Paige, pinch-hitclowning.
antics and satirical' singing of 'Road
with
well
Arnell
does
ting for Amyto Mandalay' and 'Juanita Lopez';
•You'll Never Know' and 'Embraceplayed Time On My. Hands' on the
able You.' and Don Brown draws
trombone and ,told a few gags and
favor with 'It Ain't Necessarily So,'stories.
Came on to an ovation and
•No, No, No,' and 'As Time Goes By,'
palm whacking.
Bo Jenkins, Who, taps a tasty rou- left to- healthy
Morp.
himself

man. Margie Hart.
(RKO).

'

'

'

'

.

'

'

.

WOrks

against,
thi'ough his tendency to cadge applause, but registers \in the opener.
The Oxford Boys, still the tops in
tine,

.

a' little

.

:

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia. July 24.
Weidler, Mitzi
fair

May
Ada Leonard Orch (17) with Mug
ground, arid Hal Sherman, local boy ddlene, Nan Roe and- Mr*. Water
and much Of a fave here, whams faU; 'What's. Buzrin' Coujin*. (Col).
Vireinla

eccentric -footwork and
Ada Leonard's all-gal aggregation
Margie Hart follow. in a song is making first appearance in these
parody; on 'Why Did You Make Me
Love You'' .-and. unzips something or parts. Miss Leonard- tries hard and
other in a tepid Boston style strip. nets plenty of whistles from .t he
Hal Sherman comes, back to. make dowhf renters (male). with her oompheri act a lwbs6me,--ahd they -finish ish terping and conducting (she has
up in high gear to draw kudos.
an elegant set of gams), but the orElie.
Biz fair at opener..
chestra needs plenty bf working oyer
before it can be classed in the top
drawer.
Magdalene and Miss Leonard share
the vocals, while Frances VShir)ey
Biijjalo, July 23,
Charlie BoTiiet. Orch (17), Ross rates.a few kudos'"with her horn, so
loing,
Band features 'Got You Un
Maim,
Neal
Stan-Jr.,
June
&
Wyse,
leu. Bniimi -Brians: Mary Ann
cr der My Skin.' 'Showboat Medley
Calh Chubby .Jackcon, Peanuts Hol- mad About Him' Blues' -una .'Wood
land,
Howard MeGhee, Trumtny choppers Ball.' The bahd eouid use
a change, of pace as it stays in- the
Yotinp; 'Pilot Wuinbcr 5' (M-G)
jump groove throughout.
Mitzi Mayfair takes the bows as
Long - time Shea's Buff no C
Barnet, plus protracted absence of much for -,her straightforward' ac
count of -her .recent overseas lour to
stage bands generally
from the
entertain at the front lines as with
area, makes this showing of the sax
Tier always excel lent terpwork. Got
rriiieslro
and his' bouncing crew plenty.of salvps:
doubly welcome. ,. Current group
Virginia Weidler, Hollywood brat
numbers a bumper 17 and the whole who grew'up. goes- over nicjely with
setup is strictly hep catnip with not a
takeoff
on.
deadpan Virginia
*so much as a look-in- for the droolies. 03ricn- swinging" "Roekabye Baby
Ensemble impresses:, as .a bounce and a coup.le .of times froni 'Best Foot
band deluxe in proriram ..and', ex- Forward.'. She is. certainly superior:
ecUtion, with its rendition Of 'Mood lo many- of the: iiv-tlie-flcsh appear
Indigo' about setting .the almos
ances made here by Hollywooditbs;
phere and measure of the proceedNari Rae and- her malapropi.sli
''
,
Ings.
sidekick, Mrs; .Waterfall, arc good
.Opening reprise of the band's for. a couple- of laughs -.with their
more familiar, melodies behind screwball patter.
color-lighted scrim serves as .-an.. efHouse well filled when cautht
fective tceroff.
The., added talent (Sat. afternoon).
Shut.

with

his
chatter.
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Riobaiiiba;.

and

Roscnblooih

who 'is- heading up

show

Rio tomoii-bw

at the;

-Slaps/ie'

'

day )

fit

'

1 punster, cleaned :up as Usual.
cinch with- hi's sei-hirsbphisticated
Miles combines most' of his
- routines
in a sriigle mammoth turn. His: irrcsislably. 'funny,
takeoff on the candy butcliei; in a
burlesque show selling choe'lates
..with nuts'- is.- however, a bigger
smash in an ihlimc nitery .than 'in
a- house the size of the State.
Arthur Blake, a topnotch personality imitator; permits himself to be.
slowed by inferior material in sdpVs.
He's an; exc-eilenl. miniic. getting
laughs wjlli-his sharp SaliriOal take-.
Miranda. Ronald
ofTs oh ..Carmen
Colman. Betlo Davis, Mrs. F.D.R.;
Greta Garbo— some of his best. His
-

:

:

.

apt illustration of; 'walking, speaking
and facial characteristics, of his sub-

"

'

violins
baud that

a
to

•

swing with
and the leader remains, a

.
;

'

effect:

Morgan is featuring the only
feminine: member- of the band. Mai-y
Osborne,- and her inclusion is goo
showmanship: She's a recent addi-

'

tion whose- husband, "a .former,
,b_er of his band (trumpeter
.

;-.

memalph

.

"into -the- Navy. That
ready audience response. Miss Osborne 'is a
looker who' plays the' electric'- guitar,
and well, top, whilp her warblingAlso featured .by
also goes over.
Morean froni among his pcrsohnel
are Walter Link, the bass ,lhmnper,
who steps out' for a pop tune early
the' show. while 'Jesse Vance,
in
Irombohe.' 'lajer handles. -an liiiprcs.:sive vocal of the iiew Jerome Kerntune. 'And Russia is ller. Naine,' a
tribute to the Soviet. Hairy Nadcll

Fay), has gone

.

aiiiibuncemeiit. found a

'

:

•

'

-

.

EMBASSY,

.

.

notably the parachutists bailswing ing out by the hundreds.
citing,

Kaufman's band leans to
and brassy; rhythms, although shows
advantage in melody arrange-

Paramount

Offers compilation-deal-

to best

.

,

steps to the mike to acconipa'ny lalter on the violin.
" Morgan also has a solo 'turn, of liis
own when he -sits down at the upright to reel oft a couple of Kern
tunes'.
.But it may' well be a mistake to have the- fenmie decoration
around the Steinway during the
digiting, since those six. lihe lookers,
and: in low cut gbwiis..,at that, onlyserve as an audience distraction..
:

'

.

four, rhythm.- It's

hiiiiself.

personable ..introducer of ..acts, pliis
an 'instrumentalist Who can - slush, a
horiv'or tinkle the ivories. wilh cijual

A

nitery

•'','

'

a Well-balanced out-

.

facility,

Ko.-

palter.

..

..

of 17 pieces, that includes:
brass, four sax. three

can switch from sweet

emcee and.

"^For the rest! lineup consists of
Washington; July 22
Helen O'Coniiell, Joey Adams & Blair and Dean., mixed -: ballroom,
Crtiiioneri, 5 Greys. Sanv Jack dancing team. Caryl Gould: sineeK
KaufAian's House Band, Art Brown; and the: Jim; Wong Troupe, a first
rate dcrbbatic sextet.
'Lady of Burlesque' (UA)
Blair .and Dean, who have been
Art'Brown opens show with patri- around in niteries. flhsh convenlional
otic hoop-la winding upon his organ- aero, waltz and polka routines. Mias
Gould delivers three numbers; one
log' With audience, singing of the Aiiwhich. 'When .-Johnny Comes
of
Corps song with gusto. Joey, Adams
was requisitioned to do an emcee: and Marching Home." is well done. She
should either change the first two
fills in nicely; although some of his
gags have service stripes: He works melodies..". or-- develop them better.
The WohT troupe ti/ Chinese juggling
in monolog and then brings Oh Toii.v
Canzoncri for some slaphappy com- contortionists are' of high calibre, one
edy btiilt around the. boxer's career. Of the boys in pari iciilar displaying
Helen O'Connell in fluffy pink unusual facility in wrapping' his
gown sold the jitterbugs before she gams around back or' neck While
Mori.
warbled a note, Her arrangements balancing or dancing.
are neatly contrived, using Burrus
Williams as solo piano on verses with
N. Y.
the band coming in on chorus.
'Repertoire'
included
'Tangerine.'
(NEWSRt'EI.S)
'Murder He Says,' 'Green Eyes', and
Considerable water has gone over
others in the ballad mood. A solid the dam since llicn but the pre-inhit.
Five Greys, open, with some vasion rehearsal in North Africa, for
nimble dancing.
Close with the the. onslaught against Sicily makes
Harry James: arrangement of Loch highly engrossing newsreel material.'
Lomond, which brings the girls on Released by Pathe, the scenes of the
for a Hoot Men dance and. a lively: land and sea; maneuvers preparatory,
routine. Quintet works fast and won- to blasting Sicily are extremely, ex,:

:

Morgan has

five
arid

'

:

as

'

..'-',

.

Max.ie
a
(Thurs-

.-

'','-'-.

.

Miles! -con'tinuirig

.

.

•

•'•

Tony

four bows.

band imitations and mimicry despite
loss of one of their number to the
army, lift the show right off the

'You'll Never Know.' •Let's Get
Lost' and 'Wishing,' and ii s all enhanced by nifty production backgrounding that's bec'o'me a fcUture
of .the.Roxy's new. heavier-budgeted

.of

Bulk of the -stage 'talent' is from
the i-afe bclt this week and it adds
up to okay entertainment value;
There's J.trkie Miles, formerly at
La Martinique, Blair and Dean, and
the
Arthur' Blake; cuVrcntly". at

'

.

RKO, BOSTON
Tommy. Tucker

War
ian
closes with 'Marie,' which ..features
the topnotch drum- beating., of Red
Clark.
Christine Forsythe open's vaude
section of bill with nifty tap routines, interlacing ballet turns and
closes with a tap conga to several

-.

.

.

-

iner.

,

,

:

major response with her sock
terpretations of currehtr and foi

''as

23.

'

;

:

'

:

:

ORIENTAL, CHI

.

.

;

It remains, however,, for the little
girl with: the big voice to draw, the

'

.

-across

the
per-

.

.

Chicaoo, July

selves.

eii

realistic galleon, singiiig 'Advsiilure
Bound.' This segues into the undersea ballet, beautifully executed bea- scrim,, in 'which Muriel Gray
Del Courtney & Orch t 12) nith hind.'.'Nicholas:
with his, romantic ballads. You can,
Daks capably dance
Jane D.odd; Jerry, Colonna. and.
.close your eyes, of course, and you'd Mary
he leads.
t
-Georiye.
&
think it' Was Crosby; anyhow Como Buster Shatter with Olil'e Forsyllie;
usual when the M. H. delve.*
As
Christine
Brasno,
is riding the Swoonatra.. cycle al- Richard
into the lighter- side of stage enteriCol).
Bei.-erly'
ttiifh
'Rewetlle
though he does his vocalizing in
tainment, this production oilers' a
forthright manner* sans any pash hoIt's- a far cry
study in contrasts.
Current layout, is heatlcd By Jeri-y from. the ballet finale. to the knock-,
kum.:
Earlier' in- the -proceedings the fin- Colonna and features pel Courtney about pantomime of Walter Dare
ished terpers, Capella &' Patricia;
Wahl
.and his bespectacled grenilin
aggre-,
Courtney 's.
and Orchestra!
sidekick; whose' body grabs Would
click following Larry Douglas, from
too have been very embarrassing at the
the band, whose •Lets Get Lost' and gatioh is neither too torrid nor
'Dancing in the Dark' are somewhat sweet having- struck a happy, me- Hal) in the old days, but acceptable
now. Wahl's act is a regular booKr'
in the same vocal idiom as the more dium that pleases all.
prominently featured Como.'
.Band's' opener, 'On a ;Wing and a ing here, and still funny and clicko,
fronting
discovered
is
Cavallero
Prayer,', is played hot. followed by even to the' matrons who 'haunt the
an imaginatively conceived.: curtain, Jack Milton, sax T player, who sings. loges. .
Aitother sock in the shOw Is :the
which emphasizes the piano key- 'In My Arms' and. As Time; Goes
board/ Band comprises six violins, By' in pleasing manner. 'A novelty Rbckeltes' iepri.se of "The .Parade -.of
four reeds-, four brass, four rhythm calleM' 'A'Musieal Zombie,'; in -.which the Wooden Soldiers/ a- gem in. preRussell Markert gets the
(piano, string. bass, drums) and Ca- seven different tunes; blayed by as cision..
vallero at the. second Steinway up njany niusicians, are blehded into credit for this choreography-', while
*'
Florence RoggC. per usual, lakes the
front centre.
number- with surprising and en- bow for
of one
swing-sing
hp .ballet number.
Connie^' Haines*
tertaining results, waii next, Mary
Attendance Was good opening
'Swing Low Sweet Chariot,' 'Wrong'
.Jane Dodd proves, better than aver- night (Thursday) at the last perand 'Little Brown Jug' are early
age femme soloist, with 'If I Can't formance:
ScJlO.
boffs. The 'other specialists purtctu.Know'
Have Yoii' and 'You'll Never
. ate the band's- own interludes, all
Band' also
nice applause.
well arranged and nicely paced, drawing
Chant' and.
•

strong, .-while

show's 'two other featured
formers, Ray English, comcoianhoofer. and Elizabeth Talbot-Marlui,
also .give good : accounts' of them-'

N. Y.

J(ici,ie

'

-

',-

whom' go over

Wlics. Mn.vie -''Sla.psi.e' Ros- pops.
Miss Bbswell remains one ot
bloom. /lr(liiir'Blnloe..Cary( Gould, the outstanding delineators- of \soiig ..:
Jim Wo>i(/ Troiipe '6), Blair & Deati, With her well-chosen repertoire,
Bitby -Zircrli-iift's fit Orch; 'What's made notable by her climactic "Wing
B u t -i ii' Coijsi n? Col ) re vie toed in and a.. Prayer' .'as the encore.' Before .::
this ixsiic ql 'Variety'.'
that she does ah outstanding mcdley-

stirring vocal
sevetsky ori the -same instrument did tural medley, present a
entertainment.
for the longhaired sobersides.
The Ghoru.s' is also brought hack
'.Wickets were spinning for high
for the prolog of the exceptionally
numerals at opening performance,
'Island Bo
ballet
--finale.
sinking
Burton.
ncath the Sea.' -Men are first moved
-

•

sonnel 'and Conne'eBOswell, both of

-

.

:

is- .properly

fleeting keyboard,

spotlighted to

•

"•

•'

when

player

.

.

'

stooge, Sheldon is a. slick .pan T
For the stage b.o. there are. Russ
tomime comic and no. -mean "banjo Morgan's entertaining band per-

.

'.

'

•

:

.

.

•

'

.

.

.

:

N. Y.

.

:

"

-

M

.

•
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and

-fall'

Organ's Ba»d (17) i,-i|h
RiiSs
Filial*: or bill is ,- band's'
•Slop .Watchiirg (he Chick.' patriotic Walter Link, Mary Osborne. J Vfse
number with Monroe and the sis- Viinoe, Harry NudOU: EUuibeih \
Taldot-MuTliii,' Ray. K
ters oh vocals.
Three Radio Rogues bring their, Bpsioell, Gae Foster Line;. 'Stonuii
(20th),
rcoieii-ed
familiar.- imporsiiiialioiis. .on for hit Wenlhcr'
in
with house; Trio -is just tibinif' lops •Vafiely,' Jinie 2.
for :vurit>ty of inintiiig. having-.' a
seemiiiglv- 'e'mllVss iiuiiibcr ol imper.Two jnarauee iiame*. pius a couple
sonations that Ht-vor ...-';ilc and they Of -acts that enhance, tlio eiiliM iiiinkept cOmiiig hack with' iii<ir<- .for 'thi: ment, should help chalk up a nifty
honest encores.
take at the boxoftice during. thc".eiirGeile' Sheldon also walked away rcnt show that also comprises the
wilh iiiob in his rui iil buffoon.- garb- all-colored
ftlmusical,
'Stormy-

'

:

ROXY,

up.

.

'Be-I-Bi.'

|

.

who wind

Sisters,

wilh 'Sleiidor. TOiider ami

.

Df

^-

1

'

Murpliv

the

MUSIC HALL,

headed by the WyseN. Y.
,
Mann'turn which ranks. high on
j. r „.., B ,i
,, R
ClW
Carmen Cni/ollcro oreli <18) with comccly-ucro rolls and clicked. sharpunny t».r Svrge Jarofc.WaMr. Dane. B«k»,
ever at this showing.
Lurry Douglas; Patricia & -Capella; lv
i> as e\«..ui.im.
Nicholas .Dak*
Gray.
, 2 |M,iriel
Perry
Dick
Como;
J^^,
Connie 'Haines;
Briggs' clipped, in
Ori'li.. Bullet.
Buckley; 'Constant N|/mph' (WBY.- mania proved a lino rflarii'r. with A/iix.c ifiill. S|/inpli6H!f
RoekeiU-s; '.tie. Luc'..'!/' (RKO), rcTC.rieu-cci in 'Variety' June 30, 1943. Neal Stanley's mike impersonations
-Variety' Mitv. 5,-43.
mostly excellent-, though a couple, ricu-'Cd. in
Carmen Cavallcro's analogy lo Li. including the Lou:C6slcllo- bit., could
Leon Looiucloir oirers; a medley. of
..'
Eddy Duehiiv'USN. has long been stand pointing up in «teur.ic.\
talent and values currently that niay
From
the ensemble, the solo con'
the most, .striking of.
renewed
cm-among
is
given
rale
and
>vi-H
noted,
tributions' were Well over par.;. Mary
productions 'tpphasis at the Broadway Strand where Ann McCall's 'YoUll Never. Know' the Music HaH'.-i stage
eoloi-ful,. tuneful and abIt'.-i
former Waldorf-Astoria 'and and 'Right Kind of Love' though date
the
sbrbiiig; It has a visual beauty that
Rainbow Rooni maestro is current misty -in' lone ...were
properly,
do credit to any super-duper
and .clicking,' As :» Steinwaying rhythmic and hence' -audibly, accept- would
stage or screen.
maestro he 'has fast moved to the able .lb the junipers. Barnci's'break music;.l,
Bulwark of the show is the Don
-top, chiefly on the strength 'of his
in the color In his line has proved' Cos.-acli lhoir,.2li male huskies, with
Decca- albums'.
In
a valuable -asset to the musical bantam Serge JarofT. directing.
While by no: means longhair in merchandising of the. outfit. ..The compari>on
to' the singers, he look.s
his black-and-white repertoire, Ca- sizzling horns- of Peanuts Holland
likc- a coxswain^ but- his manipulav.allero's digit dexterity js on the
and. Howard McGhce add. plenty to tion of- v?i".y expressive hands makes
is
makapparently
and
he
suave; side..
and' Trumniy hint' -the. fpsciuiini of- the. harmony
proceedings
the.-:
ing. it pay big dividends as lie medYoung's ti-ombohe. and his v'ocaliza-: groups, He.'.s -pretty near a. show in
lies the current pops with the- yeslion of 'Margy' arc both sweltering 'hinv-elf.' especially with his grand
teryear" Porter. Kern; Strauss and
manner ot accepting the. audience's
Furthermore, .a items.
Kindred' ditties;
his jumping appreciation'. 'Howi'vei:, the .'-concert',
With
Jackson
Chubby
pleasant-looking young-. riiaiv. he is
bass is a highlighted band group. .Willi 'Blessed ,T.s the Mini.'
energetic as hejallernatcs frequently string
for •Bevry Picking'..-and" 'Little Apple,'
does
about
just
whieh
novelty
•between batoning and his mirror-icr
an agriculthe hat music addicts What Kqus- Which almost sounds like
which
division

N. Y.

,

:

'

Their appearance with Morgan, however,- is actually only an exciise to
roll the piano from the wings, which.
makes them the -prettiest stagehands
Morgan's
the Roxy has ever had.
pianoing features .'-'Smoke -Gels in
Your Eyes.' and it would be a showmanly gesture if he were to play the

number

as a tribute lo

winter

in: the.

Tamara. the

lost her life last
Lisbon Clipper crash

on her way to entertain American
servicemen overseas. Tamar'a. it 'vfill
:

be recalled, popularized the

tun'e in

•Roberta.'
Miss' Talbol-Martih. introduced by
Morgan as being out of 'Meet the
People,* is a clever mimic. She
hasn't changed' her material much
during the past few years, but has
shown considerable improvement in
.

•

.

ing with the battle of the Allies, to
fine string sectionkeep' ocean, lifelines open. Included
house (or this second are. the bombing of a Jap merchant
her
doing
still
selling.
She's
show -was generous in applause.'
vessel and the bagging of two sub-; satirisms of how various notables
"
Ark : - marines, both sequences bcin well would do 'Where Has My Little Dog
photographed..
leanor
Gone,' including Bettc Davis,
Churchill's' recent fpcech' in. which Roosevelt
discriminating
(with
a
L. A.
he pledged British naval aid to the apology to the First Lady). Greta
Los Angeles, July -21.
end in knocking but- the Japs, ar- Garbo and Aimee. Semple McPherVaughn: Monroe's Orch
(15), rival in England of the. fu st glider
son. She .went oyer with the. ThursRadio Rogues (3), Gene' Sheldon, to span the. Atlantic, .-efforts of. the
day night (last show) audience.
u-ilh
Lorerta,
Lorraine
Krtiger, Nazis to repair the Dneiper dani
with
remains
English
a _guy
Phyllis Lane, Ziggy Talent, Mur- which the Russians damaged; Army
energy' and: seemihglyv.
phy Sisters (3); 'HI' Ya Chum' (U). training of .'.'mountain climbers. '-rug-' boundless for
a derriere. H sohie ot
ged life being led by nurses in India; a cushion
Kis. gags falter, which they do at
Vaiighn Monroe's record and. radio Marine' maneuvers in- this '-'country times, he's, always good for a laugh
work has built him a' large local with a naval medical unit ; :lakihg with one of his prallfalls.
He
following' as: evidenced, by. !the full- part, training' of.. Filipino troops:: in hoofs,
too, and generally Works himhouse turnout for; his Los Angeles California and a brief visit with.Gen. self into a lather that found this
stage debut at the Orpheum today MacA-rthur in New Guinea, arc other
audience plenty receptive.
.:• .
war.
items
related
Uo
21). Stick -waver has top musical,
Biz was plenty strong at final
Gen. MacArthur is also ill a local
-aggregation; that ; registpred .solid
Kttlt*r
Thnrsday-r22) showing.
with jivesters, and he is surrounded cup -concerning- possibiiHy as prcsiwith an equally first rate stage derilial timber; Sports' column embraces Arlington futurity and /the
show, giving house a solid draw.
K. G.
None of the acts missed with the 11th ''annual ball game between
American and National league teams.
Kansas City, July 23.
crowd,, which .kept demanding more,'
Additionally, this weck\s Fox-MovieGeorge White's ''Scandals.' 'wilh:
slringing'^>ut first; show" for overtone News Foriim has rpying photog- the. Slate Brothers (3), Buck & Biibr
length, since' shortened by- clipping
rapher asking iiumc'rb'us. persons bliss, Masters &' Rollins, Nelson Sisencores.
MonrOe -and' smooth orch whether sports should -be continued
ters
(2j„ Fdv Carroll. Toirer Orch
open, with front man lending ex:
for the duration.
'with \ Jack' Pa:rkx; 'All 'By Af ysel/'
ceH'ent
baritone
to
'When the
Embassy's own News. Forum cur- (U). .
-' .'
'..
Lights Go On Again,' and trumpet rently presents Arthur. Hiiie.
radio
.

ments using the
Capacity

.

who

singer

the

.

ORPHEUM,

.

-

.

-

:

'

.

-

.

'

-
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:
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TOWER,

.

:

;
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'

.
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versatility,
to
''Harvard
Square.' ."commentator, wJio discusses: Stalin's
Phyllis; Lane canaries' 'Ynu're So
opinion concerning the expediency of
Good to Me' and 'I'Don',1 Want Any striking the Nazis from the; west,
body.'
Ziggy. Talent, saxophonist Hitler's political, clcscendoncy. .'
deand song-clown, tickled funny bone fense action in the South Pacific
with 'When I Grow Up,' 'You Made and- the question 'of a. fourth term
the Pants Too Long' and "Ants in for F.D.R. Hale makes Rood appearr
.

:

'

.

^

My

Pants.*
In the; groove,
*

ance and speaks impressively.

,

•

Current: 'Scandals'

is

a;

smartly-

paced "one-hour production, which
capacity
comedy,
and
crowds at air opening day shows i*1
dicatc that the George White name
continues to have plenty ot b.o. ap''
V'
peal.
accents;

;.'

'.

-

After "opening fanfare.;., line., ot
was band's. 'Taih't
One o£ the better March of Time's
But the One',' and Monroe wraps is: 'Bill Jack vs. Ailolph Hitler' eleven lookers come on ."for a vocal,
setting the
Up vocally "You'll Never- Know' and (RKO), which fills out the bill.:
pace for the show.
'Let's Get Lost,' joined in latter by
Char.
(Continued on page 46)
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LONDON OFFICK

•TAKIETI'S*

American News Correspondent Built

Up As Hero

New Soviet Play Click

in

.

of

.

war

'Dancing Years/ Adelphi.
-'Flare Path/ Apollo.
•Ghosts,' Duke York..
'Heartbreak House/ Cambridge.

v.p. -of Republic in .charge of foreign
distribution, -who's, been here for
sonic weeks with Movgan. Because
of Almar's tioin with' hi
Laularct
and Cuy'allo exhi.b circuit and latt'efs
connections- with Buires. Sono arid
F.FA. deal hi.is attracted considerable
attention and is' being closely 0:o;ed:
for indicalions as to liow. it may affect, other U.S. companies here.
Pointed out that joiift distribution
ef nat ionals "a nd I lolly wood-mades is
wcptfcialiy-' advantageous',
the interior, where an osl iinaled 70'';, of running, time is .devoted to Spanish-language talkers.

1

•

''-.-'

.

.

.

-.

[

;

i

i

I

'Strike a New Note/ Wales.
'Sweet and Low/ Ambassador.
'The Russians/ Playhouse.
•The Fur Coat/ Comedy.
'They Came to a City/ Globe.
'Watch on the Rhine/ Aldwych.

of 'their'

;

ipondeni called Jack
tified

as

of

is one of the most
sympathetic characters in the drama.
The correspondent, i?. depicted' as
with -an'' -intense,
greyish,
about 40.
interest in getting. the story but with
little interest in taking a' personal
is constantly
He
part in the war.
taking notes and snapping pictures
arid' making what are, to the Russian
mind, wisecracks. The author Allows
the correspondent to jib^ the Russians about their love for tragedy,
maintaining Tolstoy should have
ended 'War and Peace', with everyone loving everyone else.'
He is asked wjien the Americans
are coming into the war (the play
occurs in November. 1941 \. Warner.
replies- 'I'll have to ask my old friend,
President Roosevelt.'

'Atlantic Press,"

:

.

.

'

.

!

to Nix

-

Mex hdie

Prod.

:

:

of the two Castillo
protective arrest,

under

.

is

and Azteca, Mexico's No. 1 studios,
are out to eliminate Ihe independent

that the actual
to distribution

Rumors were that the
leading up
were made by the C6mite. de Ex 7 studios have -started this alleged camporlacion y de Eslimulo Industrial paign by compelling... all producers
y Comercial. with purpose of keep
to deposit^ $30,000 (Mex)— (16,250 >—
studies

ing as many studios as. possible
operating. Producers were also advised to try to conserve as much as
possible and to create a reserve
However, after the. gUerrilas are: fund for purposes of the" state.
.'surrounded and gradually kill led off.
Iii addition to majors, number of
Warner gets the biggest hand of the government organizations, like the
night when he grabs his machineCommission.
Conservation
Cereal
gun, whips off his coat. and an- Agricultural Defense. League Against
nounces dramatically: 'Now. America Tuberculosis and local branch of the
goes to war.'- He and the remainder Children's International Aid Union
surrounded group are killed got
.. of. the
Princess
Mysterious
stock.
by artillery fire.
Maria Pia Bourboii .de "Padilla was
The play is overlong for American also assigned- 50.000 feel..
audiences. It lasts four hours, with
.Distribution among majors fol
eight scenes and four acts. Warner
lows; Argentina Sono Film. 82B.000
is. perhaps
more convincing as a feel: Baires Film. 300.000: Efa.
..Yankee newspaperman to the Rus- 650.000: Estudios San Miguel, and
sians than he would be to Americans.
Artistes' Argentines. Asociados,
The foreign press corps is flocking to 1.088.000; Pampa, 622,000; Lumilon.
see the play. - It's one of. the best 743.000.
local stories of the war. But the first
correspondent who can arrange to
visit camp behind German lines will
in
have one of the really great, stories
Siege
of the war.

producer.

each .10 assure their contracts.
ix
Elizondo declared that
;

of

Class's eight stages are under, steady-

.

lease to

major producers: while the

other. 'two

All the

are available to indies.

that ea.ch indie

.

to

-

.

'

China
Ex-Metro Rep
Has Book on Jap
Ottawa. July
tro rep

As Key Argentine Step

:

Hongkong,

in

covering
sieged

2T.

Megets: his book
from Jap-be-

roulx or Ottawa. fornSer

Ben

Rep. Takeover Eyed

his-

escape
in10

city

make sure

that

his

use of the

Elizondo

stage will be paid in full.

print

in

August.

'

.

:

-

.

—

;

'.'.

gaye the

lie. to

talk that Clasa is try

ing. to corral distribution

by moving

.

being
Riscoe in lu's original role,'
on opening bill at Pal- and 'Admirable Crichlori.'
headed-' by
ladium, which is scheduled to, go Barry K. Barnes and Diana
it, to market, his wares.
Churchvaudeville for a season, starting. ill. (Mrs, Barnes).
'His 'No. No, Na'Plans
start their own studio
Aug. 2:».
nette,' in conjunction with Jack Walhere are being made by some indies.
Will Fyffe Back In Legit
ler, is 'doing: well on lour, arid Comes
Dope in the business is that they
Another' famous comic to have a tO Stoll's (Kihgsway)
17.Sept:
'will: probably bie able to materialize
fliiig
at legit is Will FyfTe, who
Tom Arnold, has hew Ivor Novello'
the proposition, but they have an .originally started
actor. He
stage acior,
ne show wUn champs Elysecs
artea as siage
backexcellent chance of hitting a snag
intends. to s ar h.msel m The Rack- ground
tjUed A
Triomph .
•lack .of enough material,.. especially eteers.' a play specially wntten for
which
marks rellIrn of Ma
^ik
raw film, and equipment, to keep hun by Monck on Hoffc. H.s delay
Wi)1 be , avjsh production.. with Leon,
going. -Reports are. that Mexico's an
.s also due to Black s request for h.m
ti ne Sagan producing, with
decor by
nual raw film, supplies, now all from to co-star on the Palladium .till with
Joseph Ca ^. whp d « Arnold . Nove
the U. S.. will be held to 35.000.000 Miller.
lo's
other big hit. 'Tiic. Dancing
feet:. That, it is said, will not i:aisc
Yet -another star from, vaude to
any need in 1943, and so Ihis years come over to legit- tbut as producer) Years.' Unless a theatre .suddenly.,
becomes available in the West EncV
production of around 60 pix will be is Georgie Wood.. His, first venture
(and there are one or two possibiliachieved, but the nip will come in into highbrow stuff i.: with the semities), this one- will have to tour ex1944.-; unless therre is art unforeseen
body. Council for the
to force, all

producers

due", to' coiiiie
Black- to star

who deal with

—

:

;

1

•

;

I

government

Encouragemeiil of Music and Arts,
with The Moon Is Down,' Ihe John
Steiiinbeck drama.
With; the exception of Harry FosBernard Delfont and Horace
ter.
Reeves (i Lamport), agents rarely
.vehlure .intO the West End legit field.
But latest to venture into the Held is
Bertram Montague, with revival; of
Tonight Is th, Night/ done in London some 20 years ago. Show has
been touring sticks for past 10 weeks
arid is.rumored as;coming to the I'ic-

•

,

•

.

diMv

'.

'

head hew Republic setup, with Cesar
Aboaf. present head of Almar and.
before the war. Europea'h'represenlat I've for
several U, S. (II m companies,
as safof: manager: Entire Almar or».
Sanitation; including modern, offices
at

Tucuman

194C

Buenos Aires,

in

being kepl ininct.
New- setup represents

Actress, who had a .semi-official- invitation from Franco 's Mjnisterio dc
Bellas- Aries., was acc~(
dailies of beihs a Falangist propagandist, .planning to introduce 'his:

.
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Pat Kirk wood.
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to

Hosvever. he has nothing to worry

•

0

get

.

but

she

*

is

;
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,
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;
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.
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David .A. -O'Mulley was last Aveek
appointed director, of.foreigii adver-

fi'laini..!;

.

the

IroOps.

.

1

,

si

art

activuie:-.
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'

:
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;
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panidad' ideas here.
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Linnet & Dunfec have one, 'She
Follows Me 'About,' by Ben Travis,
which, froin reports, is clicking big.
Farce
brings,
together
Robertson
llare and Basil Radford as new comecly' team.
Lack of. theatre in- West
rC;,S °" why i, s ili11 on

wanted for. the new Hippodrome
5w Xhle » r0 » h d; September,, with
and Old Lace.' -Junior Miss/ -Magic >'V J;
*'<•' ol,v cr starring), and 'Hearts
andCarpet' and the veteran 'The Man
Ti' um Ps, .-muacal- version; of
Avery
in Click Who Came to Dinner/ all -current
" Pwno d^^4e^-The Best People,'
its/
has, h6Wevei 7^TtmgWtr-pf !'
He
July
27.
London,
J"
tnc'.''"eun is headed by AU:
replacing Dinner' by end of Aupress
good
Despite a generally
have fun 20 lre<i Drayton. Wy.lie Watson arid/
gost. .when.: it will
and fine reception by the opening
an
also has option, on
months, beating the Broadwav rec- il * M'"'
audience. ^Lottie Dundass.'
iiight
;
Deere Wyman's -By Jupiter/
Successor is My ister. Eileen,'
which opened July 2l at the Vaude- brd'.
film 'Kit >>w« h .ne,.cannot-«'c't vaM,,
American
sUige
tlie
much
have
unlikely
to
ville: seems
Qlner shows talked of are revivals
has oicntv plays, including
Shepherd
by
Authored,
appeal.
.commercial
new American .show'. 'Heaven Can or Eufccnc O Neil l> -Anna Christie/
Enid 'Bagnold. Avho' wrole the sue
wilh Frances: Day in title rolc creWail.' but with no theatre to put 'cm
cessfiil 'Serena m-.nrti«h' nf iiparlv
by .Paunnc.Lrird; It was big hit*
Shepherd, can wait
,15 vears ago -L^^ is well"w1'iu|i»lo.
*Pm* 15 -years ago under C. B.
Tennent 5 k«d Heavy
en^tcct iiid produced 'but loo
'
A.iolher nw.agemenl svith,severaH>CochraMs ae-is. Also Spring: Time;
^;. b "rfor Dbnula anneal
hit.
produce ^-llenry/ Ben,, Levy:s
.-»«. no -hurry to
new
Jack
"Te
h.nd
otner^
On
rhi
f
M-.Tcnnent Co, .'.-Since i; Th.s -is to be done by hale. companyBuchanan ^ musical. 'It's. Time lo >»>
Beauhiont. its .hcod-U abroad
}" 1«- *™, l>o*™V- *****
Dance,' which bowed- in July 22. at •Binkle
Dudley-Ward, Barry Jones and Cathy.
Winter Garden.: is excellent en- will, Bea Lillie, and Vivien Leiuh, eri-;;

and publicity for
first liciti -be- tising
tween a major U.- S. producer and an Pictures.
"
Argentine producer-distributor; .in: ; O'Mailey.
which the U. ,S;. company .has the au^r of :pUMic'i-ty'.. exploitation adverdominant role. Ma.ve been a number tising for Coiuiiiljia. is being sucof Latin setups -whereby: national ceeded by»H. L. Sirii'.h. .formerly asdislribs. handled American product, sistant. purchasiDK ajsrnt:
the
but few where sc.tup was the other
Latin ttrtaiiime.it and won an opening-:
w ay- around a'ud where an actual
of.
Mayii,
From all indications
ovation'.
nUk^i lct;i'. h"ti--e.-.' being ni-ht
hoiiie-orrtce ^rganikation existed to Anieriwi
"
New musical is someclick.
.;(
.<-\i0ii>ion of
ennbinc selling
nationals and tVn (l')wn lji-c:.u:i'. or
what iii the nature of a coincbac):
woi'KI'.Jiili'i.
jAiiier.ican-madcs.
Ayciiitl.i •Ni-i«'-ttf"'dt!
Buchanan.
for
Deal, was set by Morris Goodman, widiv .ivi'iuii', Buciios, Aires.
:

tensively.

6t \he old hands. Firth Shephard
seems the slackest in future prbjects:.!

.'

:

7

-

.

'

Guy P. Morgan, formerly general
manager for United Ar flsl s h er e \eW.

,

.

-

.

Fe.

:

.

.

.

•

,

.

In Latin Amer. Distrib now with
here.
Buenos Aires. July 15.

.

'

.

is E. P. button. Proulx is
the National. Film Board
change in the situation. The New
with the Royal .Hong- Year is expected to witness what
was
Proulx
Acquisition -of Almar. one of the
Reserve when Japs hit. amounts to rationing for the MexiNaval
kong
leading Argentine distributing comcan pic industry— less production and
iiv military prison, be esInterned
panies, by Republic Pictures, with
with Gen- fewer producers.
establishment
own caped, fought for a lime
of
Republic's
igcrs in Cina and
Something of- a raw film rationing
home-office branch in Buenos Aires: eral Che'nnault's
to Canada. Wife and two board is being readied by the gov
is regarded here as one of the most then back
out of. Jap civilian ei riment. Board will be in charge of
rumored
.sons
Important distribution steps in Latin
but- Proulx denies.
recently
parceling
among producers the raw
camp
America in some; time.
film that is forthcoming from the
New.' company is- to be known as
U. S. Board is expected to. gel going
Republic Films Argentine Corp. and
Actress early in August. Its scope will be
Flay
Papers
A.
B.
will hot only handle Republic in Ar.national:
Buenos-; ires. July 10.
gentina.
Uruguay. Paraguay arid
Chile, but
last of strong criticism from Rewill
continue. Almar's
world distribution of. Baii-cs Film publfcah Spanish papers greeted Arproductions plus Argentine Sono
'Dundass' Unlikely
gentine actress. Lola Membrives. who
Film- in provinces of Rosario. Correcently, from a year's' lour
doba and Santa Fc, and. EFA in Santa returned
For London B.O4
in Franco Spain.

Publisher

]

.

i

.

'

-

manager said, is
pony up $3,000 (Mex)

asks

io

.

:

.

-

.

.

was explained

to town .some, time, in -Sprlember. ..roadway.'s 'Rosalinda' (new

.

Mexico City, July 20.
cluded .1 ,200,000 feet of negative and
Pic studio situation is in the spotsound.
Investigation of previous light with denial by Salvador Eli
divvy made ;by- Daniel : Arriadeo y'
Videla. one
min- zonda, manager, of Clasa,' that latter

It

coming

,

.

continuing:

adjoin-.;

:

Deny Try

Military Minister, of Agriculture.
New dcalout requested by major
producers,
who / complained .that
shoest ringers arid, unknowns were
getting so much of the total that there
wasn't much left for regulars, in-

isters'

details;, in

FPC's chief is David Henley, local version- of Strauss's 'Die Flecicrhead ot the Myron Selznick agency, maus')/ and'tiie latest Broadwav hit,
who has. had interests in many H. '-Oklahoma.' for which, howqver,; lie
M. Teonenl and Linnet & -Dunfec is encountering plenty of other- bidshows: This- time lip's going solo in ders, and revival of: 'Lilac Domino.'
way.
Understood he is ac- a big hit some 20 years' -ago: (original
a bi
quiring lease of Westminster- theatre, owner, J, L. Sachs: is in on this),
highbrow, spot adjoining West £nd, makes possible quartet for Hyllbn,
which he will use as a super reper- along with 'Darling/
tory spot to try out new plays and,
Lee Ephraim and Eniilc Littler;
if hits!: he ll bring them to. the West. latter comparative jicwcomej- to West
End. With him in the venture are End but .vcry.;active regardiess, have
Robert Donat. Vivien Leigh, Laur- ^Panama Hattie,' starring' Bebe Danence Olivier and Valerie Hobson.
iels, Richard Hearne. Claude Hulbcrt,'
"
Also important is the return of Jack Stanford and Max Wall. Latter
Jack Buchanan, as an actor. He's makes his return after two- y<iafs in
making comeback as actor-manager the. Air Force. Shovy tours slicks,
with musical he's been touring for opening August, and will, stay but' till
sometime. 'It's Time to Dance/ Show local theatre is available.
'Flying
was practically set to go to Leicester Colors/ starring' Binh'ie Hale and
Square theatre, originally, built by Douglas Byrig, is'slill funning, -waitsyndicate for Buchanan to operate ing, for West End spot, and Oscar
musicals, but which for several years Hammerslein-Sigmiind
Romberg's
has been operating as picture, house. 'Sunny River/ wliicli. although a
Understood there is last-minute hitch skidder in America, will be given
iii sale, with show destined lor anelaborate production- with Evelyn
other house, as yet not available. Laye. Bertram Wall is, Dennis Noble
Further details on 'Dance,' and Edith Day (her return to stage
I Ed.
which opened July 22 at the Winter after years of retirement) alreadyGarden, are in adjoining column].
lined up..'
Also interesting is possibility of
Delfont Active
Max'Milleri the lowbrow- comic; to
Bernard Delfotif is still very active.
present himself for first time in mu- His present lineup consists of
Max-',
sical farce as departure, from straight .well Anderson's .'Wingless
Victory,'
revue and vaudeville. Show is mu- which may masquerade under
differsical version of. 'Bailor,- Beware,' ent name, with actor
Michael RedArherican oldie which has been grave to try his hand at producing
tiinesmithed by- Eddie Horan (Amer- the
opus.
Revivals of 'Student
ican
and Ian' Grant. Deal was: al- Prince,'. Mi j| Darling,' the Sayville
most, .completed., but now held up theatre hit, of seven years
ago with.
asked by George Arthur
-

Argentine

producers as.. 1943 quota was a'nr
noimccd by General Diego I: Mason,

the'

j

'

nenos Aires. Julv 17,
'Reshuffle of distribution of .6,000.000
feet of 'raw slock 'assigned

iden-

..VTarn.eY,

representative

a-

July 21. Further
ing Column].

.'Showboat,' Stoll,

Deal

the forests
the students who flee to
with the correspondent. accompanythe story is
ing them. From there on

,

—

:

when the
of Soviet youth in. wailime
Germans break' through 'arid isolate

transformation, irito-a fullfledged guerrilla unit with the typiOnly three
cal tragic Russian ending.
death.
escape
The author's portrayal pt a cof.re-.

With Donat; Leigh, Olivier; Hobson

;

correspondent turns up doing a story
'

Season; Henley, Sets Co.

London. July 8.
i.prpducing. Will be tried oiit in si.ickj
Plenty of action oiV the .West -End end of this month. Incidentally.,) Miss
'lli-De-Hi/ Palace.
'show front, with several new arid Black is Beaiimonr secretary.
'It's Foolish Bat. Fun/ Coliseum..
qld managements .rarini! lo get going.
Jack Hylton. has quite n jiitci'esl"It's Time Dance,' Winter Garden,
In fact, indications are that London ing schedule.
ImnuCdiaVc production
'junior Miss,' Sayillc.
is far ahead of Broadway on its legit
is 'Next Tii
barling,':. which has
'La-Di-Da/ Victoria Palace.'
for the new
been on the shelf for two years.
.
'Lisbon Story/ Hippodrome.-.
Important new outfit- is F.ondale Since doctored by Ray Son in and
'Live for Love/ Phoenix.'
Corp. Although announcing,'; with- Bob Muse!, it's become a proposiiirm.
'Living Room/ Garrick.
out any flourish' of ir.ump.cis.. * new Goes into rehearsal immediately with
'Lottie Dandass,' Vaudeville:
sl.ow, -Lottie Duiidass' by Enid Bag- j formidable cast lida<lcd by Arthur
'Magic Carpet/ Prince's.
•Man Who Came to Dinner/ Savoy, nold. authoress of 'Serena Blandish/ Askey. Evelyn ball: Roy Roystbn and
newly fonned company lias lots of j possibly Solly Gray making return
'Merry Widow/ Maiesrj:'s.
'Month in the Country/ Sit. James. oilier activities slated; including ah to stage after over yeai^s absence)
American .play.
Eel.
:bundass' or Carole Rnyle.
'Moon Is Down/ Whitehall.
Will tryout in
;'•
opened at the- Vaudeville theatre, sticks; opening Manchester Am:.
'Quiet Week-End/ WyndhanVS.

'

The American

effort.-

New

For

.

play co-authored
«Lniiv theatres:
Arbiisov and Alexander
bv Andrea
is.
If.
Gladkov- called. 'Imniortal.'
in the .'early
guerillas
of
vinrv
the
fact,
war and di.slingiiislvable -by
American corrcan
portrays
li
.roles,
snoiidenl in one of ihe leading
-<ince the war thatany
'the Hrsl liine
American has been depicted on the
Russian stage. It is also one. of the
of the Sofew limes in the historyhas been- doneviet Union lhiil.it
The Play is built around a group
potatoes on a
dig
sent
to
students
of
collective '.'farm- near Moscow as part
.

London, July 27.
'Arsenic and Old Lace.' Strand.-'
Best Bib & ..Tucker/ .Palladium...
.

'Claudia,' St. Martin's.

Moscow. July 27.
Rod
There has opened in Moscow'

the
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London Legit Schedule Looks Big

Current London Shows

DOWNS

BILL

y

INTERNATIONAL

P&RIETY

Marlln'« Place, Trafalgar Sijiinr*

St,

i

tii.nc

sal

till

firm

is. I,y

'

•Craiil.;,

will

Ncsb.t for. leacU/
CoiV.tance
-Cuinmings. wife or author, was.
one of loads, but

nbt.i 'een

he returns Some-

;

One play in'rchcaiS>. ions to -play,
-kilty -Dorothy Black titled' j !>nsy / doing,

in'Aiimi.-i:

\

Suns.'

with

John

Gielgud., iroops.'.

qiitertaining

Wednesday, July 28,
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VOTED MISS BOX-OFFICE Of 1943Every

first

engagement a

landslide!

METRO GOLD WYN MAYER'S
B>U BARRY
ftrA LADH
-

Red
v

j

wl

-

SKELTON
^

VIH©1NIA>

fcVHRIfifs

-

WBALL

•

"RACJS"

TOMMY: DORSEY

Srll

Gene

Lucille

War Siam/iMo Launch

RACLAND

and

•

ZERO MOfTl

his

Bl.

KELLY
•
•

,

orchestra

Plant Carritr "Shangri-la"

.

191.1

.

WAR

12

;

Shorter Army Pix for
Washington, July

27.

>

Palmer Hoyt, new director of OW1
Domestic Operations,, hits got his
back up over the Army's policy of
tryinglo foist bckWength war films
on WAC for public showing,., and.

THOUSANDS SEE
UNDER STARLIT SKY

Hollywood, July 27,
Solemnly conducted under starlit
skies, 'We Shall Never Die,' a memorial ceremony for the 2,000.000
Jewish martyrs of Nazi wrath in Eu.

HYMAN ON
MOSS HART'S AIR SHOW
REINHEIMER,

rope! iiripressed a large.audien.ee in.
Hollywood Bowl, consisting of lead-

ers in the fields of business; civics,

.

.

13

Gen'l Motors Tells Of

H' WOOD
DIE'

.

-
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ACTIVITIES

Palmer Hoyt Forcing Showdown On

.'-:-'

•

.

In U. S. Hospitals

Peace-to-War Switch

For the benefit of relatives and

New

In

Victory Revue

friends of professionals injured in
action or training, those hospitalized

Buffalo. July 23.
As a visual report to workers on
their progress in war. prbcluctiun
and as a' recrealionat bonus fiirvoiiu
standing. services 'rendered, the General' Motors all -professional revue,
ho are. casualties and location of
'It's Only the Beginning,' is right
,
he -hospitals where they are under
Its payoff possibilities
the button.
eatnicnl, also those lost jri action,
evidenced by the fact that
'-''•-. are
missing or, prisoners; of. war.
Chrysler also is how reported iieLaiijiii J. A miss \Jny Aiiiiiiiss) U.
Corp..
with
Music
of
Ainer T
Veierniis Hosp., Gul/pbrl, Miss: gotiating
Hun- ica for a similar, production to be
Hirscii (.Frederick

will be listed in. 'Variety' from lime
Theatrical organizations.'
to time.
unions and noxt of kin are requested
to tfanstiiit the names of members,
.

drama arid music -and thousands of
people from all walks of life. Theme
Jloward E. RciUhcimer. attorney;, of the ceremonial, in which more
and Joseph. C' Hyinan, general man- than 1.000 took part, was not to
will be the. ciHart,
Moss
for
ager
Tunisian
Frank Capra's film in the
weep for the. massacred millions in
toppers for the Army Air
campaign, unless .'the pic 1st- sensa- vilian
the Wartorn areas but to honor them
W.
F. W.
Hart is currently scribFilm is 116 w being whipped Force show
tional.
martyrs to 'the- cause of humanity. ter), St. Eli:ab.erK's Hosp., M. R.
farm for as
County
Bucks
his
at
bling
'
Intoshape at feature length.
Pageant', written-.; by Ben: Hecht,
Bld(;., Wflshiiif/toii. D. C.
an early November opening on
ancient greatness of
Hoyt .was rubbed 'the wrong way Broadway
Eil\{:
E. Bergen. Buse. Hosp..
an out-of-town moved from the
after
by the insistence of Maj.or-Gerieral break-in. Reiiiheimer and .Hyman Israel: to the present day. recount- tempofar.y, -Kingsbri'dtie road; Bronr,
Alexander D. Siuies, chief bf Army will head a civilian committee, which ing briefly the humanitarian works N. Y.
Public: Relations, that 'The Aleutians' will act in .'-.concert with Lt. Col. of its sons through the cenluries.
Wilf.es Co union y iGil. Biiss) Bldfl.
Under- executive direction of Jacob
be' shown in its foUr-reel, uncut ver- Dudley S. Dean and h is a ides, Lt.
Mcdicnl Dept. Hnlleraii Hosp.,
with, staging by Herman Sla[c\i Island,'
sion, or not at all. Hoyt joined OWI
Irving P.. Lazar and LI. Benjamin Ben-Ami,
N- Y.
toward the end of June, after the Lahdls, in lire administration of thie Rolsteri, direction by Moss Hart, mu'-,.'.
Prisoner of War;
sical 'score- by Kurt Weill, orchescontroversy over the leii th of- the show.
Cpl.
L. Do up Ins Kotutniid, B. Coin-,
Aleutian pic. had beeii raging for a
Meanwhile,- the talent for the as tral conduction by Franz Waxmah,
En
int.eriiifi
..'Battalion''
pnjii/,'
8.03
couple of months. He gave way to yet unfinished drama with, music prbduction.'by .Billy Rose and supernujnlio.ii),. (jfortiierli/. Del:: Cnriiicti,
ihe Army, although he was con- Hart is writing is being, lined, iip. vision by. S. Syrjala v
Jacob Ben-Ami' enacted the Rabbi, Ponipaiifja) P. I.), care, /iite'rimlioiinl'
vinced that a; two-recler would gel The War Dept. has requested that
Cross, Geneva, StciUerlniid (no
much -.wider circulation. Now he is Don Castle, Arthur Kennedy , and and the narrators were Edward G. Redposlnoe).'.
In a letter to Army Jariics Seay, all three with the Army Robinson, Edward Arnold, Paul Henfighting triad.
Air Forces first motion picture unit reid, k.atina Paxi'nou,' John Garfield
public relations he wrote:
In the dramatic
at Culver City, report in N. Y. Sept. and Sam' Levcne.
Favors Short Films
pos- cast for- the 'Remember Us' part of 'STARS-GRIPES' SET
1 for roles in the play. Another
'We have come to the conclusion sibility for "the" cast is Peter Lind the spectacle were Edward J. Bromthat the greatest public interest
Hairy berg, Roman Bbhnen, Shimen RusHayes, Grace Hayes' son.
FILMING
would- be served if the shorter ver- Horner, who designed the .scenery kin, Art Srhirh, Akim Tamiroff, Leo
^released
w-ere
picture
sion- of the
'Stars and Gripes,' the Ft. Hamilfor Hart's ;Lady in the Dark,' is now Bulgakov, Helenei Thimig,. Blanche
tince it would', receive many times in the Army Air. Force and will be Yurka, Joan Leslie and Alexander ton all-soldier revue hailed by critics
possible
would
be;
the circulation' that
and the military alike as 'tops' torequisitioned to do the same for the. Granach.
in the. case of the longer version. In Army
date in camp-sponsored entertainEmergency Relief benefit.
other words, we feel that the purpose Bill Doll, who goes into the Army
ment, will .be made into, a film by
of war information would be. better this week, and hying Mansfield, al- Gert Lawrence, Adler
the U. S. Signal Corps for distribu-.
ion at the Yankee bases around the
served if a large part of the public ready in uniform, will do the. .show's
for
Campaign
globe and at posts in this country.
were able to see the 16-minute pic- publicity.
there
Lawrence and
.With' Gertrude
lure than if a small part of the pub.
It's virtually established that
'Gripes' will be filmed at the Sigwritmusic
Larry Adler spearheading the drive, nal Corps studio in Astoria, L. L,
lie were able to see the full picture;
will not be any original
Pvt.
Frank
45 ten for the play, though
.approximately
the American' Theatre. Wing has in
which
runs
with Capt' Shephard Traiibe directminutes-.
Loe'sser, in; the Air Foice and writer itiated project aimed at procurement ing. Pvt. William Saroyaii is builda
and
Wing
of musical instruments' for amphibian ing a 'story' idea around the show's
of .'Coming in On a
Coast Huddles
Prayer,' had been, mentioned for forces; stationed in the Cape Cod 16: numbers, the -.soppl'eme'ntary Se-,-.',' Hollywood, July 27.
Both Miss Lawrence and quences to serve' as a sort of text and
such a chore, instead, only the area.
ExeCutive,commiltee of^the Holly Army Air Force song an 'Wing' may Adler, discovered in fours of the guide for' similar productions- by
wood division of the War Activities be used.
New England sector that, there's a special :service: ofTiceis. in the U. S.
Hart suggested 'All of Us' as title crying need for harmonicas and Army. 'Gripes' will be; the first camp
Committee yesterday, endorsed the
to
unlikely
it's
but
war information- film production and for the play,
other instruments.
show to be filmed not only as enlerdistribution schedule outlined at re- stick.
Adler, via" the' Wing project, has tainment but for inslruclidiial purcent meetings in New York. Palmer
undertaken the task -oi supplying the poses as well. It is expected to go
Hoyt, director of the domestic branch
men. with thousands of harmonicas. before the cameras this weekend:
Br
Quits
Ainley
of the Office of War Information
A mobile library organized by the Capt. Traube'.decided on the filmand Francis Harmon, executive viceWing to service the remote camps ization arid subsequently obliiin.cd
for U. S.
chairman of the. WAC, were guests
with books will' also take care of War Dept. approval after viewing
Pvt. Richard Ainley, the. Britishat a meeting presided over by E.'J.
the distribution of the musical in
the show at Ft. 'Hamilton '.last TuesV
stage and screen actor,
American
Mannix.
struments.
day (20). -Upon completion of the
has surrendered commission in the
Miss Lawrence' will devote con
film, 'Gripes' will begin an extenQuestioned about the appointment
British "Navy to become a trainee in
siderable time to the project while sive tour of army caiiips and navy
of a successor to Lowell. Mellett as.
the Chemical Warfare Service, U. S.
at the Cape next month and as
bases.
government film coordinator, Hoyt
.".<
Army.
she'll do an 'Evenin
said that the head of this department
Meanwhile, NBC is -arranging for
starred in Wing benefit
Pvt. Ainley will
With Gertrude Lawrence' show .at a network presentation of the show.
would not be named until he had a
Camp Sibert's all-soldier musical
chance to. study the matter further, show,- 'Laughing. Gas' and. is also the Wiannp Club, Mass:. Aug. 27.
'Gripes' has .a musical score by Pfci
Other projects coordinated with Harold Rome.
but
indicated
an
announcement skedded for appearances in several
would- be made Within two weeks. editions of the Sibert' -radio' show Theatre- Wing activities which have
just been initiated include language
The WAC war film program sched- Melody Time,' heard over the Gads
ule calls for 26 short subjects and den station. WJ BY twice weekly. In- study for seamen at the Club for Second 'Non-Deferrable
Merchant .Seamen in N. Y.. and
26: War Information film bulletins.
latter productions he'll appear untherapy
occupational
in
djrection of Pvt. Isidore Greener, course
.

there appears- a strong possibility
here of a knockdown fight over Col.

;
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showing

Six-day

.

.

the

at
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^deluxe Shea. '-showcase..-'''
(bur-walls rental basis, operates' on

'

.

:

'.

i

a thr'ee-a-day schedule and will ex^
hibit to at least 35.00Q workers and
Adinission is free.
their farnilies.
This edition, the third, has been on

;

-

,

.

the road since' April ;aiid is. booked
into December," with about 40
towns and cities scheduled., -Talent
is strictly professional, and produc-

FOR ARMY
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ATW

GM

'.

and light on comedy, both, shortcomings being- due fpr
'

'

Enthusiastic reto the performers'

within', a 'fortnight.

sponse

of.

crowd

efTorts attests the
idea.

.'.'

:

Army

.

,.

.

der

M

:

also of

show

(finder-painting) as entertainment,

biz.

..

'

new

of a

to prominence in "For Whoni
the Bell Tolls,' is understood to be
coming east shortly to make further
plans, according to Val Arms, who is
assisting Vassos.
James Vlarrios, the publisher, will
do ..the script in collaboration with
Denictrios Vilan, now in the Navy
but still in touch with the commitlee, which is. rounding Up all- available Greek talent' for a more, spec
tacular treatment of -postwar re
habililatibn for occupied European
countries than has been attempted

zoomed

thus

far.

,

.

Upton, N. Y., to Kessler Field. Miss
Fort Dlx Dolnjs
He's been assigned to army
Fort Dix, Jiily 27.
Milton Douglas, the former musi- corps' training.

Geo. S. Kaufman Succeeds

ATW Comm

George S. Kaufman, has succeeded
late John Anderson! as' chair
mart of the American Theatre Wing
contest committee.. Project is aimed
at obtaining songs, sketches
and
other material to give impetus to
the war aims.
Contest is open to members of:the
firmed forces,, war - workers, mem
bers of civilian war activity organi
za lions, community theatre organizations, colleges and schools.

-.the

XEIGHLEY IN AFRICA

Lt.. Col;

rived-

'

Washington, July 27,
William Kcighley has ar

North Africa, ;according

to

ir

•

Slraub Killed

He was

in

here,

London

direct'U,
in Tripol

to;

for

some

time"

previous to the -North African as
signment.
-

fall.

WMC

.

In

.

tro,

now

call

at

answers', the
Dix as

Fort

morning roll
Pvt. David

2.

WOR

occupation, list —' is now
scheduled for. release about mid- August.
It will contain about 200 occupations which, draft boards shotild
consider, especially important
for
draft deferment.
At present there
is a list of 2,100 essential occupations
for the guidance of local selective
boards. However, when the boards
find it- necessary to dip into this list,
it is done at random. Under the new
setup the 200 critical jobs will be
something extra special.

Announcers In

critical

Charles Woods and 'George Hogan,
last week.
both announcers, left
Hogah: joined the Navy as. a sea-

WOR

Kaonohi.
Sgt. St. Elmo Johnson,- who used to
lead: -his. own choirs on' the Rudy
Vallee and Paul Whitemah radio
programs,, has' been appointed musical director of the new, Fort Dix
radio station, WD1X, which will
service camp and the very, nearby

man, Woods the Army.

:

TrolU

to

Gunnery

who was

.

with
Paramount before joining the Navy,
completed bis boot training and has
vicinity.
been assigned to the Navy Pier \ in
Chicago for special training in aerial
Sgt. Thomas C. Hamilton Missing
gunnery."
The .critical list will not contain
Chicago! July 27.
He is a son of Vincent Trotta, Sr., any
jobs. in. the production of motion
Technical ' Sergeant .Thomas C. art director for National Screen
pictures, which are now listed as esHamilton, of the U. S. Air Forces, Service.
sential.
Several jobs in commercial
years' employed at the
for-> many
radio engineering; however, -are exClark, Monroe and LaSalle theatres
Sextet From Pittsburgh
pected to. be iri the critical; group;
here and in .later, ytars with Tom
Pittsburgh,
White.
Elcc
July.
27.
the
Way
Flannery and;
trie Sign
and Maintenance ComPat Haley, veteran radio singer
Doob's
Encore
pany, is. reported missing in action aiui on .KDKA: staff for Jast seven
in the European theatre.
years, Army.
Oscar A, Doob, is in Washingtoil i.n
He was a gunner, on a- (lying Harry E. Noonan, chief- projec- connection with exploitation camfortress.
tionist at Governor theatre- in- Somr paigns for the U. S. Treasury's War
erset, Army.
Bond :dnve in September. He's
Silverstone With Air Corps
Sgt. Paul PUgiia, son of Larry slated to stay in the capital several
Jonas Silverstorie. national counsel Puglia, Wayncsburg exhib, named tb weeks.
of the American Guild of -Variety OCS at Miami'.
Doob is chairman' of. the publicity
Artists,, inducted several weeks ago,
James H. Alexander, Jr.;. son of committee for the War Activities
has been transferred' from Camp
(Continued on page 25)
Committee campaign.

Vincent Trotta,

Jr.,

;

•

-

.

.

generally.
Technical -Ser-.
Wilson, -from GM's.
Delco-Remy division, Ibadly wounded
in bomber action over Europe but
now looking as good as new, opens
the show with a striking narrative
of his experiences' aloft and of the
workers! contributions to the success of some Of his particular: missions.
Owen Murphy and 'Pete
Barry are smooth dais operators
and Joe Springrnan exhibits a highly
effective baritone as vocalist andnarrator, in some of the show's more
dramatic passages. Alf Latch is oiie -'.;
of the' high spots with his familiar

civilians

geant .Lowell

:

.

-

.

costumed bulldog pantomime.. Max
Leavitt,
Nick/ Dennis and JackBUttner: fill comedy assignments to
advantage, Leavitt being especially
clicko.
The 12 Riveting Rockets,
mostly veterans of Broadway show.
highlight the performance -with excellent precision steppin
all smartly

.

'

,

costumed/'
Song '-numbers':

including 'Brand
World' and 'Let's Be Americans
Ail.' rate profesh comparison.
Ray
Kavanaugh, former Earl .Carroll
batoneer, presides* over the 20-piece
pit orchestra with competence. Much

New

'

-,

smooth routining goes to -the wander and his shirtsleeved boys. Joe Roth is liia-naKer-of the outfit.
Burton,
of the credit for the

WAVE AND WAC PIX SET,
NOW ONE ABOUT SPARS
Second novel dealing With women

.

the armed forces was purchased
week by 20th'-Fox with 1 lie
acquisition of 'Angel of the Navy,'

in

:

last

.

.

.

autobiog by Joan Angel.
Book, treating with life among
the WAVES, is being published by
.Hastings House. Reported price paid
was $15,000. Studio 'previously had
purchased H. I. Phillips' 'All Out
Arlene,' yarn about the WAGS, for
art

.

'

$20,000.

Understood 20lh is now
market, for. a book on the
suitable for film adaptation.

Rbxy's

Nephew

in

the

SPARS,

Killed

Sgt.. Edward G. Rothafel. nephew
of the late S.*L. iRoxy) Rothafel,
was killed in action in the South
',

Pacific' on July 11, it's
closed, by the War Dept.

been

dis-

Sgt. Rothafel, whose father represent?: the Bureau of Economic War-

fare in Brazil, enlisted in April, 1941.
to fleW artillery
in the Signal Corps.
Prior to enlistment he was associated with a
textile consulting firm in N. Y. His
home was in Woodmere, L.

and was assigned

I

I'.

;

.

Bond

SO.

WAR

•

.

1

;

-

:

PIX

Washington; July 27.
Wat' pix made jointly by- combat
phologs of the Army, Navy and
Marine 'Corps at Rendova Island in.
the central Solomons, have just arrived in the States and are. being
released to the' newsreel companies.
Clips are expected to be used for
public screenings next week.
.

:

'

PACIFIC
':

-

.

word received

Air Force film production

issued in the

Show biz, according to One high
official, will be hit hard if
the second list is issued. He refused
Plane Crash
to disclose what show jobs would be.
Base.
John Straub, 27, for several years listed, but admitted that there were
lcWhen Josephine Delmar came
Non-deferrables are those
assistant in Paramounl's hoineofflce several.
Fort Dix with a USO show she took photographic department, was killed not qualified to receive draft defertime out to do a rhumba with the,; recently in the crash of a training ment, even if they are married and
soldier bandleader ori the stage. He plane near. Pensacola, Fla.,- Par has have children, because they are conused
who
Resales,
was T 'Sgl. Marco
a sidered lb be in unessential work.
learned. Straub was training
to be the -m.c. at the same. night, spot Kavy aerial photographer.
First list clipped the niter.ies.
that: Josephine worked, La Consa.
Meanwhile, Regulation 7— the new
Johnliy Pineapple, Hawaiian maesis

now

,

•COL.

has

/

.

songster,
a corporal, at the FOrt Di

comedy and night club

•

Anderson on

20.

the second •.non-deferrable
List, pigeonholed for. several
list.'
months, .was taken out recently dusted off and is now being rechecked
with the possibility that it may., be

Uncle Sam's Callboard

Hartford, July 27.
of Greece is the
Hollywood film pro-

posed by a group of prominent. Hellenic artists headed by Capt. John
Vassos.
Katina Paxinou, who has

-

Show Biz

Washington/ July

revived

OF GREECE PLANNED
The occupation
theme

Will Hit

War Manpower Commission

'.'-

Depicts Transition

Revue opens with news.reel clips tif
some exciting .fighting-front stuff
and follows with a graphic, screen
showihg. and account of GM's conversion from peace to. war producIts a rousing story and ought
tion.
tO -.have wider circulation among-

.

FILM ON OCCUPATION

soundness, of the

whole

.

-

,

favorably
with.
Broadway., standards. Book is. frail

'

,

.

compare

lighting

'

,

'

costuming and

choreography,

tion,

-

Navy

•

,

'

Head

Hippo-

drome

.

.

•

[

staged in

.-.'

.-.

:

.

,

;
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Deanna

Durbin completes her romantic coming-of-age in

"Hers to Hold."

In the process

she brings untold joy to her

admirers and promises of heavy grosses to the exhibitor.
In

her latest film Miss Durbin stands forth a fully-blossomed

personality with a warmth, a poise and an assurance never

before flashed by the singing

star.

Also evident are

considerable growth as an actress and development along

comedy

lines tha t

is

a plea sant-surprise. Pitted against

gives
players like Joseph Cotten and Charles Winninger, she

an account of

herself of

which she

may

well be proud. The

convincing quality of her portrayal of a rich

girl

in

love

bears
with an aviator of no financial or social standing
witness to the expansion of her talents."

DURBIN

DEANNA

*

\

Hers

Directed by f-'HANK

RYAN

to

° SEPH

COTTEN

Hold

Produced by FELIX JACKSON

Assoc.ale Producer.

|
FRANK SHAW

™3feftlL»
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INSPIRES BY THE FIGHTING- SONS OF TEXAS A

Rjckari (hiii

•

Ami Gwthi Nuh Bien, Jr. • Martba
•

WiHiam Fnwln-Ediar Barrier- Bob Mitchia aid
Scr««n Ftcy; Norman

IirM

We doff our tats
Within

a year, Walter

to

If lit!

Into

Ivilly Rain*,

Nkd Grinds

.*

.

O'BrisciH •

Bill

Stiri

Oflf i«ol Story.

A UMVMSAt WCTUM

tnknt

Hi

Harm Bampirt

01

Neman

'TJl™

latlly

*l

Iowa

IWltl

(MRU

Mr. Wang

Wa nger

lias

given to this

industry, two significant boxoffice attractions in
"

Eagle Squadron" and "Arabian Nights."

Mr. Wanger has now completed "We've Never

Been

Licked," the first picture of America's youth in

uniform, inspired hy the fighting sons of Texas

We

believe that "We've

A& M.

Never Been Licked"

will

not only he an impressive successor to "Eagle
Squadron" and "Arabian Nights," but that in importance and boxoffice quality

it

outstanding pictures.

SELL

WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY IN

THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE

will

even surpass these

Wednesday, July 28, 1943
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n (Empire)
Merger

at Tast'
Releasing the springs on a blockno-strike
buster whose target is the
American Federation
Policy of the
the Congress of InOf Labor and

The unionization
Distributors are not selling prod-

'Barn'

Romancers

uct as early a* In past seasons

Sherman Skeds

and

'Utah'

Hollywood, July 27.
Belly Rhodes and Johnnie John-

national adminstration, the
Motion Picture
Slale Association of
Projectionists offers the strongest re-

ston, sjnging. thesps, are assigned to
romantic starrers in 'National Barn
Dance' at Paramount,

liance against the wartime promises
definance of
of unions since the open
John L. Lewis and his United Mine

program with'

Y,

N.

:

Workers.
A powerful organization, reprc-.
senting all of the operator and mixed,
(opciaioi'-stagehand) locals of N! Y..
State, the Association in secret conclave' at Ulica. N. Y., placed itself on
Hie rebellion list by passing the fol-

those in the so-called Big Five group;

Picture

derived from a radio, vance concern as to what may hapa midwe'slern backpen to the consent decree when its

is

ground, to be

MacEwen.

than others,

later

are laying plans to market product
in small groups without any ad-

by Walter

pi'.oduce'd

three-year experimental period

is

up

will

combination of
and romance.

'Utah.'

to! be laken in cracking.- the
over scattered hdYises that remain
!

a

non-union,

plus -stabilization
sca(es and-' conditions, is predicted
in .inner quarters following, the successful 'conclusion
by Local 306,

adventure

history,

'

uLel McGrea has been pencilled in
for the male lead. Picture is slated
for late aulumn- shooting, with ho re-

Moving. Picture Operators, of N. Y!,"
Of its merger .with Empire Sl;ite
Motion Picture Operators Union,
;

leasing outlet arranged to date.

.

•Nov.

.

Hollywood. July 27.
ouldooi; production ,by

Next .big
Harry SheVman
:

which are wailing

'

of theatre booths
Greater N. Y. area, with

early and aggressive action -expected

.

to mendustrial Organizations, not
desires, of the
tion the policy and

in the

-109'.*,

.

'

lowing resolution:
That the no' 'strike

'

effective in

policy,

U. S. Callboard
Continued from page 22

Rep franchise
for Navy V- 1.2

now

the'IATSE, by agreement

Irving S. Stein, former night shipper at .20th. to Ellington Field,' Tex.,
for air cadet training.
.

Lt.Matl Pasky,

•

RKO

'

a

for

couple

until
of years

ago,

motion is likely to be encountered
by early .wholesale, bombardment of
exhibs. in view of the war, gas and

was

altitude

essential that

.

l

.,

.

,

:

.

.

,

.

-

first v.p.

of

Charles

IATSE. who
that

air.

at.

Two $1,000,000 Bond Buys
By Loew-MG for Game
industry

week bouehl
War Bonds for the
last

to

j

bought a $1,000,000
£?*•'"•' «he. Golden Horseshoe, while
^Hro made a similar purchas
v
.

Griffith
.I-C.'Griffith,

Chairman

War

Activities 9omchairman for the

e exhibi 'Of
rlii'l
ufiahoina area, has been appointed
enairm'an. of the film
industry camPaign.
Griffith is due in'
•

morrow (Thursday

WAC

New York

to-

.

Schreiber.

publicist for the
of the film
classified 1 -A', expects to

Activities

'

Committee

(

go into the Army next month.
Schrcibcr was with .-Warners, before

.

and

RKO

five

and

that
flight

package of
expected to adhere to

will stick to
are.

policy

for /certain

.ex.tfc.pl

films

a-

thai

ill

top-

be merchan-

Warner
..
veeuecl
dised singly.
joining the WAC.
Tom Black. 18. son of Howard away from, selling in any set group
Black. Time. Inc. -.p. in charge of during the past season, starts the
March- p( Times- Sales .and disti ibu-. new semester by offering one pic*
This will
into the Navy last lure as a regular release.
lion policies,
be 'Watch on the Rhine,' conipany's
week.-' ......
.
Five more 20lh-Fox .employee's left September availability.
While
may go on indefinitely
the company last week to enter the
they- .are Murray selling only a picture hi a time and
armed: forces,
Sher. Al .SobH. Johii Gal1c.sc. Joe RKO. 20th. and -Par may not waiver
•

..

.

,

!

WB

I

)

for 'conferences-

officials.

SID

;

Metro's 10. Others S and Less
Plans for leeing off the coming
(1943-44) season among decree disMclro will inaugutributors. varies.
rate the season with a block, .of 10
features! while Paramoiml, 20lh : Fox

Kd Sehreibe'r Penciled In

Ed

be

A tig. War

Inc...

to'

DeNavrotsky, dancer, army

Igod

indtisliy,

.Uews.

they have, product; it is expedient
wait for exhibs to get acquainted
with what is being offered before
Inthey 'are approached on deals!
creased habit; during the past year,
of pre-releasing pictures has its selling advantages since accounts learn
what, they are doing on these advance dates'.. Where a picture is bad,
however, there is a disadvantage, of
course, but this is. outweighed by the
ability to' get belter terms and close
deals faster on those that are good
to outstanding.

agency ex

force.

Vaiidrrs' Building Ships
Phil Rich and Alice Adair, married and ex-vauders. now building
ships at Kaiser's Richmond, plant.
Mrs. Rich is a sheet metal clerk;
Rich is a switch-house operator.
Pierre De Angclo i& Cordova),
former stager .of Copacab'ana- nilcry
revues. Army Signal Corps.
Douglass George.. 20th exploitation
rep iii Cleveland, Navy.

$1,000,000
baseball game bond; drive
sponsored
by the N. Y.
Journal-American

the Polo Grounds. N..Y..:

talent

Glelt,

Army.
Roy Evans, theatre manager, army

ecutive.

War Man-

the present time does not
make it compulsory, for projectionists to leave their
positions in theatres ror outside jobs and that any
fhaiiges made are voluntary.
The
inference of his statement was that
projectionists are working in
an
essential industry.

>ith

-

.

Brennan,

™"

•

.

fdr the
conipassing program..

.

back

power Commission regulations,

ftcld at

would merely serve as a
more all-cn-

springboard

.

settlement of

staled in connection with

;

feature'

;

.

ilm

.

-

'

.

Slate Association of /Motion Picture
Projectionists was attended by James

'

•

'

The Ulica convention of the N. Y.

the law

p.iKe 1

-

'9130,000.

J.

from

'

,

conditions imported,-

and

Conlilllied

.

Cuts Not Returned
According to inner sources, most
o( the unions throughout N: Y. Slate
which look cuts, when times were
bad and didn't get them back, have
rerched the point where they are
anxious to strike. and, pending any
recalcitrance, on the part of circuits
or exhibitors, want to be able to use
that weapon.
In N. Y. Local 306
(operators), which took a 10% cut in
1932 on a promise, that it would be

when

Fix to Educate
-

vast scale, embracing the
a:
eventual- use of television, educational films for schools both here and
abroad, as well as pictures in the
entertainment. category for global
distribution, that. the 'March of Time'

such

.

.

at least. 15% since Jan.. 1, 1941, and
whereas: the local unions gave volTinlary relief to the theatre chains in
1933 despite the fact: they' had existing contracts, we ask the wages
und salaries, be how adjusted in spite
of any existing contracts with' local

Loew's

theatre

service

when an A.rmy
'recently
bomber, on which he was co-pilot,
crashed near Augusta, Ga.
Pasky.
had received his wings only last

;

money and obtained

mgr. of WB's
he went into

killed

!

sued

asst.

Y.-stale charle'icd organization.-..'
ighling each
other for inany
years, the peace established, between
.306 . and .Empire '.- taken by informed sources to mean that iti.-i only
will Ihe The r;:
hiark an end. i.o
cross-picketing iind .attendahi >\r. ..
but also will, bring about uniformity
so far as operator wages and. conditions- are concerned.. By taking- in
Empire, 306 now controls the .right
to negotiate new contracts with theaires employing Eiiripire' men. as
these-' contracts expire, with -'result,
as explained. that one exhibitor will
not be using two men at a low pi-ice r
and a comparable Ihealre in a competitive position three men at -'higher

Thus far there's been a hush-hush
on the part of both Luce
and Wallace jn revealing their plans
and aims, with the major studios
other restrictions, it is
keeping a. watchful eye on develop-- scales.
Burning over the action suddenly
time as wel as expense is 'conserved. ments in view of t'he^ fact that they,
taken last week by 300 and Empire
loo, have similar intentions in enAlso.- it is pointed out. in sales. cirMay.
visioning post-war changes in film in sighing amalgamation papers, the
cles, the .average exhib is anxious to
Lou Bolton,
.manager .of
Century
circuit, operating in- Brookget a Closer line on new produci and •technique and more intensified disthe "Music Bar. received word from
Despite, the secretiveness lyn and Long Island is expected to
of the pre-releases that are tribution.
War Department that his 23-year- see someduring
August. As one sell- of their plans, however, it's known take every means' to upset what it
opened
old son. Pfc. Howard Bolton, died
regards
Mitchell
as 'a fast one.'
ing executive' puts it, a good new the Luce .emissaries have been dickin a Jap prison camp in the PhilipKlupt, counsel for- the Century cirwith .Washington
season's picture made available early ering
officials
pines on June. 11.
whereby the publisher might take cuit, learned of the merger plan
is better than a good salesman.
some
lime
and
before
Empire's
GiffOrd
Bixby,' ex-engineer' at
ago
over
the Government's film equipAn indication of how dislribs have
WCAE. second, looey in Air Force. been biding their time in contract- ment and that- Wallace has been membership had a chance to vole
father.
Commander Harry taking is the fact that , Paramount huddling with David O. Selznick. on it, got a temporary injunction
His
Bixby, of U. S. Nav,
attended has had its final (sixth) block this Behind the. latter, conferences, it's preventing the N. Y. union from
graduation exercises at Brooks Field, season (1942-43) on sale for only understood! are Wallace's plans to dissolving. O.fher steps are anticiSan Antohio. Texas, and pinned the four weeks, while Warners is just convert Reader's Digest material in- pated with a view lo. upsetting the
silver wings oil his son.
combination since Century has a
starling to sell 'This Is the Army,' to films. To this end, Wallace is buythough picture opens tonight (Wed- ing up the film rights to subject mat- contract -with Empire at lalter's
nesday j in N. Y. and Will be WB's ter submitted to RD. The Wallace- scales and conditions which has eight
Publicists Joins Army
Selznick
years
to go.
huddles,
however. do not
August release. Likewise, Par. has
Hollywood, July 27.
preclude any possibility of a deal
sell
Brooklyn .Test Case
James S. Pollak, studio, publicist, waited until now to go oiit and
'For Whom the Bell Tolls,' revers,- between the two.
Position: taken by 306 and. Empire,
Army.
setReader's Digest Film Rights
following the merger, is: that no
Adolph Brouckheart, studio tech- ing the usual procedure by not
ting up the 'sales policy until, the
Acquisition of the picture rights contracts held by Empire will be.
nician. Navy.
Rivoli, N. Y., on a
to the RD material came to light violated' since it will retain its idenVirginia Nichols.'sludio secretary, film opened"./
roadshow basis,
last week when one film company
tity pending the outcome of proWAC.
The fact that «les usually pro- made an effort to obtain the rights ceedings in Brooklyn supreme court
Ar
-studio
secretary,
Cecile
ceed fast ei when not attempted too to one of the articles -for possible With respect to the application for a
WAC.
Hugh Shelpey,
nieraman, far in advance is pointed up by the (ilmizalion. In view of the fact that permanent -injunction against dissonumber of contracts Par. closed on no agent was involved, the company lution sought by Century. Under
Army.
its
sixth block in the first three execs contacted the author direct,
Rachel Lightizer, studio secretary
lalter's long-term contract, it is reweeks of'^elling. According to Neil who disclosed that the dim rights' openable each year on wage .scales,
WACs,
Louis Blumberg, screen writer. F; Aghew. v.p. .in charge of distribu- had already been sold to Wallace. which may mean that 306rnrj-w*!that
tion,
a total Of 3,202 deals were RD is still undecided whether itsArmy.
it's in control, will seek higher wages
signed with independents in that program wili embrace 16 mm., 35 When negotiations, are inaugurated.
...'Don Grinager, screen actor, Navy.
Hubert Smith, jr., screen actor, short space of time. Olhcr dist ribs or both.
A total of 27 Century houses emhave similarly found that, where
Navy.
Luce, it's
ploy Empire operators out of 90

Plaza

:

restored

•

...

have had decided increased admission prices and attendance, and

:

Billy

Army.

•dale

the theatre chain organizations have
share the prosperity.
to
refused
even to the 'extent of compensation
for. the increased cost of living to
membership,
or even to attain
our
the 15' o increase under the Little
Steel formula, therefore
•VVc. the. xiflilialed local unions of
Now York. State ask that the present
no-strike policy be rescinded, and
thai the I.A! office shall lake steps
with the chain organizations as will
'.provide some relief for the intolerable situation, by an increase for all
local unions that have .not received

usual in getting started.: One of the
reasons, advanced is' that exhibitors
are. apparently not in a mood to buy
Added
as early as in- former years.
that- while circuit deals may barnade
considerably, in. advance of tne\ cusseason
new'
tomary start of the
(1943-44), it often being necessary
to get to work on these quickly, due
to the detail involved, much waste

training.'.

Cover,; local radio singer
formerly with Blue Barron ;orch,
.

made with the A, F. bt L., Was made
at the lime when the cost of living
had not- materially increased, and
whereas. The theatres since ^thal

;

U

holder, to Cornell

N.

Meantime. United Artists. Universal. Columbia, Republic, Monogram
and Producers Releasing Corp. :are
negotiating deals On a full-line basis
but this, year have been later than

BROD TO PRC

I

McNiilly and Larry Valeri.
Hy Green., former N Y. hooking
agent now in the Army, ill at Deshon

>

|

'

Holly wood. July :27,'
^y°d> Production manager, for
vv-m-'
"iMiani Cagney, next week swings
.over to PRC in
same capacity on
Harry Joe Brown's 'Knickerbocker
'

Holiday.'

Charles Coburn starred.

Ilosp. Butler.
.Jules Kallen

Pa.
Tilal joined

&

from groups of five. Metro with itslOrpict.ure comniencemtlil of the new
season, may have mol-e or less than
this figure in its. second and third
.

|

Navy

Any cessation of the deNovember is not expected

reported, has already set
up a subsid. organization somewhat
similar to the Newspaper Research.
Inc.. he established several years ago
at the time he was exploring- the.
.

possibility

of

entering

the

after-

noon paper field. Luce >i|bseqiiently
abandoned thi.l project following exhaustive surveys but it paved the
way for Ralph Ingc-rsoll. who withdrew, from the Luce mags, to set
up PM.
The new Luce subsid organization,
it's reported, is setting up quartersin
Washington and Hollywood as
well as in N. Y.. and is iinmedialeiy
concerned with the filming of

16

1

•'

-

'

July

block*..-"-

men

tip

'

'mm.

the trend

the boolhs they man, mean-

iiul
Moss
License Commissioner
of N. Y. is said to have been iiiftru-mental in effecting the combination
between 306 arid Empire with a
view to ending the bi-Ialcral situation and fighting. Papers signalizing
the /'merger ;were signed last wi;ik
in the office of Mayor F. H.

:

Seen as pointing

in

time pulling the pressure on thtalrcs thal use neither 306 nor Empire
men. These, however, are scattered
arid Of a minor character.

educational pix for schools. Ifx for
the pui«e of.Ketling the cduc;it.i6iial films lOlling that Lnctvs Washington -staff has purportedly;, been,
.cornering Congressional leaders and
Goveninvcnta! bureau- e>!ecs In ihe
hopes of .icquiring the Goveriiinent's
16 mm. film equipment.

dia.

Berle, Pidgeon,

On

to-

Edwards

Cuffo Tours for

USO

in on the
circuit for series

Milton Bcrle-.has checked

ward the general movement

ror.post-

w-ar education hi schools
leges via the pix 'mediu

and col- of Monday night cuffo performances
.was

USb-Camp Shows

.

the.

al military posts' in the. N. Y. -metropolitan .area. He- bowed in Monday
(26) at Camp- Shanks. Ora'ng< i>'tir.&Henry riggs. lias purchased Official -N; Y.. arid he'll go out every, other
Films.
iii
., -which
the past three Monday with. several acts from Zii«ycais has produced and distiibuled feld Follies.'
60 16 mm. educational, aiid ...non-theWalter Pidgeon and Bonnie Ed-

announcement

last-

week

Pictures. Inc., through

its

that.

PRC

proxy.. O,

.

atiic'al

>horts.
.

Also embraced, in Luce's ambitious
roduction plans are propauaiula

filrii

pictures for distribution 'ih the liberated countries of Eiiiope and the
and left foi boot ira^iing. hist week. cree in
Phil Wcllmjin. of -William Morris to '•change .-tiling -since all dislribs. production of pix^ lq «rntei t:iin. the
agency radio ^Icparlmtht. inducted like the .'present flexibility of inar- troops who w ill be stationed in the
and reports to Camp Upton, L. I.. keting film as well as smiiller groups occ.Opied countries "In the. post-wiir
period.
deV ite added-' distribution, costs..
22.
i

that use the projectionists of this
union. The balance have contracts
running one' and two years. When
these expire, 306 is expected lo step
in.wilh a view lp brinuing money
and conditions up lo par with''308

wards join the
ites

list:

going out for

of volunteer film-

Camp Shows,

open-

ing Aug; 1 al Camp Sibert; Ala.
They'll stay out iintij Aug. 11 playDale
ing. camps in Ala. and Tenn.
Evans also checks. oir the Ilolh wood
lot for a camp shows' swing. te«-i
off Aug. 3 at Camp Barkeley.She's been booked up. to tug. 17.
.

.

Weilnestlaj'. July 28,

PICTURES

28

Par Film Hopper Full

New Uiuon Starts Drive in N. Y. Area

Inside Staff-Pictures

'

Hollywood, July

191

.27.

rooms are.
Deke Houlgale. recently tipped from lieutenant to captain, is taking over
busier this week than at any pre- the diplomatic chore of explaining the functions of the Santa Ana Air
the public at large. Generally given an
vious linie this year, with nine pic- Base to the newspapermen and
brushoff in the past, the scribes have often referred to the Air
two in Technicolor, going official
tures,
Force center in flippant terms as, 'the. country club." Major General Ralph
York tor through their, shearing.
Cousins assigned Capt. Houlgate, who recently returned from a tour with
editing

Paramount's

To Organize Theatre Managers
After, a series of meetings over the
.'weekend, 100 cliarter members of the

Motion Picture
Theatre' Managers and Employees,
Wai 132. has given D. F. Barreea
the green light to go ahead with ormanagers, assistant
of
anni/ation
managers, ushers,' matrons, .counseljor< and doormen employed- in. mopicture theatres in Greater New
t
York, Nassau, Suffolk and WestchesUnion operates will)
ter counties.
charter granted this month by. CIO.
Mooting'.* which began Saturday
'

organized

recently

;

.

.

i-i.-i

.

terminated Monday night
was climaxed by election of officers. Viz.. ti: F, Barreea, president:
Sidney Larchcn, vice-prez; Leslie C.
Binder, sec-treasurer. Barreea. who
n«ured 'as organizer of the union,
will rilsii be its business agent, pro
U'lii.
Union has leased offices at' 1560
roadway. N. Y.,.and will this week
organize steering committee t<> negoanil

C>4
iM>i

1

and indie
house emchains.
Up
ployees have been sans union reprctiate

circuits
to now film

many managers

now working

are.

70

hours weekly, and on many
an off day only once
n month or -'in 'five orsix weeks. According to Barreea, chains have
siiibied, conditions through blaming
manpower shortage, but both Barreea
and others of the union group claim;
the .marathon, stretch of working
lioiir> had been a regular procedure
even-. before the war...
80-

indie chains get

Members

2.000

lias

MPTME-

.

Sing'.,

and eradicating' 'executive' dodge on
managers, which up to now has abrogated necessity of paying overtime.
Union will also' petition 'for an overall 'lS«i increase in wages for' all
employees within its ranks. under U>e

and

Atitry,

Angeles ahd

He

to

reestablish

vicinity.

diplomatic relations with

the

press

ot

Los

.
.

well liked by publishers and writers on the West Coast, havin
for several, years as public relations liaison for the Southern
California Gas Co.. in addition to picking winners and furnishing football
statistics. for the benefit of sporting editors throughout the country. He
has invited the press to visit the Santa Ana Base and. learn first-hand
what it is all about.
is

worked

:

.

$2,000,000 Action

In

Gene

'

Papers Filed

Against Selznick, 20th

After serving papers on various,
defendants involved, as reported exWednesbe held this clusively in 'Variety' last
last
Chaplin
(21),. Charles.
week, al which committees will be day
flled^uit.in
appointed to promulgate the mem- Thursday (22 formally
Little Steel, formula.
Another meeting wilt

Football candidates.' rare in the universities under Wartime conditions,
are even more so in Hollywood, where directors are lending out unheeded
calls for old grads to line up in gridiron' pictures.
Screen Actors Guild
once had a list of fol'mer pigskin athletes who could form a varsity and
a scrub team on a day's notice, but those days; have gone.
At
The Iron Major' requires- several teams, representing several
Hurry-up calls were
colleges where Major. Frank Cavanaugh coached.
sent to nearby educational institutes for able-bodied guards and tackles,
but Ihe response was not enough. Working how with, the academic athletes arc heavyweight pu ilists and wrestlers, sans Alma Mater.

RKO

1

.

N. Y. supreme court against David
O. Selznick el al. and 20th-Fox seeking recovery of S2,000!OOO for. himself and other United Artists stock-

bership drive.

Hathaway Shoots 23,000
U. S. Carrier

Hollywood, July
shot,

the

in

Hathaway'
lot-

after

is

27.

feet of actual war film
South- Atlantic, Henry

weeks

and

6,000

miles of touring aboard the U. S.
airplane carrier, Yorktown!
'

,

Footage will be used in Torpedo

Squadron 8.'. which Hathaway* will
direct, from a screenplay by Norman
Reilly Raine. slated for an early
Scpicmbcr start.

up

porations,

and

an

judgment

a* Si. 000,000

UA

erties and talent to 20lh-Fox. Among
literary mato/ial involved in sale
to 20th was 'Keys to the Kingdom
'Claudia' and a screen' treatment of
'Jane Eyre.' ..-'Talent, included Joan

Alfred

and

Hitchcock

others.

Hollywood, July

27.

.

In the case of 'Stage Door Canteen' (UA) and 'This Is the Army' <WB>,
profits go, respectively, to the American Theatre Wing and the
Relief Fund, the distributors have decided to give recognition to. the exhibitors.
will prepare a scroll listing the names; or all
n 'This Is Army"
circuits and cxhibs who played the picture, while on .'Canteen* UA is.
getting out a special four-color scroll to be issued to each theatre booking
the picture in appreciation of the job done.,-

whose

Army Emergency

WB

'

General shakeup in the Army photographic services means a break for
numbers of directors, technicians and cameramen who learned their
the Hollywood studios.
Personnel and .equipment formerly assigned to Wright Field. Dayton, under the Army Signal Corp*, will be
switched -to the First Motion Picture Unit of the Army Air Force in Culver
City, once the Hal Roach studios, now being enlarged to. produce an increasing number of training films.
Transfer from Wright Field will
return hundreds of Hollywooders to their families and neighbors.

large

art jh

.

Flank Turtle has closed for the
screen rights to 'Citizen. Tom Paine,'
by Howard Fast, at price reported

:

Chaplin's complaint

alleges that Selznick was advanced
$300,000 by United Artists for production, purposes and that. instead Of
release he
making pictures: for
bought and later sold various prop-;

Fontaine,

'Tom Paine

Diplomacy by Dick Dickson, oii. the 'Buffalo Bill' location near Hardin,
Mont:, has earned him the title of Chief Wait a While. Two tribal chiefs,
Yellowbrow of the Crows and Stands In Timber of the Cheyennes, invited Dickson to honorary chieftainship in their respective tribes, which
would have entailed ceremonials of three hours each. With 500 Crows
and Cheyennes on the payroll, Dickson figured out how much it would
cost Harry Sherman, his associate producer, and 20lh-F6x, the releasing
company, to put on six hours of non-profit initiation, and told the chiefs
he was in favor of it— after the' picture was" completed and the 500 aboriginal exlias. had departed from the payroll.
-

accounting by
Selznick aiid other defendants and
seeks- recovery ol $1,000,000 from
Selznick and his defendant corfor

from 20th-Fox.

back on the 20th-Fox

sey.ei)

.

holders,1
Suit -"asks

From

Feet

With 23.000

Turtle's

-

has been setting

since last December,
li s rcpre-spnted in the charter by IS
swieos employed as managers by

organization

major

'.

.

ranks be imperative rather than tak- short.
ing in outsiders, as currently obtains.
A closed-shop request is expected.
Scale setup obtains for 40-hour week,
with time and a half for overtime Chaplin

and cleaners.

ators, pnrters

Tlie

.

New

in

.

Wage

excepting stagehands, oper-

AL-nation.

Loew's

for

before taking over his union
Tinters are 'Lady In the Dark'
..
and .'Riding 'High.' .'Other* are 'Hostscale to be invoked by union
ages,': 'Lets Face It,' 'The Hour Bewill.be $100 week iy for managers. $50 fore Dawn.' 'The Uninvited.' 'Henry
for assistant* and $30 for doormen, Aldricli's Little Secret,' The Angels
also stipulating that promotions from
'Mardi Gras,' a musical
17 years
post.

major

yvi.lh

Main object of union is to regulate
Avayp and -hour conditions. It was
pointed out at the meetings that
t-i

manager

Warner and Wilk Exams

.

equally divided by around $35,000 plus a percentage.
In Ethel Levey's Sui
and Warners. Union Understood lilni is to be released
and Jacob
Jack L. Warner, y claims a membership of 2,000, and through United Artists.*
Metro is calling all stars and feature players on its contract roster for
lor Warner
fiiurc's.on eventually, getting a total
Jed Harris at one time had an op- Wiik, N. Y. stoiy editor
a celebration of its 20lh birthday,: w'hich dates back to 1923. When the old
of 2U.00O employees.
Requirement tion on 'Paine' for a dramatization. Bros., will be examined orally on Metro outfit merged with Samuel Goldwyn and Loujs B.- Mayer and
necessary for a union to be designat- Herman Shumlin also had the book July 30; "in connection with the $500,- wound' up with Mayer running the works. Celebration calls, for an ened bargaining agent is a 25% mcrii- under consideration as a Broadway 000 damage .action brought by Ethel semble of the 65. stars and featured players on the studio roster, to be
Levey, actress and former wife of newsrecled individually and collectively. Buster Kealon, now working
bership.
Barreea had been district legit presentation.
the late George M. Cohan against in another capacity, is the only rcmainin member ot the 12-star constelcircuits,

RKO

I.oew's;

.

.

The examination will take
place at the office of Harry Weinberger, her attorney.
unMiss Levey charges that
lawfully portrayed her in its picture, 'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' the
portrayal, she alleges constituting an
invasion of right of privacy.

WB.

New
Joan

hurled

ItDVKK
'

WB

'

WEEK

:sd
<

York Theatres

9In FONTAINE
£
Warner'H Hit

Alrxln

SMITH

McMurphey Counsels
Show Business for WPB

"THE CONSTANT NTHPH"
by

Olrri'tMl

Edmund

CARMEN CAVALLARO
S

-

Parry

T R A N D-r-B'way

CO MO

—
ASTOK etmnws

& 47th St.

Air CoBditloaed

*
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with 20thUnderstood the pact
for the screen rights .nixes the author's glamorization; either in the sloi-y
or the sales campaign for the picture. Meanwhile Willkie will be in close
touch with the studio on technical points of the screenplay..

Wendell Willkie bans personal exploitation in
Fox lor the filming .of his book, 'One World.'

his contract

'

Hollywood, July 27.
Columbia assigned Burt Kelly to
produce 'Lebensraum,' the studio's
Irving Berlin's film for Warner Bros.' wa'its on David 6. Selznick and
first
picture
dealing
with post- Iiigrid Bergman's approval
of the story treatment which Julius and Phil
bellum problems.
Epstein did of an idea by Berlin. Latter, however, will not do tlie'flhn
Story, written by Lester' Colo and
Unless he gets this player opposite Humphrey B0gart. Sel7.nick, who. owns
Albert Neuman, is about an after- the femme's contract,
must pass oh the story.
the-war -tribunal; judging those re.

:

KUA ltNHiit

PALACE

Manpower sitiiatHln and wage troubles are causing plenly,of irioaniii.
currently on the newsreel front. Supposedly classed as an essential business in the Qlm industry Umdoubi.e.dlji.bccjUise of belief that newsrecls ar
essential morale builders for the home front), newsreel. editors' are learning from, actual practice that local draft boards are picking, off Ih.eir.
technical men al an alarming rate.

.

Oilert."— Brtwn. Sun'

-S.5474, Ettf. Mil. tin. 1:40. Mali. w/a.
Sat., 2:40, See. at S. Ne Moaaay Perl,
•tall

Picture, dealing wilh' the old Eng
lish tale of Jack the Ripper, will be
directed by Johii Brahm, with, Rob
Filming
ert Bassler as producer.

sponsible' for the current bloodshed.
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Kelly Gets 'Lebensraum'

and NALDI

50c, $1 & $150
Sil. N)i*b Oelr.-.S0». to ll.M Pint Tai
JkHiji mills & Arthur M. Wlrtt prcltnt

CENIEK

of its

film lots arc hunting a substitute for

-

Directed by

HABT BAYE|
stme mm.

'

27.

Lodger' at 20th

-

Man.

LOEW'S

Thuri..

The

production dale to permit
Merle Oberon, its star, to leave for
usband, Sir
England to join her
•
Alexander Korda;
original

.

48 Stars

A
Stat*

'of

Fox has been shoved ahead

MUSIC HALL

"MR.

gumolibanium, a
substance used to simulate misty mornings and low-hanging clouds on
the screen. It comes from China, where the citizens arc too busy with
the extermination of Japs to spend any time on the cultivation of gumolibaniuiri.
Substitutes thus far have caused eye irritations among the
players and are not suitable for practical use.

Fog makers on

COLE f OUTER

HiVr

in 1923.

:

and Hit Orchestra
SPECIAL ATTBA<"HO.\S

HAINES

back

Crops, particularly in the. harvest season, mean more than motion pic r
turcs to the Chamber of Commercc_ at Santa Rosa, Cal., where Universal
recently shot backgrounds for 'Shadow of a Doubt' and 20lh-Fox did likewise for 'Happy Land.' Seeking to use the town for another picture.
'The Sullivans.' the 20th-Fpx emissaries were told that there was nothing.
doing unless the studio guaranteed that there would be no interference
With the work of the harvesters. The studio guaranteed that all and
sundry sightseers would be chased back to the fields.

Huge backlogs ot finished product on practically all the major ..lots is
Washington, July 27.
causing a traffic jam in the flackerics. Publicity departments are holding
Whole field of entertainment and back stills and other art -Irony -dailies and mags during production or
professional sports gets u friend un- pictures.. Idea is that publicity loses its effectiveness when issued too far
der the new setup being installed in ahead of. the picture's releasci Some of the films have been reposing in
the Office of "Civilian Requirements the vaults for more than six months and will need a new jolt of publicity
of WPB. New unit begins function- when they are lurried- loose.
ing in about 10 days, with George W.
McMurphey, now with the Service
Timing, an important function in acting and production., also holds an
Trades. Price Control Branch of important spot in the release of pictures, as Paramount' learned when it
OPA, taking charge.
released 'Chiivt'-ahcad. of 'Plane From Chungking.' Walter MacEwen, proMcMurphey will become, in effect, ducer of 'Chungking.' was accused of using backgrounds from 'China*
'consumers' counsel' for the amusewas prolor economical reasons. Production chart shows that 'Chungkin
ment industry, a trouble shooter
duced first, but 'China' was the first to hit the screen.
with any of the war agencies.

Gualdliif

In Pernon

Connie

lation''

Rough cut of 'America,' produced in Technicolor by King
idor at
wouud up in 21 reels, with footage to be increased by rewrites and

Metro,

SENTENCED ON M-G BAP

added scenes,

to cover rough spots and link discrepancies in the story.
Indications arc that 'America' will be released in 17 reels as a single bilL
Minneapolis, July 27.
Victor Neuman, 22, son of a St.
Danny Kayc's first film for Goldwyn co-stars him with Dinah Shore.
Cloud, Minn., minister, who passed
himself off as a Metro art director Danny Dare staging, the dances, Danny Mandel is film editor, Doii Hartwhile stopping at one of the city's man scripted, Dana Andrews is Second male. lead. Write your own conv
leading hotels, pleaded guilty in dw- fusions when somebody hollers for somebody.
trict court to a charge of forging
Lester Cowan, indie film producer, who has just si tied Rise Stevens for
the Qlm company's name to a check.
He was. sentenced to serve up to a stage musical, also yens to go into music publishing. His wife is Ann
Honell, songsmith.
20 year's/in Slillwalcr prison.
.
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Marcin's Script Co. Fined

New Labor

Vs. Radio Battle Brewing

Could Have Used a Bike

$250 for Contempt of Ct.
adio Plays,. Inc.. was heid in conof. court and fined S25U- last
week by N. Y. stipionio court Justice

Over NAB's Views on CIO s Discs

Aron Steuer
-iis

Washington. July

NAB

row between

2

Premieres

Max

;
•'

commercial

August
j

•Willard D. Ejolf! assistant to the
president of NAB. and acting secre-'
tary. of ihe Association's Code Com-

'

.

:

-

a.

!

V.'.o

ubniok

j

'/l:i.T

day:.

.

ject of Ihe. transcriptions, sent to all
stations.
/|

off

Van

in-

fluence public opinion on (the subv
ject of the actions .of Congress is
not 'broadcasts' irr connection wjth.a
political campaign in behalf of or
against"-' (he candidacy of. a legally

WJZ, According

qualified candidate '..for nomination
or election, .lb. public office; or in.
behalf of or against, a public proposal which is subject to ballot/

this

and
if

its

CBS

on

this fall

that this station

anjong

the.

is

the

New York

WJZ

'

dominant one
group -in most the campaign and one 15-minute period, each to the other two parlies.

2

CBC

in canceling

programs and

played, with .James Pooler. Detroit representative of 'Variety .' presenting
the wartime' contributions of motion pictures:

in

General. Foods has agreed to- permit CBS staliojns in eight markets to
dp a delay broadcast of the Kate Smith daytime news commentaries.
After the account had .expanded the series to the full CBS network. ;;
Was found that eight affiliates could, not -make. the required period available. General Foods had the choice of letting these outlets transcribe the
program for a later broadcast, or. of passing, up these markets until the
program-ori inaling time did become available.

Documented, stoi'y of Wichjta's (Kan.) growth as an aviatioi) .production center is contained in .an eight-page, newspaper-size. piomolioiVal
piece distributed to the. trade by KFH, 61 that town. In- addition tp relating the manifold civic problems that had. to. be met as Wichita's .aircraft industry mushroomed, the piece charts in detail the town's business
growth and tells how the station's public service, activities, were tied in
with the community's war development.
.

NAB

District
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:

Hears Ohio Legislator

Bbst Network Roles
4A's Radio Committee

Cincinnati, July 2't
The Hollyu'ood guest-star; program planned, by Lennen St Mitchell to
After hearing Clarence J. Brown
start Aug. 13 would be sponsored, by Dell Publishing for its Modern
Republican and Ohio's seventh dis
Screen fan mag; and not by Jergens-Woodbury, as recently reported. Acrepresentative
in
Congress,
trict
cording to L. 4 M, the' American Federation of Radio Artists decision
brand the Supreme Court's recent
that its 'Rule 1.V would apply to the show., requiring all talent, to bo :>aid
network decision as 'shocking, and a
regular fees. Was made after the agency sought a "clarification of the point.
strong, blow against freedom of the
press and speech,' close to 50 execs
of Ohio- and Kentucky stations al
lending a special National Associa- Ludens Trying to Beat
tion of Broadcasters' seventh district
meeting Friday (23) in the Nether
Opposish to Local Markets
land Plaza hotel unanimously adopt
Ludens cough drops is looking
cd this resolution:
around fur time availabilities ori
'That this group petition the Con
stations with
the view to
local
grdss of the United States to sympagetting its Tall and winter-campaign
Washington. July .27.
thetically review the present law and
set before its .major competitors, inrevise and enact remedial legislaThe. radio industry is slopping in
ros. and Vicks, becluding
Smith
tion to the end that radio may con
tir themselves in the same direction. 10 fill the gap. created by the cut in
tinue to serve, the American people
As
a rule. such, accounts don't Office of War Information Domestic
lo its fullest possibilities.'
.'

To Null NEIC Entry
The radio committee Of

the

Amer-

ican . Association
of
Advertising
Agencies will meet the latter part
of this week to act on an invitation
from the National Entertainment Industry Council to become a participant in the latter'* war activi-

-

.'-.

8-8:30.
'The Aidrich Family'
8:30-8:55.. '.'The Thin Man9- 9:30. ... .'Philip,. Morris Play-

ties.

.

.

..'.''

;

Radio Taking

-

A. K.. Spencer is chairman of the
Four A's committee.

.

Over for OWI

house'.

Brewster

John Runyoh Moves Up
To Prexy of KRLD, Dallas

Servicemen's Papers

Dallas.. July

27.

Announcement of the promotion of
Give P.As a Break! John W. JSirriyon. vice-president and
District
director
Nathan Lord,
Network and station publicity -de- managing
rector of KRLD. to the manager of WAVE, Louisville, pre
parturients and press agents repre- post, of president of the KRLD. Radio sided at the powwow, arangemenls
sentihg individual radio clients have Corp:, and first v.p. of the' Dallas for which were made by James
D.
discovered, a new and appreciative Times-Herald, vvas made here by Shoiise, general manager of Croslev's
outlet for their' releases, the 250 Tom C. Gooch, president of the WLW
and WSAI. -NAB Prcsidcnl
-servicemen
printednewspapers. newspaper and chairman of the Neville Miller. was in .attendance,.
i

-:

|

'-•

start their buying until mid-August
Radio funds,.' especially the eliminabecause of the rule existing on most
tion of the OWI field offices.
The
big stations against blocking off time
prior, to o0 days before, starting of best job to dale, according to OWI
the spot contract.
spokesmen, has been done by the

'

These are exclusive,' -of- the scores of board of directors of the radio, stamimeographed: sheets, put- out by tion:, At the same time,- Clyde '.W
every camp.
Rcmbcri. sla'jibn and commercial
According to the tub-thumpers. .manager, was promoted to mariagin;

Bendix, Chico's

'

Setting the Pattern

.

useagc
partially
counter- .director of; the station succeeding
balances' the recent curtailment of "Ruhyon
radio news carried by the dailies..Promotions followed the death of
this

'

-—

——

!

-

'

.:

;
I

.

Albert Swinsky
mdiiauer-

Lowe Sidetracked

KRLD.

Travel
di icuKies
caused
last
minute changes in- the Philip Morris
Playhouse broadcast Friday (23 on
'

and general
of the paper and prcz of
.

Jr., v!p.

Series

develop

.

of

Washington! July. 27;'
district
meetings at
station executives
an

plans

for selling to Jheir
congressmen the need for 'an examination' of the Federal Communications Act was urged, here last

NAB

(21) at a session, of trip.'
legislative committee. In other

words,

Chartoc

1

Vice Logan
CBS when the Biow Ascncy discovered that Edmund .'Lowe! skcdded
Chicago, July 27.
to appear opposite Carole Landis .in
Resignation of Charles E.,.'Chuck'
'Too Many Husb.-mds.' couldn't get': L<>"atJ. <y\io ,' tripled' at
as
train reservations from the Coast. lu v d .")'''.ll, .e Special Events departA: tempts were made, to get. a sub- l,1pn '- producer, and ''supervisor" of
lhc educatioiwl' department, to join
stituleHollywood
nanic.
"S'lipw':''
the OWI Radjo Qulposl Division,
finally went ori with Jcrn
.=ter.
lipped Shep. Chartoc. ..publicity head,
to duties vacated by Logan.
Ironized- Yeast's Campaign
Florence Warner continues as cdlionized Yeast: will launch a cam- ucalion'al ;driector. and
Rachel Ann
paign of minute, announcements in .BotlovIV has been added
as assistant
New. England, Aug. 2. The i:chcc.'i>h>. in the .special evenb department.
is 20 blurbs a wee): ror eight weeks.
Latter conies from United Press
Rtithiauff & Ryan is the agency.
: radio department.
:

.

:

.

;

:

WBBM

;

.

'-

;

;

i

!

•

.

:

which radio

Wednesday

•

'

I

-

.

1

index was computed for morning,
afternoon- and evening for each city.

:

Friday nights:

of.

Sylvia Sidney discussed, the work of the American Theatre Wing.
Campbell Casad, business agent of 'Jane Eyre,' outlined thp work .of the
USO in the camps, Russell McLauchlin, drama and music critic of the
Detroit News, discussed the theatre in London and the part niiisic has

the purchase of wire -lines, nevertheless, as a publicly-owned corporation the. CBC regarded it as a.
fulfillment of its duty to give to alt
parties a fair opportunity to present
their"* views to the electorate.
Incidentally, this extension of the
federal ftilc was recommended by
the House radio committee last. year.

The results were broken
down by two-hour periods and an

kind will be
General Foods
plan to switch

liable contributions to. the war effort in the J. L. Hudson slbre'-s series
'Victory Round Table' broadcasts via WWJ, .Detroit, last week.

Dr. James S. Thomson. CBC g.m.,
has announced.
In his statement. Dr.. Thomson
pointed out that while the granting
of this time entailed er Dense to the

.

Trenton. Bridgeport. New Haven and
Wilmington, although the. intent of
the survey was not to pose WJZ; as
a competitor to stations in those
particular towns.
The. 'WJZ Multiple Market Study'
measured the dialing habits of listeners to all. stations in cities of 75,000 population and over within the
half millivolt contour of WJZ. The
G8.000 telephone calls were made
during the last two weeks of May,
Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m.

The move would find the following program sequence in effect on

9:30-10..:. That

'

.

markets as Philadelphia, Allentown,
Scranton,
Wilkes-Barre,
Reading.

breath

'

theme.

,

.

The intensity
of the -'outside cities.
disclosed, gave
of penetration.
t quite, a comparative edge in such

goes through with its
'The. Aidrich Family' from NBC to
Columbia's. Friday 0-8:30 p.m. slot.
CBS. under those- circumstances,
would be .offering four- consecutive
half hours of dramatic dialog with
two of them devoted to' the P'enrod

CBS

in-

its
if

.

1

to 10 p.m.

set

'

•:An. official' for one of the networks is conducting quietly an investigation of the practice among its publicity personnel in a western oltice of
accepting gifts such as suits of clothes from stars on the. network's cominercial programs.; The
icial is interested in finding- out whether the
To the Liberal, Progressive-Con- ticner sity is. promoted by heartfelt appreciation, or a realization that it
servative and .'Cooperative CoiiimonV- is mandatory if the star wants to receive (he right; kind of 'cooperation:'-.
wealth Federation parties, by mutual One comic is reported to have sent his tailor, equipped '.with .swatches
agreement between, the party rep- and nieasuring-tape. calling on the division's chief p.a. after noticing,:
resentatives, CBC- will grant oiic that his (the comic's) interviews had recently fallen oil' and the stall
half-hour per week of free! lime to photographer was also giving him pretty much of a brushoff.
each party and one half -hour, in
addition to the Liberals, to conclude
All phases of show business, were singled out for. a. salute for their. val^

lowed

Out-of-N. Y. Coverage

Hours Solid Talk
record of

'

.

"-

NAB

A new

flndin

lions.

and walloped back, but, if the
stations follow Egolf's recommendation, they can't make any money by
carrying the broadcasts of the Automobile' Workers— so the CIO is. not
going to get very much air time.
And' that calls, for a little tom-tom
beating at union-headquarters.

CBS May Have

announce the

hi arranging 'broadcasting
the three parties inpolicy hillici'to only -folfederal country-wide cIcct

facilities:, for;

volved, a

matter as a controversial
allot lime to both sides, or
it on a public forum broadconsistent with the public

has not yet caught

to

popularity survey.

from the play.

ing Corp.

Own

to

Survey, Is Dominant In

interest.-'

CIO

listeiiol-

.

.

cast,

'

a

:

.

ing

-

now CM-underwrittcn.
The pui:|)ose of the WJZ luncheon was

An Even Break

Therefore broadcasts .of this nature
WJZ.. the Blue- Network's New
should not be classed as political'
under, the Code, nor should they be York key ..outlet, has just completed
the analysis of a survey made of the
presented on paid time.
'Station management should ac- station's out of New York coverage.
cept the. responsibility of consider- The figures, according, to WJZ.. show
issue.

will
have an elbow-bending soiree in the course of the
That'.s the reception it's tending Sunday (1) on the 67th floor
RCA buif ing to; General Motors executives and friends' (which
includes the press) following the broadcast of. the NBC. Symphony,

ah outgrowth

,

-

schedule

is.

,

WJZ-Blue; sustaining.
August 2

.G:00
to

NBC

of the

iii -Pittsburgh.' owned
by Hearst, who publishes the' Sun-Teleera pli iii that city, was put in the strange position of publicizing the
Washington coricsporident for a rival newspaper when Raymond Z. Henle
replaced' Fulton Lewis. Jr., the hews- commentator, for two weeks, beginliirt's Monday
(19). when Lewis went on vacation; Henle is the capital
burcair head "for .Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and also for the' Toledo Blade,
•Vuwlhcr Block paper, and the Lewis program,, of '.course,- comes through
Smoky City on. WCAE via Mutual. It's a f unity spot for the Hearst
Montreal. July 27.
station, but not ah untenable one. since friendly relationships have always
Ontario provincial elections lo :be existed between Sun-Tele and: Ppsl-Gazctlc. as a result of old '-Hearst-'
held August 4 .will marl; a. new de- Binck lie-up. and .the fact that one's an afternoon sheet and the other
parture by the Canadian'- roadcasi-. a liiorning daily.

Voorhis;.

Monday through

p.m.

'American Women' written by
Doris and Frank Hurslcy: produced by Bobby Brown; 5:45p.m. Mbndav through Fri-''
day: WBBM-CBS;. Wrigley Gum;
Meyerhoff agency.

;

then went on:

any movement

court order

Nation.'

lite

week.

:',..

the iale .Byron' Oiigley. who
sued -when' dissatisfied with the pay-

:

NAB

'Manifestly.,

California.

marathon litigation going back'
to World. War I, when Marcin coauthored the play. 'Cheating Cheat-

•

;

He' quoted from the Code's plank
on '.Controversial Public Issues' and

in

.

'

j

roundabout Mickey. Finn to the A'utomobile Workers- Friday, 123) in a sp'ec.ial information bulletin on the. subCommittee.; slipped-

plii'ince

now

.

.

ers," -with
'

!

is-

Doctor"

of a

1

Dr. FrankS: 00-6:' 00 p.m\ Sundays:
lack
Motors;
W.-EAF-NBC;'' General
Kuditt.r agency.
,"•'
August' t
inie Views., the News,'
v

;

rates.

The

Symphony.

NBC.

j

who

appeal*'

Hard

•Musit the
Way.' with
10:15-10:30 a.m.
.rnic Wats"
.3AF-NBC;. sustain-'
Saturdays:
:

certain Congressmen, should be .'-de-fcaled -for reelection.. Series! is bein 5'. offered to stations at regular

:

;

headed
'

.

named'

July ji
|.

is

'Crime

Levy, an office* of the', corporaaiid
Marvin's
lawyer lal.-o
in the order),, has: filed an

tion

j

to produce
ordered by the court

Marvin:

scri'plcr,

j

,:.

:

W.J/..

for failure

The corporal ion

Max

by
.

.

as

'.bonks

J uly 15,

'ahd.'or-

labor over; "the NAB Code
was. well-Sired:
of Ethics-., which
couple ol months back, is apparently
return engagement.. :lssiiea
tor
due
sponsored
series
transcription
is the
by the United' Automobile Workers.
CIO. attacking Congressional action
hostile, to labor, arid -indicating that
gaiiizcd

Out ot consideration for the gastronomic endurance of the press*
New York., called off a luncheon that it had scheduled at the
.Waldorf-Astoria-, hotel yesterday (Tuesday).
The Blue Network's
local key station decided to put oft the event to. a later date when it
learned that. Mutual was tossing a farewell party for. Gracie Fields
the same afternoon arid 'at the same hotel, and that CBS had arraiiaecl to fete the press at the Ambassador hotel in trie evenin
connection with the Electrical Industries'; sponsorship of 'Report
;

tempt

hat

-

:

-

meetings should be held
around the country early enough so
that industry
people can contact
their

legislators before

they return
to wrestle with sev-

Shows

Hollywood. July 27.
Bill Miiriay.of the Morris office
is
returning to; N.ow York Friday
with a platlei-ed audition of William
Bendix. in 'Lire of Riiey.'- Half hpiir
script show packaged by. Gummo
.

.

Marx

for

BBDO.

Chieo Marx

in

a-

Barber. Shop.'

is

(o

be

.

tce:

Inter-State
iuid

-

Commerce Comniil-

the, quite, similar

measure

introduced in the House by Rep.
Pchr, G. Holmes, Massachusetts Republican. Expected to be: introduced
in the fall will be a bill growing out
.

,

of the Cox Committee investi'jaljon
of FCC. but thai is still an iinknown
quantity.

in that area.

fice

A

:

'

field. of-

.

meeting, was held in Philadellast'

week

to

discuss a similar
stations
ihe

which

man

to

perform

unpf-.

the job of- coordination. ;.
Cleveland. Ken Carpenter, volunteer
consultant to the OWI, is trying to
work put the same kind, of set lip.
OWI ..officials welcome this type of:
cooperation
admit thai they,
must' lea4i heavily on the jnduslry
for the. duration.
ficially

Shepherd with

WAYS

WORD.

wings of FCC.
the committee here discussed the
White-Wheeler Bill, which is due for
fall airing before the Sen-

OWI

formerly done by the

program,
in
would hire a

an early

eral bills to clip the

agairi

waxed next phia

ate

.Washington

The SCBA has once
assumed many of Ihe duties

air raid. signals.

scripter. 'Chico's

week.

Charlotte. N> C, July 27.
G. O. Shepherd is the new general
m'ajtagcr- of
radio stali '
here.
Shepherd. rc-Mgned ,as :nianager of

to

Southern
California
roadcasters
Association.
brgahix.pd before the creation of
the OWI lo;channel government; informali.on to the 'stations',.' it laler
functioned- principally to cooVdi.nale.

WAYS

Spartanburg. S. C., to accept,
he post here.. He served for a. -number of years as general -manager of

'

Wild Root On

:

WWNC .Asheville.

WABC

Wild Root Hair Ton ie has begun

—

to

show

a

lively

intieresl

'
.

spot

Providence. R.
Edward ft. broadcasting. lis! flrsj move, in thai
Pearson. ha> been named production direction was
to buy a- package on
director of WPRO, lie was formerly: WABC.
N. Y.
an announcer on the station.
B.B.D. Si O. is the, agency.
.

'

•

.

.
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BLUE DEFIES NBC ON DISCS
ns

actlcs

Lewis Slated to Take Neville Millers

To Defend Chain Broadcasting Rules
Washington, July

mission is repoi-ted considecirig delaying tactics to defehd its new netrules -if gainst'' Congressional,
action in the fall. FCC officials ?re
convinced that the rules will be
to the industry,
highly- beneficial
but feel that it will take some
months of operation to convince the

work

nets and stations.
In the meantime;

amend

to

ills,

the

two

FCC

or three
act and

•minate the' network regulations,
be up for action in Congress
(hiring September and October. The
FCC believes that if action can be
held off long enough, both the stations and the networks will rally to
the support of the Commission and
the new regulations.
Up lo this point, some broadcasting officials slate, stations around the
will

!

country have found very little to
complain of and the FCC has received .-'letters- of support from a
of small outlets.
Another factor, oddly enough, that
,is working in favor of the Commission, is the Cox Committee In.'

;

The .'.Committee's

tactics
friends in. the

have given the FCC
had before. This
-it never
was illustrated in yesterday's (Monby
conference held
press
day)
Chairman James .K- Fly. Fly said
that he had received numerous communications from, small stations expressing the view 'that the FCC has
done more to protect them than anyone else, and that the FCC was the
small broadcaster's best guarantee
of /air treatment in the industry.'
Fly added that in its effort to get
something against the FCC, the Cox
Committee has been 'pressing stations
hard for statements they do not wish
industry

to make.' 'As a result,' said Fly, 'there

been considerable .resentment
and a 'backfire' against these tac-'
He said he had heard from
has

.

tics.'

PROGRAMMING HUDDLE

Show

for

Moves Fi'om F. C. *.' B.
Radio Head of Chi

a.

..

The! executive administrative pro

riglittime

airing,

for

casters,

Become

to

Office

.

,

.

down

Colgate Looking

the prime bulwark of network
broadcasting! namely, the simultaneous feeding of live talent oyer
telephone circuits. NBC's opposition
-

New VrHr. Show

was also activated- by a hint, which,
Hollywood. July 27.
according to reports,, it had received,
Lockheed-Vega's 'Ceiling Unlimfrom Procter & Gamble. The latter ited' goes to. hair-hoiir Aug. 8 over
didn't fancy the idea of having its CBS, with Joe Cotten as m.c: Nan
live soap operas on NBC competing Wynn, singer: Bill Hatch and orThe Ted Bales, agency is looking with perhaps, the cream of high- chestra of 24 pieces. New format of
still
another evening powered nighttime names via tran- music and drama will air from KMX
around.
at 11 a.m., with Thomas Freebairn
show for GolgateiPalniolive-Peet. scription on the Blue.
Smith producing.
Cite* NBC's «£«
The present leaning is lor a mystery
James Hilton, will wind up eight
The Blue's management- has now
show, with CBS' 'Suspense.' reported
weeks, when the new show, hits the
taken the position that by allowing
air.
to be receiving special attention.
recording to be played across
a
not
disclose country last Sunday (25), NBC vitiAgency
would
whether the newcomer would be an ated the cogency of its own arguaddition to C-P-P"s current network ment against the use of delayed discs
string, or serve .as a replacement.
Also that
on a network hookup.
the Blue is fully justified in taking
up where it left off several months
Bernardine Flynn. Who plays Sade
ago,
The idea for the broadcasting on the 'Vic and Sade' for Procter &
nighttime proversions
•

For P.M.

Show

,

BERNADINE FLYNN DUE
FOR NEWSCAST STINT

TOMMY RIGGS SCRAMS
WHEN BURNS RETURNS

OWI

Saving Coin By

of

wax

of

grams, on daytime network, schedoriginated from within the
ules
Lever Bros, organization. Still another factor which has spurred the
Blue to action is the report that
the Mutual Network proposes to go
after that very class of business, and
that Mulual's recent hiring of Allan
deCastro away from the. Blue's sales

was primarily for

staff,

this purpose.

DeCastro's chief assignment at the
Blue was the development of such
business.

Before the Blue can undertake to
schedule the recordings of various

General Foods and Lever shows that
are carried nights on NBC and CBS,
it must work out some arrangement
with the American Federation of

be satisfactorily compensated. The
Blue feels that this knot pan be
untangled.

:

WJWs Debut

every two

O'Neill, for
her to take oh a
on both sides of the disc— one side
radio program in addition
for each week.
Willkie,
In Cleve.,
to, her picture commitments.' Metro
Appointment of final two station
has stepped up her working schedrelations regional chiefs was anule so that she can have a sustained
Got. Bricker to Debate
nounced Friday 23) by Donald D.
layoff.
Cleveland, July 27.
Stauffer, chief, of the OWI Domestic
Radio Bureau. Marvin McAlister, of
Bill-O'i il. head of WJW, CleveKansas City, will cover Missouri, Ne- land's newest station, says he has
Labraska, Kansas and Arkansas.
Offering
invited Wendell. Willkie and Gov.
Martin
vinia Schwartz, deputy chief of the John W. Bricker to 'express their poRadio Bureau- for the Chicago area,
issues, conPatriotic Air Pitch will take on the additional job of sta- sitions on the leading
fronting' the American public' when
Mary. Martin, as m.c. of a half- tion relations for Illinois, Wisconsin, the station makes: its debut on the
hour program, is being offered Iowa and Indiana.
Blue 'netthe.
airwaves and over
to the ad agencies, with Frank Wilwork. Sunday, August 29, from Pubson as the writer.
lic Hall.
for Kellogg's
Blue
'to be
name
added,
plan,'
he
Show would include a guest
It is our
Mutual liberal wjlh time 'on/our station fbr
'Superman'
and. allocate a segment of the time
to honoring the hometown of a war
lie open-' discussion of current issues.
Blue Network is putting on an inboth
of
hero, with this including the presenleaders
tensive pitch tor the 'Superman' .-c- We intend asking
tation of fellow townsmen who knew ries, currently on Mutual.
The parlies to give us their thoughts on
the boy when.
program- 'is sponsored ;% '-KeMngc. major home, front problems.'
and
SenTaR
Senator Robert A.
The account already has three
-t heator Harold. H. Burton, both of Ohio,
quarterrhour series
daily
and Cleveland's Mayor Frank J:
to
Blue schedule.
15-miii- Lausrhe have accepted invitations to
Kellogg will sponsor
Diana Bourbon, for years with
hews program for Gro take part in the inaugural, program.
the radio department, of the Ward ute daily
Pup dog -food, effective Aug..' 9 over
Wheelock agency, has joined the the full Blue hookup. Series will
overseas branch of the Office of War be heard Monday .through Friday at
Sweets Quits
Information and is due for ah as- 11:30 a.m., and will heve Gilbert
William Sweets has resigned from
Martyn.
signment in London
Marlyn as commentator.
production staff.
.She has recently been on the however, won't start till Aug. 16. ><)' the NBC
confine himself io the- diwill
Ife
Coast, producing the Judy Cariova Don Gardiner will handlf the fiVM
show (Colgate) for Sherman & Mar- week's broadcasts. Kenyon & Eck- rtction of 'Gang Busters' as. a freeweekly

Asks

1

.

Mary

On

.

Aims

on

l

'

OWI

.

NBC

.

.

:

,

'

hardt

is

the -agency.-

Gamble, is set for a news commentator spot five afternoons a week on
CBS. However, the account and the
Cbmpton agency hasn't yet signed
the contracts for the assignment.
The comment series will take over
the 1:30-1:45 p.m. niche on CBS, effective Aug. 23. The repeat stanza
of 'Vic and Sade,' how. heard at that
time, will be dropped, but the same
product, Crisco, will be plugged in
the commercial copy.
No writer has yet been selected lo
put the news reports into script form
for Miss Flynn, but a CBS staff man
will probably get the assignment.

Miller,

.

is

lancer.

a

'

'

.

It will be the second lime within
year and a halt that an effort was

made to relieve Miller of the prist.
The other attempt proved abortive
when the protagonists of the move
,

found themselves without ample
support on the board among local
broadcasters.
This lime, the move
against Miller will be quarterbacked
by Don S. Elias, of WWNC, Asheville, N. C.
As happened - on the
previous occasion, Miller is expected
to stage a bitter fight^ against his.rcmoval.
One of the director-supporters of the ouster was quoted as
declaring last week, 'This time we
will not miss.' The present is Millers fifth. year with the NAB.
The move in Chicago will serve
a triple purpose. It will fulfill CBS'
obligation to Lewis of providing him
with a job at the termination of his
Government service, dispose of the
personal feud which has existed for
sometime between Miller and NBC's
;

,

Washington

v^p.-conlact,

Frank M.

(Scoop)' Russell; and provide something of an olive branch in an industry gesture toward James L. Fly,
(Continued on page 33)

:

Carlson Wins Round

Musicians whereby the musicians
employed on these nighttimers will

dickering.
sent out weekly and pressed oh one
The film producer seems to be
side of a record, will now go out
worried that Miss Garland's health
weeks, with impressions

quette.

Washington. July 27.
'
president of the
Association
of
Broadslated to -be' replaced by
William- B. Lewis, former deputy
chief of the Office of War Information, when the NAB board holds' a
special meeting in Chicago, Friday
>30).
If the board endorses a resolution asking for Miller's resignation, full settlement will, be made of
the remaining term of Miller's contract, which expires in June. 1944..
Lewis, who, when joining the Gov-:
ernment agency, got a leave of absence from CBS, where he was v.p.
in charge of broadcasts, will, according :to plans, take office Sept. l.\
Miller's salary is $35,000 a- year. Re-,
ported that Lewis has been offered

Neville
National

,

own on NBC Thursday night has
come to naught. Metro last week
2-Sided Disc Pressings
tabooed the idea! and the account
." Washington. July'27.
is 'now., looking around for another
OWI domestic radio bureau has dename. The spot was to be 3:30-9
veloped a new wrinkle 10 save
p.m.
Young it Rubicam did the
Announcements, formerly
money.

Diana Bourbon

Miller s Resignation

.

Judy

permit

NAB; Chi Huddle

Chicago. July 27.
three-day conference in ,Nc\v York it clear that all orders for such
Stanton, formerly y.p. in
Ca'Tl
covering plans for fall network pro- broadcasts would go through this charge of- radio for the Fpolc. Conc'j
time, regardless of how its sister
gramming.-'
& Beldiiig agency hi N. Y.. has benetwork
felt about the matter.
come radio' head Of Blackel}-SampleThe meeting brought together
The Blue's higher : ups decided to Hummcrt.'
Adolph Op finger. Mutual program
Stanton's major concern will be
manager; Miller McClintock, the revive the disc proposition after
web's president; Van New-kirk, the NBC included in its 'Army Hour' the Procter & Gamble snows han'.;
Don Lee network: C. W. Hunter, Sunday (25) a 25-minute recorded dled by B-S-H s Chi
When the Blue orig-.
of WHK, Cleveland; Linus Travels, documentary.
Yankee Network; Jules Secbach, inally sought to introduce the plan
WOR, N. Y., and Frank Schreiber, of recorded commercial programs,
NBC officials argued that busincas
WGN, Chicago;
$50,000.
of this sort would tend to break

.

won't

Ask

STANTON TO 3-S-H

network commercial shows
on the Blue's' daytime
gram committee of the Mutual Net- schedule. Shunting aside objections
work will conclude its first meeting to the project which NBC interposed
couple
a
months
ago, the Blue made
tomorrow (Wednesday). It's been
•

Air

General Foods' effort to obtain
Judy Garland for a program of her

Called to

(Tuesday) notified various advertis-

stations, that

M-G Nixes

Vesterday

.Adminiilrattve Group Wind- ers and ad agencies .that- 11 was preing Up 3-Day N. Y. Confab
pared lo accept recorded versions of

they had
The Tommy Riggs show (Lever
been sharply reprimanded by. the
Bros.) will fold when Bob Burns reCox Committee when they declined
turns from his current 13Tweek vacato testify against the FCC.
Riggs' present Friday i0-10:30.
tion.
p. m. period on NBC is to go to Bob
Bums, and the new Amos 'n' Andy
format will take over the Tuesday
8:30-8:55 p:m. span that Burns had
occupied on CBS. Both Burns an<l
A !t A are Lever Bros, presentations.
Burns and -Allen, another Lever
turn, will have. the half-hour adjoin :
ing the blackface team's.

some of the

The

MBS'

Number

vestigation.

Place As Prexy of

III

27.

The .Federal Communications Com-

In Irna Phillips Soil
Chicago. July

27.

Latest, development in the long
pending suit of Emmons C. Carlson,
NBC district advertising and promotion, manager, against- Irria Phillip's for an accounting of profits of
the 'Guiding Light' daytime serial,
is the report of John Mulder. Master in Chancery of the Circuit Court
of Cook Counly.
In his report, comprising several
pages, Master Mulder concluded that

the testimony of the plaintiff be accepted over that of the defendant,

N.Y. Musicians

Ask 15% Hike
The New York local (802) of the.
American Federation of Musicians
has asked the New York stations to
increase the scales of their house
musicians by 15%, effective Aug. 1.
is fcasing the demand on
clause in the current contract
which permits a reopening of the
scale provisions in the event- of an
appreciable rise in the cost of living.
The 15% factor is within the limits
of the Little Steel formula.
The current agreement wilh the
N. Y. stations is for three years and
doesn't expire until Jan. 31, 1944.

The union
a

CARROLL NEWTON QUITS
FOR THE ARMY

B.B.D.&0.

Carroll Newton, associate'. '-radioand found that, the 'defendant's testimony was contradictory to facts director of. the B.B.D. & O. agency
as disclosed by the records. He advised that the case be brought .to
court oh the basis of his findings:
Emmons filed suit against Miss
Phillips in August, 1941: claiming
that 'Guiding Light''. 'was.. the result
of their- combined ideas; that there
was a verbal agreement -between
them for a 50-50 partnership, and
that, after the serial was on the air
a short time, she failed to make an
accounting to him of the -profits.

New

York, enters the Army this'
Saturday (31). He has been With the
in

firm 13V4 years.
Newton's wife, who was in social
service work up to five years ago,
may go abroad with the Red Crop's:

Joan Lane Steps Up
Joan Lane, acting trade hews contact at

CBS

since the resignation of

Ralph Glcason several months ago,
has been given the title of irode

Judith Evelyn Will Sub
news editor.
She was assistant to Glcason and
For Madeleine Carroll took
over the dutie.i when he joined
Judith Evelyn, rur'renily featured
he overseas division of the OWI,
in
'Angel Street.' at the Golden. lor, which he is now the Lisbon repr
N: Y., v/ili substitute, for Madeleine reienlalive.
Carroll on the laltcr's novftl-roading
series afternoons o.'i CBS. for w:\en
Store
.She'll
weeks, starting "'onilay 2
powder-- for dental
a
Klecnitc,
read 'The C lactel.'
The actress also guofl'wl Siiiiday crockery, is buying locally produced
(25) on 'Thai Their Mi*ht Live.' dra- programs.
Armand S; Weill,, of Buffalo/is the
matic serifs on WF.AF-NBC lor the
acency.
Red Cross.
I

<

1 .

Paging

.

./

'

:

Teeth

:
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WNEW's Promise Not

to Air Post- 42

AFM

English Disks Settles

1.

.

nrttidc

Groves Vitamins

tional

1942, the dale .Petri! lo

I

inaugurated Iho recording ban. SlaAFM's;
promise- lifted th
lion's
strike .order'-' to. -Merle 'Pitt's studio,
band.-, and. the e«>m'oit returned to
wo: k Friday i2:)i' s alier a uCu-dhy

[

spot

schedule

'

been' attacked fore

will- 1hiuh.1i

campaigiv Sept. »i.
run foi 2ii weeks ami

wi||.

of

consist

.five-minute

three

i

week.
'

'.:

i

—

Coe'

is

:

the a.itoncy.
—'•..

-

194.1

to N. Y.; Fly Refutes

Attacks on Foreign Intelligence Unit
Washington. 'July '27.
ox Committee, attack upon
intelligence and other
war activities of lite Federal Comnuuiicati()ns- Commission be^an lo
peter out here last weeU, and the
.shift ot
committee announced
'.intone L.
hearings to New York.
Carey, general counsel ./or the com-

The

|h,v foreign

.

.

the committee backfired

when FCC

Commissioner Tunis A. M, Craven,
prize witness. (0 date, balked and refused 16 gO along' Avith Garey on
some of the latler's angles.

Garey was out to show that FCC
was a 'one man Commission' ami
that Fly was that one. man. running
the whole show.

mittee, indicated that .about 100. witthe
'Throughout
years.'-,
said:
foreign Ci'aven, .'the .Commission, has let Hie
.from..
ne.-^es-' piliiripally
testify, chairman. 'do', a great many Urines.
stations —-would
l;inuu;ii;o
about FCC liuvesligatious of foreign This was the Custom prior to Mi-.
.

'

in

FCC

500G Beaumont

and

recorded

transcribed

of thou.-aiuls. of

any discs, made; after' Aug.. l.j
1942. including-imc- ol V. S. origin,
substantiated.
repoi-;
the
a
V.N'EW. -however, denies it. slating,

propaganda

.

-AFM

.lame.*
for the

',

For the-

of -shortwave

words

broadcast-

the

by

de-

fust

started.

ir.is

hear-

since, th.e

tin.o

FCC

James

cha'ini'.an

Fly held a -.special, press conference Thursday ahemoon <22l dovoted sp'ecilically to the job of colmle'i -punching ajjain.-; Cox Conuni.llee
I..

also

L,-

FBIS

at

his

'The

conference.
placed, the
posit ion in

.

language news broadcas's.

IjunrtYecls.

fendant.".'

it
ha.I agreed only in. stop using
Donahue
Coe' lias .acquired 1 he
K114 !i.->h recordings wl'.i.clr stal led
lock had ob-j. Beaumont Four-Way Col. j- Tablet aothe trouble.: Jla'rhtv.
lained the. nireign pressings' rvom- a Ciuin and is scouting around, lor new
The
friend in London, who purchased availabilities on local stations.

(lie

l

ent On to say: ''Material assistance
the investigation vya-s. furnished
w hich
by the FBIS of the
v.

air

that

traitorous, broadcasters

er.lin

I

..V

the indictment, of

in

from
and Rome.
The Depart mcnl of ..Justice slalc-announcing the indictments
lien

eight

...

Donahue

j

i

.

aiding

terially

..trail-

week and 'five to 10. oneminute transcribed announcements
scriptioiis a

J

absence.
After the -situation was ironed';
out. there were rin\ini> that W.N'EW
had promised'- tVtrillo it would.jibl.

Com-

munications Commission, which has
and aft' by the
a nawas credited yesterThe C'i'ix committee,
day iMoiuiay by the FBI Tor ma-

Vitamin Campaign
:

Buy move English .'recordings
after An".

Washington, July 27.
Intelroadcas'.
Foreign

'he

would not broadcast

il

Cox Probe Moves

For Aid Vs. Traitors

Strike

ligence Sei'vice of .the Federal.

.

(lia|

Unit Under Attack

By Cox Kudoed by FBI

W.NF.W, N. .Y,. promised' the Amor-*
ican Federation of- Musicians last

week

Wednesday, July 20,

PfoRIETY
FCC

news

gol

in

a

plug

Monday
unit

press
inoniloiS

of 'Mussolini's de-

charges.

Fly flatly denied thai FCC had
hands of various
Gn'vernmeiH* agencies ahead ol any ever had .11 employees' in North
other Federal press service:.. These Africa'; as has been constantly air
Fly said that, at
tliem at a retail- store and 'shipped business- was formerly held by tire •were
miniue-by-minute lei;ed by Clarey.
complete
W. Kastor 'agency'.' Be.iumonl. developments, -.itiv analysis of their peak. FCC had. la persons in 'N'orlh
II.
them here.
Of these live .were regular'
Block claims that following daily ju hich is controlled by the same significance. "'
Africa.
employees of the Cohimi.-.-inii and
newspaper accounts of the situation group that owns Groves Laboratories,
the rcniaininu It) were low salaried
he received many in uii ies from, has been spending around $a()0.(i00 a
W.IK.I tn It aril beau
stations around the country re his] year in spot broadcasting. The starlW.IK.I. Itagcrslmvu. Md.. has named person.-, hired on tlte sc<me for. tern-'
clerical
and other detail
nveihod of obtaining the recordings: ing date on Beaumont placements. the .William Ci. Rambeau' Co.. as its porary
work.,
This AFM prexy Janies C". Petrillo will be' early' October.
na' ional .sal.es rep.
probably saw as a threat lo his side
D.
C, is also the agency on the
ted with MuThe station is
Fly referred, to a ba'feh pT 20 letGroves vitamin bland
licit.of the disc eonlroversv.
ters Which the FCC had souuht in
.

.

t

.

the

Fly's a vent. We've let '.him do certain things and have; given him-.<vi>
He has iinoertain responsibilities.
faken many things and sometimes
we don't hear about them/

and

'

;

lakes character -'and deleriuii

'It

lion on the pail of the othei' Cmiimissioners to insist on things." said
Garey. 'There is a lack of chaiat ler
.integrity. among the ulher L'om-

missioncrs."

•

;

.

Craven

woiv'l subscribe io that."

'I

;

'

.\

;

'

j

l

'

[

j

.

.

&

'

I

I

!

vain to have- introduced into the.'
records of the Cox Committee hoarins;'
on Thursday nmiaiinir (22K
-lelterS'.
from hijh military
naval and. civilian Government officials, commended FCC for its -war
•

.

These

He got me

.-

.

and 'requested more assistance from the Commission. Carey
has devoted' all hearings up to the
present in attacking-, the Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence.- Service of
FCC and its Radio Intelligence Division as useless and a waste of money.
VVhile 'charges again-t the units have
been put in the records of the comactivities

abruptly.
had .suddenly
It
on. him. that he was one ot
the "other' Commissioners, and he
didn't like Carey's inference.
"Suppose I struck out integrity
character." asked Garey.
"^
don't; 'think:' said Hart, 'it's a'
proper line of questioning lo ask Mr.
Craven's personal opinion of the Illness of his colleagues.'
'Wlial does the Commission- dibelligerently.
asked Ga'rey
rect?'
Cox told him to. ..stop the line,
questioning.
cut

in

.

dawned

•

.

'Many
ney,

'on

this stand,

will

attor-

the

witness.', said

a

be put

in

.

.

-

an embarrassing position if he tells
It you're going to relieve
them of embarrassinent. you can
stop this hearing right here."
have. the 'highest opinion- of he
'I
raven finother Commissioners."

-the .truth.

I

ished

off.

At a

when he

said he
mittee without .stint. Congressman disagreed with some ot the. reports,
Kugehe E. Cox. committee chair- gotten out by FBIS for other-Govman, refused admission of the sup-' ernment agencies. Craven insisted
that (he record show this was his
porting letters.
personal opinion and thai others
E. K. Jelt. chief engineer of FCC,
(Continued on page 'M
issued a statement at the press epnferenee. 'challenging' as completely
false a Cox 'Committee allegation
that the FCC work is generally publicized, thereby .violating the primary tenets of war intelligence.
Both Robert D. Leigh.' director ol
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Servlater -point,

'

Barbara sold lots of War Bonds.
She asked no glory or praise for
All slie- wanted was * jimmy
it.
Caghev'* signature in .her autograph Look. And, she got it .
because. Sidney Andorn, 'round-tlie-lown reporter
of WC.AR, goes out of his way to serve Cleveland in
many different and unusual ways.

—

.

I

.

FCC, and his assistanl.
old Graves, were present at the
ference and denied assertions
they had spent about $200.01)0
ice: of.

On die air every day for eight years, Sid has won
a loyal following for his newsy air column. In addihe probably has eniceed more civic shows and

Harconthat

of a
Congressional appropriation in ways
olher than directed by Congress,,
and without approval of the Federal
Budget. Bureau.

tion,

broadcasts than any other individual in radio.

was Sid who created our Annual Easter Egg
in local parks, an affair which has been fun
for thousands of Cleveland youngsters. Another
It

Hunt

'Thai's boloney.' was the emphatic
Dr.. Leigh, a former college professor.

.

remark of

popular feature -is 'h is yearly Fathers' Day broadwhich introduces Cleveland's newest pater
minutes after the stork arrives. lie originated the
Cleveland At War program that, weekly, has documented this city's part in the war effort ... organized and programmed the' Singing Airmen from
near-by air force colleges .. inaugurated singfests

The Thursday morning

M»l.:,

I.W
NfW CAMKI.
10

('I.

I

V'TON

|-KO(iK.\M, Tliun.,
Kil l

it.ui.,

M-(;->l

1*1)1

nr»

.

session of

cast

.

at local induction centers.

As

director

special

events for Cleveland's
Friendly Station, Sid has interviewed hundreds ot
celebrities, been responsible for many "firsts"....
also

serves

of

on ;Mayor Lauschc's public, events

committee.

An

Sid is another 'of the friendly, helpful peopla
with Uleas who work with you when you make use
of the facilities of WCAR.

became a

SHOWMANSHIP PROGRAM

Radio Iist«n6n can tun*

in at

any time to

RADIO NEWSREEL THEATRE and

hear

a compUtt new* broadcast.
For 2 foil hours, from 6:00-7:00 A.M., and
from 11:00 P. M.-l 2:00 MID* a twelveminute summary of the latest news is

continuously repeated.
It is

BASIC STATION

.

.

OOtUMBIA BROA0CASTINO
SYSTEM

O. A. Richordt,

never too late to

listen to

NEWSREEL THEATRE... or
this 'idea*

program of proven

Preii

Dial 1050
•SrONSOIIDO — IN
ITS

-!tl<l

KOK OLD

Y KAK
(.01.1).

RADIO

to sponsor

success.

.

'
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Assist to a Chisel

of

a

Now

England station

last

week found

.

loss.

Ask

Sponsors of 'Report to Nation

Even before
of

Power, but CBS Nixes

Editorial

premiere*

night's

last

'Report to the Nation' as a spon-

-utilities,
sored show, -the electric
through
"made a tentative approach
agency to exercise
t'-e N. W. Ayer
show. The
editorial influence on the
move was emphatically nixed by

news

Paul White, CBS director
special events and the proR nd
gram's supervisor.
stipulated by' the netIt had been
work at the time the show was sold
absothe sponsor would have
of

that

con-,

editorial

lo

as

no say

lutely
lent.

continued from pace 32

thought the

-

the

NAB

prey,

'1941),

abruptly adjourned a

meeting before the

CBS

FCC chairman

could get up lo answer a personal

Mark Kthridge, of WHAS,
Louisville.
Impression gathered at
the time by many broadcasters was

attack by

that Miller had merely- acted on the
cues of the NAB's masterminds,
while others held thai it had been
merely a case of bad manners and
ill-advised tactics on .Miller's part.

Seven Ask tor Meeting
The Chicago ineeting presents an
unusual angle.
As,
a
rule NAB
board meetings are summoned by
the president.
There is, however,
a .provision in the constitution which
states that a -meeting must be called
by
the
NAB. -ser.reury-lrt.as.irer
upon the written request of seven
members of the board. The latter
procedure, though rare, was fol-

Envin-Wasey
line

tussin:

agency has begun
up spot lime for its Perand
Musterole
accounts.

Schedule for Pertussin will include
the five-mmuie transcription, 'Sing-

and 'minute announcements!
Musterole will use
chainbreaks and 'recorded minute
announcements.
Proposed starting date for Musterole is Sept. 20, and Pertussin,

ing

Neighbors,'

.

1.

.

lumbia, S. C: James W.
Jr.,

Woodruff,

WRBL. Columbus, Ga John E.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.;
WLW, Cincinnati;
:

Fetzer,

James D. Shouse,
Edgar
Minn.

L.

Hayek, KATE. Albert Lea,
"

its

charges while under examination by Garey.
While .Russell is
steering clear of the present NAB
board maneuvrc, it is known thai
the airing of the personal feud before the Cox probe served to widen
the

manufacturers as far as the
network's managed and owned. -stations are concerned.
Such types of

programs are now available
class of clientele on CBS'

NAB

group..

board members

still

the source of the
counsel's information.

to

curious as
.committee

denied

.

Guestars

grams.

CBS' original position on the mi>>bad been predicated on the
question of whether listeners should
have foisted upon them. a__ _rey.il.al of
organic ills while subject to cniot.onal reactions to news from the lighting fronts, in which perhaps pcison.t
close lo them may have been involved.

Set (or 9 Mos.
Guest, soloists

phone

for

ihe

jeet

Bell' Tele-

program Monday'" nighi on
are set through next April IT.
the exception of four open

weeks.

Lily

Pons, guests

Monday

night i2) and the list lor ihe ensuing eight weeks, through Sept.. 27.
includes the following artists in
order:
Josef
Hofmann.
Gladys

Moore

Miss

(two

dales), IlcifrU
Kddy
throe uales.i.
.four
dales). Miss
dates)
and
Robert
Casadesus tone date), Wally Magill
directs the show, with Max Wylie

'three

dates),

Swarthout, Grace Moore, .lascha
from Hollywood). Nelson
Eddy (from Hollywood), Alec Tetnpleton,
Miss
Pons
and
Helen

Miss

Traubel

Potts

.three

Traubel.
Thereafter,

supervising

i

i

for the Ayer '.agency
Most of the scripts are now written
by Norman Rosten, with Ben Hymns,
Krnesl Le Prade and Bill Murphy

contributing some.

______

—

—

limes
several
Craven admiite
dining the 'questioning that he had
foreign
little information about the
a matwork of
he is' the Commission's
on technical radio matters
that
time
to
and devotes most of his
type of work.
Garey ran into another buzz sawwhen he charged that FCC had
records to withhold
its
'stripped'

FCC.

intelligence
ter

As

fact,

of

specialist

documents

certain

from

>ih

mmi

3

said

rwicE

'I

AS

Cox

the

Committee. Charles R. De nny Jr..
general counsel for FCC. was on his
the
feet almost instantly to deny
allegation and ask for specific proof.
This Garey did not give.
Wednesday's session was featured
by a statement from Congressman
investigate
Cox that he would
charges he said he was getting almost daMy by letter that FCC was
using its licensing power lo destroy
free radio and free speech.
He said
he had been told that large and
in
small
broadcasters alike live

• • •

.

Our "Showmanship Department"
could build a

said,

show with him

"we

.if... if

We dared.
For an hour and a half every day, Paul
Gibson went on WBBM-to talk. (It took'
foresight to 'venture 90 minutes of talk. ) About
'

mortal fear of the Commission.
Dr. Leigh released to the press on

Wednesday correspondence showing
FCC had moved men into North
Africa at the request of General
Dwight Eisenhower, and also commendation from the Army for work
done in North Africa.

terrific

you dared.

.

anything interesting.

Or

stimulating.

formative. Just good conversation

Or

in-

I

that

The letters started pouring in."A/i/ wife and
I

I

0

p,

argued your fascinating vietcs on teen-age
."Your intriguing biography of

troubles".

.

Eisenhower".

.

would

"I

like

my

class at

Indiana State Teachers' College to read your

on getting jdong with people". ."Did
Barry really?". ."A copy for our Rotary

t(dks

Du

.

.

Club". ."You take the place of night school".
Pretty nearly everybody writes him sooner
.

.

or

later.

Company

housewives.

A

presidents, taxi-drivers,

Missionary-to-Moscow wrote,

"your sparkling intelligence

commands my

admiration and respect."
Advertisers write him, too. They write
ters like this

who

Selling

ON

sold hooks through Cibson's

over 1000 walls in Ihe country."

WADC

'Participating sponsorships
I

AKRON

\

on "Housewives' Protective
League" are now available. But
aside from your selfish interest
in the.

lias

other stations.
f.

program, the story

straight vears.

Hall»y

TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOIU riCHWICK

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

is

one

more example of why YVBBM
been the most boiight-ont
adio station in. Chicago for 18

also selling many
other products on many

Gnrg*

let-

one from the Iluber Hogc agency

show:
"Your Paul Gibson's Housewives Prole.clirc
League paid out at just twice as low avtlic
nearest compel ingstat ion. This despitc the fact
thai we used nearly every station

BEER

<

o

..

Bell's

the schedule includes
appearances by Jose Iturbi <two
'three
dates),
Marian Anderson
dates), James Melton 'three dates).

Miller

lo that

m

Columbia said last week tin,; it
had no explanation to offer fur Ihe
sudden reversal of policy. In any
event,- it was accepting from Viek
niiioi s for the sponsorship' of news
periods on local stations. It was hot
made-clear, whether the same policy
would apply lo network news pin-

L. Garey. committee
charged that Fly had
through Russell to have
Fly
ousted from his post.

counsought

<>

med-

to

icinal

Heifetz

sel,

done an about-face

news commentary programs

In connection with the MillerRussell feud, it will be recalled that
at the July 9 session of the Cox
Committee investigation of the FCC

Eugene

as Sponsors

has

policy against selling newscasts or

the gulf ..between Miller, and Russell,
with the latter along with several

lowed in this instance. The seven NBC
Up Spot Time
who called for the meeting were
For Pertussin, Musterole Elias; Richard CI. Shalto, WIS, Co- with

to

Now Okay

Medicinals

when

work was very imporr

tant.

1

;

Louis convention

St.

Switches Policy on Newscasts;

j

31

chairman of ihe Federal Communications Commission.
Fly s resentment toward Miller dales from the

Lining

Oct.

Cox Probe

—

CBS

Lewis Slated
0
Continued' from page

liimse.Jf

He got a phone
innocent accessory to a bookic-fleecini. racket.
who described himself as the friend of* a promitall from a stranger
The
nent broadcaster Uvho lived a couple hundred miles away).
stranger explained that he was spending his vacation nearby and
on a horse that he would like to exploit.
that he had iust received a tip
Would the station manager be so kind, asked the stranger, to introduce him to a local bookie so that he could place a bet. The station
manager gladiy performed the favor.
Several days later the station manager heard from Ihe bookie. The
stranger, the bookie reported, had skipped, without paying oil the
The station manager put in a hurried long distance
(300 he owed.
broadcaster.' The latter disavowed ever havcall for the 'prominent
fellow whom the station manager, had introing met or heard of the
duced to the bookie.
p S.: The bookie philosophically wrote, off. the swindle to profit and.
t|ii>

Utility

33

"1

An
The manager

RADIO

P^RIETY

.

fUprtMnltJ. by HmIiu Suit*, _.
thr SPOT BromliKsl ing Pi\ Wwn of
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Under Master

Tommy

S?t.

30 Mil's.; Frl„ 8:30

\\.

show, from Gardner Field.
revealed a surprisingly line
Ca'l..'
Army post ''-orchestra, by far the best
service combo to be heard to 'date.
Directed by Sgt. Tommy Jones, the
outfit,

composed

of the usual instru-;

mentation bolstered, by an excellent
including a harp;
played pops and standards in a briN
That it is
relaxed manner.
liaiit.

string

section.

started

by

.first-rate

musicians

was

obvious.

There

weren't

many

credits

dis-

tributed on the show, but one should
be the name of the arranger. Writer
of the band's material is particularly
at arranging for strings. In too
many' of the current civilian and
service bands such sections are handled as-if they didn't exist. Not so

adept

with 'Jones' combo, however.
There' were several singers wijh
band, none of whom
ticularly outstanding'!the

3:15 p.m.

Follow-up

Sustaining

This

was par-

the final chapter, didn't spare the adjectives in describing the international aspects of the program,

W. BALI>WIN.

Orch. Talk
Jones
15 Mins.; Sun..

m.

WKAF-NBC, New York
.

Wednesday, July 28, 1913

HANSON

•WINGS OF MUSIC
Army Air Force Command

W.l/-New Yor
One of the foremost

Comment

Hanson W. Bald-

-l

oh

'I

(

-

:

.

.

•

.

There was

show— the

oiie sour note in -this
scrip!. Wrillc-.'i as a train-

ing-biography of "Cadet Joe,' a bombardie!', it "purported to follow his
was. freIt
path through school.
quently contusing, serving on-l-y--to
interfere wijh (he polished impression being made by. the musical por.

Wood.

tion.

D'ARTEGA
AND

HIS

i

'J.")

13 Mlns.; Frl.; 10:1S p.m.

Sustaining

Irvine Berlin got in some hefty
plugs via 'We the People' Sunday
(25) for 'This Is the Army' filmizaion! which proems tonight (Wednesday) at the Hollywood, N. Y. The
songwriter-producer told how he
came to whip up the stage version
of Ihe 'Army' and then switched to
a description of the woes of the sol-

professional

"The Army Hour' was permitted
win has heretofore been. kept out. of by special dispensation of NBC to
incorporate a 25-minule recording
the remunerative field of .radio by
such activity by his in ils installment of last Sunday
the tabu
paoer. lie N. V. Times. Only. John i25i. with the result that listeners
were treated to one ot the lliiest
Kieraii. former sports columnist' tor
documentaries that has come to
now with the N. Y. Sun
the- sheet
was able to gel on Hie air. He broad- American radio since our entry into dier-actors. He also tossed In some
was the story of the bouquets for -Warners and stated
It
the war.
casts not as a spoils commentator,
embarkation of the that the .company expects to earn
but as an all:arouncl expert on 'In- staging and
formation I 5 l<"'.<se.' And even Ivicran 45th Division for Sicily. The work $10,000,000 from the film for the.
was never billed on- the program as was. charged with a keen, apprecia- Army Emergency Relief Fund. Berbeing on the Times, but simply as a tion of human interest values. The lin wound up his stint by warbling
sports columnist., without the name listener
was permitted lb travel •Oh. How I Hate to Gel Up in the
mentioned. along with' the division as it readied Morning' in his usual 'robust' voice.
paper
be in;:
of
the
thou:;!i now his connection w-ilh Hie
itself for the boarding of the ship,
''Eyes' rtf Hie Air Force,' the First
Sun U cited. In the case ol Bald-, being orally present as the troops
win. he's not only gained the. right went through their' medical- and phy- Fighter Command series on CBS. ofto bra:'id,easi. but is. ide.nl ilied.'as will)
checkups and Inspection ot fered a choking emotional bit Thurs-.
sical
In this /ease, the" tunes
tha ..Times.
cquinmcnt. and as- the task force day night (22). in a guest appeardo indeed change.
moved from camp by train to the ance by Mrs. Jonathon Wainwr.ighl,
As; would naturally be expected pier and up the gangplank of Ihe wife of the General taken prisoner
As cxolained by the by the Japs in the capture of Corwild as cunsei'valive a writer- as. Iransbort.
regidor.
Rcmoting from Syracuse,
'JBaldwiii. he niters no 'startling' tacts episode's narrator, the recording had
For
been locked in Die vaults of the War N. Y.. where she lives, Mrs. Wainor opinions in his radio spiel.
his initi'il installment Sunday afterDfoart.ment, immediately after it had wright was a moment or so gaining
noon
he -first- gave a general sur- been completed. The 4.">th Division, her voice after being introduced,
vey of Hie. -war -news' around the it
was also recalled, was later and even then spoke with obvious
world, then dealt 'more specifically singled nut for a citation by Secre- dilTiculty.
As! -she proceeded she
willi the situations, in the Pacific-, .in. tary of War Henry Stimson for, its gained control of herself 'and. though
Sicily and in Russia. In general, lie exploits in the Sicilian invasion.
plainly on the verge of tears, was
sounded moderately Confident, but.
able to finish strongly, addressing
considering the favorable tone of re-,
.lolin
personal herself directly to her husband, to
Frederick's
T.
cent events, not bullish. His obser- opinion' spot on- his own 'Of Men arid whom she had been told the provations seemed reasonable and. in Books' program was the best por- s'] am .was being shortwaved (though
several -instances, fairly illuminat- tion ot the show Saturdav afternoon there -was apparently no assurance
ing, with one or- two keen inter-.
t'.M
on CBS. Iola Fuller. -author of that he would have been permitted
preUUions. "
'The Shining Trail.' giiesled on the (o listen). Mrs. Wainwrighl told a
of
herself
little.-, news
and the
If he was nerviiu.! he. didn't reveal, stanza (o '.tell about, her novel and
planementioned
her
it
by voice or manner: allliough he offer amnions- about. historical fiction family.
faltered '-slightly, once or twice. His. generally. But that passage suffered spotting activity and spoke of their
manner of speaking is- 'direct and because she was remoling from son. Capt. Jonathon Wainwrighl, Jr..
clearly expressed and his voice is Detroit, so she gave a straightaway of the Army Air Forces.
At the
satisfactory. -And since commentator spiel instead of tossing confab back close,
show
repeated
the
Macpopularity appears to depend more and forth with Frederick, who was Arthur's premise that the U. S. will
on voice and air -personality, and to in Chicago, where the series origin- retuni to Balaan and quoted a
some extent on- how optimistic he is ates. Frederick's solo bit of review- Roosevelt statement on the same
able to make his listeners feel.' rather ing-cditoriali7.ing about books and general subject. The dramatic porthan on, the actual logic or any star- writing neatly blended 'information tion
was fairly interesting, but
tling scoops he may oiler. Baldwin
and judgement, particularly since he wasn't loo pertinent to the planeappears on the basis of a single hear- didn't hesitate to criticize. However, spotting theme of the scries.
ing to have a fair chance to build
he'd be even more listenabie if he
f/obe.
spoke more forthrightly and less
into a name on- the air..
Ralph Foote, advertising manager
profcssorially.
Biscuit Co,, and
of the National
David Brown, his aide, are currently
Kelvin Keech had a rough lime on ri visiting tour of radio stations.
Saturday afternoon (24) reading a It's
a periodic gander.
15-miniite
news report on W.IZBlue.
Apparently
the
network's
.newly-established news room still
needs time to achieve smooth operation, for Keeclvs script
(doubtless
written by someone else
scented
raggedly put together. The effect
was disjointed and incoherent.
analysts.

niilii-'iy

BILL HENRY
Commentary

W ABC-CBS,

New York

- Bil
Henry, chief CBS Washing,
ton correspondent, takes over the
spot hitherto filled by Elmer Davis
I

and does

a

comprehensive, colorful

job of appraising the week's Washington and foreign news. The commentator, who doubles as sports columnist for the Los Angeles Times
injects something of a sporlswriler's
punch into his review of national
and international affairs.
Foreign'
news is not beyond his reach, hav-

CBS correspondent in
Europe, 1939-40. In addition, he has
a free and easy, but torlhrighl delivery,'
reflecting
the
experience
gained on a sport's program he conducted back in 1935 and as a sub
for Hcdda Hopper on her Sunkist
ing served as

show in 1941.
Henry approaches

national'

and

in-

ternational affairs minus- the world
shattering predictions and air of

omnipotence assumed by many

of his

colleagues.

i

)

.

.

.

.

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA

'

11

Noiv On
SO Camp Shows

Personal Management

ERNEST LIEBMAN
1446

Broadway,

New York

"AMERICA'S NO.
Dir.:

SINQIM; DllO"
1
William Morrl. Ageaej

.

.

1

Comedy

Script Writer

Young woman writes outstanding
Comedy material; radio, stage.
Recommended by foremost comics.

Available, for additional asBox 333. Variety. N. Y.

signments.

.

i

•

'Labor for Victory' dealt with radiscrimination. Darticularly. that
against Negroes, in the CIO edition

cial

presented Sunday afternoon (25) on

WEAF-NBC. The participants in a
four-way discussion were James B.
Carey.
CIO national secretarytreasurer
chairman., of the
and
union's. Committee to Abolish Racial
Discrimination; John Brophy, CIO
representative on the President's
Fair Employment Practices Committee; Willard Townsend, president of
the
CIO United Transport, Employees, and George Weaver, director of the CIO Committee to Abolish
Racial Discrimination, the latter two

men being Negroes. Len De Caux.
editor of the CIO News, presided.
The

talk was all obviously' from
script, but 'was certainly not Weakened bv that fact. In general, it oflittle' new or startling, but at
least served as one more item- in the
swelling discussion
and agitation
against the centuries' of accumu-

fered

1

lated evil of racial
such, it had value.

As

intolerance.

business if
Safely,

i*

intelligence that guides

through clouded situations

'War Workers Salute,' a one-shot.
30-minute show sponsored by RCA
via- the Blue last Friday (23) at 8:30
p.m.. was an ambitious offering highlighted by Ben Grauer's brisk, dramatic account of a tanker launching
in Mobile.
It was a global program,
featuring
pickups
from
London.

Chungking and Moscow.
were

Workers

in

these cities
interviewed by Blue
correspondents. Their pep talks to
U. S. factory hands- were simple, direct appeals, but the effectiveness

PAUL

H.

RAYMER CO./ National Sales

I

Representative

mid company

was somewhat marred by faulty reception. This was especially true ot
the Moscow and. Chungking 'airings.
Edwin C. Hill, who emceed all but

WANT A BABY

".

;!
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lay, July 20,

ER TO THE AMERI-

Sunday

fatal

in

Detroit, established

XEV

'ARMY AIR FORCES'

>

an atmosphere of siiltr^j sinisterly- Cast: Lt. William llolden,
Capt.
Jackson quiet suspense and then highlighted
Charlie
Folletta.
Capt.
Wiley
0 Hernandez, Richard the events Hint shocked the nation.
Parsons, Lt. Don Brlggs, Sgt r ?larry
Wisely, there .was no attempt to
Burroughs, Elsie Mae
Bluestoneorr.il.
Vaughn, Larry paint a complete picture of the ac- Writers: Lt. Don Bilggs, Lt. Harold
lllda
Carney, Bob Dryden, tion and its underlying causes. In1
Isaacs
Roolen, Lou Chirk, stead,! major happenings and signifi- Director: I.t. Robert Jennings
ndrews, Walter Vaughn. cant details were blended into a re- 30 Mlns.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
II

.

L. Willkie,

!

Sustaining

,

;

I

r

:

'

With Roscoe L. West, David W.
Bailey, Dr. Lin Moushegg, Mllos
Safraiiek, J. II. Iluizlnga
Writer: Robert B. Macdoujall
Director: John Macdonell
27 Mins.; Thur,, 10:03 p.m.

Director: Larry Berns

Sunday,

7 p.m.. 30

Mlns.

Jerry Lester has been around radio
for .three, years, but. it took a livemiriute episode last Sunday evening
25) to reveal the actual dimensions
of '.his comic as far as the medium is
concerned.. It showed that given the
right script. the right characterization and the right support. Lester can
hc-uric of the funniest men in radio.
Lester was a brightly panoplied performer in that five-minute episode.
What transpired during, the preceding. 25. minutes was of a different

WMCA. New York
To clarify and strengthen relations
between the Allied countries, a new
Nations
discussion series. 'United

1

Compare

1

in

1

:

.

-'

which Lester clicked so brightly- was
not hew to radio listeners. It was a
switch on the courting routine, with
.Rosie the
iveler as the aggressor, in
the parlor, scene. Groii' ho Marx did
it several
weeks ago-i>,i his .Pabsl
program, but as punched out by
Lester,' with the sock support of

Miriam

David W. Bailey, .representing Australia: Dr. Lii) Mousheng, of
Milus Safranck, Czechos'lo-.
and J. H. Huizinga, of the
Netherliincls. wilh Roscoe L. West,
of lie .American A-J.sh. of TearlH-rs
Colleges. ;i.< uerniaiieiit, chairman.

(ilTeied

Hopkins,

it

.

was

,

China;
vakia.
t

.

By
-bit

ail

instead
l

best fitted.

comedy

was
launched
Von WMCA, New

prdgram's that stress
of- 'entertainment,
it
is likely
to have a limited audience. But he initial broadcast; ofvca.sotiably
interesting material
fered
and was presented in distinctly " listenablc form.
To talk on the subject of .'Youth
in' the Past-war World.' the stanza
education

-

of -the:

Like

York'.

complexion.
Lester fumbled, and
Sparred around with a dubious assortment of run-of-the-mill jokes,
and. puns. The IUii;iy of laughs that
ho evoked during the. 'final five
-minnlc's not only made it easy- to
grant him absolution, but it clearly
pointed hi the type of comedy -and
comedy character for which Lester

The theme

Notes.'
(15

Thursday night

.

is

35

compare

-NOTES'

WABC-CBS, New York

vealing pattern. The suspicious facts' Sustaining
about the preponderance' of -Negroes, WOR-Mutual, New York
ainong those arrested, injured- and
From the Flying Training BaSe of
killed', were noted.
Admirable and
shameful incidents were reported. the. Army Air Forces at Majors
New York
The script even touched illuminat- Field. -Greenville. Texas,. comes this
lilies of radio as an art
ingly on some of the basic ills lead- Monday: night show pn Mutual and
jolitical force were elotaken
off the network line for airinstrated by Columbia's ing to the tragedy.' It offered the ing the following Sunday noon on
.unproved assertion that Nazi or
to the American People'
WOR, New York. It's pretty much
imentary broadcast Sat- Klan plotting precipitated the vio- what has come, to be standard form
lence:
cited
the
cost
in
man-hours
of
.24)" air a special siiiglewar work lost, and mentioned the for service programs, with the
le for .'The Man Behind
single variation of attempting to lie
ffcring a ''-.slinging com- resultant Axis, propaganda. It conin the 'manufacture of war planes
roccnt nice riots in Do- eluded with the contrasting example with their
actual -use in combat.
of Houston, Texas, whose mayor
•nce. on the entire, sub-forestalled similar face outbreaks. For that angle; there's, a weekly ren religious prejudice, it
mote from: a plane'-.factory. In' the
hralling entertainment; This part of. lnv show was expertly
case of the edition hoard Sunday
ditorializing and cmo- presented; with Vim Cleavo s musical
t25>. originally broadcast on the
background a. vivid addition.
Willkic's declaration of tlie neces- network the previous Monday night
portion. the drama liza- sity, for
solving the Negro problem, '0 !));.-' it was passable entertainment.
tually a model for all and
of what the solution' must in"andwiehed in between numbers
while Wendell L. clude: was p-ssibly the most lucH.
ins.
by the Major: Field band.: conducted
was
an
in
close
the
at
direct and .persuasive- on the subject by
Harry Blucsloiie: Capt.
Sgl.
American, ever expressed on the air
of
cession
by a le.id-.
roadcast was more .than ing national figure. Although '.hco Charlie Folletta told about Ins pilot
lhc members of the was nothing that any progrcssiyo- training and his experiences in the
South Pacific, and Capt. Wiley Paricists Guild, who corithir.kin'g person would disapprove ;n
sons described some training ..mafilliam S. Pa Icy. CBS
his call for real equality for the
ho enthusiastically cm- Negro in American law, politics, so- neuvers from the Major -Field control
tower, after which the show
idea and arranged the
cial services, education and in everyswitched to Buffalo, where Lt. Don
:ililies, .and William N.
day life, it was a pungent and -in- Briggs interviewed workers in the
ic network's -production
trepid statement for a leading canBell Airacobra plant. Couple of the
rote, produced and dididate for the Presidency to make' in
was also worthy of its a pre-election year. In making it, interviewees, provided vivid spots.
The show closed with, the Army Air
nanitarian subject inatWillkie emerged with even greater
Force pledge. Former film actor Lt.
an effective, thrilling Mature than before.
.Hobe.
narrated.
t medium.
Altogether. 'Open Letter to the \Vi|liam Holden
aggressive courage
ic
People' wos an honor not
American
CBS in risking FCC only -to those associated with it, but
akihg an editorial stand,
and hoodwinked the Italians and
in a larger sense to radio itself.
jdictable wrath of bigGermans lb fly back to a U, S. plane
-Kobe.
and interests, two perbase in North Africa with valuable
Vutions to the occasion
military information. As entertainDue was the clear- facl- 'FOREIGN' ASSIGNMENT
ment it was both passable and comand conclusiveness of Cast: Baillctt Robinson. Maurice monplace. As anything more- than
dramatic
Writs. Vicki Vola,-Elizabeth Heller. entertainment it was negligible.
ipt, and the
Bill
is
direction.. The other
Thornton,
Joseph
Julian,
The show opened with pseudocoliberal-minded,
lleriry
Svlvern
•V
authentic palter and sound-effects to
sscd and foi-thrightly- Writer: Frank 1'lia res
.give the idea of actual correspondent
for justice and '.ecjualily Director: Tom Lyme
experiences.- and closed with the
Each, in its way was SO Mlns.: Sat., 8:30 p.m.
o.
needless disclaimer that the yarn
Sustaining
ticulato. Togcthcr._tliey
was 'wholly fictional;' though based
WOR-Mutual. New York
sivc and memorable,
events and background 'on the
the form indicated in
The adventures and romances of on
front pages of your newspapers.' In
those gallivanting fellows, the for>en -Letter' opened with
between was a hokcy bit of script'To decent, law-abiding eign correspondents, are given a ficing, given some plausibility by comerred,"
Assignand
tional
hoopla
in
.'Foreign
every
race
f
petent direction and performance.
ment.' a new Saturday night series
la'ture' was 'yours sinBartlett Robinson and Maurice
It offered, the Willkie packaged by Henry Souvainc and be-There was ing given a sustainer showcasing on Wells played the Robin Hood repostscript.'
American
[gerated in the introduc- Mutual:. The initial episode offered porters: Vicki Vola was an
fomme 'laboriously written into the
>nt that 'what you arc a. synthetic yarn of almost comicplot: Joseph Julian narrated and
strip tone about how an American
i'' may anger and dis"usl
The scribe and his British confrere, ma-, doubled in a bit part, and Henry
incredible.'
soein
melodramatic
the
nioplicd
Sylvcrn
bomber
after
a
n quickly fulfilled that, rooncd iii Naples
Hobe.
hed the secne of .thai crash, captivated a couple of femrnes theme music on the organ.

William N. Kobson
;i p.m. (One Time)

or:

•united Nations

JERRY. LESTER
With Miriam Hopkins, Diane Courtney, Ray Sinatra, Fred Vital

ha\iug'.thc show scripted .in adthe hesiialions iihd pauses

vance

nMtal
in
.-inch
(li.-cusrdotV*
were
avoided, and at the same time, the
broadcast was so well prepared that
it
wasn't too evident- that the participant's v: re leading the rhalci:i;ii:
-

Tlie

room

; cries. 'originates, in. the
board
of United .Nations Information
>fobc.

Office. N. Y.

much

funnier.
Lester, might find as his
successful metier- the
timid and
quixotic character constantly beset
by situations which challenge and
exploit his goodnatured bewilderment and frustration.

been on eyeful.

On

the receiving

her verbal passage
with Lester counted up. to ho more
than a stage >vait.
Diane
Courtney "contributed a.
torch with her usual feel for the
emotional nuances of the lyric, and

Fred Uttal proved a capable
straight in the earlier, joke sessions.
.

.-

Ray Sinatra was a welcome asset to
There was one guest whose presence the program so long as he confined
meant much less to the listeners his efforts to waving' the orchestra
than it did to the studio audience: through a fetching arrangement of n
-was a Powers model, billed as dance numbcr. When the assignment
Florence Pritehett and addressed calls for bouncing wisecracks off
during the program as 'Ann.' To the Lester, the burden is- too great for
folks in the studio she may have the bandlcading Sinatra.
Odec.

She

:

:

.

:

,

1

-

.

Cervantes was right
Three
oanie

lui ml reil

up

of the

\\i\h

years ago, a

piM.bli-ng.."

he observed,

Less than one year ago,

came -tip with
Was

By

to

man named

an original observation.

Hew

a

a

u
is

Cervantes

'""The proof-

in the eating."'

network named. 'Mutual

rate structure.

One

of

its

aims

encourage the use of full-network 'facilities.-

the end

of 1912. seven advertisers

taken advantage of

this

full

CONNIE
HAINES
CURRENTLY

STRAND, NEW YORK
FOR

5

WEEKS

had already

phase of the new plan.

Today, an even dozen use the

Mutual network.

ABBOTT

and

COSTELLO

PROGRAM
FOR CAMEL CIGARETTES

Cervantes was certain!) right-even though he prob•'

ably had no idea that an evening

week on
bought

all

209 Mutual

for as little as

half-hour, oiiec

stations, could ever

$6,233

STARTING OCTOBER
COAST-TO-COAST

be

net.

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

end

:

of the pi ograrn

,

Many thanks to all my friends who have
made my personal appearance tour successful; also those who helped me in the past.

Management

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

•

U
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yUCHESTRA CHOSSES
irig

Band Theatre Biz Good; Monroe
Builds in

L

(Estimates for This

street car street, -but orch is building again for estimated $19,000, and
likely more.

New York

(Roxy;
5,886; 55-$1.10)— With Conncc BoswclK others on stage, and 'Stormy
Weather' (20th). Combination of inperson show and picture packing 'em

Russ Morean,

L> Basie

$26,000, Frisco

Carmen

Week)

Mitch Ayres, New York (Paramount; 3,664;' 35-$1.10>—With Andrews Sisters in person and 'Dixie'
(Par). Continues stoutly, the fifth
week ended last night (Tuesday)
getting $51,000. Goes a sixth week
for one of longest runs scored here.
Count
Basie,
San
Francisco
(Golden Gate; 2.850; 44-75)— With
'Mr. Lucky' (RKO). Basie orch was
brought in to bolster third week of
'Lucky' and is doing its share in
building b,o. up to. terrific $26,000..

19G,

Cavallaro,

New

York

2.756; 35-51.10)— With
Connie Haines and Perry Como in
person, and 'Constant Nymph' tWB).
Socko from the gun and should hit
$57,000, very fancy for this time of

York (Strand;

in here, fust

Hampton

week -through

last

(Tuesday), having hit 598.000.
Phil Spllalny,.

New York

Clove:
3,700; 35-85)— With 'Tonight We Raid
Calais' (RKO) and Hampton a zOwic
(Palace.

Wavne

$30,500.

Vaughn Monroe. Los Angeles (Orpheum; 2.200: 40-65)— With 'Hi Ya,
Chum' (U). Monroe's terrific open-

tioned

Saunacrs

for

four

'

(Presented herewith, as o weekly tabulation, fs the estimated cover,
charp* business beina done by nam? bands in various New Jforlc hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel oiue

Larger amount designates weekend ana
from Monday to Saturdny.)
Cnvrn Tola)
....
Weeks
l'nst
t'otera
I'lnjeJ IVerk On Unto

room capacity and cover charge.
Compilation

holiday price.

is

based, on period

and band
more weeks

lintel

n«niV

(Capitol;

Ray Healherton, Billmore Roof
.

(400; $1-$1.50>. ........ 0

Lani Mclntire*. ..Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).

..

New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).,
Johnny Long
Will Osborne .^..Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). .. .....
Waldorf (550; $l-$2). ........ . . ..
Leo Reisman
Bobby Sherwood. Lincoln (275; $1-$1.50). .............
op- Benny Goodman. .Astor (750; $1-$1.25).
. .

1,300

9,323

76

.2,075

131,350

1

2,050
*T,800

9,673

3,250

2,975

10.825

6

600

5.300

3

4,775

2o]200

.

at

Charley Foy's Supper Club in San

New

'-Asterisks indicate 'a supporting floor show,

hnne

Fernando Valley.

at Hotel B. O.'s

Bands

night

'Stage Door
4:820: 35-51.10)— With
Canteen' (UA ). Remarkable b.b, consislencv ot this double-barreled show
should" account for big 560.000.

,

the year:

Lionel

(21) was
(22) 24-hour

day pull Wednesday

dimmed by Thursday's

ice

shows; Waldorf heudlines

Yorker and Billmore'

Downey.

M6r.lo.u-/

Chicago
Griff Williams (Empire Room. Palmer House; 750! $3-$3.50 min.V Business continues steady here, Williams accounting lor another 7,300 last

week.
Art Kassel (New Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465; $i.50-$2.50 min.).
Kassel, this room's perennial favorite, pulled around 4,000 on. week;.
Ramon Ramos tMayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 400; $2.50 minX Patronage slightly off, but Ramos, Gali-G'ali and. Ellsworth and" Fail-child,
'

.

drew 2,750.
Sonny Dunham (Panther Room, Sherman

hotel; 950; $1.50-12.50

rritn.>:

Previously established here, Dunham .drawing smartly; chalked up 0,000
last week.
Eddie Oliver (BeacU Walk, and Marine Room. Edgewater Beach hotel;
4.600 combined; $1-$1.50 admission to F?ach ,Walk for .dancing and show;
50c and 75c cover charge plus $1.25 rsin. in Marine Room').
Olivers
newly enlarged orchestra fits this spot perfectly and clicked frqm the
•

.

.

as excellent a

com bination as any-

.

About

start.

one would iv ant to
listen to or dance
chock f ul oi
to
taste and color™

.

11,500.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;
Henry Klnj (Biltinore; 1,000;
with

Holding his 4,100 of
a gain over

900; $1.50):
$t-$l. 50).:

week.

last

Showing
'-.'

4,300.

last

st'anr,-»

.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los .Angeles)
Stan Kenton (Palladium B. Hollywood, fourth week).
Despite one-night slump due to strike, a gratifying 22,500.

moved in

last

.

Louis Prima

night <Tiies.).
(Trianon B, Soulhgale.

first

week).

Off

urprise

Tiil.

Jimmy Dorsey

to a fair start will)

~

about'

6,000-.

-

N, Hollywood, third week),
week.
Alv.lno Rey lAragon B, Ocean Park, second week). Very nifty 8.000.
Charles Agnew -(Casino; Gardens B, Ocean Park, third week). Shariii
in general pickup to 7.000.
Lucky Mlllinder (Casa' Maiiana N, Culver City, second week). Week

Benny Carter (Cotton Club

to a 3.200

WILL

equalling his hefty opener- of 4,500.
.(Oiicopo)'

Lou Breese (Che* Parse; 050; $3-$3. 50 min.).
by Mitzi Green, almost capacity at 5.100.
Chick Foster (Blackhawk: 500; $l-$2.50 min.).
still- brought in around 3,100;

Easing,

but Foster

off,

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
(Records beloiv aTe. p/rabbino most nickels this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Voricfiy.' Naines of
more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of popuFigures and names in pnrenlaritv, whose recordings are being played.
thesis indicate the. number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)

AND

HIS

HOLLYWOOD BAND

You'll

On Win

3.

MARILYN DUKE and JIM HARDY

Can't

(6.)

(

rayer (6) (Robbins)

Be Wrong

(6)

(

(Harms).

\

Paper Doll

In Blue of Evening (2)

(7)

Johnny Zero (5) (Santly)
It's Always You (3) (Famous)........

8.

All or Nothing At All (7) (Leeds)....'.

9.

Get Around (18) (Robbins).

Hit

Dccca
Victor

Song Spinners .......Decca
.Vicliir

Sinatra-Dorsey
\

Sinatra-James

j

Jimmy Dorsey

.

.Columbia
Decca

[

Inkspots
Duke Ellington

Jacques Renard

j

Rudy Vallcc

'

.,

...... .Decca

\

J

.

(15) (Harms)...

As Time Goes By

Dick Haymes
Willie Kelly
.Sinatra-Dorsey

.

;

Don't.

Dccca

.Dccca

Mills Bros.

(Shapiro). .....

7.

10.

Dick Haymes

"' (Frank Sinatra ...•.Columbia
Dccca
Song Spinners

(Marks)..

4.

5.
6.

featuring

It

(

nOw

Never

1.

2.

:

.Victor

Decca

....... ..Victor

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly below

An acknowledgement

to

JAMES

Mr.

H.

McCABE

at the

5— RKO, Boston
S e pt. 2— M c h igari, Detroit

.........Kay Kyser
Fuddy Duddy-Walchmaker
..Harry James
t Heard You Cried Last Night (CLP)

...: Columbia

Pistol

Mamma

Packing

.

(Estimated)

Louis Armstrong (Radio Rendevoo,
Twin Fulls, Idaho, July 18). Arm-

Orleans,

15

for

8

weeks

ing to $2,426

50%

ing out

Andy

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
THOMAS
New Vork

Chicago

•

ROCKWELL,
Hollywood

•

Irk

woilhof
as his
(

sas City, July 26). o

about 3,500

Cincinnati

,

London

Okch

Ina's Orientals
While bands have used Negro -muand singers and vice versa..
with
Iria Ray Hutton comes up
the
a new one when she opens-, a
Astor Roof. N. Y.. Aug. 9. She will
havc.lhe Kim Loo Sisters, Chinese^
vocal trio, with her outfit.
Kim Loo group is a .standard
vaude act.
sicians

'

business, tak-

end.'

I

Municipal And.,. Kan-

Colored hop lured

..dance*; at $1, a

//

You're Important

to

good job

for Kirk.

President

Columbia

but

strong proved hot draw here, play-

Sept.

.Columbia

;Al Dexter

.-.

Armstrong, Kirk, Osborne
All Good on One-Nighters

i

starting

....... .Decca

....... -Dccca

.

Aug.

New

10 in populariliy)

My Arms

Velvet

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK.

Roosevelt Hotel,

first

jck Haymes
(Pacific)
..Harry James
Moon (9) (Witmark)
ick Haymes
Wait Me Mary (Remick) ...................

In

for a most pleasant engagement jusl concluded

Will Osborne (.Ocean Beach Park.
New. London. Conn.. July 25). Fust
date out of Pennsylvania hotel. .N.
Y.; was good (or Osborne in face of
gas rationing; about 1,000 at $1.10.

The Music Business

TUI\E-DEX
h Important

to > ou'.

•

ORCHESTRAS
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WLB

Harry Weinstein Parts
With Benny Goodman

Delving Into

Harry Weinstein is leaving his
road manager spot with Benny
Goodman's orchestra. His notice is

AFM-Disc Battle
If

-last

effective this week.
Weinstein was tormerly with Abe
Washington, July 27.
Lyman, leaving, and joining GoodLabor: Board, which rnan after a dispute.
week took jurisdiction over the

the

War

controversy between the American
Federation of .Musicians and seven
decides
companies.
transcription

Astor's Ban on Doubling

that Petrillo's move is a 'strike' and
not a 'labor dispute,' it will order
musicians to return to work for the

Still

'adjudication" of the case.

WLB

jurisdiction

chairman of (he
WLB. .will issue within a day or
two a formal statement which will

1

board's action

j.

to dale.
j

'

"
J

KYSER'S RECORD $26,430

B

O.

20% withholding lax
Copy or the letter, sent
American

Padway,

making

deductions.
lo

Joseph

Federation

of

Musicians attorney, was received

in

AT CHARITY DATE

refused to release Goodman or permit him to double. He was. 'to -have
had 'a meeting last night with Bob
Wcil.nii.n.

ar's

managing director,

Wvcnecl, a settlement..
There 'have been several plans. advanced as to .how to gel by the conllicl in dates, which
is blamed
on
Music Corp. of America officials'- for
not checking with, the Aslor when
I'h'ey switched Goodman into Tomniy
Dorscy's Paramount spot. One was
lo have a substitute, band fill in for
four days at the Par, Goodman opening on Sunday (B); another was to
put in a sub band for a full week.
Weilman has' ejected both arid liis.
meeting with Christenberry was to
seek permission for Goodman to

but as yet no ruling applythem has been handed down.
Briefly the Treasury's ruling enables all leaders to serve on employers, just berore a date is begun,

actors,
ing to

a specially prepared list of musisalaries,
cian's
transportation ex-

penses,

commissions,

and

sundry

items necessary -to operation. After
totaling
and subtracting the expenses, the operator deducts 203from musicians', salaries, and 20'r.
.

.

<

i

.

.

BERINIE

WAYNE

and REIN RALEIGH

an 'appendectomy performed Monday
(19) at Ml. Sinai. hospital. N. V. She

was removed lo the hospital from
the Strand theatre. N Y. where McIn tyre's band' closed last week i'22).
Mclrrlyro left N. Y. for a series of
dates in Nova Scotia.

Lyman, Far

listened to the Heart of

The

in

in

the middle of a

with Paramounl's theatre
booking .department, over.' a week's

I

j

j

This

opinion of several top-

the

is

notch

leaders

-

able

to

beyond

look

current gripes over the shortage of
capable sidemeh.
They feel that
the wealth of talent being developed
by Uncle Sam will more than repay
present discomfort: once
big
lie
scrap is. history.
Though these few macs'. ros'-' are
just -as disturbed, about the current
i

manpower situation as cimk-mwho can't crystal-gaze, the

'pnraries

postwar-, industry, they point out
that the playing experience How being gathered by youngsters in serv-

at

the

Orphcum

theatre.

ice

bands

will

into civilian life

the date.

hundreds out
able lo compete fur'

-turn

top jobs. It's figured, loo-, (hat -therew ill be plenty room for them, as the
band business is expected to boom,
on an un recedenled scale after the
.'war.

There
cians

in

perienced

are two classes of musiservice bands U) Ihe exman who- enlisted or was
the youngsters who
get in a week or a
a 'rated' professional

i2)

inducted;

.

managed to
month with

Levine explains that he couldn't outfit before joining up. or those
have given a nod to Lyman and who had never played with pro outMCA on the disputed week since fits. It is the opinion of Benny
the theatre had booked 20th-Fox's Goodman, for one, that a 'substantial
'Stormy .Weather" lor that date on portion of- the latter, class will come
Arrangement out of' service as polished musicians,
a
percentage basis.
house precludes stage many of outstanding caliber. Conwilh
the
stant performances for buddies, USO
'..shows -in -.such an event.
Meanwhile Lyman, who had been affairs, and association, with experifiguring on Minneapolis, hasn't the enced men (almost every service
week booked. This is his second band is partly composed of topflight
dispute on a theatre lour which be- pros) will erase the rough edges and
gan in Boston aibout six weeks ago. form excellent post* war., material.
-

America and found what makes

it

"tick'

down

town

in Fall

kids around the juke-box almost any time at

Stopping the car for hot dogs and drinks

In

Lyman and
Minneapolis, which
Music Corp. of- America-' claims"- wasbooked, and which Par asserts was
not. Lyman and MCA say the week
of July 30 was 'okayed' by Par for
the Orph. but thai no contracts were
signed: Harry Levine. Par booking
head .in N. Y.. disclaims 'okaying'

little

summer, Election Day

is

dispuie

Work

church on Main Street

The baseball games

at Orph.

more good post-war musicians than
ihe band industry has ever seen.
j

-

store on the corner, the school-house further

a sleepy

Mixup

Theatre, Minneapolis
Abe Lyman

The

in

in

Over Date

The drug
little

Hosp

members

Kay Kyser drew what's believed
fro mthe remainder.
be the heaviest dance gross the
The letter from Deputy Commisband business has ever experienced
sioner T- Mooney to. Pad way follows
the Auditorium,. Oakland. Cal..
at
in pari:
Saturday 24 V- He played to over
'Sir:
2(1,000 dancers who'. paid $20.4:10 into"
Reference is made to your
fund to construct a swimming
a
letter of July' 8. transmitting
pool at the Naval Hospital there.
the copy of Form B contract
.Another $3,500 -is- expected from $50 double.
under which the American FedWeitman, if unable to get clear-,
pledges, for which, the donors will
eration of Musicians operates,
have their names inscribed on tiles sncc on Goodman from the Aslor,
and a copy of. the schedule
says he will book another 'crew,
going into the pool's construction.
showing a breakdown of the
Cost of (he entire promotion, by which means that Goodman will be
payroll, and
olher
expenses
the city of Oakland, was $2!)8 plus faced wilh a layoff following the
sc;;le salaries for Kyser's musicians.
Aslor.
(Continued on page 38)
tu

in

Helen Ward, vocalist with Hal McIhlyie's orchestra, is recovering from

.

avis,

detail Hie basis of this

before

Service bands in training camps
throughout the country will produce

Ward

Helen

l.

i

mine' the. point.

William H.

N.Y. Par's

orchestra

recognize

expenses

N. Y. Monday. (26)
morning by
of the agency committee,
only a week to go before Goodman which had been working on the
problem,
and
it
was.
immediately
is scheduled to open
d) at the Par
wilh Bob Hope's 'Let's Face If mimeographed and mailed to all
Par
Goodman doesn't close at types of bandleaders and buyers.
The. ruling for the musicians will
the Astor uril-ii Saturday (!) and
Bob Christenberry, Astor mentor, has unquestionably also apply to variety

over the
without determining if the
case
AFM's ban constitutes a strike.' It
appointing
is now in the process of
an investigator, or panel, to detertook

operating

Crossed signals betsveen the Paramount theatre, Benny Goodman and
the Aslor Roof were still not unraveled late yesterday iTues.), with

the power, if it's necessary, io formulate a new contract between the
two parties and put it in force.

Treasury Department Anally came
through last week (Thurs.) with Its
promised letter staling .that band
buyers should

Date for Benny Goodman

and then proceed with
Board has

transcribers

Jamming

Of Musicians for Post-War Needs

EXPENSES OF JOB

all

paper cups

Having so much excitement when the neighbor's dog has pups

—Dick Tracy's downs and ups

Reading the Sunday funnies

Oh How Big The

Little,

Things Are

THE THINGS THAT

MEAN SO MUCH TO ME
the very things it tells
Raleigh have turned out a song that is as warm and as moving as
Cinny Simms, the sweetheart of all Servas simple as the he art- be at of America itself, and
Morris broadcast as
Philip
the
it
on
sang
week
and of ah enormous listening audience, last,

Wayne and
about.
ice-

Men

It's

though. she

felt

that

way about
t

it

too.

BROADCAST MUSIC,
580 FIFTH AVENUE,
JIMMIE CAIRNS

EDDIE JAMS

Inc.

NEW YORK
IKYING TANZ

ELMORE WHITE

.

15 Best Song

ASCAP Loses 30% of Resort licensees
The latest ..survey; of its field po->
dLscl.oi.es lhal it
sition by
has; lost 'approximately 30'r '.of its
summer .resort licensees a.s the. re-

ASCAP

sult of gas and tire, rationing. The'
mens in which. Ihe Society has been
hit hardest in this respect are Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and North
Dakota. The distances .between the
resorts and the populated cilies in
these states tire abnormally' great.
In tin- east' the number of resort

.Train

states.

load-ins

faoilities

to

he core of the resort country offer
advantage. "A case in point are
the Calskihs and Ihe Adirondack.-:.

t

lite

the latter
The loss of licensees
two sections has boon fairly small.
.The.. drop in ASCAP's resort reve;

in

nue has boon more than absorbed
by the increase of fees. from radio,
theatre and big cily cafe licenses.

will release

is

in

that: used to go to road
now garnered by spots lopopulated centers..

Hollywood. July
has

19.

lunesniitiis,

27.

lyric

writers and scorers on its contract
list,
the longest musical roster jri
years, to handle the expanding number of. tuncfilnis on Ihe studio's pro.

duction slate.
In the songwrilihg

bracket

arc

.

royalties from Ihe sale of the rec-

a Cheer
Navy.' all by living Berlin.

How. About

Always You

It's

ords going to. Army pincrgcncy ReBook will 'include eight numlief.
bers. -Left My Heart at Stage Door
Canteen.' •Army's. Made a Man Out
of Me,' 'I'm Getting Tired So 1 CaiiSleep.' ,'American Eagles" 'What the
Well- rosscd- Man- in Harlem Will
Wear.' -Oh How. 1 Hale, to G.cl "Up'

and

Vie most plnycd popnlor tunes on flie neticorlw for
tJiroiioii Sunday, Jxily 19-25, from 5
p.m. (o 1 a.m. is dinided into tteo sections. The first section represents Hie
/irst nppro.rimntcli/ 25' lenders in «Ip7i<il>ctical order, nnd the second sec-'
Tlic co»itioit contnins llic 'nlso rniis.' but' noialcd in arilhineticnl order.
pilntious embrace the NBC. CBS, Blue and' Mutual Networks; as represented by W.E'AF; WABC, WJZ and WOR. N Y., nnd nrc based on data
prorided by. Acctirnie Reporting Serv\ee^Tegnla,r checking source o) die
music ptiblisliinn industry.
As detailed, (lie .first 25 in nlulwibt'licfll- order is. a trade vwvo. to ciirly
a'Wfyicial slimiiliifioii of plugs, tin tile'-'patiola' i.e., bribery or other grutuU
lies. It's thus- figured the. competition will be healthier and cleaner..'

.

.

.

-,,

'

'

'

..:-',
All Or Nothing at All.
#
In On a 'Wmg and a Prayer. ...... .......
........
Don't" Get Around Much -Anymore
:'.':.., ..:
Don't Worry— rSalule For Three'

Famous

,

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

My Arms

symphony orchs

and towns hitherto

neglected by longhair organizations..
This statement was made yesterday
Petrillo,

AfM

AFM

Enec-

prexy; who. said that the
ulivc 'Board" voted- the money

as a

Do

Symph

-

-

Oscar,

.

Right Knid of Love
......
Secretly

.....

.

.

.....

Stress

the

home

front,

ing the

conduct'.

Never Know

You'll

— /'Hello

Continued from pate

morale needed on the
oh production lines, cit
done -by the 'Lunch-

.'Soil the.

n

.

.

tract price,

.included' in

employed on a piece The Autographers Union

basis.

'

'

the advice uf
counsel, have taken the position .that
they are not liable for S. S. taxes in
such instances, since the piece-work
autographer functions, as an independent Contractor with, offices and
employees, of his' own.. Also that

the con-

'

this classification'.ob-

autographers of
tain

.

employment from many pub-

and are no more a part of a
publisher's personnel than an indelishers'

employ-

ees specifically for traveling or
other expenses iiicurred in the
business of the employer arc
not subject to' collections on the
income tax at the source. Any
reasonable sccregation of such
expenses Is acceptable.
'In view of your statements
that the amounts representing
expenses are indicated on the
checks issued to the employees
operating under the Form B contract, and lhal a schedule is pi csented to the employer before
the engagement starts showing
the -payroll and expenses separately, -withholding of the income tax at the source on wages
is
not required on payments
made to the employee specifically as reimbursed for expenses incurred.'

TAX CLAIM

S^.

-

and aLsp pays them

to

.Chappcll

ment of back taxes.
The publishers, pn

the expenses- which they have
incurred, etc: and that payment
made by check with the
is
amount, representing, expenses
.'indicated thereon.
'The Bureau rules that the
amounts paid in advance, or re-

imbursemcnls made

,

several months ago obtained frpm a
tax official in -.Washington a fa vnrable ruling on this issue and tax
agents, al. the instigation of the
union, have been demanding the pay-

is

of
ployer, is
penses, incurred by -the musicians and in making payment to
the musicians for their services
he allows them their wages in
accordance With union rules,

which are

'

...BVC

.

a'uiographet's

Work

who

.Reniick

VBMI

Several music publishers have expressed themselves as disturbed by
pressure from the Internal Revenue.
Department in connection .-with the
payriient oX social security taxCs on

salaries..

inusic.

."May fair.
.

PLAGUING MUSIC PUBS

the emcharged with the ex-

ihe

.

pendent

who draws

-'artist-

a

.lead,

.

yet

accepted

the

offer.

sheet on order.

;

'

NEW CROONER ENTRY
Mutual

Now

(Lopez)

GivJne Sonny Skylar
A Radio Buildup

in

'."

.

Instrument

.

Mf rs.' Huddle

Music War_ Council of America,
which is coniposed of music instrument manufacturers, will hold a
meeting and luncheon at the Hotel
New Yorker Aug. 11 to- discuss war
lime- problems and postwar opportunities for merchandising, manufacturing and education.
The speakers will include DwighlF. ,McCormack, v. p. of ShermanClay; William C. Martarlh, of the
War Production Board, and Mis*
Vanelt Lawler, of the Music K;lucators National Conference.

Feist acquired "Uiiitcd Nations On
the March trom Am-Rus Music Co.
week. Tune, which, has a mel;

George

manager

Ualin, asst.
i-ofcssional
of. Miller' Music, was hos-

pitalized last week in New York by
an attack of spinal meningitis, Murray Wi/.ell has joined the same. firm
as contact man.

D

livsl

ody written, by Dmitri Shostakovich
and lyrics by Harold Home, is in
-

Metro's

forthcomin

Cheer.'.

'THOUSANDS CHEER"

I

T C H

WICHITA

IN
LEW BROWN

.

Neuteti Mutical

DU G
t4HC.

...

NEW

s

"You state that the purchaser

JelTerson Beach. Detroit, ntleinpt
ing to buy up a contract Shop Fields
holds for a two-week date at the
Fields has
spot, boginiliiic July 30.
been offered $5,000 to tear up the
agreement and forget the whole
thing (his salary is about $8,000 for

M-G-M^s

by

.Witmarl;

.

.

.

paid as

BALLROOM OFFERS 5G
FOR SHEP FIELDS' PACT

,

Lyric

37

income tax at the .source on
wages based upon the amount

-

to
plans'
were
Harhmerstein s
speak on the work of the committee
and at the same time eniphosi/.e the
importance, of writing effective war
songs at this time.

—

Own

.

.

.

.v

Beautiful.

which is submitted to thf employer before the employment
starts, and requesting a ruling
to the effect that the employer
should deduct and withhold the,'

\vork,

BULLFROGS AND MARINES

lAe lop SoHf

.

,

Frisco'

20% Tax

Ease

E-DEX

—

,

.

,

.

You Rhyme With Everything

addisymphonic syn-

Stonier,

.Harms
.Famous

.

Sonny Skylar, vocalist with Vin
cent Lopez, has left that band to dc
tion, will conduct
vote all his time to competition in
The Yiusic Business theses from three- of his own film the singer-race being conducted by
.scores— 'The Informer,' 'Gone With the various networks. Skylar began
a sustaining program on Mutual last
the Wind' and 'Now Voyager.'
!\
Sinatra sang with the Washington week "(6:15-6:30 Mori.-Fri.) arid *the
h Imporlnnl lo You! National Symphony Orchestra in the net intends giving him a stron
buildup.
capital Sunday (25).
Skylar and the Norton Sisters
trio formerly with several name or
chestras, are Mutual's initial entries
Introductory Broadcast
against the vocal personalities being
boosted by CBS and the Red and
Blue Chains. Skylar has been with
Lopex for close to four years. -He'
(iurnulioii ConU'iilcd Hour
NIJC- August 2
also a songwriter.
Jerry Burton replaces Skylar with
A*Hoeinteil Music Fuhiishers, Inc., New York
Lopez.
to

.

...

Sunday, Monday or Always— rDixic" ...........
Thank" Your Lucky Stars— /"Thank Lucky' Stars'.
........
Things That Mean So Much to ,Mc.

time Follies.'

the two weeks)
Fields has not

..

.

.

.Paramount
..Marks
Crawford
.Broadway
.

.'.
.

.Shapiro

!

—

Hammerstcin

:

—

Coast

...

.

2d pointed out the important role of
songwriters in the post-war world
According to Mr.
as .now.
as;, well
liammerslein. Jsongwrilers have a
necessary social function in society
at- all times, and a liberal education
at this time oh their part, wilt help
insure a better post-war '.world.'
Consequently, mass meeting at the
Edison was slaled to present speakers and musical material to show
songwriters the road they can follow in insuring a permanent peace.
Jack Joy, of the War Dept.. was
skedded to talk on music geared, to
the war cttorl, but not only oh the
Rather, he was to
fighting front.

.

.

.

;

.Pacific

.

.

-

when chairman

.Peer

/.Berlin

Evening
It. Can't Be Wrong— :-Now Voyager".
It's Always You— v'Uoad to Zanzibar'. ....
':.''.
t'Htlppy .Go Lucky'.
Lost—
Eel's Get
Paper Doll .:...'
People Will Say We're In Love— •"Oklahoma'.
Island'...
"Coney
Aroiitid
Me—
1
Put Your Arms
.

CLP

.

.

.

.

;

.Famous

.

.

.

.

.Shapiro

.

..Feist

.

.

.

;.'.......

In
In the Blue of

ican Theatre Wing on Monday (25),
sponsors of the Edison conclave,

Federation of Musicians

by James C.

Paramount

..

,

...''.'.'.

.

:

(Titos.),

.Robbins
...Robbins
:.

.-.

has appropriated $500,000 to be used
for a series of 570 concerts to be

.

TL

.

.'

On War Songs

Paul.. Hugh result of confab held by President
and Ralph Blane. Johnny Roosevelt with Pelrillo al the White
Mercer and Harry Warren, Jimmy House Dec. 29, 1942.
Roosevelt expressed his concern
McHugh and Al Dubin. Sammy Fain
and Harold Arlcn. Scoring com- to Pc.tri.Uo oyer the way leading
posers arc Herbert Stothart, Louis orchs neglected the hinterlands. It
Gruchbcrg. Johnny Green. George was important, said Roosevelt, that
towns
these
of
inhabitants
Bassman, Lcnnie Hayton, Nathaniel the
music,
get the finest in
Sliilkret, George Stoll, David. Snell should
especially during war times.
and Bronislau Kaper.
Pelrillo stated' he intends to get
in touch with ATM locals this week,
and locals will in turn contact the
World Music Buys
orchs. The concerts should be ready
within 10 days. There will be no
Harry Tenney Catalogs admission
charge and musicians' will
World Music Co. last- week bought be paid scale.
the Harry Tenney. Inc., and Isham
Jones Music Corp. catalogs from
Cuffo
Sinatra to
include
Catalogs, which
Tenney.
Date with N.Y.
standards, such as 'You've Got Me
Frank Sinatra Will do. his third
Crying Again.' "There Is No Greater
Love." 'Blue Prelude.' were trans- concert in as many weeks, this time
World is the with tlie N. Y. Philharmonic-Symferred immediately.
ASCAP lirm operated by Jim Pcppc.
Aug. 3 al Lcwisohn
manager of Sammy Kaye's orchestra. phony Orchestra
Tenney went to work for Pacific Stadium. N. Y. Singer is donating
Music after selling: out.
his services, as are others -scheduled
World also acquired the American lo appear, to help decrease the orrighl.s last
week to •We'll Meet chestra's seasonal deficit. He .will do.
Again.' published in England and three
songs— "Summertime. 'Njghl
accomU.; S. by Dash-Connelly. Inc.
iutd Day' and "Song Is You'
panied by the orchestra under Max
Steiner. who is coming from the

to

.

.

.'

Martin

You're Important

.

.

.

AFWl SPENDING 500G

cities

.

oi' a Penny
'or tunc
.-,'.'...
Heavenly Music
You Please— i'Dixic'
.... ...!'....,.
I Heard You. Cried Last Night
I'm Thinking Tonight of My Blue Kyos. ..:.'..'.
Never Mention' Your Name
1

If

:

small

.'/.-Leeds

'.

.

Com in'

'Theme of; the songwriters' mass
-Times were recorded by the all- meeting skcd.ded for last, night
soldier chorus, just as they are done (Tuesday) al the Hotel Edison. ~N. Y„
in the show.
\yas made clear at a meeting of the
Music War Committee of the Amer L

given. by lop U. S.

PUBLISHER

TITI.fc

.

'.'.

Giant Conclave

the

for

week beginning Monday, and

.

Don Raye and Gene de

If

.

Follottiiifl list of

(lie

.

.of recordings of tunes from
•This -Is the Army' this week, or next,,
all

.BVC

.

al-

its

bum

American

BIG M-G MUSICAL SKED
Metro

.

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

2-4)

.

.

ON CUFFO CONCERTS
19 TUNESMITHS CLEF

..-'.

.'.

The trade
houses

Know.

.

for Early Release

Deceit Records

.

operators who have failed to take
out ASCAP liceii-.es this season is
not as marked as the north central,

(U'cel: Endiiip July

You'll Never.

DeccaV 'Army' Album

Due

Sellers

Robbins
Comin' In on a Wing
Blue of the Evening. .. ..Shaprio
...... ..Stanly
Johnny Zero.
.Harms
.'.....,.
Goes
As Time
.-.Pacific.
In Mv Arms
.Hemiik
Wail for "Me. Mary
.Mayfair
Always.
Sun... Mon. or
Put Your Arms, Honey..: ,B'way
Don't Get Ai'ound. ..... .Robbins
..... .\ Leeds
All or Nothing
...CrawfordPeople Will Say
Star-Spangled Banner. ... Aliller
.Witinavk
Right Kind or Love.

Up

to Auto Curbs; East Holds

Due

..

Wednesday, July 20. 1913

MUSIC

38

cated

.

.

and

RALPH FREED

NEW YORK

Music by

HARRY

BURTON LANE

LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.,

LON

MOON EY,

Prof;

Mgr.

'Thousands

£/nanA'yysoub iuctcy da a

* *

*

iti

WARNER BROS. PICTURES,

iemlu /
Inc.

SCINTILLATING NEW ALL STAR MUSICAL

^WrW/y MARK

HELLINOER

*

*

MR 1«

THAI
HOW

STARS

YOU ARE

I'M IIIIH

V FOR

A FALL

THE DREAMER

THEY'RE EITHER TOO YOUNG OR TOO OLD
GOOD NEIGHBOR

GOOD
*

ICE COLD KATIE • LOVE ISN'T BORN

*

*

Sfyiici.

fy. ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

*

FRANK LOESSER

time the score of a single picture warrants
publication and exploitation by three of the largest and
most important publishing firms in the music business.

For the

*
,

ttf/'d

1HMK

Harms, inc.

first

in iAe

UaM

.

*

•

ifk in tAe Accbe

.

*
YOUR LUCKY STARS' WILL MAKE MUSICAL HISTORY!
m. witmark & sons
remick music corporation

Wednesday. Julv 28,

VAUDEVILLE

40

N. Y„ Sets

State,

AGVA

Protection Vs. Films' Raids

'Harvest Moon' Unit

19.13

Talent Shortage in Niteries Grows

Annual 'Harvest Moon' stage show

On Chorines Asked by Rose

in

has been booked into Loew s Stale,
N. Y.. tor two weeks beginning Sept.

Pact

9.

Nitery operators

in-

N. V.,

who

in

the past have lost a number of showgirls and chorines to films prior lo
expiration

of

their

contracts,

arc

watching .with interest a move initialed bv Billy Hose through the
American Guild of Variety Artists
and the. international board of the
Associated Actors ti Artistes of
America.
pact with
a
Before signaturin
AGVA providing for minimums for
principals, showgirls and chorus, a
six-day week and union recognition
his Diamond Horseshoe. N. Y.
at
niterv,

Four

Rose

is'

insisting

that

Daily News' annual dance contest.

ommy

original George Abbott
of 'Best Foot Forward' and is featured in the Metro film version, currently at the AstOr, N. Y.. has been
booked into the State for a p.a. the

unions, offer him a 'guarantee of prolection which will prevent his showgirls from d ecking out of his Horseshoe shows, as in the past, to accept

and other commitments.
Rose feels it isn't enough that
AGVA puts on its national unfair list
the gals who take a runout powder
on the nitery ops, despite their runof-ihe-show contracts. He says that
unless similar protection is provided
by ail the unions connected with the
•

film

thus preventing them from
accepting the other offers, the situation won't be. remedied.
It's pointed out by Rose that cos•tuming the showgals, for one thing.
s,

Nitery operators, not only

Jerry Lee Wins Award
I'Yom Arbiters on Pay
Salary claim for $311 was settled
last week in favor of Jerry Lee. of
the Tuttle and Lee vaude team, after
American Arbitration Assn.
the

in

N' ett .

York but throughout the country, are
freed with a shortage of talent which
in the past few weeks has reached
its most critical stage.
The N. y.
bislro ops in particular arc running

around in circles trying to cope with
an unprecedented situation, with a
number of them either in person or
week beginning Aug. 19. Arthur stepped in.
via emissary making cross-country
Tracy,' the 'Street Singer,' opens at
claim
against
Miss Lee pressed the
treks into even small communities ''in
the State Aug. 2fi.
Chester Doherty, unit producer for. hopes that some cafe or night spot
Acthe Kemp time in the south.
will yield a potential 'find.'
tion stems from the breakup of the
But unless these 'linos' are 4F
team when the girl's partner, .George there's not even the guaranty they'll
You See It,
Tuttle, was inducted by the army.
be around' for long, hs past experiDoherty: under an 'act of war' clause, ence has shown, Situation is particYou Don't At
was privileged to cancel Miss Lee ularly acute in the case of oiivies,

AGVA

execs see justification for
the squawks, particularly in a case
his showgals $75 a
pact pro(the pending
vides for the same minimum' under
lin-'.V classification! and will press
for action before the international
board of the Four A's.

where Rose pays

AGVA

Now

the

affiliated
its
through
Actors Guild and olher

Dix. 'who appeared in the

production

gals exit.

week

Acute; Notable Dearth in Comics

Ed Sullivan will again m.c. Unit
comprise finalists in the N. Y.

will

Now

A's,

Screen

Four A

represents u heavy investiture:, that,
invariably, the costumes must be
discarded since there's little likelihood that they'll fit the successors
when, and it. the latter are obtainable, and also cites the' general disruption of the nitery shows when' the

'Roller Follies' to
Fall

Tour

in

Orson Welles opens a lent show
Aug. 3, featuring acts of magic, with

out of the show, but instead continued the act. subbing a new partner as a replacement tor Tuttle. The
unit folded before expiration of the
contract, with the resultant claim
against the producer.

800 of the 1,200 seats set aside for
the free use of service men in uniform. The other 4011 .seats are rated
at $11 and S5 for opening night and
SS and $2.50 thereafter, all profits
to be turned over lo the Assistance

AGVA DRAFTS CAMP AID
ON SOLLY CHILDS NIX

Open

Orson Welles Tenter

September

Minneapolis. July

Hollywood, July

27.

from Hollywood following
completion of a 20lh-Fox picture in
which the 'Roller Follies.' owned by
him and a group of other Minnenpolilans. was utilized, Ray B. .Perkins announced that" another! tour of
the show' will start in' Cleveland -'itr
September.
Fourteen weeks of auditoriums
and roller rinks have been booked

Back

already, he said.
Negotiations now
are in progress to obtain a name
band or .star for the tour.

27.

League.

American Guild

Welles, Rita Hayworlii and Joseph
Gotten are slated a.s regulars in the
uilh guest
sleight-of-hand show,
stars from the filing, -stage and radio,
all

working

gratis.

of Variety Artists
the aid of morale officers at army camps in the south
in barring the Solly Childs production units from playing the military
posts
until
he's
removed from
AGVA's national unfair list.
According lo Malt Shclvcy. national
administrator,, morale
officers at Camp
arkeley. Texas,
have already declared the camp
grounds 'out of bounds' as. far as
the units are concerned.
Childs.
who books the units into, army

has enlisted

AGVA

INK SPOTS
viERICAS

OUTSTANDING

QU.

camps

as an independent producer,
accused, by AGVA of unethical
tactics by
contracting girls from
Chicago, Si. Louis, Cincinnati and
elsewhere for six or eight-week periods and leaving them stranded in
the south after canceling them out
of the shows after one or two weeks.
AGVA says unless lie' posts a bond
lo guarantee the girls' salaries for
is

the length of their, contracts,
stay on the unfair list.

he'll

although the dearth reflects iiso'.f on
nearly as great a scale with dancers,
singers and the aero novcliy acls.
It's not only a case of the names in
nitery business missing frc:n Ihe
rosier, but even the low-cos;
landaid acts arc ai as grcal a premium.
>

Several contributing' factors enter
which, say the nitery
men. will undoubtedly continue for

.into .the picture

the 'duration. First, of course, is the
draft problem, wilh any number of
standard nitery teams broken 'up by
a partner going info uniform. Likewise. USO-Camp Shows has drained
the list of otherwise available talent,
with such nitery material as Joe E.
Lewis, Al Bernie. Willie Shore,
Sammy Walsh, the Ritz. Bros., Zero
Mostel. Biliie DeWoll, Stan Moss, the
Wesson Bros., and hundreds of others
'either in. Ihe turned forces or circuiting the ramps shows in this
country or- offshore for USO.
1

Quick Chcck-Oul
Acller
Larry
where
Situation'
cheeked oul of the Palmer Mouse.
hi;
Chicago; three weeks ago in
middle of his engagement lo go oilshore lo entertain Yank troops can
I

multiplied a hundredfold, the
point
oul.
managements
nitery
While they doir their hats 'lo such
performers' who are willing lo sacrifice lop coin for the' patriotic slims,
the facl remains it leaves the boniFactor, too,
faces in a quandary.
boll'o biz. which
is the year-round

be

'

N. Y.

Roxy Caught Short

On Russ Morgan Date
Roxy thealre. N. Y.. has. been
caught short with no option on Russ
Morgans band by the strong b.o.
reaction to 'Stormy Weather' <20lhFox'i. and Connee Boswell and Morgan's orchestra on stage.
As a result, it cannot hold Morgan's band
more than two weeks, though a third
week is now scheduled for the film.
Of the acts now onstage with
'Weather.' only Miss Boswell is optioned, but it's probable that the
others will be held, too.
Morgan
is contracted to open at the Earlc
theatre. Philadelphia. Aug. (i.
Jerry Colonna, Veloz and Yolanda
and Ilona Masscy were scheduled for
Aug. 4 opening at the Roxy. but
they will be put back a week. With
Morgan out. the house will revamp
the stage show for the third
of 'Weather.'

s

fur the-lirsl time has 'resulted iii
most of the niteries remaining open
through the summer.
Because of the current shortage.
salaries have skyrocketed to new
highs, with ads lhat were previously
good for $12") to $200 a week easily
doubling lhat sum today.

NOW

KVTKKTAIXI.Mi

(iliiiiovs in

i-:n<;i..\m>

WILLIE SHORE
l>n»uaul Muiuirrnirnt

AL BOKDE

week

Tflwicus

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
STARRING AT NEW YORK'S

COPACABANA
BEGINNING THURS. JULY 29th
Personal Management

GALE,

Inc.

48 W.

48th Si.,N.Y.C.

cinimi fxicur/vf offices
IOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;)60 W. 46(h

St.,

N.Y.C.

•
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VIVIAN MARSHALL
"Vivian Marshall

is

a

WILSON

.MARIE

show stopper
drunken

villi licr impci sonatinn of
soprano allaeknij: Caio

DAISY and KENNIE REN I'll O

".Sharing

the master of ceremonies
jub with Murray is Marie Wilson,
v. ho has developed one of
the most
assured Dumb 'Dora slvlos in show

:i

Nome'."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER.

.business."—

IV.

K.

li

".

.

.

and

Daisy,

who

the wonder 'movie dojj,
got- one of the -bifijiest

of all
when this reporter
Cauuht the revue the other night. "
./rmes h r«, his (.'ion—

hands

HOLLYWOOD

rer— L.A.' HER-

ALD-EXPRESS.

CITIZEN-NEWS.

Congratulations

HOFFMAN
EDWARD REBNER
BILL

TIP. TAP and TOE
"Three dancers. Tip. Tap and Toe
another new act> be ins one of
the bif-Kest hits in the show.'— W. E.
O/irer— L.A. HERALD-EXPRESS.

Hoffman and Edward Rebner,
the duo-pianists, bring down the
house with both their classical and
Virginia'
modern arranucmants.
"Bill

me

Wright— L.A. DAILY NEWS.

KEN MURRAY
We
Mulhall takes a prom.ihoni pail
the sketches., and is piven an tn-

".Tack
in

thusiastic ovation."
A. TIMES.

— L.

— Ecliriu

are proml to be a part

*

..of

'BLACKOUTS

JACK MULIIALL

FRED SANBORN
red Sanborn reaps
arned salvos. He is

Of 1942 -43'

S<-li«iil*'rt

now

ne

oys.

history-making second year of capacity business
in its

In

Appreciation
Congratulations from

The

of justly

a

lot

a

real

comic—

time vauuevillian
can tickle the

of

his

xylophone."— Gfdce

— L.A. TIMES.

*

CALIF.

Smeerest

bii<

And how he

.

Kinysley

EL CAPITA N THEATRE

HOLLYWOOD,

the

of

jibs

the

at

'

and

Sixlei-ii

PARK AND CLIFFORD
"Park

and

Clill'ord

tie

Ihints

With their smooth aerobatics.—

HOLLYWOOD

Vf>

HOL-

*

LYWOOD REPORTER.

CANTEEN KIDS

MA 11)11! AND KAY
"Maidic an.l Itiiy— one
Murray's neu' novelty

•Oiw

of the be.-l o|
./nines
acts."

— HOLLYWOOD

CITIZEN-

NEWS.
l

mlrr Dirrclion

CHICK FALkNKK

the eld*:ki.ovelies
"The Hollywood Elderlovtlics on
leave from their rixyuen tents can
still hoof and sini; with the best
of

them."

Vir

in in

U'rii/lil,

ALPHONSE BERGE

L.A.

"Added recently

DAILY NEW.".

(Irapiiii;
£.'<! >i-(i.(

.
'

.

and

^rien
;.y

IViiolll

if

vou

sin'jf

'hen'

— L.A.

Jir. \

eii't

heai

<i

.1

"A'ioihei-

inirr.y

Ken Murray's lavorite
vim should."-- V"'fJ'"-"

DAILY NEWS.

MARILYN KAY

JOYCE ELAINE

JIMMY O'BRIEN
•

whn

I

'

EXPRESS.

is Joyce
number/'

w nid -novelty

k'Ki he* ciiiitnrlion.
A.
-j;,«.ii(/- .Slttr.

Kli.ii'.»

HERALD-

and

DICKIE Hl'MPHREYS

Sf-n.-alional hits .were

dancers.

Marilvn

Huiripl.rf ys."

TIMES.

Kay

— EdiC'H

scored by the
and Dickie

S'-hiiUeri, L.A.

ai

t

liv

modelAlphonse Hei ke. "—
i-

a

SrliuHcrl, L.A.

i:Ih(-i

TIMES.

•
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Night Club Reviews

'Reasonable Expenses Angle Snags

Y

who. present a combined act which
N.
is mystifying-, but still plenty laughROC'C'O
producing, Frnkson. patev, litis been,
(HOTEL EDISON)
.-.
Piunology
Howard, Mtirln/i Sisters seen here on innumerable occasions.
H'i/lir14 Mlns.
c:t i. 'Oift'r Chase. Clawson- Triplets.- but this is the first showing of the
Club Zanzibar, N.
Hin Lotue, ofTspring. The kid scenis 16 have,
Florence
.Toy.
A'nel
from acts awaitQuestion of. what- constitutes 'rea-. pour in last Syt-ck
Maurice Rocco's ••'rockin* rhythm Lo'bln'ii'on & 'Gfl'rcifl; Rosita Royce, inherited his dad's adroitness and
clarification.. These loiters had
has been around in the nileries. Hi Aleiccdiin, Lester Horio7V Dancers showmanship.
sonable expenses' remains a stum- ingThe way the pair
previously boon, turned over to the first made his impact last winter a
make canaries, radio sets, cards, etc.
bling block in the. move initiated by
itii. FMciie South and Irvine Ortdn
oll'icc of Internal Revenue. The
be Ruban Bleu. N. V.,' but here at bunch; $2.50 niirf $3.50 minimums:
disappear is still tops in oiiicitainthe American Guild of Variety Art- (N..Y.-.
latter aided in .initiating the Wash- the new Club Zanzibar, better light.-sancParticularly
'ribrticklihs is
mcnl.
governmental
obtain
to
ists
''
ington action when' the pileup of ed, and' presented, iie shapes up as a
Arthur Lesser is going it. alone at their knack of snaring silver doltion permitting vaude and .nitery
He's an engaging,
missives. 'threatened-., to become vir- socko highlight.
the lars from the -customers' cars, noses,
perrformcrs. to deduct all expenses
rangy colored boy who will go places the Folios, with the nucleus of
etc.
.seller revue retained
i
Chuord
C
before the 20 r ; tually a full-time operation.
commissions, etc
With his
his zingy work on theT peripaThe Ccrney Twins, pair of elite
Oh behalf of a number of its actor lelic piano which amplifies" his .augmented by good comedy yia Willie
tax- Is withheld:
is sending but a
Howard and Chaz Chase. . The -i-origiid talented, youngsters, show imrhythm,,,
wi-nwn.-.
nic versions
,>i
of 'Do Right.'
«i,~nt,
Authorization tor levying oft the clients, one agency
~n
ioveiiient over their previous aprevue format- is .streamlined.
'',al
form -letter .-'to' spots- where the- acts •Beguine.' 'Five bv Five and
eat
riet income' instead of the gi'OiS wjs
staling that they should Me, Daddy.'
The latter gives his if ischer_is out, as are. the. Shuborts. pearance here last year. Their stint
expected last week when Morion S arc booked,
Ralph Bcrger of the Latin Quarter, neludcs the whole ganuit of .ballBoogie-woogie fullest scope.
AGVA's associate na- not. be subject to the.'withholding
Rosenthal,
oom tcrpolo.'j.v tiom the graceful
Rocco has showmanship, poise and Chicago, is a new- addition to Lcslax and should be classified as inoil
tional counsel, conferred in Washwaltz to a swift routine in the more
However, unction, and prQbablv can. handle" sei's syndicate. Idea is -to pay
rohtr-aciois.;investment and tor the modern tempo.
jnglbn with internal.. Revenue. De- dependent
lines well, but he"cbncentrates on Hi-.- Fischer's
hot being honored.
and. it's presumed Fischer
show:
partment officials, btit the latter re-', tlie request is
pianology in the main,
Bill Bailey, sepia tap 'export is a
Rocco's style is a stand-up manner also retains an equity in the Fohes welcome addition to any bill. The
fused to give an official okay until
Bei-gerc title with which- he has lerper whose style is reminiscent ot
of addressing the, instrument; inter
was properly determined what
it.
spersing it with taps and breaks. He been so long identified.
the master himself— Bill Robinson—
percentages^ of a performers income Anderson Settles $1,000
Now. as originally observed, the
left 'em
hungry
after 14 minutes
(Continued on page. 4S)
expense.
bona
fid$
as
listed
be
can
which is plenty long, basically, Hotel Edison's new room (it's in the
The internal Revenue aides conPay Claim on Coast Unit here,
for what is technically only another old bull room), has a good chance to
ceded that, under the current. statute,
piano specialty.
KOl over, especially in this age of a
Abel.
After nearly two years o£ litiga
of
exsegregation
reasonable
'any
public and a hunger
fi ce-sponding
litler Also Takes
lion, seiileme.nl. of a claim for near
penses from the wages paid will bo
for I'cnuiie divertissemtnt, escapoloMURTAH SISTf ltij (I!)
ly SLPO0 still due lo performers apComedy
acceptable' but frankly admitted i(
gy and (he like.
pealing in John Murray Anderson's
For Shortage of Booze
With Howard and Chase' on the
was at a loss to determine: 'what is •Silver Screen' production unit on 12 Mlns.
Falles Berf ere, N.
mai(|uee. plus the general high caliHowever, it was intireasonable.'
Taking its cite from the OPA's rethe Cuasl'in 1941 has been arranged
The Murtah Sisters are femme bre or cuisihe and management, cent appeal to radio and vaude
mated thai an official ruling might through the American Guild of VaRitz Bros., and the middle one espe- Lesser ought to come put of. the
two
next
within'
the
forthcomingto 'lay off' gags that tend
be
cially is a madcap comedienne. Thov woods by September, and it will get comedians
riety Artists.
weeks after the AGVA counsel sub(he blame for rationing and
Anderson had previously paid out make for. good nitery comedy, and. better as the weather Cools. Chase to put
mits, in writing, a list of percentage
olher wartime discpmforlures on
250 in back salaries but several with grooming and some extra maK- is from 'Star and Garter"; Howard's
minimums...deemed' permissable for SI. the acts pressed for full payment ial, will, come up in a distinguished is a limited engagement.
governmental agencies instead of.
of
manner in another season or two.
deduction, with the final okay comLatter does his John J. Anthony Hitler, .the liquor industry has inof the claims: Litigation was drawn
They looK well and affect 'sophisti- scene, as. ih r 'Priorities' two seasons itiated a similar stance!
ing' from Guy T. Heldering, the Inout when AndersbiVs attorneys re- cated' attire, but segue from their ago. and gets a lot out of the French
ternal Revenue Commissioner.
for
distributed
Placards bcin
lused.to pay the full coin demanded, operatic 'Curse of an Aching Hear:
Prof, and the Marriage License-EnMull Deductions
and other nocclaiming, they were paying only for into lowdpwn jam and hokum. Their listment Bureau mixup.
This ob- posting in niteries'
turnal spots throughout the. coun'debutante' opening routine sets them viously makes for much double
It's the opinion of Rosenthal, based
services' actually performed.
on a recently-completed- study, that
Because Anderson posted at. least a well, but they go into the zany antics entendre and some of.it is not for try sound a similar appeal, pointing
the 10%. commission to agents shoi'lrl week's notice prior to closing, ques- in short order and produce a pleas- Elsie Dinsniore's pink ears, but for out 'If you don'.t get what you want,
ing comedy score all told.
Abel.
the saloonatics- it's palatable fare don't blame us .or -your.;.- Govern?ba deductible,' with an additional 5 "i tion arose whether all contracts termment; blame Hitler.'
It's the comic's second recent, nitery
booker is involved, one-way inated as of closing date, with AGVA HELEN
if a
engagement, having just closed at
transportation, room and board when subsequently sifting for months all Monologiat
the Copacabaiia.
whether VllU*-e Vanguard, N. Y.
playing out-of-town, material and contracts
determine
to
Chaz Chase's cigaret-consuming
wardrobe to the extent of 15% of some of them specifically provided
Helen Howe, a product of the. specially,
his
with
interspersed
Chautauqua circuit, is making her deadpan hock-dancing and kindred
the contract price paid by the per- against this.debut in the nightclubs with this en- panto, is likewise standout. .'The
former 'and a percentage still to be
gagement at the. Village Vanguard in Murtah Sisters (New Acts) click on
determined representing wear, tear
New York's Greenwich Village. Pos- their own.
Saranac Lake
on wardrobe and for new material,
sessing the material and knack for
The titular 'Folies Bergere' song
AGVA
songs and arrangements.
selling, she appears right for the 'inBv Hanov Beriway
remains a lilting air. and the inter
holds that such 'bona fide expenses
Joseph (IATSE) McCarthy shot in timate supper clubs as a novelty national flavor is developed, leading
represent about 50% of the average and will rest here for the balance of class booking.
Noel
into the Victory Ball finale.
Miss Howe's manner of presentavaude and nitery performer's salary.. the summer.
Toy
and Florenge Hin Lowe, with
Lillian Mansfield, former Ziegfejd tion bespeaks her long experience
In no -case, however, says AGVA,
specialty,
ozoning. before club women .and in high her amazing contortive
will the deductions be better than charmer, back for additional
little loo much Orienta'
(end
just
a
Stern
K.
school auditorium dates. Hers is the
Manv thanks to Dr. W.
75% of the contract price.
the now streamlined show
John Clancy. X-ray technician, kind of polite entertainment that's flavor, to
trappings are
-Meanwhile, letters continued to and
time out to aid the less superlative in its subtleties and ex-, although the Celestial

FOLIES BERGERE,
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20% Tax on Net Income
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for taking
fortunatcs of the theatre cblbny.

Eddie (& Hurst) Vogt flashing
good reports and giving his spare
time between rest periods to cheering up the bed patients up here and

Manoarnipnt

Ksrloftlve

MARTY BOHN
A Laugh

a Second

HILARIOUS

WRITE
wirk
PHONE
Walnut 4*77
Walnut S4B1

M.C.

'

downtown.
Nate Mulroy. former straight man
for this writer in vaude, beat pneumonia, and now. special cop at Chicago Daily News.
_

JOLLY
JOYCE

„

Enrle Thrutrc HUU.
nth and Marknt St..
.

Write to those who are

Phlla.

some

plosive, to
notations.
,

Howe

Miss

extent, in

AMERICA'S

*

BROWN

FUNNIEST

with

more

atmosphere,

the

tel.

in keeping
Otherwis

.

Ted Smith. + 'Tommy "Miw" Rxft -k Jnnt Murcli * Minrlty 'flianry'
.lohnny
i, yVlM<«n and Diane * Mix Brown Ulrrliy Itrliulmile* * S*"l >;lnl» +
Coek + Two band*—Vrank rii lirl— Tay Vuy* Trio * Aiiiiimmenl Hooklnc
Agency Eicfuil«-ely <MHl4nr<l Hu'tlfltiic.- CIiIi-hvu.

—
WABASH AND MONROE, CHICAGO
OnlrHl

111

the

Comedy

•«

Mp

CMSM
singer

the
registering .with, his violin
and Irvine Orton play:

show

is

.

now be

a

Pliiladelphin, July 13.
Fralison ft -Son, Cerney Twins, B>
Loreii
jmie
Matthews.
Bni.lpv.
Fltodu. Neil Fontaine, Eddie DeLncn
Orch. (6). Ginmoiir Girls (10); Ho
cover or win.

Broadway deluxcr

without change of format. It's
the result of the war and the newtype of audiences the latter has given
It's' not only the freeto theatres.
spending, but the obvious intent of
the customers to have fun and be
entertained in contrast to the 'I
dare you to make me laugh' altitude
that prevailed pre-Munich.

click,

Jack Lynch has sliced his show
nut for the torrid season but still
conies up with a variety bill which
has all the essence needed of good
Highlighting

making

Englishman

an

tle

He

are

Frakson

gets four customers to come but
and do the facial exAmos 'ri Andy radio

and ROSE POISON

Personal,

inction

RAY LYTE

Son

ft

WATCH FOR THE

and hokey, wilh litbasis on talent, yet he gets howls:
is. corny

of the audience
pressioiis of the

THANKS TO
HIKE

'entertainment.

his first appearance in N; Y.. though
he's played plentifully elsewhere in
the U. S.,'is,a perfect case in point.

His act

•

BOOKED FOR
2 WEEKS
HELD OYER FOR
13 WEEKS

Abel

well:

Jack Lynch's, Philly

12 Mlns.

Buckley,

JUNE
J y

new

band, per

specialties,

—

14

Eddie South

usual

Knliii.

,

it

COLOSIMOS
CHICAGO

s

she's a click.

can

NOW HEADLINING

''

Strand, N. Y.
Times do change, and what was
the family time act a few years ago

SHOW

.Pliene

V

DICK BUCKLEY

DERBY
—

The Claws.on Triplets, cute look
serve as personable number
leaders. Lablanca and Garcia make
with the castanets: Rosita Royce is a
flash with her flying pigeons: Mer
Spanish beaut, who
cedila: is
like
a howitzer and is
projects
worthy of even more spotlighting on
strength of her chassis and s.a.' personality. The Lester Horton Dancer:
have now been cut lo a. mixed sex.ei's.

The informality of the Vanguard
would suggest to Miss Howe that she
dispense 'with .the' dinner gown and

HI..

sartorial highlight.

a

con-

center.

resort to something

RINELLA'S

its

based her turn, when

caught, on morale as, practiced during wartime by women. There was
morale as practiced by the swank
set, by the. c)Ub: women and. lastly,
by the women of Back Bay Boston
at a local servicemen's recreation

j

NEW YORK OPENING OF

|

program characters, while Buckley
sits behind them and does the actual
talking. And it's all unrehearsed and
spontaneous, the volunteers do sonie
self-embarrassing things.
At show
caught, Buckley got two youngsters
and a soldier and sailor to play the
.

,»l

ST

Ill

<

'OMI'I.'KTJKH

.

WKrKS AT TUB

HOLLYWOOD TROPICS

with the servicemen gelling
most of the laughs.
For a topper. Buckley works a
hat-snatching bit with one of the
volunteers, this time -'the soldier, and

parts,

Opening August '2nd

SLAPSY MAXIE'S
San Francisco,

Calif.

JIMMY RAY
The

Whispering" Soil Shoe
Dancing Star

Personal Management

AL BORDE

this also scored much
it seems this type of

The gag

FIRST NtiW

YORK

CAVE.

ENGAGEMENT

is

stronger than
bit is worth.
an old juggling act rou-

tine.
.

.

.

Ohe.thing in Buckley's favor is his
pace once he gets over the stage,
wait of picking the volunteer.-.
fast

JERRY BERGEN
Opening
Irect'.

RIOBAMBA

al the
July 29lli

From Smash West Coa-U Tour
.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY'

Svho:

Lowe-Hite-Stanley Get
Wash. Renewal, Raise
Washington. July 21.
Harry Aiiger of Earle theatre
picked up option on Lowe, Hile and
Stanley to play two weeks at the
13lh street hpuse within the next
six months.
Team played current
engagement al S7S0 but will gel
$1,000 for return visi •.

'EGGS'

R0YER

AT THE PIANO
CURRENTLY

SECOND WEEK

HELSINGS

SHOW LOUNGE
CHICAGO

.

NEW YORK

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

HELD OVER

INDEFINITELY-

'

:

.

'

'

'

.

:

'

.' .
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Art Tub'ertlnl
Ernest Franz Orb

Ore
Hotel Shfmton

Ji'^fplr ifaivln

Room)
Armendo

(Sa(ir«
?t«farl &

'.

Mai

Yatea

Johnson Oro

\< Injc

Hot*l

.

MorltB

St.

Carmen

Dot ores' Pul

WEEK OF JULY
In connection with bills

Numerals

show, whether

full

Vf\ \y

:lion

Enovli
b'unnv

Jeans

AMorln
StarlUht Roflf

Jack Allyn
Ned Harvey Ore
Rainbow Ino
Hobby Lance
Tonl Arden
Franelno Fountalno

T.po .n».'jsmah

Moi -f fiji

Downey

Mls'.-lia

-

Ftt»rr <Jvo

HurrlcHDA
Dn.k«>

lJliingLun

r>tirla

Cabaret

Earl

ArC«

ItHilio

Loew

Bodda Ore

\ivv

S'wy vfiKK
Cuiiltol

Me

1 1

Stanley

it

Capitol CiU)
IVill H'okIhs

'

Happy

I'clion

Wa>

Shirley
Ciiruiii

:

-ft

YORK env

A

Dlanchflrd

K<iy-

P(,>uelus

;Nl«.'o

(.'ovnro!

>liilvewV

Man let

Sis.'

Mil.lioll Ayre.s -.Ho.
TiHi Jli rliiM l
.:-

Sax

llalon

Hi.ca

.

Cnrr Hi""

.

OMAHA

.

^UeinaMo

l>knny HtRtflns
.Si
Uoas

;

Andre .Bodo

C

Mey'er :Davls Ore
Dell

"

>fanit**iv»
Profit 3

;

show,

pahlment and daiisapa.liou
.workmanlike style.'
House
almost

New Tax Worry

iicibin-:

usual

in-

''
when

1

•'

-

Continued from page

3

thatvarourid 40%; possibly more, .of

Slml.

caught!.-

income! will be siphoned off
through direct and "-indirect, taxation.
Indicative of the effect of higher
liixaiion
is
belief
entertained in
flnanciiil circles that dividend paymcn i s tor 1943 W iil fall below those

Cocoanut Grove, N. Y.
(PARK CENTRAL HOTEL)
_

„.

.

.

•
,

iriili.

.

Lbrniiic;'

'.'$2.

16).

:

Insofar as picture house attendance
llgures are^concerned it is noted that
,

holiddyi.'.

Harold Sandler Ore
Raiban Bleu
Kay Pentnn
..Walton ft O'Rourke

1942.

llir

1.4).

s:-,v,s4;5u

jniiiiiiiinii,

Saturdays and

Stylists

'

Liuz:

.

iiiiiTiljers.

arc' a bit .On the
EddiVI)eLuei-.'s -,.i;.
cai'e of

^
_(Ciib::Cri|iiii:«!i.^
ilrf;
Frances, Brocl:, tali Jirt'ix
Charlie & Dotlie, Cnialiem

Howell
Hollander
Saler ft Sherr
i-'onnle

banlfln

Hilly

•

side.

gregation takes

this

Adams A

Orch

IT;iwk;nfl

Doiothy
f'lar*jn>A

lied to America before the Nazis
invaded Paris, js' fresh, clean and
costumed.
AMcti is, adequate on backgroundand for customer dansa-,

ing the acts
pation,

Ciirlsl

Aristocrats

Victor Quartet
•Harold Green-

;

.Inlmny.
de, Mim-ji (•»'
El AKimrc-o
Cliaunc'ey Gi-fty 'On
Olilouito Oro

shopworn

Johnny Pineapple O

ft]; nrt^

Alnrparct Grav
'VauRhh Cnnifnrl
loo Cnpftllift Ort
'Krlljr'a Stnhle

Ilt'iulnnfz
Uotl iIkiicz

(Glamour

line.

cosUimes

Tl\.eir

Charlie, Carlllo

•

..Nin<>

Tony Grey
lllll
mrtbloitlV
.I.iln King

(

Knv

who

.-mtirtly

-

The house

Walkikl Hula Maldt
Jeanne Clnlre

-

Ai.ifis
M:irvh'!.||

Carier,
r.ovna

••

.

Den Yost (S)
Harry. Lefconrl Ore

Ihiirey

,

act, produced and presented by Rene
Fi-iiday,' top-flight French producer

canary

oversized
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Dave Tlnijcrls. Trip Rusha .-..V .M Tlarrv
.I.'iiy Will.) Ore
if, figures 'on going into .production on
ViedE
Roosevelt will run. against Willkie. .".C-ame.dy.jS" P^V'dcd
Kililie Knnlln
Don Tiaker
Kniil Hiir'-n
-Slniiici -Molli.i'Orr
dance team; of Roberts, and white- ••_!« „.„„ •.-*„ .m ( :„a i.Z
(„..... »»
Jll.-k Dana ,
Jr.,
S'niX.-i)^ ^- ArmMr'np Itarbary Ceast- noy.«
Combs,
Hamilton
Geoi'gc
'
(Cilfe Pierre)
Their mimicry of. w.k. daricc teams
," 2
Dlnin-hnd nnrseslior'
11/ I. ii.
('.mi n
?O r^ MPi
'.'
',;..
Vliebell
'Elieii
W1IN; New Xork. '
:, Miinkoy.
draw plenty' cf i;n^h". ; Their satire '2° amateurs. -fypj.dberi{ •rottted.-them
Willow -Hrirtp Turk IK.b Hall
.Slinilev M'Hin Ore.
•<'l"m llellln
Vivien -Fay
.(l«( niily)
.MacArthur Is on His way to the on a New .Oilcmis j.iterbim couple.-' •through ...thousands of playdatcs...
Hotel IMn7ft
Vlet.irja Ran*
Pal)t\- Car'rirlt
mmiy
of
them
ir.
there.
v/<ni
bij;
'.hand,
i-chobLs
tlooipl
soon
gel
tncoc
and.
(Per*.|iin
Will
done as an
audiPhilippines
TV.«.q Sli
,-WAr.TI.MOHK
•tt.iv Mavis
.ii-'-i.'c'a o.m1'.i..i
her
Si
type.
arid,
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Canovif
Jtidy
Gal
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in
small
K'iili
towns'
Hall
that
llIniMirtrome CIO)
had Klnirs
•-Henry J. Taylor, Blue;
l.:(i)i' ll..in..h
- Sinili-y
Fvlvja' Tiarry
every anlic not liiiigh'.-;
Hunictt
ni.-vc;- seen a -.starts show
T.a •-.->:. >.-v O" li
vli-lur Urtrt-e
.TTari*y McfthanI'lyiuniidl (2(i-28)
First nlRhlr.rs-.iiKo uwk'. p.«'rt V;r:& ov <!s turned -down Goldberg's
''
Hotel Hdnni'vell
•Iliillny s,., .ihnor
•Tameji Tl. A11!«an
Oik Van
ilerb Rels ha^ Miirnefl to road
•XV.I :'Yr P/rs-i'
' ^Vliilci- s| x
lvnr. Tloye nnd..
.IfiupllliK .1r«-<!.<
to
buy.lhe
st^e
rights
to tne
I'IkjO mnnajicr -pot with 'Charljc Barncl's
llnlel >iivnv
Orsfo R- Nii rn
W'H rjiie-iiiniever'
Ml. Iin r.l.«-. N'lnir i"o.
'i.uniie. plus Bowes' name, of course;
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it;
Sfm,. c>!i.:(iv
ft.
Cira nl
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$13,000

'Corn' Boff

Ice Passes Year at $31000,

M

Inside Stuff-Legit

At $1.65 Top, New'k

.the N. Y: Times.- im an -.editorial' last week, -gave high praise to the. lira
Newark. .Inlyjoh iv Anderson, although lailef was' the' critic for the Jouiual-Ami'ticiiir
F.ihel
airy more checked out of In part, the times said: 'lie knew the- ihealre in' all. its aspects.
He- wis'
the .Adams last week With nine per- a brillianl wrilerl with a sense, bf .hhihor and'
a love tor the vvell-'iufu<.^
formances of'the Corn Is Green' bephr ase. He \va.s a histpfia.n,. a reporler. -a sound judge. In- bi-ief,; he w.-is
hind her and- an 'estimated $13,000 in
the till.
Wilh orCli prices tilled .-io a bright spot in the- real lile of Brpadway and newspaper row... ||,.Iiivod.
.theatre
the
newspaper,
prpfessioii.
the
and
lie.
foughl'
foi'
reprea five,
Sl.fia during the rim. gross

OK

'

-

:

.

L

.

.Ileal wave moderated, and no p.)*-" sohie\yhat but hit has bv.t'h .rin^e- to
ferial 'declines prevailed 6n Broad-, capacity, riuh; along; last week upway -last week,.- alihpugli. grosses for proached $|(i.500.
•Those Kiidoarimr Yoiin* ("harms/
soiiie of Hie better Vb.'o. shows conprevious Booth Kith wcoka .iC-712; $li.:m.
..iuider
linuo
sbhii'Wli.il
ron r
Attendance is 'csneyte'd. io Four-person play so;. s-l.fiOt):
levels.
.

bm

•'

•New

season

hoxt.

•begins''

Two Mis.

:

;

>

:

I

I

Family. Lotigavro
$:t.,'li)

(i:

1

Inn

>

'II*

A

-

J'

iiiiiuiid $fl.(ll)0
:

.

-..

I

'

.-.

CD

N M

i

i

:
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to play, into'

September.

"

'The'.

,

i7tli

').

.(0-1-.29-I:

Time.'

Slip-',

1.

week.

•'

$18:500.

_

'

.

i

over $2&0Do and

to

.

.

--

Manic/

:

-

.

is

.

licking avouncT

$2.75'.

$11,000.

'.

..
.

Good
67th

Ladies/

Nlshl.

week)

1

Several ex- ' iid way. pi CsS agents how in lini.fofni are back on Broa-tVia assighTpent: to .publicize a show a.iid film which will aid the Ariiiy
J'.meigeh'cy Relief Fui<d: ..Pfc. Ted C;oldsniilh. on limited service at !t
Texas camp, is on the job .for 'Army PJay. by Play." .which opens ill llii.v
Martin Beck. N. Y:. nexl Monday 12). with. Sgl. Alex Kahn. and Sgl. T. >
McNultx,4ei)|.viing w^Uh. hii).i.. .^Sj.. .<!•) Washer, pre. Max Geiidel and Pfc:

Blackslono
Picked dp

way

1.200: $2.75.
SI 2.700",

cphsidcrably for

week)

'Junior Miss,': Ei laiiier (4lli
1.H00: $2.75 ).
Doing liiildlv.

;

•

Closes

Philly

was

Reud-Paiil

•

receipts

advertising: lipped

$10,500.

•'•

to

-

'

.
.

'The T\vb. Mi's. Carrolis/ which, allrac.led alleniioii in Philadelphia a*
rellcCled ih the exceptional sinnniei- grosses there, is |he first lYianageriul
venture of Robert Reud and Dr. Paul C/.inner. Latter is the husband' ot
Elisabeth Bergnef, who heads tlie east, Hhe former being press agent for
.

'Private Affair' Held

.

;

•

SIDNEY-ADLER-TYRE'

.

:

.

,

.

.

Has passed year's run; layed

than $8,000 at the $1.65 top. at the
with new num- Lafayette:
Comedy will, continue
great business.. Iwo more weeks, having bridged
more; 58 most of the summer, before Constandees last Wednesday matinee, stance Bennett comes in Au
8 in
besl attended performance' of. week. •Without Love.'
'Star and Oarler/ Music Box (57th
wi/eki iR-990: $4.40). Slipped undei'
$16,000. which may provide some
Glenda-'Brief
Moment'
prolU: cx.pecled to improve durinK
August, and if so will extend well

for month

bers added:

-of so.

getting

4 Days

Up

•
Dark. Eyes/ which is closing at the Belasco; N. Y.; Saturday (31 1.
rolls/ which scored a run in London. \vas tried out in the IT.-'
'Carrplls'
five years agP. also, being dphe. in -.summer slock.
'by Martin Vane,-, pen name of Bayard Veille'r's -widow..
randt. are inleresled.
J: J. Levenlhal and George Brandt, son of Harry

:

•

.

'The

Good $5,800

.

Doughgirls/

Week)

lC-997;

;

originally set for last iiighl (26)
at the Mayan, is off until Friday (30)
following withdrawal of Lilian Harvey as femme .lead with. Charles
Purcell.
Miss Harvey, British sub-

fair,'

ject, is

permitted only one show

in

the states a year under Equity's rules
Tor aliens and had already committed herself for a New York presentation.
Isabel Jewell takes over in
the Myron C. Fagan! presentation
here.

second vtsit to
was' nicked 'slightly!

'Claudia/ in
•Biltmore,

tl)c

its

last

Lyceum

(30th

in

i

LONELY HEARTS
Vimne

in:ui. wlIli lilillliy.
rfHrtHil
l:ili'iit
hcii
Ifollytvoiiik
.Sec '.-

!

wImIwh

in ivl

'

| (

i

Toronto
July

...

.Aiipmrliiir In

.

siiirk

THE PLAYHOUSE

andra. iyianager Finest Mi Rawley is
this time- trying it alone after being
in. association for .Three seasons with

Ht

M

but so fur

:

.

.

•

.

Lease on the. Sixth avenue- (N.Y.) building occupied by the Brooksi
Co.. expires- in November, and as the owner- desires two of the
now used by the shop, the coslumers will probably move! to new'
Report lhai. rooks may quit New Yoik' for Ihe. Coast is: in
quarters.
error.
Outfit is considering establishing, a branch in Hollywood, where a.
"•'
temporary shop is operating.
,

Thursday (22) due lo street car
strike but hit approximate $12,000
for first week! 'Blackouts of 1943' at
the El Capitan iii Hollywood holds
steady at ils regular $14.000-$14.20fi
weekly eslimaie, taking latlcr figure
.

Cpslume
floors

.

week.
William Harris. Jr.. and li ving, L:
Jacobs, open 'Silk Hat Harry." play
by Vincent Lawrence, at Hie Hollywood Music Box Thursday i20 for
Iwo. weeks.
last

rm'y, on leave as press agent for tha
Capt. Bill Fields of the Canadian
Playwrights Co.. has been on! assignment in enlerlainment work and recruiting publicity/which has required trips to every -province, in. ilia
Dominion in the last two month*.' He's ;now taking a four-week course
in infantry training al an officers center in Quebec.

1

Only
'Jr.

Miss'

Hot

Still

legit lrianagers office hooked tip lo the house cooling system- iv
Lyceum, N. Y., where .Allen. Schnebbe is in charge. That, iiiiproyewas recently made when Ihe pCllee was renovated' and Schnebbe"*
made more commodious and allraclive.

at Ihe

At $8,000

in

Boston

.

.

'iiicnl

quarters

Boston, July 27. „
The 'Hub's, only legit aUraclion
continues Id baftle. the dopesters.
'Junior Miss,' here for, its third long
session (second time at pop piices).

jumped back
for

its

Frank McCoy.

MGHGIRLS'

Current Road ShoWs
I

July 28-4uf/.

troit

j.2»-7).

.

$16,500

8)

IN 1ST FRISCO

'Abie's Irish Jtose'—Lafayelle, De-

jaw-dropping $8,000
10lh frame at the semirairV
to a

WEEK

''''-..

San Francisco/ July

Blackouts of I94.T (vaude)— El
Capitan. Hollywood. (28-7).
'Claudia'— Biltmore, Los 'Angeles'

27.

$1.50 top.
In new summer season at the .Alex-

Olijcrl;.

BRUCE BRIGHTON
X»u
.\li-inorfril

wili

-Bill

-

1

Army

be inducted by

Thiii;sday (2»)
Doll
the
Mike Todd is' concerned he wili be on leave of absence from Ihe .produccr's office with pay. Todd is the' only producer known lo have vpluumade .such specific arrangeinCiit.s for, slaflt- people who have Ron
iiilp uniforin.
Doll's job- of ageiiHtlg. 'Something For The Boys" (Alvin
will, be hiindied by two associates,
and' 'Star and 'Garter' (Music flipx
one being Lewis Harmon, who'll be'senior p.a-. pro le'm.
t.irily

conditioned Colonial nolwilhstandinu
Clcnda Farrell in S. N. Behrman's plenty of Falirenheit. the opening of
'Brief Moment .scored, a very good Ihe Esplanade oulcionr concerts., and
S5.800 last week at the Royal Alexan- the hefty attraction .'of .current filni
dra here, with 1.525-.sealer scaled at bills. End, thoiigh, is definilcly sel
fl'oronlo.

'

up

Picked

$3.30).

.

Youngster's share is said' to. be 25%.- investment being his own coin .Siive;i
jn shares of other shows which tlie Brandts and Leyenlhal-lo'ok over
Broadway .engagements.'

.

.

.

season:

.

12G

.

.

new

-."

LA., By Star

,Los Aiigclcs. July 27.Opening .of 'Nancy's Private' Af-

$31,000: only 'Follies' getting

into

in

Switch; 'Claudia's

•

.

off

.

Joseph 'Schenkcr are handling the press .for Warners', picliifizal.ioii "•
11.000: $2:75).
Dropped a lilliv bul 'this Is Ihe Army." opening tonight (Wednesday) at the Hollywood.
holding its own al $17,000. Still the.
Milton Sleni, who was stage manager of "Sons O' ^Euh/ ; al Ihe 461 It
leader.
Street, is being indiicled this week, and his first assignment will be back
'Maid In O'zarks/ Great Northern stage: wilh 'Play By 'Play/ a job. he did -.originally when Ihe show '-aye a
(47lh week) _( 1.400: $2,751,
Exten- one-night performance.

figuring as establishing
of a legit reeikr'd here in'

tabbed by the Robert
Czinner production of
'The Two Mrs. Carrolis' (Elisabeth
week, wilh gross quoted over $15,000; Bergncr); which in its second wcek at
looks like cinch through 1943-44.
the Forrest Xhertfe. got nearly $17,000.
•Life With Father,'. Empire (191st- With top at $2.20 and the week being,
week! (CD-1.062: $3.30>. Run leader that of July 19.. with plenly of
figures io play well into new season: sizzling weather except at the weekstill
making some money; quoted end, the gross is: really something:
Show is being held for third week
well above $9,000.
'Qhlahoma.' St. Jajnes (17lh week) and advance- promises at least an
(M-1.520; $4.40). 'On days when it's equally high attendance for the' getnot too hot boxolhce line extends away stanza.
Bucks .County Playhouse didn't
across pavement: practically every
visitor fiiyf asks for tickets to this hold up to pace established previous
session by
'Biography' with Ilka
rock musical; $30,600.
•Rosalinda.' Imperial' (39lh week) Chase, but last week\s. offering. 'The
Christopher Bean.' already seen
(M-1.450: $3.30).
Some cutting at I.aie
boxoftice. but lhat .goes' for- other run here several times, .got a. satisfactory
shows, too; still in the money with $7,200, with Pauline Lord again its
star.
gross again around $20,000.
;'!5kln
of Our Teeth/ Plymouth
(36th week) (CD-1.075: $3.85). Again
around $11;000. okay; has another
five
weeks lo play., and takings
should improve 'before tour starts.
CHOICE $12,000 IN DET.
'Something, for' the Bovs/ Alvin
(28th week) (M-1.375: $4,40): DrawDetroit, July 27.
ing real business with'some standees
Helped by lack of vacations among
last week:- rated around $27,500/
fhe hundreds of thousands of war
•Sons o'. Fun.' 46th St. l"77th week) workers, in its. flrsf.week at the
(R-1.347: $4,40).
Olsen and Johnson Cass, 'Jane Eyre/ with Sylvia Sidney
returning lo casl in about three and Luther Adlei
clicked up a
week's:.- laugh revue 'still doing well. choice $12,000 at $1:65" top last week.
$20,000. but Philly reports it due next Play slays on with nice nods from:
month.
the. crix.
.'Stars on Ice/ Center (resumed enWinding up its eighth week. .'Abie's
gagement). (52d
week)
(R-2.966: Irish Rose" grossed slightly belter,
$1.65).

.

'

week) iUOOO:

-.-

Philadelphia. July 27.

AVhal

some -.kind'

:

•

I

;

.

-

..

'

'

.

.

.

.

'

sive

or. slightly more.
'Kiss and Tell." Biltmore
(18th
week) (C-920:'$3.30i. Up a' bit last
.

a.

;

:

.

w rile

.

.

-

•

$3.30).
.No
for this, spot

.

new

liito

is

t

ladles; $12,700

slay;

Playhouse (46lh week)
new attraction
and has chanceseason: rated around $6,000

(C : 8i>5:
listed
:

do

to

'

1

" '.;'
into hew, season.
•Harriet/ Miller (CD-940: $3.85).
Will resume Monday 2 and should
play, well iiilo next season..
c

he has

;

Saturday (31).'- Arqimd $6,000.
'Kiss and Tell/ Harris (lllh week)

-bel-

'estimated.

expected

all

.

.

when

.

1

are no shows and

.

'

(Gth
S'.arlcd out

>.

•

.

ll.iere

Chi ^Dough/llG;

.

Broadhurst

Bed,'

to

M'-i. 142: S4.40

i

strongly early lasl week
weather prevailed:

ter

a

-The
policy.

17G Tops

Kiss,'

•
.

•Karlv

week

open

to

set

breezy Sunday 'piece
'46;
Airn '-"•'
mid «'o lioiiiiv lo work on his biograpliy. of Diisc. So thinks, the layman.
'
_^
.
Truthfully, .few chore* around Ihe- -shop; are mpro cSacling than thai or
the. drarn-.i critic. lie goes ,lo his stalls, not lo enjoy but lo report. ;ui(l
can make no choice; He .ihusl see every thing, the 10 worst as well 'as lie.
best. He returns to his- desk broalhless fi oni battling -the Bro»<lw.i\
It)
hordes, and (hen in the. brielc,sl sp.aec of iihic (even ;'i.f.-'-lie. Wi iles.
eyening paper) he: musl be hi'stori;ii\. fopo'i loi\ cditbruilisU all' ;il <in<\>;
Ho inusl tell succinctly what,. wont im: he lnlisl jiidjio its yaluos fi'iiin Y'
dozen starling pohils.. And he iniisi.be bright.. In a busy season Inv.iv
busy nian! harried and haled by siime.' lo others merely a. source ni i
"
.....••'•;/
quai'lcr-hour's amusciiicnl/ II. is no carolrce life/
Howard Lindsay, co-aiilhor and male lead in 'Life With Father' iK.mpiiv)
Vvi pte the. Journal, saying he was liaicl. hit; by Anderson's dt-ath. alul' iu
an 'accompanying piece said, anioiiu other things: "Those who wbrU prufo'ssioliallj-; in the' theatre have an allitiitU' or
ismissing dramatic ciilii-isciv
'Chicago; July 27.
Several allTactions priXitod la-it' much too lighlly
.Mr... Anderson said ny.iny wise and observan
things,
week from.- the. constant >l rcirm or lie said thoin very well indeed.! \> a" sensitive percepliyily lie; added
o.iU'-of-towu visitors and the jnany failing clarity. His death is a .loss to Iho. theatre."
lirton Rascoe. criiir
conveulionee'S oh hand.
of the World-Tclegr;ini. w;is tl)e tirsl of Andersoivs colleagues lo vvriliEstimates for Last Week
fai l-well piece about him. Among other's -was Louis Kronoiibcf gcii; in
'the; Doughglrls/ Selwyn
i20lh and Ward Morehouse in the Suii.

i

•

-

'

.

'

liiiues to excellent bnsiiioss for oldie:

.'..•
Bclasco (27lh week)

•Tlie Vagabond' Kinif/ Slliibert (4lh
TTiiial and
28lh.
(CD-i.OOO; S3.30V.
week (0-1:325: $3.30). Disappointweek:' fared well c.noiVglt Airing
ing so far. and runiviiix.bchind other
goodly stay, and: cleaned: up in pjcoperetta revivals: rated aroiind $12,line righls coin. Grossed $5,000 last
500 lasl week.

•

Mark

Si.

:

roadwav

$2:75

to be lollowed by : lossohi
hut- ho dale. set: •Prinre' con-

posed

'

•

-Diii k: Kyes.'-

week

.

0f

P

'

Revivals
Sludent l'i-ince/

'

'Arsenic iancl -Old I.acc/ Fulton
Some
•flS.lst week r iCD-8!>8; S3.30).
prol'ii. but noc amohg shows figured
to hold over into fall; approximately
S7.D00.

$35.1100:

vapaCily.' but
and plenty.' prn'titabli'.

ralvd around 'So.otiO or/slightly more;,

due

consiucfably under
bisticst yross in town

around

'Aii?ci Sli tcl.' Golden (85th weckV
.'(D-7.31); £3.30). Jusl. about. getting by;

'

.

'
|

li

rhmUilig:

\\.<

.

.

tonight
(27 >.
week's stand
pAda-ms- reverls lo bandlilni

oimiioit. and expoi-to.d to pfay into; Oc tober.
•Tonioi-row .the World.' Bai rvmoi i115th work) (D-l,OH: S:;.30i. I'ickiNl
ar.d
was close lo
as
iinlicipatod
UP
>;siimatc»s for. Last Week
Sl'5.000: real busiiuw-- for. drama oi
0"r« m'rt")
Kej/s;' C- iComeih/).' Q
ils type.
iCoi'ipdu-DiHMKii. R iRec'lti'V
•/icRfcId .'.Follies/ Winter Garden
QprivlKi).
itsicnll-,- O.
UTlh. week) iR-LSl-U: S4.40L Rated

rated

'theatre against IJic censorious ajicl lor a. good, theatre^ always;, ...lie lu.1
hp'ncsl words to say. and Hie wisdom 16^.s'yy thein .ijghlly. yet with obvious
aulhiirily.'
to bat
Al the. same .time the Times
the crilict
"•'
;'
:.
.BoniMiilly:
.; ,
'In. Ih'p entire newspaper- few pien' arc more envied -than the' draitn
critic.' He sees all the shows fronv good scats and' for nothing. .Soniciiiiies

since

lolal

.

some

"Using-

.

legit

was revived here lasl year,
Production rates as. the liisl -winner
ihiV Adams has had this.sea^on.
.

'•' / .'..

'

'

.0

rales!

cut.

actions are listed in
when three'
debut. -in addition li) nii A,i'ni>- ben
etit show "The Army Play by: Pkiy")
Four oilier "arrivals, are si- led dui sin.g the month,.

.

a

F-l

i

'Bi'bsro .Monday
coiues
piuos here m>xl
".'.''

Carroll.-'-

week.
Throe's

week week

am

moves'to

liniies:

climb steadily troniliow oiVesppcialVv duriris "August.'. 'One show withdrew last week and anollier calls it
a d i'o Saturday <:il \:

highest

the

sen is

«iaj;e.fart>

'

'Doughsirls' opened here
ftrsl

week,
Estimates for Last

27.

ror

.

'lily

"

.

Week

."
.

'Laugh Time/ Curran (1.774: ,$2.-75>.
;
pickei
'noiiRheirls'
f2d
Cu.)^-Selwyn, (3d wk f. JTwo-arday vauder
for Aug. 7.
lip a little from second week/scoring
Chicago (28-7).
good $19,000.
Cambridge slrawhaf had a pre-lty
'Droiigligirls' <3d Co.)— Geary, Sah
."Doughgirls/ deary (.1.500:. $2.75).
good week with Ilka Chase, drawing
28-7
Francisco
).
Fiisl scsh did all right al Slli.MO.
just over S2.500. Which is about tvo'Kve of St., Mark' (slPck)-rAdams.
Jhifds. capacity.
Had an extra matiNewark 28- 1 ).
nee Wednesday. (2 i.).;
'Good Night- Ladles'— Blackstone: I^eb-Teddy Hart In
The fall -season continues to grow
Chicago
(28-7).
more impressive.- .Set so fai? -for
'Service,' $3,700, Balto
Aug. 30 are 'Dark. Eves.' Plymouth;
'Jane Eyre'— Cass. .Delroil (28-7.1.
.'Big Time.' Shuberl. and 'Life With
'Junior .Miss', (2d Co.)— Erianger.
Baltimore. Juiy 27.
Father/ Colonial:. Sel for Sept. 13 Chicago (28-31).
'.
'Room Service/, with Philip Loei*
arc 'Ghost in the. Wobdpile.' 'Skiii of
and
Teddy
Hart, was the summer
'Junior Miss' (3d Co.)— Colonial.
Our Teeth' and 'JCiss a ud .Te / la ler
stp?k. attraction at the Maryland la'ft
i.
Boston
(28-7
definitely at Plyifiouth- On the 15th.
week and garnered a fairish $3,700
<2d Co.)— Harris. at a lop of S1-.B7- for the i.28f\seaiei'.
'One Man's Venus' is slated to go al u.
the Shubcft; on the 201 h. 'Othello Chicago.
Current-' is Fred Stone ,iu 'You
Guild auspices) at the Colonial, and
Time'
'I.ai'Bh
(vaude)— Cutran. Caii'.l. Tike It With You" at sam*.
about the .'-.first'- of October The Pa- San Francisco (28r7).
scale.
triots' is diie.
'Let Us Be Gay' (stock)—'Flaibush:
'Still iiv'lhe rumor stage are 'TamBrookly.lv (3-8
(2.8-7).

.

(

-

.

~

1

Aiiilllnrllini

'

WnrrnJer.' Mniw..

.

'Rose Marie*

9^G, Toledo

•

,

:

,

' '-.';••

Toledo.

•

.Tiily 27.

.

.

.'Rose-Marie.' second 6/1 cri/ia in the:
'four- week miisicar opera season- of

SAMUEL FRENCH
:
.

.

*'

t

ih:iii ;

...

the Toledo Civic. Amusement Guild
al. the Walbridge Park Zoo Amphitheatre, closed .last week (25) with
an estimated gross/of $9,500 for the

.

Play Brokers and

:

Ah

-sinck

liors'

I

I'M .fill

R«|tre8nnlalivc9

week.
Slrurl,

"

'•'

AbpjLit 21.000
•'
ane'e:

Aiunlex

1

I

1

-

i

was

tlie

lolal altend-

.

'

ing

<•ii.mi.Ks

HILLTOP THEATRE

AT KK

'
.

.

llll))

J»y

F.

A.

Uuiv(l.c

W. ISHVAN'
nnd

Hayridc/
Boojiim' and plenty

•.

'Raz/.lo

Da/.zlo.'
Was a

.'S'nark of. olliers:

•
.

ttbll

Mofituillonill

:

).

,

' ;'

.

.

'Maid: ih'the- OzAriit.'—Great Noi thefn,' ChiCilgp (28-7 ).
'Koom Service* (stock)— Flaibush.
•Brooklyn (28-1); Alidiibon, N, Y. C!
.

in

Stone— 'Take

LESS MAJESTY

i>i'iil»r

the Shrew."

l»r*-.HV.liU

FREDERICK WINSOR
III.!

BALTIMORE

'_ot

'Mexican

KICHAKI)
Kllxiihfllnia

COIMI.XIIII
loHirilt

U'.SG, Prov.
Providence. Julv

(3-8).
27:.

'You Can't Take Jl With You/ Pla'-vhouse (1,400; $Ll«i. staff inn Kred
Stone, cafiied through fuirlv well to
$5,000 in week's slatui.

"

;

'Two

•

.

-

-

,'.-...

-

.

'Rosalie'

OK 38G in St. L.

-St. Louis.! July 27;'
'
-Rosalie' revival here la:st week'
Ihe
Municipal Theatre .Assn's' at
fresco theatre in; Forest Park draw
an estimated $38,000. profitable.
:

••

.

-!

Mrs.
flryoulj—
'Desef Song began a one-weckei:
Philadelphia! (28-31)'.
a
•Without Love: (sliicki-^Audubon, last -night (Monday), at whiclr
crowd "(it more lhau 10,000 paid a'.»;
N. Y. C. (28-31),
estimated $3,500,
Forrest.

,'arrolls'

.

1

.

•:.

I

:

Wednesday, July 28, 1945

fAKIETY
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SPRINGFIELD, MASS., BARNS

es

Playroers Outfit Seethes at False Report on Coin, Contract Situation

but Renewal Seen

,

between Equity,*'
League of New
expires on Labor Day.
''York Theatres
That was virrenewed.
be
but will

ringflold. Mass., July 27.,
Member, of the Playgoers of
Springfield, Inc.. were pretty, red; in
the face when they learned' Jast
Wednesday (21) that.-the Springfield
Republican that morning had played
up on page one a yarn that all their

Basic agreement
-and the Managerial

when

,

/Thursday

last

decided

tually

showmen were

the

Shows

policy.'

:rieither.

Opera Co.
'Try and Get It'— A.
•My Dear Public'

rules onerous io )iwn-

iii

There will be no. ra^ifal'changex
the extended agreement/ Rules as

Caesar.

.

—

Woods.
Jrvirig

:-.-';

.

'•

.

".

.

The

Soar k Was a Boojum'—
Alex Yokel. Jay Faggeii.

Equity's booklet of reguset forth in
lations governing actor employment,

.

.

Run

dated April.^lSM, have been given
Changes as of
the managerial nod.
that date arc technically hot in effect
members are cohso far ns league
start
of the new
the
cerned until
•season, but compliance is required of

Cooper,
Davis,

—

Chilian'
Geoi'ge' jess

Little
;

'
'

Chauve-Seuris'— Leo.

'BallefT.t

Greanin.

Equity states
all other managers.
that there will be only two new
rules, neither being objected to by
there
while
is another
the managers,
change which the actors association

Jr..

To Equity on Bowling's
Learn tines

the

Thursday

meeting

be

filled

Wlllard Mack.

pvci- the signature of William H.
Davis, chairman,,
wrote.
under the rdatc of July 17, stafiiig:
.'TheJSnjional Wax Board has fou
lha't'.the. Arbitrator's Award does hot
conflict- with the Wage Stabilization:
Policy of the Board and hereby
'authorizes the parties to put the
Unheard-of sharing leriiis in., the terms of the award into effcel* 0
booking, contract
for
'ChauvePoint made by the League; of cerSouris/ which soon opens at the tain elements in it,: was that
Royale, N. Y., a Shubert house, have 'authorizes*; but did hot 'order' the
attracted attention iii show circles. award to be paid. Letter asking. for
Reliably reported percentage is a clarification was allegedly, sent
50-50 split which: was known to at. Jh'e instance of Milton It. Weinhave scared off one- potential backer. berger. He's counsel for the League
Usual split- for a straight show starts and also a Shubert lawyer.
with 65-35, with the attraction's
niembers are talking of
share> increasing according to gross; going oil strike this week if the setIn musicals the terms usually are tlement
delayed much longer.
70-30, with some such attractions There was talk, of going into court
starting at 757,'.
for writ that would compel payment.
Increase is $15 per week generally
'Souris' is a revue of the intimate,
type.
Indicated explanation of the hut. does riot apply to 'all members.
50.-50. split is that -the house is to: For instance the.minjmum pay Jor a
pay the cost of the -stage crew of press/agent is now S1.65 as. against
around 12 men and 12 in the orches- Slop but when he takes on ahpthe'r
tra.
Generally the house pays most show by the same management he
of the backstage, pay and shares ;in will receive $135 weekly, the former
the pit,
If
niore deckhands are lalary. having, been $125.. First assoneeded- for the revue, the attraction ciates will go from $100 to $115 and
participates in that cost. -same' going second associates from $75 to $90.
There arc 200 press agent memljer.v
for the musicians, union minimum
of
and slightly more than
for .an orchestra being; 16.
Revue is. being presented by Leo J lhat in the company and house managerial group. Even' though the new
fust
theatriGreariiii, it being, his
season has not started there are only
Conwas
cal' venture although hp
He 40. p.a:s and 60 managers not emnected w ith the Jooss Ballet.
sought to hiive Soiiris' classified as ployed but no shortage in men is
aiid
entered into ar- anticipated. Those in jobs current
.ynudeville
American include men ahead and back with
rangements' 'with-' the
the. 50 camp shows.
is seekGuild of Variety Artists. Equity, dc-.
ing a boost for those members, idea
clared the -revue to be legit and so
operate on lhat hasis. post- being to raise the general pay from
it' m.ust
$85 to $100, retroactive to May.
ing .siilary guarantees and 'paying re-

WLB

(22),

WLB

by appointment.

who teamed with
in writing Broadr
again associated with the
time on a musical comedy;
Coffee.'
'King
called
tentatively
Abbott will produce it during the
coming season.- Dunning, has outlined the book but to obtain authentie background he'll shove' off 'lor!
Brazil late next month.
is

latter, this

ATAM

.

!

.

-

-

-

;

|

:

'

j

:

'

-j

''

i

ATAM

'.

!

i

I

'

!

hearsal coin to the company.

.

I

'ChauVc-SourisV. wnich

i

may way

figured'the.-flop

to.

—

!

j

v

two

vaudeville

.

revues. | retail stores.

Currently there- are 20 shows, only
<> ,1P
of which is definitely .set to.
close. 'Dark Eyes' going 'off Satiirday i:iW after 2H weeks. Last: Au-

•

satisfy the

"'—

plus

!

.

winners,

office

H\ Russia,
the. '20s
;:n

Negro Musical

became

a

originated
Paris in

2 SHARE CLARK PART

hit in

with the laic Nikita BalicfT
factor as coh fcri'ncicr.

!

intogral

Balietl's

name

is

now made

)

i

..

The Bobby Clark part
Gail er,'

.

;

Comedy

'

CYNDA GLENN

i

SET FOR THIS SEASON

.

'

;

!

I

)
;
'

;i

['

.

Team

;

j

comedy
GenhiV

I

melodrama. The N'akcd
formerly 'Gho.-t
in..' .the
Woodpile' I. Which is slated for Todd
production this fiill.

|

,

!

:

.

-Prof.

With the scheduled return .of
Gypsy. Ruse Lee nex.1 Monday night
i2).
Bea Mathews, who has been
sobbing for her, will leave the cast:
She'll return to Texas to be with
ner husband. Lt; Herb Kane; former
San Francisco Chronicle columnist,
who's due to go oven-ens soon with
the Army. She'll probably re-enter
sluiw business after he feaves: '.Star
:i;ifl Garter.' meanwhile, continues
at:
the Music Box. -N/ Y. where it has
Ir.'cn running more than 13 monihs.
i.-s Lee has been on leave working with George S. Kaufman on her

.

'

:

;

and

played;

by

.

i

:

in 'Star

last
for the
two
J^ambcrti
(Basil
Lambert)', is now divided between
P-t Harrington, and Max Furman.
The latter, a newcomer to; the show
fiom burlesk, is changing his name
to Larry Martin.
Lamberti has resumed his original status in the revue, doing his xylophone comedy
act and getting featured billing.

weeks

•

;

AND GARTER'

IN 'STAR

part of

the show's title.
Equily officials slated yesterday sit--'t was virtually bare, of premieres!
C'onllnued .from pate I
(Tuesday
that pending receipt -oi.'but between the present week im
r *b-m.,„ ',, r»mn
'
31 Cam "
formal charges against Dowling. ho '-labor '-.'.Day' there will' be half a <">«*• '»« N l'K ro '«*n>Wto its Nichols-Yon Runkel
hearing or other action on the vase- dozen or more additions Ki the legit l-Kilmc.'. X. J.; on Any. »• Pf'"''
Broadway opening, at the Hudson
is planned.
o far:, the 'union has list.
The
in Stock Try
theatre the night of Aug.
received only a 'letter of complaint'
"performance at the rntbarka'tioh cenfrom Heller, it was said.
'Th» >" re Off.' racetrack comedy by
IN MIDDLE Ucr will.al.-o he repeated on Aug. 9. •'Anne. Nichols and Rip Von Runkel.
H'il be the first time that a Broadway Will be tried out by, Frank McCoy's
Kii'uity Refoses Initiation Fee lie dit protluction has been given' a canip stock company in Ontario and may
2
Hue to ACVA Dars Delinquency tryout.. As in tiie Case of (he regular reach Broadway later under McCoy
USO units milled into camps and aegis'.
Instance arose- last wrck where' navy bases, there; will he no adinisMiss
.combo of
Pla,vwrifthiii>
Tlic'
•".
Playwright .Owen Davis has
Equity ...refused, to give, credit for the sioii chiiruc' fur seiv.iccnu-n;
unkel stems from
Nichols and Von
piny,
least two plays which are slated for '.initiation fee paid to another per-. Hall Jfihiison-C'larenre Muse
thrir colla'oing on radio- version of
Broadway production early in tin: former organization bccaiise the ap- which wjll have a cast of 85. includ- Mi.-s Xiciiob-' perennial 'Abie's Irish
new season. Dramatist has been ill plicant was not in good standin^ v. ith ing the Hall Johnson choir of 50
os .' currently on hiatus froln the
on and off for the past six years but the latter union. Case applied loX'yn- mixed voices, will -be shown exclunetworks but skedded to resume
recently emerged from h hospital, da Glenn, comedienne, appearing with sively for Kilmer soldiers' during the
shortly.
Duo is also reported "mull\vhere.the final of a series (if opera- the St. Louis Municipal Opera Coi. two-niWhl 'tryout 'irt the camp theatre. ini»'
sequel to 'Abie' tilled 'Abie's
lions was successfully
Two other facets in the expanded Children.'
..who in an application lor';Kquitv'J
..performed:
Both Davis plays '.are dramali/a- /'membership souelit such credit on soldier-legit' production program detiohs of other writers' ori^iiials. tint- the 'basis of the .inlerchanscability voloped during the 'ijast. week, one of
being based on Rose Feld's stories. agreement Sanctioned by ihc As'.^i- them also sotting a iic.w prcccdi'i:'! In Harris-Onrsler Prod.
Sophie Halcinczik. Ainericaii.' which cialed
of morale work.. V ru li r,j)lan.- currently
A.clors
and; .Ar'tiKlcs
Herbert Harris: president of Charhave been appearing in The New Anit-rica;
being mapped out Oy ho Amer ican
ibeil. perfume and- cosmelic lirm of
Yorker.
It
will
be produced by
Checkup by Equity' disclosed ;that TlicaM e. Wing, a li-uil house ;._nn which Williani Giixton Is v.-p.. ha.-.
lining Cooper.
'Sophie' will be his. Miss Glenn had previously paid a $10
'roadway will tie laken over'lhi-. formed
partnership
piodueing
a
first.solo
'. '.initiation .fee .to the A'mefica.tt Guild'. fall
prmittrl i'hn. of
exciu-ive
...production.
for
with Fttllon (hirsler. ni.ilho'r. editor,
First of
Davis's new phiys
of Variety Ai'tists but has been, de- shows lor servicemen; Details have, riidicii.- commentator, .and playwright.
reach the boards is 'The 'Shark "Wns lintiiient in diies ,-iiice Fc tiary. yet to be iitmcd oii': 'out the plait,
inI.lar.ri.-. who has had, a financial
Boojum,' no\y in rehearsal.' It > 1942. It ..wa> pointed out: by
"jailer. w iii likely .embrace 'a '•series of musii-i
the uiicle
:

OWEN DAVIS PLAYS

,

ATAM

-

;

.

ATAM

WLB

To Produce Musical
way'

|

It's

.

..

I

even shorten the Hanna's stock season, which hn.-n't had chough boxhackers,

League told the union that while
had ho desire to. hold up payments,
which have been piling- up 'for
nioiulis, on the advice ot'coun.ve). it
lias asked for a clarification from
the W LB!
it.

.-,,1

Dunning;
_.
Abbott

Phil

George

ATAM.

within

priii--

—

Dunning Writes, Abbott

A

-

Vnrk Theatres has aroused furoi

pro-

.a

1

performance during last week's .-en- 'is expressed thai there will soon be a.
gagement in The Petrified For'cSt.r. recovery by all the leaders. That is
According to Dowling. he was so supported by reports from the hotels
before- signing a $1.000-a-weck that reservations for hecomnioda-.
ill
contract for the date that he bad to Hons are piliii
up heavily for the
have a blood transfusion. Knowing coming month.
Reports, too. that governmental
.that; Heller said, he agreed to let
rnzjli
essentially
is
Story
the actor arrive' la'te for rehearsals .authorities- will terminate the
ii
Dunning will headquarter, .in Rid'-iii
and: to -study his part at his hotel on. pleasure^ driving, also make things
(meM for several native players, im
room because of Dowling's in.-isfence. ;br,ghter v Any number of people
p!ay action.
ovtjint l0 |hc play's
thn't he is a 'quick study:' The critics have given id plans .for usual vac*
panned the 'first, performance as bc-> jlion trips, because of transportation
ing exceedingly ragged, noting that difficulties.,, which explains live likeRazing Van Curler 0. H.
Dowlirig was reading, his lines froth ly convcrgentje on the metropolis,
Schenectady; July 27.
a script hidden in the menu during |Talk is heard in other, communities
started
recking' crews, have
the flrst act and a book of poetry in that those with pending var-aljori.
the second and third acts.
aim to come to N'cw York In sec the demolition of the old Van' Curler
Opera House on Jay Street. The
'Petrified Forest'
hit
the lowest ball games., races and shows.
1892
n
gross of the. season so' far,' gelling ; Corresponding
week l;;>t year building -was construct
approximately S5,100. for. about a there were 14 attractions on B.roacl. j.a.n<i.;\yill be razed to make .way for
$3,000 loss.

has

yearn,

.

•

.

'

some

:

cipal characters.
Latter are said to be patterned'after A. H. Woods and 'the late

.

will

half of the week much better, as in
Cleveland, July 27.
prolonged heat
Complaint against Eddie -Spwlirig' past' summers:
has been lodged with Equity by Saul wave accounts' for the 'declines in
Heller, producer of summer stock at grosses..
The hits have been affected to some
the Hamia theatre here.- ThefsUir
extent, but 'there -'are nonviolent' de
.is accused of not knowing his lines
and failing to give a.'- satisfactory clin.es, and in show .circles confidence
:

iii

with,

its
retroactive provision, was received' last week from the War
Labor Board, but delay in execution
of the order by the League of New.

sliiied

ducer and writer as two

banker Alfred H. Chapin was elected
succeed- Albert E.
president, to
Steigev, who' died -in Boston this
month after being slugged by a taxi
driver. Post of executive, secretary,
held by army -headed Milton Hale,

low-water mark for
Broadway grosses, is around the
Fourth of July, but this iuinmer it's
come two weeks later. Past several
Saturday/ matinees showed definite
attendance: weakness, with the early
Usually

Hat Harry.' comedy

open at the Music Box. Hollywood, Thursday 129) as: the first
production by William Harris.
to

the

Agents and Managers,

trical

,

how

told'

yarn was that all bills had been paid,
nobody refusing or refusing to cash
checks under hew.iiame; and no c'o'ntracts 'liacl. been signed for coming
season; though several dates have
been pencilled in.
Playgoers' officials were certain
that the story was lipped by a once-

At the

Stock Producer Beefs

Failure to

.

active charter member of the threeyear-bid league.

a 'clarification.'

is

meeting,

.

:

claim

Sticking to Types
'Silk

broken the day before

story,

.

•

iigers.

•

local legit, organization had .neglected to notify the secretary of state
last 'year that it was changing its
name from the. Springfield Playgoers' League
to
the Playgoers of
Springfield, Inc.
Secretary of state
was quoted "to the effect that it was
doing business illegally. Joker in the

—

riod.

will ...adopt

The

the annual

Clarification

Official -.confirmation', of the, pay
increase to the Association of Thea..

red as the story unfolded.

''

for a similar peably be extended
General idea of the pact is that

Managers Ask for

checks and contracts >vcre no good.
Later in the day they began to see

2d;

which

change'* nor

Rehearsal

Llfe --Playwrij{ht's.

•

'The Army, Play by Play'—
Service
Command, John
Golden.
'Mbrder.
Without
.CrimeJack Del
Bondio, .jBrelaigne
Windust. Tom Weatherly.
'The Merry: Willow'

to

.

Equity

in
,

<22).

hosts

Equity officers at luncheon in .the
Roosevelt hotel, N. Y. Agreement,
was for two years, will prob-
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Wing produced by Alex Yokel

j

terest

which

in

many

s

o\vs.

secretary
of cal arid straight k-git rev i.vaU
a.vsl.
t;reaza.
exec,
iold.of Dorothy. Herbert and Joe.
with the backing of Equity. Io the .applicant that Sunless will operate on an eight-show.— a- iind expects to start productitm with
y group' of business- she brings herself up to dale fin wvk ba.-is and to "which all soldierOctober.
men who aim tiv finance other AG VA ducs. Equity would refuse 1" ;.tul >;iilor? u ill he ae ittcd free arkl Oursler esVly in
"'"eadivay shows-.
A third Davis credit, her with the uiiliatio'i. icif. all civilians barrei|. The proc'rani;
son's 'Ankles'
P'^r^s alsn a possibility.
Question arose when Miss Gli.ini 'of. course, will n'ol iiilfcrlere with the
.'— sei \ icen-ical
--r-^-—
"Ankles. Aweigh.'
asked for a. refund after po.'-in^ $109 present :ii local inn. of sca t;on. aof:- into.
(o cover her Equily i:f,»i.'.l;ion f. e. hi'/iVfo'r' ii,e ot'ii-i- li»a'ti aitnirUiM.is.oii l>! "Iiii.i-il. Ijy. N;n
FIGHTS OFF ASSAI1ANT
ill
;• i: ar.-al .around'.
.1).. It
^-i.d was .ur.riod (lowr,.
Broaiiway.
.'.',''.
27.
Louis, .lulv
Kar -on v. ill
coinniittec of 'f.'i,mp Sli.>w- execs iipen aroimu Oct.
A
Marion
«•(
Hughes. 23.
,.:'
_
member
'.:.!,» a leave of absence friim In.-, posl
hre nv;iitwl;i!f sciVniiing tiio -i;l'i|)"
the Municipal Theatre
«...
Asmi. chorus.
l
»Wenie liu rrloi- at the Radio City
of tlir IcL'ii. clii-lts -nl the past H' <i;>.|.
f ""K>'i
Kee Pabst» to,
off a. would-be attacker iw
eye towitrd' .VI.j ir J
N. Y.. Io do 'Anc'nois.'
.in
way' seii.-ou,' uiV
.*««.*' as'.«hc
Milwinikee. .Inly 27.
..was .-WalUirig tlirouyli
nnnihri- of them, probiibly: •hlch li< "I direct himself:
forest Park tin her w;iy to rcliearsal •
The I'libst- theatre, owned by she ruiiting a
Book, by ,(.!:iy Bolloii and .MUi'
i'on(ienscd ver.-ion, into the arniv
'n the
y| fresco theatre,
hicw ing company (>f. the same niiiuc.
%;«''. optioned
Kni -on
by
To cops, who' are hiakinx a. city- will he reopened iii October: House railing (liiri:: l!> full. 'ami .winter.' Ditvi-.
for i.opie
v. ill be oh
i'.h.<>':it » year .ago •aVid held
)V'de search for
was closed about: 10 ucc-ks a^o o> tniphasis as in 'the. past,
a young mail about
v
25 years
.comedy and on. the lcs< bawoy plays '.t'Vii ". lie re.ce:i:!y .'.renew! (I it. after
old. Mis.s",Hugh6s >aid' the i.-huildin'« inMicclpr'S flcnaiii^ci.i.
hjau jumped
licoitird bes! .-.iiilable lor ramp .'-how .1.1 ri;id open held by several o'lifcr
repair
iii
for
SI0.000
pcniiit
from a cjunrp of bu'slie-: I' A
now .negotiating.
|leV
Of 'la.-t. y car> lisi'.lhai. in odiliers,
along Opera.
prcM'h'iiiloh.
Walls. In the.'light 'thai :\.nrk has been granted.
>.' for
-(.o'eoi.e. to ii" tiie intisic and for
loilnwed she
When it ieopeiis theHicalie will loitiTcl the. carrtpv.
MifTered a Uiokeiv left
ihc leads.
a,"tle
and severe
'
operated Ivy Margaret Kicc;. unCj will pVribai.ily. bp re:.:
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iiriinif)liy' present Hie .-"ime to A.. (J.
Mufird for refund. Ticket- .-hould be
presented not later than Aug.. ft.
Sfuiiro. "
local manager ot the
Shubert interests' here. The reviie.
which featured Fred Keating. Jailed
tq.opt;!) on May 25 a,< announced, but
ciid (i|H-n on the matinee of the 2IHh.
.
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'again "be
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persons

jurfiji-jliaiices
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who hold tickets- for
of 'Sugar 'p' Spice' at
Co'pfey ihinitrc. '(.latexl May 31.
1!M.'!. or thoreafter,''.arc requested io

to "alt

.

n

'Sugar'

.124
with the iippcarance in
local 'newspaper!!, of ah ad addres.-rd

'A'

'

.

Hub

the tryout of a musical called
n' :Spic.c" la.-t May; came Sal-

unlay

•.

j

;

to

Boston. July 27.
touch to the recent fia.-ro

.'Suitdr

I

j

final,

Edward. Gould's Copley theatre
vcntpie here, which came a cropper

of

I

Ii

K

fallal to light on- the 31st,
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Murphy,

cast-

as

,

'

the

Yip

moving

'

Yaphank,"
Joan Leslie,. Alan Hale; Charlie
Bulterworth and George Tobias all
Frantes Langford
do great jobs.
Continued from page. 2
and Gertrude Nicsen deliver- songs
with :all the punch you'd expect how. much of a force for good the preciation. The picture looks like a
tion pictures from an. airplane, doing trbm those gals, and .Kate Smith, screen can be:
$5,000,000 TechnicolPr" jpb because
\
this in 1U14.
"And if it's' some sort' of a price of what the U. S, Army donated
who contributed her, services, will
father,' knock you cold with :her treatment we're paying, that's all right- top;
widow,
(Capt. Claude Binyon on script. Lt.
Survived
by
Ronald Rehgan, the soldier cast,
brother -and sister.
of .the number she introduced, 'God that's the price of civilization, \
•al.) and, of course, gratis for everv.
Bless America.' Everything is pack•Mission*
thing from Wallis and J. L. .Waraged .in a beautiful production by
WILLIAM E. FORTE
'Whether 'Mission to Moscow' will ner's, services"
includihg
director
Jack L, Warner and Hal B, Wallis. pay off
.7
(Will Evans)
not is beside the point.
William "Ei Forte, former yaude It is readily: apparent that the Although it so happens we'll come Mike Curtiz, scripter Casey Robinson, and so on down the line. Only
performer, .kivown on the stage, as Messrs. Warner and Wallis. lavished out all right.
But if It serves the a few of the principals,
under SAG
Will Evans, died in New York July 'loving; care on every foot of This purpose, of now, to cement
closer rules, got basic minimums.
22.
H is death was discovered when Li the Arniy.'.
ties with
a wprthy ally such as
police went to inform him: thai his
The sum of all this is a moving, Russia, is a ?1, 500,000 production inson had died in>Phiia,delphia..
v
entertaining and handsome film. But vestment too much? It's nothing,
Mr. Forte was at one time the
services
this
part-time
of
hp
Iris Adrian to George Jacpbi
'Now that the screen' has found its.
in
dancing partner of Al White, and 'Variety' miigg were hot command
tongue, I know that we of the Amer- Los Angelft!, July 22. -Bride is stage
later, did. 3n ;act with his wife.
eered to tell ybu these things that ican .motion picture industry'-, are and screen actress; groom is
pro--'
Mrs. Evans One
Nellie 'Vincent Evans".
of the regular boys can do so making it an instrument for good. prietpr pf Club 78 -in Los
'
Angeles
died last March.
much better. I want to tell you about Arid in more ways than one.
and. Jake's, New' York.'
some of tile things I thought as I
.Rpse'marie Lombardo to 2d Lt.
'Do yon know that right now we
WALTER (BUDDY) "CANE
watched This Is The Army' unreel have already., dubbed 18 of 36
Henry
Becker, of the Army Air
Walter Buddy) Kaiie, 40, former For
.you, who are shareholders in films inio French and Italian, so. that Corps, in New; Orleans, July 21.
vaude and night club entertainer,
America, and- the' entertainment, ih- these piclures are. moving with our- Bride is -sister-songstress '.Of Guy
July 22.
died in Canton.
dtislr'y, this picture will stand for Ame r ican' t roops', into the re-occupied
Lombardo, prch maestro.
A htl tbtl ry- com-ic-wnu-woit-atteK-^ many things. ancTirwiTlTlTryou with"
^Marjprhri-rartman to Cjpt. SuiTd?
counTi'ies?
ByTIie way, you snoum
tion. with his songs and guitar play'-;
miich pride.
25
at- Fort -Riley;- ,
get a load of Gary Cooper speaking BarnettV July
ing. Kane played all .yaude circuits
'Sgt.
Ybrk,'-:
'Yankee Kansas. Gioom was former agency
."Contributions,, some alleged wag Fi'cnch. in
and- many .night clubs. Widow Berradio
executive: in Hollywood.
once said, arc things that are' made Doodle Dandy' and' 'AH This and
nice, daughter and two sons. survive.
Claire
Trevor
Lt.
lo
(J. G:) Cylos
by your neighbor. Well, then, the Heaven Too' are among, those al'•'.:
Dunsmpor in Tia Juana, 'Mexico;'Warner. Bros:' must be everybody's ready completed.
GERTRUDE NORMAN
'And how about the job our 'Dr. April 17. Bride is .film actress. MarMrs: Gertrude Norman, 9.5. former" neighbor, because the sheer volume
riage had been kept secret until jiow.
stage and screen actress, died July. 20 .'.of.-the/efforts, they have been making Ehrlich's Magic Bullet' is doing for
Greer
Garsbn
to.
Ensign
Here we've
in behalf of this nation and this io- •the U.-S. Army camps?
Richard
in Hollywood, following a long illNey- in Santa .Monica, CaK,' July -26.
ness.
Until she: retired seven years dtist'Vy are enough to catch, the: eye trimmed 11,000 feet down lb 3,000
Bride -is fiiiri 'actress; groom is flliii
ago. .Mrs. Norman played in nearly of. the most unobservant. I looked feet, just the biological .stuff, and
at tjie picture before 'me,, thought of il's the only motion picture about actor.
all Cecil B. DeMille productions) genNina
NlacDpugall
to Richard Himwhich Surgeon; General
the other Warner items that had syphillis
erally iii. mother role's.
preceded it and I knew it couldn't Par-ran, has approved for :showing- in ber in Denver July •'24.. Groom
prch
leader,
be aii accident. It has hapencd too all Uv S. Army camps:.
MRS. ELIZABETH HOFFMAN
''.-'
'When .1 talk about pictures I'm 'Barbara Jo Allen to Norman
Elizabeth Hoffman, 84. vice-pres- many times.
talking in- broad terms, that is for Morrell at Yuma. Arizona, July 24.
ident of radio station WHFC, Cicero.:.
Warner* Pioneered
Bride is radio c'ommedienne, Vera:
indiistvyj 'not Warner
the. entire
ID., died: July 25.
Survived by two.
When\canhed.sbund first lifted its Bros. And so I repeat that, among Vague; room is v:p. of Foote, Cone
daughters. ]and four sons.- one of
tinny voice' and most .person* .inother things, the.film industry is the 8c Belding Agency in Hollywood.
which. Richard,' is. the president of.
volved drew back in fright.
Was
one business which, has not permitthe station.
the Warners who had: the temerity
ted itself to be caught short by rato step forth and grapple with the
Joseph H. Potter, electrician at
tionin
in other, words, there's no
newcomer., (They even had the
Bushhell Memorial Hall,,
on entertainment. And
ied in
shortage
nerve to hire a blackface singer
Hartford, -Conn., July 21.
entertainment is morale.
Long a
5 Continued fron) pjgt 18
from
the Broadway stage). But of
popular figure in local theatrical
Not' Sparing the/Budget
greater importance to most of- us is
•
circles.
Before coming; to Bushnell
K. C.
have we spared :the horses,
Nor
Ihe courage and. speed; with-, which
Hall in/1930, he' had been manager
or rather the budget oh this thing
these, movie-makers
have
donned
at Parioiis theatre,' Hartford.
This brings me to Quick change from street: clothes to
their celluloid aripor and gone forth called morale.
bras and panties is smoothly 'done.'
thing: the mounting costs of
another
lo
joust
with
those
who
would
kick
David Illrsch, 73. composer of JewOnmext are the: Nelson Sisters, who
other people around Remember 'I films.. Well,. I guess they'll just have contrib trapeze and bar
ish" music and former director of
rouline. At
to keep mounting,' Everything else
the show caught. Ihe girls tied things'.
orchestras, in the National and Jew- An'va Fugitive From, a Chain Gang?'
Mind you'. I don't go for these Up with their skill, and precision:
is iip.
ish Palace theatres, Chi., died in Chi- Remember 'They Wpn't Forget?' And
$410.000 price's for' 'Junior Miss,'
Slate .Brothers,- featured comics,
''.,:•'"•
what
'Dr.:
about
/Zola'
and
Erlich's
cago. July 23.
Magic Bullet?" And when someone but I'll, come back lb that in a little, are; on. next for a. fiisl-moving line
of patter, some of which might be
had to speak up about the fifth while. But.: labor Ls iip, >and the
'Ted Gpebel, 53. concessionaire and
Ifiurtdcred.
Their hoofing is okaV.
$250,000. picture of two years ago
trainer of the famous dancing.griz zly column, who made 'Confessions of a
today costs $650,000;. and if you The line comes on for a pipbear at the Overton Park Zoo in Nazi Spy.?' And no malter how
duclion number. 'Begin the Beguine.':
should ask lis to turn out .a $,250,-,
you
feel
about
'Mission
Moscow'
to
Memphis, died Juiy 17 in Memphis.
All. the girls are in sleek black cosyou will admit that our friendship 000 picture, we just can't. do' it. For' tumes against, a, highlighted backHoward A. Davis, father of Harold with, the Soviets needed all the 'sup- instance, here weV have just com- ground..
;
Ferber's
'Saratoga
pleted'
Edna
Masters 4 Rollins,' eccentric -dan-Davis. New; York sales representa- poi't it could get. Guts, .brother,
Trunk'. We thought 'the budget of. ceis.. Scpi-e iieavily wilh their nbn-.
tive of WC'.AU... Philadelphia: died at guts. And then 'Action in the North
$1,800,000
ample.:' il s $2,500,000
sensjeal :antics.
Woman opwis Willi,
Atlantic' ''and Air Force'^and nowhis .hpn1e. Drexcl Hill, Pa., July 19:
exactly:- .'we' just had. to add on that a comedy nun-iber:. 'I'm a ChiropracThis Is the Army!'
tor's Daughter,' and then goes. -into'
$700,000 or not be able to give it the
All right. Now I've: said it and
Carl M. Pfelffer, 55. who operated
a. -dance' vvliich won -her nice palm
production values it warranted..
now
I've
embarrassed
Harry
and
Dickson Opera House. Kenton. O.;
whacking.
Mah does series of
'Back to current play price?; We cpmic and
and later the Ohio and Pastime thea- Jack, and Albert: But it has needed
'horror' character impertres iii that city, died July 22.
saying for a long time: Ours is an thought the peak had been hit when sonations; Their finish is a fast .bit
industry
that
has
been kicked we, paid $275,000 three seasons back of. npvelly dancing which waved,
i:
Walter V. Russ, 43, manager of around savagely Jor little or no rea- for The Man Who Came to Din- them pit to a 'big hand.
Next comes comedy skit. 'Stand
the Marine Division of Mackay Ra- son. This Is the Army'- is over- ner." and when we paid $175,000 to
dio and Telegraph Company, died powering evidence in our. favor. Edna Ferber for a- seven-year lease In,' in. Which one- of :ihe Slale
brothers portrays the guy who takes
on
Trunk,',
""Saratoga
we
were
July 26, in Lynbrook. L. I.
Let's remember, .though,, that it is
.criticized for tliaUalso. Actually, this the-socks, the: pics: and the buckets
just one link in a chain of similar
of water in a. studio during the supFather of Jack Chalman, advertis- evidence. The Warner Bros, and: leasing of literary .properties', is not posed filming pf a feature
picture.
now a familiar -custom
it's
ing manager of Interstate Theatres, you and I have, a right to be proud. new.
Sketch is played fast tp good effect.
in Hollywood. We had the same deal,
died in San Antonio, July 22.
P.S.— I work for. Columbia Pictures.
Line follows with a bit' of neat
for'Anthony Adverse'-rrjust .one stepping tp 'Brazil'.'
treatment.
But an enterprising
James Hope. 99. grandfather of
Buck. & Bubbles gp through same
studio can average 'its $250.000. story routine used; iii former 'Scandals.'
comedian Bob Hope, died in Hitchin,
buys with its made-on-lhe-lQt origi- and still sure-fire. With the piano-,
Hertfordshire,' England, July 24.
Mr: and Mrs. Augie Klein. son in nals.'
playing of one and the hoofing of
Chicago. July 17. Father is accordion
Warner cited 'Old Acquaintance' the other-, plus their gagsing. they
player with the WLS Rangers and as wh.it he called a.'cheap play buy' are the standouts of the show,
judged by tumultuous applause at
Dixie Dandies, WLS, Chicago.
for $75,000: or the $12,000,000 grosswindup.
Mr. and Mrs: Don Kelley, daugh- ing Singing Fool' which was a
Continued from pace 1 ^^^J
Fay Carroll, shapely blonde: is on
V—
ter.
Chicago. July 20,
Father is 'made-at-'home original by Graham next for a. chorus of-. 'You'll Never
Baker.
Henceforth, he says. Iprice Know.' while the Slate brothers give
hank.' Berlin's World War I show.
sales promotion manager of WLS.
will be an object: with Warners,'
1
The rehearsals at Cump Ufiton. llie
out,/ with- more comedy' business,
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Heiner
performance'-, af- -the old Century man, son," in Kew Gardens, "N.-.Y-.i \v ere it's found that novels and with tlie- help of several soldiers and
originals are. just as_ good, and betsailors from the .audience. Then Ihe
theatre, live, incredibly thrilling .fii July 21.
Father is general uales
ter: than overly coslly,-play buys.
entire company parades on for Ih"
nale. the departure for France' and
manager for Samuel Gbldwyn.
.,'
Warner, sees, productions' now cost- finale.
brief battle scenes from the earlier
Mr. and Mrs: J. A. McDonald, ing an average of
Capacity biz
day and
world conflict add up to a great
$1,250,000; and the
daughter, jn Evanston, III July 20: $2:000.000 grosser:
£nrl.
night.
'.'''•;..'•-.';
"•'
gel m way.
''-:
a must rather thanThe story, leaps to World, War IJ. Father is. attorney. for. the NBC Cen-.. an exception, in yiew- or the mounttr.il Division, Chicago.
ing costs. 'People are getting raises
describes the formation of the 'This
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Weissrhuller, in income and will: continue to get
Is the Army' ii nil. which includes
Biz
daughter, in Santa Monica. Cal.; July Ihem'.'.says he. and.so it is with, the
in its membership, several sons of
20
Father is screen actor.
-ever-increasing -i!.ost of film mateContinued from page 1
the; Yip- Yip-Yaphanker s. and plunges
;
'.into: the
Mr. and Mrs. Chick Otterslrom. rials, labor,, etc,
memorable July 4. 1942^
virtual
reports,
have; received
opening of the show at the Broad- dauglitcr, in Lbs Angeles, July 20.
•Army' Cost
$1,650,000
freeze from prpfessipnal and execuway theatre,
rbm. there to: the. Father is a cartoon animator.
As. regards. This Is the:"Army.' tive' classes with set incomes', since
,windup it is 'This' Is the Army.' ils
.MiY and Mrs. Charles Arndl,\son. the .film cost Warners;, $1,400,000 out- the
reasur.
Department , begnn
lightning lajit'. production numbers', in Hollywood, July 19. Father
of-pocket, on top of the $250,000 ad- syphoning off the 20% tax each, week",
is a
its .lender .lore
son
its comedv.
screen -actor.
vanced to the Army Emergency Re- These classes"
inclined to put
and above all. its matchless! spirit.
lief
Fund:
Instead of a 50-50 deal, their: surplus money, -if they- have
Mr. and :M L
George Folger.
.Mike:Cuiti7. jias cleverly sandwiched
'daughter-.
in
Hollywood. July 17. as, first made with Irving Berlin, any. into War Bonds. With the "'w.
his: love -story and the saga of -the
Falhci- is assistant, manager of radio after Jake- Wilk- WB's eastern story- workers the financial conditi
show's' lour id between, the -Irving
edilor
phoned
recording .at NBC.
Warner that' Para-: somewhat different. While the inBerlin numbers.
this category
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Ames, daugh-' mount did not have the Soldier shpw come 0( a family
...
Doughboys Click
cinched; the
brganizatiph agreed has been upped-' tremendously, (with ^
The Army boys you saw on the ter. in-NeWark, N. J July 19. Father to give
everything, to Army Reiiet. several. members holding jobs), most
is.
ihe-orch leader.
stage repeal
their
click
on the
Even the 20% .distribution may be of the war. workers-. are still, living
screen, losing hone of their boyish
Pvt.
and Mrs. Stephen Crane, pared down
a bit by rebate, if there, al'their pld rental scale,
Since they,
zest .iii. (he transfer.
The Army's daughter, in Hollywood, July 25. is. any.
•,
can't buy cars, refrigerators.;bi' other
added starters. :Lt. Ronald .Reagan Mother is film actress, Lana Turher.In realistic values, the 'Army' film like durable
goods with the suras the romantic lead and Sgt. Joe
Mr. and Mrs. John Garfield. son- reaches staggering proportions.
For plus, the; tendency is toward invest-,
Louis bein
his
wonderful self, July 26, in Hollywood.. Father Is one thing, there is no
40% for over- ing the money' in jewelry and costly
are
right
home.
George screeh actor.
head, per custom. There is no destones.
force
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JOHN WARREN

.

'

:

John Warren, 71,;. widely known.
music' critic,' concert -manager and
civic leader in Tyler, Texas, died in
thai city, July 16.

.

.

Born in St. Louis; Warren began a
newspaper career on the St. Louis

He
Post-Dispatch as music editor.
later went to New York to loin stall
of the -N.' X- World, remaining there
for 10 years as art, music and drama.
He later aligned with, the
critic.
Steinwaiy Piano". Company as concert manager and while there was
Rachbringing
in
instrumental
maninoff and :Lhevinne .to this coun'.
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American

first

remaining

manager,
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1012.

tours.-

Stcinway. to join the MetroOpera ..Company, also as.

left

politan.
co'ncert

until
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Widow, daughter and two grand-:
_chjidren survive.
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MARTIN

FAUST

J.

.

:

Martin J. Faust, 57, stage: and
screeh actor, died July 20 in Los
Angeies: following a long illness.: A
child actor at-the age of eight, he
toured later with. Richard Mansfield
and played in the old Proctor Stock'NewCompany on 125th street
' '.
York.
.

;

Shifting into pictures; in the early
days.
Faust played with EdLson
.

'

,

,

;

.

:

,

.

.-.

Bipgraph. Thannhauser

and, Lubin

As. a freelance actor in

in the East.

Hollywood, he played heavy roles
with Tom- -Mix, Buck Jones and'
'

Lionel Barry-more, in the early days.
his recent' activities were.
character roles in 'AU Baba and the

Among

.

'

40 Thieves.' 'This Is the

The North
.-

-

..

Army' and

Star.'

:

;

,

•

'

COURTENEY

FAY.

'

'

'

.

'•'•

Fay

Courleney.

legit

and

stock

New

actress, died in
York July
of a cerebral hemorrhage.

18

.

Born in San Francisco, Miss
Courteney made her stage debut as
Juliet when only 16.' After playing
in 'Sky Farm' for Charles Frohman

the Empire Stock in
Columbus. O., as ingenue and. quickly 'rose to leading woman.

she

House Reviews

,

;

joined

Miss Courteney later came to New
York and appeared with' Florence
Moore in 'She Couldn't Say No, also
in 'Saturday Night' and 'It Never
1

1

Rains/

In recent .'years she devote.d
her talents To radio. work, except for
an appearance' in Chicago, in 'The
Curtain Rises/ which was her last.

-

-

-

TOWER,

'

:

'

.

.
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,

'

.

-
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-

'

,

legit.

'

-
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'

.
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CHARLES H. MUNSTER
Charles H. (.'Chub') Munsfer, 56,
veteran legit boxoffice man, died in
:

New. York Monday

He had

(26).

been at the French hospital
weeks prior to his death.

tor'

some

:

was company manager/of 'Stars on
was general manager of the

Ice' and

former Civic Repertory Co.'' Previously he was principally occupied as
a boxoffice man: He was treasurer
.

of the Earl 'Carroll theatre. N.

Y..

in the boxoftices of the Long
acre. Little and Hippodrome. Burial
at Cook's funeral parlor tomorrow
(29) afternoon at 2:15.

and

.'

-

.

'

:

WMAN

became widely known for his Sun
day morning broadcasts of religious
services: When he left Columbus he
went to the First Baptist church in
Pasadena. Cal., and was retired, in
1937.
Widow, three sons, and a
.

.

.

.

.

:•

BIRTHS

w

.

Jolson On 'Army'

62,

.

l.i

.

.

./:

profes

sionally known as world's greatest
.strong man. was found dead in his

apartment in Youngstown. O.. July'
16. He had been in 'failing' health for
•

'.

..

Luxury

1

.

WB

.

several years.
Hayek toured

'-.

:

(he

.

,

TJnited; Stales

and mbsi of'Eurppe as-a professional
strong inan.. Also toured with circuses and carnivals. When he quit
he returned to Youhgslown
wresting ' and

-'trouping'

.'where 'ho promoted
boxing events.

."

'

.

:

ALEX THOMAS HAYEtC
Alex Thomas Hayek.

.

'

..

.

:

,

DR. DANIEL RITTENHOUSE
Dr. Daniel Ri.llenhouse, 61, former
pastor of the First .Baptist church,
Columbus. O.. died July 18 in Pasa
dena. Cal.
In 1922 Dr. Rittenhpuse established
the fpVmer radio station
in
Columbus: the first radio station- to
be church-owned and/operated,- He

;'

:

-

-

Minister for the past three years

daughter survive.

•

;

.

:

s':

-

'

'

:
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-

;

.
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WILLIAM

FILDEW

E.

'

»

William E. Fjlde.w, '53, pioneermotion picture camera man died in
Hollywood, July 17,
.

Fildew.began.liis career In picture's
In 1910, Working successively, for Biograph, Reliance, D. W. .,- 'Griffith.
Gold wyh and Universal, He was said
to be first camera man to take mo'

;

.

WB

.

,

.

'.

.

•

.

',

.

:

.

;

:

.

i

.

28, 1913

Wednesday July
,
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CHATTER

Hollywood
Errol.Plynri

Mexico City.
Chi to .sell

to.

Jean Hershblt

to

bohtis.

Felix, Brcssart laid 'up 'with' lum:
bago:
;
Jules Stein, to. Lake Arrowhead on
'vacation.
'

ronte Sister*' Big Year
writers; on ,the. scene to make exclulooks like a big year for the
sive stories legitimjite,
Dispatchessisters,
particularly Chiir-, haye been delayed from 24 to 48
whose novel. 'Jaiie E.vro." w'ill hours... which American papers .conno. doubt score' the biggest success 'sidered ,pre':t'y good service. Stories
C. Aubrey Smith celebrated iris of its career (almost exactly 100 have to
be flown by courier plane to
'[
80th birthday.
years af.'cr it waA first published).
CHQ. in North Africa arid filed from
Lieut. Robert Preston
infrom
Tile Bpok-or-ihe r Moiith CHib will
there. An ctrort is being 'made 16:'
-.
Florida on. furlough.
distribute a Uvo-ynhm'ie de .'luxe establish direct radio service
John Wayne headed' for the Navy
Bronte 'dividend' to its members in. correspohdents from: Sicily.
after ;pne more picture.
Veronica Lake checked out of Hie November and Deceniber,'-..Including.
'Janc Eyre' and Wiitlu rina HelghUs.'
hospital to recuperate at .home.
Patterson's Sacrifice
Alfred Newman., studio musical di- illustrated by Fritz- Eicheuberg and
Comic, strip written by the <iaughrector. Is being ,siied [or divorce
published by Random House. Tlu-rr
tir of Capt. J,,M. Patterson.' pubPvt.. .Georjje M, Cohan, Jr..- spchjwill also be po ular priced motion,
lisher of -the N, Y. Dally' News,
irig furlough with William' Carney,
picture editions of 'Jane Eyre'. i.<siied
.probably' had. the sh'O'-.Jei.t"' life of
Paul Lazarus; Jr., in town- for 'ad-' by .Grossct fc iiii hip
-anti the Dollar
vbrtising .huddles at United Artists.
any ,:e«)mie- in. the. tab.'s history.
Richard
Whorf exhibitirig his Bonk Chib iDiiublCflay boran). The 'StnrtccL lasL November^ it has been":
painfings in a Beverly Hills .'art g;iU ne'wiy formed Illustrated Modern discontinued
'because of ihc> t&ia,'•";:. Library likewise has a. '.fane Eyre
"
lery. :.. .:
\l>."i»t;.rc«u6Upn.
forced .by. the WPB,'
Xavier Ciigal.'recovci-ii-ig from sur- liiwid?ilUisirated by' "kelwaVd" A.*Wilaccording to.the publisher. Chicag
-'.-..gery, resumes ,\cork ai'.Columbia this son.
.j
T''ibimc-Ncw
York- News Syndicate
week.:::
;
All this and 2 0iii Centiiry.-Fox too
Harold Hopper
WashiiTKlon to 20lh CeiHur'yVlilm .version of "Jane Ul the; siifne. ime announced .to the.
report Hollywood conditions. 10 the
1'8. papers Uring
lhcv MiCp that it was
Eyre.' starring Joan Fontaine and
-WPB:
"T^conliiiuing serViOo
"
Nancy Coleniftn. arid Whitney Bol. Orson yTcTIesfls' j-eheduicd for reCartpuh.:' sepuoni-i; was .'Deathless
20lh' also
ton .announced, their •engagement lb lease in mid^'October,
Deer,'
authored
by Alicia Patterson,
plans
to
precede
.this.
with
short
a
marry;
;
who, also is.: ilie publisher of the
Harold Lloyd, was granted a. $19,840 about the Bronte sister,
called
tax valuation -on his Beverly Hills 'Three Sisters of the Moors.' To lop Hempstead. (Long Island) Newsday.
mansion.
it. off
Warner Bros, has also sched- It. was .dravvn by Ncysa McMein: It
Eddie Cantor- relurned lo producer uled a production about the Bronte was one of the. row -instances when
after. three weeks in
desk at
the highly successful CT-NYNS has
sisters, .to be tilled 'Demotion.'' Looks
''
the east.
discontinued, a strip for any reason.
Malcolm Kingsberg. vice-prexy- of •like. -the. Bronte family-'vis. in the
.

Broadway
Inn

illage

Greenwich

S

paul Douglas has shoved

OWI.
Lou Goldberg

seas for
'

to

.r,eopon£
off -Over-

Canada

ad-

in

vanced/of Major Bowes.
Robbms, the music
•Jack

:

Gene Buck out

after

jot hospital

minor operation .and resting at Great
fteck home.
_
„
Jack Warner off for the Coast
probably
latter part of the week,
',.'
on Friday <30).
Arthur Sachson,. assistant general;

:

.

•

,'

.

.

:

.

saVs manager for. Warner Bros., back
'from the Coast
,„

home. Wyoming apartments, would welcome
'
.
hearing from friends.
' Cliiu les M. Reagan, general, sales
manager, for Par, back from Chicago
state^a nd Jiidta'ria.'.-hig home,

:

.

—

.Dunning;

Friiu'uus

.

.

j

•

;

'

.

.

'•'

:

.

:

:

•'

:

I

Normn n Perguson.

.

,

Company starts with lllmizaof Ibanez's 'La Barraca' ( The

banker.
tion

.

'.

..

.

.

;

.produ cer of
(Grab Bag).. Mexican chapWalt -Disney's latest t'atinAmerican, Here again, this lime seeking Mexican talent for -the pic. Hal

theatre stage shows'; left
Monday (27) for the Coast to checlt
in 'at 20lh-FOx as a costume, designer,
Frank T. Pulaski, 20-year-old
nephew of Jack Pulaski I'Variety').
missing in action over Germany

.

:

•Pinafa'
ter in

Roxy

'

.

•-.

for

•

.-

.

'.

.

'

'

.

,'

.

RKO

:

.

'

:

RKO

chips;-

theatres," in towri'o'n 'an inspec"

tion tduri

Baker, Author

Goodwill Advertising

.'-

committee.

."

L

Aug.

of.

-

;

.

.

.

.

.

ton's backer.

,

.

vets.

•'.;

'

.-./.'

;.

'.

'.

i.

t.ts

Cai'I. Rava/.za
and- for oiie-iiightcr.
:

.

'
.

telinial.

Rees

City
Grahame

Auditorium.

,

-

.-

.

:

i

.Ciirlos ;

Chavez.

own

ballet,

home

iiito',

Prom Ballroom

alti iietioiis'. '

re

Brown and band

followed Shep

.

'

Alan Ladd'

.,

is

.

member

a

Officers Training. School

Beach.

''

'•'

.;.

at

'

the

of

Miami

at

jit

Room and

.

'

:
.

MUSICLAU CLIPPED

l
Springfield. Mass.. July 27.
lp'While Ke'rwi ii- Son) mci'vi le. Tom my
presentation tit Fort
Tucker's sax' looting composer, was
Navy Base.
-Dig It 'Up'' at a
Bessie Schwartz resigned as. 20th- fil ing out with.
Fox contract clerk lb-join her sol- Shangri La rally on Main street, a
sneak thief was going through bis
dier husband in Denver.
MinneapDlisr-Universal branch ex- .room at the Hotel Bridgway.
change' -fourth nationally iii Nate
Result, Sommerville -vfill have' to
Blumb'org Testimonial. Drive.
'big It Up", to the tune of $245.40 to
20lll-Kox here doing biggest busicover the!'- st of wearing i:ppnr(rl.
ness hi exirhiinge's history and now
money. traveling bag and sax p:"'K
-..,'

-

-

.

Clyde Snyder producing, shows

cally

iriarried.

,

1

USO

for.
SneH'ing arid

,

,.

Miamplonship Drive prize,

j

tiori

It's

Stiles,

m.c.;

Jack

cd.

.

Ken'.

.

McCormick. Doublcday's cdi,

loivin-ehicf, goes into the Army to28), vvith Donald B. Elder;
his chief aide, taking over.

day (July
•

"

Jerome

Woidmah's

n'cw

play,

'Many Men.' is based on his experiences in England, while with OWI,
but riot based on the Govt, agency.
Twelve South: American newspaper publishers viewed the Hollywood scene as guests of the Motion
Picture Society "for the .America's.
kcnrielh It. Portpr has arrived in
London as foreign correspondent for
the. Ziff- avis mags, on a roving
coihmission which will, tyke him over

'

long been his ambia. smpll-town piib-.
most of the war aica.
the Lessen Advocate',
ZUma Palmer, radio: columnist for
has found his dream
the Holly wrOod Citizen; News signed
After the .War Friend

become

to

:

:

lisher,

he

and

feels

in

he

opportunity.
fcjels' he can
SusanvJIlc is

make
(i.OOp

for .a moiithly fa(Iib column in the
N, Y. Times, devoted to air.production'. and comments on the.
Pacific
"

the rag, a daily.
population.

Coast.

Scoop Scooped
Army-enforced pooling of news
Clil Trlb'K

:
-

bciiig locally

scooped on

its

own

still hospitalized in Mexwhere she was struck and

Although

.

ico City,

correspondents' stories frorn- Sicily
resulted in. the 'Chicago Tribune's
-re-

seriously injured by an auto, Anna
Scgiiins managed to polish up a new.
book und send t oil -t« her publish?
.'
ers here.
\
-Corp: Eli Lloyd' Hoffman, former'
Broadway press agent and - radio
i

-

'.

.

Versailles Hotel raised $7a.O00 for
War Bonds from guests at a. recent
rally -featuring' 'cutcrlainers riom all/•
nile clubs here.
;;
•

Roller: Dor-.Harry 1 t-ir.-clv.-by setting new box-o/Viee records at

•

-.Mexico City's

Les

annii.1l

:

v-.hich,is

Midway

the Radissoh. hotel Fht'nie
.''''-.:
.'-..
held oven.'

By Douglas L.
Helen Hayes and daughter Mary

,.

5

add.-

Fields into the ;Fla'g)er.. Gardens.
Tubbv Rives opening at ihc May-

Clllb.:

Wight FisUc packing;, em

vacationing here,
/
s,a.Ke theatres here are enjoying
..
their best biz. in nearly 15 years.
.Alfonso Esparza Oteo is new sec.
Ken. of the: National Federation of
Theatrical arid. Public Spectacles
'.
Unions.
,.,•
Eugene Goossens scored an outMandlng .hit as: guest conductor- of
he Mexican Symph oreh, director of
.

the

Club.

Club- postponed Until August,
The De Castro troupe of dancers
the Drum
arc -going over Well at ''"'
•"

D6dson!s.Sh().ws supplying Aqua-

referred to Gertrude Niesen's new
groom, uhdei- Rdarrlagc's.

Mexico

at'

the

-

fair

.

printe'i-l

fi00

cd at Tobacco Road.

:

,

was a

at the

The Brooks Twins have been

'

•

'

taurotc'nr'

i

eariii-d a profit of $25,000-

of '.course

;,

.

rig

.

.

.-'
,

Bed/

o t 'Early to

opened

at

O'Clock Club.
The Edward.- Sisters are tntcrlain-

.

ic

wore freciucnf in London,

no "Chicago restaurateur'
was
an erroneous identification under
Births lost week -when recording the
arrival of his and. Dorothy Kilgal.•l.cn's second heiress,
The 'Chi res
is

Breaz'elle

Joy.

band

and

-

Despite lerriflr blitzing, the 1500011-;
Club, received when boinbihgs
it has hcen
carrying on with abiuil a (|uartcr its
normal capat itv. and last year
fi

Bar

of Music.

Gracic Barrie
Frolics Club.

Hinson

cd.

Vie Keen, of Ihe N. Y. Herald' Tribune's, cable desk,' married Alice
Morgan,: Who 'used to be with f hP
Hoars I mags.

'

Miami

-

;

Richard Ko'llmar, produccr-actor-

.

managcr

&

Lail.

1

Tony.

J.

-

city

.

the Mirror, as nitery editor, to be-'
come- publisher of the Lessen Advocate.
Susanyille is some 250 ..milesfrom Frisco (M''s. Friend's home
town, incidentally) and 85 miles to
Reno, on the Cal-Neva road:
Both, incidentally, had '.their first
date on a. Jersey ferryboat, where
Friend was scouting a 'N. j: paper
some eight, years, ago when they got

.

Price
ni'urly> a'cquircd
freehold.'.
asked said, to have been .around $1.300,000. whieh was too steep for Hyl-;

.

David I-iamia, released from M,iriiies through physical disability, reties as result, before finding the
weekly in Susanvillc, Cat. which turned to his old. job on Los AnFriend has just purchased. He leaves geles Daily: News drama staff.

,

al the

.

.

.

Beth ChalliS has opened

•

.

Sclig Adler. now asst. mariaj»ing
editor N. Y. Mirror, u'ppbd from,

•Ted.- Friend's Paper/
The Ted Friends, he of the N. V.
Mirror (she is Dorothy Kdy, Broadway p. a.) scoured every, small town
and, hamlet,. and probably know more'
about small-lo\tfn newspaper .proper-

.'

:

;

-

at wit r.

'

.

.

.

;

...

lease oh
R. Gatli.

.charge.

i

CHATTEB

Newfoundland produce's 15,000 tons and the remainder is made
in the United States.
This- is the second increase since'
1938.
Price was tipped from $50
to .$54 a ton on March .1 last, Canada,
sought ari .$8 increase at that lime.

.

their three -nights al Embassy Club,
one of the ..few classy *pots left in

'Dagspos'len'

.

.

-

lias

ation—Norsk Bladeieiforening— and
have placed the Nazi editor of the

Trondhcim

Ions,

'

'

Nazis have busted the old. leaders!)
of the -Norwegian Publishers Associ-

•

:

1

Norway Publishers OHsted
Norwegian press lias come still
more under Nazi domination, according to new reports' reaching the U. S,

William B. Hocl, who used to be
with the Cincinnati Enquirer, has
Newsprint Up to $58. a Ton
Celling price of -staiidajicl news- joined the Satevepost,
Ralph: Jordan, managing editor of.
print goes up $4 a ton effective" Sept.'
I.'
WPB announced Thursday (22). Ihe Deseret News, 'Salt Lake City,
This will bring price to .$58,- with in Hollywood for a- look : scc at the
other grades varying correspond- studios.
.Erika Mann, (ia.ughter of Thomas
ingly. Current U. !s. ..consumption of
newsprint is 300.000 tons, monthly, Mann, has arrived in, England under
of which Canada supplii's- 210.000 commission to do a- book on Europe

•

London.
Jack Hvlton, who
Adeiphi- theatre rrom

.

.

-

These

•

.

Like 'So Help Me," Buker's will
autobiographical: Tjtle:' Take It
or Leave 'ft,' from, the radio show
Of the same name which Baker,
"'.
emcees.
be.

'

.

'All

lisher

.

.

...

Random House, pubof George Jessefs biog.

Arid also for

In addition, 650
business -houses
are placing ads in South Americaneditions of U. S: publications, many
of them trade papers.
In the last group .are the Spanish,
edition of
Reader's Digest, which
lakes advertising, 'Americano Exportadora,' "A.utomovile Americano/,
etc.
Rio dailies ..are getting the
largest; single 'chunk .of the American advertising;
spent below
the border.

'

,

buy

to

may be a
Phil Baker isto. Write one.

-

as a result

.

Weidman's

whether

write, one.';

another whojs decided

.

-

or

Broadway .wheeze, but

-

inactive, list

don't know,

hook

ad.

.arid

is'

'.'

.

Jerome

•

playing an impprliirit"
Hy Daab joined the David O.- Selz- part in building up goodwill in the
ni'clc publicity staff as assistant to,
Latin countries south of the' border^
Joseph Steele:
CIAA
joints
out.
Acting in conTallulah Bankhead checked in at
20th-Fox after an absence of 11 years junction with the Coordirialor's office, about 450 U. S. firms ai-e; now.,
from pictures.
Mary. McCalL Jr.. lo Columbus. advertising in the Latin -papers, alGa., to be. with her husband, Capt.: though, many oiathe concerns' have
David Bramson.
nothing lo sell at present because
Lieut.-Col. Sam Briskin goes oh the they are converted .to
war work.

'

.

'I

S. A.

111

The American advertiser

agency

:.

~

.

looms as a fall Broadway
prospect, with Charles Coburn as
both producer and star of the dramatization; Sir Cedric Hardwicke previously has planned doing the Wcid"
..„:
inan work.
Thomas La'Brumj- assistant to publisher Dave Stern of the- Philadelphia Record, initiated as youngest
member of -the "Hot Air Club' at. its
annual outdoor, shindig held Sunday
(25) in Lohg' Island.
Club, is compnscAinostly. of main stem show biz

:'- "\.

"
:

;

.

.

Years'

;

'

-

Osa Massen and Charles Bickford
M. P. Relief Fund's exec

elected to

.

WB

.

...

.

•

.

•

j

-

'

.

;

:

,

^

'

medical examinations.
Barrack!). Domingo Soler has beenCharles Prutzman in from the
signed for lead role: Pic goes/into home office to look over Universal
production about Aug. 15.
studio's legal problems.
Lieut Jack Hively. former Paramount director, spending his fursince June 25. He's been a bomber
lough visiting the studios.
co-pilot.
Mary Beth Hughes'.to marry Ted
Jimmy Caesar temporarily- -.out ofhow a Coast Guardsman, in
•Stars on Ice" (Center) with bad
Eml.vn AVilliamV suffered loss of North,
New London, Conn., Qct. l.
knee, Leo Freisinger doing jumps hi 74-year-oid father.
". Harry
Brand Vacationing at ArTwinkle. Watts, out of show
Solo,
Captain. Edward Diiryea Dowling rowhead Springs, with -Lou Wer-tis now' in' Hollywood*
birthclay-partied by showtolks here;
heimer
As guide and counsel.
to
Irviii jMarks off to the Coast
Val Paul rejoined Charles R.Jaine.s. Bridie has' written a new
'.m
negotiate: for the sale of the
play; that will be produced in Loii-. Rogcrs as production manager after,
rights, to the General Giraud- biog,
recovering from- a long illness.
written by' G. Ward Price, the. Lon- don next- nioiitli.
Rise Stevens, of the Metropolitan
Former, musical comedy aclress
don Daily Mail war correspondent
to sing .with Bing
Gra'cie Fields, who's going overseas Mary Leigh, widow of. shipping mag- Opera, in town
Crosby oh the Paramount lot.
to entertain British, troops and war nate, left, around $115,000.
•'
BeLzi Beaton, stage, actress, left for
Louise Seuor: and Darlane Jones
plant workers for ENSA, will be
Ala., to .'marry: Richard
Gadsden:
farewclled at a 20th.-Fox cocktail arc two -others in new KDKA sirigactor,
now in the
screen
Ainiey,
iug
trio
organized by Elaine Kinder
party this afternoon t Wednesday)..'
Army.
The. Benny Fields (Blossom 'See^ Shield,
Carey' McWilliams. former .State
Amy Berlingcr has ''switched to
ley) to Hollywood for his health,
Housing, is now. atMedicos oflice work since ltiir former dancing Commissioner, of Screen Publicists
following hospital: siege:
torney for the
told singer to 'lay around in .the siin. partner;:- Syd Magidson,- wenr-into
Guild.
"
^.
arid forget about four shows a,, day the Army.
Cresson E. Smith.- veteran fllm exAdolphO Mcnjou Will do series of
for a while.'
manager, retired
roadcasting hibitor and sales
.The Danny Kaycs (Sylvia Fine) broadcasts fpii British'
Corp.
in
Spanish, Portuguese, French from jjrtitcd Artists to his California
due back from Hollywood following
ranch,
and
Kalian,
his
next
first -Goldwyn
picture
'Jimmy- McHugh accepted a scroll
Esther
McCracken.
who
recently
Max
Scripters
..-'month.
He's :1-A..
himself arid fellow tunrsmiths in
Xicbman and Jrfiss Fine anxious for. wrote and produced 'Living Room,! for
Hollyhas- been signed .by- Sir Alexander- behalf of their work for the
Broadway activity.
"
.:;
wood. Canteen.
Enric Madriguera due for another Korda to do a film ,story for him.
Spencer Tracy, hosted 250 soldiers
Joyce- riednuiii. who made a hit in
confab with Vice President Wallace,
frorn
Camp Haan at the weekly dinThe topic: how to combat enemy 'Shadow and Substance' in its recent ner of' the Masquers Service Men's
propaganda iii South America. The production at ihoDuke of York's, re- Morale Corps.
placed
Pamela'
Brown
in
'Claudia.'
Nazis are. using the Latins' love for
Carl Laemmle.,Jr:. recovered overPalladium bill for Aug. 23, which
music to good advantage^
paid tax assessments for 1931-30.
Ask Jack L. Warner about the has radio feature 'Shipmates Ashore' amounting to $150.57). as executor of.
playful- Sypros Skouras- at' Mam'rtro- as featured second half to: vaude
the Carl Laemmle estate.
neck, and his weekend as 'guest' of bill, will also include Charles Wa'rSamuel Goldwyn's studio was damat- ren and partner.
Stanlegh. V. Friedman, the
.When jiv town, (ib Hope. Adolphe aged $10.000 Worth by a' fire caused
torney, until
die Skourases "kidexplosion
of
a prop land. mine
the
by
Menjou, Frances I.angCind, Jack
napped' the film producer:
'The. North Star."
Pepper and;
Hoinaiio spend in Hie production of
.

'

-

.

'

Bock, NBC exep, came here with him
the Plymouth, N. Y!( Aug. 23.
from Hollwood.
h: dzzy) Herk is. sitting, in at
I
Howard Randall.
engineer
Max Gordon's, while Ben Boyar. back from HollywoodRCA
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of Fine. Arts (National Theatre.)
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